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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiff-Respondent,
and
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiff,

SUPREME COURT NO. 45092
Ada County No. CV-OC-2014-16400

vs.
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., a Delaware
corporation,
Defendant-Appellant,
and
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., et al,
Defendants.
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.,' an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiff-Respondent,
and
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation,

SUPREME COURT NO. 45093
Ada County No. CV-OC-2014-16400

Plaintiff,

vs.
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., a Delaware
corporation;
Defendant-Appellant,
and
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., et al,
Defendants.

000001

CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL
Appeal from the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District, in and for the County of Ada.
HONORABLE STEVEN J. HIPPLER

MERLYN W. CLARK

THOMAS E. DVORAK

ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT

ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT

BOISE, IDAHO

BOISE, IDAHO
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..
..

In the S~prem_e· C~urt o~the State ofldah·~.
:

...

THURSTON E~RPRISES, INC., an Idaho . )
corp~ration,
)
)

Plaintiff-~espondent,

.

·.ORDER

)

.

. ')

-and

Suprem~ Court pocket No.

)

)

T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho·
corporation,

'

45092-2017
Ada Count}' N<?· CVOC-2014-16400 .

)

.)

.-

Plaintiff,

v.

)
)

. )

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.,
a Deiaware corporation,

)
)
)
)
)
)

Defendant-Appellant,
and
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., et al.,

)
)
)

Defendants.

)
)

T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation,
·

)
)

Plaintiff-Respondent,
.
.

)

and

)
)

THURSTON ENTE!zyRISES, INC., an Idaho
·
corporation,

)
)

Supreme Court Docket No. 45093-2017 ·
Ada County No. CVOC-2014-16400

·)
Pl~tiff,

v.

.

)
)

)

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.,
. a Delaware COIJ.?Oration,_

)
)

and

)
)
)

SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., et al.,

)

Defendant-Appellant,

)

Defendants.
ORDER- Docket Nos. 45092 I 45093

)
)
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A MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE APPEALS and DECLARATION OF C. CLAYTON
•

<

GILL IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE APPEALS for reasons of judicial
efficiency was filed by Respondents on June 9, 20 17; therefore, good cause appearing,
IT IS ORDERED that Respondents' MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE Appeal Nos. 45092
and 45093 is GRANTED, and these docket numbers shall be CONSOLIDATED FOR ALL
PURPOSES under Appeal No. 45092, but all documents filed shall bear both docket numbers.
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that the Transcripts and Record in Supreme Court Docket
Nos. 45092 and 45093 shall remain due on or before July 27, 2017.
DATED this

l3~ dayofJune,2017.

For the Supreme Court

cc:

Counsel of Record
District Court Clerk
Court Reporter

ORDER- Docket Nos. 45092/ 45093
_

_LIL_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~-----·-···--··-····························----
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In the Supr~·me Coun of the State oflda~~THURSTON ~NTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation,

)
)
'

Plainti~-Respondent,

)
)

ORDER CLARIFYING ORDER
.CONSOLII?ATING CASES

.. )

and

)

TJENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho .
corporation, ·

Supreme Co~ Docket No. 45092-2017
Ada County No. CVOG-2014-16400

)
).
)
)

Plaintiff,

Ref. No; 17;,216

y.

v.

. -)

SAfEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.,
a Delaware corporation, . · . ·
Defendant-Appellant,
and
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., et al.,
Defendants.
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an.Idaho
COIJ?Oration,
.Plaintiff-Respondent,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

and

)
)

THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation,

)
)

Plaintiff,

)
)
)

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.,
a Delaware corporation,

)
)

and
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., et al.,

.

Defendants.

Supreme Court Docket "No. 45093-2017
Ada County No. CVOC-2014-16400

)

Defendant-Appellant,

.

.

).

v.

.

.

)
)
)
)
)
)

ORDER CLARIFYING ORDER CONSOLIDATING CASES- Docket Nos. 45092 I 45093
000005

·

On June 13, 2017, this Court entered an Order granting Respondents' Motion to Consolidate
Appeal Nos. 45092 and 45093 for all purposes under Appeal No. 45092.

APPELLANT'S

OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE APPEALS, AND OBJECTION TO ORDER
CONSOLIDATING APPEALS and a DECLARATION OF DANE BOLINGER IN SUPPORT OF
APPELLANT'S

OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE APPEALS, AND

OBJECTION TO ORDER CONSOLIDATING APPEALS with attachments, was filed by counsel
for Appellant on June 23, 2017, requesting this Court vacate the Order dated June 13, 2017, and
deny Respondents' Motion to Consolidate in favor of separate appeals, or in the alternative, modify
the Order so that SBS is allowed to submit a full brief for each appeal separately even if the appeals
are consolidated for other purposes.

Thereafter, a REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO

CONSOLIDATE APPEALS was filed by counsel for Respondents on June 27,2017. The Court is
fully advised, therefore; after due consideration,
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that the appeals in this matter are CONSOLIDATED SOLELY
FOR THE PURPOSES OF RECORD AND TRANSCRIPT.
DATED this

cc:

!1~y

of July, 2017.

Counsel of Record
District Court Clerk
Court Reporter

ORDER CLARIFYING ORDER CONSOLIDATING CASES- Docket Nos. 45092 I 45093
000006

ADA COUNTY DISTRICT COURT

CASE SUMMARY
CASE

No. CV-OC-2014-16400

T3 Enterprises Inc, Thurston Enterprises Inc
vs.
Safeguard Business Systems Inc, Safeguard Acquisitions
Inc, Tressa Mclaughlin, Jamie Mccormick, Michael
Dunlap, Idaho Business Forms Inc, James Dunn, JDHRS
LLC, KMMR LLC, Form Systems Inc, Deluxe
Corporation

§
§
§
§

Location: Ada County District Court
Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven
Filed on: 08/26/2014
Case Number History:

CASE INFORMATION

AA- All Initial District Court
Case Type: Filings (NotE, F, and HI)

CASE ASSIGNl\fENT

DATE

Current Case Assignment
Case Number
Court
Date Assigned
Judicial Officer

CV-OC-20 14-16400
Ada County District Court
10/06/2014
Hippler, Steven

PARTY INFORMATION

Plaintiff

Lead Attorneys
Bower, Jeffrey W.
Retained
208-388-1200(W)

T3 Enterprises Inc

Bower, Jeffrey W.
Retained
208-388-1200(W)

Thurston Enterprises Inc

Defendant

Deluxe Corporation
Dunlap, Michael

Bolinger, Dane Andrew
Retained
208-388-4826(W)

Dunn, James

Bolinger, Dane Andrew
Retained
208-388-4826(W)

Form Systems Inc
Idaho Business Forms Inc

Bolinger, Dane Andrew
Retained
208-388-4826(W)

JDHRSLLC

Bolinger, Dane Andrew
Retained
208-388-4826(W)

KMMRLLC

Bolinger, Dane Andrew
Retained
208-388-4826(W)

Mccormick, Jamie

Bolinger, Dane Andrew
Retained
208-388-4826(W)

Mclaughlin, Tressa

Bolinger, Dane Andrew
Retained
208-388-4826(W)
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ADA COUNTY DISTRICT COURT

CASE SUMJ.\1ARY
. . . CASE No.
Sa fieguard AcquiSitlons"Tnc

CV-OC-2014-16400

Bolinger, Dane Andrew
Retained
208-388-4826(W)
Bolinger, Dane Andrew
Retained
208-388-4826(W)

Safeguard Business Systems Inc

EVENTS & ORDERS OI•' THE COURT

DATE

08/26/2014

New Case Filed Other Claims
New Case Filed- Other Claims

08/26/2014

Complaint Filed
Complaint Filed

08/26/2014

Summons Filed
Summons Filed

09116/2014

Motion
Motion for Pro Hac Vice Admission (Kevin Adams)

09116/2014

Motion
Motion for Pro Hac Vice Admission (James M Mulcahy)

09116/2014

Amended
Amended Complaint and Demandfor Jury
Trial

09117/2014

Another Summons Issued
Another Summons Issued

09/18/2014

Motion
Motion for Order Authorizing Out ofState Service (Safeguard Business Systems, INC)

09/18/2014

Affidavit in Support of Motion
Affidavit In Support OfMotion (Safeguard Business Systems, INC)

09118/2014

Motion
Motion for Order Authorizing Out ofState Service (Michael Dunlap)

09118/2014

Affidavit in Support of Motion
Affidavit In Support OfMotion (Michael Dunlap}

09/23/2014

Order
Order Granting Motion for Pro Hac vice Admission (Kevin Adams)

09/23/20 14

Order
Order Granting Motion for Pro Hac vice Admission (James Mulcahy)

09/23/2014

Affidavit of Service
Affidavit OfService 9. 1 7. 14

09/23/2014

Affidavit of Service
(6) Affidavit OfService 9.18.14

09/24/2014

Notice of Appearance
Notice OfAppearance (Schossberger for Safeguard Acquisitions Inc, KMMR LLC, JDHRS
LLC, James Dunn, Idaho Business Forms Inc, Jamie McCormick and Tressa Mclaughlin)

09/30/2014

Notice of Substitution of Counsel
Notice OfSubstitution OfAttorneys (Olsson for T3 Enterprises & Thurston Enterprises Inc)

INDEX
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ADA COUNTY DISTRICT COURT

CASE SUMMARY
CASE No. CV-OC-2014-16400
09/30/2014

Motion to Disqualify
Motion To Disqualify Without Cause

10/06/2014

Order
Recusal

10/06/2014

Change Assigned Judge: Self Disqualification
Change Assigned Judge: Self Disqualification

10/06/2014

Disqualification of Judge - Self
Disqualification OfJudge - Self

10/06/2014

Transcript Filed
Notice Of Reassignment

10/08/2014

Acceptance of Service
(2) Acceptance OfService 10.1.14

10/2112014

Answer
Defendants Idaho Business Forms Inc, James Dunn And JDHRS LLC Answer To Amended
Complaint And Demand For Jury Trial

10/2112014

Answer
Defendants Tressa Mclaughlin, Jamie McCormick And KMMR, LLC Answer To Amended
Complaint And Demand For Jury Trial

10/2112014

Answer
Defendants SafeGuard Business Systems, Inc And Safeguard Acquisistions, Inc Answer To
Amended Complaint And Demand For Jury Trial

10/21/2014

Motion
Defendant Safeguard Business Systems's Motion To Compel Arbitration

10/21/2014

Memorandum
Memorandum In Support OfDefendant Safegusrd Business Systems Inc's Motion To Compel
arbitration

10/2112014

Hearing Scheduled
Notice of Hearing Scheduled (Motion 11/1912014 03:00PM)

10/21/2014

Stipulation
Stipulation RE Service By Electronic Means

10/21/2014

Notice of Appearance
Notice OfSpecial Appearance

10/21/2014

Motion
Michael Dunlap's Motion to Dismiss for Lack ofPersonal Jurisdiction

10/2112014

Affidavit in Support of Motion
Affidavit In Support Of Motion

10/2112014

Memorandum
Memorandum in Support ofMotion

10/22/2014

Hearing Scheduled
Hearing Scheduled (Status 12101/2014 03:00PM)

10/23/2014

Notice
Notice ofStatus Conference
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ADA COUNTY DISTRICT COURT

CASE SUl\IMARY
CASE No. CV-OC-2014-16400
ll/04/2014

Amended
Amended Stipulation RE: Service by Electronic Means

11/12/2014

Opposition to
Opposition to Motion to Compel Arbitration

ll/12/2014

Opposition to
Opposition to Motion to Dismiss For Lack ofPersonal Jurisdiction

ll/12/2014

Affidavit
Affidavit ofDawn Teply in Opposition to Motion to Dismiss and Motion to Compel Arbitration

11112/2014

Affidavit
Affidavit ofRoger Thurston in Opposition to Defendants Motion to Compel Arbitration

11117/2014

Reply
Reply in SUpport ofMichael Dunlaps Motion to Dismiss for Lack ofPersonal Jurisdiction

11117/2014

Reply
Reply in Support ofDefendant SafeGuard Business Systems Inc Motion to Compel Arbitration

11/17/2014

Affidavit
Second Affidavit ofMichael Dunlap in SUpport ofMotion to Dismiss for Lack ofPersonal
Jurisdiction and SBS's Motion to Compel Arbitration

11118/2014

Motion
Plaintiff's Motion To Strike (1) Reply In Support OfSafeguard Business Systems, Inc's Motion
To Compel Arbitration; (2) Second Affidavit OfMichael Dunlap; and (3) Reply In Support OF
Motion To dismiss For Lack OfPersonal Jurisdiction

ll/18/2014

Memorandum
Memorandum In Support Of Motion To Strike (I) Reply In Support OfSafeguard Business
Systems, Inc's Motion To Compel Arbitration; (2) Second Affidavit OfMichael Dunlap; and
(3) Reply In Support OF Motion To dismiss For Lack OfPersonal Jurisdiction

ll/18/2014

Notice of Hearing
Notice OfHearing (November I9 2014@3pm)

ll/19/2014

Opposition to
Defendant Michael Dunlajps Opposition to Motion to Strike

11/19/2014

Opposition to
Defendant Safeguard Business Systems Opposition to Motion to Strike

ll/19/2014

Motion
Defendant Safegauard Business Systems and Michael Dunlaps Motion for Leave to File
Supplemental Affidavit

ll/19/2014

Motion
Defendant Safegaurd Business Systems Motion for Leave to Exceed Page Limit in Reply Brief

ll/19/2014

DC Hearing Held: Court Reporter:# of Pages:
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on I III912014 03:00PM: District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Christie Valcich
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: & Motion To Strike (1) Reply In
Support OfSafeguard Business Systems, Inc's Motion To Compel Arbitration; (2) Second
Affidavit Of Michael Dunlap; and (3) Reply In Support OF Motion To dismiss For Lack Of
Personal Jurisdiction; less than 100

11/19/2014

Motion Hearing (3:00PM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)
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ADA COUNTY DISTRICT COURT

CASE SUMMARY
CASE No. CV-OC-2014-16400
& Motion To Strike (1) Reply In Support OfSafeguard Business Systems, Inc's Motion To

Compel Arbitration; (2) Second Affidavit OfMichael Dunlap; and (3) Reply In Support OF
Motion To dismiss For Lack OfPersonal Jurisdiction Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
1111912014 03:00PM: District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Christie Valcich
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated:
11126/2014

Brief Filed

T3 Enterprises' Supplemental BriefIn Opposition To Motion To Compel Arbitration
11/26/2014

Brief Filed

Defendant Safeguard Business Systems's Supplemental BriefIn Support OfIts Motion To
Compel Arbitration
12/0112014

Hearing Vacated

Hearing result for Status scheduled on 1210112014 03:00PM: Hearing Vacated, stipulation
for scheduling filed
12/0112014

Stipulation

Stipulation for Scheduling and Planning
12/0112014

CANCELED Status Conference (3:00PM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)
Vacated

12/03/2014

Hearing Scheduled

Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 04111/2016 09:00AM) 15 days
12/03/2014

Hearing Scheduled

Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference 0312812016 03:00PM) concluding
12/03/2014

Hearing Scheduled

Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference 03/0712016 03:00PM)
12/04/2014

Order

Order Governing Proceedings and Setting Trial
12/17/2014

Order

Memorandum Decision and Order on SBS's Motion to Compel Arbitration and Stay
Proceedings
12/17/2014

Order

Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike
12/17/2014

Order

Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Dunlap's Motion to Dismiss for Lack ofPersonal
Jurisdiction
01122/2015

Answer

Defendant Michael Dunlaps Answer to Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial
02/17/2015

Notice of Service

(2) Notice OfService
03/02/2015

Notice of Service

(2) Notice OfService
03/27/2015

Notice

(8) Notice ofCompliance
04/16/2015

Stipulation

Stipulation RE: Discovery Confidentiality Order

000011
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ADA COUNTY DISTRICT COURT

CASE SUMMARY
CASE No. CV-OC-2014-16400
04/17/2015

Order
Stipulated Discovery Confidentiality Order

05/06/2015

Hearing Vacated
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled on 03/07/2016 03:00PM· Hearing Vacated
final

05/06/2015

Continued
Continued (Pretrial Conference 03/2912016 03:00PM)

05/06/2015

Continued
Continued (Jury Trial 0411212016 09:00AM) 15 days

05/08/2015

Amended
Amended Order Governing Proceedings and Setting Trial

06/10/2015

Notice of Service
(27)Notice OfCompliance

06/ll/2015

Notice of Service
Notice OfService

06/12/2015

Notice of Completion
(?)Notice OfCompliance

06/15/2015

Notice of Completion
Notice OfComp/iance

06/25/2015

Motion
Motion For Leave To File Overlong Brief

06/25/2015

Motion
Plaintiffs' Motion To Compel Discovery & Request For Attorneys' Fees And Costs Pursuant
To Idaho Rule Of Civil Procedure 37(a)

06/25/2015

Declaration
Declaration ofJames M Mulcahy In Support ofPlaintiffs' Motion To Compel Further
Discovery Responses & The Production ofDocuments

06/25/2015

Memorandum
Memorandum In Support ofPlaintiffs' Motion To Compel Discovery & Request For Attorneys'
Fees And Costs Pursuant To Idaho Rule Of Civil Procedure 37(a)

06/25/2015

Notice of Hearing
Notice OfHearing on Plaintiffs' Motion To Compel Discovery & Request For Attorneys' Fees
And Costs Pursuant To Idaho Rule Of Civil Procedure 37(a)

06/25/2015

Hearing Scheduled
Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Compel 08/07/2015 03:00PM) Plaintiffs' Motion To Compel
Discovery & Request For Attorneys' Fees And Costs Pursuant To Idaho Rule Of Civil
Procedure 37(a)

07/0l/2015

Order
Order Granting Plaintiffs' Motion to File Overlength Brief

07/02/2015

Motion
Motion for Protective Order Prohibiting Plaintiffs' Issuance of 19 Subpoenas Duces Tecum

07/02/2015

Affidavit
Affidavit ofSteyen F Schossberger in Support ofMotion for Protective Order Plaintiffs'
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ADA COUNTY DISTRICT COURT

CASE SUMMARY
CASE No. CV-OC-2014-16400
Issuance of 19 Subpoenas Duces Tecum
07/02/2015

Memorandum
Memorandum in Support ofDefendants' Motion for Protective Order Prohibiting Plaintiffs'
Issuance of 19 Subpoena's Duces Tecum

07/02/2015

Notice of Hearing
Notice Of Hearing (8-7-15@ 3:00pm)

07/20/2015

Motion
Plaintiffs' Motion For Leave To File Second Amended Complaint

07/20/2015

Declaration
Declaration OfJames M Mulcahy In Support OfPlaintiffs' motion For Leave To File Second
Amended Complaint

07/20/2015

Memorandum
Memorandum In Support OfPlaintiffs' Motion For Leave To File Seond Amended Complaint

07/20/2015

Notice of Hearing
Notice Of Hearing Re: Plaintiffs' Motion For Leave To File Second Amended Complaint
8.7.15 @3pm

07/2112015

Stipulation
Stipulation Regarding Designation ofCertain Confidential Documents

07/23/2015

Amended
Amended Stipulation Regarding Designation of Certain Confidential Documents

07/23/2015

Miscellaneous
Filed Under Seal Pursuant to Protective Order-Portions ofExhibit E to Stipulation Regarding
Designation ofCertain Confidential Documents

07/24/2015

Stipulation
Stipulation to File Exhibit Under Seal

07/24/2015

Motion
Motion/or Enforcement ofProtective Order

07/24/2015

Affidavit
Affidavit ofSteve F Schossberger in Support ofDefendants Motion for Enforcement ofthe
Protective Order

07/24/2015

Declaration
Declaration ofJacalyn D Rosborough

07/24/2015

Miscellaneous
Index ofExhibits to Defendants Motion for Enforcement ofProtective Order

07/24/2015

Memorandum
Defendants Memorandum in Support ofMotion for Enforcement ofProtective Order

07/24/2015

Notice of Hearing
Notice OfHearing ReMotion for Enforcement ofProtective Order (8.07.15@ 3:00PM)

07/24/2015

Affidavit
Affidavit ofShane Sawyer

07/27/2015

Motion
Motion for Pro Hac Vice Admission
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ADA COUNTY DISTRICT COURT

CASE SUMMARY
CASE No. CV-OC-2014-16400
07/29/2015

Opposition to
Opposition to Motion for a Protective Order

07/29/2015

Declaration
Declaration in Support of Opposition to Motion for Protective Order

07/29/2015

Declaration
Declaration ofDouglas Luther in Support of Opposition to Motion for Protective Order

07/29/2015

Declaration
Declaration ofRoger Thurston ISO Plaintiffs Response to Defendants Motion for Protective
Order

07/29/2015

Declaration
Declaration Filed ofDawn Teply ISO Response to Motion for Protective Order

07/30/2015

Notice
(8)Notice OfCompliance

07/3112015

Motion
Plaintiff's Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Enforcement ofProtective Order

07/3112015

Declaration
Declaration ofJames M Mulcahy in Support ofPlaintiffs' Opposition to Defendants' Motion
for Enforcement ofProtective Order Exhibit A to Be Filed Under Seal

07/3112015

Order
Order Granting Motion for Pro Hac Vice Admission (Douglas R Luther)

07/3112015

Miscellaneous
Defendants' Non-Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion for Leave to File Second Amended
Complaint

07/3112015

Memorandum
Defendants' Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion to Compel Discovery and
Request for Attorneys' Fees and Costs Pusuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 37(a)

07/31/2015

Affidavit
Affidavit ofSteven F. Schossberger in Support ofDefendant's Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion
to Compel Further Discovery Responses andThe Production ofDocuments

07/3112015

Affidavit
Affidavit ofJacalyn D Rosborough in Support ofDefendants' Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion
to Compel Discovery

07/3112015

Affidavit
Affidavit ofSteven F. Schossberger in Support ofDefendants' Non-Opposition to Plaintiffs'
Motion for Leave to File the Second Amended Complaint

08/05/2015

Reply
Reply in Support ofMotion for Protective Order Prohibiting Issuance of 19 Subpoenas Duces
Tecum

08/05/2015

Reply
Reply in Support ofMotion for Enforcement ofProtective Order

08/05/2015

Affidavit
Affidavit of Tayler W. Tibbitts in Support ofDefendant's Motion for Enforcement ofthe
Protective Order

08/05/2015

Affidavit
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ADA COUNTY DISTRICT COURT

CASE SUMMARY
CASE No. CV-OC-2014-16400
Affidavit ofJamie Mccormick in Support ofMotion for Protective Order Prohibiting
Declarations Issuance of 19 Subpoenas Duces Tecum
08/05/2015

Affidavit

Supplemental Affidavit ofSteven F. Schossberger in Support ofDefondants Motionfor
Enforcement of the Protective Order
08/05/2015

Affidavit

Supplemental Affidavit ofSteven F. Schossberger in Support ofMotionfor Protective Order
Prohibiting Plaintiffs Issuance of 19 Subpoenas Duces Tecum
08/05/2015

Declaration

Supplemental Declaration ofJacalyn D. Rosborough
08/05/2015

Reply

Plaintiffs' Reply In Support Of motion To Compel Discovery And Request for Attorneys' Fees
and Costs Pursuant To Idaho Rule OfCivil Procedure 37(a)
08/05/2015

Declaration

Supplemental Declaration ofJames M Mulcahy In Support OfPlaintiffs' Motion To Compel
Further Discovery Responses and The Production OfDocuments-Exhibit C To Be Filed Under
Seal
08/05/2015

Declaration

Declaration OfDouglas R Luther IN Support OfPlaintiffs' Reply In SUpport OfMotion To
Compel Further Discovery Responses and The Production OfDocuments
08/06/2015

Affidavit

Supplemental Affidavit ofSteven F Schossberger in Support ofDefendants' Opposition To
Plaintiffs' Motion to Compel Further Discovery Responses
08/06/2015

Notice

(8)Notice OfCompliance
08/07/2015

DC Hearing Held: Court Reporter:# of Pages:

Hearing result for Motion to Compel scheduled on 08/07/20I5 03:00PM· District Court
Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Christie Valcich
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: Plaintiffs' Motion To Compel
Discovery & Request For Attorneys' Fees And Costs Pursuant To Idaho Rule Of Civil
Procedure 37(a) And motion to Leave to file Second Amended Complaint and Motion for
Enforcement ofProtective Order; less than I 00
08/07/2015

Motion to Compel (3:00PM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)
Plaintiffs' Motion To Compel Discovery & Request For Attorneys' Fees And Costs Pursuant
To Idaho Rule Of Civil Procedure 37(a) And motion to Leave to file Second Amended
Complaint and Motion for Enforcement ofProtective Order Hearing result for Motion to
Compel scheduled on 08/07/2015 03:00PM· District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Christie Valcich
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated:

08/14/2015

Notice of Service

Notice OfService
08/17/2015

Notice

Notice ofFiling ofStipulation and Unopposed Application to Seal Documents in the California
Litigation
08/19/2015

I

Affidavit of Service

(I I) Affidavit OfService 8.14.15
08/2l/2015

Order
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ADA COUNTY DISTRICT COURT

CASE SUMMARY
CASE No. CV-OC-2014-16400
Order Granting Motion for Leave to File Second Amended Complaint
08/24/2015

Affidavit of Service

Affidavit OfService 8.1 7.15
08/24/2015

Affidavit of Service

Affidavit OfService 8.19.15
08/26/2015

Acceptance of Service

Acceptance OfService 8.11.15
08/26/2015

Amended Complaint Filed

Second Amended Complaint Filed
08/26/2015

Summons Filed

(2) Summons Filed
08/28/2015

Motion

Motion For Pro Hac Vice Admission of Christopher S. Reeder
08/28/2015

Motion

Motion For Pro Hac Vice Admission of Wesley W. Lew
08/28/2015

Notice of Service

Notice OfService
08/28/2015

Acceptance of Service w/ Summons

Acceptance OfService ofSubpoena 8.11.15
08/3l/2015

Affidavit of Service

(3) Affidavit OfService 8.1 9.15
09/03/2015

Affidavit of Service

Affidavit OfService 8.26. 15
09/03/2015

Affidavit of Service

Affidavit OfService 8.31. 15
09/03/2015

Order

Order Granting Motion for Pro Hac Vice Admission of Wesley W Lew
09/03/2015

Order

Order Granting Motion for Pro Hac Vice Admission of Christopher S Reeder
09/03/20 15

Order

Order Sealing Previously Filed Exhibit
09/03/2015

Miscellaneous

Defendant's Proposed Order regarding Discovery Agreed Upon during the August 7, 2015
Hearing
09/03/2015

Memorandum

Post Hearing Memorandum in Support ofPlaintiffs Motion to Compel Request to Enforce
Agreements reached at August 7, 2015 Hearing to Resolve Plaintiffs Motion to Compel
09/08/2015

Answer

Answer To Second Amended Complaint And Demand For Jury Trial
09/l4/2015

Affidavit of Service

Affidavit OfService 9.2. 15
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CASE SUMMARY
CASE No. CV-OC-2014-16400
09/16/2015

Order
Order Re: Agreed to Discovery During August 7, 2015 Hearing

09/16/2015

Memorandum
Memorandum Decision and Order on Defendants' Motion to Enforce Protective Order

09/17/2015

Request
Defendants Safeguard Business Systems, Inc's And Safeguard Acquisition Systems, Inc's
Request for Extension To Satisfy Paragraph 6 ofthe Order Re Agreed To Discovery During
August 7, 2015 Hearing

09/17/2015

Affidavit
Affidavit ofSteven F Schossberger in Support ofDefendants Safeguard Business Systems, Inc's
And Safeguard Acquisition Systems, Inc's Request for Extension To Satisfy Paragraph 6 ofthe
Order Re Agreed To Discovery During August 7, 2015 Hearing

09/17/2015

Declaration
Declaration ofChristopher S Reeder Re: Order Re: Agreed To Discovery During August 17,
2015 Hearing

09/18/2015

Notice
(7)Notice of Compliance

09122/2015

Motion to Dismiss
Defendant Deluxe Corporation's Motion To Dismiss

09/22/2015

Memorandum
Memorandum OfPoints & Authorities In Support ofDefendant Deluxe Corporation's Motion
To Dismiss

09/22/2015

Request
Request For Judicial Notice In Support OfDefendant Deluxe Corporation's Motion To
Dismiss

09/23/2015

Notice of Hearing
Notice OfHearing RE: Motion To Dismiss 10.20.15@ 4:00PM

09/23/2015

Hearing Scheduled
Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Dismiss 10120/2015 04:00PM)

10113/2015

Amended
Amended Stipulation for Scheduling and Planning-Request to Vacate and Reset Jury Trial

10113/2015

Stipulation
Stipulation To Modify Order Re: Agreed to Discovery During August 7, 2015 Hearing

10113/2015

Motion
Plaintiffs Motion for Leave to File Overlength Briefin Oppositon to Deluxes Motion to
Dismiss

10/13/2015

Opposition to
Plaintiffs Opposition to Deluxe Corporations Motion to Dismiss

10113/2015

Request
Plaintiffs Request for Judicial Notice in Support ofOpposition to De lux Corporations Motion
to Dismiss

10116/2015

Reply
Deluxe Corporation's Reply to Plaintiff's Opposition to Motion to Dismiss

10/16/2015

Request
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CASE SUMMARY
CASE No.

CV-OC-2014-16400

Second Request For Judicial Notice in Support ofDefendant Deluxe Corporation's Motion To
Dismiss
10/16/2015

Opposition to
Deluxe Corporation's Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Leave to File Overlength Brief in
Opposition to Motion to Dismiss

10/16/2015

Objection
Defendant Deluxe Corporation's Objection to Plaintiff's Request for Judicial Notice in Support
ofOpposition to Deluxe Corporation's Motion to Dismiss

10/20/2015

Order
Order Granting Stipulation to Modify Order Re: Agreed to Discovery During August 7, 2015
Hearing

10/20/2015

DC Hearing Held: Court Reporter:# of Pages:
Hearing result for Motion to Dismiss scheduled on 1012012015 04:00PM· District Court
Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Christie Valcich
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 200

10/20/2015

Motion to Dismiss (4:00PM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)

10/21/2015

Notice of Service
Notice OfService

11103/2015

Notice
Notice OfLR.C.P. Rule 30 (B)(6) Deposition OfThurston Enterprises, Inc

11103/2015

Notice
Notice OfLR.C.P. Rule 30 (B)(6) Deposition OfT3 Enterprises, Inc

11/03/2015

Notice
Notice Of Taking Oral Deposition OfMike Teply

11120/2015

Declaration
Declaration Of Christopher S Reeder Re: Supplemental Authority

11130/2015

Memorandum
Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Deluxe's Motion to Dismiss

12/10/2015

Answer
Defendant Deluxe Corporation's Answer To Second Amended Complaint (Schossberger for
Deluxe Corporation)

12/16/2015

Notice
Notice ofStatus Conference 1/20/16 @3:00

12/16/2015

Hearing Scheduled
Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference 01/20/2016 03:00PM)

12/18/2015

Motion
Plaintiffs Motion to Continue the Hearing and Briefing Schedule on Defendants Motion for
Summary Judgment

12/18/2015

Memorandum
Plaintiffs Memorandum in Support ofMotion to Continue the Hearing

12/18/2015

Declaration
Declaration ofDouglas R Luther in Support ofPlaintiffs Motion to Continue Hearing

I
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CASE SUMMARY
CASE No. CV-OC-2014-16400
12/18/2015

Declaration
Declaration ofJames M Mulcahy in Support ofPlaintiffs Motion to Continue Hearing

12118/2015

Declaration
Declaration ofC Clayton Gill in Support ofPlaintiffs Motion to Continue the Hearing

12/2112015

Motion for Summary Judgment
Michael Dunlap's Motion For Summary Judgment

12/21/2015

Affidavit in Support of Motion
Affidavit OfJJ Sorenti In Support OfMichael Dunlap's Motion For Summary Judgment

12/2112015

Affidavit in Support of Motion
Affidavit Of Michael Dunlap In Support ofMotion For Summary Judgment

12/21/2015

Memorandum
Memorandum In Support Of Michael Dunlap's Motion For Summary Judgment

12/2112015

Motion for Summary Judgment
JDHRS, LLC's Motion For Summary Judgment

12/2112015

Memorandum
Memorandum In Support ofJDHRS, LLC's Motion For Summary Judgment

12/2112015

Motion for Summary Judgment
Idaho Business Forms Inc's Motion For Summary Judgment

12/2112015

Memorandum
Memorandum In Support ofIdaho Business Forms Inc's Motion For Summary Judgment

12/2112015

Motion for Summary Judgment
James Dunn's Motion For Summary Judgment

12/21/2015

Affidavit in Support of Motion
Affidavit ofJames Dunn In Support OfMotion For Summary Judgment

12/2112015

Memorandum
Memorandum In Support ofJames Dunn's Motion For Summary Judgment

12/2112015

Motion for Summary Judgment
Tressa Mclaughlin's Motion For Summary Judgment

12/2112015

Affidavit in Support of Motion
Affidavit ofTressa Mclaughlin In Support OfMotion For Summary Judgment

12/2112015

Memorandum
Memorandum In Support ofTressa Mclaughlin's Motion For Summary Judgment

12/21/2015

Motion for Summary Judgment
KMMR LLC's Motion For Summary Judgment

12/2112015

Memorandum
Memorandum In Support ofKMMR LLC'ss Motion For Summary Judgment

12/2112015

Motion for Summary Judgment
Jamie Mccormick's Motion For Summary Judgment

12/2112015

Affidavit in Support of Motion
Affidavit ofJamie Mccormick In Support OfJamie Mccormick's & KMMR LLC's Motions For
Summary Judgment
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CASE SUMMARY
CASE No. CV-OC-2014-16400
12/2112015

Memorandum
Memorandum In Support ofJamie Mccormick's Motion For Summary Judgment

12/2112015

Notice of Hearing
Notice OfHearing (1.20.16 at 3:00PM) MotionsforSummaryJudgment

12/2112015

Stipulation
Stipulation For Entry ofProtective Order Re Confidential Documents-- Attorney's Eyes Only

12/22/2015

Hearing Scheduled
Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled 12123/2015 I 0:00AM) continue summary judgment

12/22/2015

Notice of Hearing
Notice OfHearing (12/23/15@ /O:OOam)

12/23/2015

DC Hearing Held: Court Reporter:# of Pages:
Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled scheduled on I 2/23/2015 I 0:00AM- District Court
Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Christie Valcich
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than I 00 continue summary
judgment.
Motions

12/23/2015

Hearing Scheduled (10:00 AM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)
continue summary judgment.
Motions Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled scheduled on I 2/23/2015 I 0:00AM: District
Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Christie Valcich
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100 continue summary
judgment.
Motions

12/28/2015

Notice of Service
(7) Notice OfService

12/30/2015

Order
Order Re: Stipulation for Entry ofProtective Order Re Highly Confidential Documents Attorneys' Eyes only

12/30/2015

Hearing Vacated
Hearing result for Status Conference scheduled on 01/20/2016 03:00PM· Hearing Vacated &
Motions for Summary Judgment; summary judgment reset in hearing minutes

12/30/2015

Hearing Scheduled
Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary Judgment 0611412016 01:30PM)

01107/2016

Notice of Service
Notice OfService

01112/2016

Motion
Motion for Protective Order Limiting the Duration ofDefendant's Deporitions

01/12/2016

Notice of Hearing
Notice OfHearing 1/20/16 @3:00pm

01/12/2016

Affidavit
Affidavit ofSteven F. Schossberger in Support ofMotion for Protective Order Limiting the
Duration ofTheir Depositions

01/13/2016

Order
Order Continuing the Hearing on the Defendants' Motions for Summary Judgment and Setting
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CASE SUMMARY
CASE No. CV-OC-2014-16400
Filing Deadlines Related to the Defendants' Motions for Summary Judgment
01/13/2016

Hearing Scheduled
Hearing Scheduled (Motion For Protective Order 0112012016 03:00PM)

01115/2016

Opposition to
Plaintiffs Opposition to Motion for Protective Order Limiting the Duration ofDefendants
Depositions

01/15/2016

Declaration
Declaration ofDouglas R Luther in Support of Opposition to Motion for Protective Order
Limiting the Duration ofDefendants Depositions

01115/2016

Declaration
Declaration ofJames M Mulcahy in Support of Opposition to Motion for Protective Order
Limiting the Duration ofDefendants Depositions

01/19/2016

Reply
Reply In Further Support OfMotion For Protective Order Limiting The Duration Of
Defendants' Deposition

01119/2016

Declaration
Declaration Filed ofChristopher S Reeder Re: Motion For Protective Order To Limit The
Duration OfDeposition

01119/2016

Affidavit
Supplemental Affidavit ofSteven F Schossberger In Further Support ofDefendants' Motion
For Protective Order Limiting The Duration OfTheir Depositions

01/20/2016

Motion
Plaintiffs' Motion to Challenge Defendants' Designations and Redactions

01/20/2016

Declaration
Declaration ofJames M Mulcahy in Support ofMotion to Challenge Defendants'
Designations and Redactions

01120/2016

Memorandum
Memorandum in Support ofPlaintiffs' Motion to Challenge Defendants' Designations and
Redactions

01120/2016

Exhibit
Exhibits A, B, C, D, F, and G to Declaration ofJames M Mulcahy in Support ofMotion to
Challenge Defendants' Designations and Redactions

01/20/2016

Exhibit
Exhibit H (part 1 of2) to Declaration ofJames M Mulcahy in Support ofMotion to Challenge
Defendants' Designations and Redactions

01120/2016

Exhibit
Exhibit H (part 2 of2) to Declaration ofJames M Mulcahy in Support ofMotion to Challenge
Defendants' Designations and Redactions

01120/2016

Declaration
Declaration ofDouglas R. Luther In Support ofMotion to Challenge Defendants' Designations
and Redactions

01120/2016

Exhibit
Exhibit H (part 1 of 11) to Declaration ofDouglas R Luther In Support ofMotion to
Challenge Defendants' Designations and Redactions

01/20/2016

Exhibit
Exhibit H (part 2 of 11) to Declaration ofDouglas R. Luther In Support ofMotion to

I
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CASE SUMMARY
CASE No. CV-OC-2014-16400
Challenge Defendants' Designations and Redactions
01/20/2016

Exhibit
Exhibit H (part 3 of 11) to Declaration ofDouglas R. Luther In Support ofMotion to
Challenge Defendants' Designations and Redactions

01/20/2016

Exhibit
Exhibit H (part 4 of 11) to Declaration ofDouglas R. Luther In Support ofMotion to
Challenge Defendants' Designations and Redactions

01/20/2016

Exhibit
Exhibit H (part 5 of 11) to Declaration ofDouglas R. Luther In Support ofMotion to
Challenge Defendants' Designations and Redactions

01120/2016

Exhibit
Exhibit H (part 6 of 11) to Declaration ofDouglas R. Luther In Support ofMotion to
Challenge Defendants' Designations and Redactions

01/20/2016

Exhibit
Exhibit H (part 7 of 11) to Declaration ofDouglas R. Luther In Support ofMotion to
Challenge Defendants' Designations and Redactions

01/20/2016

Exhibit
Exhibit H (part 8 of 11) to Declaration ofDouglas R. Luther In Support ofMotion to
Challenge Defendants' Designations and Redactions

01/20/2016

Exhibit
Exhibit H (part 9 of 11) to Declaration ofDouglas R. Luther In Support ofMotion to
Challenge Defendants' Designations and Redactions

01/20/2016

Exhibit
Exhibit H (part 10 of 11) to Declaration ofDouglas R. Luther In Support ofMotion to
Challenge Defendants' Designations and Redactions

01/20/2016

Exhibit
Exhibit H (part 11 of 11) to Declaration ofDouglas R. Luther In Support ofMotion to
Challenge Defendants' Designations and Redactions

01/20/2016

Exhibit
Exhibit I to Declaration ofDouglas R. Luther In Support ofMotion to Challenge Defendants'
Designations and Redactions

01/20/2016

DC Hearing Held: Court Reporter:# of Pages:
Hearing result for Motion For Protective Order scheduled on 01120/2016 03:00PM· District
Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Christie Valcich
Number a/Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 300

01/20/2016

CANCELED Status Conference (3:00PM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)
Vacated
& Motions for Summary Judgment Hearing result for Status Conference scheduled on
0112012016 03:00PM- Hearing Vacated

01/20/2016

Motion for Protective Order (3:00PM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)

01/20/2016

Declaration
ofDouglas R Luther in Support ofMotion to Challenge Defendants' Designations and
Redactions

01/2112016

Hearing Vacated
Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on 0411212016 09:00AM· Hearing Vacated 15 days
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CASE SUMMARY
CASE No. CV-OC-2014-16400
01/21/2016

Hearing Vacated
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled on 03129/2016 03:00PM: Hearing Vacated

01/21/2016

Hearing Scheduled
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trialll/29/2016 09:00AM) 16 days

01/21/2016

Hearing Scheduled
Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary Judgment 09/23/2016 OJ :00 PM)

01/21/2016

Hearing Scheduled
Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled 02112/2016 01:30PM) attorney/client redactions

01/28/2016

Notice of Service
(3) Notice OfService

01/28/2016

Notice
Notice OfCompliance

01/28/2016

Motion
Defendants Motion to Compel Production ofDocuments Identified in Plaintiffs Privilege Log
and for the Court to Conduct an in Camera Inspection

01/28/2016

Declaration
Declaration ofDane A Bolinger in Support ofDefendants Motion to Compel Production of
Documents Identified in Plaintiffs Privelege Log and for the Court to Conduct an In Camera
Inspection

01/28/2016

Notice of Hearing
Notice OfHearing (02/12/16 @1:30pm- Motion to Compel)

01/28/2016

Brief Filed
Plaintiffs Supplemental Brief in Support ofMotion to Challenge Defendants' Designations and'
Redactions

01/28/2016

Declaration
Supplemental Declaration ofDouglas R. Luther in Support ofMotion to Challenge
Defendants' Designations and Redactions

02/03/2016

Notice of Hearing
Notice OfHearing, Motion To Challenge Defendants' Designation And Redactions (2/12/2016
@1:30pm)

02/03/2016

Miscellaneous
Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises Inc.'s And Thurston Enterprises, Inc's Notice Of Deposition To Scott
Sutton

02/03/2016

Miscellaneous
Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises Inc.'s And Thurston Enterprises, Inc's Notice Of Deposition To Dena
Scoular

02/03/2016

Miscellaneous
Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises Inc.'s And Thurston Enterprises, Inc's Notice OfDeposition To
Suzanna Savoie

02/03/2016

Miscellaneous
Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises Inc.'s And Thurston Enterprises, Inc's Notice OfDeposition To J.J.
Sorrenti

02/03/2016

Miscellaneous
Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises Inc.'s And Thurston Enterprises, Inc's Notice Of Deposition To Jamie
McCormick
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CASE SUMMARY
CASE No. CV-OC-2014-16400

II

02/03/2016

Miscellaneous
Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises Inc.'s And Thurston Enterprises, Inc's Notice Of Deposition To Tressa
Mclaughlin

02/05/2016

Opposition to
Plaintiffs Opposition to Motion to Compel Production ofDocuments Identified in Plaintiffs
Privilege Log

02/05/2016

Declaration
Declaration ofJames M Mulcahy in Support- ofOpposition to Motion to Compel Production o
Documents Identified in Plaintiffs Privilege Log

02/05/2016

Opposition to
Defendant Safeguard Business Systems Inc's Opposition To Plaintiffs' Motion To Challenge
Defendants' Designations And Redactions

02/05/2016

Declaration
Declaration Filed Of Malcolm Mcroberts In Support ofDefendants' Opposition To Plaintiffs'
Motion To Challenge Defendants' Designations & Redactions

02/05/2016

Declaration
Declaration Filed OfDane A Bolinger In Support ofDefendant Safeguard Business Systems
Inc's Opposition To Plaintiffs' Motion To Challenge Defendants' Designations & Redactions

02/05/2016

Declaration
Declaration Filed Of Michael Dunlap In Support ofDefendant Safeguard Business Systems
Inc's Opposition To Plaintiffs' Motion To Challenge Defendants' Designations & Redactions

02/05/2016

Declaration
Declaration Filed Of Wesley W Lew In Support ofDefendants' Opposition To Plaintiffs'
Motion To Challenge Defendants' Designations & Redactions

02/05/2016

Memorandum
Memorandum OfPoints And Authorities In Support ofDeluxe Corporation's Opposition To
Plaintiffs' Motion to Challenge Defendants' Designations & Redactions And Request For
Sanctions

02/05/2016

Notice
Plaintiffs' Notice ofLodging oftheir Challenged Privileged Documents with Court

02/09/2016

Reply
Defendants' Reply in Further Support ofMotion To Compel Production ofDocuments
Identified in Plaintiffs' Privilege Log and for the Court to Conduct an in Camera Inspection

02/09/2016

Declaration
Supplemental Declaration ofDane A Bolinger in Support ofDefendant Safeguard Business
Systems, INC.'S Reply in Further Support ofITS Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion to Challenge
Defendants' Designation and Redactions

02/10/2016

Reply
Reply In Support ofMotion To Challenge Defendants' Designations And Redactions

02/10/2016

Declaration
Second Supplemental Declaration ofDouglas R Luther In Support ofMotion To Challenge
Defendants' Designations And Redactions

02/10/2016

Declaration
Supplemental Declaration ofJames M Mulcahy In Support ofMotion To Challenge
Defendants' Designations And Redactions

02/11/2016

Request
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CASE

No. CV-OC-2014-16400

Joint Request to Move Summary Judgment Hearing Date and Reset Deadlines for Such
Hearing
02/12/2016

Hearing Scheduled

Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference 1111612016 02:30PM)
02/12/2016

DC Hearing Held: Court Reporter:# of Pages:

Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled scheduled on 0211212016 OJ: 30 PM- District Court
Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Christie Valcich
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: attorney/client redactions
Motion to Compel and Motion To Challenge Defendants' Designation And Redactions; less
than 300
02/12/2016

Hearing Scheduled (1:30PM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)

attorney/client redactions
Motion to Compel and Motion To Challenge Defendants' Designation And Redactions Hearing
result for Hearing Scheduled scheduled on 02112/2016 01:30PM· District Court Hearing
Held
Court Reporter: Christie Valcich
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: attorney/client redactions
Motion to Compel and Motion To Challenge Defendants' Designation And Redactions; less
than 300
02/16/2016

Order

Order on Defendants' Motion for Protective Order Regarding Length ofDepositions and
Amendments to Deadlines Pertaining to 6/14/16 Hearing on Defendants' Motion for Summary
Judgment
02/16/2016

Amended

Amended Order Governing Proceedings and Setting Trial
02/25/2016

Notice of Service

Notice OfService ofPlaintiffT3 Enterprises, Inc's Amended Responses to Defendant
Safeguard Acquisitions, Incs First Set ofRequests for Admission
02/25/2016

Notice of Service

Notice OfService ofPlaintif!Thurston Enterprise's, Inc's Amended Responses to Defendant
Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc's Second Set ofInterrogatories
02/25/2016

Notice of Service

Notice OfService ofPlaintiffT3 Enterprises, Inc's Amended Responses to Defendant
Safeguard Acquisitions, Incs First Second Set Interrogatories
02/25/2016

Notice

(2) Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises, Inc's and Thurston Enterprises Inc's Notice ofDeposition to Amy
Tiller-Shumway
02/25/2016

Notice

Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises, Inc's and Thurston Enterprises Inc's Notice ofDeposition to Jim
Anderson
02/25/2016

Notice

Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises, Inc's and Thurston Enterprises Inc's Notice ofDeposition to Michelle
Popelka
02/26/2016

I

Notice of Service

Notice OfService
02/26/2016

Stipulation

Stipulation to Amend Deadline to File Motion for Leave Requesting Prayer for Punitive
Damages
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CASE No. CV-OC-2014-16400
02/29/2016

Amended

Amended Notice ofHearing reMotion for Summary Judgment and Consent to Pre Hearing
Deadlines (7.29.16@1pm)
02/29/2016

Hearing Scheduled

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 0712912016 01:00PM)
03/07/2016

CANCELED Pre-trial Conference (3:00PM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)
Vacated
final Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled on 03/07/2016 03:00PM· Hearing
Vacated

03/10/2016

Order

Order Amending 2116116 Amended Order Governing Proceedings and Setting Trial
03/15/2016

Hearing Vacated

Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment scheduled on 06/14/2016 01:30PM·
Hearing Vacated
03/18/2016

Notice

Notice ofCompliance
03/18/2016

Notice of Service

(2) Notice OfService
03/24/2016

Order

Memorandum Decision and Order on Motions Re: Attorney Client Privilege
03/29/2016

CANCELED Pre-trial Conference (3:00PM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)
Vacated

03/30/2016

Motion

Plaintiff's Motion to Compel Deluxe Corporation's Document Production
03/30/2016

Memorandum

Plaintiff's Memorandum in Support ofMotion to Compel Deluxe Corporation's Document
Production
03/30/2016

Declaration

Declaration ofDouglas R. Luther in in Support ofPlaintiff's Motion to Compel Deluxe
Corporation's Document Production
03/30/2016

Motion

Motion to Shorten Time on Plaintiff's Motion to Compel Deluxe's Document Production
04/0l/2016

Opposition to

Defendant Deluxe Corporation's Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion to Compel Deluxe
Corporation's Document Production
04/01/2016

Affidavit

AffidavitofSteven F Schossberger in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion to Compel Deluxe
Corporation's Document
04/01/2016

Declaration

Declaration of Wesley W Lew in Support of Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion to Compel Deluxe
Corporation's Production ofDocuments
04/04/2016

Motion

Plaintiffs' Reply In Support Of Motion To Compel Deluxe Corporation's Document Production
04/06/2016

Order
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CASE SUMMARY
CASE No. CV-OC-2014-16400
Order Granting Plaintiffs' Motion to Shorten Time
04/12/2016

CANCELED Jury Trial (9:00AM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)
Vacated
15 days Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on 04/12/2016 09:00AM: Hearing Vacated

04/14/2016

Declaration
Supplemental Declaration of Wesley W. Lew in Further Support ofOpposition to Plaintiff's
Motion to Compel Deluxe Corporation's Document Production

04/18/2016

Hearing Scheduled
Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled 04/22/2016 10:30 AM) compel

04/18/2016

Notice of Hearing
Notice Of Hearing (Apri/22 2016@10:30am)

04/21/2016

Declaration
Declaration ofDane A Bolinger Regarding Supplemental Declaration of Wesley W Lew in
Further Support of Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion to Compel Deluxe Corporation's
Document Production Filed onApril14, 2016

04/22/2016

DC Hearing Held: Court Reporter:# of Pages:
Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled scheduled on 04/22/2016 10:30 AM- District Court
Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Christie Valcich
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: compel; less than 100

04/22/2016

Hearing Scheduled (10:30 AM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)
compel Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled scheduled on 04122/2016 10:30 AM· District
Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Christie Valcich
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated:

04/25/2016

Notice of Service
Notice OfService OfPlaintiff Thurston Enterprises, INC.'s Scond Set OfRequests For
Production OfDocuments To Defendants safoguard Business, Inc.

04/26/2016

Order
Order Granting Plaintiffs' Motion to Compel Deluxe Corporation's Document Production

04/29/2016

Declaration
Declaration Of Wesley W Lew In Response To Courts Apri/26, 2016 Order Granting Plaintiffs
Motion To Compel

05/05/2016

Notice of Taking Deposition
Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises Inc.'s and Thurston Enterprises, Inc.'s Notice ofDeposition to
Dewayne Ivy

05/05/2016

Notice of Taking Deposition
Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises Inc.'s and Thurston Enterprises, Inc.'s Notice ofDeposition to Kevin
Skipper

05/05/2016

Notice of Taking Deposition
Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises Inc.'s and Thurston Enterprises, Inc.'s Notice ofDeposition to Dennis
("DJ'') Hubbert

05/20/2016

Notice of Taking Deposition
(2) Notice OfTaking Deposition

05/20/2016

Notice of Taking Deposition
Plaintiffs Notice OfDeposition To Lee Schram

I

I
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CASE No. CV-OC-2014-16400
05/20/2016

Notice of Taking Deposition
Plaintiffs Notice Of Deposition To Bob Kirlin

05/20/2016

Notice of Taking Deposition
Plaintiffs Notice Of Deposition To Billie Fogard

05/26/2016

Notice
Notice ofCompliance

05/27/2016

Amended
Plaintiffs' Amended Notice Of Deposition To Be Bob Kirlin

05/31/2016

Amended
Supplemental and Amended Memorandum in Support ofTressa McLaughlin's Motion for
Summary Judgment

05/31/2016

Amended
Supplemental and Amended Memorandum in Support ofJames Dunn's Motion for Summary
Judgment

05/3112016

Amended
Supplemental and Amended Memorandum in Support ofIdaho Business Forms, Inc's Motion
for Summary Judgment

05/31/2016

Amended
Supplemental and Amended Memorandum in Support ofMichael Dunlap's Motion for
Summary Judgment

05/3112016

Amended
Supplemental and Amended Memorandum in Support ofJamie Mccormick's Motion for
Summary Judgment

05/3112016

Amended
Supplemental and Amended Memorandum in Support ofJDHRS LLC's Motion for Summary
Judgment

05/31/2016

Amended
Supplemental and Amended Memorandum in Support ofKMMR LLC's Motion for Summary
Judgment

05/31/2016

Declaration
Declaration ofDane A Bolinger in Support ofDefendant's Supplemental and Amended
Memorandum in Support ofMotion for Summary Judgment

06/02/2016

Amended
Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises Inc.'s and Thurston Enterprises Inc.'s Amended Notice ofDeposition
to Dennis ("DJ'~ Hubbert

06/02/2016

Amended
Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises Inc.'s and Thurston Enterprises Inc.'s Amended Notice ofDeposition
to Dewayne Ivy

06/02/2016

Amended
Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises Inc.'s and Thurston Enterprises Inc.'s Amended Notice ofDeposition
to Kevin Skipper

06/13/2016

Stipulation
Stipulation To Permit Filing Of Third Amened Complaint And To Dismiss With Prejudice
Defendants KMMR LLC, Tressa Mclaughlin, Jamie Mccormick, Idaho Business Forms, INc.
Michael Dublap, James Dunn, And JDHRS LLC

06/14/2016

CANCELED Motion for Summary Judgment (1:30PM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)
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CASE No. CV-OC-2014-16400
Vacated
06/15/2016

Motion
Safeguard Business Systems Incs Motion For Protective Order RE: Thurston Enterprises Incs
2nd Set OfRequests For Production

06/15/2016

Declaration
Declaration OfCounsel For Safeguard Business Systems Inc Steven F Schossberger In
Support OfMotion For Protective Order RE: Thurston Enterprises Incs 2nd Set OfRequests
For Production

06/15/2016

Memorandum
Defendants Memorandum Of Law In Support Of Motion For Protective Order RE: Thurston
Enterprises Incs 2nd Set OfRequests For Production

06/16/2016

Notice of Hearing
Notice OfHearing (7/5116 at 3 pm)

06/16/2016

Hearing Scheduled
Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled 07105/2016 03:00PM) Motion For Protection Order

06117/2016

Order
Order Granting Stipulation to Permit Filing ofThird Amended Complaint and to Dismiss with
Prejudice Defendants KMMR, LLC, Tressa McLaughlin, Jamie McCormick, Idaho Business
Forms, Inc, Michael Dunlap, James Dunn, andJDHRS, LLC

06/17/2016

Civil Disposition Entered
Civil Disposition entered for: Dunlap, Michael, Defendant; Dunn, James, Defendant; Idaho
Business Forms Inc, Defendant; JDHRS LLC, Defendant; KMMR LLC, Defendant;
Mccormick, Jamie, Defendant; Mclaughlin, Tressa, Defendant; T3 Enterprises Inc, Plaintiff;
Thurston Enterprises Inc, Plaintiff. Filing date: 6117/2016

06/17/2016

Dismissed With Prejudice
Party (T3 Enterprises Inc)
Party (Mclaughlin, Tressa)
Party (Mccormick, Jamie)
Party (Dunlap, Michael)
Party (Idaho Business Forms Inc)
Party (Dunn, James)
Party (JDHRS LLC)
Party (KMMR LLC)
Party (Thurston Enterprises Inc)

06/20/2016

Motion
Plaintiff's Motion to Compel Safeguard Business Systems' Inc.'s Document Production

06/20/2016

Memorandum
Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Support ofMotion to Compel Safeguard Business Systems' Inc.'s
Document Production

06/20/2016

Declaration
Declaration ofDouglas R. Luther in Support ofMotion to Compel Safeguard Business
Systems' Inc.'s Document Production

(Exhibits G, H, /, J, L, M, N. 0, S, U, V. Y. AA, CC, DD, II and KK to be filed under seal)
06/20/2016

Notice of Hearing
Notice OfHearing

06/2112016

Amended Complaint Filed
Third Amended Complaint Filed And Demand For Jury Trial
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06/22/2016

Hearing Vacated
Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment scheduled on 07/2912016 OJ :00 PM:
Hearing Vacated

06/28/2016

Motion
Plaintiff's Opposition To Safeguard's Motion For Protective Order Re: Thurston Enterprises,
Inc's 2nd Set OfRequests For Production

06/28/2016

Declaration
Declaration OfDouglas R Luther In Support OfPlaintiffs' Opposition To Motion For
Protective Order Re: Thurston Enterprises, Inc's 2nd Set OfRequests For Production

06/28/2016

Memorandum
Defendant Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.'s Memorandum Of Law In Opposition To
Plaintiffs' Motion To Compel Safeguard Business Systems, Inc's Document Production

06/28/2016

Declaration
Declaration Of Counsel In Support Of Defendants Opposition To Plaintiffs' Motion To Compel
Safeguard Business Systems' Inc's Document Production

06/30/2016

Memorandum
Defendants Reply Memorandum in Further Support ofMotion for Protective Order re
Thurston Enterprises 2nd Set ofRequests for Production

07/01/2016

Reply
Plaintiffs Reply in Support ofMotion to Compel Safeguard Business Systems Incs Document
Production

07/01/2016

Declaration
Supplemental Declaration ofDouglas R Luther in Support ofPlaintiffs Motion to Compel
Safeguard Business Systems Incs Document Production

07/05/2016

DC Hearing Held: Court Reporter:# of Pages:
Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled scheduled on 07105/2016 03:00PM· District Court
Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Christie Valcich
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: Motion For Protection Order and
Motion to Compel; less than 200 pages

07/05/2016

Motion
Motion for Leave to File Overlength Brief

07/05/2016

Motion
Motion for Leave to Amend to Add Prayer for Punitive Damages

07/05/2016

Declaration
Declaration ofDawn Teply ISO Plaintiffs Motion for Leave to Amend

07/05/2016

Declaration
Declaration ofRoger Thurston in Support ofMotion for Leave to Amend

07/05/2016

Memorandum
Memorandum in Support ofMotion for Leave to Amend to Add Prayer

07/05/2016

Declaration
Declaration ofJames Mulcahy in Support ofMotion for Leave to Amend

07/05/2016

Hearing Scheduled (3:00PM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)
Motion For Protection Order and Motion to Compel Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled
scheduled on 07/0512016 03:00PM: District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Christie Valcich

I
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Number a/Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated:
07/06/2016

Memorandum
Defendants Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Leave to File an Overlength Brief

07/06/2016

Notice of Hearing
Notice OfHearing for Motion for Leave to Amend to Add Prayer for Punitive Damages
(7.29.16@1:30pm)

07/06/2016

Hearing Scheduled
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 07129/2016 01:30PM) Motion for Leave to Amend to Add Prayer
for Punitive Damages

07/07/2016

Reply
Plaintiff's Reply In Support Of Motion For Leave To File Overlength Brief

07/07/2016

Notice of Service
Notice OfService

07/11/2016

Order
Order Granting Plaintiffs' Motion to File Overlength Brief

07/1112016

Answer
Defendant Safeguard Buisness Systems Inc.'s And Deluxe Corporation's Answer To Third
Amended Complaint And Demand For Jury Trial

07/15/2016

Notice
Notice OfCompliance

07/20/2016

Notice
Notice Of Withdrawal OfRobins Kaplan LLP

07/22/2016

Motion
Motion For Leave To File Overlength BriefIn Opposition To Plaintiffs Motion For Leave To
Amend To Add Prayer For Puntitive Damages

07/22/2016

Memorandum
Defendants Memorandum In Opposition To Plaintiffs Motion For Leave To Amend To Add
Prayer For Puntitive Damages

07/22/2016

Declaration
Declaration Of Counsel In Support Of Defendants Memorandum In Opposition To Plaintiffs
Motion For Leave To Amend To Add Prayer For Puntitive Damages

07/22/2016

Notice of Hearing
Notice OfHearing Re Defendants Motion For Leave To File Overlength BriefIn Opposition
To Plaintiffs Motion For Leave To Amend To Add Prayer For Punitive Damages

07/22/2016

Hearing Scheduled
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 07129/2016 OJ: 30 PM) Motion For Leave To File Overlength
BriefIn Opposition To Plaintiffs Motion For Leave To Amend To Add Prayer For Punitive
Damages

07/26/2016

Hearing Vacated
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 0712912016 01:30PM: Hearing Vacated Motion For
Leave To File Overlength BriefIn Opposition To Plaintiffs Motion For Leave To Amend To
Add Prayer For Punitive Damages

07/27/2016

Reply
Plaintiffs' Reply in Support ofMotion for Leave to Amend to Add Prayer for Punitive Damages I

I
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Declaration

07/27/2016

Declaration ofDouglas R Luther in Support ofPlaintiffs' Motion for Leave to Amend to Add
Prayer for Punitive Damages to be Filed under Seal
Declaration

07/28/2016

Supplemental Declaration ofCounsel in Further Support ofDefendants' Memorandum in
Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion for Leave to Amend to Add Prayer for Punitive Damages
DC Hearing Held: Court Reporter:# of Pages:

07/29/2016

Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 07129/2016 01:30PM· District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Christie Valcich
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: Motion for Leave to Amend to Add
Prayer for Punitive Damages; less than 200
07/29/2016

CANCELED Motion for Summary Judgment (1:00PM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)
Vacated

07/29/2016

Motion Hearing (1:30PM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)

Motion for Leave to Amend to Add Prayer for Punitive Damages Hearing result for Motion
scheduled on 07/2912016 01:30PM· District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Christie Valcich
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated:
07/29/2016

CANCELED Motion Hearing (I :30 PM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)
Vacated
Motion For Leave To File Overlength BriefIn Opposition To Plaintiffs Motion For Leave To
Amend To Add Prayer For Punitive Damages Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
07129/2016 OJ :30 PM: Hearing Vacated

08/02/20 16

Order

Order Granting Defendants' Motion for Leave to File Overlength Briefin Opposition to
Plaintiffs' Motion for Leave to Amend to Add Prayer for Punitive Damages
08/02/20 16

Order

Order on Cross Motions for Protective Order and Motion to Compel Re: Plaintiff Thurston
Enterprises, Inc's Second Set ofRequests for Production ofDocuments
08/02/2016

Notice of Service

Notice OfService ofRebuttal Expert Report
08/04/2016

Supplemental Brief Filed

Supplemental Declaration OfRoger Thurston In Support OfPlaintiffs Motion For Leave To
Amend To Add Prayer For Punitive Damages
08/06/20 16

Miscellaneous

Second Supplemental Declaration ofCounsel in Further Support ofDefendants Memorandum
in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Leave to Amend to Add Prayer for Punitive Damages
08/16/2016
08/26/2016

Notice of Service
1

Motion

Defendant Safeguard Business Systems Incs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment
08/26/20 16

Memorandum

Defendant Safeguard Business Systems Incs Memorandum ofLaw
08/26/2016

Declaration

Declaration ofMichael Dunlap
08/26/2016

Declaration

Declaration of Counsel
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08/26/2016

Notice of Hearing
Notice ofHearing on Motion for Partial Summary Judgment

08/26/2016

Motion
Defendant Safeguard Acquisitions Incs Motion for Summary Judgment

08/26/2016

Memorandum
Defendants Memorandum ofLaw in Support ofMotion

08/26/2016

Declaration
Declaration ofCounsel in Support ofMotion

08/26/2016

Notice of Hearing
Notice ofHearing re Defendant Safeguard Acquisitions Incs Motion for Summary Judgment

08/26/2016

Motion
Defendant Deluxe Corporations Motion for Summary Judgment

08/26/2016

Memorandum
Defendants Memorandum ofLaw in Support ofMotion

08/26/2016

Declaration
Declaration ofCounsel in Support ofMotion

08/26/2016

Notice of Hearing
Notice ofHearing re Defendant Deluxe Corporations Motion for Summary Judgment

08/26/2016

Motion
Thurston Enterprises Incs Motion for Summary Judgment or in the Alternative Partial
Summary Judgment

08/26/2016

Memorandum
Thurston Enterprise Incs Memorandum in Support ofMotion (SEALED DOCUMEN1)

08/26/2016

Declaration
Declaration ofJame M Mulcahy in Support ofMotion (FILED UNDER SEAL)

08/26/2016

Declaration
Declaration ofRobert Taylor in Support ofMotion

08/26/2016

Declaration
Declaration ofRoger Thurston in Support ofMotion

08/29/2016

Notice of Hearing
for Motion for Summary Judgment or in the Alternative Partial Judgment 9.23.16@130PM

08/31/2016

Notice of Service
(3)

09/0112016

Notice of Taking Deposition
Plaintiffs Notice ofDeposition to Cheryl Johnston

09/0112016

Notice of Taking Deposition
Plaintiffs Notice ofDeposition to Terry Peterson

09/0112016

Notice of Taking Deposition
Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises Incs Plaintiffs Notice ofDeposition to
Kellye Santos

09/0112016

Notice of Taking Deposition
Plaintiffs Notice ofDeposition ofSteve Ventura
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09/0l/2016

Notice of Taking Deposition
Plaintiffs Notice ofDeposition ofPatrick Niemic

09/0l/2016

Notice of Taking Deposition
Plaintiffs Notice ofDeposition to Bob Kirlin

09/0l/2016

Notice of Taking Deposition
Plaintiffs Notice ofDeposition to Kevin Skipper

09/0l/2016

Notice of Taking Deposition
Plaintiffs Notice ofDeposition to Dewayne Ivy

09/0l/2016

Notice
Plaintiffs Notice ofReopened Deposition to Lee Schram

09/01/2016

Notice
Plaintiffs Notice ofReopened Deposition to Malcolm McRoberts

09/0l/2016

Notice
Notice ofReopened Deposition to JJ Sorrenti

09/0l/2016

Notice of Taking Deposition
Plaintiffs Notice ofDeposition to Safeguard Acquisitions Inc

09/0l/2016

Notice of Taking Deposition
Plaintiffs Notice ofDeposition to Deluxe Corporation

09/0l/2016

Notice of Taking Deposition
Plaintiffs Notice ofDeposition to Safeguard Business Systems Inc

09/02/2016

Amended
Notice Of Hearing Re Defendant Safeguard Business Systems, Inc's Motion For Partial
Summary Judgment

09/02/2016

Amended
Notice OfHearing Re Defendant Deluxe Corporation's Motion For Summary Judgment

09/02/2016

Notice of Service
(4)

09/08/2016

Amended
Notice ofHearing for Thurston Enterprises, Inc's Motion for Summary Judgment or in the
Alternative Partial Summary Judgment (9/2312016 I :OOpm)

09/09/2016

Motion
for Leave to File Overlength Opposition to Safeguard Business Systems Inc's Safeguards
Acquisions Inc's and Deluxe Corporation's Motions for Summary Judgment

09/09/2016

Opposition to
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc's Safeguard Acquisitions Inc's and Deluxe Corporations's
Motions for Summary

09/09/2016

Declaration
ofRoger Thurston in Support ofPlaintiffs' Opposition to Safeguard Business Systems Inc's
Safeguard Acquisition Inc's and Deluxe Corporation's Motions for Summary Judgment

09/09/2016

Declaration
ofDawn Teply in Support ofPlaintiffs' Opposition to Safeguard Business Systems Inc's
Safeguard Acquisition Inc's and Deluxe Corporation's Motions for Summary Judgment
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09/09/2016

Declaration
ofJames M Mulcahy in Support ofPlaintiffs' Opposition to Safeguard Business Systems Inc's
Safeguard Acquisition Inc's and Deluxe Corporation's Motions for Summary Judgment

09/09/2016

Objection
Defendants' Objections to Evidence and Motion to Strike and Disregard Declaration
Testimony ofRoger Thurston

09/09/2016

Memorandum
Defendant Safeguard Business System's Memorandum ofLaw in Support ofits Motion to
Strike and Disregard Declaration Testimony ofRoger Thurston

09/09/2016

Memorandum
Defendant Safeguard Business Systems, Inc's Memorandum ofLaw in Opposition to Plaintiff
Thurston Enterprise's Motion for Summary Judgment or in the Alternative Partial Summary
Judgment

09/09/2016

Declaration
of Counsel in Support ofDefendant Safeguard Business Systems, Inc's Memorandum in
Opposition to Plaintiff Thurston Enterprises, Inc's Motion for Summary Judgment or in the
Alternative Partial Summary Judgment

09/09/2016

Notice of Hearing
Re Defendants' Objections to Evidence and Motion to Strike Declaration Testimony ofRoger
Thurston (9/23/20161:00pm)

09/16/2016

Reply
Memorandum in Support ofMotions for Summary Judgment

09/16/2016

Objection
to Evidence and Motion to Strike and Disregard Declaration Testimony and Exhibits ofRoger
Thurston in Support ofOpposition

09/16/2016

Memorandum
in Support ofIts Motion to Strike and Disregard Declaration Testimony and Exhibits ofRoger
Thurston

09/16/2016

Civil Notice of Hearing
re Objection to Evidence (Roger Thurston) 9.23.16@1pm

09/16/2016

Notice
ofCompliance

09/16/2016

Objection
to Evidence and Motion to Strike and Disregard Exhibit 112

09/16/2016

Memorandum
in Support ofEvidence and Motion to Strike and Disregard Exhibit 112

09/16/2016

Civil Notice of Hearing
re Objection to Evidence and Motion to Strike and Disregard Exhibit 112

09/16/2016

Reply
Thurston Enterprises Inc's Reply in Support ofMotion for Summary Judgment or in the
Alternative Partial Summary Judgment

09/16/2016

Objection
to Evidence and Motion to Strike and Disregard Declaration Testimony ofDawn Teply

09116/2016

Memorandum
in Support ofMotion to Strike and Disregard Declaration Dawn Teply

.
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09116/2016

Motion
for Order Shortening Time

09/16/2016

Civil Notice of Hearing
re Defendants Objections to Evidence and Motion to Strike Declaration ofDawn Teply

09/16/2016

Court Minutes

09/21/2016

Memorandum
Decision and Order on Motion to Amend Complaint to Add Claims for Punitive Damages

09/2112016

m

09/22/2016

mMemorandum

Opposition to
Defendants' Motions to Strike and Disregard Declaration Testimony and Exhibits ofRoger
Thurston, Dawn Teply, and James Mulcahy in Support ofPlaintiffs' Opposition to Defendants'
Motions for Summary Judgment

Errata to Defendant Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.'s Memorandum ofLaw in Support ofIts
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment
09/23/2016

~Motion for Summary Judgment (1:00PM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)
Motion for Summary Judgment or in the Alternative Partial Summary Judgement
Defendants Objections to Evidence and Motion to Strike Declaration Testimony ofRoger
Thurston
Defendants Objections to Evidence and Motion to Strike Exhibit 112
Defendants Objections to Evidence and Motion to Strike Declaration Testimony ofDawn
Teply

09/23/2016

~ Court Minutes

09/30/2016

~Notice of Service
for Thurston Enterprises' Responses to Safeguard Business Systems's Third Set ofRequests for
Production ofDocuments

09/30/2016

m

09/30/2016

m

09/30/2016

m

Notice of Service
for Thurston Enterprises' Responses to Safeguard Business Systems' Third Set of
Interrogatories
Notice of Service
for Thurston Enterprises' Responses to Deluxe's First Set ofInterrogatories and Requests for
Production ofDocuments

Notice of Service
for T3 's Responses to Deluxe's First Set ofInterrogatories, Requests for Admissions, and
Requests for Production of Documents

09/30/2016

mNotice
ofCompliance

09/30/2016

'mNotice
Compliance

09/30/2016

'mNotice
ofCompliance
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10/06/2016

m

Memorandum
Plaintiffs Supplemental BriefContaining Arbitration Award in Support ofThurston's Motion
for Summary Judgment and Plaintiffs' Opposition to Defendants' Motions for Summary
Judgment

10/06/2016

mAmended
Plaintiffs' Amended Notice ofReopened Deposition to Bob Kirlin

10/06/2016

mAmended
Plaintiffs' Amended Notice ofLRC.P. Rule 30(b}(6} Deposition to Safeguard Business
Systems, Inc.

10/06/2016

m

Notice of Taking Deposition
Plaintiff's Notice ofLR.C.P. Rule 30(b}(6} Deposition to Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc.

10/06/2016

mAmended
Plaintiffs' Amended Notice ofDeposition to Cheryl Johnston

10/07/2016

mMotion
Motion to Strike and Disregard Plaintiffs' "Supplemental BriefContaining Arbitration Award
in Support of Thurston's Motion for Summary Judgment and Plaintiffs' Opposition to
Defendants' Motions for Summary Judgment"

10/07/2016

mMotion
Defendants' Motion for Order Shortening Time for Hearing on Defendants' Motion to Strike
Plaintiffs' Supplemental Brief

10/07/2016

mMemorandum
Deftndants' Memorandum ofLaw in Support ofits Motion to Strike and Disregard Plaintiffs'
"Supplemental Brief Containing Arbitration Award in Support of Thurston's Motion for
Summary Judgment and Plaintiffs' Opposition to Deftndants' Motions for Summary Judgment"

10/1112016

10/11/2016

10/17/2016

morder
Striking Plaintiffs' Supplemental Brief

Order
Olsson, Patricia Marie
Unserved
Schossberger, Steven Fredric
Unserved

mNotice of Service
for Plaintiffs Thurston Enterprises, Inc.'s Amended Responses to Deftndant Deluxe
Corporation First Set ofInterrogatories and Requests for Production ofDocuments

10/17/2016

mNotice of Service
for Plaintiffs Thurston Enterprises, Inc.'s Amended Responses to Defendant Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc.'s Third Set ofRequests for Production ofDocuments

10/17/2016

mNotice of Service
for Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises Inc.'s Amended Responses to Deftndant Deluxe Corporation First
Set ofInterrogatories and Requests for Production ofDocuments

10/19/2016

mNotice
ofCompliance, SBS' Supplemental Response to Thurston's 5th RFP
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10119/2016

~Notice
of Compliance, Deluxe's Supplemental Response to Thurston's 2nd Set ofRFP

10/19/2016

~Notice
Plaintiffs Amended Notice ofDeposition to Terry Peterson

10/19/2016

~Notice
Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises, Inc.'s and Thurston Enterprises, Inc.'s Fourth Amended Notice of
Deposition to Dewayne Ivy

10/19/2016

~Notice
Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises, Inc.'s and Thurston Enterprises, Inc.'s Fourth Amended Notice of
Deposition ofKevin Skipper

10/19/2016

mNotice

Notice of Continued IRCP 30(b)(6) Deposition to Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
10/19/2016

mNotice

Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises, Inc.'s and Thurston Enterprises, Inc.'s Second Amended Notice of
Deposition ofKellye Santos
10/20/2016

~ Acceptance of Service
ofSubpoena ofJamie McCormick

10/20/2016

m

Acceptance of Service

ofSubpoena ofTressa McLaughlin

l0/2l/2016

m

Memorandum

Decision and Order on Motions for Summary Judgment and to Strike
l0/2l/2016

Order
Olsson, Patricia Marie
Unserved
Schossberger, Steven Fredric
Unserved

10/26/2016

mMotion

Plaintif!T3 Enterprises, Inc.'s Motion to Confirm Arbitration Award
10/26/2016

~Memorandum In Support of Motion
to Confirm Arbitration Award

10/26/2016

~Affidavit in Support of Motion
to Confirm Arbitration Award

10/26/2016

mReport

Joint Status Report Regarding ADR
10/27/2016

~Motion
Safeguard Business Systems Inc.'s Motion to Strike and Memorandum ofLaw in Opposition to
T3 Enterprises, Inc.'s Motion to Confirm Arbitration Award
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10/28/2016

m

CASE No. CV-OC-2014-16400

Amended Complaint Filed
Fourth Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial (Exhibits 8-10, 12, 16, 18-19, 29, 35
and 37 Filed Under Seal-see documents tab)

ll/01/2016

mNotice
Notice ofHearing 11116/16 @2:30pm

ll/Ol/2016

mMotion
in Limine No. 1 (Olsson!T3 & Thurston Enterprises Inc)

11/0l/2016

mMemorandum In Support of Motion
for Limine No.1

ll/Ol/2016

ll/Ol/2016

mMotion
in Limine No. 2 (Olsson/T3 & Thurston Enterprises Inc)

mMemorandum
in Support ofPlaintiffs' Motion in Limine No. 2

ll/Ol/2016

ll/Ol/2016

mMotion
in Limine No. 3 (Olsson/T3 & Thurston Enterprises Inc)

mMemorandum In Support of Motion
in Limine No.3

11/0l/2016

ll/Ol/2016

mMotion
in Limine No. 4 (Olsson/T3 & Thurston Enterprises Inc)

mMemorandum In Support of Motion
in Limine No.4

ll/Ol/2016

mMotion
in Limine No. 5 (Olsson!T3 & Thurston Enterprised Inc)

11/0l/2016

tg Memorandum In Support of Motion
Motion in Limine No. 5

11/0l/2016

11/0l/2016

'mMotion
in Limine No. 6 (Olsson/T3 & Thurston Enterprises Inc)

mMemorandum In Support of Motion
in Limine No. 6

11/0l/2016

mAffidavit
ofDoug Luther in Support ofPlaintiffs' Motion in Limine No.2

11/0l/2016

'mMotion
Defendants Deluxe and SBS's Motion in Limine

ll/Ol/2016

mDeclaration
Declaration ofCounsel in Support ofDefendants' Motion in Limine
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1l/Ol/2016

mNotice of Hearing
Notice ofHearing on Defendants' Motion in Limine

ll/Ol/2016

~Memorandum In Support of Motion
Defendants Deluxe and SBS's Memorandum ofLaw in Support ofDefendants' Motion in
Limine

11/02/2016

~Notice
Notice ofHearing 11/16/16 2:30pm

1l/02/2016

1l/09/2016

mNotice of Hearing
on Defendants Safeguard Business Systems Inc.'s Motion to Strike and Memorandum ofLaw in
Opposition to T3 Enterprises, Inc.'s Motion to Confirm Arbitration Award

I

mMemorandum
Defendants' Pre-Trial Memorandum

11109/2016

mResponse
Defendants' Consolidated Response to Plaintiffs' Motions in Limine

11/10/2016

m Memorandum
T3 Memo in Opposition to SBS Motion to Strike T3 Motion to Confirm Arbitration Award

1l/10/2016

mAffidavit
Declaration ofClay Gill in Opposition to SBS Motion to Strike T3 Motion to Confirm
Arbitration Award

1l/10/2016

'm Opposition to
to Defendants Deluxe and SBS Motion in Limine

11110/2016

mAffidavit
Declaration ofDawn Teply in Support ofPlaintiffs Opposition to Defendant Deluxe and SBS
Motion in Limine

11/10/2016

mAffidavit
Declaration ofRoger Thurston in Support ofPlaintiffs Opposition to Defendant Deluxe and
SBS Motion in Limine

1l/10/2016

mAffidavit
Declaration ofDoug Luther in Support ofPlaintiffs Opposition to Defendants Deluxe and SBS
Motion in Limine (Exhibit D Filed Under Sealed- See Documents Tab)

11/10/2016

m Memorandum
Plaintiffs Pretrial Memoranda

1l/10/2016

mMotion
to Exceed Page Limit Re: Opposition to Defendants Motion in Limine

11110/2016

~ Declaration
OfRobert Taylor In Support OfPlaintiffs Opposition To Defendants Motion In Limine

11/10/2016

morder
Denying Plaintiffs' Motion for Leave to File Overlength Memorandum in Opposition to
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Defendants' Motion in Limine
11110/2016

11/1112016

Order
Olsson, Patricia Marie
Unserved
Schossberger, Steven Fredric
Unserved

~Amended
Plaintiffs Amended Opposition to Defendants Deluxe and SBS' Motion in Limine

1111112016

~Answer
Defendant Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.'s and Deluxe Corporations's Answer to Fourth
Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial

11114/2016

m

11114/2016

m

11/14/2016

~ Declaration

Memorandum
Defendants' Reply Memorandum in Support ofDefendants Deluxe and SBS's Motion in Limine

Declaration
ofSteven F. Schossberger in Further Support ofDefendants Deluxe Corporation's and
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.'s Motion in Limine to Exclude Plaintiffs Evidence of Gross
Profits (Exhibits I-6 Confidential and Filed Under Seal-AUDIO CD)

Declaration ofJamie McCormick in Support ofDefendants SBS, Inc. and Deluxe's Motion in
Limine (Exhibit A Confidential and Filed Under Seal- Audio CD)
11/14/2016

~Declaration
Declaration ofTerry Robison in Support ofDefendants' Reply Memorandum in Support
Motion in Limine to Exclude Plaintiffs Evidence ofGross Profits (Exhibits A-C Confidential
and Filed Under Seal- Audio CD)

11/14/2016

mDeclaration
Declaration ofSusan Lederach Re Defendant Deluxe Corporation's and Safeguard Business
Systems, Inc.'s Motion in Limine to Exclude Plaintiffs Evidence of Gross Profits

11114/2016

mReply
Plaintiffs' Reply in Support ofMotion in Limine

11/14/2016

mMotion
Motion to Strike Re: Defendants Second and Third Affirmative Defenses that Are Asserted in
Defendants Answer to Plaintiffs Fourth Amended Complaint

11114/2016

mMemorandum In Support of Motion
Memo in Support ofMotion to Strike Re: Defendants Second and Third Affirmative Defenses
that Are Asserted in Defendants Answer to Plaintiffs Fourth Amended Complaint

11114/2016

~Motion to Shorten Time
Motion to Shorten Time on Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike Re: Defendants Affirmative Defenses

11116/2016

Pre-trial Conference (1 :30 PM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)

11116/2016

CANCELED Pre-trial Conference (2:30PM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)
Vacated

11116/2016

CANCELED Motion in Limine (2:30PM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)
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Vacated
11116/2016

11116/2016

CANCELED Motion to Strike (2:30 PM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)
Vacated
& Memo In Opposition To Enterprises Motion To Confirm arbitration Award

~Response
Defendants' Response to Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike Re Defendants' Second and Third
Affirmative Defenses That Are Asserted in Defendants' Answer to Plaintiffs' Fourth Amended
Complaint

11116/2016

mCourt Minutes
pages: less than 200

11116/2016

~ Miscellaneous
Defendants' List of Witnesses for Trial

11/16/2016

'1!i Miscellaneous
Defendants' List ofTrial Exhibits

11116/2016

'1!1 Miscellaneous
Defendants Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.'s and Deluxe Corporation's Proposed Jury
Instruction

11116/2016

mMiscellaneous
Defendants Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.'s and Deluxe Corporation's Proposed Special
Verdict Form

11116/2016

11/16/2016

m Miscellaneous
Plaintiffs' Final Witness List

mMiscellaneous
Plaintiffs' Trial Exhibit List

11116/2016

mMiscellaneous
Plaintiffs' Proposed Special Verdict Forms

11116/2016

mMiscellaneous
Plaintiffs' Requested Jury Instructions

11/2112016

~Memorandum
Decision and Order on Plaintiffs' Motion to Confirm Arbitration Award and Defendants'
Motion in Limine to Preclude Evidence ofArbitration

1112112016

Order
Olsson, Patricia Marie
Unserved
Schossberger, Steven Fredric
Unserved

11122/2016

morder
Granting Plaintiffs' Leave to File (Denied)

11122/2016

morder
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Granting Motion to Shorten Time and Notice ofHearing on Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike
11/22/2016

Order
Olsson, Patricia Marie
Unserved
Schossberger, Steven Fredric
Unserved

11/22/2016

Order
Olsson, Patricia Marie
Unserved
Schossberger, Steven Fredric
Unserved

11/22/2016

~ Witness Disclosure
Defendants Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.'s and Deluxe Corporation's Disclosure of
Witness and Information re Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises, Inc.'s and Thurston Enterprises, Inc.'s
Net Commissions

11/22/2016

~Declaration
ofRobert Kirlin re Plaintiff's T3 Enterprises, Inc.'s and Thurston Enterprises, Inc.'s Net
Commissions (Exhibits A-F Audio CD)

11/22/2016

~Objection
Plaintiffs' Objections to Defendants' Proposed Jury Instructions

11/22/2016

~Objection
Plaintiffs' Objections to Defendants' Special Verdict Form

11/22/2016

mobjection
Plaintiffs' Supplemental BriefRegarding Timing ofJury Instructions

11/23/2016

~Miscellaneous
Plaintiffs' Disclosure ofTaylor's Supplemental Expert Report

11/23/2016

~Miscellaneous
Plaintiffs' Supplemental Proposed Jury Instructions and Revised Proposed Special Verdict
Form

11/23/2016

mobjection
Defendants' Objections and Responses to Plaintiffs' Proposed Jury Instructions, and Proposed
Jury Instruction Procedures

11/23/2016

mobjection
Defendants' Objections to Plaintiffs' Proposed Verdict Forms

11/23/2016

mMotion
DEFENDANTS EMERGENCY MOTION FOR CONTINUANCE OF TRIAL SETTING,
CLARIFICATION AND/OR ALTERNATIVELY RECONSIDERATION OF THE COURTS
NOV. 2I, 20I6 MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON PLAINTIFFS MOTION TO
CONFIRM ARBITRATION AWARD AND DEFENDANTS MOTION IN LIMINE TO
PRECLUDE EVIDENCE OF ARBITRATION

11/25/2016

~ Opposition to
Defendants' Emergency Motion for Continuance of Trial Setting
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11126/2016

~Exhibit List/Log
Defendants' Revised List of Trial Exhibits

11128/2016

~Court Minutes

11128/2016

mExhibit List/Log
Plaintiffs Revised Trial Exhibit List

11128/2016

~Order
on Defendants' Objections to Deposition Designations

11128/2016

11128/2016

Order
Olsson, Patricia Marie
Unserved
Schossberger, Steven Fredric
Unserved

~Affidavit
SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF ROBERT KIRLIN RE PLAINTIFF'S T3
ENTERPRISES, INC.'S AND THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.'S NET COMMISSIONS

11128/2016

~Notice
ofArbitration Panels' Award ofFees and Expenses to T3

11128/2016

mMiscellaneous
Defendants Revised Exhibit List

11129/2016

Jury Trial (9:00AM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)

11129/2016

CANCELED Hearing Scheduled (9:00AM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)
Vacated

11129/2016
11130/2016
11130/2016
12/0112016
12/0112016
12/02/2016

mCourt Minutes
Jury Trial (9:00AM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)

mCourt Minutes
Jury Trial (12:00 PM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)

~ Court Minutes
Jury Trial (9:00AM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)

12/02/2016

mCourt Minutes

12/05/2016

~Motion
Plaintif!T3 Enterprises, Inc.'s Renewed Motion to Confirm Arbitration Award

12/05/2016

mDeclaration
Declaration ofDoug Luther in Support ofPlaintif!T3's Renewed Motion to Confirm
Arbitration Award
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12/05/2016

~Motion to Shorten Time
Motion to Shorten Time on Plaintif!T3's Renewed Motion to Confirm Arbitration Award

12/06/2016
12/06/2016
12/07/2016

Jury Trial (9:00 AM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)

1!J Court Minutes
Jury Trial (9:00AM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)

12/07/2016

~ Court Minutes

12/07/2016

~Memorandum
Plaintiffs' Pocket Briefre Eliciting Testimony of USDA and Schob Lawsuit

12/07/2016

~Memorandum
DEFENDANTS MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' POCKET BRIEF RE
ELICITING TESTIMONY OF USDA AND SCHOB LAWSUIT

12/07/2016

12/08/2016
12/08/2016
12/09/2016

mExhibit
Defendant's Memorandum EXHIBIT A
Jury Trial (12:00 PM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)

~ Court Minutes
Jury Trial (9:00AM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)

12/09/2016

~ Court Minutes

12/09/2016

~Motion
Motion to Vacate or, in the Alternative, Modify Arbitration Award

12/09/2016

mMemorandum
Memorandum in Support ofMotion to Vacate or, in the Alternative, Modify Arbitration Award

12/09/2016

mDeclaration
ofCounsel In Support ofSafeguard Business Systems, Incs Motion to Vacate or in the
Alternative, Modify Arbitration Award (Exhibit W-CD)

12/12/2016

12/12/2016

mMotion
Motion to Exclude Robert Taylor from Testifying at Trial

mMemorandum
Defendants Deluxe and SBS's Memorandum ofLaw in Support ofDefendants' Motion to
Exclude Robert Taylor from Testifying at Trial

12/12/2016

mDeclaration
Declaration of Counsel in Support ofDefendants Motion to Exclude Robert Taylor from
Testifying at Trial

12/12/2016

~ Opposition to
T3 Opposition to Safeguard Business Systems Inc's Motion to Vacate Or In The Alternative To
Modify Arbitration Award
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12112/2016

~ Declaration
OfJim Mulcahy in Support ofT3 Opposition to Safefuard Businees Systems Inc's Motion to
Vacate Or In The Alternative Modify Arbitration Award

12113/2016

CANCELED Jury Trial (9:00AM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)
Vacated

12113/2016

Jury Trial (9:00AM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)

12113/2016
12/14/2016
12/14/2016
12/14/2016

~Court Minutes
Jury Trial (9:00 AM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)

mCourt Minutes
mRequest
Plaintiffs' Requested Jury Instructions

12/14/2016

m

12/14/2016

'1!1 Miscellaneous

Jury Instructions Filed
DEFENDANTS PROPOSED MODIFIED JURY INSTRUCTIONS

DEFENDANTS MODIFIED PROPOSED SPECIAL VERDICT FORMS
12/15/2016
12/15/2016

Jury Trial (12:00 PM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)

mCourt Minutes

12/15/2016

mMotion
Defendants' Motion for a Directed Verdict

12/15/2016

'1!1 Memorandum In Support of Motion
Memorandum in Support ofDefendants' Motion for a Directed Verdict

12/15/2016

'='J Memorandum
Plaintiffs Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants Motion for Directed Verdict on the Issue
ofPunitive Damages

12/15/2016

'1!1 Memorandum
Plaintiffs Opposition to Defendants Motion for Directed Verdict on Damages

12/15/2016

mMemorandum
Plaintiffs Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants Motion for Directed Verdict on Plaitniffs'
Claim for Tortious Interference with Contract Against Deluxe

12/16/2016
12/16/2016
12/16/2016

Jury Trial (9:00AM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)

mCourt Minutes
mOpposition to
Plaintiffs Revised Opposition to Defendants Motion for a Directed Verdict on Damages
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12/16/2016

~Motion
for Pro Hac Vice Admission ofPaul Genender

12/16/2016

~Miscellaneous
DEFENDANTS' PROPOSED SUPPLEMENTAL JURY INSTRUCTIONS

12/19/2016

~Brief Filed
Plaintiffs' Supplemental BriefReagrding the Court's Proposed Jury Instructions

12/19/2016

~Response
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO VACATE OR, IN THE ALTERNATIVE, MODIFY
ARBITRATION AWARD

12/20/2016
12/20/2016
12/2112016

Jury Trial (8:30AM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)

m

Court Minutes

Jury Trial (9:00AM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)

12/2112016

~ Court Minutes

12/2112016

~Jury Instructions Filed

12/2112016

~Verdict form

12/28/2016

morder

Granting Motion for Pro Hac Vice Admission ofPaul Genender
12/28/2016

01104/2017

Order
Olsson, Patricia Marie
Unserved
Schossberger, Steven Fredric
Unserved

~Order
Admitting Video Depositions

01104/2017

01104/2017

Order
Olsson, Patricia Marie
Unserved
Schossberger, Steven Fredric
Unserved

~Miscellaneous
Defendants' Submissions Regarding Proposed Form ofJudgment

01104/2017

~Motion
Motion for Entry ofJudgment Following Return ofJury Verdict

Ol/04/2017

~Memorandum
Thurston Enterprises, Inc.'s Briefin Support ofa Total Judgment Amount of$6,375,985.00

01109/2017

~Motion
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for Pro Hac Vice Admissions ofJason E. Wright
01/12/2017
01/12/2017

01/13/2017

mNotice of Hearing
Notice of Hearing
Olsson, Patricia Marie
Unserved
Schossberger, Steven Fredric
Unserved
Emaled to Clay Gill, James Mulcahy and Douglas Luther.

mMemorandum
Decision and Order Re: Punitive Damages Cap

01113/2017

mJudgment

01/13/2017

Final Judgment (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)
Monetary/Property Award
In Favor Of: Thurston Enterprises Inc
Against: Safeguard Business Systems Inc
Entered Date: 01/13/2017
Current Judgment Status:
Status: Active
Status Date: 01/13/2017
Monetary Award:
Amount: $6,034,056.00

01/13/2017

Dismissed With Prejudice (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)
Monetary/Property Award
In Favor Of: Deluxe Corporation
Against: T3 Enterprises Inc; Thurston Enterprises Inc
Entered Date: 01/13/2017
Current Judgment Status:
Status: Dismissal of Judgment By Court Order
Status Date: 01/13/2017
Monetary Award:
Comment: Thurston Enterprises, Inc's and T3 Enterprises, Inc claims
against Deluxe Corporation are dismissed with prejudice.

01119/2017

~Motion
Defendant Safeguard Business systems, Inc.'s Motion for Leave to File Overlength Brief

01/27/2017

mNotice ofHearing

01/27/2017

~Motion
Defendant Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.'s Motion for Post-Judgment Relief

01127/2017

mMemorandum
Defendant Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.'s Memorandum ofLaw in Support ofIts Motion
for Post-Judgment Relief

01/27/2017

QJ Declaration
5 Part Declaration ofCounsel in Support ofDefendant Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.'s
Motion for Post-Judgment Relief

01/27/2017

mMotion
Thurston Enterprises, Inc.'s Motion for Costs and Attorneys' Fees
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Ol/27/2017

~Declaration
ofClayGil/

01/27/2017

m

01/27/2017

~Declaration

Declaration
ofLarry Berliner

ofRobert Taylor
Ol/27/2017

~Declaration
ofRoger Thurston

01/27/2017

mDeclaration
ofJim Mulcahy

Ol/27/2017

~Memorandum
Thurston Enterprises Memo in Support ofMotion for Attorneys Fees

02/0l/2017

~Order
Granting Motion for Pro Hac Vice Admission ofJason Wright

02/0l/2017

Order

Olsson, Patricia Marie
Unserved
Schossberger, Steven Fredric
Unserved
emailed: James Mulcahy, Douglas Luther, Clay Gill, Dane Bolinger, Paul Genender, and Jason
Wright
02/0l/2017

~Motion
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.'s Motion to Compel or Reconsider, and for Expedited
Discovery

02/0l/2017

~Memorandum
Memorandum ofLaw in Support ofDefendant Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.'s Motion to
Compel or Reconsider, and for Expedited Discovery

02/02/2017

~Order
Denying Defendant Safeguard Business Systems, Inc's Motion to Compel or Reconsider and
for Expedited Discovery

02/02/2017

Order

Olsson, Patricia Marie
Unserved
Schossberger, Steven Fredric
Unserved
Emai/ed: Clay Gill, Mulcahy, Luther, Adams, Paul Genender, Jason Wright, Dane Bolinger
02/10/2017

~Exhibit
Exhibit 1 to Steve Schossberger's 0211012017 Declaration

02/10/2017

~Exhibit
Exhibit 2 to Steve Schossberger's 02/10/2017 Declaration

02/10/2017
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~Exhibit
Exhibit 17 to Steven F. Schossberger's 02/1012017 Declaration
02/10/2017

~Memorandum
ofLaw ISO Defendant Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.'s Objection to Plaintif!Thurston
Enterprises, Inc.'s Motionfor Costs and Attorneys' Fees

02/10/2017

~Declaration
ofDane Bolinger ISO Defendant Safeguard Business Systems, Inc's Objection to Plaintiff
Thurston Enterprises, Inc's Motionfor Costs and Attorneys' Fees

02/10/2017

~ Declaration
ofRichard H. Greener

02/10/2017

~Declaration
ofSteven F. Schossberger

02/10/2017

~Exhibit
Exhibits 03-16 Bookmarked to Steven F. Schossberger's 02/10117 Declaration

02/10/2017

mExhibit

Exhibits 18-44 Bookmarked to Steven F. Schossberger's 02/10117 Declaration
02113/2017

mNotice of Withdrawal of Attorney

and Substitution ofCounsel
02/14/2017

mMotion

Plaintiff Thurston Enterprises, Inc.'s Motion for Leave to File Overlength Brief
02/14/2017

m

Opposition to

Thurston Opposition to Safeguard's Motion for Post-Judgment Relief

02/14/2017

m

Declaration

ofJim Mulcahy
02/17/2017

mReply

Defendant Safeguard Business Systems, Inc's Reply In Support OfIts Motion For Post
Judgment Relief
02/17/2017

"t;J Declaration
of Counsel In Support Of Defendant Safeguard Business Systems, Inc's Reply in Further
Support of its Motion for Post-Judgment Relief

02/21/2017

Motion Hearing- Civil (3:00PM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)

Motion for Post-Judgment Relief
02/2112017

m

02/23/2017

mNotice

Court Minutes

Notice ofHearing (04/0512017@ 3pm)
02/24/2017

m

Memorandum
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T3 Supplemental Briefin Opposition to SBS Motion to Vacate Arbitration Award
02/24/2017

mMiscellaneous
2017.02.24_Letter Briefto Court reNew Cases Cited during Oral Argument by T3's Counsel

03/24/2017

~Memorandum
Decision and Order on Safeguard's Motion for Post-Judgment Relief

03/24/2017

Order
Olsson, Patricia Marie
Unserved
Bolinger, Dane Andrew
Unserved
also emailed to James Mulcahy, Douglas Luther, Paul Genender and Jason Wright, Clay Gill

03/29/2017

morder
on Motions to Confirm and Vacate Arbitration Award

03/29/2017

morder
Confirming Arbitration Award

0312912017

Order
Olsson, Patricia Marie
Unserved
Bolinger, Dane Andrew
Unserved
emailed: James Mulcahy, Douglas Luther, Clay Gill, Paul Genender and Jason Wright

03/29/2017

Other Documents
Olsson, Patricia Marie
Unserved
Bolinger, Dane Andrew
Unserved
Emailed: James Mulcahy, Douglas Luther, Clay Gill, Paul Genender and Jason Wright

03/29/2017

Final Judgment (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)
Monetary/Property Award
In Favor Of: T3 Enterprises Inc
Against: Safeguard Business Systems Inc
Entered Date: 03/29/2017
Current Judgment Status:
Status: Active
Status Date: 03/29/2017
Monetary Award:
Amount: $4,362,041.95
Interest Bearing
Comment (distributor agreement between T3 and SBS is terminated; other terms)

03/29/2017

mDeclaration
Declaration ofClay Gill in Support ofT3 Additional Attorney Fees Incurred to Confirm
Arbitration Award

03/29/2017

mDeclaration
Second Declaration of Clay Gill in Support ofThurston Request for Attorney Fees

03/29/2017

~Declaration
Third Declaration of Clay Gill in Support of Thurston Additional Attorney Fees Incurred
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03/29/2017

~Motion
Thurston's Opposition to Safeguard's Motion to Disallow Fees and Costs

03/29/2017

~ Declaration
Supplemental Declaration ofJim Mulcahy in Support of Thurston's Opposition to Safeguard's
Motion to Disallow Fees and Costs

04/03/2017

mReply
IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS. INC'S OBJECTION
TO PLAINTIFF THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC'S MOTION FOR COSTS AND
ATTORNEYS' FEES

04/03/2017

m

04/03/2017

m

04/05/2017
04/05/2017

Declaration
ofTayler Tibbitts

Declaration
Supplemental Declaration ofRichard Greener

Hearing Scheduled (3:00PM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)

~Request
to Obtain Approval to Broadcase and/or Photograph a Court Proceedings and Order

04/05/2017

~Court Minutes

04/I0/2017

~Memorandum
Safeguards Supplemental Memorandum in Further Support ofits Objection to Plaintiff
Thurston Enterprise's, Inc.'s Motion for Costs and Attorney Fees

04/10/2017

mDeclaration
Supplemental Declaration ofCounsel in Further Support ofDefondant's Safoguards Business
Systems, Inc.s Objection to Plaintiff Thurston Enterprises, Inc.s Motion for Costs and Attorney
Fees (Exhibit A- CD)

05/05/2017

mMemorandum
Decision and Order Re: Attorney Fees in Confirming Arbitration Award

05/05/2017

mMemorandum
Decision and Order on Thurston's Motion for Fees and Costs

05/05/2017

m

Amended Judgment
Nunc Pro Tunc

05/05/2017

Order
Olsson, Patricia Marie
Unserved
Bolinger, Dane Andrew
Unserved
emailed: Gill, Mulcahy, Luther, Genender, and Wright

05/05/2017

Order
Olsson, Patricia Marie
Unserved
Bolinger, Dane Andrew
Unserved
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emailed Gill, Mulcahy, Luther, Genender and Wright
05/05/2017

Order
Olsson, Patricia Marie
Unserved
Bolinger, Dane Andrew
Unserved
emai/ed Gill, Mulcahy, Luther, Genender and Wright

05/05/2017

Final Judgment (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)
Monetary/Property Award
In Favor Of: Thurston Enterprises Inc
Against: Safeguard Business Systems Inc
Entered Date: 05/05/2017
Current Judgment Status:
Status: Active
Status Date: 05/05/2017
Monetary Award:
Amount: $6,792,649.74
Interest Bearing
Comment (Thurston's claims against Deluxe Corporation are dismissed with prejudice.)

05/05/2017

Case Closed

05/05/2017

~Notice of Appeal
- Safeguard Business Systems v T3 Enterprises

05/05/2017
05/05/2017

05/05/2017

Appeal Filed in Supreme Court

m

Notice of Appeal
-Safeguard Business Systems v Thurston Enterprises

Appeal Filed in Supreme Court

05/17/2017

mNotice of Change of Address

05/19/2017

~Miscellaneous
Plaintiffs Request for Additional Transcripts and Records on Appeal

05/19/2017

~Objection
Plaintiffs Objection to Any Bifurcation ofthe Appeal

05/19/2017

~Notice of Appeal
-AMENDED - Safeguard Business Systems v T3 Enterprises

05/19/2017

~Notice of Appeal
-AMENDED - Safeguard Business Systems v Thurston Enterprises

05/19/2017

m

05/22/2017

~ Request for Additional Clerk's Record

Application
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc's Application to Stay Execution and Enforcement of
Judgments

- Thurston and T3 Request for Additional Transcripts and Records
06/07/2017

~Motion
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Objecting to Sufficiency ofSupersedeas Bonds Posted by SBS
06/07/2017

~Memorandum
in Support ofMotion Objecting to Sfficiency ofSupersedeas Bonds Posted by SBS

06/07/2017

~Memorandum In Support of Motion
Plaintiffs Memo in Support ofMotion Objecting to Sufficiency a/Supersedeas Bonds Posted by
SBS

06/29/2017

m Stipulation
to Stay Execution and Enforcement ofAmended Judgment

06/29/2017

~Notice

I

ofFiling Original Supersedeas Bond
06/30/2017

06/30/2017

morder
Staying Execution and Enforcement ofAmended Judgment Nunc Pro Tunc Pending Appeal to
Idaho Supreme Court
Order
Olsson, Patricia Marie
Unserved
Bolinger, Dane Andrew
Unserved
Paul Genender, Jason Wright, Clay Gill, James Mulcahy, Douglas Luther

08/07/2017

~Notice of Substitution of Counsel

08/16/2017

~Notice of Appeal
-SECOND AMENDED- Safeguard Business Systems v T3 and Thurston- Supreme Court No.
45092145093

10/02/2017

~Notice
a/Transcript Lodged- Supreme Court No. 45092145093

DATE

FINANCIAL INFORJ\.IATIO.N

Defendant Dunlap, Michael
Total Charges
Total Payments and Credits
Balance Due as of 10/2/2017

136.00
136.00
0.00

Defendant Dunn, James
Total Charges
Total Payments and Credits
Balance Due as of 10/2/2017

136.00
136.00
0.00

Defendant Idaho Business Forms Inc
Total Charges
Total Payments and Credits
Balance Due as of 10/2/2017

0.00
0.00
0.00

Defendant JDHRS LLC
Total Charges
Total Payments and Credits
Balance Due as of 10/2/2017

0.00
0.00
0.00

Defendant KMMR LLC
Total Charges

0.00
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Total Payments and Credits
Balance Due as of 10/2/2017

0.00
0.00

Defendant Mccormick, Jamie
Total Charges
Total Payments and Credits
Balance Due as of 10/2/2017

0.00
0.00
0.00

Defendant Mclaughlin, Tressa
Total Charges
Total Payments and Credits
Balance Due as of 10/2/2017

0.00
0.00
0.00

Defendant Safeguard Acquisitions Inc
Total Charges
Total Payments and Credits
Balance Due as of 10/2/2017

0.00
0.00
0.00

Defendant Safeguard Business Systems Inc
Total Charges
Total Payments and Credits
Balance Due as of 10/2/2017

464.00
464.00
0.00

Other Party Unknown Payor
Total Charges
Total Payments and Credits
Balance Due as of 10/2/2017

489.25
489.25
0.00

Plaintiff T3 Enterprises Inc
Total Charges
Total Payments and Credits
Balance Due as of 10/2/2017

221.00
221.00
0.00
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Robert W. Talboy, ISB No. 3603
Jon T. Simmons, ISB No. 5006
KELLY, TALBOY & SIMMONS, PA
380 E. Parkcenter Blvd., Suite 200
P.O. Box 856
Boise, Idaho 83701
/
Telephone: (208) 342-4300
Facsimile: (208) 342-4344
Email: rwt@ktslawoffice.com
jts@ktslawoffice.com

AUG 'L

o20J4

CHRISTOPHER 0. RICH, Clsrk
By JAMIE MARTIN
OEPUT'f

Attorneys for Plaintiff

8
9

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ~THE COUNTY OF ADA

10
11
12

T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation,

13

Plaintiff,

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

v.

CaseNo ..

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
INC., a Delaware corporation;
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a
Delaware corporation; TRESSA
~
MCLAUGHLIN, an individual; JAMIE
)
MCCORMICK, an individual; MICHAEL )
DUNLAP, an individual; IDAHO
)
BUSINESS FORMS, INC. an Idaho
)
corporation; JAMES DUNN, an individual;~
JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
)
company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited )
liability company; and DOES 1-10,
~
Defendants.

27

QC 1416 4 00.

COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY
TRIAL
Fee Category: AA
Filing Fee:
$221.00

)

PlaintiffT3 Enterprises, Inc. ("T3 Enterprises") alleges as follows:

NATURE OF THE ACTION

25
26

CV

1.

On August 1, 2006, after working for 11 years in the small business supply

services industry as an employee of another authorized Safeguard distributor (Roger Thurston),

28

COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL- 1

ORIGlNAL
000056

/-

1

Dawn Teply ("Teply") purchased certain customer accounts then owned by Thurston for the sum

2

of almost $600,000, formed a close corporation (T3 Enterprises) and became an authorized

3

Safeguard distributor pursuant to a franchise agreement between T3 Enterprises and Safeguard

4

Business Systems, Inc. ("SBS"). Among other things, T3 Enterprises was assigned a geographic

5

territory consisting of, among other areas, 33 counties in the state of Idaho, including Ada

6

County.
2.

7

Chief among the vanous material provisions of T3 Enterprises' franchise

8

agreement with SBS was an essential contractual provision that granted to T3 Enterprises

9

unbridled customer protection against competition by (1) SBS, (2) all Safeguard distributors and

10

franchisees, and (3) any other third party engaged in the offer and sale of Safeguard products-

11

i.e., there would be no intra-brand competition of any kind. SBS contractually promised that, if

12

T3 Enterprises - not unlike all other Safeguard distributors and franchisees - solicited or

13

otherwise originated the first order by a customer - wherever located - for any Safeguard

14

1

product, then T3 Enterprises was entitled to - and would receive - the exclusive rights to all

}.
!

;.15 :' commissions generated from any and all sales to that customer for the next 36 months. And,
16

every time T3 Enterprises solicited a subsequent order from the customer for any type of

17

Safeguard product, then T3 Enterprises' 36 months of exclusive rights to commissions started all

18

over agam.

19

3.

Just as important, even after T3 Enterprises' franchise agreement with SBS was

20

terminated - whether with or without cause - T3 Enterprises still possessed the unqualified right

21

to participate in commissions generated through sales to that customer for a period up to five

22

years after the termination of T3 Enterprises' contract with SBS. This contractual right, applies

23

to all of T3 Enterprises' customers for Safeguard products, and is known as "Customer

24

Protection."

25

4.

SBS grants its franchisees Customer Protection for the purpose of providing them

26

with the reward and incentive to invest significant ongoing time, effort and money in the

27

development of significant commercial customer relationships. Customer Protection represents
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the franchisee's principal asset and the value of the business is directly proportional to, and

2

dependent upon, the nature and extent of the franchisee's Customer Protection. Safeguard, on the

3

other hand, grants to its distributors and franchisees these Customer Protection rights because

4

when the franchisees and distributors spend an inordinate amount of time, effort and money

5

marketing Safeguard's products to potential and existing customers, they develop valuable

6

business relationships which produce maximal market penetration and sales of Safeguard's full

7

line of products so as to meet or even exceed demand for those products by small businesses and

8

banking customers. Without Customer Protection, Safeguard's franchisees will not make this

9

business investment, particularly when- as in this case- Defendants Idaho Business Forms, Inc.

10

("IBF"), JDHRS, LLC ("JDHRS"), James Dunn ("Dunn"), Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. ("SAl"),

11

Tressa McLaughlin ("McLaughlin"), Jamie McCormick ("McCormick"), and KMMR, LLC

12

("KMMR"), among others, "free-ride" on- and ultimately destroy- Teply's 19 years of hard

13

work establishing and maintaining her ostensibly protected commercial relationships.

14

5.

Because each Safeguard franchisee's Customer Protection rights are recognized

15

by SBS as inviolate imperatives, SBS has developed and distributed a "Deceptive Business

16

Practices Policy" (the "DBPP"), which expressly addresses the importance of Customer

17

Protection rights. Pursuant to SBS's DBPP, any solicitation of orders for Safeguard products

18

from any protected customer of another Safeguard distributor is explicitly deemed to be a

19

"deceptive business practice." And, according to the DBPP, any Safeguard distributor that

20

engages in these deceptive business practices will be subject to both the assessment of fines by

21

SBS, and the termination of its franchise agreement.

22

6.

On August 27, 2013, SAl purchased the assets ofiBF. IBF, at all relevant times,

23

has been owned by Dunn. IBF is, and always has been, a direct competitor of T3 Enterprises in

24

the same relevant geographic market in Idaho, and historically has sold a full line of products

25

that compete directly with Safeguard's products. As competitors offering the same or similar

26

products in the same geographic market, IBF and T3 Enterprises often compete for the business

27

of common customers, and as a result of this competition, their customer bases significantly
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1
2

overlap.

7.

Pursuant to the August 27, 2013 asset sale transaction between SAl and IBF, SAl

3

bought IBF's customer list, software system and database reflecting IBF's sales activities.

4

Before purchasing these assets, Dunn and R. Scott Sutton ("Sutton") - the vice president of

5

franchise development for SAl - compared and contrasted the customer account information

6

contained in SBS's AS/400 computer database and IBF's customer account information

7

contained in IBF's EQuantum computer database. As part of this presale due diligence, both

8

Dunn and Sutton knew that many of IBF' s customers - and all of IBF' s largest customers -were

9

also customers of T3

Enterpri~es

and, specifically, that those customers were the subject of T3

10

Enterprises' Customer Protection rights. Nevertheless, SAl and IBF knowingly and willfully

11

completed the asset sale, with SAl purchasing IBF's customer list for a dollar figure believed to

12

be in excess of one million dollars.

13

8.

SAl's purchase of IBF's customer list was completed as part of SAl's Business

14 ~ Acquisitions and Mergers Program ("BAM"). Under the BAM Program, SAl acquires
15 ,,~ independent distributor businesses in the small business supply services product market and then
16

re-sells the newly acquired customer list to new or existing Safeguard franchisees located in the

17

same relevant geographic territory. SAl purchases these independent distributor customer lists

18

for re-sale only, and holds them on its balance sheet as "assets for re-sale." In other words, SAl

19

has no intention of integrating the customer list assets into the overall Safeguard enterprise.

20

Instead, SAl's revenue strategy is to realize revenue by re-selling the customer lists at a price

21

that exceeds its acquisition costs, and also to realize additional revenue related to the financing of

22

the re-sale to franchisees. And, the reason that new or existing franchisees purchase the

23

customers is because they are being granted Customer Protection by their franchisor - i.e., SBS

24

or Safeguard Franchise Systems, Inc. ("SFS"), depending upon the circumstances underlying

25

their entry into Safeguard's distributorship system.

26
27

9.

Under SAl's BAM program, coincident with the re-sale by SAl of the acquired

customers to a new Safeguard franchisee, the new franchisee is expected to enter into a franchise
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1

agreement with SFS. Pursuant to SFS's standard franchise agreement, the new franchisee pays to

2

SFS an initial franchise fee, and thereafter receives (a) commissions in connection with orders

3

which it obtains from its customers for processing by Safeguard; and (b) Customer Protection for

4

the customers that it purchased from SAl, and for all additional customers which it originates. In

5

the event that SAl re-sells the acquired customers to an existing Safeguard franchisee, then the

6

customers that it purchases are listed in an addendum to its existing franchise agreement. The

7

addendum then supplements the identity of the existing customers for whom the franchisee has

8

contractually guaranteed Customer Protection.

9

10.

SAl purchased IBF's customer list in August 2013 for the express purpose of

10

immediately reselling those customers to, among others, Defendant Tressa McLaughlin

11

("McLaughlin") and Jamie McCormick ("McCormick"), both of whom represented IBF's senior

12

executive management team. As a function of this planned transaction, Safeguard identified

13

those customers which were being brought to Safeguard by IBF, but which were then also

14

protected customers of T3 Enterprises pursuant to its Customer Protection rights. Safeguard did

15

so by "washing" the IBF customer list against Safeguard's existing customers by searching its

16

SafeNET computer database and identifying all "cross-over" customers - i.e., those IBF

17

customers that matched the customers for whom T3 Enterprises already had Customer

18

Protection. McLaughlin, McCormick and Dunn were made very well aware of the identity of

19

those T3 Enterprises protected customers during the pre-sale negotiation process that ultimately

20

led to SAl's acquisition ofiBF's customer list.

21

11.

On July 31, 2013, less than a month before SAl acquired IBF's customer list,

22

Dunn formed Defendant JDHRS (an acronym for Jim Dunn Human Resource Services). Dunn

23

formed this company because, as part of the transaction relating to SAl's purchase of IBF's

24

customer list, Dunn negotiated for himself the opportunity to continue servicing a list of

25

customers which were set forth in a five page memorandum. Among these customers were those

26

whom T3 Enterprises had Customer Protection, including Employers Resource - an important

27

customer ofT3Enterprises. As a function of Dunn's agreement with SAl, Dunn has held himself
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out as a Safeguard products distributor, and has knowingly and intentionally held himself out as

2

a Safeguard company.

3

12.

On August 21, 2013, six days before the closing ofiBF's sale of its assets to SAl,

4

McLaughlin and McCormick formed KMMR, an Idaho limited liability company. McLaughlin

5

is KMMR's president and chief executive officer, and has an ownership interest in KMMR.

6

McCormick is KMMR's controller, and also has an ownership interest in KMMR. And Dunn, in

7

addition to owning IBF and JDHRS, among other things, is a Safeguard sales representative for

8

KMMR. Immediately following the August 27, 2013 asset sale, SBS and KMMR "entered into

9

a relationship," whereby KMMR actively and intentionally has operated as a Safeguard

10

distributor within T3 Enterprises' assigned territory. Since that time, McLaughlin, McCormick

11

Dunn and KMMR knowingly and intentionally have contacted, solicited and obtained orders for

12

Safeguard products from many of the customers for whom T3 Enterprises has Customer

13

Protection.

14

13.

Following the appointment of KMMR as Safeguard's new distributor, Michael

15

Dunlap ("Dunlap") - general counsel for SBS, and corporate secretary for SAl, SBS and SFS -

16

has repeatedly sought to threaten, coerce, dissemble and intimidate Teply into sharing (or selling

17

at an artificially depressed price) the accounts that are the subject of her Customer Protection

18

rights. Dunlap, McLaughlin, and McCormick, for the past 11 months and more, consistently

19

have (a) announced to all of T3 Enterprises' customers- and all of IBF's historical customers

20

(all of whom are potential T3 Enterprises customers) - that McLaughlin and McCormick now

21

are Safeguard's "go-to people" for the servicing of all of the customers' Safeguard business

22

needs; (b) engaged in predatory pricing, offering quotes and taking orders from T3 Enterprises'

23

protected customers at retail prices that are much lower than T3 Enterprises' wholesale cost; (c)

24

refused to identify for T3 Enterprises which of IBF's former customers are "cross-over"

25

Safeguard customers with account protection, and when repeatedly asked for information on this

26

subject, have engaged in abject prevarication; (d) attended business functions in the Boise

27

community and handed out their Safeguard business cards, while announcing to members of the
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1

audience that McLaughlin, McCormick and their 17 employees could assist them with all of

2

their Safeguard needs; (e) encouraged T3 Enterprises' protected customers that they should write

3

letters to Safeguard instructing Safeguard that the customers want their accounts reassigned from

4

T3 Enterprises to McLaughlin and McCormick, telling those customers that McLaughlin and

5

McCormick will sell Safeguard products to them at the lower (predatory) prices; (f) confronted

6

Teply directly and boldly, announcing that McLaughlin and McCormick would continue to sell

7

Safeguard products to all of T3 Enterprises' protected "cross-over" customers because "there

8

would be no interruption" in Safeguard product sales to all of IBF's prior customers - e.g.,

9

McLaughlin and McCormick "would be conducting business as usual;" and, (g) when repeatedly

10

asked by Teply about the status of McLaughlin's and McCormick's relationship with Safeguard,

11

both Dunlap and McLaughlin repeatedly have told her that her only alternative was to "share"

12

her major and other protected Safeguard customers with IBF/Safeguard.

13

14.

As a result of the conduct of the parties to this complaint, T3 Enterprises'

14

Safeguard distributor business has suffered severe damage. The principal asset of this enterprise

15

is its longstanding attention to - and establishment of- customer relationships over many years.

16

Those relationships, and all potential additional customer relationships, have been harmed. And,

17

the damage to T3 Enterprises is only amplified and compounded by the fact that, pursuant to its

18

franchise agreement with SBS, SBS has contractually prohibited Teply, her husband, and her

19

company from, directly or indirectly, engaging in any business activity that competes with the

20

Safeguard products.

21

15.

The plaintiff seeks damages and injunctive relief against the defendants pursuant

22

to theories of: (1) breach of contract, (2) breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair

23

dealing, (3) tortious interference with contractual relations, (4) tortious interference with

24

prospective economic advantage, (5) violation of the Texas Deceptive Trade Practices Act, (6)

25

conversion, and (7) an accounting.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE

26
27

16.

This Court has jurisdiction and venue over this matter by virtue of Idaho Code §5-
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514 and Idaho Code §5-404 because Defendants either reside in the State of Idaho or have

2

conducted and continue to conduct business in this state, and because Defendants have

3

committed the acts and omissions complained of herein in the State of Idaho.
PARTIES

4
5

6
7
8

17.

Plaintiff T3 Enterprises, Inc. ("T3 Enterprises") is a corporation organized and

existing under the laws of the State of Idaho with its principal place of business in Meridian,
Idaho. T3 Enterprises is wholly owned and controlled by Teply and her husband, Michael Teply
(the "Teplys"). Teply has served as a Safeguard sales representative for over 19 years and has
been a Safeguard franchisee - through her T3 Enterprises - for the past 8 years.

9
18.

Defendant Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. ("SBS") is a corporation organized

10
and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware with its principal place of business in
11
12

13
14

Dallas, Texas. SBS is a franchisor of the Safeguard brand of franchised businesses. SBS, through
its network of more than 290 franchisees (referred to herein as "Distributors"), distributes office
products and business services nationwide.
19.

Defendant Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. ("SAl") is a corporation organized and

15

existing under the State of Delaware with its principal place of business in Dallas, Texas. Upon

16

information and belief, both SBS and SAl are subsidiaries and/or affiliates of Deluxe

17

Corporation ("Deluxe"), a company with annual revenues well in excess of one billion dollars.

18

Deluxe is one of the two largest check printers in the United States and provides, through its

19

numerous subsidiaries, various personalized products and services to small businesses, financial

20

institutions, and consumers, including but not limited to, design services, website services, print

21

marketing, promotional products, and fraud protection services.

22
23
24
25
26
27

20.

Defendant Dunlap is a citizen and resident of Dallas County, Texas. Dunlap is the

general counsel for SBS and corporate secretary for SBS, SAl and SFS.
21.

Defendant McLaughlin is a citizen and resident of Ada County, Idaho.

22.

Defendant McCormick is a citizen and resident of Ada County, Idaho.

23.

Defendant KMMR is a limited liability company organized and existing under the

State of Idaho with its principal place of business in Boise, Idaho. McLaughlin and McCormick
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1

are identified by the Idaho Secretary of State as two of the owners and the managing members of

2

KMMR.
24.

3

Defendant JDHRS is a limited liability company organized and existing under the

State ofldaho with its principal place of business in Boise, Idaho.

4

25.

5

Defendant IBF is a corporation organized and existing under the State of Idaho

with its principal place of business in Boise, Idaho. Dunn is identified by the Idaho Secretary of

6

State as the president, secretary and director for IBF.

7

26.

8

Defendant Dunn is a citizen and resident of Ada County, Idaho. Upon information

and belief, Dunn is the managing member and majority equity owner in JDHRS.

9

COMMON ALLEGATIONS
10

History of Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.

11
12
13

..

'

All allegations herein are made on information and belief.

28.

SBS has manufactured and sold business products, services and systems,

primarily to small (fewer than 50 employees), commercial, industrial, governmental, retail and

14 ,,
'··

27.

not-for-profit businesses through a network of independent Distributors since 1956.

15·

29.

In 1998, the California Appellate Court, in Gentis v. Safeguard Business Systems,

16

Inc., 60 Cal. App. 4th 1294 (Cal. App. 2d Dist. 1998), found that SBS's relationship with its

17

Distributors was really that of a franchisor/franchisee subject to federal and state franchise laws. 1

18

30.

In light of this ruling, and the serious legal implications it represented, Safeguard

19

discontinued selling franchises through SBS and formed SFS to serve as the franchisor for the

20

Safeguard brand. SFS has been selling the Safeguard

21

2007.
31.

22
23
24
25
26
27

distribut~rships/franchises

since May 2,

As a result of the corporate restructuring, all Safeguard legacy distributors (i.e.,

those with distributor agreements which were entered into prior to May 2007) have contractual
1

The Gentis Court found that all elements of a franchise relationship were present- i.e., (1) SBS's
distributors were operating under a marketing plan or system prescribed in substantial part by SBS; (2)
the operation of their businesses pursuant to such plan or system was substantially associated with SBS's
trademark, service mark, trade name, logotype, advertising or other commercial symbol; and (3) the
distributors were required to pay a franchise fee. Gentis v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., 60 Cal. App.
4th at 1304-1305.
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1

agreements with SBS, while all new Safeguard distributors (i.e., post-May 2007) contract

2

directly with SFS. SBS continues to provide products, support and services to all legacy and new

3

Safeguard distributors.

4

The Safeguard Distributor Model
32.

5

Safeguard distributors own and operate independent Safeguard businesses through

which they solicit orders for products and services that carry the Safeguard trademarks, including

6

printed business forms and products, one-write account and other financial systems, non-

7

financial one-write systems like gift certificates and visitor pass systems, continuous and laser

8

computer forms and checks, envelopes, tax forms, computer software, records management, full-

9

color printing, business apparel, promotional products, office products, web and design services
10
and related business supplies, W -2 processing and other employee tax reporting services, and

11
other lines of products manufactured by, or supplied to, SBS and its distributors by outside
12

vendors or companies affiliated with SBS (hereinafter referred to as "Safeguard Systems")

13
14

33.

Each distributor is responsible for soliciting customer orders for the Safeguard

· Systems, and, if those orders are accepted, places the order through SBS or one of its affiliates.

15:

SBS then administers the billing and direct shipping to the customers and processes all accounts

16

receivable. Commissions are then paid by SBS to the distributor on all sales which are made to

17

that distributor's customers.

18

34.

After a distributor solicits orders from a customer - and the order is later invoiced

19

by SBS (or its affiliate) and paid by the customer - SBS contractually guarantees the Distributor

20

the exclusive right to the commissions generated from all sales to that customer for the next 36

21

months. This exclusive right to commissions is referred to herein as "Customer Protection."

22

Anytime a new sale is made by the distributor to one of its customers, the 36 months of exclusive

23

rights to commissions for that customer start over.

24
25
26
27

35.

All Safeguard distributors are contractually prohibited from soliciting orders

from, or selling to, the protected customers of other Distributors - regardless of where the
customers may be located (e.g., within or outside a distributor's assigned territory). And,
importantly, if the protected customer is only purchasing envelopes from a Safeguard distributor,
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1

that distributor's Customer Protection rights prohibit other Safeguard distributors from offering

2

any products- e.g., tax forms, computer software, full-color printing, business apparel, etc.- to

3

that protected customer.

36.

4

Customer Protection is provided for in every Safeguard Distributor Agreement

and, as a result, is the contractual responsibility of SBS to oversee and enforce.

5

37.

6

SBS has incorporated Customer Protection into its franchise system in order to

provide its distributors with the reward and incentive to invest significant ongoing time, effort

7

and money in the development of significant commercial relationships with their customers.

8

Distributors spend an inordinate amount of time, effort and money marketing Safeguard's
9
products to potential and existing customers. In doing this, they develop valuable business

10
relationships which produce maximal market penetration and sales of Safeguard Systems for the

11
benefit of both the Distributors and SBS.
12

38.

13

The contractual right to Customer Protection is considered the principal asset of

the Distributor's business, and the value of the business is directly proportional to, and dependent

14:

. upon, the nature and extent of the number of exclusive customers serviced by that Distributor.

15

',
~

39.

Without Customer Protection, other Distributors will "free-ride" on - and

16

potentially destroy - a distributor's efforts and activities in establishing and maintaining its

17

commercial relationships. Open access to each other's customer base would dissuade distributors

18

from investing the money and time needed to develop meaningful customer relationships.
40.

19

SBS has implemented and utilizes Customer Management System ("CMS")

20

software in order to track and manage the activity of its distributors. The CMS is essentially a

21

database of all distributor sales activity, customers, referral sources and prospective customers.

22

Generally, distributors are required to run all sales activity through Safeguard's CMS, and, in

23

turn, are then able to track and manage their own customer information, order history, sales

24
25

26
27

activity and commission payments? Distributors are also able to run prospective new customers
through Safeguard's CMS in order to learn whether the prospect is already assigned to another

2

Each customer is assigned a specific customer identification number by SBS and all sales
activity generated by that customer is then stored in the CMS.
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distributor in in the Safeguard network. If the prospect already purchases through another

2

distributor, then the searching distributor is prohibited from soliciting and selling any products or

3

services to that customer.

41.

4

Further, the CMS allows SBS to immediately "identify 'new' sales to existing

customers" by focusing "on such items as similarity of 'bill to' addresses and phone numbers."

5

See SBS Open Territory Policy, attached hereto as Exhibit 1. CMS is a tool that allows SBS to

6

oversee and enforce the Customer Protection rights of its distributors.

7

42.

8

Because Customer Protection is recognized by SBS as a significant asset of its

franchise network, SBS has developed and distributed a "Deceptive Business Practices Policy"
9
("SBS's DBPP"), which expressly addresses the importance of Customer Protection rights. A
10
true and accurate copy ofSBS's DBPP is attached hereto as Exhibit 2.
11

43.

12

any protected customer of another Safeguard Distributor is explicitly deemed to be a "deceptive

13
14

Pursuant to SBS's DBPP, any solicitation of orders for Safeguard Systems from

business practice." And, according to SBS's DBPP, any Safeguard distributor that engages in

~I

these deceptive business practices will be subject to both the assessment of fines by SBS, and the

15 ·~ potential termination of its franchise agreement.
16

44.

As set forth below, SBS's treatment of T3 Enterprises, in light of its new

17

relationship with Dunn, McLaughlin, McCormick, JDHRS, KMMR and IBF,~is a violation of

18

SBS's DBPP.

Teply Enters Into Safeguard Distributor Agreement

19
20

45.

Sometime during the summer of 2006, Teply opened discussions with another

21

Safeguard distributor, Roger Thurston ("Thurston"), about purchasing his Customer Protection

22

rights to approximately 2,000 of his customers. The two reached an agreement with Thurston,

23

pursuant to which his company Thurston Enterprises, Inc. ("Thurston Enterprises"), would

24
25
26
27

assign to Teply's company, T3 Enterprises, approximately 2,000 customers and referral sources
in exchange for $598,118.32, paid out over time. The agreement was then presented to SBS for
approval.
46.

SBS approved the assignment of Thurston's protected customers, and thereafter
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I

prepared all of the necessary documents, including, an Assignment Agreement, Personal

2

Continuing Guarantee, and Safeguard Distributor Agreement.
47.

3

4

On August I, 2006, Thurston (on behalf of Thurston Enterprises), Teply (either

personally or on behalf of her T3 Enterprises) and SBS executed these documents.
48.

5

Pursuant to the Assignment Agreement, T3 Enterprises agreed to pay Thurston

Enterprises $598,II8.32, in I20 monthly installments of $4,984.32, in return for T3 Enterprises'

6

"rights to solicit, and receive commissions on" more than I ,863 protected customers, and the

7

right to a list of referral sources from whom Thurston had obtained leads and assistance. A true

8

and accurate copy of the Assignment Agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit 3.

9

49.

IO

Teply also provided Thurston Enterprises with a "Personal Continuing

, Guarantee" in which she "unconditionally" guaranteed payment of the $598, II8.32. A true and
11

accurate copy of the Personal Continuing Guarantee is attached hereto as Exhibit 4.

12

50.

I3
I4

Contemporaneous with the parties' execution of the Assignment Agreement, T3

Enterprises and SBS entered into a Safeguard Distributor Agreement. A true and accurate copy
i

of the Distributor Agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit 5.

I5

51.

Pursuant to the Distributor Agreement, T3 Enterprises has the right "to solicit

I6

orders of Safeguard Systems, as an independent agent, in accordance with the price schedules

I7

published by [SBS] from time to time, and in. accordance with other· terms and conditions ... "

I8

(See Ex. 5, § 1.)

I9

52.

The Distributor Agreement also granted T3 Enterprises "the exclusive right to the

20

commissions" generated on sales to: (I) all of the I,863 customers assigned from Thurston

2I

Enterprises to T3 Enterprises as part of the Sales Agreement [identified in SBS' s CRM as all

22

customers under Distributor #04F7-XX]; and (2) any additional customers in the "Territory"

23

whose first order of Safeguard products is directly the result of and accredited to T3 Enterprises'

24
25
26
27

efforts. 3 (See Ex. 5, Exhibit B.) As a result, T3 Enterprises has Customer Protection rights to all
3

T3 Enterprises' "Territory" is defined as the following counties in the State ofldaho: Ada,
Adams, Bannock, Bear Lake, Bingham, Blaine, Boise, Bonneville, Butte, Camas, Canyon, Caribou,
Cassia, Clark, Custer, Elmore, Franklin, Fremont, Gem, Gooding, Jefferson, Jerome, Lemhi, Lincoln,
Madison, Oneida, Owyhee, Power, Teton, Twin Falls, Valley and Washington. (See Ex. 5, Exhibit
A.)
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commissions generated by the assigned customers and any subsequently acquired customers.

53.

2

T3 Enterprises' Customer Protection rights to the commissions from these

3

customers only "expire if that customer has not purchased any Safeguard Systems within thirty-

4

six (36) months after the invoice date of such customer's last prior purchase of any Safeguard

5

Systems." (See Ex. 5, § 4.)

54.

6
7

8

In addition to providing T3 Enterprises with Customer Protection rights, section 7

of the Distributor Agreement also required SBS to, among other things, provide T3 Enterprises
with:
(1)
"Copies of all inquiries and other correspondence related to
Safeguard Systems received by [SBS] from [the protected customers],
together with copies of [SBS's] reply to such inquiries or
correspondence," "with reasonable promptness"; and

9
10
11

(2)
Notification, "with reasonable promptness," of any "event that may
reasonably be expected to have a material adverse effect upon the sale of
Safeguard Systems to [the protected customers]."

12
13

. (See Ex. 5, § 7.)
14 ,,,,
During the 24-month period following T3 Enterprises' entry into the Distributor
55.
16
17

Agreement, Teply - through hard work and diligence - was able to grow her Safeguard
Distributorship from the 1,863 Protected Customers in August 2006 to 2,921 Protected
Customers by August 2008 - thereby increasing the value of her Distributor to approximately

18
$1,742,967.12. Over the past six years, Teply has worked hard to increase the customer list and
19
value of her distributorship.
20
21

22
23

The Idaho Market

56.

The Idaho market is currently serviced by existing Safeguard distributors Teply,

Thurston and Craig Empey ("Empey"). Historically, these distributors have been among the topfive in the Safeguard system with respect to market penetration of Safeguard's products within

24

their overlapping assigned territories. At one point, they collectively sold approximately $1.82

25

million per year within Idaho. Over this same time period, their competition (and recent BAM

26

acquisitions) Docusource and IBF sold approximately $2 million and $4.4 million in Idaho,

27

respectively.
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57.

Based on these figures, the market for Safeguard products within the Idaho

2

relevant geographic market is already saturated, and there is very little room for growth. Given

3

this competitive market reality, Safeguard's introduction of McLaughlin, McCormick and Dunn

4

as a Safeguard distributor new entrant has had the effect of materially foreclosing T3

5

Enterprises' ability to generate sales of Safeguard products to new customers.
Safeguard's Business Acquisitions & Mergers ("BAM") Program

6

58.

7
8
9

Beginning in 2008, Deluxe, through its then formed subsidiary, SAl, launched a

Business Acquisitions & Mergers ("BAM") program designed to expand the Safeguard brand
through the acquisition or merger of existing independent, non-Safeguard businesses that offered
products and services which compete with the Safeguard products and services offered by

10
Safeguard's distributors.
11
59.
12
13

The assets of value acquired from these independent businesses consist primarily

of the customer lists and customer relationships (collective, the "Customer Lists") that had been
developed by the independent businesses.

14

60.

Following acquisition, SAl then actively markets and sells these new Customer

15

Lists to (1) existing Safeguard Distributors, or (2) third-parties (often, employees of the existing

16

business) who become new Safeguard distributors. 4 SAl resells the Customer Lists at prices that

17

exceed its acquisition cost.

18

61.

The purchaser of the Customer List then enters into an Asset Purchase Agreement

19

with SAl for the sale of the Customer List (and any other assets of the acquired business). A true

20

and accurate copy of SAl's standard form of Asset Purchase Agreement is attached hereto as

21

Exhibit 6.
62.

22
23
24
25
26

27

In the event the Customer List is sold to a non-Safeguard distributor, the non-

Safeguard distributor must enter into a new Safeguard distributor agreement with SFS, which
permits them to service the customers identified in the Customer List as an authorized Safeguard
distributor.
4

In order to establish the fair market price for these existing Customer Lists, Deluxe uses the
estimated future cash flow expectancy that should be generated through the customers identified in the
Customer List.
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63.

Through its use of SAl to acquire these Customer Lists, Deluxe has been able to

2

expand market penetration of the Safeguard brand, and bring the business of customers identified

3

in the Customers Lists into the Safeguard/Deluxe manufacturing plants. In the event the

4

customers identified in the newly acquired Customer List are already serviced by the local

5

Safeguard Distributor, SAl's acquisition of the Customer Lists still has significant value as it

6

7
8

allows SBS - through its existing Distributor or a new Distributor - to expand the sales to those
customers by replacing the products and services offered by the acquired independent distributor
with Safeguard Systems. This activity has been designed to (and, in fact has) increased the
revenue for Deluxe and its subsidiaries.

9
64.

Sutton, Director and Vice President of SAl, and Vice President of Franchise

10
Development for both SBS and SFS, is responsible for the oversight of the BAM program and

11
related launch of the conversion-focused Business Development Funding strategy - which has
12
13
14

reportedly resulted in "record growth" for Deluxe in 13 of the past 15 quarters.
65.

According to Sutton, "[SAl has] actually completed nearly 90 transactions in the

last five and a half years, so [BAM has] been an evolving strategy that the company is committed

15

to." Also, Deluxe publicly praises the BAM program as being the "most aggressive and

16

successful acquisition and conversion strategy in company history."

17

66.

Deluxe's consolidated financials reveal that it spent $18,229,000 in 2013 and an

18

additional $4.6 million during the first six months of 2014 acquiring the assets (i.e., Customer

19

Lists) of these independent small businesses. As competitors, it is common for both businesses to

20

service or sell to common (or overlapping) customers (the "Common Customers").

21

22
23
24
25
26
27

67.

Given this reportedly "monumental revenue growth," the BAM program has

resulted in significant problems for many of SBS' s existing distributors.
68.

In these instances, the Customer Protection rights of existing Safeguard

distributors are severely compromised.
69.

SAl and SBS are able to use the CMS to identify all Common Customers between

an existing Safeguard distributor's customer base and the newly acquired Customer List. This
ability to immediately identify the Common Customers provides Safeguard with the ability to
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prevent any potential conflict and allows it to preserve the Distributors' contractual rights to

2

customer exclusivity.
70.

3

When SAl purchased IBF's customer list, it knew that there would be a high

4

number of Common Customers, but intentionally ignored this conflict when it moved forward

5

with the completion of the transaction. It did so because it intended to thereafter divest T3

6

Enterprises of its Customer Protection.
Safeguard Acquires Assets of Idaho Business Forms Through Its BAM Program

7

71.

8
9

On August 27, 2013 -as part of its BAM program- SAl acquired the assets of

IBF from Dunn. IBF is, and always has been, a direct competitor of T3 Enterprises in the same
relevant geographic market in Idaho, and historically has sold a full line of products that compete

10
directly with Safeguard Systems. As a result, T3 Enterprises and IBF have a high volume of
11

Common Customers.

12
13

.

>'

14

15;

72.

The assets purchased by SAl from IBF included IBF's customer list and

EQuantum software and database reflecting IBF's sales activities, as well as the "Idaho Business
Forms" name. 5 A true and accurate copy of the Idaho Certificate of Assumed Business Name,
reflecting SAl's registration of the Idaho Business Forms name, is attached hereto as Exhibit 7.

16

73.

In order to substantiate the purchase price for IBF' s assets, SAl's vice president of

17

franchise development,. Sutton and Dunn, among others, were able to compare and contrast the

18

customer account information by running IBF's customer list through SBS's CMS, and by

19

reviewing IBF's EQuantum computer database. As part of this presale due diligence, SAl and

20

Dunn, among others, knew that many of IBF's customers- and all of IBF's largest customers-

21

were Common Customers with T3 Enterprises. They well knew that those customers were the

22

subject ofT3 Enterprises' Customer Protection rights. Nevertheless, SAl and IBF knowingly and

23

willfully completed the asset sale, with SAl purchasing IBF's customer lists for a dollar figure

24
25

26
27

believed to be in excess of one million dollars.
5

EQuantum is a fully integrated independent forms broker software that records and reports on
customer sales, receivables, inventory general ledgers, etc. In short, all of the relevant information
available through CMS is also available through EQuantum. Through the EQuantum software, the
Safeguard entities had access to and knowledge ofiBF's entire customer database.
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2

74.

On August 30, 2013, SAl publicly announced the acquisition of IBF's assets. As

part of this press release, Sutton was quoted as follows:

3

[O]ur acquisition of IBF adds to the Safeguard network a talented,
passionate and successful group of dedicated employees; strong
relationships with over 1,500 customers who view IBF as a business
solutions provider; and a fantastic, innovative approach to providing W-2
processing services to small business customers. In addition, we can now
leverage the strength of Safeguard's leading manufacturing capabilities
and business services offerings to offer each customer additional resources
to help them run and grow their business.

4
5
6
7
8

True and correct copies of SBS's press release along with several other press releases
9
announcing SAl's acquisition ofiBF's assets are attached hereto as Exhibit 8.
10
75.

11
12
13
14

The client list and other assets of IBF were not acquired by SAl with the intent to

split up and sell (at a profit) to the existing Safeguard distributors in Idaho. Instead, SAl
purchased IBF's customer list for the express purpose of immediately reselling those customers
to McLaughlin, and McCormick, whom, along with Dunn, represented IBF's senior executive
·:'1 management team at the time of the BAM transaction by SAL

76.

As a function of the BAM transaction, SAl necessarily identified those Common

16

Customers between IBF and T3 Enterprises and clearly recognized that T3 Enterprises already

17

had Customer Protection rights to those Common Customers.

18

77.

McLaughlin, McCormick and Dunn were made very well aware of the identity of

19

T3 Enterprises' protected customers and understood the significance of T3 Enterprises'

20

Customer Protection rights.

21

78.

On July 31, 2013, less than a month before SAl acquired IBF's assets, Dunn

22

formed an Idaho Limited Liability Company known as JDHRS. Dunn formed this company

23

because, as part of the BAM transaction, the parties agreed that Dunn would continue servicing

24
25

26
27

customers identified in a five-page memorandum for a two-year transition period. The two-year
period was used to transition IBF's existing customers to McLaughlin and McCormick.

79.

Among the customers identified in the five-page memorandum to be serviced by

Dunn were customers for whom T3 Enterprises had Customer Protection rights, including some
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of T3Enterprises' largest and most important customers - Employers Resource, Hayden

2

Beverage Co., and St. Luke's Regional Medical Center, among others.

3

80.

Dunn continues to be the owner, president, secretary and director of IBF. Upon

4

information and belief, Dunn continues to own and operate IBF as a shell company for purposes

5

of collecting commission payments from Safeguard in connection with Dunn's servicing of the

6
7

8
9

customers identified in the five-page memorandum. A true and accurate copy of IBF's January
13, 2014 Idaho Annual Report Form is attached hereto as Exhibit 9.
81.

Upon information and belief, McLaughlin and McCormick desired to purchase

the IBF business - including its Customer List - from Dunn, but did not have the funds needed
for the purchase. When SAl, purchased the IBF's assets from Dunn, it intended to resell them to

10
McLaughlin and McCormick, who would pay off the purchase price over time, with interest.
11

12
13
14

82.

On August 21, 2013, six days before SAl's close on the purchase ofiBF's assets,

McLaughlin and McCormick formed KMMR in anticipation of their acquisition/purchase of
IBF's assets from SAL A true and accurate copy of KMMR's Certificate of Organization with
the State of Idaho is attached hereto as Exhibit 10. KMMR's principal place of business is

15

identified as 910 W. Amity, Boise, Idaho 83705, the same address as IBF. See 2014 Annual

16

Report for KMMR, dated August 18, 2014, and attached hereto as Exhibit 11.

17

83.

As part of their agreement with SAl, McLaughlin and McCormick were allowed

18

to operate their business under the name, "IBF/Safeguard." True and accurate copies of

19

McLaughlin and McCormick business cards identifying McLaughlin as President/CEO and

20

McCormick as CFO ofiBF/Safeguard, are attached hereto as Exhibit 12.

21

84.

Following SAl's purchase of IBF's customer list, Safeguard assigned to

22

McLaughlin and McCormick a Safeguard distributor number (#403) and designated them as a

23

Safeguard "franchisee." True and accurate copies of SBS's documents identifying them as a

24
25
26
27

Safeguard "franchisee" of SBS are attached hereto as Exhibit 13. In addition to McLaughlin and
McCormick, Safeguard has granted to the 16 KMMR employees access to SBS's internal
intranet. For all practical purposes, Safeguard has granted McLaughlin and McCormick through KMMR -a de-facto Safeguard distributorship.
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85.

KMMR also recognizes Dunn as one of its sales representatives. A true and

2

accurate copy of KMMR's webpage, which identifies Dunn as a "Sales Rep" is attached hereto

3

as Exhibit 14.

4

5
6
7

8

86.

KMMR now operates as a Safeguard Distributor within T3 Enterprises' assigned

Territory and has boldly and openly contacted, solicited and obtained orders for Safeguard
Systems from many of the customers for whom T3 Enterprises has Customer Protection.
Safeguard has full knowledge ofKMMR's solicitation of, and sales to, T3 Enterprises' protected
customers, but has taken no action to stop KMMR' s infringing conduct. Instead, Safeguard
continues to pay to McLaughlin, McCormick and Dunn commissions for selling to T3

9
Enterprises' protected customers, and clears new customers for them to service. A true and
10

12
13
14:

87.

Through the BAM transaction, KMMR has acquired all of the benefits associated

with being a Safeguard distributor - e.g., name recognition, support, extensive product line, etc.
-without the contractual restrictions imposed upon the existing distributors. This has given (and

15

continues to provide) KMMR an unfair advantage over the existing Safeguard distributors,

16

including T3 Enterprises.

17
18

SAl's Acquisition ofiBF Negatively Impacts Teply's Distributorship
88.

After learning of SAl's acquisition of IBF, Teply, Thurston and Empey each

19

asked Dunlap about the possibility of purchasing- and splitting up amongst themselves- IBF's

20

customer list in an attempt to preempt any infringement of their existing Customer Protection

21

rights. Dunlap quickly dismissed these inquiries.

22
23
24
25

26
27

89.

On October 3, 2013, Dunlap flew to Boise to meet with Teply and told her that he

was comparing the Common Customers between her and KMMR to see which business had
more sales to each customer for purposes of evaluating which business would get to keep
servicing each customer. During the meeting, Teply learned that SAl intended to keep IBF's
assets for approximately nine months, during which time IBF's former employees- McLaughlin
and McCormick - would continue to operate their Safeguard distributorship under the name
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"IBF, a Safeguard Company." After this nine-month transition period, McLaughlin and

2

McCormick would then become Safeguard distributors and acquire the IBF customer list from

3

SAL

4
5

6

7

8
9

90.

Throughout the meeting, Dunlap insisted that Teply give up or sell to SAl all of

the Common Customers that generated more business through IBF. He represented that this was
best for business. Teply refused Dunlap's overtures, citing the Customer Protection set forth in
her contract with SBS. Dunlap responded, "Oh, you want to talk contract? You want to go to
court and fight over the contract. We can go to court all day."

91.

In light of Dunlap's heavy pressure, by the end of the meeting, Teply indicated

that she would consider his requests, but would require a complete list of Common Customers,
10
and IBF's sales history to those customers, before she would make any decisions.

11
12
13
14
15

92.

In response to Teply's request for a complete list of Common Customers, on

October 7, 2013, Dunlap emailed her a list of 108 ''potential conflicts"- suggesting that he was
not able to identify the actual Common Customers between Teply and IBF. A copy of Dunlap's
October 7, 2013 email attaching the list of 108 Protected Customers is attached as Exhibit 16.
93.

Dunlap later blamed IBF's use of the EQuantum Software, instead of CMS, for

16

his inability to identify the actual Common Customers. He claimed to have "no idea of what IBF

17

was selling and_.to whom and how much the sales were.". Dunlap's portrayal of ambivalence

18

contradicts his access to IBF's customer list- now owned by SAl- and his ability to crosscheck

19

IBF's customer list against Teply's protected customers by running all customers through CMS

20

and/or EQuantum. Dunlap's contrived uncertainty was nothing more than an attempt to withhold

21

information from Teply that she was entitled to under T3 Enterprises' contract with SBS.

22
23
24
25
26
27

94.

Teply later asked Dunlap to identify who at SBS could provide her with some

clarity as to the identity of the actual Common Customers. Dunlap answered, it is "with
accounting and they won't talk to you unless I tell them to do so [ .... And,] unless you want me
to share your information with IBF, then I will not share their information with you."
95.

Instead of providing Teply with the requested information on the Common

Customers, Dunlap insisted that Teply meet with McLaughlin and McCormick to discuss this
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2

issue directly.
96.

In early October 2013, McLaughlin - with Dunlap's assistance - circulated a

3

solicitation letter to all of IBF's customers- including those Common Customers with Teply-

4

on behalf of "IBF- A Safeguard Business Systems Partner." The letter informed the customers

5

that (1) IBF had "recently entered into a relationship with [SBS]"; (2) as a result of the new

6
7
8

relationship, the customers would "now have access to an even more diverse offering of products
and services"- including the Safeguard Systems; (3) "[McLaughlin], who has been with IBF for
23 years and [McCormick], who has been with IBF since 1999" will remain with IBF and
continue to service the customers' needs; and (4) that someone at IBF will be following up with

9
the customer soon to "share exciting details about the new solutions that are now available to
10
[their] organization" as a result of IBF new relationship with Safeguard. A true and accurate
11
12
13
14
15
16

copy of SBS' s letter, on behalf of IBF /Safeguard, is attached hereto as Exhibit 17.
97.

Following the circulation of this solicitation letter, several of Teply's protected

customers contacted her and expressed confusion. Specifically, they inquired whether (1) Teply
was still with Safeguard, (2) IBF was now a part of Teply's company, and (3) they were now
supposed to order through IBF.
98.

After learning of SBS's letter, on or about October 15, 2013, Teply contacted

17

Dunlap to voice her concerns and frustration over the letter. In response, Dunlap stated that the

18

letter never should have gone out to Teply's Protected Customers, and that the marketing

19

department did not "clear" the letter with him before sending it. To help resolve the issue,

20

Dunlap offered to send out a follow-up letter to all of the Common Customers that received the

21

solicitation letter informing them of SBS's mailing error, and reminding them to continue to

22

place their orders with Teply. Dunlap also offered to include with the retraction letter, a 20% off

23

coupon good for the customer's next order with Teply. This offer was accepted by Teply, but

24

neither Dunlap nor anyone else followed through on this.

25

26
27

99.

Notwithstanding his initial assignment of blame for the solicitation letter to SBS's

marketing department, Dunlap later admitted that he was at fault for directing the marketing
department to send the solicitation letter to a list of customers that he provided. This list, of
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2

course, contained all of the Common Customers between Teply and IBF.
100.

On December 17,2013, Teply and McLaughlin met to discuss their simultaneous

3

co-existence as Safeguard Distributors. During the meeting, Teply advised McLaughlin of her

4

contractual right to customer exclusivity, and insisted that McLaughlin follow the same rules as

5

every other Safeguard distributor. In response, McLaughlin indicated that she had already

6

discussed the situation with Dunlap, and assured Teply that different rules applied to BAM

7
8
9

distributors. Further, McLaughlin assured Teply that there would be no interruption m
McLaughlin's business operations; instead, it would be "business as usual" for McLaughlin.
101.

In late January 2014, Teply learned that another BAM acquisition by SAl,

permitted another Safeguard distributor to sell laser checks to one of her long-time customers,
10

Payette County Title. Teply learned of the other Safeguard distributor's infringing sales when the
11
customer placed a new order with Teply for a form of laser checks that had been sold to the
12
13
14

customer by Safeguard, but not through Teply. Teply also learned from the customer that the
other Safeguard distributor was selling these laser checks at prices much lower than those
available to Teply. The lower prices were the result of "special pricing" that SBS had extended

15

to the other Safeguard distributor, but not Teply. As a result, the other Safeguard distributor was

16

able to earn a higher commission and/or undercut Teply's pricing, which it did with Payette

17

County .Title. Naturally, the customers will gravitate toward the lower prices and terminate their

18

relationship with Teply.

19

102.

On January 24, 2014, Teply emailed Dunlap to voice her concerns about the other

20

Safeguard distributor's infringing sales, the "special pricing" it had been offered by SBS, and,

21

generally, SBS's failure (and potential inability) to control or regulate the new BAM businesses.

22

In response to Teply's email, Dunlap stated as follows:

23

24
25

26

Thanks, let me get some folks to research the [special] pricing. I will get
back to you ....
I am not sure it is accurate that Safeguard doesn't have any idea on what is
being sold when we bring in outside bases, but I do agree it brings
challenges, different things we have to do. But bringing in outside
business does provide growth, new people and new ideas.

27
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How can we provide account protection and support? I didn't say we
couldn't get the information, I stated I don't have all the information I feel
I need to have a quality, new conversation with you. You have been
patient, way more patient than me and I appreciate it.

2
3
4
5

Dawn, I don't have all the answers, but I do have the responsibility to fix
as much as I can. . . . Please let me know your thoughts on the
[IBF/Safeguard] mailer, like the list of target customers and what kind of
offer would be best.

6
7
8
9
10
11

103.

Dunlap never did get back to Teply regarding the lower prices SBS was offering

the other Safeguard distributor. Instead, Dunlap focused their future communications on his
continued push for Teply to sell the Common Customers to McLaughlin and McCormick.
104.

On February 6, 2014, Dunlap emailed Teply a new list of 56 Common Customers

12

that, according to Dunlap, this list represented the sum total of "what we show got orders

13

fulfilled through IBF since late August, that appear to be matches with some accounts in your

14

base." He then asked Teply to "examine these [Common Customers] and then you and I can

15

have a conversation about possible resolutions." In truth, Dunlap's February 6, 2014 list was not

16
17
18
19

all-inclusive of the Common Customers between Teply and IBF/Safeguard, and instead, was a
blatant misrepresentation by Dunlap in an attempt to coerce Teply to turn over all of her
Common Customers to McLaughlin and McCormick. ·
105.

In response, Teply started by inquiring whether Dunlap had completed the

promised research "into the questions regarding the other Safeguard distributor's special pricing
20
on the laser checks for Payette Title?" Then, addressing the customer's identified by Dunlap,
21
Teply, among other things, questioned whether she would be receiving any commissions from

22
23
24
25
26
27

the sales IBF had made (and will continue to make) to her Protected Customers. Dunlap
immediately responded, again failing to address Teply's question regarding Schob's "special
pricing." Instead, Dunlap wrote, "[o]n the accounts listed, all options are on the table." A true
and accurate copy of the February 6, 2014 email chain is attached as Exhibit 18.
106.

On February 12, 2014, Dunlap emailed Teply as follows: "[w]ould you have time

to walk through some of the accounts with me? I'm thinking that if you had time, with CMS
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open in front of you, we could discuss real time status with these accounts."
107.

Following numerous cominunications between Dunlap and Teply as to the

3

division of the 56 Common Customers listed on Dunlap's February 6, 2014 email- and in light

4

of Dunlap's r~presentation that the 56 Common Customers represented the sum total of all

5

Common Customers between Teply and McLaughlin and McCormick- the two were able to

6
7

8
9

reach an agreement on 48 of the 56 customers.
108.

On February 20, 2014, Dunlap sent an email to Teply memorializing their

agreement on these 48 Common Customers. As is reflected in Dunlap's email, Teply would sell
20 of the Common Customers to SAl, for servicing by McLaughlin and McCormick, and "keep"
the following 28 Common Customers for herself:

10
11
12

1. Hayden Beverage,

13

2. St. Luke's Regional
Medical,

14

3. Employers Resource,

15

11. Quality Thermistor,
Inc.,
12. Hillcrest Country
Club,

4. West Vet,

13. The Car Park,

17

5. Southwest Idaho
Surgery Center,

14. Santos Metals &
Recycling,

18

6. Lee Read Jewelers,

19

15. TriState Beauty
Supply,

7. Debt Reduction
Services, Inc.

16

20
21

8. Rock Mountain
Agronomics,

22
23
24
25
26
27

16. Apache River, LLC
(dba Double L),
17. Minidoka County,

20. On Demand,
21. Mindoka County
Treasurer,
22. Orthopedic
Association,
23. Shird's Inc.,
24. Rambo Sand &
Gravel,
25. Eberle, Berlin &
Associates,
26. Kitchens by Design,

9. Sun Valley Ski Tools,

18. Dykman Electric,
Inc.,

27. Pioneer Family
Medicine, and

10. Caldwell Auto,

19. Contract Floors,

28. Elam & Burke.

A true and accurate copy ofDunlap's February 20,2014 email is attached as Exhibit 19.
109.

In truth, Dunlap had no intention of letting Teply "keep" any of these protected

customers. Within a matter of weeks he resumed his coercive behavior in an attempt to get all of
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the Common Customers transferred to SAl for the benefit of McLaughlin and McCormick.
110.

On March 3, 2014, Dunlap sent Teply a draft of an assignment letter reflecting her

3

agreement to sell 20 of the Common Customers to SAL The assignment letter provided that, in

4

exchange for $7,340, "you have agreed to transfer and assign your commissions [sic] rights

5

associated with future sales to the [20] customers listed below." The letter further provided that,

6
7
8

"the account protection rights to these accounts will be owned by Safeguard and serviced by IBF.
In the event there is an order placed by any of these customers with you or your distributorship
or you are contacted by any of the customers, please direct them to IBF."
111.

In his cover email to the March 3, 2014 assignment letter, Dunlap told Teply that

9
"[t]he actual transfer of files can be handled with [McLaughlin] at IBF as you two deem best. If
10

you would like me to facilitate the file transfer, please let me know." True and accurate copies of
11
12
13
14

Dunlap's March 3, 2014 email, with the attached assignment letter, are attached hereto as Exhibit
20. Teply later signed and returned the assignment letter.
112.

On March 7, 2014, Teply contacted Dunlap to discuss where they were with IBF,

and to express her concern that IBF may jeopardize her relationships and sales with the bank

15

customers and referral providers. A true and accurate copy of Teply's March 7, 2014 email is

16

attached as Exhibit 21.

17

113.

In response to Teply's March 7, 2014 email, Dunlap askedfor her to identify a list

18

of the banks that she currently services. Teply complied with Dunlap's request, and on March 11,

19

2014, sent him an email identifying the banks that she (1) purchased as part of the August 2006

20

assignment from Thurston, and (2) added to her Distributorship since August 2006, and

21

continues to service. A true and accurate copy of Teply's March 11, 2014 email is attached

22

hereto as Exhibit 22.

23

114.

24
25
26
27

On March 17, 2014, Teply sent an email to Dunlap informing him that she had

not gotten anywhere on the file swap with McLaughlin and McCormick. Dunlap responded
acknowledging that he had spoken with McLaughlin about the "file exchange," and that it "could
be done between you two."
115.

By the end of March 2014, Dunlap was again pushing Teply to sell some more of
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her protected customers- including many of those that Dunlap represented Teply would "keep."

2

116.

One of the customers Dunlap was pressing Teply to release was Employers

3

Resource- an important customer for Teply's future operations. McLaughlin and McCormick

4

were providing Employers Resource with W-2 processing services that should have been turned

5

over to Teply consistent with her Customer Protection rights. Notwithstanding this reality,

6

7

McLaughlin and McCormick continued to service Employers Resource, and Dunlap continued to
put pressure on Teply to release the account.
117.

8

On March 31, 2014, Teply sent Dunlap an email following up on her March 11th

email regarding the "financial institution protection request." In typical fashion, Dunlap had
9
completely ignored Teply's prior request. However, in response to Teply's new email, Dunlap
10
wrote:
11
We don't protect referral sources like bank accounts. What we try to do is
get an agreement where the distributors agree to service certain branches
and stay out of those branches serviced by other distributors. Having
stated the rules, I don't envision having any issue with getting the
cooperation you and I envision.

12
13
14
15

118.

Addressing Teply's further request that the agreement be put in writing (like the

16

agreement between she and Thurston), Dunlap replied, "[i]f there needs to be an agreement at

17

some point we can approach it then." In truth,, there needed to be an agreement immediately as

18

McLaughlin and McCormick were already calling on Teply's financial institutions, including

19

those that she purchased from Thurston back in August 2006. Dunlap's continued disregard of

20

Teply's interests did nothing but allow McLaughlin and McCormick to continue to erode Teply's

21

distributorship and interfere with T3 Enterprises' contractual rights.

22

119.

Realizing her attempts to get action out of Dunlap were blunted, at end of March,

23

Teply reopened the dialogue with McLaughlin suggesting that they meet, exchange files and

24

discuss the Common Customers. When McLaughlin did not cooperate, on April 1, 2014, Teply

25

again emailed Dunlap asking him for assistance. In her email to Dunlap, Teply wrote:

26
27

I reached out to [McLaughlin] last week to set up a time to exchange files
and tried to arrange a meeting for today. Her response a couple of days
later was that she was booked for this week and didn't have time to meet
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1

until next week. I responded and asked if she wanted to take time to go
over the files or if she was just planning on swapping them and have not
received any response. [ ... ]

2
3

My question to you is, has [McLaughlin] signed off of the files coming to
me? Also, is she making sure her people are staying out of those accounts
and directing them to us at this point if the customer contacts them?

4
5
6

7

8
9

A true and correct copy of Teply's April 1, 2014 email to Dunlap is attached hereto as Exhibit
23. Dunlap never responded to the questions raised in Teply's April1, 2014 email. He also never
facilitated the file exchange between Teply and McLaughlin, as he earlier represented he would
do.
120.

In early April, Dunlap continued to press Teply to sell or otherwise release the

10

Employers Resource account in favor of McLaughlin and McCormick. On April6, 2014, Dunlap

11

sent Teply an email identifying four new Common Customers (Redfish Sensor Products, Evans

12

& Paulson CPAs, Ada Pediatrics P.A. and Total Waste Management) that were not included as

13

part of his February 6, 2014list of 56 Common Customers that supposedly represented the sum

14

total of all Common Customers between Teply and IBF. Dunlap was now pushing Teply to allow

15

McLaughlin and McCormick to service these four newly identified Common Customers as well.

16

A copy of an email chain containing Dunlap's April 6, 2014 email is attached as Exhibit 24.

17
18
19
20

In the same email, and in response to Teply's continued request on a written

121.
~;;,

•

~

•

~

•

•

,J

agreement identifying her rights to the referral financial institutions, Dunlap told Teply that he
"just [didn't] know if McLaughlin ha[d] the same approach with banks as referral sources as
[Teply] and [Thurston] do or if McLaughlin has an approach at all." At this point, Dunlap knew
that McLaughlin and McCormick were soliciting and servicing T3 Enterprises' referral sources,

21
and Dunlap was going out of his way to facilitate this infringement.

22
23
24
25

122.

On April 10, 2014, Teply met with McLaughlin to exchange crossover customer

files. During the meeting, McLaughlin continued to insist that she was doing (and would
continue to do) business as usual. McLaughlin also represented that Teply's protected customer
Employers Resource was included on the five-page memorandum of customers that SAl allowed

26

Dunn, on behalf of KMMR, to continue to service as part of the BAM purchase. After Teply

27

advised McLaughlin that Employers Resource was Teply's protected customer under her
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1

Customer Protection rights, and that she had no intention of giving it up, McLaughlin stated that

2

she would not stop selling to these customers and, if necessary, Dunn would just run the sales

3

through his new company, JDHRS.

4
5

6

7
8
9

123.

Upon information and belief, Dunn and JDHRS are operating in the manner

McLaughlin described, and in doing so, are intentionally interfering with T3 Enterprises'
contractual and business relationships with SBS and T3 Enterprises' protected customers.
124.

By the end of the meeting, and after turning her files over to McLaughlin, Teply

learned that she was not going to get IBF's files. When questioned about the file exchange,
McLaughlin represented that she was still pulling the files together, and would give them to
Teply at a later time. McLaughlin's response also suggested that she was not clear on what files

10
she might provide Teply.
11

12
13

14

125.

After the meeting, Teply immediately emailed Dunlap asking, "[w]as

[McLaughlin] provided and informed of the list of customers that she was supposed to transfer
files to me?" Dunlap immediately wrote back, "Yep. Having said that I encouraged her to talk to
you about any and all accounts. She has more information than me. Thought it best for you two

15

to talk. I specifically told her to speak with you about Employers Resource and St. Luke's." A

16

true and accurate copy of this Apri12014 chain of emails between Teply and Dunlap is attached

17

as Exhibit 25.

18

126.

Teply then emailed McLaughlin asking her to identify "when can I expect the rest

19

of the files on the list that you were provided from Mike Dunlap. Please let me know when we

20

can make arrangements to exchange them." A true and accurate copy of Teply's April10, 2014

21

email to McLaughlin is attached hereto as Exhibit 26.

22

127.

Then, frustrated by Dunlap's continued insistence that it would be "best" for

23

Teply and McLaughlin to work this out, Teply wrote Dunlap the following, "[McLaughlin] is not

24

even a distributor at this point and owns account rights to nothing so any negotiating needs to be

25
26
27

done between Safeguard and I, not [McLaughlin] and 1." Teply then asked Dunlap, "I need to
know if you have made any contractual promises in your purchase from [Dunn] or your planned
sale to [McLaughlin] that allows them to continue servicing any accounts that I currently
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1
2

service"- alluding to McLaughlin's comments regarding Employers Resource. (See Ex. 25.)
128.

Dunlap responded, "I know of no contractual promises with [Dunn] or with

3

[McLaughlin] that relate to servicing of accounts." Teply immediate responded, "[o]k, so what

4

do I need to do to collect the files and information from the list that you and I have already

5

discussed that are supposed to come to me?" (See Ex. 25.)

6
7

8

129.

Then, on April 14, 2014, Dunlap sent another email to Teply stating, "I thought

and still do think that it is a far better, [sic] for the three of you [i.e., Teply, McLaughlin and
McCormick] to talk about the handling of specific accounts, than for me to make decisions from
a spreadsheet. What we are trying to promote is a way of growing sales, all sales yours, IBF, all."

9
A true and correct copy of an email chain containing Dunlap's April 14, 2014 email is attached
10
hereto as Exhibit 27.
11
12
13
14

130.

On April 16, 2014, Dunlap called Teply and offered to pay her $20,000 to "get

closure and to promote peace between [Teply], Safeguard and McLaughlin for the 'messy' deal
they had done." Dunlap also offered to provide Teply a letter stating that she did not have to
meet any sales quotas for her distributorship for the next three years. During the call, Dunlap

15

acknowledged that the BAM deal was a "mistake" and that he didn't know "if they would ever

16

be able to get this all figured out." Teply denied Dunlap's offer and informed him that she could

17

not (and would not) share the Protected Customers with McLaughlin and McCormick because

18

doing so would damage the value of her business and adversely affect her ability to continue

19

operating as a Safeguard distributor.

20

131.

On April18, 2014, in light of her futile attempts to obtain the promised Common

21

Customer files from Dunlap, Teply sent another email to McLaughlin. Voicing her frustration,

22

Teply wrote:

23
24
25
26
27

I was under the impression that you and I were going to exchange the files
from a list that [Dunlap] had provided me. I brought the files to you that I
agreed to provide you and was confused as to why you did not provide me
the same. I soon came to the realization that you had intended on sharing
all accounts that cross over between us. [. . . I]t was never my intention to
share all of the accounts. I have been paying for many accounts in my base
for over seven years and have added in other customers as I have
continued in my career. I was promised account protection in my contract
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1

6

with Safeguard and expected to grow my business. As I mentioned when
we met, I also had to sign an additional contract that guarantees payment
to the distributor from whom I purchased my base. If I give up my account
protection rights and lose business because of it, I put myself at risk of not
meeting my contractual obligations. I will assume that you will be
promised account protection on your accounts and you will have to
commit to the same guarantees for growth and payment of your base.
Therefore, I do not know how Safeguard can promise account protection
on the same account to two different distributorships and expect it to
work.

7

A true and accurate copy of Teply's April18, 2014 email is attached hereto as Exhibit 28.

2
3
4
5

8
9
10

132.

One week later, on April25, 2014, Teply- displeased by Dunlap's utter failure to

provide the necessary Common Customer information - sent Dunlap a letter detailing her
concerns about McLaughlin and McCormick. In the letter, Teply wrote:

11

I appreciate the fact that you offered me a payoff for the hassles and to
'wipe the slate clean,' but until you can get the sales information to me
and we can reach a resolution to this ongoing problem, the slate will never
be clean. [ ... ] What I am requesting of you is hard sales numbers and
product information sold to my customer base by Safeguard/Deluxe's IBF
employees from August 2013 through the current dates. I can then decide
how I want to pursue my interests, whether it be to request some payment
of sales or sell accounts. I need to know the values we are dealing with in
order to make these decisions. While there may be a couple of special
situations that we need to finalize discussion on, it is not my intent to
share all of the accounts and never has been. There is no possible way that
sharing accounts will ever work to my benefit given the current situation.
Please provide me with the information I am requesting by May 5, 2014.

12
13
14
'15
16

17
18
19

A true and accurate copy of Teply's April 25, 2014 email to Dunlap with the accompanying

20

letter is attached hereto as Exhibit 29.

21

22
23
24
25

26

133.

Amazingly, notwithstanding Teply's numerous clear and unambiguous requests

for the "hard sales numbers and product information" sold by McLaughlin and McCormick to
their Common Customers, Dunlap responded, "I will call next week to gather from you what
information you feel you need."
134.

During May 2014, it was more ofthe same from Dunlap. On May 15\ he emailed

Teply suggesting that they "start fresh" in their communications relating to the Common
Customers. Then, instead of providing the requested hard sales numbers and product information

27
28
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1

for these accounts, Dunlap included in his email a new list of 36 Common Customers between

2

Teply and IBF that Dunlap identified as needing "resolution." A true and accurate copy of

3

Dunlap's May 1, 2014 email identifying this new list of 36 Common Customers is attached as

4

Exhibit 30.
135.

5

Incredibly, Dunlap's new list included all 28 Customer Accounts that he agreed

Teply would "keep" as part of their February 2014 negotiations and agreement. (See Exs. 18 &

6

19.) Also, Dunlap's email again contained five new Common Customers not identified in his

7

February 6, 2014 list of 56- the list that was supposed to reflect the sum total of all Common

8

Customers between Teply and IBF.
9
136.

Most concerning for Teply, however, was the implication from Dunlap's

10
communication that neither he nor anyone else at SBS has taken any action to stop McLaughlin
11

and McCormick- for the 3 months since their agreement- from servicing or selling to Teply's

12

28 protected customers.

13

137.

14
f

Following receipt of Dunlap's new list of Common Customers, Teply and Dunlap

exchanged a series of emails. In this exchange, Teply questioned Dunlap's ever changing list of

15 ;' 1 Common Customers and made clear that she relied upon the earlier list to "determine the
16

accounts which [she] was currently interested in selling." Dunlap replied, "I did represent to you

17

several times that we are continuing to examine the records so-that we only have to deal with

18

accounts that are in common. I did not represent to you that the first lists were lists of accounts

19

that commissions were paid to IBF." A true and accurate copy of Teply and Dunlap's May 9,

20

2014 email chain is attached as Exhibit 31. Dunlap's new position is in stark contrast to his

21

February 6, 2014 representation that the list of 56 customers represented all of the Common

22

Customers serviced by IBF/Safeguard since late August 2013. (See Ex. 18.)

23
24
25
26
27

138.

On May 8, 2014, Teply again met with McLaughlin to discuss the Common

Customers. McCormick was also present. During the meeting, Teply once more made clear that
she had no intention of sharing all of the Common Customers, and further explained that she did
not have to do so pursuant to the Customer Protection rights under her Distributor Agreement
with SBS.
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1

139.

On or around May 15, 2014, Teply learned that McLaughlin and McCormick

2

were selling to another one of her protected Customer Accounts, Meridian High School. This

3

customer, however, was never identified by Dunlap as an actual (or "potential") Common

4

Customer between Teply and McLaughlin. Upon learning this new information, Teply sent an

5

email to Dunlap asking him to "check into this and let me know the status." The following email

6

exchange ensued:

7

Dunlap: "Did you ask [McLaughlin] about this already?"

8

Teply: "No, I did not. According to [McLaughlin], you have all the
information on their customer base so I thought I would start with you."

9

Dunlap: "According to [McLaughlin]? Oh well. I will check when I get
back to Dallas."

10
11

A true and correct copy of the May 15, 2014 email chain is attached as Exhibit 32. Also, attached

12

as Exhibit 33 is a true and accurate copy of a printout of IBF's website identifying that

13

McLaughlin and McCormick are currently servicing Meridian High School.

14

140.

After being ignored for some time, on May 19, 2014, Teply again emailed

15

McLaughlin to find out where she was "at on the list of accounts that [McLaughlin] provide[d] a

16

monthly data processing service" to. A true and correct copy of the May 19, 2014 Teply email is

17

attached

18

"[Dunlap] has all of the information and we are going to schedule a time to talk."

19

he~eto

141.

as Exhibit 34.

Ni~e

days later, on May 28, 2014, McLaughlin wrote back,

On May 23, 2014, Dunlap again emailed Teply representing that he "didn't have

20

any new information on the Meridian High School situation, can't explain why it was or is a

21

miss." Dunlap then reopened his pursuit of Teply's remaining Common Customers with

22
23
24

McLaughlin and McCormick by suggesting that they "get on the phone next week, [to] see
where we are?" A true and accurate copy of the Dunlap's May 23, 2014 email to Teply is
attached hereto as Exhibit 35.
142.

The following week Teply and Dunlap spoke over the phone. During the call,

25
Dunlap offered Teply $10,000 to "move on and forget about" McLaughlin's sales to her
26
customers. Teply rejected the offer and instead insisted that Dunlap provide her with "a complete
27

report identifying all Common Customers between [Teply] and IBF at the time SAl purchase
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1

IBF." In typical fashion, Dunlap responded, "I don't think we have a complete report to provide

2

you."

3

143.

On June 5, 2014, Dunlap sent Teply another email, this time containing a new list

4

of 17 of Teply's Protected Customers that he described as a "list of possible common accounts

5

from May 27." Of this list of 17, 14 of these Common Customers were omitted from Dunlap's

6

original February 6, 2014 list that was supposed to contain all of the Common Customers
between Teply and IBF. A true and accurate copy Dunlap's June 5, 2014 email is attached hereto

7

as Exhibit 36. Teply again refused Dunlap's attempts to pry these customers from her

8

distributorship in favor of IBF/Safeguard.

9

144.

In July 2014, Teply learned that a KMMR sales representative had recently

10
approached her customer Idaho Central Credit Union offering IBF/Safeguard's services to the

11
account. The KMMR sales representative informed the customer that he was now a Safeguard
12

representative and would be happy to take any orders for the account. This caused confusion for

13

Idaho Central Credit Union, who later contacted Teply to inquire into what was going on with

14

her Safeguard Distributorship .
.
15
'J

16

145.

Over the past 11 months, Defendants consistently have:

(a) Announced to all of T3 Enterprises' customers that IBF/Safeguard now

17

represents Safeguard's "go-to

18

customers' business needs;

people'~

for the servicing of all of the

19

(b) Engaged in predatory pricing, offering quotes and taking orders from T3

20

Enterprises' protected customers at retail prices that are much lower than

21

T3 Enterprises' wholesale cost;

22

(c) Refused T3 Enterprises' numerous requests for information on "cross-

23

over" customers that it shared with IBF and continues to share with

24

IBF/Safeguard notwithstanding T3 Enterprises' Customer Protection

25
26
27

rights, and, instead, have engaged in abject prevarication;
(d) Attended business functions in the Boise community and handed out their
IBF/Safeguard business cards, while announcing to members of the
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1

audience that McLaughlin, McCormick and their 16 IBF/Safeguard

2

employees could assist the members of the audience with all of their

3

Safeguard System's needs;

4

(e) Encouraged T3 Enterprises' protected customers to write letters to

5

Safeguard instructing Safeguard that the customers want their accounts
reassigned from T3 Enterprises to IBF/Safeguard, telling those customers

6

that IBF/Safeguard will sell Safeguard Systems to them at lower

7

(predatory) prices;

8

(f) Confronting Teply directly and boldly announcing that IBF/Safeguard will
9
continue to sell to all of the "cross-over" customers and IBF/Safeguard

10
"would be conducting business as usual;" and,
11
(g) When repeatedly asked by Teply about IBF's status with Safeguard, both
12

Dunlap and McLaughlin told her that her only alternative was to "share"

13

J4:

her major and other protected Safeguard customers with IBF/Safeguard.
146.

As is reflected above, Teply continuously asked Dunlap to identify all of the

15 ·· Common Customers and to identify the sales and products sold to these customers. This request
16

was well within T3 Enterprises contractual right to such information and would allow Teply to

17

evaluate her willingness to sell the account, and, if so, at what price. To date, all that has been

18

produced are incomplete and inconsistent Common Customer lists, and very little (if any)

19

reliable information on these customers.

20

147.

Teply has vehemently refused Dunlap and McLaughlin's insistence that Teply

21

"share" the Common Customers between her and McLaughlin. It was never Teply's intent to

22

share her protected customers with IBF/Safeguard or any other Safeguard business. In fact, she

23

cannot compete on equal footing with IBF/Safeguard. IBF/Safeguard is free to go to vendors

24
25
26
27

outside of the Safeguard network that offer a lower cost structure in order to access similar
products at prices well below those that can be offered by existing Distributors. By going outside
of SBS, IBF/Safeguard is able to offer its customers check stock at $84 per thousand. A true and
accurate copy of the letter identifying the lower check stock prices is attached as Exhibit 37. The
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1

$84 price is lower than wholesale cost of the same product to the Distributors through SBS. To

2

obtain a competitive price, Distributors must go to SBS to request a special price quote that is

3

calculated on the Distributors anticipated retail price. This process allows SBS to "cap" the

4

Distributors' profit-margins. No such cap is levied on IBF/Safeguard.

5

6
7

8
9

148.

Additionally, KMMR is not charged many of the fees SBS charges its

Distributors. For example, KMMR's primary business model is referred to as "pick'n pack,"
meaning that it purchases product in bulk and brings the product into its own warehouse for
distribution. Individual units from the bulk purchase are then sold and shipped out on an "as
needed" basis to the customers. While existing Safeguard Distributors would have to pay
Safeguard a premium "warehousing fee," KMMR does not have to pay these fees. This allows

10
McLaughlin and McCormick to be profitable at a price structure well below the price structure

11
12
13

available to the existing Distributors. As a result of KMMR's access to lower prices and fewer
fees, KMMR has a competitive advantage over the other Distributors. This has proved damaging
to Teply as KMMR now is offering their Common Customers prices well below those charged

14 ~ by T3 Enterprises.
,.
15 '~

149.

Because both T3 Enterprises and KMMR both operate under the Safeguard logo

16

but offer different prices, T3 Enterprises' customers assume that Teply had been overcharging

17

them, resulting in soured customer relations and damage .to the goodwill of Teply's

18

distributorship.

19

150.

Defendants' conduct violates SBS's own "Deceptive Business Practices Policy"

20

(the "DBPP"), which considers the solicitation and sales to any protected customer of a

21

Safeguard Distributor to be a "deceptive business practice." Notwithstanding the above facts,

22

Defendants continue to blatantly ignore T3 Enterprises' Customer Protections as many of the T3

23

Enterprises Common Customers are identified in SBS's CMS database and "shared" customers

24
25

26
27

between McLaughlin and Teply. True and accurate copies of printouts of the Safeguard SafeNet
- identifying Teply's Protected Customers Apache River, LLC (dba Double L), Hayden
Beverage, and Meridian High School as belonging to both Teply and IBF - are attached hereto
as Exhibit 38. Exhibit 38 represents just an example of the high quantity of Teply's Protected
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1

Customers that Defendants are trying to force her to share with IBF. This conduct by Defendants

2

constitutes a total disregard for T3 Enterprises' contractual rights and constitutes unfair and

3

deceptive trade practices under any law.

4
5

6

7
8

151.

It is evident through the facts of this case that SAl acquired IBF with the idea that

SBS - through the interference of Dunlap and others - would be able to finesse the customer
conflicts that would arise out of the BAM transaction with the idea that SBS would have double
coverage on the customer accounts resulting in a greater breadth of products sold and higher
revenues.
152.

As a result of the conduct of the parties to this complaint, T3 Enterprises'

9
Safeguard distributor business has suffered severe damage. The principal asset of this enterprise
10
is its longstanding attention to - and establishment of- customer relationships over many years.

11
12
13

Those relationships, and all potential additional customer relationships, have been harmed. And,
the damage to T3 Enterprises is only amplified by the fact that, pursuant to its franchise
agreement with SBS, SBS has contractually prohibited Teply, her husband, and her company

14

· from, directly or indirectly, engaging in any business activity that competes with Safeguard.
15 ·;,
153. Before initiating this lawsuit, Teply tried effortlessly to enforce her contractual
16

Customer Protection rights. Her efforts have been repulsed by Dunlap, McLaughlin and others.

17

Defendants, and each of them, have interfered with T3 Enterprises' contractual relationship with

18

SBS and prospective economic relations with many of its protected customers.

19

154.

The loss of Customer Protection has caused (and will continue to cause) Teply to

20

lose business, which not only will destroy her only current means of earning a living, but it also

21

will put her at risk of not meeting her contractual obligations under the sales agreement with

22

Thurston- payments of which Teply personally guaranteed.

FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF

23

Breach of Contract

24

(Against SBS)

25
26
27

155.

T3 Enterprises repeats, realleges and incorporates by reference all previous

paragraphs of this Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
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156.

Defendant SBS entered into a Distributor Agreement with T3 Enterprises on

August 1, 2006.

2

157.

3

T3 Enterprises has performed all things required of it under the terms of the

Distributor Agreement, unless otherwise excused by SBS's breach.

4

158.

5

SBS has failed to comply with the following terms of the Distributor Agreement:
a. Take action to prohibit other Distributors from selling to T3

6

Enterprises' protected customers pursuant to the Customer Protection

7

rights identified in the Distributor Agreement (See Ex. 5, § 1 & Ex. B);

8

b. Pay T3 Enterprises all commissions generated on sales to its customers

9

pursuant to the Customer Protection rights identified in the Distributor
10
Agreement (See Ex. 5, § 1 & Ex. B.);

11

c. Provide T3 Enterprises with copies of all inquiries and other

12

correspondence related to its protected customers, together with copies

13

of SBS's reply to such inquiries or correspondence (See Ex. 5, § 7(B));

14'

and

'1,

,.

15
16

~!

d. Notify T3 Enterprises, with reasonable promptness, of any event that

'

may reasonably be expected to have a material adverse effect upon the

17

sale of Safeguard Systems to its protected customers (See. Ex. 5, §

18

7(B)).

19
20
21

159.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result of SBS's numerous breaches of the

Distributor Agreement, T3 Enterprises has incurred damages in an undetermined amount.
160.

Even with an award of monetary damages, T3 Enterprises will not be made whole

22

for SBS's continued disregard for the Customer Protection rights in the Distributor Agreement.

23

Therefore, in addition to its claims for payments due and owing, T3 Enterprises is entitled to

24
25
26
27

(and seeks) preliminary and permanent injunctive relief enjoining SBS from paying commissions
(in any form) to other Safeguard Distributors for sales to T3 Enterprises' protected customers.
SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Breach of the Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing
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1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9

(Against SBS)
161.

T3 Enterprises repeats, realleges and incorporates by reference all previous

paragraphs of this Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
162.

Incorporated into the Distributor Agreement described above was an implied

covenant of good faith and fair dealing, including an obligation by SBS to take action to stop
other Safeguard Distributors from soliciting and selling to T3 Enterprise' protected customers.
163.

T3 Enterprises performed all obligations required of it under the Distributor

Agreement, other than obligations as to which performance was excused (if any).
164.

SBS breached the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing by acting in a

manner so as to deprive T3 Enterprises of the benefits of the Distributor Agreement and to
10
encourage other Safeguard Distributors to solicit and sell to T3 Enterprises' protected customers.
11
165.
12
13
14

Teply, on behalf ofT3 Enterprises, made numerous requests to Dunlap and others

at SBS that SBS take action to stop other Safeguard Distributors from soliciting or selling to T3
Enterprises' protected customers. SBS has refused Teply's numerous requests and continues to
; encourage other Distributors to sell to T3 Enterprises' protected customers in disregard for the

15 f, Customer Protection rights implicit in T3 Enterprises' Distributor Agreement.
16

166.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result of SBS's breach of its duty of good

17

faith and fair dealing, T3 Enterprises has been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial, but in

18

no event less than the lost commissions, the lost business profits and the business devaluation

19

suffered by T3 Enterprises.

20

THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF

21

Tortious Interference with Contractual Relations

22

(Against SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS and KMMR)

23

167.

24
25
26
27

T3 Enterprises repeats, realleges and incorporates by reference all previous

paragraphs of this Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
168.

As set forth above, T3 Enterprises had a valid, existing contract with SBS in the

form of the Distributor Agreement. The Distributor Agreement granted T3 Enterprises certain
Customer Protection rights.

28
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1

169.

SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS and KMMR each

2

had knowledge of the Distributor Agreement between T3 Enterprises and SBS, and also knew of

3

T3 Enterprises Customer Protection rights.

4

170.

Notwithstanding the existence of the Distributor Agreement and T3 Enterprises'

5

Customer Protection rights, SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS and

6

KMMR took action adverse to T3 Enterprises' contractual relationship with SBS, including, but

7
8

not limited to:
a. Continuing to solicit, service and supply T3 Enterprises' protected
customers in total disregard for T3 Enterprises Customer Protection rights;

9

b. Refusing to notify T3 Enterprises of any events that may reasonably be
10
expected to have a material adverse effect upon T3 Enterprises future sales

11
of Safeguard Systems to its protected customers;
12

c. Engaging in pervasive and repeated activity designed to threaten, coerce,

13

dissemble and intimidate Teply into sharing (or selling at an artificially

14 .•

depressed price) the accounts that are the subject of T3 Enterprises'

15:.

Customer Protection rights;

16

d. Refusing to identify for T3 Enterprises which IBF customers are "cross-

17

ov.er" Safeguard customers with account protection, and when repeatedly

18

asked for information on this subject, have engaged in abject

19

prevarication;

20

e. Confronting Teply directly and boldly, announcmg that McLaughlin,

21

McCormick and others will continue to sell to all T3 Enterprises'

22

protected "cross-over" customers because there would be no interruption

23

in Safeguard product sales to all of IBF's prior customers - e.g.,
McLaughlin and McCormick "would be conducting business as usual;"

24

and

25

26
27

f.

Informing Teply that her only alternative was to "share" her major and
other protected Safeguard customers with IBF/Safeguard.
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1

171.

Although Dunlap is employed by SBS, his interference with the T3 Enterprises

2

and SBS Distributor Agreement was adverse to the interests of SBS, and not within the scope of

3

his employment for SBS.

4
5

6
7
8

172.

At the time SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS and

KMMR solicited and made sales to T3 Enterprises' protected customers, each of these
Defendants knew or should have known that T3 Enterprises would not (and could not) continue
its contractual relationship with SBS because of the loss of customers that had resulted from
SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS and KMMR, and each others,
conduct.

9
173.

These actions by SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS and

10
KMMR were intended and designed solely and wrongfully to induce a breach of or disruption in
11
12
13
14

T3 Enterprises' Distributor Agreement with SBS, resulting in a material breach of the Distributor
Agreement by SBS.
174.

SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS and KMMR's

: intentional, wrongful actions have resulted in the breach of the Distributor Agreement by SBS to

15 ,,.r. the detriment of T3 Enterprises.
16

175.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result, T3 Enterprises has been damaged in

17

an amount to be proven at trial, but in no event less than its lost commission, lost business profits

18

and any business devaluation it has suffered. Further, Dunlap, SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick,

19

Dunn and JDHRS have acted with oppression and malice. As a result, T3 Enterprises is entitled

20

to recover damages from SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS and

21

KMMR for their wrongful and unlawful interference with the Distributor Agreement.

22

FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF

23

Intentional Interference With Prospective Economic Advantage
(Against all Defendants)

24
25
26

176.

T3 Enterprises repeats, realleges and incorporates by reference all previous

paragraphs of this Complaint as though fully set forth herein.

27
28
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1

177.

T3 Enterprises has existing, economic relationships with its protected customers

2

that were likely to benefit T3 Enterprises economically in the future based upon T3 Enterprises

3

ability to service those protected customers as a Safeguard Distributor without any competition

4

from other Safeguard Distributors.

5

6
7
8

178.

Defendants, and each of them, were aware of T3 Enterprises' economic

relationships with its protected customers as T3 Enterprises' sales activity with its customers was
readily available to all Defendants in CMS, made known to McLaughlin, Dunlap, McCormick,
Dunn, IBF and KMMR by Teply and others, and known to McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, IBF
and KMMR through their direct completion with T3 Enterprises and discussions with and

9
solicitation ofT3 Enterprises' protected customers.
10
179.
11
12
13

Notwithstanding the existence of T3 Enterprises' Customer Protection rights,

Defendants have deliberately, wrongfully and without privilege interfered with these economic
relationships. This interference by Defendants includes, but is not limited to, the following:
g. Announcing to all of T3 Enterprises' customers - and all of IBF's

14

historical customers (all of whom are potential T3 Enterprises customers)

15

-that McLaughlin and McCormick now are Safeguard's "go-to people"

16

for the servicing of all of the customers' Safeguard business needs; (b)

17

engaged in predatory pricing, offering- quotes and taking orders from T3

18

Enterprises' protected customers at retail prices that are much lower than

19

T3 Enterprises' wholesale cost;

20

h. Attending business functions in the Boise community and handing out

21

their IBF/Safeguard business cards, while announcing to members of the

22

audience that McLaughlin, McCormick and their 16 employees could

23

assist the customers with all of their Safeguard needs;

24
25

26

1.

Encouraging T3 Enterprises' protected customers that they should write
letters to Safeguard instructing Safeguard that the customers want their
accounts reassigned from T3 Enterprises to Safeguard/IBF, telling those

27
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1

customers that Safeguard!IBF will sell Safeguard products to them at the

2

lower (predatory) prices;

J.

3

Continuing to solicit, service and supply T3 Enterprises' protected

4

customers in total disregard for T3 Enterprises Customer Protection rights;

5

k. Refusing to notify T3 Enterprises of any events that may reasonably be

6

expected to have a material adverse effect upon T3 Enterprises future sales
of Safeguard Systems to its protected customers;

7

1. Engaging in pervasive and repeated activity designed to threaten, coerce,

8

dissemble and intimidate Teply into sharing (or selling at an artificially

9

depressed price) the accounts that are the subject of T3 Enterprises'
10
Customer Protection rights;
11
m. Refusing to identify for T3 Enterprises which IBF customers are "cross12

over" Safeguard customers with account protection, and when repeatedly

13

asked for information on this subject, have engaged in abject

14 ,,

prevarication;

\

·"

15 \

n. Confronting Teply directly and boldly, announcmg that McLaughlin,

16

McCormick and others will continue to sell to all T3 Enterprises'

17

protected.

18

in Safeguard product sales to all of IBF's prior customers - e.g.,

19

McLaughlin and McCormick "would be conducting business as usual;"

20

and

21

24

25
26
27

customers because there would be no interruption

o. Informing Teply that her only alternative was to "share" her major and
other protected Safeguard customers with IBF/Safeguard.

22
23

~'cross-over'~

180.

As a result of Defendants' wrongful actions, T3 Enterprises has suffered

substantial interference to its prospective economic relationship with its protected customers which includes Employers Resource, Hayden Beverage Co., and St. Luke's Regional Medical
Center, Idaho Central Credit Union, among others - including but not limited to the following:
(1) customers being confused as to T3 Enterprises' relationship with IBF/Safeguard and SBS; (2)

28
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1

customers believing that there are supposed to place their orders for Safeguard Systems through

2

IBF/Safeguard instead of T3 Enterprises; (3) customers believing that T3 Enterprises is no

3

longer a Safeguard Distributor; and (4) customers mistakenly believing that T3 Enterprises was

4

overcharging them because IBF/Safeguard - another Safeguard Distributor - was offering

5

significantly lower prices.

6
7

8

181.

Safeguard Distributors are granted Customer Protection for the purpose of

providing them with the reward and incentive to. invest significant ongoing time, effort and
money in the development of commercial customer relationships. Defendants' interference was
contrary to this established standard of trade and profession as it relates to customer exclusivity

9

and contrary to the established standard of trade identified in T3 Enterprises' Distributor
10

Agreement and adhered to by the Safeguard Distributors.
11

12

13
14
15

182.

Further, Defendants have acted with malice, oppression and fraud in wrongfully

and intentionally diverting customers from T3 Enterprises.
183.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result of these wrongful actions, T3

Enterprises has been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial, but in no event less than lost
commission, lost business profits and business devaluation suffered by T3 Enterprises.

16

FIFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF

17

Violation of the Texas Deceptive Trade Practices Act

18

(Against SBS)

19
20

21

184.

T3 Enterprises repeats, realleges and incorporates by reference all previous

paragraphs of this Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
185.

SBS's Distributor Agreement with T3 Enterprises calls for the application of

22

Texas law to this dispute. (See Ex. 5, §18.) In disingenuous fashion, however, the Distributor

23

Agreement then attempts to prelude the applicability of the Texas Deceptive Trade Practices Act

24
25

26
27

("TDTPA"). Because Texas law governs this dispute between SBS and T3 Enterprises, and
Texas law at Tex. Bus. & Com. Code Ann. § 17.42 states, in pertinent part, that a plaintiffs
waiver of any TDTPA right is contrary to public policy and is unenforceable and void, T3
Enterprises' claim under TDTPA cannot be waived and is being asserted here.
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1

186.

The TDTPA, at Tex. Bus. & Com. Code Ann.§ 17.41 et seq., is a comprehensive

2

statute regulating and prohibiting certain actions by the businesses and individuals, and has been

3

utilized to govern franchise relationships.

4
5
6
7

187.

T3 Enterprises is a "consumer" as that term is defined by the TDTPA in that it is

an individual, partnership, or corporation who seeks or acquires by purchase or lease, any goods
or services, and are not consumers with assets of $25 million or more, or owned or controlled by
a corporation or entity with assets of $25 million or more.
188.

8

Under the TDTPA, an "unconscionable action or course of action" means an act

or practice which, to a consumer's detriment, takes advantage of the lack of knowledge, ability,
9
experience, or capacity of the consumer to a grossly unfair degree.
10
189.
11

its treatment of T3 Enterprises as set forth above.

12
13
14

SBS has engaged in numerous false, misleading and deceptive acts or practices in

190.

As a direct and proximate result of violations of the TDTPA by SBS, T3

Enterprises has been injured and is threatened with continuing and irreparable injury as alleged
above.
191.

T3 Enterprises is entitled to recover said damages, including up to triple the

16

economic damages for conduct committed intentionally, it has incurred as result of the above

17

actions by SBS, and to obtain injunctive relief preliminarily and. permanently enjoining SBS

18

from paying commissions (or any other forms of payment) to others for sales to T3 Enterprises'

19

Protected Customers.

20

SIXTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF

21

Conversion

22

(Against Defendants McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, IBF, JDHRS and KMMR)

23

192.

24
25
26
27

T3 Enterprises repeats, realleges and incorporates by reference the preceding

paragraphs of its Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
193.

The Customer Protection rights identified in the Distributor Agreement granted

T3 Enterprises unbridled customer protection against competition by (1) SBS, (2) all Safeguard
distributors and franchisees, and (3) any other third party engaged in the offer and sale of
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1

Safeguard products - i.e., there would be no intra-brand competition of any kind. These

2

Customer Protection rights represented T3 Enterprises' principal asset.

3

194.

4

Pursuant to the Customer Protection rights, T3 Enterprises possessed or had the

right to possess all commissions that were generated by its protected customers.
195.

5

Defendants McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, IBF, JDHRS and KMMR

intentionally and substantially interfered with T3 Enterprises' possessory interest in the

6

commissions on all sales to its protected customers by taking possession of these commissions

7

and preventing T3 Enterprises from having access to the commissions.

8

196.

9

T3 Enterprises did not consent to Defendants McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn,

IBF, JDHRS and KMMR's retention of the commissions, has since demanded the immediate
10
return of the property from all Defendants, and Defendants McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn,

11
IBF, JDHRS and KMMR have refused. Instead, Defendants McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn,
12

IBF, JDHRS and KMMR continue to service and sell to T3 Enterprises' protected customers and

13

receive and retain the commissions that are the rightful property of T3 Enterprises.

14
r

197.

As a proximate result of Defendants McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, IBF,

15 ). JDHRS and KMMR's conduct, T3 Enterprises has been damaged in an amount to be determined
16

according to proof at trial.

17

SEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF

18

Accounting

19

(Against All Defendants)

20
21

198.

T3 Enterprises repeats, realleges and incorporates by reference the preceding

paragraphs of its Complaint as though fully set forth herein.

22

199.

Defendants are indebted to T3 Enterprises for the reasons set forth above.

23

200.

The exact amount of monies due from Defendants to T3 Enterprises is unknown

24
25
26
27

to T3 Enterprises and cannot be ascertained without an accounting of Defendants' operations.
201.

Accordingly, the Court should order that there be an accounting of Defendants'

operations and order that Defendants pay over to T3 Enterprises all amounts due and owing to
T3 Enterprises, plus interest thereon, as well as attorneys' fees and costs.
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1

2

ATTORNEY FEES
202.

T3 Enterprises has been required to obtain the assistance of counsel in the

3

prosecution of this matter, and has agreed to pay counsel a reasonable fee. T3 Enterprises is

4

entitle to recover its reasonable costs and attorney fees incurred in this matter pursuant to Rule

5

54, Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Sections 12-120 and 12-121, Idaho Code, Section 17.49,

6

Texas Business & Commercial Code, or other applicable law.

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
7
8

Plaintiff hereby respectfully demands a jury trial by not less than 12 jurors,
pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 38.

9
10

PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, T3 Enterprises prays as follows:

11
12
13
14

1. On the First Claim for Relief, for compensatory damages in amounts to be
proven at trial, and for injunctive relief;
2. On the Second Claim for Relief, for compensatory damages in amounts to be
proven at trial;

15 :':(

3. On the Third Claim for Relief, for compensatory damages in amounts to be

16
proven at trial;
17
4. On the Fourth Claim for Relief, for compensatory damages in amounts to be
18
proven at trial;
19
5. On the Fifth Claim for Relief, for compensatory and treble damages m
20
amounts to be proven at trial, and for injunctive relief;
21

22
23
24

25

26
27

6. On the Sixth Claim for Relief, for conversion, for compensatory damages in
amounts to be proven at trial;
7. On the Seventh Claim for Relief, for an accounting;
8. On All Claims for Relief, for attorneys' fees, expenses and costs of suit, as
may be allowed by law, including, without limitation, Rule 54, Idaho Rules of
Civil Procedure and Sections 12-120 and 12-121, Idaho Code;
9. For pre-judgment interest as allowed by law; and
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....

1

10. For such other relief as may be available and as justice requires.

2
3

DATED: August 26, 2014

KELLY, TALBOY & SIMMONS,PA

4
5
By:
6
7

n . Simmons
~ttomeys for Plaintiff
T3 Enterprises, Inc.

8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
Open Territory Policy
The attached Open Territory Policy became effective February 28, 1998. This policy will
become an integral part of the Metro Policies and Administrative Guidelines that govern aU
distributors operating under a metro contract. This policy does not limit, in any way, the
contractual right of distributors to account protection.
Also a~ached is a list of frequently asked questions with corresponding discussion. A complete
list of all distributors who currently maintain geographic exclusive territories will be posted on
the Intranet and wi11 also be available from Distributor Services. If you have any additional
questions please contact Distributor Services at 800-338-0638, ext. 3995.
Open Territory Policy for Metro Distributors
You are free to solicit orders for Safeguard Products from any prospect at any location in the
United States, its possessions or territories, subject to the limitations stated below and existing
account protection policies.
You are not allowed to solicit orders from the protected account of another Distributor, whether
the customer is located within or outside of your Tenitory. Your 11 Territory11 is defined in
Attachment A of yow· Distrib}Jtor Agreement. ACCOUNT PROTECTION APPLIES FOR
SALES MADE OUTSIDE OF YOUR TERRITORY UNLESS THE CUSTOMER CHOOSES
TO DEAL WITH A LOCAL DISTRIBUTOR IN THE CUSTOMER'S AREA.
You should devote the majority of your time invested in marketing and solicitation efforts to
developing the market in your Territory. You may not have an office, (unless the office existed
prior to this policy) sales representative, agent, reseller, remote post office box, local telephone
number, or any other form of physical presence outside your Territory. Safeguard reserves the
right to limit your marketing and solicitation using telemarketing, catalog, direct mail, world
wide web, Internet or other remote means addressed to customers and prospective customers
located outside your TelTitory. Further, distributors soliciting orders outside of their Territory
must comply with the cum;nt Metro Policies and Administrative Guidelines related to direct mail
and other fonns of advertising.
Certain existing Safeguard Distributors have contractual exclusive tenitories, and you may not
solicit orders for Safeguard Products from customers or customer locations in an exclusive
ten-itory of a Safeguard Distributor. Distributors with geographic exclusive territodes that choose
not to open their exclusive territories will not be allowed to solicit orders outside of their
exclusive territories.
·
Open Territory Policy- Questions and Answers

1. Q. Why is Safeguard pushing this policy so hard?
A. The policy has been drafted by Safeguard, with assistance from many
distributors, in response to requests from distributors. Throughout the
preparation for the November business meeting and the meeting itself,
distributors continually requested the implementation of a policy that
would answer the business concerns of referral business outside of their
primary territory. This policy is in response to those requests. In

I.

I!
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addition, three separate opinion polls have been taken by the USDA and
Safeguard in which a significant majority of distributors responded that
they are in favor of such a policy.

1. Q. How will Safeguard benefit from this policy?
A. To the extent that sales increase, if at all, Safeguard will benefit through the
additional earnings potential on higher sale.s. It is expected that the policy
will make it easier for the customer to do business with distributors and,
therefore, with Safeguard.
2. Q. Does this policy mean that any distributor can solicit my customers as long as
they have a "valid" referral source?
A. No. Account protection is provided for in your distributor agreement and
will be maintained. Safeguard is committed to ensuring distributors' account
protection rights and has implemented a validation program utilizing the
enhanced capabilities of the AS/400 system to identify "new" sales to existing
customers. The system focuses on such items as similarity of "bill to"
addresses and phone numbers, and is an improvement compared to the
system that was in place on the mainframe. As a reminder, if you have a
dispute regarding account protection with another distributor you should
first attempt to resolve it between the two distributors involved. If you
cannot, then you should contact Distributor Services at 800-338-0636, ext.
3995.
3. Q. While I am in Florida on vacation, will this policy allow me to recruit a referral
source in Florida that can refer business to me throughout the year?
A. No. Direct solicitation of orders from customers outside of your terl'itory will
continue to
a violation of your contract and likewise the direct solicitation
of referral business from a referral source outside of your territory would be
a violation of this policy.

be

4. Q. Does this policy override the Major Accounts policy? Can I develop a
relationship with a major account outside of my territory? Will Safeguard use this
policy to set up Major Accounts directly with the company and bypass distributors?
A. This policy does not affect existing procedures related to major accounts. A
distributor is prohibited from developing a major account outside of their
territory. Safeguard's procedure in procuring Major Accounts will not
change. Accounts that are developed by Safeguard will be assigned to a
distributor to manage in all areas that Safeguard can locate a distributor
who is willing and capable. Likewise, this policy has no impact on the way
that any kind of lead is currently rotated.
5. Q. I have an associate who lives outside of my territory and maintains a home office,
am I in violation of policy because I have a physical presence outside of my
territory?

000106

A. No. Existing offices out of territory are specifically "grandfathered" under
this policy. The intent ofthe policy is to allow for the development of referral
business from within your territory. Direct solicitation of customers and/or
referral sources outside of your territory will continue to be a violation of
policy.
6. Q. I have a customer that moved several months ago and although they only moved
across town, they are now out of my territory, do I have to rotate that customer to
another distributor?
A. No. The relationship with the customer was generated from within your
territory as evidenced by the order history maintained both by Safeguard
and through your CMS history. You will have the right to maintain that
customer under this policy. However, if the customer requests to be serviced
by another distributor, the customer would be rotated.
7. Q. While I am delivering checks to the customer across town in number 7 above,
can I call on the businesses next door to my customer since they told the new
prospect how great our products are?
A. Yes and No. Obviously, you will be able to call upon the customer (assuming
it is not a protected account of another distributor) and hopefully satisfy
their business needs, however, the lead and the potential order would be
rotated to a distributor in that territory. In this situation, your rights to
solicit orders outside of your territory would be limited to the customer that
moved.
8. Q. The policy states that I cannot accept an order from a customer in a geographic
exclusive territory, can that geographic exclusive distributor accept an order from a
customer in my territory?
A. No. Geographic exclusive distributors who choose not to open their
territories in response to this policy wiiJ not have the rights under this policy
to accept orders outside of their territory.
9. Q. Ifl already have an office out of my territory, do I have to c_lose the office as soon
as the policy is in force?
A. No. An office outside of the distributors territory that existed prior to this
policy does not have to be closed simply because this policy was enacted.
Regardless of office location you should devote the majority of your time to
marketing and soliciting orders from within your territory

I acknowledge that I have received a copy of the Open Territory Policy.
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.

ti'JOJJNt

By:

U?p~

Dawn Teply as its Pr s1dent
Date:

7/fJ.~ J0/.p
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. · Decep.tive Business Practices,icy

•

Page 1 of4

To: All Pistriputors
From: Hal A..Rose, Senior Vice· P.rosidont Distributor Deve.lopntelit
D~te:

September +4 1999

RE: Revised Version ofD~eptive Busin~s P~etroes Poficy

Below ·is a eopy of the Deceptive Busiuess Practices Policy that has. been revised. Yo~ may reonll that
this policy was originally put into pla«;e effeotive:February 1997. B.as.ed upo* certilu1 Qhanges over the
past two years aud distributor input, the Di~uutOr Development Committee :reyiew~ the policy and
~ugg~ted revisions that are included in t4~ r~vised policy. The .revised pQlicy wiH replace the
previous version and go. into effect immediately.
DECEPTIVE BUSlNES8 PRACTICES POJ...IC\'

The following dec~ptivc business practices by a Safeguard distributor are prohi!,1ited bo.th under the
terms of this policy and the· Disbibutorship Agr-eement. "Distributor" includes .distn'butors,. associate
distributors, sales. r~presentatives, and aU o~ agents or employees of the Dist;ti:butor. AmoUI1ts
collected by Safeguard under tbis policy for penalties in excess ofthe actual arn:ount Gf a commission
reversal or otherwise will be used to oiTset costs incurred by Safeguard. D.ecepti.ve business practices
are defmed to Include, but are not limited to, the following actions taken. by a Safeguard distributor.

a. Distributors are prohibjted from soliciting orders of products or services
in violation of the existing Out of Territory Policy.
fenaJties.
a. The first time a Distributor solicits an order in violation of the Out of
Territory Policy, the amount of the commission genera~ed in connection
with such order will be reversed and paid to the appro(>riate distributor, and
it warning letter will be issued by Safeguard.

file://C:\WINDOWS\TEMP\Dcceptive Business Practices Policy.htm
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Deceptive Business Practices~icy

Page2 of4

a. The second time a'Dismbutorsoticits an order in violation of Out ofTerritory Policy. the
amount of'the.COlllfO.ission generated in connection wiU1 such order wiJl be reversed and
paid to the appropriate distributor. In addition) the distributor wm be fined an amount
equ-al tofu~ corn.mi.ssJon genf$ted i.n co~ection wJth such ord~r or $500.00, whichever
is greater~ through a reduction-of the next: month's commissions.
b. The. third· ti.me distributor .SQliojtS. an or~er in violation of the Out ofTerrito.ry Policy,
the amount·ofthe cOlllllllSsion generated ·in conneetiOJl with such order will be reversed.
and paid to. the appropriate qistrjt;"'tor.ln·a.dditiou, the distributor will be fined an
amount equal to two (2) times the -co:mitdssion gener.tted in coru1ection with such order
or$1000.00, whi®ev.cr·is greater. through a reduction of the next month's commissions.
Further~ tbe"distr.!.~ut~t's.Distributo~p. Agreement will be subject to review and
termination.

a

a. Distributors are prohibited from so11citing any order for a pro.duct or
service t~t is coinpetitive, manufactured or otherwise available through
Safeguard "\Vithout billing the order through Safeguard.

a. The first time that~ distributor solicits any order for product or service that is
competitives manufactured. or otherwise available through Safeguard wHhout billing the
order through Safeguard, a wamin.g letter wm be issued by Safeguard.
b. The second time ·that a.disttibutor s~Jl~j$~;jal,1yorder for a product o.r seiVice that is
competitive, Il'!annfactured Ot-!)~~~·.availa~Ie tbrougll Safeguard without ·billing the
order through Safeguardt the dlstributor wiJl be fined an amount equal to the amount of
such order or $500.00, wlrlohc.ver is greater, through a reduction of the next lnOl\th's
commissions. Further the distributor'·s Distributorship Agreement will be subject to
revi"ew and termination.
c. 11\e third time that a di&tributor soJicits any order .for a product or service that is
competitive, manufactured or otherwise available through Safeguard without billing the
order through Safegug.rd, the distributor will be fined a.n amount equal to two (2) times
the runount of such order or $1000.00, whichever is greater, through a reduction of the
next month's com.tnis.sions. Further, the distributor's Distributorship Agreement will be
subject to review and tenniuation.
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Deceptiv-e· Business Practices.Hcy ·

a. Distributors are prohibited fi-om retaining and/or
payments that are properly payable to Safeguard ..

Page 3 of4

cashin~ customer

a. The first time a distributor retains and/or c.ashes a customer payment that is properly
payable to Safe.guurd,'the distribu.tormu,st pay to .Safeguard the full amount.offlre
payment retained by the distributor~ $.250.00 through a reduction of the next month ·s
commissions, and the distributor's Distributorship Agr~eme.nt will be subject to
termination.
b. The second time that a Oisn%utor f~tains.·andlor casbes.a ·customer payment that is
properly payable to Safeguqrd, the J?istribut<?r m~st pay te) $.afeguar(f't'\vo (2) times tbe
full amount oflbe ·payment retained by the distrib.utor .tilim $SOO.OO thtotrgh a reduction
ofthe next mon~h 's commissions. and t)le distributor··s Pistrlbutorshlp. Agreement. will

be subjet:t to tennination.

a. A distributor mny not send direct mail outside oftheirTerrit.o:ry for general solicitation
purposes. Howevc1·, a distributor may send direct mnil for solicitation.purposes outside
of their Territory to customers of any registered referral source with a refemtl code or to
existing customers of such distributor based on tlte guidelines set forth jn the Open
Territory Policy. Further, a distributor may send direct rnnil outside oftheil' Territory for
fi:ee or discounted products 9.nl)! in connecUon with Safeguard endorsed free ·or
discounted product promotions.
b. A Distributor is pmhibited from sending direct maiJ advertising offering free or
discowlted products, other than Safeguard endorsed free or discou.nted product
promotions, within a metro without obtaining the prior unanimous approval of all
Disuibutors wi.thin the metro. However, a distributor may send direct mail advertising
offering free or discounted products within a metro to customers ofnny referral source
with a referral code or to existing customers of such Distributor based on the guidelines
set forth in the Open Territory Policy.

a. The first time a distributor sends direct mail advertising violating the above policies, the
leads or orders and commissions generated as a result of sueb. mailing wiU be rotated to

the appropriate distributor following standard Safeguard rotation procedures.
b. The second time a distriblltor sends direct mail advertising violating the above policies,
the leads or orders and commissions generated as a resu1t of such mailing will be rotated

to the appropriate distributor following standard Safeguard rotation procedures. and the
dislributor's Distributorship Agreement will be subject to revjew .and termination.
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Deceptive Busin.ess Practices

licy

Page4 of4

f.Q.Iicy and Pen.!'illY.•

a. In addition to the above penalties, if a distributor violates any provision of
th~ above pol~c~es=.a;t?.d is penalized three (3) or more separate times within
the same calendar year, lhen. the Distributor's Distributorship Agreement.
will be. subject to r~view and termination.

6. .EligibilitY. fqr Rml.Pgnition Awntds .aJJd Inc~ntive Programs.

a. The .fust t.in1e. a di$ibutor. vioJat.es. anypOhe above pol.i.cies in a given calendar year and
is penalized~ .the Di~bi;ttor ~11 be illeligible for participation in any of Safeguard ~s

recognition programs tcro·that calendaq,ear..

.

b. The s~co11.d time a <ti~tri.l?~~or yiolates any Of the above policies in a giv~ cal~·dar·~ar.
and is penalized, the dis.tdbutor will·.be. ineligible fur .participation in any of Safeguard>s
incentive progrt;tms~ i.e., R~v~n,~~ Ro:und-Up or any ot11er incentive program then .in
plaee, for the 6 month period in Which the violation occurred.

rM.S..M~~gg~.~ I ~OJrt.actCente.rj

Como..m.t!;}Jnf<>.l P..9.Y.9J9PJ!lctnll PT.01 L;!.l.litil.Li!!! I f.~edbP.ck I

li®dime~ IHom~t 1Mlld~s:ting
M.m:kq~s I Net>yQrk...E~PJmsjon I P.hon§!.Lists I Pt·od!:!gt~ I R~l~£'~§ I S.!~l~:'! I S.~arcl1 I I..ech.nolog~ I

Ttaini11g llY.®.m~.1~te1:
~~000

Safeguard Bu.siuess_,S_y..§!&ms. j\.11 dgb_ts rescrv~.Q, . I£.nl1~..Q.[JJ§.~
·:rage Last Edited 01/16/01 10:56 AM ·
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EXHIBIT 3
000113

AGREEMENT

This Agreement, made effective as of August 1, 2006 among Thurston Enterprises, Inc., an
Idaho corporation having it principal place of business in Boise, Idaho ("Seller"), T3 Enterprises, Inc.,
an Idaho corporation ("Buyer"), and SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. ("Safeguard11 ), a
Delaware corporation having its principal place of business in Dallas, Texas.
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, Seller and Safeguard are parties to a Regional Distributor Agreement dated June
2, 1987 (the "Distributor Agt·eement"), under which Seller is acting as a sales agent in the territory set
forth therein (the "Territory") for Safeguard One-Write Systems, and other printed materials and
supplies sold to customers in the Territory therewith; and
WHEREAS, Seller desires to assign Seller's rights under the One-Write Agreement and Data
Processing Agreement (the "Agreements"), to solicit, and receive commissions on, orders of Systems in
respect to the customers listed in Safeguard's computer under Distributor# 445-03 and XRT-03, 44703, XRG-03 (collectively, the "Rights"); and
WHEREAS, Seller also desires to tum over to Buyer a list of referral sources such as bankers,
accountants, attorneys, consultants, bookkeepers, software developers, resellers, installers and the like
(collectively, the "Influence Keys") from whom Seller has obtained leads or assistance in soliciting
Safeguard business within the counties listed within this agreement as shown on the attached Exhibit
"A"; and
WHEREAS, subject to the conditions stated herein, Safeguard desires to approve the
assignment of Rights to Buyer on the terms and conditions set forth below; and
WHEREAS, Seller represents that the customers listed under Distributor Distributor # 445-03
and XRT-03, 447-03, XRG-03 (the "Customers") are customers from whom Seller has solicited orders
of Systems within the Territory; and
WHEREAS, Seller represents that Exhibit "B" is a list oflnfluence Keys from whom Seller has
obtained leads or assistance in soliciting Safeguard business.
NOW THEREFORE, the parties, intending to be legally bound, and in reliance upon the
representations, warranties and other terms set f01th herein, agree as follows:

000114

1.

Sale and Assignment. Subject .to the terms and conditions hereinafter set forth, Seller

hereby assigns to Buyer all of Seller's Rights to solicit, and receive commissions on, orders of Systems
from the Customers listed under distributor Distributor# 445-03 and XRT-03, 447-03, XRG-03, and
turns over to Buyer the list of!nfluence Keys shown on Exhibit "B," and sells, transfers and conveys to
the Buyer the office equipment shown on Exhibit "C.".
2.

Effective Date. This agreement shall be effective as of the close of business on July 31,

3.

Purchase Price and Payment Terms.

2006.
Buyer shall pay to the Seller the sum of

$598,118.32 (total price includes interest at 7%) as the total consideration (hereinafter called "Purchase
Price") for all of the Seller's rights described herein, said sum to be payable by the Buyer to the Seller
as follows:
(a) The Buyer shall pay the Purchase Price to the Seller in equal monthly installments

of

$4,984.32 per month for 120 months, including interest at the rate of 7% per annum, commencing on
the 1st day of August, 2006, first initial payment on the 15 1h day of September 2006 and on the 151h day
of each and every month thereafter, until the entire remaining unpaid balance, plus interest, has been
paid in full.
(b) All payments shall be credited first to accrued interest, then to principal.
(c) Buyer shall be entitled to make principal prepayments at any time without penalty. Partial
prepayments shall not excuse the Buyer's obligation to make regular monthly payments as set forth
herein.
In view of the inherent business risks in a transaction of this nature, which risks Buyer has
freely elected to assume, Buyer understands and agrees that no Monthly Payments made by Buyer prior
thereto shall be returned to Buyer in the event Buyer's Regional Distributor Agreement with Safeguard
tetminates for any reason, whether voluntary or involuntary.

2
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(d) Payment of principal and interest shall be governed by the amortization schedule shown on
exhibit D.

4.

Manner ofPayments

(A)

Buyer promises to pay to Seller each Monthly Payment at the time the same is due. For

the purpose of providing funds for the making of the Monthly Payments, and for so long as any amount
shall be owed by Buyer to Seller under this agreement, Buyer authorizes Safeguard to withhold from
monthly commissions otherwise payable by Safeguard under Buyer's Regional Distributor Agreement
an amount equal to the applicable Monthly Payment, and to remit such Monthly Payment directly to
Seller. Buyer will assume and cover the cost of Safeguard providing this payment service.
(B)

At such time as Buyer's obligations to Seller are fully satisfied, the authorization for

Safeguard to withhold commissions shall cease. Nothing stated herein shall be interpreted to relieve
Buyer of the obligation to pay each Monthly Payment as and when due regardless of whether or not
Buyer's net commissions on the applicable Safeguard sales for the month in question are sufficient to
cover the amount of such Monthly Payment, or regardless of whether or not any one or more of the
Customers have ceased ordering from Safeguard, have gone out of business, or have moved out of the
TeiTitory.
(C)

Buyer hereby authorizes Safeguard to deduct the Monthly Payments fi:om Buyer's gross

monthly commissions and remit the Monthly Payment directly to Seller or Seller's designated account,
and Buyer agrees to pay Safeguard's annual charges in connection therewith. As of the effective date of
this agreement these charges equal $250.00 annually.

5.

Termination of Buyer's Regional Distributor Agreement.
(A)

The payment obligations of Buyer to Seller under this agreement and the assignment of

Rights to Buyer by Seller shall continue only so long as Buyer's Regional Distributor Agreement is in
effect and shall expire upon any termination of such Regional Distributor Agreement. In the event of
any such termination, Safeguard shall, as Seller's authorized agent, with reasonable promptness, at
Safeguard's discretion, either:

3
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(1)

Reassign to a subsequent Assignee the Rights previously assigned to Buyer, to the extent
then possible, subject to an obligation on the part of any subsequent Assignee of such
Rights to assume the unfulfilled payment obligations to Seller; or

(2)

assume the unfulfilled payment obligations of Buyer; or

(3)

reassign, to the extent then possible, the Rights to Seller.

In the event Safeguard proceeds under option (1), Safeguard shall attempt to reassign the Rights
for the then outstanding balance of the Purchase Price due to Seller so long as Safeguard shall not be
required to lower its standards for the selection of distributors just to recruit an Assignee who is willing
to assume the entire outstanding balance of the Purchase Price that is then due to Seller. In the event
Safeguard proceeds under option (3 ), Seller shall reintegrate the customer base in question under the
Seller's current Distributor Agreement. Any reassignment of Rights to a subsequent Assignee or to
Seller shall include the commission rights to any other customers for whom Buyer has placed orders of
Systems within the Territory after the effective date.
(B)

In the event Buyer's Regional Distributor Agreement terminates for any reason,
whether voluntaty or involuntary, Buyer acknowledges and agrees that Buyer shall have
no further rights to the Customers or interest in and to the Rights. Since the Rights to
the Customers will either be reassigned to a subsequent Assignee, assumed by
Safeguard, or reassigned to Seller, Buyer acknowledges and agrees that it would deprive
Seller, Safeguard and any such subsequent Assignee of the anticipated benefit of that
transfer if Buyer were to compete against them. Accordingly, in such event Buyer
agrees until Seller's Purchase Price is fully paid, or, if sooner, for a period of two (2)
years after the date of Buyer's termination, Buyer, directly or indirectly, will not sell,
solicit, attempt to sell or assist others to sell or attempt to sell products or services
competitive with products or services available from. Safeguard to any of the Customers,
to any of the Influence Keys, or to any other customers for whom Buyer has placed
orders of Systems within the Territmy after the effective date. In addition, in such event
Buyer shall promptly tum over to Safeguard and any subsequent Assignee all
Confidential Infom1ation relating to the Customers, to any other Safeguard customers,
4
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and to such Influence Keys, and Buyer agrees not to use any such Confidential
Infonnation for Buyer's own benefit or to disclose such Confidential lnfonnation to any
third parties. Finally, in such event Buyer shall execute all fonns of agreements or other
documents necessary or appropriate so as to assign or transfer to Safeguard and such
Assignee further use of all telephone numbers, facsimile machine numbers, and post
office box mailing addresses previously used by Buyer to receive communications,
orders and telephone messages from any of the Customers, other Safeguard customers
and such Influence Keys. Buyer shall, thereafter, promptly refer to Safeguard and such
Assignee all communications, orders and telephone messages fi·om any of the
Customers, other Safeguard customers and such Influence Keys about Safeguard or its
products. As used in this paragraph, the tenns 11 directly or indirectly, 11 "competitive11 and
.. Confidential Infonnation11 as to Buyer shall have the same definition to that set forth in
section 13 as to Seller, and section 13 shall also serve to define the range of products and
services available from Safeguard. Buyer recognizes that the restrictions contained in
this section S(B) are reasonable and necessary and that any violation will result in
substantial and irreparable injury to Safeguard and Seller. Accordingly, Buyer agrees
that any violation of these provisions by Buyer shall entitle Seller or Safeguard, in
addition to any other rights eitl1er of them may have, to preliminary. and pennanent
injunctive relief and other equitable relief in any court of competent jurisdiction. In the
event that any of the provisions of this section S(B) shall be deemed to exceed the scope
pennitted by applicable laws, then such provisions shall be deemed refonned to the
maximum scope pennitted by the applicable laws.

If for any reason any term or

provision of this section S(B) is ever held to be invalid or unenforceable, all other valid
provisions herein shall remain in full force and effect and all terms, provisions and
paragraphs ofthis section S(B) shall be deemed to be severable in nature.
(C)

In the event Buyer fails to pay any Monthly amount, when due, without good cause, to

Seller, and if Buyer's default shall continue for a period of (1 0) days after written notice from Seller to
both Buyer and Safeguard, Seller shall in addition to any other remedies, be entitled to cause Buyer to
5
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reassign to Safeguard all of Buyer's rights, title and interest pursuant to the Regional Distributor
Agreement entered into by and between Buyer and Safeguard.
6.

Buyer's Continuing Obligation To Seller.

Notwithstanding the provisions of

Paragraph 5 herein, the Buyer shall remain obligated to the Seller until such time as the Seller has been
paid the entire Purchase Price due and payable hereunder. The Buyer shall receive appropriate credits
against the unpaid balance for any amounts received by the Seller in the event Safeguard proceeds
pursuant to Paragraphs 5 (A) (1) or (2). The Buyer's obligations to the Seller shall be unaffected by
any future changes in the corporate structure, ownership or existence of Safeguard or any of its
subsidiaries, owners or related entities, including, without limitation, NEBS or Deluxe.
7.

No Exclusive Rights.

Nothing contained in this agreement shall be construed as

granting to Buyer the exclusive right to act as a distributor of Systems or any other Safeguard products
or services in the Territory or in any portion of the Territory.
8.

Representations and Warranties of Seller and Buyer.

(a)

In addition to any other representations and warranties contained in this agreement,

Seller represents and warrants to Safeguard and Buyer that:
( 1)

There is no provision of any existing contract (including contract with any of Seiler's
past or present associate distributors) or agreement binding on Seller or affecting Seiler's
property or the Rights, which would conflict with or·in·any way prevent the execution,
delivery or carrying out of the te1ms of this agreement.

(2)

Seller is the sole owner of all of the Rights, and has the complete and unrestricted right,
power and authority to assign the Rights and to tum over the list of Influence Keys free
of all liens, pledges, claims or other encumbrances of any kind or nature whatsoever,
including but not limited to claims of other Safeguard distributors to having rights in and
to any of the Customers.

(3)

Neither Seller nor Safeguard has any liability or obligation to any person who is or was
previously an associate distributor or sales representative of Seller.

(4)

The Rights and the business and operations of Seller's distributorship have not been, and
are not threatened to be, materially adversely affected in any way.
6
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(5)

Prior to the effective date, Seller (i) has conducted the business related to the Rights
solely in the ordinary course, (ii) has used Seller1s best efforts to maintain the relations
and goodwill with the Customers, with the Influence Keys, and with any others having
business relations with Seller, and (iii) has not made any extraordinary or unusually
large sales to the Customers•. or entered into any other kind of business arrangements
with the Customers which create a risk of prejudice or unfairness to Safeguard or Buyer.

(6)

No Customer and no Influence Key has informed Seller that it is not prepared to deal
with Safeguard or Buyer after the effective date, and Seller lmows of no reason why the
pattern of repeat sales of Systems after the effective date will differ materially from the
pattern during the time when Seller was a Safeguard distributor.

(7)

Prior to the effective date, Seller has not disclosed any Confidential Infonnation (as
defined in paragraph 13(a) below) relating to the Customers and the Influence Keys to
any third party who is not affiliated with Safeguard, nor has SeHer permitted any third
party who is not affiliated with Safeguard to observe or have access to such Confidential
Information for any reason.

(b)

In addition to any other representations and warranties contained in this agreement,

Buyer represents and wan·ants to Safeguard and Seller that:
(1)

In executing this agreement Buyer relies solely on Buyer1s own judgment, belief and
knowledge, and such advice as Buyer may have received from Buyer's own counsel.
Buyer acknowledges that Buyer has had the opportunity to consult with advisors of
Buyer1s choice. Except for representations of Seller expressly set forth herein, Buyer has
not been influenced by any representations or statements, including, for example,
representations or statements about future earnings or equity, made by or on behalf of
any persons or entities, including Seller and Safeguard.

(2)

Buyer has, at Seller's and Safeguard's urging, conducted Buyer's own diligent
investigation of the estimated revenues that Buyer can project himself to earn under
Buyer1s Regional Distributor Agreement with Safeguard as compared to the obligations
Buyer is assuming under this agreement and Buyer's anticipated business expenses.
7
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Buyer has had the opportunity to contact and consult with as many current Safeguard
distributors as Buyer deemed appropriate. As part of Buyer's diligent investigation,
Buyer has become lmowledgeable about the value of commission rights that have
previously been sold by other Safeguard distributors, Buyer has bad access to
information to enable Buyer independently to verify that Seller's Rights have a value that
is comparable to the commission rights sold in such prior transactions, and other than the
Confidential Information described in section 13 below, there is no information available
to Seller and Safeguard that Buyer has requested to enable Buyer to evaluate this
transaction which Seller and Safeguard have refused to provide to Buyer. Buyer is
freely and voluntarily entering into this transaction and executing this agreement based
solely upon Buyer's own full and diligent investigation, and not upon promises or
representations made by or on behalf of Seller or Safeguard. Buyer has carefully read
Buyer's Regional Distributor Agreement with Safeguard, and Buyer clearly understands
that Buyer's right to enter into a "buy-sell" agreement such as this in the future is subject
to strict compliance with all terms and conditions of that Regional Distributor
Agreement.
(3)

Any financial data or other information submitted by Buyer to Seller and Safeguard is
a~curate,

(4)

complete. and not materially misleading.

.. .

Until Seller's Purchase Price is fully paid, Buyer shall at all times devote Buyer's best
efforts to the sales, management and operation of Buyer's Safeguard Distributorship.

9.

Conditions to this Agreement. This agreement and the parties' performance of their

respective obligations hereunder shall be subject to the following conditions, which may be waived by
the other parties but only in a writing that makes specific reference to this paragraph 9:
(a)

The representations and wan·anties set forth in paragraph 8 hereof shall be true as of the

effective date, and Seller and Buyer shall have performed all obligations required to be performed by
them hereunder.
(b)

Safeguard and Buyer shall have executed, as of the effective date hereof, a Regional

Distributor Agreement containing such terms, conditions and provisions as shall be agreed upon by
8
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Safeguard and Buyer, and Buyer shall have also executed such other documentation as Safeguard may
reasonably request.
(c)

Seller, Safeguard and Buyer shall have entered into mutually satisfactory agreement or

agreements relating to (i) Seller's assignment of, and the use by Safeguard and Buyer (after the effective
date) of the telephone number(s), facsimile machine number(s) and post office box(es) previously used
in connection with Seller's business as a Safeguard distributor, and (ii) the disposition of mail, orders
and other communications of any kind from any of the Customers, and from any of the Influence Keys,
relating to Safeguard business and directed to any of Seller's office or home addresses after the
effective date.
(d)

Buyer shall have furnished Seller and Safeguard with all information reasonably

requested by them concerning (i) Buyer's financial condition, (ii) Buyer's future plans as a Safeguard
Distributor, including a business plan for the three (3) to five (5) years following the effective date, and
(iii) Buyer's proposed sales organization.

10.

Indemnification.

Seller shall indemnify and hold Safeguard and Buyer harmless

against and in respect of any and all damage, loss, liability, deficiency, cost or expense resulting from
any misrepresentation or breach of warranty of Seller contained herein, or the nonfulfillment of any
agreement or covenant of Seller hereunder, any such amounts may be set off against the Monthly
Payments othe1wise due to Seller over the months next succeeding the event, and any such set off shall
reduce the Monthly Payments and the Purchase Price due to Seller hereunder accordingly. Buyer shall
indemnify and hold Safeguard and Seller ha1mless against and in respect of any and all damage, loss,
liability, deficiency, cost, or expenses arising out of or resulting from any misrepresentation or breach
of wail'anty of Buyer contained herein, the nonfulfillment of any agreement or covenant of Buyer
hereunder, or any debt or expense incurred by Buyer after the effective date.
11.

Seller's Cooperation with Buyer and Safeguard. Seller will cooperate with Safeguard

and Buyer in informing the Customers and the Influence Keys of the assignment of Rights from Seller
to Buyer. Such cooperation shall include a letter of introduction, in a form previously agreed to by
Safeguard and Buyer, mailed at Buyer's expense to the Customers, and a personal and/or written
introduction of Buyer by Seller to the Influence Keys. Notwithstanding such letters and introductions,
9
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Buyer acknowledges and agrees that neither Seller nor Safeguard represents that such Customers will
continue to place orders, or that such Influence Keys will continue to provide referrals to Buyer after
the effective date.
Seller shall also execute all fonns of agreements or other documents reasonably necessary or
appropriate so as to assign or transfer to Safeguard and Buyer, as of the effective date, use of all
telephone numbers, facsimile machine numbers ancl post office box mailing addresses used by Seller to
receive communications relating to Seller's business as a distributor of Safeguard's products and
services. Seller shall, after the effective date, promptly (i.e. within 24 hours) refer to Safeguard and
Buyer all communications, orders, referrals and telephone messages from any of the Customers or
Influence Keys about Safeguard or its products. Seller shall remain solely liable for all bills for
telephone or postal services provided to Seller, and any white or yellow page advertising placed by
Seller, in connection with any of the foregoing numbers or boxes prior to the effective date; however,
I

Buyer shall assume the liability for such advertising covering the period following the effective date.
12.

Business Risks Assumed by Seller.
(A)

Seller understands that there are business risks in agreeing to receive installment

payments over an extended period of time. Seller has elected to assume such risks and was not induced
to do so by any representations, warranties, assurances or guarantees by either Safeguard or Buyer to
the extent not explicitly set forth in this agreement. · Insofar· as Buyer. has made specific written
promises to Seller in this agreement, Seller agrees that it is Seller's responsibility, and not Safeguard's
responsibility, to seek to enforce such promises.
(B)

Nothing contained herein shall be construed to impose liability to Seller upon

Safeguard for any business decisions or actions taken or not taken by Safeguard with regard to Buyer;
nor shall this agreement impose upon Safeguard any obligation to consult with Seller before making
such decisions or taking (or not taking) such actions.
13.

Confidential Information, Non-Competition. Seller covenants and agrees as follows:

(a)

Seller recognizes and acknowledges that customer lists, including without limitation any

list of Customers; the list of Influence Keys; customer files, cards and records, including without
limitation, customer samples, imprints and ordering histories; methods of doing business; proprietary
10
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computer software licensed from Safeguard; price lists and price books; sales volume figures;
information as to new developments in the business; and similar proprietary information in respect of
Seller's business as a Safeguard distributor or relating to Safeguard products and services, regardless of
whether in documentary form on other media (such as, without limitation, computer hard disk, diskette,
magnetic tape, microfiche, etc.) (collectively, the "Confidential Information") are valuable, special and
unique attributes of the Rights and the business of Safeguard. Accordingly, Seller shall not, directly or
indirectly, disclose or show to any person or entity or use for either of Seller's own benefit, or for the
benefit of any business in which Seller has, or may hereafter have, an interest, any Confidential
Information, without the prior written permission of the President of Safeguard.
(b)

Until the Seller has received the final Monthly Payment hereunder, Seller agrees not,

directly or indirectly, to solicit sales from, or sell to (i) any Safeguard customer including any
Customer, or (ii) any Influence Key or (iii) any Safeguard distributor, any accounting systems, filing
systems, computer forms, business fom1s or any data processing services, products or supplies,
including automated payroll processing, computer software or microcomputer-related products or
supplies, competitive with services, products or supplies offered by Safeguard.
(c)

Until the Seller has received the final Monthly Payment hereunder, Seller agrees not to

sell, directly or indirectly, to any person or entity listed under the distributor numbers # 445-03 and
XRT-03, 447-03, XRG-03 any type of accounting system, data processing service, filing system,
computer form, business form, or any other type of product or supply competitive with any product,
service or supply offered by Safeguard. Seller acknowledges, without limiting the generality of the
foregoing, that the following types of products, services and supplies are competitive with products,
services and supplies sold by Safeguard as of the effective date: One-Wlite Systems and supplies,
automated payroll processing systems and supplies, financial reporting and general ledger systems and
supplies prepared on a batch processing application, batch processing or service bureau preparation of
accounts payable and accounts receivable systems, processing, including electronic claims.processing,
for dental, medical, chiropractic and veterinary offices, professional timekeeping systems, collection
letter services, accounting software programs designed for sale to the small business or professional

II
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market, computer forms including laser cut sheets, filing systems, and flat sheet printing and business
forms such as snap-sets, stock tab paper, deposit tickets, envelopes, letterheads and the like.
(d)

As used in this paragraph 13,
(i)

the term "directly or indirectly" shaJI include the actions of Seller acting in

Seller's individual or in any other capacity, the actions of any business, other than
Safeguard, in which Seller or Seller's spouse, directly or indirectly owns more than a 1%
interest or which Seller or Seller's spouse, directly or indirectly, manages, conducts,
operates, controls, joins, finances, licenses or is otherwise connected with as an officer,
consultant, employee, partner or otherwise, and the actions of any agents of any such
other business;
(ii)

the term "customer" as used in paragraph 13(b) shall mean a person or entity who

bought or used services, products or supplies from Safeguard under the distributor
numbers# 445-03 and XRT-03, 447-03, XRG-03 at any time prior to the effective date;
(iii) the term "competitive" shall include, by way of illustration without limiting the
meaning thereof, the characteristic of (I) having one or more applications substantial1y
the same as applications of Safeguard products, services and supplies, or (2) performing
one or more functions capable of being performed by Safeguard products, services and
supplies ..
(e)

Seller shall not in any manner disparage Safeguard or its distributors, products, services

or supplies.
(f)

In the event that any of the provisions of this paragraph 13 shall be deemed to exceed the

scope permitted by applicable laws, then such provisions shall be deemed reformed to the maximum
scope permitted by the applicable laws.
(g)

If for any reason any term or provision of this paragraph 13 is ever held to be invalid or

unenforceable, all other valid provisions herein shall remain in full force and effect and all terms,
provisions and paragraphs of this agreement shall be deemed to be severable in nature.
(h)

The parties hereto recognize that the restrictions contained in this paragraph 13 are

reasonable and necessary and that any violation will result in substantial and ineparable injury to
12
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Safeguard and Buyer. Accordingly, it is agreed that any violation of these provisions by Seller shall
entitle Safeguard or Buyer, in addition to any rights either of them may have, to preliminary and
permanent injunctive relief and other equitable relief in any court of competent jurisdiction.
14.

Specific Performance. The patties hereto recognize that the Rights are of a unique and

special nature. Accordingly, in addition to all other remedies at law or in equity, Safeguard and the
Buyer shall be entitled to specific perfmmance of the provisions relating to the assignment of the
Rights and the consummation of the transactions relating thereto.
15.

Security and Personal Guaranty. Dawn Teply and Michael Teply and shall execute a

personal guarantee in favor of the Seller in the form attached hereto as Exhibit "D" personally
guaranteeing all obligations of the corporate Buyer hereunder.
16.

Entire Agreement. This agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the patties

pertaining to the subject matter contained herein, and supersedes all prior agreements, representations
and understandings of the parties. No modification shall be binding unless executed in writing by the
parties. No waiver of any provisions shall be deemed, or shall constitute, a waiver of any other
provision whether or not similar, nor shall any waiver at one time constitute a continuing waiver. No
waiver shall be binding unless executed in writing by the party making such waiver.
17.

Binding Effect. This agreement shall be binding on the parties hereto, their heirs,

executors, successors in interest and petmitted assigns. Neither Seller nor Buyer shall have the right to'
assign any of their respective rights or obligations under this agreement without Safeguard's prior
written consent.
18.

Governing Law.

This agreement shall be considered in accordance with and be

govemed by the laws of the State ofldaho.
19.

Survival ofRepresentations and Warranties.

All

representations,

warranties,

covenants and agreements made by each party herein shall survive the date of execution of the
agreement and any investigation made by or on behalf of the other party prior to or after such date.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this agreement as of the day and year
first above written.
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.
DISTRIBUTOR# 445-03 and XRT-03, 447-03,
XRG-03

T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.

By

&\ru111J

um

DAWNTEPLY,SIDENT,

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.
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EXHIBIT 4
000128

EXHIBIT "D"

PERSONAL CONTINIDNG GUARANTEE
TO: Thurston Enterprises, Inc.

The undersigned request you to extend credit to or otherwise do business with T3 Enterprises,
Inc, an Idaho corporation, hereinafter referted to as the "Debtor", and to induce you to· do so and in
consideration thereof and of the benefits to accrue to the undersigned therefrom, the undersigned, as
primacy obligors, jointly and severally and unconditionally guarantee to you that the Debtor will fully
and promptly and faithfully pexfoxm, pay and discharge all of its present and future obligations to you,
as set fonh "in that certain Agreement between Thurston Enterprises, Inc., T3 Enterprises, Inc. and
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc, illespecti.ve of any invalidity therein, the unenforceabllity thereof or
the insufficiency, invalidity or unenforceability of any security therefore; and agree without your first
having to proceed against the Debtor or to liquidate paper or any security therefore. to pay on demand
all sums due and to become due to you from the Debtor and any and all losses, costs, attomet s fees or
expenses which· may be suffered by you by reason of Debtor's default or default of the undersigned
hereunder; and further agree to be bound by and on demand pay any deficiency established by a sale of
paper and/or security held, with or without notice to the undersigned.
No termination hereof shall be effected by the death of the undersigned. The undersigned waive
notice of acceptance hereof and presentment, demand, protest and notice of non-payment or protest as
to any note or obligatitm signed, accepted, endorsed or assigned to you by said Debtor, and· all
exemptions and homestead laws and any other demands and notices required by law, and waive all setoffs and countexclaims. You :may, without notice to the undersigned, renew or extend any obligations
of the Debtor, you may accept partial payments thereon or settle, release, compound, compromise,
collect or otherwise ~quidate any portion thereof and/or security therefore in any manner, consent to the
Tl'8llsfer of such security and bid and purchase at any sale without affecting or impairing the obligation
of the undersigned..
This Guarantee shall bind the heirs, administrators, personal representatives, successors and
assigns of the undersigned, and shall inure to your successors and assigns. All of your .rights hereunder
are cumulative and not altemative.

Dated this

/11 day of-::!:.~~----' 2006.
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EXHIBIT 5
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DISTRIBUTOR AGREEMENT
BETWEEN
SAFEGUARD BUSINEss· SYSTEMS, INC. ("WE" or "SAFEGUARD")
AND
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC. ("YOU" or "DISTRIBUTOR")

You are appointed our sales agent ("Distributor,) for those Safeguard products and
services defined in the attached Addenda, under the terms set forth in such Addenda, plus any
new Safeguard Systems (pursuant to Paragraph 3 below) which are designed for sale to business
and professional markets which you accept by signing the applicable product addendum and
complying with its tetms (collectively "Safeguard Systems,), on the following terms:
1.

PRODUCTS.

You shall have the right, in the tenitory described in Exhibit A (the "Territory"),
to solicit orders of Safeguard Systems, as an independent agent, in accordance with the
price schedules published by Safeguard from time to time, and in accordance with other
terms and conditions including, for example, with respect to submitting orders
electronically and filling out design fonns, as Safeguard may specify from time to time.
2.

TERRITORY.

You are not authorized to represent Safeguard or solicit orders of Safeguard
Systems outside the Tenitory except pursuant to our written policies or guidelines to the
contrary that are in effect fi·om time to time such as, for example, those pertaining to outof-teiTitmy sales from refenal sources. Your Tenitory is non-exclusive and this
Agreement does not prevent Safeguard from selling Safeguard Systems inside the
Territory through other persons or means.
3.

FUTURE PRODUCTS

From time to time Safeguard may offer to you the right to offer and sell new
Safeguard Systems within the Tenitory of any future office supplies and accessories, or
data processing products or services which are either: (a) manufactured by Safeguard; or
(b) made available by Safeguard through strategic alliances with selected vendors.
Products manufactured by Safeguard or made available through strategic alliances
established by Safeguard as well as Safeguard-approved sourced products, which are
identified as of the date of this Agreement and/or added from time to time are collectively
refen·ed to as the "Safeguard Systems". You may accept Safeguard's offer by signing the
applicable addendum, which will contain the tetms and conditions, such as quotas,
commission rates, upon which Safeguard is willing to pennit you to represent it with
respect to such new Safeguard System, when it is offered to you. You shall only have the
right to represent Safeguard with respect to such new Safeguard Systems on a nonexclusive basis.
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4.

ACCOUNT PROTECTION RIGHTS.

You shall have the exclusive right to the commissions generated on sales of
Safeguard Systems to any customer listed on Exhibit B. This exctlusive right to
commissions applies to Safeguard Systems sales to each such customer for so long as is
specified on Exhibit B or until this Agreement is terminated; however, your exclusive
right to commissions on sales of Safeguard Systems to any customer shall expire if that
customer has not purchased any Safeguard System within thirty-six (36) months after the
invoice date of such customer's last prior.purchase of any Safeguard System.

5.

RELATIONSIDP BETWEEN SAFEGUARD AND YOU AS AN
INDIVIDUAL OR CORPORATION.

(A)
The relationship between Safeguard and you shall be that of principal and
independent sales agent, and not employer and employee or buyer and seller. You shall
use your best efforts to solicit orders for Safeguard Systems. All orders are subject to
acceptance by Safeguard. You shall not quote prices or terms other than those set forth in
our price schedules unless you receive our consent to do so, and you shall not make any
statements, promises or representations to the contrary nor make any commitments on
our behalf without our prior written consent.
(B)
If you are now, or at any time in the future, a corporation, partnership,
limited liability company or other business entity, you agree and represent, and you agree
to provide us with any documentation to verify, that:

56068.00.0011460237.6

(i)

You have or will have the authority to execute, deliver and perform
your obligations under this Agreement, are or will be duly
organized and formed and validly existing in good standing under
the laws of the state of your incorporation or fmmation, and are or
will be duly qualified to do business as a foreign business entity in
each state where such qualification is necessary to operate your
Safeguard business;

(ii)

Your organizational documents or partnership agreement recite or
will recite that the issuance and transfer of any ownership interests
in you are restricted by the terms of this Agreement, and all
certificates and other documents representing ownership interests
in you will bear a legend referring to the restrictions of this
Agreement;

(iii)

Exhibit E to this Agreement will completely and accurately
describe all of your owners and their interests in you, and you, as
the individual approved by us, shall at all times own at least a fifty
percent (50%) interest in any corporation, partnership, limited
liability company or other business entity operating the Safeguard
business; and

2
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(iv)

6.

Any and all of your owners as we may designate, at any time
during the term of this Agreement, will execute an agreement in
the fonn that we prescribe undertaking to be bound jointly and
severally by all provisions of this Agreement and any ancillary
agreements between you and us. You and your owners agree to
execute and deliver to us sUch revised Exhibits E as may be
necessary to reflect any changes in the information contained in
Exhibit E and to furnish such other information about your
organization or formation as we may request.

OPERATION AND PAYMENT OF COMMISSIONS.

(A)
All orders which you solicit and send to us pursuant to this Agreement
shall be processed by us in our normal and customary manner. Except pursuant to
written administrative policies then in effect, or with our prior written consent, you shall
not submit orders (and Safeguard shall not accept them) where the Safeguard Systems are
or appear to be intended to be resold by the customer.
(B)
We shall bill and ship to customers directly for orders credited to you and
the customer shall pay us directly. You are expressly prohibited from converting to your
own account any customer payments issued to Safeguard. For your services hereunder
you shall receive commission payments pursuant to the commission rate specified in the
applicable product Addendum on the net sales of Safeguard Systems credited to you;
however, commission rates may be changed, upon ninety (90) days written notice, at our
sole discretion due to a change in economic or competitive conditions; but such changes
can only be made in connection with a broad policy change affecting all distributors
(except those, if any, whose contracts provide otherwise) and provided further that any
such change in commission rates shall only affect sales made after an announcement by
Safeguard. For the purpose of calculating the commission payable to you, net sales of
Safeguard Systems means the amount actually received by us with respect to sales
credited to you, less:
(i)

all taxes applicable thereto;

(ii)

all transportation and freight costs applicable thereto;

(iii)

all handling costs applicable thereto;

(iv)

all returns and allowances.

(C)
We will pay commissions on or about the 15th day of each month for
Safeguard Systems sales billed dudng the previous month and solicited by you according
to the terms and conditions of this Agreement. If we have not received payment in full
for any of the Safeguard Systems sales for which you have been paid a commission
within one hundred twenty (120) days of the billing date, you will be subject to
commission chargebacks according to the then applicable Accounts Receivable
Procedures Manual or similar policy manual. In the typical instance, this means that you
will be required to repay us an amount equivalent to your commission on the unpaid

56068.00.001/460237.6
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portion, unless we deduct the amount from payments which we owe you. If we are later
paid by the customer, we will then pay to you an amount equal to ~e amount coUected
less the out-of-pocket costs of collection times your rate of commission.
(D)
We will withhold each month from commissions due you tmder this
Agreement a sum equal to the fixed monthly amount specified in the schedule which is
then in effect, plus a handling fee. This amount shall be collected on behalf of the
transferor(s) of the account protection rights (described in Paragraph 4 above) to the
existing Safeguard customers identified in Exhibit B, subsection (ii). This amount
represents the future monthly commission deductions which you have voluntru.ily
authorized to be withheld from your net commissions in consideration of such account
protection rights to previously-established customers being assigned to you. You
acknowledge and agree that the foregoing amount would not be collected from you
unless you had knowingly and fi·eely elected, after such prior investigation as you
deemed appropriat~, to acquire the account protection rights to the existing customers
identified in Exhibit B, subsection (ii).

7.

SAFEGUARD'S DUTIES AND OBLIGATIONS

In addition to those duties and obligations described elsewhere in this Agreement,
Safeguard shall:
(A)
Use its best efforts, consistent with your status as an independent sales
agent, our obligations to other distributors, and our financial and personnel limitations, to
assist you in the solicitation of orders of Safeguard Systems within the Tenitory by
furnishing to you, upon terms not less favorable to you than are generally offered to other
comparable distributors, such samples, technical and descriptive information as you may,
at your discretion, reasonably request from time to time.
(B) . Forward to you, with reasonable promptness,. copies of a11 inquiries and · other conespondence relating to Safeguard Systems received by Safeguard from
customers identified on Exhibit B, together with copies of Safeguard's reply to such
inquiries or cOITespondence.
(C)
Notify you with reasonable promptness upon becoming aware of any
liability claim by any of the customers identified on Exhibit B relating to Safeguard
Systems or of any other event that may reasonably be expected to have a material adverse
effect upon the sale of Safeguard Systems to such customers.

(D)
Indemnify and hold you harmless from and against all loss, damage,
liability, cost or expense of any nature whatsoever which may be asserted against you by
a third patty (a "Loss") arising out of or in connection with the manufacture, marketing,
sale, distribution or use of Safeguard Systems except a Loss resulting in whole or in part
from your breach of the Agreement, violation oflaw, or other wrongful conduct.
(E)
Use its best efforts to ensure customer satisfaction with the Safeguard
Systems (including their use, sale and delivety), subject to your cooperation in following

56068.00.001/460237.6
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up on customer complaints in a prompt and cowteous fashion and keeping Safeguard
informed regarding such matters.
(F)
Have sole responsibility for billing and the collection of customer
accounts in the Territory, subject to your reasonable cooperation, where requested, in
assisting Safeguard in pursuing its collection efforts.

8.

DISTRIBUTOR'S DUTIES AND OBUGATIONS.

In addition to those duties and obligations described elsewhere in this Agreement,
you shall:
(A)
Refrain from soliciting orders of Safeguard Systems from customers as to
whom other Safeguard distributors then hold account protection rights, including to use
best efforts to determine that prospective customers are not already registered in
Safeguard's computer to another Safeguard distributor, and to avoid taking any actions
intended to, or having the effect of, incorrectly identifying the name, address, or identity
of the customer in orders submitted to Safeguard .
.(B)
Refrain from soliciting orders of Safeguard Systems outside the Territory,
except where permitted pursuant to written Safeguard guidelines or policies and to avoid
taking any actions intended to, or having the effect of, incon·ectly identifying the name,
address or identity of the customer in orders submitted to Safeguard.
(C)
Cooperate with Safeguard to the extent reasonably requested in attempting
to establish, maintain, comply with and/or expand relationships with (I) private label
suppliers or suppliers selected by Safeguard to create strategic alliances for the
production of other products; (2) Major Accounts or Banks; (3) Accountants or other
referral sources in the Territory, including to promptly follow up on leads/referrals
provided by Safeguard and comply with any other requirements established for a
particular lead or referral program and to otherwise comply with the terms of the
applicable Addenda.
(D)
Maintain all customer and financial records (including, for example,
computerized records and books of original entry) pertaining to Safeguard and your
distributorship in an orderly and organized fashion, and, upon reasonable prior notice, to
make such customer and financial records available for audit by Safeguard (at
Safeguard's sole expense) during normal business hours.
(E)
Comply with administrative and commission policies not in conflict with
this Agreement which are now in effect or which we may issue from time to time for all
distributors within your Territory, or any metropolitan area included within the Ten·ito1y.
You aclmowledge receipt of a copy of Safeguard's current administrative policies and
business operations manuals including accounts receivable procedures manual, customer
management system order entry manual and other manuals.
(F)
If you, in your sole discretion, choose to appoint other sales and office
management personnel to assist you in carrying out your duties and responsibilities under
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this Agreement, you must obtain Safeguard's prior written consent which will not be
unreasonably withheld. By way of example, Safeguard may withhold its consent if the
associate distributor or such other personnel fails to sign a written agreement, in such
form attached hereto as Exhibit C, or a similar written agreement, promising to respect
and protect the trade secrets and confidential information of Safeguard.
(G)
Attend and successfully complete Safeguard's training program relating to
any Safeguard System which you are authorized to offer. from time to time. The
Safeguard business you operate must, at all times during the term of this Agreement, be
under the direct supervision of you or a trained and competent manager should you
choose not to be the primary manager of the Safeguard business. If you choose to
appoint a manager, such manager must attend and successfully complete the initial
training program. You shall be responsible for the applicable training fee charged by
Safeguard and you must pay the expenses incurred by you and all of your managers and
employees attending the training programs, including travel, room, board, transportation
expenses and wages.

9.

USE OF NAME AND LOGOTYPE.

Safeguard, as part of this Agreement, grants you a non-exclusive license, which
may be revoked at any time in which Safeguard believes that you are in violation of any
of the terms and conditions of this Agreement, to use the name "Safeguard" and the
Safeguard logotype and other names and logos we identify from time to time, solely in
connection with your representation of Safeguard under this Agreement. You must use
the name "Safeguard," and other marks and logos we license to you, in compliance with
our specifications, standards and operating procedures. Any unauthorized use of our
marks will constitute infringement of our rights in and to the marks. You agree that your
use of our marks and any goodwill established thereby will inure to our exclusive benefit
and you acknowledge that this Agreement does not confer any goodwill or other interest
in and to the marks upon you. No statement in this Agreement shall be construed to
prevent us from granting to other persons or entities the right to use the name
"Safeguard." If this Agreement is terminated for any reason, all your rights to use the
name "Safeguard" and the logotype automatically revert back to us and you may no
longer use such name or logotype. In such event, we shall have the right to request you
to advise in writing any person whom we designate that you are no longer authorized to
use the name "Safeguard" and the Safeguard logotype. You agree promptly to comply
with such request. You should adopt a fictitious name incorporating the name
"Safeguard" under which you will do business. This name must be approved by us in
writing before you commence doing business under that name.

10.

TERMINATION OF AGREEMENT.

(A)
This Agreement shall remain in effect for an initial tem1 of five (5) years
unless it is terminated earlier for the reasons described herein.

(B)
Safeguard may terminate this Agreement immediately, without prior
waming, by giving you written notice if any of the following should occur:
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(i)

You abandon your Distributorship by failing to consistently service
customers by returning phone calls, processing orders or otherwise.

(ii)

You or any of your agents or employees sell or solicit sales of any
products, services or supplies: (a) not approved by Safeguard; (b)
which are determined by Safeguard in its discretion to be
competitive with any other Safeguard Systems or products that are
manufactured by Safeguard or made available through a strategic
alliance or otherwise. The term "competitive" shall include, by
way of illustration without limiting the meaning thereof, the
characteristic of (1) having one or more applications substantially
the same as applications of Safeguard products, services and
supplies, or (2) performing one or more functions capable of being
performed by Safeguard products, services and supplies.

(iii)

You or any ofyour agents or employees sell or represent a seller of
non-competitive products, services or supplies without obtaining
our prior written consent, which will not be unreasonably withheld
and which, if granted, may be revoked by Safeguard due to a
subsequent change in circumstances.
Without limiting the
generality of the foregoing, Safeguard will not normally grant its
consent unless (i) the product, service or supply is ancillary to
Safeguard Systems, (ii) is not manufactured by or otherwise
available from Safeguard, and (iii) you are then satisfying the
quotas set forth in Paragraph 10(0) below. If you receive
Safeguard's consent to sell or represent a seller of then noncompetitive products, services or supplies and Safeguard
subsequently makes available new Safeguard Systems which are
competitive with such previously non-competitive items, you agree
that, if you· decide to sigh 'the applicable product addendum; you,
your agents and employees shall take all reasonable and
appropriate actions to convert the customers to Safeguard's product
lines within a reasonable period of time.

(iv)

You or any of your agents or employees conduct yourselves or
your business in a consistently unethical or disreputable manner or
engage in a pattern of trade practices which directly or indirectly
discredit Safeguard, Safeguard customers, Safeguard distributors
or Safeguard products or services.

(v)

You or any of your agents or employees breach or materially fail to
perform any of the terms and conditions of this Agreement for
sixty (60) days or more after written notice from Safeguard (other
than a breach of any of the foregoing subsections of this Paragraph
1O(B) as to which immediate tem1ination is authorized). Prior to
the expiration of such sixty (60) day period, Safeguard shall have
the option to take such other actions, such as, for example,
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withholding the applicable commissions, or asstgmng another
distributor to service the applicable customer accounts, as
Safeguard may deem appropriate in its discretion. After the
expiration of such sixty (60) day period, Safeguard, in its
discretion, may elect not to declare you to be in material breach of
this Agreement, but rather to continue such other remedies as are
authorized by the previous sentence.
(vi)

You become insolvent, make an assignment for the benefit of
creditors or an admission of your inability to pay your or your
distJibutorship's obligations as they become due, or have a petition
filed for ban.la.11ptcy or corporate, partnership or other dissolution
(in which case termination is effective automatically upon the
occurrence of any of these events without delivery ofnotice).

(C)
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in Paragraph 1O(B) above,
Safeguard shall give you sixty (60) days prior written notice and an opportunity to cure if
any breach of Paragraph I O(B) is committed by any of your agents and employees
without your previous approval, knowledge, involvement or acquiescence.
Set forth below are your annual net sales quotas for the initial five (5) year
(D)
term of this Agreement. Safeguard may terminate this Agreement by giving you sixty
(60) days written notice if the net sales (net of uncollectible accounts, returns and
allowances) of Safeguard Systems credited to you do not equal or exceed the amounts set
forth below for any of the annual periods indicated (or any annual renewal period):
8/1/2006 to 7/30/2007
8/1/2007 to 7/30/2008
811/2008 to 7/30/2009
8/112009 to 7/30/2010
811/2010 to 7/30/2011

$618,000.00
$649,000.00
$681,000.00
$715,000.00
$750,000.00

The foregoing annual net sales quotas may, at Safeguard's option, be reasonably
increased based upon any price increases for Safeguard Systems during the period, and
shall be reasonably decreased by Safeguard in the event of material price decreases for
Safeguard Systems.
In addition to the above annual net sales quotas, Safeguard may tem1inate this
Agreement by giving you sixty (60) days written notice if the net sales of Safeguard
Systems credited to you for each calendar year do not at least equal the net sales of
Safeguard Systems credited to you for the prior calendar year.
(E)
This Agreement will also terminate sixty (60) days after the occurrence of
any of the following events:
(i)

56068.00.001/460237.6

You give us written notice that you have elected to terminate this
Agreement.
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(ii)

Your death or permanent disability, unless your executor,
administrator, conservator, guardian or other personal
representative, or remaining shareholders, partners, members or
similar individuals, appoints an interim manager, approved by
Safeguard for the distributorship. Permanent disability means your
inability to fully perform all of the duties and responsibilities
hereunder to the full extent required by this Agreement by reason
of illness, injury or incapacity for twenty-six (26) consecutive
weeks. In the event of any dispute under this subparagraph, you
shall submit to a physical examination by a licensed physician,
selected by us, who must also be approved by you so long as your
consent is not unreasonably withheld or delayed.

(iii)

If an interim manager is not appointed within ten ( 10) days of such
death or disability, we may, but are not required to, appoint a
manager to operate your distributorship until the intelim manager
is appointed or an assignee is approved according to the tetms and
conditions below.
If we appoint a manager for your
distributorship, the manager will be compensated in accordance
with our then-applicable guidelines for existing and new business
generated by distributors. Our appointment of a manager shall not
relieve you of your obligations under this Agreement, and we shall
not be liable for any debts, losses, costs or expenses incmTed while
our appointed manager is operating your distributorship. Further,
the transfer of this Agreement by the executor, administrator,
conservator, guardian or other personal representative must be
completed within twelve (12) months from the date of death or
permanent disability.

(F)
As long as you are then in compliance with all of its terms and conditions,
and we mutually agree upon minimum annual net sales for the renewal tetm, you may
renew the term of this Agreement for additional periods of five (5) years each by giving
us written notice at least sixty (60) days prior to the end of the current term. To
accomplish renewal, you must sign our then-current form of standard distributor
agreement and all other agreements and documents we then customarily use in granting
distributorships or renewal distributorships such as a general release of claims against us,
our affiliates and their respective officers, directors, shareholders, agents and employees.
If you fail to timely sign the then-current agreement, this Agreement shall continue in full
force and effect on a month-to-month basis until the new agreement is signed or this
Agreement is te1minated by us.
(G)
Safeguard shall have the right, upon written notice to you, to rescind any
sixty (60) day period prior to termination otherwise provided for in this paragraph and to
declare the tetmination to be effective immediately if during that sixty (60) day period (or
any portion thereof) you or any of your agents or employees fail to continue to solicit
orders on behalf of Safeguard and otherwise perform your obligations under this
Agreement in good faith.

56068.00.001/460237.6
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11.

ASSIGNMENT OF RIGHTS.

Your rights under this Agreement may not be assigned or transferred by you, or
by operation of law, in part. A transfer of ownership, possession or control of any of
your commission rights hereunder may be made ·only in conjunction with a transfer of
this Agreement. You must transfer all of yow· rights either to Safeguard or another
person. If (i) you have been a Distributor for at least five (5) years, (ii) have satisfied the
requirements set forth below in Paragraph 12(D), and (iii) you are in compliance with all
terms and conditions of this Agreement, and you wish to transfer your rights to solicit
orders of Safeguard Systems to the customers indicated on Exhibit B and to earn
commissions from such sales (the "Rights"), the following must first occur:
You must first offer Safeguard your Rights on the tenns described in
(A)
Paragraph 12(B) below. This offer to Safeguard must be in writing and it must include a
list of all of the customers in respect of whom you have Rights. Safeguard shall have
ninety (90) days from the date it receives such written offer to either accept or reject it.
NO WAIVER BY SAFEGUARD OF THE PROCEDURES SET FORTH IN THE
PRECEDING SENTENCES SHALL BE EFFECTIVE UNLESS IN WRITING SIGNED
BY AN OFFICER OF SAFEGUARD. If we do not accept the assignment ofyour Rights
within ninety (90) days after we receive your offer, then~
(B)
You may transfer your Rights to a third party or parties who must be
approved by Safeguard in wliting, and Safeguard agrees not to unreasonably withhold its
approval. The following shall be examples of reasonable grounds for withholding
approval:

56068.00.001/460237.6

(i)

the third party: (a) had inadequate sales and management
experience, or inadequate financial resources to operate a
distributorship of this size and complexity, (b) refuses to provide
information, about his qualifications or financial condition as
requested by Safeguard, or (c) refuses to complete Safeguard's
initial training program and pay the requisite fee, provided,
however, that if the third party is an existing Safeguard distributor,
he or she may not need to complete such training;

(ii)

the third party is a representative of a competitive company at the
time of the proposed transfer and either (a) does not agree to
relinquish such position at the time of the transfer, or (b) is subject
to binding non-competition or non-solicitation covenants with the
competitor;

(iii)

the third patty wiii not agree to devote his best effmts to the
business of the distributorship, and actively patiicipate in its sales
activities and management;

(iv)

the third patty has a history of poor credit experience or has been
convicted of a felony;
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(v)

the third party is at the time of the proposed transfer a Safeguard
distributor or was a distributor whose contract was terminated or a
Safeguard employee whose employment was terminated;

(vi)

the third party fails to submit a satisfactory business plan to
Safeguard, or fails to agree to accept reasonable net sales quota
requirements and the terms and conditions of Safeguard's then
existing non-exclusive distributor contract;

(vii)

the third party insists upon being assigned Rights in and to a larger
base of existing customer accounts than Safeguard in its sole
discretion deems appropriate; or

(viii)

the financial terms (i.e. price and payback) are not fair and
reasonable to the third party (i) in terms of providing him or her
with adequate cash flow with which to operate as a Safeguard
Distributor, or (ii) in comparison with the financial terms of
assignments of rights by comparable distributors at or about that
time.

\

If you fail to assign and transfer your Rights to a third party who has been
apprpved by Safeguard in writing within ninety (90) days of the date Safeguard rejected
your offer, then your right to transfer the Rights to third parties shall lapse and shall not
become effective until you have again offered your Rights to Safeguard as described
above and Safeguard has again rejected your offer.

(C)
In no event will you be permitted to assign your Rights or to receive any
payments under this paragraph unless you or your personal representative executes a
written agreement with Safeguard and the third party containing such terms and
conditions as Safeguard may reason<!blyrequest.
(D)
For the purpose of this paragraph, as well as Paragraphs 10 and 12, this
Agreement shall be deemed to have commenced on August 1, 2006.

12.

PAYMENTS AFTER TERMINATION.

Safeguard will make payments to you after termination of this Agreement under
the following circumstances:
(A)
If Safeguard terminates this Agreement for any of the reasons set forth in
Paragraph 10, other than Paragraphs lO(B)(i) through (iv) or you die or become
permanently disabled within the first five (5) years, or if you terminate this Agreement,
Safeguard will, subject to Paragraph 12(D), pay you (or your beneficiaries), for two (2)
years after the effective date of termination, fifty percent (50%) of the commissions
generated on all repeat sales of Safeguard Systems that are made during such period to
customers from whom you were entitled to receive commissions while this Agreement
was still in effect. Safeguard will not, however, make any such payments if, during the
two (2) year period within the Tenitory, you or your agents or employees, directly or
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indirectly, sell, attempt to sell, or assist others in selling or attempting to sell services,
products, or supplies which are competitive with Safeguard services, products or
supplies, either on your own behalf or on behalf of others or if you fail to deliver to us
within two (2) business days of the date of termination of this Agreement all of the
Safeguard trade secrets and confidential information listed in Paragraph 13, and
cooperate with us (as described in Paragraph 13) in the transfer of the customer accounts
to us or to our representative.
If after this Agreement has been in effect for more than five (5) years (i)
(B)
you die or become permanently disabled; or (ii) you transfer your Rights to Safeguard
pursuant to Paragraph 11(A), Safeguard will, subject to Paragraph 12(D), pay you (or
your beneficiaries), for four (4) years after the effective date of termination, fifty percent
(50%) of the commissions generated on all repeat sales of Safeguard Systems that are
made during such period to customers from whom you were entitled to receive
commissions while this Agreement was still in effect. Safeguard will not, however, make
any such payments if, during the four (4) year period within the Territory, you or your
agents or employees, directly or indirectly, sell, attempt to sell, or assist others in selling
or attempting to sell services, products or supplies which are competitive with Safeguard
services, products or supplies either on your own behalf or on behalf of others, or if you
fail to deliver to us within two (2) business days of the date of termination of this
Agreement all of the Safeguard trade secrets and confidential information listed in
Paragraph 13, and cooperate with us (as described in Paragraph 13) in the transfer of
~ese customer accounts to us or to our representative.
(C)
You (or your beneficiaries) will also be entitled to additional payments if
you are entitled to payments under subparagraph (B) and if a third patty is recruited, who
meets Safeguard's reasonable standards for selection as a distributor then in effect,
including, without limitation, the criteria described in Paragraph ll(B) above, and who
agrees to purchase your Rights. These additional payments will equal the difference
between the amount which the third patty agrees to pay for the purchase of such Rights
and the amount payable to you under subparagraph 12(B) above. Safeguard has and
assumes no duty to assist you or your estate to make such a sale of the Rights or to recruit
or approve such a third pa1ty, except under our then current and reasonable standards. If
the Rights are sold to a third party who subsequently defaults, Safeguard's only obligation
will be to pay to you the balance, if any, that would be due under subparagraph 12(B).
If this Agreement is terminated for any reason before all of the monthly
(D)
commission deductions set forth in Paragraph 6(D) have been withheld from you, you
shall have flo personal liability for the remaining balance, but, conversely, you shall not
be entitled to a refund or recoupment of any monthly deductions previously made, and
you shall also receive no payments under Paragraph 11 or 12 unless arrangements are
made in writing, that are approved by Safeguard in its discretion, under which the
remainder of such amount set fmih in Paragraph 6(D) is collected in full, as well as any
loan or other balances owed by you to Safeguard.

56068.00.001/460237.6
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13.

NON-DISCLOSURE OF CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION AND NONCOMPETITION.

In consideration of Safeguard's appointing you as a distributor of Safeguard
Systems, and in recognition that as a sales agent you have an obligation to your principal
to return all of Safeguard's trade secrets or other confidential information upon the
termination of the agency, you agree that upon the termination of this Agreement for any
reason you (for purposes of this paragraph "you" includes you, your agents and
employees, individually as well as collectively) will immediately return to Safeguard all
originals and copies of all customer files, cards and records (including past ordering
history, samples and imprints), all customer lists, proprietary computer software and
related documentation, price books and/or price lists, product manuals or other product
training materials in your respective possession, custody or control; and all sales aids,
sales brochures, design form trays, demonstration boards, and all other Safeguard sales
materials developed or used in the course of operating your Safeguard business. You
agree that these are trade secrets and confidential information belonging to Safeguard and
neither you nor any of yow· agents or employees will (i) disclose any of such trade secrets
or confidential information about Safeguard or the nature of its business to any third
parties, (ii) permit any such confidential information to become known by a·ny such third
pa1ty, or (iii) retain or use any such information other than in connection with serving as
a Safeguard Distributor.
Upon termination of this Agreement for any reason or expiration you agree that
you will not disparage Safeguard, its products or its distributors and that you shall assign
to Safeguard or its designee further use of all business telephone number(s), facsimile
machine number(s), and post office box number(s) previously used in connection with
your Safeguard distributorship in accordance with Exhibit D attached hereto. You agree
that upon termination or expiration of this Agreement (or, if requested by Safeguard, at
any time prior thereto in which event such documents may be postdated by Safeguard),
you will sign such documents as may be required by the telephone company or post
office to effectuate such assignment. If you fail or refuse to do so by this Agreement you
appoint and consent to Safeguard's serving as your representative to execute any such
documents on your behalf. You agree that you shall promptly forward to Safeguard (or
its designee) all mail, orders or other correspondence received by you at any of your
home or business addresses after the date of termination or expiration that are addressed
to or otherwise relate to Safeguard, and that you shall advise persons who call your home
or business telephone numbers asking for Safeguard of the new telephone numbers at
which Safeguard (or its designee) can be reached.
Also, for a period of two (2) years after this Agreement is terminated or expires,
within the Tenitory, you agree that neither you nor any of your agents or employees shall
directly or indirectly, on your or their own behalf or on behalf of any other person,
company or entity, solicit, sell, attempt to sell, or assist others in selling systems or
services, supplies or products competitive with systems, services, supplies or products
available from Safeguard to any Safeguard customers from whom you had solicited
orders or with whom you had otherwise done business prior to such termination or
expiration date.
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If either you or your agents or employees violate any of the above agreements,
you acknowledge that Safeguard's remedy at law for violation will be inadequate.
Safeguard will be entitled to temporary and pennanent equitable relief to prohibit you or
them from continuing to violate this Agreement even if no money damages can be
proven; provided, however, that nothing stated herein shall be construed so as to preclude
Safeguard to recover appropriate monetary damages.
In the event any of the provisions ofParagraph 13 are deemed to exceed the time
or geographic limitations pennitted by applicable laws, you and we agree that the
provisions are essential for Safeguard's protection and that they shall be refonned to the
maximum time or geographic limitation pennitted by applicable laws.

14.

RELATIONSIDP TO OTHER AGREEMENTS.

This Agreement is the sole understanding and agreement of the parties with
respect to its subject matter and shall supersede and replace any agreement covering the
products and services covered by this Agreement previously signed by us, as well as all
prior or contemporaneous understandings and agreements, written or oral.

15.

NO WAIVER/NO IMPLIED COVENANTS.

If any provision or part of this Agreement shall be held invalid, the rest of the
Agreement shall still be binding upon each of the parties, such invalid provision or part
being deemed severable in nature. In addition, if either party elects not to enforce any of
the terms of this Agreement at any time, its failure to do so shall not be deemed a waiver
of its right to enforce that or any other part at some later time. SAFEGUARD'S
ELECTION NOT TO ENFORCE ANY OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF ITS
SIMILAR AGREEMENTS WITH OTHER DISTRIBUTORS SHALL NOT
PREJUDICE NOR AFFECT ITS RIGHT TO ENFORCE SUCH TERMS AND
CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT AGAINST YOU.

16.

BINDING EFFECT OF THIS AGREEMENT.

This Agreement shall be binding not only on you and Safeguard, but also on each
of the heirs, executors, successors and assigns ofthe parties.

17.

(A)
Amendment. Neither this Agreement nor any of its provisions may be
amended or waived except by a writing signed by the party against whom enforcement of
the amendment or waiver is sought.
(B)
Default by Safeguard. Safeguard shall not be deemed to have committed a
breach or default of any obligation or provision of this Agreement unless it shall have
been given written notice by you designating the specific act or provision of which there
has been a failure of performance, and Safeguard shall have failed to perfonn such act or
comply with such provision within thirty (30) days after receipt of such notice.

56068.00.0011460237.6
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(C)
Limitation of Damages.
THE DAMAGES RECOVERABLE BY
EITHER PARTY HERETO FOR ANY CONTROVERSY OR CLAIM, WHETHER
FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT, TORT, VIOLATION OF STATUTE, OR
OTHERWISE, BASED UPON, ARISING OUT OF, OR RELATED TO THIS
AGREEMENT, A BREACH THEREOF, OR THE COMMERCIAL OR ECONOMIC
RELATION BETWEEN THE PARTIES, SHALL BE LIMITED TO ACTUAL
DAMAGES FOR COMMERCIAL LOSS. NEITHER PARTY HERETO SHALL BE
LIABLE TO THE OTHER FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES, OR FOR COMPENSATORY
DAMAGES FOR EMOTIONAL DISTRESS.
(D)
Limitation of Actions. THE PARTIES MUTUALLY AGREE THAT
ANY CLAIM OF ANY KIND BASED UPON, ARISING OUT OF, OR RELATED TO
TillS AGREEMENT, A BREACH THEREOF, OR THE COMMERCIAL OR
ECONOMIC RELATION BETWEEN THE PARTIES, SHALL BE BARRED UNLESS
ASSERTED BY THE COMPLAINING PARTY BY THE COMMENCEMENT OF AN
ACTION WITHIN ONE YEAR AFTER THE FIRST INACTION OR ACTION TO
WHICH THE CLAIM RELATES.

18.

GOVERNING LAW.

This Agreement shall become effective when executed and accepted by us in
Texas. All matters relating to arbitration will be governed by the Federal Arbitration Act
(9 U.S. C. §§ 1 et seq.). Except to the extent governed by the Federal Arbitration Act, the
United States Trademark Act of 1"946 (Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. Sections 1051 et seq.) or
other federal law, this Agreement, the distributorship and the relationship between you
and Safeguard will be govemed and construed under and in accordance with the laws of
Texas, except that the provisions of the Texas Deceptive Trade Practices Act (and the
regulations thereunder) will not apply unless its jurisdictional requirements are met
independently without reference to this subsection.

19.

RELIANCE UPON OWN JUDGMENT.

Each of the parties acknowledges that in executing this Agreement it relies solely
on his, her or its own judgment, belief and knowledge, and such advice as he, she or it
may have received from his, her or its own counsel, and, except for representations
expressly set f01ih herein, that party has not been influenced by any representations or
statements made by the other party or his, her or its counsel.

20.

FULL DISCLOSURE/NO ORAL REPRESENTATIONS.

BY SIGNING THIS AGREEMENT YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT NO ORAL
REPRESENTATIONS CONTRARY TO ANY OF THE WRITTEN TERMS OF THIS
AGREEMENT HAVE BEEN MADE TO YOU BY ANYONE EMPLOYED BY OR
REPRESENTING SAFEGUARD. You specifically acknowledge that Safeguard has
explained to you that (1) it cannot provide assurances that it will provide you with
unlimited or any predetern1ined level of support or training, (2) that any of the Safeguard
customers identified in Exhibit B, subsection (ii) will continue to reorder the same
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product or similar amounts in the future, (3) that any such customer still remains in
business .or may not appear more than once on the list, possibly under different names, or
(4) that you wilJ attain the net sales quotas set forth in Paragraph IO(D), or achieve any
other sales or earnings forecasts that have been developed by Safeguard and you. You
understand that Safeguard only represents to you that the customers whose names are
listed in subsection (ii) to Exhibit B have in the past bought Safeguard products and
services. YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT ANY DISCUSSIONS YOU MAY HAVE
HAD WITH SAFEGUARD ABOUT ANY EXPECTATION OF FUTURE ORDERS
FROM SUCH CUSTOMERS HAVE INVOLVED ESTIMATES ONLY. You also
aclmowledge that you have received an explanation of how the price of the account
protection rights set forth in Paragraph 6(D) and how the annual quota set forth in
Paragraph lO(D) has been calculated, that these computations are satisfactory, and that
the quotas are reasonable and attainable by you. You have read this Agreement carefully
and have been encouraged by Safeguard to review it with an attorney of your choice, and
you agree to be bound by its tenns.

21.

DISPUTES/ARBITRATION/WAIVER OF JURY TRIAL.

(A)
Any dispute between you and another Safeguard distributor, including, for
example, disputes relating to claims that you (or any of your agents or employees) have
violated subparagraphs (A) and (B) of Paragraph 8 above or your claim that another
Safeguard distributor has violated similar covenants or obligations arising fi·om his or her
distributor agreement(s) with Safeguard, may be resolved by Safeguard pursuant to its
written policies then in effect. You agree to abide by the decision of Safeguard, which, in
the absence of clear and convincing evidence of fraud or conflict of interest, will be final
and binding and not appealable to any court of law or otherwise, and you agree that you
shall not file, claim, sue or cause or pennit to be filed or claimed any action for legal or
equitable relief (including for damages, injunctive, declaratory, monetaty or other relief)
against Safeguard involving any dispute submitted to or adjudicated by Safeguard.
(B)
EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE PROVIDED IN SUBPARAGRAPH (A)
ABOVE, ALL CONTROVERSIES, DISPUTES OR CLAIMS ARISING BETWEEN
US, (OUR OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, AGENTS, EMPLOYEES AND ATTORNEYS
(IN THEIR REPRESENTATIVE CAPACITY) AND YOU (YOUR OWNERS AND
GUARANTORS, IF APPLICABLE) ARISING OUT OF OR RELATED TO: (1) THIS
AGREEMENT OR ANY PROVISION THEREOF OR ANY RELATED
AGREEMENT; (2) THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE PARTIES HERETO; (3) THE
VALIDITY OF TI-llS AGREEMENT OR ANY RELATED AGREEMENT, OR ANY
PROVISION THEREOF; OR (4) ANY SPECIFICATION, STANDARD OR
OPERATING PROCEDURE RELATING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OR
OPERATION OF THE SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SHALL BE SUBMITTED FOR
ARBITRATION TO BE ADMINISTERED BY THE DALLAS, TEXAS OFFICE OF
THE AMERICAN ARBITRATION ASSOCATION ON DEMAND OF EITHER
PARTY. SUCH ARBITRATION PROCEEDINGS SHALL BE CONDUCTED IN
DALLAS, TEXAS AND, EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE PROVIDED IN THIS .
AGREEMENT, SHALL BE CONDUCTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE THEN
CURRENT COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION RULES OF THE AMERICAN
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I
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I

ARBITRATION ASSOCIATION BY A PANEL OF THREE {3) ARBITRATORS.
THE ARBITRATORS SHALL HAVB THE RIGHT TO AWAFJJ OR INCLUDE IN
THEIR AWARD ANY RELIEF WHICH THEY DEEM PROPER IN THE
CIRCUMSTANCES, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, MONEY DAMAGES
(WITH INTEREST ON UNPAID AMOUNTS FROM DATE DUE), SPECIFIC
PERFORMANCE, INJUNCTIVE RELIEF. PROVIDED THAT THE ARBITRATOR
DOES NOT HAVE THE RIGHT TO AWAFJJ EXEMPLARY OR PUNITIVE
DAMAGES.
THE PARTIES ARE· PROHIBITED FROM SUBMITTING
SETTLEMENT DISCUSSIONS OR OFFERS TO THE ARBITRATORS FOR
CONSIDERATION IN THE CONTEXT OF ANY ARBITRATION. THE AWAFJJ
AND DECISION OF THE ARBITRATORS SHALL BE CONCLUSIVE AND
BINDING UPON ALL PARTIES HERETO AND JUDGMENT UPON THE AWARD
MAY BE ENTERED IN ANY COURT OF COMPETENT JURISDICTION, AND
EACH PARTY WAIVES ANY RIGHT TO CONTEST THE VALIDITY OR
ENFORCEABILITY OF SUCH AWARD. THE PARTIES FURTHER AGREE TO BE
BOUND BY THE PROVISIONS OF ANY APPLICABLE LIMITATION ON THE
PERIOD OF TIME IN WHICH CLAIMS MUST BE BROUGHT. THE PARTIES
FURTHER AGREE THAT IN CONNECTION WITH ANY SUCH ARBITRATION
PROCEEDING EACH SHALL FILE ANY COMPULSORY COUNTERCLAIM (AS
DEFINED BY RULE 13 OF THE FEDERAL RULES OF CML PROCEDURES)
WITHIN THIRTY (30) DAYS .OF THE DATE OF THE FILING OF THE CLAIM TO
WHICH IT RELATES. TillS PROVISION SHALL CONTINUE IN FULL FORCE
AND EFFECT SUBSEQUENT TO AND NOTWITHSTANDING EXPIRATION OR
TERMINATION OF THIS AGREEMENT. SAFEGUARD AND DISTRIBUTOR
AGREE THAT ARBITRATION SHALL BE CONDUCTED ON AN INDIVIDUAL,
NOT A CLASS-WIDE BASIS. THE PARTIES FURTHER AGREE THAT CLAIMS
BY OR AGAINST EITHER OF THEM (AND THEIR OFFICERS, DIRECTORS,
EMPLOYEES, SHAREHOLDERS, GUARANTORS OR AFFILIATES) WILL BE
HEARD ON AN INDIVIDUAL BASIS AND NOT CONSOLIDATED WITH THE
CLAIMS OF ANY THIRD PARTIES. NOTWITHSTANDING ANYTHING TO THE
CONTRARY CONTAINED INTHIS PARAGRAPH, WE AND YOU EACH HAVE
THE RIGHT IN A PROPER CASE TO OBTAIN TEMPORARY RESTRAINING
ORDERS OR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTIVE RELIEF FROM A COURT OF
COMPETENT JURISDICTION; PROVIDED, HOWEVER, THAT WE AND YOU
MUST CONTEMPORANEOUSLY SUBMIT OUR DISPUTE FOR ARBITRATION
ON THE MERITS AS PROVIDED IN THIS PARAGRAPH.
(C)
IN THE EVENT OF ANY DISPUTE BETWEEN YOU AND
SAFEGUARD BASED UPON, ARISING IN CONNECTION WITH, OR
RELATED TO THE INTERPRETATION OF THIS AGREEMENT OR A
CLAIMED BREACH THEREOF, THE PARTIES' RESPECTIVE RIGHTS AND
OBLIGATIONS UNDER THIS AGREEMENT, OR FROM ALLEGED
TORTIOUS CONDUCT OR STATUTORY VIOLATIONS RELATED IN ANY
WAY, DffiECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, EITHER TO THIS AGREEMENT OR TO
THE PARTIES' COMMERCIAL OR ECONOMIC RELATIONSHIP, AND
EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE PROVIDED IN SUBPARAGRAPH (A) ABOVE, YOU
AND WE AGREE THAT THE ISSUES THAT WILL BE RAISED IN SUCH
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DISPUTE WILL BE DIFFICULT AND COMPLEX SO THAT ANY LAWSUIT
RESULTING FROM SUCH A CONTROVERSY WILL BE TRIED BEFORE A
COURT OF COMPETENT JURISDICTION BY A JUDGE SITTING WITHOUT
A JURY.
YOU .HEREBY KNOWINGLY, VOLUNTARILY AND
INTENTIONALLY WAIVE ANY RIGHT YOU MAY HAVE TO. A TRIAL BY
JURY IN RESPECT TO LITIGATION RELATIVE TO ANY OF THE
FOREGOING MATTERS, AND YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THIS
PROVISION IS A MATERIAL .. INDUCEMENT FOR . SAFEGUARD'S
ENTERING INTO THIS AGREEMENT WITH YOU.
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.

T3 ENTERPRlSES, INC.

ay_~b?~
~·----------

Its:

PresihN

Date;--'-~~/'-=2~:::.J-/o:......:lP:...___ _ __
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EXHIBIT A
TO THAT CERTAIN DISTRIBUTOR AGREEMENT
BETWEEN SAFEpV.ARJ? BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND

n

tfl:krpr,sesl :r:ne..,..

You shall have the non-exclusive right to call on prospective users of Safeguard Systems
in the geographical area described below.·
The following counties in the State ofldaho:
Ada
Adams
Bannock
Bear Lake
Bingham
Blaine
Boise
Bonneville
Butte
Camas
Canyon
Caribou
Cassia
Clark
Custer
Elmore
Franklin
Fremont
Gem
Gooding
Jefferson
Jerome
Lemhi
Lincoln
Madison
Mindoka
Oneida
Owyhee
Power
Teton
Twin Falls
Valley
Washington
The foil wing counties in the State of Oregon:
Malheur
The following counties in the State ofWyoming:
Lincoln
Teton
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EXHIBITB
TO THAT CERTAIN DISTRIBUTOR AGREEMENT
BETWEEN SAFEGU.I\RD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND

n

&~terprJs§. x~ C/.

You shall have the exclusive right to the applicable commissions on sales of Safeguard
Systems to:
(i) each customer in the Territ01y whose first order of Safeguard Systems is directly the
result of your efforts and is credited to you, except National Accounts, Banks (and Bank
referrals) and other refen·al sources with respect to which you have failed to comply with
Paragraph 8(C); and
(ii) the Safeguard customers listed in Safeguard computer under Distributor #04F7-XX.

*'
In addition, your exclusive right to commissions on sales of Safeguard Systems to any
customer shall expire if that customer has not purchased any Safeguard System within thitiy-six
(36) months after the invoice date of such customer's last prior purchase of any Safeguard
System.
.

*'

If no list of customers is physically attached hereto, you should initial this page to indicate
that such a list was previously furnished to you. You should not sign the Agreement or initial
this page unless such a list is being or has been furnished to you by Safeguard. These customers
were formerly in Safeguard's computer under Distributor #TBD and #TBD.

~~7-a:;l ¥15-03 1 XI(T-03,

X~G-o3
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EXIDBITC
TO THAT CERTAIN DISTRIBUTOR AGREEMENT
BETWEEN SAFEG~~ BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND
]3 6t f)()S!S :ti·JQ,.,
'
NON-80LICITATION/NON-DISCLOSURE COVENANTS OF MANAGER

In consiqeration of my [employment/continued employment] as a Manager for
TiDI ~ · ~. ("Distributor") a distributor of Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.,
("Safeguard" ana ne Dollar ($1.00), receipt of which is acknowledged, I aclrnowledge and agree
that:
IUU'2

1.

Safeguard has developed: price lists, customer lists, customer files and records
(such as samples, imprints, past ordering histmies, key contact personnel and the
like), lists of referral sources, methods of doing business, sales volume figures
and other similar information. If my status as a Manager terminates for any
reason, I agree to (I) deliver to Distributor, the originals and all copies of the
foregoing confidential materials (whether documentary or on computerized media),
plus any and all mock ups, brochures and sales materials fumished to me by
Distributor or Safeguard; and (2) purge from my computer all references to the
foregoing lists and infonnation, including customers of Distributor or Safeguard
and their identities (collectively referred to as the "Confidential Information").

2.

As an employee of Distributor, I will receive valuable Confidential Infotmation,
disclosure of which would be detrimental to Distributor, Safeguard, other Safeguard
distributors and Safeguard businesses. ·

3.

I will hold in strict confidence the Confidential Infmmation and any other
information designated by Distributor or Safeguard as confidential. I will not
disclose any portion or all of the Confidential Infonnation to non-Safeguard
employees, and I will use it only in connection with my duties as a Manager of
Distributor, unless Safeguard otherwise agrees in writing. My promise not to
disclose the Confidential Information is a condition of my employment by
Distributor and continues even after I leave the employ of Distributor.

4.

I agree that I will not compete with Distributor or with Safeguard during the time
that I am employed by or am an agent of Distributor. More specifically, I agree that
during that time I will not do any of the following things for myself or for anyone
else: (a) encourage customers to do business with any competitor of Distributor or
Safeguard; (b) acquire an interest in, or promote, aid or assist, any business that is
of the same general type as Distributor or Safeguard; (c) encourage employees or
agents of Distributor or Safeguard to quit their jobs or relationships with Distributor
or Safeguard; and/or (d) directly or indirectly on my own behalf or on behalf of
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.I
any other person, entity or firm, solicit, sell, attempt to sell, or assist others in
selling to any Safeguard customers printed business products, one-write
accounting and other financial systems, non-fmancial one-write systems such as
gift certificates and visitor pass systems, continuous and laser computer forms and
checks, envelopes, tax forms, computer software, records management and related
business supplies, and certain lines of products manufactured or supplied for SBS
by outside vendors. I agree that my obligation in (c) and (d) directly above shall
continue beyond the termination date of my employment or agency for an
additional period of two (2) years.
5.

Safeguard is a third-party beneficiary of this Agreement and may enforce it. My
violation of this Agreement will cause Safeguard irreparable hatm; therefore, I
acknowledge and agree that Safeguard or Distributor may apply for the issuance of
an injun~tion preventing me from violating this Agreement and agree to pay
Safeguard and Distributor all the costs it/they incur(s), including attorneys' fees, if
this Agreement is enforced against me. I agree that Distributor and/or Safeguard
may also get a judgment against me for money damages that result from my
violation of those duties if Distributor and/or Safeguard are/is able to prove the
amount of those damages. Due to the importance of this Agreement to Safeguard,
any claim I have against Distributor or Safeguard is a separate matter and does not
entitle me to violate, or justifY any violation of this Agreement. If any part of this
Agreement is held invalid by a court or agency, the rest of the Agreement is still
enforceable and the part held invalid is enforceable to the extent found reasonable
by the court or agency.

I acknowledge that these covenants are reasonable and appropriate in view of the access to
Safeguard Confidential Information that I will have as a Manager, and that Distributor would not
be willing to appoint me as a Manager unless I agree to sign this document. If I violate any of
the above covenants, I acknowledge that money damages will be an inadequate remedy and that
Safeguard will be entitled to specific performance and/or injunctive relief even if no money
damages can be proven, and that the customer non-solicitation covenants shall continue in effect
for two (2) years after the date of my last violation of the customer non-solicitation provisions
herein.

Date
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EXHIDITD
TO THAT CERTAIN DISTRIBUTOR AGREEMENT
BETWEEN SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND
13 ·ErMrpfi~tsl :tV)(!.;,

COLLATERAL ASSIGNMENT OF TELEPHONE NUMBERS AND LISTINGS
TIDS ASSIGNMENT is entered into this 1st day of August, 2006, in accordance with
the terrns of that certain Distributor Agreement (the "Distributor Agreement") between T3
Enterprises, Inc., ("Distributor") and Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. ("Company"), executed
concurrently with this Assignment Agreement, under which Company granted Distributor the
right to own and operate a Safeguard business in Idaho( the "Business").
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, Distributor hereby assigns to Company all of Distributor's
right, title and interest in and to those certain telephone numbers and regular, classified or other
telephone directory listings (collectively, the "Telephone Numbers and Listings") associated
with Company's trade and service marks and used from time to time in connection with the
operation of the Business. This Assignment is for collateral purposes only and, except as
specified herein, Company shall have no liability or obligation of any kind whatsoever arising
from or in connection with this Assignment, unless Company shall notify the telephone company
and/or the listing agencies with which Distributor has placed telephone directory listings (all
such entities are collectively, refetTed to herein as the "Telephone Company") to effectuate the
'
assignment pursuant to the terrns hereo£
Upon termination or expiration of the Distributor Agreement (without renewal or
extension), Company shall have the right and is hereby empowered to effectuate the assignment
of the Telephone Numbers and Listings; and, in such event, Distributor shall have no further
right, title or interest in the Telephone Numbers and Listings and shall remain liable to the
Telephone Company for all past due fees owing to the Telephone Company on or before the
effective date of the assignment hereunder.
Distributor acknowledges and agrees that as between Company and Distlibutor, upon
termination or expiration of the Distributor Agreement (without renewal or extension), Company
shall have the sole right to and interest in the Telephone Numbers and Listings, and DistJ.ibutor
appoints Company as Distributor's true and lawful attorney-in-fact to direct the Telephone
Company to assign same to Company, and execute such documents and take such actions as may
be necessary to effectuate the assignment. Upon such event, Distributor shall immediately notify
the Telephone Company to assign the Telephone Numbers and Listings to Company. If
Distributor fails to promptly direct the Telephone Company to assign the Telephone Numbers
and Listings to Company, Company shall direct the Telephone Company to effectuate the
assignment contemplated hereunder t~ Company. The parties agree that the Telephone
Company may accept Company's written direction, the Distributor Agreement or this
Assignment as conclusive proof of Company's exclusive rights in and to the Telephone Numbers
and Listings upon such termination or expiration and that such assignment shall be made
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automatically and immediately effective upon T~lephone Company's receipt of such notice from
Company or Distributor. The parties further agree that if the Telephone Company requires that
the parties execute the Telephone Company's assignment forms or other documentation at the
time of tennination or expiration of the Distributor Agreement, Company's .execution of such
forms or documentation on behalf of Distributor shall effectuate Distributor's consent and
agreeinelit to the assignment. The parties agree that at any time after the date hereof, they will
perform such acts and execute and deliver such documents as may be necessary to assist in or
accomplish the assignment described herein upon termination or expiration of the Distributor
Agreement.
ASSIGNEE:

ASSIGNOR

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.

T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.

By:~p(ll~
Its: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CJop~

By:

fuJLVl

Its:

frui~At
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EXBIBITE
TO THAT CERTAIN DISTRIBUTOR AGREEMENT
BETWEEN SAFE~~tUSJNESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND

13 8

rite.~

JhM

Effective Date: This ExhibitE is current and complete.
As of August 1, 2006
The Distributor aud Its Owners

1.

Form ofDistributor.
(a)

Proprietorship. The owner(s) of the Distributor (is) (are) as follows:

(b)
Corporation, Partnership, Limited Liability Company or other Business
-Entity. The Distributor was incorporated or fonned on jli\0..~ / q , ~ under the laws of
the State of
:ttla.bn
. The Distributor has not cond;;ed business under any name other
than its corporate, company or partnership name and
. The following is
a list of the Distributor's directors and/or officers as of the effective date shown above:
Name of Each Director/Officer

Position(s) Held

bawf) Tip\~
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OWNER'S GUARANTY AND ASSUMPTION OF
DISTRIBUTOR'S OBLIGATIONS

In consideration of, and as an inducement to, the execution of the Dist.tibutor Agreement
(the "Agreement,) by SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. ("Company,), each of the
undersigned ("Guarantors,) hereby personally and unconditionally (1) guarantees to" Company
and its successors and assigns, for the term of the Agreement and thereafter as provided in the
Agreement, that Dawn Teply ("Dish'ibutor,') shaH punctually pay and perform each and every
undertaking, agreement and covenant set forth in the Agreement and (2) agrees to be personally
bound by, and personally liable for the breach of, each and every provision in the Agreement.
Each Guarantor hereby waives:
(1)

acceptance and notice of acceptance by Company ofthe foregoing undertakings;

(2)
notice of demand for payment of any indebtedness or nonperformance of any
obligations hereby guaranteed;
{3)
protest and notice of default to any party with respect to the indebtedness or
nonperformance of any obligations hereby guaranteed;
(4)
any right he may have to require that an action be brought against Dish·ibutor or
"any other person as a condition of liability; and
(5)
entitled.

any and all other notices and legal or equitable defenses to which he may be

Each Guarantor consents and agrees that:
(1)

his direct and immediate liability under this guaranty shall be joint and several;

{2)
he shall render any payment or performance required under the Agreement upon
demand if Distributor fails or refuses punctually to do so;
(3)
such liability shall not be conditioned upon pursuit by Company of any remedies
against Distrib~1tor or any other person; and
(4)
such liability shall not be diminished, relieved or otherwise affected by any
extension of time, credit or other indulgence which Company may from time to time grant to
Distributor or to any other person, including without limitation the acceptance of any partial
payment or perfmmance, or the compromise or release of any claims, none of which shall in any
way modify or amend this guaranty, which shall be continuing and irrevocable during the te1m of
the Agreement.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, each of the undersigned has hereunto affixed his signature on
the same day and year as the Agreement was executed.
GUARANTOR(S)

tO aliJO

Llup~

PERCENTAGE OF OWNERSHIP OF DISTRIBUTOR

5/

%

q~%

------------------%
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ADDENDUM NO. 1

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
One-Write and Safe-Trak Systems - manual systems, including financial
accounting and non-financial systems, in which several fmms for different financial or
non-financial recording functions are held in alignment on compact writing boards so that
a single writing on the top form produces the same entry on the fonns beneath through
use of carbon on "no-carbon required" paper. Also included in this product line are the
writing boards, trays, binders and other non-paper items sold in conjunction with the
forms.

COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT TO YOU
35% of net sales, subject to the tenns of the payment and chargeback provisions
described in the Distributor Agreem~nt.
COMMISSION AND TERRITORY PROVISIONS
Distributor acknowledges that all commission rights, account protection and territory provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
ofNEBS.

INITIALS
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ADDENDUM NO.2

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Computer Forms and Checks -laser, continuous and other computer forms and
checks that fit the requirements of personal and business computers and which are
generally sold in quantities of 500 to 50,000. The forms consist of Pre-set forms which
are stock items designed to fit numerous software combinations; Semi-custom forms
which are sold when there is not enough volume in an item to stock it as a Pre-set;
Custom Forms which are designed to customer preferences, envelopes run in continuous
fashion; letterhead; and checks run in continuous fashion.

COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT TO YOU
Safeguard shall sell and, pursuant to the Distributor Agreement, bill to the customer
computer forms orders only at the price agreed to and accepted by Safeguard. Safeguard
shall maintain a schedule, which may from time to time be changed by Safeguard at its
sole discretion upon written notice, setting fm1h for each computer form product line the
minimum price at which Safeguard is willing to sell the product. Your commission will
be the difference between the price agreed to and accepted by Safeguard for the sale of
any computer forms hereunder and the minimum price for such product on the schedule
:then in effect, subject to the terms ofpaymen.t and chargeback provisions described in the
Distributor Agreement.
COMMISSION AND TERRITORY PROVISIONS
Distributor aclmowledges that all commission rights, account protection and telTitory provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
of NEBS.
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ADDENDUM NO.3

,.

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE

I

!

Color Coded Records Management - A systematic approach by which to retain
vital media through shelving, folders, indexes, labels and accessory products. Designed
around the use of color to designate, classify and organize records, Safeguard offers two
proprietary systems, Color Sentry and Color Master, as well as systems compatible with
other original equipment manufacturers. The Color Sentry system is an end tab system
with unique colored labels, both alpha and numeric, being applied to folders. Color
Master provides records to suspend from plastic hangers, using plastic colored tabs
instead of unique colored labels.

I

COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT TO YOU
Records Management products are a combination of based priced and fixed price. Fixed
price products yield a 35% commission on net sales. Based priced products covered by
this Addendum shall be sold and billed to the customer only at the price agreed to and
accepted by Safeguard. Safeguard shall maintain a schedule, which may from time to
time be changed by Safeguard, at its sole discretion upon written notice setting fmth the
minimum price for which Safeguard is willing to sell the product. Your commission for
such products will be the difference between the price agreed to and accepted by
Safeguard for the sale of any such products and the minimum price for such product or
the schedule then in effect. Both based and fixed price products are subject to the terms
of payment and chargeback provisions described in the Distlibutor Agreement.
COMMISSION AND TERRITORY PROVISIONS
Distributor acknowledges that all commission rights, account protection and territory provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
of NEBS.
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ADDENDUM NO.4

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE

Personal System (PS-3)- A simplified check-writing one-write system for home
and personal use. Included in this product line are the fonns which comprise the system
and the wdting boards, envelopes, binders and other non-paper items sold in conjunction
with the forms.

COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT TO YOU
25% of net sales, subject to the terms of the payment and chargeback provisions
described in the Distributor Agreement.
COMMISSION AND TERRITORY PROVISIONS

Distributor acknowledges that all commission rights, account protection and territory provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
of NEBS.
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ADDENDUM NO.5

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Sourced Products - Ancillary business fonns or office supplies not manufactured
by Safeguard or offered through a Safeguard standard program with a third party
supplier, but which will, from time to time, be made available for sale by Safeguard
through Distributors to the professional and small business markets traditionally served
by Safeguard. Such products will not carry the Safeguard name, and many include, for
illustration purposes, stock tab paper, snap-out forms and envelopes. Safeguard reserves
the right to revise, expand or decrease the list of products covered by this Addendum
from time to time upon written notice to Distributors, and you acknowledge Safeguard's
right to do so.

COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT
Each product covered by this Addendum shall be sold and billed to the customer only at
the price agreed to and accepted by Safeguard. Safeguard shall maintain a schedule,
which may from time to time be changed by Safeguard upon written notice, setting forth
for each product the minimum price at which Safeguard is willing to sell the product.
Your commission will be the difference between the price agreed to and accepted by
Safeguard for the sale of any product hereunder and the minimum price for such product
on the schedule then in effect, subject to the tenns of payment and chargeback provisions
described in your Distributor Agreement, except that chargebacks shall until further
notice be detennined on the following basis: If we have not received payment in full for
any of the Sourced Product sales which have been processed within one hundred and
twenty (120) days of the billing date, you shall repay us for the appropriate percentage of
the minimum price, or unpaid balance of the minimum price. Instead of requiring you to
repay any amount, we may deduct the amount from payments which we owe you. If we
are later paid by the customer, we will then pay to you an amount equal to the amount
collected, less the out-of-pocket costs of collection.
COMMISSION AND TERRITORY PROVISIONS
Distributor acknowledges that all commission rights, account protection and territory provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
of NEBS.
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ADDENDUM NO.6

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Standard Programs -These are ancillary business products and office supplies not
manufactured by Safeguard provided by thh·d party suppliers through an established
standard program including standard pricing. Such products may not carry the Safeguard
name, and may include, for illustration purposes, tax forms; three-on-a-page checks, and
envelopes. Safeguard reserves the right to revise, expand or decrease the list of products
covered by this Addendum from time to time upon written notice to Distributors, and you
acknowledge Safeguard's right to do so.
·

COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT
Each product covered by this Addendum shall be sold and billed to the customer only at
the price agreed to and accepted by Safeguard. Safeguard shall maintain a schedule,
which may from time to time be changed by Safeguard upon written notice to
Distributors, setting forth for each product the minimum price at which Safeguard is
willing to sell the product. Your commission will be the difference between the price
agreed to and accepted by Safeguard for the sale of any product hereunder and the
minimum price for such product on the schedule then in effect, subject to the terms of
payment and chargeback provisions described in your Distributor Agreement.
COMMISSION AND TERRITORY PROVISIONS
Distributor acknowledges that all commission rights, account protection and territory provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
of NEBS.
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ADDENDUM NO.7

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Computer Software- Computer Software (which may or may not have been
developed by Safeguard or bear the Safeguard name) which will, from time to time, be
made available for sale by Safeguard through Distributors to the professional and small
business markets traditionally served by Safeguard. Such products may · include
upgrades, maintenance contracts and technical support. Safeguard reserves the right to
revise, expand or decrease the list of products covered by this Addendum from time to
time upon written notice to Distributors.

COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT
Safeguard shall sell and bill to the customer orders for Computer Software at the price
proposed by you and accepted by Safeguard. Safeguard shall maintain a schedule, which
may from time to time be changed by Safeguard upon written notice to Distributors,
setting forth for each Computer Software product the minimum price at which Safeguard
is willing to sell the product. Your commission will be the difference between the p1ice
agreed to and accepted by Safeguard for the sale of any Computer Software product and
the minimum price for such product and the schedule then in effect, subj.ect to the terms
of payment and chargeback provisions described in your Distributor Agr.eement.

DEFINITIONS AND OTHER COMMENTS
Where expressly authorized in writing by Safeguard, you will be pennitted to solicit bulk
orders for Computer Software :fi:om retail software resellers. You will not be permitted to
solicit bulk orders for Computer Software products as to which such written authorization
has been withdrawn. In the event of any resale of a Computer Software product by such
reseller to an existing Safeguard customer whose account is assigned to another
Distributor, that assigned Distributor, and not you, shall be entitled to the commissions on
any sales of computer forms on other Safeguard printed products.

COMMISSION AND TERRITORY PROVISIONS
Distributor acknowledges that all commission rights, account protection and territory provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
of NEBS.
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ADDENDUM NO. 8
NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Sourced or Brokerage Products--Bill Only Distributor Paid ("BODP"): Ancillary business
forms, checks or other business products that are not manufactured or offered by Safeguard,
including those through their preferred sourced relationships, but which will, from time to time,
be made available for sale by Safeguard through Distributors to the small business marketplace.
BODP orders, as defined in this addendum, occur when the Distributor pays the vendor invoice
directly and Safeguard bills the customer, collects the customer payment, and pays the
Distributor the appropriate commission.
COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT
Each product covered by this Addendum shall be sold and billed to the customer at the price
agreed to by the Distributor and communicated to Safeguard. Safeguard shall maintain a
schedule of handling and processing charges for BODP orders, which may from time to time be
changed by Safeguard. Your commission will be 1) the amount billed to the end-user customer,
as agreed to between the customer and the Distributor and communicated to Safeguard, less 2)
the applicable processing charge as determined by the schedule then in effect, anrl'less 3) sales
tax, subject to applicable reversal provisions for Sourced or Brokerage orders. Commissions on
BODP orders shall be paid after Safeguard receives payment for the applicable order from the
customer. Commissions on BODP orders shall be paid weekly after receipt of payment from the
customer. For customer payments received by Safeguard between Monday and Friday,
commissions shall be transmitted to Distributors the following Monday for receipt on Tuesday
(or the next business day in the event either of these days is a business or banking holiday).
ANNUAL QUOTA
You will have no separate quota for any of the products covered by this· Addendum, but any.
commissions (or sales) remitted from BODP will count toward the commission (or sales)' quota
in your Distributor Agreement with Safeguard.
RATES APPLICABLE TO PAYMENTS AFTER TERl.VIINATION, AND METHOD OF
PAYMENT
Rates and terms applicable to payments after termination shall be identical to those (if any) in the
Sourced or Brokerage Products Addendum between Distributor and Safeguard, or, if absent from
the Sourced or Brokerage Products Addendum, then rates and terms applicable to payments after
termination shall be identical to those in the Regional Distributor Agreement between Distributor
and Safeguard.
DELINQUENT VENDOR PAYMENTS
In the event the Distributor has failed to pay any vendor invoice and that vendor invoice remains
unpaid for a period that exceeds 100 days from the date of the original invoice, or if any vendor
puts Safeguard or Safeguard-affiliated accounts on credit hold or takes further action against
Safeguard or any distributor as a result of Distributor's failure to pay amounts when due, then
Safeguard reserves the right to prohibit Distributor from processing orders pursuant to this
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Addendum. In addition, if any of the above events occur, Safeguard reserves the right to pay
amounts outstanding directly and deduct the amount from commissions otherwise due that
Distributor.
COMMISSION AND TERRITORY PROVISIONS
Distributor acknowledges that all commission rights, account protection and ten-itory provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
of NEBS.
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ADDENDUM NO. 9
NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Promotional Products: Promotional products or "ad specialties" include, but are not
limited to, apparel or wearables, drinkware, writing instruments, calendars, bags or desk
accessories that may be but are not necessarily manufactured by Safeguard, including those
through preferred alliance relationships, but which will, from time to time, be made available for
sale by Safeguard through Distributors to the business marketplace. Promotional products
subject to this addendum are those orders for products to be used in conjunction, in connection or
in furtherance of a customer's business, charitable organization or fund raising entity.
COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT TO YOU
Safeguard shall sell and, pursuant to the Distributor Agreement, bill to the customer promotional
product orders only at the price agreed to and accepted by Safeguard and subject to the terms,
conditions and policies then in effect for promotional products. Safeguard shall maintain a
schedule, which may from time to time be changed by Safeguard at its sole discretion upon
written notice to Distributors, setting forth for each promotional product, the minimum price at
which Safeguard is willing to sell the product. Your commission will be the difference between
the price agreed to and accepted by Safeguard for the sale of any promotional product hereunder
and the minimum price for such product on the schedule then in effect, subject to the tem1s of
payment and chargeback provisions described in the Distributor Agreement.
ANNUAL QUOTA
You will have no separate quota for any of the products covered by this Addendum, but any
commissions (or sales) remitted from Promotional Products, as defined in this addendum, will
count toward the commission (or sales) quota in your Distributor Agreement with Safeguard.
COMMISSION AND TERRITORY PROVISIONS
Distributor acknowledges that all commission rights, account protection and territory provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
of NEBS.
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ADDENDUM NO. 10

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Sourced or Brokerage Products-Holiday Greeting Cards, Calendars, and related
ancillary products "Holiday Cards"): Ancillary holiday greeting cards, calendars or other
business products that are not manufactured or offered by Safeguard, including those through
their preferred sourced relationships, but which wiii, from time to time, be made available for
sale by Safeguard through Distributors to the small business ma~:ketplace. Holiday Card orders,
as defined in this addendum, occur when the Distributor submits an order pursuant to a Holiday
Card product offering made by Safeguard through the DFS group, a wholly owned subsidiary of
New England Business Service "NEBS", or through any other affiliate ofNEBS.
COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT
Each product covered by this Addendum shall be sold and billed to the customer at the price
agreed to by the Distributor and communicated to Safeguard. Safeguard shall maintain a
schedule of handling and processing charges for Holiday Card orders, which may from time to
time be changed by Safeguard. Your commission will be 1) the amount billed to the end-user
customer, as agreed to between the customer and the Distributor and communicated to
Safeguard, less 2) the applicable processing charge as dete1mined by the schedule then in effect,
and less 3) sales tax, subject to applicable chargeback and reversal provisions for Holiday Card
orders. Commissions on Holiday Card orders shall be paid on or about the 15 1h of the month
following invoice of the product to the customer.
ANNUAL QUOTA
You will have no separate quota for any of the products covered by this Addendum, but any
commissions (or sales) remitted from Holiday Cards will count toward the commission (or sales)
quota in your Distributor Agreement with Safeguard.
RATES APPLICABLE TO PAYMENTS AFTER TERMINATION, AND METHOD OF
PAYMENT
Rates and terms applicable to payments after termination shall be identical to those (if any) in the
Sourced or Brokerage Products Addendum between Distributor and Safeguard, or, if absent from
the Sourced or Brokerage Products Addendum, then rates and terms applicable to payments after
te1mination shall be identical to those in the Regional Distributor Agreement between Distributor
and Safeguard.
COMMISSION AND TERRITORY PROVISIONS
Distributor acknowledges that all commission rights, account protection and tenitory provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
of NEBS.
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AGREEMENTANDACKNOWLEDGEMENT
The undersigned distributor ("Distributor") and Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. ("Safeguard")
have previously entered into a Regional Distributor Agreement or similar agreement governing
the business relationship between the two parties ("Agreement"). Safeguard intends to expand
the offering of products for which distributors may solicit orders that are processed through, and
invoiced and billed by, Safeguard, and are fulfilled directly by Safeguard or for Safeguard by one
of its affiliates ("Expanded Products").
Distributor will have no separate quota for any of the Expanded Products covered by this
acknowledgment, but any sales (or commissions) will count toward the sales (or commission)
quota in the Agreement.
Distributor and Safeguard acknowledge that all terms of the Agreement remain in effect and
applicable to orders for Expanded Products processed through Safeguard. Distributor
acknowledges and agrees that commission rights, account protection and territory provisions of
the Agreement apply only to orders that are originated through Safeguard and invoiced and
collected by Safeguard or any entity on behalf of Safeguard and do not apply to sales made or
orders originated and invoiced by New England Business Service, Inc. ("NEBS") or any other
affiliate ofNEBS.
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1

ASSET PURCHASE AGREEMENT
Th1s Asset Purchase Agreement (this "Agreement") 1s made and entered mto as of _ _ _, 20_, by and
between SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Texas corpomtaon havmg 1ts pnnc1pal place of
busmess in Dallas, Texas, ("Seller'') and
a
a Safeguard
D1str1butor ("Buyer")
Seller desires to sell to Buyer, and Buyer des1res to purchase from Seller, certam assets of 1ts busmess, on
the tenns and cond1t1ons descnbed m this Agreement
The part1es therefore agree as ~allows
AGREEMENT
Purchase and Sale
At Closmg, Buyer hereby agrees to purchase from Seller, and Seller hereby agrees to sell to
Buyer effective
20_ ("Ciosmg" or "Ciosmg Date"), on the terms and
cond1t1ons contamed herem, all of the followmg (collectively, the "Acquared Assets")

2

(a)

Busmess assets consistmg of certain furniture, fixtures and equipment, computer systems
and software, and busmess and office supplies on Exh1b1t _, and webs1te, software, data
files, and goodwill,

(b)

all of Seller's mterest in those certain customer commiSSIOn rights, as further defined
wtthin ·the Dtstributor Agreement currently in existence by and between Buyer and
Safeguard Busmess Systems, Inc. ("Safeguard"), assoc1ated with the Customer Lasts
(Exhabat _) and histoncal sales records of the busmess formerly or currently known or
referred to as
Inc , a
corporatiOn
(hereinafter
referred
to
as
"
"),
whose
address
as
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' ' c i t y , state z1p,

(c)

all of Seller's right, title and mterest m and to those agreements that are hsted on Exh1b1t
---"' attached hereto and mcorpomted herem -

Purchase Pnce
SubJect to the terms and conditions contamed herem, the total purchase pnce for the AcqUired
Assets shall total $
("Purchase Price"). At the Closmg, Buyer hereby agrees to
(the "Down Payment")
pay to Seller a down payment m the amount of$

3

Monthly Payments
At the Closmg, Buyer shall rem1t to Seller the Down Payment which shall be apphed toward the
Purchase Pnce m accordance w1th Sectton 2 herem Buyer agrees that 1t w11l satasfY the payment
of the resultmg remammg balance of the Purchase Pnce of $
(the "Loan
Amount") m accordance wtth the followmg·
(a)

by makmg to Seller _ _ equal monthly payments of$
per month wh1ch
mcludes mterest of _% per annum assessed on the dechnmg balance for __
consecutave months These _ _ equal consecut1ve monthly payments wall commence
on or a b o u t - - - - - - -

DALOI 1226017 4
079687 0101
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(b)

For the purpose ofprovtdmg funds for the makmg of the Monthly Payments, and for so
long as any amount shall be owed by Buyer to Seller under thts agreement, Buyer
authortzes Safeguard to wtthhold from monthly comm1sstons otherw1se payable by
Safeguard under Buyer's D1stnbutor Agreement an amount equal to the apphcable
Monthly Payment At such time as Buyer's obligattons to Safeguard for the purchase of
the Rtghts are fully sattsfied, the authorization for Safeguard to w1thhold commtsstons
shall cease

(c)

Nothmg stated herem shall be mterpreted to reheve Buyer of the obligation to pay each
Monthly Payment as and when due regardless of whether or not Buyer's net commissions
on the apphcable Safeguard sales for the month m quest1on are sufficient to cover the
amount of such Monthly Payment, or regardless of whether or not any one or more of the
Customers have ceased ordermg from Safeguard, have gone out of busmess, or have
moved out of the Terntoty

4
AllocatiOn of Purchase Price Unless otherw1se agreed to by Seller and Buyer, the Purchase Prtce
shall be allocated for accountmg and tax reportmg purposes in accordance w1th Exhibit __ attached
hereto Seller and Buyer covenant and agree that they w11l not take a pos1tion on any mcome tax return,
before any governmental agency charged w1th the collection of any mcome tax, or m any JUdicial
proceedmg that IS m any way mcons1stent w1th such allocations
5

Cond1t1onal Reqmrements
The parttes acknowledge and agree that th1s Agreement to sell the Acquired Assets to Buyer ts
cond1ttonal on the accomplishment ofthe followmg events
(a)

Seller being successful in fully consummating and completmg the transaction w1th
_ _ _ _ _ _ _on or prtor to the Closmg Date ofth1s Agreement; and

(b)

Buyer agreemg to and executmg an Amendment to the Distributor Agreement With
Safeguard, on or before the Closmg Date ofthts Agreement, and

(c)

Buyer agreemg to accept the assignment of the rights to and in the agreements more fully
set forth on Exhibit
attached hereto and referenced above, and ·
___.J

(d)
6

Buyer agreemg to and executing a General Release w1th Safeguard, on or before the
Closmg Date ofth1s Agreement.

Cond1t1on of Property
All of the Acqutred Assets are useful m the conduct of the contemplated bus mess and IS m good
cond1tJon and repatr, except for nonnal wear and tear Buyer has mspected the AcqUired Assets
and accepts them "as ts"

7

Seller's CooperatiOn wtth Buyer
Seller shall also execute all fonns of agreements or other documents reasonably necessary or
approprtate so as to ass1gn or transfer to Buyer, as of the effecttve date, use of all telephone and
fax numbers and· post office box ma1hng addresses, 1f any, used by Seller to receiVe
commumcat10ns relatmg to Seller's busmess under the Agreement and Seller's nghts to the
webs1te and Ema1l addresses related to th1s busmess

DALOI 1226017 4
079687 0101

Exh1b1t K- Page 2
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8

Representations and Warranties of Seller and Buyer

In executmg this agreement, Buyer rehes solely on Buyer's own Judgment, behef and knowledge,
and such adv1ce as Buyer may have receJVed from the1r own counsel Buyer acknowledges that
they have had the opportumty to consult w1th adv1sors of the1r choosmg Except for
representatiOns of Seller expressly set forth herem, Buyer has not been mfluenced by any
representations or statements about future earnings or eqmty, made by or on behalf of any persons
or entitles
Buyer has, at Seller's request, conducted Buyer's own d1hgent invest1gat1on of the estimated
revenues that Buyer can proJect himself to earn under Buyer's D1stnbutor Agreement w1th
Safeguard as compared to the obligations Buyer 1s assummg under th1s agreement and Buyer's
antictpated business expenses. As part of Buyer's diligent mvestigatJon, Buyer has
become knowledgeable about the value of comm1ss1on nghts that have previOusly been sold by
other Safeguard d1stnbutors and/or purchased by Buyer There IS no mformat1on available to
Seller that Buyer has requested to ass1st in the evaluation of th1s transaction which Seller has
refused to prov1de to Buyer Buyer IS freely and voluntanly entering mto this transaction and
executing th1s Agreement based solely upon Buyer's own full and diligent mvestigatJon, and not
upon prom1ses or representations made by or on behalf of Seller and Safeguard Buyer has
carefully read Buyer's Distnbutor Agreement With Safeguard, and Buyer clearly understands that
Buyer's nght to enter mto a an agreement such as th1s m the future 1s subJect to str1ct compliance
w1th all terms and conditions of that D1stnbutor Agreement
Additionally, Buyer acknowledges that as it relates to the ass1gnment of the rights m and to the
agreements listed on Exhibit __, tt relies solely on 1ts own judgment, behef and knowledge.
Buyer acknowledges that it has experience and knowledge of these agreements having been
materially mvolved m the operation of the relationships that are the subject of the agreements
referred to Exhibit __ prior to these rights being ass1gned to the Seller

.I

I
9

Miscellaneous

9.1

Confidentiality
Ne1ther party hereto shall 1ssue, nor cause to be made or 1ssued, any announcement or '
wr1tten statement concerning th1s Agreement or the transactions contemplated hereby for
dissemmation to the general public without the pnor consent of the other party Seller and
Buyer shall mamtain the confident1ahty of mformat10n relatmg to the cons1derat10n pa1d
under this Agreement except to the extent necessary to prepare relevant tax returns
Buyer further agrees not to d1sclose any mformatJon obtamed from Seller or Seller's
agents m the course of Buyer's due d1hgence mvestigat10n of Seller's busmess Without
Seller' consent, except (a) where such information becomes publicly available other than
through Buyer's breach of this Agreement, (b) where d1sc!osure IS compelled by legal
process, or (c) in connection with the mterpretat1on or enforcement of this Agreement or
other documents relatmg to the transactions contemplated by th1s Agreement.

92

Entire Understandmg
The terms set forth m th1s Agreement (mcludmg ~xh1b1ts and schedules hereto) supersede
all previous diSCUSSions, understandmgs and agreements among the part1es With respect
to the subJect matter hereof, and are mtended by the part1es as a final, complete and
exclusive expression of the terms of their agreement and may not be contradiCted,
explamed or supplemented by ev1dence of any prtor agreement, any contemporaneous

0At.01 1226017 4
079687 0101
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oral agreement or any addittonal terms. Thts Agreement shall be bmdmg on the parties
hereto, thetr hetrs, successors and asstgns, mclud10g but not ltmtted to any mdlvtdual or
entity that may purchase the Rights under
Buyer's Dtstrtbutor Agreement from Buyer m the future. The parties acknowledge and
agree, should there be any mconsistency between or omission regardmg the rtghts
asstgned pursuant to this Agreement and the Dtstr1butor Agreement currently extsting by
and between the parties, the terms of Distributor Agreement shall control
93

Wa1vers
Any terms, covenants, representations, warranties or agreements of any party hereto may
be watved at any ttme by an mstrument m writing executed by the party for whose benefit
such terms extst The failure of any party at any ttme or times to requtre performance of
any provtstons hereof shall in no manner affect tts nght at a later t1me to enforce the
same No watver by any party of any cond1t1on or of any breach of any terms, covenants,
representations, warranties or agreements contamed m this Agreement shall be effecttve
unless 10 wr1tmg, and no wa1ver m any one or more mstances shall be deemed to be a
further or contmumg wa1ver of any such condttton or breach 10 other mstances or a
watver of any other condttion or any breach of any other terms, covenants,
representations, warranties or agreements

9.4

Release
As it pertains to any or all of the agreements listed on Exhibit _, Buyer agrees to
release Seller, its officers, affihated compames, representatives regardmg any past or
present claim, representation or prom1se Buyer acknowledg10g the relatronshtp Seller
had wtth any of the parttes in the agreements more fully identified on Exhibit _ was
hm1ted, does further acknowledge the release of any and all cl.arms was made m
exchange for valuable consideration

95

Counterparts
Th1s Agreement may be executed m ani number of counterparts, each of whtch shall be
deemed an ongtnal, but all of which together shall constitute one and the same
mstrument

96

Headmgs
The headmgs precedmg the text of the Sections of thts Agreement are for convenience
only and shall not be deemed parts thereof.

DALOI 12260174
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97

Applicable Law
Th1s Agreement, mcludmg all matters of construction, validity and performance, shall be
governed by and construed and enforced in accordance with the laws of the State of
- - - - - - - ' ' as apphed to contracts executed and to be fully performed m
such state by c1t1zens of such state
BUYER:

SELLER
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC

By
John J Sorrenti, TI, Pres1dent

·

B y ·_________________
- - - - - - - - - - - - -_NAME.
TITLE

DAL0112260174
079687 0101
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Fax Server
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Fax Server

FILED EFFECnVE

•

CERTIFICATE OF

I

ASSUMED BUSINESS NArvf!J NOV -4 AH ro: o2
Pu ...uant to secuon 53-504, Idaho Code. !he underaigS!t RETAHy ~
0
submifsforfiling acertificale ofAssumed Business NatnesTATf OF
Please tvpe or print leglbiJ.
Instructions are Included on ba&k of apollcatfon.

.

. .

m/ 1M f.
HO

1. The assumed business name which the undersigned use(s) In the transaction of
business is:
Idaho Business Forms

2. The tru~t name(s) and business address(es) of lhe entity or individual(s) doin9
business under the assumed business name:
~
ComPlete Address
Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc.

36130VictoriaSt. N., Shoreview, MN 55126

3. The general type of business transacted under the assumed business name is:

00
D
D
0
0

Retail Trade
Wholesale Trade

Services
Manufacturing

D Transportation and Public utRities
0 ·Consbuction
·
0 Agriculture
..----------.
Submit Cerlificate of
0 Mining
Assumed Business

Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate

4. The name and address to which fulure
correspondence should be addressed:
Safeguard Acqu'isiion$, Inc.
3680 VIctoria SL N.

Name and $25.00 fee ID:
Secretary of State
450 North 4th street
PO Box 83720

Boise 10 83720-0080
208 33-t-2301

Shoreview, MN 55126

5. Name and address for this acknow(eclgment
copy Is llfothertflan#4 above):

Signature:

;:a:: ~ •p.J;;

Printed Name: Teny D. ~eterson

Capacltymtle: VIce President & Treasurer
Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Printed N a m e : - - - - - - - - - Capacitymtle:
IDAHO S£CII£TARY OF STATE

111'841'2813 05:88

CX: 1681926 CT: 172899 1111: 1~
1 I 25.88 "' 25.M ASSUII MME I 4
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Safeguard Completes Purchase of
Idaho Business Forms, Inc.

August 27, 2013
Safeguard Completes Purchase of Idaho Business
Forms, Inc.
Safeguard Vice President R. Scott Sutton announced today
that the company completed its acquisition of Idaho Business
Forms, Inc., (IBF) on August 27, 2013. Terms of the
acquisition were not announced. Based in Boise, Idaho, IBF
is recognized as a leading provider of print products,
branding, business forms and supplies as well as W-2 and
1099 processing services. in 2012, Print Solutions magazine
ranked IBF no. 38 on its Top 50 PSDA Member Distributors
Jist. Beyond IBF, Safeguard has continued to grow Its network
and has most recently completed several acquisition and
related transactions, including four (4) other Top 50 PSDA
Member Distributors. These include: Innovative Print & Media
Group, DocuSource Print Management, Consolidated
Graphic Communications, and SWAG (Safeguard Web and
Graphics). Other recent acquisition and related transactions
completed by Safeguard include: lntraform, Print Concepts,
Print Data East Coast, AccuSource Solutions, Advent
Business Forms, Blue Moon Promotions, and Bradley
Marketing Group.

...~'r,r

DOWNLOAD OUR FREE

.....,• INFORMATION GUIDES
Whether you are Interested
in selling your business to
!•r:
I
,- Safeguard or joining our
'il,
...: organization, our free
:~~~ Information guides provide
more in-depth information
on how Safeguard can help
grow your future.
·:o~

.,

!-:,,

ill!

~t
:!\"·
·~

~·i:
'•,

·GJ.;.i.r;:;;.
LEARN ABOUT
OUR CULTURE
Hear what distributors have
to say about Safeguard's 55years of market leadership:

·'··

###

..•

« Back to News Page

© 2014 Safeguard. All Rights Reserved
HOME I ABOUT SAFEGUARD I WHY SAFEGUARD I SELL TO SAFEGUARD I CONVERT TO
SAFEGUARD I START A FUTURE WITH US I TRAINING & SUPPORT I OUR PROCESS I REQUEST
INFO I NEWSROOM I SITEMAP

http://www.safeguarddevelopment.com/view-news.php?id=40
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Franchise Development Announces Closing of
Transaction

Franchise Development Announces Closing of Transaction
Safeguard's Franchise Development department is pleased to announce the
closing of its latest transaction. Details are as follows:
Type of Transaction:
Effective Date:
Entity Purchased:
Location(s) :

Acquisition
August 27, 2013
Idaho Business Forms, Inc.
Boise, 10

If you have questions, please email Shafina Hussain at
shussain@gosafeguard.com .
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Print: Safeguard Completes ... w.chase ofidaho Business Forms Inc.: ProrrtJ Marketing

.

.....,.,.._
http://magazine.promomarketing.com/artlcle/safeguard-completes-purchase-idahobusiness-fonns-inc/1

Promo Marketing
Safeguard Completes Purchase of Idaho Business Forms
Inc.
September4, 2013
a top 50 distributor and member of Q~.!H1.<.~.. 9.Q!P.., based in
Dallas, has acquired Idaho Business Forms Inc. (IDF) of Boise, Idaho. Terms of the

§!!f~9~!:lfQ,

acquisition were not announced.

RELATED
t'

~~.f.~9.~.~!9.
f.~!:!!P..l~.!~~
.P..l:!f£~~~-~.. ~f.
.r.n!:I.!?.'!!.?.!!Y.~.P..~.!lt~

ranked IBF no. 38 on Its Top 50 PSDA Member Distributors lisl

.M~9.ie.9.f.Q.\!E.t!l.9.:
11

IBF is recognized as a leading provider of print products,
branding, business fonns and supplies as well as W-2 and

§~.f.~!-:~Jlf.Q.
A£9.\!JE~§.A~Y.~.!l!

Print Resources
......................................

1099 processing services. In 2012, Print Solutions magazine

R. Scott Sutton, vice president of Safeguard, said, "Our
acquisition of IBF adds to the Safeguard network a talented,
passionate and successful group of dedicated employees;
strong relationships with over 1,500 customers who view IBF

as a business solutions provider; a~d a fantastic, innovative
approach to providing W2 processing services to small
business customers. In addition, we can now leverage the strength of Safeguard's leading
manufacturing capabilities and business services offerings to offer each customer
additional resources to help them run and grow their business."
Beyond IBF, Safeguard has continued to grow its network and has most recently
completed several acquisition and related transactions, including four (4) other Top 50
PSDA Member Distributors. These include: Innovative Print & Media Group, DocuSource
Print Management, Consolidated Graphic Communications, and SWAG (Safeguard Web
and Graphics). Other recent acquisition and related transactions completed by Safeguard
Include: lntrafonn, Print Concepts, Print Data East Coast, AccuSource Solutions, Advent ·
Business Forms, Blue Moon Promotions, and Bradley Marketing Group.
'With a history of market strength and success, IBF will add to our growing strength and
presence in the western US, where we recently completed acquisitions of Docusource
(Portland) and Advent (Seattle)," Sutton said.
For more information, visit ~:-~.!?.~.~f~.9.!!.~.rP.. .£~.T.·

Copyright @20131 North American Publishing Company (NAPCO) 1All Rights Reserved
1500 Spring Garden Street, 12th Floor 1Philadelphia, PA 19130 USA 1(215) 238-5300
Send Questions/Comments to webmaster@napco.com 1Privacy Policy
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Safeguard Completes Purch~

fidaho Business Forms- WhatTheyThi__ _

Safeguard Completes Purchase of Idaho Business Forms
Friday, September 06, 2013
Safeguard Vice President R. Scott Sutton announced today that the company completed its acquisition
ofidaho Business Forms, Inc., (IBF) on August 27,2013. Terms of the acquisition were not
announced. Based in Boise, Idaho, IBF is recognized as a leading provider of print products,
branding, business forms and supplies as well as W-2 and 1099 processing services. In 2012, Print
Solutions magazine ranked IBF no. 38 on its Top 50 PSDA Member Distributors list. Beyond IBF,
Safeguard has continued to grow its network and has most recently completed several acquisition and
related transactions, including four (4) other Top 50 PSDA Member Distributors. These include:
Innovative Print & Media Group, DocuSource Print Management, Consolidated Graphic
Communications, and SWAG (Safeguard Web and Graphics). Other recent acquisition and related
transactions completed by Safeguard include: Intraform, Print Concepts, Print Data East Coast,
AccuSource Solutions, Advent Business Forms, Blue Moon Promotions, and Bradley Marketing
Group.
Copyright © 2014 WhatTheyThink.

http:/lwhattheythink.com/news/65220-safeguard-completes-purchase-idaho-business-form... 7/15/2014
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Safeguard Acquires Idaho Business
Forms (9/10/2013)
Counselor Top 40 distributor Safeguard Business Systems (asi/316203)
announced on Friday it had completed its acquisition of Idaho Business Forms,
Inc (IBF). Financial terms of the deal, which continues a string of acquisitions for
the Dallas-based company, were not disclosed.

"With IBF joining the Safeguard network, we have gained a talented, passionate
and successful group of dedicated employees, strong relationships with over
1,500 customers who view IBF as a business solutions provider and a fantastic,
innovative approach to providing W2 processing services to small business
customers," said Scott Sutton, Safeguard's vice president of franchise
development. 'We can also now leverage the strength of Safeguard's leading
manufacturing capabilities and business services offerings to offer each
customer additional resources to help them run and grow their business."

Sponsored By:

Safeguard ranked eighth In Counselors 20131ist of the fastest-growing
distributors and reported 111% revenue growth from 2010 to 2012. Other recent
acquisitions and related transactions completed by Safeguard include: lntraform,
Print Concepts, Print Data East Coast, AccuSource Solutions, Advent Business
Forms, Blue Moon Promotions, and Bradley Marketing Group.
'We have actually completed nearly 90 transactions in the last five and a half
years," Sutton told Counselor, "so it's been an evolving strategy that the
company committed to."
IBF offers business forms and suppliers, promotional products"and apparel,
payroll processing, creative fulfillment and more. "With a history of market
strength and success," said Sutton, "IBF will add to our growing strength and
presence in the western U.S., where we recently completed acquisitions of
Docusource (Portland) and Advent (Seattle)."
Ranked as the 34th largest distributor in the industry, Counselor estimates
Safeguard generated 2012 North American ad specialty sales of $38.4 million.

http://www.asicentral.com/asp/openlapps/news/industrynews.aspx?id=6590
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IBF Announces New Relationship with Safeguard Business Systems
09/30/%013
IBF is re<:ognized as a leading prol.iderofprintproducts, branding, business forms and supplies as well as W.2 and 1099
processing services.ln 2012, Print Solutions magazine ranked IBF no. 38 on its Top 50 PSDAMember Distributors list
Guided by Tress a Mclaughlin, President and COO, who has been with IBF for 23 plus years, along wilh Controller, Jamie
McCormick, who has been with IBFfor 14 plus years,IBF is comprised of talented, passionate and successful group oflong
term, dedicated employees. They haw built strong relationships with owr 1,500 customers who l.iew iBF as a business
solutions prol.ider; and a fantastic, innovatiw approach to prol.idlng Wl. processing services to small business customers.
IBFwould like to announce that we haw decided to enter into a relationship with Safeguard Business Systems. Safeguard is
a top 50 distributor and member of Delu,., Corp. based In Dallas. In addltion,IBF can now Jewrage the strength of
Safeguard's leading manufacturing capabilities and business services offerings

to offer each customer additional resources

to help them run and grow their business.•
President and COO ofiBF, Tressa Mclaughlin adds that"We are stiiiiBF, the same management, the same account
representatiws and the same customer service team. We still IIBiue our customers and current wndors the same way. IBF
has justelqlanded our capabilities to prollide e more robust product line to stay up to speed with our customers and prospects
current and future demands."

.•:c2009 ISF. AN rights reserved.

Wly IBF? IConlact Us I OWA
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8/2512014

Amual Report for C 74433

No. C74433
Return to:
SECRETARY OF STATE
700 WEST JEFFERSON
PO BOX83720
BOISE, ID 8372D-0080

Due no later than Dec 31, 2013

Annual Report Form
:c 1'-hdling
II

f:.dt~:..~s~: {:r.;;, ·:::~r::t

in "-!.hi~i

b:.'~ ~r nee~J~-:..:':

IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC.
JIM DUNN
910WAMITY
BOISE ID 83705

2. Registered Agent and Address
(t«> PO BOX)
JAMES T DUNN JR
910 WEST AMilY
BOISE ID 83705

3. New Registered Agent Signature:*

NO FlUNG FEE IF
RECEIVED BY DUE DATE

4. Corporations: Enter Narres and Business Addresses of President, Secretary, and Directors. Treasurer (optional).
Office
Held
......
········
.... ............!':~.~.~..................................................... -~~r~~t'?.~..P9..~.~.9.~~~~ ..........................~.~.......................~~?..~~- ....~S!.~Dt'Y .....-~9.~~.~!. ~~.~
PRESIDENT
JIM DUNN
ID
910W. AMITY
BOISE
USA
83705
SECRETARY
JIM DUNN
BOISE
83705•
910W. AMITY
ID
USA
DIRECTOR
JIM DUNN
910W. AMITY
BOISE
ID
USA
83705

5. Organized Under the laws of:
ID
C74433

Processed 01/13/2014

6. Annual Report rrust be signed.*
Signature: Jim Dunn
Narre (type or print): Jim Dunn

Date: 01/13/2014
Trt:le: Owner/CEO

I

* ElectronicaUy provided signatures are accepted as original signatures.

http:/lwMY.sos.idaho.g OlisenleVTransformXM L06c?URL=%5C20140113%5CXM LPORTS_14013045.liiTll
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251

CERTIFICATE OF ORGANIZATION FILED EFFE
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
2013 AUG CTIV~
•

StCRr-

(Instructions on back of application}

.

AH II: 53

S t:. TARY OF STATE
TATE OF IDAHO

1. The name of the limited liability company Is:

~rom~,

21

U-C

2. The complete street and mailing addresses of the initial designated office:

9~.)

(Sireet

Arod:y

(J)bl'~ "ID <'<3JDS

(Maiing Address, 1r different than street address)

3. The name and complete street address of the registered agent:

4. The name and address of at least one member or manager of the limited liability
company:
.

Addrey

ctlo L2. ~m' ~ ev1\t r:D

qw 1&2. ~it,

~Dt't

:m

%'noes
'6370 S

5. Mailing address for future correspondence (annual report notices):

910 w. r4tndy ~of\f m ~~105

6. Future effective date of filing (optional): - - - - - - - - - - - Signature of a manager, member or authorized
person.

I'll: C!TATI:

91U\UP\

...,...,.,...""'.L

:'iiiW 05: 88

~=w=h~~VJL

1 @ 48.88

TypedN~~~V\

88/21/2813 85:88
at: 2148 CT: 286663 Blh 13KCJ27
1 ! 61.118 =
IIGIIIt U.C I 2

Signature~N1~
AL.~
\J\k1 A1~J
:~ .....,_--

1112112012

cifi '3it!;"' -Cl:

=

2!6662 '8H: 1386926

48.88 OR6AH LLC I 2

IDA1111 SECRETARY OF STATE

61..

COI1_011L.UC ReY. 0712010
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EXHIBIT 11
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8125/2014

Amual Report for W 128458

No. W128458

Due no later than Aug 31, 2014

Annual Report Form

Return to:
SECRETARY OF STATE
700 WEST JEFFERSON
PO BOX83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0080

1 . '.\!~ailing ;"r:·r~r~i'is: Cc·r:~c:'.: io ~hi~ :i'J~~~f.

ir ~'e~;·.t.e!.\ .

KMMR, LLC
JAMIE MCCORMICK
910WAMITY
BOISE ID 83705

2. Registered Agent and Address

(NO POBOX)
JAMIE MCCORMICK
910WAMITY
BOISE ID 83705

3. New Registered Agent Signature:*

NO FILlNG FEE IF
RECEIVED BY DUE DATE

4. United Uability Co!lll<lnies: Enter Names and Addresses of at least an·e Merrber or Manager.
Name.........................................
.Offrce
... . . ... .Held
. .... . .. . ................
-~~r.~.~~-o.r .E9..M9E~S.~. .... . . .. ........ ..S.i!=Y........................~~~~!'!.......~-o.~~t_ry. . ..~~.s.~~l..~.~-~
MANAGER
TRESSA MCLAUGHUNE
910 W. AMITY RD.
BOISE
USA
ID
83705
~

5. Organized Under the Laws of:

ID
W128458

Processed 08/18/2014

.............

.

6. Annual Report rrust be signed.*
Signature: Jarrie McCornick
Name (type or print): Janie McCornick

Date: 08/18/2014
Trtle: Cfo

* Electronically provided signatures are accepted as original signatures.

http://WMY.sos.idaho.go\fsenleVTransformXM LDoc?URL=%5C20140818%5CXM LPORTS_14230027.>ml
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EXHIBIT 12
000193

Tre$.SU Mat..aughr.,
l'r~l

lhOW./Imty
Baise, D 83705

@Safeguard

910W.Mll!y
~063705

' ibf~
............,..

000194
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EXHIBIT 13
000195

8123/2014

Franchise Sy.>tem

User Details

TRESSA McLAUGHliN (Franchisee)

910 W. Arrity
Boise, Idaho , 83705, USA

Franchise ID : 04G3-00
Phone : (208) 342-3676
Time Zone : GMT -07:00 US/Canada/Mountain
Email : trndaughlin@gosafeguard.com

000196
https:IN.rg inia2.1Tl}franconneclcom'safeguard/control/dirShov.Oetails?userno= 1529636434&userNo=682679835&userTwe=Owler&franchiseiD=04G3-00

1/1

812312014

Franchise S}Stem

User Details

JAMIE McCORMICK (Franchisee)
910 W. Arrity

Boise, Idaho , 83705, USA
Franchise ID : 04G3-00
Phone : {800) 388-3650.
Time Zone : GMT -06:00 US/Canada/Central
Email : janie.rrccorrrick@gosafeguard.com

https:/Mrg inia2.rr¥rancomectcom'safeg uard/control/dirShovwDetalls?userno=1766230784&userNo=1 027287590&userT~OIMler&franchiseiD=04G3-00
000197
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EXHIBIT 14
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IBF/Safeguard's Process for Clearing New Prospective Customers
'
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EXHIBIT 15
000200

IBF/Safeguard's Process for Clearing New Prospective Customers
1.
2.
3.
5.
4.

Complete form below,
Information will be submitted to Safeguard for relliew.
If the prospect is cleared by Safeguard, the information will be entered into Goldmlne.
You will be notified and may proceed contacting the prospect
If the prospect Is NOT cleared by Safeguard, you will be notified of the eldsting
distributor relationship.

Sales Rep:•

Select
Prospect's Business Name: •

Prospect'• Telephone Number: •

Prospecrs Street Address: •

·c---

· "iProspect's State-=C.:od.=.e:..::_•_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,

Prospect's City Code: •

Prospect's Zip Code: •

-

C2009 IBF. AD rights reserved.

IMly I8F? IContact Us I OWA

000201

•

EXHIBIT 16
000202

.:rom:
Sent:
To:
Attachments:

Dunlap, Michael <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>
Monday, October 07, 2013 10:42 AM
Teply, Dawn (Safeguard Partner)
teply only 100713.xls

I have some ideas about the entries here, but thought I would provide you with the list of potential conflicts. I'm sure
we will be talking soon.
Thanks again
Michael P. Dunlap 1General Counsel
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.( www.gosafeguard.com
8585 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 600N 1Dallas, TX 75247
Ph: {214) 640-3927( cell: {972) 213-5765
E-mail: mdunlaO@gosafeguard.com

1

000203

000204

cust_name
A 10 Capital
ACME Insulation. Inc.
Acoustical Supply and Dist.
Advance or Die
All West Aviation Service
Apache River. LLC. dba Double L
ARC
Arid Club, Inc.
B & D Foods
Belle Boutique
Benefit Managers Company. Inc.
Best Western Vista Inn
Blauer. Wayne Dr. M.D.
Block 22. LLC
Boise Centre
Boise Refrigeration Service Co.
Boise School District Foundation
Brent Mitchell Constructions
Caldwell Auto
Camp Oil Company
Carpet One
Caxton Printers, LTD.
Central Paving
Challenger Company
Christian Hardee LLC
City of Eagle
Commercial Home Furnishings
Connolly & Smyser Chartered
Contract Floors
CPM3 Corporation
Creamer Heating & Air Conditioni
CRI Advantage, Inc.
D & J Transport
Dailey, Tom Accounting
DB Fitzpatrick
Debt Reduction Services. Inc.
Designer Floors. Inc.
Diamond Line
Dr. Brewster
Dykman Electric, Inc.
EBERLE, BERLIN & ASSOCIATES
Edwards Greenhouse
ESA Credit Union
ESI Construction
Evans & Paulson CPA's
Fisher's Technology
Gem Floor Supply
Golden West Produce
GOODE MOTOR AUTO GROUP
Habitat For Humanity

cust_addr_2
CUST_ADI sta. _..::oc SG Last Trot SG 36mo! SG 12mo! CUST #
250 S. 5th Street Ste. 400
Boise
ID
QWMOTN
$90
~
11252 Executive Dr.-P.O. Box 190630 Boise
u:>
01/05/12
$84
QWM1GV
5430 West State Street
Boise
ID
$910
06!14/13
$229 QWM10G
104 E. Fairview Ave #206
Meridian ID
02/04/11
$121
QWM11B
133 E. 50th Street
Garden CID
02/21/13
$149
$35 PKT79H
P.O. Box488
Burley
ID
07/08/13 $3,834
$1,304 QN6088
4082 Chinden Blvd.
Gorden CiD
05/03!13i}~ $8,562 PKT5DC/QN605J
P.O. Box 6536-1137 W. River St.
Boise
ID
03/14/13
$921
$180 QN607H
3494S TKAve
Boise
ID
10/16/12 $1.623
$210 QWMID4/QWM1D6
3371 N. Eagle Road
Meridian ID
04/02/12
$242
QN615L
8850 W. Emerald Ste. 194-P.O. Box IS Boise
ID
07/09/13~-g $6.415 PKT1ZZ
2645 Airport Way
Boise
ID
04/05/12
QY6CY8
$112
1501 Hiland Ste. L-3
Burley
ID
10/22/12
$189
$70 PKT4ZF
233 S. Capitol Blvd.
Boise
ID
01/14/13~ $3.422 PKT112
850 W Front St.
Boise
ID
04/26/13 $5,070
$1,636 PZN041
202 West 39th Street
Boise
ID
01/24/13 $2.952
$511 681738
8169 WEST VICTORY RD
BOISE
ID
PKT03B
02/24/11
$65
1650 Overland Ave. Ste. 7
Burley
ID
09/15/11
PKT2P6
$308
2221 Cleveland Blvd.
CaldweiiiD
02/25!13 $1,045
$188 693628/PKT54F/PKTCS7
P.O. Box316
Fruitland ID
$443
$85 PKT6N6
03/11/13
P.O. Box 6250-1507 Main Street (837C Boise
PKTH06/QWM 1OK
ID
03/30/12
$577
312 Main Street
CaldweiiiD
$611 PKTBZL
07/09/13 $1.625
QWM166
5040 S. Apple Street
Boise
ID
05/13/11
$75
609 W Main Street
Boise
$1.178
PKT3RP/QWM 1G3/QN60DR/QN60DP /PKTBCL
ID
12/20/11
$304 PKT8Y J/QWMOJT/QWM 12H/QWM 196
737 North 7th Street
Boise
ID
$967
06/07/13
$354 QWMlTO
660 East Civic Lane-P.O. Box 1520
Eagle
ID
07/16/12
$354
QY6B03
ID
08/23/11
$137
104 South Orchard
Boise
$110 QWM1GR
Boise
$239
134 S. 5th Street
ID
12/17/12
$35 QWM 1OL/PKTGYN/PKTH22/PKTOF5
5430 W. State Street
Boise
ID
09/27/12 $1.000
$61 QWM22R
ID
03/20!13
$61
Boise
P.O. Box 44835
$664
$239 PZN1CO
11/14/12
Boise
1774 Main Streff
ID
$2.603 963224
04/12/13 $6.871
Boise
ID
12754 West Lasalle
$1.456 855746/PKT9F4
Meridian ID
05/31/13 $4.377
1433 E Commercial
$586 QWM1Z3/743986
ID
12/17/12
$898
Rupert
620 5th Street
$334 PKT05B
03/03/13
$835
225 N. Ninth Street, Suite 810
Boise
ID
$2.388 QN60SG
Boise
ID
07/16/13 $6.649
6213 N. Cloverdale Road Ste. 100
$1,251 PKT1 KL
04/17/13 $4,964
ID
Boise
1400 Front Street
$104 QWM112
$259
Meridian ID
01/28/13
1450 N. Hickory Ave.
$592 PKT67H
Boise
ID
01/30/13 $1.395
7337 W. Northview St.
$729 PKTODZ
07/03/13 $1.732
Boise
ID
2323 Federal Way
$85 QWM18P
$235
ID
02/07113
1111 W. JEFFERSON SUITE 530-P.O. BC BOISE
QN612X
$892
Boise
ID
06/15/12
4106 Sand Creek
$822 PKT4T4
07/24/12 $2,798
ID
Boise
355 S. 3rd Suite B
Meridian ID
3330 E Louise Drive Ste # 300
05/30/13- $2,788 QN62HJ/QWM1ZO
$593 PKT086/+
Burley
ID
07/08/13
'
1360 Albion Ave
QN628V
$493
Boise
02/10/12
ID
575 East 42nd Street
QWM10M
$288
03/23/11
Boise
ID
5430 W. State Street
$525 QN61PB
$769
08/13/12
Nyssa
OR
418 Commercial Ave.
$136 PKT6FH
$649
05/22/13
BURLEY ID
1096 E. MAIN-P.O. BOX 130
$611 QN61PK
07/20/13 $1.133
Boise
ID
704 S. Latah St

Hayden Beverage
HERCULEAN CON<.. .• E SYSTEMS
Hillcrest Country Club
Idaho Sports Medicine Institute
Idaho Surgical Partners

000205

P.O. Box 15619-1445 Commerce Ave Boise
ID
861 W ROLLINS ST
BOISE
ID
461 o Hillcrest Dr
Boise
ib
1188 University Drive
Boise
ID
323 E. Riverside Ste. 220
Eagle
ID
~"'~"'·;·...~·~-.£.!-~,J:d:i5"~··;r;~- ,. -~....!'<--· •·>-.
..
\\V~~~~.Jlr0jp.l';)'!',l'!i,ro.~~~~c,F:i?:Hf~~; ;(:~8169 W. Victory Road
Boise
ID
Interior Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 8024
Boise
ID
J & D HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING
5313 AIRPORT RD
NAMPA ID
KATHLEEN ROMA & ASSOCIATES, PLLC
1045 S ANCONA STE# 150
EAGLE
ID
Kitchens by Design
5430 W. State Street
Boise
ID
Koenig Distillery & Winery
20928 Grape Lane
Caldwell ID
lee Read Jewelers
650 E. Sonata lane
Meridian ID
lone Star Middle School
11055 West lone Star Road
Nampa ID
Maguire Financial Services
255 N. Under
Meridian ID
MAHONEY LAW OFFICE
420 W. MAIN ST.• STE. 206
BOISE
ID
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP
755 W. FRONT ST., STE. 200
BOISE
ID
Rupert
ID
Minidoka County
P.0. BOX 368
MINIDOKA COUNTY DISTRICT CT.
8TH AND G STREET-P.O. BOX 368
RUPERT ID
MINIDOKA COUNTY TREASURER
P.O. BOX 368-715 G STREET
RUPERT ID
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT
98 WEST 50 SOUTH
RUPERT ID
Mountain States Group
1607 W Jefferson St.
Boise
ID
2313 W Overland Road
Boise
ID
Northwest Precast
Old Ranch House Seasonings, LLC.
19695 Top Rood
Greenlee ID
Orthopedic Assocation
11071ronwood Drive
Coeur d'J ID
PASCO. Inc.
6400 W. Contractors St. Ste 101
Boise
ID
Paul's Market
P.O. Box 937-12 North Main
HomedaiiD
PICKUP. A. SCOTI D.M.D.
1905 HILAND AVE
BURLEY ID
POMERELLE MOUNTAIN RESORT
PO BOX 158-975 PARK LANEALBION ID
Quality Concrete
P.O. Box 7245
Boise
ID
Quality Thermistor, Inc.
2108 Century Way
Boise
ID
RADIX CONSTRUCTION
242212TH AVE. RD#153
NAMPA ID
Rambo Sand & Graveline.
2700 S. Middleton Road
Nampa ID
Redflsh Sensor Products, LLC.
360 s . Adkins Way Ste. A
Meridian ID
RINGERT CLARK CHARTERED LAWYERS
455 SOUTH 3RD
BOISE
ID
ROCKY MOUNTAIN AGRONOMICS
1912 WEST MAIN-P.O. BOX 928
BURLEY ID
Rocky Mountain Ob-Gyn
951 E. Plaza Drive Suite 170
Eagle
ID
Santos metals & recycling
665 Bedke Blvd. W.-P.O. BOX 218
Burley
ID
SHIRD'S INC.
PO BOX 5333
BOISE
ID
Snake River Pool & Spa, Inc
1340 S. Orchard
Boise
ID
Solution Pro
1450 Eagle Flight Way
Boise
ID
Southwest Idaho Surgery Center
900 N. liberty Ste. 450
Boise
ID
Spurwing The Club
6800 North Spurwing Way
Meridian ID
ST. Luke's Family Health
3090 Gentry Way, Ste. 200
Meridian ID
ST. Luke's Idaho Family Phys.
130 East Boise Ave.
Boise
ID
St. Luke's Regional Medical
190 East Bannock
Boise
ID
STUCCO SYSTEMS, INC
6400 W CONTRACTORS STE# 101
BOISE
ID
Summit Dental Group
782 S. Americana Blvd
Boise
ID
Summit Dental Group
782 S. Americana Blvd
Boise
ID
SUN VALLEY SKI TOOLS
2033 W. Century Way
Boise
ID
The Florist At Edwards
4106 Sand Creek
Boise
ID
TITLE ONE
1101 W. RIVER ST. STE#201
BOISE
ID
2313 Overland Road
Boise
ID
TMC,INC.

06/24/13 $1,875
$393 QN6067/QY6542/QN62CB/QN61XT/
~06J/PZ
12/17/12 $1.441
$788 PKT5R7
06/26/13-QWMOLL
05/01/13
$958
$404 PKTOBL
09/30/11
$102
027234
05/15/12
$253
PKT03B/QY 69BK
02/11/11
$88
QWM11R
09/17/12
$167
$57 PKT331
07116/13 $2.683
$901 940141/+++
07/05/13 $1.107
$382 QWM10N/QWN10P
08/12/11
$167
QN609Y
07/02/13 $1.796
$525 PKT2N3
10/29/12
$859
$296 QN61PW
03/26/13 $1.708
$483 PKT8WR/QN61 FY /QWM 1M3/QWM 1BY
02/28/12
$89
QWM 1KS
07/26/12 $1.120
$597 PKT3W 1
06/11/13 $1.706
$522 PKT5C3
06/11/13 $1.706
$522 PKT5C3
06/11/13 $1.706
$522 PKT5C3
;~~
$265
881274
05/03/13-- $6,912 702119/QN6102
06/17111
$28
QWM 17M
01/29/13
$82
$82 QWM20X
03/15/13
$759
$359 PKT3Y4
-~i~~~
$45
QWMOTS
07/02/13
$415
$43 QN61 X8/QWM05B/QWM 14S/QWM 1GK/QN62[
07119/13
$349
$192 PKT2SG
03/18/12
$207
QN60F7
03/19/13 $1.193
$459 PKT3NJ
07118/13 $3,012
$1,101 QN624Z/QWM27R/+++
03/20/13 $1.245
$393 PKT6KY
12/21/12
$252
$30 QWMOR8/QWM14M
04/29/12
$192
QWMlLB
06/25/12
$148
QWM 1K3
06/26/13 $5,285
$2.412 PKT4XC/QN611M
05/06/13
$184
$184 QWM250
11/07/12 $2,696
$522 PKT35W
01/21/13
$179
$94 QN61YJ
11/26/12
$201
$76 PKT623
01/09/12
$72
PKT33X
05/20/13 $3.961
$1.498 PKT25W
02/28/11
$559
PKTOOJ
··~
~:1~.5~-tli!~
$240
715507
06/07/13
$321
$321 QWM238
07119/13~ $17,653 PKT6CX
09/08/10
$23
QWMOT5
04/19/13 $2.633
$860 PKTB8Z
04/19/13 $2.633
$860 PKT88Z
11/26/12
$916
$304 PKT8MS/QN6156/QN61VW
06/15/12
$892
QN612X
02/27/13
$375
$362 ·QY6HM8/QY6HM7/QY608D/+++++
06/17/11
$28
QWM17M

Treasure Volley Co'
Co.
Trl State Beauty Su1-. ·,
Ultra Clean
WestVet
WILSON & McCOLL
YANKE MACHINE SHOP. INC.

11875 President Drive
Boise
ID
5160 Overland Rd
Boise
ID
Meridian· ib
1763 W. Marcon Lone Ste. 175
5019 N. Sawyer Ave
Garden CID
3858 N. GARDEN CENTER WAY STE2Q{ BOISE
ID
4414 SOUTH GEKLER LANE
BOISE
ID

02/12/13
04/02/13
08116/10
02/22/13
06/03/13
09/28/12

$35
$1.219
$31
$1.311
$3.860
$311

$35 QY6KWJ
$258 PKT549
QN61F3
$355 PKT6BN
$1,590 PKT37F
$35 PKT4MZ/QY676V +++

000206

DIST #

4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5

4T5
4T5
4T5

4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5

4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5/447

4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5

4T5

000207

4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5

NAME
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY/ROGER THURSTON
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY

DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY

000208

4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4TS
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4TS
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4TS
4T5
4T5
4T5
4T5
4t5

·.
DAWNTE:.
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY

DAWNTE=~

000209

EXHIBIT 17
000210

ibf~
&safeguard*
~~

./:.4.

Dear Customer,

':f't

First of all, we want to thank you for being a loyall SF customer! As a valued customer, we want you to be
one of the first to know that we have recently entered into a relationship with Safeguard Business Systems.
In addition to receiving the customer care excellence that you have come to expect from IBF, you will now
have access to an even more diverse offering of products and services.
IBF constantly pursues ways to better serve our customers, and we believe that our new relationship
provides the perfect blend of nationwide manufacturing and distribution capabilities, along with cross channel
marketing solutions to help your business grow and prosper. You should also know that IBF will remain a
locally operated business comprised of cu'rrent members of the executive team, Tressa Mclaughlin, who has
been with IBF for 23 years and Jamie McCormick as Controller, who has been with IBF since 1999. IBF
employees are known as the "go-to people" and the team is made up of long term employees with vast
industry knowledge and experience. As a company, IBF leverages those skill sets to maximize efficiencies
and improve the customer experience.
Safeguard is part of Deluxe Corporation; one of the largest providers of service solutions in the world, and
has been serving businesses and organizations similar to yours for over fifty years. The benefits from our
added products, services, and solutions will help you build your brand and improve the results of your
marketing campaigns. Additionally, our world class technology solutions will help you cost effectively manage
your marketing resources and printed materials supply chain.
Your Client Services Representative, <Name>, will be following up with you soon to share exciting details
about the new solutions that are now available to your organization.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. All of us at IBF are excited about our new
relationship with Safeguard, and are confident that it will bring additional value to our business relationship.
Best Regards,

Tressa Mclaughlin
President & COO
IBF
A Safeguard Business Systems Partner
tmclaughlin@goibf.com
208.342.3676

e

910 West Amity BoiSe, Idaho 83705 208.342.3676 I fa:<: 208.345.5740 gciBEcom

000211

EXHIBIT 18
000212

From: teply3@msn.com
Subject: Re:
Date: Thu, 6 Feb 2014 14:58:40 -0700
To: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com

Ok, are you available to talk tomorrow?
Thanks,
Dawn Teply

On Feb 6, 2014, at 2:15 PM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
On the accounts listed, all option's are on the table. I got pulled off in another direction so I can't call
right now.
From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 06, 2014 3:12:22 PM
To: Dunlap, Michael
Subject: Re:

Mike,
Did vou check into the questions regarding Schoeb's special pricing on the laser checks for
Payette Title?
Also, on the customer's below is there an option for me to purchase the account for the
products ordered that I do not currently supply? Otherwise, is there an option to receive
partial commissions from the sales IBF are making if I share the customer?
Thanks,
Dawn Teply

On Feb 6, 2014, at 11:40 AM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:

1
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This list is what we show got orders fulfilled through IBF since late August, that
appear to be matches with some accounts in your base.
I call out St. Luke's while understanding that the entity is large and has accounts
with 2, 3 or maybe 4 different distributors. We can talk about it separately.
The rest of the accounts seem to be a good place for discussions. By identifying
these accounts, I was hoping that you could examine these and then you and I
could have a conversation about possible resolutions. I am also looking for you
to help me understand the business relationship we have with some of these
accounts.
Another thing we should discuss is the marketing we discussed in our last
conversation. Sorry for the hassle, but if we work hard together, we can arrive at
a solution that benefits all concerned, you, the customer and Safeguard.
Sound like a plan?
St. Luke's Regional Medical
Diamond Line
Hayden Beverage
Employer's Resource
Caxton Printers, LTD.
WestVet
Paul's Market
Southwest Idaho Surgery Center
Lee Read Jewelers
Debt Reduction Services, Inc.
Treasure Valley Coffee Co.
Central Paving
ROCKY MOUNTAIN
AGRONOMICS
SUN VALLEY SKI TOOLS
Caldwell Auto
Quality Thermistor, Inc.
Hillcrest Country Club
The Florist At Edwards
The CarPark
TMC,INC.
Santos metals & recycling
Tri State Beauty Supply
GOODE MOTOR AUTO GROUP
Commercial Home Furnishings
Apache River, LLC. dba Double L
Minidoka County
Dykman Electric, Inc.
Interior Systems, Inc.
Contract Floors
2
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Best Western Vista Inn
Arid Club, Inc.
Blauer, Wayne Dr. M.D.
City of Eagle
On Demand
Snake River Pool & Spa, Inc
MINIDOKA COUNTY
TREASURER
Brent Mitchell Constructions
Orthopedic Association
CPM3 Corporation
PASCO, Inc.
SHIRD'S INC.
Spurwing The Club
Rambo Sand & Gravel Inc.
A 10 Capital
Ultra Clean
EBERLE, BERLIN &
ASSOCIATES
Kitchens by Design
Pioneer Family Medicine
RINGERT CLARK CHARTERED
LAWYERS
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION
DISTRICT
Elam& Burke
Michael P. Dunlap 1General Counsel
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. 1www.gosafequard.com
8585 Stemmons Freeway, Suite SOON ( Dallas, TX 75247
Ph: (214) 640-39271 cell: (972) 213-5765
E-mail: mdunlap@gosafeQuard.com
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EXHIBIT 19
000216

Yes, tomorrow is good. What time?
Dawn Teply

On Feb 20, 2014, at 4:07PM, 11 Dunlap, Michael 11 <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>
wrote:
Got your voice mail and left one but probably best to jump on the
phone. We have worked so hard, I just want us to feel completely
secure in understanding where we are and where we hope to go.
Tomorrow?
From: Dunlap, Michael
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 12:19:42 PM
To: 'teply3@msn.com'
Subject: from yesterday
Here are my notes, sorry for the delay:
Youkeeptheaccounb:
Hayden Beverage
St. Luke's Regional Medical
Employer's Resource
West Vet
Southwest Idaho Surgery Center
Lee Read Jewelers
Debt Reduction Services, Inc.
Rocky Mountain Agronomics
Sun Valley Ski Tools
Caldwell Auto
Quality Thermistor, Inc.
Hillcrest Country Club
The Car Park
Santos Metals & Recycling
Tri State Beauty Supply
Apache Hiver, LLC dba Double L
Minidoka County
Dykman Electric, Inc.
Contract Floors
On Demand
Minidoka County Treasurer
Orthopedic Association
Shird's Inc.
Rambo Sand & Gravel
Eberle, Berlin & Associates
Kitchens by Design
Pioneer Family Medicine
2
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Elam & Burke
I will get the files on each from IBF, sent over to you.
You agreed to sell the commission rights to the following:
Spurwing the Club $100
Minidoka Irrigation $300
Ringert Clark $100
Diamond line
A10 Capital
Ultra Clean
Pasco
CPM3
Snake River Pool & Spa
Arid Club $300
Best Western Vista $100
Interior Systems $100
Commercial Home Furnishings $100
Goode Motor Auto Group $450
TMC$50
The Florist at Edwards $300
Treasure Valley Coffee $50
Central Paving $100
Paul's Market $150
For the commission rights you sell, we will execute a document of
assignment it will have the list, a commitment of confidentiality,
a commitment of working together with us on a transfer, if we
need it.
I know some of the commission rights that are being sold to us
don't reflect a dollar amount, but I think we didn't agreed an
assigned number on each.
You were thinking of selling the rights to:
Wayne Blauer, MD
And I'm not sure what we ended up with on the City of Eagle.
Take a gander at this and let's discuss first chance you get. I know
we have a lot of work ahead, but I think this is an awesome start
and I think you have shown great patience and professionalism,
thanks for working with me.

3
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EXHIBIT 20
000219

From: Dunlap, Michael [mallto:mdunlap@gosafeguard.com]
Sent: Monday, March 03, 2014 7:40AM
To: 'dawn@safeguard-teply.us'
·
Subject:

Good morning, here is a draft of an assignment letter, please give it a look and let me know what you think. If ok, please
sign and send back to me with a copy to Sue Lederach, she will then start the process to get you a check
The actual transfer of files can be handled with Tressa at IBF as you two deem best. If you would like me to facilitate the
file transfer, please let me know.
The account referenced as Employer's Resource, probably needs to be carefully managed, given the history, the
components, etc., but we did discuss the special nature of that account during one of our last conversations.
I appreci;;lte this is a partial resolution, but it is a very positive step, so thanks again.
If you have questions, please give me a call, I'm traveling later today, weather permitting with the Connexion schedule
starting, but I can always be reached by email.
I'm copying Kevin and Sue on this to make sure we transition accounts appropriately.
Talk to you soon.
Michael P. Dunlap 1General Counsel
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. 1www.gosafeguard.com
8585 Stemmons Freeway, Suite SOON 1Dallas, TX 75247
Ph: (214) 640-39271 cell: (972) 213-5765
E-mail: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com

/lwostf
~tw

,

This email is free from viruses and malware because avast! Antivirus protection is active.
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March 3, 2014
Dawn Teply
Safeguard Business Systems
Dear Dawn:
First and foremost, we appreciate your cooperation and professionalism in agreeing to
transfer these commission rights and in the way you worked with me to accomplish this
resolution.
This letter will confirm the understanding that in exchange for good and valuable
consideration, namely $7,340 paid to your Safeguard distributorship by Safeguard, you
have agreed to transfer and assign your commissions rights associated with future sales to
the customers listed below.
Spurwing the Club
Minidoka Irrigation
Ringert Clark
Diamond Line
AlO Capital
Ultra Clean
Pasco
CPM3
Snake River Pool & Spa
Arid Club
Best Western Vista
Interior Systems
Commercial Home Furnishings
Goode Motor Auto Group
TMC
The Florist at Edwards
Treasure Valley Coffee
Central Paving
Paul's Market
Wayne Blauer, MD

000221

By agreeing to share, I wanted to confinn that the account protection rights to these
accounts will be owned by Safeguard and serviced by IBF. In the event there is an order
placed by any of these customers with you or your distributorship or you are contacted by
any of the customers, please direct them to IBF. This transition may actually take some
time, but I'm sure you appreciate the need for flexibility over the next month or so, so we
can hopefully promote a successful transition.
Also, we are striving to maximize the customer experience and our hope is that your
distributorship will continue to grow sales for the products you are currently offering. I
hope to get arrangements about the transfer of files in the near future.
As we discussed this is not intended to represent that all account protection issues are
identified or resolved, only those listed here.
Also as we discussed, please keep this matter and the details of the account protection
resolution confidential.
Please review this letter and if you have any questions, please feel free to call.
Sincerely,
Michael P. Dunlap
General Counsel
Acknowledged and agreed:
Dawn Teply, Safeguard Distributor
This_ day of March, 2014
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EXHIBIT 21
000223

From: Dawn Teply <admin@safeguar
~>
Sent: Friday, March 07, 2014 10:37:42 AM
To: Dunlap, Michael
Subject: Conversations

Hi Mike,
I hope you are doing well. I wanted to touch base to see where we are at on everything with IBF to
this point. I also want to discuss the banks that we service and make sure that IBF will not jeopardize
our relationships and sales with those institutions. Please let me know when you are able to catch
up.

Thank you,

VtNWYVIPdJ~
Safeguard By Teply & Associates

(208) 429-8282 local phone
(877) 429-8181 toll free phone
(208) 429-8354 fax line
admin@safeguard-teply. us
www.gosafeguard.com/dteply
Check out our website for more products/
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EXHIBIT 22
000225

From: teply3@msn.com
Subject: Banks
Date: Tue, 11 Mar 201411:31:00-0600
·a: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com

Hi Mike,
Per your request, I am providing you with a list of the banks that I currently service.
The banks listed on my addendum in my purchase agreement are as follows:
Bank of the Cascades (formerly Farmers & Merchants)
Intermountain Community Bank
KeyBank National Association
Washington Trust Bank
Wells Fargo Bank
Zions Bank

The banks I have added to my list and continue to service since I purchased my
distributorship are as follows:
Idaho Central Credit Union
Northwest Bank (formerly Western Capital Bank)
RaboBank
U.S. Bank (I was approved by Safeguard to work with their downtown and Skyway Vista
branches, per their request.)

I would like an agreement in place that will protect my relations and referral .
commissions with all of the above financial institutions. Please let me know if you have
any questions.
Thank you,

Safeguard By Teply & Associates
(208) 429-8282 local phone
(877) 429-8181 toll free phone
·(208) 429-8354 fax line
admin@safeguard-teply. us
www.gosafeguard.com/dteply
Check out our website for more products/
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EXHIBIT 23
000227

>From: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com
>To: teply3@msn.com
>Subject: Re: IBF
> Date: Tue, 1 Apr 2014 15:56:27 +0000

>
> I will reconnect on your questions by week's end.

> __________________________________
>From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
>Sent: Tuesday, April 01, 2014 8:34:42 AM
>To: Dunlap, Michael
>Subject: IBF
>
>Mike,
>
> I forgot to tell you that I reached out to Tressa last week to set up a time to exchange files and tried to
arrange a meeting for today. Her response a couple of days later was that she was booked for this week and
didn't have time to meet until next week. I responded and asked her if she wanted to take time to go over the
files or if she was just planning on swapping them and have not received any response since. If we are just
swapping files I guess I don't understand why she can'tjust have th~m pulled and ready for me to pitk up. I .
will address her, again, and go forward from here.

>

.

>My question to you is has she signed off on the files coming to me? Also, is she making sure her people are
staying out of those accounts and directing them to us at this point if the customer contacts them?
>
>"Thanks,
:>:Dawn Teply

>
>

1
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EXHIBIT 24
000229

> From: teply3@msn.com
>Subject: Re: Employers Resourc~
>Date: Mon, 7 Apr 2014 08:44:47-0600
>To: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com

>
>Yes please. Either 208-429-8282 or 208-850-0381.
>
>Thanks,
>Dawn Teply

>
>
>>On Apr 7, 2014, at 8:34AM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
>>
>>sure what me to call?
>>
> >-----Original Message--->> From: Dawn Teply [mailto:teply3@msn.com]
> > Sent: Monday, April 07, 2014 9:27AM
>>To: Dunlap, Michael
>>Subject: Re: Employers Resource
>>
>>
> > Do you have time for a phone call?

>">
>..>Dawn Teply
>>
>>
>>>On Apr 6, 2014, at 9:35AM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
>>>
> >> ok, combing through the latest spreadsheets of data, besides the continuing conversations regarding
Employer's Resource, I wanted to ask you about the following:
>>>
> » Redfish Sensor Products
>»Evans & Paulson CPAs
>>>Ada Pediatrics P.A.
> »Total Waste Management
>>>
>»We may have talked about the first two. The second two ~ay not even be conflicts, but out of the
1
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abundance of caution, I want to see if you have heard of either.
>>>
>>>Also, i think it would be a good idea to explore with Tressa their approach to referral sources, like banks,
to see what their approach is. I just don't know if they have the same approach with banks as referral sources
as you and Roger do or if IBF has an approach at all.
>>>
> » I don't think it will be a problem especially considering it hasn't come up in the last 7 months and the
situation you and Roger have developed has worked out well.
>>>
>>>
>>> ____________________________________
> >> From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
>>>Sent: Friday, April 04, 2014 1:21 PM
>>>To: Dunlap, Michael
> »Subject: Re: Employers Resource
>>>
> >>Yes. Call me at 208-850-0381.
>>>
>>>Thanks,
>>>Dawn Teply
>>>
>>>
>>»On Apr 4, 2014, at 12:20 PM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
> >>>
> >» I think I can help. Got a minute for a call?
>>>> ____________________________________
>,>»From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
>>»Sent: Friday, April 04, 2014 1:18:27 PM
>>»To: Dunlap, Michael
>>»Subject: Employers Resource
>>>>
> >» Hi Mike,
>>>>
> >» I am meeting with Tressa at the beginning of the week and would like to see numbers on the last year of
their sales to Employers Resouce. I need to be able to make an informed decision on whether I want to try to
keep that account or sell it. Please let me know if you can get those details to me or who I need to talk to if
you are unable to provide me the information.
>>>>
>>>>Thanks,
> >» Dawn Teply
>>
>>

2
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EXHIBIT 25
000232

>From: teply3@msn.com
>Subject: Re: IBF
> Date: Mon, 14 Apr 2014 13:00:36 -0600
>To: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com

>
>
> Ok, so what do I need to do to collect the files and information from the list that you and I have already
discussed that are supposed to come to me?

>
> T~anks,
>Dawn Teply

>
>
> > On Apr 14, 2014, at 12:29 PM, 11 Dunlap, Michael 11 <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
>>
> > I know of no contractual promises with Jim Dunn or with Tressa and Jamie that relate to servicing of
accounts.

>>
> > -----Original Message---->> From: Dawn Teply [mailto:teply3@msn.com]
>>Sent: Monday, April14, 20141:11 PM
>>To: Dunlap, Michael
> > Subject: Re: IBF
>>
>>Mike,

>->
> > When I met with Tressa on Thursday I provided her the available files and samples on the accounts I sold
to you. She provided me with nothing.• She seems to think that we are going to continue business as usual and
share all accounts. While I agreed to "consider" the option on Employers Resource and St. luke's, sharing all
accounts is not what I agreed to with you. Furthermore, she is not even a distributor at this point and owns
account rights to nothing so any negotiating needs to be done between Safeguard and I, not Tressa and I. She
stated that we don't need to involve you or corporate Safeguard and since this is Idaho we can do whatever
we want. She also informed me that if the cu~tomers want to order from IBF they will find a way to make the
sale even if it means running it through a different system so that it is not detected. This is exactly why I didn't
want Safeguard to do this business deal. I knew this was what would happen and knew that it would interfere
with my sales opportunities. I need to know if you have made any contractual promises in your purchase from
Jim or your planned sale to Tressa and Jamie that allows them to continue servicing any accounts that I
currently service.
1
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>>
>>Thank you,
> > Dawn Teply
>>
>>
> » On Apr 10, 2014, at 1:22 PM, 11 Dunlap, Michael 11 <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
>>>
>>>Yep. Having said they I encouraged her to talk to you about any and all accounts. She has more info than
me. Thought it best for you two to talk. I specifically told her to speak to you about Employers Resource and St
Lukes.
>>> ___________________________________
> >> From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
>>>Sent: Thursday, April 10, 2014 1:09:23 PM
>»To: Dunlap, Michael
>>>Subject: IBF
>>>
>»Mike,
>>>
>>>Was Tessa provided and informed of the list of customers that she was supposed to transfer files to me?
>>>
>>>Thanks,
> » Dawn Teply
>>
>>

2
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EXHIBIT 26
000235

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dawn Teply" <admin@safeguard-teply.us>
Thursday, AprillO, 2014 4:05 PM
'IBF - Mclaughlin, Tressa'
Meeting Today

Hi Tressa,
Thank you for your time and information today. Per our discussion, we will revisit the accounts for
Employers Resource and St. Luke's. Otherwise, I am wondering when I can expect the rest of the
files on the list that you were provided from Mike Dunlap. Please let me know and we can make
arrangements to exchange them.

Thank you,
VawwTe:p~
Safeguard By Teply & Associates
(208) 429-8282 local phone
(877) 429-8181 toll free phone
(208) 429-8354 fax line
admin@safeguard-teply. us
www.gosafeguard.com/dteply
Check out our website for more products/

1
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EXHIBIT 27
000237

>>> ___________________________________
>>>From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
>>>Sent: Tuesday, April15, 2014 4:19:44 PM
>>>To: Dunlap, Michael
>>>Subject: Re: IBF
>>>
>>>Tomorrow would be good. What time works for you?
>>>
> >> Dawn Teply
>>>
>>>
>>»On Apr 15, 2014, at 2:37PM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
>>>>
> >» Have been in an off-site meeting but the good thing is I got a ton of good ideas to bounce off of you.
Would you have time to discuss after this meeting or tomorrow?
>>>> _______________________________________
>>»From: Dunlap, Michael
>>>>Sent: Monday, April i4, 20141:55:05 PM
>>»To: 'Dawn Teply'
> >»Subject: RE: IBF
>>>>
> >>> I have always thought that the sharing of information related to specific accounts is the best approach.
In the current situation IBF isn't a distributor, but Tressa and Jamie are managing the business and have the
most knowledge for specific accounts. I thought and still do think that it is a far better, for the three of you to
, talk about the handling of specific accounts, than for me to make decisions from a spreadsheet.
(.>>>>
11 >>>>What we are trying to promote is a way of growing sales, all sales, yours, IBF, all.
>>>>
> >» Now, I would also like to explore alternative, creative approaches that may involve agreements to share
(and hopefully grow sales) so long as all involved understand what is involved. That is why consistent ongoing
dialog between the three of you feels like it would be more productive than conversations with me on
accounts. I have some of those ideas if you would like to get on the phone to explore the same.
>>>>
> >>>
>>>>
> >>>----Original M~ssage---> >>> From: Dawn Teply [mailto:teply3@msn.com]
> >>> Sent: Monday, April14, 2014 1:11 PM
>>»To: Dunlap, Michael
> >>>Subject: Re: IBF
>>>>
>>>>Mike,
>>>>
>>»When I met with Tressa on Thursday I provided her the available files and samples on the accounts I sold
to you. She provided me with nothing. She seems to think that we are going to continue business as usual and
share all accounts. While I agreed to "consider" the option on Employers Resource and St. luke's, sharing all
accounts is not what I agreed to with you. Furthermore, she is not even a distributor at this point and owns
account rights to nothing so any negotiating needs to be done between Safeguard and I, not Tressa and I. She
2
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stated that we don't need to involve you or corporate Safeguard and since this is Idaho we can do whatever
we want. She also informed me that if the customers want to order from IBF they will find a way to make the
sale even if it means running it through a different system so that it is not detected. This is exactly why I didn't
want Safeguard to do this business deal. I knew this was what would happen and knew that it would interfere
with my sales opportunities. I need to know if you have made any contractual promises in your purchase from
Jim or your planned sale to Tressa and Jamie that allows them to continue servicing any accounts that I
currently service.
>>>>
> >»Thank you,
> >>> Dawn Teply
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>>On Apr 10, 2014, at 1:22PM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
>>>>>
>>»>Yep. Having said they I encouraged her to talk to you about any and all accounts. She has more info
than me. Thought it best for you two to talk. I specifically told her to speak to you about Employers Resource
and St Lukes.
>>>>> ___________________________________
> >>» From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
> »» Sent: Thursday, April 10, 2014 1:09:23 PM
>>>»To: Dunlap, Michael
>>»>Subject: IBF
>>>>>
>>>>>Mike,
>~>>>>

>'»>>Was Tessa provided and informed of the list of customers that she was supposed to transfer files to
·me?
>>>>>
> >>>>Thanks,
> »» Dawn Teply
>>
>>

>
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EXHIBIT 28
000240

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dawn Teply <admin@safeguard-teply.us>
Friday, Aprill8, 2014 9:24 AM
'IBF - Mclaughlin, Tressa'
RE: Meeting

Hi Tressa,
Due to ongoing conversation with Mike Dunlap and the meetiog that you and I had scheduled at your
office, I was under the impression that you and I were going to exchange the files from a list that Mike
had provided me. I brought th~ files to you that I agreed to provide you and was confused as to why
you did=not provide me the same. I soon came to the realization that you had intended on sharing all
accounts that cross over between us. While I believe that we do need to continue discussing
accounts like Employers Resource, St. Luke's and maybe a few other special accou'nts it was never
my intention to share all of the accounts. I have been paying for many accounts in my base for over
seven years and have added in other customers as I have continued in my career. I was promised
account protection in my contract with Safeguard and expected to grow my business. As I mentioned
when we met, I also had to sign an additional contract that guarantees payment to the distributor from
whom I purchased my base. If I give up my account protection rights and lose· business because of it,
I put myself at risk of not meeting my contractual obligations. I will assume that you will be promised
account protection on your accounts and you will have to commit to the same guarantees for growth
and payment of your base. Therefore, I do not know how Safeguard can promise account protection
_,on the same account to two different distributorships and expect it to work.
:Please give me a call when you return and we will move forward from here.

Thank you,
VCIMIY\/ Te:p~

Safeguard By Teply & Associates
(208) 429-8282 local phone
(877) 429-8181 toll free phone
(208) 429-8354 fax line
admin@safeguard-teply.us
www.gosafeguard.com/dteply
Check out our website for more products
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EXHIBIT 29
000242

From: teply3@msn.com
Subject: IBF Sales
Date: Fri, 2S Apr 2014 18:15:41-0600
To: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com
Mike,
Please see the attached document and provide me a response.
Thank you,
Dawn Teply

[0
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April24, 2014

Mike Dunlap
Safeguard I Deluxe
Re: IBF Sales

Mike,
Since August 2013, Safeguard/Deluxe has been paying employees to compete
with me for business in several accounts. They even were so bold as to send out
a letter to my customers, without my knowledge, promoting their employees and
announcing their purchase of the company of which those employees work. I
have been with Safeguard for just over 19 years, 11 % as an associate of Roger
Thurston and over 7 % as a distributor who has been paying for my customer list
ever since. I have sold as many Safeguard products as possible and promoted
the fact that I am a distributor of Safeguard products. I have always supported
the Safeguard/Deluxe plants, employees and ideas.
When I purchased my distributorship I bought in with the idea that I would have
account protection in the customers that I was paying for in my purchase. Over
the years when another distributor placed an .order for one of my customers we
both received a rotation notice and commission rights were paid to me as the
owning distributor. The same applied for me if I sold to another distributor's
protected account. Since the BAM deals and the purchase of IBF it appears now
that my accounts are no longer protected. Safeguard/Deluxe now allows new
distributors to process their sales outside of the system that the legacy
distributors were all forced to use to enter their sales. By using the same system,
the account protection was enforced and properly applied. Now, it seems that
Safeguard/Deluxe has no control over what is being sold and to whom.
Therefore, they have no way of honoring account protection. IBF has no
intention of ever entering their sales through our system. In fact, it has been told
to me by Tressa at IBF that if I don't share the accounts they will just run the
sales through another system and make the sale anyway.
I appreciate the fact that you offered me a payoff for the hassles and to "wipe the
slate clean'' but until you can get the sales information to me and we can reach a
resolution to this ongoing problem the slate will never be clean. By purchasing
IBF and promoting their sales over mine Safeguard/Deluxe is taking money and
potential sales opportunities away from me in their own interest. This is causing
a devaluation of the business that I have been purchasing for over the past 7 %
years of a 10 year payoff plan. The Boise area is not a metro area and the more
distributors you bring into this area the smaller the piece of the pie gets for each
distributor who is obligated to grow their base.
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What I am requesting of you is hard sales numbers and product information sold
to my customer base by Safeguard/Deluxe's IBF employees from August 2013
through the current date. I can then decide how I want to pursue my interests,
whether it be to request some payment of sales or sell accounts. I need to know
the values we are dealing with in order to make these decisions. While there
may be a couple of special situations that we need to finalize discussion on, it is
not my intent to share all of the accounts and never has been. There is no
possible way that sharing accounts will ever work to my benefit given the current
situation. Please provide the information I am requesting by May 5, 2014.

Sincerely,

VCtMJ w Te;po/
Safeguard By Teply & Associates
(208) 429-8282
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EXHIBIT 30
000246

From: teply3@msn.com
Subject: Re: IBF Sales
Date: Thu, 1 May 2014 14:35:13 -0600
To: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com

I will take a look and compare to the other two lists you provided me.
Thanks,
Dawn Teply

On May 1, 2014, at 9:50AM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
How about starting fresh? We kind of go back to a clear picture of where we find ourselves. I think the
list below is accurate of what we have "in common". I'm not totally sure, but as sure as I can be that this
is an up to date list. How about you take a look and let me know what you think. I'm looking for accuracy
or any other accounts that you think could/should be on this list.
After we get the list, we go back at each to get resolution. Sound like a plan?
Redfish Sensor Products
Evans & Paulson CPAs
Ada Pediatrics P.A. (not showing IBF has sales, this may not be a common account)
Total Waste Management
Employer's Resource (just update me on where we are here)

Read Jewelers (would like to
share)
St. Luke's (bracelets)
Hayden Beverage
Caxton Printers, LTD.
WestVet
Southwest Idaho Surgery Center
Lee Read Jewelers
Debt Reduction Services, Inc.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
AGRONOMICS
1
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SUN VALLEY SKI TOOLS
Caldwell Auto
Quality Thermistor, Inc.
Hillcrest Country Club
The CarPark
Santos metals & recycling
Tri State Beauty Supply
Apache River, LLC. dba Double L
Minidoka County
Dykman Electric, Inc.
Contract Floors
City of Eagle
On Demand
MINIDOKA COUNTY
TREASURER
Brent Mitchell Constructions
Orthopedic Association
SHIRD'S INC.
Rambo Sand & Gravel Inc.
EBERLE, BERLIN &
ASSOCIATES
Kitchens by Design
Pioneer Family Medicine
Elam& Burke
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000249

----------------------·~----·-------------------

From: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com
To: teply3@msn.com
Subject: RE: IBF Sales
Date: Fri, 9 May 2014 20:03:39 +0000

ok, let me know when you would like to discuss any possible resolution

From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
Sent: Friday, May 9, 2014 11:35 AM
To: Dunlap, Michael
Subject: Re: IBF Sales

------------

The second list was the one that you had said was accounts that commissions had been paid between
September and January. That is the list we used to determine the accounts which I was currently interested in
selling.
Thanks,
Dawn Teply

On May 9, 2014, at 9:38AM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
First, the original list were accounts we thought might be in common. I did not represent that it was
100% accurate. I did represent several times that we are continuing to examine the records so that we

only have to deal with accounts that are in fact in common. I did not represent to you that the first lists
were lists of accounts that commissions were paid to IBF.
I think the better approach is to discuss resolution of accounts in smaller batches.
I appreciate you

responding.

·..

From: Dawn Teply [mailto:teply3@msn.coml
Sent: Friday, May 09, 2014 10:31 AM
To: Dunlap, Michael
Subject: Re; IBF Sales

Mike,
The original and second list you provided me had 114 "in common" accounts which you said
commissions had been paid to IBF for sales. This most recent list only shows 34 "in common"
accounts. I sold 20 ofthe "in common" accounts from the previous list to you which leaves 94
accounts of concern. I am still sorting through them and will let you know what I deGide.
1met with Tressa and Jamie yesterday and they are to provide a list of "special" accounts which
they are providing a monthly data processing service. This way I may be able to better assess
wlfat is on the table and look out for my best interest.

Thanks,
Dawn Teply

000250

From: IBF- Mclaughlin, Tressa [mailto:TMcLaughlin@goiBF.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 28, 2014 2:01PM
To: Dawn Teply
Subject: RE: Monthly Data Processing

Dawn,

Mike has all of the information and we are going to schedule a time to talk.

Thank you,

Tressa Mclaughlin 1President and CEO
IBF I the go-to people n~
208.342.3676 ext.12261800.388.3650 1fax: 208.345.5740
. .
• ..:~.!?'

Goods That Do Good!
Ask Us How Social Giving Can Boost Your Business.
CREATE AWARENESS • SUPPORT YOUR COMMUNITY • RECOGNIZE BUSINESS
PARTNERS
Visit our website today at GoiBF.com

1
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From: "Dunlap, Michael'" '<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>
Date: May 15,2014 at 10:55:39 AM MDT
To: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
Subject: Re: IBF
According to Tressa? Oh well. I will check when I get back to Dallas.
From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
Sent: Thursday, May 15,2014 9:50:34 AM
To: Dunlap, Michael
Subject: Re: IBF
No, I did not. According to Tressa, you have all of the information on their customer base so I
thought I would start with you.
Thanks,
Dawn Teply

On May 15,2014, at 10:15 AM, 11Dunlap, Michael 11 <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
Did you ask Tressa about this already?
From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
Sent: Thursday, May 15, 2014 9:04:05 AM
To: Dunlap, Michael
Subject: IBF
Mike,
I noticed that IBF has a promo/apparel store for Meridian High School on theft
website. Meridian High is a good customer of mine and I noticed that their name
has never been on any customer list that you have provided me. Please check into
this and let me Imow the status.
Thanks,
Dawn Teply

000253

EXHIBIT 33
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Meridian High School APP'-·.--

Page 1 of 1

..;;

Who We Serve
lie am"'""'
Et!U<:;~Iion

Eam Boxtops ror your
School

Merfd!an HIQh Schoo!

Financial
Manuracturlng

Marrtary
Softwarv

«l2209 IBF. All rlghta reserved.

http://www.goibf.com/meridian-high-school-apparel

V\-hy IBF? I Contar! Us IOWA
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EXHIBIT 34
000256

.
-.•

From: Dawn Teply [mailto:admin@safequard-teply.us]

Sent: Monday, May 19, 2014 9:19AM
To: IBF - Mclaughlin, Tressa
Subject: Monthly Data Processing

Hi Tressa,

I was checking to see where you are at on the list of accounts that you provide a
monthly data processing service. Please let me know so we can move forward. ·

Thank you,

Safeguard By Teply & Associates
(208) 429-8282 local phone
(877) 429-8181 toll free phone
(208) 429-8354 fax line
admin@safeguard-teply. us
www.gosafeguard.com/dteply
Check out our website for more products!

- - - - - --·------------

J(ovo~.-.7~·

This email is free from viruses and malware because avast! Antivirus protection is active.
2
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EXHIBIT 35
000258

Begin forwarded message:
From: "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>
Date: May 23,2014 at 8:11:20 AM MDT
To: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
just checking in, I don't have any new information on the Meridian High School
situation, can't explain why it was or is a miss

would you like to get on the phone next week, see where we are?

just let me know, have a nice weekend and I appreciate all your hard work

1
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EXHIBIT 36
000260

From: 11 Dunlap, Michael .. <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>
Date: June 5, 2014 at 11:56:18 AM MDT
To:"'"tepl1£3@msn.com"' <teply3@msn.com>
Subject: requested information
I appreciate you returning my calls. 1am trying to effectuate a reasonable resolution to this matter. I still
remain optimistic. Attached please find the list of possible common accounts from May 27. Also please
find attached a list th~t we identified as possible accounts in August of last year. Some from the original
list were resolved, others may not be in business, others you may have questions about. Thanks for
taking a look at these lists.
Calls me with questions.
Thanks again.
Michael P. Dunlap 1General Counsel
Safeguard Business Systems, lnc.J www.gosafequard.com
8585 Stemmons Freeway, Suite GOON 1Dallas, TX 75247
Ph: (214) 640-39271 cell: (972) 213-5765
E-mail: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com

1
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DAWN TEPLY

Brent Mitchell Constructions
Ada Pediatrics P.A.
All West Aviation Service
B & D Foods
Brent Mitchell Constructions
Caxton Printers, LTD.
Evans & Paulson CPA's
Golden West Produce
Idaho State Department Of Agricu
Idaho Surgical Partners
Independent School Dist. Boise
J & D HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING
Maguire Financial Services
MASTER ROOTER
Northwest Precast
Redfish Sensor Products, LLC.
WILSON & McCOLL

000262

)'

cust_name
A 10 Capital
ACME Insulation. Inc.
Acoustical Supply and Dist.
Advance or Die
All West Aviation Service
Apache River. LLC. dba Double L
ARC
Arid Club, Inc.
B & D Foods
Belle Boutique
Benefit Managers Company. Inc.
Best Western Vista Inn
Blauer. Wayne Dr. M.D.
Block 22. LLC
Boise Centre
Boise Refrigeration Service Co.
Boise School District Foundation
Brent Mitchell Constructions
Caldwell Auto
Camp Oil Company
Carpet One
Caxton Printers, LTD.
Central Paving
Challenger Company
Christian Hardee LLC
City of Eagle
Commercial Home Furnishings
Connolly & Smyser Chartered
Contract Floors
.CPM3 Corporation
Creamer Heating & Air Conditioni
CRI Advantage. Inc.
D & J Transport
Dailey. Tom Accounting
DB Fitzpatrick
Debt Reduction Services. Inc.
Designer Floors, Inc.
Diamond Line
Dr. Brewster
Dykman Electric, Inc.
EBERLE. BERLIN & ASSOCIATES
Edwards Greenhouse
ESA Credit Union
ESI Construction
Evans & Paulson CPA's
Fisher's Technology
Gem Floor Supply
Golden West Produce
GOODE MOTOR AUTO GROUP
Habitat For Humanity

000263

Hayden Beverage
HERCULEAN CONCREfE SYSTEMS
Hillcrest Country Club
Idaho Sports Medicine Institute
Idaho Surgical Partners
"Jt~...lfi!WS~Jr~sm~"'tk!...~~~~{#ff~Rf~~,.~?.+~;£;~~~;~::~··i·r···

:. .:=

!U~~!ID.~~~W~@.il~f<;.~U&i<,;.i.~

•

·'

Interior Systems, Inc.
J & D HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING
KATHLEEN ROMA & ASSOCIATES, PLLC
Kitchens by Design
Koenig Distillery & Winery
Lee Read Jewelers
Lone Star Middle School
Maguire Financial Services
MAHONEY LAW OFFICE
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP
Minidoka County
MINIDOKA COUNTY DISTRICT CT.
MINIDOKA COUNTY TREASURER
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Mountain States Group
Northwest Precast
Old Ranch House Seasonings, LLC.
Orthopedic Assocation
PASCO, Inc.
Paul's Market
PICKUP. A. SCOTT D.M.D.
POMERELLE MOUNTAIN RESORT
Quality Concrete
Quality Thermistor. Inc.
RADIX CONSTRUCTION
Rambo Sand & Graveline.
Redfish Sensor Products, LLC.
RINGERT CLARK CHARTERED LA WYERS
ROCKY MOUNTAIN AGRONOMICS
Rocky Mountain Ob-Gyn
Santos metals & recycling
SHIRO'S INC.
Snake River Pool & Spa, Inc
Solution Pro
Southwest Idaho Surgery Center
Spurwing The Club
ST. Luke's Family Health
ST. Luke's Idaho Family Phys.
St. Luke's Regional Medical
STUCCO SYSTEMS, INC
Summit Dental Group
Summit Dental Group
SUN VALLEY SKI TOOLS
The Florist At Edwards
TITLE ONE
TMC.INC.

000264

Treasure Valley Coffee Co.
TriState Beauty Supply
Ultra Clean
WestVet
WILSON & McCOLL

YANKE MACHINE SHOP, INC.

000265

EXHIBIT 37
000266

·II'··

..
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ibf("
the go-to people

July 8th, 2014

.Safeguard·

Veronica Escareno
Bledsoe Construction Inc.
12783 Orchard Ave
Nampa, 10 83651

Check Quote:
Veronica,
Below are the specifications and ·costs for the presentation folders.
Check Specifications:
Prlntin~ Costs:
Quantity:
250 checks"'
500 checks*
750 chekcs*
1000 checks*

$42.00
$69.00
$78.00
$84.00

Set up fee: $12.00
Pricing does not inlcude shipping and tax.

l.f you have any questions or need further information, please call me at 208-342-3676, ext 1233. I look forward to
working with you.
Sincerely;

Eric Gomez
Client Services

910W.Amlly
Boise, lO 83705
toll-free 800.388.3.650
phone 208.342.3676
fax 208.345.5740
GotBF.com
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Search Results· Matching Customer's Phone#():
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I B F SAFEGUARD
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Email:
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DAWN TEPLY

Address:
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(208)429-8282

Email:
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(208)429-8354
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Robert W. Talboy, ISB No. 3603
Jon T. Simmons, ISB No. 5006
KELLY, TALBOY & SIMMONS, PA
380 E. Parkcenter Blvd., Suite 200
P.O. Box 856
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone: (208) 342-4300
Facsimile: (208) 342-4344
Email: rwt@ktslawoffice.com
jts@ktslawoffice.com
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3
4
5
6
7

Attorneys for Plaintiffs

8
9

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

10
11

Case No. CV-OC-1416400

13

T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation,

14

Plaintiffs,

AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND
FOR JURY TRIAL

12

I

15

I

v.

16

23

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
INC., a Delaware corporation;
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a )
Delaware corporation; TRESSA
)
MCLAUGHLIN, an indiyidual; JAMIE
)
MCCORMICK, an individual; MICHAEL )
~
DUNLAP, an individual; IDAHO
BUSINESS FORMS, INC. an Idaho
)
corporation; JAMES DUNN, an individual;)
JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
)
company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited ~
liability company; and DOES 1-10,
)

24

Defendants.

17
18
19
20
1'...

. 21
22

)

25
26
27

Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises, Inc.· ("T3 Enterprises") and Thurston Enterprises, Inc.
("Thurston Enterprises") allege as follows:

.

28

\

...

.

AMENDED COMPLAINT ANl) DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL.
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1

2

NATURE OF THE ACTION

1.

Dawn Teply ("Teply") either has been- or has worked for- an authorized

3

Safeguard distributor for more than 19 years. On August 1, 2006, after working for 11 years in

4

the small business forms, supplies and services industry as an employee of another authorized

5

Safeguard distributor (Roger Thurston), Teply purchased 1,863 Safeguard customer accounts

6

then owned by Thurston for the sum of almost $600,000, formed a close corporation (Plaintiff

7

T3 Enterprises) and became an authorized Safeguard distributor pursuant to a franchise

8

agreement between T3 Enterprises and SBS. Among other things, T3 Enterprises was assigned a

9

geographic territory consisting of, among other areas, 33 counties in the state ofldaho, including

10
11

Ada County.
2.

Roger Thurston ("Thurston") has been a Safeguard distributor for more than 27

12

years. On June 1, 1987, he became a Safeguard distributor pursuant to a franchise agreement

13

between Thurston and SBS. Among other things, Thurston was assigned a geographic territory

14

consisting of, among other areas, 26 counties in the state ofldaho, including Ada County. On

15

November 13, 1995, with the consent ofSBS, Thurston assigned his Safeguard franchise

16

agreement to his corporate entity, Plaintiff Thurston Enterprises.

17

3.

Chief among the various material provisions of Thurston Enterprises' and T3

18

Enterprises' franchise agreements with SBS were essential contractual provisions that granted to

19

them unbridled customer protection against competition by (1) SBS, (2) all Safeguard

20

distributors and franchisees, and (3) any other third party engaged in the offer and sale of

21

Safeguard products-i.e., there would be no intra-brand competition of any kind. SBS

22

contractually promised that, if T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises -not unlike all other

23

Safeguard distributors and franchisees - solicited or otherwise originated the first order by a

24

customer - wherever located - for any Safeguard product, then these two distributors were

25

entitled to - and would receive -the exclusive rights to all commissions generated from any and

26

all sales to that customer for the next 36 months. And, every time they solicited a subsequent

27

order from the customer for any type of Safeguard product, then their 36 months of exclusive

28
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1 . rights to commissions started all over again.
2

4.

Just as important, even after T3 Enterprises' and Thurston Enterprises' franchise

3

agreements with SBS were terminated- whether with or without cause -they still possessed the

4

unqualified right to participate in commissions generated through sales to that customer for a

5

period up to five years after the termination of their contracts with SBS. These contractual rights,

6

apply to all ofT3 Enterprises' and Thurston Enterprises' customers for Safeguard products (the

7

"Protected Customers"), and is known as "Customer Protection."

8
9

5.

SBS grants its franchisees Customer Protection for the purpose of providing them

with the incentive to invest significant ongoing time, effort and money in the development of

10

significant commercial customer relationships. When-the franchisees spend an inordinate amount

11

of time, effort and money marketing Safeguard's products to existing and potential customers,

12

they develop valuable business relationships which produce significant market penetration and

13

sales of Safeguard's full line of products so as to meet or exceed demand for those products by

14

small businesses and banking customers. Without Customer Protection, Safeguard's franchisees

15

will not make this business investment, particularly when - as in this case - Defendants Idaho

16

Business Forms, Inc. ("IBF"), JDHRS, LLC ("JDHRS"), James Dunn ("Dunn"), Safeguard

17

Acquisitions, Inc. ("SAl"), Tressa McLaughlin ("McLaughlin"), Jamie McCormick

18

("McCormick"), and KMMR, LLC ("KMMR"), among others, "free-ride" on- and ultimately

19

destroy- Thurston's 26 years- and Teply's 19 years- of hard work establishing and

20

maintaining their ostensibly protected Safeguard commercial relationships. Customer Protection

21

represents the franchisee's principal asset and the value of its Safeguard distributorship business

22

is directly proportional to, and dependent upon, the nature and extent of the franchisee's

23

Customer Protection.

24

6.

Because each Safeguard franchisee's Customer Protection rights are recognized

25

by SBS as inviolate imperatives, SBS has developed and distributed a "Deceptive Business

26

Practices Policy" (SBS's "DBPP"), which expressly addresses the importance of Customer

27

Protection rights. Pursuant to SBS's DBPP, any solicitation of orders for Safeguard products

28
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1

from any Protected Customer of another Safeguard distributor is explicitly deemed to be a

2

"deceptive business practice." And, according to SBS's DBPP, any Safeguard distributor that

3

engages in these deceptive business practices will be subject to both the assessment of fines by

4

SBS, and the potential termination of its franchise agreement.

5

7.

On August 27, 2013, SAl purchased the assets ofiBF, consisting primarily of its

6

customer list and customer relationships. IBF, which is an Idaho distributor in the small business

7

forms, supplies and services industry, is- and at all relevant times has been- owned by Dunn.

8

IBF is, and always has been, a direct competitor of both Thurston Enterprises and T3 Enterprises

9

in the same relevant geographic market in Idaho, and historically has sold a full line of products

10

and services that compete directly with Safeguard's products and services. As a result of this

11

competition, IBF's customers overlap with- and are common to- the Protected Customers of

12

T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises (hereafter referred to as the "Common Customers" or

13

"Cross-Over Customers").

14

8.

Pursuant to the August 27, 2013 asset sales transaction between SAl and IBF, SAl

15

bought IBF's customer list, software system and database reflecting IBF's sales activities.

16

Before purchasing these assets, Dunn and R. Scott Sutton ("Sutton") - the vice president of

17

franchise development for SAl- compared and contrasted Safeguard's customer account

18

information contained in SBS's AS/400 computer database and IBF's customer account

19

information contained in IBF's EQuantum computer database. As part of this pre-sale due

20

diligence, both Dunn and Sutton knew that many ofiBF's customers were also the Protected

21

Customers of T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises and, specifically, that those customers

22

were the subject to the Customer Protection rights ofT3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises.

23

Nevertheless, SAl and IBF knowingly and purposefully completed the asset sale, with SAl

24

purchasing IBF's customer list for a dollar figure believed to be in excess of one million dollars.

25

9.

SAl's purchase ofiBF's customer list was completed as part of SAl's Business

26

Acquisitions and Mergers Program ("BAM"). Under the BAM program, SAl acquires

27

independent non-Safeguard distributor businesses in the small business forms, supplies and

28
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1

services product market and then re-sells the newly acquired customer list to new or existing

2

Safeguard franchisees located in the same relevant geographic territory. SAl purchases these

3

independent distributor customer lists for re-sale only, and holds them on its balance sheet as

4

"assets held for sale." Thus, these customer list intangible assets are not amortized. In other

5

words, SAl has no intention of integrating the customer list assets into the overall Safeguard

6

enterprise. Instead, SAl's revenue strategy is to actively market the assets with the expectation

7

that the selling price will exceed the carrying values, and also to realize additional revenue

8

related to the fmancing of the acquiring franchisees' purchases of the customer lists. And, the

9

reason that new or existing franchisees purchase the customers is because they are being granted

10

Customer Protection by their franchisor- i.e., SBS or Safeguard Franchise Systems, Inc.

11

("SFS"), depending upon the circumstances underlying their entry into Safeguard's

12

distributorship system.

13

10.

Under SAl's BAM program, coincident with the re-sale by SAl of the acquired

14

customers to a new Safeguard franchisee, the new franchisee is expected to enter into a franchise

15

agreement with SFS. Pursuant to SFS's standard franchise agreement, the new franchisee pays to

16

SFS an initial franchise fee, and thereafter receives (a) commissions in connection with orders

17

which it obtains from its customers for processing by SBS; and (b) Customer Protection both for

18

the customers that it purchased from SAl, and for all additional customers which it originates. In

19

the event that SAl re-sells the acquired customers to an existing Safeguard franchisee, then the

20

customers that it purchases are listed in an addendum to its existing franchise agreement. The

21

addendum then supplements the identity of the existing customers for whom the franchisee has

22

contractually guaranteed Customer Protection.

23

11.

As part of SAl's pre-acquisition due diligence, SAl determined the fair value of

24

IBF's customer list. SAl made this determination based upon its assessment of the estimated

25

future cash flows expected to be generated via each of the customers identified on IBF's

26

customer list.

27

28

13.

SAl purchased IBF's customer list in August 2013 for the express purpose of
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1

immediately reselling those customers to, among others, McLaughlin and McCormick, both of

2

whom, together with Dunn, represented IBF's senior executive management team. As a

3

function of this pre-sale process, SAl identified for McLaughlin, McCormick and Dunn those

4

customers which not only were being sold to SAl by IBF, but which also were then also the

5

Protected Customers of Thurston Enterprises and T3 Enterprises pursuant to their Customer

6

7
8
9

Protection rights. SAl did so by "washing" the IBF customer list against SBS' s existing
Safeguard customers by searching its accounting and customer information computer database
(the "SBS Information Systems"), and identifying all Cross-Over Customers- i.e., those IBF
customers that matched the customers for whom Thurston Enterprises and T3 Enterprises
already had Customer Protection.

10
14.

On August 21, 2013, six days before the closing ofiBF's sale of its assets to SAl,

11
McLaughlin and McCormick formed KMMR, an Idaho limited liability company. McLaughlin
12
13
14

is KMMR's president and chief executive officer, and has an ownership interest in KMMR.
McCormick is KMMR's controller, and also has an ownership interest in KMMR. And Dunn,
in addition to owning IBF and JDHRS, among other things now, is - and has been since August

15

27, 2013- a Safeguard sales representative for McLaughlin and McCormick, either directly or

16

indirectly through KMMR (hereafter referred to as "McLaughJin/McCormick/KMMR").

17

15.

Immediately following the August 27, 2013 asset sale, SBS, on the one hand, and

18

McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn, on the other hand, "entered into a relationship"

19

(See Ex. 16), pursuant to which McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn actively and

20

aggressively have operated as de-facto Safeguard distributors within the territories that SBS has

21

previously assigned to T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises. Since that time, McLaughlin/

22

McCormick/KMMR and Dunn knowingly and intentionally have interfered with the customer

23

exclusivity contractual rights of T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises by contacting,

24
25
26
27
28

soliciting, and obtaining orders for, Safeguard products, from many of the customers for whom
T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises have Customer Protection.
16.

On July 31, 2013, less than a month before SAl acquired IBF's customer list,

Dunn formed JDHRS (an acronym for Jim Dunn Human Resource Services). Dunn formed this
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1

company for the purpose of supplying Safeguard W -2 and payroll products and services to

2

customers, either directly or through McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR.

3

17.

After McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn "entered into a relationship"

4

with SBS, they and Michael Dunlap ("Dunlap") - general counsel for SBS, and corporate

5

secretary for SAl, SBS and SFS -repeatedly have sought to threaten, coerce, dissemble and

6

intimidate Teply and Thurston into sharing (or selling at an artificially depressed price) the

7

customers that are the subject of their Customer Protection rights. Dunlap and McLaughlin,

8

together with Dunn and McCormick, for the past 11 months and more, consistently have "waged

9

a war of attrition" against Teply and Thurston by (a) announcing to all ofT3 Enterprises' and

10

Thurston Enterprises' customers- and all ofiBF's historical customers (all of whom are actual

11

or potential T3 Enterprises' and Thurston Enterprises' customers) - that McLaughlin/

12

McCormick/KMMR and Dunn now are Safeguard's "go-to people" for the servicing of all of the

13

customers' Safeguard business needs; (b) engaging in predatory pricing, offering quotes and

14

taking orders from Thurston Enterprises' and T3 Enterprises' Protected Customers at retail prices

15

that are lower than Thurston's and Teply's wholesale cost; (c) refusing to identify for Teply or

16

Thurston which ofiBF's former customers are Cross-Over Customers, and when repeatedly

17

asked for information on this subject, have engaged in abject prevarication; (d) attending

18

business functions in the Boise community and handing out their new Safeguard business cards,

19

while announcing to members of the audience that McLaughlin!McCormick/KMMR and its 17

20

new employees could - and would - provide them all of their Safeguard needs; (e) encouraging

21

and advising the Protected Customers of T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises to write letters

22

to Safeguard instructing Safeguard that the Protected Customers want their accounts reassigned

23

from T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises to McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR, telling those

24

customers that McLaughlin and McCormick will sell Safeguard products to them at the lower

25

(predatory) prices; (f) confronting Teply and Thurston directly and boldly, announcing that

26

McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn would continue to sell Safeguard products to T3

27

Enterprises' and Thurston Enterprises' Protected Customers because "there would be no

28
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1

interruption" in Safeguard product sales to all ofiBF's prior customers- e.g.,

2

McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dumi "would be conducting business as usual;" and, (g)

3

when repeatedly asked by Teply and Thurston about the status of McLaughlin's, McCormick's

4

and Dunn's relationship with Safeguard, both Dunlap and McLaughlin repeatedly have told them

5

that their only alternative was to "share" their major and other Protected Customers with

6

McLaughlin, McCormick and Dunn.

7

18.

As a result of the conduct of the defendants, the Safeguard distributorship

8

businesses of T3 Enterprises and Thurston ·Enterprises have suffered severe damage. The

9

principal assets of their Safeguard distributorship businesses consist of their longstanding

10

attention to - and establishment of- customer relationships over many years. Those

11

relationships, and all potential additional customer relationships, have been harmed. And, the

12

damage to T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises is only amplified and compounded by the

13

fact that, pursuant to their franchise agreements with SBS, SBS has contractually prohibited

14

Thurston, Teply, her husband, and their companies from, directly or indirectly, engaging in any

15

other business activity that competes with the offer and sale of Safeguard products.

16

19.

The defendants' unlawful conduct has not stopped there: In May, 2014, Thurston,

17

greatly concerned about the anti-competitive intra-brand effects in the Idaho geographic market,

18

given the defendants' infringing conduct - and the consequent foreclosure of Thurston's

19

Safeguard business opportunities within that market as a result of Safeguard's unlawful

20

introduction of another distributor in that already oversaturated geographic market- entered into

21

an agreement with another Safeguard distributor- Alfred and Linda Flatt (the "Platts") through

22

their close corporation, Wilder Venture, Inc. ("WVI") - pursuant to which Thurston Enterprises

23

would purchase the Protected Customers ofWVI's in the New Mexico relevant geographic

24

market (the "WVI Transaction"). In response, SBS approved the WVI Transaction, but only if

25

Thurston and Thurston Enterprises executed an all-encompassing "General Release" of all

26

claims, which required Thurston to release SBS and its affiliates from, among other claims, the

27

very claims that are set forth in this complaint. By doing so, SBS tortuously interfered with

28

'
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1

Thurston Enterprises' agreement with WVI and the prospective economic advantage to Thurston

2

Enterprises arising out of the WVI Transaction.

3

20.

Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises seek damages against the

4

defendants pursuant to theories of: (1) breach of contract, (2) breach of the implied covenant of

5

good faith and fair dealing, (3) tortious interference with contractual relations, (4) tortious

6

interference with prospective economic advantage, (5) violation of the Texas Deceptive Trade

7

Practices Act, (6) conversion, and (7) an accounting.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

8

9
10

21.

This Court has jurisdiction and venue over this matter by virtue of Idaho Code §5-

514 and Idaho Code §5-404 because Defendants either reside in the State ofldaho or have
conducted and continue to conduct business in this state, and because Defendants have

11
committed the acts and omissions complained of herein in the State of Idaho.
12
13
14
15

PARTIES
22.

Plaintiff T3 Enterprises is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of

the State ofldaho with its principal place of business in Meridian, Idaho. T3 Enterprises is
wholly owned and operated by Teply and her husband, Michael Teply. Teply has served as a

16

Safeguard sales representative for over 19 years and has been a Safeguard franchisee- through

17

her T3 Enterprises - for the past 8 years.

18

23.

Plaintiff Thurston Enterprises is a corporation organized and existing under the

19

laws of the State ofldaho with its principal place of business in Kuna, Idaho. Thurston

20

Enterprises is wholly owned and operated by Thurston.

21

24.

Defendant SBS is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State

22

of Delaware with its principal place of business in Dallas, Texas. SBS is a franchisor of the

23

Safeguard brand of franchised businesses. SBS, through its network of more than 290

24

franchisees, distributes office products and business services nationwide.

25

26
27

28

25.

Defendant SAl is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State

of Delaware with its principal place of business in Dallas, Texas. Both SBS and SAl are direct or
indirect wholly-owned subsidiaries of Deluxe Corporation ("Deluxe"), a company with annual
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1

revenues in excess of 1.6 billion dollars. Deluxe is one of the two largest check printers in the

2

United States and provides, through its numerous subsidiaries, various personalized, products and

3

services to small businesses, financial institutions, and consumers, including but not limited to,

4

design services, website services, print marketing, promotional products, and fraud protection

5

services.

6
7

8

26.

Defendant Dunlap is a citizen and resident of Dallas County, Texas. Dunlap is the

general counsel for SBS and corporate secretary for SBS, SAl and SFS.
27.

Defendant McLaughlin is a citizen and resident of Ada County, Idaho.

28.

Defendant McCormick is a citizen and resident of Ada County, Idaho.

29.

Defendant K.M:MR is a limited liability company organized and existing under the

9
10
laws of the State ofldaho with its principal place of business in Boise, Idaho. McLaughlin and
11
McCormick are identified by the Idaho Secretary of State as two of the owners and the managing
12
13
14
15
16

members ofKMMR.
30.

Defendant JDHRS is a limited liability company organized and existing under the

laws of the State ofldaho with its principal place of business in Boise, Idaho. Upon information
and belief, Dunn is the managing member and majority equity owner in JDHRS.
31.

Defendant IBF is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State

17

of Idaho with its principal place of business in Boise, Idaho. Dunn is identified by the Idaho

18

Secretary of State as the president, secretary and director for IBF.

19

32.

Defendant Dunn is a citizen and resident of Ada County, Idaho.

20
21

22

COMMON ALLEGATIONS

23

History of Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.

24

33.

All allegations herein are made on information and belief.

25

34.

SBS has manufactured and sold business products, services and systems,

26
27
28

primarily to small (fewer than 50 employees), commercial, industrial, governmental, retail and
not-for-profit businesses through a network of independent distributors since 1956.
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1

35.

In 1998, the California Appellate Court, in Gentis v. Safeguard Business Systems,

2

Inc., 60 Cal. App. 4th 1294 (Cal. App. 2d Dist. 1998), found that SBS's relationship with its

3

distributors was really that of a franchisor/franchisee, subject to federal and state franchise laws. 1

4

SBS 's announcement to its distributors of its status as a franchisor is attached hereto as Exhibit

5

1.:.

36.

6
7

8

In light of the decision in Gentis, Deluxe discontinued selling franchises through

SBS and, in 2007, formed SFS to serve as the franchisor for the Safeguard brand. SFS is an
indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of Deluxe, and has been selling Safeguard franchises since
May 2, 2007.

9
37.

As a result of this corporate restructuring, all Safeguard "legacy" distributors (i.e.,

10
those with distributor agreements which were entered into prior to May 2007) have contractual
11
12

agreements with SBS, and all new Safeguard distributors (i.e., post-May 2007) have contractual
agreements with SFS.

13

The Safeguard Distributor Model

14

38.

SBS provides products to the Safeguard distributors' customers that, for the most

15

part, either are (a) manufactured and sold by Deluxe to SBS for re-sale at supra-competitive

16

retail prices; or (b) obtained from Safeguard "approved" supply sources or "preferred vendors,"

17

many of which are required to pay SBS and Deluxe materially significant "rebates," which those

18

supply sources and vendors thereafter compensate for by also selling their products at supra-

19

competitive retail prices. Because SFS and SBS require that the Safeguard distributors obtain

20

orders from their Protected Customer for Safeguard Systems manufactured or supplied

21

exclusively from "approved" vendors - e.g., Deluxe or "preferred" vendors -the Safeguard

22

distributors are placed in a materially competitive disadvantage vis a vis their inter-brand

23

distributor competitors who source their customers' orders through more efficient and

24
25
26
27
28

1

The Gentis Court found that all elements of a franchise relationship were present- i.e., (1) SBS's
distributors were operating under a marketing plan or system prescribed in substantial part by SBS; (2)
the operation of their businesses pursuant to such plan or system was substantially associated with SBS's
trademark, service mark, trade name, logotype, advertising or other commercial symbol; and (3) the
distributors were required to pay a franchise fee. Gentis v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., 60 Cal. App.
4th at 1304-1305.
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1

2

competitively-priced vendors.
39.

Safeguard distributors own and operate independent Safeguard businesses through

3

which they solicit orders for products and services that carry the Safeguard trademarks, including

4

printed business forms and products, one-write account and other financial systems, non-

5

fmancial one-write systems like gift certificates and visitor pass systems, continuous and laser

6
7

8
9

computer forms and checks, envelopes, tax forms, computer software, records management, fullcolor printing, business apparel, promotional products, office products, web and design services
and related business supplies, W-2 processing and other employee tax reporting services, and
other lines of products which are supplied to SBS and its distributors by Deluxe and outside
vendors or other companies affiliated with SBS (hereinafter referred to as "Safeguard Systems")

10
40.
11
12
13

14
15

Each distributor is responsible for soliciting customer orders for the Safeguard

Systems and, if those orders are accepted, places the orders through SBS. SBS then administers
the billing and direct shipping to the customers, and processes all accounts receivable.
Commissions are then paid by SBS to the distributor on all sales which are made to that
distributor's customers.
41.

After a distributor solicits orders from a customer - and the order is later invoiced

16

by SBS and paid by the customer- SBS contractually guarantees the distributor the exclusive

17

right to the commissions generated from all sales to that customer for the next 36 months. This

18

exclusive right to commissions is referred to herein as "Customer Protection." Anytime a new

19

sale is made by the distributor to one of its customers, the 36 months of exclusive rights to

20

commissions for that Protected Customer starts over.

21

42.

All Safeguard distributors are contractually prohibited from soliciting orders

22

from, or selling to, the Protected Customers of other Safeguard distributors -regardless of where

23

the customers may be located (e.g., within or outside a distributor's assigned territory). And,

24
25
26
27
28

importantly, if the Protected Customer is only purchasing envelopes from a Safeguard
distributor, for example, that distributor's Customer Protection rights prohibit other Safeguard
distributors from offering any Safeguard Systems- e.g., tax forms, computer software, full-color
printing, business apparel, etc. -to that Protected Customer. This allows the Safeguard
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1

distributor to provide complementary and other add-on Safeguard Systems to the Protected

2

Customer, and provides additional cash-flow to the distributor.
43.

3
4

is the contractual responsibility of SBS to oversee and enforce.
44.

5
6

7
8
9

Customer Protection is provided for in every Safeguard distributor agreement and

SBS has implemented and utilizes the SBS Information Systems, which

incorporates SBS's AS/400 computer database ("CMS") software, in order to track and manage
the activity of its distributors. The SBS Information Systems, among other things, incudes is a
database of all Safeguard distributor sales activities, customers, referral sources and prospective
customers. Generally, distributors are required to run all sales activities through the SBS
Information Systems and, in turn, are then able to track and manage their own customer

10
information, order history, sales activity and commission payments? Distributors also are able to
11

12
13
14

run prospective new customers through the SBS Information Systems in order to learn whether
the potential customer has already been assigned to another distributor in the Safeguard network.
If the prospect already purchases through another Safeguard distributor, then the searching
distributor is prohibited from soliciting or selling any Safeguard Systems to that customer.

15

45.

Because Customer Protection is recognized by SBS as the principal and most

16

valuable Safeguard distributor asset, SBS has developed and distributed to all Safeguard

17

distributors a "Deceptive Business Practices Policy" ("SBS's DBPP"), which expressly

18

addresses the importance of Customer Protection rights. A true and accurate copy ofSBS's

19

DBPP is attached hereto as Exhibit 2.
46.

20

Pursuant to SBS's DBPP, any solicitation of orders for Safeguard Systems from

21

the protected customers of any other Safeguard distributor is explicitly deemed to be a

22

"deceptive business practice." And, according to SBS's DBPP, any Safeguard distributor that

23

engages in these deceptive business practices will be subject to both the assessment of fines by

24

SBS, ahd the potential termination of its franchise agreement.
47.

25

26
27

28

As set forth below, the defendants' conduct with respect to both Thurston

2

Each customer is assigned a specific customer identification number by SBS, and all sales activity
generated by that customer is then stored in the SBS Information Systems.
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Enterprises and T3 Enterprises is a patent violation of SBS' s DBPP.
The Idaho Safeguard Distributorships of Teply and Thurston

2
3

48.

On June 1, 1987, Thurston and SBS entered into a Safeguard Interim Regional

4

Distributor Agreement (the "Thurston RDA"). A true and accurate copy of the Thurston RDA is

5

attached hereto as Exhibit 3.

6
7
8
9

49.

The Thurston RDA expressly grants Thurston, among other things, "the exclusive

right to the commissions on sales of Safeguard Systems to: (i) each customer in [its] sales
[territory] whose first order of Safeguard Systems is directly a result of [Thurston's] efforts and
credited to [him] ... " (See Ex. 3, § 3, titled Account Protection Rights, & Attachment B.)
50.

Further, the Thurston RDA provides that Thurston's "exclusive right to

10
commissions on sales of Safeguard Systems to any customer shall expire [only] if that customer
11
12
13

14

has not purchased any Safeguard System and paid in full for such purchase, within thirty-six (36)
months after the invoice date of such customer's last prior purchase of any Safeguard System."
(See Ex. 3, Attachment B.)

51.

On November 13, 1995, with the consent of SBS, Thurston assigned the Thurston

15

RDA, along with all rights and obligations thereunder, to Plaintiff Thurston Enterprises. As a

16

result of the assignment, Thurston Enterprises now has Customer Protection rights which

17

prohibit competition by SBS, all Safeguard distributors, and any other third party engaged in the

18

offer and sale of Safeguard Systems.

19

52.

In 1995, Teply was hired by Thurston to serve as a sales representative for

20

Thurston Enterprises. During the summer of 2006, after working for Thurston Enterprises for

21

approximately 11 years, Teply opened discussions with Thurston about purchasing Thurston

22

Enterprises' Customer Protection rights to certain of its customers.

23
24
25
26
27
28

53.

Thereafter, Thurston and Teply agreed that Thurston Enterprises would assign to

Teply's newly formed entity, T3 Enterprises, a large number of Thurston Enterprises' customers
and referral sources. The agreement was then presented to SBS for approval.
54.

SBS thereafter approved the assignment and prepared all of the necessary

documents, including, an Assignment Agreement, Personal Continuing Guarantee, and
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Safeguard Distributor Agreement. Each of these agreements was signed by the parties.
55.

2

Pursuant to the Assignment Agreement, T3 Enterprises agreed to pay Thurston

3

Enterprises $598,118.32, in 120 monthly installments of $4,984.32, in return for T3 Enterprises'

4

"rights to solicit, and receive commissions on" more than 1,863 of Thurston Enterprises'

5

Protected Customers, and the rights to a list of referral sources from whom Thurston had

6
7

obtained leads and assistance. A true and accurate copy of the Assignment Agreement is attached
hereto as Exhibit 4.
56.

8
9

Teply also provided Thurston Enterprises with a "Personal Continuing

Guarantee" in which she "unconditionally" guaranteed payment of the $598,118.32. A true and
accurate copy of the Personal Continuing Guarantee is attached hereto as Exhibit 5.

10
57.

Contemporaneous with the parties' execution of the Assignment Agreement, T3

11
Enterprises and SBS entered into a Safeguard distributor agreement (the "Teply Distributor
12
13

Agreement"). A true and accurate copy of the Teply Distributor Agreement is attached hereto as
Exhibit 6.

14

58.

Under the Teply Distributor Agreement, T3 Enterprises has the right "to solicit

15

orders of Safeguard Systems, as an independent agent, in accordance with the price schedules

16

published by [SBS] from time to time, and in accordance with other terms and conditions ... "

17

(See Ex. 6, § 1.)

18

59.

The Teply Distributor Agreement also granted T3 Enterprises "the exclusive right

19

to the commissions" generated on sales to: (1) all of the 1,863 customers assigned by Thurston

20

Enterprises to T3 Enterprises as part of the Sales Agreement [identified in SBS's CRM as all

21

customers under Distributor #04F7-:XX]; and (2) any additional customers in the "Territory"

22

whose first order of Safeguard products is directly the result of and accredited to T3 Enterprises'

23

efforts. 3 (See Ex. 6, Exhibit B.) As a result, T3 Enterprises has Customer Protection rights to all

24
25
26
27
28

commissions generated by the assigned customers and all subsequently acquired customers.
3

T3 Enterprises' "Territory" is defined as the following counties in the State ofldaho: Ada, Adams,
Bannock, Bear Lake, Bingham, Blaine, Boise, Bonneville, Butte, Camas, Canyon, Caribou, Cassia, Clark,
Custer, Elmore, Franklin, Fremont, Gem, Gooding, Jefferson, Jerome, Lemhi, Lincoln, Madison, Oneida,
Owyhee, Power, Teton, Twin Falls, Valley and Washington. (See Ex. 6, Ex. A.)
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60.

No unlike the Customer Protection rights granted to Thurston Enterprises in the

2

Thurston RDA, T3 Enterprises' Customer Protection rights to commissions for its Protected

3

Customers "expire [only] if that customer has not purchased any Safeguard Systems within

4

thirty-six (36) months after the invoice date of such customer's last prior purchase of any

5

Safeguard Systems." (See Ex. 6, § 4.)

6

7
8

61.

In addition to providing T3 Enterprises with Customer Protection rights, section 7

of the Teply Distributor Agreement also required SBS to, among other things, provide T3
Enterprises with:
(1)
"Copies of all inquiries and other correspondence related to
Safeguard Systems received by [SBS] from [the protected customers],
together with copies of [SBS's] reply to such mqumes or
correspondence," "with reasonable promptness"; and

9
10
11

(2)
Notification, "with reasonable promptness," of any "event that may
reasonably be expected to have a material adverse effect upon the sale of
Safeguard Systems to [the protected customers]."

12
13
14
15
16
17

(See Ex. 6, § 7.)
62.

During the 24-month period following T3 Enterprises' execution of the Teply

Distributor Agreement, Teply- through hard work and diligence- was able to grow her
Safeguard distributorship from the 1,863 Protected Customers that she purchased from Thurston
in August 2006 to 2,033 Protected Customers by December 31, 2008, and thereby increased the

18
value of her Safeguard distributorship business.
19

Safeguard's Other Distributors In The Idaho Market
20
21
22
23

63.

Prior to August 27, 2013, the Idaho relevant market for Safeguard Systems was

serviced by Thurston Enterprises, T3 Enterprises and a third Safeguard distributor - Craig Empey
("Empey"). Historically, the geographic market served by these three distributors has been
among the top-five in the Safeguard system with respect to per capita market penetration. At one

24

point, they collectively sold approximately $1.82 million per year within Idaho. In April2013,

25

SAl acquired another non-Safeguard distributor pursuant to its BAM program (Docusource) and

26

converted that distributor to a Safeguard distributor. Following its conversion, Docusource began

27

- and continues -to provide sales of Safeguard Systems to customers that are located in the very

28
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same Idaho relevant market. Docusource has effected sales of Safeguard Systems to customers

2

located in the Idaho relevant market which approximate an additional $2 million annually. Some

3

of its customers also unlawfully have been customers that are subject to the Customer Protection

4

rights of T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises.

5
6

7

8

9

64.

Based on these figures, even prior to SAl's acquisition ofiBF's customers on

August 27,2013, the market for Safeguard Systems within the Idaho relevant geographic market
was already over-represented and saturated, and there was - and still is -very little room for
growth. Given this competitive market reality, Safeguard's introduction of
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn as new Safeguard distributor entrants has had the
effect of materially foreclosing the ability of Thurston Enterprises and T3 Enterprises to generate

10

material additional sales of Safeguard Systems to new customers within that geographic market.
11
12
13
14

Safeguard's Business Acquisitions & Mergers ("BAM") Program

65.

Beginning in 2008, Deluxe, through its then-formed wholly-owned subsidiary,

SAl, launched its BAM program. The BAM program was designed to expand the sales of
Safeguard Systems through the acquisition or merger of existing independent non-Safeguard

15

distributorships that offer and sell products and services that compete with the Safeguard

16

Systems offered by Safeguard's distributors. SAl's acquisition of these non-Safeguard

17

distributors through the BAM program are hereafter referred to as the "BAM Transactions."

18

66.

These BAM Transactions principally involve SAl's purchase of the selling

19

distributor's assets. Those assets consist primarily of the selling distributor's customer list.

20

(collectively, the "BAM Customer Lists"). Following acquisition, SAl then re-sells the BAM

21

Customer Lists to (1) existing Safeguard distributors, or (2) third-parties (often, an employee of

22

the acquired business) who also become new Safeguard distributors by entering into franchise

23

agreements with SFS.

24
25

26
27
28

67.

The purchaser of the BAM Customer List typically also enters into an Asset

Purchase Agreement with SAl for the sale of the BAM Customer List. A true and accurate copy
of SAl's standard form of Asset Purchase Agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit 7.
68.

Through its use of SAl to acquire these BAM Customer Lists, Deluxe has been
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able to expand market penetration of the Safeguard brand, and bring the business of customers

2

identified in the BAM Customers Lists into the Deluxe manufacturing plants. This, then permits

3

Deluxe to achieve non-trivial additional revenue by requiring that the Safeguard distributors

4

solicit orders for products that are manufactured and sold by Deluxe; or, if Deluxe does not

5

manufacture the product, for products that are supplied by its "preferred" vendors and other

6
7
8

vendor sources that contractually are required to pay Deluxe substantial "rebates." This activity
has been designed to (and, in fact has) substantially increased revenue for Deluxe.
69.

Sutton, the director and vice president of franchise development for SAl, and the

vice president of franchise development for both SBS and SFS, is responsible for the oversight of
9
the BAM program and related launch of the conversion-focused Business Development Funding
10
strategy- which has reportedly resulted in "record growth" for Deluxe in 13 of the past 15
11
quarters. For example, Deluxe estimates that the carrying value of the BAM Customer Lists held
12
13
14

for sale, as of December 31, 2013, exceeds $25 million- a $24.5 million increase compared to
the value of the BAM Customer Lists held for sale as of December 31, 2102.
70.

According to Sutton, "[SAl has] actually completed nearly 90 transactions in the

15

last five and a half years, so [BAM has] been an evolving strategy that the company is committed

16

to." Also, Deluxe publicly praises the BAM program as being the "most aggressive and

17

successful acquisition and conversion strategy in company history."

18

71.

Because all of the acquired businesses are competitors of the Safeguard

19

distributors, it is common for both the acquired non-Safeguard distributors and the existing

20

Safeguard distributors to service or sell to "Cross-Over Customers". And, given Deluxe's

21

reported "monumental revenue growth" resulting from its aggressive completion of its many

22

BAM Transactions, the Customer Protection rights of many Safeguard distributors throughout

23

the United States have been compromised, infringed upon, and outright violated by SAl and

24
25

26
27
28

Deluxe.
72.

Although SAl can - and does - identify Cross-Over Customers as a function of its

pre-sale due diligence for the BAM Transactions, Safeguard tells its distributors that this cannot
be done. Instead, SAl and SBS impose upon the distributors the impossible task of identifying -
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1

without providing the Safeguard distributors with the BAM Customer List - which of the

2

customers acquired as part of the BAM Transaction are Cross-Over Customers. By doing so,

3

Safeguard seeks to delegate to its distributors the impossible task of performing Safeguard's

4

obligation- not the distributor's obligation- of identifying who the Cross-Over Customers are

5

in the first instance, and thereafter imposes upon the Safeguard distributor the obligation of

6
7

8

enforcing its Customer Protection rights against the infringing party. By doing so, Safeguard
knowing intends that the market confusion that it purposefully "unleashes" will overtake the
Safeguard distributor, who then will recognize the futility of any possible corrective action and
capitulate to a known or unknown sharing of its Cross-Over Customers with Safeguard's new

9
distributor in that geographic market.
10

73.
11
12
13
14

As discussed in detail below, when SAl purchased IBF's assets, it knew that the

overwhelming majority ofiBF's customers were the Cross-Over Customers ofT3 Enterprises
and Thurston Enterprises. SAl intentionally ignored this conflict when SAl moved forward with
the completion of the BAM Transaction. It did so because it intended thereafter, through its
calculated "war of attrition" scheme against Thurston and Teply, to divest T3 Enterprises and

15

Thurston Enterprises of their Customer Protection rights in favor of Dunn and

16

McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR.

17

SAl Acquires The Assets of IBF Through the BAM Program

18

74.

On August 27,2013- as part of its BAM program- SAl acquired IBF's customer

19

list from Dunn. IBF is, and always has been, a direct competitor of both T3 Enterprises and

20

Thurston Enterprises in the same relevant geographic market in Idaho, and historically has sold a

21

full line of products that compete directly with the Safeguard Systems. As a result, T3

22

Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises both have a high volume of Cross-Over Customers with

23

IBF.

24
25

26
27

28

75.

The IBF assets purchased by SAl from Dunn also included IBF's EQuantum

software and database reflecting IBF's sales activities and customer order history. EQuantum is a
fully integrated independent forms broker software that records and reports on customer sales,
receivables, inventory general ledgers, etc. Through the EQuantum software, the SAl had access
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2

to and knowledge ofiBF's entire customer database.
76.

As a part of its pre-sale due diligence in connection with SAl's purchase ofiBF's

3

assets, Sutton and Dunn, among others, identified the Common Customers of T3 Enterprises and

4

Thurston Enterprises. They did so by reviewing IBF's customers in its EQuantum computer

5

database and then running the customers through the SBS Information Systems. Through this

6
7
8

reconciliation process, SAl and Dunn, among others, knew that many ofiBF's customers- and
all ofiBF's largest customers- were Common Customers with both Thurston Enterprises and T3
Enterprises. SAl and Dunn also knew that those Common Customers were the subject of T3
Enterprises' and Thurston Enterprises' Customer Protection rights. Nevertheless, SAl and Dunn

9
knowingly and purposefully completed the asset sale, with SAl purchasing IBF's customer list
10
for a dollar figure believed to be in excess of one million dollars.
11
77.
12

On August 30, 2013, SAl publicly announced the acquisition ofiBF's assets. As

part of this public announcement, Sutton was quoted as follows:

13

16

[O]ur acquisition of IBF adds to the Safeguard network a talented,
passionate and successful group of dedicated employees; strong
relationships with over 1,500 customers who view IBF as a business
solutions provider; and a fantastic, innovative approach to providing W-2
processing services to small business customers. In addition, we can now

17

leverage the strength of Safeguard's leading manufacturing capabilities
and business services offerings [i.e. Deluxe] to offer each customer

14
15

additional resources to help them run and grow their business.

18
19

True and correct copies of SBS' s press release along with several other press releases

20

announcing SAl's acquisition ofiBF's assets are attached hereto as Exhibit 8.

21

78.

SAl did not purchase the IBF's customer list for the purpose of reselling the IBF

22

customers that were not Common Customers to Thurston Enterprises, T3 Enterprises or Empey.

23

Instead, SAl purchased IBF' s customer list for the express purpose of immediately reselling

24
25
26
27

28

IBF's customers- including the Common Customers- to McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR
who, along with Dunn, represented IBF's senior executive management team at the time SAl's
acquired IBF' s assets.
79.

On July 31, 2013, less than a month before SAl acquired IBF's assets, Dunn
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formed Defendant JDHRS. Dunn formed this company for the purpose of providing W-2 and

2

payroll process products and services - offered under the Safeguard brand - to customers, either

3

directly or through McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR, which included, among others, the

4

Common Customers of T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises.

5
6

7
8
9

80.

As part of SAl's purchase ofiBF's customer list, SAl and Dunn also agreed that

Dunn would continue to solicit- and obtain orders for Safeguard Systems from - certain
customers which were identified by Dunn and SAl in a five-page memorandum. Among the
customers identified in the five-page memorandum were customers for whom T3 Enterprises and
Thurston Enterprises have Customer Protection rights, including some ofT3Enterprises' largest
and most important customers- e.g. Employers Resource, Hayden Beverage Co., and St. Luke's

10
Regional Medical Center, among others.
11
81.
12
13
14
15
16

Dunn continues as the owner, president, secretary and director ofiBF. Among

other things, he has continued the operation of IBF for the purpose of collecting commission
payments from SAl in connection with Dunn's sales of Safeguard Systems to the customers
identified in the five-page memorandum. A true and accurate copy ofiBF's January 13, 2014
Idaho Annual Report Form is attached hereto as Exhibit 9.
82.

On August 21, 2013, six days before SAl's close on the purchase ofiBF's assets,

17

McLaughlin and McCormick formed KMMR in anticipation of their acquisition/purchase of

18

IBF's customer list from SAL A true and accurate copy ofKMMR's Certificate of Organization

19

with the State ofldaho is attached hereto as Exhibit 10. KMMR's principal place of business is

20

identified as 910 W. Amity, Boise, Idaho 83705, the same address as IBF. See 2014 Annual

21

Report for KMMR, dated August 18, 2014, and attached hereto as Exhibit 11.

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

83.

As part of their agreement with SAl (See Ex. 16), McLaughlin and McCormick

either directly, or indirectly through KMMR, were allowed to operate their business under the
name, "IBF, a Safeguard Company." True and accurate copies of McLaughlin and McCormick
business cards identifying McLaughlin as President/CEO and McCormick as CFO of "IBF, a
Safeguard Company," are attached hereto as Exhibit 12.
84.

Following SAl's purchase ofiBF's customer list, SBS assigned to McLaughlin/
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McCormick!KMMR a Safeguard distributor number (#4G3) and designated it as a Safeguard

2

"franchisee" in the SBS Information Systems. True and accurate copies ofSBS's documents

3

identifying them as a Safeguard "franchisee" of SBS are attached hereto as Exhibit 13.

4
5
6
7
8

9

85.

In addition to McLaughlin and McCormick, Safeguard also has granted to 16 of

their employees direct access to SBS's internal intranet, referred to as the SafeNET. For all
practical purposes, Safeguard has granted McLaughlin!McCormick!KMMR a de-facto Safeguard
distributorship. Further, SBS's SafeNET now identifies McLaughlin!McCormick!KMMR as

sharing numerous Common Customers with T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises. These
Common Customers are the protected customers of T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises and
should not be serviced by any other Safeguard distributor - including McLaughlin/McCormick/

10
KMMR. True and accurate copies of printouts of pages from Safeguard's SafeNET, identifying
11
T3 Enterprises' customers Apache River, LLC (dba Double L), Hayden Beverage, and Meridian

12
13
14

High School as being shared between Teply and McLaughlin!McCormick!KMMR, are attached
hereto as Exhibit 14.
86.

McLaughlin!McCormick!KMMR also recognizes Dunn as one of its sales

15

representatives. A true and accurate copy ofKMMR's webpage, which identifies Dunn as a

16

"Sales Rep" is attached hereto as Exhibit 15.

17

87.

Immediately following SAl's purchase ofiBF's customer list,

18

McLaughlin!McCormick!KMMR and Dunn boldly and openly have contacted, solicited, and

19

obtained orders for, Safeguard Systems from many of the customers for whom T3 Enterprises

20

and Thurston Enterprises have Customer Protection. Safeguard continues to pay

21

McLaughlin!McCormick!KMMR and Dunn commissions for obtaining orders for Safeguard

22

Systems to the customers of T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises. Safeguard also "clears"

23

new customers for them to service. (See Ex. 15.)

24
25
26

27

28

88.

Compounding the damage to T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises,

McLaughlin!McCormick!KMMR and Dunn have acquired all of the benefits associated with
being an authorized Safeguard distributor- e.g., name recognition, support, full line of
Safeguard Systems, etc.- without the burden of the contractual restrictions which are imposed
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upon the existing Safeguard distributors. These restrictions, which put T3 Enterprises and

2

Thurston Enterprises at a distinct competitive disadvantage, include among other things: (a) the

3

assessment of "sourced fees" charged by Safeguard to its distributors, calculated as a percentage

4

of the dollar value of the customer's order; (b) requirements that Safeguard distributors place

5

their customers' orders through Deluxe and other "preferred" or "sourced" suppliers many of

6
7
8

whom- and, specifically, Deluxe- are inefficient vendors because they charge insuperably
supra-competitive prices; and (c) require Safeguard's distributors to pay warehousing and
inventory charges.
89.

Because McLaughlin!McCormick!KMMR and Dunn currently are not required to

9

place their Safeguard customer orders with Deluxe, they can avoid Deluxe's supra-competitive
10
prices. And, because they currently are not required to use Deluxe's preferred "vendors" for
11

12
13
14

products that Deluxe does not manufacture, they can avoid the supra-competitive prices charged
by those vendors, resulting from Deluxe's mandatory requirement that the preferred "vendors"
pay rebates and other fees to Deluxe for the opportunity to act as one of the "approved" vendors
for Safeguard customer orders. As a consequence of their ability to source products and services

15

through efficient and competitively priced vendors, McLaughlin!McCormick!KMMR and Dunn

16

have been allowed to capitalize on their non-trivial and unfair competitive advantage over the

17

existing Safeguard distributors, including T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises.

18

90.

And because of this unfair competitive advantage, McLaughlin/McCormick/

19

KMMR and Dunn have obtained orders from the Protected Customers and prospective customers

20

of Thurston Enterprises and T3 Enterprises by quoting prices that are lower than the cost

21

structure that is imposed upon Thurston and Teply.
Dunlap, SAl, Dunn and McLaughlin Wage Their "War of Attrition"

22

Against Teply and Thurston

23
91.

At the end of August 2013 - and after learning of SAl's acquisition of IBF' s

24

customer list- Teply, Thurston and Empey each asked Dunlap about the possibility of
25

26
27
28

purchasing - and splitting up amongst themselves - the customers of IBF that were not Common
Customers. They did so because they were concerned about (a) the anti-competitive intra-brand
effects resulting from introducing another Safeguard distributor into the small Idaho geographic
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market- a market that already was oversaturated with the three existing Safeguard distributors

2

and Safeguard's new distributor, Docusource; and (b) the fact that Dunn, McLaughlin and

3

McCormick's intended to interfere with- and misappropriate- their Protected Customers.

4
5

6
7
8

9

92.

Dunlap summarily denied their requests. Thurston and Teply later learned that

Dunlap denied their requests because SBS, McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR and Dunn had
already "entered into a relationship" whereby, among other things,
McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR and Dunn were granted permission by SBS to operate as a de-

facto Safeguard distributor- under the name, "IBF, a Safeguard Company"- and to service and
sell Safeguard Systems to the customers identified in IBF's customer list, among others.
93.

On October 3, 2013, Dunlap flew to Boise to meet with Teply to discuss the

10
Common Customers between T3 Enterprises and the IBF customer list. During their meeting,
11
Dunlap insisted that Teply give up or sell to SAl - for servicing by
12
13
14
15

McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR or Dunn (or both)- all of her Protected Customers that Dunlap
claimed had historically generated more business through IBF, because this was "best for
business."
94.

Teply refused, and explained to Dunlap that what he was insisting upon violated

16

her Customer Protection rights, as set forth in the Teply Distributor Agreement. In response,

17

Dunlap, in "lawyer-like" fashion threatened that, "Oh, you want to talk contract? You want to go

18

to court and fight over the contract. We can go to court all day."

19

95.

Because Dunlap pressured and intimidated Teply with his "lawyer-like" conduct

20

and presence, together with his implied threat to use Deluxe's economic superiority to force

21

Teply's capitulation, Teply suggested that she would consider his requests, but asked Dunlap to

22

give her a complete list of the Common Customers, together with IBF' s history of sales to those

23

customers, so that she might better understand what was at stake.

24
25
26
27
28

96.

On October 7, 2013, Dunlap emailed Teply a list of 108 ''potential conflicts"-

suggesting that he was not able to identify the actual Common Customers between Teply and
IBF. Dunlap later blamed IBF's use of the EQuantum Software for his inability to identify the
Common Customers between Teply and IBF. He claimed to have "no idea of what IBF was
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selling and to whom and how much the sales were." Dunlap's disingenuously contrived lack of

2

knowledge, however, was nothing more than his attempt to keep from Teply information that she

3

was entitled to under T3 Enterprises' contract with SBS.

4
5

6
7
8
9

97.

Teply later asked Dunlap to identify who could provide her with some clarity as

to the identity of the actual Common Customers. Dunlap answered, that the information was
"with accounting and they won't talk to you unless I tell them to do so[ .... And,] unless you
want me to share your information with [McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR], then I will not share
their information with you."
98.

Instead of providing Teply with the requested information on the Common

Customers, Dunlap insisted that Teply meet with McLaughlin and McCormick to discuss this
10
issue directly. This, however, was the commercial equivalent of telling Teply to ask for
11
assistance from her new Safeguard competitor.
12
13
14

99.

Sometime in early October 2013, McLaughlin- with Dunlap's assistance-

circulated a solicitation letter to all ofiBF's former customers- including T3 Enterprises and

Thurston Enterprises' Protected Customers. The letter informed the customers that (1)

15

McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR had "recently entered into a relationship with [SBS]"; (2) as a

16

result of the new relationship, the customers would "now have access to an even more diverse

17

offering of [Safeguard] products and services;" (3) "[McLaughlin], who has been with IBF for

18

23 years and [McCormick], who has been with IBF since 1999" would remain with

19

McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and continue to service the customers' needs; and (4) that

20

someone at McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR would be following up with the customers soon to

21

"share exciting details about the new solutions that are now available to [their] organization" as a

22

result ofMcLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR's new relationship with Safeguard. A true and

23

accurate copy of McLaughlin's letter is attached hereto as Exhibit 16.

24
25
26
27
28

100.

Following the circulation of McLaughlin's solicitation letter, several of Teply's

and Thurston's Protected Customers contacted them and expressed confusion. Specifically, the
customers inquired (1) whether Teply and Thurston were still with Safeguard; (2) whether IBF
was now a part of Teply's and Thurston's companies; and (3) whether they now were supposed
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2

to order through McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR.
101.

After learning about McLaughlin's letter, Teply contacted Dunlap to voice her

3

concerns and frustration about the letter. In response, Dunlap stated that the letter never should

4

have gone out to T3 Enterprises' Protected Customers, and that the "marketing department" did

5

not "clear" the letter with him before sending it. Dunlap falsely offered to send out a follow-up

6
7
8
9

letter to all of the Common Customers (notwithstanding the fact that he had told Teply earlier
that he could not identify the Common Customers) that received the solicitation letter informing
them ofMcLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR's error, and reminding them to continue to place their
orders with Teply. Dunlap also "offered" to include with the retraction letter, a 20% off coupon
good for the customer's next order with Teply. Teply accepted this, but neither Dunlap nor

10
anyone else at Safeguard followed through, and nothing was done to mitigate the damage to

11
12
13
14

Teply and Thurston.
102.

Despite his initial assignment of blame to the "marketing department," Dunlap

later admitted that he was at fault for directing the "marketing department" to send the
solicitation letter to a list of customers that he, himself, had provided. This list, of course,

15

contained all of the Common Customers between Thurston Enterprises and T3 Enterprises, on

16

the one hand, and IBF, on the other.

17

103.

On December 17,2013, Teply and McLaughlin met to discuss Teply's forced co-

18

existence with McLaughlin as Safeguard distributors. During the meeting, Teply explained to

19

McLaughlin that she (Teply) had the contractual rights to Customer Protection, and asked that

20

McLaughlin follow the same rules that apply to every other Safeguard distributor. In response,

21

McLaughlin made very clear that she (McLaughlin) had already discussed the situation with

22

Dunlap, and boldly advised Teply that "different rules" applied to McLaughlin and other

23

distributors that were associated with the BAM Transactions. McLaughlin also made clear to

24

Teply that there would be "no interruption" in McLaughlin's Safeguard business operations;

25

26
27

28

instead, according to McLaughlin, it would be "business as usual" for
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn.
104.

During December 2013, Thurston also spoke with McLaughlin about her
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1

interference with Thurston Enterprises' Protected Customers. When Thurston objected to

2

McLaughlin's violation of his contractual rights to customer exclusivity, McLaughlin repudiated

3

his objections, telling him: (a) that she "operated under different rules;" (b) that "Safeguard's

4

guidelines didn't matter;" and (c) that, for McLaughlin, McCormick and Dunn, it was "business

5

as usual."

6
7

8
9

105.

In late January 2014, Teply learned that a Safeguard distributor- recently

introduced to the Idaho geographic market by way of a different BAM Transaction- had been
taking orders for Safeguard's laser checks from one of Teply's long-time Protected Customers,
Payette County Title. Teply learned about this distributor's infringing sales when the customer
placed a new order with Teply for a form of Safeguard laser check that had been sold to the

10
customer by Safeguard, but not through Teply. Teply also learned from the customer that the
11
other Safeguard distributor was selling these laser checks at prices much lower than those than
12
13
14
15
16

could be offered by Teply. The lower prices were the result of"special [wholesale] pricing" that
SBS had extended to the other Safeguard distributor, but not to Teply. As a result, the other
Safeguard distributor was able to earn a higher commission and/or undercut Teply's pricing,
which it did with Payette County Title.
106.

On January 24,2014, Teply emailed Dunlap to voice her concerns about this

17

Safeguard distributor's infringing sales, the "special [wholesale] pricing" it had been offered by

18

SBS and, generally, SBS's failure (and potential inability) to control or regulate the new

19

Safeguard distributorships created through the BAM Transactions. In response to Teply's email,

20

Dunlap stated as follows:

21

22
23
24

Thanks, let me get some folks to research the [special] pricing. I will get
back to you ....
I am not sure it is accurate that Safeguard doesn't have any idea on what is
being sold when we bring in outside bases, but I do agree it brings
challenges, different things we have to do. But bringing in outside
business does provide growth, new people and new ideas.

25
26

27

28

How can we provide account protection and support? I didn't say we
couldn't get the information, I stated I don't have all the information I feel
I need to have a quality, new conversation with you. You have been
patient, way more patient than me and I appreciate it.
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2
Dawn, I don't have all the answers, but I do have the responsibility to fix
as much as I can.... Please let me know your thoughts on the
[McLaughlin's] IBF/Safeguard mailer, like the list of target customers and
what kind of offer would be best.

3
4
5
107.

6

Dunlap never did get back to Teply regarding the lower prices that SBS was

7

offering the other Safeguard distributor. Instead, Dunlap focused his future communications with

8

Teply on his continued push for Teply to sell the Common Customers to

9

McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR.
108.

10
11

On February 6, 2014, Dunlap emailed Teply a new list of"56 Common

Customers" that, according to Dunlap, represented the sum total of "what we show got orders
fulfilled through [McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn] since late August, that appear to

12
b~

matches with some accounts in your base." He then asked Teply to "examine these [Common

13
Customers] and then you and I can have a conversation about possible resolutions." In truth,
14
15
16
17
18
19

Dunlap's February 6, 2014list did not identify all of the Common Customers between Teply and
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR. Instead, Dunlap's new list of"56 Common Customers"
represented a continuation of his "war of attrition" scheme and blatant misrepresentations, all of
which were designed to dissemble and prevaricate until Teply finally turned many of her
Protected Customers over to SAl for servicing by McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn.
109.

Responding to Dunlap's email, Teply began by asking Dunlap whether he had

20

completed his promised research "into the questions regarding the other Safeguard distributor's

21

special pricing on the laser checks for Payette Title?" Then, turning her attention to Dunlap's list

22

of"56 Common Customers," Teply, among other things, questioned whether she would be

23

receiving any commissions from the sales that McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn had

24

made (and would continue to make) to her Protected Customers. Dunlap ignored Teply's

25

questions.

26
27
28

110.

On February 10, 2014, Dunlap emailed Thurston a list of"45 Common

Customers" between Thurston Enterprises and McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR and Dunn.
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According to Dunlap, this list of customers would serve as "a great starting point" to discuss

2

Thurston's release or sale of these accounts to SAl to be serviced by

3

McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn.

4
5

6
7
8

111.

Then, on February 14, 2014, Dunlap sent Thurston another email, this time

identifying "55 Common Customers" between Thurston and McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR
and Dunn. According to Dunlap, this new list was supposed to represent the grand total of all
Common Customers. In the email, Dunlap wrote, next to each customer account, he identified
"what I suggest we should/could do with each account." From the list of 55, Dunlap indicated
that: (1) McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR should be allowed- either through sale or a sharing

9
arrangement- to continue servicing 24 of the Common Customers; (2) Thurston should keep 10
10
of the Common Customers; and (3) that Dunlap was not sure who should continue to service the

11
12
13
14

remaining 21 Common Customers.
112.

Despite Dunlap's representation that his February 14, 2014list of 55 customer

accounts reflected all of the Common Customers between Thurston Enterprises and
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn, Thurston quickly realized that the list was not

15

complete and asked Dunlap for (1) a more complete listing from

16

McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR, and (2) whether SBS had performed a "market penetration

17

review of the area." Notwithstanding his initial representations, Dunlap responded by stating that

18

he knew the list "isn't 100% complete," but he wanted to start with it anyway. A complete list

19

was never provided to Thurston.

20

113.

While Dunlap was pushing Thurston to turn over many of his Protected

21

Customers to McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn, Dunlap continued his "war of

22

attrition" against Teply. Following numerous communications between Dunlap and Teply as to

23

the division of the "56 Common Customers" listed on Dunlap's February 6, 2014 email- and in

24
25

26
27
28

light of Dunlap's representation that the "56 Common Customers" represented the sum total of
all Common Customers between Teply and McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR- the two were
able to reach an agreement on 48 of those 56 customers.
114.

On February 20, 2014, Dunlap sent an email to Teply memorializing their
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agreement on these 48 Common Customers. As is reflected in Dunlap's email, Teply would sell

2

20 of the Common Customers to SAl, for servicing by McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and

3

Dunn, and "keep" the following 28 Common Customers for herself:

4

1. Hayden Beverage,
5

6
7

2. St. Luke's Regional
Medical,

11. Quality Thermistor,
Inc.,
12. Hillcrest Country
Club,

3. Employers Resource,
13. The Car Park,

8

20. On Demand,
21. Mindoka County
Treasurer,
22. Orthopedic
Association,

4. West Vet,
9
10
11

5. Southwest Idaho
Surgery Center,
6. Lee Read Jewelers,

14. Santos Metals &
Recycling,
15. Tri State Beauty
Supply,

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

7. Debt Reduction
Services, Inc.
. 8. Rock Mountain
Agronomics,

23. Shird's Inc.,
24. Rambo Sand &
Gravel,
25. Eberle, Berlin &
Associates,

16. Apache River, LLC
(dba Double L),
17. Minidoka County,

26. Kitchens by Design,

18. Dykman Electric,
Inc.,

27. Pioneer Family
Medicine, and

19. Contract Floors,

28. Elam & Burke.

9. Sun Valley Ski Tools,
10. Caldwell Auto,
A true and accurate copy of Dunlap's February 20, 2014 email is attached as Exhibit 17.
115.

In truth, Dunlap had no intention ofletting Teply "keep" any of these Protected

20

Customers. Within a matter of weeks he resumed his coercive tactics in an attempt to get all of

21

T3 Enterprises' Protected Customers listed above transferred to SAl for the benefit of

22

McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR and Dunn.

23
24
25
26

116.

Between February 21, 2014 and February 22, 2014, Dunlap continued pushing

Thurston to turn over or "share" certain Common Customers with
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn, stating that "this would work best and give us the

best chance ofgrowing sales. I know it is different, but I think with all of us motivated to move
the business forward, it presents more positive things than negative ones. " Thurston ultimately

27
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1

agreed to share one of his Protected Customers in light of the fact that

2

McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR and Dunn had been interfering with his Protected Customers

3

for more than six months at this point, and that nothing was going to change, given Dunlap's

4

ultimatum that sharing them was "a good moving forward type thing to do."

5
6

7
8
9

117.

On March 3, 2014, Dunlap sent Teply a draft of an assignment letter reflecting her

agreement to sell 20 of the Common Customers to SAL The assignment letter provided that, in
exchange for $7,340, "you have agreed to transfer and assign your commissions [sic] rights
associated with future sales to the [20] customers listed below." The letter further provided that,
"the account protection rights to these accounts will be owned by Safeguard and serviced by
[McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR]. In the event there is an order placed by any of these

10
customers with you or your distributorship or you are contacted by any of the customers, please
11
direct them to [McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR] ."
12
13
14

118.

On March 7, 2014, Teply contacted Dunlap to discuss where they were with

McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR, and to express her concern that
McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR, who was placing Safeguard orders with Teply's Protected

15

Customers for more than seven months, was harming Teply's relationships with- and sales to-

16

her bank customers and referral providers. In response to Teply's email, Dunlap asked her to

17

identify a list of the banks that she currently services.

18

119.

Teply complied with Dunlap's request, and on March 11, 2014, sent him an email

19

identifying the banks that she (1) purchased as part of the August 2006 purchase of certain

20

Protected Customers from Thurston, and (2) a number of the Protected Customers that she

21

earned through her distributorship operations since that time.

22
23
24
25
26
27

120.

On March 17, 2014, both Teply and Thurston sent almost simultaneous emails to

Dunlap letting him know that they had not gotten anywhere with McLaughlin regarding their
attempts to exchange files with McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR. Dunlap responded to Teply,
acknowledging that he had spoken with McLaughlin about the "file exchange," and that it

"could be done between you two." Similarly, Dunlap told Thurston: "[t]he actual transfer of files
can be handled with [McLaughlin] at [McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR] as you two deem best. "
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1

121.

By the end of March 2014, Dunlap again was pushing Teply and Thurston to turn

2

over more of their Protected Customers to SAl for servicing by

3

McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR and Dunn, including many of those that Dunlap represented

4

Teply would be allowed to "keep."
122.

5

6
7
8

One of the customers Dunlap was pressing Teply to release was Employers

Resource- an important customer for Teply's future operations.
McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR, JDHRS and Dunn were providing Employers Resource with
Safeguard W-2 processing services that should have been turned over to Teply consistent with
her Customer Protection rights. Notwithstanding this, McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR, JDHRS

9
and Dunn continued to service Employers Resource, and Dunlap continued to put pressure on
10
Teply to release the customer account.

11
123.
12
13
14

email regarding the "financial institution protection request." In typical fashion, Dunlap had
completely ignored Teply's prior request. However, in response to Teply's new email, Dunlap
wrote:

15

We don't protect referral sources like bank accounts. What we try to do is
get an agreement where the distributors agree to service certain branches
and stay out of those branches serviced by other distributors. Having
stated the rules, I don't envision having any issue with getting the
cooperation you and I envision.

16
17
18
19

On March 31, 2014, Teply sent Dunlap an email following up on her March 7th

124.

Addressing Teply's further request that the agreement be put in writing (like the

20

agreement between Teply and Thurston), Dunlap replied, "[i)/there needs to be an agreement at

21

some point we can approach it then. " In truth, there needed to be an agreement immediately as

22

McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR already were soliciting Teply's financial institution Protected

23

Customers, including those that Teply purchased from- and still was making payments to-

24

Thurston as part of August 2006 purchase of certain of Thurston's Protected Customers.

25

Dunlap's continued disregard for Teply's Customer Protection rights was part and parcel of his

26

27

"war of attrition" against Teply and Thurston. By his continued conduct on behalf of SAl,
McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR and Dunn, Dunlap was able to facilitate their interference with
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1

-and accretion of- Thmston's and Teply's Protected Customers.

2

125.

Realizing that her attempts to get action out of Dunlap were futile, at end of

3

March 2014, Teply reopened the dialogue with McLaughlin suggesting that they meet, exchange

4

files and discuss the Common Customers. When McLaughlin refused to cooperate, on April 1,

5

2014, Teply again emailed Dunlap asking him for assistance. In her email to Dunlap, Teply

6

wrote:
I reached out to [McLaughlin] last week to set up a time to exchange files
and tried to arrange a meeting for today. Her response a couple of days
later was that she was booked for this week and didn't have time to meet
until next week. I responded and asked if she wanted to take time to go
over the files or if she was just planning on swapping them and have not
received any response. [ ... ]

7
8
9
10

My question to you is, has [McLaughlin] signed off on the files coming to
me? Also, is she making sure her people are staying out of those accounts
and directing them to us at this point if the customer contacts them?

11
12

13

A true and correct copy of Teply's April1, 2014 email to Dunlap is attached hereto as Exhibit

14

li. Dunlap never responded to the questions raised in Teply's April1, 2014 email. He also never

15

made any effort to facilitate a file exchange of any kind between Teply and McLaughlin, as he

16

earlier had represented he would do.
126.

17
18

19
20

In early April, Dunlap continued to press Teply to sell or otherwise release the

Employers Resource account in favor of McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn. On April
6, 2014, Dunlap sent Teply an email identifying four new Common Customers (Redfish Sensor
Products, Evans & Paulson CPAs, Ada Pediatrics P .A. and Total Waste Management) that were
not included as part ofhis February 6, 2014list of 56 Common Customers that supposedly

21
represented the sum total of all Common Customers between Teply and
22
McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR. Dunlap was now pushing Teply to allow
23
24
25
26
27

McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR to service these four newly identified Common Customers as
well. A copy of an email chain containing Dunlap's April6, 2014 email is attached as Exhibit

19.
127.

In the same email, and in response to Teply's continued request for a written

agreement identifying her rights to the referral financial institutions, Dunlap told Teply that he
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1

"just [didn't] know ifMcLaughlin ha[d] the same approach with banks as referral sources as

2

[Teply] and [Thurston] do or if McLaughlin has an approach at all." At this point, Dunlap knew

3

that McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR were soliciting and servicing T3 Enterprises' referral

4

sources, and Dunlap was going out of his way to facilitate this infringement.

5

6
7

8
9

128.

On April10, 2014, Teply met with McLaughlin to exchange Common Customer

files. During the meeting, McLaughlin continued to insist that she was doing (and would
continue to do) "business as usual." McLaughlin also told Teply that at least one of her
(Teply's) Protected Customers, Employers Resource, was included in the five-page
memorandum of customers that SAl allowed Dunn to continue servicing as part of its BAM
program purchase ofiBF's customer list. After Teply advised McLaughlin that Employers

10

Resource was Teply's Protected Customer, and that she had no intention of giving it up,

11
McLaughlin stated that she would not stop selling to these customers and, if necessary, Dunn
12
13
14

would just run the sales directly to Teply's Protected Customers through his new company,
JDHRS.
129.

Upon information and belief, Dunn and JDHRS are operating in the manner

15

McLaughlin described, and in doing so, are intentionally interfering with T3 Enterprises'

16

contractual and business relationships with SBS and with T3 Enterprises' Protected Customers.

17

130.

By the end of the meeting, and after turning her Common Customer files over to

18

McLaughlin, Teply learned that she was not going to get McLaughlin's files. When questioned

19

about the file exchange, McLaughlin stated that she was still pulling the files together, and would

20

give them to Teply at a later time. McLaughlin's response also suggested that she was not clear

21

on what files she might provide Teply. In any event, McLaughlin has never produced any files

22

whatsoever to Teply.

23

131.

24
25

26
27

After the meeting, Teply emailed Dunlap asking, "[w]as [McLaughlin] provided

and informed of the list of customers that she was supposed to transfer files to me?" Dunlap
immediately wrote back, "Yep. Having said that I encouraged her to talk to you about any and

all accounts. She has more information than me. Thought it best for you two to talk. I specifically
told her to speak with you about Employers Resource and St. Luke's. " A true and accurate copy
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1

of this April2014 chain of emails between Teply and Dunlap is attached as Exhibit 20. This, like

2

all of Dunlap's communications with Teply and Thurston, was both untrue and part and parcel of

3

his "war of attrition" against Teply and Thurston, which had for its purpose and intent the

4

misappropriation of their Protected Customers for the benefit of SAl, McLaughlin/McCormick/

5

KMMR, IBF, JDHRS, and Dunn.

6

7

8
9

132.

Teply then emailed McLaughlin asking her to identify "when can I expect the rest

of the files on the list that you were provided from Mike Dunlap. Please let me know when we
can make arrangements to exchange them." A true and accurate copy of Teply's April10, 2014
email to McLaughlin is attached hereto as Exhibit 21. McLaughlin Never responded.
133.

Frustrated by Dunlap's continued insistence that it would be "best" for Teply and

10
McLaughlin to work this out, Teply also wrote Dunlap the following: "[McLaughlin] is not even
11
12
13
14
15
16

a distributor at this point and owns account rights to nothing so any negotiating needs to be done
between Safeguard and I, not [McLaughlin] and 1." Teply then asked Dunlap, "I need to know if
you have made any contractual promises in your purchase from [Dunn] or your planned sale to
[McLaughlin] that allows them to continue servicing any accounts that I currently service" alluding to McLaughlin's comments regarding Employers Resource. (See Ex. 20.)
134.

Dunlap falsely responded, "I know ofno contractual promises with [Dunn] or

17

with [McLaughlin] that relate to servicing of accounts. " Teply immediate replied, "[o]k, so what

18

do I need to do to collect the files and information from the list that you and I have already

19

discussed that are supposed to come to me?" (See Ex. 20.) Dunlap never responded to this

20

request.

21

135.

By mid-April2014, almost eight months after McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR,

22

IBF, JDHRS and Dunn began taking orders for Safeguard Systems form his Protected

23

Customers, Thurston continued to email Dunlap in an attempt to obtain the information relating

24
25
26

27

to his Protected Customers that Dunlap had agreed to produce more than one month earlier. In
typical fashion, Dunlap simply ignored Thurston's requests.
136.

On April14, 2014, Dunlap sent another email to Teply stating, "I thought and

still do think that it is afar better, [sic] for the three ofyou [i.e., Teply, McLaughlin and
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1

McCormick] to talk about the handling ofspecific accounts, than for me to make decisions from

2

a spreadsheet. What we are trying to promote is a way of growing sales, all sales yours, IBF,

3

all." A true and correct copy of an email chain containing Dunlap's April14, 2014 email is

4

attached hereto as Exhibit 22. This, of course, said it all: Dunlap, SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick

5

and Dunn never had any intention of honoring the Customer Protection rights of T3 Enterprises

6

and Thurston Enterprises. Instead, together, they all hatched a "war of attrition" scheme to see to

7
8
9

it that everyone would sell to any or all of those Protected Customers - without regard for
whether Teply and Thurston liked it or not.
137.

On April16, 2014, Dunlap called Teply and offered to pay her $20,000 to "get

closure and to promote peace between [Teply], Safeguard and McLaughlin for the 'messy' deal
10

they had done. " During the call, Dunlap acknowledged that the BAM Transaction with IBF was
11
12
13
14
15
16

a "mistake" and that he didn't know

"if they would ever be able to get this all figured out. "

Teply denied Dunlap's offer and informed him that she could not (and would not) share her
Protected Customers with McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR or Dunn because doing so would
damage the value of her business and adversely affect her ability to continue operating as a
Safeguard distributor.
138.

On April18, 2014, after almost eight months of Dunlap's prevarication and

17

avoidance, Teply sent another email to McLaughlin. Voicing her irreconcilable frustration, at

18

this point, Teply wrote:

19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27

I was under the impression that you and I were going to exchange the files
from a list that [Dunlap] had provided me. I brought the files to you that I
agreed to provide you and was confused as to why you did not provide me
the same. I soon came to the realization that you had intended on sharing
all accounts that cross over between us. [. . . I]t was never my intention to
share all of the accounts. I have been paying for many accounts in my base
for over seven years and have added in other customers as I have
continued in my career. I was promised account protection in my contract
with Safeguard and expected to grow my business. As I mentioned when
we met, I also had to sign an additional contract that guarantees payment
to the distributor from whom I purchased my base. If I give up my account
protection rights and lose business because of it, I put myself at risk of not
meeting my contractual obligations. I will assume that you will be
promised account protection on your accounts and you will have to
commit to the same guarantees for growth and payment of your base.
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1
2

Therefore, I do not know how Safeguard can promise account protection
on the same account to two different distributorships and expect it to
work.

3

A true and accurate copy of Teply's April18, 2014 email is attached hereto as Exhibit 23.

4

McLaughlin simply ignored Teply's April18, 2014 email.

5

139.

The next day, on April19, 2014, Dunlap sent Thurston another email identifying

6

a new list of 46 of Thurston's Protected Customers that Dunlap identified as "common accounts,

7

or accounts that we think are common [with McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR], that we haven't

8

resolve [sic] totally. "

9
10
11
12

140.

Following receipt of Dunlap's newest Common Customer list, Thurston requested

(1) the sales numbers, product offerings, and dollar and product comparisons for these Common
Customers, and (2) a copy of the list of Common Customers that Dunlap had used during their
initial discussions following SAl's acquisition ofiBF. Prolonging his interference with
Thurston's Customer Protection rights, Dunlap ambiguously responded to Thurston's requests

13
with the following: "I hope I do at the office. Didn't have all the details with me at home. "
14
141.
15
16
17
18
19

A few days later, on April24, 2014, Thurston again emailed Dunlap for "the

information regarding what [McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR] is selling into these [Common
Customers] and what the potential is for me to cover those items or if it is better to allow
[McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR] to buy those rights from me. I would like to see the products
and dollar amounts on them." Again, Dunlap ignored Thurston's request.
142.

The next day, on April25, 2014, Teply- at this point paralyzed by Dunlap's utter

20

failure to provide any Common Customer information whatsoever - sent Dunlap a letter

21

pleading with him to resolve Teply's concerns about McLaughlin, McCormick and Dunn. In her

22

letter, Teply wrote:

23
24
25
26
27

I appreciate the fact that you offered me a payoff for the hassles and to
'wipe the slate clean,' but until you can get the sales information to me
and we can reach a resolution to this ongoing problem, the slate will never
be clean. [ ... ] What I am requesting of you is hard sales numbers and
product information sold to my customer base by Safeguard/Deluxe's IBF
employees from August 2013 through the current dates. I can then decide
how I want to pursue my interests, whether it be to request some payment
of sales or sell accounts. I need to know the values we are dealing with in

28
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1

order to make these decisions. While there may be a couple of special
situations that we need to finalize discussion on, it is not my intent to
share all of the accounts and never has been. There is no possible way that
sharing accounts will ever work to my benefit given the current situation.
Please provide me with the information I am requesting by May 5, 2014.

2
3

4

A true and accurate copy of Teply's April25, 2014 email to Dunlap with the accompanying

5

letter is attached hereto as Exhibit 24.

6

143.

Amazingly, notwithstanding Teply's numerous clear and unambiguous requests

7

for the "hard sales numbers and product information" sold by McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR

8

and Dunn to Teply's Common Customers, Dunlap responded, "I will call next week to gather

9

from you what information you feel you need." An almost identical dynamic was simultaneously

10

11
12

13
14
15
16

playing out between Dunlap and Thurston.
144.

During May 2014, it was more of the same from Dunlap. On May 15\ he emailed

Teply suggesting that they "start fresh" in their communications relating to the Common
Customers. Then, instead of providing the requested sales numbers and product information for
these accounts, Dunlap included in his email a new list of"36 Common Customers" between
Teply and IBF that Dunlap identified as needing "resolution." A true and accurate copy of
Dunlap's May 1, 2014 email identifying this new list of"36 Common Customers" is attached as
Exhibit 25.

17
145.

Incredibly, Dunlap's new list included all28 Customer Accounts that he agreed

18
Teply would "keep" as part oftheir February 2014 negotiations and agreement. (See Ex. 17.)
19
20
21

22

Also, Dunlap's email again contained five new Common Customers not identified in his
February 6, 2014 list of 56- the list that was supposed to reflect the sum total of all Common
Customers between Teply and McLaughlin!McCormick!KMMR and Dunn.
146.

Following receipt of Dunlap's new list of Common Customers, Teply and Dunlap

23

exchanged a series of emails. In this exchange, Teply questioned Dunlap's ever changing list of

24

Common Customers and made clear that she relied upon the earlier list to "determine the

25

accounts which [she] was currently interested in selling." Dunlap replied, "I did represent to you

26

several times that we are continuing to examine the records so that we only have to deal with

27

accounts that are in common. I did not represent to you that the first lists were lists of accounts
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1

that commissions were paid to IBF. "A true and accurate copy of Teply and Dunlap's May 9,

2

2014 email chain is attached as Exhibit 26. Dunlap's new position was in stark contrast to his

3

February 6, 2014 representation that the list of 56 customers represented all of the Common

4

Customers serviced by McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR and Dunn since late August 2013.

5

6
7

8

147.

On May 2, 2014, Dunlap sent an email to Thurston. In his email, Dunlap claimed

that he could not get any additional information on the Thurston's Common Customers. This too
was a pure fabrication. Nevertheless, Dunlap again pressed Thurston to turn over certain
Protected Customers to SAl, McLaughlin and Dunn. For example, although Thurston previously
had made clear to Dunlap that he would not "sell" or "share" these two Protected Customers,

9
Dunlap continued to insist that Thurston must sell Protected Customer A Scott Jackson for
10
"$1 00," and "share" the Protected Customer Somerset Pacific with
11
12
13
14

McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR and Dunn.
148.

In response, Thurston again informed Dunlap that he wanted to keep A Scott

Jackson because he (Thurston) "did over $1,000 with A Scott Jackson this past year," and could
provide the exact same Safeguard products and services as McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and

15

Dunn. Thurston also stated that he would not share Somerset Pacific because he has a strong

16

relationship with that Protected Customer. Notwithstanding Thurston's protestations, Dunlap

17

continued to pressure him.

18

149.

On May 8, 2014, Teply again met with McLaughlin to discuss the Common

19

Customers. McCormick was also present. During the meeting, Teply once more made clear that

20

she had no intention of sharing all of the Common Customers, and further explained that she did

21

not have to do so pursuant to the Customer Protection rights under the Teply Distributor

22

Agreement. McLaughlin and McCormick again rebuffed Teply.

23
24
25
26
27

150.

With the continued help of Dunlap and SAl, McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR's

misappropriation of Teply's Protected Customers continued in full force. On May 15, 2014,
Teply learned that McLaughlin and McCormick were selling to another one of her protected
Customer Accounts, Meridian High School. This customer, however, was never identified by
Dunlap as an actual (or "potential") Common Customer between Teply and IBF. Upon learning
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1

this new information, Teply sent an email to Dunlap asking him to "check into this and let me

2

know the status." The following email exchange ensued:

3

Dunlap: "Did you ask [McLaughlin] about this already?"

4

Teply: ''No, I did not. According to [McLaughlin], you have all the
information on their customer base so I thought I would start with you."

5
6

Dunlap: "According to [McLaughlin]? Oh well. I will check when I get
back to Dallas."

7

A true and correct copy of the May 15, 2014 email chain is attached as Exhibit 27. Also, attached

8

9
10
11

as Exhibit 28 is a true and accurate copy of a printout of IBF' s website identifying that
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR still are currently servicing Meridian High School.
151.

After being ignored as usual, on May 19, 2014, Teply again emailed McLaughlin

to find out where she was "at on the list of accounts that [McLaughlin] provide[d] a monthly data

12

processing service" to. A true and correct copy of the May 19, 2014 Teply email is attached

13

hereto as Exhibit 29. Nine days later, on May 28, 2014, McLaughlin wrote back, telling Teply

14

that "[Dunlap] has all ofthe information and we are going to schedule a time to talk."

15

152.

On May 23, 2014, Dunlap emailed Teply representing that he "didn't have any

16

new information on the Meridian High School situation, can't explain why it was or is a miss. "

17

Dunlap then reopened his pursuit of Teply's remaining Common Customers with

18

McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and by suggesting that they "get on the phone next week, [to]

19

see where we are?"

20

153.

21

22
23
24

The following week, Teply and Dunlap spoke over the phone. During the call,

Dunlap offered Teply $10,000 to "move on and forget about" the sales by
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn to her Protected Customers. Teply rejected the offer
and instead insisted that Dunlap provide her with "a complete report identifying all Common
Customers between [Teply] and IBF at the time SAl purchased IBF." Dunlap pursuant to his and
SAl's "war of attrition" against Thurston and Teply, boldly and falsely responded, "/don't think

25

we have a complete report to provide you. "

26
154.
27

On June 5, 2014, Dunlap sent Teply another email, this time containing a new list

of 17 of Teply's Protected Customers that he described as a "list of possible common accounts

28
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1

from May 27." Of this list of 17, 14 of these Common Customers were omitted from Dunlap's

2

original February 6, 2014list that was supposed to contain all of the Common Customers

3

between Teply and IBF. A true and accurate copy of Dunlap's June 5, 2014 email is attached

4

hereto as Exhibit 30. Teply again refused Dunlap's attempts to pry these customers from her

5

distributorship in favor of SAl, McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR and Dunn.

6
7
8

9

155.

In July 2014, Teply learned that one of McLaughlin's sales representatives had

recently approached her Protected Customer, Idaho Central Credit Union, offering
McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR's services to the account. The sales representative informed
the customer that he was now a Safeguard representative and would be happy to take any orders
for the account. This confused Idaho Central Credit Union, who later contacted Teply to ask

10
what was going on with her Safeguard distributorship.
11
12
13
14

Plaintiffs' Businesses Have Been Damaged By Defendants' Conduct

156.

As a result of the conduct of the parties to this complaint, T3 Enterprises and

Thurston Enterprises' Safeguard distributorship businesses have suffered severe damage. The
principal asset of these enterprises is their longstanding attention to - and establishment of-

15

customer relationships. Those relationships, and all potential additional customer relationships,

16

have been harmed.

17

157.

The loss of Customer Protection has caused (and will continue to cause) Teply

18

and Thurston's companies to lose business, and ultimately destroy the intrinsic value of their

19

Safeguard distributorships. This will not only destroy Plaintiffs' current means of earning a

20

living, but it also will put Teply at risk of not meeting her contractual obligations under the sales

21

agreement with Thurston- payments which Teply personally guaranteed.
Safeguard Attempts To Coerce Thurston To Release All Claims

22
23
24
25
26
27

158.

With the introduction ofMcLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR and Dunn as a new

Safeguard distributor into the already crowded Idaho market, Thurston began actively searching
for existing, out-of-state, Safeguard distributorships to acquire in order to grow his business.
159.

In or around March 2014, Thurston learned of a Safeguard distributorship for sale

in New Mexico (the "New Mexico Distributorship").
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1
2
3

160.

The New Mexico Distributorship had been owned and operated since April1998

by Alfred and Linda Flatt (the "Flatts"), through their corporation Wilder Venture, Inc. ("WVI").
Pursuant to section 11 ofWVI's Regional Distributor Agreement with SBS (the

161.

4

"WVI RDA"), WVI was given the right to transfer the New Mexico Distributorship to any third-

5

party that was "approved" by SBS, and "[SBS] agrees not to unreasonably withhold its

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13

approval." A true and accurate copy of the WVI RDA is attached hereto as Exhibit 31.
162.

The WVI RDA also contained "examples" of "reasonable grounds" for SBS to

withhold approval of the transfer of the WVI RDA. These examples included the following:
1. the third party had inadequate sales and management experience, or
inadequate financial resources to operate a Distributorship of this size
and complexity, or refuses to provide information about his
qualifications or financial condition as requested by Safeguard;
11. the third party is a representative of a competitive company at the time
of the proposed transfer and either (a) does not agree to relinquish such
position at the time of the transfer, or (b) is subject to binding
noncompetition or non-solicitation covenants with the competitor;

14
15
16
17

111. the third party will not agree to devote his best efforts to the business of
the Distributorship, and actively participate in its sales activities and
management;
IV.

the third party has a history of poor credit experience or has been
convicted of a felony;

18
19
20

v. the third party is at the time of the proposed transfer a Safeguard
Distributor or was a Distributor or Associate Distributor whose contract
was terminated or a Safeguard employee whose employment was
terminated;

21
VI.

22
23

24
25

the third party fails to submit a satisfactory business plan to Safeguard,
or fails to agree to accept reasonable net sales quota requirements and
the terms and conditions of Safeguard's then existing non-exclusive
distributor contract;

v11. the third party insists upon being assigned Rights in and to a larger base
of existing customer accounts than Safeguard in its sole discretion
deems appropriate; or

26
27

vm. the financial terms (i.e., price and payback) are not fair and reasonable to
the third party (i) in terms of providing him or her with adequate cash
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1

flow with which to operate as a Safeguard Distributor, or (ii) in
comparison with the financial terms of assignments of rights by
comparable distributors at or about that time."

2
3

(See Ex. 31, § ll(B).)

4

163.

In or around November 2013, the Platts decided to retire and sell their New

5

M~xico

6

of their decision to sell the New Mexico Distributorship, and asked that SBS list the New

7

Mexico Distributorship for sale on the Safeguard SafeNET.

8

9
10

164.

13

In or around February 2014, Thurston learned that the New Mexico

Distributorship was for sale and contacted SBS to obtain additional details on the business. A
series of communications between both Thurston and SBS and Thurston and the Platts followed.
165.

11

12

Distributorship. Thereafter, on November 26, 2013, the Platts contacted SBS, notified it

At Thurston's request, on March 7, 2014, Suzanne Savoie ("Savoie"), an

employee with SBS franchise development department, emailed Thurston a packet of materials
concerning Thurston's potential acquisition of the New Mexico Distributorship. True and
accurate copies of the March 7, 2014 email and packet of materials are attached hereto as Exhibit

14
32.
15
16
17
18

166.

Then, in April2014, Thurston visited the Platts in New Mexico to discuss

purchase terms and to get better acquainted with the operation of the New Mexico
Distributorship. Over the next month, the parties reached an agreement on the sale and
subsequent transition of the WVI's customers to Thurston Enterprises. The culmination of the

19

parties' agreement- that was still subject to SBS's approval- required Thurston Enterprises to

20

pay WVI $318,000 for the New Mexico Distributorship. The parties' transition plan involved

21

Thurston's hiring of a qualified sales person in New Mexico to assist him with his anticipated

22

operation of the New Mexico Distributorship.

23

167.

On May 27, 2014, Thurston sent an email to Savoie notifying her and SBS that

24

the parties had reached an agreement concerning Thurston's intended acquisition of the New

25

Mexico Distributorship, and to inquire as to "what the next stage will be in regards to [his]

26

purchasing [WVI's] New Mexico base ofbusiness." A true and accurate copy of Thurston's May

27

27, 2014 email is attached hereto as Exhibit 33.
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1

168.

At this point, Savoie and Shafina Hussain ("Hussain"), a business transaction

2

service specialist for SBS, notified Thurston that he needed to complete and return the March 7,

3

2014 packet of materials along with certain financial information to SBS for its consideration of

4

his purchase request. (See Ex. 32.)

5

6

7
8

169.

In response to Savoie and Hussain's request, Thurston timely provided nearly all

of the requested materials- including but not limited to, a completed background/credit check
form, a completed purchase terms form, a comprehensive business plan, tax returns, a completed
business name identification form, a spreadsheet identifying various down payment options, cash
flow, standard costs basis, costs, profit and loss statements, a 2013 balance sheet, and other

9
financial records of Thurston Enterprises.
10
170.

In fact, the only document that Thurston did not complete and return to Savoie

11
and Hussain was the general release. By executing the general release, Thurston and his
12

company would:

13
[U]nconditionally release[ ] and forever discharge[ ] Safeguard, and each
of its affiliates, [ ... ], of an from any and all debts, liabilities, claims,
demands, actions or causes of action, suits, judgments or controversies of
any kind whatsoever, that now exist or may arise in the future, out of any
matter, transaction or event occurring on or prior to the date hereof[ ... ],
including without any limitation: (i) Claims by Distributor or Owners
based upon, arising out of or in any way connected with the Agreement, or
any other agreement to which Distributor or Owners is a party, occurring
on or prior to the date hereof, and (ii) any other right, title or interest in, to
and under any agreement, arrangement or understanding to which
Distributor or Owners is a part. Each of Distributor and Owners further
agrees not to file or bring any claim, suit, civil action, complaint,
arbitration or administrative action in any city, state or federal court or
agency or arbitration tribunal with respect to any Claim.

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

(See Ex. 32, General Release.)
171.

Pursuant to the above language, by signing the general release, Thurston would

24

have released Thurston Enterprises' claims against SBS (and each of its affiliates) relating to its

25

Customer Protection rights, as set forth above.

26
27

172.

On May 30, 2014, Thurston sent an email to Hussain to inquire whether she

received his materials. As part of the email, Thurston also notified Hussain that he would not be
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1

signing the general release for the following reasons:

2

Based on my understanding of the language on [the general release], I
couldn't sign that at this time due to current discussions that have been
ongoing with Mike Dunlap and the Safeguard purchase of IBF in Boise.
We are trying to negotiate out the customers on this issue and since that
particular amendment would force me to give up my rights on all these
type of items to date, I couldn't really sign off on that particular document
at this time. Can we go forward with the purchase without that item?

3
4
5

6

A true and accurate copy of Thurston's May 30, 2014 email to Hussain is attached hereto as

7
Exhibit 34.
8
173.
9
10
11

While awaiting SBS' s approval of the proposed transaction, Thurston, with the

assistance of the Platts, posted several advertisements for an outside sales person to assist
Thurston with his anticipated acquisition and operation of the New Mexico Distributorship. After
much due effort, and vetting numerous candidates, in late May 2014, Thurston found Lesley

12

Adams ("Adams"), an ideal candidate to serve as the new sales representative for the New

13

Mexico Distributorship. Barring SBS's approval of his purchase of the Platts' business, Thurston

14

was prepared to hire Adams. Time was of the essence for Thurston's purchase of the New

15

Mexico Distributorship as Thurston did not want to lose Adams to another job offer.

16

174.

When Hussain did not timely respond to Thurston's May 30, 2014 email, the next

17

day, on May 31, 2014, Thurston sent another email to Hussain. In his second email, Thurston

18

wrote:

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

I need to know if the general release form that was included in the sales
packet is a necessary item to complete this transaction. As I had
mentioned before, I am currently in negotiations with Mike Dunlap on
another item and this provision would interfere with those discussions. If
this is a new standard item that all distributors have to sign at this time
then I will be unable to complete the purchase for the Flatt base of
business.
If it is at all possible, I need to have something in writing allowing us to
go ahead with the Flatt transaction without this general release form as I
have a highly qualified salesperson waiting for a job and time is of the
essence. If we have to wait two weeks I am afraid that that person will
have to take another job elsewhere and I will again have to pass on the
Flatt purchase until I am able to find another qualified person.
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1

Let me know as soon as you can regarding this matter as time is definitely
critical on this matter.

2
3
4

A true and accurate copy of Thurston's May 31, 2014 email is attached hereto as Exhibit 3 5.
175.

Seventeen days later, on June 17, 2014, Savoie emailed both Thurston and the

5

Platts to inform them that their "proposed transaction was reviewed by the [SBS] Action Review

6

Committee earlier today, and is approved to move forward. " Both Dunlap and Sutton, among

7

others, are members of the SBS Action Review Committee. In her email, Savoie also informed

8
9
10

11

Thurston and the Platts that the "documents will also need to go through Deluxe review, so final

documents will not be available until all reviews have been completed. " A true and accurate
copy of Savoie's June 17, 2014 email is attached hereto as Exhibit 36.
176.

Following receipt of Savoie's June 17,2014 approval letter, Thurston retained the

services of Adams and began working with the Platts to transition the ownership of the New
12
Mexico Distributorship from WVI to Thurston Enterprises.
13
177.
14
15
16
17

Thereafter, on June 18, 2014, SBS sent Thurston a draft amendment to the

Thurston RDA to memorialize Thurston Enterprises' anticipated acquisition of the New Mexico
Distributorship. A true and accurate copy of the amendment to the Thurston RDA is attached
hereto as Exhibit 37.
178.

Although SBS had approved of the transaction between Thurston and the Platts,

18

neither Savoie nor Hussain had responded to Thurston's numerous emails concerning his

19

unwillingness to sign the general release. In light of the decision of the SBS Action Review to

20

approve the transaction, Thurston assumed that his unwillingness to sign the general release was

21

not going to hold up the transfer of the New Mexico Distributorship.

22

179.

However, on or around June 18, 2014, Savoie notified Thurston that he would

23

have to sign the general release before the transaction involving the New Mexico Distributorship

24

could go forward. In response, on June 18, 2014, Thurston sent Savoie an email again advising

25

her that, based upon his understanding of both the Thurston RDA and the WVI RDA, "there is

26

no clause requiring [Thurston or the Platts] to sign off on a general release document." A true

27

and accurate copy of Thurston's June 18, 2014 email is attached hereto as Exhibit 38.
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1

180.

In the June 18, 2014 email, Thurston also informed Savoie that he had "left a

2

voice message" for Dunlap regarding this issue, and that "time is of the essence regarding our

3

potential sales employee in New Mexico and if this drags out, she will take another job and I will

4

be unable to pursue this purchase." (See Ex. 38.) Dunlap ignored Thurston's voice mail message,

5

and no one at SBS responded to Thurston's email.

6
7

8

181.

Thereafter, on June 27, 2014, Thurston sent Savoie an email attaching (i) a

purchase agreement between Thurston Enterprises and WVI identifying all terms agreed to by
Thurston and the Platts for the sale of the New Mexico Distributorship, and (ii) a draft
amendment to the Thurston RDA reflecting Thurston Enterprises' acquisition of the New

9
Mexico Distributorship. While unsigned, both Thurston and the Platts considered (and still
10
consider) the purchase agreement and related correspondence to represent a binding contract
11

between them. Further, in the body of his email, Thurston wrote:

12
[N]either mine nor the Platts' contracts contain provisions that state that a
general release form is needed. The contracts only stipulate that Safeguard
has the right to approve a buyer based on financial, former experience, and
a proven track record. Since the [Action Review Committee] has approved
my purchase of the Platts' contract/distributorship that would allow for the
purchase to go forward with the two documents that are attached. If the
purchase is denied without the general release, that would suggest that the
transaction is being denied outside of the criteria of both our contract.

13
14
15
16
17

True and accurate copies of Thurston's June 27, 2014 email and attachments are attached hereto
18
as Exhibit 39.

19
182.
20
21
22

After receiving no response from anyone at SBS to his June 2, 2014 email, three

days later, on June 30, 2014, Thurston again emailed Savoie "[checking in on the process with
the contract approval," and to request an update from SBS. Less than one hour later, Savoie
responded and notified Thurston that, "[d]ue to your suggested changes to the documents and

23

your concerns about the general release, they will [again] be reviewed by the Action Review

24

Committee at their meeting tomorrow[, July 1, 2014]." A true and accurate copy of the June 30,

25

2014 email change between Thurston and Savoie is attached hereto as Exhibit 40.

26
27

183.

On July 2 and 3, 2014, Thurston sent additional emails to Savoie and Hussain

inquiring as to the Action Review Committee's meeting and their decision on the proposed
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1

transaction between Thurston and the Flatts. True and accurate copies of Thurston's July 2 and 3,

2

2014 emails are attached hereto as Exhibit 41.

3

184.

Once again, neither Savoie nor Hussain responded to Thurston's emails. Instead,

4

on July 3, 2014, Sutton emailed Thurston to inform him that "transactional approval was not

5

achieved given your disclosure that you intend not to sign the General Release form as prepared

6
7
8

by Safeguard." In his email, Sutton described Thurston's execution of the general release as "the
fair and right thing to do. " A true and accurate copy of Sutton's July 3, 2014 email is attached

hereto as Exhibit 42.
185.

9

Thurston immediately notified the Flatts of Sutton and SBS's decision. As a

consequence, Thurston was not able to purchase the New Mexico Distributorship.
10
186.
11
12
13
14

SBS had (and continues to have) no credible reason for refusing Thurston

Enterprises' purchase of the New Mexico Distributorship. Simply stated, Thurston met all
financial, operational, and experience qualifications of a new Safeguard Distributor. Further,
since joining the Safeguard network of distributors, Thurston has continuously been considered
by SBS to be one if its top performing distributors. From 1989 to present, Thurston has received

15

more than 30 awards from SBS, including, but not limited to, awards for: (1) special recognition

16

for outstanding sales performance; (2) highest percentage growth personal new sales; (3) highest

17

percentage growth on new sales for total distributorship on all products; (4) President's Club

18

Awards, reflecting top 5% of all sales people in Safeguard; (5) special recognition of

19

distributorship consistent growth; (6) numerous Eagles Club Awards, reflecting over $100,000 in

20

personal new sales; (7) Milestone Award, reflecting $750,000 in total sales; (8) several Golden

21

Eagle Club Awards, reflecting over $250,000 in new personal sales; (9) Top Performer Award

22

among distributors with $1 million to $1.5 million in sales; (10) Master's Club Member,

23

reflecting consecutive years of over $1,000,000 in sales; and (11) Foundation's Club Member,

24
25
26
27

reflecting over 10 years of continuous growth in total sales. By all accounts, Thurston's has been
(and continues to be) an outstanding distributor for SBS.
187.

SBS was not justified in refusing to approve Thurston Enterprises' purchase of the

1

New Mexico Distributorship but still withheld consent in an attempt to coerce Thurston to
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1

2

release his ongoing dispute with SBS concerning his the Customer Protection rights in Idaho.
188.

Because all of the evidence reveals that Thurston would have successfully

3

operated and grown the New Mexico Distributorship and the sales it generated, SBS's refusal to

4

approve the transfer was unreasonable, and constitutes tortious interference with Thurston's

5

agreement with the Flatts.

6
7
8
9

189.

SBS's unreasonable refusal to consent to the transaction between Thurston

Enterprises and WVI has caused Thurston to suffer damages in the form of the cash flow and
business improvements that Thurston could have generated from the New Mexico
Distributorship.
FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF

10

Breach of Contract
11
(T3 Enterprises against SBS)
12
13
14

190.

this Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
191.

15

Agreement.

16

192.

17

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

On August 1, 2006, T3 Enterprises and SBS entered into the Teply Distributor

T3 Enterprises has performed all things required of it under the terms of the Teply

Distributor Agreement, unless otherwise excused by SBS' s breach.

18

193.

19

Agreement:

SBS has failed to comply with the following terms of the Teply Distributor

20

a. Take action to prohibit other Safeguard distributors from selling to T3

21

Enterprises' protected customers pursuant to the Customer Protection

22

rights identified in the Teply Distributor Agreement (See Ex. 6, § 1 &

23

Ex. B);

24
25
26

b. Pay T3 Enterprises all commissions generated on sales to its customers
pursuant to the Customer Protection rights identified in the Teply
Distributor Agreement (See Ex. 6, § 1 & Ex. B.);

27
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1

c. Provide T3 Enterprises with copies of all inquiries and other

2

correspondence related to its protected customers, together with copies

3

ofSBS's reply to such inquiries or correspondence (See Ex. 6, § 7(B));

4

and
d. Notify T3 Enterprises, with reasonable promptness, of any event that

5

may reasonably be expected to have a material adverse effect upon the

6

sale of Safeguard Systems to its protected customers (See Ex. 6, §

7

7(B)).

8
9

194.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result ofSBS's numerous breaches of the

Teply Distributor Agreement, T3 Enterprises has incurred damages in an undetermined amount.
10

SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF
11

Breach of Contract
12
13
14
15
16
17

(Thurston Enterprises against SBS)
195.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
196.

On June 1, 1987, Thurston and SBS entered into the Thurston RDA. The

Thurston RDA was later assigned to Thurston Enterprises.
197.

Pursuant to Section 3 and Attachment B of the Thurston RDA, Thurston

18

Enterprises has "the exclusive right to the commissions on sales of Safeguard Systems to: (i)

19

each customer in [its] sales [territory] whose first order of Safeguard Systems is directly a result

20

of [Thurston's] efforts and credited to [him] ... " (See Ex. 3.)

21

198.

As a result of the Thurston RDA, Thurston Enterprises has Customer Protection

22

rights - against competition by SBS, all Safeguard distributors, and any other third party

23

engaged in the offer and sale of Safeguard Systems

24
25

26
27

199.

Thurston Enterprises has performed all things required of it under the terms of the

Thurston RDA, unless otherwise excused by SBS' s breach.
200.

SBS has breached the Thurston RDA by (1) failing to take action to prohibit other

distributors from selling to Thurston Enterprises' protected customers pursuant to the Customer
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Protection rights identified in the Thurston RDA, and (2) paying other distributors commissions

2

generated on sales to Thurston Enterprises protected customers.

3

4

201.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result of SBS' s numerous breaches of the

Thurston RDA, Thurston Enterprises has incurred damages in an undetermined amount.
THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF

5

Breach of the Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing

6

(T3 Enterprises against SBS)

7

8
9

202.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
203.

Incorporated into the Teply Distributor Agreement described above was an

10
implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing, including an obligation by SBS to take action to
11
stop other Safeguard distributors from soliciting and selling to T3 Enterprise' protected
12
13
14
15

customers.
204.

T3 Enterprises performed all obligations required of it under the Teply Distributor

Agreement, other than obligations as to which performance was excused (if any).
205.

SBS breached the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing by acting in a

16

manner so as to deprive T3 Enterprises of the benefits of the Teply Distributor Agreement and to

17

encourage other Safeguard distributors to solicit and sell to T3 Enterprises' protected customers.

18

206.

Teply, on behalf ofT3 Enterprises, made numerous requests to Dunlap and others

19

at SBS that SBS take action to stop other Safeguard distributors from soliciting or selling to T3

20

Enterprises' protected customers. SBS has refused Teply's numerous requests and continues to

21

encourage other distributors to sell to T3 Enterprises' protected customers in disregard for the

22

Customer Protection rights implicit in the Teply Distributor Agreement.

23
24
25
26
27

207.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result of SBS' s breach of its duty of good

faith and fair dealing, T3 Enterprises has been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial, but in
no event less than the lost commissions, the lost business profits and the business devaluation
suffered by T3 Enterprises.
FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
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1

Breach of the Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing

2

(Thurston Enterprises against SBS)

3

4
5

6
7
8
9

208.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
209.

Incorporated into the Thurston RDA described above was an implied covenant of

good faith and fair dealing, including an obligation by SBS to take action to stop other Safeguard
distributors from soliciting and selling to Thurston Enterprises' protected customers.
210.

Thurston Enterprises performed all obligations required of it under the Thurston

RDA, other than obligations as to which performance was excused (if any).
211.

SBS breached the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing by acting in a

10
manner so as to deprive Thurston Enterprises of the benefits of the Thurston RDA and to

11
encourage other Safeguard distributors to solicit and sell to Thurston Enterprises' protected
12

13
14

customers.
212.

Thurston, on behalf of Thurston Enterprises, made numerous requests to Dunlap

and others at SBS that SBS take action to stop other Safeguard distributors from soliciting or

15

selling to Thurston Enterprises' protected customers. SBS has refused Thurston's numerous

16

requests and continues to encourage other distributors to sell to Thurston Enterprises' protected

17

customers in disregard for the Customer Protection rights implicit in the Thurston RDA

18

213.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result of SBS' s breach of its duty of good

19

faith and fair dealing, Thurston Enterprises has been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial,

20

but in no event less than the lost commissions, the lost business profits and the business

21

devaluation suffered by Thurston Enterprises.

22

FIFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF

23

Tortious Interference with Contractual Relations

24

(T3 Enterprises against SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS and
KMMR)

25
26
27

214.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
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215.

As set forth above, T3 Enterprises had a valid, existing contract with SBS in the

2

form of the Teply Distributor Agreement. The Teply Distributor Agreement granted T3

3

Enterprises certain Customer Protection rights.

4
5

6
7
8
9

'

216.

SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS and KMMR each

had knowledge of the Teply Distributor Agreement between T3 Enterprises and SBS, and also
knew ofT3 Enterprises' Customer Protection rights.
217.

Notwithstanding the existence of the Teply Distributor Agreement and T3

Enterprises' Customer Protection rights, SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn,
JDHRS and KMMR took action adverse to T3 Enterprises' contractual relationship with SBS,
including, but not limited to:

10
a. Continuing to solicit, service and supply T3 Enterprises' protected
11
customers in total disregard for T3 Enterprises' Customer Protection
12
13
14
15

rights;
b. Refusing to notify T3 Enterprises of any events that may reasonably be
expected to have a material adverse effect upon T3 Enterprises future sales
of Safeguard Systems to its protected customers;

16

c. Engaging in pervasive and repeated activity designed to threaten, coerce,

17

dissemble and intimidate Teply into sharing (or selling at an artificially

18

depressed price) the accounts that are the subject of T3 Enterprises'

19

Customer Protection rights;

20

d. Refusing to identify for T3 Enterprises which IBF customers are "cross-

21

over" Safeguard customers with account protection, and when repeatedly

22

asked for information on this subject, have engaged in abject

23

prevarication;

24
25
26
27

e. Confronting Teply directly and boldly, announcmg that McLaughlin,
McCormick and others will continue to sell to all T3 Enterprises'
protected "cross-over" customers because there would be no interruption
in Safeguard product sales to all of IBF's prior customers - e.g.,
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McLaughlin and McCormick "would be conducting business as usual;"

2

and

3

f.

other protected Safeguard customers with IBF/Safeguard.

4
5
6

7

8
9

Informing Teply that her only alternative was to "share" her major and

218.

Dunlap's interference with the Teply Distributor Agreement was adverse to the

interests of SBS, and not within the scope of his employment for SBS.
219.

At the time SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS and

KMMR solicited and made sales to T3 Enterprises' protected customers, each of these
Defendants knew or should have known that they were materially damaging T3 Enterprises'
contractual relationship with SBS because of the loss of customers that had resulted from SAl,

10
McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS and KMMR, and each other's, conduct.
11
220.
12
13

14
15

These actions by SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS and

KMMR were intended and designed solely and wrongfully to induce a breach of or disruption in
the Teply Distributor Agreement with SBS, resulting in a material breach of the Teply
Distributor Agreement by SBS.
221.

SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS and KMMR's

16

intentional, wrongful actions have resulted in the breach of the Teply Distributor Agreement by

17

SBS to the detriment of T3 Enterprises.

18

222.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result, T3 Enterprises has been damaged in

19

an amount to be proven at trial, but in no event less than its lost commission, lost business profits

20

and any business devaluation it has suffered. Further, Dunlap, SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick,

21

Dunn and JDHRS have acted with oppression and malice. As a result, T3 Enterprises is entitled

22

to recover damages from SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS and

23

KMMR for their wrongful and unlawful interference with the Teply Distributor Agreement.

24
25

26
27

SIXTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF

Tortious Interference with Contractual Relations- Thurston RDA
(Thurston Enterprises against McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, Dunlap, IBF, JDHRS and
KMMR)

28
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1
2
3

223.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
224.

As set forth above, Thurston Enterprises had a valid, existing contract with SBS

4

in the form of the Thurston RDA. The Thurston RDA granted Thurston Enterprises certain

5

Customer Protection rights.

6
7
8
9

225.

SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, lBF, Dunn, JDHRS and KMMR each

had knowledge of the Thurston RDA between Thurston Enterprises and SBS, and also knew of
Thurston Enterprises' Customer Protection rights.
226.

Notwithstanding the existence of the Thurston RDA and Thurston Enterprises'

Customer Protection rights, SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, lBF, Dunn, JDHRS and
10
KMMR took action adverse to Thurston Enterprises' contractual relationship with SBS,
11
12
13
14

including, but not limited to:
a. Continuing to solicit, service and supply Thurston Enterprises' protected
customers in total disregard for Thurston Enterprises' Customer Protection
rights;

15

b. Refusing to notify Thurston Enterprises of any events that may reasonably

16

be expected to have a material adverse effect upon Thurston Enterprises

17

future sales of Safeguard Systems to its protected customers;

18

c. Engaging in pervasive and repeated activity designed to threaten, coerce,

19

dissemble and intimidate Thurston into sharing (or selling at an artificially

20

depressed price) the accounts that are the subject of Thurston Enterprises'

21

Customer Protection rights;

22

d. Refusing to identify for Thurston Enterprises which lBF and/or

23

McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR customers are Common Customers with

24
25
26

Thurston Enterprises and subject to its account protection, and when
repeatedly asked for information on this subject, have engaged in abject
prevarication;

27
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1

e. Confronting Thurston directly and boldly, announcing that McLaughlin,

2

McCormick and others will continue to sell to all Common Customers

3

because there would be no interruption in Safeguard product sales to all of

4

IBF's prior customers- e.g., McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR "would be

5

conducting business as usual;" and
f.

6

Informing Thurston that his only alternative was to "share" his major and
other protected Safeguard customers with McLaughlin/McCormick/

7

KMMR.

8
227.

Dunlap's interference with the Thurston RDA was adverse to the interests of

9
SBS, and not within the scope of his employment for SBS.
10
228.
11
12
13
14
15
16

At the time SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS and

KMMR solicited and made sales to Thurston Enterprises' protected customers, each of these
Defendants knew or should have known that Thurston Enterprises would not (and could not)
continue its contractual relationship with SBS because of the loss of customers that had resulted
from SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS and KMMR, and each other's,
conduct.
229.

These actions by SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS and

17

KMMR were intended and designed solely and wrongfully to induce a breach of or disruption in

18

the Thurston RDA, resulting in a material breach of the Thurston RDA by SBS.

19

230.

SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS and KMMR's

20

intentional, wrongful actions have resulted in the breach of the Thurston RDA by SBS to the

21

detriment of Thurston Enterprises.

22
23
24
25

26
27

231.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result, Thurston Enterprises has been

damaged in an amount to be proven at trial, but in no event less than its lost commission, lost
business profits and any business devaluation it has suffered. Further, Dunlap, SAl, McLaughlin,
McCormick, Dunn and JDHRS have acted with oppression and malice. As a result, Thurston
Enterprises is entitled to recover damages from SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF,
Dunn, JDHRS and KMMR for their wrongful and unlawful interference with the Thurston RDA.

28
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1

SEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF

2

Tortious Interference with Contractual Relations-Thurston/Fiatt Agreement

3

(Thurston Enterprises against SBS)
232.

4
5

this Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein
233.

6
7
8

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

As set forth above, Thurston Enterprises had a valid, existing agreement with

WVI concerning the sale of the New Mexico Distributorship from WVI to Thurston Enterprises
(hereafter referred to as the "Thurston/Fiatt Agreement").
234.

SBS had knowledge of the Thurston/Fiatt Agreement.

235.

SBS also knew that Thurston was fully qualified to take over the New Mexico

9
10
Distributorship, that the Thurston/Fiatt Agreement would result in significant value to Thurston,
11
and that the transaction required SBS's consent, which could not be unreasonably withheld.
12
13

236.

Distributorship to Thurston.

14
15

SBS had no credible reasons for refusing the transfer of the New Mexico

237.

Notwithstanding these facts, SBS took action adverse to the Thurston/Fiatt

Agreement by unreasonably withholding its consent to the transaction.

16

238.

At the time SBS refused to consent to the Thurston/Fiatt Agreement, SBS knew

17

that Thurston Enterprises would not (and could not) continue its contractual relationship with

18

WVI.

19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27

239.

This refusal by SBS was intended and designed solely and wrongfully to induce a

breach of or disruption in the Thurston/Fiatt Agreement.
240.

SBS's intentional, wrongful withholding of consent to the transaction has resulted

in the termination of the Thurston/Fiatt Agreement to the detriment of Thurston Enterprises.
241.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result, Thurston Enterprises has been

damaged in an amount to be proven at trial, but in no event less than the anticipated gains it
would have made through the operation of the New Mexico Distributorship. As a result,
Thurston Enterprises is entitled to recover damages from SBS for its wrongful and unlawful
interference with the Thurston/Fiatt Agreement.
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1

EIGHTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF

2

Intentional Interference With Prospective Economic Advantage

3

(T3 Enterprises against all Defendants)

4

5
6
7
8

242.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Amended Complaint as though fully' set forth herein.
243.

T3 Enterprises has existing, economic relationships with its protected customers

that were likely to benefit T3 Enterprises economically in the future

b~sed

upon its ability to

service those protected customers as a Safeguard distributor without any competition from other
Safeguard distributors.

9
244.

Defendants, and each of them, were aware ofT3 Enterprises' economic

10
relationships with its protected customers as T3 Enterprises' sales activity was readily available
11
to all Defendants in SBS' s Information Systems, made known to McLaughlin, Dunlap,
12
13

14
15

McCormick, Dunn, IBF and KMMR by Teply and others, and known to McLaughlin,
McCormick, Dunn, IBF, JDHRS and KMMR through their direct completion with T3
Enterprises and discussions with and solicitation of T3 Enterprises' protected customers.
245.

Notwithstanding the existence ofT3 Enterprises' Customer Protection rights,

16

Defendants have deliberately, wrongfully and without privilege interfered with these economic

17

relationships. This interference by Defendants includes, but is not limited to, the following:

18

a. Announcing to all of McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR customers - all of

19

whom are current or potential T3 Enterprises customers -

20

McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR now are Safeguard's "go-to people" for

21

the servicing of all of the customers' Safeguard business needs;

that

22

b. Engaging in predatory pricing, offering quotes and taking orders from T3

23

Enterprises' protected customers at retail prices that are much lower than

24
25

26

T3 Enterprises' wholesale costs;
c. Attending business functions in the Boise community and handing out
their McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR business cards, while announcing

27
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1

to members of the audience that McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR and its

2

16 employees could assist the customers with all of their Safeguard needs;

3

d. Encouraging T3 Enterprises' protected customers that they should write

4

letters to Safeguard instructing Safeguard that the customers want their

5

accounts reassigned from T3 Enterprises to McLaughlin/McCormick/

6

KMMR, telling those customers that McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR
will sell Safeguard products to them at the lower (predatory) prices;

7
8

e. Continuing to solicit, service and supply T3 Enterprises' protected
customers in total disregard for T3 Enterprises' Customer Protection

9

rights;
10
f.

Refusing to notify T3 Enterprises of any events that may reasonably be

11
expected to have a material adverse effect upon T3 Enterprises future sales
12
13

of Safeguard Systems to its protected customers;
g. Engaging in pervasive and repeated activity designed to threaten, coerce,

14

dissemble and intimidate Teply into sharing (or selling at an artificially

15

depressed price) the accounts that are the subject of T3 Enterprises'

16

Customer Protection rights;

17

h. Refusing to identify for T3 Enterprises which IBF and/or McLaughlin/

18

McCormick!KMMR customers are Common Customers with T3

19

Enterprises, subject to account protection, and when repeatedly asked for

20

information on this subject, have engaged in abject prevarication;

21

1.

Confronting Teply directly and boldly, announcing that McLaughlin/

22

McCormick!KMMR will continue to sell to all T3 Enterprises' protected

23

"cross-over" customers because there would be no interruption in

24
25

26

Safeguard product sales to all of IBF's prior customers -

e.g.,

McLaughlin/McCormick/K.MMR "would be conducting business as
usual;" and

27
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1

J. Informing Teply that her only alternative was to "share" his major and

2

other protected Safeguard customers with McLaughlin/McCormick/

3

KMMR.

4
5

6
7
8

9

246.

As a result of Defendants' wrongful actions, T3. Enterprises has suffered

substantial interference to its prospective economic relationship with its protected customers -

e.g., Employers Resource, Hayden Beverage Co., and St. Luke's Regional Medical Center, Idaho
Central Credit Union, among others - including but not limited to the following: (1) customers
being confused as to T3 Enterprises' relationship with McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and
SBS; (2) customers believing that there are supposed to place their orders for Safeguard Systems
through McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR instead ofT3 Enterprises; (3) customers believing that

10
T3 Enterprises is no longer a Safeguard Distributor; and (4) customers mistakenly believing that
11
T3 Enterprises was overcharging them because McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR was offering
12
13
14

significantly lower prices on the same Safeguard Systems.
24 7.

Safeguard distributors are granted Customer Protection for the purpose of

providing them with the reward and incentive to invest significant ongoing time, effort and

15

money in the development of commercial customer relationships. Defendants' interference was

16

contrary to this established standard of trade and profession as it relates to customer exclusivity

17

and contrary to the established standard of trade identified in the Teply Distributor Agreement

18

and adhered to by the Safeguard distributor network.

19
20
21

248.

Further, Defendants have acted with malice, oppression and fraud in wrongfully

and intentionally diverting customers from T3 Enterprises.
249.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result of these wrongful actions, T3

22

Enterprises has been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial, but in no event less than lost

23

commission, lost business profits and business devaluation suffered by T3 Enterprises.

24
25
26

NINTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF

Intentional Interference With Prospective Economic Advantage
(Thurston Enterprises against all Defendants)

27
28
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1

2
3

250.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
251.

Thurston Enterprises has existing, economic relationships with its protected

4

customers that were likely to benefit Thurston Enterprises economically in the future based upon

5

its ability to service those protected customers as a Safeguard distributor without any

6
7
8

competition from other Safeguard distributors.
252.

Defendants, and each of them, were aware of Thurston Enterprises' economic

relationships with its protected customers as Thurston Enterprises' sales activity was readily
available to all Defendants in CMS, made known to McLaughlin, Dunlap, McCormick, Dunn,

9
IBF and KMMR by Thurston and others, and known to McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, IBF,
10
JDHRS and KMMR through their direct completion with Thurston Enterprises and discussions
11
with and solicitation of Thurston Enterprises' protected customers.
12
13
14
15

253.

Notwithstanding the existence of Thurston Enterprises' Customer Protection

rights, Defendants have deliberately, wrongfully and without privilege interfered with these
economic relationships. This interference by Defendants includes, but is not limited to, the
following:

16

a. Announcing to all of McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR customers - all of

17

whom are current or potential Thurston Enterprises customers - that

18

McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR now are Safeguard's "go-to people" for

19

the servicing of all of the customers' Safeguard business needs;

20

b. Engaging in predatory pricing, offering quotes and taking orders from

21

Thurston Enterprises' protected customers at retail prices that are much

22

lower than Thurston Enterprises' wholesale costs;

23
24
25

26

c. Attending business functions in the Boise community and handing out
their McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR business cards, while announcing
to members of the audience that McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and its
16 employees could assist the customers with all oftheir Safeguard needs;

27
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1

d. Encouraging Thurston Enterprises' protected customers that they should

2

write letters to Safeguard instructing Safeguard that the customers want

3

their accounts reassigned from Thurston Enterprises to McLaughlin/

4

McCormick/KMMR,

5

McCormick!KMMR will sell Safeguard products to them at the lower

those

customers

that

McLaughlin/

(predatory) prices;

6

7

telling

e. Continuing to solicit, service and supply Thurston Enterprises' protected
customers in total disregard for Thurston Enterprises' Customer Protection

8

rights;
9
f.

Refusing to notify Thurston Enterprises of any events that may reasonably

10
be expected to have a material adverse effect upon Thurston Enterprises

11
future sales of Safeguard Systems to its protected customers;
12

g. Engaging in pervasive and repeated activity designed to threaten, coerce,

13

dissemble and intimidate Thurston into sharing (or selling at an artificially

14

depressed price) the accounts that are the subject of Thurston Enterprises'

15

Customer Protection rights;

16

h. Refusing to identify for Thurston Enterprises which IBF and/or

17

McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR customers are Common Customers with

18

Thurston Enterprises, subject to account protection, and when repeatedly

19

asked for information on this subject, have engaged in abject

20

prevarication;

21

1.

Confronting

Thurston

directly

and

boldly,

announcmg

that

22

McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR will continue to sell to all Thurston

23

Enterprises' protected "cross-over" customers because there would be no

24
25

26

interruption in Safeguard product sales to all of IBF's prior customers e.g., McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR "would be conducting business as
usual;" and

27

28
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1

J. Informing Thurston that his only alternative was to "share" her major and

2

other protected Safeguard customers with McLaughlin/McCormick/

3

KMMR.

4

5
6

7
8
9

254.

As a result of Defendants' wrongful actions, Thurston Enterprises has suffered

substantial interference to its prospective economic relationship with its protected customers
including, but not limited to, the following: (1) customers being confused as to Thurston
Enterprises' relationship with McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR and SBS; (2) customers
believing that there are supposed to place their orders for Safeguard Systems through
McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR instead of Thurston Enterprises; (3) customers believing that
Thurston Enterprises is no longer a Safeguard Distributor; and (4) customers mistakenly

10
believing that Thurston Enterprises was overcharging them because
11
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR was offering significantly lower prices on the same Safeguard
12
13
14

Systems.
255.

Safeguard distributors are granted Customer Protection for the purpose of

providing them with the reward and incentive to invest significant ongoing time, effort and

15

money in the development of commercial customer relationships. Defendants' interference was

16

contrary to this established standard of trade and profession as it relates to customer exclusivity

17

and contrary to the established standard of trade identified in the Thurston RDA and adhered to

18

by the Safeguard distributor network.

19

20
21

256.

Further, Defendants have acted with malice, oppression and fraud in wrongfully

and intentionally diverting customers from Thurston Enterprises.
257.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result of these wrongful actions, Thurston

22

Enterprises has been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial, but in no event less than lost

23

commission, lost business profits and business devaluation suffered by Thurston Enterprises.

24
25
26
27

258.

In addition to the Defendants' above tortious interference with Thurston

Enterprises' prospective economic relationship with its protected customers, SBS has also
tortuously interfered with Thurston Enterprises prospective economic relationship with WVI
arising out of Thurston Enterprises attempt to purchase the New Mexico Distributorship.

28
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1

259.

SBS had no credible reasons for refusing Thurston Enterprises' purchase of the

2

New Mexico Distributorship other than to force Thurston Enterprises to release its claims

3

involving commission to the protected customers.

4
5

6

7
8
9

260.

SBS's interference with Thurston Enterprises purchase of the New Mexico

Distributorship ship by insisting that Thurston Enterprises, the buyer, release all of its claims
against SBS and its affiliated parties, is contrary to the established standard of trade and
profession and contravenes the WVI RDA which states that the consent of SBS for such a
transfer will not be unreasonably withheld.
261.

Further, SBS has acted with malice, oppression and fraud in wrongfully and

intentionally withholding consent for the transaction between Thurston Enterprises and WVI by
10
using this transaction to attempt to coerce Thurston Enterprises to release all unrelated claims

11
12
13
14
15

related to its customer protection rights.
262.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result of these wrongful actions, Thurston

Enterprises has been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial, but in no event less than lost
commission, lost business profits and business devaluation suffered by Thurston Enterprises for
both the Idaho distributorship and the New Mexico Distributorship.

16

TENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF

17

Violation of the Texas Deceptive Trade Practices Act

18

(T3 Enterprises against SBS)

19
20
21

263.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
264.

The Teply Distributor Agreement calls for the application of Texas law to this

22

dispute. (See Ex. 6, §18.) In disingenuous fashion, however, the Teply Distributor Agreement

23

then attempts to prelude the applicability of the Texas Deceptive Trade Practices Act

24
25
26
27

("TDTPA"). Because Texas law governs this dispute between SBS and T3 Enterprises, and
Texas law at Tex. Bus. & Com. Code Ann.§ 17.42 states, in pertinent part, that a plaintiffs
waiver of any TDTP A right is contrary to public policy and is unenforceable and void, T3
Enterprises' claim under TDTPA cannot be waived and is being asserted here.

28
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1

265.

The TDTPA, at Tex. Bus. & Com. Code Ann.§ 17.41 et seq., is a comprehensive

2

statute regulating and prohibiting certain actions by the businesses and individuals, and has been

3

utilized to govern franchise relationships.
266.

4

T3 Enterprises is a "consumer" as that term is defined by the TDTP A in that it is

5

an individual, partnership, or corporation who seeks or acquires by purchase or lease, any goods

6

or services, and are not consumers with assets of $25 million or more, or owned or controlled by

7

a corporation or entity with assets of $25 million or more.
267.

8
9

Under the TDTPA, an "unconscionable action or course of action" means an act

or practice which, to a consumer's detriment, takes advantage of the lack of knowledge, ability,
experience, or capacity of the consumer to a grossly unfair degree.

10
268.

SBS has engaged in numerous false, misleading and deceptive acts or practices in

11
its treatment of T3 Enterprises as set forth above.
12
13
14

269.

As a direct and proximate result of violations of the TDTPA by SBS, T3

Enterprises has been injured and is threatened with continuing and irreparable injury as alleged
above.

15

ELEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF

16

Conversion

17

(T3 Enterprises against McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, IBF, JDHRS and KMMR)

18
19
20

270.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
271.

The Customer Protection rights identified in the Teply Distributor Agreement

21

granted T3 Enterprises unbridled customer protection against competition by (1) SBS, (2) all

22

Safeguard distributors and franchisees, and (3) any other third party engaged in the offer and sale

23

of Safeguard products-i.e., there would be no intra-brand competition of any kind. These

24
25
26
27

Customer Protection rights represented T3 Enterprises' principal asset.
272.

Pursuant to the Customer Protection rights, T3 Enterprises possessed or had the

right to possess all commissions that were generated by its protected customers.
273.

Defendants McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, IBF, JDHRS and KMMR

28
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1

intentionally and substantially interfered with T3 Enterprises' possessory interest in the

2

commissions on all sales to its protected customers by taking possession of these commissions

3

and preventing T3 Enterprises from having access to the commissions.

4

274.

T3 Enterprises did not consent to Defendants McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn,

5

IBF, JDHRS and KMMR's retention of the commissions, has since demanded the immediate

6

return of the property from all Defendants, and Defendants McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn,

7
8
9

IBF, JDHRS and KMMR have refused. Instead, Defendants McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn,
IBF, JDHRS and KMMR continue to service and sell to T3 Enterprises' protected customers and
receive and retain the commissions that are the rightful property of T3 Enterprises.
275.

As a proximate result of Defendants McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, IBF,

10
JDHRS and KMMR's conduct, T3 Enterprises has been damaged in an amount to be determined
11
according to proof at trial.
12

TWELFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF

13

14
15

16
17

Conversion
(Thurston Enterprises against McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, IBF, JDHRS and KMMR)
276.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
277.

The Customer Protection rights identified in the Thurston RDA granted Thurston

18

Enterprises unbridled customer protection against competition by (1) SBS, (2) all Safeguard

19

distributors and franchisees, and (3) any other third party engaged in the offer and sale of

20

Safeguard products- i.e., there would be no intra-brand competition of any kind. These

21

Customer Protection rights represented Thurston Enterprises' principal asset.

22
23
24
25
26
27

278.

Pursuant to the Customer Protection rights, Thurston Enterprises possessed or had

the right to possess all commissions that were generated by its protected customers.
279.

Defendants McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, IBF, JDHRS and KMMR

intentionally and substantially interfered with Thurston Enterprises' possessory interest in the
commissions on all sales to its protected customers by taking possession of these commissions
and preventing Thurston Enterprises from having access to the commissions.
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1

280.

Thurston Enterprises did not consent to Defendants McLaughlin, McCormick,

2

Dunn, IBF, JDHRS and KMMR's retention of the commissions, has since demanded the

3

immediate return of the property from all Defendants, and Defendants McLaughlin, McCormick,

4

Dunn, IBF, JDHRS and KMMR have refused. Instead, Defendants McLaughlin, McCormick,

5

Dunn, IBF, JDHRS and KMMR continue to service and sell to Thurston Enterprises' protected

6
7
8

customers and receive and retain the commissions that are the rightful property of Thurston
Enterprises.
281.

As a proximate result of Defendants McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, IBF,

JDHRS and KMMR's conduct, Thurston Enterprises has been damaged in an amount to be
9
determined according to proof at trial.
10

TIDRTEENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
11

Accounting

12
13
14

(T3 Enterprises against All Defendants)
282.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.

15

283.

Defendants are indebted to T3 Enterprises for the reasons set forth above.

16

284.

The exact amount of monies due from Defendants to T3 Enterprises is unknown

17
18

to T3 Enterprises and cannot be ascertained without an accounting of Defendants' operations.
285.

Accordingly, the Court should order that there be an accounting of Defendants'

19

operations and order that Defendants pay over to T3 Enterprises all amounts due and owing to

20

T3 Enterprises, plus interest thereon, as well as attorneys' fees and costs.

21

FOURTEENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF

22

Accounting

23

(Thurston Enterprises against All Defendants)

24
25
26
27

286.

Plaintiffs re_peat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
287.

Defendants are indebted to Thurston Enterprises for the reasons set forth above.

288.

The exact amount of monies due from Defendants to Thurston Enterprises is
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1

unknown to Thurston Enterprises and cannot be ascertained without an accounting of

2

Defendants' operations.

3

289.

Accordingly, the Court should order that there be an accounting of Defendants'

4

operations and order that Defendants pay over to Thurston Enterprises all amounts due and

5

owing to Thurston Enterprises, plus interest thereon, as well as attorneys' fees and costs.

ATTORNEY FEES

6
7
8

290.

T3 Enterprises has been required to obtain the assistance of counsel in the

prosecution of this matter, and has agreed to pay counsel a reasonable fee. T3 Enterprises is
entitle to recover its reasonable costs and attorney fees incurred in this matter pursuant to Rule

9
54, Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Sections 12-120 and 12-121, Idaho Code, Section 17.49,
10

12
13

Plaintiffs hereby respectfully demand a jury trial by not less than 12 jurors,
pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 38.

14
15

PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray as follows:

16
1. On the First Claim for Relief, for compensatory damages in amounts to be
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

26
27

proven at trial;
2. On the Second Claim for Relief, for compensatory damages in amounts to be
proven at trial;
3. On the Third Claim for Relief, for compensatory damages in amounts to be
proven at trial;
4. On the Fourth Claim for Relief, for compensatory damages in amounts to be
proven at trial;
5. On the Fifth Claim for Relief, for conversion, for compensatory damages in
amounts to be proven at trial;
6. On the Sixth Claim for Relief, for conversion, for compensatory damages in
amounts to be proven at trial;
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1
2
3
4

5
6
7

8
9

7. On the Seventh Claim for Relief, for conversion, for compensatory damages
in amounts to be proven at trial;
8. On the Eighth Claim for Relief, for conversion, for compensatory damages in
amounts to be proven at trial;
9. On the Ninth Claim for Relief, for conversion, for compensatory damages in
amounts to be proven at trial;
10. On the Tenth Claim for Relief, for compensatory and treble damages in
amounts to be proven at trial;
11. On the Eleventh Claim for Relief, for compensatory damages in amounts to be
proven at trial;

10

'

12. On the Twelfth Claim for Relief, for compensatory damages in amounts to be
11
proven at trial;
12
13
14

13. On the Thirteenth Claim for Relief, for an accounting;
14. On the Fourteenth Claim for Relief, for an accounting;
15. On All Claims for Relief, for attorneys' fees, expenses and costs of suit, as

15

may be allowed by law, including, without limitation, Rule 54, Idaho Rules of

16

Civil Procedure and Sections 12-120 and 12-121, Idaho Code;

17

16. For pre-judgment interest as allowed by law; and

18

17. For such other relief as may be available and as justice requires.

19
20

DATED: September 16, 2014

KELLY, TALBOY & SIMMONS, PA

21
22
By:
23
24

1.

_

(___...

n T. Simmons
ttomeys for Plaintiff
T3 Enterprises, Inc.

25
26
27
28
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EXHIBIT 1
000342

Date:

June 14, 2007

To:

All US Distributors

From: MichaclP. Dunlap; General Counsel
RE:

franchise registration

On May 2, 2007, Safeguard sent applications to register as a franchise with the Federal Trade

<;ommission and all franchise registration states.
Wbv did we.take.this action?
From a historical perspective, a California comt in 1996, ruled that the way we do business is as a
franchise, even though no up-front franchise fee is paid to the Safeguard corporation by incoming
Distributors (franchisees), as is commonly a practice with typical franchise organizations. In response to
this decision and after many years of overcoming issues, we have flied the necessary documentation that
would comply with the judge's opinion in 1996. The action to register as a franchise does not impact

our day to day operations or the operations of our existing distributor network.

The Franchise Offering Circular is a document that is required by the FTC and certain .franchise
registration states, like California, of all franchisors and is intended to give prospective new distributors
(also referred to as franchisees) sufficient notice of what to expect as a Safeguard Distributor. We
provide this document to prospective purchasers of Safeguard distributorships.
What does this mean to you as an existing Safeguard distributor?
While this action has no impact on your daily opemtions, it should have a positive impact on how we
advertise and market the Safeguard distributor opportunity. We believe our business model is soWld, and
continues to work well in the marketplace. Every day that an engaged, hard working, successful
Safeguard Distributor phones..in, sends an email, or enters an order, reminds all of us that this is a vibrant,
financially soWld business.
And since we (Safeguard corpomte and Safeguard Distributors) all benefit from the common goal of a
growing, solid Safeguard, now and in the future, we want to use all the tools available to us to help make
that happen. Advertising and marketing the Safeguard Distributorship opportunity is a part of making

Safegwu:d better, more vibrant. Letting potential distributors know we are registered as a franchise helps
with establishing Safeguard as an attractive entrepreneurial opportunity for those interested in. owning
their own business, in connection with a strong company.
Existing Safeguard distributors will continue to keep their existing Safeguard Distributor Agreement. No
further action is needed on your part. The franchise registration process is just that, a process. We will
be taking the steps necessary to comply with the regulatory requirements associated with our franchise
registration.
This article isn't intended to answer all questions, so we invite any of you to contact Mike Dunlap,
Safeguard's General Counsel (214-640-3927), mdunalp@gosafeguard.com or Kevin Skipper, Safeguard's
Director·of Legal Services, (214-640-3916), kskipper@gosafeguard.com, with any question you may
have. We know this is a positive development for Safeguard, our distn'butors, our future.
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E·XHIBIT 2
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. ' Decep.tive Business Practices,icy
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;e
i

To: All Distributors

Frbm: Hal A.R:o.s~. Senior Vice· President Distributor Developnte11t

D.aw: Septembef 2.. 1999
RB: Revised Version ofD.eceptive Business P~tices Poucy
13elow·is a eopy of the Deceptive B11siness Praoti!leS Policy that futs.been.:e~. YotJ. may recall that
this pnlioywa:s a:rlgina1ly put inro plar;:e effeotive:Feb.ruary 1997. B.as.edupQ*- aertidn Qbanges over tho
past twe yeara ami distributor input, the Di~'butllr Develop..m.ent Qml.mitwe review¢ the policy and
~ugg~ted revisions that are included in th~ r~s-ed policy. The .revi:sed pQ-Jicy will repla~e the
~ous

version nnd go. into effect immediately.
DECEPTIVE BUSINESS PRACTICES POLICY

The foUowing ®ocptive business practices by a Safegual'd distributor are prolt~ited both under tbe
terms of this policy nod the Disbibutorship Agt:eement. "Distributor" includes .distn'butors,. associate
distributors, sales n~presentatives, and all oth~t agents or employees of the Distributor. Amounts
collected by Safeguard under £his policy for penalties in excess of the actual amount of a commission
reversal or otherwise will be used to oltsot costs inc\li'red by Safeguard. D.eceptive business practices
are defmed to include, but are not limited to, the following actions taken. by a Safeguard distributor.

a. Distributors are prohibjted from so.liciting orders of products or services
in violation of the existing Out of1'enitory'Policy.

a. The first time a Distributor solicits an order in violation of the Out of
Territoty Policy, the amowtt of the commission generat~d in connection
with such Ol'dcr will be reversed and paid to the appropriate distributor, and
il warning Jetter will be issued by Safeguard.

file://C:\WINDOWS\TEMP\Deceplivc Business Practices Policy.htm
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a. The ~eco.nd time a Distgputor-so-Iicils rul order in vi'Olalion of Out ofTcrrltory Policy, the
amount ofthe:conu-niS"Sio.n generated in connection with such order will be revemed and
prud to the appropriate distributor. In addition, the distributor will be fined an amount
equ-al to 1}w com.mi~B.~OD genet;lted in CO.tllleCtJon wjt}l such or<:k?r or $500.00, whichever
is greater, through ared.uction·ofthe nextmonth's commissions.
b. Thethircl'titn.e aitistribut(lt solicjt$1Ul or(ler in violation of the Out of Territory Policy,
the .amoturt·ofthe ~slon generated ·in connection with such order will be reversed
and paid~ the approp~!e ~istribu,t-o:r.ln·addition, the distributor will be fined a11
amounf equal to two (2) tiines the C6lnitussion generated in COJUlection with such order
or Sl 000.00, wbk.lhev.er-is weat~ thtougb a reduction of tile next mo.ntb•s commissions.
Further, tlle'dilftr.!.~utQ:rssDistribut~p.Agreement will be subject to review and
termination.

~r.itftlion 1lf Ordcrut[rtgdyctci Withorit'}Jiiliiig l~ hod1Xcts ~l' Services Tlu_ongh

Slifeg;uar,d.

a. Distn1mtors are llrohibited from solichiug any order for a pro.duct or
service ~t is competitive, manufactured or otherwise available through
Safeguard v.rithout billing tbe order through Safeg1.1ard.

a. The first time that~ distributor solicits any order for product or se1vicc that is
competitive, manufaclured_ Qt otherwise available throttgh Safeguard wiU1out billing tbe
order through~ u warning letter will be jssued by Safeguard.
b. The second time 1hat a.-d.isti'ibutol' s~~t§.{~u,tyorder fot a producl or service that is
competitive, Ir!anufaotured or·!)tl,t~s~-~vaila~le through Safeguard without billing the
order through Safeguard, the d1·stributor will be fined an amount equal to the amount of

such order or $500.00, wlrlch~ver is greater, through a reduction of the next ruot\th•s
commissions. Fllrtherthe·distn1mtQrs Disuibutorship Agreement wiU be subject to
revi-ew and tenttination.
c.

'DH~ third time that a distributor soJicits any order fot a product or service that is
competitive, .Uianufactul'ed or othenvise available through Safeguard without billing the
order through Safeguard, the distributor will be fined nn amount equal to two (2) times
tlle !lll1ount of such order or $I 000.00, wltichever is grealer, lhrough a reduction of the
next month's conunis~ons. Further, the distributor's Distl"ibutorship Agreeme1H \Viii be

subject t:o review and tennination.

Jile:/IC:\WINDOWS\TEMP\Deceptive Business Practices Policy.htm
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a. Distributors are prohibited fi-om retaining and/or cash~ ·customer
payments that are properly payable to Safeguard.

·a. The first time a distributor retains and/or t<ashes a customer payment that is properly
payable to Safeguard," the distribu.tormu.st pay to Safegnar.d the full amount.ofOte
payment retained by the distributor~ $2SO,()O 1hrougb a reduction of the next" month's
commissions, and the distributer's Distributol'Ship A~ement will be subjeot to
termination.
b. The second time that a Distributor t~tains:·and/or= cashes.a ·customer payment that is
proper-ly payable to Safegu4rd, the Distributor must pay t(1 Safeguar(J:""two (Z) times tbe
t\dl amount of-the ·puy.ment retained by the dlstrib.utor ,tilim $SOO.OQ tht~ugb a reduction
of tile next mon~h 's co·mmissions~ and tbe distributor1s Oistributorsb,ip. Agreement. will
be subje-ot to tennination.

a. ·A distributor may not send direct mai1 outside of their Territory for genet·al solieitation
purposes. Howevct·, a distribu(or may send direct mail for solicitatiOll.purposes outside
ortheir Territory to customers of any registered referral souree with a refemtl oode or to
existing customers of auch distlibutor based on tlle guideline.s set forth in the Open
Territory Policy. Further, a distributor may send direct mail outside oftheir Territory ror
ft•ee or discounted products g.nb! in connection witb. Safbgum·d endorsed free -or
discountea product promotions.
b. A Distn1mt-or is prohibit~d from sending direct mail advertising offering fr~ or
discounted products, other than Safeguard endorsed free or discounted product
·promotions, wilhin a metro \vithout obtaining the prior unanimous approval of all
Distributors wi.lhin the metro. However, a distnllutor may send direct mail advertising
offering free or discdunted products within a metro to customers ofany referral source
with a referral code or to existing customers of such Distributor based on the guid eUnes
set forrh in the Open Territory Policy.
Pennlti~ •.

a. The first time u distributor sends direcl mail advertising violating the above policies. the
leads or orders and commissions generated as a result of such mailing wil1 be rotated to
the appropriate distributor following standar.d Safeguard rotation procedures.
b. The second time a distributor sends direct mail ndver~ising violating the above policies,
the leads or orders and commissions generated as a res·ult of such mailing will be rotated
to the <lppropriatc distributor following standard Safeguard rotation procedures, and the
<lislributoJ·'s Distributorship Agreement will be subject to revjew and tenninatio.n.
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a. In addition to the above penalties, if a distributor violates any provision of
the abo-ve po.ljc~es:.~d is penalized three {3) or more separate times within
the same .calendar year. then. the Distributor's Distributorship Agreement.
will be.subj~ct to r.~vievi and termination.

u. .Eligibility_t:or :R£g_rumJtion AW!ll'ds.1f!ld lne-~ndve J>rogr.ams.
J?olit;y roui Penalty.
a. The .first un1e a clis:ttibntor vioJm:es. any~ftbe above poli.cies in a given calendar year and
is penalize cit .the Di.sfP:b~tor'Yl:ll be h1~ligt"ble for participation in any of Safeguard ~s

reeo}lliition prosram~ tox:·that ootend.atyaar.

b. The s~cond 11m~ -a di~flli.t?~~or ~ioli.tes any oftbe above policies in a giv.en cal~dar·~
and is p·enalized, the dis.trlbutor will-.be.ineUgible .fur .participation in any of Safeguard>s
ineentive progr~ms, i.e.• ~v$,~~ Ro:u-nd-Up or .any otl1er incentive program theu .in
place, for the 6 ntonth pcmod in Whlcl.l the violation oceurred.

-----·---·-·--------------·------

.CMS..M~~mill~~ I CQnl~.tC~~ I Qma9~.t~ill.E~ I R.~Y§J9P.m.~n! I P..:r.G I em~~iLki~11 t§edbn.Qk I
Ji@.ii.W.~ I }.IQm.~ I )Yf.m:)?eting

M.m:kq~s I.N_etw.Qtk mansion I E.bQruiList~ I P1·o<tl!9l~ I E~h~.i\li9.! I SilJ.~ I S.c;!!.rcl1

Tt!Yning I Wil.QinUSteJ:

~f.OOO

I"IP_qj_-y,o.logY.I

Safeguard Busit1ess Sy~mg. A11 tights reservc;d.. IQ.rm~..@~~

·:eage Last Edited 01/16/01 1cr. 56 AM
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\
I

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, :INC.
'14661 franklin avenue • tusttn, catifomia. 9'2QB0
(714) 730:..8112

June· 1, 1987

Rpg~r

G~

Thur&ton

5:5"7 s. C"urH:s ~fB.
Boi s.e-.1 t:ll ·837'(;)5.

Bear 'Rog:er :.
We nave ~h.ts· dat.e ~·n;te;r<~.Q ini;,p :S,n Ih·t·ertm ·R.i;ig;i:oh.:il Distr:i,bAg.r'·.eemetiit
CT.he Agreement.) ·uflder whic:l:l you· will
soli.c:it
orciler·s
o·f
tho·se Sa-f e.guard product.s ·a:nd servi c:es ·wh i.ch
are· des~::ribed
in the Agreement.
Subpa:ragr.aph 7(..b) of
the. Agreement
sped.fi.es
c:ertailll c:i·rc:umst.ances und§!r: which ·tli'e. figt~eemer:it may be
ten-minatec;l by 1.(·5 1
includ·in:g yuUr faqure to meet specified s·~les
quotas.
~lt.ci"

This Letter A.gFeement is int~nded to supplement sub·!'lat-agraph
and t·.q fpt'"m~lize C)w- }..tn<;!erstand.ing ·that the Agree:ment shall
~1 ?·o
t·ermi nq.te e:f f·ec:t.i ve i mm1=d·i a·tel y upon wri tt.!=h noti c:e ta yCJu
if you should f-ail to:

70?)

1)

sLtcces,sfully c:ompl·et.e the Safeguard Training Scho.ol
Fort IIJash i:ngton 1 Pa. , or

2)

cl':lmp-ly wi·bh the terms C\nd. condition? set fGJr.th in
A.gre·ement:, or

3)

c;amp.ly
\'J-ith
ptilliciesl or

.4)

!o'Jork :ful.l
time a.s a SafegLtan:l Di·!:itr:ib-L\tot- dw-:rr~g
i;he
r:fericp Jt,me 1, 1987 through December 31, 1987 ;and· bring
a):;>oLtt sales of Safeguard SystJ'!ms tha:t generate $ 28,958
ir; commissions, (net of ur.~collectable accounts, retLtrns
and allowances)
to you during such period, or·

5)

demonstrate the
personal
work
habits and
attitude
necessary to become a successful Safeguard Distributor.

Safeguard's

applicable

at

the

aclministrative

000350

In the ~vent Qf termination of Agre~ment for any of the
re-asons set forth in this Letter, Paragraph 9 of the Agreement
.shall gov.ern ·the pe.s·t termination obligations of -t:he parties.
In
the event of any inco~sastencies between tme Agreement and this
Letter, the terms and c:pnd·f t ions. .of this Letter shall prevail •
If the:: fo_regoing als·o repr·esents yeur understaAding,

kindly sign
t:opies ef this Letter.
By ':Si-gning th~s Lt;:!tter·and .o>.gt-ee-ing
to i·ts terms, you acrknQwle"dge that no con:tr-ary oral represen·tations have been made to yo~.
~11

Very truly

yau~-~

!:?AF.6;Gt!ARD" B.US"!NESS SYSTEMS, INO.

-.
..
l
-~
By:~.J.-. l ~1~ . . F...:-'-~-.,.---.,.-.,..,,....
.. .

.. .

~

..

Pre~l~t"'"--~'-1}

.

Agreed and Confirmed;

~~---------Da~e~-~~~~~~~--------------
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SAFEGUARD BUSI.NESS SYSTEMS, INC.
14661 franklin avenue ~ tuslin, c~iiforni~ 92680
(714) 730-81 i 2

Juh~

~,

1987 .

lNTERH1 R~Gi.ONAL DISTRIB.UTOR AGR~Et~!i:t-IT
B~fl.JEE:N SAFI;:GUARD- BUSINE:SS ·sYSTEI1~,

INC. AND

V·ou ar-e ap.p.ainted a Di'stri:buter of. those Sa+e·g. ~:tard

interim

basis,

with

the

right

te soliCit sale.s

"tlf

p.roducts

t.he.m

ttl

customer·s 1 ocated in your terri tory d-escribed i:n ·Attachment A

as.

an independent agent, on the following terms:

You ~hal.l
have the right in your i;erri ~cry to .?.c:t as our
sales di.stt-ibut·qr. <repr.esentative> to poi"i.c:it t.he pale o:f
thqse products and services def·ined i.n tb:e ·~dclem"d9- att~:c"hed
her·eto
<"SafegLtat-d Syst.ems") in acc:;or.claoc:e with the pt-ice·
sc:.hedt..1les published by Safeguard and Ql'l the tet-ms .and
conditions set by Safeguard from· time to time.•

2.

I~B:BIIQBX.t

Yot..1r territory is the geographi~al
area (:le.scriped
~n
A.ttachment A.
Vot..l are n.ot at..tthorized to r·epresent Safeguard
or
s!3licit
sales ~f
Safeguard Systems outside
this
terr~i tory,
and Safeguard may appoint additi anal p.ersons to:
soPcit sales of Safeguard Systems insid.e the territor-y

For so long as is specified in Attachment a·,
you ·Shall have
the exclusive right to the commissions generated on sales of
Safeguar-d Systems to a.ny customer listed on Ai;.tachment B.
This exclusive right to commissions applies to all new and
repeat Safeguard Systems sales to each such customer until
this Agreement is terminated (see par-agraph 7).

-1-
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The
n;~l at~.(:mshi"p betwe.en you and S~f·eliJtlard shall be· that of
principal and agent,
and not emp l.(;lyer and ~mpl oyee or b!-tyer
and sel"l·er.
Safeguar-d ·wi 11 endeavor tG> provide product and
sales traini.ng at:'lil; suppqrt to you; howev.e·r any such training
and
support
{llus·t
bet
constrai·ni31;1 by
your
st:atus
as
an·
i ndefJ7'f.!d'emt
sal i;!S:' ~:c;:J~:·nt and by G>ur commitments
to
other
d:istri:b.t:ttors.
You. shaU have the -right to solicit orders,
a.hd :yi!ll.t shall use yc.ur best effc::;rts to do so.
All
orders
a:r·e sobje~:;t ·to acc:ept-anc:~ RY an ar,.tt!:lori~·ed representati.v~ o:f
·safegua'r·d.
Yqll sh<\\1.1 fret qllot·e p~i·ees .or ti·en:n·s other
t-han
·those. s-et
forth ~.ri Q"l.ir price Scb.edLtles unless you
r·ec:e·i Ve
c:ur ~onsF!nt to· d'o sa~ ·an~i you shall na·t· make any statements·,
P.r.dm.is¢5 or t"ef!resefttat.ions to the c:tmt"t-ary "flpr
ma,ke
P.hY
c'.omm·i tmen"bs .on c::11..1r bef.Jal:;<' without ot,.tr .P.ri Qr w~-;i tt.en con!;ie.nt .•

s.

oe§eari.Qr;~ :e~~. e~~t1~~t

gf:

~Qt1t!:!~§IQ~§.:..

(j!:\'
A~:i or.d.er-p wh.i+=t:i yot:t recei. ve antJ s.end. 'to :us shall
be
r;irci1:E,!?'S~d: by tt's in suph ·mar.mer as we ce:t·ermi.ne.
'Except: with
o.Ltr' pr.ior wr'i·tt.eliJ t:.onsent,
you· sha!l.l not submit orders tand
.Safeguard shall n.ot -ai:;c~pt them} wl!lere the $afegua.r-d Syste.ms
are or app.ear t(;) be:: :i·nt!?nd'ecl to be ..-etso.l.d b.y tlie customer.

qn

·\IJe
sh~.ll
b-ill
t·he cq..tst~;~.mers
d;i.rec:tly for
orders
t.e!d to y.bL\ and the c;ustomer sh-all pay us d·i rectl y.
You
shF~-·~1 receive ~ommission payments pursuant t.o tbe commission
rate
s.p·ec:ified
in the· Addendum appl;icable to
the
product
I·Jh'i c:h has
been sold·;
howeve.r ,
commi s.si on rates
may
be
c:hariged
at PLtr sq.l,e d;i. sc:reti on due to a. J:hang)':! in
econcmi c
.or c;;qn11;;ret.i t~.ve .contl;i.. U o(1.s; but ·sucb «;;hang.es can- only be ma·de
if.l
cohnection. l'rith
i:.l. broad pol.icy
ch~mge
affecti·ng
all
Sa;feg.uard
Busi:ness Sy,stems Distributors who are
sol.i ci.ti ng
sal·es of Sa-feg1,.1ard Sy.stems '·
and provided furth·fi?t- that
suc'h
ch-ange sh.all onl')l' affect sales made after an ann'Clunc:einent by
Sa.f .egLI:ard.
·
cr~di

<C·>

We
will pay t:ominissicins on or about the 15th
day
of
m.onth
f6.r $afeg1..•.ard Systems sales billed
.during
the
previoLlS month and credi.t:ed to you.
l f we have ·nqt receivo,;d.
payment
i·n full for any of the Sa-feguard Systems sales
for
wh~~h
you
have been Raid a commission within
ninety
(90)
days
of
the b.i 1.1 i.n-g date,
yoL\
shall
repay us an
amount
eqLtivalent to y.our commission on the unp~.id portion,
unless
we deduct the amount from payments which we owe yoLt.
I f we
are later paid by the customer,
we will then pay to you
an
amount
equal to the amount collected less the out-of-pocket
casts
of
colle~tion times your rate
of
commission.
You
shall
have
no
responsibility
for
errors or
omissions
resulting
from
any
action
of
Safeguard,
its
machines,
operatot-s or programmers,
and we agree to save you harmless
f·rom any such error or ami ssi on.
e~ch

-2-
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~hall withheld each month
payments due you a sum equal to ldZ of th~ n~t One·write sa•J.es and 30/. of gross commissions for all sal~s· of
S~feguarp ~ystems other than One-Writes c:redi ted t·o you
and
billed by us during the prior tnoni:.h to ~1,1~tomers for whom
ther·e is· no agre·ement to ~-.ri 'thhol q c:ommi ssi ens on behalf of
Safegua,rcl attr~buted tc the 1'Close"· distributorship ·rights
-an·d interestS? until
we have coll-ected on behalf of the
trimsf'errsr· Of the "Close" distributorship right~
d.nd
in'terests the sum <Jf $ 158,213.04, which is the price of the
t-ig'hts and intere·sts being as·s-ign·ep to ypu; also pu:rsL.1ant to
~his Agreem~nt, ~e .sM~ll also withheld 121.* of net on~~Write
s~l·es
atlf:l ~Oi. .gr·oss; ·ccmmi ssi'tms fer all s·ai es af s:af egL.1e>:rtl
Sy?,i;:em.s .o·ther than On.e-Wri te.s att't"i bu·t'e.d t.o the "A~ exatl'C:Ier"·
disti·.,ibl.tf.prship rights and .i.nte.t'~~:ts t;;redit.e.d to you and·
billed by us dur:img t.he pr~qt~ mont'h t.o c:ustc)'mers for whom
t-here· is ·no agreement to with.hci'l!=l G-omm-i'-ss.;Lon. ·on belrlai~ G:lf
Saf-egu~rd
l..tn1;p
~-.r(:!
h-a-ve 'Ci:,oll.ec;t~;?d on' b:E!ha·l f
of
thE?
t.ran~f·!=rror
·of t·h·e ''A-:J.exar.u::f.er'-~ cH.str-l:but:ol".sh·i'p ri·.gf::lts am:!
irt·tere:~t!;; the sLtm o·f $. :t:S7-.,s-o3.z~, -wh:Lt:h. -i? the pri't::e Qf the
rights and interest's of the "Al ex-atu;l.er" di:s·f:ri tfutorshi.p
,b.e:i I"'I!J hereby assi g·rted t.o yot.i~

CD> Pursuant to this Agreement, we

fro~

'* Of th)'i a,i\ottnt

59 ~>lithhll!ld,

101. of net System·s sales ?hall
A'le:<ander and the balan<!:e t.o Safe.guard
f.or ltlO!l:ies oc.-Jed to Safeguard.
At such t:i,me as Sa~eguard has
l:re.en paid $
18,052.78 we shall only wi·thhol.d 101. of
ne-t
Systems sales and 30% of grdss i::omm.issions for all sa:les of
Safeguard Systems other than One~Writ:es until
the entire
amot.mt has been paid.
b-e pai·d to James A.

CE)
V.ou s.hall comply with adtninistra·ti ve and c:ommi.ssicn
policies not in conflict with this Agreement which are now
in e·ffect or whit:h ~-.re m9-y is?""e from time to time· fotyour
ter-rit'or.'y,
or any mEtr.cpolitan area incl-uded with-in your
-~.erri ~or~y.

Safeg.uard,
as part of thi.s Agreement,
gt-ants y.ou a
noneHclusive license, ~-.rhich may be revoked at any time, to use
the name "Safeguard" and the Safeguard logotyp-e solely in
conn.ecti o'f't with your represent.ati on of Sa.f·eguard un-der this
Agreemel'lt.
If .this Agreement is terminated for any reason,
all your- r'i ghts to use the n·ame "Safeguard" and the 1 ogotype
C\'L\tomatically revert back to us and you may no longer use
such name or logotype.
In such event,
Ne shall have the
t-ight to reqt.1est yot.l to advise in writing any person wholil we
designate that you are no longer authorized to use the name
"Safegt.lard" and the Safeguaq:l logotyp'!'!You agree promptly
to comply with such request.
You must,
as a condition of
this Agr:eement,
c>.dopt a fictitiot.•.s name under which
you
will do business.
This name must be approved by us before
you commence doing business under that name.
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CA>
This Agreement .shall rema·in in effect for an in-i.tial
term .of five <5> years,
unless it is termi n·ate.d earlier f"or
th~ reasohs described· herein.

<B>
Safe9uard may terminate this Agreement by ~ivinq you
sixty
(60} da.ys written notice if the cGmmissions <net of
uncollectible acc:o~nts, returns and allowanEes}
on the sale
of 6"\fegu.;~rd Syst.~riiS: credited to you do not eq~al or exceEd
the
amounts set fortb below for the annual
pe"riods
indic:;ated:
06/01/8:7 - 05/31/S.E!
0"6"/01/BS
0.5.1311"89
oa1o11a9
"Ob_.l 0 ~ /'9Q
M/01/91

Offi./3.1/9.0
o~/31/91

05/31/9.2

Y.our -alinu~l comm:i.·~si on QL,iOt.a. S·ba"ll im:rji;!a!:je: an,Tl.J:.tal i:y PY ·Sll~li
.am6L1t1.t ~s Safe~J.(;tarc!· reasonably cfeter-tn·ine·s· b~sed. :upqn an.-y
p:rfc.E! i.ncr.eases fdr s:afeguar·cl sy.st.e:ms: durin9 the p·eriod.-. A:t
the end of ten years your annual commis·sion quota shall
no
101"19!9r 1ncrease e>:c;·eP't to t:he extent such increase r:eflec:ts
any s-ales price inc::rea.~es for Safeguard Systems insti tutE;:c;l
by

Safeg.~tarJ:i.

In add.i t ion t,o th.e ~bo-ve annual .c:o.mmi ssi on qLtotas,
your- net
c:omr..issions for each qLiarter from the be.ginning o-f the year
to the end o.f each quarter must. at least equal your net
comm-issions. for the s.ame period during the prior yea.r.

rc>
Safe.c;Juard may ter·mi nate thi? Agre~mer:tt b.y
I<Jritten notice if the follo~>Jing should occur:

giVing

YOLl

(i)
You sell or solicit sales for any products,
g.oods or set-vices v1hich Safeguard deter-mines in its
sole discretion to be competitive with any. Safeguard
Systems.
non( i i)
:VOLl sell or rep.resent a sell et· of
competjtive products, goods or services wi t·hout .our
wri tte.n consent.
We will not un~easonably withheld
this consent.
(iii )
You. matet· i ally fail to perform any o7 the terms
an.d conditions of this Agreement other than failure to
(8}
earn the commissions set fortM in paragraph · 7
above.
Civ)
You
conduct y~urself or you~ business in an
Llnethical
or disreputable manner or engage in trade
practices
which directly or indirectly
discredit
Safeguard,
Safeguard customers, Safeguard distributors
or Safeguard products or services.
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<D> This Agreement wi 11 also term-~nat~ si ){ty (pQ-) days af·t'er
either of the following events occur:
(i)
Yau give us ·written notice that you ·have
to tet-minate this Ag·reement.
(ii)

Ysur death or perm,nent

elected

d~sability.

CE-> You may renew the term of this· PlgrEement fal"' additional
peri,eds .o:f five (5) years each by ·giV:ihg f,:kS .r.r'~tten notice
at l·eas-t sixty C60i days pr·ior tQ the end af. the cur-reE'it
ter'ai, -and sett;i. ng forth the f\nh'!. \.;\1 net SafegU;ard By !:items
t:·qm(llis.!;iipns. which yqi.l pFO!llO"se t:o ea:r:--n i:f tfll'! Agrl'?emehi;. is
eJ:tl;![ld.ep ~
I"f
yot.lr:' pro'pos.~(J a,nnual
i f!i=re~ses· l'"!;!f ~-ec;:t
.SI.J.CC,essi ve ;annl;!'al
'i r.J;Cf'"~asE!s of a"t 1 eal=:>"t ~07. SY.e(" th.e .r.tl;!t
coinmis·s;i.on
req1-1iremranJ: of tne pr--~·c~·c;l..in9 y~ar cif
th~
A~:;~r-e:ement,
rel'lewal
sh.all bEl· auto.rnat-ic..
I:f y~;:~ur
P.raipOsal
,does not ·r·ef-l•ec::t such an incr.--eass,. tf.ren the Agrosement sh-all
"terrn"iri~te !-!nless ·Safeguard appr9ve~ th!==l r-er;ie~a:-:1. :I.M
writ,in"g.
A·f·"tet- ·tli.e tenth year,· your .alihlia"l tornm·i s:si ori ctci~tia -shall rro"t
increase further except to the ·ext.enf e~~pl.aineEI in "Par:ag.raj!)h
7 03) •

This Agreement may not be assi"gned or- t:ransfe~""'rl:¢· py you, or
in part.
VoLt -mttst trans-fer all of your
rights either to Sa-:fegu::u-d or anothet- person.
Yau shall
have no right to· ass.i gn or transfer. yo1:.1r right,
title and
interest i·l:l th~ s Agreetnent within ttle i.n~ ti-al f i)..re <5·>
ye<:uterm. If you wish to t~ansfer you~ right; title ~nd int~rest
in this Agreement,
subsequent to t.lie :initial -five <5> ye.;1r
term, the f.ollowing must first occur:
by aperati"on of lai·J,

<A>
YCJLI fir·st
off.et- Safegua.rd v.aur right·,
title and
i nter·est in this Agr·eemer'lt on the tE!r-ros ~est:ri·bed in
Paragraph 9 <B> below.
This offer to Safeguard m!,ts:t .b:e in
writing and it must int::lltde a lis.t of .all of th-e ct..~st.omel"s
in resp.ect of whom yo.u have a r-ight to r"ecei v.e ·commissions.•
If 1-Je do not accept the ass·ignment .a·F your int:erests in this
Agreement within
thirty (30) dc.>.ys aftet- we receive your
offer, then
CBi
You may transfer your right,
title and
interest in
this Agreement to a. third person who must be appt-o'Ved by
Safeguard, but Safeguard agrees net to unreasonably withhold
its approval.
The following shall be examples of reasonable
grounds for withholding approval:
(i)

the third person has inadequate sales experience;

(ii)
the third party is a distributor of
products or supplie~;
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.(i i i )·
the third p.arty wi~ 1 n·ot agree to ~evote f'ull
and
time to t·ne bu!;;iness of the distributorship,
aC:tiveH y partic~pate in its· sales activities
i'\nd
efforts.;

<iv>
the third party has poor credit experience
has be~n convicted of a felony;

or

!v>
the third party_is a ·safeg-uard distr-ibutor, was a
Safeguard .d'i.st·ri,butor .or assooia:te ·di-stributor whose
~ont~act was termi~ated,
or a Safeguard employee whose
e·(lipioyment lvas term.inat·ed;
(vi)
the third. pq-ri;'y. fai l:s to agree to accept new IJ(;!t
(::oimnlss·i tin t:""·l'ilquiremi;!R-1;·5' fix'e.d by Sa-fe~~ard and the
t·er.ms
and
cQrodi tioms,
of
Saf.eguar.tl '5
exi st·i·ng
d·i st:ri but or a:gr·eement.

Se.fegua.r~

~i 11

term~oa·tion

mal<·~ paym~nts

th i: s

of

t,q you or your.
estate aft·er
·Agree!fleAt undE::r
tti·~
·f·.Oll o~i l'lg

circum!?tancss:
(A)
If (i) You terminate the Agreement;
Cii) you die or
become permanently disabled during the initial five-year
t.erm;
or (iii J Safeguard t-erminates this Agreement for any
of th.e reasons set forth in paragraphs 7 (8)
or 7
CC>,
Safeguard will
pay you Cor your estate> for two (2)
years
after the .effective date pf termination 50/. of the then
Current commissioh p-ayment SChedule On ·all r~peat S8.les of
Safegtlar.d Sys-tems tQ custqmers from whom you were enti tl.ed
to rece1ve cqmmissions while this A~reement wa? stil~
in
effect.
Safeguard will not, ho0ever, make any su~h payments
if
dur-ing the t.~Jo-yea~- p·et-iod you sell or .attempt to se'll
services. prpdttt:.ts,
or supplies ~o,~hit:h a.re competitive ~'lith
Sa-feg)..lard servic~.s, pt-oducts or supplies, either en yoL.tr own
tl~half 0 ~ on benalf of others,
ar if ~ou fail to deliver tous within ten <10) days of the date of termination all
of
the Safegward trade secrets aod confidential
inform~tion
listt?d
in paragraph 10, and cooperate with us if.'l the
~ransfer
of the customer accounts to us or to
our
rept·esentat1ve.

<B>
If,
aft-er this Agreement has been in effect fGr
mot·e
than five
<5i
years
(i) you die or become permanently
disabled;
or
Cii)
you transfer your rights under the
Agreement to Safeguard, SafegL.tard wi 11 pay you
(or your
estate>
for four
(4l years after the
effective date of
termination 50% of the then current commission schedule on
all repeat sales of Safeguard Systems to customers from whom
yo~
were .entitled to receive commissions while
this
Agreement was still in effect.
Safeguard will not, however,
make any such payments if during the fo•.tr year period you
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sell or attempt to sell servic:es, products or' supplies 1o~hich
are
c;ompeti ti ve w~ th Safeg\,.tard servic~s,
products or
sUpplies eithe~ on your own behalf or ~n behalf of others,
or if yg~ fail to ~eliver to us within te~ (10) days of the
date .of termination all of the Safeguard trade secrets and
confi·demtial
inf.or·mation listed in paragraph 1.0,
and
i::t:~operate with us in the transfer of these customer accounts
to us or to our representative •
.(C:)
Safe.guard will make addi tiona! payments to yo1:.1
(or.
y01..1r estate)
if Safegu.ard sells the rights to receive
cemmi·ss.i ons to wh'ich you w·oul·d have been er:~ti tled except for
~e~·m:i: na:C-i OM
and ycu or your .est: ate -are then ent·i tl ed to
pay.ments under <B> ab·o.ve.
These addi tion-ai p.ayments
wi 11
:eq.Uia-1 :the· d.i'f.'ferenc:e, if any, b'et:1-1e.er'l the amount received by.
Safe.gu·ard' on the sale t:~-F st~d'l ri gh'ts ant;i 'l:;he .amount p.ayc>:bl·t:?
t-o .you und~r (B) abpve.
·sa.f.eg·uarrl h:a.s anct ·aS.s•,:Line's nq duty
>to 11\·ake·a .sa'le otf tbe right?.aAd i.f th:e ri.gt~,:t-·s ai--e so'ld and
:1:-l;l(:!n .l"'·~ac·cji.ti.tr'e.d :by S?..f.e9uar:d~
Safegup.)"'d''s only ob.l.iga:tiot=l
l~iJ.l
be to make t.F.i.e payments clt.te under th·e first
sale.
SafeguaFd may sell the rig.hts -on. such t.Erl\ls ~nd ctmq:i:tions
as it oelieves to l:)e in its ovm best intere;st a.no suital::!le
for ;its · i:n..,n purposes whether· cr not this woul.d aff.ect the
retLU-n to you or yc;:~ur estate.

<D>
If this Agreement is termin•ated for any reason before
we collect the full amount remaining with ~espect
to the
customer ·account rights being assigned to you,
y.ou shall
have no fur·ther liability for- additional p~yments,
but yo1.1
~hall
also receive no payments 1:1nder t'his
Paragraph 9,
unti 1 the. n~mai nder of such amo1.mt set forth in Paragraph
5<D> is paid in full.

In
consideration· of Safeguard's ~ppointing you as
a
distributor of Safeguard Systems, and in recognition that a.s
a
sales at.;~en.t you ha . . >e an obligation to your principal
to
r·eturn
all
of Safeguard • s· :trade
sec:rets
or
c:>therc:onfidenti~l information upon the termin~tion of the agency,
:you agree that 1.•.ptm the termination of this Agreement for
any reason you will immediately return to Safeguard all
originals and copies of Safeguard's:
customer files and
records
(including past ordering history,
sa.mples and
imprints),
customer lists, price books or price lists,
refetTal
source lists,
product manuals or other product
training materials in your possession,
custody or control;
and all sales aids,
sales brochures,
design form trays,
demon~tration
boards,
and other Safeguard sales materials
which were given to you by Safeguard.
You agree that these
are trade secrets and confidential information belonging to
Safeguard and you will
not disclose any of such trade
secrets or confidential information about Safeguard or the
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nature of its b1.1siness to. any third .parties and yoL•. will not
t,~se .any such i.nformation other than
in connection with your
,set-vice as a Sa.fegu<?.rd distributor.
UpoA

terrrtina.tion o-f this Agreement for any r·eason you also
th.at yoL.I shall assign to Safeguard or its de.signee the
.bu~.i·n,ess
teie·phone nt.lmb-er (s) and post offi!=.e box m,.upber <s>
used .in connec:ti on with your Saf.egu:ard di std butorshi p.
Y.-ou
agre:e that you wi 11 sign SLICh documents as may b-e requi.:-ed
by
the· telephone company or post offi t:e to effec·tuab~ the
gssi gnfl)emt ~n.d that if you f.ai 1 or refu!;ie to ~o ~o by th.l.!:!
'Agrefemef')t y;;>u ap,p.oi n t and conseni;. to Saf.egua.rd 's seryi ng a'!?
ymur .repr·esentati ve to exe·cute any sucl:l doc:;ufllents on Ydl.lr
b·eha'.lf.
a~ree

Also.,
for a per.i od of two C:2} y.ears arf t!=!r t.h.i·s Agre.ement is
terminat:ed,
'~i th'in
the territory, described in A:ttachment A
y.o!J ·.a,gr~e t.hat ~l~ re.~tl y or i n.di r.ectl y, o·n Y'!3t:.tr own benal f or
bo b'efta~ f :qf any ot:he:t- pen=?Ofl,
c.omp~fiY or ent:i ty.$yot( ·Wj;.U
hot so.l.i c: it,
sell
o.r· attemp:t :tq sen td any Sa;f h!I1;J.L!.ard
cust·omers., .or P.et~s.on·s 1-1ho wer.e cent.act.ed ·by yo!-! fer :the
p.urp:ose ef their- be.comi ng .a Safeguard ·customer~,
systems orservices,
sLipplies or products comp-etitive with syst·e:ms.,.
~ervic:es, supplies or products availab)e from Safegu~rd.
lf you viol at.e any Qf the above .a.greements, you acknowl ed'ge
ti;Jat the remedy at law fl!>r viola·tion ·cannot oe tompensa:ted
only b:y ·money cjamages.
Safeguarcl will be en-titlep to
temporary and permanent equitable relief to prohibit you
4ro~
c~ntinuing ~o violate your Agreement even if no
money
damages can b~ pr~ven.
In

the

event any of the provis·ions of paragraph
10 an;1
to exceed the time or geographic
limitations
permitted by applicable laws,
you and we agree that t~e
provisions are essent~.al for Safeguard's prote·ction and tha:t
they shall
be reform~d to the .m~ximum time or g~ographic
limitation permitte~ by applicable laws.

peem~d

This

Agreement

covering

the

shall supersede and replace

products

and

services

any

covered

agreement
by
this

Agreement, previously signed by you.

If
any provi si o.n or part of this Agreeml=!nt shall be held
invalid,
the r~st of the Agreement s~all still be binding
upon each of the parties,
such invalid provision or part
being deemed severable in nature.
In addition, if Safeguard
elects not to enforce any of the terms of the Agreement at
any time,
its failure to do so shall not be deemed a waiver
of its right to enforce that or any other part at some later
time.
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Thi.s Agreement
shall
be binding not
SafegLtat-d,
but
also on each sf
the
successors and assigns of both parties.

only on
yo.u and
heirs,
eXe!=Utors,

By signing. this
Agreement you· acknowledge tt.Jat no ora1
representations contrary to any o~ th~. W~itten terms of thi?
Agreement
have
~een mad~· tq yo4 by anyb~e employe~·
by or
representing Saff;!guard.
You s:j;l~c:t.Hcc=!:l;ly· ~cknowledge. th.at
Safeguard
has exP.lained
to yo~ tM~t i t cannot prdvide
assur.ances that i t ~i 11. provide. y.ot,.t w.i.t.h Lml i.mi i:ed or
any
pr.eeeterm.i ned 1 evel of sttpport or trai n.i ng.,
t.hat. amy of the
.customer-s
i denti 'f i ed
i.n Att~.!=h':mer.rt
:1;1
w·~ ll:
.c:.onti nus to
·t~eat-der.:
the same pro~:h:.u::t or si'j'n.i l.ar ~n:!ot.mts. 1.1") tJ,:t~ f!-l:t!.:!r¢,
or
tti.:t.t c3:ny ?~Ch C~~totnel'" st~ 1~ retma.~·hs in :bt!:si·:)'u'!~S or
may
.not
appear
mdrf=!
thC~n op.C:e oh ·tl:i.e
J,:i st:,
p:qs.si bl y under
di:f:ferent
hames.,
YoL\ under.·st.ar.~.d '-that Safeguard· only
r-epres·ents to you that .the customet'"S whos,!:! names are on
the
1 i st
have in the past beLUjht. Safeguard products
and
services,
and they w-err-e attri.b!,.tted to a for-mer
distributor
whos.e
Safeguard
accouni;s ar-e .b-e.ing assigned to. you.
Y0u
also .ac:know.le.dg.e that ya~;t have receiY.ed an
eJ:<planation
of'
how the price of the rights and inter:ests being assigned to
you
set forth in paragraph 5 CD) and the aon.t\a·l ·csmmission
quotas set forth in p;;;ragraph 7(B) have been
calculated.
Having
reviewed
the Agreement carefully and having
been
given
the apportuni ty to di scu.ss i t !'lith al)
attorney
or
ad v-i sar of your choice,
you accept this Agreement and agt-.ee
to be bound by its terms.

'·

SAFE.GJJAf;:D ·BUSINESS SVSTEMS, INC.

By:~~~-ll~~ljtaQ~Q______ _
p~J::5r;fe;;vo-

AgFeed and accepted:

By~~~----f2;(~:>~---------

Date: __
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Attachment A

You shall .have the non-ex cl usi ve right to call
users of Safeguard Syst:.ems in the geographical
b.elow.

11

on prospecti'l'e
area described

ALEX"ANDER 11 .BAS.E:
Caun:l.:.i..e.s in ldaho·:
Ac:fe, Adams.., B'annoc.k, Bear Lake, Bi lit;:! ham,
Bl.a:iFlE',· Boi.se,
Bmnnevi~le-,
But·te, Camas; Canyon, Car"ibo~·,
Cass•ia.,
1?-lar.J'; .C::~:St.er,. Elmore, .Pr~nklir'l,. Fn:~mon.t; G~m.,
Goqcl.j:.n:g,. ;J~:f.f~rspn.,. JElrome 1 Tet;!;>n, Tw"ir-1 Fall.s .., Vp,lleY~ an.d
W.:l..~h i n g t,.tm .•
Cpunties in Or·eg.on: t1alhu.er.

"j,

CLOSE" BAS!i:
C"ot:m.ti.es in Idaho:· Bannock,
Bear Lake, Bingham·,
Blaine
(excepting the cities of Sun Valley, Hailey and Ketchafu [see
Attachment C for exact boundariesJ and Bellievue & StaQley~,
Bonne~ille~ Butte, Garibou, Cassia, Clark, Custer, Franklin,
Premont,
Gbo~ing
C~hat part which lies on a horizontal line
?b.l,lt-1:1
of the city of Gooding and Bliss,
Idaho e>:cepted),
Jeff•rson,
Jerome,
Lemhi,
Lincoln,
Madison,
Minidoka,
bneida 1 Power, Teton, and TwLn Falls.
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Attach-ment B
You shall have the exclusive right to. the commissions on S<>'.les of
S'afeguard Sys-tems to:
(i)
each customer in your- sal.es terri tory described in
Attachment A whose first order of Safeguar-d Systems is
directly a result of your- efforts and ~redited to you,· and

<ii >

the following Safeguard qJ.stomen;:

(F'-er

At·tach~cl>

hoi'Jever-, you sha-ll not receive commi ssi ens fr-om repeat order-s
·from customer~ c:~riginally lo·c~ted in yoLtr tet·ritot·y once they
have moved from the territory.
In •d~ition, your exclusive right
to c:ommissions on sales of S.afeguard Systems to any customer
shall
expire if that customer has not pLtrchased any Safeguard
System and paid in full for su~h pur~hase, within thirty-siM (36)
months aftar- the invoice date of such customer's last prior
p•.1rchase of any Safeg~:.~ard Sy!;;te.m.
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ADDENDUM NO. 1

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
One-Write Accounting Syst-ems-manua-l systems in which s.everal
forms
for different r·ecord'in~ functions are hel·d
in
alignment on compact writing boards so that a single writing
on the top form produces the s~me entry on the forms .pene~th
thro~;.t;;,h 1.1se of carbon or "no-c~rbon regui red"
13ap.er.
Al5to
included in this product line are the writing b·oard.:s, tray.s,
l;l·inders and othe.r non~paf;i.er it~ms SliJld .in. ccu:dunction witli
t:h.e for.m~.
COMt-HSSI.ON RATE AND TERt·1S OF PAYMENT TO YGJU
35/. ·of nF.!t ~al.es,
su.b,]ec.t :to tlie terms of tb~ payment
~hargeback pr.ovis;i.ons d.esc!'";bed in· Paragt"aph !;',i(C).

and

Effect·i ve Date: June 1, 19137
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,

INC.

Accepted:

By~~~~-----uni stributor

Date:

bj;i?)~1---------·----

INT

11/1/85

34.ccn
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ADDENDUM NO. 2

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SE;RVICE
a.
Financial Reporting Program - a batch-mode computerized
General Ledger system used to prepare Fi~ancial
Statements
for small and medium size pusl,n-esses.
The basic Fina.ncial
Statements incluoe a Balan~·e Sh.eet., Earning.s Statement and
th·e General Ledger.
b.
Pro-f essi bn9\l T:,i,:meke-epi ng .Sy,ste(ll a ba-tch prqc:..essi ng.
set-vice available to acc.buntant·s., an::hi tects, eng·ineE?rs anti
to othet- prof·essi onai 6 thc,~t prs:vi.des th·em with d~?tai l.ed
i:nformation
on
the utiliza~j,dn o:f ti:.me fo.r b.illing anti
managemen·t purpos~s .•
COMMTSS~ON

RATE AND ·TERMS OF ·PAYMENT T-0 VOU

15/. of
net sales for each p,)r-:bd.t.,~t;;:t,,
$ub-Ject to the twms
.of payment and chargeback. p.rovisiO.ns dest;:ribec;l in f'aragraph
5(C).

SET UP POLICY
Commission of 15% on all charges billed to the customer
Financial Reporting Program set Lip charg·es.

for

With respect to the Professional Tim~k~eping System,
if a
Sa.feguard Account Representative does the set Lip,
Safeguard
will
keep the $200.00 base charge as well as all additional
fees.
Ho1-1ever, if an Account Representativ.e employ.ed by the
distributor and certified by Safeguard does the set up,
the
distributor shall be ~ntitlecl to tpe base charge,
and
Safeguard shall be ent~tled to all additipn~l fees.
Effective Date: June 1, 1987

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS 1 INC.
Accepted:

By~~---b ____ _
--cJoi;;tributor

Date:_~~~~~~------------

INT

11/1/95

34.con
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ADDENDUM NO. 3

NAME AND DES.CRIPTION PF PRODUCT DR SERVICE

Dental Practice System - a batch-mode computerized business
system for d~ntist·s that generates weekly and monthly
inf~;~rma.tion
on
productior:~,
collections,
receivables,
il'lsLtt:"<l!."hc;:e, t-eca·p and other !=!ental busin.ess indicators.
COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS C:lF F'AYMENT TO YOU

15·1. of net sales, subject to the terms o'f
c.:hargeback p·rl:lvisions descr:i.b'ed in P.a..ragr.aph 5.

payine11t

an.d

(C).

SE:;T UF' P.OLI CY

Safeguard. Ac:;:col-tnt Repre.so·!'!nt.ati ve haridles the set.
the ·set· up. ar.:1CI con'l:fersi.on ;: ee w~ 11 be ret·a.:i ned by
Saleguard.
·

lf

a

l.Xp ,:

iT at"~ ,Acco.un.t .f,i:ep:r~sent;ati ve employed by the distributor and
certified ·bY 'Saf~g:uerd handles the set up,
the dis,tributor
sha.ll be e.ntitle.d. to the set up and conversion fee.
i;ffecti ve Date: June 1, 19·87
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS S¥STEt!JS,

INC.-

.Accepted:

Date:_~~~~~~-----------

INT

11/1/85

34.con
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ADDENDUM NO. 4

NAME AND DESCRIPTI"ON OF PRODUCT OR' SERVICE
Medical Practice System - a b·atch-mode computeri;zed accounts
r~ceiva.ble
system for the P.hysi·cian's o-ffice or medic.a.lrelat:ed firms.
It .provide$ weekly and monthly information
on production,
collections, re.c·ei_vables, insur~nce, Qilling
siatements, and other financial management reports.

COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS 'OF PAYMENT- TO YOU
15'l. of · r'u:t sales,
subject to the terms o.f
c:hargeback provision~ deswri bed in P.o>:ragraph 5

payment

and

(C).

SET L!P POL lGY:
H
a ·Safeguard AccouAt Repre.s.ent·at~ ve hand-les the set
up,
the set up and conversion fee will be retained by
Sa..flegLiai'"tl.

If an Ac:c:otmt .Repres.entati ve employed by the distributor and
by Safeguard handles the set up,
the distributor
shali be entitled to the set up and coAversion fee.

~ertified

E;ffecti:•/e Date: iJune 1, 1987

SAFEG8ARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.

Accepted:

<:\

1\ .......8----._

BY~'~"'"~~~---- _,_"-Qi~tr bLttor
1

/_h~ ~~~1

Date:_~T--~~----------------

INT

11/1/85

34.con
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ADDENDUM NO. 5

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT DR SERVICE
S~ort Run Continuous Forms - forms that f i t the requi-rements
.of.
personal
and business computet-s and wh i .;:h are s.ol d
in
quantities of 500 to 10,000.
The forms consist of
F't-e-!:l~t
f-orms
wh.i t:h
are
stock
i terns
designed. to -fit numer.ou~
h.ott-d·ware and soft·ware C'Cll!lbi nati O!HH
Semi·-q.lst;ol!l fl:lrms ·W!1i~h
ar-e sold when there i!? not enough vcil uine i (1 an i tarrr to si;-pt:k
i t ai;; a Pr.e-set.; ·custom Forms I<'Jhi ch at-e desi ·gned to- c~,.ts:to,m.er.
pr·eferel'l.Ces;
ElnVE!lOp·E!S
run
in
COI'ltiAUOUS
f.~s-J:ri:on;
lettErhead; and checks run in continuous fashion.

·cCJMt1l.SSlDN

R~TE

AND

T~l15

OF

F'AVMENT

T:D Y.Clt:J

30¥. o-f
net sales,
subject t.o the terms bf
payment
chargebac.k provisions described in F'aragr-apb 5 (C).

Eff~ctive

Date:

June 1,

and

1987

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.

iJL____

Byo_i2.~J:p~;l~~t[/0
h. JL
Accepted:

By:q__~~~----. -r--(Pi~b-ibutor

Date:_~~~~;(~~-----------

INT

11/1/85

34.con
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ADDENDUM NO. 6

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR

SERVIC~

Color
Coded Filing Systeill·s- A sy.stem utilizing .c:l'pen ·shelf
f i 1 i ng
with end tab f-ile f ol d·er!;i so·l d under the name
Safeguard Color Senb-y an'd designed aro~:.md a series of

labels.
Each label h·as an an~~- !fer its own color code and
space for a- 1 et ter or ·numb.ear. l'h'e.se l.ati.el: s are then aPP 1 i ed
to the end tabs of the fi'le i'CJlders i.n s~ql,.ter:tc:e dett?rmined
by the user -·.either A'lphabet'i~ .• Numeric or Terminal Di.git.

GOMMISSIGN :RATE AND TERMS

~F PAVME~t

TO YOU

3!D'Y. of net sales of la.b~.1:·s, ·'folders, pr_qt.ectors,
sheif
guides,
envelope fol1;t'ers a.m;:l s,he{ving subje_ct to t·he
terms
of
payment al'ld chargeback provi·s-icns desci'""ibed in Pa(agr-aph
5 (C).

Effective Date: June 1, 1987

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SVSTEt1S, INC.

B;,

_'j2.k;,._.ll
J!, ~1 <.(}~-----F'r~ide~tl)f~

Accepted:

By~~----UDistributcr

Date: __

~tC~~~~----------

INT

11/1/85

34.con
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ADDENDUt·1 NO. 7

NAME AND ·DESCRlPTIDN OF P.RDDUCT OR SERVICE
Col or Master Filing System - A sy.stem utilizing custom
cabinets with drawers that accommodate files that are
susp:ended by plastic: hangers and col-or coded with top
i oad i'riiJ tabs.
These tabs are utili zed t·o col or code the
.alph.abe1;.., client ir\fot-mati·oR and a recall system according
to. a c~;.ts·tomer 's nee~:;rs.

_DOI-'1t1 :r: SS·I ON

RATE "AND

TERt•lS·

OF' PAYMENt

"t;.a.bs, fOlders 1 en VI;! ;I. op.~ pOLIC:he·s·
and sheb.ri ng subjec·t to the terms of .p~yment anti cha.rg~l:)"a<:::k
provisions· described in Paragraph 5(fn.
25% of net sal-es of l·ab"el S,

DEFINITIONS AND OTHER Cot1MENTS:
In ord·et- to receive and be entitled to p,3.yment urider
Para-grap.h.s 9CA>
or 9(8),
a customer must have purchased
Colot- Mc:ster Filing Sys.tems from you prior to the date of
yollt"' termination.
Effective Date: June 1, 1987

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.

Accepted:

B

-~·
<\ ()
tv~
~------------

y.

.

Di stri bt.ttor

Date:_~~~~:Z __________ _

INT

11/1/85

34.con

000369

EXHIBlT 4
000370

.AGREEMENT

This Agreement, made effective as of August 1, 2006 among Thurston Enterprises, Inc., an
Idaho corporation having it principal place of business in Boise, Idaho ("Seller"), T3 Enterprises, Inc.,
an Idaho corporation ("Buyer"), and SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. ("Safeguard"), a
Delaware corporation having its principal place of business in Dallas, Texas.
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, Seller and Safeguard are parties to a Regional Distributor Agreement dated June
2, 1987 (the "Distributor Agreement"), under which Seller is acting as a sales agent in the territory set
forth therein (the "Territory") for Safeguard One-Write Systems, and other printed materials and
supplies sold to customers in the Territory therewith; and
WHEREAS, Seller desires to assign Seller's rights under the One-Wlite Agreement and Data
Processing Agreement (the "Agreements"), to solicit, and receive commissions on, orders of Systems in
respect to the customers listed in Safeguard's computer under Distributor# 445-03 and XR.T-03, 44703, XRG-03 (collectively, the "Rights"); and
WHEREAS, Seller also desires to tum over to Buyer a list of referral sources such as bankers,
accountants, attorneys, consultants, bookkeepers, software developers, resellers, installers and the like
(collectively, the "Influence Keys") from whom Seller has obtained leads or assistance in soliciting
Safeguard business within the counties listed within this agreement as shown on the attached Exhibit
"A"; and
WHEREAS, subject to the conditions stated herein, Safeguard desires to approve the
assignment of Rights to Buyer on the terms and conditions set fmth below; and
WHEREAS, Seller represents that the customers listed under Distributor Distributor# 445-03
and XRT-03, 447-03, XRG-03 (the "Customers") are customers from whom Seller has solicited orders
of Systems within the Territory; and
WHEREAS, Seller represents that Exhibit "B" is a list of Influence Keys from whom Seller has
obtained leads or assistance in soliciting Safeguard business.
NOW THEREFORE, the parties, intending to be legally bound, and in reliance upon the
representations, wananties and other terms set fmth herein, agree as follows:
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1.

Sale and Assignment. Subject to the terms and conditions hereinafter set forth, Seller

hereby assigns to Buyer all of Seiler's Rights to solicit, and receive commissions on, orders of Systems
from the Customers listed under distributor Distributor# 445-03 and XRT-03, 447-03, XR.G-03, and

turns over to Buyer the list oflnfluence Keys shown on Exhibit "B," and sells, transfers and conveys to
the Buyer the office equipment shown on Exhibit "C.".
2.

Effective Date. This agreement shall be effective as of the close of business on July 31,

3.

Purchase Price and Payment Terms.

2006.
Buyer shall pay to the Seller the sum of

$598,118.32 (total price includes interest at 7%) as the total consideration (hereinafter called "Purchase
Price") for all of the Seller's rights described herein, said sum to be payable by the Buyer to the Seller
as follows:
(a) The Buyer shall pay the Purchase Price to the Seller in equal monthly installments

of

$4,984.32 per month for 120 months, including interest at the rate of 7% per annum, commencing on
the 1st day of August, 2006, first initial payment on the 15th day of September 2006 and on the 15th day
of each and every month thereafter, until the entire remaining tmpaid balance, plus interest, has been
paid in full.
(b) All payments shall be credited first to accrued interest, then to principal.

(c) Buyer shall be entitled to make principal prepayments at any time without penalty. Partial
prepayments shall not excuse the Buyer's obligation to make regular monthly payments as set forth
herein.
In view of the inherent business risks in a transaction of this nature, which risks Buyer has
freely elected to assume, Buyer understands and agrees that no Monthly Payments made by Buyer prior
thereto shall be returned to Buyer in the event Buyer's Regional Distributor Agreement with Safeguard
te1minates for any reason, whether voluntary or involuntary.

2
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(d) Payment of principal and interest shall be governed by the amortization schedule shown on
exhibit D.

4.

Manner of Payments

(A)

Buyer promises to pay to Seller each Monthly Payment at the time the same is due. For

the purpose of providing funds for the making of the Monthly Payments, and for so long as any amount
shall be owed by Buyer to Seller under this agreement, Buyer authorizes Safeguard to withhold from
monthly commissions otherwise payable by Safeguard under Buyer's Regional Distributor Agreement
an amount equal to the applicable Monthly Payment, and to remit such Monthly Payment directly to
Seller. Buyer will assume and cover the cost of Safeguard providing this payment service.
(B)

At such time as Buyer's obligations to Seller are :fblly satisfied, the authorization for

Safeguard to withhold commissions shall cease. Nothing stated herein shall be interpreted to relieve
Buyer of the obligation to pay each Monthly Payment as and when due regardless of whether or not
Buye1Js net commissions on the applicable Safeguard sales for the month in question are sufficient to
cover the amount of such Monthly Payment, or regardless of whether or not any one or more of the
Customers have ceased ordering from Safeguard, have gone out of business, or have moved out of the
Territory.

(C)

Buyer hereby authorizes Safeguard to deduct the Monthly Payments from Buyer's gross

monthly commissions and remit the Monthly Payment directly to Seller or Seller's designated account,
and Buyer agrees to pay Safeguard's annual charges in connection therewith. As of the effective date of
this agreement these charges equal $250.00 annually.

5.

Termination of Buyer's Regional Distributor Agreement.
(A)

The payment obligations of Buyer to Seller under this agreement and the assignment of

Rights to Buyer by Seller shall continue only so long as Buyer's Regional Distributor Agreement is in
effect and shall expire upon any termination of such Regional Distributor Agreement. In the event of
any such termination, Safeguard shall, as Seller's authorized agent, with reasonable promptness, at
Safeguard's discretion, either:

J
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(1)

Reassign to a subsequent Assignee the Rights previously assigned to Buyer, to the extent
then possible, subject to an obligation on the part of any subsequent Assignee of such
Rights to assume the unfulfilled payment obligations to Seller; or

(2)

assume the unfulfilled payment obligations of Buyer; or

(3)

reassign, to the extent then possible, the Rights to Seller.

In the event Safeguard proceeds under option (1), Safeguard shall attempt to reassign the Rights
for the then outstanding balance of the Purchase Price due to Seller so long as Safeguard shall not be
required to lower its standards for the selection of distributors just to recruit an Assignee who is willing
to assume the entire outstanding balance of the Purchase Price that is then due to Seller. In the event
Safeguard proceeds under option (3), Seller shall reintegrate the customer base in question under the
Seller's current Distributor Agreement. Any reassignment of Rights to a subsequent Assignee or to
Seller shall include the commission rights to any other customers for whom Buyer has placed orders of
Systems within the Territory after the effective date.
(B)

In the event Buyer's Regional Distributor Agreement terminates for any reason,
whether voluntruy or involuntary, Buyer acknowledges and agrees that Buyer shall have
no further rights to the Customers or interest in and to the Rights. Since the Rights to
the Customers will either be reassigned to a subsequent Assignee, assumed by
Safeguard, or reassigned to Seller, Buyer acknowledges and agrees that it would deprive
Seller, Safeguard and any such subsequent Assignee of the anticipated benefit of that
transfer if Buyer were to compete against them. Accordingly, in such event Buyer
agrees until Seller's Purchase Price is fully paid, or, if sooner, for a period of two (2)
years after the date of Buyer's termination, Buyer, directly or indirectly, will not sell,
solicit, attempt to sell or assist others to sell or attempt to sell products or services
competitive with products or services available from_ Safeguard to any of the Customers,
to any of the Influence Keys, or to any other customers for whom Buyer has placed
orders of Systems within the Territ01y after the effective date. In addition, in such event
Buyer shall promptly tum over to Safeguard and any subsequent Assignee all
Confidential Infonnation relating to the Customers, to any other Safeguard customers,
4
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and to such Influence Keys, and Buyer agrees not to use any such Confidential
Information for Buyer's own benefit or to disclose such Confidentiallnfonnation to any
third parties. Fina1ly, in such event Buyer shall execute all forms of agreements or other
documents necessary or appropriate so as to assign or transfer to Safeguard and such
Assignee further use of all telephone numbers, facsimile machine numbers, and post
office box mailing addresses previously used by Buyer to receive communications,
orders and telephone messages from any of the Customers, other Safeguard customers
and such Influence Keys. Buyer shaH, thereafter, promptly refer to Safeguard and such
Assignee all communications, orders and telephone messages fi·om any of the
Customers, other Safeguard customers and such Influence Keys about Safeguard or its
products. As used in this paragraph, the terms "directly or indirectly," "competitive" and
"Confidential Information" as to Buyer shall have the same definition to that set forth in
section 13 as to Seller, and section 13 shall also serve to define the range of products and
services available from Safeguard. Buyer recognizes that the restrictions contained in
this section S(B) are reasonable and necessary and that any violation will result in
substantial and irreparable injury to Safeguard and Seller. Accordingly, Buyer agrees
that any violation of these provisions by Buyer shall entitle Seller or Safeguard, in
addition to any other rights either of them may have, to preliminary and permanent
injunctive relief and other equitable relief in any court of competent jurisdiction. In the
event that any of the provisions of this section S(B) shall be deemed to exceed the scope
pennitted by applicable laws, then such provisions shall be deemed reformed to the
maximum scope permitted by the applicable laws.

If for any reason any term or

provision of this section S(B) is ever held to be invalid or unenforceable, all other valid
provisions herein shall remain in full force and effect and all terms, provisions and
paragraphs of this section S(B) shall be deemed to be severable in nature.
(C)

In the event Buyer fails to pay any Monthly amount, when due, without good cause, to

Seller, and if Buyer's default shall continue for a period of (10) days after written notice from Seller to
both Buyer and Safeguard, Seller shall in addition to any other remedies, be entitled to cause Buyer to
5
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reassign to Safeguard all of Buyer's rights, title and interest pursuant to the Regional Distributor
Agreement entered into by and between Buyer and Safeguard.
6.

Buyer's Continuing Obligation To Seller.

Notwithstanding the provisions of

Paragraph 5 herein, the Buyer shall remain obligated to the Seller until such time as the Seller has been
paid the entire Purchase Price due and payable hereunder. The Buyer shall receive appropriate credits
against the unpaid balance for any amounts received by the Seller in the event Safeguard proceeds
pursuant to Paragraphs 5 (A) (I) or (2). The Buyer's obligations to the Seller shall be unaffected by
any future changes in the corporate structure, ownership or existence of Safeguard or any of its
subsidiaries, owners or related entities, including, without limitation, NEBS or Deluxe.
7.

No Exclusive Rights.

Nothing contained in this agreement shall be construed as

granting to Buyer the exclusive right to act as a disttibutor of Systems or any other Safeguard products
or services in the Territory or in any portion of the Territory.
8.

Representations and Warranties of Seller and Buyer.

(a)

In addition to any other representations and warranties contained in this agreement,

Seller represents and warrants to Safeguard and Buyer that:
(1)

There is no provision of any existing contract (including contract with any of Seller's
past or present associate distributors) or agreement binding on Seller or affecting Seller's
property or the Rights, which would conflict with or in any way prevent the execution,
delivery or carrying out of the tem1s of this agreement.

(2)

Seller is the sole owner of all of the Rights, and has the complete and unrestricted right,
power and authority to assign the Rights and to turn over the list of Influence Keys free
of all liens, pledges, claims or other encumbrances of any kind or nature whatsoever,
including but not limited to claims of other Safeguard distributors to having rights in and
to any of the Customers.

(3)

Neither Seller nor Safeguard has any liability or obligation to any person who is or was
previously an associate distributor or sales representative of Seller.

(4)

The Rights and the business and operations of Seller's distributorship have not been, and
are not threatened to be, materially adversely affected in any way.
6
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(S)

Prior to the effective date, Seller (i) has conducted the business related to the Rights
solely in the ordinary course, (ii) has used Seller's best efforts to maintain the relations
and goodwill with the Customers, with the Influence Keys, and with any others having
business relations with Seller, and (iii) has not made any extraordinary or unusually
large sales to the Customers, or entered into· any other kind of business arrangements
with the Customers which create a risk of prejudice or unfairness to Safeguard or Buyer.

(6)

No Customer and no Influence Key has informed Seller that it is not prepared to deal
with Safeguard or Buyer after the effective date, and Seller knows of no reason why the
pattern of repeat sales of Systems after the effective date will differ materially from the
pattern during the time when Seller was a Safeguard distributor.

(7)

Prior to the effective date, Seller has not disclosed any Confidential Info11nation (as
defined in paragraph 13(a) below) relating to the Customers and the Influence Keys to
any third party who is not affiliated with Safeguard, nor has Seller permitted any third
party who is not affiliated with Safeguard to observe or have access to such Confidential
Information for any reason.

(b)

In addition to any other representations and warranties contained in this agreement,

Buyer represents and wan·ants to Safeguard and Seller that:
(1)

In executing this agreement Buyer relies solely on Buyer's own judgment, belief and
knowledge, and ~uch advice as Buyer may have received from Buyer's own counsel.
Buyer acknowledges that Buyer has had the opportunity to consult with advisors of
Buyer's choice. Except for representations of Seller expressly set forth herein, Buyer has
not been influenced by any representations or statements, including, for example,
representations or statements about future earnings or equity, made by or on behalf of
a11y persons or entities, including Seller and Safeguard.

(2)

Buyer has, at Seller's and Safeguard's urging, conducted Buyer's own diligent
investigation of the estimated revenues that Buyer can project himself to earn under
Buyer's Regional Distributor Agreement with Safeguard as compared to the obligations
Buyer is assuming under this agreement and Buyer's anticipated business expenses.
7
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Buyer has had the opportunity to contact and consult with as many current Safeguard
distributors as Buyer deemed appropriate. As part of Buyer's diligent investigation,
Buyer has become knowledgeable about the value of commission rights that have
previously been sold by other Safeguard distributors, Buyer has had access to
information to enable Buyer independently to verify that Seller's Rights have a value that
is comparable to the commission rights sold in such prior transactions, and other than the
Confidential Information described in section 13 below, there is no information available
to Seller and Safeguard that Buyer has requested to enable Buyer to evaluate this
transaction which Seller and Safeguard have refused to provide to Buyer. Buyer is
freely and voluntarily entering into this transaction and executing this agreement based
solely upon Buyer's own full and diligent investigation, and not upon promises or
representations made by or on behalf of Seller or Safeguard. Buyer has carefully read
Buyer's Regional Distributor Agreement with Safeguard, and Buyer clearly understands
that Buyer's right to enter into a "buy-sell" agreement such as this in the future is subject
to strict compliance with all terms and conditions of that Regional Distributor
Agreement.
(3)

Any financial data or other information submitted by Buyer to Seller and Safeguard is
accurate, complete and not materially misleading.

(4)

Until Seller's Purchase Price is fully paid, Buyer shall at all times devote Buyer's best
efforts to the sales, management and operation of Buyer's Safeguard Distributorship.

9.

Conditions to this Agreement. This agreement and the parties' performance of their

respective obligations hereunder shall be subject to the following conditions, which may be waived by
the other parties but only in a writing that makes specific reference to this paragraph 9:
(a)

The representations and wananties set forth in paragraph 8 hereof ~hall be true as of the

effective date, and Seller and Buyer shall have performed all obligations required to be performed by
them hereunder.
(b)

Safeguard and Buyer shall have executed, as of the effective date hereof, a Regional

Distributor Agreement containing such terms, conditions and provisions as shall be agreed upon by
8
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Safeguard and Buyer, and Buyer shall have also executed such other documentation as Safeguard may
reasonably request.
(c)

Seller, Safeguard and Buyer shall have entered into mutually satisfactory agreement or

agreements relating to (i) Sellers assignment of, and the use by Safeguard and Buyer (after the effective
date) of the telephone number(s), facsimile machine number(s) and post office box(es) previously used
in connection with Seller's business as a Safeguard distributor, and (ii) the disposition of mail, orders
and other communications ofany kind from any of the Customers, and from any of the Influence Keys,
relating to Safeguard business and directed to any of Seller's office .or home addresses after the
effective date.
(d)

Buyer shall have furnished Seller and Safeguard with all information reasonably

requested by them concerning (i) Buyers financial condition, (ii) Buyer's future plans as a Safeguard
Distributor, including a business plan for the three (3) to five (5) years following the effective date, and
(iii) Buyers proposed sales organization.
10.

Indemnification.

Seller shall indemnify and hold Safeguard and Buyer harmless

against and in respect of any and all damage, loss, liability, deficiency, cost or expense resulting fi·om
any misrepresentation or breach of watTanty of Seller contained herein, or the nonfulfillment of any
agreement or covenant of Seller hereunder, any such amounts may be set off against the Monthly
Payments otherwise due to Seller over the months next succeeding the event, and any such set off shall
reduce the Monthly Payments and the Purchase Price due to Seller hereunder accordingly. Buyer shall
indemnify and hold Safeguard and Seller harmless against and in respect of any and all damage, loss,
liability, deficiency, cost, or expenses arising out of or resulting from any misrepresentation or breach
of wan·anty of Buyer contained herein, the nonfulfillment of any agreement or covenant of Buyer
hereunder, or any debt or expense incurred by Buyer after the effective date.
11.

Seller's Cooperation with Buyer and Safeguard. Seller will cooperate with Safeguard

and Buyer in informing the Customers and the Influence Keys of the assignment of Rights from Seller
to Buyer. Such cooperation shall include a letter of introduction, in a form previously agreed to by
Safeguard and Buyer, mailed at Buyers expense to the Customers, and a personal and/or written
introduction of Buyer by Seller to the Influence Keys. Notwithstanding such letters and introductions,
9
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'

j.

Buyer acknowledges and agrees that neither Seller nor Safeguard represents that such Customers will
continue to place orders, or that such Influence Keys will continue to provide referrals to Buyer after
the effective date.
Seller shall also execute all forms of agreements or other documents reasonably necessary or
appropriate so as to assign or transfer to Safeguard and Buyer, as of the effective date, use of all
telephone numbers, facsimile machine numbers anq post office box mailing addresses used by Seller to
receive communications relating to Seller's business as a distributor of Safeguard's products and
services. Seller shall, after the effective date, promptly (i.e. within 24 hours) refer to Safeguard and
Buyer all communications, orders, referrals and telephone messages from any of the Customers or
Influence Keys about Safeguard or its products. Seller shall remain solely liable for all bills for
telephone or postal services provided to Seller, and any white or yellow page advertising placed by
Seller, in connection with any of the foregoing numbers or boxes prior to the effective date; however,
I

Buyer shall assume the liability for such advertising covering the period following the effective date.
12.

Business Risks Assumed by Seller.
(A)

Seller understands tqat there are business risks in agreeing to receive installment

payments over an extended period of time. Seller has elected to assume such risks and was not induced
to do so by any representations, waiTanties, assurances or guarantees by either Safeguard or Buyer to
the extent not explicitly set forth in this agreement.

Insofar as Buyer has made specific written

promises to Seller in this agreement, Seller agrees that it is Seller's responsibility, and not Safeguard's
responsibility, to seek to enforce such promises.
(B)

Nothing contained herein shall be construed to impose liability to Seller upon

Safeguard for any business decisions or actions taken or not taken by Safeguard with regard to Buyer;
nor shall this agreement impose upon Safeguard any obligation to consult with Seller before making
such decisions or taking (or not taking) such actions.
13.

Confidential Information, Non-Competition. Seller covenants and agrees as follows:

(a)

Seller recognizes and acknowledges that customer lists, including without limitation any

list of Customers; the list of Influence Keys; customer files, cards and records, including without
limitation, customer samples, imprints and ordering histories; methods of doing business; proprietary
10
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computer software licensed from Safeguard; price lists and price books; sales volume figures;
information as to new developments in the business; and similar proprietary information in respect of
Seller's business as a Safeguard distributor or relating to Safeguard products and services, regardless of
whether in documentary form on other media (such as, without limitation, computer hard disk, diskette,
magnetic tape, microfiche, etc.) (collectively, the "Confidential Information") are valuable, special and
unique attributes of the Rights and the business of Safeguard. Accordingly, Seller shall not, directly or
indirectly, disclose or show to any person or entity or use for either of Seller's own benefit, or for the
benefit of any business in which Seller has, or may hereafter have, an interest, any Confidential
Information, without the prior written permission of the President of Safeguard.
(b)

Until the Seller has received the final Monthly Payment hereunder, Seller agrees not,

directly or indirectly, to solicit sales from, or sell to (i) any Safeguard customer including any
Customer, or (ii) any Influence Key or (iii) any Safeguard distributor, any accounting systems, filing
systems, computer forms, business forms or any data processing services, products or supplies,
including automated payroll processing, computer software or microcomputer-related products or
supplies, competitive with services, products or supplies offered by Safeguard.
(c)

Until the Seller has received the final Monthly Payment hereunder, Seller agrees not to

sell, directly or indirectly, to any person or entity listed under the distributor numbers # 445-03 and
XRT-03, 447-03, XR.G-03 any type of accounting system, data processing service, filing· system,
computer form, business form, or any other type of product or supply competitive with any product,
service or supply offered by Safeguard. Seller acknowledges, without limiting the generality of the
foregoing, that the following types of products, services and supplies are competitive with products,
services and supplies sold by Safeguard as of the effective date: One-Wtite Systems and supplies,
automated payroll processing systems and supplies, financial reporting and general ledger systems and
supplies prepared on a batch processing application, batch processing or service bureau preparation of
accounts payable and accounts receivable systems, processing, including electronic claims.processing,
for dental, medical, chiropractic and veterinary offices, professional timekeeping systems, collection
letter services, accounting software programs designed for sale to the small business or professional
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market, ?omputer fmms including laser cut sheets, filing systems, and flat sheet printing and business
forms such as snap-sets, stock tab paper, deposit tickets, envelopes, letterheads and the like.
(d)

As used in this paragraph 13,
(i)

the term "directly or indirectly" shall include the actions of Seller acting in

Seller's individual or in any other capacity, the actions of any business, other than
Safeguard, in which Seller or Seller's spouse, directly or indirectly owns more than a 1%
interest or which Seller or Seller's spouse, directly or indirectly, manages, conducts,
operates, controls, joins, finances, licenses or is otherwise connected with as an officer,
consultant, employee, partner or otherwise, and the actions of any agents of any such
other business;

(ii)

the term "customer" as used in paragraph 13(b) shall mean a person or entity who

bought or used services, products or supplies from Safeguard under the distributor
numbers# 445-03 and XRT-03, 447-03, XRG-03 at any time prior to the effective date;
(iii) the term "competitive" shall include, by way of illustration without limiting the
meaning thereof, the characteristic of (1) having one or more applications substantially
the same as applications of Safeguard products, services and supplies, or (2) performing
one or more functions capable of being performed by Safeguard products, services and
supplies.
(e)

Seller shall not in any manner disparage Safeguard or its distributors, products, services

or supplies.
(f)

In the event that any of the provisions of this paragraph 13 shall be deemed to exceed the

scope permitted by applicable laws, then such provisions shall be deemed reformed to the maximum
scope permitted by the applicable laws.
(g)

If for any reason any term or provision of this paragraph 13 is ever held to be invalid or

unenforceable, all other valid provisions herein shall remain in full force and effect and all terms,
provisions and paragraphs of this agreement shall be deemed to be severable in nature.
(h)

The parties hereto recognize that the restrictions contained in this paragraph 13 are

reasonable and necessary and that any violation will result in substantial and ineparable injury to
12
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Safeguard and Buyer. Accordingly, it is agreed that any violation of these provisions by Seller shall
entitle Safeguard or Buyer, in addition to any rights either of them may have, to preliminary and
permanent injunctive relief and other equitable relief in any court of competent julisdiction.
14.

Specific Performance. The patties hereto recognize that the Rights are of a unique and

special nature. Accordingly, in addition to all other remedies at law or in equity, Safeguard and the
B~yer

shall be entitled to specific perf01mance of the provisions relating to the assignment of the

Rights and the consummation of the transactions relating thereto.
15.

Security and Personal Guaranty. Dawn Teply and Michael Teply and shall execute a

personal guarantee in favor of the Seller in the form attached hereto as Exhibit "D" personally
guaranteeing all obligations of the corporate Buyer hereunder.
16.

Entire Agreement. This agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties

pertaining to the subject matter contained herein, and supersedes all prior agreements, representations
and understandings of the parties. No modification shall be binding unless executed in writing by the
parties. No waiver of any provisions shall be deemed, or shall constitute, a waiver of any other
provision whether or not similar, nor shall any waiver at one time constitute a continuing waiver. No
waiver shall be binding unless executed in writing by the party making such waiver.
17.

Binding Effect. This agreement shall be binding on the parties hereto, their heirs,

executors, successors in interest and pe1mitted assigns. Neither Seller nor Buyer shall have the right to
assign any of their respective rights or obligations under this agreement without Safeguard's prior
written consent.
18.

Governing Law.

This agreement shall be considered m accordance with and be

governed by the laws of the State ofldaho.
19.

Survival of Representations and Warranties.

All

representations,

warranties,

covenants and agreements made by each party herein shall survive the date of execution of the
agreement and any investigation made by or on behalf of the other pa1ty prior to or after such date.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this agreement as of the day and year
first above written.
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.
DISTRIBUTOR# 445-03 and XRT-03, 447-03,
XRG-03

(j.

T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.

By

&\,w,l(l

DAWN TEPLY,SIDENT,

RETARY/TREASURER

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.

14
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EXHIBIT 5
000385

EXHmiT ''D"

PERSONAL CONTINUING GUARANTEE

TO: Thurston Enterprises, lne.
The undersigned request you to extend credit to or otherwise do business with T3 Entexprlses,
Inc, an Idaho cmporation, hereinafter refeued to as the ''Debtor'', and to induce you to·do so and in

consideration thereof and of the benefits to accrue to the undersigned therefxom. the undersigned, as
primary obligors. jointly and severally and Wlconditionally guarantee to you that the Debtor will fully
and promptly and faithfully pexfoxm, pay and discharge all of its present and future obligations to you,
as set forth ln that certain Agceement between Thurston Enterprises, Inc., T3 Enterprises, lno. and
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc, in:espective of any invalidity therein, the unenforceabllity thereof or
the insufficiency, invalidity or unenforceability of any security therefore; and agree without your first
having to proceed against the Debtor or to liquidate paper or any security therefore, to pay on demand
all sums due and to become due to you from the Debtor and any and all losses, costs, attorney's fees or
expenses which· may be suffered by you by reason of Debtor's default or default of the undersigned
hereunder; and further agree to be bound by and on demand pay any deficiency established by a sale of
paper and/or security held. with or without notice to the undersigned.
No termination hereof shall be effected by the death of the undersigned. The undersigned waive
notice of acceptance hereof and presentment, demand, protest and nOtice of non-payment or protest as
to any note or obligation signed, accepted, endorsed or assigned to you by said Debtor, and· all
exemptions and homestead lawa tmd any other demands and notices required by law. and waive all setoffs and counterclaims. You may, without notice to the undersigned, renew or extend any obligations
of the Debtor; you may accept partial payment5 thereon or settle, release, compound, compromise,
collect or otherwise ll.quidate any portion thereof and/or security therefore in any manner, consent to the
transfer of such security and bid and purchase at any sale without affecting or impairing the obligation
of the undersigned..
This Guarantee shall bind the heirs, administrators, personal .representatives, successors and
assigns of the undersigned, and shall inure to yow: successors and assigns. All of your rights hereunder
are cumulative and not alternative.
Dated this Ol_ day of-.:ff*j~-----' 2006.
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EXHIBIT 6
000388

DISTRIBUTOR AGREEMENT
BETWEEN
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. ("WE" or "SAFEGUARD")

AND
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC. ("YOU" or "DISTRIBUTOR")

You are appointed our sales agent ("Distributor") for those Safeguard products and
services defined in the attached Addenda, under the terms set forth in such Addenda, plus any
new Safeguard Systems (pursuant to Paragraph 3 below) which are designed for sale to business
and professional markets which you accept by signing the applicable product addendum and
complying with its tetms (collectively "Safeguard Systems"), on the following terms:
I.

PRODUCTS.

You shall have the right, in the tenitory described in Exhibit A (the "Territory"),
to so1icit orders of Safeguard Systems, as an independent agent, in accordance with the
price schedules published by Safeguard from time to time, and in accordance with other
terms and conditions including, for example, with respect to submitting orders
electronically and filling out design f01ms, as Safeguard may specify from time to time.
2.

TERRITORY.

You are not authorized to represent Safeguard or solicit orders of Safeguard
Systems outside the Territory except pursuant to our written policies or guidelines to the
contrary that are in effect fi·om time to time such as, for example, those pertaining to outof-ten·itoiy sales fi·om referral sources. Your TeiTitmy is non-exclusive and this
Agreement does not prevent Safeguard from selling Safeguard Systems inside the
Te1ritory through other persons or means.
3.

FUTURE PRODUCTS

From time to time Safeguard may offer to you the light to offer and sell new
Safeguard Systems within the Te11'it01y of any future office supplies and accessories, or
data processing products or services which are either: (a) manufactured by Safeguard; or
(b) made available by Safeguard through strategic alliances with selected vendors.
Products manufactured by Safeguard or made available through strategic alliances
established by Safeguard as weU as Safeguard-approved sourced products, which are
identified as of the date of this Agreement and/or added from time to time are collectively
refen·ed to as the "Safeguard Systems". You may accept Safeguard's offer by signing the
applicable addendum, which will contain the terms and conditions, such as quotas,
commission rates, upon which Safeguard is willing to permit you to represent it with
respect to such new Safeguard System, when it is offered to you. You shall only have the
right to represent Safeguard with respect to such new Safeguard Systems on a nonexclusive basis.

!i
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ACCOUNT PROTECTION RIGHTS.

4.

You shall have the exclusive right to the commissions generated on sales of
Safeguard Systems to any customer listed on Exhibit B. This ex(flusive right to
commissions applies to Safeguard Systems sales to each such customer for so long as is
specified on Exhibit B or until this Agreement is terminated; however, your exclusive
right to commissions oh sales of Safeguard Systems to any customer shall expire if that
customer has not purchased any Safeguard System within thirty-six (36) months after the
invoice date of such customer's last prior_purchase of any Safeguard System.

5.

RELATIONSIDP BETWEEN SAFEGUARD AND YOU AS AN
lNDMDUAL OR CORPORATION.

(A)
The relationship between Safeguard and you shall be that ofp1incipal and
independent sales agent, and not employer and employee or buyer and seller. You shall
use your best efforts to solicit orders for Safeguard Systems. All orders are subject to
acceptance by Safeguard. You shall not quote prices or terms other than those set forth in
our price schedules unless you receive our consent to do so, and you shall not make any
statements, promises or representations to the contrary nor make any commitments on
our behalf without our prior written consent.
(B)
If you are now, or at any time in the future, a corporation, partnership,
limited liability company or other business entity, you agree and represent, and you agree
to provide us with any documentation to verify, that:

56068.00.0011460237.6

(i)

You have or will have the authority to execute, deliver and perform
your obligations under this Agreement, are or will be duly
organized and formed and validly existing in good standing under
the laws of the state of your incorporation or f01mation, and are or
will be duly qualified to do business as a foreign business entity in
each state where such qualification is necessary to operate your
Safeguard business;

(ii)

Your organizational documents or partnership agreement recite or
will recite that the issuance and transfer of any ownership interests
in you are restricted by the terms of this Agreement, and all
certificates and other documents representing ownership interests
in you will bear a legend referring to the restrictions of this
Agreement;

(iii)

Exhibit E to this Agreement will completely and accurately
describe all of your owners and their interests in you, and you, as
the individual approved by us, shall at all times own at least a fifty
percent (50%) interest in any corporation, partnership, limited
liability company or other business entity operating the Safeguard
business; and

2
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(iv)

6.

An.y and all of your owners as we may designate, at any time
during the term of this Agreement, will execute an agreement in
the fonn that we prescribe undertaking to be bound jointly and
severally by all provisions of this Agreement and any ancillary
agreements between you and us. You and your owners agree to
execute and deliver to us such revised Exhibits E as may be
necessary to reflect any changes in the information contained in
Exhibit E and to furnish such other infonnation about your
organization or formation as we may request.

OPERATION AND PAYMENT OF COMMISSIONS.

(A)
All orders which you solicit and send to us pursuant to this Agreement
shall be processed by us in our normal and customary manner. Except pursuant to
written administrative policies then in effect, or with our prior written consent, you shall
not submit orders (and Safeguard shall not accept them) where the Safeguard Systems are
or appear to be intended to be resold by the customer.
(B)
We shall bill and ship to customers directly for orders credited to you and
the customer shall pay us directly. You are expressly prohibited from converting to your
own account any customer payments issued to Safeguard. For your services hereunder
you shall receive commission payments pursuant to the commission rate specified in the
applicable product Addendum on the net sales of Safeguard Systems credited to you;
however, commission rates may be changed, upon ninety (90) days written notice, at our
sole discretion due to a change in economic or competitive conditions; but such changes
can only be made in connection with a broad policy change affecting all distributors
(except those, if any, whose contracts provide otherwise) and provided further that any
such change in commission rates shall only affect sales made after an announcement by
Safeguard. For the purpose of calculating the commission payable to you, net sales of
Safeguard Systems means the amount actually received by us with respect to sales
credited to you, less:
(i)

all taxes applicable thereto;

(ii)

all transportation and freight costs applicable thereto;

(iii)

all handling costs applicable thereto;

(iv)

all returns and allowances.

(C)
We will pay commissions on or about the 15th day of each month for
Safeguard Systems sales billed during the previous month and solicited by you according
to the terms and conditions of this Agreement. If we have not received payment in full
for any of the Safeguard Systems sales for which you have been paid a commission
within one hundred twenty (120) days of the billing date, you will be subject to
commission chargebacks according to the then applicable Accounts Receivable
Procedures Manual or similar policy manual. In the typical instance, this means that you
will be required to repay us an amount equivalent to your commission on the unpaid

56068.00.00 I/460237.6
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portion, unless we deduct the amount from payments which we owe you. If we are later
paid by the customer, we will then pay to you an amount equal to the amount collected
Jess the out-of~pocket costs of collection times your rate of conunission.
(D)
We will withhold each month from commissions due you under this
Agreement a sum equal to the fixed monthly amount specified in the schedule which is
then in effect, plus a handling fee. This amount shall be collected on behalf of the
transferor(s) of the account protection rights (descn"bed in Paragraph 4 above) to the
existing Safeguard customers identified in Exhibit B, subsection {ii). This amount
represents the future monthly commission deductions which you have voluntarily
authorized to be withheld from yom· net commissions in consideration of such account
protection rights to previously-established customers being assigned to you. You
acknowledge and agree that the foregoing amount would not be collected from you
unless you had Imowingly and fi·eely elected, after such prior investigation as you
deemed appropriat~, to acquire the account protection rights to the existing customers
identified in Exhibit B, subsection (ii).

7.

SAFEGUARD'S DUTIES AND OBLIGATIONS

In addition to those duties and obligations described elsewhere in this Agreement,
Safeguard shall:
(A)
Use its best efforts, consistent with your status as an independent sales
agent, our obligations to other distributors, and our financial and personnel limitations, to
assist you in the solicitation of orders of Safeguard Systems within the Territory by
fumishing to you, upon terms not less favorable to you than are generally offered to other
comparable distributors, such samples, technical and descriptive information as you may,
at your discretion, reasonably request from time to time.
(B)
Forward to you, with reasonable promptness, copies of all inquiries and
other correspondence relating to Safeguard Systems received by Safeguard fi·om
customers identified on Exhibit B, together with copies of Safeguard's reply to such
inquiries or con·espondence.
(C)
Notify you with reasonable promptness upon becoming aware of any
liability claim by any of the customers identified on Exhibit B relating to Safeguard
Systems or of any other event that may reasonably be expected to have a material adverse
effect upon the sale of Safeguard Systems to such customers.
(D)
Indemnify and hold you harmless from and against all loss, damage,
liability, cost or expense of any nature whatsoever which may be asserted against you by
a third patty (a "Loss") arising out of or in connection with the manufacture, marketing,
sale, distribution or use of Safeguard Systems except a Loss resulting in whole or in part
from your breach of the Agreement, violation of law, or other wrongful conduct.
(E)
Use its best efforts to ensure customer satisfaction with the Safeguard
Systems (including their use, sale and delive1y), subject to your cooperation in following

56068.00.001/460237.6
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up on customer complaints in a prompt and cowteous fashion and keeping Safeguard
informed regarding such matters.
(F)
Have sole responsibility for billing and the collection of customer
accounts in the Territory, subject to your reasonable cooperation, where requested, in
assisting Safeguard in pursuing its collection efforts.

8.

DISTRIBUTOR'S DUTIES AND OBliGATIONS.

In addition to those duties and obligations described elsewhere in this Agreement,
you shall:
(A)
Refi·ain from soliciting orders of Safeguard Systems from customers as to
whom other Safeguard distributors then hold account protection rights, including to use
best efforts to determine that prospective customers are not already registered in
Safeguard's computer to another Safeguard distributor, and to avoid taking any actions
intended to, or having the effect of, incorrectly identifying the name, address, or identity
of the customer in orders submitted to Safeguard.
.(B)
Refrain from soliciting orders of Safeguard Systems outside the Territory,
except where permitted pursuant to written Safeguard guidelines or policies and to avoid
taking any actions intended to, or having the effect of, incon·ectly identifYing the name,
address or identity of the customer in orders submitted to Safeguard.
(C)
Cooperate with Safeguard to the extent reasonably requested in attempting
to establish, maintain, comply with and/or expand relationships with (I) private label
suppliers or suppliers selected by Safeguard to create strategic alliances for the
production of other products; (2) Major Accounts or Banks; (3) Accountants or other
referral sources in the Territory, including to promptly follow up on leads/referrals
provided by Safeguard and comply with any other requirements established for a
particular lead or referral program and to otherwise comply with the terms of the
applicable Addenda.

(D)
Maintain all customer and financial records (including, for example,
computerized records and books of original entry) pertaining to Safeguard and your
distributorship in an orderly and organized fashion, and, upon reasonable prior notice, to
make such customer and financial records available for audit by Safeguard (at
Safeguard's sole expense) during normal business hours.
(E)
Comply with administrative and commission policies not in conflict with
this Agreement which are now in effect or which we may issue from time to time for all
distributors within your Territory, or any metropolitan area included within the Te1Tit01y.
You acknowledge receipt of a copy of Safeguard's cunent administrative policies and
business operations manuals including accounts receivable procedures manual, customer
management system order entry manual and other manuals.
(F)
If you, in your sole discretion, choose to appoint other sales and office
management personnel to assist you in canying out your duties and responsibilities under

56068.00.001/460237.6
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this Agreement, you must obtain Safeguard's prior written consent which will not be
unreasonably withheld. By way of example, Safeguard may withhold its consent if the
associate distributor or such other personnel fails to sign a written agreement, in such
form attached hereto as Exhibit C, or a similar written agreement, promising to respect
and protect the trade secrets and confidential information of Safeguard.
(G)
Attend and successfully complete Safeguard's training program relating to
any Safeguard System which you are authorized to offer from time to time. The
Safeguard business you operate must, at all times during the term of this Agreement, be
under the direct supervision of you or a trained and competent manager should you
choose not to be the primary manager of the Safeguard business. If you choose to
appoint a manager, such manager must attend and successfully complete the initial
training program. You shall be responsible for the applicable training fee charged by
Safeguard and you must pay the expenses incurred by you and all of your managers and
employees attending the training programs, including travel, room, board, transportation
expenses and wages.

9.

USE OF NAME AND LOGOTYPE.

Safeguard, as part of this Agreement, grants you a non-exclusive license, which
may be revoked at any time in which Safeguard believes that you are in violation of any
of the terms and conditions of this Agreement, to use the name "Safeguard" and the
Safeguard logotype and other names and logos we identifY from time to time, solely in
connection with your representation of Safeguard under this Agreement. You must use
the name "Safeguard," and other marks and logos we license to you, in compliance with
our specifications, standards and operating procedures. Any unauthorized use of our
marks will constitute infringement of our rights in and to the marks. You agree that your
use of our marks and any goodwill established thereby will inure to our exclusive benefit
and you acknowledge that this Agreement does not confer any goodwill or other interest
in and to the marks upon you. No statement in this Agreement shall be construed to
prevent us from granting to other persons or entities the right to use the name
"Safeguard." If this Agreement is terminated for any reason, all your rights to use the
nan1e "Safeguard" and the logotype automatically revert back to us and you may no
longer use such name or logotype. In such event, we shall have the right to request you
to advise in writing any person whom we designate that you are no longer authorized to
use the name "Safeguard" and the Safeguard logotype. You agree promptly to comply
with such request. You should adopt a fictitious name incorporating the name
"Safeguard" under which you will do business. This name must be approved by us in
writing before you commence doing business under that name.

10.

TERMINATION OF AGREEMENT.

(A)
This Agreement shall remain in effect for an initial te1m of five (5) years
unless it is terminated earlier for the reasons described herein.
(B)
Safeguard may terminate this Agreement immediately, without prior
waming, by giving you written notice if any of the following should occur:

56068.00.001/460237.6
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(i)

You abandon your Distributorship by failing to consistently s~ice
customers by returning phone calls, processing orders or otherwise.

·(ii)

You or any of your agents or employees sell or solicit sales of any
products, services or supplies: (a) not approved by Safeguard; (b)
which are detennined by Safeguard in its discretion to be
competitive with any other Safeguard Systems or products that are
manufactured by Safeguard or made available through a strategic
alliance or otherwise. The term "competitive" shall include, by
way of illustration without limiting the meaning thereof, the
characteristic of (1) having one or more applications substantially
the same as applications of Safeguard products, services and
supplies, or (2) performing one or more functions capable of being
performed by Safeguard products, services and supplies.

(iii)

You or any of your agents or employees sell or represent a seller of
non-competitive products, services or supplies without obtaining
our prior written consent, which will not be unreasonably withheld
and which, if granted, may be revoked by Safeguard due to a
subsequent change in circumstances.
Without limiting the
generality of the foregoing, Safeguard will not normally grant its
consent unless (i) the product, service or supply is ancillary to
Safeguard Systems, (ii) is not manufactured by or otherwise
available from Safeguard, and (iii) you are then satisfying the
quotas set forth in Paragraph IO(D) below. If you receive
Safeguard's consent to sell or represent a seller of then noncompetitive products, services or supplies and Safeguard
subsequently makes available new Safeguard Systems which are
competitive with such previously non-competitive items, you agree
that, if you decide to sign the applicable product addendum, you,
your agents and employees shall take all reasonable and
appropriate actions to convert the customers to Safeguard's product
lines within a reasonable period of time.

(iv)

You or any of your agents or employees conduct yourselves or
your business in a consistently unethical or disreputable manner or
engage in a pattern of trade practices which directly or indirectly
discredit Safeguard, Safeguard customers, Safeguard distributors
or Safeguard products or services.

(v)

You or any ofyour agents or employees breach or materially fail to
perform any of the terms and conditions of this Agreement for
sixty (60) days or more after written notice from Safeguard (other
than a breach of any of the foregoing subsections of this Paragraph
lO(B) as to which immediate termination is authorized). Prior to
the expiration of such sixty (60) day period, Safeguard shall have
the option to take such other actions, such as, for example,
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withholding the applicable commissions, or assigning another
distributor to service the applicable customer accounts, as
Safeguard may deem appropriate in its discretion. After the
expiration of such sixty (60) day period, Safeguard, in its
discretion, may elect not to declare you to be in material breach of
this Agreement, but rather to continue such other remedies as are
authorized by the previous sentence.
(vi)

You become insolvent, make an assignment for the benefit of
creditors or an admission of your inability to pay your or your
disttibutorship's obligations as they become due, or have a petition
fi1ed for bankruptcy or corporate, partnership or other dissolution
(in which case termination is effective automatically upon the
occurrence of any ofthese events without delivery of notice).

{C)
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in Paragraph IO(B) above,
Safeguard shall give you sixty (60) days prior written notice and an opportunity to cu1·e if
any breach of Paragraph IO(B) is committed by any of your agents and employees
without your previous approval, knowledge, involvement or acquiescence:

(D)
Set forth below are your annual net sales quotas for the initial five (5) year
te1m of this Agreement. Safeguard may terminate this Agreement by giving you sixty
(60) days written notice if the net sales (net of uncollectible accounts, returns and
allowances) of Safeguard Systems credited to you do not equal or exceed the amounts set
f01th below for any of the annual periods indicated (or any annual renewal period):
8/1/2006 to 7/30/2007
811/2007 to 7/30/2008
8/1/2008 to 7/30/2009
8/112009 to 7/30/2010
8/1/2010 to 7/30/2011

$618,000.00
$649,000.00
$681,000.00
$715,000.00
$750,000.00

The foregoing annual net sales quotas may, at Safeguard's option, be reasonably
increased based upon any price increases for Safeguard Systems during the period, and
shall be reasonably decreased by Safeguard in the event of material price decreases for
Safeguard Systems.
In addition to the above annual net sales quotas, Safeguard may tem1inate this
Agreement by giving you sixty (60) days written notice if the net sales of Safeguard
Systems credited to you for each calendar year do not at least equal the net sales of
Safeguard Systems credited to you for the prior calendar year. ·
(E)
This Agreement will also terminate sixty (60) days after the occtuTence of
any of the following events:
(i)

56068.00.001/460237.6

You give us written notice that you have elected to terminate this
Agreement.
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(ii)

Your death or permanent disability, unless your executor,
administrator, conservator, guardian or other personal
representative, or remaining shareholders, partners, members or
similar individuals, appoints an interim manager, approved by
Safeguard for the distributorship. Permanent disability means your
inability to fully perform all of the duties and responsibilities
hereunder to the fuJI extent required by this Agreement by reason
of illness, injury or incapacity for twenty-six (26) consecutive
weeks. In the event of any dispute under this subparagraph, you
shall submit to a physical examination by a licensed physiciaq
selected by us, who must also be approved by you so long as your
consent is not unreasonably withheld or delayed.

(iii)

If an interim manager is not appointed within ten ( 10) days of such
death or disability, we may, but are not required to, appoint a
manager to operate your distributorship until the intelim manager
is appointed or an assignee is approved according to the tetms and
conditions below.
If we appoint a manager for your
distributorship, the manager will be compensated in accordance
with our then-applicable guidelines for existing and new business
generated by distributors. Our appointment of a manager shall not
relieve you of your obligations under this Agreement, and we shall
not be liable for any debts, losses, costs or expenses incmTed while
our appointed manager is operating your distributorship. Further,
the transfer of this Agreement by the executor, administrator,
conservator, guardian or other personal representative must be
completed within twelve (12) months fi·om the date of death or
permanent disability.

(F)
As long as you are then in compliance with all of its terms and conditions,
and we mutually agree upon minimum annual net sales for the renewal te1m, you may
renew the term of this Agreement for additional periods of five (5) years each by giving
us written notice at least sixty (60) days prior to the end of the cun-ent term. To
accomplish renewal, you must sign our then-current form of standard distributor
agreement and all other agreements and documents we then customarily use in granting
distributorships or renewal distributorships such as a general release of claims against us,
our affiliates and their respective officers, directors, shareholders, agents and employees.
If you fail to timely sign the then-current agreement, this Agreement shall continue in full
force and effect on a month-to-month basis until the new agreement is signed or this
Agreement is te1minated by us.

(G)
Safeguard shall have the right, upon written notice to you, to rescind any
sixty (60) day period prior to termination otherwise provided for in this paragraph and to
declare the te1mination to be effective immediately if during that sixty (60) day period (or
any portion thereof) you or any of your agents or employees fail to continue to solicit
orders on behalf of Safeguard and otherwise perform your obligations under this
Agreement in good faith.
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11.

ASSIGNMENT OF RIGHTS.

Your rights Wider this Agreement may not be assigned or transferred by you, or
by operation of law, in part. A transfer of ownership, possession or control of any of
your commission rights hereunder may be made· only in conjWlction with a transfer of
this Agreement. You must transfer all of your rights either to Safeguard or another
person. If (i) you have been a Distributor for at least five (5) years, (ii) have satisfied the
requirements set forth below in Paragraph 12(D), and (iii) you are in compliance with all
terms and conditions of this Agreement, and you wish to transfer your rights to solicit
orders of Safeguard Systems to the customers indicated on Exhibit B and to earn
commissions from such sales (the "Rights11), the following must firSt occur.
You must first offer Safeguard your Rights on the terms described in
(A)
Paragraph 12(B) below. This offer to Safeguard must be in writing and it must include a
list of all of the customers in respect of whom you have Rights. Safeguard shall have
ninety (90) days from the date it receives such written offer to either accept or reject it.
NO WAIVER BY SAFEGUARD OF THE PROCEDURES SET FORTH IN THE
PRECEDING SENTENCES SHALL BE EFFECTIVE UNLESS IN WRITING SIGNED
BY AN OFFICER OF SAFEGUARD. If we do not accept the assignment of your Rights
within ninety (90) days after we receive your offer, then;
(B)
You may transfer your Rights to a third party or parties who must be
approved by Safeguard in wtiting, and Safeguard agrees not to unreasonably withhold its
approval. The following shall be examples of reasonable grounds for withholding
approval:

56068.00.001/460237.6

(i)

the third party: (a) had inadequate sales and management
experience, or inadequate financial resources to operate a
distributorship of this size and complexity, (b) refuses to provide
information about his qualifications or financial condition as ·
requested by Safeguard, or (c) refuses to complete Safeguard's
initial training program and pay the requisite fee, provided,
however, that if the third party is an existing Safeguard distributor,
he or she may not need to complete such training;

(ii)

the third party is a representative of a competitive company at the
time of the proposed transfer and either (a) does not agree to
relinquish such position at the time of the transfer, or (b) is subject
to binding non-competition or non-solicitation covenants with the
competitor;

(iii)

the third pa11y will not agree to devote his best eff01ts to the
business of the distributorship, and actively pat1icipate in its sales
activities and management;

(iv)

the third pa11y has a history of poor credit experience or has been
convicted of a felony;
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(v)

the third party is at the time of the proposed transfer a Safeguard
distributor or was a distributor whose contract was terminated or a
Safeguard employee whose employment was terminated;

(vi)

the third party fails to submit a satisfactory business plan to
Safeguard, or fails to agree to accept reasonable net sales quota
requirements and the terms and conditions of Safeguard's then
existing non-exclusive distributor contract;

(vii)

the third party insists upon being assigned Rights in and to a larger
base of existing customer accounts than Safeguard in its sole
discretion deems appropriate; or

\

(viii) the financial terms (i.e. price and payback) are not fair and
reasonable to the third party (i) in terms of providing him or her
with adequate cash flow with which to operate as a Safeguard
Distributor, or (ii) in comparison with the financial terms of
assignments of rights by comparable disttibutors at or about that
time.
If you fail to assign and transfer your Rights to a third party who has been
apprpved by Safeguard in writing within ninety (90) days of the date Safeguard rejected
your offer, then your right to transfer the Rights to third parties shall lapse and shall not
become effective until you have again offered your Rights to Safeguard as described
above ~nd Safeguard has again rejected your offer.
(C)
In no event will you be permitted to assign your ·Rights or to receive any
payments ·under this paragraph unless you or your personal representative executes a
written agreement with Safeguard and the third party containing such terms and
conditions as Safeguard may reasonably request.
(D)
For the purpose of this paragraph, as well as Paragraphs 10 and 12, this
Agreement shall be deemed to have commenced on August 1, 2006.
12.

PAYMENTS AFTER TERMINATION.

Safeguard will make payments to you after termination of this Agreement under
the following circumstances:
If Safeguard terminates this Agreement for any of the reasons set forth in
(A)
Paragraph 10, other than Paragraphs IO(B)(i) through (iv) or you die or become
permanently disabled within the first five (5) years, or if you terminate this Agreement,
Safeguard will, subject to Paragraph 12(D), pay you (or your beneficiaries), for two (2)
years after the effective date of termination, fifty percent (50%) of the commissions
generated on all repeat sales of Safeguard Systems that are made during such period to
customers from whom you were entitled to receive commissions while this Agreement
was still in effect. Safeguard will not, however, make any such payments if, during the
two (2) year period within the Tenitory, you or your agents or employees, directly or
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indirectly, sell, attempt to sell, or assist others in selling or attempting to sell services,
products, or supplies which are competitive with Safeguard services, products or
supplies, either on your own behalf or on behalf of others or if you fail to deliver to us
within two (2) business days of the date of termination of this Agreement all of the
Safeguard trade secrets and confidential information listed in Paragraph 13, and
cooperate with us (as described in Paragraph 13) in the transfer of the customer accounts
to us or to our representative.
(B)
If after this Agreement has been in effect for more than five (5) years (i)
you die or become permanently disabled; or (ii) you transfer your Rights to Safeguard
pursuant to Paragraph ll(A), Safeguard will, subject to Paragraph 12(D), pay you (or
your beneficiaries), for four (4) years after the effective date of termination, fifty percent
(500/o) of the commissions generated on all repeat sales of Safeguard Systems that are
made during such period to customers from whom you were entitled to receive
commissions while this Agreement was still in effect. Safeguard will not, however, make
any such payments if, during the four (4) yea1· period within the Territory, you or your
agents or employees, directly or indirectly, sell, attempt to sell, or assist others in selling
or attempting to sell services, products or supplies which are competitive with Safeguard
services, products or supplies either on your own behalf or on behalf of others, or if you
fail to deliver to us within two (2) business days of the date of termination of this
Agreement all of the Safeguard trade secrets and confidential information listed in
Paragraph 13, and cooperate with us (as described in Paragraph 13) in the transfer of
~ese customer accounts to us or to our representative.
(C)
You (or your beneficiaries) will also be entitled to additional payments if
you are entitled to payments under subparagraph (B) and if a third pmiy is recruited, who
meets Safeguard's reasonable standards for selection as a distributor then in effect,
including, without limitation, the criteria described in Paragraph ll(B) above, and who
agrees to purchase your Rights. These additional payments will equal the difference
between the amount which the third pmty agrees to pay for the purchase of such Rights
and the amount payable to you under subparagraph 12(B) above. Safeguard has and
assumes no duty to assist you or your estate to make such a sale of the Rights or to recruit
or approve such a third pa1ty, except under our then current and reasonable standards. If
the Rights are sold to a third party who subsequently defaults, Safeguard's only obligation
will be to pay to you the balance, if any, that would be due under subparagraph 12(B).

(D)
If this Agreement is terminated for any reason before all of the monthly
commission deductions set forth in Paragraph 6(D) have been withheld from you, you
shall have no personal liability for the remaining balance, but, conversely, you shall not
be entitled to a refund or recoupment of any monthly deductions previously made, and
you shall also receive no payments under Paragraph 1I or 12 unless arrangements are
made in writing, that are approved by Safeguard in its discretion, under which the
remainder of such amount set forth in Paragraph 6(D) is collected in full, as well as any
loan or other balances owed by you to Safeguard.
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13.

NON-DISCLOSURE OF CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION AND NONCOMPETITION.

In consideration of Safeguard's appointing you as a distributor of Safeguard
Systems, and in recognition that as a sales agent you have an obligation to your principal
to return all of Safeguard's trade secrets or other confidential information upon the
termination of the agency, you agree that upon the termination of this Agreement for any
reason you (for purposes of this paragraph "you" includes you, your agents and
employees, individually as well as collectively) will immediately return to Safeguard all
originals and copies of all customer files, cards and records (including past ordering
history, samples and imprints), all customer lists, proprietary computer software and
related documentation, price books and/or price lists, product manuals or other product
training materials in your respective possession, custody or control; and all sales aids,
sales brochures, design form trays, demonstration boards, and all other Safeguard sales
materials developed or used in the course of operating your Safeguard business. You
agree that these are trade secrets and confidential information belonging to Safeguard and
neither you nor any of your agents or employees will (i) disclose any of such trade secrets
or confidential information about Safeguard or the nature of its business to any third
parties, (ii) permit any such confidential information to become known by a"ny such third
party, or (iii) retain or use any such information other than in connection with serving as
a Safeguard Distributor.
Upon termination of this Agreement for any reason or expiration you agree that
you will not disparage Safeguard, its products or its distributors and that you shall assign
to Safeguard or its designee further use of all business telephone number(s), facsimile
machine number(s), and post office box number(s) previously used in connection with
your Safeguard distributorship in accordance with Exhibit D attached hereto. You agree
that upon termination or expiration of this Agreement (or, if requested by Safeguard, at
any time prior thereto in which event such documents may be postdated by Safeguard),
you will sign such documents as may be required by the telephone company or post
office to effectuate such assignment. If you fail or refuse to do so by this Agreement you
appoint and consent to Safeguard's serving as your representative to ex.ecute any such
documents on your behalf. You agree that you shall promptly forward to Safeguard (or
its designee) all mail, orders or other correspondence received by you at any of your
home or business addresses after the date of termination or expiration that are addressed
to or otherwise relate to Safeguard, and that you shall advise persons who call your home
or business telephone numbers asking for Safeguard of the new telephone numbers at
which Safeguard (or its designee) can be reached.
Also, for a period of two (2) years after this Agreement is terminated or ex.pires,
within the Territory, you agree that neither you nor any of your agents or employees shall
directly or indirectly, on your or their own behalf or on behalf of any other person,
company or entity, solicit, sell, attempt to sell, or assist others in selling systems or
services, supplies or products competitive with systems, services, supplies or products
available from Safeguard to any Safeguard customers from whom you had solicited
orders or with whom you had otherwise done business prior to such te1mination or
ex.piration date.
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If either you or your agents or employees violate any of the above agreements,
you acknowledge that Safeguard's remedy at law for violation will be inadequate.
Safeguard will be entitled to temporary and permanent equitable relief to prohibit you or
them from continuing to violate this Agreement even if no money damages can be
proven; provided, however, that nothing stated herein shall be construed so as to preclude
Safeguard to recover appropriate monetary damages.
In the event any of the provisions ofParagraph 13 are deemed to exceed the time
or geographic limitations pe1mitted by applicable laws. you and we agree that the
provisions are essential for Safeguard's protection and that they shall be refonned to the
maximum time or geographic limitation permitted by applicable laws.

14.

RELATIONSIDP TO OTHER AGREEMENTS.

This Agreement is the sole understanding and agreement of the parties with
respect to its subject matter and shall supersede and replace any agreement covering the
products and services covered by this Agreement previously signed by us, as well as all
prior or contemporaneous understandings and agreements, written or oral.

15.

NO WAIVER/NO IMPLIED COVENANTS.

If any provision or pa11 of this Agreement shall be held invalid, the rest of the
Agreement shall still be binding upon each of the parties, such invalid provision or part
being deemed severable in nature. In addition, if either party elects not to enforce any of
the terms of this Agreement at any time, its failure to do so shall not be deemed a waiver
of its right to enforce that or any other part at some later time. SAFEGUARD'S
ELECTION NOT TO ENFORCE ANY OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF ITS
SIMILAR AGREEMENTS WJTH OTHER DISTRIBUTORS SHALL NOT
PREJUDICE NOR AFFECT ITS RlGHT TO ENFORCE SUCH TERMS AND
CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT AGAINST YOU.
16.

BINDING EFFECT OF THIS AGREEMENT.

This Agreement shall be binding not only on you and Safeguard, but also on each
of the heirs, executors, successors and assigns of the parties.
17.

.I

i

MISCELLANEOUS.

!

(A)
Amendment. Neither this Agreement nor any of its provisions may be
amended or waived except by a writing signed by the party against whom enforcement of
the amendment or waiver is sought.
(B)
Default by Safeguard. Safeguard shall not be deemed to have committed a
breach or default of any obligation or provision of this Agreement unless it shall have
been given written notice by you designating the specific act or provision of which there
has been a failure of petfonnance, and Safeguard shall have failed to perf01m such act or
comply with such provision within thirty (30) days after receipt of such notice.

56068.00.001/460237.6
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(C)
Limitation of Damages.
THE DAMAGES RECOVERABLE BY
EITHER PARTY HERETO FOR ANY CONTROVERSY OR CLAIM, WHETHER
FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT, TORT, VIOLATION OF STATUTE, OR
OTHERWISE, BASED UPON, ARISING OUT OF, OR RELATED TO THIS
AGREEMENT, A BREACH THEREOF, OR THE COMMERCIAL OR ECONOMIC
RELATION BETWEEN THE PARTIES, SHALL BE LIMITED TO ACTUAL
DAMAGES FOR COMMERCIAL LOSS. NEITHER PARTY HERETO SHALL BE
LIABLE TO THE OTHER FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES, OR FOR COMPENSATORY
DAMAGES FOR EMOTIONAL DISTRESS.
(D)
Limitation of Actions. THE PARTIES MUTUALLY AGREE THAT
ANY CLAIM OF ANY KIND BASED UPON, ARISING OUT OF, OR RELATED TO
THIS AGREEMENT, A BREACH THEREOF, OR THE COMMERCIAL OR
ECONOMIC RELATION BETWEEN TilE PARTIES, SHALL BE BARRED UNLESS
ASSERTED BY THE COMPLAINING PARTY BY THE COMMENCEMENT OF AN
ACTION WITHIN ONE YEAR AFTER THE FIRST INACTION OR ACTION TO
WHICH THE CLAIM RELATES.

18.

GOVERNINGLAW.

This Agreement shall become effective when executed and accepted by us in
Texas. All matters relating to arbitration will be governed by the Federal Arbitration Act
(9 U.S.C. §§ I et seq.). Except to the extent governed by the Federal Arbitration Act, the
United States Trademark Act of 1946 (Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. Sections 1051 et seq.) or
other federal law, this Agreement, the distributorship and the relationship between you
and Safeguard will be governed and construed under and in accordance with the laws of
Texas, except that the provisions of the Texas Deceptive Trade Practices Act (and the
regulations thereunder) will not apply unless its jurisdictional requirements are met
independently without reference to this subsection.

19.

RELIANCE UPON OWN JUDGMENT.

Each of the parties acknowledges that in executing this Agreement it relies solely
on his, her or its own judgment, belief and knowledge, and such advice as he, she or it
may have received from his, her or its own counsel, and, except for representations
expressly set forth herein, that party bas not been influenced by any representations or
statements made by the other party or his, her or its counsel.

20.

FULL DISCLOSURE/NO ORAL REPRESENTATIONS.

BY SIGNING THIS AGREEMENT YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT NO ORAL
REPRESENTATIONS CONTRARY TO ANY OF THE WRITTEN TERMS OF THIS
AGREEMENT HAVE BEEN MADE TO YOU BY ANYONE EMPLOYED BY OR
REPRESENTING SAFEGUARD. You specifically acknowledge that Safeguard has
explained to you that (1) it cannot provide assurances that it will provide you with
unlimited or any predetemtined level of support or training, (2) that any of the Safeguard
customers identified in Exhibit B, subsection (ii) will continue to reorder the same
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product or similar amounts in the future, (3) that any such customer still remains in
business .or may not appear more than once on the list, possibly under different names, or
(4) that you will attain the net sales quotas set forth in Paragraph IO(D), or achieve any
other sales or earnings forecasts that have been developed by Safeguard and you. You
understand that Safeguard only represents to you that the customers whose names are
listed in subsection (ii) to Exhibit B have in the past bought Safeguard products and
services. YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT ANY DISCUSSIONS YOU MAY HAVE
HAD WITH SAFEGUARD ABOUT ANY EXPECTATION OF FUTURE ORDERS
FROM SUCH CUSTOMERS HAVE INVOLVED ESTIMATES ONLY. You also
aclmowledge that you have received an explanation of how the price of the account
protection rights set forth in Paragraph 6(D) and how the annual quota set forth in
Paragraph 1O(D) has been calculated, that these computations are satisfactory, and that
the quotas are reasonable and attainable by you. You have read this Agreement carefully
and have been encouraged by Safeguard to review it with an attorney of your choice, and
you agree to be bound by its terms.

21.

DISPUTES/ARBITRATION/WAIVER OF JURY TRIAL.

(A)
Any dispute between you and another Safeguard distributor, including, for
example, disputes relating to claims that you (or any of your agents or employees) have
violated subparagraphs (A) and (B) of Paragraph 8 above or your claim that another
Safeguard distributor has violated similar covenants or obligations arising from his or her
distributor agreernent(s) with Safeguard, may be resolved. by Safeguard pursuant to its
written policies then in effect. You agree to abide by the decision of Safeguard, which, in
the absence of clear and convincing evidence of fraud or conflict of interest, will be final
and binding and not appealable to any court of law or otherwise, and you agree that you
shall not file, claim, sue or cause or permit to be filed or claimed any action for legal or
equitable relief (including for damages, injunctive, declaratory, monetaty or other relief)
against Safeguard involving any dispute submitted to or adjudicated by Safegtlard.
(B)
EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE PROVIDED IN SUBPARAGRAPH (A)
ABOVE, ALL CONTROVERSIES, DISPUTES OR CLAIMS A.RlSING BETWEEN
US, (OUR OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, AGENTS, EMPLOYEES AND ATTORNEYS
(IN THEIR REPRESENTATIVE CAPACITY) AND YOU (YOUR OWNERS AND
GUARANTORS, IF APPLICABLE) ARISING OUT OF OR RELATED TO: (1) THIS
AGREEMENT OR ANY PROVISION THEREOF OR ANY RELATED
AGREEMENT; (2) THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE PARTIES HERETO; (3) THE
VALIDITY OF THIS AGREEMENT OR ANY RELATED AGREEMENT, OR ANY
PROVISION THEREOF; OR (4) ANY SPECIFICATION, STANDARD OR
OPERATING PROCEDURE RELATING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OR
OPERATION OF THE SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SHALL BE SUBMITTED FOR
ARBITRATION TO BE ADMINISTERED BY THE DALLAS, TEXAS OFFICE OF
THE AMERICAN ARBITRATION ASSOCATION ON DEMAND OF EITHER
PARTY. SUCH ARBITRATION PROCEEDINGS SHALL BE CONDUCTED IN
DALLAS, TEXAS AND, EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE PROVIDED IN TillS
AGREEMENT, SHALL BE CONDUCTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE THEN
CURRENT COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION RULES OF THE AMERICAN
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ARBITRATION ASSOCIATION BY A PANEL OF THREE (3) ARBITRATORS.
THE ARBITRATORS SHALL HAVE THE RIGHT TO AWARD OR INCLUDE IN
THEIR AWARD ANY RELIEF WHICH THEY DEEM PROPER IN THE
CIRCUMSTANCES, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, MONEY DAMAGES
(WITH INTEREST ON UNPAID AMOUNTS FROM DATE DUE), SPECIFIC
PERFORMANCE, INJUNCTIVE RELIEF. PROVIDED THAT THE ARBITRATOR
DOES NOT HAVE THE RIGHT TO AWARD EXEMPLARY OR PUNITIVE
DAMAGES.
THE PARTIES ARE PROHIBITED FROM SUBMITTING
SETTLEMENT DISCUSSIONS OR OFFERS TO THE ARBITRATORS FOR
CONSIDERATION IN THE CONTEXT OF ANY ARBITRATION. THE AWARD
AND DECISION OF THE ARBITRATORS SHALL BE CONCLUSIVE AND
BINDING UPON ALL PARTIES HERETO AND JUDGMENT UPON THE AWARD
MAY BE ENTERED IN ANY COURT OF COMPETENT JURISDICTION, AND
EACH PARTY WAIVES ANY RIGHT TO CONTEST THE VALIDITY OR
ENFORCEABILITY OF SUCH AWARD. THE PARTIES FURTHER AGREE TO BE
BOUND BY THE PROVISIONS OF ANY APPLICABLE LIMITATION ON THE
PERIOD OF TIME IN WHICH CLAIMS MUST BE BROUGHT. THE PARTIES
FURTHER AGREE THAT IN CONNECTION WITH ANY SUCH ARBITRATION
PROCEEDING EACH SHALL FILE ANY COMPULSORY COUNTERCLAIM (AS
DEFINED BY RULE 13 OF THE FEDERAL RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURES)
WITHIN THIRTY (30) DAYS .OF THE DATE OF THE FILING OF THE CLAIM TO
WHICH IT RELATES. THIS PROVISION SHALL CONTINUE IN FULL FORCE
AND EFFECT SUBSEQUENT TO AND NOTWITHSTANDING EXPIRATION OR
TERMINATION OF THIS AGREEMENT. SAFEGUARD AND DISTRIBUTOR
AGREE THAT ARBITRATION SHALL BE CONDUCTED ON AN INDIVIDUAL,
NOT A CLASS-WIDE BASIS. THE PARTIES FURTHER AGREE THAT CLAIMS
BY OR AGAINST EITHER OF THEM {AND THEIR OFFICERS, DIRECTORS,
EMPLOYEES, SHAREHOLDERS, GUARANTORS OR AFFILIATES) WILL BE
HEARD ON AN INDIVIDUAL BASIS AND NOT CONSOLIDATED WITH THE
CLAIMS OF ANY THIRD PARTIES. NOTWITHSTANDING ANYTHING TO TilE
CONTRARY CONTAINED INTHIS PARAGRAPH, WE AND YOU EACH HAVE
THE RIGHT IN A PROPER CASE TO OBTAIN TEMPORARY RESTRAINING
ORDERS OR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTIVE RELIEF FROM A COURT OF
COMPETENT JURISDICTION; PROVIDED, HOWEVER, THAT WE AND YOU
MUST CONTEMPORANEOUSLY SUBMIT OUR DISPUTE FOR ARBITRATION
ON THE MERITS AS PROVIDED IN THIS PARAGRAPH.
(C)
IN THE EVENT OF ANY DISPUTE BETWEEN YOU AND
SAFEGUARD BASED UPON, ARlSING IN CONNECTION WITH, OR
RELATED TO THE INTERPRETATION OF THIS AGREEMENT OR A
CLAIMED BREACH THEREOF, THE PARTIES' RESPECTIVE RlGHTS AND
OBLIGATIONS UNDER THIS AGREEMENT, OR FROM ALLEGED
TORTIOUS CONDUCT OR STATUTORY VIOLATIONS RELATED IN ANY
WAY, DffiECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, EITHER TO THIS AGREEMENT OR TO
THE PARTIES' COMMERCIAL OR ECONOMIC RELATIONSHIP, AND
EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE PROVIDED IN SUBPARAGRAPH (A) ABOVE, YOU
AND WE AGREE THAT THE ISSUES THAT WILL BE RAISED IN SUCH
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DlSPUTE WILL BE DIFFICULT AND COMPLEX SO THAT ANY LAWSUIT
RESULTING FROM SUCH A CONTROVERSY WILL BE TRIED BEFORE A
COURT OF COMPETENT JURISDICTION BY A JUDGE SITTING WITHOUT
A JURY.
YOU HEREBY KNOWINGLY, VOLUNTARILY AND
INTENTIONALLY WAIVE ANY RIGHT YOU MAY HAVE TO. A TRIAL BY
JURY IN RESPECT TO LITIGATION RELATIVE TO ANY OF THE
FOREGOING MATTERS, AND YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT TIDS
PROVISION IS A MATERIAL INDUCEMENT FOR SAFEGUARD'S
ENTERING INTO TillS AGREEMENT WITH YOU.
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.

B~P,~

TJ ENTERPRlS.ES, INC.

Its:

Pns;,Lm±

Date:._ _ ._,?;~- =-/2:.: +'6{. .;. . 0(p-=--------
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EXHIBIT A
TO THAT CERTAIN DISTRIBUTOR AGREEMENT
BETWEEN SAFEGlJARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND

TI Ertyprises. -Dtc_..,

You shall have the non-exclusive right to call on prospective users of Safeguard Systems
in the geographical area described below.
The following counties in the State ofidaho:
Ada
Adams
Bannock
Bear Lake
Bingham
Blaine
Boise
Bonneville
Butte

Camas
Canyon
Caribou
Cassia
Clark
Custer
Elmore
Franklin
Fremont
Gem
Gooding
Jefferson
Jerome
Lemhi
Lincoln
Madison
Mindoka
Oneida
Owyhee
Power
Teton
Twin Falls
Valley
Washington
The foil wing counties in the State of Oregon:
Malheur
The following counties in the State of Wyoming:
Lincoln
Teton

000407

EXHIBITB
TO THAT CERTAIN DISTRIBUTOR AGREEMENT
BETWEEN SAFEGUJ\RD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND
U &lterpciseg. x~ c_,.

You shall have the exclusive right to the applicable commissions on sales of Safeguard
Systems to:
(i) each customer in the Territmy whose first order of Safeguard Systems is directly the
result of your eff011s and is credited to you, except National Accounts, Banks (and Bank
referrals) and other refen·al sources with respect to which you have failed to comply with
Paragraph 8(C); and
(ii) the Safeguard customers listed in Safeguard computer under Distributor #04F7-XX.

In addition, your exclusive right to commissions on sales of Safeguard Systems to any
customer shall expire if that customer has not purchased any Safeguard System within thitiy-six
(36) months after the invoice date of such customer's last prior purchase of any Safeguard
System.

*'

If no list of customers is physically attached hereto, you should initial this page to indicate
that such a list was previously furnished to you. You should not sign the Agreement or initial
this page unless such a list is being or has been furnished to you by Safeguard. These customers
were formerly in Safeguard's computer under Distributor #TBD and #TBD.

q~7-6\ ~~5-03, XI<.T-03,
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EXIDBITC
TO THAT CERTAIN DISTRIBUTOR AGREEMENT
BETWEEN SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND

]3 Etlttrp()·~. 1&1(1...

NON-SOLICITATION/NON-DISCLOSURE COVENANTS OF MANAGER

In consiqeration of my [employment/continued employment] as a Manager for
IUI.I'i
Ttr>l -1
~. ("Distributor") a distributor of Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.,
("Sa eguard" ano ne Dollar ($1.00), receipt of which is acknowledged, I acknowledge and agree
that:

&

1.

Safeguard has developed: plice lists, customer lists, customer files and records
(such as samples, imprints, past ordering histmies, key contact personnel and the
like), lists of referral sources, methods of doing business, sales volume figures
and other similar information. If my status as a Manager terminates for any
reason, I agree to (1) deliver to Distributor, the originals and all copies of the
foregoing confidential materials (whether documenta1y or on computerized media),
plus any and all mock ups, brochures and sales materials furnished to me by
Distributor or Safeguard; and (2) purge from my computer all references to the
foregoing lists and inf01mation, including customers of Distributor or Safeguard
and their identities (collectively refen-ed to as the "Confidential Information").

2.

As an employee of Distributor, I will receive valuable Confidential Information,
disclosure of which would be detrimental to Distributor, Safeguard, other Safeguard
distributors and Safeguard businesses.

3.

I will hold in strict confidence the Confidential Infotmation and any other
information designated by Distributor or Safeguard as confidential. I will not
disclose any portion or all of the Confidential Infonnation to non-Safeguard
employees, and I will use it only in connection with my duties as a Manager of
Distributor, unless Safeguard otherwise agrees in writing. My promise not to
disclose the Confidential Information is a condition of my employment by
Distributor and continues even after I leave the employ ofDistdbutor.

4.

I agree that I will not compete with Distributor or with Safeguard duling the time
that I am employed by or am an agent of Distributor. More specifically, I agree that
dUling that time I will not do any of the following things 'for myself or for anyone
else: (a) encourage customers to do business with any competitor of Distributor or
Safeguard; (b) acquire an interest in, or promote, aid or assist, any business that is
of the same general type as Distributor or Safeguard; (c) encourage employees or
agents ofDistdbutor or Safeguard to quit their jobs or relationships with Distributor
or Safeguard; and/or (d) directly or indirectly on my own behalf or on behalf of

000409

I

.I
any other person, entity or film, solicit, sen, attempt to sell, or assist others in
selling to any Safeguard customers printed business products, one-write
accounting and other financial systems, non-financial one-write systems such as
gift certificates and visitor pass systems, continuous and laser computer fonns and
checks, envelopes, tax forms, computer software, records management and related
business supplies, and certain lines of products manufactured or supplied for SBS
by outside vendors. I agree that my obligation in (c) and (d) directly above shall
continue beyond the termination date of my employment or agency for an
additional period of two (2) years.

5.

Safeguard is a third-party beneficiary of this Agreement and may enforce it. My
violation of this Agreement will cause Safeguard irreparable harm; therefore, I
acknowledge and agree that Safeguard or Distributor may apply for the issuance of
an injunqtion preventing me from violating this Agreement and agree to pay
Safeguard and Distributor all the costs it/they incur(s), including attomeys' fees, if
this Agreement is enforced against me. I agree that Distributor and/or Safeguard
may also get a judgment against me for money damages that result fi·om my
violation of those duties if Distributor and/or Safeguard are/is able to prove the
amount of those damages. Due to the importance of this Agreement to Safeguard,
any claim I have against Distributor or Safeguard is a separate matter and does not
entitle me to violate, or justify any violation of this Agreement. If any part of this
Agreement is held invalid by a court or agency, the rest of the Agreement is still
enforceable and the part held invalid is enforceable to the extent found reasonable
by the court or agency.

I acknowledge that these covenants are reasonable and appropriate in view of the access to
Safeguard Confidential Information that I will have as a Manager, and that Distributor would not
be willing to appoint me as a Manager unless I agree to sign this document. If I violate any of
the above covenants, I acknowledge that money damages will be an inadequate remedy and that
Safeguard will be entitled to specific performance and/or injunctive relief even if no money
damages can be proven, and that the customer non-solicitation covenants shall continue in effect
for two (2) years after the date of my last violation of the customer non-solicitation provisions
herein.

Date

56068.00.001/460237.6
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EXHIBITD
TO THAT CERTAIN DISTRIBUTOR AGREEMENT
BETWEEN SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND

13

fn\-lfp(i$-t$1

:tv~.

COLLATERAL ASSIGNMENT OF TELEPHONE NUMBERS AND LISTINGS
TIDS ASSIGNMENT is entered into this 1st day of August, 2006, in accordance with
the terms of that certain Distributor Agreement (the "Distributor Agreement") between T3
Enterprises, Inc., ("Distributor") and Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. ("Company"), executed
concurrently with this Assignment Agreement, under which Company granted Distributor the
right to own and operate a Safeguard business in Idaho( the "Business").
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, Distributor hereby assigns to Company all of Distributor's
right, title and interest in and to those certain telephone numbers and regular, classified or other
telephone directory listings (collectively, the ''Telephone Numbers and Listings") associated
with Company's trade and service marks and used from time to time in connection with the
operation of the Business. This Assignment is for collateral purposes only and, except as
specified herein, Company shall have no liability or obligation of any kind whatsoever arising
from or in connection with this Assignment, unless Company shall notify the telephone company
and/or the listing agencies with which Distributor has placed telephone directory listings (all
such entities are collectively. refetTed to herein as the "Telephone Company") to effectuate the
assignment pursuant to the terms hereof.
Upon termination or expiration of the Distributor Agreement (without renewal or
extension), Company shall have the dght and is hereby empowered to effectuate the assignment
of the Telephone Numbers and Listings, and, in such event, Distributor shall have no further
tight, title or interest in the Telephone Numbers and Listings and shall remain liable to the
Telephone Company for all past due fees owing to the Telephone Company on or before the
effective date of the assignment hereunder.
Distrjbutor acknowledges and agrees that as between Company and Distlibutor, upon
termination or expiration of the Distlibutor Agreement (without renewal or extension), Company
shall have the sole right to and interest in the Telephone Numbers and Listings, and Distributor
appoints Company as Distributor's true and lawful attorney-in-fact to direct the Telephone
Company to assign same to Company, and execute such documents and take such actions as may
be necessary to effectuate the assignment. Upon such event, Distributor shall immediately notify
the Telephone Company to assign the Telephone Numbers and Listings to Company. If
Distributor fails to promptly direct the Telephone Company to assign the Telephone Numbers
and Listings to Company, Company shall direct the Telephone Company to effectuate the
assignment contemplated hereunder to Company. The parties agree that the Telephone
Company may accept Company's written direction, the Distributor Agreement or this
Assignment as conclusive proof of Company's exclusive rights in and to the Telephone Numbers
and Listings upon such termination or expiration and that such assignment shall be made

56068.00.00 1/46023 7.6
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automatically and immediately effective upon T~lephohe Company's receipt. of such notice from
Company or Distributor. The parties further agree that if the Telephone Company requires that
the parties execute the Telephone Company's assignment fomlS or- other documentation at the
time of tennination or expiration of the Distributor Agreement, Coinpany•s execution of such
forms or documentation on behalf of Distributor shall effectuate Distributor's consent and
agreement to the assignment. The patties agree that at any time after the date hereof, they wiJI
perform such acts and execute and deliver such documents as may be necessary to assist in or
accomplish the assignment described herein upon termination or expiration of the Distributor
Agreement.
ASSIGNEE:

ASSIGNOR

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.

T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.

By:~~d%~
Its:.____________

By:

~) cJap~

Its:

fl"tsjdu\t
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EXIDBITE
TO THAT CERTAIN DISTRIBUTOR AGREEMENT
BETWEEN SAFE~,aUSINE.SS SYSTEMS, INC. AND

TJ

v'l:t~x~

Ih CJ.

Effective Date: This Exhibit E is current and complete
As of August 1, 2006
The Distributor and Its Owners

I.

Form ofDistributor.
(a)

Proprietorship. The owner(s) of the Distributor (is) (are) as follows:

(b)
Corporation, Partnership, Limited Liability Company or other Business
Entity. The Distributor was incorporated or formed on t\Jl.tt~ /9 , ~oDftJ. under the laws of
the State of
:ttkkm
. The Distributor has not condu ed business under any name other
than its cotporate, company or pa11nership name and
. The following is
a list of the Distributor's directors and/or officers as of the effective date shown above:
Name of Each Director/Officer

Position(s) Held

J\awf) Tip\~

INITIALS
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OWNER'S GUARANTY AND ASSUMPTION OF
DISTRIBUTOR'S OBLIGATIONS
In consideration of, and as an inducement to, the execution of the Distributor Agreement
(the "Agreement") by SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. ("Company"), each of the
undersigned ("Guarantors") hereby personally and unconditionally (1) guarantees to Company
and its successors and assigns, for the term of the Agreement and thereafter as provided in the
Agreement, that Dawn Teply ("Distributor") shall punctually pay and perform each and every
undertaking, agreement and covenant set forth in the Agreement and (2) agrees to be personally
bound by, and personally liable for the breach of, each and every provision in the Agreement.
Each Guarantor hereby waives:
( 1)

acceptance and notice of acceptance by Company of the foregoing undertakings;

(2)
notice of demand for payment of any indebtedness or nonperf01mance of any
obligations hereby guaranteed;
(3)
protest and notice of default to any party with respect to the indebtedness or
nonpe1formance of any obligations hereby guaranteed;
(4)
any right he may bave to require that an action be brought against Distributor or
any other person as a condition of liability; and
(5)

any and all other notices and legal or equitable defenses to which he may be

entitled.
Eacb Guarantor consents and agrees that:
(1)

his direct and immediate liability under this guaranty shall be joint and several;

(2)
he shall render any payment or performance required under the Agreement upon
demand if Distributor fails or refuses punctually to do so;
(3)
such liability shall not be conditioned upon pursuit by Company of any remedies
against Distrib~1tor or any other person; and
(4)
such liability shall not be diminished, relieved or otherwise affected by any
extension of time, credit or other indulgence which Company may from time to time grant to
Distributor or to any other person, including without limitation the acceptance of any partial
payment or perfo1mance, or the compromise or release of any claims, none of which shall in any
way modify or amend this guaranty, which shall be continuing and irrevocable during the term of
the Agreement.

56068.00.001/4 60237.6
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, each of the undersigned has hereunto affixed his signature on
the same day and year as the Agreement was executed.
GUARANTOR(S)

tG all)//

l1opo/

PERCENTAGE OF OWNERSHIP OF DISTRIBUTOR

51

%

4~%

_________________%
INITIALS
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ADDENDUM NO. 1

NAl'vfE AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
One-Write and Safe-Trak Systems - manual systems, including fmancial
accounting and non-financial systems, in which several fo1ms for different financial or
non-financial recording functions are held in alignment on compact writing boards so that
a single writing on the top form produces the same entry on the fonns beneath through
use of carbon on "no-carbon required" paper. Also included in this product line are the
writing boards, trays, binders and other non-paper items sold in conjunction with the
forms.

COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT TO YOU
35% of net sales, subject to the terms of the payment and chargeback provisions
described in the Distributor Agreem~nt.
COMMISSION AND TERRITORY PROVISIONS
Distributor acknowledges that all commission tights, account protection and territory provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
ofNEBS.

INITIALS
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ADDENDUM NO.2

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Computer Forms and Checks - laser, continuous and other computer forms and
checks that fit the requirements of personal and business computers and which are
generally sold in quantities of 500 to 50,000. The forms consist of Pre-set fonns which
are stock items designed to fit nwnerous software combinations; Semi-custom forms
which are sold when there is not enough volume in an item to stock it as a Pre-set;
Custom Forms which are designed to customer preferences, envelopes run in continuous
fashion; letterhead; and checks run in continuous fashion.

COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT TO YOU
Safeguard shall sell and, pursuant to the Distributor Agreement, bill to the customer
computer fonns orders only at the price agreed to and accepted by Safeguard. Safeguard
shall maintain a schedule, which may from time to time be changed by Safeguard at its
sole discretion upon written notice, setting fmth for each computer form product line the
minimum price at which Safeguard is willing to sell the product. Your commission will
be the difference between the price agreed to and accepted by Safeguard for the sale of
any computer forms hereunder and the minimum price for such product on the schedule
then in effect, subject to the terms ofpaymen.t and chargeback provisions described in the
Distributor Agreement.
COMMISSION AND TERRITORY PROVISIONS
Distributor acknowledges that all commission rights, account protection and tetTitory provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Syste~s, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
of NEBS.

INITIALS
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ADDENDUM NO.3

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Color Coded Records Management - A systematic approach by which to retain
vital media through shelving, folders, indexes, labels and accessory products. Designed
around the use of color to designate, classify and organize records, Safeguard offers two
proprietary systems, Color Sentry and Color Master, as well as systems compatible with
other original equipment manufacturers. The Color Sentry system is an end tab system
with unique colored labels, both alpha and numeric, being applied to folders. Color
Master provides records to suspend from plastic hangers, using plastic colored tabs
instead ofunique colored labels.

COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT TO YOU
Records Management products are a combination of based priced and fixed price. Fixed
price products yield a 35% commission on net sales. Based priced pmducts covered by
this Addendum shall be sold and billed to the customer only at the price agreed to and
accepted by Safeguard. Safeguard shall maintain a schedule, which may from time to
time be changed by Safeguard, at its sole discretion upon written notice setting forth the
minimum price for which Safeguard is willing to sell the product. Your commission for
such products will be the difference between the price agreed to and accepted by
Safeguard for the sale of any such products and the minimum price for such product or
the schedule then in effect. Both based and fixed price pmducts are subject to the terms
of payment and charge back provisions described in the Disttibutor Agreement.
COMMISSION AND TERRITORY PROVISIONS
Distributor acknowledges that a11 commission rights, account protection and territory provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply ·only to orders that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
of NEBS.

INITIALS
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ADDENDUM NO.4

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Personal System (PS-3)- A simplified check-writing one-write system for home
and personal use. Included in this product line are the forms which comprise the system
and the writing boards, envelopes, binders and other non-paper items sold in conjunction
with the fonns.

COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT TO YOU
25% of net sales, subject to the terms of the payment and chargeback provisions
described in the Distributor Agreement.
COMMISSION AND TERRITORY PROVISIONS
Distributor acknowledges that all commission rights, account protection and territory provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
of NEBS.

INITIALS
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ADDENDUM NO.5

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Sourced Products - Ancillary business fonns or office supplies not manufactured
by Safeguard or offered through a Safeguard standard program with a third party
supplier, but which will, from time to time, be made available for sale by Safeguard
through Distributors to the professional and small business markets traditionally served
by Safeguard. Such products will not carry the Safeguard name, and many include, for
illustration purposes, stock tab paper, snap-out forms and envelopes. Safeguard reserves
the right to revise, expand or decrease the list of products covered by this Addendum
from time to time upon written notice to Distributors, and you aclmowledge Safeguard's
right to do so.

COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT
Each product covered by this Addendum shall be sold and billed to the customer only at
the price agreed to and accepted by Safeguard. Safeguard shall maintain a schedule,
which may from time to time be changed by Safeguard upon written notice, setting forth
for each product the minimum price at which Safeguard is willing to sell the product.
Your commission will be the difference between the price agreed to and accepted by
Safeguard for the sale of any product hereunder and the minimum price for such product
on the schedule then in effect, subject to the tenns of payment and chargeback provisions
described in your Distributor Agreement, except that chargebacks shall until further
notice be dete1mined on the following basis: If we have not received payment in full for
any of the Sourced Product sales which have been processed within one hundred and
twenty (120) days ofthe billing date, you shall repay us for the appropriate percentage of
the minimum price, or unpaid balance of the minimum price. Instead of requiring you to
repay any amount, we may deduct the amount fi·om payments which we owe you. If we
are later paid by the customer, we will then pay to you an amount equal to the amount
collected, less the out-of-pocket costs of collection.
COMMISSION AND TERRITORY PROVISIONS
Distributor acknowledges that all commission rights, account protection and te1Titory provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
of NEBS.

INITIALS
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ADDENDUM NO.6
NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Standard Programs -These are ancillary business products and office supplies not
manufactured by Safeguard provided by third party suppliers through an established
standard program including standard pricing. Such products may not carry the Safeguard
name, and may include, for illustration purposes, tax forms, three-on-a-page checks, and
envelopes. Safeguard reserves the right to revise, expand or decrease the list of products
covered by this Addendum from time to time upon written notice to Distributors, and you
acknowledge Safeguard's right to do so.
·
COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT
Each product covered by this Addendum shall be sold and billed to the customer only at
the price agreed to and accepted by Safeguard. Safeguard shall maintain a schedule,
which may from time to time be changed by Safeguard upon written notice to
Distributors, setting forth for each product the minimum pJice at which Safeguard is
willing to sell the product. Your commission will be the difference between the price
agreed to and accepted by Safeguard for the sale of any product hereunder and the
minimum price for such product on the schedule then in effect, subject to the terms of
payment and chargeback provisions described in your Distributor Agreement.
COMMISSION AND TERRITORY PROVISIONS
Distributor acknowledges that all commission rights, account protection and territory provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
of NEBS.

INITIALS
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ADDENDUM NO.7

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Computer Software- Computer Software (which may or may not have been
developed by Safeguard or bear the Safeguard name) which will, from time to time, be
made available for sale by Safeguard through Distributors to the professional and small
business markets traditionally served by Safeguard. Such products may include
upgrades, maintenance contracts and technical support. Safeguard reserves the right to
revise, expand or decrease the list of products covered by this Addendum from time to
time upon written notice to Distributors.
COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT
Safeguard shall sell and bill to the customer orders for Computer Software at the price
proposed by you and accepted by Safeguard. Safeguard shall maintain a schedule, which
may from time to time be changed by Safeguard upon written notice to Distributors,
setting forth for each Computer Software product the minimum price at which Safeguard
is willing to sell the product. Your commission will be the difference between the p1ice
agreed to and accepted by Safeguard for the sale of any Computer Software product and
the minimum price for such product and the schedule then in effect, subject to the terms
of payment and chargeback provisions described in your Distributor Agr~ement.
DEFINITIONS AND OTHER COMMENTS
Where expressly authorized in writing by Safeguard, you will be pennitted to solicit bulk
orders for Computer Software fi·om retail software rese11ers. You will not be permitted to
solicit bulk orders for Computer Software products as to which such written authorization
has been withdrawn. In the event of any resale of a Computer Software product by such
reseller to an existing Safeguard customer whose account is assigned to another
Distributor, that assigned Distributor, and not you, shall be entitled to the commissions on
any sales of computer forms on other Safeguard printed products.

COMMISSION AND TERRITORY PROVISIONS
Distributor acknowledges that all commission rights, account protection and tenitory provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
of NEBS.

INITIALS
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ADDENDUM NO. 8
NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Sourced or Brokerage Products--Bill Only Distributor Paid ("BODP"): Ancillary business
forms, checks or other business products that are not manufactured or offered by Safeguard,
including those through their preferred sourced relationships, but which will, from time to time,
be made available for sale by Safeguard through Distributors to the smalJ business marketplace.
BODP orders, as defined in this addendum, occur when the Distributor pays the vendor invoice
directly and Safeguard bills the customer, collects the customer payment, and pays the
Distributor the appropriate commission.
COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT
Each product covered by this Addendum shall be sold and billed to the customer at the plice
agreed to by the Distributor and communicated to Safeguard. Safeguard shall maintain a
schedule of handling and processing charges for BODP orders, which may from time to time be
changed by Safeguard. Your commission will be 1) the amount billed to the end-user customer,
as "agreed to between the customer and the Distributor and communicated to Safeguard, less 2)
the applicable processing charge as determined by the schedule then in effect, and ·less 3) sales
tax:, subject to applicable reversal provisions for Sourced or Brokerage orders. Commissions on
BODP orders shall be paid after Safeguard receives payment for the applicable order from the
customer. Commissions on BODP orders shall be paid weekly after receipt of pay111ent from the
customer. For customer payments received by Safeguard between Monday and Friday,
commissions shall be transmitted to Distributors the following Monday for receipt on Tuesday
(or the next business day in the event either of these days is a business or banking holiday).
ANNUAL QUOTA
You will have no separate quota for any of the products covered by this Addendum, but any
commissions (or sales) remitted from BODP will count toward the commission (or sales)· quota
in your Distributor Agreement with Safeguard.
RATES APPLICABLE TO PAYMENTS AFTER TERMINATION, AND METHOD OF
PAYMENT
Rates and terms applicable to payments after termination shall be identical to those (if any) in the
Sourced or Brokerage Products Addendum between Distributor and Safeguard, or, if absent fi:om
the Sourced or Brokerage Products Addendum, then rates and terms applicable to payments after
termination shall be identical to those in the Regional Distributor Agreement between Distributor
and Safeguard.
DELINQUENT VENDOR PAYMENTS
In the event the Distributor has failed to pay any vendor invoice and that vendor invoice remains
unpaid for a period that exceeds 100 days from the date of the original invoice, or if any vendor
puts Safeguard or Safeguard-affiliated accounts on credit hold or takes further action against
Safeguard or any distributor as a result of Distributor's failure to pay amounts when due, then
Sa~eguard reserves the right to prohibit Distributor from processing orders pursuant to this
56068.00.0011460237.6
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Addendum. In addition, if any of the above events occur, Safeguard reserves the right to pay
amounts outstanding directly and deduct the amount from commissions otherwise due that
Distributor.
COMMISSION AND TERRITORY PROVISIONS

Distributor acknowledges that all commission lights, account protection and territory provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
ofNEBS. .

INITIALS
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ADDENDUM NO. 9
NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Promotional Products: Promotional products or "ad specialties" include, but are not
limited to, apparel or wearables, drinkware, writing instruments, calendars, bags or desk
accessories that may be but are not necessarily manufactured by Safeguard, including those
through preferred alliance relationships, but which will, from time to time, be made available for
sale by Safeguard through Distributors to the business marketplace. Promotional products
subject to this addendum are those orders for products to be used in conjunction, in connection or
in furtherance of a customer's business, chatitable organization or fund raising entity.
COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT TO YOU
Safeguard shall sell and, pursuant to the Distributor Agreement, bi11 to the customer promotional
product orders only at the price agreed to and accepted by Safeguard and subject to the tenns,
conditions and policies then in effect for promotional products. Safeguard shall maintain a
schedule, which may from time to time be changed by Safeguard at its sole discretion upon
written notice to Distributors, setting forth for each promotional product, the minimum price at
which Safeguard is willing to sell the product. Your commission will be the difference between
the price agreed to and accepted by Safeguard for the sale of any promotional product hereunder
and the minimum price for such product on the schedule then in effect, subject to the tetms of
payment and chargeback provisions described in the Distributor Agreement.
ANNUAL QUOTA
You will have no separate quota for any of the products covered by this Addendum, but any
commissions (or sales) remitted from Promotional Products, as defined in this addendum, will
count toward the commission (or sales) quota in your Distributor Agreement with Safeguard.
COMMISSION AND TERRITORY PROVISIONS
Distributor acknowledges that all commission rights, account protection and territory provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
of NEBS.

INITIALS
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ADDENDUM NO. 10

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Sow·ced or Brokerage Products-Holiday Greeting Cards, Calendars. and related
ancillary products "Holiday Cards"): Ancillary holiday greeting cards, calendars or other
business products that are not manufactured or offered by Safeguard, including those through
their preferred sourced relationships, but which will, from time to time, be made available for
sale by Safeguard through Distributors to the small business marketplace. Holiday Card orders,
as defined in this addendum, occur when the Distributor submits an order pursuant to a Holiday
Card product offering made by Safeguard through the DFS group, a wholly owned subsidiary of
New England Business Service "NEBS", or through any other affiliate of NEBS.
COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT
Each product covered by this Addendum shall be sold and billed to the customer at the plice
agreed to by the Distributor and communicated to Safeguard. Safeguard shall maintain a
schedule of handling and processing charges for Holiday Card orders, which may from time to
time be changed by Safeguard. Your commission will be I) the amount billed to the end-user
customer, as agreed to between the customer and the Distributor and communicated to
Safeguard, less 2) the applicable processing charge as determined by the schedule then in effect,
and less 3) sales tax, subject to applicable chargeback and reversal provisions for Holiday Card
orders. Commissions on Holiday Card orders shall be paid on or about the 15 1h of the month
following invoice of the product to the customer.
ANNUAL QUOTA
You will have no separate quota for any of the products covered by this Addendum, but any
commissions (or sales) remitted from Holiday Cards will count toward the commission (or sales)
quota in your Distributor Agreement with Safeguard.
RATES APPLICABLE TO PAYMENTS AFTER TERMINATION, AND METHOD OF
PAYMENT
Rates and terms applicable to payments after termination shall be identical to those (if any) in the
Sourced or Brokerage Products Addendum between Distributor and Safeguard, or, if absent from
the Sourced or Brokerage Products Addendum, then rates and terms applicable to payments after
termination shall be identical to those in the Regional Distributor Agreement between Distributor
and Safeguard.
COMMISSION AND TERRITORY PROVISIONS
Distributor acknowledges that all commission rights, account protection and ten·itory provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
of NEBS.

INITIALS
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AGREEMENTANDACKNOWLEDGEMENT
The undersigned distributor ("Distributor") and Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. ("Safeguard")
have previously entered into a Regional Distributor Agreement or similar agreement governing
the business relationship between the two parties ("Agreement"). Safeguard intends to expand
the offering of products for which distributors may solicit orders that are processed through, and
invoiced and billed by, Safeguard, and are fulfilled directly by Safeguard or for Safeguard by one
of its affiliates ("Expanded Products").
Distributor will have no separate quota for any of the Expanded Products covered by this
acknowledgment, but any sales (or commissions) will count toward the sales {or commission)
quota in the Agreement.
Distributor and Safeguard aclrnowledge that all terms of the Agreement remain in effect and
applicable to orders for Expanded Products processed through Safeguard. Distributor
acknowledges and agrees that commission rights, account protection and territory provisions of
the Agreement apply only to orders that are originated through Safeguard and invoiced and
collected by Safeguard or any entity on behalf of Safeguard and do not apply to sales made or
orders originated and invoiced by New England Business Service, Inc. ("NEBS") or any other
affiliate ofNEBS.
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1

ASSET PURCHASE AGREEMENT
Th1s Asset Purchase Agreement (this "Agreement") 1s made and entered mto as of
, 20_, by and
between SAFEGUARD ACQUISffiONS, INC., a Texas corporation havmg 1ts pnnc1pal place of
busmess in Dallas, Texas, ("Seller'') and
a
a Safeguard
D1stnbutor (''Buyer")
Seller desires to sell to Buyer, and Buyer des1res to purchase from Seller, certam assets of Its busmess, on
the tenns and conditions descnbed m this Agreement
The parties therefore agree as follows
AGREEMENT
Purchase and Sale
At Closmg, Buyer hereby agrees to purchase from Seller, and Seller hereby agrees to sell to
Buyer effect1ve
20_ ("Ciosmg" or "Ciosmg Date"), on the terms and
cond1t1ons contamed herem, all of the followmg (collecbvely, the "Acqu1red Assets")
(a)

Busmess assets consistmg of certain furniture, fixtures and equipment. computer systems
and software, and busmess and office supplies on Exh1b1t _, and webs1te, software, data
files, and goodwill,

(b)

all of Seller's mterest in those certain customer comm1ss1on rights, as further defined
Within ·the Distributor Agreement currently in existence by and between Buyer and
Safeguard Busmess Systems, Inc. ("Safeguard"), assocmted with the Customer L1sts
(Exlub1t _) and histoncal sales records of the busmess formerly or currently known or
referred to as
Inc , a
corporation
(hereinafter
referred
to
as
"
"),
whose
address
1s
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' c i t y , state z1p,

(c)

all of Seller's right, title and mterest m and to those agreements that are hsted on Exh1b1t
attached hereto and mcorporated herem

----J

2

Purchase Pnce
Subject to the terms and conditions contamed herem, the total purchase pnce for the Acqmred
Assets shall total $
("Purchase Price"). At the Closmg, Buyer hereby agrees to
pay to Seller a down payment m the amount of$
(the "Down Payment")

3

Monthly Payments
At the Closmg, Buyer shall rem1t to Seller the Down Payment which shall be apphed toward the
Purchase Pnce m accordance w1th Sect1on 2 herem Buyer agrees that 1t Will sat1sfy the payment
of the resultmg remammg balance of the Purchase Pr1ce of$
(the "Loan
Amount") m accordance w1th the followmg·
(a)

by makmg to Seller __ equal monthly payments of$
per month wh1ch
mcludes mterest of _% per annum assessed on the dechmng balance for
consecutive months These _ _ equal consecutive monthly payments Will commence
on or about-------

DALOI 1226017 4
0796870101
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(b)

For the purpose of prov1dmg funds for the makmg of the Monthly Payments, and for so
long as any amount shall be owed by Buyer to Seller under th1s agreement, Buyer
authorazes Safeguard to Withhold from monthly commiSSIOns otherwise payable by
Safeguard under Buyer's DIStributor Agreement an amount equal to the applicable
Monthly Payment At such time as Buyer's obligat1ons to Safeguard for the purchase of
the R1ghts are fully satisfied, the authorization for Safeguard to Withhold commiSSions
shall cease

(c)

Nothmg stated herem shall be mterpreted to relieve Buyer of the obligation to pay each
Monthly Payment as and when due regardless of whether or not Buyer's net commissions
on the apphcable Safeguard sales for the month m question are sufficient to cover the
amount of such Monthly Payment, or regardless of whether or not any one or more of the
Customers have ceased ordermg from Safeguard, have gone out of busmess, or have
moved out of the Terntol)'

4
AllocatiOn of Purchase Price Unless otherwise agreed to by Seller and Buyer, the Purchase Prace
shall be allocated for accountmg and tax reportmg purposes in accordance With Exhibit __ attached
hereto Seller and Buyer covenant and agree that they will not take a pos1tlon on any mcome tax return,
before any governmental agency charged With the collection of any mcome tax, or m any JUdicial
proceedmg that IS m any way mcons1stent w1th such allocations
5

Cond1t1onal Requirements
The parties acknowledge and agree that th1s Agreement to sell the Acquired Assets to Buyer IS
cond1t10nal on the accomplishment of the followmg events
(a)

Seller being successful in fully consummating and completmg the transaction w1th
or pnor to the Closmg Date ofth1s Agreement; and

------~on

(b)

Buyer agreemg to and execubng an Amendment to the Distributor Agreement w1th
Safeguard, on or before the Closmg Date ofth1s Agreement, and

(c)

Buyer agreemg to accept the assignment of the rights to and in the agreements more fully
set forth on Exhibit
attached hereto and referenced above, and
___J

(d)
6

Buyer agreemg to and executmg a General Release With Safeguard, on or before the
Closmg Date ofth1s Agreement.

ConditiOn ofProperty
All of the Acqmred Assets are useful m the conduct of the contemplated busmess and ISm good
condrbon and repa1r, except for normal wear and tear Buyer has mspected the Acqu1red Assets
and accepts them "as 1s"

7

Seller's Cooperat1on w1th Buyer
Seller shall also execute all forms of agreements or other documents reasonably necessal)' or
appropnate so as to ass1gn or transfer to Buyer, as of the effect1ve date, use of all telephone and
fax numbers and· post office box ma1hng addresses, 1f any, used by Seller to receiVe
commumcat1ons relatmg to Seller's busmess under the Agreement and Seller's nghts to the
webs1te and Email addresses related to th1s busmess

DALOI 1226017 4
079687 0101
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8

Representations and Warranties of Seller and Buyer

In executing this agreement, Buyer rehes solely on Buyer's own Judgment, behef and knowledge,
and such adv1ce as Buyer may have rece1ved from the1r own counsel Buyer acknowledges that
they have had the opportumty to consult WJth adv1sors of the1r choosmg Except for
representatiOns of Seller expressly set forth herem, Buyer has not been mfluenced by any
representations or statements about future earnings or equrty, made by or on behalf of any persons
orent1t1es
Buyer has, at Seller's request, conducted Buyer's own dthgent invest1gat1on of the estimated
revenues that Buyer can proJect himself to earn under Buyer's D1stnbutor Agreement w1th
Safeguard as compared to the obligations Buyer 1s assummg under tlus agreement and Buyer's
anticipated business expenses. As part of Buyer's diligent mvestigat1on, Buyer has
become knowledgeable about the value of commiSSIOn nghts that have previOusly been sold by
other Safeguard d1str1butors and/or purchased by Buyer There 1s no mformatJon ava1lable to
Seller that Buyer has requested to assiSt in the evaluation of th1s transactton which Seller has
refused to prov1de tci Buyer Buyer IS freely and voluntanly entering mto this transaction and
executing th1s Agreement based solely upon Buyer's own full and d11igent mvestigatJon, and not
upon prom1ses or representations made by or on behalf of Seller and Safeguard Buyer has
carefully read Buyer's Distributor Agreement w1th Safeguard, and Buyer clearly understands that
Buyer's nght to enter mto a an agreement such as th1s m the future IS subject to str1ct compliance
With all terms and conditions ofthat D1stnbutor Agreement
Additionally, Buyer acknowledges that as It relates to the ass1grunent of the rights m and to the
agreements listed on Exhibit - . J 1t rehes solely on 1ts own judgment, behef and knowledge.
Buyer acknowledges that it has exper1ence and knowledge of these agreements having been
materially mvolved m the operat1on of the relationships that are the subject of the agreements
referred to Exhibit __ prior to these rights being ass1gned to the Seller
9

Miscellaneous
9.1

Confident1ahty
Ne1ther party hereto shall 1ssue, nor cause to be made or tssued, any announcement or
wr1tten statement concerning th1s Agreement or the transactions contemplated hereby for
dissemmation to the general public without the pnor consent of the other party Seller and
Buyer shall mamtain the confident1ahty of mformat10n relatmg to the cons1derat10n pa1d
under this Agreement except to the extent necessary to prepare relevant tax returns
Buyer further agrees not to d1sclose any mformat1on obtamed from Seller or Seiler's
agents m the course of Buyer's due d1hgence mvestigat1on of Seller's busmess Without
Seller' consent, except (a) where such information becomes publicly ava1lable other than
through Buyer's breach of this Agreement, (b) where disclosure 1s compelled by legal
process, or (c) in connection with the mterpretat1on or enforcement of this Agreement or
other documents relatmg to the transactions contemplated by th1s Agreement.

92

Entire Understandmg
The terms set forth m th1s Agreement (mcludmg !'JXhlbltS and schedules hereto) supersede
all previous d1scuss1ons, understandmgs and agreements among the part1es w1th respect
to the subject matter hereof, and are mtended by the part1es as a final, complete and
exclus1ve expression of the tenns of the1r agreement and may not be contradicted,
explamed or supplemented by ev1dence of any prtor agreement, any contemporaneous

DALOI 1226017 4
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oral agreement or any addittonal terms. Thts Agreement shall be bmdmg on the parties
hereto, thetr he1rs, successors and asstgns, mcludmg but not hm1ted to any mdtvtdual or
entity that may purchase the Rights under
Buyer's Dtstrtbutor Agreement from Buyer m the future. The parttes acknowledge and
agree, should there be any mconsistency between or omission regardmg the nghts
asstgned pursuant to this Agreement and the Dtstrtbutor Agreement currently extsting by
and between the parties, the terms of Distributor Agreement shall control

93

Watvers
Any terms, covenants, representations, warranties or agreements of any party hereto may
be waiVed at any ttme by an mstrument m writing executed by the party for whose benefit
such terms eJust The fatlure of any party at any ttme or times to reqmre performance of
any provts1ons hereof shall in no manner affect tts nght at a later ttme to enforce the
same No watver by any party of any condttton or of any breach of any terms, covenants,
representations, warranties or agreements contamed m this Agreement shall be effectiVe
unless tn wntmg, and no watver m any one or more mstances shall be deemed to be a
further or contmumg watver of any such condttton or breach m other mstances or a
wa1ver of any other condttion or any breach of any other terms, covenants,
representations, warranttes or agreements

9.4

Release
As it pertains to any or all of the agreements listed on Exhibit _ , Buyer agrees to
release Seller, its officers, affihated compames, representatives regardmg any past or
present claim, representation or promtse Buyer acknowledgmg the relatlonshtp Seller
had wtth any of the part1es in the agreements more fully identified on Exhibit _ was
ltmtted, does further acknowledge the release of any and all c!atms was made m
exchange for valuable consideratton

95

Counterparts
Thts Agreement may be executed m any number of counterparts, each of whtch shall be
deemed an ortgmal, but all of which together shall constttute one and the same
mstrument

96

Headmgs
The headmgs precedmg the text of the Secttons of tbts Agreement are for conventence
only and shall not be deemed parts thereof.

DALOI 12260174
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97

Apphcable Law
Th1s Agreement, mcludmg all matters of construction, valid1ty and performance, shall be
governed by and construed and enforced in accordance with the Jaws of the State of
--:----:-------:! as apphed to contracts executed and to be fully performed m
such state by c1t1zens of such state
BUYER:

SELLER

SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC
By ------------------------John J Sorrenti, n, President .

B
y_________________
· - - - - - - - - -__
NAME.

TITLE

DALOII2260174
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Safeguard Completes Purchase of
Idaho Business Forms, Inc.

August 27, 2013
Safeguard Completes Purchase of Idaho Business
Forms, Inc.
Safeguard Vice President R. Scott Sutton announced today
that the company completed Its acquisition of Idaho Business
Forms, Inc., (IBF} on August 27,2013. Terms of the
acquisition were not announced. Based in Boise, Idaho, IBF
is recognized as a leading provider of print products,
branding, business forms and supplies as well as W-2 and
1099 processing services. In 2012, Print Solutions magazine
ranked IBF no. 38 on its Top 50 PSDA Member Distributors
list. Beyond IBF, Safeguard has continued to grow Its network
and has most recently completed several acquisition and
related transactions, Including four (4) other Top 50 PSDA
Member Distributors. These include: Innovative Print & Media
Group, DocuSource Print Management, Consolidated
Graphic Communications, and SWAG (Safeguard Web and
Graphics). Other recent acquisition and related transactions
completed by Safeguard include: lnlraform, Print Concepts,
Print Data East Coast, AccuSource Solutions, Advent
Business Forms, Blue Moon Promotions, and Bradley
Marketing Group.
###
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Franchise Development Announces Closing of
Transaction

Franchise Development Announces Closing of Transaction

Safeguard's Franchise Development department is pleased to announce the
closing of Its latest transaction. Details are as follows:
Type of Transaction:
Effective Date:
Entity Purchased:
Location(s):

Acquisition
August 27, 2013
Idaho Business Forms, Inc.
Boise, 10

If you have questions, please email Shafina Hussain at
shussajn@gosafequard.com.
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Print: Safeguard Completes Purchase ofldaho Business Fonns Inc.: Promo Marketing
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Promo Marketing
Safeguard Completes Purchase of Idaho Business Forms
Inc.
September 4, 2013
§!!I~9R~J!!. a top 50 distributor and member of Q~J!:!1.'.~..9.Q!P., based in

Dallas, has acquired Idaho Business Forms Inc. (IDF) of Boise, Idaho. Tenns of the
acquisition were not announced.

RELATED
J"

-~!~.9.!1.~!.!!.
£<2.1!1J.?.l~.!~~
f..!-!!£.i:li!~.~--Qf

IBF is recognized as a leading provider of print products,
branding, business fonns and supplies as well as W-2 and
1099 processing services. In 2012, Print Solutions magazine
ranked IBF no. 38 on Its Top 50 PSDA Member Distributors Nst.

J.!ll!9.~~-¥~f.~.!l.!.~
.M~~.!f!.@J.Q.\IJ:!.t!!.9.~

R. Scott Sutton, vice president of Safeguard, said, "Our
acquisition of IBF adds to the Safeguard network a talented,
1> 2!!.f~9!!.~!Q.
passionate and successful group of dedicated employees;
~!?.!l.!!.!~~-~9.l!~!!!
strong relationships with over 1,500 customers who view IBF
f~!!!\..~.1!!~~~.!~!!.
as a business solutions provider; a~d a fantastic, innovative
approach to providing W2 processing services to small
business customers. In addition, we can now leverage the strength of Safeguard's leading
manufacturing capabilities and business services offerings to offer each customer
additional resources to help them run and grow their business."
Beyond IBF, Safeguard has continued to grow its network and has most recently
completed several acquisition and related transactions, Including four (4) other Top 50
PSDA Member Distributors. These include: Innovative Print &Media Group, DocuSource
Print Management, Consolidated Graphic Communications, and SWAG (Safeguard Web
and Graphics). Other recent acquisition and related transactions completed by Safeguard
Include: lntraforrn, Print Concepts, Print Data East Coast, AccuSource Solutions, Advent
Business Forms, Blue Moon Promotions, and Bradley Marketing Group.
'With a history of market strength and success, IBF will add to our growing strength and
presence In the western US, where we recently completed acquisitions of Docusource
(Portland) and Advent (Seattle),'' Sutton said.
For more information, visit ~:.!lg.s.~f~.ll.~.a.t~. .~.~-

Copyright C20131 North American Publishing Company (NAPCO) 1All Rights Reserved
1500 Spring Garden Street, 12th Floor 1Philadelphia, PA 19130 USA 1(215) 238-5300
Send Questions/Comments to webmaster@napco.com 1Privacy Polley
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Safeguard Completes Purchase ofidaho Business Forms - WhatTheyThink

Safeguard Completes Purchase of Idaho Business Forms
Friday, September 06, 2013
Safeguard Vice President R. Scott Sutton announced today that the company completed its acquisition
ofldaho Business Forms, Inc., (IBF) on August 27,2013. Terms of the acquisition were not
announced. Based in Boise, Idaho, IBF is recognized as a leading provider of print products,
branding, business forms and supplies as well as W-2 and 1099 processing services. In 2012, Print
Solutions magazine ranked IBF no. 38 on its Top 50 PSDA Member Distributors list. Beyond IBF,
Safeguard has continued to grow its network and has most recently completed several acquisition and
related transactions, including four (4) other Top 50 PSDA Member Distributors. These include:
Innovative Print & Media Group, DocuSource Print Management, Consolidated Graphic
Communications, and SWAG (Safeguard Web and Graphics). Other recent acquisition and related
transactions completed by Safeguard include: Intraform, Print Concepts, Print Data East Coast,
AccuSource Solutions, Advent Business Forms, Blue Moon Promotions, and Bradley Marketing
Group.
Copyright © 2014 WhatTheyThink.
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Safeguard Acquires Idaho Business
Forms (9/1012013)
Counselor Top 40 distributor Safeguard Business Systems (asi/316203)
announced on Friday it had completed its acquisition of Idaho Business Forms,
Inc (IBF). Financial terms of the deal, which continues a string of acquisitions for
the Dallas-based company, were not disclosed.

"With IBF joining the Safeguard network, we have gained a talented, passionate
and successful group of dedicated employees, strong relationships with over
1,500 customers who view IBF as a business solutions provider and a fantastic,
innovative approach to providing W2 processing services to small business
customers," said Scott Sutton, Safeguard's vice president of franchise
development. 'We can also now leverage the strength of Safeguard's leading
manufacturing capabilities and business services offerings to offer each
customer additional resources to help them run and grow their business."

Sponsored By:

Safeguard ranked eighth in Counselot's 2013 list of the fastest-growing
distributors and reported 111% revenue growth from 2010 to 2012. Other recent
acquisitions and related transactions completed by Safeguard include: lntraform,
Print Concepts, Print Data East Coast, AccuSource Solutions, Advent Business
Forms, Blue Moon Promotions, and Bradley Marketing Group.
"We have actually completed nearly 90 transactions in the last five and a half
years,• Sutton told Counselor, "so it's been an evolving strategy that the
company committed to."
IBF offers business forms and suppliers, promotional products and apparel,
payroll processing, creative fulfillment and more. "With a history of market
strength and success," said Sutton, "IBF will add to our growing strength and
presence In the western U.S., where we recently completed acquisitions of
Docusource (Portland) and Advent (Seattle)."
Ranked as the 34th largest distributor in the industry, Counselor estimates
Safeguard generated 2012 North American ad specialty sales of $38.4 million.
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IBF Announces New Relationship with Safeguard Business Systems
OS/30/2013

IBF Is recognized as a leading pro\lderofprintproduets, branding, business forms and supplies as well as W-2 and 1099
processing services. In 2<!12, Print Solutions magazine ranked IBF no. 38 on lls Top 50 PSDA Member Di9tibulors list
Guided byTrassa Mclaughlin, President and COO, who has been with IBF for 23 plus years, along with Controller, Jamie
McCormick, who has been with IBFfor 14 plus yaars,IBF Is comprised of talented, passionate and successful group oflong
term, dedicated employees. They have built strong relaVonships with over 1,500 customers who \llew IBF as a buslne&&
solutions prolider; and a fantasUc,lnnovaUve approach to pro\lldlng W2 processing services to small business customers.
IBFwould like to announce that we have decided to enter Into a relationship with Safeguard Business Systems. Safeguard is
a lOp 50 distributor and memberofDeluXB Corp. based In Dallas. In addiUon.IBF can now leverage the strength of
Safeguard's leading manufaclurlng capabilities and business ser11k:es offerings to offer each customer additional resources
to help flem run and grow their business."
President and COOofiBF, Tressa Mclaughlin adds that'Wa are stiiiiBF, the same management. the same account
representatives and the same customer service team. Wa st~l value our customers and currantwndors the same way. IBF
has just elqlanded our capabilities to pro\lde a more robust product line to stay up to & peed with our customers and pros pacts
current and future demands."

02009 IBF. AM rights reserved.
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Annual Report for C 74433

8/2512014

No. C74433
Return to:
SECRETARY OF STAlE
700 WEST JEFFERSON
POBOX83720
BOISE, ID 8372Q-0080
I'«)

Due no later than Dec 31, 2013

Annual Report Form
:C. f.l~!li~lg .fttlt~;--?.SS! (>;:. ·,"r!t:t io ~~1}5 b:);:( ~:' \'M~~-ti"-:...:':

IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC.
JIM DUNN
910WAMfTY
BOISE ID 83705

2. Registered Agent and Address
(I'«) PO BOX)
JAMES T DUNN JR
910 WEST AMnY
BOISE ID 83705

3. New Registered Agent Signature:*

FlUNG FEE IF

RECEIVED BY DUE DATE

4. Corporations: Enter Narres and Business Addresses of President, Secretary, and Directors. Treasurer (optional).
...Office
.. ......Held
,, ....
..........!.J.~.~.....................................................~~r~~!.~.~..P9..~.~.r.~~ .......................~.~Y.....................~~.t.~- ....£~.~.~.t.r.t ·····-~~~!.~.~~.
JIM DUNN
PRESIDENT
910W. AMITY
BOISE
ID
USA
83705
JIM DUNN
SECRETARY
910W. AMfTY
83705•
BOISE
ID
USA
DIRECTOR
JIM DUNN
910W. AMfTY
BOISE
ID
USA
83705

5. Organized Under the Laws of: 6. Annual Report rrust be signed.*
Signature: Jim Dunn
ID
C74433
Narre (type or print): Jim Dunn
Processed 01/13/2014

Date: 01/13/2014
Title: Owner/CEO
* ElectronicaUy provided signatures are accepted as original signatures.

http:/lwMv.sos.idaho.go\/ser.leVTransformXMLDoc?URL=%5C20140113%5CXMLPORTS_14013045.>ml

1/1
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EXHIBIT 10
000444

251

CERTIFICATE OF ORGANIZATION FILED EFFEc
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

•

2013 AUG

TIV~

SfCRE
AH II: 53
S TARY OF STATE
TATE Of IDAHO

(Instructions on back of application)

.
1. The name of the limited liability company is:

Kmm~, U-C
(Sweet

21

dress)

(Mailng Address, if dilretenl than street atldress)

3. The name and complete street address of the registered agent:

910

w. ltroih( Pnt \t 1))

(Street Address)

~~105

4. The name and address of at least one member or manager of the limited liability

company:
. .

AWlaiH

91o L2. ~m'bl G>f~ 'r:D ~310'5
Qto lJ. ~fK; (M)ft D) ~37DS

5. Mailing address for future correspondence (annual report notices):

qlD W.

fhnt 'ty ~o \'\t

m

~ 'Jl05

6. Future effective date of filing (optional): - - - - - - - - - - - Signature of a manager, member or authorized
person.

~=tu:.h!CWf!l~vu.
Signature-T('t~u~A......\NJ~~
iAA=piiJ_~~,.

'-:-T--

TypedNa~~~Yl
llr'Z1/20\2

~~~~0:5:08

CK: JU~ C1 : 2&6662 Blf: 1386926
1 t 49.88 = 48.88 llf!GIIH LlC I 2

IDIIHII SECRETARY OF STATE

88/21/2813 85:88

cr.: 2148 CT: 286663 Blh 1386921
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EXHIBIT 11
000446

Amual Report for W 128458

812512014

No. W128458
Retumto:
SECRETARY OF STATE
700 WEST JEFFERSON
PO BOX83720
BOISE, ID 83720-DOSO

2. Registered Agent and Address

Due no later than Aug 31, 2014

(NO POBOX)

Annual Report Form
i, ','~aiiir:g

t\r.~r.::ss: Ccrf~(.t

in th:~ -~'·~~:.: 4r

JAMIE MCCORMICK
910WAMITY
BOISE ID 83705

ne-a;·.l~~\ ..

KMMR,LLC
JAMIE MCCORMICK
910WAMITY
BOISE ID 83705

3.

~Registered

Agent Signature:*

NO FlUNG FEE IF
RECEIVED BY DUE DATE
4. United tiabifity COilllanles: Enter Narres and Addresses of at least one Member or Manager.

9.!!~. 1:1~~. ..
MANAGER

. .........~.'!~....... .................. ........... .. . ...........•.~tr~.~!-~~..~.9..~-~~r.~.~~- . . ... .... .... ..S.f£(.....................~~~~-......~g~!)~!Y.....~9.~1. ~.op.~
TRESSA MCLAUGHUNE

5. Organized Under the Laws of:

ID
W128458
Processed 08/18/2014

910 W. AMITY RD.

BOISE

6. Annual Report m.Jst be signed.*
Signature: Jarrie McCormck
Narre (type or print): Janie McCorrrick

ID

USA

83705

Date: 08/18/2014
Trtle: Cfo

* Electronically provided signatures are accepted as original signatures.

http://vvwN.sos.ldaho.g 0\f'senleVfransrormXMLDoc?U RL=%5C20140818%5CXM LPORTS_14230027.>ml
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EXHIBIT 12
000448
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EXHIBIT 13
000449

812312014

Franch!se S~tem

User Details
Ot!tai~s

on·ru:s::.:.\ Mci ~·u;::'il1i.1N

lRESSA McLAUGHUN (Franchisee)
910 W. Arrity

Boise, Idaho , 83705, USA
Franchise ID : 04G3-00
Phone : (208) 342-3676
Time Zone : GMT -07:00 US/Canada/Mountain
Email: tm:laughfin@qosafeouard.corn

htlps:/N.rg inia2.rn>franconneclcomlsafeg uardlcontrolldlrShov.D etails?userno= 1529636434&userNo= 682679835&userTwe=ov.ner&franchiseiD=04G3-00
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812312014

Franchise System

User Details

JAMIE McCORMICK (Franchisee)
910 W. Arrity

Boise, Idaho , 83705, USA
Franchise ID: 04G3-00
Phone: (800)388-365~
Time Zone : GMT -06:00 US/Canada/Central

E'mail: !arrie.rrccorrrick@gosafeguard.com

htlps://\i rg inia2.1Tl}franconneclcom'safeg uard/control/dl rShooOetails?userno=1766230784&userNo=1 027267590&userTwe= OIMler&franchlseiD=04G3-00
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EXHIBIT 14
000452

- ......... ·- ----

---------·---------·--·····~----·-"-

- - -.. ·--·---·--------·----- .. -- .- ..·-·-·--- ··--

Search Results· Matching Customer's Phone#():

Name:

1B F SAFEGUARD

Address:

910W. AMITY

City; Statet Zip :

BOISE, ~D 83705

Phone:
Fax:

(800 )388-3650

(208)345--57 40

Eman:

04G3

- · · - - - - - - · - - - - - -..- - - - - - - -.. -----r--..·--·-·-----···---~-

Name:

DAWN TEPLY

Addre.ss:

P.O. BOX 627

City, State~ Zip :

MERIDIAN, ID 8368.0

Phone:

(208)429-8282

Fax:

(208)429-.8354

Email:

04T5

0.. ... .. .. . . ... .. ... ........ . ..

. ....... - . . .
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Back
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Search Results- Matching Customer's Phone#():

,_,

______

,

Name:

DAWN TEPLY

Address:

P.O. BOX 627

City, State, Zip :

MERIDIAN, ID 83680

Phone:

{208)429·8282

Fax:

(208)429-8354

Email:

04T5

- -... ~·_.___..._··------·-·--·- ...... _ _ _ ..., _ _ _ 0.. ~- ...- · · · . - . - - · - -................ ~----·· "" _ _ _ _ _......._.c.-

Name:

I 8 F SAFEGUARD

Address:
City, State, Zip :

910 W. AMITY
BOISE, ID 83705

Phone:
Fax:

{800)388-3650

Email:

.... -

O'

~

.. _..,,,,_,OOM-0 O"'' .. _...

{208)345·5740
04G3
000454

• • ••·- •• -·•••o• · · · · · - - - -

•·•~·-----------·---··--
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Search Results- Matching Customer's Phone
----·-··------ ---··----·---··--·· ·-··---- -

---·--·

---·--·-·-·--·--~·---···-·-···--··

Name:

DAWN TEPLY

.Address:

P.O. BOX 627

·---·---

City, State, Zip : MERIDIAN, ID 83680
Phone :

(208)429 ..8282

Fax :

(208}429-8354

E.mail:

04T5
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Search Results - Matching Customer's Phone # (

Name:
Address:
City, State, Zip :

I B F SAFEGUARD
910 W. AMITY
BOISE. 10 83705

Phone~

(800)388-3650

Fax:

(208)345-5740

Ema·iJ:

04G3
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EXHIBIT 16
000459

ibf~

f) safeguard*
~~

~P

Dear Customer,
First of all, we want to thank you for being a loyall SF customer! As a valued customer, we want you to be
one of the first to know that we have recently entered into a relationship with Safeguard Business Systems.
In addition to receiving the customer care excellence that you have come to expect from IBF, you will now
have access to an even more diverse offering of products and services.
IBF constantly pursues ways to better serve our customers, and we believe that our new relationship
provides the perfect blend of nationwide manufacturing and distribution capabilities, along with cross channel
marketing solutions to help your business grow and prosper. You should also know that IBF will remain a
locally operated business comprised of cu"rrent members of the executive team, Tressa Mclaughlin, who has
been with IBF for 23 years and Jamie McCormick a~ Controller, who has been with IBF since 1999. IBF
employees are known as the "go-to people" and the team is made up of long term employees with vast
industry knowledge and experience. As a company, IBF leverages those skill sets to maximize efficiencies
and improve the customer experience.
Safeguard is part of Deluxe Corporation; one of the largest providers of service solutions in the world, and
has been serving businesses and organizations similar to yours for over fifty years. The benefits from our
added products, services, and solutions will help you build your brand and improve the results of your
marketing campaigns. Additionally, our world class technology solutions will help you cost effectively manage
your marketing resources and printed materials supply chain.
Your Client Services Representative, <Name>, will be following up with you soon to share exciting details
about the new solutions that are now available to your organization.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. All of us at IBF are excited about our new
relationship with Safeguard, and are confident that it will bring additional value to our business relationship.
Best Regards,

Tressa Mclaughlin
President & COO
IBF
A Safeguard Business Systems Partner
tmclaughlin@goibf.com
208.342.3676

e

910 West Amity Botse.lclaho 83705 208 342.3676 I lex: 208.345.5740 goi8F.cotn
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. EXHIBIT17
000461

Yes, tomorrow is good. What time?
Dawn Teply

On Feb 20, 2014, at 4:07PM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>
wrote:
Got your voice mail and left one but probably best to jump on the
phone. We have worked so hard, I just want us to feel completely
secure in understanding where we are and where we hope to go.
Tomorrow?
·
From: Dunlap, Michael
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 12:19:42 PM
To: 'teply3@msn.com'
Subject: from yesterday
Here are my notes, sorry for the delay:
You keep the accounts:
Hayden Beverage
St. Luke's Regional Medical
Employer's Resource
West Vet
Southwest Idaho Surgery Center
lee Read Jewelers
Debt Reduction Services, Inc.
Rocky Mountain Agronomics
Sun Valley Ski Tools
Caldwell Auto
Quality Thermistor, Inc.
Hillcrest Country Club
The Car Park
Santos Metals & Recycling
Tri State Beauty Supply
Apache .River, LLC dba Double L
Minidoka County
Dykman Electric, Inc.
Contract Floors
On Demand
Minidoka County Treasurer
Orthopedic Association
Shird's Inc.
Rambo Sand & Gravel
Eberle, Berlin & Associates
Kitchens by Design
Pioneer Family Medicine
2
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Elam & Burke
I will get the files on each from I BF, sent over to you.
You agreed to sell the commission rights to the following:
Spurwing the Club $100
Minidoka Irrigation $300
Ringert Clark $100
Diamond line
AlO Capital
Ultra Clean
Pasco ·
CPM3
Snake River Pool & Spa
Arid Club $300
Best Western Vista $100
Interior Systems $100
Commercial Home Furnishings $100
Goode Motor Auto Group $450
TMC$50
The Florist at Edwards $300
Treasure Valley Coffee $50
Central Paving $100
Paul's Market $150
For the commission rights you sell, we will execute a document of
assignment it will have the list, a commitment of confidentiality,
a commitment of working together with us on a transfer, if we
need it.
I know some of the commission rights that are being sold to us
don't reflect a dollar amount, but I think we didn't agreed an
assigned number on each.
You

wer~

thinking of selling the rights to:

Wayne Blauer, MD
And I'm not sure what we ended up with on the City of Eagle.
Take a gander at this and let's discuss first chance you get. I know
we have a lot of work ahead, but I think this is an awesome start
and I think you have shown great patience and professionalism,
thanks for working with me.

3
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EXHIBIT 18
000464
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EXHIBIT 19
000465

>From: teply3@msn.com
>Subject: Re: Employers Resourc~
> Date: Mon, 7 Apr 2014 08:44:47 -0600
>To: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com
>
> Yes please. Either 208-429-8282 or 208-850-0381.

>
>Thanks,
>Dawn Teply
>
>
>>On Apr 7, 2014, at 8:34AM, "Dunlap, Michael".<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
>>
>>sure what me to call?

>>
>>-----Original Message--->> From: Dawn Teply [mailto:teply3@msn.com]
>>Sent: Monday, April 07, 2014 9:27AM
> >To: Dunlap, Michael
>>Subject: Re: Employers Resource
>>
>>
>>Do you have time for a phone call?
>>
> > Dawn Teply

>>
>>
>»On Apr 6, 2014, at 9:35AM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
>>>
> » ok, combing through the latest spreadsheets of data, besides the continuing conversations regarding
Employer's Resource, I wanted to ask you about the following:
>>>
> » Redfish Sensor Products
>»Evans & Paulson CPAs
>»Ada Pediatrics P.A.
>»Total Waste Management
>>>
>»We may have talked about the first two. The second two ~ay not even be conflicts, but out of the
1
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abundance of caution, I want to see if you have heard of either.
>>>
> » Also, i think it would be a good idea to explore with Tressa their approach to referral sources, like banks,
to see what their approach is. I just don't know if they have the same approach with banks as referral sources
as you and Roger do or if IBF has an approach at all.
>>>
>»I don't think it will be a problem especially considering it hasn't come up in the last 7 months and the
situation you and Roger have developed has worked out well.
>>>
>>>
>>> ___________________________________
> » From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
> »Sent: Friday, April 04, 2014 1:21 PM
>»To: Dunlap, Michael
>»Subject: Re: Employers Resource
>>>
> »Yes. Call me at 208-850-0381.
>>>
>»Thanks,
>»Dawn Teply
>>>
> >>
> »> On Apr 4, 2014, at 12:20 PM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
>>>>
> >» I think I can help. Got a minute for a call?
>>>> ___________________________________
> >» From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
>»>Sent: Friday, April 04, 2014 1:18:27 PM
>»>To: Dunlap, Michael
>>»Subject: Employers Resource
>>>>
> »> Hi Mike,
>>>>
>»>I am meeting with Tressa at the beginning of the week and would like to see numbers on the last year of
their sales to Employers Resouce. I need to be able to make an informed decision on whether I want to try to
keep that account or sell it. Please let me know if you can get those details to me or who I need to talk to if
you are unable to provide me the information.
>>>>
>>»Thanks,
> »> Dawn Teply
>>
>>

2
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EXHIBIT 20
000468

-

~

~..

•'

........ - .. ·-

..
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>From: teply3@msn.com
>Subject: Re: IBF
> Date: Mon, 14 Apr 2014 13:00:36 -0600
>To: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com
>
>
> Ok, so what do I need to do to collect the files and information from the list that you and I have already
discussed that are supposed to come to me?
>
> T~anks,
>Dawn Teply
>
>
>>On Apr 14, 2014, at 12:29 PM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
>>
> > I know of no contractual promises with Jim Dunn or with Tressa and Jamie that relate to servicing of
accounts.
>>
> >-----Original Message-->> From: Dawn Teply [mailto:teply3@msn.com]
>>Sent: Monday, April 14,20141:11 PM
>>To: Dunlap, Michael
>>Subject: Re: IBF
>>
>>Mike,
>>
> > When I met with Tressa on Thursday I provided her the available files and samples on the accounts I sold
to you. She provided me with nothing.•She seems to think that we are going to continue business as usual and
share all accounts. While I agreed to "consider" the option on Employers Resource and St. luke's, sharing all
accounts is not what I agreed to with you. Furthermore, she is not even a distributor at this point and owns
account rights to nothing so any negotiating needs to be done between Safeguard and I, not Tressa and I. She
stated that we don't need to involve you or corporate Safeguard and since this is Idaho we can do whatever
we want. She also Informed me that if the customers want to order from IBF they will find a way to make the
sale even if it means running it through a different system so that it is not detected. This Is exactly why I didn't
want Safeguard to do this business deal. I knew this was what would happen and knew that it would interfere
with my sales opportunities. I need to know if you have made any contractual promises in your purchase from
Jim or your planned sale to Tressa and Jamie that allows them to continue servicing any accounts that I
currently service.
1
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>>
>>Thank you,
> > Dawn Teply
>>
>>
>»On Apr 10, 2014, at 1:22PM, 11 Dunlap, Michael 11 <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
>>>
>»Yep. Having said they I encouraged her to talk to you about any and all accounts. She has more info than
me. Thought it best for you two to talk. I specifically told her to speak to you about Employers Resource and St
Lukes.
>>> ___________________________________
>»From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
>>>Sent: Thursday, AprillO, 2014 1:09:23 PM
>»To: Dunlap, Michael
>»Subject: IBF
>>>
>»Mike,
>>>
>»Was Tessa provided and informed of the list of customers that she was supposed to transfer files to me?
>>>
>»Thanks,
> » Dawn Teply
>>
>>

2
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EXHIBIT 21
000471

EXHIBIT 22
000472

>>> ___________________________________
>»From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
> »Sent: Tuesday, April15, 2014 4:19:44 PM
>»To: Dunlap, Michael
> »Subject: Re: IBF
>>>
>»Tomorrow would be good. What time works for you?
>>>
>»Dawn Teply
>>>
>>>
>>»On Apr 15, 2014, at 2:37 PM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
>>>>
>»>Have been in an off-site meeting but the good thing is I got a ton of good ideas to bounce off of you.
Would you have time to discuss after this meeting or tomorrow?
>>>> _______________________________________
>»>From: Dunlap, Michael
> >»Sent: Monday, April i4, 2014 1:55:05 PM
>>»To: 'Dawn Teply'
>>»Subject: RE: IBF
>>>>
>>»I have always thought that the sharing of information related to specific accounts is the best approach.
In the current situation IBF Isn't a distributor, but Tressa and Jamie are managing the business and have the
most knowledge for specific accounts. I thought and still do think that it is a far better, for the three of you to
talk about the handling of specific accounts, than for me to make decisions from a spreadsheet.
>>>>
>»>What we are trying to promote is a way of growing sales, all sales, yours, IBF, all.
>>>>
> >» Now, I would also like to explore alternative, creative approaches that may involve agreements to share
{and hopefully grow sales) so long as all involved understand what is involved. That is why consistent ongoing
dialog between the three of you feels like it would be more productive than conversations with me on
accounts. I have some of those ideas if you would like to get on the phone to explore the same.
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
> »>-----Original Message---->>» From: Dawn Teply [mailto:teply3@msn.com]
>»>Sent: Monday, April14, 20141:11 PM
>>»To: Dunlap, Michael
> »> Subject: Re: IBF
>>>>
>>>>Mike,
>>>>
>»>When I met with Tressa on Thursday I provided her the available files and samples on the accounts I sold
to you. She provided me with nothing. She seems to think that we are going to continue business as usual and
share all accounts. While I agreed to "consider" the option on Employers Resource and St. Luke's, sharing all
accounts is not what I agreed to with you. Furthermore, she is not even a distributor at this point and owns
account rights to nothing so any negotiating needs to be done between Safeguard and I, not Tressa and I. She
2
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stated that we don't need to involve you or corporate Safeguard and since this is Idaho we can do whatever
we want. She also informed me that if the customers want to order from IBF they will find a way to make the
sale even if it means running it through a different system so that it is not detected. This is exactly why I didn't
want Safeguard to do this business deal. I knew this was what would happen and knew that it would interfere
with my sates opportunities. I need to know if you have made any contractual promises in your purchase from
Jim or your planned sale to Tressa and Jamie that allows them to continue servicing any accounts that I
currently service.
>>>>
>»>Thank you,
> »> Dawn Teply
> >>>
>>>>
>>»>On Apr 10, 2014, at 1:22PM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
>>>>>
>»»Yep. Having said they I encouraged her to talk to you about any and all accounts. She has more info
than me. Thought it best for you two to talk. I specifically told her to speak to you about Employers Resource
and St Lukes.
>>>>> ___________________________________
>»»From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
>»»Sent: Thursday, AprillO, 2014 1:09:23 PM
>»»To: Dunlap, Michael
> »» Subject: IBF
>>>>>
>>>>>Mike,
>>>>>
>»»Was Tessa provided and informed of the list of customers that she was supposed to transfer files to
me?
>>>>>
> >>>>Thanks,
>»»Dawn Teply
>>
>>
>

3
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EXHIBIT 23
000475

From:

Dawn Teply <admin@safeguard-teply.us>

Sent:
To:
Subject:

'IBF - Mclaughlin, Tressa'
RE: Meeting

Friday, Aprill8, 2014 9:24 AM

Hi Tressa,
Due to ongoing conversation with Mike Dunlap and the meeting that you and I had scheduled at your
office, I was under the impression that you and I were going to exchange the files from a list that Mike
had provided me. I brought the files to you that I agreed to provide you and was confused as to why
you did:not provide me the same. I soon came to the realization that you had intended on sharing all
accounts that cross over between us. While I believe that we do need to continue discussing
accounts like Employers Resource, St. Luke's and maybe a few other special accou.nts it was never
my intention to share all of the accounts. I have been paying for many accounts in my base for over
seven years and have added in other customers as I have continued in my career. I was promised
account protection in my contract with Safeguard and expected to grow my business. As I mentioned
when we met, I also had to sign an additional contract that guarantees payment to the distributor from
whom I purchased my base. If I give up my account protection rights and Jose business because of it,
I put myself at risk of not meeting my contractual obligations. I will assume that you will be promised
account protection on your accounts and you will have to commit to the same guarantees for growth
and payment of your base. Therefore, I do not know how Safeguard can promise account protection
on the same account to two different distributorships and expect it to work.
Please give me a call .when you return and we will move forward from here.

Thank you,

VCWJw repo/
Safeguard By Teply & Associates
(208) 429-8282 local phone
(877) 429-8181 toll free phone
(208) 429-8354 fax line
admin@safeguard-teply.us
www.gosafeguard.com/dteply
Check out our website for more products
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EXHIBIT 24
000477

From: teply3@msn.com
Subject: IBF Sales
Date: Fri, 25 Apr 2014 18:15:41-0600
To: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com
Mike,
Please see the attached document and provide me a response.
Thank you,
Dawn Teply

[§

This email is free from viruses and malware because avast! Antivirus protection is active.
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April 24, 2014

Mike Dunlap
Safeguard I Deluxe
Re: IBF Sales

Mike,
Since August 2013, Safeguard/Deluxe has been paying employees to compete
with me for business in several accounts. They even were so bold as to send out
a letter to my customers, without my knowledge, promoting their employees and
announcing their purchase of the company of which those employees work. I
have been with Safeguard for just over 19 years, 11 % as an associate of Roger
Thurston and over 7 % as a distributor who has been paying for my customer list
ever since. I have sold as many Safeguard products as possible and promoted
the fact that I am a distributor of Safeguard products. I have always supported
the Safeguard/Deluxe plants, employees and ideas.
When I purchased my distributorship I bought in with the idea that I would have
account protection in the customers that I was paying for in my purchase. Over
the years when another distributor placed an .order for one of my customers we
both received a rotation notice and commission rights were paid to me as the
owning distributor. The same applied for me if I sold to another distributor's
protected account. Since the BAM deals and the purchase of IBF it appears now
that my accounts are no longer protected. Safeguard/Deluxe now allows new
distributors to process their sales outside of the system that the legacy
distributors were all forced to use to enter their sales. By using the same system,
the account protection was enforced and properly applied. Now, it seems that
Safeguard/Deluxe has no control over what Is being sold and to whom.
Therefore, they have no way of honoring account protection. IBF has no
intention of ever entering their sales through our system. In fact, it has been told
to me by Tressa at IBF that if I don't share the accounts they will just run the
sales through another system and make the sale anyway.
I appreciate the fact that you offered me a payoff for the hassles and to "wipe the
slate clean'' but until you can get the sales information to me and we can reach a
resolution to this ongoing problem the slate will never be clean. By purchasing
IBF and promoting their sales over mine Safeguard/Deluxe is taking money and
potential sales opportunities away from me in their own interest. This is causing
a devaluation of the business that I have been purchasing for over the past 7 %
years of a 10 year payoff plan. The Boise area is not a metro area and the more
distributors you bring into this area the smaller the piece of the pie gets for each
distributor who is obligated to grow their base.
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What I am requesting of you is hard sales numbers and product information sold
to my customer base by Safeguard/Deluxe's IBF employees from August 2013
through the current date. I can then decide how I want to pursue my interests,
whether it be to request some payment of sales or sell accounts. I need to know
the values we are dealing with in order to make these decisions. While there
may be a couple of special situations that we need to finalize discussion on, it is
not my intent to share all of the accounts and never has been. There is no
possible way that sharing accounts will ever work to my benefit given the current
situation. Please provide the information I am requesting by May 5, 2014.

Sincerely,

VCWJvv Te:po/
Safeguard By Teply & Associates
{208) 429-8282
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EXHIBIT 25
000481

From: teply3@msn.com
Subject: Re: JBF Sales
Date: Thu, 1 May 2014 14:35:13 -0600
To: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com

I will take a look and compare to the other two lists you provided me.
Thanks,
Dawn Teply

On May 1, 2014, at 9:50AM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
How about starting fresh? We kind of go back to a clear picture of where we find ourselves. I think the
list below is accurate of what we have "in common". I'm not totally sure, but as sure as I can be that this
is an up to date list. How about you take a look and Jet me know what you think. I'm looking for accuracy
or any other accounts that you think could/should be on this list.
After we get the list, we go back at each to get resolution. Sound like a plan?
Redfish Sensor Products
Evans & Paulson CPAs
Ada Pediatrics P.A. (not showing IBF has sales, this may not be a common account)
Total Waste Management
Employer's Resource (just update me on where we are here)
Read Jewelers (would like to
share)
St. Luke's (bracelets)
Hayden Beverage
Caxton Printers, LTD.
WestVet
Southwest Idaho Surgery Center
Lee Read Jewelers
Debt Reduction Services, Inc.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN
AGRONOMICS
1
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SUN VALLEY SKI TOOLS
Caldwell Auto
Quality Thermistor, Inc.
Hillcrest Country Club
The Car Park
Santos metals & recycling
Tri State Beauty Supply
Apache River, LLC. dba Double L
Minidoka County
Dykman Electric, Inc.
Contract Floors
City of Eagle
On Demand
MINIDOKA COUNTY
TREASURER
Brent Mitchell Constructions
Orthopedic Association
SHIRO'S INC.
Rambo Sand & Gravel Inc.
EBERLE, BERLIN &
ASSOCIATES
Kitchens by Design
Pioneer Family Medicine
Elam&Burke
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EXHIBIT 26
000484

From: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com
To: teply3@msn.com
Subject: RE: IBF Sales
Date: Fri, 9 May 2014 20:03:39 +0000
ok, let me know when you would like to discuss any possible resolution

From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
Sent: Friday, May 9, 2014 11:35 AM
To: Dunlap, Michael
Subject: Re: IBF Sales

The second list was the one that you had said was accounts that commissions had been paid between
September and January. That is the list we used to determine the accounts which I was currently interested in
selling.
Thanks,
Dawn Teply

On May 9, 2014, at 9:38AM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
First, the original list were accounts we thought might be in common. I did not represent that it was
100% accurate. I did represent several times that we are continuing to examine the records so that we
only have to deal with accounts that are in fact in common. I did not represent to you that the first lists
were lists of accounts that commissions were paid to IBF.
I think the better approach is to discuss resolution of accounts In smaller batches.
I appreciate you responding.

·..

From: Dawn Teply [mailto:teply3@msn.coml

Sent: Friday, May 09, 201410:31 AM
To: Dunlap, Michael
Subject: Re; IBF Sales

Mike,
The original and second list you provided me had 114 "in common" accounts which you said
commissions had been paid to IBF for sales. This most recent list only shows 34 "in common"
accounts. I sold 20 of the "in common" accounts from the previous list to you which leaves 9'4
accounts of concern. I am still sorting through them and will let you know what I decide.
I met with Tressa and Jamie yesterday and they are to provide a list of "special" accounts which
they are providing a monthly data processing service. This way I may be able to better assess
wliat is on the table and look out for my best interest.
Thanks,
Dawn Teply
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From: IBF- Mclaughlin, Tressa [mailto:TMclaughlin@goiBF.coml

Sent: Wednesday, May 28, 2014 2:01 PM
To: Dawn Teply

Subject: RE: Monthly Data Processing

Dawn,

Mike has all of the information and we are going to schedule a time to talk.

Thank you,

Tressa Mclaughlin 1President and CEO

IBF 1the go-to people TM
208.342.3676 ext 12261 800.388.3650 1fax: 208.345.5740

Goods That Do Good!
Ask Us How Social Giving Can Boost Your Business.
CREATE AWARENESS • SUPPORT YOUR COMMUNITY • RECOGNIZE BUSINESS
PARTNERS
Visit our website today at GoiBF.com

1
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EXHIBIT 27
000487

From: "Dunlap, Michael 11 <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>
Date: May 15,2014 at 10:55:39 AM MDT
To: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
Subject: Re: IBF
According to Tressa? Oh well. I will check when I get back to Dallas.
From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
Sent: Thursday, May 15, 2014 9:50:34 AM
To: Dunlap, Michael
Subject: Re: IBF
No, I did not. According to Tressa, you have all of the information on their customer base so I
thought I would start with you.
Thanks,
Dawn Teply

On May 15,2014, at 10:15 AM, "Dunlap, Michael 11 <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
Did you ask Tressa about this already?
From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
Sent: Thursday, May 15,2014 9:04:05 AM
To: Dunlap, Michael
Subject: IBF
Mike,
I noticed that IBF has a promo/apparel store for Meridian High School on theft
website. Meridian High is a good customer of mine and I noticed that their name
has never been on any customer list that you have provided me. Please check into
this and let me know the status.
Thanks,
Dawn Teply
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EXHIBIT 28
000489

Meridian High School Apparel

Page 1 ofl

Who We Serve

Edueadon

Earn Boxtcps lor your
School
Meridian Hjgh School

6m!!W
Fk1andlll

Menu1acturlng
Milllary
SoftWare

lll20091BF. AD rlghls ri!SOM!d.

http://www.goibf.com/meridian-high-school-apparel

V.l'\y IBF? I Con14ct Us! OWA

7/25/2014
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EXHIBIT 29
000491

From: Dawn Teply [mailto:admin@safequard-teply.usl

Sent: Monday, May 19, 2014 9:19AM
To: IBF - Mclaughlin, Tressa

Subject: Monthly Data Processing

Hi Tressa,

I was checking to see where you are at on the list of accounts that you provide a
monthly data processing service. Please let me know so we can move forward. ·

Thank you,

Safeguard By Teply & Associates
(208) 429-8282 local phone
(877) 429-8181 toll free phone
(208) 429-8354 fax line
admin@safeguard-teply. us

www.gosafeguard.com/dteply
Check out our website for more products!

rnf'avostf This email is free from viruses and malware because avast! Antivirus protection is active.

~

"''"'

2
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EXHIBIT 30
000493

From: "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>
Date: June 5, 2014 at 11:56:18 AM MDT
To:' 111tepl'{3@msn.com"' <teply3@msn.com>
Subject: requested information
I appreciate you returning my calls. I am trying to effectuate a reasonable resolution to this matter. I still
remain optimistic. Attached please find the list of possible common accounts from May 27. Also please
find attached a list that we identified as possible accounts In August of last year. Some from the original
list were resolved, others may not be in business, others you may have questions about. Thanks for
taking a look at these lists.
Calls me with questions.
Thanks again.
Michael P. Dunlap J General Counsel
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. Jwww.gosafeguard.com
8585 Stemmons Freeway, Suite SOON J Dallas, TX 75247
Ph: (214) 640-3927 I cell: (972) 213-5765
E-mail: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com

1
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DAWN TEPLY

Brent Mitchell Constructions
Ada Pediatrics P.A.
All West Aviation Service
B & D Foods
Brent Mitchell Constructions
Caxton Printers, LTD.
Evans & Paulson CPA's
Golden West Produce
Idaho State Department Of Agricu
Idaho Surgical Partners
Independent School Dist. Boise
J & D HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING
Maguire Financial Services
MASTER ROOTER
Northwest Precast
Redfish Sensor Products, LLC.
WILSON & McCOLL
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cust_name
A 10 Capital
ACME Insulation, Inc.
Acoustical Supply and Dist.
Advance or Die
All West Aviation Service
Apache River. LLC. dba Double L
ARC
Arid Club, Inc.
B & D Foods
Belle Boutique
Benefit Managers Company, Inc.
Best Western Vista Inn
Blauer. Wayne Dr. M.D.
Block 22, LLC
Boise Centre
Boise Refrigeration Service Co.
Boise School District Foundation
Brent Mitchell Constructions
Caldwell Auto
Camp Oil Company
Carpet One
Caxton Printers, LTD.
Central Paving
Challenger Company
Christian Hardee LLC
City of Eagle
Commercial Home Furnishings
Connolly & Smyser Chartered
Contract Floors
.CPM3 Corporation
Creamer Heating & Air Condition!
CRI Advantage, Inc.
·
D & J Transport
Dailey. Tom Accounting
DB Fitzpatrick
Debt Reduction Services. Inc.
Designer Floors, Inc.
Diamond line
Dr. Brewster
Dykman Electric. Inc.
EBERLE. BERLIN & ASSOCIATES
Edwards Greenhouse
ESA Credit Union
ESI Construction
Evans & Paulson CPA's
Fisher's Technology
Gem Floor Supply
Golden West Produce
GOODE MOTOR AUTO GROUP
Habitat For Humanity
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Hayden Beverage
HERCULEAN CONCRRE SYSTEMS
Hillcrest Country Club
Idaho Sports Medicine Institute
Idaho Surgical Partners
1~~.!f.t'~~d;f~W.~~I<Illl!l~'···''"•

..... : •......

111~~~&~~~il~Ai~Ri~.;;~
Interior Systems, Inc.
J & D HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING
KATHLEEN ROMA & ASSOCIATES. PLLC
Kitchens by Design
Koenig Distillery & Winery
Lee Read Jewelers
Lone Star Middle School
Maguire Financial Services
MAHONEY LAW OFFICE
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP
Minidoka County
MINIDOKA COUNTY DISTRICT CT.
MINIDOKA COUNTY TREASURER
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Mountain States Group
Northwest Precast
Old Ranch House Seasonings, LLC.
Orthopedic Assocation
PASCO, Inc.
Paul's Market
PICKUP. A. SCOTT D.M.D.
POMERELLE MOUNTAIN RESORT
Quality Concrete
Quality Thermistor, Inc.
RADIX CONSTRUCTION
Rambo Sand & Graveline.
Redfish Sensor Products, LLC.
RINGERT CLARK CHARTERED LAWYERS
ROCKY MOUNTAIN AGRONOMICS
Rocky Mountain Ob-Gyn
Santos metals & recycling
SHIRO'S INC.
Snake River Pool & Spa, Inc
Solution Pro
Southwest Idaho Surgery Center
Spurwing The Club
ST. Luke's Family Health
ST. Luke's Idaho Family Phys.
St. Luke's Regional Medical
STUCCO SYSTEMS. INC
Summit Dental Group
Summit Dental Group
SUN VALLEY SKI TOOLS
The Florist At Edwards
TITLE ONE
TMC,INC.
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Treasure Valley Coffee Co.
TriState Beauty Supply
Ultra Clean
WestVet
WILSON & McCOLL
YANKE MACHINE SHOP, INC.
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EXHIBIT 31
000499

REGIONAL DISTRIBUtOR AGRE'EJ.\IIENT

BETWEEN
SAFEGUARD BUSINES.S SYSTEMS, INC. ("WE" 9r "SAFEGU:AR;D'~)

AND
WILDER. VENTURE, lNC., A NEW. MEXICO COR,PORATION
EFFECTIVE APRJL 20, 1998
YolJ ~t~ ~~pofute.d our sales ~gent (!'))istnbutor") for those Safe~d pmducts ~nd·
1

services d.e:ijned in .the ·attached i\dd~da phjS' any New Pradu·cts (d!;:fineci in .paragraph 3 b.eJow)
which we ·he.teaftw:: offer '~0 you and which you. ·acc~pt ·\)y signing the applicable produCt
addend~ ~m9 ·qo~lym~

With -its tel1:)]$ (coUe.cti.vely,_ ' 1Saf~guard Syste~s"), on the· feUowjng

terms:
1.

"PRODTJCTS.t
.hav~ the right, in ·¢.e ·territory des~rib.ed in Attachment A (the
"T~r,ritp:ry'') 1 ro solicit orders of Safeguard Systems, as an independent agent, in

You s"hfl]l

?-~.eord~mee With

the_price sch~eJ."!-11~ pub~bed by &lfegua.cd from time to time, and.
in accordanae with ·other terms and·ec;mdicions including, for example, with respect
to submitting ord~s and filling out design forms, as Safeguard may specify from
time-to time,
2.

TERRri'ORY:
You ate ntlt authorized to r~p:~;csent Saf~g\lard or .solicit orders of Safeguard
Syst~ms .QU.t'Side the Territory ex<;:J::pt pursuant to our written policies or gUidelin.es
to the contrary tr~!lt !lfe in effebt :from tilne to time such as, for example, those
pertaming io out-of-territory .sales from influence key referrals. YoU.r teititocy. is
non~exclusive .~d this Agreement does n9t prevent Safeguard from selling
Safeguard Systems inside the. Territory through other persons or means. ·

3.

~1'IJRE ~RODUCTS:
Sa::tegu~d shall offer you
accessories~ or data

the right to solicit orders of any future office supplies
pro·ce-ssiog p!'oducts or services, offered for sale by
Saf~guru:d within the· Territory which are designed for sale to the small busiuess
and .profes.~ional markets that t-raditionally hfl.ve been .customers for Safegqatd
Systems (''New Products"). You may accept Safeguard's offer by signing the
applicable adden"dum, which will contain the terms and conditions, such as quotas,
c.oiilmission rates and certification procedures, upon which Safeguard is willing to
permit you to represent it with respect to such New Product, when it is offered to

and

1

UJlless the context otherwise requires "you" or "Distributor" includes your
shareholders, individually and collectiv~ly.
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you. Yau ·shall only have the d,ght to represent Safeguard w.ith respect to- such
New Product on-a non~exclusive basis.

4.

ACCOUNT PROTECTION RIGHtS;
You s:Mll have ·the exclusive ·tight to the GQ~~ons generated on sales of
S;rl'eguar~ Systems ~o any cu~er listed-on Atta¢bment B. T~ ex(ilusive right
:to. co~io.ns ~~lies. tQ S_af~guard_ -8y.&~JiiS: S¥es ~o e.ach SJ.Ic1I cu~tomer. fur sQ
long as ·1s ·specified on· Attachment l3 ·at .,lintil tQis .A,greement .:is te.murtated~
howe.ver, YPW: exclusive r-ight. to- cQiiliilisruons :on sales .Qf 'SafeW,Iard Systelo$.to
-~y ou~~qroer shall expire ifthat.A~tont.er·fu!s .ngt putehas.ed b:fiy·Saf~gqti;rd Systetn
w1Alht t:bll1y-s:ix (36) m,o~tbs after. the. io,vQiqe date pf imch castom.~t's- last prim:
purchase ofany SafeguFU"d S,stmp..

$.

RELATlONSHlP BE'IWEEN'S!AFEGUAJm AND· YOU:
•

•

,.

r~e reltl~onsi:iip betwe~~ Sawgtxiitd. ·a:nd

mtr~e~d~t. SMes agep.t.

and. rwt

!

I

-

·ya.u.- shall

·~·e th<lt ·af ".P.rlncjp~

smd

em:¢~y~ -~d. ~:plfiye-¢,, buy~r.. !Wd ~ellet. m·

jf.Jnt!b$Qt and fum~~c::, Y.~11 ~us~ ·y<;>\lf ~ :eftOrts ~~ ·suli~it ot'ders for
Safegu.ard ·sy~~. .MI·or.ders a~ ~jegt tG ~cge~tanc~hyS~g\J~d.. You. "$b;a!l
n~t quote pri~ Q:r ~tms .otll:er·:th.a:Q:.(Q.~~ S~~- furth ~'oJ.ii·pflqa~.eliedUles l:(Ql~~s
yon. receiv~ o"V,t co'BSehtto do s9, ~d yo.u. :shall no.cwcike :a:p,y.statein~nts, proz;nises
or repr~entatio.ns· to the eq~· ):ior irulke aiJY
without Olll' pnot writt~ oo~~nt

6..

tamtm:ents

0.tr Qur

behalf

·oPERATION AND PAYMENT OF·Ct)MMfSSIONS:

·(A)

All. orders which you

so~cit a,nd ·send t.o us .pwstiant to "thiS Agreement
sball be. processed by u~ in; our Jior.irull and ·cus.t-o~ iminner. Except
puttruant to written a~trativ~ poli~k;s then fu. effect, o-r. ~th our prior
written consent, you shan n:ot submit orders ~and Safe~arq shall n<ilt
accept-them) where the Safeguard S;yst.ems. are or appear to be inteiJ.ded to
be resold by the custom~.

We shall bi)l.and ship to cu_stp.qt.6rs' <fuectly·for orP.ers er~dlf~ to you~nd·
the custom~+ shall pay 1,1~ dir.eyctly~ Y.ou are.. ~~ressly.prelnbited :from
~onv.~rtin_g to yalll' OV/I!. a<+co'iint any -CDsto.r.nil:r: .pay.mem.ts .issued ~
Safegua:ri!l. For your .s~i;vioes. -hereu~aer you .sh(!ll receive cotnmission
payments pl,ltsuant to. the commiss.ion rate specified in the applic;:tole
product Addendwn on the net sales ofSa{egilard Systems credit~ to you;
however, commission rates may be c®ng.ed at :our sole. dis.~r~ti.oh due to a
change in economic or comp.etitive conc;Titions; but suc)l clla,ng~s can only
be made in coll)lection with a broad p0licy change ~ff~pting aU distributors
(e;X.cept those, if any, wlios~. contracts provide olhenviie) and provided·
fhrth.er that .any such chang~ in commission r~t~s .shall only affect sales
made after an ;nmounceme.nt by S~~guard. For the purpos~ .of c.alculatfug
the commission payable to you, net sales of Safeguard Systems means the
amount actually received by us with respect to sales credited t9 you, less:
(i)_ all taxes applicabl~ thereto; ·

(ii) all transportation and freight costs applicable thereto;
(iii) all handling costs applicable thereto;
2
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(iv) all returns a,n~ allowances.
(C)

We will pay commissions on or about the 15th day of each month fur
Safemtard ~~e.IDS· sales billed durin~ !he previo_us month awl solieited by
you acc~rdiil.g to the t~~ and conditions of thi.s Agreement. If w.e ~ve
not teeelVed payment m. !WI fur any of the Safeguard Syst~ sal~$ for
Which you bav~.'!'e~~paid a C.Ommission 'Yitbin one h~dz:~ twenty.(l20)
days of the bil.liilg date,. yeu will ·be subJect to. conumss1on cbat,gebacks
according lo the 'then appli~b!e :A,ccdunts Receivable Procedures Manmd
.gr ·s.imil~ RPWY ·manual In the typical inst-anee, this ·means that you will be
r.ecp.$~d tO :repay us an !WQ'Illlt ~quivalent to your coinmissiOJ.l' on ~
unpaid portion, ·unless we dedu~t tlie amount from pa)'ments w~h we- owe
.... yQU. 'If we are ~er :paid ~y tb.e ·CU$tQmet, we will then pay- to j(JU ail

amou't)t :equal to the :runoucl -oollecwd less the out-of-pocket .9osts of

~ollecfi;Qn 'Wnes yqunate of commission.

7.

SAFi;G'JM.RI!'S: DuriE'S ANQ .QBLlGATIONS:·
In ad.~oA.'to' ·tho~;~e· dl;liits &).d..f>l:>ligations desc-ribed. els~whete in the Agre~meiit,
sa:,teguard shall:.
.
(A)'

Us~ jts. be~t ¢0.rtS, consistent with you:r
{lg~nr,. ow (!)bligations to c;>th~r dismbutors,

status as an independent s~es
and our financial.imd ~-$o~l
!4nitations; 'to .assist you: in: tQ:e solicitation of ord({:rs of Safegu~rd Sys.tews
Witllfu tb:e. Tenitocy.· b:Y funUsbing to you, upon tenns not les~ fav.o.r.able to
y~oq. ~n ~e genef411Y offered to other c.omparable distn"bll{OJ"S, such
samples~ te.c~cal and descriptive infonnation as you may, at your
discretiqn, . t~as:Qh::tbly teques~ frpm time to time. You acl<nowledg,e ~t
th~ ·use lJP.d, where· applicable~ purcha);e of such .materials is your own
voW.ntaxy, .d.~~'ision.

(S)

'fonv¥d 'to :YQU with reasonable. promptl).ess copies of all inqpiri,es and
·:Other correspond~1i9~ -relating t{) SC!fe,gu~d ~tns' received 'by Safeguard
from cust-otpers iden~ifi.ed on 4tt~'C,:hroent B, together with. copies of'S~e~
.gu~d'~ r:~ply to su.ch inquiries o:r cortespondence.

(C)

Not.W you. With reasonllble ·promptness upon becoming aware of any
ftaqility·ciaim by any.ofthe c~stomers identified on Atta~htnent B telatiil,g
t9. S:afeguard S.ystt':ms or of any other eve,l'lt that may reason.~'t!IY .be
expected to have a material adverse effect upon the sale of Safeguard'
Systems to such custo)llets.

(D)

'Indemnify ·a,n9 hold you harmless from and against all loss; damage,
liability, cost or expense of any· nature whatsoever which may be asserted
against you by a tlrird party (a "Loss'~) arising out of or in connection witl;t
the manufacture, marketing, sale, distribution or use of Safeguard Systems
.except a Loss resulting in whole or in part from your breach of the

Agreement, violation oflaw, or other wrong~ conduct.

(E)

Use its best efforts to insure customer satisfaction with the Safeguard
Systems (including their use, sale and delivery), subject to you.r

3
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cooperatien in follo~g ·up. on cUstomer co.mplaints in a prol\lpt and
courteous fashi<:m and keepfug Safeguard infopned r~garding sueh matters.
(F)

Have sole resp.onsibility for billing and the eollectio~ qf customer -acco\lilts

mthe Territory, subjeet to yow reaS.onable coo~ration, where .requested,
in assisting Safeguard in pursUing its collection effOrts.

(G)

8.

U:se reasonable effotis (i) .tQ.. iilvestigate allega:ti-ons that otller S~eguard
distnbutors ma:y be in$-opexly soli¥~g .S~guard Syste:tnS ~:r<iers in the
Territocy or to the pustom~s identifie-d. in Attachment B Md (i,i) to p~the
appliCJJble connniS'sions-on·such sales to the proper-distn'Qutor.

DISTR'fBUTOR~·S DliTIElS AND ·~)$LiG.f\.TlO;rfS~

lh addition to those duties and obligatiop.s_ 9~sc:ribed e1Se.wnere· in th~ Agrecmwnt,

you shall:
(A}

·

Refrain from soliciting order:~ p.fS-af~d- $~e:w,$· from tustnmers -~ to" ·
a"C.Qount-1>teteetiun rights,
prospeCtive. cu»tam.e.ts :are
not already r~,gi&t$.d In Safe~-&.s- ~Qifiputetc ·to ~~other ·Sqfe~d
distributor,:~nd to a'v.oiii taking:aiJ.y flGtiO~·intended.to, :qr ~vihg the effect
of;. incorreptly ideliitifY.!ilg the·n?me, add.'ress, or identity oftbe customer .in
o~ders· subnu'tted. to Safeguard
·

who~. Qther -8afegu~(l ·W,strlb.utors then. :}!.old:
mc1uj:)ing· te use. b.est E!ff9tts to detemrln~ ·lija.t

(B)

Refr~in {except whex:e.

pennitted ,pursuant to wrh.t~n Saf~guard Wlic,it~Jines
br policies) from .soli.CitiJ;Ig· otders of $afeguili'd Systems outside ~e
Te.irltory. including to use ···_best· ·efforts to. dete-imihe that prospective
customers have a: bo~ fide office loc;;atiQn within the Terr.itory ~d to avoid
talcing any at:tions. intended to, o.r having the effect of, incoll'ectcy
identi:cying ~e natl'le, addre.~ or ·identity of the C:t.IStomer in orders
rubrnitted to Safeguard.
·

(C)

Cooperate with Saft<gJJari:l to the extent r~soJ;JAbly requested in attlmlptihg
to establish, main:t$. aiJ.d/or expand r~J.ationshl.ps W:ith National Accounts,
Banks, Acco~tants or other ref~p:al sources (influence keys) ln. the
Territory, including to promptly·fu.Iiow up on leads/rererrl}ls provided by
Safeguard, and tQ refrain, where t~quested by Safegu~z:d, from interfering
with referral relationships es.tal:ilished ·by or assl~ed to other Safeguard
distributors.
·

(D)

Maintain all custom~ and fuiancial records (including, for eX.tlmpie;
computerized records and books of ori~l entry) pertaining to Safeguard
and your Distributorship in an orderly and orga:irized fashion, and, upon
reasonable prior notice~ to make such customer and financial recorc,ls
av.ru1able for audit by Safeguard (at Safeguard's sole expense) during
n.ormal business hours.

(E)

Comply with national or divisional admjnistrative and co1Ill1.1ission policies
not in conflict with this Agreement which lire now .i.n effect or which we
may issue from time to time for all distributors within your Territory, or
any metropolitan area included within the Territory. You acknowleqge
receipt of a copy of Safeguard's current administrative policies, one-write
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and computer fonns pro.cedures manuals, and accounts receivable
prpcedure5 manual.
(F)

9.

Appomt assoc~ate distributors or other sales and o:ffi~e management
pers6nnel to assist you. in. carrying out your dQties and responsiQilities
under ·this Agreem13nt only with Safeguard's prior written consent whiGli
will not. be unteas0nably witbheld. By ~y of example, Safeguard maY
withhold. its: oons.ent iHb:e associate distrib-qtQr or. su-ch other persqllnel failS
to -sigi.t a wtitten agre.fililent} it1-form satiS.fu;ctory to Safeguard. promising. t.Q
r.esp-eat and protect 1he trade s·eo:rets and confidential infar:inati~n -Qf
Sa:fuguard.
.
.

USE. OF NAME AN:o:LOGO'I'Y:PE:
S~f~~""ird, as part ,of t~ Agp~~ment_, grants you a non-excl'u$iye .Iic.e.l;lS~. whioh

may be tevok-ed at a:ey titti\S in. w.l1ich Safegua;rd''oolieves that you at~ mviolation of
~y

of the t~,lW'l tQn.ditions·ofth$ Agl(e~en~. to use the·name "Safeguar.d11
_and tlie Sa;f~,g}J~d·. !q~o}We -sol~ly .iA t<>nn:ection with your re,presetlt!lpp~ 'Of
.Safuguarc;l \lllflet· 'UfiS· Agreel}le.Qt~ No .statement in this Agte.ement shall oe.
eonslfi!~d t<?...i>r¢vent us :from ~iqg·to -other p~~ons or entities~ rigl;lt t:Q :uSe
the· name '':.Siif~guatd.'' If tQis Agreemgnt is t~nninated for any.· re!jSd.~ a.U yoWi
rigl)ts ·to· us.e the naroe· "S«(eguatd." and 'the logot}ipe automati~y-re'li'ert back tq
us and you t'rlaf no l()ng~ l)Se such n~e or lo·goty.pe. In -suGh event, we shlill ha.ve·
the right. to ·requ~ yo)l to advise in writing any person whom we designate: ~t
yo:u are nQ lon:g~t -authorized ·to use the name "Saf.eguard" and the Safegu~d
log0type. You a-gtee promptly to comply with sqch re;quest. You should adopt a
:fictitious ll$e .)nootpora~g the .name· "Sa.fuguard" .under wliich you will ~o
busiQ.ess. This name m!JSt be ~pproved by us in writing before you commence
doing bu.siriess un~er that name.
HL

TE~INATION OF AGREEMENT:

(A)

Tbis Agreement shall remain in effect for ~ initial term of :five (5) years
uilless it is terminated ..eatUer for the reasons described. herein.

(B)

Safeg:r.Jard maY: tefillip.ate. ·tliis Agreem~t immediately,. without prior·
warning. oy giving you written -notice ifany oft he followil)g should occur:
(i) You a'Qa:ndon your IHs~rii:n~torship.
(ii) You or any ·o.f y~>Ur sbareholders, agents or employees sell or solicit

sales of any P.roduc.ts-. sewices or supplies which Safeguard determines iii
its discretion to be competitive with any Safeguard Sy~tems t~t axe
manufactured by or are otherwise available from Safeguard. Th~ term
"competitive" sJ:tall include, b.y way of illustration without limiting the
meaning thetJ;of, the. characteristic qf (1) having one or mor-e applications
sub.11tanti~ the sax:ne as applications of Safeguard products, services and
supplies, or (2) perfonning one or more functions capable of b.eing
perfo_rmed by Safeguard products, services and supplies.
(iii) You or any of your shareholders, agents or employees sell or represent
a seller ofnon-comp:etitiveproducts, services or supplies without obtaining
our prior written consent, which will not be unreasonably withheld and
which, if granted, may be revoked by S'afeguard due to a subsequent ·
5
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change in circumstances. Without limiting tl;J.e generality of the foregoing,
Safeguard will not nonnally grant its eonsent unless (i)·the praduct1 service
or supply .is anoillary tci Safeguard Systems, (ii) is not manu:.factured by Qr
otherwise available :froiP S~gtt¥d, and (i#.) YQJl are then satisfying th.e
quota& set forth in paragraph lO(D) below. Ify.on receive Safegu~d's
consent to sell or reprf1Sent a seller ·of then noti.-oompetitive produets,
services or supplie.s and Safeg:m£rd stibsequently ~~ available New

Produ~ts which a,re co~etitiW With :such 'P!:~viousJt rton-competitiv.e
ite~. yau agt.ee that, if yci1:J. decide 1:9 sign th!! . .applicab~e .product.
!Uldendum, y~. your ~clmlders, ~g~s :and e.ll'lploye-es ·~~~ tak~ all

r~a591lllhle an<\ ~ppropnate actiiil:ns to ton.v~ the clistomeJ:s to :SS'eguard's
product lines within a reasonable period -oftllire:

_(iv) You or ~roy of ~ur s~a.r~4~~~ age~ ~.!,' .:~ll?:t>lQ~~ co~dtJct
yourselv::es o.r y.our bus~.p.ess .m a. eo~ep.~y Wt~lll .or disrep~~"Qle
ID.BI:Ul~r·or ~n.gage-in a pa4~¢ of.l*!ide. pra:c~Jie!l .w.W:h ~y -or·il:I~tly

rfuC(edit Safeguard, Sa!W1aid castowe~. $:3.f6guatd diStrili~tor~ or
Safe~d pr9.d1.1.cts ()r seFVic-es.

{v) Y?u .ot: .~Y ~f.yout sb.~l~p.lders, .!lgents e~ }~mp!r;;y~~ ·jJr~ch er
.mat<'rially:fail t!J perfonn:anY.~fih~ ~.and -~~~9~o:f.tliiS .Agx:~~p.t
for six:~ (~~):daYs" or·m~m~ e,l}:~ mitten. noti~ :frpm S;l~~d {~tb.er·.than
;~ .bt~ch. ~ .ariy ef fuey fot~g~ii).g .siibsectiqll!! :of tms p.~gta:ph ·Hl(B) .IW to
whiah irrnnediate tern;lina(ion is authorizefl). rtlor·ta the·exp~tion·~:~fsueh
sixty (60) day·period, Safeguard .s.ball. ~ve: :the .()ptien. to t!lke .such -otber·
actions, such as, for .example, witlihQld'fng the applicable eatl;in)issions, or
assigning a.no(b.er di:stdbmqr ~Q ~.e.Mc~ .the appllG'!lb~~ .cl.\stomer -acnounts, _
as S.afegqard may deem ~pprppriate in its diseretion.. Aft~r. the expiration
of such sixty (60) day per.iod, Sa~•.. in its ~sel:~tion~ :nUI.y elect not to
decl.are you to be in material breach -of th:js Agreemen~f ·but rather to
continue such other remc:di~ ·a's are a~ed'Q.y·the·ptevious sentence.
(vi) You or any of your shareho4Jers, ~-gent-s or employe~ or any person
on your behalf files any bankruptcy petit.Ion or dee1~re? insolvency (by any
definition).
(C)

Notwithst-anding anything tq the contrary in ·p.aragraph lO(B) above,
Safeguard shall give you :SiXty (60) ~ prior written notice and an
opportunity to cure if any ·br~acb Qf paragraph lO(B) is committed by any
of your shareholders, agents ana emplpyees without your previous
approval, knowledge, involvement or acquiescence.

(D)

Set forth below are your {lnnual n!!t sales quotas for the initial three ·(3)
year term of this Agreement. Safeguard xruiy·temiiiJate this Agreement by
giving you sixty (60) days written. n<,>tice if the net sales (net of
uncollectible accounts, retums and a~owailc~) -of. Safeguard Systems
credited to you do not eqilal or exceed th~ amounts set forth below for any
of the annual periods indicated (or any annual ren~wal.period):
5/1/98 -12/31/98
1/1/99 -12/31/99
1/l/00 -12/31!00

..

$142,70.0 - ·---- -- -

$243,400·
$288,800
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The foregoing annual net sales quotas may at Safeguard's option be
for Safeguatd Syste-ms
durthg ·the peqQ.d, and shall be reasonably decreased by Safeguard in the
event ofmaterl!U price decreases for Safeguard Systems.

~~onably inc~eased based upon any price increases

'.{n addition to. the above annual net sales quotas, Safeguard may. tetnilnate
this Agreeme.n~ by givUlg you sixty {60) days written notice if the net sal~
ofSa.feguar4 .Systefus.ctettitea to you for each calendar year do·not at least
equal the n~t ~es bf Safeguard Systems credited to you for t4e pdor
cal~ndaqr~.

(E)

'J'l!is Agr.ee.ment will aJ,so terminate sixty (60) days after any of the
fullowirig events·ocCQJ:
·
- '(i)

You give 'US written notice tb.at you have .elected tp terminate tb,iS
Agt,f}~e.tlt

(ii) .Y~~ ·death or· P.~~ent disability. Penua.Q.ent disability meJ.!bs an
~oilltr. fully. to· ·p.erl'onn all of the duties and respo~ibilities
)lereund~:r.tQ· th"O full .extent :req\lired b'y this Agx:.e~mellt by tea80n of
illn~.. l.qjury. '(>.dtl.c~pacity for twent,y-sm (26} G<llnsetmtiv~. we.eks. In.
the e:v.~nt. ~f any dispute 'lli!Qer tbis subparagra.pP, you shafl submi~ td.
a p~i<:llil ~!Uilinatio.n by a licensed physig~ selected by "Qs, who
muf!t ltlso~ ·be approved by you so long as your consent is not
u.nte.asenil.bly withheld. or d·eiayed.
(in)
(F)

Alfred If. F.~att or. Lmda Wilder Flatt c.eases to be your majority
sbareholqer(&) without our prior written consent.

So l<:mg as y.ou &J?e then in complianc.e with all of its terms and conditio.ns;
Agreement fon:dditional periods offiv~ (5)
yeats each by giving· us wiitren riotice at least sixty (60) days prip,t: to the
.end of the eurr~nt tc,nn, and negotiating in. good faith with Safeguard
during .tliat. ~lxty (60) day period to establish the annual net sales of
S.afegucu:d Syst~D:l& W.liich ·you propose to generate if the Agreement is
extended. Retre.wal shall be automatic if the annual incyeases have been
mut:u~ily·~gre~~fupon in writing. Ill the absence of such nlUtual agreem~nt,
renewal shall :lltill be automatic if your propos~d annual increases re.flr;:ct
~\lC:Ces:;'iV.e ·amiual in~eases of a't least 5% per year over the requiretne:r,~ts
of eaph precildihg.·year. If y.our proposal does not meet these criteria or if
y'ou fail to submit a prop.osal, then, unless Safeguard has approved SJ;Ich
renewal in writipg, the Agreement sb:all be terminable by Safeguard upori
'written notice to you. In tbe absence of such written notice of temriruition
from Safe~~(! to you; the Agreement shall be deemed to be renewed, at
Safeguar.d s option, on either an annual or at will basis.
you.m~yre.ti~w t)le tenn oftbis

(G)

Safeguard sball have the right upon written notice to yoU to rescind any
sixty (60) day period prior to tennination otherwise provided for in this
paragraph and to de~lare the t~ation to be effective immediately if
dl:lring that sixty (60) day period (or any portion thereof) you or any of
your shareholders, agents or employees fail to continue to solicit orders on
behalf of Safeguard and otherwise perfonn in good faith under this
Agreement.
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11.

ASSIGNMENT OF RIGHtS~
Your commission rights to the custo~~ts identified on Attac,htnent B Jllll,y not be
assigned or transferred f?y YQU, or by Qpf:nition ·oflaw, in part. Y'G.ta· ~usMriUlsfer
all 0f: your lights eithe'" to ·Safegp:m:d: e"t·an@~h:et p~9~: If (i) you have been a
Distributor for at least !i~ (5) years, (ii) have ~tiSfi.ed the requirem6n'W set forth
below in p~agraph l2C0), and. (iii) yap.: are in .c.omplianGe with rut· teons ~d
90nditibns of this Agree~t, and Y0U wish t0 ·transfer y~~ ~gb.ts to oolicjt -or$t~~
of S.afbguard Systep:JS tQ the customers ;indicated on .A;tta,climent B and: to e;am
commissions fr.Qril such-liMes {th¢ "R;ighfs'j, i:he followmg. must fitst OCClJ.t!
(A)

(B)

~d party .br pallties. who must be
by Safegaar~. in wtitillg,. a;nd ·Safeguard agrees not to
unreasonablY witbhold·. its ~pprovaL. 'The following ·s~ll be, coounples of
teaso.nable gro:undS for withholding apprdval:

Yo!l

~y

transfer· yo.1lf J,Ug:bts to a

~pproved

(i) the third party had in,a,d~~te. sales: anc:l llllUJ.agement e.~perience, or
inadequate :financial resp'IU"«es to <:1pgrate -a· Dist;rib:utorsbip of this !!ize and
.complexity, er re:fu§~ to ptowde info,pnatlo~ about his qua;Ufi.~ations or
financial condition a.s. teq'Qested by Sate~d;

(ii) lhe thir~ party i:s. a representative. ofa compet'i.tiv~ cam:pan.:Y at the·t~e
of the proposed ttailsfer and ¢ithet (~J) d0es· not agree· to .relin.quisJa ·such
·position at the time· of the .transfeir or (b) .is ·s:ubjeot tQ ·binding no.ncompetition or non..:sollcit_atilln covenants with the eompetitor;
(iii) tbe third party will not agree to·de:vote his best efforts to ~e business
of the _Distribut0rsbip, and actively ·p~icipate in its sales a-ctivities and
management;

(iv)

tb~

third party has a history of po.qr C:E,:edit e"(_{pertenq.e or .1~ been
of a felony;
·

convic~ed

(v) the third party is at the time of the proposed transfer a Safeguard
Distributor or was a Distributor or Associate Distributor whose contract
was tenninated or a Safeguard employee whose employment was
terminated;

(vi) the third party fails lo submit a satisfactory business piau to Saf~guard,
or fails to agree to accept reasenable n~t s~es quota r~quirements and the
terms and conditions of Safeguard's then existing non-exclusive distiibutor
contract;
8
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(vii) th~ third ·party insists upon being assigned Rights in and to a larger
base of existing cu~tpmer accounts than Safeguard in its sole discretion
d.eems appr-opztite; or

(v.iii) t];l:e f;inaneial tenns (i.e_. pric-e and payback) are no.t fair and reason&ble
to the ~d paiff (i} in ter.ms of _Pl'Oviding "biro or h:z- with adequa~ ~h
flow WUh 'Which tp o~~te as· a Sa:(eguard DIStributor, or (D.) m
comparisen With the finaric:ial tei'tnS of assignments of rights by eompar.able
distrlbutors at or about that time.

If yo.u fail to ~ssjgn and :tran~f~r your Rights tQ a third p.arty who has Pe.ea
:appreved by S~zuard in wti$g within ninety (90) days of ilie d~te Safeg\lard.
reje~t~. yal.lr offe'!, then yo.ur .right to transfer ~e Rights to third parti<:.s -sbali Iapsf;
~~ shall M.t. _b.eeome. _:etj"etti":ve. until ~ .fu!.ve again offered yo~ Rights t!!l
'Wegu.a.td ·as:tlesGn~ above B.n'd Safegu~d baS ag~xejected your offer.
(C)

If·yout s~eh!!!ldet(sJ die or be~rtle permanently ~able<l at. a: time whejl
yolJ.. wer<e itt coxn.p]Jai1ce wi.Ut.an .ten:ns. and conditio~ .of this· Agreeri:lent
this A~.~m!:nt..~hall·te~t~ ~d you or y.ounJ,esigJ;J.ee shall ~V¥ a p·erio.tl
9f one .Itundted twenty (l20) d~ys thereafter to enter into an agree.ment
with:;a. tltitd piu:ty·to: assign :your Rights upon such price and .PC!:YJil~l;lt" t~n'ns
as: m,a.y be· agree~ ·upon by your designee and the thirq patj;y; provided,
however, that YQut deaignee ancl/pr the third p~ must arrange to .pay off
the b.a1an~e ofthe aroount set forth in paragraph 6(D).
·

any

Notwithst11n9ln~ the for~goiBg,
tr-ansfer to a third party sl1.all.require
Saf~guard's wt1tten appro:val, which will not be unreaso1;1.ably witlilield.
The criteria set forth in paragraph Il(B) above shall be e:l(ample~· of

teasonable gr.ouncl:s for Smeguard~s withholding consent.
lf, within ~>ne hundred twenty (120). days of your shareholder(s) d~th or
pe~ent

disability, your designee is ·unable to transfer all ..ofyour Rigi;l.ts
as outlined ai?ove~ Safegwu:'d.sb.all, subject to paragraph 12(B), p~y tp you
(qr yout designee) an amQ~t equal to 50% of the net :qew and repeat
SareguiU"d SYstems sal~s to the custome.rs credited to you <f;unng·¢:e rw.elve
ttJ.Onth p.eriod ~edia~dy preceiling your shareholder(s) death or
pennanerit di~ability and collected by us Within one bundre.d twenty {120)
Clays of the billiJ;lg .date. These _payments will be made over a ten year
period, in one h\lil.dred twenty (120) equal monthly payments corumeneing
four (4) months after the date of your shareholder(s) death or pennanert~
disability. You (or your designee) will also be entitled to additional
paym~ts ifa third party il! recroited, who meets Safeguard's standal:ds for.
selection as a distributor then in effect, including,without limitation,· the
critetfu descnbed in paragraph ll(B) 1!-bove, and who agrees to purchase
your Rights. TheS~ additional payments will equal the difference.between
the amoWlt which the third party agrees to pay for the purchase of such
Ri~ts and the amount payable to you or your designee under ~
subparagraph. Safeguard has and assumes no duty to assist you or your
designee to make such a sale of the Rights or to recruit or approve such a
thi,rd party, and will not be acting as your fiduciary in any such efforts. If
the Rights are sold to a third pruty who subsequently defaults, Safeguard's
only obligation will be to pay to you or your designee the balance, if any,

:
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that would be due und~r this ·subparagraph. SafegtJ!trd may, without any
legal obligation and solely in its discreti~~ attempt to ·.locate another third
party willing to assume the obl,igatians due .to. you under i:'Qe first sale, to
the e~tent then possible; howev.ert ~ all i~tan~~ Sateg!J~d ·~Y. transfer
the Rights on such teml.S and CQfi<:lltlons. as it bcli~ves- to be in 1ts :own best
interest and suitable for its flw.n pmpose~ whether or ·not this would affect
the return to you or your designee.
(D)

In no ~vent will y~u be ~ted to assign your RightS Qt. to. re¢eive any
under th1s paragraph Uiiless :¥QU ·or ·your Pl;1'rS'Qn,al r~pfesentative
execute a writt~n a.greet;li~t \vtth Safeguarp ~q ~~ tJ;rir<J pattY conta:'jn.ing
sueh teilll$ and c.cm,dition,s gs Safeguar9 may~Qnably ~quest.
·

p~yments

For ·the. pl.llpO.se of ~s J?ara!Wflph, a:~ ~Jlll. as -p~p11S. 1.0 an.r;l 12, this
AgJi~eme~t·shaU b13 .deenied.to baye:ctil1lm~~~~:(:)n.April. ZO., 199~12:.

PAYMENTS AFI'ER:: T:ERMlNA'flON..
Sil:feguard will mal<;e pa:y.ments to Y..Ou ·fl.tl;~:r .t~nnmatiQii .o.f this Agreru:nent !J.Ui:ler
the follo'!ving ci'rou'ti1Stances:
(A)

If Safeguar.d t~mrlnates· this Agr~e.nrel1t. far· any. .of 'the ·re!l~PlJ.S s~t .~o.rih in
paragraph I 0, if you die or 'bec~me pem1anently ~i$apleti ~¥!.thin· the. first
five (:5) year~ or ~f you teniliMte this· Agree.me~t, .Saf'~;~guat;d. w~ sul?.ject
to paragraph l2(D), pa.y you (ot your bel'leficiar~~) fqr two '(2) ye8l's after
the effective dat~ Qf termination S0% Qf fu.,e :t":om.ibi8si011S· generated on all
repeat sales of Safegwi.td Sy.st-ems that ar~ tl;Jilde during such pet.iod. to
custOmers from wh<:>m you we~-e enti~l~ tQ ,tecei"'le commissions while this
Agreement was still in effec.t. Sai'eguard. w~l not, bc::rwe.ver,.tpak~ s,ny such
pa}'lrients if during -the two y~r pel:'ibd Witliin the· Tl'lrrita.ry y()'U w· your
shareholders, agents ot employees; directly or ·indire~:<tly, sell, atteinp:t to
sell, or ~st others in s.elling or· attempting tQ ~ell s~rvlr?~, products, or
supplies whi~h are competitive with Safe~d, sel'Yi.c~s, proiiucts c;>r
supplies, either on. yo·ur own behalf ~.r Qn b'ehalf ~f O'theJ;s or if'you f~ ttl
deliv!}r to us within. two '(2) l;>usi,n~s~ 4ays oft}te date of:.terniin.atiqr.. aU of
the Safegli.ard trade secr~ts apd confjqe.t,J.:tiaJ 'info.tmati.on list~ in P.!l.Tagraph
13, and cooperate with us(~ 'd~s.cribed.inpamgraph ·13) ·In the tr~fet of
the customer accounts. to us or to 'Our .representative.

(B)

If after this Agreement has beeA fu effect for more than. fiv.e (5) years (i)
you die or become permanently·di$.abl~d; .or (ii). you transfer your Rights to
Safeguard pursuant to paragraph l'l(A.), Sa:fegu~d will, subject to
,paragraph 12(D), pay y.ou (or your benefici~ries) for four (4) years.a:fter the
.effuctive date of tennination 500fo of tb.e co:romissions generated on all
repeat sal~s of 8afeiDJard Systems ~ha.t are in~de during such period to
customers from whom you were entitl~d to receive commissions while this
Agreement was still in effect. Safuguard will not, h9wev~, make any such
payments if during the four year period with~ the Territory you or your
·shareholders, ~gents or employees, direetly or ind4"ectly, sell, attempt to
sell, or assist others in selling or attempting to sell services, ·products or
supplies which are competitive with Safeguard services, products or
supplies either on your own bebalf ot on behalf of others, or if you fail to
deliver to us within two (2) business days of the date of termination all of
10
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the SafegJiard trade s.ee'rets and confidential info.rmation listed in paragraph
I 3, ·and coo~etate With us (as described in paragraph q) in the transfer ·of
th~se custom~r·accounts to us or to our representative.

(C)

You (or your beneficiaries) will also be entitled to

additional payments if
you
entitled to payments under subparagraph (B) and if a third party is
rec.qute.<J. who me:etS S~gui!i:d's tea5onable standards for select;ion ·as a
disttibu.tor tbeh in ·efi'eot, including, without limitation, the criteria .
'descnpro m pamgrapli 11 (B) above, and who agre~ to purchase your
~~ts:. ~ese .add~ooal paym~ will eq1,1al ~e cii!ference betwee~ the:
amount which the thir~ party agrees to pay for the pnrc.has.e of s.uch.Rights
~d "lbe ~en!¢ ~~ble· to you Uilder .subpar:agtaph l~(B) :~oo:ve.
.Satb.gt.Iat~ has ~d. as~tn:es no duty ro assist .you er· yq.ur. estate to JMke
-.sue~ a sa:J.~, Qf.the Rights or to r.eer.uit or approve Sl,lch a::thitd JWtY,.:~~,l)t·
under: ·6m ;then cm:r.~nt.imd reasonable ·~~d!ll'd:s. If th~ Rigb.~ ~e sold to a.
ithmd "p&1Y·who subsequently-defaultst Safeguar.d~s: onzy obligatiGn w.ill·be
to .pay tp you "Ol.t'f· lial~~e, ifan.y, .\flat wouta be due under sub"Paiagraph

a::e

l2.(B).

(D)

13.

.

If~ .A'gt"~~~t

is. t~at~g for ·any reason. ·before all of the montlily
GE;>mm.issi6ti .d:e.abt~iot!S ·set furfh .in para~ph 6(0) have .been WI'Ufuekl
:frpm you, Yo.U. .sha.il. bav~ n:o. pers.onal liability fbr the r~m~ b~ce.
b:U(, conv41'Sely; you shall.-no.t be entitlt;d to a refund or. r~oup.i:lj~nt. of .~Y
monthly deduqtions previou~ly made, a.p!i you shaU a,Js.o teceiV.e n.o
payments uneer pm:a:grap.\1 11 or 12 unless a{I'lU).g~ents ar~ ~d~ m
writ-ing, t4at ar:e a;pproved "Qy Safeguard in its discretit>n, "!Jnd~r' which the
rem,alncler ofsu.~·!lmP\lnt set forth in paragraph 6(0) is eoUected in full;. as
well as ·an:Y l9an balances owed by you to Safeguard.

NON-DISCLtiSUim .OF CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION AND NONCOMPETITION.
.

In .consjdex:ation: of .Safeguard's appointing you as ~ distribl.ltor of Sa:fegu~d
Systems, and ih recognition. that as a sales agent you have ~ .obligation to you{
principal to xeturn all.of1Safeguar~!s trade secrets or other contideiJ;tjal itifQrmation
upon tl;re: te.roiliJation o.f the age.ncy, you agree that upon the ·termination pf ~his
Agte-ent!;mt f<?t any .rea~<myo~ (for purposes oftliis paragraph "you" includes. you,
yo~r . sl:J.arehol&~s. agents ana employees~ individually as well as collectively) :will
imm-ediately r~tllrl} to .Safe-gtJard all originals and copies of Safeguard .customer
:filE!S, c.::~ds anq re<x>rds· (inpludll;lg .past ordering history, samples and imprints),
Safegtiard customer lists, proprietary computer softw~e R;nd related·
doc.::Uitl.ehtation, price books or price lists, product manuals or other produet
training·.matedals in your respective possession, custody or controi;"I;U}d an sales
aids, ~les brochures, design form trays, demonstration boards, and othet
Saf&gus:r.d sales materials which were giv:en to you by Safeguard. You agree that
these are. trade secr~ts and confidential information belonging to Safeguard ~nd
neither you nor anyofyour shareholders, agents or employees will (i) disclose any
of·su.ch trade secrets or cen:fidential infonnation about Safeguard or the.natw;e of
its business to any third parties, (ii) permit any such confidential iQ.fonnation to
become known by any such third party, or (iii) retain or use any stiCli"irifonnation
other than in connection with. serving as a Safeguard Distributor.

II
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Upon termination of this Agr.eement for .a.ny r~n you agree that you will not
disparage Safeguard, its products or its distn1mtois and .that you shall assign to:
Safeguard or its designee further use of all business telephone niunbet(s), :fu.<:simile
machine numbet(s), and post office boX: n1Ullber(s) previously used in connection
with your Safe~d distributorsllip. Yn~ ~gr-e~ th4t .UpOil termination ·of this
Agreement (or, if requ0sted by Saf.6gqard, ~t..~y time prio.r .tm:ttrt:o in which event
such do~ts may be postdated by·Safeguard)~ you will.sign such documents $.
may be required by .tha telepbone compan.y or post a:ffice to e:fThctuate such

assignment. If you fail·or refuse to de .So by this Agreement you appoint and
consent to safeguard~ serv.'itig as your. r-epresent.a;tiye . to exe¢ute aey such.
dooliinents on your behalf You agree· that yo"U, -ShAll pretiJPtly f@rw.ard :to
S.afe~ard (or its designee) all·nuUJ. oW,!!'rs or. otl}.et cotresp6ild~ce -received by
y.ou at $Y ofyour home;; or b"ilSin~s addl;esSM·~~r-·th.e date·ofteim:ination '!hat
are addresseQ.. to or oth~~ t4lilte ·to .sareguatd, .atid, tlmt you sha;ll adv.i&!1
perso.nS· who .call yoUr howe. tel~hone mmihe+s aslting .f<;~r Safegu~d. of the n~w
telephene numbers at wblGh Safeguard (or "its dey~g¢e) -can b·e reaoh~d.
Als~. for .a period ef two (~): y~s aft~ this A,gr.e~~~nt :is ~~ted, WJthih the
Territory~ y.ou agre~ that ;qeith~t. ·you. ~Or MY o.f yO.ti.r sbat~~lde:rs. agents or·
etnplo~.~~ djrect~ ilf'itldiregtly_. ·O:Q. ):our :9r. tlieir own ~hal£ Oi on "6eha)f of
any ofh~·p~rson, ct>mpany·-Qif·elitit\Y;. solieit,..sell, attempt to sell1 or .assist oth~s in
sellfug $ystems or serVices, supplies or :produc~. ·com.p~titi.ve ·With !lY§t~ttJS.
ser:viee's~ supplies or pr.oducts available :ti'.!i>t:n Safegpa.rd ·to any Sa.feguard
customers from whom y.o\l. had soli.vited Qrdets Qr with w.hom .Y.t>u had oth-erwise
done busip.ess ·prior to such tel"llliijJltmn date.

lf eith~r you or your shateb.olde~•.agent& pt employees ·violate all,}' of the a"b!:>ve
·agreements, you ackriowled_ge tha:t SafegWuid's Femedy·at law for vxolation will he
inadequat!!. Safeguard will be entitled tt> temporary and permanent equitable relief
to prohibit you or them from continuing to ·violate lbis Ag~;ee.Q::lent even if no
money· damages can be preven;· prov1~ed; however, ·tllat nothiQ.g .stated herein shall
be construed so as to preclilde Safeguard ~o· recover appropriate m.Onetary
damages.

In the event any of the provisioiiS of paragr:ap~ 13 are deemed to exceed the time
or geographic limitationS petmitted by applicable laws, you -and we agree that the
provisions are essential for Safegtl.ard~s pr0tection and fuat they $all be ref9rmed
to the maximum time or geogniphic"limitation pemritt.ed by applicable laws.

14.

RELATIONSHIP TO OTBER.AGREEMENTS:
This Agreement is the sole underst,an.ding and agreement of the parties with.
respect to its subject matt~t and shall SUP.ers¢e and .replace any_ agreement,
covering the products and serv.ic.es covered by this Agreement previously signed
by us, as well as all prior or contemporaneous und~rs~ndings and agreements,
written or oral.
·

15.

NO WAIVER/NO IMPLIED COVENANTS:

If any provision or part of this· Agreement.sb.ali.be.held inY;llid, .the rest. of.·the ..
Agreement shall still be binding upon each of the parties, such invalid provision or
part being deemed severable in nature. In addition, if either party elects not to
enforce any of the tenns of the Agreement at any time, its fail\lre to do so shall not
be deemed a waiver of its right to enforce that or any other part at some later time.
12
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SAFEGUARD'S ELECTION N:OT TO ENFORCE ANY OF THE TERMS AND
OF ITS SIMILAR AGREEMENTS WITH OTHER
DI:SJ':iUBUTORS $~ NOT NmTODICE NOR AFFECT ITS RlGHT TO
ENFORCE SUCH TERMS AND CONDmONS OF THIS AGREEMENT
AGAINST YOU.

CONDITIONS

16.

BINDING EFFECT OF 'i'.HIS.AGREEMENT:

This Agreem~nt~lm.ll be ~ding not only on you and Safeguard, but also on each
of the heirs; ex~¢utor.s, su(!ces.sots ilnd assigns of the parties.
17.

MlSCELLANE.OiU.S:

CAJ

Amendment.

Ne~t}Iet lh~ ;Agr~ent

enfm;Qeme.Q~ o(i;h~atJ1¢i:J.dme.nt or

18.

·nor any of its provisions fuay tie

.&In.e.nd.~ or w~v~ e})':cep~ .hy .a, Wilting signed by the party a.gafust

waiver is sought.

whom

{R):

Defiuilt."QX/eafegpard. .Safeguard shall-not be deemed to have eo.rumltte):L-S}
br.~ch .e(:~falilt of any.ebligatio.n or provisi®. of thi~ Agr.~tlm~nt· u_til.~ it
shall have! bet'<.q _given· writt~n l!lOtlQ!'l by _you- "d~ignating j:he spe«~fi~ aet ¢·
pr~~flD: l.'}f:wJiilili:the~~ b~ hee:n a :fcd.lw.e. ·qf.pet.fomi~Uice, an~ ~e~a'f.d
sp~ ha.ov~~f.a.U~ to ;p..erfo~ sueh act t)f comply w1th such pro~mn Within
:thitty (~Q) .~a~.a~e.r.~lpt ofsuch -notice.

(C)

Limitation 0f .Damages. The. damages -recoverable by either party b:ereto
for .any c6Iitrovets}r or claim, whether for breach of contract, tort, v.io.Iation
.of statute~ ·or otherwis~,. -based upon, ~ing out of; or·rell:.lted l9 tl;l.is
Agreeii.J,~nt, a brea<?h thereof, or the' commercial or economic r:ele.t~GIJ.
. be.tw.e~n th,e p.artie.s. SHALL BE LIMITED TO ACTUAL DAMAGES
FOR ·COMMERCIAL LOSS, NEI'UIER PARTY HERETO SHALL BE
:LIABLE TO TB£. OT:aER FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES,. OR 'FOR
CO:MPENSATORY DAMAGES FOR EMOTIONAL DISTRESS.

(D)

Limitation of Actions. The parties mut\]ally agree that any claim Qf aq.y
kin~ ·based ~peJ<!, arising out of, or r-elated. to this Agreement, a br.eaQh
th.er~~ or ·th~ 9Ql)lille,t'9~ j:>r eco.qomi,c re~tioil between th~ pat.t.iea,
SHAL:L ",BE BARRED tiNLE~S AS.SERTED BY THE COMPLAINING
PARTY BY tBE COMMENCEMENT OF AN ACTION WITHIN ONE
YEAR AFtER TfiE FmST INACTION OR ACTION TO WHICH THE
cLAIM RELATES. .

GOVERNING LAW:
This Agreement ~hall become effective when executed and accepted 'Qy us ipP~ylva$ and i~ ~hall b~ governed· and con~trued under and in ac.cot<hmce with
the law.s of Pennsylvania.

19.

RELIANCE UPON OWN JUDGMENT:
Each of the parties acknowledges that in executing this Agreement it relies solely
on his, her or its own judgment, belief and knowledge, and such advice as he, ·she
or it may have received from his, her or its own counsel, and, except f0r
representations expressly s.et forth herein, that party has not been influenced by any
representations or statements made by the other party or his, her or its counsel.
13
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20.

FULL DISCLOSURE/NO ORALMPRESENTATtQNS:

.BY signillg this Agreepient :you acknoWledge that NO ORAL
REPRESENTATIONS CONTRARY TO ANY OF Tim WRIITEN TERMS OF
TillS AGREEMENT HAVE BEEN MADE TO YOU BY ANYONE
E¥PLOYED BY OR REPRESENTING SAFEGUARD. You. specifically
acknowledge that Safeguar4 has exp~ f9 you that (1) it cannot provide
assurances that ·it will provide y~u. with Uplimit.~d ·ot any· predetemiined. level of
s~ppol;'t ·or tfai$g, (2) tliat .~y of ·the Safegriard· CUStQmePS idt:mtlfie9 ~
Attac.Qment B, subsccti~n (.ir) will continue-to reorder the same pr~uct or sim,ilar

am.ounts il;l Qle future, p) that ariY mrch custcmrer·!!tW.r-e~·in busines~ OJ;' :tnay
n.ot ap.p~ar mor.~ than .once mi. the ·:list, w.s~'ibly· under .c'ijtmr~I¢ D.ame{;, or .(4) thit
you will attain the ·net ~ales CP,I~ ~¢t f<ilttij .W. ,AAra,~plr 1-0Q.;>.), ot aliliie:Ve a.IJ.Y
other ·sales or earnings 'f9reoasls Jb~t.l;Ia;v:~;· ~n..d~v~e.l~p~a ~Y SafeFd .and you.
You under;stand. '.that ·SafegUar~J: oti1Y't'!1.\}.I.~)1'tS tlj) ·yaij. .tllat the cilstomers whose·
nam~ are list~d in &ubs:ectioq {i.Q to ~tt'a;cbme~t B· have .i,n ~l;I'e ~ b9\lght.
·Safeguar~ pro(lucts . ajid sarvle~
Y~TS .AeKNO:'M:;E~E. Tl:IAT. ANY·
DISCUS:SIONS YOU MAY HA:VE. HAJ.;) W!Tf.t ·~ARB6l1A.:R.D AeO'OT .ANY
EXPECI'ATION OF FUTURE ~JtRS FR0'M;. SVC~· WS!QMB:g$ HAVE
INVOLVEJ:?· ESTIMA~~ 0~~\ ·:r-:t?~,also a;~wte~et lhat yqu li~.e receiv.~.
an e"planation of how the ·pn!>e 9f. :th~ .acco~t :protection qg)its· set forth ·m·
patagl'aph 6(D) ~how the lUW,~'al. quota.··~et fot.ili 'in iJara.gtaph.lO(D) .has been
calcul~ted, that thesa oomp.utations are satisfao.to:ry, ·and that the quotas ate
re)asomtble and l!.ttainable by you. You have ~d. the )\gre~:m~t care:Mly attd
have been encouraged by Safeguard. to revi~w .it with an attornl'lY .of ypur cboice,
and you agree to be bound by !tsteQPS.
21.

DISPUTES/ARBITRATIO.N/WAfVE~ OF JURY TRIAL:

(A)

Ally dispute b~tween. you· and ~qther Safeguar-d distributor. ·inaluiling, for
example, disputes relating .to ala:imll :that you (or an.y of your agents or
employees) have violated suoparagt~hs (A} and (B) 0fpamgraph 8 above
or your claim that ano.the.r -8-a:feguard distributor has violated silnilat
covenants or obligations·. arising- fro.m his 01: ·her Distribu:tqr Agree.merit{s)
with Safeguard:. ;may be r\'ls91V.ttel by Safe~d purs~nt to its written
policies then in effect, o:r i~ l;mly'b.0 Slibmittw to ~i:_p~el ofat least three· (3)
disinterested and neutral Di$tQ'bu.tOI:s .(to b.tY selected :from a list provided by
Safeguard); You agree to .abid~ by .the. decision trf'eith.er Safeguard or such
panel, which, in the absenc~ qf clear and. convincing evidence of fraud or
conflict ofinterest, will be fulai and'binding·and ~ot appealable to any coutt
of law or otherwise, and you am:ee that you ~ not file, claim, sue or·
cause or permit to be filed.or claim~d ·any action for legal or equitable relief
(including for damages, uyunctive, declat{Jtory, monetary or otlier relief)
against either Safegl1ard or any memberr~) of such panel involving ·any
dispute submitted to or adjudicated by Sa't'egoard or the panel.

(B)

In the event of any dispute betweeB you and Safeguard based upon, arising
in connection with, or related to the interpretation (jf this Agrl;lement or a
claimed br.each ther~of, the parti"es' resp~tiv~ riglits ¥td obligations unde(
this Agreement, or from ·alleged· tortious .conduct or statutory violations·
related in any way, directly or indirectly, either to this Agreement or to the
parties' commercial or economic relationship, and except as otherwise
provided in subparagraph (A) above, you and we agree that THE ISSUES
14
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THAT WILL BE RAISED IN SUCH DISPUTE WILL BE DIFFictJtT
AND COMPLEX SO THAT ANY LAWSUIT RESULTING FROM
SUCH li CONI'ROVERSY WILL BE TRIED BEFORE A COURT OF

COMPETENT JURISDICTION BY A JUi:>.GE SrrTING wiTHOUT A
j""[jl{Y. . YOU HEREl;lY KNOWINGLY, VOLUNTAR1LY AND

INTBNTION.ALLY WAIVE ANY RIGHT YOU MAY HAVE TO A
TR:JAr., BY JURY IN RESPECT TO IJTIOATION RELATIVE TO ANY
OF THE FOREGOING MATTERS, AND "YOU ACKNdw.u;tDGE
UIA:T TinS PR:QVISiO"N IS A MATERIAL INDUCEMENT. FOR
SAFEGU".A.E,p•$.-ENTERING INTO THIS AGREEMENT WITH YOU,
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS; INC,.
J:.:.o'

Date,:

. . t.lt::>lj

t' • \

f

I \

~

(!\

l

15
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Attachment A

You shall have the non-exclusive rigb~ to
iri.the geographical area descnbed below.

~aU

0n prospective users of Safeguard Systems

ALL COUNTIES IN THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO
FOLLOWING:

Wim T.HE

EXCEPTION OF THE
.

tfiPALGO

.LUNA

-GRANT

smimA
<tt.ER.:O
DONA ANA
LEA EDDY

16
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.Attachment B
You shall :h~:!:ve the exclusive right to the applicable commissions on ·sales of Safegnard
Systemsta:
.
(i) .each c:ustomer in the Territory whose fiist order .of Safeguard SystelilS is direc;tly the.
result :of :your efforts and is credited to yQu, except National Accounts, Banks (and Blnlk
referrals):. ilfid oth.er influen~e keys with r~ect to which you have failed to .cemply with
paragraph &(C); .and
(.ii) the Sa.fe~d g_usto:mers listed. in Safegli'atd computer under Distributor # 4R3.

'!!

In .ndditio~ your exelllSiV.e right to ~ommissions on sales of Safeguard Syst~rns to any'
customer si:J.all·expire if-that customer·bas.not pl,ll'C'hased any S~feguard l?Ystem within.tb~-s~
(36) mon~bl? ~er: the in'loi~;:e d.~te of such ~ust0mer's last prior purc~e of any Saf~gua,td
System.

*'

If no list pf.customers is physically attached hereto, you sbould"iillual this page to indicate that
such a Jis.t· was pre-viously fumi~hed to you. You should not sign the Agreement or initial tbis"
page unless such a list is being or has been furnished to you by Safeguard.

DISTRIBUTOR AGREEMENT ·U.S

corporation

17
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ADDENDUM NO. 1

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCf OR SERVICE
O.ne-Write Accounting Systems -- manual system in which several fonDS for
di:tfi4ent recerding functions are held in alignment on compact Writit'!g bo.at4S so
that a s~gle writing on the top form proc;lilc~ the salbe entry on. the forms ~~e.a.tb..
tbrough use of carbon of "no-carbon required'' paper. Also- included in this
pr-oduqt line arc the ~iting boards, trays, binders and other non-paper·items sold
in conjunction with the forms.

COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT TO YOU
15% ofnet S{lles; subject to the terms.oftlie paymei:it -and char:gebaC::kptoViSiofiS
described in the Distnbutor Agreement.
·
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ADDENDUM NO. 2
NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF .PRODUCT OR SERVICE
a.

Financial Reporting Piogram - .a batch-mode computerized Genera1
Ledger system used t<> prepBL"B Fina:noial Statements for smaU·and medium
.sized busfu~·es. The basic Financial Statements include a Balance Sheet,
Earnings Statement and the General Ledger.

b.

Pr0f~ional Timek-eeping System--

a batch processing service available. to
accountants. architects,, ~ngineers-a,nd to other professionals that provides
them witli -detai:Ied ·information on the utilization of time for billing and
xruiiiagement pUrpt>ses .

.

COMMISSIOJS(.RA.tt AND TERM$ OlZ.PA\'MENT TO YOU
15% of n~t s.a:le? for. ~ch pr.oduct; subje~::t to ·the terms. of the payment and
char~~back provisions cilescribBd.m"the Dism'butor Agreement.
SET UP POLICY:

Commission of 15% on all charge,s billed to the customer for Financial Reporting
Program set up

cbat:g~.

With respect to the Professional Tirtlekeep~g System., if a Safeguard Account
Represent!ltive -does the set up, Safeguard will keep the $200.00 base charge as
well as all additional fees. However~ if an Account Representative employed by
the Distributor and certified by Safeguard does the set up, the Distributor shall be
entitled to the base charge, and Safeguard.shall be entitled to all additional fees.
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ADDENDUM NO.3

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCf OR SERVICE
Dental Practice System -- a batch-mode computerized business syst~m for dentistS
that generates weekly. and monthly inf611D4tion on production, collections,
receivables, insurance, recall and other dental bu$iness indicat0rs.
.COMMiSSION ~TE AND TERMS .OF PAYMENT TO YOU
~

of net sales, subject to the t.erms of the payment and
qe&c.dbed in the Distributor Ag'r~ent.

chatgeba,~k

provisioM

·

SET'tJP POUCY
If a Safegua'td Account Representative handl~s the set up, the- set up and
conversion fee will be retained by Safeguard.
If an Account Representative employed by the Dis~ibutor and certifi.ed by
Safeguard handles the set up, the Distributor shall be eptitled to the set up and
conversion fee.
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ADDENJ)tJM NO. 4
NAME AND DESC.RIPTION OF. PRODUCT QR SERVICE
Medical Practice System -- a batch-mode computerized accounts receivable system
for the physician's office o:r medical:-r~lated :firms. It provides weekly and monthly
infonnation on production, collections, receivables, insurance, billing statements,
and other financial Jililllllgement reports.

COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT TO YOU
15% of net sales, subjeJ::t to the terms <if' the payment .an.d chargeback provisions
qescribcd in the DistributQr A,gr.eeOlelit.
SET UP POLICY
If a Safeguard Account Representative handles the set up, the set up and
conversion fee will be retained by Safeguard.
If an Account Representative employed by the Distributor and certified by
Safeguard handles the set up, the Distributor shall be entitled to the set up and
conversion fee.
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ADDENDUM NO.5

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT ·OR SERVICE
Cemputer Forms -- forms that fit the reqUirements of p.ersonal a:t.u~ 'busin~~s
computers and which are generally sold in quantities of 500 to !O,iJOO.. Thtt fotms
consist ofPre-set forms which are stook items desigi\00 to fit n)lllierous h\lrdware
and software combinations; Semi-custom fQI':QJS whiob, ~e s.okl wh~ there iS no.t
enough volume in an item to stock it as a P-re-s.ei:; Cus.t9m Fonns which are
designed iO customer preference~. envelopes run in:continuous fashion; letterhead;
and· e,hecks run in continuous fashioa

. C"6MMISSi0N RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT TO Y.OU .
.Safeguard shall sell and, pursuant to the Distnbutor Agreeh).ent, bill to :tl;te
Cl:!-Stomer computer forms orders only ~t :the pric~ agreed tp and a,~cepte<J by
Safeguard. Safeguard shall maintain a schedule, whicl:i, may fro~ time to tiql,e be
changed by Safeguard at its sole discvetion upon written ·no~ice ·to Distn~Ol'S,
setting forth for each computer form prod.uct line the n1.innmpn price at which
Safeguard is willing to Sell the product. Your commission will be
difference
between the price agreed to and accepted by Safeguard for the sale of any
computer fonns hereunder ~nd the minimum price for such product on the
schedule then in effect, subj~ct to the tenns of payment and cbargeback provisions
described in the Distributor Agreement.

the
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ADDENDUM NO.6
NAME AND DESCRlPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Color Coded Filing System -- A s}'Stem utilizing open shelf filing with end tab file
folders sold Uil.der t}:).e 1:il:\me ~gUard. Color Sentry and designed around a series
of labels. Bact! label bas art lU,e~ for its own ·color code and space for a letter or
number. These labels are t~~ ·applied to the end tabs of the file folders in
sequenee geter¢in~d by"the·lJSer - ~Illie.r Alphabetic-, Numeric or Terminal Digit.
COMMISSION RATE.AND TERMS OF PAY¥IS.NT TO YOU

sales of labels·, fOlders, prot'eators, shelf guid·es, envelope folder.s ana
shelving .SUbject to the· terms of payimni't atid chatgeback provisions described in
the Distributor Agree.inent.

35%. of ilet
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ADDENDUM NO.7

NAME AND DESCRJPTION OF PRODUCf OR SERVICE
Color Master Filing System -- A system utilizing custom cabinets with drawets
that accommodate files that are suspended by plastic hangers and color .QO.ded with
t~p loading tabs. These tabs are utilized to coler code th~ alp'h~bet, client
infurlnatkm and a recall system aecording to a customer's need$.
C.Olvilv.tt$SIONRAT13 AND TERMS OF PAYMENT TO YOU

35% .ofnet sales of labels, tabs, folders, envelope poueh~s, and shelv.ing subject te
th;e re.pns of p~yment and ehargeback provisions· described ih ·the Distilbutor·
A~~ent.

DEFINITIONS AND OTHER CO:MMENTS
lh.order to receive and be entitled to paY.Jllent under Paragraph!ll2(A) or 12(B), a
customer :must have purchased Color Master Filing Systems from you prior to the
date ofym.tr tennination.
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ADDENl>lJM NO. 8
NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCf OR SERVICE
Personal System (PS-3) --A simplified 'iJteok7writing one-write system for home
and personal use. Included in this pr.ot:J:uot fu).e are the fo.rms which comprise the
system aad the writing boards, envelopes, binders and other non-paper items sold
in conjunction whh the fotrns.

COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS GF· PAYMENT TO YOU
25% of net sales, subject to ·fu~ terms of l:h~ .payment and chargeback provisions
d~cribed iil the Distributor Agreem~t.
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ADDENDUM NO. 9
NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Automated Pavroll Services (Safe-Pay, Safe-Pay Connection, Safe-Pay Plus) -- the
pro·cessing of clients' :payroll, inGluding thecks and direct .deposits,. where
avllilable, and tax reports, based on telephone, mail or electronic input.
At the client S option, payroll tax filing services are a'Vailabl~ tO'r an .additional
3

charge.
COMMISSlON RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT TO YOU
15%

50%
20%

on net Payroll Processing revenue (inciuding tax filing. and W-2
processing)
on net client set-up chat:ges (fbt either payroll processing or tax
filing)
on ancillary products (payroll binder-s, el)velope.s)

Subject to the chargeback and terms of payment provisions of the Distributor Agreemep.t.
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ADDENDUM NO. 10
NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUct OR SERVICE
Brokerage Products -- Anc~ business forms or office supplies not
manufactured by S~feguar9 but· w.hicb will, from time to .time, be made available
for sale by Sa.feguru:d ~ugh .P.istri.but~r8 to the professional and small business
markets tr-aditionally serv.ed by Safeguard. Such products will not carry the
Safeguard name, and may·.inc~~de, for._iUu!ltr.~tion purpose:s, stock tab paper, snapdut forms ..and: ·envelopes. S'~fegua,t:d rc.s~.r.Y-~ the right to revise, expand or
decre.ase tlie list of_produets covered b¥ this Addend~m :from time to time upon
written notice to Dis.tnbutdr~.and:you.acknowledge Safeguard's right to do so.

COMNUSSION R.A'TE .A.Nt> TE~:OF'P.AY.MENT
Each. product cover!i!cl by ali¢ A~denchtih shall be sold and billed to the customer
only at the price agr_eed t9 and :Me~teg by Safeguard. Safeguard shall maintain ~
schedule, which may from ·time to tii;ne be changed by Safeguard upon written
notice to Distributors, setting· forth for each product the minimum price at which
Saf~guard is willing to sell the protluct.. Your conunission will be the difference
between the price agreed to and accepted by ,Safeguard forth~ sale 9f any product
hereunder and the tnihimum price for such pr0duct on the schedule then in effect,
subject to the terms of payment and chargeback provisions described in your
Associate Distdbutor .Agreement, ·except that cbargebacks shall until further notice
b.e determined· on the following basis: If we have not received payment in full for
any of the Brokerag~ Product sales which have beeh processed within one hundred
and twenty (120) days of th~ biJlipg date, you shall repay. us for the appropriate
percentage of the mipimum price, or unpaid b$nce of the minimum price. Instead
of requiring you to repay any aPlO\Int, we .Ilia:Y deduct the amount froin payn1ents
which we owe you. If we are later paid by the customer, we will then pay to you
an amount equal to the amount collected, less the out-of-pocket costs of
collection.

Al\lNUAL QUOTA
You will have no separate quota for any of the products covered by this
Addendum, but any commissions (or sales) generated from Brokerage Products
\.Vill count toward the commission (or sales) quota in your Distnbutor Agreement
with Safeguard.

RATES APPLICABLE TO PAYMENTS AFfER TERMINATION, AND METHOD OF
PAYMENT
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1.

Payment pursuant to paragraph 9(A) [12(A) in some contracts].
Safeguard will pay you monthly for two (2) y~s after the effective date of
termination, commencing approximately forty-five (45) days afte:r the
effective date of tennination, 50% of the commissions generated on sal~
of Brokerage Products to custome,rs from whom you were entitled to
commissions on such products while this Agreement 'was in effect, to the
extent such sales occur during this period of tWo (2) years.

2.

Payment pursuant to Paragraph 9(B) [12{B) in some contracts].
We_wjll pay you monthly for fo.ur (4) y~s aft~r tb.e· effecti:v~ date ·of
termination, corn.thencing approximately forty-five (~) days a:f):el: th~
·e.ffective date of ten:nitu1.tion, 50% of t)le aP,propriate percentage of the
colllilli~sions generat~d on sales of Brokerage Products tq custotn~ for
whom. you were entitled to commissions· oil sueh prodQcts wb;il~ ~his
Agreement was :in effect, to the ·ex.tent such sales oc.cur- during :t:h\s period
of four ;years.
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ADDENDUM NO.ll
NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Co:mputer Software -- Coil)purer Software (which may or may not have been
developed by Safeguard ot lWctr the Safeguard name) which will, from time to
time, be ;J.ru!de .available for- sale by .Sa.fegtJard through Distributors to the
professional and small l;>Uslness markets traditionally s·erved by Safeguard. Such
products may 'inclu!(le m3lnten~:~e contracts and bot-line service. Safeguar.d
reserves th~ght.to re\ise, expan.d Qt deerealle the list of products covered by·this
Addendum from time to time upop. wri:tt~n:\totic.e to Distributors.

COMMISSION RATE ANP TBRMS OF'PAYMENT
Safegq:a:rd-ahall se)land bill to 'the customer ord~rs for Computer Software at the
price ~op.qsed by yo.u ai;l.d. accepted by .Saf!'guard. Safeguard shall maintain a
schedule, which ;may frQm time tP time ·be changed by Safeguard upon written
notice .to Djstribut<;>?:s, s~tting forth fat e'aeh Computer Software product the
minimum pric~ at which Safeguard..is w.illmg t.o sell the product. Your commission
will be the. difference betwe~n the price .agreed to and accepted by Safeguard for
the sale of any Cemputer Soitware p~oduot. and th~ minimum price for s~cb.
product and the schedule then in effect, subject to the tem~s of payment and
cbargeback provisions described in your Distn'butor Agreement.
DEFINITIONS AND OTHER COMMENTS
Until we have a sufficient experi~nce with this product line to determine the r~peat
business factor, we wiJl not establish a prescribed fonnula for post-termination
payments. After we have established such a fonnula, jn order for· you to be
entitled to post-ter;rtiination paynJ.ents on Computer Software, a customer must
have purchased Computer Software from you prior to the effective date of your
termination, and the Computer Software sale upon which the post-termination
payment would be based must be an add-on to such prior sale.
Where expressly authoriz~ ·in writing by· Safeguard, you will be permitted to
solicit bulk orders for Computer Softwa.re from retail software resellers. You will
not be pennitted to solicit bulk orders for Computer Software products as to
which such written authorization has b.een withdrawn. In the event of any resale of
a Computer Software produet by such resel]er to an existing Safeguard customer
whose account is assigned. to another .Distnbutor,. that assigned Distributor, and
not you, shall be entitled to the cd~sions· on·any sales of.computer fomlS:on
other Safeguard printed products.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION REGARDING THE
ACCOUNTS BEING ASSIGNED TO YOU

Y0u .are agreeing to make monthly payments from the cotnrnissions earned under Dis~tor
Agreement untU·the total sum of $118,500.00 has been paid. Thes~ p~~;yrn~:qt~ &r~ ·in exchange for
the protected right to earn future commission on sales of S.afegu~d Systems to the customer
acc0l.intS fisted
Att~cbment B.

on

With 'Fegard .to such ·accounts, Safeguard makes the following r.~presentatio.os (AND-NOT ANY
:OTHER REPRESENTATIONS WHATSOEVER):
1.

Attacblilent B. contains the names and address.es of approximately 7!J2 Safeguard
customer~ wlio have in the past ordered SafeiDJard·p,rod~Qts 9r sennces. These.
.orders were credited to a forme.r Safeguard Distributcn: whose accounts ate beitl.g
transferred to you.

2.

According to our unaudited computer records for such customers, approxim.ately
472 ordered from Safeguard during 12 rt:J.Ontbs from-..4/91- ~/98·,

3.

According to our unaudited computer records, the total of such orders during the
foregoing 12 month period equaled approximately$ 199,65'3.

By signing this statement you acknowledge and agree:
(A)

SAFEGUARD HAS "NOT GIVEN YOU AN'l GUARANT~ES OR :tviADE
ANY PROMISE, REPRESENTATIONS .ORBINDlNG ASSURANCES
ABOUT THE LEVEL OR EXTENT TO WHICH ANY OF THE
FOREGOING CUSTOMERS WILL CONTINUE TO PLACE ORD.ERS
WITH SAFEGUARD IN THE FUTURE.

(B)

SAFEGUARD HAS NOT GIVEN YOU ANY GUARANTEES OR MADE
ANY PROMISES, REPRESENTATIONS OR BINDING.. ASSURANCES
THAT ANY OF THE FOREGOING CUSTOMERS ClJRRENTLY
RElvWN IN BUSINESS, OR REMAIN LOCATED OR HEADQUARTER
IN YOUR TERRITORY, OR ARE NOT LISTED MORE THAN ONCE
ON ATTACHMENT B, OR IN SOME OTHER UST OF PROTECfED
ACCOUNTS, POSSIBLY UNDER DIFFERENT NAMES.

(C)

SAFEGUARD HAS NOT GIVEN YOU ANY GUARA.t'\ITEES OR MADE
ANY PROMISES, REPRESENTATIONS OR BINDING ASSURANCES

Jcrniganll'lau
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THAT CUSTOMER FILES AND/OR RECORDS FOR ALL OR ANY
OTHER SPECIFlC NUMBER OF THE FOREGOING ACCOUNTS
WILL BE AVAILABLE TO BE TURNED OVER TO YOU, OR THAT
THE FILES AND/OR RECORDS THAT ARE TURNED OVER TO YOU
Wll-LBE TOTALLY UP-TO-DATE AND COMPLETE.
(D)

SAFEGUARD HAS NOT MADE ANY ORAL PROMISES OR
REPRESENTATIONS TO YOU TO INDUCE YOU TO SIGN THIS
STAT~MENT•. OR TO. INDUCE YOU TO ACCEPT THE
ASSIGNMENT. OF THESn CUSTOMER'S ACCOUNTS FOR THE
PRICE.DESCRIBE.D·,AlJOVE.

(E)

SAFEGUARD HAS INFOJ,tMEn YOU THAT THE PRICE DESCRIBED
ABOVE MAY BIH~ON$UJBRABLY MORE THAN THE MINIMUM
POST...-re,RMINAU0~.F~¥MENT.S (EQUITY) FOR SUCH
A~C0:0.NTS WHICHYOU.~Y BE.ENTITLED TO UPON
TBRMJNAUON OF YOUR DlSTRlBQTOR AGREEMENT. THE R,ISK
THAT Tfre l>IUCEISALES MULTIPLE YOU ARE PAYING FOR
THESE ACCOUNTS rs· BIGHER mAN THE MULTIPLE YOU MAY
BE ENT!'f!:,:SD TO UPON TERMINATION IS A BUSINESS RISK THAT
YOU ARE VOLUNTARILY AND .KNOWINGLY ASSUMING AND
YOU WERE NOT COBRCBJ) OR COMPELLED TO DO SO.

(F)

YOU.HAVE READ 'l'HlS STA-TEMENT, SIGN IT WILLINGLY AND
KNOWINGLY, AND YOU 'HAVE RECEIVED A COPY OF THE
STATEiv1BNT. YOU ALSOHAVEAGREEDTOACCEPTTHE
ASSIGNMENT OF CUSTOME:R: ACCOUNTS VOLUNTARILY AND
WERE NOT FORCED TO DO SO BY SAFEGUARD.

EFFECfiVE DATE:

·~ -r

•

l l , t ~ ~:~,. l

Alfred H. Flatt, President
Wilder Venture, Inc.

JcmiganiFian
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EXHIBIT 32
000531

Ffllll'i "Savooe, Suzanna" <ssavoie@gosafeguard.com>
To· "Thurston. Roger (Safeguard Partner)"
· <rtlnuston@gosafeguard.com>
Cc: "Fiatt, F~ {Safeguard Partner)" <fllatt@go~afeguard.com>, "Ivy,

Sent: Fri 07103114 2:26 PM

Priority: Normal

Dewayne ...
Subject Buyer's Packet

Hello Roger.

As discussed, attached is the information package on the New Mexico base. !Included the baclcground/credit
chel:k form, but at this point in time, I have a current one on file for you. Depending on timing. I may need to
come back to you to update it, but for now, hold ·Off on that piece.
Have a great weekend I
Suzanna Savoie I Franchise Developmerrt
Safeguard Business Systems 1www.safeguarddevelopmenl.com
8585 N. stemmons Freeway, Suite SOON. Dallas, TX 75247
Direcl214-905-47671 Toll-Free 800-338-0636 Ext. 4447671 Fax214-640-3958
Follow us on 1\Nitter. @safeguarctgrowth

Your Growth is Our Business/
NOn:: The Information contained In this electronic m11ssage may be conffdential information and is Intended for the
sole use of the JntendfX! roclpient. Any use, distrtbuUon, transmission or forwarding of informaUon contained in this
e-mail by pernons who am not intended recipients may ba a violation of law and Is s!riclly prohibited. If you are not
the Jntended.reClplent please contact the sender and defeta all copies.
~~t Itt. Thurston.pdf 373.9 kb :{§)Updated .Checklist· Buyer is Current Oistribulor:xl~ 27.5 kb

K!§as US Consent Form CaR sea!Jib lvoesi 02-12-13.pdf 580.5 kb ~ Flr.ancial Sta!errenl FO[!D.pdf 365.4 kb
~Business Plan Ou!fne ·Distance Base.doc 21.5 kb ~Purcbase Terns Foon.pdf 40.51cb
~ BuySeU8.00WATF.R -for current distributors.pdf 86.2 kb ~Amendment us 1003.pdf 92.8 kb
~General Release August 2Q12.pdf !44.7 kb ~valuatron diSClaimer with nvmber!-Pdf 76:4 kb
~04C5 f!att Top 20CUstotnG!r Summary 022814.pdf 15.2 kb
~Oc.C5 Aatt Customer Zip Code summary 022B14.pdf 10.0 kb ~04c5 f!att customer ana!v~;is report 022814.pdf 78.8 kb
~ 04c:5 f att lre!l~. ~lei? r~P0!1 022B14.pdf 131.9 kb ~ 04c5 Flatt Historical Commission Reoorts 2010..2013.pdf 44.7 kb
Fronr "Savoie, Suzama" <ssavole@gosefeguard.com>- Buye(s Packet

of1

317/20144:38 PM
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@>Safeguard"
65!15 N. Sternrhons Freeway
Suite SOON
Dallas, Texas 75247

DEWAYNE IVY, CFE, CM&AA
Franchise Development
Business Analyst

March 7, 2014
Mr. Roger Thurston
thurston Enterprises, In(;.
208 South Curtis
Boise, ldahb 83705
Re-: Proposed Acquisition of S~feguard DistributorshiP

Dear Roger:
I've enclosed some information that I believe will be ~elpful to you as you continue the qualification· process
and niake important decisions about the proposed purchase of Fred & Linda Fiatt's business:
Forms .for Your Use:
1. Buyer Buy/Sell Process Checklist
"2. Credit/Background Releas.e Form
3. Financial Statement-Form
4. Business "Plan Outline
5. Purchase Terms Form
General Information:
6. Sample Buy/Sell Agreement
7. Sar:nple Amendment
8. General Release
9. Saf~gllard Business Valuation Information & Disc;lai~er
Base M~trlcs:

10.
11.
12.
1"3.
14.

Historical Commission Report on Seller's Busine~s {does not reflect BODP)
Trended Sales Report
Customer Analysis Report on Seller's Business
Top 20 Customer Summary
Zip Code Summary

Once you've had the opportunity to review the enclqsed materials and are ready to move forward, you will
need to return to us:
1. Completed Background/Credit Release Form
2. Completed Personal Financial Statement Form

3. Personal income tal:( returns for past two years
toll·free
phone

tax
e·mail

wellslte

800-338·0636, ext. 444714
214-905-4714
214·640·3958
divy@gosafeguard.com

www.safequarddevalooment.com
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Buyer's Packet
Page2
4. Business Income tax returns for past two years
5. P&L and Balance Sheets on your business for the paSt 3 years
6. A business plan (outline attached for your conveoietjce) covering the next 3 years of your business, which
should include, but is not limited to, the following: ·~
• A narrative explaining your assessment ofthe current condition ofthe business, the m'!rket in which it
Is located, as well as local competitors.
• Three year projections by year:, of new & repeat·~ales by product line.
• Three year projections by year, of commission revenue applicable to the projected sales.
• Three-year P & L forecast on a cash basis that reflec;ts revenu~. selling expenses, general
!J~ministrative expenses, territory deb± payment's and net cash to the dlstiibutor.
• A narrative explaining specific plans for custon:re,.r base, .c;u:stamer a.:tqi,Jisitfon, and·lnfluerice key ·
m.anagement, staffing projectio.ns·for Cidministr~tion, telemarketin~ and field sales acti~ities.
• An assessment of the financial and persanal ~o"i!mltment ne.eded fP.' effect.canso.lidation and
transition of the businesses sho·uld be i;li,sc;ussed;
·
• Where additional ~taffing is required, a cqmprejjensive tlme~line and. recruiting speclficc¢lons.must·be
·included with the business plan.
~
7. Purchase Terms Form, completed and C\pproved by=~.oth parties
·The do.tumentation on you and your business must be li::ompleted and returned to:Safeguarc;lih order for tb.~
quaiiflcati.on process to proceed to the review committe:e. Once you h;we reached 'terms, please consuit·wlth
us to confirm deadlines for receipt of the information in,ord.er to be able to complete the process in accord
wlth your· desired closing date. As always, the impo.rtan~e of professional as!ilstance in these types of
transactions cannot be over emphasized. Please ensure' that all major considerations, financial and legal, have
been co.vered with your personal advisors.
·
Please contact myself, at 800-338-0636, ext. 444714 fo!'fquestions regarding the either the buy/sell process or
the information enclosed.
·
Sincerely,

Dewayne 1~, CFE, CM&M
Channel Development Manager
Enclosures
cc: Contract Administration
File
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OveNiew of OpportL~fity

Histo1ical Pe1fom1ance

rlirsli~"!Oi:iiij"ilmN~w~:·~:an~St$ana
ilttr.llctedft~

writers as well iiS retirees, 'have been
the cultural
t!chitess of t)'(e atea-, tli'e·beauty of thelandscaJtes and Its dry
cllmate.·As far as business opportuilltles io, tliere are more than
13,500 fiJlTIS In areaterSanta Fe. With a popllff:tiOIJ that Is bQth
dil!erse.and growlnf. the Qpportunltles fQr bus ess crowth and

doUars represented ore In U.S. Funds

Sales•
'Gross Profits
GP%

)!rofttabllity are boundle~s.·

This base ha~ a &roader product' mix than many·safeguartf bases
and ~erves a wide v~riety'Ofvertk:al
ushould also
nqte that the )luslness genecates B s)enificant uf!1ber of new
customers yearaftery~r. due In part to then mber of key
referral sources that com'e with the ptNchase the business.

markefs.f'

While salesforyear·e~d 2013 were down, the! uture Is looking
up In beautifui Santa New Mexico.
]

Fe.

i

YTOSales/Trend
Total It Customers
$ New Customers
Repeat Retention

"In Top20

~00.000
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342.~70

336;494

318;043

105,563
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10l,p97

30.8%

31~

32.0Y.

-s.s"

.03

-~.7%

1,098

1,181

1;178

57,212

62,lAO

64,462

83:11%

80.7%

753"

41.5"

34.1:16

31.3"

1
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I
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i
I

300,000

Projected Deal Ter~s
!

~

l!!ll

som;

I

200.000

i

60.0'1$

I

40.!m

The business referenced here1111s being offere~ for sale, and
Interested parties should contact us by dose or business on
March 3, 2014. All offers will be considered.
I

If you are Interested, please notify us bv-emailjvou will receive a
packet for review and be asked to provide Information on your
current b~lness as well as an offer on this bast·
i

]00,000

I
I
!

20.0"

l

0 j

.,.,TotviSalos

-.-GmnPrtJfir

O.llr.

Historical Product Mix
Additional Detail$
• Does not lndude BODP sales.
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:. :.'-':.'JJ!sli1Ylciiol]jjj1;Cfl~e'Cf!!J~t:9?H 2-i:{ej{pro'fi-4on~·a~ce .iind cpii.cil Wh<ffi i<ivestg~ting ~~i:fv~[da~:Og this,~r C.l :Yother bus'\;ie.sS opport!inay..
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l
Business PIJn Outliti,e
Distributor ~cqn.lsition
I

!

I.

I

Tell us about your current business.
a. Tell us about yourself- What's your ~eng tenn vision for yourself & your Safeguard
business- What you bring to the.tabler·~ales skills. mgt.expertise ...}- Why you want to
buy this business
·
b. What have your growth patterns been : ver the pa,St 3 years- What key factors have
contributed to these trends
c. Current office staffing- p_ositions, res. onsi?ilities, length of sery~ce- an ~sessnient as
to the current staff's effic1en'Oy le:vel, apac1ty to handle the additional busmess
d. Cun:ent salespeople- Where ate they·, ocated, length of st:;r:vice~ amt ofbusiQess under
tlieir care, a top line assessm.e.o.t .a.s to ~owth p~tterns an.d new:!lw;4tess produetion
during. their tenure with you- What d~ yol,l f~el your suecess.Ievel has been i-n
hiring/supporting/retaining· good, sal~ple~
e. Financial health:- P&L-for-.most receqt fiscal year-end & Current Year P & L
w/Balance. Sheet, spec's on.ail.Y. de.b~-~rvice y.ou Qun:ently have
An analysis of the market you at~ jnv.es.tiJtg in
some.dentogra:pbic re~earch. how many
businesses w/employ~ are there in YQll11rnarket, geo~aphi:cally where ar.e they
concentrated, where is the growth happening, what. are the.princ'ipie indusmes/verlical
markets in your area, which vertical mark~ are experi~ncing growth - Strengths,
Weaknesses, Opportunities, Thr~ats- as~·'relates to your busin~ss plan
Who are your chief competitors in the m . ·et- What are their strengths, weaknessesWhat types of customer are th~y targe.tin attracted ~o - How do they market/sell their
products/services- What is their position in. the market
An Analysis of the base you are buying.-j.Key busines~ metrics (repeat rat~. customer
re~ention, cust?mer concentration, gr.owthj rates, new b~siness gro~prod~ction, product
m1x, product hnes per customer, custom~f oounts (by Slze, geographic location, product),
margins (overall, product, key customets~-Analysjs ofFi:nancial staten.um.ts,- What is the
"owners benefit" - Key vertical markets+ Spurces of"P.ew busines$- Staffing & operations
-With an eye towards key systems the.~~ler has in place for major aspects of the business
- Strengths & Weaknesses- Qpportumtl~s & threats
Top Level Financial Goals- Sales, Gros~P.rofit (commissions), Expenses~ Income for 3
years (if business is it). the same market all your current business this should be for your
whole business)
!
Ba,sed off what you know about the markft the business is jn, the business you're buying,
the competitors you have to deal with, th~ in:frastructure & systems you already have in
place and your own. vision/mission/skills/abilities/strengths -What is your Sales &

!

II.

III.

IV.

v.

vt

-·oa

Marketing Plan

VII.

I

a. Goals for New, Repeat and Total Sal~s for 3 years
b. Key strategies/philosophy for major a,'reas (key prod1,1ct lines, geographic areas, vertical
markets, sources of new business)
i. Customer Acquisition
i
·
ii. Customer Development (addi~~.additional products)
iil. Customer Retention (keeping~xisting customers)
c. Key aspects, processes/tasks for you 'fe the key strategies discussed above
d. Expenses/costs for key strategies aboye
e. Expected Retum/Benefits to these Stiategies
Operations
i
a. Additional staffing needs- positions,ltimeline,job descriptions, expected expenses,
training/development plans
:
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b. Areas where efficiencies may be gainddr1mproved through the combination of the 2
bu.~inesses
·
c. Tracking Goals (sales goals, contacts/interactions/opporturrities, profitability,
operational efficiencies)
·
d. Offiee Set~up/infrastructure- initial e~penses/ongoing expenses
VIII. Personal Development/Leadership- Wha1 skills/abilities do you need to execute ,Your
business plan- What additional tnl.inillg/f\evelopment is needed in order for you to be
successful
j
IX.
Sales Fore~i for 3 years- Should tie baqk to your Top Level Financial Goals- We don't
necessarily ne~ it by product line, but you do need a solid understanding as to what.
product lines repres.ent growth.areas. vs. w~at product lines represent 9-eclining 91arlcets or
maintenance product lines and it needs to pe clear that you know how mucl~ new business
ne~ds tQ be gen~rat~d in ord~r to reach yo-pr goals
X.
Ca,shflow P~jectio1;1s- 3 years - As you worked through the prior parts of tlie plan you
sb9~d.h~v~ already done most ofthe wor~ on this- Consider looking. at a different
scenarios- Wow Oase, Conse:r-v.ativ.e Estiinate. Ideal Goal- The seller .sho1;1ld.be ;:tble.tp
give yoil.a detaiied :reoord. o:h~p~lise~~, F~ancial Statemen~, Incop}e Tax information, and
a.clear ~"derstanding of Owner's il:~come and benefits- You should also include start-up
ex:pens~ (R.ec11liti;J;xg, !raining, CMS, In~ Letter/Transition Expenses, Office. Set-UP. ••• )
XI.
Conclus1on ·-"Executive Summary'' -of y9ur proposal
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Purchase Terms Form

Seller:
Buyer:

Total Purchase Price:
Down Payment:
Imputed Interest Rate:
Payment Term (in years):
Monthly Payment:

Will Payments be Facilitated through

SG:
rf SG will facilitate payments, who will
be responsible for annual fee of
$500.00?

Oves

QNo

0

Qs.eller Qsplit

Buyer
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~tJr-.::-

!· . . Distributor and ~afeguard are parties to D' "~~.WL

·:f!~:LJ:···.:

Dxstrtbutor Agreement ).

Agreement(s) dated,

(the

:f;·;f,.:::•. :.

2.
Upon executing this Amendment, Dis ·. :.·'· ~-:-. ,:.:iJ.l·, e eligible to acquire "ijle right to solicit orders
of the SafeguSI4 products. and seiVices speclfi ·· ·· tQ.e ··'tributor Agreement C'Safegu~d Systems") to
the customers listed on Attachment 21 and. to eartt·the applicable commissions from such sales (the
"Rights").
3.
In con~id~ra?on of Safeguard's appro ··'/~ th ;_-.. ::.Sr
ent of Rights to Distributor, Distributor
agrees that the Dtstnbutor Agreement shall : ..... ~·:·' ,.. ; allows: .

~. ~~lf-? {-'thorized

(A)
The territory in which Dis ...
Dislributor Agreement shall, if nee · ·
on Attachment 1 hereto.

1

'···:~.

to represent Safeguard under the
ded to include the geographical area set forth

(B)
Distri.butor may appoint associate · 'butors or other sales personnel to assist him or
her in carrying out the duties and resp .~:.'fi'ffiP: set forth in the Distributor Agreement with
Safegu.ard's prior written consent which .' ~ : h ·.;If unreasonably withheld. By way of example,
Safe~ard tnay withhold its consent if "·~-~~~tje.· te distributor or other sales personnel fails to
sign a written agreement, jn form satisf ·. F' ., o Safeguard, promising to respect and protect the
trade secret.s and confiqential inferm .~r-l of Safeguard, or if Distributor fails to cause such
associate distributor or saies personnel · · ttend such training programs as may be prescribed py
Safeguard.
(C)
Distributor's exclusive pght to
·ssions on sales of Safeguard Systems to any
customer shall expire if that customer hru 4W purchased any Safeguard System within thirLy-six
(36) months after the i".nvoice d)ite of ~ ~. · customer's last prior purchase of any Safeguard
System; provided, however, that Dis .vu·ar's exclusive right to commissions on sales of
Safeguard Systems to ·any customer list .e/~ : . hment 2 shall not expire until at least six (6)
months after the effective date of this :" ,.. ·. ... ·'

(D)
In addition to any other quotas set forth in the Distributor Agreement, Distributor accepts
the annual sales quotas set forth below w ·
'n exclusively to this Amendment. Safeguard
may terminate this Amendment by giv' ~:~···:·b.· tor sixty (60) days written notice if the sales
·of Safeguard Systems from the rights {3)Jl
• ed pursuant to this Amendment credited to
Distributor do not equal or exceed the a)P.crunts set forth below for any of ·the annual periods
indicated:
'
$

$
$
$
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Eaeh of the foregoing annual sales quotas may be adjusted by Safeguard, but only to the extent
of 3.!1Y price increases for Safeguard Syste - ~-: . the period; provided, however, that for the
purpose of adjusting the foregoing annual . : · '· :· _ only, no price increase may result in an
additional increare. to such quotas in exces '¢
r year.
-

-

I

In addition to the above aruiUal sales .. .' ... ·:.' guard may terminate this Amendment by
giving Distributor sixty (60) days written.. · · • Distributor's net sales earned on Safeguard

Systems for each calendar year from. the rights being acquired pursuant to this Amendment do
not at least equal DistributolJS net sales earned on Safeguard Systems from the rights being
acquired pursuant this Amendment during the pr' calendar year.
;:.r:::..
(E)
If the Distributor Agreement is t
· · ·:r,"-' ·,.-~ any reason: before Distributor has repaid
the-· full amount for the rights being acquire ·· t.P this Am~li!lment, Distributor sh~l have
no further liability for additional paym.en
· Utor shall alSo r~ive no post-termination
.._ the remainder of such amount is pai4. in
payments ("equity") pursuant .to this. Am ··: .

~L

~

•

4.
Upon termination of the Distributor Agreement or this AmenQ.ment for any reasen., Distributor
will immediately return to Safeguard all original ..... ·· .co . · "' f Safegu.ai'd's: customer files, c~<ls and
records (including past ordering history, samples '1~, customer lists.. price books or price lists,
pre>Quct manuals or other product training mate .
.. . utb.r's possession, custody or control; and
~ sa!es aids! sales bro~hures, d~~ig~ form t ·. . •:~::,
.-., ti~n boards, and ?the.r S~feguard sales
matenals which were gtVen to Dtstrtbutor b , :.~ tto ~xt thts Amendment IS ~errrunated but the
. ·: · _·
only the materials listed above related
Distributor Agreement remains in effect, Dis ,_. .. ·
tQ the rights being acquired pursuant to this Amendment. Distributor agrees that these materials are
trade secrets and confidential information belonging to Safeguard and neither Distributor nor any of
Distributors agents or employees will (i) disclose . _ such trade secrets or confidential information
about Safeguard or the nature of its business to ~;i!iP:: . parties, (ii) permit any such confidential
information· to become known by any sucb. third 1~f.-:~ ii) use any such information other than in
connection with serving as a Safegllard Distributo i:·"·l
': ,· :;.._,. .
. ·1

Upon termination of the Distributor Agreement£ if : y reason, Distributor agrees that he or she will not
disparage Safeguard, its products or it~ distribut ··- ' d that Distributor shall assign to Safeguard or its
designee further use of the business telephone number(s) and post office \)ox number(s) previously used
in eonnection With Distributor's Safeguard distributorship. Distributor agrees that he or she will sign
such document'> as may be required b:y the tel - . ne company or post office to effectuate the
o, by this Amendment Distributor appoints and
assignment ana that if Distributor fails or refuses t .
consents to Safeguard's serving as Distributor's re .~~; ntative to execute any such documents on his or
her behalf. Distributor agrees to promptly forw -4,1. Safeguard (or its designee) all mail, orders or
other correspondence received by Distributor at . 'N} . '.- ·, tributor's home or business addresses after
the date of termination that are addres.sed to o~; -- · ·- · relate lo Safeg\\ard., and Distributor shall
advise persons who call Distributor's telephone numbers asking for Safeguard of the new telephone
numbers at which Safeguard (or its designee) can be reached.Alsc:>, for a period of two (2) years after the Dis ·-q!itaf:A: . eement is terminated, within the territory
described in the Distributor Agreement, Dis ')i{
ees that neither Distributor nor any of
Distributor's agents or employees shall, directly -.i~diree , on Distributor's or their own behalf or on
behalf of any other person, company or entity, s '<f sel attempt to sell, or assist others in selling or
attempting to sell systems or services, supplies o _'j>(QQ.\i¢ts· competitive with systems, services, supplies
mers.
or products available from Safeguard, to any Safe· - · -If Distributor violates any of the above agreements, Distributor acknowledges that Safeguard's remedy
at law for violation will be inadequate. Safeguard will be entitled to tempordl)' and permanent equitable
2
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relief to prohibit Distributor from continuing to violate the Distributor Agreement even if no money
damages can be proven; provided, however, I . ··~: . ·ng stated herein shall be construed so as to
preclp.de Safeguard from recovering appropriate~~·, 'e · damages.
• ~ ." • ,"I

In the event any of the provisions of para a · ,. .' · deemed to exceed the time or geographic
limitations permitted. by applicable laws, D ' tri, ... ·f · d Safeguard agree that the provisio~s are
essential for Safeguard's protection and that the · ... ·· e reformed to the maximum time or geographic
limitation pennitted by ~pplicable laws.

5.
Except as otherwise stated in this Amendment the Distributor Agreement shall remain in full
force and effect and shall not.be deemed to be. modi §a·: affected by this Amendment.

~f

o(:%\·i.

6.
If any provision or part of the Distrib
ement shall be held. invalid. the rest
the
Distributor Agreement :~hall still be bin<fulg. u l;)~}~lt: ~ the parties, such invalid provision or part.
being d~ed sev.~rable ill nature. In a9di~o {it·' .' ·· :·
.elects not to enforce any .of th~ teJ:'n?.~ of
the Distributor A.greemen.t at ·any QQie,, its fi · ·· .. ·~o d · shall not be deemed a w'aivei: of its right to
enforce that or: any part at some later time.
7.
:rhls Amendment iS: bi?dintr upon thE< .. ·. ::;· ~ .. ~,: eir ;espective heirs, .executa~. s.~cc~sors
and asstgps, and shaii·b6effecttv'e ·as of
:.;. ,\ { ~:. ~~ fective date"). Ne1ther the DIStributor
Agreement nor this Amendment may be fort ·~li ".· .... d: r waived except'by a writing signed by the
party against whom enforcement of the amen ¢.1 · t .·: .~i. er is sought
. :;-·;.'
L131'LIU!.o:.ii:OUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.

(!Ott Sutton, Vice President

Distributor
2000 Amd. Dist; Agt.

3
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ATIA.'-fi>:~~"""U.'A;.J.I.

\g.;;~~.~:·.;\~:1·

Distributor's non-exclusive right to rep1 ~¢ .. J:'goard and to call on prospective users of
Safeguru:cl. Systems under the terms of the Dis ' ' -· · ..-·· ·greemcnt shall not be expanded to include
~ditlonal territories by operation of this Amendment (or) shall be exp.aneded to include the following

territories:

2000 Amendment to Distributor Agreement

4
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WEST ACCOUNTING REGION
2013 COMMISSION/TRANSACTION/LOAN SUMMARY

WILDER VENTURE, INC. fi.IIC5
Fg!!'ll2 6MQ!ltti·

~

ONE WRilEISAFETRAK

EHVEI.OPES
STATXlNERY
~ER

FASTAAK
COHT1NIJOIJS FORMS
PRCU. PR~Ptl20 PLUS PM

FlUNG SVSTEl<l5
PAYROLL • AOVANTAGE
BUSINeSS SSIVICES
COlOR SOLUTIONS
BACK& RAGE
TAXFOP.MS
THREE ON A PAGE CIIECKS
STANDARD PROGRAMS
SRCD·ENNIS
SRCD! DFS (P/1.17 PLUS P/U
bl'tonlol)'

TOTALS

3blm

2.7'"..&.53
3,401.ot
&5.54
10,929$
54.00
347.D8
4,930.:11
1.W.M
0.00
152.50
17.75
14&.54
1,413.42
1,527.50
711.00
3.&49.23
1,005.00
0.00
31.511.92

I,ISUS
1,188JIS
62.&2
11,953.o7

o.oo

0,00
10,525.29
1!0.55
0.00
15.00
134,65
60023
(514.52)
2.730.00
2,3611.<9
1,059.52
1,048.50
000
30,128.11

~

.8.!:J!...iiiD

:J,:l&l.l!S

2,AOR.2Q

2.581.01

1,115.24

237.24

0.00

9,510.37

lt,554.51
0.00
347..oll
1.433.55

o.oo

0.00
G7,71
148.24

0.00
5.00
41.51
0.00
14.92

a.oss.&s

~

2.535.35
1,5211.00

......

mm

13,287.13
0.00
53i.31
2.6S5.22
38.15
0.00
75.00
155.99

0.00
3.058.60
1,044.i7
13Q.95

2.339.59
547.05
455.55

0.00
0.00

aa.oo

159~

0.00
0.00

243.51
1.532.51
392.15
0.00
20.242.07

634.50

!!92.lt5

0.00
ID,301A9

0.00
0,5,1100.05

~

~
2,736.'5
3,7ola.62
0.00
11,571.68

54.00
~

942.07
El!.OO

0.00
54.55
22.58
47.37
0.00
2,2.13.92
72U2
1,51821
1,445,72
2.2!!
25,513.38

~

2,1:15.83
2,635.43
75..26
13,&10.24
11.75
0.00
(3.27)
56.15
0.00
131.&5
217.10
0.00
0.00
2.3211.45
192.88

2.911.8&
1.213.4!1
41l.lla
12,1117.54
137.00
0.00
8,317.58
2611.30
0.00
39.50

28.93
3011.33
0.00
2,&49.11
359.55

1.025.13

1.9<7.44

17!1.50
0.00
j!4083.9Q

96956
2.02
32.476.48

~

~

2,207.10

3,200.45

3.3'2.31!

3,~57.112

346.11
12,551.59
58.00
358.78
8.705.99

-173.55

25.54

o.oo
o.oo

28.93
0.110
0.00
2,874.00
554.23
195.03
878.28

Q.DO
32,175,18

~

10,807.02

o.oo

0.00
3.5112.12
173.10

0.00
31.9'
0.00
0.00
0.00
1,CS3.03
85527

0.00
1,2'7.08
2·00
25,4!11.39

~!A!:!!!I!Q!:!IJ

ONE WRITEISAJ'ETRAK

ENVElDPES
STATIONERY
LASER

924.'i8
1,181.00
22.114

625.25

1.141..48

799.12

1133.44

3911.34

617.95

408,27

21.92

e:J.G4
3,1149.99

0.00
2.!90.79
0.00
121.o\l
00.90
0.00
0.00

510.84
19.01
4,357.12
0.00
187.71
122.GD
D.Qol
0.00

3,701.92

z.sg4.QD

FAIITRAK
CONTIWOUS

10.00
121.41

PFIOt.1.PR.(PIL20 PLUSPIL!

873.50
SO.SI
0.00

0.00
0.00
2.76o.48
21.64
0.00

53.'18
24.02

5.25

1.75

27.!!

94.211

29.04

112.10

GUS

36.75
0.00

0.00
0.00
732.49
176.20
150,43
301:12
0.00
8,078.78
0.00
123.00

FlUNG SYlmMS
PAYROll

BUSNESS SEI\VICES
COI.OR SOWl10NS
8ROKERAGE
TAX FORMS

THREE ON A PABE CIIECKS
STANDARD PROGRAMS
SACD·ENHIS
SAC OJ DFS (PI!. 17 PLUS PIL
INVENTCAY
TOT.a.LS

BON\JSIADJUST1.41lHT
C!IAAGEBACKS
EXPENSES
NET COMMISSION EARNED

'IRANShCT10H REPAV~1ENT
SEu.eR Po\YIAENT

LOAN SVPPLEUENT
LOAN REPAYMENT
TOTAl. CASH FLOW
lWICE-MONTHLYCOMI.IIS.51C
NET AMOUNT P,I,D

42.50

215.83

804.95

(294.35)

477.28
230.14
1,2!16.88
372.51
0.00
10,195A.t

826.57
HD.54

9,169.8~

o.oo

363.87
405.27
0.00

0.00
0.00

16.40
39.62
0.00

o.oo

4.82
659..:1
38.!lll
356.17
181.31
0.00
11.189.45
0.00
0.00
(427.93)
5.771.52
0.00

811.00

0.00
0.00

m~.,~

mss.~

9,693.76
0.00
0.00
0.00

8,!93.55

!;!.00

O.OD

o.oo
0.00
o.oo

9,&93.71

8,5!13.55
IM~·§il
2,630.96

5,771.52
IU~2.!1il
2.940.90

(4,:!7~&ZJ
6,3jJI~

o.oo
O.OD

0.00

-

954.55

254.110
2".08

o.tio

&,358.50
0.00

(123.00)

2823

909.95
1,061.26
0.00
3,930.45
13.50
117-XI
2:11.!13
17.00
0.00

1!1.22

917.80
G70.S7
24.84
4,576.42
21.52
0.00
(3.27)
IG.G4
0.00
48.88

0.00
719.00

1BO.S4

56.B6

456.73
514,17
0.00
8.255.63
0.00

0.00

(5:JG.g;!)
(263.73)
{842~)
7,357.48
7,719.40
5.972.17
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
6,972.17
7,719.10
7.:15'TA8
~75&.74)
[;!.948.16)
(4!42~
3.215.43_ _M~~-_3fi?'M!L __

o.oo

190.51

:132.90
0.00
7,62BJI1

0.00
0.00
(44.5~

7,584.0&

D.DD
145.1&
36.40
2,144.&8
909.ZI
152.87

2DC.60
665.85

4115.58

258.17

1,435.~

834.65

334.99

71.55

8.94

43.211

59.59

o.oo

10,874.32
0.00
0.00
lloi.SS
10,t81.98

O.OD

0.00

0.00
(86.391
1,245.05
1,035.75
496.18
82.68
354.59

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
7,514.o&

0.00

0.00
10,9S8.88

(9,609.8~

(4&39.29]

o.oo

__3,m.;11

&.349.G~

0.00

0,00

0.00

nti<
H2.S7
(98Ml
217.78
0.00
9,034.96
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
518.38
2S3.G4

0.00
550.66

M!!

[!7.13)
J,l$7.13

7,!95.17
0:00
(I&.B:I)
21.53
8,000,17

0.00

D.OD

o.oo

21o.U2

10,884.01
8,111.34
016.18
44,762A5
135.99
747.31
lo.B13.81
<421.92
0.00

14.50
125.58

0.00
9.!8

0.00
8,o(56.<0
91.75

32,57&,112
25.7110.77
2.1&8.09
132,431,1!0
486.50
2.135.311
43,794.87

889.48
447,24
D.OO
2,1!63.59
27.52
73.12
419.17
64.71

4,237~

o.oo

1.2~.ot

:mw.

1,24!U9
2a2.78
D.OO
0.00
484.41
166,18
3,654.01
2.994.53
443.91
D.OO
758.08
0,00
;n,11t6,41

1,2&9.21
353.22
20.04
4,014.57
0.00
0.00

0.00
18.&3
0.00

...........

1.268.18
180.59
0.00
0.00
7U1
4,087.611
2.086.22
1,621.09
278.07
1,332.70
1,D85.95
0.00
29,222.18

1,027.11
e&o.47
127.53
3.771.40

0.00
13.96
165.34
76.18
0.00
117.07
82.71
&61.44
242.15

S0.2G
0.00

1G.49
12.7D
0.00
709.87

o.oo

1139.52
420.90
115.40
4,357.71
42.15
0.00
2.7911.16

758.99
1,172.90
110.44

~

3,787.75
1,133.fl
59.04
12,242.1J
0.00

a.oo

0,!!0
9,685.0.5
0.00
(7.22)
(1,143.4~

8,514.38
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
8.514.38

o.oo

o.oo

o.oo

B.252.S2
0.00
(9.49)
(341.5!!}
7.801.44
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
g;oo
0.00
o.oo
8,000.17
7,901.44
8.857.83
(4.gzUQ]
(3,402.3!}
(3,1112.:W
G!,221.J:m
5.765.07_ _ _ 4,5ll7.81 -~~--- __4,678·'-'

1,469.79

~~

11>.20
8.10
0.70

oi2.00
D.2D
0.70
13.80
0.50
0.00
0.20

U3UI
2,176.54
200.41
11,559.l8
48.011
UB.70
3,141.25

121.18

1,473.13
6,514.G3
6,&54.12
28,114.113

o.so

8.325.00

2.&0

0.00
46.13
14125
529.70
637.111
2,417.111
555.78

19.067.2G

4.10
3.&0

856.58

0.00

5!13.94

11,·t7S.S7
0,!12
318,042.96

t,ees.so

1,70
2.10

Leo

7311.22

O.!lQ

Q.OO

100.00

26,240.10

33.40

910.30
657.01

30.30

28.40
33.50
21!.00

54,14
3,819.!5
13.91

35.0D

W.5ol

2A.70
28.70

795.95

o.oo

~A

0.00

34.1!0

IB.2S

45.20
30.20

57.62
158.35

:),695.85

65.50

3~

11,710.511
2,2!12,09
3.776.<8
4,191.<2
0!!2
101,69G.84
0.00
52.76
(4~.&81
97,D54.74
0.00
0.00

31.00
27.$1
28.50

7"9.70
1S3.G7
185.51
352.48
2·!!2
1,460.22
0.00

O.OD

35.50
0.!!1!
32.110

0.00
0.00
(1~

30.50

O.OD
0.00
0.00

o.gg

o1,40
[;!~1.~

1,073.311
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
S7.0S4.74

~0.50

, •• 1159,181

(14:!l!!]

I,D73.39
(!!,871.!m

50.595.58

15.90

4.201.79

euvee TRANSACT!QNS·
BEGINNIHG e.\LANCE

PURCHASES
llcPAYioiENTS

OTHER
ENDING BALANCE
S!i\.LER TRAf!l!ART!OW!•
BEGINNING BAL»K:E

TRANSACTIOH AMOUNT
PAYIAENTS

OTHER
ENDING BAI.ANCE
LOAti!HQ!E !Al.J.NCE•
BEGINNING BAlANCE

SIR'PLeMEHTS
Rl!PAYMEtlTS
OlliE A

ENDING BAlANCE
:1119.'2014

0.00
0.00

o.oo

O.OG

G,OO

0,00

O.OG

~

0.00

~

0.00

~

~

~

~

D.OD

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

.!!:!!2.

0.00
0.00

~

~

0.00

~

~

~

~

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

MG_ _ _ _O.()!)___

0.00
0.00

o.oo

0.00

0.00

0:00

~
~

M

M

~
~

~
~

~
~

~
~

0,00

0.00

0.00

0.00
~
0.00

DJIG
~
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0 !l!!

0.00

M

W

W

O.OG

O.DD
~
0.00 _

0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

OAA

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

~

~

~

0 00

o.oo
o.oo
0,00
~

0.00

M

0.00
~
___ 0.00 _

WOI.Sl!013

W

0.00

0,00

~
~

~
~

0.00

0,00
~
0.00

0.00
~
0.00

0.00
~
0.00

~

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

o.oo

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

g

0.00
0.00
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~
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0.00
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Q.OO

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
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~
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0.00
~

0.00
~
0.00

o.oo
0.00
o.oo

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
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o.oo
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0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
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D.OD

W
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WEST ACCOUNTING REGION

2012 COMMJSSIONfTRANSACTIONILOAN S\JMMARY

WILDER VENTURE, INC. #4C5

.!!!!...WlfU...Wl~~b!Al...al!l1..!!!l:b.W3ol!!!...i!!!l~~l!£L.J!Ill!~~

:lUAW ~

IS!!!!.

FORMS AM9tlHT:

ONSWRITE/SAFETRAIC

eNVELOPES
STAliONERY
LASER
fi\STRAI(
CONTINUOUS FORMS

PROM.PR.(PJI.20PLUSP/Lio

FlliNGsvsn:MS

Pft.YROLL-AOVNIT"-OE
BUSllllll$SSERVICEB

COlOR SOLUTIONS

3.1135.3S
1.818.88
112.20
11.1115.54

:zs.oo

131.69
2.G78o00
87.15
0.00

as.oo

lnYmory

68.00
66!1.45
622.D2
2.068.115
4611.10
0.00
911.40
0.00

TOTALS

1

BROKERI.GE
TAX FORMS
THREEONI\PAGECHECKs
STANOARDPROORMIS
SRCD- ENNIS
SRCDIDFS(PIL117 PLUS PILl

C!)MMISS!QN!f;
ONEWRITEISAFETRAK
ENVELOPES
STATIONERY
LASER

FASTRAK
CONTINUOIIS
PROM.PR.(PIL2DPLUS P.tE
FILINGSYSTEJ.IS
PAYROlL
11\JSHESSSEI\VlCES
COlOR SOLUT10NS
OROKERAQE
TAX FORMS
THREeONAPAOECifECKS
STANOI\ADPIIOGRAMS
SIICD • ENNIS
SRCDIDFS(PII.87PWSP/L
ltNENTORY
TOTi\1.6

80NU$/AOJUSTMENT
OH.\RGEBI\CK6

EXPENSES
NETCOI.<IJISSION EARNED
TAANSACTlON REPAYMENT
8B.LER PAYMENT

LOAN SUPPLSMENT
LOAN REPAYMENT
TOTAlCASHflOW
lWICE-IIIONllii.YCOMIAISSIC
NETAMOUNTPAIO

1.239.50
618.51
32.54
3.973.63
9.1D
18.09
618.23
33.99
0.00
21:73

20.2•
244.04

3,704."
3,073.34
0.00
12.8111.18
157JIS
3118.51
1.377.35
246.15
0.00
70.00

0.00
1,080,113
;!9,28
1,9Si.20
413.12

735.27
884,07
0.00
2a.s

.so

1.250.32
1121.79
0.00
4.307.31
51.00
13&.D1
167.111
86.15
0.00
2'LSO

o.oo

2.116AO

1,131.~8

579.04
8.3811.95
D.OO.
277.611
1.637.50
1112.22

0.00
10.00
0.00
1.0S6.33
0.00
2.11117.50
873.75
213..34
I,IOO.SS
0
a

1

175.92
:184.31
193.411
2.775.71
0.00
97.19
67D.I4
4!1.31
0.00
3.50

o.oo

280.38

502.63

336.50
liS1.15
162.01
0.00

1111.74)
520.90

294.-15

438.~5

0.00
1311.21
179.38
55.00
421.9&
0.00
7,0SG.72
0.00
7.52

118.52
2-12.15
D.OO
1,512.15
0,00
17.52)

0.00
8.314.81
0.00
283.411
!5211.211
8,071.88
D.OO
0.00
D.OO
D.OO
0.071.80
D.OO
8,011.1!!1

0.00
0.00
0.00
OiOO
7,774.34
(4,364.711
3,4119:63

0.00
0.00
D.OO

0.00
0.00
0.00

.!!:22.

.!l.!!!

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.09

!W.29)
7,774.34

2.058.&5
1,363.14
137.65
12.0112.18
0.00
167.&3
7s.GD
lll2.61
0.00
57.511
17.75
0.00
151.50
2,707.61
312.80
3,130.oa
1.489.38

!m.GO!
0.071.24
0.00
D.OO

o.ao

0.00
6.071.24
(3,134.3!)
2.136.85

6ll0.78
443.1.4
125.41
4.D4S.91
0.00
58.69
12.52
48.15
0.00
20.12
7.oo
(IOOSJ)
75.75
848.55
87.84

3,511.85
2,007.58
32.62
15,243.91
157.9$
:£4.62
1.8S2.71

0.00
0.00

1111.50
232.60
1.55tl..57
50S

z..tTtl.ia
343.20
1.SOD.7U
1,314.DO
0.00
7.
1.20D.33
456.13
G.o7
5,1111.51
81.03
127.12
430.90
0.00
0.00
23JI7

<G.oo

1166.78
1V.2!1

7ao.22

3,139.12

3.925.'15
116.01
10,154.11
0.00
514.52
185.78
0.00
0.00
45.00
17.75

0.00
0.00
2.103.37
t.232.o7
3,369.4D
921.811
0.00
28

3,11UO
3,761.11
0.00
13,D04.63
0.00
1117.9
8.130.29

o.oo

0.00
12.511
17.75
0.00
0.00
2,119.80
300.15
0.00
371.00
0.00

0.00
774.79

s 672.ta

1.1)43.29
1.306.13
33.63
3..441.01
0.00
180,12
54.23
0.00
D.OO
15.74
1.00

1.055.41
t,171.o&
0.00
4,329.17
O.DO
51.89
1,7SS.84
0.00
0.00
.c.:l?
1.oo
0.00
D.oo
181.91

1171.90
565.53
139.56

0.00

119.09

299.35

782.52

475.57

862.!18

540.117

~.12

0.00
10.2!2.22
0.00

000
8.530.13

75.~7

0.00
124.63
0.00
9.245.73
0.00
D.OO
(<67.1!5)
11.777.78
0.00
0.00

0.00
D.OO
S2t.!3)
8.200.90
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
8.200.90
!4.212.3n
3.981!.5:1

0.00
8,777.78
(2J!I4.2Cl
5.953.54

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

1.884.93

29SS6.22

0.00
1183.25

o.oo

1,749.35
2.DI1.21
"330.38
12.0~
50.00
117.D8
153.45
10.00
0.00
72.50
0.00
0.00
67.07
2.154.27
815.98

1,329.62
0

t.es

525.81
D.OO
7.341.70
0.00
0.00
12i2,1!1!
7.048.89
0.00
0.00
D.oo
0.00
7.D48.89
!2 @71.D5)
4.177.84

!3!7."191
9.844.52
0.00
0.00
o.oo
0.00
9.844.52
!5,913.34)
3.931.18

2.540.11
2.313.16
423.80
IO,D91!.12
0.00
347.D8
1•,802.45
111>.17
0.00
17.50
17.75
324.54
D.OO
1,95i.S8
329.95

3.369.20
0.00
121.48
1,937.15
47.75
0.00
&,12

1.00
74Zl
D.OO
&22.50
9D.57

844.53
507.74
0.00
!,011.32

0.00
(479.58)

1,126.VB

SSB.82
81.78
3,143.22
0.00

58..18

o.oo

193.41
3.50
D.OO
25.37
D.oo
0.00
42.54
676.51
167.54
0.00
291.18
O.OD
&,150.47
0.00

243.4C
D.OO
O.DD
1.05

(18.39)

0.00

0.00

O.OD
7,788.81
!3A94.4B)
4,304.33

0.00
0.00
243.ol
1,515.60
3~~.48
3.263,10
700.00
0.00
2.c t.:R.

577$l

6,H2.14

o.oo

l!:l.OO

706.56
45.84
4,113.112
17.50

!732.!5)
7,711U1

o.oo

3,342.40
1,646.21
233.12
11.1170.41
0.00
D,OO
1,509.24
0.00
0.00

f11!9.24)

o.oo

o.oo

0.00
6,142.G4
(3,257.70!
2.885.14

o.ao

D.OO
153.117
-.12
7S.30
63731
214.54
0.00
7,527.49
0.00
137.50
!I:IS<\.431
6.SID.56
0.00

0.00
o.oo
0.00
6,510.58
!2.922.13)
3.5811.43

3.416.52

3.00.C.53
515.411
8,109.71
60.00
1117.59
13,'122.44
4B.92
0.00
47.50
0.00
3,271.411
2.325.92
2.275.61
497.44
183.76
1,137.83
0.00
40 244.15

1,156.75
709.68

222.l!S
2.1!73.20
17.50
58.69
2.913.:12
13.!11
0.00
16.62

o.oo

1,DZI.34
1.1t8.33
697.65
165.47
58.80
710.711
DOD
11,854.00
0.00
318.<1&
!825.85!
11.344.21
0.00
0.00

o.oo

0.00
11.:144.21
!4.334.601
7.009.51

1.533.llll
1.443.37
50,77
ID.3SIJ,40
0.00
157~
7,845.00
175.36
0.00
27.50

297.Ill
159.78
3.373.15
1,892.92
1,187.37
513.60
1,253.71
0.00
3oos 1

514.33
474,76
17.77
3,394.43
D.OO
59.69
1,9411.93
511.3&
0:00
9.82
10&.81
36.75
1.879.27
S!lil.89
388.52
178.75
444.14
0.00
10,089.02
J).OO
(85.00)

!388.95\

9.605.97
0.00
0.00

o.oo

0.00
9.605.97
f4,93S.tl5!
4.67?.12

34,127.1!5

27.570.20
2,1100.58
138,702.17
441.90
2,8l!Z.15
52,5611.al
1,141.28
D.OO
538.50
IIG9.19
8,223.16
6,877,41
28,911.<ll
B.BSI.H
14,794.37
12,922.52

10.20
11.20
OJIO
40.60
0.10
0$0
15.60
0.30
0.00
0.20
0.20
2AO

2.1188.99
2.297.52
241.72
11,311,85

2.00

513.12
2.243.20
514<V!I
1.232.86
1,076.18
0

8.00
2.10

4.40
3.80

o.oo

.&a

11,SM,13
8,217.71

898.48
45.68&.22
148.11
IP12.25
lo.BS3.0!
336.72
0.00
187.71

201.os
2,605.58
3,885.77
ll,ofi8.14
1,8117.14
3.M!.2S
4,9<11.37
0.00
10<1.565.26

D.OO
153.09
t7JKU11
117,191.94
0.00
0.00
D.OO

0.09
97,181.94
[42,752.88)
54.439.08

0.
1

:16.13

241.D1
4.310."13
!S.59
0.00
44.71
55.78

8a5.26

t.14

33.70
29.80
31.00
33.40
33.1D
35.00
20.110
23.30
D.OO
35.00
ao.90
31.70
53.00
31.50
27.4D
26.60

915.76
&aUt
74.1!7
3.BIJ7.1D
12,18
14.35
90&:42
2ti.OEI

0.00
15.84

17.25

31.10
0.00
D.OO
@.301

217.13
307.15
705.55
157.2&
:n.I.'U
412.20
O.oo
8.722.11
0.00
12.78
(!35.531

2ll.90

B,ost.33

0.00

D.OO
D.OO
0.00
0.00
8,098.33
(3,5!?34)
4,536.69

38.30

0.00

0.00
D.OO
0.00
29.00
(12.?01
18.20

fUU" Il!AHSA<;J!QNS:

IIEOINNINO 111\L"-NCE
PURCHASES
REPAYMENrS
OllfER

ENDIIKl BALANCE

DOO

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

~0.00

O.DD

0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
D.OO

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0 OD

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

~

0.00
0.00

O,!l!L_

D,I)O

0.00

~
~
~

0.00
0.00

0.00

~

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

5EUE8 T!!ANMC!IONS·

BEGINNING 111\I.ANCE
TIWISAC'JDN AMOUNT
PAYMENTS
OTHER

ENDING BALANCE

w
0.00

0.00
0.00
~

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

O.DO

w
O.DO

0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

D.OO

_D.OO

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

w
D.OD

0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

w
0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

~

0.00

~

~
~

0.00

0.00

tQANINQTE BAUJ«;E•

BEGINNING BALANCE
SUPPLEI.tEHTS
REPAYMENTS
OTHER

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

ENDING IIAI.ANCE

0.00

12/412013

0.00

~
~

w

~

0.00
0.00

0.00

~
~

0.00

~

0.00
0.00
0.00

g

~

WOLS2012

~

~

0.00

w

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
~

~
~

0.00
~
~

o.oo
D.eo
0.00
D.OO
0.00
11:151\M
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WEST ACCCUiffiNG REOJOH
2011 COMMISSION/TRANSACTION/LOAN SUMMARY

WILDER VENTURE, INC. #405
fEL..W1
o!!!l!..Wl

Bmft!& aM2!.!fii

1,oa4.5G
3.037.60

.t.!M..a!lll
2,3t4.00

STANDARD PIIOGRAMS
SllCD • ENNIS
SRCD/ OFS (PI!. lSI PLUS Pll

3,273.80
2.631.84
349.34
11,169.85
0.00
0.00
3.247.18
-43.01
0.00
0.00
D.OO
548.78
376.20
1,547.23
7116.17
1.975.07
1,388.05

FIIPIPTS ~ UPSIDPS
TOTALS

27,546,24

29.511.15

22,4:16-05

1,112.27

372.26
750.35
182.52
3.632.19
0.00
231.75

82:?.37
l'A.Illl
147.35
3.411.37
0.00
137.54
08.00
39.D7
0.00
0.00
S.D4
19.!11
0.00
346.8&
114.113
1,0&3.75

ONE WRITE'SI\FETRAK
ENVELOPES
STAilONERY
LASER
FASTIW<
CONTtiUOUS FORMS
PROM. PR~PII. 20 PLUS P1U

FLINO SYSTEMS
PAYROLL· A/:JI/ANrMJE
BUSINESS SERVICES
COlOR SOLUTDNS
BROKERAGIO
TAXFOIWIS

THRel! ON A PAGE CHECKS

O.!!!!

511.31

10.Si!l.ll1
0.00
662.16
8,108.5D
O.OD
0.00

o.oo

0.00
0.00
115.70
1,470.75
1,031.118
1.543.51
989.99
0.§!0

.6!!l!...i!lll

2.74U4
4116.70
10,428.74
0.00
3!12.1111
221.00
1:18.50
0.00
0.00
0.00
133.29
0.00
1,111.8-4
:RO.OS

3.367.80
GUS.Gl
O.IXI

l!!6.'!...Z2l1

1,871.50
1,1101.35
340.113

2.6311.13

9,487a75

10.&2<.23
0.00
358.8-4

0.00
148.41
2,1134.96
47.65
0.00
0.00

0.00
760.00
0.00
1,744..15

212.11
343.97
829.72
Q,!l!!
2D.;)20.43

1,928.23
4&:11

ol!ll!dlJ.

A.\!!i..22ll

o!!ll.o32!1

2,543.50
2.o451.21

2,:>'711.00
4.444.34
121.12
11.714.52
0.110
31U2
5.084.37
0.00

843.31
11.5&5.40
0.00

so.no

155.23
8.511.24
257.81

STATIONERY

1.ASER
FASTRAK
CONTtiUOUS
PAOM. PR~P/1. 20 PLUS PJI..
FILING SYSTEMS
PAVROLL
BUSINESS SERVICES
COLOII GOI.UTIOIIS

DROKERAGE
TAX FORMS
THREE ON A PAGE CHECI<S
STANDARD PROGRAMS
SllCO • ENNIS
SRCDI OFS (P/1. 67 PLUS PJl

FRPIPTS a MP&DPS
TOTALS

BONIJSIADJIJS1MaoiT
CHARGEI!ACKS
EXPENSES

NETCOMI.IISSION EARNED

TRANSACTION RePAYMENT
S8.1.ER PAYMENT
LOAN SUPPLEMENT
LOAN REPAYMENT
TOTAL CASH FLOW
ADVANCES
NET AMOUNT PAID
BUV§BTRANSACTIONsr
B&QMIING ~!MANCE
PURCHASES
REPAY>a;NTS
OTHER

ENDING BAIANCii

832.17
115.11
3.705.23
0.00
0.00

817.85
1s.oa
0.00

1,710.04

0.00

0.00

0.00
183.Q8
136.113
503.'15
2611.33
731.81
761.14
Q,QQ

0,00

BE BINNING IAIANCE
TRANSACTION AMoUNT

OTHER
ENOI>lO 8Al.JINCE

LOANINQTE QA\.1\NCE:

0.00
33.22
480.03
231.49
371.04
33UO
2-2!!

2liUO

0.00
0'.00

(2DZ.DI)

1§76.73)

(;!~.~

[549~

1,715.30
0.00

7.110.711
0.00
D.DD
0.00
0.00
7.960.79
0.00
7.1160.79

9,292.D3

D,39&.49

0.00
0.00
Q,!lO
11;715.:W

g,oo

8.715.;11)_

0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
•
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

o.oo

~
~

=

BEGINNING BALANCE
SUPPLEMENTS
REPAYMENTS
OlliE II

0.00
0.00

ENDING BALANCE

~

121412013

o.oo

Q,!!O
7,201.95
0.00
202.91

SELLE!! mA!ISACT!ONS'

PAYMENTS

0.00

~
~

0.00
0.00

576.15
645.711
114.115
3,233.57

0.110

o.oo

0.00

0.00
71.00
132.0D
0.00

O.OD
0.00
110.82

0.00

o.oo

88.03

1~.01

1,187.76
28950

1,7110.31

2.053.&8

143.06

364.43

555.21

227.95
0.00
1,4-11.01
0!!2
24,3014,28

a.oo

685.75

277.86

0.110
2.280.&7

0.00
2,178.40
310.15
39.13

1.627.211

721.70
710.50
0.00
27~.84

11.19

11.89

o.oct

302.60
0.00
673.77
54.60
84.12:
255.211

!!,!l!l

6,553.112

0.00
D.OD
!Ji41~l

6,!55.44
6.012.'1
0.(10
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0,!!!!
o.oo
6,855.44
6,012,41
0.00
O:!l!l
8,!5ML__&.o12.4B

120.11
764.31
835.00

1.30~.36

moo

§!liD

11.00

0.00

25,800.00

34.7QJ.2t

C3,ol9§.4a

851:17

861.23
1.434.14
32.00

1.1)33.55

O.llll
0.00
109.72
0.00
724.63
344~

455.94

183.70

·o.oo

8.620.72
0.00

818.19
217.05
3.914.13
0.00

1163.68
0.00

55.03

118.00
0.00

0.00

0.00
D.OD

P.!l!l

518.D3

32.54
221.10

305.117
0.00
7,877.3!i

a.oo

120.20)

0.00

7,432.53

~

0.00

a.oo

0.00

(71.221
D.DD
377.5i
Moo7
127.75
11~
D.Oo
III.§OS.liS
0.00

0.00

0.00
l25a.36l.

7,6111,59
0.00
0.00
D.OO
!!.00

!!.!!Q

7,703.31
0.00
7.703.38

D.OO

0.00
0.00
19::111

0.00
704.74
87.44
(227.45)
oi91.6D
0.00
7,639.65

IJ116.9g)
7A32.53
0.00
0.00
0.00

7,703.31

0.00
127.72

379.0!
97.87
D.DO
0.00
0.00

(3t.&S)

52.14
8,141.40
17.5ll
54.33
1.757.73
80o13

3.223.138

244.11

1877.88)

nu;u

7,61~:

0.00

7.818.!19

7.432.53

601~

623.78
1-43.54
198.15
3.493.D.
0.00

223.18

&3.56

4,135.49
0.00
0.00
0.00
:11.71
454.18
D.OO
655.92
40.117
17U5

85231

23!.85

566.46

o.oo
11.143.;,4
o.oo

0.00
[;!38.6ZJ
1D.804.67

0.00

0.00

0.00

o.oo

544.04
1.94
4,041.80
0.00

[4011.!ID
10,095.90
0.00

163.30
0.00
87.50
0.00

o.oo
o.oo

0.00
0.!!2
10,&04.67
IO,D9S.8D
0.00
0.00
10.095.9!1_ _ _1_0.804.61

40.82
0.00
34,12
0.00
0.00

26.76

~.2S

59.14

O.dO

0.00
7,ol84.22
0.00
(305.68)
[1~{,!!!1

&.133.54
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

~

o.oo

155.23
744.2i
238.68

51,401).94
1,531.72

11.589.21

o.oo

35.00
227.60
4,113.48
5,411,43
1,4B3.2Q

635.56
1,0D5.17
1,1~.00

0.00

2a.Tl5J9

32&93.02

771.90
515.93
186:31
3.li86.o5
17.50
D.DO
83e.G2
68.34

70125
1,274.94
59.78
3.631.87
0.00
54.03
128.52
70.98

D.OO

o.oo

13.911
0.00
401.15
870.75

12.24
31A•

107.4'4
D.DD
467.6ol
0.00
8,11fj5.41
0.00

1,488.49
2.920.62
488.71
138.18
258.29
543.25
1l.Q!!
11.9111.81
0.00

119.41
[\!!08~

(77,09)
[i!!!!!.4§l

528.79

7,955.92

b.oo

0.00
0.00
DOD
8,133.54
7,955.92
0.00
0.00
6,133.50_ _ _ 7,955.92

WAI.
27.13UI
33.328.24
4,331.85
137,710.75
1DO.OO

2.082.83
3.141.72
184.83

11.514.;)1
0.00
0.00
0.00

o.oo

110S14.31
0.00
11.514.;)1_

3,783.83
0.00
172.50
341.50
9,4115.60
7,6511.34
20,100.20
6,0!14.65
10,701.47
11,394.11
0.00
342.370.01

9,23325
10,052.37
1,312.12
48.228.42
36.00
1,314.10
13,932.20
447.95
0.00
60.35
77.65
'3,D89.DI
3.988.26
6,464.76
1,581.11.
3,263.00
4.502.32
0,20
105.1i62.6t
0.00
(343.34)
(&,§Jc.12)
88,703.25

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
H.703.25

9.!!2

88.703.26

~

~

0.110

0.00

~

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
D.DO

0.00

0.00

O.UO

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00_

~
~

0.00

0.00_

w

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00-

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

~

_0.00

0.00

0.110

0.110

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

~
0.00
~
~

~

~

~

o.oo

645.00

D,!l!!
25~.11

4,470.70

2.zl6.5D
2,490.22
611.88
11,680.19
50.00
D.IIO
6,172.67
219.65
0.00
40.00
0.00
1,4i2.&4
1;665.90
1.652.57
310.65
0.00
1,182.21
0,!!!!

0.00

0.00

~

18UG

0.00

0.00
0.00

fl!UUW

0.00

0.00

51.26
639.7Z
D.llll
0.00

1.1143.00
2.7:)2.17
603.67
1D,419.24

8117.6!
2.1;1(;.50
375.60

1199.21
1144.61
1U1
3.628.09
0.00
125.94
1,48!1,43

o.oo

~

1.805.00
2.!40.9t
35.31
12.fl36.!18
DOD
67f.89
21,734.68
0.00
0.00
D.OO
49.80
1,119.111

of1.65

5.5B4.G5

~QMM~iiQ!§i

ONE WAITEISIIFETAAK
ENvaoPeS

~

2,!1S9.95
2.082.13
1114.39
111.200.115

D.DO

~

0.00

~

W

0.00

~

~
~
~
~

0.00

-

o.oo

~

0.00

0.00

D.DD

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0,00

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

~

~
~

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

~

0.110

~

~

~

-

0.00

~

~

~
~

~

~

0.00
0.00
~

~
0.00
~

0.00

~

0.00
0.00

= = = = = =
~

~

M

0.110

WCLS2011

•

M

~
~

~

~

~

~

W

M

0.00

~

~

7-'0

2.2'1.53

8,73

2.777.35

1.;10
o\0.20
0.00
1.10
20.00
0.40
0.00
D.IO
0.10

301.00
11.482.48
8.33
31&15
5.700.08
127.64

~
2.20

5.10
1.80
3.10
3.30
0.00
100.00
34.00
30.20
30.:10

33.50
35.00

34.60
20.411
28.20
0.00
35.00

=

~2.40

52.10
32.20

26.DD
:10.50
39.50
O.Qg
30.80
0-90
(0.10)
(UO)
28.80

o.oo

0.00
D.OQ
0.00
28.10
D.DD
28.80

0.00
IU8
29.o4
7110-47
531.20
1,675.02
507.18
891.79
949.51

o.og

28,530.83
769.44
137,70
109.34

3.B52.37
2.12
109.51
1,181.02

37.93
D.DD

5.03
&Aa

25S.75
3:12.36
538.7.1
131.83

mm

!175.19
0.00

a,'196:88
0.00
(21.61)

lm,!!!l
11.211.40

0.00
0.00
0.00

p,oo

8,211.411

!!.!!ll

_!1,211.40

0.00

o.oo

0.00
0.00

0.00

~&nm

~

W

~

11:151\M

000547

WEST ACCOUNTING REGKm
ZD1D COMMISSI9NITRANSACTIONILOAN SUMMARY

WILDER VENTURE, INC. #4C5
.I!IURlll
m...wA

f2AM~ !lkKUlHI~

ONEWRJ'IEISAFETRAK
ENVELOPES
STA'IlONERV
LASER
FASTRAK

COIIllNUOUS FOAMS
PROiol. PA.IP/1.20 PLUS PILE
FILING SYSTEMS
~AYIIOLL ·ADVANTAGE

BUSINESS BERVlllES
COLOR SOWllONS
BROICERAGE
TAX FORMS
TIIREE ON A PAGEC>IECI<&
STANDARD PROGRAMS
SRCO·ENNIS
SRCDI DFS [P/1.87 PLUS Ptl
FIU'Yns lo MPS/0~
lOTALS

3,325.00
2MU7
113.74
12,113...0
114.00
97E.31
31!9.50
497.20
0.00
0.00

o.oo

737.13
614.66
1,281.40
t62.65
6<.00
230.00
0.!!!!
24.521;.18

2,248.50
1,756.2-4

395.40
ft.Qo!8.&1

ae.oo

1.072A6
1,041.94
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
760.00
75.'12

ses.so

~~5.~7

819.65
974.70
Q.!!!!
18.909.75

MONTHLY

.!I4IW212
~.202.00

2,325.!16
151l.91
12,648.58
0.00
2,279.05
1,819.81
260.28
0.00
0.00
0.00
2,191.38
32.62

~

'2.4&1.31
1,721.83
t1&.74
11,2B3.13
50.00
601.84
3,174.80
174.DS
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

930.110

1,830.50
5111.48
0.00
i28.00

2!!2

Q,Q!!

1,390.75
42V.77
1.072.72
35.540.&9

24.028.511

124.07
523.711
01.64

~

2,1pii.7S
2.173.6&
687.98
11,()115.7!
50.00
361.54
3,371.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
53S.OO

.!!/.I!..W2
2.1100.00
$.485.&9
437.81
11.1&4..45
o.oo
1.956.15
3.408.&2
118.35
0.00

0.00

.!!.!l....W.!!
3,200.00
3,711.70
34.62
9,451.69
0.00
I.Q0.112
&.940.(17
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
615.63
0.00

0.00
90Q.34

0.00
0.00
0.00
1,60751

873.110
0.00

1.195.21

165.113
2,310.15

G34.GI

907.6f

703.09
!1.!!!!
=·4

1,697.74

~

1.522.50
2,396.37
1,181.83

IOA09Jlll

so.oo

2.!!!!

29,731.32

96<1.54
1,337.17
153,11
3.771.20
0.00

1,0!5.32
1,252.94
12,12
3.201,11
0.00

•:m.so

1,314.27
170.311
8,897.86

~
2.~

4.332.11
851A9
12,52E.90
100.00
146.31
2.301.24
8<7,13
0.00
37.50

O.Oo

0.00
2.1ll2.01
1.97D.1B
383.<5
0.00
0.00
0.00
7GO.OO
0.00
1,102.75
1161.88
1.254.30
632.00
0,2!!

42,016.78

24.344.§8

27.6&G.D7

511.78
814.llfl
369.73
3.503.oll
17.50
3711.17
3.&7&.64
315.85
0.00
0.00
0.00
51.10
34.80
522.36
·220.78
382.34
31UII
0.00
ll,oa9.83
o.oo
0.00
187.§
ll.oo2.18
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
11,000!.18
@48.35)
10 653.83

J.ol65.71
4<9.41
82.64
3,010.42
0.00
910.11
452.31

820.50
1.073.511
219.67
4,201.27
35.00
51.21
318.34
244.02
0.00
0.00
87.87
:!9,63
224.71
4a9.3l
211.87
0.00
219.40
0.00
1,474.49

t.076.n

19,47!1.30
083.02
0.00

o.oo

0.00
174.50
IIS.Itl
1,629.02
S8050
1.2119.11
539.50

153.37

0.!!!!
30,5118.11

~

~

3,1&3.3-1
3.23'-94
1.0Sa.&1
9.801.15
179.15
173.18
3.214.1)9
35.75
0.00
0.00

~

3,371.50
2,008.62
69.72

u.«•.ee

Illi!!.
34.3.10.40
=s2.08
5,450.31
127,515.08

nus

50.00
2,542Jl8
2;281.19

16,0011.33
57,20D.03

404.23

•,255.3:1

~~

9.80
9.50
1.60
37.00
0.20

2.1117.15
2.588.74
:115.&1
10,645.79
311.11
1,313.00

11i.60
1.20
0.00
0.00

5.<118.21

.uo

llt.oO

O:OQ

211:116
3111,3
1,476.S3
939.23

3,347.29

0.00
0.00
0.00
1,004.61

2,239.00

4,035.'19

0.00
37.50
99.00
IQ.3<9.30
7;503.23

1,572.51
151.92
519.71
1,34Q3,5
0.00
31.597;@

1,!~4.22

15,414.50

1189.26
1183.61

1,317.33

11.5GB.51

2.60

4.581.91
0.00
33,39:2.12

13.,2115.66

3.90

1,048.47

1,161.-44

921.23
324.30
3.224.153

6112.68
24.311

o.no

883.S9
0.00

0.00

329.69
0.00

0.00
0.00

3oOO

1&2.05

2.20

US.05
1,271.80
748.55
890.51
720.15
0.00
28,05!1.35

4.80
2.70

Q,!!!!

0.00

345,100.52

100.00

11,344.2&
IU3S.T3
1,772.11
<2.737.11
234.1111

!13.10
211.90

COML1!$SIO!IS;
ONEWRITEI8AFETRAK
ENVELOPES
STATIONERY
LASER
FASTIW(
CON71NUOUS

PllOI.t.PR.IP11.20PWSP/L.
FiliNG SVST61S

PAYROU.
BUSINESS SERVICES
COLOR SOUJTIOHS
BROKERAGE

TAXFOIIMS
lliREEONAPioGECHECKS
STJ\NOARG PROGRAMS
SIICD·ENNlS
SRCOI DFS (P/1.87 PWS PIL
FRPIPTS 6 MPS/DPB
lOTALB
BONUSIAOJUS'IMENT
CHAIIGEBACKS
EXPENSES
NET COMMISSION EARNED
TRANSACTION R&AYMI!NT
SELLER PAYMENT
LOAN SUPPLEMENT
LOAN REPAYMENT
TOTALCASHFLOW

ADVANCES
NET AMOUNT PAID

1,015.44

677.9!1

124.3o<

552.2&

211.3i
4.281.50
3.90
:S.CI.71
0.13
14:1.65
0.00
0.00
0.00
201.60
348.39
433.211

13S.41
2,619.80
30.eG

1,071,07
106.17
54.53
4.Z5UD
0.00

17.50

221.21
3,552.40
17.SO

375.36

771.15

175.64

126.54

611-4.65

530.13

37.2.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

11~.27

11.50
19.54
0,2!!
0.06&.111

249.18
3ol3.52
0 !!!!
&.131.D7

1,09&.26
312.119
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
579.0
IID.53
0.00
278.611
0.00
7oiS&.l'li

1,205.34
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
188.68
0.00
212.!13
270.93
0.00
277.60

1,163.00

2II3.GII

2.0110.53
132.75
0.00
0.00
0,00
723.15
2o.41
462.75
135.113
295.07
395.85
0.00
11,220.24

1,.,8.55
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
142.15
0.00
252-04
50.90
637.11
267.oil
0.00
1.860.113

0.00
!117.87)
7,869.o&
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
7.8G!I.O&
0.00
7.08G.D4

0.00
(36485!
(I02.ro
5,76&.22
11,117.47
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0-!!!!
Q.()O
5,766.22
11,117.47
0.00
0.00
5,1!;~22____!1,117.47 ~

(48.921

0.00
7,145.89
0.00
7, 145.8G

41!.82
17!1.44)
&.7111i.711
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
&.795.7&
0.00
8.79&.76

0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

o.oo

.302.60
47.85
308.30

o.co

o.oo

0.00

~.77LI7

o.oo

!BBUSJ
7,145.811

0.00
0,00

0.00

1161.92

584.20

0.00

7,52S;21

o.oo

~4

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
521.1i1
37BA8
318.20
208.13
Q.OO
9,811.43
o.oo
0.00
!582.04)
9,02&.79
0.00
0.00

o.oo

95.88

0.00
0.00
0.00

302.60
0.00
361.1&
260.87
422.14
250.37
0.00

e.ost.oo
o.oo

o.do

0.00
1.047.52
1,240.QB
525.21
322.21
II!UD
494.44
Q,!!!!
10,488.35
O,!!!!
0.00
1313.35)
10.175,2!!
0.00
0.00

t7.SO
11!11.83
813.83
120.3i
D.OO
0.00
0.00
193.56
2.315.05
1141.49
2:1.7,63
322.72
1155. I 1
0,00
11•1:17.90
o.oo
0.00
!C03.7!!\
11,034,12

6,522.26

34.50

&n:n;

:13.30
33.20
0.00
0.00
BUO
30.!10
SIAO

1.27&.91
115.15
0.00
0:00
0.00
212.8!

2,Ba9.57
4,087.11
OJ!O
108.117.2!1

:12.70
:29.40
3D.20
30.70
0.00
31.50

•15.33
21Q.37
264.11
261.75
0.00
11on2.115

0.00
17,,01.161
101,3211.13
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
101,329.13
!iJ41.il5'J
I 00,977.711

0.00
12.20)
29.40
0.00
0.00
0.00
0,2!!
29.40
10.101
29.30

.C,232.38
5.3!14.0S
2,735.13

o.oo

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

~

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

w

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.!!!!

7.258.74
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
7.258.7&
0.00
7,259.74

o.oo

6.-411.72

0.00
10.176.00

0.00
6,411.72

10.175.00

0.00
0.00
o.oo
11,034,12
0.00
ll,ltl4.12

o.oo

O.oO

34.40

S23.09
793,41
125.17
3.5118.83
13.61

,,330.97
1,413.51
0.00
0.00
17.17
3,197.59

0.00
9.D211.79

0.00

(7S1.26!

0.00
(1.992.m
8.4111.72
0.00
, 0.00
O.QO
0.00

711<.01
12.87
0.00
0.00

3.204.25

0.00
!1.210.131
7,549.211
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
7.&19.20
0.00
7,649.211

9,028.75

0.00

SDJII
289.46

3.2.50
33.50

o.oo

50~

o.oo

0.00

(531.25J
8.181.7o
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
11.181.70

@.71l
11.142.89

BVVEB TBANSACDQNS•

BEGINNING BAL.ANCE
PURCHASES

REPAVI.Ia/TS

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

OTHER

9.!!!1.
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0 00
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

O.QO

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

D.OO
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00
D.OQ

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00
D.DQ

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
o.oo
0.00

0.00

o.oo
0.00
n.oo
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

o.oo
0.00
o.oo
~ 0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

o.oo

~

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

o.oa
0.00
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0.00

o.oo
0.00

o.oo
0.00

0.00

o.!)Q
0.00

o.oo

ENDING BALANCE
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BEGINNING BAlANCE
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ENDING
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0.00
o.oo
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0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
o.oo
0.00

o.oo
0.00

0.00
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0.00

w

0.00
0.00

0.00

~

0.00

~

0.00
0.00

0.00

~

0.00

w

w

0.00

0,00

0.00
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Trended Sales Report

- from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014
Distributor of Record

Product Line 01 FINANCIAL ONE WRITE
Sales Person

000548

3/7/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATI

ALL SALES PERSONS
NEW BUSINESS

I

1--

REPEAT BUSINESS

I

1 - - - TOTAL

BUSINESS

January

ACTUAL
$801.25

LAST YEAR
$659.65

PCTLY
121.5

ACTUAL
$2,731.10

lAST YEAR
$2,141.38

PCTLY
127.5

ACTUAL
$3,532.35

lAST YEAR
$2,801.03

PCTLY
126.1

February

$382.75

$237.75

161.0

$1,727.40

$1,539.55

112.2

$2,110.15

$1,777.30

118.7

March

$0.00

$451.55

0.0

$0.00

$2,497.85

0.0

$0.00

$2,949.40

0.0

April

$0.00

$369.20

0.0

$0.00

$1,679.15

0.0

$0.00

$2,046.35

0.0

May

$0.00

$481.65

0.0

. $0.00

$1,977.25

0.0

$0.00

$2,459.10

0.0

June

$0.00

$665.45

0.0

$0.00

$2,070.90

0.0

$0.00

$2,736.35

0.0

July

$0.00

$431.73

0.0

$0.00

$2,304.10

0.0

$0.00

$2,735.83

0.0

August

$0.00

$351.35

0.0

$0.00

$2,560.51

0.0

$0.00

$2,911.86

0.0

September

$0.00

$251.25

0.0

$0.00

$1,955.85

0.0

$0.00

$2,207.10

0.0

October

$0.00

$613.60

0.0

$0.00

$2,566.85

0.0

$0.00

$3,200.45

0.0

November

$0.00

$37.50

0.0

$0.00

$3,696.75

0.0

$0.00

$3,734.25

0.0

December

$0.00

$401.25

0.0

$0.00

$1,664.60

0.0

$0.00

$2,065.85

0.0

YTD

$1,184.00

$897.40

131.9

$4,458.50

$3,680.93

121.1

$5,642.50

$4,578.33

123.2

Total

$1,184.00

$4,952.13

23.9

$4,458.50

$26,674.74

16.7

$5,642.60

$31,626.87

17.8
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Trended Sales Report

- from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014
Distributor of Record

Product Une 02 SAFE-TRAK
Sales Person

D4C5 FRED AND UNDA FLATT

ALL SALES PERSONS

1 - - - REPEAT

- NEW BUSINESS -

ACTUAL
January

000549

3/7/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

$0.00

I

BUSINESS

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$120.50

0.0

TOTAL BUSINESS - - -

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

$0.00

$120.50

0.0
0.0

February

$0.00

$0.00

o.o

$544.50

$0.00

0.0

$544.50

$0.00

March

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$471.50

0.0

$0.00

$471.50

0.0

April

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$116.00

0.0

$0.00

$116.00

0.0

May

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$366.00

0.0

$0.00

$366.00

0.0

November

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$53.50

0.0

$0.00

$53.50

0.0

YTD

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$544.50

$120.50

451.9

$544.50

$120.50

451.9

Total

$0.00

$0.0(J

0.0

$544.50

$1,127.50

48.3

$544.50

$1,127.50

48.3
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Distributor of Record 04C5 FRED AND UNDA FLATT

Product Una 04 ENVELOPES
Sales Person

ALL SALES PERSONS

I

NEW BUSINESS

TOTAL BUSINESS

I

REPEAT BUSINESS

I

ACTUAL
$3,797.71

LAST YEAR
$3,401.08

PCTLY
111.7

151.7

$1.254.02

$1,188.98

"105.5

$2,581.01

0.0

$0.00

$2,642.24

0.0

$0.00

$1,124.01

0.0

$0.00

$1,124.01

0.0

0.0

$0.00

$1,ll12.77

0.0

$0.00

$1,526.00

0.0

$464.80

0.0

$0.00

$3,307.05

0.0

$0.00

$3,771.85

0.0

$0.00

$37.54

0.0

$0.00

$2,572.66

0.0

$0.00

$2,610.20

0.0

$0.00

$49.23

0.0

$(>.00

$1,164.17

0.0

$0.00

$1,213.40

0.0

$0.00

$3,318.01

0.0
0.0

ACTUAL
$3,481.61

LAST YEAR
$3,287.85

PCTLY
105.9

0.0

$1.254.02

$826.81

$61.23

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

May

$0.00

$113.23

June

$0.00

July
August

ACTUAL
$316.10

LAST YEAR
$113.23

February

$0.00

$362.15

March

$0.00

April

January

000550

3n/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc
Trended Sales Report - from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014

PCTLY
279.2

September

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$3,318.01

October

$0.00

$196.66

0.0

$0.00

$3,335.47

0.0

$0.00

$3,532.13

November

$0.00

$135.38

0.0

$0.00

$998.43

0.0

$0.00

$1,133.61

0.0

December

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,292.58

0.0

$0.00

$1,292.56

0.0

YTD

$316.10

$475.38

66.5

$4,735.63

$4,114.68

115.1

$5,051.73

$4,590.04

110,1

Total

$316.10

$1,533.45

20.6

$4,735.63

$25,220.82

18.8

$5,051.73

$26,754.27

18.9

0.0

/
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Distributor of Record

Product Line 05 BUSINESS STATIONERY
Sales Person

000551

3/7/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc
Trended Sales Report - from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014

04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

ALL SALES PERSONS

1---- NEW

I

REPEAT BUSINESS

I

BUSINESS

I

TOTAL BUSINESS

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$65.54

0.0

$0.00

$65.54

0.0

February

$0.00

$62.62

0.0

$119.68

$0.00

0.0

$119.66

$82.62

191.1

March

$0.00

$158.16

0.0

$0.00

$79.08

0.0

$0.00

$237.24

0.0

May

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$437.84

0.0

$0.00

$437.84

0.0

July

$0.00

$75.26

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$75.26

0.0

August

$0.00

$267.51

0.0

$0.00

$144.37

0.0

$0.00

$411.88

0.0

0.0

$0.00

$346.11

0.0

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR.

ACTUAL

PCTLY

PCTLY

January

LAST YEAR

September

$0.00

$346.11

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

October

$0.00

$293.87

0.0

$0.00

$179.69

0.0

$0.00

$473.56

0.0

November

$0.00

$59.04

0.0

$0.00

$0,00

0.0

$0.00

$59.04

0.0

YTD

$0.00

$62.62

o~o

$119.68

$65.54

182.6

$119.68

$128.16

93.4

Total

$0.00

$1,262.57

0.0

$119.68

$906.52

13.2

$119.6.8

$2,169.09

5.5
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• from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014

Trended Sales Report

Distributor of Record

Product Une 07 LASER PRODUCTS
Sales Person

000552

3n/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

04CS FRED AND LINDA FLATT

ALL SALES PERSONS
• NEW BUSINESS

I

REPEAT BUSINESS

I

I

1---- TOTAL BUSINESS -·--1

ACTUAL
$14,785.04

LAST YEAR
$11,058.21

PCTLY
133.7

144.1

$14,848.15

$8,609.23

172.5

$6,120.74

0.0

$0.00

$9,781.75

0.0

$0.00

$7,510.69

0.0

$0.00

$8,626.97

0.0

0.0

$0.00

$11,637.44

0.0

$0.00

$13,297.13

0.0

$1,531.10

0.0

$0.00

$9,684.56

o.o

$0.00

$11,215.66

0.0

$0.00

$4,879.55

0.0

$0.00

$8,258.70

0.0

$0.00

$13,136.25

0.0

August

$0.00

$3,751.64

0.0

$0.00

$9,352.15

0.0

$0.00

$13,103.79

0.0

September

$0.00

$6,237.58

0.0

$0.00

$6,477.33

0.0

$0.00

$12,714.91

0.0

October

$0,00

$3,511.76

0.0

$0.00

$7,651.26

0.0

$0.00

$11,163.02

0.0

November

$0.00

$3,470.18

0.0

$0.00

$8,894.94

0.0

$0.00

$12,365.10

0.0

December

$0.00

$1,792.60

0.0

$0.00

$6,693.80

0.0

$0.00

$8,486.40

0.0

YTD

$9,910.22

$3,036.90

326.3

$19,722.97

$16,630.64

118.6

$29,633.1.9

$19,667.44

150.7

Total

$9,910.22

$34,648.27

28.6

.$19,722.97

$98,912.15

"19.9

$29,633.19

$133,560.42

22.2

January

ACTUAL
$5,379.82

LAST YEAR
$1,688.60

PCTLY
338.7

ACTUAL
$9,405.22

LAST YEAR
$9,469.61

PCTLY
99.3

February

$4,530.40

$1,448.30

312.8

$10,317.75

$7,160.93

March

$0.00

$3,661.01

0.0

$0.00

April

$0.00

$1,116.28

0.0

May

$0.00

$1,659.69

June

$0.00

July

'\
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- from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014

Trended Sales Report

Distributor of Record

Product Line 10 FASTRAK
Safes Person

000553

317/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Jnc

114C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

ALL SALES PERSONS
NEW BUSINESS

I

I

REPEAT BUSINESS

I

I

TOTAL BUSINESS

ACTUAL

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

January

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$60.00

$0.00

o:o

$60.00

$0.00

February

$91.75

$0.00

0.0

$79.00

$54.00

146.3

$170.75

$54.00

June

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$54.00

0.0

$0.00

$54.00

0.0

July

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$91.75

0.0

$0.00

$91.75

0.0

August

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$'137.00

0.0

$0.00

$137.00

0.0

September

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$58.00

0.0

$0.00

$58.00

0.0

December

$0.00

$91.75

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$91.75

0.0

YTD

$91.75

$0.00

0.0

$139.00

$54.00

257.4

$230.75

$54.00

427.3

Total

$91.75

$91.75

100.0

$139.00

$394.75

35.2

$230.75

$486.50

47.4

LAST YEAR

0.0
3~6.2"
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Trended Sales Report

- from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014
Distributor of Record

Product Une 11 CONTINUOUS PRODUCTS
Sales Person

000554

3/7/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

04C5 FRED AND LINDA FlATT

ALL SALES PERSONS
NEW BUSINESS

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

REPEAT BUSlNESS

---1

PCTLY

---1

1 - - - TOTAL BUSINESS - - - - 1

ACTUAL

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

$347.08

0.0

$0.00

$347.08

0.0

LAST YEAR

January

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

April

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$347.08

0.0

$0.00

$347.08

0.0

May

$0.00

$0.UO

0.0

$0.00

$536.31

0.0

$0.00

$536.31

0.0

June

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$335.23

0,0

$0.00

$335.23

0.0

September

$Q.OO

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$358.76

0.0

$0.00

$358.76

0.0

December

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$210.92

0.0

$0.00

$210.92

0.0

YTD

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$347.08

0.0

$0.00

$347.08

0.0

Total

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$2,135.38

0.0

$0.00

$2,135.38

o.o
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Trended Sales Report

- from ·11112013 thru 2/28-/2014
Distributor of Record

Product Line 20 APPAREL
Sales Person

ALL SALES PERSONS
NEW BUSINESS

I

I

REPEAT BUSINESS

I

000555

3/7/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

,.

TOTAL BUSINESS

----1

PCTLY

ACTUAL

0.9

$1,953,88

LAST YEAR
$37e:ao

PCTLY

$35.98

LAST YEAR
$3,863.81

PCTLY

January

514.4

$~.989,86

lAST YEAR
$4,243.61

February

$0.00

$541.68

0.0

$24.00

$3,381.85

0.7

$24.00

$3,923.53

0.6

March

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$67.71

0.0

$0.00

$67.71

0.0

April

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,440.30

0.0

$0.00

$1,440.30

0.0

May

$0.00

$390.39

0.0

$0.00

$69.00

0.0

$0.00

$459.39

0.0
0.0

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

46.9

June

$0.00

$235.92

0.0

$0.00

$722.22

0.0

$0.00

$95at4

July

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$6,151.95

0.0

$0.00

$6,151.95

0.0

August

$0.00

$464.16

0.0

$0.00

$2,570.88

0.0

$0.00

$3,035.04

0.0

September

$0.00

$990.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,581.84

0.0

$0.00

$2,571.84

0.0

October

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,7.6237

0.0

$0.00

$1,762.37

0.0

November

$0.00

$579.87

0.0

$0.00

$533.92

0.0

$0.00

$1,113.79

0.0

December

$0.00

$742.98

0.0

$0.00

$157.61

0.0

$0.00

$900.59

0.0

YTD

$35.98

$4,405.49

0.8

$1,977.88

$3,761.65

52.6

$2,013.86

$8,167.14

24.7

Total

$35.98

$7,808.81

0.5

$1,977.88

$18,819.45

10.5

$2,013.86

$26,628.26

7.6
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Trended Sales Report

- from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014
Distributor of Record

Product Line 21 RECORDS MANAGEMENT
Sales Person

000556

3n/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

04C5 FRED AND UNDA FLATT

ALL SALES PERSONS
NEW BUSINESS

I

I

REPEAT BUSINESS

I

TOTAL BUSINESS

I

ACTUAL

PCTLY

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

January

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$236.27

$144.39

163.6

$236.27

$144.39

163.6

February

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$86.55

0.0

$0.00

$86.55

0.0

March

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$148.24

0.0

$0.00

$148.24

0.0

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

April

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$36.15

0.0

$0.00

$36.15

0.0

June

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$68.00

0.0

$0.00

$68.00

0.0

July

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$56.15

0.0

$0.00

$56.15

0.0

August

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0."00

$268.30

0.0

$0.00

$268.30

0.0

September

$0.00

$0.00

0,0

$0.00

$25.54

0.0

$0.00

$25.54

0.0

October

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$173.10

0.0

$0.00

$173.10

0.0

November

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$180.59

0.0

$0.00

$180.59

0.0

December

$0.00

$45.00

6.0

$0.00

$237.78

0.0

$0.00

$282.78

0.0

YTD

$0.00

$0.00

o.o

$236.27

$230.94

102.3

$236.27

$230.94

102.3

Total

$0.00

$45.00

0.0

$236.27

$"1,424.79

16.6

$238.27

$1,469.79

16.1
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- from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2"014

Trended Sales Report

04C5 FRED AND UNDA FLATI

Distributor of Record

Product Une 33 3 ON A PAGE
Sales Person

000557

3/7/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

ALL SALES PERSONS
NEW BUSINESS

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

I

I

REPEAT BUSINESS

I

TOTAL BUSINESS

I

ACTUAL

PCTLY

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

$1,141.82

82.0

$1,503.27

$1,622.27

92.7

LAST YEAR

January

$567.24

$480.45

118.1

$936.03

February

$745.88

$1,626.76

45.9

$1,263.84

$1,056.91

119.6

$2,009.72

$2,683.67

74.9

March

$0.00

$942.45

0.0

$0.00

$1,134.12

0.0

$0.00

$2,076.57

0.0

April

$0.00

$1,126.14

0.0

$0.00

$1,99s.n

0.0

$0.00

$3,122.91

0.0

May

$0.00

$720.45

0.0

$0.00

$1,588.37

0.0

$0.00

$2,308.82

0.0

June

$0.00

$1,159.17

0.0

$0.00

$1,064.75

o.o

$0.00

$2,243.92

0.0

July

$0.00

$948.32

0.0

$0.00

$1,539.82

0.0

$0.00

$2,488.14

0.0

August

$0.00

$1,273.11

0.0

$0.00

$1,247.06

0.0

$0.00

$2,520.19

0.0

September

$0.00

$1,247.47

0.0

$0.00

$1,626.53

0.0

$0.00

$2,874.00

0.0

October

$0.00

$578.52

0.0

$0.00

$1,023.43

0.0

$0.00

$1,601.95

0.0

November

$0.00

$400.78

0.0

$0.00

$1,271.39

0.0

$0.00

$1,672.17

0.0

December

$0.00

$1,247.73

0.0

$0.00

$1,636.64

0.0

$0.00

$2,884.37

0.0

YTD

$1,313.12

$2,107.21

62..3

$2,199.87

$2,198.7~

100.1

$3,512.99

$4,305.94

81.6

Total

$1,313.12

$11,751.35

11.2

$2,199.87

$16,347.63

13.5

$3,512.99

$28,098.98

12.5
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Trended Sales Report

- from 1/1/2013 thru 2128/2014
Distributor of Record 04CS FRED AND UNDA FLATT

Product Line 73 BUSINESS SERVICES
Sales Person

000558

3n/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

ALL SALES PERSONS

1 - - - NEW BUSINESS

I

I

REPEAT BUSINESS

I

I

TOTAL BUSINESS

PCTLY
0.0

b.o

ACTUAL
'$0.00

LAST YEAR
$127.50

PCTLY
0.0

$0.00

0.0

$19.95

$15.00

133.0

$19.95

$15.00

133.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$17.50

0.0

$0.00

$17.50

0.0

April

$0.00

$37.50

0.0

$0.00

$30.00

0.0

$0.00

$67.50

0.0

May

$0.00

$65.00

0.0

$0.00

$10.00

0.0

$0.00

$75.00

0.0

$0.00

$37.45

0.0

$0.00

$74.90

0.0

ACTUAL
$0.00

LAST YEAR
$25.00

February

$0.00

March

January

PCTLY

ACTUAL
$0.00

--1

LAST YEAR
$152.50

June

$0.00

$37.45

0.0

July

$0.00

$59.85

0.0

$0.00

$69.85

0.0

$0.00

$119.70

0.0

August

$0.00

$19.95

0.0

$0.00

$19.95

0.0

$0.00

$39.90

0.0

September

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

October

$0.00

$11.99

0.0

$0.00

$19.95

0.0

$0.00

$31.94

0.0

November

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

December

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0,0

YTD

$0.00

$25.00

0.0

$19.95

$142.50

14.0

$19.95

$167.60

11.9

Total

$0.00

$256.74

0.0

$19.95

$337.20

5.9

$19.95

$593.94

3.4
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- from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014

Trended Sales Report

Distributor of Record

Product Line 80 COLOR SOLUTIONS
Sales Person

000559

31712014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

ALL SALES PERSONS
NEW BUSINESS

I

I

REPEAT BUSINESS

I

1---- TOTAL

ACTUAL

BUSINESS

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

January

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$17.75

0.0

$0.00

$17.75

0.0

February

$0.00

$134.65

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$134.65

0.0

March

$0.00

$49.51

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$49.51

0.0

April

$0.00

$257.67

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$257.67

0.0

May

$0.00

$155.99

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$155.99

0.0
0.0

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

P.CT LY

LAST YEAR

June

$0.00

$22.58

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$22.58

July

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$217.10

0.0

$0.00

$217.10

0.0

August

$0.00

$26.93

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.0?

$26.93

0.0

September

$0.00

$26.93

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$26.93

0.0

November

$0.00

$79.61

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$79.61

0.0

December

$0.00

$267.31

0.0

$0.00

$217.10

0.0

$0.00

$484.41

0.0

YTD

$.0.00

$134.65

0.0

$0.00

$17.75

0.0

$0.00

$152.40

o.o

Total

$0.00

$1,021.18

0.0

$0.00

$451.95

0.0

$0.00

$1,473.13

0.0
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Trended Sales Report

- from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014
Distributor of Record

Product Line 81 SOURCED PRODUCTS
Sales Person

000560

.

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

04C5 FRED AND UNDA FLATT

ALL SALES PERSONS
- NEW BUSINESS

I

I

REPEAT BUSINESS

I

TOTAL BUSINESS

I

PCTLY

ACTUAL

lAST YEAR

PCTLY

0.0

$0.00

$146.54

0.0

$0.00

$146.54

0.0

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$600.23

0.0

$0.00

$600.23

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$159.79

0.0

$0.00

$159.79

0.0

June

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$47.37

0.0

$0.00

$47.37

0.0

August

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$306.33

0.0

$0.00

$306.33

0.0

November

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$4,087.S9

0.0

$0.00

$4,087.59

0.0

December

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$166.18

0.0

$0.00

$1~.18

0.0

YTD

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$746.77

0.0

$0.00

$746.77

0.0

Total

$0.00

$0.00"

o.o

$0.00

$5,514.03

0.0

$0.00

$5,514.03

0.0

ACTUAL
January

$0.00

LAST YEAR
$o.OO

February

$0.00

April

PCTLY

ACTUAL

---1

LAST YEAR
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Trended Sales Report

- from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014
Distributor of Record

Product Une 82 TAX FORMS

Sales Person

000561

3/7/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

ALL SALES PERSONS
TOTAL. BUSINESS

I

REPEAT BUSINESS

NEW BUSINESS

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTL.Y

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

$107.57

$46.16

233.0

$1,448.53

$1,367.26

105.9

$1,556.10

$1,413.42

110.1

February

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$164.97

$0.00

0.0

$164.97

$0.00

0.0

March

$0.00

$7.46

0.0

$0.00

$7.46

0.0

$0.00

$14.92

0.0

November

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$2,086.22

0.0

$0.00

$2,086.22

0.0

December

$0.00

$103.28

0.0

$0.00

$3,550.60

0.0

$0.00

$3,654.06

0.0

YTD

$107.57

$46.16

233.0

$1,613.50

$1,367.26

118.0

$1,721.07

$1,413.42

Total

$107.57

$156.90

6.8·.6

$1,613.50

$7,011.74

23.0

$1,721.07

$7,168.64

ACTUAL
January

L.ASTYEAR

ACTUAL

,

121.8
24.0

5<1

Trended Sales Report

- from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014
Distributor of Record

Product Line 84 PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS
Sales Person

~

·-

04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

ALL SALES PERSONS
NEW BUSINESS

.

000562

3/7/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

I

I

REPEAT BUSINESS

I

TOTAL BUSINESS

I

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

January

$416.16

$1,750,70

23.8

$462.00

$0.00

o.o

$878.16

$1,750.70

50.2

February

$173.25

$1,330.00

13.0

$0.00

$3,521.06

0.0

$173.25

$4,851.06

3.6

March

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

April

$0.00

$819.51

0,0

$0.00

$451.50

0.0

$0.00

$1,271.01

o,o

PCTLY

PCTLY

May

$0.00

$1,098.86

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,098.86

0.0

July

$0.00

$0.00

0.0"

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

August

$0.00

$5,289.20

0.0

$0.00

$1,444.00

0.0

$0.00

$6,733.20

0.0

September

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$:173.80

0.0

$0.00

$173.80

0.0

October

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$625.80

0.0

$0.00

$625.80

0.0

November

$0.00

$160.00

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$160.00

0.0

December

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$"0.00

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

YTD

$589.41

$3,080.70

19.1

$462.00

$3,521.06

1"3.1

$1,051.41

$6;601.76

1·5.9

Total

$589.41

$10,448.27

5.6

$462.00

$6,216.16

7.4

$1,051.41

$16,664.43

6.3

/
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Trended Sales Report

- from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014
Distributor of Record 04CS FRED AND LINDA FLATT

Product Une 85 STANDARD PROGRAMS
Sales Person

000563

3n/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

ALL SALES PERSONS
NEW BUSINESS

---1

1---

REPEAT BUSINESS

I

LAST YEAR
$311.70

PCTLY
101.8

ACTUAL
$1,535.79

LAST YEAR
$399.30

PCTLY
384.6

$271.85

$517.39

52.5

$191.05

$1,847.81

March

$0.00

$213.85

0.0

$0.00

April

$0.00

$130.65

0.0

January

ACTUAL
$317.40

February

1---- TOTAL

BUSINESS

PCTLY
260.6

ACTUAL
$1,853.19

LAST YEAR
$711.00

10.3

$462.90

$2,36520

19.6

$32.95

0.0

$0.00

$246.80

0.0

$0.00

$914.02

0.0

$0.00

$1,044.67

0.0

May

$0.00

$547.08

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$547.08

0.0

June

$0.00

$332.02

0.0

$0.00

$394.60

0.0

$0.00

$726.62

0.0

July

$0.00

$94.65

0.0

$0.00

$98.03

0.0

$0.00

$192.88

0.0

August

$0.00

$109.60

0.0

$0.00

$2.49.95

0.0

$0.00

$359.55

0.0

September

$0.00

$288.09

0.0

$0.00

$266.14

0.0

$0.00

$554.23

0.0

October

$0.00

$276.35

0.0

$0.00

$578.92

0.0

$0.00

$85527

0.0

November

$0.00

$152.80

0.0

$0.00

$125.27

0.0

$0.00

$278,07

0.0

De<::ember

$0.00

$144.72

0.0

$0.00

$2.99.19

0.0

$0.00

$443.91

0.0

YTD

$589.25

$829.09

71.1

$1,726.84

$2,247.11

76.8

$2,316.09

$3,076.20

75.3

Total

$589.25

$3,118.88

18.9

$1,726.84

$5,206.18

33.2

$.2,316.09

$8,325.06

27.8
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Trended Sales Report

- from 1/1/2013 thru 2/2812014
Distributor of Record

Product Line 86 STRATEGIC SOURCING PROGRAMS
Sales Person

000564

3/712014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

04C5 FRED AND UNDA FLATT

ALL SALES PERSONS
NEW BUSINESS •

I

REPEAT BUSINESS

I

I

TOTAL BUSINESS

I

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

January

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$3,849.23

0.0

$0.00

$3,649.23

o.o

February

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,059.52

0.0

$0.00

$1,059.52

0.0

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

March

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,532.51

0.0

$0.00

$1,532.51

0,0

April

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$139.95

0.0

$0.00

$139.95

0.0

May

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$465.56

0.0

$0.00

$465.56

0.0

June

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,518.29

0.0

$0.00

$1,518.29

0.0

July

$0.00

$0,00

0.0

$0.00

$1,026.13

0.0

$0.00

$1,026.13

0.0

August

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,947.44

0.0

$0.00

$1,947.4<1

0.0

September

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$195.93

0.0

$0.00

$195.93

0.0

November

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,332,70

0.0

$0.00

$1,332.70

0.0

YTD

$0.00

$0.00

o.o

$0.00

$4,908.75

0.0

$0.00

$4,908.75

0.0

Total

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$13,067.26

o.o

$0.00

$13,067.26

0.0
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Trended Sales Report

• from 111/2013 thru 2/28/2014
04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

Distributor of Record

Product Line 87 EPC
Sales Person

000565

3/7/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

ALL SALES PERSONS
NEW BUSINESS

I

I

REPEAT BUSINESS

I

I

TOTAL BUSINESS

I

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

January

$961.00

$390.00

246.4

$420.00

$675.00

62.2

$1,381.00

$1,065.00

129.7

February

$542.00

$296.00

183.1

$291.00

$752.50

38.7

$833.00

$1,046.50

79.4

March

$0.00

$233.15

0.0

$0.00

$159.00

0.0

$0.00

$392.15

0.0

April

$0.00

$88.00

0.0

$0.00

$493.50

0.0

$0.00

$561.50

0.0

May

$0.00

$518.00

0.0

$0.00

$52.7.85

0.0

$0.00

$1,045.85

0.0

June

$0.00

$515.20

0.0

$0.00

$930.52

0.0

$0.00.

$1,445.72

0.0

July

$0.00

$589.00

0.0

$0.00

$291.00

a.o

$0.00

$880.00

0.0

August

$0.00

$324.00

0.0

$0.00

$744.06

0.0

$0.00

$1,068.06

0.0

September

$0,00

$497.28

0.0

$0.00

$505.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,002.28

0.0

October

$0.00

$716.08

0.0

$0.00

$407.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,123.08

0.0

November

$0.00

$106.00

0.0

$0.00

$548.83

0.0

$0.00

$654.83

0.0

December

$0.00

$214.00

0.0

$0.00

$562.00

0..0

$0.00

$776.00

0.0

YTD

$1,503.00

$686.00

21·9.1

$711.00

$1,427.50

49.8

$2,214.00

$2,113.60

104.8

Total

$1,503.00

$4,486.71

33.5

$711.00

$6,596.26

10.8

$2,214.00

$11,082.97

20.0

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

ACTUAL
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Trended Sales Report

Syst~ms,

• from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014
Distributor of Record

Product Line 88 HOLIDAY CARDS

Sales Person

04CS FRED AND UNDA FLATT

ALL SALES PERSONS
1 - - - REPEAT BUSINESS - - - 1

NEW BUSINESS

November

3n/2014

Inc

000566

Safeguard Business

ACTUAL
$0.00

LAST YEAR
$392.60

PCTLY

- - - TOTAL BUSINESS - - - 1

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LASTYEAR

PCT LY

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0..00

$392.60

0.0

YTD

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$,0.00

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

Total

$0.00

$392.50

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$392.60

o.o
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• from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014

Trended Sales Report
Product Line

ALL PRODUCT LINES

Sales Person

ALL SALES PERSONS

1 - - - NEW

Distributor of Record

BUSINESS

I

04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

- TOTAL BUSINESS

I

REPEAT BUSINESS

I

000567

3/7/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

ACTUAL

PCTLV

LAST YEAR

PCTLV

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

January

$8,902.62

$9,229.30

96.5

$22,670.43

$23,680.55

95.7

$31,572.95

$32,909.85

95.9

February

$6.737.88

$8,557.30

102.8

$15,997.16

$21,902.72

73.0

$22,735.04

$28,460.02

79.9

March

$0.00

$s,na.a7

0.0

$0.00

$14,849.67

0.0

$0.00

$20,628.04

0.0

April

$0.00

$3,944.95

0.0

$0.00

$16,438.91

0.0

$0.00

$20,383.86

0.0
0.0

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

May

$0.00

$5,760.52

0.(}

$0.00

$19,028.39

0.0

$0.00

$24,778.91

June

$0.00

$4,963.69

0.0

$0.00

$20,254.94

0.0

$0.00

$25,218.63

0.0

July

$0.00

$7,115.90

0.0

$0.00

$22,667.24

0.0

. $0.00

$29,783.14

0.0

August

$0.00

$11,926.68

0.0

$0.00

$22,156.19

0.0

$0.00

$34,082.87

0.0

September

$0.00

$9,884.71

0.0

$0.00

$16,542.73

0.0

$0.00

$26,427.44

0.0

October

$0.00

$6,198.83

0.0

$0.00

$18,343.84

0.0

$0.00

$24,542.67

0,0

November

$0.00

$6,573.74

0.0

$0.00

$23,'810.13

0.0

$0.00

$29,383.87

0.0

December

$0.00

$5,060.62

0.0

$0.00

$16,689.2.0

0.0

$0.00

$21,739.82

0.0

YTD

$15,640.40

$15,786.60

99.1

$38,667.59

$45,583.27

.84.8

$54,307.99

$61,369.87

88.5

Total

$15,640.40

$81,974.61

19.1

$38,667.59

$236,364.51

16.4

$54,307.99

$318,339.12

17.1

60
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Safeguard Business Systems, Inc
- from 1n12013 thru 2/28/2014
Distributor of Record

I

REPEAT BUSINESS

04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

TOTAL BUSINESS

I

--1

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LASTYEAR

PCTLY

$22,670.43

$23,680.55

95.7

$31,572.95

$32,909.85

95.9

$1 &,997.16·

$21,902.72

73.0

$22,735.04

$26,460.02

79.9

$0.00

$14;849.67

0.0

$0.00

$20,628.04

0.0

$0.00

$16,436.91

0.0

$0.00

$20,383.86

0.0

$0.00

$19,028.39

0.0

$0.00

$24,778.91

0.0

$0.00

$20,25l:l.94

0.0

$0.00

$25,218.63

o.o

$0.00

$22,667.24

0.0

$0.00

$29,783.14

0.0

$0.00

$22,156.19

0.0

$0.00

$34,082.87

0.0

$0.00

$16,542.73

0.0

$0.00

$26,427.44

0.0

$0.00

$18,343.84

0.0

$0.00

$24,542.67

0.0

$0.00

$23,810.13

0.0

$0.00

$29,383.87

0.0

$0.00

$16,689.20

0.0

$0.00

$21,739.82

0.0

$38,667.59

$45,583.27

84.8

$54,307.99

$61,359.87

88.5

$38,667.59

$236,3'64.51

16.4

$54,307.99

$318,339.12

17.1

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

60

Trended Sales Rep.ort
Product Une

ALL PRODUCT LINES

Sales Person

ALL SALES PERSONS

I

ACTUAL

NEW BUSINESS

LAST YEAR

000570

317/2014

sa·feguard Business Systems, Inc
- from 1/1/2013 thru 2/2812014

Distributor of Record 04C5 FRED AND UNDA FLATT

I

PCTLY

1 - - - REPEAT BUSINESS - - - 1

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCT LY

- - - TOTAL BUSINESS

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

I

PCTLY

61

Trended Sales Report
Product Une

ALL PRODUCT LINES

Sales Person

ALL SALES PERSONS

1 - - - NEW

ACTUAL

- from 1/1/2013 thru 2128/2014
Distributor of Record

··?

BUSINESS

LAST YEAR

I

PCTLY

I

REPEAT BUSINESS

ACTUAL

000571
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Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

LAST YEAR

I

04C5 FRED AND UNDA FLATT

i - - - TOTAL BUSINESS

PCT LV

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

I

PCTLV

Trended Sales Report - Parameter.s Selected
Dates Selected= 1/1/2013 Thru 2128/2014
For Owning Distributor 04.C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

62

Safeguard Business Systems
Fred & Linda Flatt #04C5
Zip Code Summary
Sales 03/13 Through 02/14
Da1a

Zip

#of Customers Total Sales

1
1

150
223
275
288

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2

294

656
679
761
770
782
799
805
811
812
813
820
852
857
870
871
873
874
875
877

1

1
3
2
2
1
1
22
89
2
5
1,031
7

882

1

883

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

900

902
921
939
945
946
981
993
Grand Total

Safeguard Business Systems Confidential

661.11
364.61
283.38
136.92
341.85
228.62
35.95
163.52
99.40
918.77
1,032.52
161.45
103.23
788.76
451.38
200.30
664.78
82.13
4,203.23
27,277.63
924.01
1,752.86
272,373.53
1,926.23
230.20
445.01
27.00
71.00
522.00
385.82
77.39
160.38
45.30
37.50

1,190 317177.77

317/2014

Page 1

000572

Safeguard Business Systems
Fred & Linda Flatt #04C5
Top 20 Customer Summary
Sales 03/13 Through 02/1,4

I Ranking
1
2

3
4
5

6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Sal~

16,068.86
6,731.82
5,874.96
5,221.73
5,213.96
4,592.10
4,17.6.49
4,129.41
4,100.87
3,929.22
3,892.43
3,631.24
3,373.96
2,742.93
2,651.70
2,488.04
1,849.47
1,76'1.02
1,664.27
1,614.48

% of Total Sales
5.07%
2.12%
1.85%
1.65%
1.64%
1.45%
1.32%
1.30%
1.29%
1.24%
1.23%
1.14%
1.06%
0.8.6%
0.84%
0.78%
0.58%
0.56%
0.52%
0.51%

$85,708.961

27.02%

I

I

Safeguard Business Systems Confidential

000573

000574
Version: Customer Analysis

Distributor of Record

Comparison Oates: 03/01/2013 Thru
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Customer Analysis Report
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04C6 FRED AND LINDA FLATT
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Trended Sales Report

- from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014
Distributor of Record

Product Line 01 FINANCIAL ONE WRITE
Sales Person

000577

3/7/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

ALL SALES PERSONS

1 - - - REPEAT BUSINESS

NEW BUSINESS

TOTAL BUSINESS

I

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LASTY'EAR

PCTLY

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

January

$801.25

$659.65

121.5

$2,731.10

$2,141.38

127.5

$3,532.35

$2,801.03

126.1

February

$382.75

$237.75

161.0

$1,727.40

$1,539.55

112.2

$2,110.15

$1,777.30

118.7

March

$0.00

$451.55

0.0

$0.00

$2,497.85

0.0

$0.00

$2,949.40

0.0

April

$0.00

$369.20

0.0

$0.00

$1,679.15

0.0

$0.00

$2,048.35

0.0

May

$0.00

$481.85

0.0

$0.00

$1,97'1.25

0.0

$0.00

$2.459.10

0.0

June

$0.00

$665.45

0.0

$0.00

$2,070.90

0.0

$0.00

$2,736.35

0.0

July

$0.00

$431.73

0.0

$0.00

$2,304.10

0.0

$0.00

$2,735.83

0.0

Augusl

$0.00

$351.35

0.0

$0.00

$2,560.51

0.0

$0.00

$2,911.86

0.0

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

-

September

$0.00

$251.25

0.0

$0.00

$1,955.85

0.0

$0.00

$2,207.10

0.0

Oclober

$0.00

$613.60

0.0

$0.00

$2,586.85

0.0

$.0.00

$3,200.45

0.0

November

$0.00

$37.50

0.0

$0.00

$3,696.75

0.0

$0.00

$3,734.25

0.0

December

$0.00

$401.25

0.0

$0.00

$1,664.60

0.0

$0.00

$2,065.85

0.0

YTD

$1,184.00

$897.40

131.9

$4,458.50

$3,680.93

121.1

$5,642.50

$4,578.33

123.2

Total

$1,184.00

$4,952.13

23.9

$4,458.50

$26,674.74

16.7

$5,642.50

$31,626.87

17.8
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Trended Sales Re.port

- from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014
04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

Distributor of Record

Product Line 02 SAFE·TRAK
Sales Person

000578

317/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

ALL SALES PERSONS
NEW BUSINESS

I

REPEAT BUSINESS

I

I

TOTAL BUSINESS

ACTUAL

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

January

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$120.50

0.0

$0.00

$120.50

0.0

February

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$544.50

$0.00

0.0

$544.50

$0.00

0.0

March

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$471.50

0.0

$0.00

$471.50

0.0

April

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$116.00

0.0

$0.00

$116.00

0.0

LAST YEAR

May

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$366.00

0.0

$0.00

$366.00

0.0

November

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$53.50

0.0

$0.00

$53.50

0.0

YTD

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$544.50

$120.50

451.9

$544.50

$120.60

451.9

Total

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$544.50

$1,127.60

48.3

$544.50

$1,127.50

48.3
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- from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014

Trended Sales Report

Distributor of Record

Product Line 04 ENVELOPES
Sales Person

04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

ALL SALES PERSONS
NEW BUSINESS

January

000579

3/7/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

ACTUAL
$316.10

I

TOTAL BUSINESS

I

REPEAT BUSINESS

I

LAST YEAR
$113.23

PCTLY
279.2

ACTUAL
$3,481.61

LAST YEAR
$3,287.85

PCTLY
105.9

ACTUAL
$3,797.71

LAST YEAR
$3,401.08

PCTLY
111.7

February

$0.00

$362.15

0.0

$1,254.02

$826.81

151.7

$1,254.02

$1,188.96

105.5

March

$0.00

$61.23

0.0

$0.00

$2,581.01

0.0

$0.00

$2,642.24

0.0

April

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,124.01

0.0

$0.00

$1,124.01

0.0

May

$0.00

$113.23

0.0

$0.00

$1,412.77

0.0

$0.00

$1,526.00

0.0

June

$0.00

$464.80

0.0

$0.00

$3,307.05

0.0

$0.00

$3,771.85

0.0

July

$0.00

$37.54

0.0

$0.00

$2,572.66

0.0

$0.00

$2,610.20

0.0

August

$0.00

$49.23

0.0

$0.00

$1.164.17

0.0

$0.00

$1,213.40

0.0

September

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$3,318.01

0.0

$0.00

$3,316.01

0.0

October

$0.00

$196.66

0.0

$0.00

$3,335.47

0.0

$0.00

$3,532.13

0.0

November

$0.00

$135.38

0.0

$0.00

$998.43

0.0

$0.00

$1,133,81

0.0

December

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,292.58

0.0

$0.00

$1,292.58

0.0

YTD

$316.10

$475.38

66.5

$4,735.63

$4,114.66

115.1

$5,051.73

$4,590.04

110..1

Total

$316.10

$1,533.45

20.6

$4,735.63

$25,220.82

18.8

$5,051.73

$26,754.27

18.9
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Trended Sales Report

- from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014
Distributor of Record

Product Line 05 BUSINESS STATIONERY
Sales Person

000580

3/7/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

04CS FRED AND LINDA FLATT

ALL SALES PERSONS
NEW BUSINESS

I

1 - - - REPEAT

BUSINESS

I

1 - - - TOTAL

ACTUAL

BUSINESS

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

January

$0,00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$65.54

0.0

$0.00

$65.54

0.0

February

$0,00

$62.62

0.0

$119.68

$0.00

0.0

$119.68

$62.62

191.1

March

$0.00

$158.16

0.0

$0.00

$79.08

0.0

$0.00

$237.24

0.0

May

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$437.84

0.0

$0.00

$437.84

0.0

July

$0.00

$75.26

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$75.26

0.0

August

$0.00

$267.51

0.0

$0.00

$144.37

0.0

$0.00

$411.88

0.0

September

$0.00

$346.11

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$346.11

0.0

October

$0.00

$293.87

0.0

$0.00

$179.69

0.0

$0.00

$473.56

0.0

November

$0.00

$59.04

o.o

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$59.04

0.0

YTD

$0.00

$62.62

0.0

$119.68

$65.54

182.6

$119.68

$128.16

93.4

Total

$0.00

$1,262.57

0.0

$119.68

$9.06.52

13.2

$119.68

$2,169.09

5.5

LAST YEAR

44

- from 11112013 thru 2/28/2014

Trended Sales Report

04C6 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

Distributor of Record

Product Line 07 LASER PRODUCTS
Sales Person

000581

317/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

ALL SALES PERSONS

I

REPEAT BUSINESS

I

NEW BUSINESS

TOTAL BUSINESS

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

January

$5,379.82

$1,588.60

338.7

$9,405.22

$9,469.61

99.3

$14,785.04

$11,058.21

133.7

February

$4,530.40

$1,448.30

312.8

$10,317.75

$7,160.93

144.1

$14,848.15

$8,609.23

172.5

March

$0.00

$3,661.01

0.0

$0.00

$6,120.74

0.0

$0.00

$9,781.75

0.0

April

$0.00

$1,116.28

0.0

$0.00

$7,510.69

0.0

$0.00

$8,626.97

0.0

$1,659.69

o.o

$0.00

$11,637.44

O.Q

$0.00

$13,297.13

0.0

$0.00

$11,215.66

0.0

PCTLY

ACTUAL

May

$0.00

June

$0.00

$1,531.10

0.0

$0.00

$9,684.56

0.0

July

$0.00

$4,879.55

0.0

$0.00

$8,258.70

0.0

$0.00

$13,138.25

0.0

August

$0.00

$3,751.64

0.0

$0.00

$9,352.15

0.0

$0.00

$13,103.79

0.0

$6,237.58

0.0

$0.00

$6.4n.33

0.0

$0.00

$12.714.91

0.0

0.0

$0.00

$7,651.26

0.0

$0.00

$11,163.02

0.0

September

$0.00

October

$0.00

$3,511.76

November

$0.00

$3,470.16

0.0

$0'.00

$8,894.94

0.0

$0.00

$12,365.10

0.0

December

$0.00

$1,792.60

0.0

$0.00

$6,693.80

0.0

$0.00

$8,486.40

0.0

YTD

$9,910.22

$3,036.90

326.3

$19,722.97

$16,630.54

118.6

$29,633.19

$19,667.44

150.7

Total

$9,910.22

$34,648.27

28.6

$19,722.97

$98,912.15

19.9

$29,633.19

$133,560.42

22.2.
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- from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014

Trended Sales Report

Distributor of Record 04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

Product Une 10 FASTRAK
Sales Person

000582

3/7/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

ALL SALES PERSONS
REPEAT BUSINESS

I

NEW BUSINESS

I

TOTAL BUSINESS

I

ACTIJAL
$60.00

PCTLY
0.0

ACTUAL
$60.00

LAST YEAR
$0.00

PCTLY
0.0

0.0

$79.00

$54.00

146.3

$170.75

-$54.00

316.2

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$54.00

0.0

$0.00

$54.00

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$91.75

0.0

$0.00

$91.75

0.0

August

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$137.00

0.0

$0.00

$137.00

0.0

September

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$58.00

0.0

$0.00

$58.00

0.0

December

$0.00

$91.75

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$91.75

0.0

YTD

$91.75

$0.00

0.0

~139.00

$54.00

257.4

$230.75

$54.00

427.3

Total

$91.75

$91.75

100.0

$139.00

$394.75

'35.2

$230.75

$486.50

47.4

January

ACTUAL
$0.00

LAST YEAR
$0.00

February

$91.75

$0.00

June

$0.00

July

PCTLY
0.0

LAST YEAR
$0.00

I

I
I

I

I
Ii
~

I
i
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- from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28-/2014

Trended Sales Report

04C6 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

Distributor of Record

Product Line 11 CONTINUOUS PRODUCTS
Sales Person

000583

3/7/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

ALL SALES PERSONS
NEW BUSINESS

I

1---

REPEAT BUSINESS

I

TOTAL BUSINESS

LAST YEAR

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$347.08

0.0

$0.00

$347.08

0.0

April

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$347.08

0.0

$0.00

$347.08

0.0

May

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$536.31

0.0

$0.00

$536.31

0.0

June

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$335.23

0.0

$0.00

$335.23

0.0

September

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$358.76

0.0

$0.00

$358.76

0.0

December

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$210.92

0.0

$0.00

$210.92

o.o

YTD

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$347.08

0.0

$0.00

$347.08

0.0

Total

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$2,135.38

0.0

$0.00

$2,135.38

o.o

PCTLY

ACTUAL

PCTLY

ACTUAL
January

LAST YEAR
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Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

ALL SALES PERSONS
NEW BUSINESS

I

ACTUAL

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

$35.98

$3,863.81

0.9

$1,953.88

$379.80

514.4

$1,989.86

$4,243.61

46.9

February

$0.00

$541.68

0.0

$24.00

$3,381.85

0.7

$24.00

$3,923.53

0.6

March

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$67.71

0.0

$0.00

$67.71

0.0

April

$0,00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,440.30

0.0

$0.00

$1,440.30

0.0

May

$0.00

$390.39

0.0

$0.00

$69.00

0.0

$0.00

$459.39

0.0

June

$0.00

$235.92

0.0

$0.00

$722.22

0.0

$0.00

$956.14

0.0

July

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$6,151.95

0.0

$0.00

$6,151.95

0.0

August

$0.00

5464.16

0.0

$0.00

$2,570.88

0.0

$0.00

$3,035.04

0.0

September

$0,00

$990.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,581.84

0.0

$0.00

$2,571.84

0.0

October

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,762.37

0.0

$0.00

$1,762.37

0.0

November

$0,00

$579.87

0.0

$0.00

$533.92

0.0

$0.00

$1,113.79

0.0

December

$0.00

6742.98

0.0

$0.00

$157.61

0.0

$0.00

$900.59

0.0

YTD

$35.98

$4,405.49

0.8

$1,977.88

$3,761.65

52.6

$2,01-3.86

$8,167.14

24.7

Total

$35.98

$7,808.81

0.5

$1,977.88

$18,819.45

10.5

$2,013.86

$26,628.26

7.6

January

PCTLY

TOTAL BUSINESS

REPEAT BUSINESS

I

LAST YEAR

48
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Trended Sales Report

04CG FRED AND LINDA FLATT

Distributor of Record

Product Line 21 RECORDS MANAGEMENT
Sales Person
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Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

ALL SALES PERSONS
NEW BUSINESS

I

I

REPEAT BUSINESS

---1

TOTAL BUSINESS

I

ACTUAL
$236.27

LAST YEAR
$144.39

PCTLY
163.6

ACTUAL
$0.00

LAST YEAR
$0.00

PCTLY

o.o

ACTUAL
$235.27

LAST YEAR
$14"4.39

PCTLY
163.6

February

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$86.55

0.0

$0.00

$86.55

0.0

March

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$148.24

0.0

$0.00

$148.24

0.0

Aprn

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$35.15

0.0

$0.00

$36.15

0.0

June

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$68.00

0.0

$0.00

$68.00

0.0

July

$().00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$56.15

0.0

$0.00

$56.15

0.0

August

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$268.30

0.0

$0.00

$268.30

0.0

September

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$25.54

0.0

$0.00

$25.54

o.o

October

$0,00

$0.00

0.0

.$0.00

$173.10

0.0

$0.00

$173.10

0.0

November

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$180.59

0.0

$0,00

$180.59

0.0

December

$0.00

$45.00

0.0

$0.00

$237.78

0.0

$0.00

$282.76

0.0

YTD

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$236.27

$230.94

102.3

$236.27

$230.94

102.3

Total

$0.00

$45.00

D.O

$236.27

$1,424.79

16.6

$236.27

$1,469.79

16.1

January
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Trended Sales Report

- from 1/1/2013 thr.u 2/28/2014
Dlsbibutor of Record

Product Line 33 3 ON A PAGE
Sales Person

000589

3/7/2014

Safeguard Business Sy-stems, Inc

04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATI

ALL SALES PERSONS

1--- REPEAT

NEW BUSINESS

BUSINESS

I

TOTAL BUSINESS

.I

January

ACTUAL
$567.24

LAST YEAR
$480.45

PCTLY
118.1

ACTUAL
$936.03

LAST YEAR
$1,141.82

PCTLY
82.0

ACTUAL
$1,503.27

LAST YEAR
$1,622.27

PCTLY
92.7

February

$745,88

$1,626.76

45.9

$1,263.84

$1,05.6.91

119.6

$2,009.72

$2,683.67

74.9

March

$0.00

$942.45

0.0

$0.00

$1,134.12

0.0

$0.00

$2,076.57

0.0

April

$0.00

$1,.126.14

0.0

$0.00

$1,996.77

0.0

$0.00

$3,122.91

0.0

May

$0.00

$720.45

0.0

$0.00

$1,588.37

0.0

$0.00

$2,308.82

0.0

. 0.0

$0.0.0

$2,243.92

0.0
0.0

June

$0.00

$1,159.17

0.0

$0.00

$1,084.75

July

$0.00

$948.32

0.0

$0.00

$1,539.82

0.0

$0.00

$2,488.14

August

$0.00

$1,273.11

0.0

$0.00

$1,247.08

0.0

$0.00

$2,520.19

0.0

September

$0.00

$1,247.47

0.0

$0.00

$1,626.53

0.0

$0.00

$2,874.00

0.0

October

$0.00

$578.52

0.0

$0.00

$1,023.43

0.0

$0.00

$1,601.95

0.0

November

$0.00

$400.78

0.0

$0.00

$1,271.39

0.0

$0.00

$1,672.17

0.0

December

$0.00

$1,247.73

0.0

$0.00

$1,636.64

0.0

$0.00

$2,884.37

0.0

YTD

$1,313.12

$2,107.21

62.3

$2,199.87

$2,198.73

100.1

$;J,512.99

$4,305.94

81.6

Total

$1,313.12

$11,751.35

11.2

$.2,199.87

$16,347.63

13.5

$3,512.99

$28,098.98

12.5
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- from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2.014

Trended Sales Report

Distributor .of Record

Product Line 73 BUSINESS SERVICES
Sales Person

i

i

I
!

04C6 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

ALL SALES PERSONS
NEW BUSINESS

I

I

REPEAT BUSINESS

I

TOTAL BUSINESS

I

LAST YEAR
$127.50

PCTLY
0.0

0.0

$19.95

$15.00

133.0

$19.95

$15.00

133.0

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$17.50

0.0

$0.00

$17.50

0.0
0.0

LAST YEAR
$25.00

February

$0.00

$0.00

PCTLY
0.0

ACTUAL
$0.00

PCTLY
0.0

ACTUAL
$0.00

ACTUAL
$0.00

January

000590

3/7/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, ln.c

LAST YEAR
$152.50

March

$0.00

April

$0.00

$37.50

0.0

$0.00

$30.00

0.0

'$0.00

$67.50

May

$0.00

$65.00

0.0

$0.00

$10.00

0.0

$0.00

$75.00

0.0

June

$0.00

$37.45

0.0

so:oo

$37.45

0.0

$0.00

$74.90

0.0

July

$0.00

$59.85

o.o

$0.00

$59.85

0.0

$0.00

$119.70

0.0

$19.95

0.0

$0.00

$19.95

0.0

$0.00

$39.90

0.0

August

$0.00

September

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

October

$0.00

$11.99

0.0

$0.00

$19.95

0.0

$0.00

$31.94

0.0

November

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

50.00

0.0

December

$0.00

$0.00

0,0

$0.00

so.oo

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

YTD

$0.00

.$26.QO

11•.0

$19.95

·$142.50

14.0

$19.95

$1&7.50

11.9

Total

$0.00

$256.74

0.0

$19.95

$337.20

5.9

$19.95

$593.94

3.4
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- from

Trended Sales Report

1/1/2013 thru 2128/2014
Distributor of Record

Product Line 80 COLOR SOLUTIONS
Sales Person

000591

3n/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATI

ALL SALES PERSONS
NEW BUSINESS

I

ACTUAL

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

.PCTLY

January

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$17.75

0.0

$0.00

$17.75

0.0

February

$0.00

$134.65

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$134.65

0.0

$49.51

0.0

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

TOTAL BUSINESS

I

REPEAT BUSINESS

I

LAST YEAR

March

$0.00

$49.51

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

April

$0.00

$257.67

0,0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$257.67

0.0

May

$0.00

$155.99

0.0

$0,00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$155.99

0.0

June

$0.00

$22.58

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$22.58

0.0

July

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$217.10

0.0

$0.00

$217.10

0.0

August

$0.00

$26.93

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$26.93

0.0

September

$0.00

$26.93

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$26.93

0.0

November

$0.00

$79.61

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

so.oo

$79.61

0.0

December

$0.00

$267.31

0.0

$0.00

$217.10

0.0

$0.00

$484.41

0.0

YTD

$0.00

$134.65

$0.00

$17.75

o.o

$0.00

$152.40

o.o

Total

$0.00

$1,021.18

o.o
o.o

$0.00

$451.95

0.0

$0.00

$1,473.13

0.0
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Trended Sales Report

000592

317/2014

Safeguard· Business Systems, Inc
- from 1/1/2013 th_ru 2/28/2014

I

I

j

I
I
I

Sales Person

04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

Distributor of Record

Product Line 81 SOURCED PRODUCTS
ALL SALES PERSONS

I

NEW BUSINESS

I

January

$0.00

l.ASfYEAR
$0.00

I
I

February

$0.00

I

April

i

I

I

REPEAT BUSINESS

---1

TOTAL BUSINESS

I

ACTUAL

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

0.0

$0.00

$146.54

0.0

$0.00

$146.54

0.0

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$600.23

0.0

$0.00

$600.23

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$159.79

0.0

$0.00

$159.79

0.0

June

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$;47.37

0.0

$0.00

$47.37

0.0

I

August

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$306.33

0.0

$0.00

$306.33

0.0

I

November

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$4,087.59

0.0

$0.00

$4,087.59

0.0

December

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$166.18

0.0

$0.00

$166.18

0.0

YTD

$0.00

$0.00

o.o

$0.00

$746.n

0.0

$0.00

$74'6.77

0.0

Total

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$5,514.03

0.0

$0.00

$5,514.0~

0.0

i

ACTUAL

PCTLY

I

LAST YEAR

i

i

I

i
I

l

I

I

5:l

- from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014

Trended Sales Report

04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATI

Distributor of Record

Product Line 82 TAX FORMS
Sales Person

000593

317/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

ALL SALES PERSONS
NEW BUSINESS

I

I

I

REPEAT BUSINESS

I

TOTAL BUSINESS

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY.

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

$107.57

$46.16

233.0

$1,446.53

$1,367.26

105.9

$1,556.10

$1,413.42

110.1

February

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$164.97

$0.00

0.0

$164.97

$0.00

0.0

March

$0.00

$7.46

0.0

$0.00

$7.46

0.0

$0.00

$14.92

0.0

November

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$2,086.22

0.0

$0.00

$2,086.22

0.0

December

$0.00

$103.28

0.0

$0.00

$3,550.80

0.0

$0.00

$3,654.08

0.0

YTD

$107.57

$~6.16

233.0

$1,61'3.50

$1,3.67.26

118.0

$1,721.07

$1,413.42

121.8

Total

$107.57

$166.90

68.6

$1,613.50

$7,011.74

.23.0

$1,721.07

$7,168.64

24.0

January

ACTUAL
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- from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014

Trended Sales Report

Distributor of Record 04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

Product Line 84 PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS
Sales Person

000594

3/7/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

ALL SALES PERSONS
NEW BUSINESS

I·

I

TOTAL BUSINESS

I

REPEAT BUSINESS

I

PCTLY
50.2

ACTUAL
$878.16

LAST YEAR
$1,750.70

0.0

$173.25

$4,851.06

3.6

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$451.50

0.0

$0.00

$1,271.01

0.0

SO.OO

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,098.86

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,444.00

0.0

$0.00

$6,733.20

0.0

0.0

$0.00

$173.80

0.0

$0.00

$173.80

0.0

$0.00

$625.80

0.0

$0.00

$625.80

0.0

January

ACTUAL
$416.16

LASfYEAR
$1.750.70

PCTLY
23.8

ACTUAL
$462.00

LAST YEAR
$0.00

PCTLY
0.0

February

$173.25

$1,330.00

13.0

$0.00

$3,521.06

March

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

April

$0.00

$819.51

0.0

$0.00

May

$0.00

51,098.86

0.0

July

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

August

$0.00

$5,289.20

0.0

September

$0.00

$0.00

October

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

November

$0.00

$160.00

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$160.00

0.0

December

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$0.00.

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

YTD

$589.41

$3,080.70

19.1

$462.00

$3,521.06

13.1

$1,051.41

$6,601.76

15.9

Total

$589.41

$10,448.27

5.6

$462.00

$6,216.16

7.4

$1,051.41

$16,664.4~

6.3
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- from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014

Trended Sales Report

Distributor of Record

Product Line 86 STANDARD PROGRAMS
Sales Person

04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

ALL SALES PERSONS
NEW BUSINESS

I

I

REPEAT BUSINESS

I

I

TOTAL BUSINESS

ACTUAL

PCTLY

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

January

$317.40

$311.70

101.8

$1,535.79

$399.30

384.6

$1,853.19

$711.00

260.6

February

$271.85

$517.39

52.5

$191.05

$1,847.81

10.3

$462.90

$2,365.20

19.6

March

$0.00

$213.85

0.0

$0.00

$32.95

0.0

$0.00

$246.80

0.0

Apr~

$0.00

$130.65

0.0

$0.00

$914.02

0.0

$0.00

$1,044.67

0.0

ACTUAL

,,

000595

317/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

LAST YEAR

May

$0.00

$547.06

0.0

$0.00

so.oo

0.0

$0.00

$547.06

0.0

June

$0.00

$332.02

0.0

$0.00

$394.60

!).0

$0.00

$726.62

0.0

July

$0.00

$94.65

0.0

$0.00

$98.03

0.0

$0.00

$192.68

0.0

August

$0.00

$109.60

0.0

$0.00

$249.95

0.0

$0.00

$359.55

o.o

September

$0.00

$288.09

0.0

$0.00

$266.14

0.0

$0.00

$554.23

0.0

October

$0.00

$276.35

0.0

$0.00'

$578.92

0.0

$0.00

$855.27

0.0

November

$0.00'

$152.80

0.0

$0.00

$125.27

0.0

$0.00

$278,07

0.0

December

$0.00

$144.72

0.0

$0.00

$299.19

0.0

$0.00

$443.91

0.0

YTD

$589.25

$829.09

71.1

$1,726.84

$2,247.11

76.8

$2,316.09

$3,076.20

75.3

Total

$589.25

$3,118.88

18.9

$1,726.84

$5,206.18

33.2

$2,316.09

$8,325,06

27.8

i
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Trended Sales Report
Produ~t

04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

Distributor of Record

ALL SALES PERSONS
NEW BUSINESS

!

• from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014

Line 86 STRATEGIC SOURCING PROGRAMS

Sales Person

I

000596

31712014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

1--- REPEAT

BUSINESS

---1

TOTAL BUSINESS

I

ACTUAL

.,
PCTLY

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

January

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$3,849.23

0.0

$0.00

$3,849.23

0.0

February

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.UO

$1,059.52

0.0

$0.00

$1,059.52

0.0

March

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,532.51

0.0

$0.00

$1,532.51

0.0

April

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$139.95

0.0

$0.00

$139.95

0.0

May

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$465.56

0.0

$0.00

$465.56

0.0

June

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,518.29

0.0

$0.00

$1,518.29

0.0

$0.00

$1,026.13

G.O

$0.00

$1,026.13

0.0

PCTLY

LAST YEAR

July

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

August

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,947.44

0.0

$0.00

$1,947.44

0.0

September

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$195.93

0.0

$0.00

$195.93

0.0

November

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,332.70

0.0

$0.00

$1,332.70

0.0

YTD

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$4,908.75

0.0

$0.00

$4,908.75

0.0

Total

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$13,067.26

0.0

$0.00

$13,067.26

0.0

-

!
I
I

I

'I
I

I
i
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Trended Sales Report

- from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014
04CS FRED AND LINDA FI.ATT

Distributor of Record

Product Line 87 EPC
Sales Person

000597

3/7/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

ALL SALES PERSONS
NEW BUSINESS

I

1---

REPEAT BUSINESS

---1

TOTAL BUSINESS

I

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

January

$961.00

$390.00

246.4

$420.00

$675.00

62,2

$1,381.00

$1,065.00

129.7

February

$542.00

5296.00

18.3.1

$291.00

$752.50

36.7

$633.00

$1,046.50

79.4

March

$0.00

$233.15

0.0

$0.00

$159.00

0.0

$0.00

$392.15

0.0

April

$0,00

$86.00

0.0

$0.00

$493,50

0.0

$0.00

$561.50

0.0

May

$0.00

$518.00

0,0

$0.00

$527.85

0.0

$0.00

$1,045.85

0.0

June

$0.00

$515.20

0.0

$.0.00

$930.52

0.0

$0.00

$1,445.72

0.0

July

$0.00

$589.00

0.0

$0.00

$291.00

0.0

$0.00

$880.00

0.0

August

$0.00

$324.00

0.0

$0.00

$744.06

0.0

$0.00

$1,068.06

0.0

September

$0.00

$497.28

0.0

$0.00

$505.00

Q.O

$0.00

$1,002.26

0.0

October

$0.00

$716.08

0.0

$0.00

$407.00

o.o

$0.00

$1,123.08

0,0

November

$0.00

$106.00

0.0

$0.00.

$548.83

0.0

$0.00

$654.83

0.0

December

$0.00

$214.00

0.0

$0.00

$$2.00

0.0

$0.00

$776.00

0.0

YTD

$1,503.00

$686.00

219.1

$711.00

$1,427.50

49.8

$2,214.00

$2,113.50

104.8

Total

$1,503.00

$4,486.71

33.5

$711.00

$.6,596.26

10.8

$2,214.00

$11,082.97

20.0

ACTUAL

ACTUAL
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Trended Sales Report

- from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014
Distributor of Record

Product Line 88 HOLIDAY CARDS
Sales Person

04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATI

AU. SALES PERSONS

1---

NEW BUSINESS

November

000598

3n/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

ACTUAL
$0.00

LAST YEAR
$392.60

PCTLY
0.0

REPEAT Bl,JSINESS - - - 1

ACTUAL
$0.00

LASTYEAR
$0,00

PCTLY
0.0

I

TOTAL BUSINESS - - - 1

ACTUAL
$0.00

LAST YEAR
$392.60

PCTLY
0.0

YTC

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

Total

$0.00

$392.60

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$392.60

0.0

59

- from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014

Trended Sales Report
Product Line

ALL PRODUCT LINES

Sales Person

ALL SALES PERSONS

Distributor of Record

REPEAT BUSINESS

I

NEW BUSINESS

000599

3n/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

I

04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

TOTAL BUSINESS

I

ACTUAL
$31.572.95

LAST YEAR
$32,909.85

PCTLY
95.9

73.0

$22,735.04

$28,460.02

79.9

$14,849.67

0.0

$0.00

$20,628.04

0.0

$0.00

$16,438.91

0.0

$0,00

$20,383.86

0.0

0.0

$0.00

$19,028.39

0.0

$0.00

$24,778.91

0.0

$4,963.69

0.0

$0.00

$20,254.94

0.0

$0.00

$25,218.63

0.0

$7,115.90

0.0

$0.00

$22,667.24

0.0

$0.00

$29,783.14

0.0

$11,926.68

0.0

$0.00

$22,156.19

0.0

$0.00

$34,082.87

Q.O

$9,884.71

0.0

$0.00

$16,542.73

0.0

$0.00

$26,427.44

0.0

$6.198.83

0.0

$0.00

$18,343.84

0.0

$0.00

$24,542.67

0.0

$0.00

$5,573.74

0.0

$0,00

$23,810.13

0.0

$0.00

$29,383.87

0.0

$0.00

$5,050.62

o.o

$0.00

$16,689.20

o.o

$0.00

$21,739.82

0.0

YTD

$16,'640.40

. $15,786.60

99.1

$38,667.59

$45,5~3.27

8.4.8

$54,307.99

$61,369.87

88.5

Total

$16,640.40

$81,974.61

19.1

$38,667.59

$236,364.51

16.4

$54,307.99

$318,339.12

17.1

January

ACTUAL
$8,902.52

LAST YEAR
$9,229.30

PCTLY
96.5

ACTUAL
$22,670.43

LAST YEAR
$23,680.55

PCTLY
95.7

February

$6,737.88

$6,557.30

102.8

$15,997.16

$21,902.72

March

$0.00

$5,778.37

0.0

$0.00

April

.$0.00

$3,944.95

0.0

May

$0.00

$5,750.52

June

$0.00

July

$0.00

August

$0.00

September

$0.00

October

$0.00

November
December

60

II

3/7/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc
Trended Sales Report
Product Line

ALL PRODUCT LINES

Sales Person

ALL SALES PERSONS

- from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014
Distributor of Record

- - - NEW BUSINESS - - - 1

000600

I
.i

1 - - - REPEAT BUSINESS - - - 1

04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

---TOTAL BUSINESS - - - 1

I

I

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LASTYEAR

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCT LY·

I

i

I
I
I

I
I

I
I

51

Trended Sales Report
Product Line

ALL PRODUCT LINES

Sales Person

ALL SALES PERSONS

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

• from 111/2013 thru 2/2812014
Distributor of Record

- - - NEW BUSINESS - - -

PCTLY

I

REPEAT BUSINESS - - - :

ACTUAL

000601

3/7/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, ln·c

LAST YEAR

04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

TOTAL BUSINESS

I

PCT LY

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

----1

PCTLY

Trended Sales Report - Parameters Selected
Dates .Selected= 1/1/2013 Thru 2/28/2·014
For Owning Distributor 04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

/

62

Safeguard Business Systems
Fred & Linda Flatt #04C5
Top 20 Customer Summary
Sales 03/13 Through 02114

I Ranking
1

2
3
4

5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20

% of Total Sales
5.07%
16,068.86
2.12%
6,731.82
Sales

5,874.96

1.85%

5,221.73
5,213.96
4,592.10
4,176.49
4,129.41
4,100.87
3,929.22
3,892.43
3,631.24
3,373.96
2,742.93
2,651.70
2,488.04
1,849.47
1,761.02
1,664.27
1,614.48

1.65%
1.64%
1.45%
1.32%
1.30%
1.29%
1.24%
1.23%
1.14%
1.06%
0.86%
0.84%
0.78%
0.58%
0.56%
0.52%
0.51%

$85,708.96.1

Safeguard Business Systems Confidential

I

27.02%'

3/712014

----·-·-. ··---000602

Safeguard Business Systems
Fred & Linda Flatt #04C5
Zip Code· Summary
Sales 03/13 Through 02/14

Zip

150
223
275
288
294
656
679
761
770
782
799
805
811
812
813
820
852
857
870
871
873
874
875
877
882
883
900
902
921
939
945
946
981
993
Grand Total

Safeguard Business Systems Confidential

Data
# of Customers Total Sales
1
661.11
1
384.61
283.38
1
1
136.92
341.85
1
1
228.62
35.95
1
1
163.52
1
99.40
918.77
2
1,032.52
2
1
161.45
103.23
1
3
788.76
2
451".38
200.30
2
1
664.78
82.13
1
22
4,203.23
89 27,277.63
2
924.01
1,752.86
5
1,031 272,373.53
1,926.23
7
1
230.20
445.01
1
1
27.00
71.00
1
1
522.00
385.82
1
1
77.39
1
160.38
45.30
1
37.50
1

1190 317177.n

317/2014

Page 1
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____

___ ..:..----..- - -·-

..:_.:

·---------------···~

,

THIS GENERAL RELEASE (this •Rei
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, IN .,
~.....,..--~ ("Distributor"), and ---""-<::t.:;:;>"'
Distributor (the "'wners").

. ---

_ _ _ _ , 2012 by and among
, a
[title} of

corporation ("Safeguard"),
ual residing in

WHEREAS, Distributor and Owners have executed that certain Safeguard or Regional
Distributorship Agreement {the "Agreement"). gr.
Distributor the right to operate a Safeguard
business; and

WHEREAS, Safeguard. Disbibutor a
on or about
for the bu
referred to as "Assignments•): and

ave entered into an Asset Purchase Agreement
as
(hereinafter

WHEREAS, Safeguard has conditioned its consent to such Assignments upon Distriburor's and
Owner's execution of this Release;
NOW, THEREFORE, in conside fo
going and the covenants and agreements
contained herein, and other good and val
c&nlSl'41:ern:tion, the receipt and sufflcfency of which are
hereby acknowledged, each of Safeguard, I r b or.
wners hereby agrees as follows:
1.
e ease b Dist • utor
n
Each of DistribUtor and Owners hereby
unconditionally releases and forever discharges Safeguard, and each of Its affiliates, and their respective
officers, directors, employees, agents and representatives, and all of their heirs. executors, successors
and assigns (collectively, the uAeleased P •
and from any and
deb~. liabilities, claims,
demands, actions or causes of action, suits, ju gments controversies of any kind whatsoever, that now
sacllon or event occurring on or prior to the
exist .or 1hat may arise In the future, out of a y rrliiirer,
date hereof (collectively, the "Claims;, incl ing"witt; t Umltatron: (I) Claims by Distributor or Owners
based upon, arising out of or In any way con ect
'the Agreement, or any other agreement to which
Distributor or Owners rs a party. occurring
o prior to the date hereof, and (ii) any other right. title or
Interest ln. to and under any agreement, ar~
ment or understanding to which Distributor or Owners is
a party. Each af Distributor and Owners further agrees not to file or bring any claim, suit. cMI action.
complaint. arbitration or administrative action in any city, state or federal court or agency or arilltration
tribunal with respect to any Claim.
·

an

,gg~~;U,i~..Qt~[g,J;~gpi.m:-~m, Release and the rights and obligations of 1he
qgrl:IJ'~_,N

enforced in accordance With the substantive
the state of Texas. Any dispute relating to this
prqWsicn$ of the Agreement

4.
Counterpa!js. This ReJeas may AJe e ecuted in one or more counterparts (fncluding by
facsimUe) and by different partres hereto In separate counterparts, each of whiCh When so executed and
delivered shall be deemed to be an original and all of which counterparts 1aken together shall constiMe
but one and the same Release.
{SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWS]
OciiCllll Rckasc
Pogc l of2
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------·------··-

Safeguard~d

IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
and Owners have hereunto set 'lhelr hand and s

all

· utor have caused this Agreement to be executed
of the date first above written.

EGUARD:
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEM$, INC., a Texas
corporation

~"~:_=

__________

Date:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~to

and accepted by:

jfl::~s:

000605

EXHIBIT 33
000606

····----------

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Roger Thurston <rthurs@cableone.net>
Tuesday, May 27, 2014 7:32AM
Savoie, Suzanna
New Mexico base purchase

Hello Suzanna:
I am contacting you to see what the next stage will be in regards to my purchasing Linda and Fred Flatts New Mexico
base of business. We have basically reached an agreement and would like to go ahead with the transaction. What do
you need from us at this point?
Please contact me with any questions and let us know what you need.
Best regards,
Roger Thurston
Dist. 447

1

000607

EXHIBIT 34
000608

-··

------· -·····--·-·· ··-· ·-·····-----------·--------··---· -·---··· -----·-·····-·-···--- ···---·------------

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject

Roger Thurston <rthurs@cableone.net>
Friday, May 30, 2014 1:51 PM
'Hussain, Shafina'
RE: Items Received Today

Hello Shafina:
Let me know if you got the purchase terms form. I also notice in the packet that there is a general release amendment.
Based on my understanding of the language on that, I couldn't sign that at this time due to current discussions that have
been ongoing with Mike Dunlap and the Safeguard purchase of IBF in Bois~. We are trying to negotiate out the
customers on this issue and since that particular amendment would force me to give up my rights on all of these type of
items to date, I couldn't really sign off on that particular document at this time. Can we go forward with the purchase
without that item?
Have a great weekend and talk to you soon regarding.this.
Best regards,
Roger Thurston
Dist447

000609

•

EXHIBIT 35
000610

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Roger Thurston <rthurs@cableone.net>
Saturday, May 31, 2014 1:00 PM
shussain@gosafeguard.com
release form

Shafina:
Per our previous emails, I need to know if the general release form that was included in the sales packet is a necessary
item to complete this transaction. As 1had mentioned before, I am currently in negotiations with Mike Dunlap on
another item and this provision would interfere with those discussions. If this is a new standard item that all distributors
have to sign at this time then I will be unable to complete the purchase of the Fiatt base of business.
If it is at all possible, I need to have something in writing allowing us to go ahead with the Fiatt transaction without this
general release form as I have a highly qualified salesperson waiting for a job and time is of the essenc;:e. If we have to
wait two weeks I am afraid that that person will have to take another job elsewhere and I will again have to pass on the
Fiatt purchase until I am able to find another qualified person.
let me know as soon as you can regarding this matter as time is definitely critical on this matter.
Best regards,

Roger Thurston
Dist 447

1

000611

•

•

EXHIBIT 36
000612

From "S;IVoie, ~uzanna" <ssavoie@gosafeguartl:Com>
To· "Flatt, ·Fred (~afegOarttPartner)" <ffiatt@gosa~guard.com>,
• "Rogeffhurston (rth ...

Sent: Tue 17/06/14 2:45PM
Priority: Nonnal

Cc: "Hus&aio, Shallna" <sbh:CU)jl@gosafeglJard,com>, "Ivy, Dewayne•
• <dlvy@gosaf ...
Subject: Transition

Helio,
Yo'l,)r P.r.op,Qsed:trqnsition was· reviewed hy the Action Review Committee earlier today, and is-approved to m:ove forward. I've
r.!!ques~ed· Ul4t legal pr.ovide.dra·ft doct.~ments for your review and will forward them to you as ~ooo as they are available.
ThMe d~cum.ef.lts. wifl alsg need to go thro4gh Deluxe review, so final documents will not b.e availab-le until all reVIews h'c:~ve
.been· cor'nplet~.

My Yr\.c!etstarrding:from Roger was tha't you were w.anting to dose as of 6/23, and we'll do what we can to acc;ommddate that
-timing.
Thank yo!,!,
S_iti.cjl.iJlCl ~lic.i,~ f f.rahChi~ Qeire.klpmenl
s~f~ar~.B~i!*S.$·,6Y.l!feiJ1s ·j l.I/WW.il_afeg,L~arddevelopme'fl!,com
a58ff~. ·$t~mrl#~ Freeway, S~.e- ~OON, Elpllq~s, 'R( 752A7
biri:it$t ii~Hifj}.4v.(W·.J :t.d~Free .600.33!!-~6;3.6'EXJ. ·44't"f.67.J Fax 214-6'40..3958
Follow 4~ OI'J lWrttEl~~ ®AAfegoatdgrowllr

Your. G"rowth J.s:(;1ut Business!
N01l=l The·i;jf(!)rmatioil contained in 1his el~trQnie nies;;a.g,e may be Cf?ntidenlial Information and·{s Intended for /Jte sole. use of
the intei'l,cled_rf'JclP,fiJ.i1t Any use, .distr:ibalirm, tr.ansmis$icm or forwarding of Information contained in ·this e-mf3}1 :by pe~ons who
are not i!lfent:J~'d·rec.{pl~i'd.s.1}'J.By·bf3 a -viotation of laW ana Is stricUy prohibfted. If you are not the Intended re'cipirp_nt, please.
cofltacf.·lh·e. sel:ifkjr 'find dfl~~te'all Cbpies.

From:."Savole. Su.~J:lna" <ssavqle.@gosafeguard.pam> • 'J:Tan'sition

of 1

6/17/2014 3:0;2 PM
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EXHIBIT 37
000614

AMENDMENT TO DISTRffiUTOR AGREEMENT(S) BETWEEN
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND
THRUSTON ENTERPRISES, INC. ('

1.
Distributor and Safeguard are parties to .LJil>triibut:<m;
amended and assigned (the "Distributor Agreement").
Upon executing this Amendment,
2.
of the Safeguard products and services specified
the customers listed on Attachment 2, and to
"Rights").
3.
In consideration of Safeguard's
agrees that the Distributor

llnt1ornvll1

,., .. nn••n
Safeguard under the
geographical area set forth

,!1rf•nrE•J:P•~r

to·!i]fi.¢.lt~e

other sales personnel to assist him or
set forth in the Distributor Agreement with
unreasonably withheld. By way of example,
distributor or other sales personnel fails to
Safeguard, promising to respect and protect the
afeguard, or if Distributor fails to cause such
such training programs as may be prescribed by
to commissions on sales of Safeguard Systems to any
has not purchased any Safeguard System within thirty-six
date of such customer's last prior purchase of any Safeguard
, that Distributor's exclusive right to commissions on sales of
customer listed on Attachment 2 shall not expire until at least six (6)
•rr.. ,rn'"' .. date of this Amendment.
~,..,.uu•<>•

(D)
may terminate this Amendment by giving Distributor sixty (60) days written
net sales earned on Safeguard Systems for each calendar year from the
notice if
rights being acquired pursuant to this Amendment do not at least equal Distributor's net sales
earned on Safeguard Systems from the rights being acquired pursuant this Amendment during
the prior calendar year.
If the Distributor Agreement is terminated for any reason before Distributor has repaid
(E)
the full amount for the rights being acquired pursuant to this Amendment, Distributor shall have
no further liability for additional payments, but Distributor shall also receive no post-termination
payments ("equity") pursuant to this Amendment until the remainder of such amount is paid in
full.

000615

4.
Upon termination of the Distributor Agreement or this Amendment for any reason, Distributor
will immediately return to Safeguard all originals and copies of Safeguard's: customer files, cards and
records (including past ordering history, samples and imprints), customer lists, price books or price lists,
product manuals or other product training materials in Distributor's possession, custody or control; and
all sales aids, sales brochures, design form trays, demonstration boards, and other Safeguard sales
materials which were given to Distributor by Safeguard. If this Amendment is terminated but the
Distributor Agreement remains in effect, Distributor will return only
listed above related
that these materials are
to the rights being acquired pursuant to this Amendment
Distributor nor any of
trade secrets and confidential information belonging to
Distributors agents or employees will (i) disclose any of
information
confidential
about Safeguard or the nature of its business to any
information to become known by any such third party, or
other than in
connection with serving as a Safeguard Distributor.
Upon tennination of the Distributor Agreement for
disparage Safeguard, its products or its
designee further use of the business reu:pn•:me
in connection with Distributor's Safeguard
such documents as may be required by
assignment and that if Distributor fails nro.,rP.nii<>P-<:
consents to Safeguard's serving as ~~~~~~Jili~~::st~l~
her behalf. Distributor agrees to p:
other correspondence received by DilS'tllroH~~ij_tlJi:~t
the date of tennination that are adclre8~e.~~tt,q
advise persons who call ........,....., .......
numbers at which SaJfeg~~:9.!~~~~~ ...~~·t>"w.·~~·
Also, for a period
described in
Distributor's
behalf of any

agreements, Distributor acknowledges that Safeguard's remedy
will be entitled to temporary and permanent equitable
·"'·'?~' .. "'"'"''.!5 to violate the Distributor Agreement even if no money
that nothing stated herein shall be construed so as to
froor{l,ir¢~~0¥•eriJlg appropriate monetary damages.
:~·i.t<!>-aH~guara

of paragraph 4 are deemed to exceed the time or geographic
Distributor and Safeguard agree that the provisions are
they shall be reformed to the maximum time or geographic
applicable laws.
=nrt,vi•:in,,.,

:o:v.:··a~>Plllcalt>!e laws,
""""''"'8~.""" protection and that

5.
Except as otherwise stated in this Amendment, the Distributor Agreement shall remain in full
force and effect and shall not be deemed to be modified or affected by this Amendment.
6.
If any provision or part of the Distributor Agreement shall be held invalid, the rest of the
Distributor Agreement shall still be binding upon each of the parties, such invalid provision or part
being deemed severable in nature. In addition, if either party elects not to enforce any of the terms of
the Distributor Agreement at any time, its failure to do so shall not be deemed a waiver of its right to
enforce that or any part at some later time.

2

000616

---·-- ·- ····--·--··--······--··-- ··-·----

7.
This Amendment is binding upon the parties and their respective heirs, executors, successors
and assigns, and shall be effective as of June 23, 2014 (the "effective date"). Neither the Distributor
Agreement nor this Amendment may be further amended or waived except by a writing signed by the
party against whom enforcement of the amendment or waiver is sought.

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.
i·.

,,;t~l~'

3

000617

- - - - · · . ·······-· ···-·· ····-· . · · · · - - - - - - - - - - - ----·------·-·--·--·--··· ...... .

ATTACHMENT!
Distributor's non-exclusive right to represent Safeguard and t~~t~all on prospective users of
Safeguard Systems under the terms of the Distributor Agreement b~'te-.expanded to include the
, ,r:,~"'!fi';_:fr:1·
following territories:
·i;~ ~ ). ~--~¥.~:··
"(<i:,'
.. J~

All counties in the State of New Mexico with thJ ···

[.t

a!;i:·..

Lea

,Ji~1l;;;
····~.-L •. L,.;.-:.

~i1.;+f.!;~~t~:.:.

\'l'(f!,]-;~··
~-~~i!·•l

-

4
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ATIACHMENT2

5
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•

'

EXHIBIT 38
000620

---------····-----·-·

From:
Sent
To:
Subject:

-----···----·-·

Roger Thurston <rthurs@cableone.net>
Wednesday, June 18, 2014 1:14 PM
'Savoie, Suzanna'
RE: Transition- DRAFT DOCUMENTS

Suzanna:
I am unable to sign off on the general release as per our previous discussions due to the current negotiations we are
having with Mike Dunlap on the Idaho Business Forms issue. This item has to be modified or deleted for me to do this
deal. My understanding of my original contract and the Flatt's contract is that there is no clause requiring us to sign off
on a general release document (based upon our attorney's opinions).
The other issue is regarding the sales amendment. I have no problems in regards to growing the business over the
previous year's sales as that is my plan. However, based on the language in the amendment, if I miss qne year's sales
goals, then corporate Safeguard has the right to pull the contract. Does the "Distributor in Good Standing" letter or
arrangement have any bearing regarding this? The reason I ask is that a person could have one down year and be in
technical default on the contract. I need clarification on this item also.
I left a voice message for Mike Dunlap regarding these two items. Let me know what we can do on this as time is of the
essence regarding our potential sales employee in New Mexico and if this drags out, she will take another job and I will
be unable to pursue this purchase.
·
Thank you,
Roger Thurston

000621

EXHIBIT 39
000622

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Roger Thurston <rthurs@cableone.net>
Friday, June 27, 2014 8:59 AM
Savoie, Suzanna
contracts
new mexico- thurston_amd_061713_v (3).pdf; new mexico Thurston Roger- Flatt
Contract (3) modified 6 20 14.doc

Suzanna:
I have attached the contract between myself and the Flatts as well as the amendment to cover the New Mexico
terri~ory. Based on what my attorney has said, neither mine nor the Flatt's contracts contain provisions that state that a

general release form is needed. The contracts only stipulate that Safeguard has the right to approve a buyer based on
financial, former experience, and a proven track record. Since the ACA team has approved my purchase of the Flatt's
contract/distributorship that would allow for the purchase to go forward with the two documents that are attached. If
the purchase is denied without the general release, that would suggest that the transaction is being denied outside of
the criteria of both of our contracts.
51

Please get back to us as soon as you can so that we can finalize the transaction before July 1 if possible. Upon Deluxe's
approval, we will sign off multiple copies for all parties and move forward.
Thank you and best regards,

Roger Thurston
Dist447

1
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---------------·-----------

AMENDMENT TO DISTRffiUTOR AGREEMENT(S) BETWEEN
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND
THRUSTON ENTERPRISES, INC. ("DISTRIBIITOR")
.s1~:t:i ~

~;~~~~-~ -~

.J"ll·j,~)~·

~·:.~

.. ~.~-t;-·1 -.·.-

.fJ<!~~:Z.f.~()ii

Distribut~r

Safeg~ar?

':\...,.'<-~"1:7-l

I

I

Distributt;(1 .::"'·i{~~~t~).t.dated

1.
and
are parties to
amended and assigned (the "D1stnbutor Agreement").

·,

~· ·

·!:r

June 1, 1987 as

~".~~;;i;:
"·~'ft

2.
Upon executing this Amendment, LJ'lO>u•uu•.v•
of the Safeguard products and services specified
the customers listed on Attachment 2, and to
"Rights").
3.
In consideration of Safeguard's
agrees that the Distributor

other sales personnel to assist him or
set· forth in the Distributor Agreement with
unreasonably withheld. By way of example,
distributor or other sales personnel fails to
.SaJteg1uar<1, promising to respect and protect the
or if Distributor fails to cause such
training programs as may be prescribed by
to commissions on sales of Safeguard Systems to any
has not purchased any Safeguard System within thirty-six
date of such customer's last prior purchase of any Safeguard
, that Distributor's exclusive right to commissions on sales of
customer listed on Attachment 2 shall not expire until at least six (6)
,r.r..,,r<r"''"" date of this Amendment.
(D)
terminate this Amendment by giving Distributor sixty (60) days written
net sales earned on Safeguard Systems for each calendar year from the
notice if
rights being acquired pursuant to this Amendment do not at least equal Distributor's net sales
earned on Safeguard Systems from the rights being acquired pursuant this Amendment during
the prior calendar year.
(E)
If the Distributor Agreement is terminated for any reason before Distributor has repaid
the full amount for the rights being acquired pursuant to this Amendment, Distributor shall have
no further liability for additional payments, but Distributor shall also receive no post-termination
payments ("equity") pursuant to this Amendment until the remainder of such amount is paid in
full.
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4.
Upon termination of the Distributor Agreement or this Amendment for any reason, Distributor
will immediately return to Safeguard all originals and copies of Safeguard's: customer files, cards and
records (including past ordering history, samples and imprints), customer lists, price books or price lists,
product manuals or other product training materials in Distributor's possession, custody or control; and
all sales aids, sales brochures, design form trays, demonstration boards, and other Safeguard sales
materials which were given to Distributor by Safeguard. If this Amendment is terminated but the
Distributor Agreement remains in effect, Distributor will return only
listed above related
to the rights being acquired pursuant to this Amendment
that these materials are
Distributor nor any of
trade secrets and confidential information belonging to
Distributors agents or employees will (i) disclose any of
information
confidential
about Safeguard or the nature of its business to any
information to become known by any such third party, or
other than in
connection with serving as a Safeguard Distributor.
Upon termination of the Distributor Agreement for
disparage Safeguard, its products or its distritmt<>!i
designee further use of the business reJ~~pn•one
in connection with Distributor's Safeguard
such documents as may be required by
assignment and that if Distributor fails nr-•"....""""'
consents to Safeguard's serving as
represent
her behalf. Distributor agrees to
other correspondence received by
the date of termination that are adclreSlS'~i{ffo
advise persons who call
numbers at which ~a•·"~·-'1;1,!;~;.,<.~~
is terminated, within the territory
that neither Distributor nor any of
on Distributor's or their own behalf or on
attempt to sell, or assist others in selling or
uoiJUC[S competitive with systems, services, supplies
customers .

Also, for a period
described in
Distributor's age:ift~~~
behalf of any nTn,o>r·ril:>t

ar,.,,.m,""nt

• ,..,..

1~~""'"''-""''· agx·eernerus, Distributor acknowledges that Safeguard's remedy
be entitled to temporary and permanent equitable
rrom·l~,e.rmntmr1g to violate the Distributor Agreement even if no money
, that nothing stated herein shall be construed so as to
appropriate monetary damages.
im:;Jti~:.~~tC>VIlnOJilS

lim1ita1tiorts

of paragraph 4 are deemed to exceed the time or geographic
Distributor and Safeguard agree that the provisions are
they shall be reformed to the maximum time or geographic
applicable laws.

pefiliiAft~·t_~(:?la.pp:licllble laws,
Saf:egiWl~'S···protection and that

5.
Except as otherwise stared in this Amendment, the Distributor Agreement shall remain in full
force and effect and shall not be deemed to be modified or affected by this Amendment.

If any provision or part of the Distributor Agreement shall be held invalid, the rest of the
6.
Distributor Agreement shall still be binding upon each of the parties, such invalid provision or part
being deemed severable in nature. In addition, if either party elects not to enforce any of the terms of
the Distributor Agreement at any time, its failure to do so shall not be deemed a waiver of its right to
enforce that or any part at some later time.
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7.
This Amendment is binding upon the parties and their respective heirs, executors, successors
and assigns, and shall be effective as of June 23, 2014 (the "effective date"). Neither the Distributor
Agreement nor this Amendment may be further amended or waived except by a writing signed by the
party against whom enforcement of the amendment or waiver is sought.

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.

3
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A'ITACHMENTl
Distributor's non-exclusive right to represent Safeguard and
Safeguard Systems under the terms of the Distributor Agreement .b~~~~'~XI>anded
following territories:
All counties in the State of New Mexico with

~~~-.

+..

:"o'l •

{~fi~~r~L.
·••·'!
,.i-;.. \'V.:1~!·

-;:~~~t.~:'· ·.

;:l~t~
'~-<t•
·~.:

. 1~' ~:'
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ATTACHMENT2
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AGREEMENT
This Agreement, made and entered into on

, 2014, among

Wilder Venture, Inc., dba Safeguard Business Systems of the Sangre de Cristos, having its
principal place of business in Santa Fe, New Mexico ("Seller"), Thurston Enterprises, Inc., an
Idaho corporation having its principal place of business in Boise, Idaho, ("Buyer11 ), and
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. (11 Safeguard 11), a Delaware corporation having
its principal place of business in Dallas, Texas.
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, Seller and Safeguard are parties to a Regional Distributor Agreement
dated

(the "Distributor Agreement"), under which Seller is

acting as sales agent in the territory set forth therein (the "Territory 11 ) for Safeguard's
automated payroll processing and other batch data processing services, computer forms,
color-coded filing systems, computer software and miscellaneous business forms and
Safeguard One-Write Systems (all such products and services are, together with Safeguard
One-Write Systems, referred to collectively hereinafter as "Systems"); and supplies used in
conjunction therewith; and
WHEREAS, Seller desires to assign Seller's rights under the Distributor Agreement
(the "Agreement"), to solicit and receive commissions on orders of Systems in respect to the
customers listed in Safeguard's computer under Distributor #

(collectively, the

"Rights"); and
WHEREAS, Seller also desires to tum over to Buyer a list of referral sources such as
bankers, accountants, attorneys, consultants, bookkeepers, software developers, resellers,
installers and the like (collectively, the 11lnfluence Keys") from whom Seller has obtained
leads or assistance in soliciting Safeguard business; and
WHEREAS, subject to the conditions stated herein, Safeguard desires to approve the
assignment of Rights to Buyer on the terms and conditions set forth below; and
WHEREAS, Seller represents that the customers listed under Distributor _ _ __
(the "Customers") are customers from whom Seller has solicited orders of Systems within the
Territory; and
WHEREAS, Seller represent that Attachment 1 is a list oflnfluence Keys from whom
Seller has obtained leads or assistance in soliciting Safeguard business.
AGREEMENT-I
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NOW THEREFORE, the parties, intending to be legally bound, and in reliance upon
the representations, warranties and other tenns set forth herein, agree as follows:
1.

Assignment. Subject to the terms and conditions hereinafter set forth, Seller

hereby assigns to Buyer all of Seller's Rights to solicit, and receive commissions on, orders of
Systems from the Customers, and turns over to Buyer the list of Influence Keys.
2.

Effective Date. This agreement shall be effective as of July 1, 2014 ..

3.

Amount and Terms of Payments. In consideration of Seller's assigrunent of

the Rights, Buyer shall pay to the Seller a total of $318,000.00 (hereinafter called "Purchase
Price"). Purchase Price includes principal and interest imputed at the rate of3.25% per
annum on the declining balance. Payments to Seller of the Purchase Price shall be made by
Buyer with a payment in the amount of $50,000.00 at closing, and the remaining balance of
$268,000.00 in one-hundred twenty (120) fixed and equal monthly installments of$2,233.33,
commencing on

, 2014, pursuant to the payment schedule attached hereto

as a rider (hereinafter the "Monthly Payments"). The monthly payments from Buyer to Seller
shall be due and payable on the __ day of each month following the month with respect to
which the payment is being credited. In view of the inherent business risks in a transaction of
this nature, which risks Buyer has freely elected to assume, Buyer understands and agrees that
no Monthly Payments made by Buyer prior thereto shall be returned to Buyer in the event
Buyer's Regional Distributor Agreement with Safeguard terminates for any reason, whether
voluntary or involuntary.
f~1;/(:;.. :•.·._ Adjushiients·-to. P.:iir~fiiis~}Rtii~mh's'¢dmi)h'ii;~p~ifli.~WJ1il!ic~> ~':fh~i't#ffi:t

~iwt~~~1~i'lce Wi{l.by ·mdf.lified.;6y.~~h.¥#i~M.*t~m~#.~Mf~~~fi~~~:la~wt,~i~~·,u{~~'tjiW/~ .((2)
<m~~A.~~em.ent, usihg:an av¢ri!lge~~f th€i tw.ot~fitfi@~\~if~~~'$tl~l;¥~i~~~~tt<>)ul;se' ~lii~~ 
~&.~ll~hii~9dified to equal the two {2)5Y:ci~;;4Y~~g¢';~\:.A\i#~;~U.:~~-:~~1ffo.9r,<>f $ZSO;OO,D;OP ~f()~
~e TBtaLPil.fchase Price. · Paymentsafter·~trtodili~~If0.1:i~{~ft~t.: tfte1t'vYo{2}year n:iarkwiti .·.·
r~qo,qe :Otiii6iease the monthly paym~I1ts·'~d'wilt:t~~tri:t~•;ae6otih~~ ~Y.spdqr1>aymei:ifif~~The .
p:<ifti~ ~gtee to attach a n.ew payment sGMdiil¢.;1le-ret~;fp~..tl}e rein~t#qe{t>ftlie·term ·oPthis·

~gi:~~¢11t:in the event ot:a modific~ti9JJ.:~f the Tota17~4f¢~~s.p ~t~~.,~;. $et forth ·in thi~.
~fu-agr.aph.

·... 5.

Manner of Payments

(A) Buyer profuises to pay tcrSeller eat.h Mqnihl:YPaym{mt at

tlie time the sari).¢ is

due.
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6.

Termination of Buyer's Regional Distributor Agreement.

(A) The payment obligations of Buyer to Seller under this agreement and the
assignment of Rights to Buyer by Seller shall continue only so long as Buyer's Regional
Distributor Agreement is in effect and shall expire upon any tennination of such Regional
Distributor Agreement. In the event of any such tennination, Safeguard shall, as Seller's
authorized agent, with reasonable promptness, at Safeguard's discretion, either:
(1) Reassign to a subsequent Assignee the Rights previously assigned to Buyer, to the

extent then possible, subject to an obligation on the part of any subsequent Assignee of such
Rights to assume the unfulfilled payment obligations to Seller; or
(2) Assume the unfulfilled payment obligations of Buyer; or
(3) Reassign, to the extent then possible, the Rights to Seller.
In the event Safeguard proceeds under option (1), Safeguard shall attempt to reassign
the Rights for the then outstanding balance of the Purchase Price due to Seller so long as (i)
that price is consistent with the sales/price multiple of comparable assignments of
commission rights by Safeguard Distributors at the time and (ii) Safeguard shall not be
required to lower its standards for the selection of distributors just to recruit an Assignee who
is willing to assume the entire outstanding balance of the Purchase Price that is then due to
Seller. In the event Safeguard proceeds under option (3), Seller shall sign Safeguard's
Distributor Agreement and to accept reasonable quotas set by Safeguard. Any reassignment of
Rights to a subsequent Assignee or to Seller shall include the commission rights to any other
customers for whom Buyer has placed orders of Systems within the Territory after the
effective date.
(B) In the event Buyer's Regional Distributor Agreement terminates for any reason,
whether voluntary or involuntary, Buyer acknowledges and agrees that Buyer shall have no
further rights to the Customers or interest in and to the Rights. Since the Rights to the
Customers will either be reassigned to a subsequent Assignee, assumed by Safeguard, or
AGREEMENT-3
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reassigned to Seller, Buyer acknowledges and agrees that it would deprive Seller, Safeguard
and any such subsequent Assignee of the anticipated benefit of that transfer if Buyer were to
compete against them. Accordingly, in such event Buyer agrees until Seller's Purchase Price
is fully paid, or, if sooner, for a period of two (2) years after the date of Buyer's tennination,
Buyer, directly or indirectly, will not sell, solicit, attempt to sell or assist others to sell or
attempt to sell products or services competitive with products or services available from
Safeguard to any of the Customers, to any of the Influence Keys, or to any other customers
for whom Buyer has placed orders of Systems within the Territory after the effective date. In
addition, in such event Buyer shall promptly tum over to Safeguard and any subsequent
Assignee all Confidential Infonnation relating to the Customers, to any other Safeguard
customers, and to such Influence Keys, and Buyer agrees not to use any such Confidential
Information for Buyer's own benefit or to disclose such Confidential Information to any third
parties. Finally, in such event Buyer shall execute all forms of agreements or other documents
necessary or appropriate so as to assign or transfer to Safeguard and such Assignee further use
of all telephone numbers, facsimile machine numbers, and post office box mailing addresses
previously used by Buyer to receive communications, orders and telephone messages from
an)( of the Customers, other Safeguard customers and such Influence Keys. Buyer shall,
thereafter, promptly refer to Safeguard and such Assignee all communications, orders and
telephone messages from any of the Customers, other Safeguard customers and such
Influence Keys about Safeguard or its products. As used in this paragraph, the terms "directly
or indirectly," "competitive" and "Confidential Information" as to Buyer shall have the same
definition to that set forth in section 14 as to Seller, and section 14 shall also serve to define
the range of products and services available from Safeguard. Buyer recognizes that the
restrictions contained in this section 6(B) are reasonable and necessary and that any violation
will result in substantial and irreparable injury to Safeguard and Seller. Accordingly, Buyer
agrees that any violation of these provisions by Buyer shall entitle Seller or Safeguard, in
addition to any other rights either of them may have, to preliminary and permanent injunctive
relief and other equitable relief in any court of competent jurisdiction. In the event that any of
the provisions of this section 6(B) shall be deemed to exceed the scope permitted by
applicable laws, then such provisions shall be deemed reformed to the maximum scope
permitted by the applicable laws. lffor any reason any term or provision of this section 6(B)
is ever held to be invalid or unenforceable, all other valid provisions herein shall remain in
AGREEMENT-4
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full force and effect and all terms, provisions and paragraphs ofthis section 6(B) shall be
deemed to be severable in nature.
(C) In the event Buyer fails to pay any Monthly amount, when due, without good
cause, to Seller, and if Buyer's default shall continue for a p~rioct'«:1f(21.j'..da:ys after Written
notice from Seller to both Buyer and Safeguard, Seller shall in addition to any other remedies,
be entitled to cause Buyer to reassign to Safeguard all of Buyer's rights, title and interest
pursuant to the Regional Distributor Agreement entered into by and between Buyer and
Safeguard.
7.

Termination of Seller's Distributor Agreement. As of the effective date

hereof, Seller's Distributor Agreement and Data Processing Agreement with Safeguard shall
terminate including, specifically, Seller's right to act as a distributor of Systems or any other
Safeguard products or services within any part of the Territory, and also including,
specifically, Seller's right to solicit orders, and receive commissions on sales, of Systems or
any other Safeguard products or services to the Customers. Except for commissions due to
Seller on orders submitted by Seller in good faith before the effective date or s otherwise
herein provided, Seller shall have no further rights or obligations under the Distributor
Agreement; provide, however, that Seller shall remain obligate to reimburse Safeguard for
any commissions paid to Seller on account of sales to Customers for which Seller would
have been liable to reimburse Safeguard under that Agreement (including, for example,
chargebacks less recoveries and remakes), and Seller shall also be liable for a reduction in the
Purchase Price if any of the Customers are found to have been located outside the Territory or
to have properly been the protected account(s) of another Safeguard Distributor within the
Territory.

8.

No Exclusive Rights. Nothing contained in this agreement shall be construed

as granting to Buyer the exclusive right to act as a distributor of Systems or any other
Safeguard products or services in the Territory or in any portion of the Territory.
9.

Representations and Warranties of Seller and Buyer.

(A)

In addition to any other representations and warranties contained in this

agreement, Seller represents and warrants to Safeguard and Buyer that:
(1) There is no provision of any existing contract (including contract with any of
Seller's past or present associate distributors) or agreement binding on Seller or affecting
Seller's property or the Rights, which would conflict with or in any way prevent the
AGREEMENT-S
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execution, delivery or carrying out of the terms of this agreement.
(2) Seller is the sole owner of all of the Rights, and, has the complete and unrestricted
right, power and authority to assign the Rights and to turn over the list oflnfluence Keys free
of all liens, pledges, claims or other encumbrances of any kind or nature whatsoever,
including but not limited to claims of other Safeguard distributors to having rights in and to
any of the Customers.
(3) Neither Seller nor Safeguard has any liability or obligation to any person who is
or was previously an associate distributor or sales representative of Seller.
(4) The Rights and the business and operations of Seller's distributorship have not
been, and are not threatened to be, materially adversely affected in any way.
(5) Prior to the effective date, Seller (i) has conducted the business related to the
Rights solely in the ordinary course, (ii) has used Seller's best efforts to maintain the relations
and goodwill with the Customers, with the Influence Keys, and with any others having
business relations with Seller, and (iii) has not made any extraordinary or unusually large
sales to the Customers, or entered into any other kind of business arrangements with the
Customers which create a risk of prejudice or unfairness to Safeguard or Buyer.
(6) No Customer and no Influence Key has informed Seller that it is not prepared to
deal with Safeguard or Buyer after the effective date, and Seller knows of no reason why the
pattern of repeat sales of Systems after the effective date will differ materially from the
pattern during the time when Seller was a Safeguard distributor.
(7) Prior to the effective date, Seller has not disclosed any Confidential Information
(as defined in paragraph 14(A) below) relating to the Customers and the Influence Keys to
any third party who is not affiliated with Safeguard, nor has Seller permitted any third party
who is not affiliated with Safeguard to observe or have access to such Confidential
Information for any reason.
(B)

In addition to any other representations and warranties contained in this

agreement, Buyer represents and warrants to Safeguard and Seller that:
(1) In executing this agreement, Buyer relies solely on Buyer's own judgment, belief
and knowledge, and such advice as Buyer may have received from Buyers own counsel.
Buyer acknowledges that Buyer has had the opportunity to consult with advisors of Buyer's
choice. Except for representations of Seller expressly set forth herein, Buyer has not been
influenced by any representations or statements, including, for example, representations or
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statements about future earnings or equity, made by or on behalf of any persons or entities,
including Seller and Safeguard.
(2) Buyer has, at Seller's and Safeguard's urging, conducted Buyer's own diligent
investigation of the estimated revenues that Buyer can project himself to earn under Buyer's
Regional Distributor Agreement with Safeguard as compared to the obligations Buyer is
assuming under this agreement and Buyer's anticipated business expenses. Buyer has had the
opportunity to contact and consult with as many current Safeguard distributors as Buyer
deemed appropriate. As part of Buyer's diligent investigation, Buyer has become
knowledgeable about the value of commission rights that have previously been sold by other
Safeguard distributors, Buyer has had access to information to enable Buyer independently to
verify that Seller's Rights have a value that is comparable to the commission rights sold in
such prior transactions, and other than the Confidential Information described in section 14
below, there is no information available to Seller and Safeguard that Buyer has requested to
enable Buyer to evaluate this transaction which Seller and Safeguard have refused to provide
to Buyer. Buyer is freely and voluntarily entering into this transaction and executing this
agreement based solely upon Buyer's own full and diligent investigation, and not upon
promises or representations made by or on behalf of Seller or Safeguard. Buyer has carefully
read Buyer's Regional Distributor Agreement with Safeguard, and Buyer clearly understands
that Buyer's right to enter into a "buy-sell" agreement such as this in the future is subject to
strict compliance with all terms and conditions of that Regional Distributor Agreement.
(3) Any financial data or other information submitted by Buyer to Seller and
Safeguard is accurate, complete and not materially misleading.
(4) Until Seller's Purchase Price is fully paid, Buyer shall at all times devote Buyer's
best efforts to the sales, management and operation of Buyer's Safeguard Distributorship.
10.

Conditions to this Agreement. This agreement and the parties' performance

of their respective obligations hereunder shall be subject to the following conditions, which
may be waived by the other parties but only in a writing that makes specific reference to this
paragraph 10:
(A) The representations and warranties set forth in paragraph 9 hereof shall be true as
of the effective date, and Seller and Buyer shall have performed all obligations required to be
performed by them hereunder.
(B) Safeguard and Buyer shall have executed, as of the effective date hereof, a
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Regional Distributor Agreement containing such terms, conditions and provisions as shall be
agreed upon by Safeguard and Buyer, and Buyer shall have also executed such other
documentation as Safeguard may reasonably request.
(C) Seller, Safeguard and Buyer shall have entered into mutually satisfactory
agreement or agreements relating to (i) Seller's assignment of, and the use by Safeguard and
Buyer (after the effective date) of the telephone number(s), facsimile machine number(s) and
post office box(es) previously used in connection with Seller's business as a Safeguard
distributor, and (ii) the disposition of mail, orders and other communications of any kind from
any of the Customers, and from any of the Influence Keys, relating to Safeguard business and
directed to any of Seller's office or home addresses after the effective date.
(d) Buyer shall have furnished Seller and Safeguard with all information reasonably
requested by them concerning (i) Buyer's financial condition, (ii) Buyer's future plans as a
Safeguard Distributor, including a business plan for the three (3) to five (5) years following
the effective date, and (iii) Buyer's proposed sales organization.
11.

Indemnification. Seller shall indemnify and hold Safeguard and Buyer

harmless against and in respect of any and all damage, loss, liability, deficiency, cost or
expense resulting from any misrepresentation or breach of warranty of Seller contained
herein, or the nonfulfillment of any agreement or covenant of Seller hereunder, any such
amounts may be set off against the Monthly Payments otherwise due to Seller over the
months next succeeding the event, and any such set off shall reduce the Monthly Payments
and the Purchase Price due to Seller hereunder accordingly. Buyer shall indemnify and hold
Safeguard and Seller harmless against and in respect of any and all damage, loss, liability,
deficiency, cost, or expenses arising out of or resulting from any misrepresentation or breach
ofw~anty

ofBuyer contained herein, the nonfulfillment of any agreement or covenant of

Buyer hereunder, or any debt or expense incurred by Buyer after the effective date.
12.

Seller's Cooperation with Buyer and Safeguard. Seller will cooperate with

Safeguard and Buyer in informing the Customers and the Influence Keys of the assignment of
Rights from Seller to Buyer. Such cooperation shall include a letter of introduction, in a form
previously agreed to by Safeguard and Buyer, mailed at Buyer's expense to the. Customers,
and a personal and/or written introduction of Buyer by Seller to the Influence Keys.
Notwithstanding such letters and introductions, Buyer acknowledges and agrees that neither
Seller nor Safeguard represents that such Customers will continue to place orders, or that such
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Influence Keys will continue to provide referrals to Buyer after the effective date.
Seller shall also execute all forms of agreements or other documents reasonably
necessary or appropriate so as to assign or transfer to Safeguard and Buyer, as of the effective
date, use of all telephone numbers, facsimile machine numbers and post office box mailing
addresses used by Seller to receive communications relating to Seller's business as a
distributor of Safeguard's products and services. Seller shall, after the effective date, promptly
(i.e. within 24 hours) refer to Safeguard and Buyer all communications, orders, referrals and
telephone messages from any of the Customers or Influence Keys about Safeguard or its
products. Seller shall remain solely liable for all bills for telephone or postal services provided
to Seller, and any white or yellow page advertising placed by Seller, in connection with any
of the foregoing numbers or boxes prior to the effective date; however, Buyer shall assume
the liability for such advertising covering the period following the effective date.
13.

Business Risks Assumed by Seller.

(A) Seller understands that there are business risks in agreeing to receive installment
payments over an extended period of time. Seller has elected to assume such risks and was
not induced to do so by any representations, warranties, assurances or guarantees by either
Safeguard or Buyer to the extent not explicitly set forth in this agreement. Insofar as Buyer
has made specific written promises to Seller in this agreement, Seller agrees that it is Seller's
responsibility, and not Safeguard's responsibility, to seek to enforce such promises.
(B) Nothing contained herein shall be construed to impose liability to Seller upon

Safeguard for any business decisions or actions taken or not taken by Safeguard with regard
to Buyer; nor shall this agreement impose upon Safeguard any obligation to consult with
Seller before making such decisions or taking (or not taking) such actions.
14.

Confidential Information, Non-Competition. Seller covenants and agrees as

follows:
(A) Seller recognizes and acknowledges that customer lists, including without
limitation any list of Customers; the list of Influence Keys; customer files, cards and records,
including without limitation, customer samples, imprints and ordering histories; methods of
doing business; proprietary computer software licensed from Safeguard; price lists and price
books; sales volume figures; information as to new developments in the business; and similar
proprietary information in respect of Seller's business as a Safeguard distributor or relating to
Safeguard products and services, regardless of whether in documentary form on other media
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(such as, without limitation, computer hard disk, diskette, magnetic tape, microfiche, etc.)
(collectively, the "Confidential Information") are valuable, special and unique attributes of the
Rights and the business of Safeguard. Accordingly, Seller shall not, directly or indirectly,
disclose or show to any person or entity or use for either of Seller's own benefit, or for the
benefit of any business in which Seller has, or may hereafter have, an interest, any
Confidential Information, without the prior written permission of the President of Safeguard.
.Seller covenants and agrees, prior to or on the effective date, (i) that Seller shall have
turned over to Safeguard and Buyer all Confidential Information in Seller's possession,
including without limitation, all customer lists, files, cards and records, diskettes, magnetic
tapes, microfiche, etc., generated in connection with Seller's business as a Safeguard
distributor, (ii) that Seller shall not keep copies of any such Confidential Information,(or
allow any other person to keep such copies) and (iii) that Seller shall have permanently
deleted from Seller's hard disk drive(sO, and from any other computer media, all references to
the Confidential Information, including but not limited to Safeguard's customers and their
identities.·
(B) Until the Seller has received the final Monthly Payment hereunder, Seller agrees
not, directly or indirectly, to solicit sales from, or sell to (i) any Safeguard customer including
any Customer, or (ii) any Influence Key or (iii) any Safeguard distributor, any accounting
systems, filing systems, computer forms, business forms or any data processing services,
products or supplies, including automated payroll processing, computer software or
microcomputer-related products or supplies, competitive with services, products or supplies
offered by Safeguard.
(C) Until the Seller has received the final Monthly Payment hereunder, Seller agrees
not to sell, directly or indirectly, to any person or entity within the Territory or in any county
adjacent thereto any type of accounting system, data processing service, filing system,
computer form, business form, or any other type of product or supply competitive with any
product, service or supply offered by Safeguard. Seller acknowledges, without limiting the
generality of the foregoing, that the following types of products, services and supplies are
competitive with products, services and supplies sold by Safeguard as of the effective date:
One-Write Systems and supplies, automated payroll processing systems and supplies,
fmancial reporting and general ledger systems and supplies prepared on a batch processing
application, batch processing or service bureau preparation of accounts payable and accounts
AGREEMENT-tO
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receivable systems, processing, including electronic claims processing, for dental, medical,
chiropractic and veterinary offices, professional timekeeping systems, collection letter
services, accounting software programs designed for sale to the small business or professional
market, computer forms including laser cut sheets, filing systems, and flat sheet printing and
business forms such as snap-sets, stock tab paper, deposit tickets, envelopes, letterheads and
the like.
(D) As used in this paragraph 14,

(i) the term "directly or indirectly" shall include the actions of Seller acting in Seller's
individual or in any other capacity, the actions of any business, other than Safeguard, in
which Seller or Seller's spouse, directly or indirectly owns more than a 1% interest or which
Seller or Seller's spouse, directly or indirectly, manages, conducts, operates, controls, joins,
finances, licenses or is otherwise connected with as an officer, consultant, employee, partner
or otherwise, and the actions of any agents of any such other business;
(ii) the term "customer" as used in paragraph 14(B) shall mean a person or entity who

bought or used services, products or supplies from Safeguard at any time prior to the effective
date;
(iii) the term "competitive" shall include, by way of illustration without limiting the
meaning thereof, the characteristic of (1) having one or more applications substantially the
same as applications of Safeguard products, services and supplies, or (2) performing one or
more functions capable of being performed by Safeguard products, services and supplies.
(E) Seller shall not in any manner disparage Safeguard or its distributors, products,
services or supplies.
(F) In the event that any of the provisions of this paragraph 14 shall be deemed to

exceed the scope permitted by applicable laws, then such provisions shall be deemed
reformed to the maximum scope permitted by the applicable laws.
(G) If for any reason any term or provision of this paragraph 14 is ever held to be
invalid or unenforceable, all other valid provisions herein shall remain in full force and effect
and all terms, provisions and paragraphs of this agreement shall be deemed to be severable in
nature.
(H) The parties hereto recognize that the restrictions contained in this paragraph 14
are reasonable and necessary and that any violation will result in substantial an~ irreparable
injury to Safeguard and Buyer. Accordingly, it is agreed that any violation of these provisions
AGREEMENT-11
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by Seller shall entitle Safeguard or Buyer, in addition to any rights either of them may have,
to preliminary and permanent injunctive relief and other equitable relief in any court of
competent jurisdiction.
15.

Specific Performance. The parties hereto recognize that the Rights are of a

unique and special nature. Accordingly, in addition to all other remedies at law or in equity,
Safeguard and the Buyer shall be entitled to specific performance of the provisions relating to
the assignment of the Rights and the consummation of the transactions relating thereto.
16.

Entire Agreement. This agreement constitutes the entire agreement between

the parties pertaining to the subject matter contained herein, and supersedes all prior
agreements, representations and understandings of the parties. No modification shall be
binding unless executed in writing by the parties. No waiver of any provisions shall be
deemed, or shall constitute, a waiver of any other provision whether or not similar, nor shall
any waiver at one time constitute a continuing waiver. No waiver shall be binding unless
executed in writing by the party making such waiver.
17.

Binding Effect. This agreement shall be binding on the parties hereto, their

heirs, executors, successors in interest and permitted assigns. Neither Seller nor Buyer shall
have the right to assign any of their respective rights or obligations under this agreement
without Safeguard's prior written consent.
18.

Governing Law. This agreement shall be considered in accordance with and

be governed by the laws of the State of New Mexico.
19.

Survival of Representations and Warranties. All representations,

warranties, covenants and agreements made by each party herein shall survive the date of
execution of the agreement and any investigation made by or on behalf of the other party
prior to or after such date.
20.

Mutual Release. Except for matters arising from this Agreement, Seller for

itself, its successors in interest and assigns, does hereby release and forever discharge
Safeguard, its officers, directors, employees, agents and representatives, of and from all
claims, causes of action, losses, demands, or liabilities for damages which Seller how has or
ever had relating directly or indirectly to (i) Seller's serving as a distributor for Safeguard
under the Agreement or any predecessor distributor agreements, (ii) Safeguard's business
actions and decisions taken or not taken within the Territory at any time prior hereto, (iii) the
termination of Seller's rights and interest under the Agreement or any predecessor distributor .
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agreements, and (iv) rights which Seller had, or claims which Seller could have asserted,
against Safeguard prior to the effective date by reason of any aspect of Seller's business
relationship with Safeguard.
Except for matters arising from this Agreement, Safeguard does hereby release and

.

forever discharge Seller, i:W~if~ers ~CJ;-idfii¢~#~,~tl their heirs, executors, successors in
interest and assigns, of and from all claims, causes of action, losses, demands, or liabilities for
damages which Safeguard now has or ever had relating directly or indirectly to (i) Seller's
serving as a distributor for Safeguard under the Agreement or any predecessor distributor
agreements, (ii) Seller's business actions and decisions taken or not taken within the Territory
at any time prior hereto, (iii) the termination of Safeguard's rights and interest under the
Agreement or any predecessor distributor agreements, and (iv) rights which Safeguard had, or
claims which Safeguard could have asserted, against Seller prior to the effective date by
reason of any aspect of Seller's business relationship with Safeguard.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this agreement as of the

day and year first above written.
WILDER VENTURE, INC., dba Safeguard
Systems of the Sangre de Cristo
By:, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,
---------------~PRESIDENT

THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.
By:, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ROGER THURSTON, PRESIDENT

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.
By: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
R. SCOTT SUTTON, VICE PRESIDENT
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Roger Thurston <rthurs@cableone.net>
Monday, June 30, 2014 10:22 AM
'Savoie, Suzanna'
RE: checking on contracts

Thank you for the update Suzanna. Talk to you soon.

Roger

-------·-··-··

-···

From: Savoie, Suzanna [mallto:ssavole@gosafequard.com]
Sent: Monday, June 30, 2014 11:11 AM
To: Roger Thurston
Subject: RE: checking on contracts

---···.. ···-·-----·--·----

Hello Roger,
Due to your suggested changes to the documents and your concerns about the general release, they will be reviewed by
the Action Review Committee at their meeting tomorrow.
Thank you,

From: RogerThurston [mailto:rthurs@cableone.net]
Sent: Monday, June 30, 2014 10:15 AM
To: Savoie, Suzanna
Subject: checking on contracts
Good morning Suza11na:
Checking in on the process with the contract approval. Please let me know where we are with things.
Thank you,
Roger Thurston
Dist. 447

1
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From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Roger Thurston <rthurs@cableone.net>
Wednesday, July 02, 2014 6:44 AM
Savoie, Suzanna
status check

Good Morning Suzanna:
Just checking in to see what the status is regarding the New Mexico purchase. Please let us know how the meeting went
yesterday so that we can make some decisions on different options we have.
Best regards,

Roger Thurston
Dist447

1
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From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Roger Thurston <rthurs@cableone.net>
Thursday, July 03, 2014 6:59 AM
Savoie, Suzanna
contract status

Good morning Suzanna:
Checking in again regarding the committee meeting and the approval of the transaction between The Flatts and myself.
Any information at this point?
Best regards,

Roger Thurston
Dist447

1
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From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Roger Thurston <rthurs@cableone.net>
Thursday, July 03, 2014 7:35 AM
shussain@gosafeguard.com
contract status

Hello Shafina:

I had sent a note to Suzanna regarding the current status of the buy sell between the Flatts and myself. Suzanna had said
that they were discussing the issue this past week in committee and I haven't heard anything since. Could you update
me as to the status of this buy sell and expected timeframes?
Have a good Fourth of July.
Roger Thurston
Safeguard- Boise
Dist 447

1
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From: Sutton, Scott [mailto:SSutton@qosafequard.coml
sent: Thursday, July 03, 2014 2:01PM
To: rthurs@cableone.net
Cc: Hussain, Shaflna; Savoie, Suzanna
Subject: Transactional Review
Importance: High
Hi Roger:

I understand you have been in contact with Ms. Suzanna Savoie and Ms. Shafina Hussain regarding the status of your
proposed acquisition of the commission rights currently associated with the Flatt base. I am preparing a more formal
letter to you that addresses the current status and outcome of our review. As a preview, transactional approval was not
achieved given your disclosure that you intend not to sign the General Re[ease form as prepared by Safeguard. Our
current procedure requires this document to be signed. This requirement remains in place for all sir:nilar transactions
and we work hard to treat distributors with fairness and consistency on this and other points. It's the fair and right thing
to do.
Again, I will be sending a letter your way and feel free to call or email if you have additional questions. In the meantime,
thanks for all you do and have a great weekend.
All the best,
Scott

R. Scott Sutton, CFE
Vice President, Franchise Development
Safeguard Business Systems
800.338.0636 ext. 443928
214.640.3928 (direct)
770.686.8351 (cell)
ssutton@gosafeguard.cor;n
www.safeguarddevelopment.com
We're making news- visit our PRESS ROOM
Follow us on Twitter: @safeguardgrowth
Follow me on Twitter: @rscottsutton

Your Growth Is Our Business/
NOTE: T/1e infonnation contained in this electronic message may be confidential information and is intended
for the sole use of the intended recipient. Any use, distribution, transmission or forwarding of information
contained in this e-mail by persons who are not intended recipients may be a violation of law and is strictly
prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender and delete all copies.
1
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Tayler Tibbitts, ISB No. 9212
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5260
Email: sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
ttibbitts @hawleytroxell.com

By ELYSHIA HOLMeS
DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendants Idaho Business Forms,
Inc., James Dunn, and JDHRS, LLC
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
)
)
corporation; and THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation, )
)
Plaintiffs,
)
vs.

)
)
)

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
DEFENDANTS IDAHO BUSINESS
FORMS, INC., JAMES DUNN AND
JDHRS, LLC ANSWER TO AMENDED
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR
JURY TRIAL

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., )
a Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD
)
ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Delaware
)
corporation; TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, an
)
individual; MICHAEL DUNLAP, an
)
individual; IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC.)
an Idaho corporation; JAMES DUNN, an
)
individual; JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited
)
liability company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho
)
limited liability company; and DOES 1-10,
)
)
)
Defendants.
)

------------------------------
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COME NOW Defendants Idaho Business Forms, Inc., James Dunn and JDHRS, LLC
(collectively referred to as "Defendants"), by and through their undersigned counsel of record,
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, and respond to the Amended Complaint and Demand for
Jury Trial ("Amended Complaint") filed by Plaintiffs, T3 Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston
Enterprises, Inc. ("Plaintiffs"), as follows:

GENERAL DENIAL
Defendants deny all allegations in the Amended Complaint not specifically admitted
herein.

SPECIFIC ADMISSIONS AND DENIALS
1.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 1 of the Amended Complaint.
2.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 2 of the Amended Complaint.
3.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 3 of the Amended Complaint.
4.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 4 of the Amended Complaint.
5.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 5 of the Amended Complaint.
6.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 6 of the Amended Complaint. ·
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7.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 7 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants Idaho Business Forms, Inc. and James Dunn admit that on August 27,2013,
Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. purchased some of the assets of Idaho Business Forms, Inc., admits
that Idaho Business Forms, Inc. is owned by James Dunn, and the remaining allegations in
paragraph 7 of the Amended Complaint are denied.
8.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 8 of the Amended Complaint, the

Asset Purchase Agreement between Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. and Idaho Business Forms, Inc.
is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations in said
paragraph are denied.
9.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 9 of the Amended Complaint.
10.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 10 of the Amended Complaint.
11.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 11 of the Amended Complaint.
12.

[sic]

13.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 13 of the Amended Complaint.
14.

The allegations in paragraph 14 of the Amended Complaint do not pertain to these

answering Defendants, and no response is required. To the extent a response is deemed required,
Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth of the
allegations in paragraph 14 of the Amended Complaint.
DEFENDANTS IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC., JAMES DUNN AND JDHRS, LLC
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15.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 15 of the Amended Complaint.

16.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 16 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants Dunn and JDHRS, LLC admit that on July 31, 2013, the Certificate of Organization
Limited Liability Company for JDHRS, LLC was filed by James Dunn with the Idaho Secretary
of State, and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
17.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 17 of the Amended Complaint.

18.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 18 of the Amended Complaint.

19.
The allegations in paragraph 19 of the Amended Complaint do not pertain to these
'
answering Defendants, and no response is required. To the extent a response is deemed required,
Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth of the
allegations in paragraph 19 of the Amended Complaint.
20.

In response to paragraph 20 of the Amended Complaint, Plaintiffs fail to plead

allegations to which a response is required. Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint speaks for itself.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE
21.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 21 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants do not challenge personal jurisdiction or venue of this matter before this Court.
Defendants deny the allegations in the last sentence of paragraph 21 that they have committed
the acts and omissions complained of in the Amended Complaint.
THE PARTIES
22.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 22 of the Amended Complaint.
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23.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 23 of the Amended Complaint.
24.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 24 of the Amended Complaint.
25.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 25 of the Amended Complaint.
26.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 26 of the Amended Complaint.
27.

Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 27 of the Amended Complaint.

28.

Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 28 of the Amended Complaint.

29.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 29 of the Amended Complaint.
30.

Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 30 of the Amended Complaint.

31.

Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 31 of the Amended Complaint.

32.

Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 32 of the Amended Complaint.

GENERAL ALLEGATIONS
33.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 33 of the Amended Complaint.
34.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 34 of the Amended Complaint.
35.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 35 of the Amended Complaint.
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36.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 36 of the Amended Complaint.
37.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 37 of the Amended Complaint.
38.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 38 of the Amended Complaint.
39.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 39 of the Amended Complaint.
40.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 40 of the Amended Complaint.
41.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 41 of the Amended Complaint.
42.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 42 of the Amended Complaint.
43.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 43 of the Amended Complaint.

4;4.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 44 of the Amended Complaint.
45.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 45 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 2, a represented copy of a document entitled Deceptive Business Practices Policy is the
best evidence of its content and speaks for itself. Defendants lack knowledge or information
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sufficient to form a belief about the truth of the allegations in paragraph 45 of the Amended
Complaint.
46.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 46 of the Amended Complaint.
47.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 47 of the Amended Complaint.

48.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 48 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 3, the represented copy of a letter from Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. to Roger G.
Thurston dated June 1, 1987 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and a
represented copy of a document entitled Interim Regional Distributor Agreement between
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. and RogerS. Thurston dated June 1, 1987 is the best evidence
of its content and speaks for itself.
49.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 49 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 3 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
50.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 50 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 3 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
51.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 51 of the Amended Complaint.
52.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 52 of the Amended Complaint.
53.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 53 of the Amended Complaint.
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54.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 54 of the Amended Complaint.
55.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 55 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 4, a represented
copy of an agreement dated August 1, 2006 between Thurston Enterprises, Inc. and T3
Enterprises, Inc. is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
56.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 56 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 5, a represented
copy of an agreement dated August 1, 2006 between Thurston Enterprises, Inc. and T3
Enterprises, Inc. is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
57.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 57 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 6, a represented
copy of an agreement dated August 1, 2006 between Thurston Enterprises, Inc. and T3
Enterprises, Inc. is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
58.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 58 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 6, a represented
copy of an agreement dated August 1, 2006 between Thurston Enterprises, Inc. and T3
Enterprises, Inc. is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
59.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 59 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 6, a represented
copy of an agreement dated August 1, 2006 between Thurston Enterprises, Inc. and T3
Enterprises, Inc. is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
DEFENDANTS IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC., JAMES DUNN AND JDHRS, LLC
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60.

'\

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 60 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 6, a represented
copy of an agreement dated August 1, 2006 between Thurston Enterprises, Inc. and T3
Enterprises, Inc. is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
61.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 61 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 6, a represented
copy of an agreement dated August 1, 2006 between Thurston Enterprises, Inc. and T3
Enterprises, Inc. is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
62.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 62 of the Amended Complaint.
63.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 63 of the Amended Complaint.
64.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 64 of the Amended Complaint.
65.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 65 of the Amended Complaint.
66.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 66 of the Amended Complaint.
67.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 67 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 7, a represented
copy of an agreement dated August 1, 2006 between Thurston Enterprises, Inc. and T3
Enterprises, Inc. is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
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68.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 68 of the Amended Complaint.
'

69.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 69 of the Amended Complaint.
70.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 70 of the Amended Complaint.
71.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 71 of the Amended Complaint.
72.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 72 of the Amended Complaint.
73.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 73 of the Amended Complaint.
74.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 74 of the Amended Complaint.

75.

Defendants deny the allegations in the first sentence of paragraph 75 of the

Amended Complaint. Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief
about the truth of the remaining allegations in paragraph 7 5 of the Amended Complaint.
76.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 76 of the Amended Complaint.

77.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 77 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 8, a represented copy of certain articles published online, is the best evidence of their
content and said articles speak for themselves.
78.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 78 of the Amended Complaint.
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79.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 79 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants Dunn and JDHRS, LLC admit that on July 31, 2013, the Certificate of Organization
of Limited Liability Company was filed with the Idaho Secretary of State, and the remaining
allegations in said paragraph are denied.
80.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 80 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants Idaho Business Forms, Inc. and Dunn affirmatively aver that Employers Resource
and Hayden Beverage Company have been long established customers of Idaho Business Forms,
Inc. long before August 27, 2013, and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
81.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 81 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants Idaho Business Forms, Inc. and Dunn admit that Dunn is named as the President,
Secretary, Director and Owner of Idaho Business Forms, Inc., and that Exhibit 9 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself. The remaining allegations in said paragraph are
denied.
82.

The allegations in paragraph 82 of the Amended Complaint do not pertain to these

answering Defendants, and no response is required. To the extent a response is deemed required,
Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth of the
allegations in paragraph 82 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 10 is the best evidence of its
content and speaks for itself. Exhibit 11 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
83.

The allegations in paragraph 83 of the Amended Complaint do not pertain to these

answering Defendants, and no response is required. To the extent a response is deemed required,
Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth of the
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allegations in paragraph 83 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 12 is the best evidence of its
content and speaks for itself. Exhibit 16 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
84.

The allegations in paragraph 84 of the Amended Complaint do not pertain to these

answering Defendants, and no response is required. To the extent a response is deemed required,
Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth of the
allegations in paragraph 84 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 13 is the best evidence of its
content and speaks for itself.
85.

The allegations in paragraph 85 of the Amended Complaint do not pertain to these

answering Defendants, and no response is required. To the extent a response is deemed required,
Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth of the
allegations in paragraph 85 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 14 is the best evidence of its
content and speaks for itself.
86.

The allegations in paragraph 86 of the Amended Complaint do not pertain to these

answering Defendants, and no response is required. To the extent a response is.deemed required,
Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth of the
allegations in paragraph 86 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 15 is the best evidence of its
content and speaks for itself. Defendant Dunn affirmatively specifically denies that he is a sales
representative of McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR.
87.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 87 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants deny those allegations specifically made towards these answering Defendants, and as
to the allegations made toward McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR, Defendants lack knowledge or
information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations stated therein.
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88.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 88 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants deny those allegations specifically made towards these answering Defendants, and as
to the allegations made toward McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR, Defendants lack knowledge or
information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations stated therein.
89.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 89 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants deny those allegations specifically made towards these answering Defendants, and as
to the allegations made toward McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR, Defendants lack knowledge or
information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations stated therein.
90.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 90 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants deny those allegations specifically made towards these answering Defendants, and as
to the allegations made toward McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR, Defendants lack knowledge or
information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations stated therein.
91.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 91 of the Amended Complaint.
92.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 92 of the Amended Complaint.
93.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 93 of the Amended Complaint.
94.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 94 of the Amended Complaint.
95.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 95 of the Amended Complaint.
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96.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 96 of the Amended Complaint.
97.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 97 of the Amended Complaint.
98.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 98 of the Amended Complaint.
99.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 99 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 16 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
100.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 100 of the Amended Complaint.
101.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 101 of the Amended Complaint.
102.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 102 of the Amended Complaint.
103.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 103 of the Amended Complaint.
104.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 104 of the Amended Complaint.
105.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief ~bout the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 105 of the Amended Complaint.
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106.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 106 of the Amended Complaint.
107.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 107 of the Amended Complaint.
108.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 108 of the Amended Complaint.
109.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 109 of the Amended Complaint.
110.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 110 of the Amended Complaint.
111.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 111 of the Amended Complaint.
112.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 112 of the Amended Complaint.
113.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 113 of the Amended Complaint.
114.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 114 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 17 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
115.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 115 of the Amended Complaint.
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116.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 116 of the Amended Complaint.
117.

Defendants lack know ledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 117 of the Amended Complaint.
118.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 118 of the Amended Complaint.
119.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 119 of the Amended Complaint.
120.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 120 of the Amended Complaint.
121.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 121 of the Amended Complaint.
122.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 122 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants Idaho Business Forms, Inc. has been providing W-2 processing services and forms to
Employers Resource for years prior to the August 27, 2013 partial asset purchase, and
Defendants affirmatively aver based upon their knowledge, information and belief that Plaintiffs,
including Dawn Teply, have never provided Employers Resource with W-2 processing services
and fonTI.s. Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
of the remaining allegations in paragraph 122 of the Amended Complaint.
123.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 123 of the Amended Complaint.
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124.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 124 of the Amended Complaint.
125.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 125 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 18 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself. ·
126.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 126 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 19 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
127.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 127 of the Amended Complaint.
128.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 128 of the Amended Complaint.
129.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 129 of the Amended Complaint.

130.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 130 of the Amended Complaint.
131.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 131 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 20 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
132.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 132 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 21 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
'
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133.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 133 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 20 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
-

134.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 134 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 20 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
135.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 135 of the Amended Complaint.
136.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 136 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 22 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
137.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 137 of the Amended Complaint.
138.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 138 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 23 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
139.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 139 of the Amended Complaint.
140.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 140 of the Amended Complaint.
141.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 141 of the Amended Complaint.
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142.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 142 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 24 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
143.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 143 of the Amended Complaint.
144.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 144 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 25 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
145.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 145 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 17 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
146.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 146 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 26 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
147.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 147 of the Amended Complaint.
148.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 148 of the Amended Complaint.
149.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 149 of the Amended Complaint.
150.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 150 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 27 is the best
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evidence of its content and speaks for itself. Exhibit 28 is the best evidence of its content and
speaks for itself.
151.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 151 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 29 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
152.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 152 of the Amended Complaint.
153.

Defendants lack knowledge or information:sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 153 of the Amended Complaint.
154.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 154 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 30 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
155.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 155 of the Amended Complaint.
156.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 156 of the Amended Complaint.

157.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 157 of the Amended Complaint.

158.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 158 of the Amended Complaint.
159.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 159 of the Amended Complaint.
160.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 160 of the Amended Complaint.
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161.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 161 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 31 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
162.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 162 of the Amended Complaint.
163.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 163 of the Amended Complaint.
164.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 164 of the Amended Complaint.
165.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 165 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 32 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
166.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 166 of the Amended Complaint.
167.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 167 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 33 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
168.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 168 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 32 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
169.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 169 of the Amended Complaint.
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170.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 170 of the Amended Complaint.
171.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 171 of the Amended Complaint.
172.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 172 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 34 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
173.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 173 of the Amended Complaint.
174.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 174 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 35 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
175.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 175 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 36 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
176.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 176 of the Amended Complaint.
177.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 177 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 37 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
178.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 178 of the Amended Complaint.
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179.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 179 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 38 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
180.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 180 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 38 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
181.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 181 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 39 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
182.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 182 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 40 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
183.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 183 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 41 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
184.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 184 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 42 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
185.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 185 of the Amended Complaint.
186.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 186 of the Amended Complaint.
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187.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 187 of the Amended Complaint.
188.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 188 of the Amended Complaint.
189.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 189 of the Amended Complaint.

FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Breach of Contract
(T3 Enterprises against SBS)
190.

In response to paragraphs 190-194 of the Amended Complaint, those allegations

and claims are not made against these answering Defendants and, therefore, no response is
required.

SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Breach of Contract
(Thurston Enterprises against SBS)
191.

In response to paragraphs 195-201 of the Amended Complaint, those allegations

and claims are not made against these answering Defendants and, therefore, no response is
required.

TIDRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Breach of the Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing
(T3 Enterprises against SBS)
192.

In response to paragraphs 202-207 of the Amended Complaint, those allegations

and claims are not made against these answering Defendants and, therefore, no response is
required.
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FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Breach of the Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing
(Thurston Enterprises against SBS)
193.

In response to paragraphs 208-213 of the Amended Complaint, those allegations

and claims are not made against these answering Defendants and, therefore, no response is
required.

FIFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Tortious Interference with Contractual Relations
(T3 Enterprises against SIA, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS and
KMMR)

194.

In response to paragraph 214 of the Amended Complaint, Defendants incorporate

by reference their responses to each and every paragraph stated above as their answer to this
paragraph, as if fully copied and set forth at length herein.
195.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 215 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 6 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, Defendants deny that any
response is required to the assertion of legal conclusions contained in paragraph 215 of the
Amended Complaint.
196.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 216 of the Amended Complaint.

197.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 217, including subparts a-f, of the

Amended Complaint.
198.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 218 of the Amended Complaint.
199.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 219 of the Amended Complaint.

200.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 220 of the Amended Complaint.

201.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 221 of the Amended Complaint.
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202.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 222 of the Amended Complaint.

SIXTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Tortious Interference with Contractual Relations - Thurston RDA
(Thurston Enterprises against McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, Dunlap, IBF, JDHRS and
KMMR)

203.

In response to paragraphs 223 of the Amended Complaint, those allegations and

claims are not made against these answering Defendants and, therefore, no response is required.
204.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 224 of the Amended Complaint, the

referenced agreement is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, Defendants deny
that any response is required to the assertion of legal conclusions contained in paragraph 224 of
the Amended Complaint.
205.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 225 of the Amended Complaint.

206.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 226 of the Amended Complaint,

including subparts a-f, of the Amended Complaint.
207.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 227 of the Amended Complaint.

208.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 228 of the Amended Complaint.

209.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 229 of the Amended Complaint.

210.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 230 of the Amended Complaint.

211.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 231 of the Amended Complaint.

SEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Tortious Interference with Contractual Relations - Thurston/Fiatt Agreement
(Thurston Enterprises against SBS)
212.

In response to paragraphs 232-241 of the Amended Complaint, those allegations

and claims are not made against these answering Defendants and, therefore, no response is
required.
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EIGHTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Intentional Interference with Prospective Economic Advantage
(T3 Enterprises Against all Defendants)
213.

In response to paragraph 242 of the Amended Complaint, Defendants incorporate

by reference their responses to each and every paragraph stated above as their answer to this
paragraph, as if fully copied and set forth at length herein.
214.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 243 of the Amended Complaint.
215.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 244 of the Amended Complaint.

216.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 245, including subparts a-j, of the

Amended Complaint.
217.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 246 of the Amended Complaint.

218.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 247 of the Amended Complaint.

219.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 248 of the Amended Complaint.

220.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 249 of the Amended Complaint.

NINTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Intentional Interference with Prospective Economic Advantage
(Thurston Enterprises against all Defendants)
221.

In response to paragraph 250 of the Amended Complaint, Defendants incorporate

by reference their responses to each and every paragraph stated above as their answer to this
paragraph, as if fully copied and set forth at length herein.
222.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 251 of the Amended Complaint.
223.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 252 of the Amended Complaint.
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224.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 253 including subparts a-j, of the

Amended Complaint.
225.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 254 of the Amended Complaint.

226.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 255 of the Amended Complaint.

227.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 256 of the Amended Complaint.

228.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 257 of the Amended Complaint.

229.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 258 of the Amended Complaint.
230.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 251 of the Amended Complaint.
231.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 260 of the Amended Complaint.
232.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 261 of the Amended Complaint.
233.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 262 of the Amended Complaint.

TENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Violation of the Texas Deceptive Trade Practices Act
(T3 Enterprises against SBS)
234.

In response to paragraph 263 of the Amended Complaint, Defendants incorporate

by reference their responses to each and every paragraph stated above as their answer to this
paragraph, as if fully copied and set forth at length herein.
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235.

In response to paragraphs 264-269 of the Amended Complaint, those allegations

and claims are not made against these answering Defendants and, therefore, no response is
required.

ELEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
CONVERSION
(T3 Enterprises against McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, IBF, JDHRS, and KMMR)
236.

In response to paragraph 270 of the Amended Complaint, Defendants incorporate

by reference their responses to each and every paragraph stated above as their answer to this
paragraph, as if fully copied and set forth at length herein.
237.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 271 of the Amended Complaint.
238.

Defend~ts

lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 272 of the Amended Complaint.
239.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 273 of the Amended Complaint.

240.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 274 of the Amended Complaint.

241.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 275 of the Amended Complaint.

TWELFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
CONVERSION
(Thurston Enterprises against McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, IBF, JDHRS, and KMMR)
242.

In response to paragraph 276 of the Amended Complaint, Defendants incorporate

by reference their responses to each and every paragraph stated above as their answer to this
paragraph, as if fully copied and set forth at length herein.
243.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 277 of the Amended Complaint.
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244.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 278 of the Amended Complaint.
245.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 279 of the Amended Complaint.

246.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 280 of the Amended Complaint.

247.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 281 of the Amended Complaint.
TIDRTEENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Accounting
(T3 Enterprises against all Defendants)

248.

In response to paragraph 282 of the Amended Complaint, Defendants incorporate

by reference their responses to each and every paragraph stated above as their answer to this
paragraph, as if fully copied and set forth at length herein.
249.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 283 of the Amended Complaint.

250.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 284 of the Amended Complaint.
251.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 285 of the Amended Complaint.
FOURTEENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Accounting
(Thurston Enterprises against all Defendants)

252.

In response to paragraph 286 of the Amended Complaint, Defendants incorporate

by reference their responses to each and every paragraph stated above as their answer to this
paragraph, as if fully copied and set forth at length herein.
253.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 287 of the Amended Complaint.

254.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 288 of the Amended Complaint.
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255.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 289 of the Amended Complaint.

ATTORNEY FEES
256.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 290 of the Amended Complaint.

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
257.

Defendants admit that Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint seeks a demand for jury

trial pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 38.

RESPONSE TO PRAYER FOR RELIEF
258.

Defendants deny that Plaintiffs are entitled to any of the relief requested in the

Amended Complaint.

SEPARATE, ALTERNATIVE AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES
For its separate, alternative and affirmative defenses, Defendants plead as follows:
1.

The Amended Complaint fails to state a claim against these answering Defendants

upon which relief can be granted, and the claims in Amended Complaint directed against these
answering Defendants should be dismissed under Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6).
2.

Plaintiffs are barred from maintaining this action because Plaintiffs failed to

present a justiciable controversy between Plaintiffs and these answering Defendants.
3.

Plaintiffs are barred from maintaining this action against these answering

Defendants based upon the doctrine of estoppel.
4.

Plaintiffs are barred from maintaining this action against these answering

Defendants because Defendants acts were justified.
5.

Plaintiffs should be denied any relief herein on the ground of unclean hands.
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6.

Plaintiffs are barred from maintaining this action against these answering

Defendants because they have not been harmed or suffered any damages as a direct and
proximate result of any conduct of these answering Defendants.

7.

Plaintiffs are barred from maintaining this action against these answering

Defendants because they have violated Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure ll(a)(l).
WHEREFORE, Defendants Idaho Business Forms, Inc., James Dunn and JDHRS, LLC,
pray for judgment as follows:
1.

That Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint (Claims Five, Six, Eight, Nine, Eleven,

Twelve, Thirteen and Fourteen) be dismissed in their entirety, with prejudice, and that judgment
against Plaintiffs be entered in favor of Defendants such that any and all claims for damages of
any sort or nature be denied.
2.

That Defendants be awarded their costs, including reasonable attorneys' fees.

3.

For such other and further relief as this Court may deem just and proper.

DATED THIS 21st day of October, 2014.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

By-#~~~~~~~~------

Steven F. Schossberger, IS No. 5358
Attorneys for Defendants Idaho Business
Forms, Inc., James Dunn, and JDHRS, LLC
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copy of the foregoing DEFENDANTS IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC., JAMES DUNN
AND JDHRS, LLC ANSWER TO AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY
TRIAL by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:
Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS,
CHTD
101 S. Capitol Blvd., lOth Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701-0829
James M. Mulcahy (Admitted pro hac vice)
Kevin A. Adams (Admitted pro hac vice)
MulcahyLLP
4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
Irvine, California 92614

~U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
il(E-mail: pmo@moffatt.com
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"la"'u.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
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D Telecopy: 949.252.0090
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DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendants Tressa McLaughlin,
Jamie McCormick and KMMR, LLC
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
)
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTON
)
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation, )
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiffs,
vs.

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
DEFENDANTS TRESSA
MCLAUGHLIN, JAMIE MCCORMICK
AND KMMR, LLC ANSWER TO
AMENDED COMPLAINT AND
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., )
a Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD
)
ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Delaware
)
corporation; TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, an
)
)
individual; MICHAEL DUNLAP, an
individual; IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC.)
an Idaho corporation; JAMES DUNN,
individual; JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited
)
liability company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho
)
limited liability company; and DOES 1-10,
)

an

Defendants.

)

)
)
)

------------------------------
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COME NOW Defendants Tress a McLaughlin, Jamie McCormick and KMMR, LLC
(collectively referred to as "Defendants"), by and through their undersigned counsel of record,
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, and respond to the Amended Complaint and Demand for
Jury Trial ("Amended Complaint") filed by Plaintiffs, T3 Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston
Enterprises, Inc. ("Plaintiffs"), as follows:

GENERAL DENIAL
Defendants deny all allegations in the Amended Complaint not specifically admitted
herein.

SPECIFIC ADMISSIONS AND DENIALS
1.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 1 of the Amended Complaint.
2.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 2 of the Amended Complaint.
3.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 3 of the Amended Complaint.
4.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 4 of the Amended Complaint.
5.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 5 of the Amended Complaint.
6.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 6 of the Amended Complaint.
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7.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 7 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that on August 27, 2013, Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. purchased some of the
assets of Idaho Business Forms, Inc., admits that Idaho Business Forms, Inc. is owned by James
Dunn, and the remaining allegations in paragraph 7 of the Amended Complaint are denied.
8.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 8 of the Amended Complaint, the

Asset Purchase Agreement between Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. and Idaho Business Forms, Inc.
is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations in said
paragraph are denied.
9.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 9 of the Amended Complaint.
10.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 10 of the Amended Complaint.
11.

Defendants lack know ledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the_ allegations in paragraph 11 of the Amended Complaint.
12.

[sic]

13.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 13 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants McLaughlin and McCormick admit that prior to August 27,2013, they were
employed by Idaho Business Forms, Inc. Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient
to form a belief about the truth of the remaining allegations in paragraph 13 of the Amended
Complaint.
14.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 14 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that on August 21, 2013, the Certificate of Organization Limited Liability
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Company for KMMR, LLC was filed by McLaughlin with the Idaho Secretary of State, admit
that McLaughlin and McCormick have ownership interest in KMMR, LLC, admit that Dunn is
the owner of Idaho Business Forms, Inc. and JDHRS, LLC, and the remaining allegations in said
paragraph are denied.
15.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 15 of the Amended Complaint.

16.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 16 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that on July 31, 2013 the Certificate of Organization Limited Liability
Company for JDHRS, LLC was filed by James Dunn with the Idaho Secretary of State, and
Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth of the
remaining allegations in the second sentence of paragraph 16 of the Amended Complaint, except
deny that Dunn or JDHRS LLC does any business "either directly or through
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR".
17.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 17 of the Amended Complaint.

18.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 18 of the Amended Complaint.

19.

The allegations in paragraph 19 of the Amended Complaint do not pertain to these

answering Defendants, and no response is required. To the extent a response is deemed required,
Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth of the
allegations in paragraph 19 of the Amended Complaint.
20.

In response to paragraph 20 of the Amended Complaint, Plaintiffs fail to plead

allegations to which a response is required. Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint speaks for itself.
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JURISDICTION AND VENUE
21.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 21 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants do not challenge personal jurisdiction or venue of this matter before this Court.
Defendants deny the allegations in the last sentence of paragraph 21 that they have committed
the acts and omissions complained of in the Amended Complaint.

THE PARTIES
22.-

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 22 of the Amended Complaint.
23.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 23 of the Amended Complaint.
24.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 24 of the Amended Complaint.
25.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 25 of the Amended Complaint.
26.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 26 of the Amended Complaint.
27.

Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 27 of the Amended Complaint.

28.

Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 28 of the Amended Complaint.

29.

Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 29 of the Amended Complaint.

30.

Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 30 of the Amended Complaint.

31.

Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 31 of the Amended Complaint.

32.

Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 32 of the Amended Complaint.
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GENERAL ALLEGATIONS

33.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 33 of the Amended Complaint.
34.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of ~e allegations in paragraph 34 of the Amended Complaint.
35.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 35 of the Amended Complaint.
36.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 36 of the Amended Complaint.
37.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 37 of the Amended Complaint.
38.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 38 of the Amended Complaint.
39.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 39 of the Amended Complaint.
40.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 40 of the Amended Complaint.
41.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 41 of the Amended Complaint.
42.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 42 of the Amended Complaint.
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43.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 43 of the Amended Complaint.
44.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 44 of the Amended Complaint.
45.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 45 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 2, a represented copy of a document entitled Deceptive Business Practices Policy is the
best evidence of its content and speaks for itself. Defendants lack knowledge or information
sufficient to form a belief about the truth of the allegations in paragraph 45 of the Amended
Complaint.
46.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 46 of the Amended Complaint.
47.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 47 of the Amended Complaint.

48.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 48 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 3, the represented copy of a letter from Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. to Roger G.
Thurston dated June 1, 1987 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and a
represented copy of a document entitled Interim Regional Distributor Agreement between
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. and RogerS. Thurston dated June 1, 1987 is the best evidence
of its content and speaks for itself.
49.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 49 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 3 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
50.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 50 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 3 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
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51.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 51 of the Amended Complaint.
52.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 52 of the Amended Complaint.
53.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 53 of the Amended Complaint.
54.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 54 of the Amended Complaint.
55.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 55 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 4, a represented
copy of an agreement dated August 1, 2006 between Thurston Enterprises, Inc. and T3
Enterprises, Inc. is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
56.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the
I

truth of the allegations in paragraph 56 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 5 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
57.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 57 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 6, a represented
copy of an agreement dated August 1, 2006 between Thurston Enterprises, Inc. and T3
Enterprises, Inc. is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
58.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 58 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 6, a represented
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copy of an agreement dated August 1, 2006 between Thurston Enterprises, Inc. and T3
Enterprises, Inc. is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
59.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 59 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 6, a represented
copy of an agreement dated August 1, 2006 between Thurston Enterprises, Inc. and T3
Enterprises, Inc. is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
60.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 60 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 6, a represented
copy of an agreement dated August 1, 2006 between Thurston Enterprises, Inc. and T3
Enterprises, Inc. is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
61.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 61 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 6, a represented
copy of an agreement dated August 1, 2006 between Thurston Enterprises, Inc. and T3
Enterprises, Inc. is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
62.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 62 of the Amended Complaint.
63.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 63 of the Amended Complaint.
64.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 64 of the Amended Complaint.
65.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 65 of the Amended Complaint.
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66.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 66 of the Amended Complaint.
67.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 67 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 7, a represented
copy of an agreement dated August 1, 2006 between Thurston Enterprises, Inc. and T3
Enterprises, Inc. is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
68.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 68 of the Amended Complaint.
69.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 69 of the Amended Complaint.
70.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 70 of the Amended Complaint.
71.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 71 of the Amended Complaint.
72.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 72 of the Amended Complaint.
73.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 73 of the Amended Complaint.
74.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 74 of the Amended Complaint.

75.

Defendants deny the allegations in the first sentence of paragraph 75 of the

Amended Complaint. Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief
about the truth of the remaining allegations in paragraph 75 of the Amended Complaint.
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76.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 76 of the Amended Complaint.
77.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 77 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 8, a represented copy of certain articles published online, is the best evidence of their
content and said articles speak for themselves.
78.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 78 of the Amended Complaint.
79.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 79 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that on July 31, 2013, the Certificate of Organization of Limited Liability
Company was filed with the Idaho Secretary of State, and the remaining allegations in said
paragraph are denied.
80.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 80 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants affirmatively aver that Employers Resource and Hayden Beverage Company have
been long established customers of Idaho Business Forms, Inc. long before August 27, 2013, and
the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
81.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 81 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that Dunn is named as the President, Secretary, Director and Owner of Idaho
Business Forms, Inc., and that Exhibit 9 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
The remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
82.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 82 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that on August 21, 2013, McLaughlin and McCormick filed the Certificate of
Organization of Limited Liability Company for KMMR LLC, admit that Exhibit 10 is the best
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evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and admit that Exhibit 11 is the best evidence of its
content and speaks for itself.
83.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 83 of the Amended Complaint, Exhibit

12 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself. Exhibit 16 is the best evidence of its
content and speaks for itself. .
84.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 84 of the Amended Complaint, Exhibit

13 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself. Defendants lack knowledge or
information sufficient to form a belief about the truth of the remaining allegations in paragraph
84 of the Amended Complaint.
85.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 85 of the Amended Complaint.

Exhibit 14 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
86.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 86 of the Amended Complaint.

Exhibit 15 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself. Defendants specifically deny
that Dunn is a sales representative of McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR.
87.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 87 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants deny those allegations specifically made towards these answering Defendants, and as
to the allegations made toward Dunn, Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to
form a belief as to the truth of the allegations stated therein.
88.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 88 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants deny those allegations specifically made towards these answering Defendants, and as
to the allegations made toward Dunn, Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to
form a belief as to the truth of the allegations stated therein.
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89.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 89 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants deny those allegations specifically made towards these answering Defendants, and as
to the allegations made toward Dunn, Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to
form a belief as to the truth of the allegations stated therein.
90.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 90 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants deny those allegations specifically made towards these answering Defendants, and as
to the allegations made toward Dunn, Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to
form a belief as to the truth of the allegations stated therein.
91.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 91 of the Amended Complaint.
92.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 92 of the Amended Complaint.
93.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 93 of the Amended Complaint.
94.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 94 of the Amended Complaint.
95.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 95 of the Amended Complaint.
96.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 96 of the Amended Complaint.
97.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 97 of the Amended Complaint.
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98.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 98 of the Amended Complaint.
99.

In response t<? the allegations in paragraph 99 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that McLaughlin sent Exhibit 16 to customers who had been serviced by Idaho
Business Forms, Inc., and Exhibit 16 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself. The
remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
100.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 100 of the Amended Complaint.
101.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 101 of the Amended Complaint.
102.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 102 of the Amended Complaint.
103.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 103 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that on December 17,2013, Teply and McLaughlin met, and the remaining
allegations in said paragraph are denied.
104.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 104 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that in December 2013, Thurston and McLaughlin met, and the remaining
allegations in said paragraph are denied.
105.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 105 of the Amended Complaint.
106.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 106 of the Amended Complaint.
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107.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 107 of the Amended Complaint.
108.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 108 of the Amended Complaint.
109.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 109 of the Amended Complaint.
110.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 110 of the Amended Complaint.
111.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 111 of the Amended Complaint.
112.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 112 of the Amended Complaint.
113.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 113 of the Amended Complaint.
114.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 114 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 17 is the best
evidence. of its content and speaks for itself.
115.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 115 of the Amended Complaint.
116.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 116 of the Amended Complaint.
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117.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 117 of the Amended Complaint.
118.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 118 of the Amended Complaint.
119.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 119 of the Amended Complaint.
120.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 120 of the Amended Complaint.
121.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations· in paragraph 121 of the Amended Complaint.
122.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 122 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants affirmatively aver that Idaho Business Forms, Inc. has been providing W-2
processing services and forms to Employers Resource for years prior to the August 27, 2013
partial asset purchase, and Defendants affirmatively aver based upon their knowledge,
information and belief that Plaintiffs, including Dawn Teply, have never provided Employers
Resource with W-2 processing services and forms. Defendants lack knowledge or information
sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the remaining allegations in paragraph 122 of the
Amended Complaint.
123.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 123 of the Amended Complaint.
124.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 124 of the Amended Complaint.
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125.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 12? of the Amended Complaint,

Defendant McLaughlin admits that in March 2014, she and Teply exchanged emails about trying
to set up a meeting. Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about
the truth of the allegations in paragraph 125 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 18 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
126.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 126 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 19 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
127.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 127 of the Amended Complaint.
128.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 128 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that on April10, 2014, Teply met with McLaughlin and McCormick, and the
remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
129.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 129 of the Amended Complaint.

130.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 130 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that by the end of the AprillO, 2014, there was no agreement between Teply
and McLaughlin and/or McCormick as to the exchange of any of Safe~ard Acquisitions, Inc.'s
customer file information; Defendants admit that no Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc.'s customer
files have been provided and affirmatively avers that Defendants have never been under any
obligation to do so in the first instance; and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are
denied. ·
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131.

Defendants lack know ledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 131 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 20 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
132.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 132 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 21 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself. Defendant McLaughlin
admits that she did not respond to Exhibit 21.
133.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 133 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 20 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
134.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 134 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 20 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
135.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 135 of the Amended Complaint.
136.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 136 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 22 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
137.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 137 of the Amended Complaint.
138.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 138 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 23 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself. Defendant McLaughlin
admits that she did not respond to Exhibit 23.
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139.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 139 of the Amended Complaint.
140.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 140 of the Amended Complaint.
141.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 141 of the Amended Complaint.
142.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 142 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 24 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
143.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 143 of the Amended Complaint.
144.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 144 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 25 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
145.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 145 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 17 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
146.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 146 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 26 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
147.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 147 of the Amended Complaint.
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148.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 148 of the Amended Complaint.
149.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 149 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants McLaughlin and McCormick admit that on May 8, 2014 they met with Teply at her
office, and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
150.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 150 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 27 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself. Exhibit 28 is the best evidence of its content and
speaks for itself.
151.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 151 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 29 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and Defendant McLaughlin
admits that she sent an email to Teply on May 28, 2014, which is best evidence of its content and
speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
152.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 152 of the Amended Complaint.
153.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 153 of the Amended Complaint.
154.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the
!

truth of the allegations in paragraph 154 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 30 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
155.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 155 of the Amended Complaint.
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156.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 156 of the Amended Complaint.

157.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 157 of the Amended Complaint.

158.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 158 of the Amended Complaint.
159.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 159 of the Amended Complaint.
160.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 160 of the Amended Complaint.
161.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 161 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 31 is the best
evidence' of its content and speaks for itself.
162.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 162 of the Amended Complaint.
163.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 163 of the Amended Complaint.
164.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 164 of the Amended Complaint.
165.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the all.egations in paragraph 165 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 32 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
166.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 166 of the Amended Complaint.
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167.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 167 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 33 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
168.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 168 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 32 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
169.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 169 of the Amended Complaint.
170.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 170 of the Amended Complaint.
171.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 171 of the Amended Complaint.
172.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 172 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 34 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
173.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 173 of the Amended Complaint.
174.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 174 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 35 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
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175.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 17 5 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 36 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
'176.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 176 of the Amended Complaint.
177.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 177 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 37 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
178.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 178 of the Amended Complaint.
179.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 179 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 38 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
180.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 180 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 38 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
181.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 181 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 39 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
182.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 182 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 40 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
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183.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 183 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 41 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
184.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 184 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 42 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
185.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 185 of the Amended Complaint.
186.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 186 of the Amended Complaint.
187.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 187 of the Amended Complaint.
188.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 188 of the Amended Complaint.
189.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 189 of the Amended Complaint.
FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Breach of Contract
(T3 Enterprises against SBS)
190.

In response to paragraphs 190-194 of the Amended Complaint, those allegations

and claims are not made against these answering Defendants and, therefore, no response is
required.
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SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Breach of Contract
(Thurston Enterprises against SBS)
191.

In response to paragraphs 195-201 of the Amended Complaint, those allegations

and claims are not made against these answering Defendants and, therefore, no response is
required.

THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Breach of the Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing
(T3 Enterprises against SBS)
192.

In response to paragraphs 202-207 of the Amended Complaint, those allegations

and claims are not made against these answering Defendants and, therefore, no response is
required.

FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Breach of the Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing
(Thurston Enterprises against SBS)
193.

In response to paragraphs 208-213 of the Amended Complaint, those allegations

and claims are not made against these answering Defendants and, therefore, no response is
required.

FIFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Tortious Interference with Contractual Relations
(T3 Enterprises against SIA, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, ffiF, Dunn, JDHRS and
KMMR)

194.

In response to paragraph 214 of the Amended Complaint, Defendants incorporate

by reference their responses to each and every paragraph stated above as their answer to this
paragraph, as if fully copied and set forth at length herein.
195.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 215 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 6 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself. Defendants deny that any
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response is required to the assertion of legal conclusions contained in paragraph 215 of the
Amended Complaint.
196.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 216 of the Amended Complaint.

197.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 217, including subparts a-f, of the

Amended Complaint.
198.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 218 of the Amended Complaint.
199.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 219 of the Amended Complaint.

200.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 220 of the Amended Complaint.

201.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 221 of the Amended Complaint.

202.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 222 of the Amended Complaint.

SIXTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Tortious Interference with Contractual Relations - Thurston RDA
(Thurston Enterprises against McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, Dunlap, IBF, JDHRS and
KMMR)

203.

In response to paragraphs 223 of the Amended Complaint, those allegations and

claims are not made against these answering Defendants and, therefore, no response is required.
204.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 224 of the Amended Complaint, the

referenced agreement is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, Defendants deny
that any response is required to the assertion of legal conclusions contained in paragraph 224 of
the Amended Complaint.
205.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 225 of the Amended Complaint.

206.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 226 of the Amended Complaint,

including subparts a-f, of the Amended Complaint.
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207.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 227 of the Amended Complaint.

208.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 228 of the Amended Complaint.

209.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 229 of the Amended Complaint.

210.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 230 of the Amended Complaint.

211.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 231 of the Amended Complaint.

SEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Tortious Interference with Contractual Relations - Thurston/Fiatt Agreement
(Thurston Enterprises against SBS)

212.

In response to paragraphs 232-241 of the Amended Complaint, those allegations

and claims are not made against these answering Defendants and, therefore, no response is
required.
EIGHTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Intentional Interference with Prospective Economic Advantage
(T3 Enterprises Against all Defendants)

213.

In response to paragraph 242 of the Amended Complaint, Defendants incorporate

by reference their responses to each and every paragraph stated above as their answer to this
paragraph, as if fully copied and set forth at length herein.
214.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 243 of the Amended Complaint.
215.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 244 of the Amended Complaint.

216.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 245, including subparts a-j, of the

Amended Complaint.
217.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 246 of the Amended Complaint.

218.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 247 of the Amended Complaint.
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219.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 248 of the Amended Complaint.

220.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 249 of the Amended Complaint.
NINTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Intentional Interference with Prospective Economic Advantage
(Thurston Enterprises against all Defendants)

221.

In response to paragraph 250 of the Amended Complaint, Defendants incorporate

by reference their responses to each and every paragraph stated above as their answer to this
paragraph, as if fully copied and set forth at length herein.
222.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 251 of the Amended Complaint.
223.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 252 of the Amended Complaint.

224.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 253 including subparts a-j, of the

Amended Complaint.
225.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 254 of the Amended Complaint.

226.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 255 of the Amended Complaint.

227.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 256 of the Amended Complaint.

228.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 257 of the Amended Complaint.

229.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 258 of the Amended Complaint.
230.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 259 of the Amended Complaint.
231.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 260 of the Amended Complaint.
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232.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 261 of the Amended Complaint.
233.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 262 of the Amended Complaint.

TENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Violation of the Texas Deceptive Trade Practices Act
(T3 Enterprises against SBS)
234.

In response to paragraph 263 of the Amended Complaint, Defendants incorporate

by reference their responses to each and every paragraph stated above as their answer to this
paragraph, as if fully copied and set forth at length herein.
235.

In response to paragraphs 264-269 of the Amended Complaint, those allegations

and claims are not made against these answering Defendants and, therefore, no response is
required.

ELEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
CONVERSION
(T3 Enterprises against McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, ffiF, JDHRS, and KMMR)
236.

In response to paragraph 270 of the Amended Complaint, Defendants incorporate

by reference their responses to each and every paragraph stated above as their answer to this
paragraph, as if fully copied and set forth at length herein.
237.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 271 of the Amended Complaint.
238.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 272 of the Amended Complaint.
239.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 273 of the Amended Complaint.
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240.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 274 of the Amended Complaint.

241.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 275 of the Amended Complaint.

TWELFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
CONVERSION
(Thurston Enterprises against McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, ffiF, JDHRS, and KMMR)
242.

In response to paragraph 276 of the Amended Complaint, Defendants incorporate

by reference their responses to each and every paragraph stated above as their answer to this
paragraph, as if fully copied and set forth at length herein.
243.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 277 of the Amended Complaint.
244.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 278 of the Amended Complaint.
245.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 279 of the Amended Complaint.

246.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 280 of the Amended Complaint.

247.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 281 of the Amended Complaint.

TIDRTEENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Accounting
(T3 Enterprises against all Defendants)
248.

In response to paragraph 282 of the Amended Complaint, Defendants incorporate

by reference their responses to each and every paragraph stated above as their answer to this
paragraph, as if fully copied and set forth at length herein.
249.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 283 of the Amended Complaint.

250.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 284 of the Amended Complaint.
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251.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 285 of the Amended Complaint.

FOURTEENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Accounting
(Thurston Enterprises against all Defendants)
252.

In response to paragraph 286 of the Amended Complaint, Defendants incorporate

by reference their responses to each and every paragraph stated above as their answer to this
paragraph, as if fully copied and set forth at length herein.
253.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 287 of the Amended Complaint.

254.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 288 of the Amended Complaint.
255.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 289 of the Amended Complaint.

ATTORNEY FEES
256.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 290 of the Amended Complaint.

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
257.

Defendants admit that Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint seeks a demand for jury

trial pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 38.

RESPONSE TO PRAYER FOR RELIEF·
258.

Defendants deny that Plaintiffs are entitled to any of the relief requested in the

Amended Complaint.

SEPARATE, ALTERNATIVE AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES
For its separate, alternative and affirmative defenses, Defendants plead as follows:

1.

The Amended Complaint fails to state a claim against these answering Defendants

upon which relief can be granted, and the claims in Amended Complaint directed against these
answering Defendants should be dismissed under Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6).
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2.

Plaintiffs are barred from maintaining this action because Plaintiffs failed to

present a justiciable controversy between Plaintiffs and these answering Defendants.
3.

Plaintiffs are barred from maintaining this action against these answering

Defendants based upon the doctrine of estoppel.
4.

Plaintiffs are barred from maintaining this action against these answering

Defendants because Defendants acts were justified.
5.

Plaintiffs should be denied any relief herein on the ground of unclean hands.

6.

Plaintiffs are barred from maintaining this action against these answering

Defendants because they have not been harmed or suffered any damages as a direct and
proximate result of any conduct of these answering Defendants.
7.

Plaintiffs are barred from maintaining this action against these answering

Defendants because they have violated Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure ll(a)(l).
WHEREFORE, Defendants McLaughlin, McCormick and KMMR LLC, pray for
judgment as follows:
1.

That Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint (Claims Five, Six, Eight, Nine, Eleven,

Twelve, Thirteen and Fourteen) be dismissed in their entirety, with prejudice, and that judgment
against Plaintiffs be entered in favor of Defendants such that any and all claims for damages of
any sort or nature be denied.
2.

That Defendants be awarded their costs, including reasonable attorneys' fees.

3.

For such other and further relief as this Court may deem just and proper.
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DATED THIS 21st day of October, 2014.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

By~~~~~~~u,~~~~~~~~----
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB N . 5358
Attorneys for Defendants Tressa McLaughlin,
Jamie McCormick and KMMR, LLC
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 21st day of October, 2014, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing DEFENDANTS TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, JAMIE MCCORMICK AND
KMMR, LLC ANSWER TO AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:
Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS,
CHTD
101 S. Capitol Blvd., lOth Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701-0829

(§'U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
®"'E-mail: pmo@moffatt.com
ccg@moffatt.com
D Telecopy: 208.385.5384

James M. Mulcahy (Admitted pro hac vice)
Kevin A. Adams (Admitted pro hac vice)
MulcahyLLP
4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
Irvine, California 92614

1¥LJ.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
~-mail:
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
kadamas@ mulcahyllp.com
D Telecopy: 949.252.0090
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Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Tayler Tibbitts, ISB No. 9212
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5260
Email: sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
ttibbitts @hawleytroxell.com

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELYSHIA HOI.M/Ifj
DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendants Safeguard Business
Systems, Inc. and Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
)
corporation; and THURSTON
)
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation, )
Plaintiffs,
vs.

)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD
BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.
ANSWER TO AMENDED COMPLAINT
AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., )
a Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD
)
ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Delaware
)
corporation; TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, an
)
individual; MICHAEL DUNLAP, an
)
individual; IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC.)
an Idaho corporation; JAMES DUNN, an
)
individual; JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited
)
liability company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho
)
limited liability company; and DOES 1-10, . )
Defendants.

)
)
)

------------------------------
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COME NOW Defendants Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. and Safeguard Acquisitions,
Inc., (collectively referred to as "Defendants"), by and through their undersigned counsel of
record, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, and respond to the Amended Complaint and
Demand for Jury Trial ("Amended Complaint") filed by Plaintiffs, T3 Enterprises, Inc. and
Thurston Enterprises, Inc. ("Plaintiffs"), as follows:
GENERAL DENIAL
Defendants deny all allegations in the Amended Complaint not specifically admitted
herein.
SPECIFIC ADMISSIONS AND DENIALS
1.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 1 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that as of July 28, 2006, Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. and Plaintiff T3
Enterprises, Inc. entered into a Distributor Agreement, which is the best evidence of its content
and speaks for itself, admit that Dawn Teply ("Teply") works for T3 Enterprises, and the
remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
2.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 2 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit on June 1, 1987, Roger Thurston and Safe Business Systems, Inc. entered into
an Interim Regional Distributor Agreement, which is the best evidence of its content and speaks
for itself, admit that on November 13, 1995, Thurston assigned the Distributor Agreement to
Thurston Enterprises, Inc. with the consent of Safeguard Business Systems, and the remaining
allegations in said paragraph are denied.
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3.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 3 of the Amended Complaint, Exhibits

4 and 6 attached to the Amended Complaint are the best evidence of their contents and speak for
themselves, and all allegations contrary to the express terms of said agreements are denied.
4.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 4 of the Amended Complaint, Exhibits

4 and 6 attached to the Amended Complaint are the best evidence of their contents and speak for
themselves, and all allegations contrary to the express terms of said agreements are denied.
5.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 5 of the Amended Complaint, Exhibits

4 and 6 attached to the Amended Complaint are the best evidence of their contents and speak for
themselves, and all allegations contrary to the express terms of said agreements are denied.
6.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 6 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that Safeguard Business Systems has document entitled "Deceptive Business
Practices Policy", which document is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and all
allegations contrary to the express terms of said agreement are denied.
7.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 7 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that on August 27, 2013, Safeguard Acquisitions purchases some of the assets
of Idaho Business Forms, Inc., admit that Idaho Business Forms, Inc. is owned by James Dunn,
and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
8.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 8 of the Amended Complaint, the asset

purchase agreement between Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. and Idaho Business Forms, Inc. is the
best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations in said paragraph
are denied.
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9.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 9 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that Safeguard Acquisitions has a Business Acquisitions and Mergers Program
under which non-Safeguard distributor businesses are acquired, and the remaining allegations in
said paragraph are denied.
10.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 10 of the Amended Complaint,

D,efendants admit that Safeguard Acquisitions has a Business Acquisitions and Mergers Program
under which non-Safeguard distributor businesses are acquired, and the remaining allegations in
said paragraph are denied.
11.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 11 of the Amended Complaint.
I

12.

[sic]

13.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 13 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that prior to August 27,2013, McLaughlin and McCormick were employed by
Idaho Business Forms, Inc., and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
14.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 14 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that on August 21, 2013, the Certificate of Organization Limited Liability
Company for KMMR, LLC was filed by McLaughlin with the Idaho Secretary of State, admit
that McLaughlin and McCormick have ownership interest in KMMR, LLC, admit that Dunn is
the owner of Idaho Business Forms, Inc. and JDHRS, LLC, and the remaining allegations in said
paragraph are denied.
15.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 15 of the Amended Complaint.

16.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 16 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that on July 31, 2013 the Certificate of Organization Limited Liability
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Company for JDHRS, LLC was filed by James Dunn with the Idaho Secretary of State, and
Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth of the
remaining allegations in the second sentence of paragraph 16 of the Amended Complaint, except
deny that Dunn or JDHRS LLC does any business "either directly or through
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR".

17.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 17 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that Michael Dunlap is the general counsel of SBS; Defendants affirmatively
aver that at all times relevant to the allegations in the Amended Complaint Mr. Dunlap has acted
within the course and scope of his employment as general counsel; Defendants admit that Mr.
Dunlap is the corporate secretary of Safeguard Acquisitions; Defendants affirmatively aver that
at all times relevant to the allegations in the Amended Complaint Mr. Dunlap has acted within
the course and scope of his position as corporate secretary of Safeguard Acquisitions; and the
remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
18.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 18 of the Amended Complaint.

19.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 19 of the Amended Complaint.

20.

In response to paragraph 20 of the Amended Complaint, Plaintiffs fail to plead

allegations to which a response is required. Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint speaks for itself.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE
21.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 21 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants do not challenge personal jurisdiction or venue of this matter before this Court.
Defendants deny the allegations in the last sentence of paragraph 21 that they have committed
the acts and omissions complained of in the Amended Complaint. Defendants deny that the
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Court has subject matter jurisdiction over the claims made by Plaintiff T3 Enterprises against
Safeguard Business Systems because those claims are subject to mandatory arbitration.
THE PARTIES

22.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 22 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that T3 Enterprises is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of
the State of Idaho, with its principal place of business in Meridian, Idaho, that it is owned and
operated by Dawn and Michael Teply, husband and wife, and that T3 Enterprises has acted as a
distributor of Safeguard Business Systems since July 28, 2006, and the remaining allegations in
said paragraph are denied.
23.

Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 23 of the Amended Complaint.

24.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 24 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., is a corporation organized under the
laws of the State of Delaware with its principal place of business in Dallas, Texas, and the
remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
25.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 25 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. has its principal place of business in Dallas,
Texas, avers that it is a Texas corporation, and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are
denied.
26.

Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 26 of the Amended Complaint.

27.

Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 27 of the Amended Complaint.

28.

Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 28 of the Amended Complaint.

29.

Defendants admit the allegations in.paragraph 29 of the Amended Complaint.
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30.

Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 30 of the Amended Complaint.

31.

Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 31 of the Amended Complaint.

32.

Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 32 of the Amended Complaint.

GENERAL ALLEGATIONS
33.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 33 of the Amended Complaint.
34.

Defendants admit the.allegations in paragraph 34 of the Amended Complaint.

35.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 35 of the Amended Complaint, the

case Gentis v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., 60 Cal. App. 4th 1294 (Cal. App. 2d Dist. 1998),
speaks for itself and it has no legal import to any of the claims in the Amended Complaint.
36.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 36 of the Amended Complaint.
37.

Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 37 of the Amended Complaint that

prior to May 2007, Safeguard Business Systems has distributor agreements with its distributors,
and after May 2007, Safeguard Franchise Sysems, Inc. have agreements with its distributors.
38.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 38 of the Amended Complaint.

39.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 39 of the Amended Complaint.

40.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 40 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that each distributor is responsible for soliciting customer orders and that those
orders are placed through Safeguard Business Systems, which company administers the billing
and direct shipping to the customers, processes all accounts receivable, and pays commissions to
the distributor and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
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41.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 41 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibits 4 and 6, and the Deceptive Business Practices Policy are the best evidence of their
contents and speak for themselves.
42.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 42 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibits 4 and 6, and the Deceptive Business Practices Policy are the best evidence of their
contents and speak for themselves.
43.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 43 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibits 4 and 6, and the Deceptive Business Practices Policy are the best evidence of their
contents and speak for themselves.
44.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 44 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that CMS is an order entry system, admit that the distributor contacts
Safeguard Business Systems to check if a potential account is associated with another distributor,
and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
45.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 45 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 2, a represented copy of a document entitled Deceptive Business Practices Policy is the
best evidence of its content and speaks for itself. Defendants deny the remaining allegations in
in said paragraph.
46.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 46 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 2 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself. Defendants deny the remaining
allegations in in said paragraph.
47.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 47 of the Amended Complaint.
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48.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 48 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 3, the represented copy of a letter from Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. to Roger G.
Thurston dated June 1, 1987 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and a
represented copy of a document entitled Interim Regional Distributor Agreement between
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. and RogerS. Thurston dated June 1, 1987 is the best evidence
of its content and speaks for itself.
49.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 49 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 3 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
50.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 50 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 3 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
51.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 51 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that on November 1, 1995, Thurston assigned the distributor agreement to
Thurston Enterprises, Inc. with Safeguard Business Systems' consent, and the remaining
allegations in said paragraph are denied.
52.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 52 of the Amended Complaint.
53.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 53 of the Amended Complaint.
54.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 54 of the Amended Complaint.
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55.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 55 of the Amended Complaint, Exhibit

4, a represented copy of an agreement dated August 1, 2006 between Thurston Enterprises, Inc.
and T3 Enterprises, Inc. is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
56.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 56 of the Amended Complaint, Exhibit

5 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
57.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 57 of the Amended Complaint, Exhibit

6 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
58.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 58 of the Amended Complaint, Exhibit

6 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
59.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 59 of the Amended Complaint, Exhibit

6 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
60.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 60 of the Amended Complaint, Exhibit

6 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
61.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 61 of the Amended Complaint, Exhibit

6 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
62.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 62 of the Amended Complaint.
63.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 63 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that in April2013, Safeguard Acquisitions acquired a non-Safeguard
distributor (Docusource), and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
64.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 64 of the Amended Complaint.
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65.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 65 of the Amended Complaint.

66.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 66 of the Amended Complaint.

67.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 67 of the Amended Complaint, Exhibit

7, a represented copy of an agreement dated August 1, 2006 between Thurston Enterprises, Inc.
and T3 Enterprises, Inc. is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
68.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 68 of the Amended Complaint.
69.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 69 of the Amended Complaint.

70.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 70 of the Amended Complaint.

71.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 71 of the Amended Complaint.

72.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 72 of the Amended Complaint.

73.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 73 of the Amended Complaint.

74.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 74 of the Amended Complaint.

75.

Defendants deny the allegations in the first sentence of paragraph 75 of the

Amended Complaint. Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief
about the truth of the remaining allegations in paragraph 75 of the Amended Complaint.
76.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 76 of the Amended Complaint.

77.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 77 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 8, a represented copy of certain articles published online, is the best evidence of their
content and said articles speak for themselves.
78.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 78 of the Amended Complaint.
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79.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 79 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that on July 31, 2013, the Certificate of Organization of Limited Liability
Company was filed with the Idaho Secretary of State, and the remaining allegations in said
paragraph are denied.
80.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 80 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants affirmatively aver that Employers Resource and Hayden Beverage Company have
been long established customers of Idaho Business Forms, Inc. long before August 27, 2013, and
the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
81.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 81 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that Dunn is named as the President, Secretary, Director and Owner of Idaho
Business Forms, Inc., and that Exhibit 9 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
The remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.

82.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 82 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that on August 21, 2013, McLaughlin and McCormick filed the Certificate of
Organization of Limited Liability Company for KMMR LLC, admit that Exhibit 10 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and admit that Exhibit 11 is the best evidence of its
content and speaks for itself.

83.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 83 of the Amended Complaint, Exhibit

12 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself. Exhibit 16 is the best evidence of its
content and speaks for itself. .
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84.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 84 of the Amended Complaint, Exhibit

13 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations in said
paragraph are denied.
85.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 85 of the Amended Complaint.

Exhibit 14 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
86.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 86 of the Amended Complaint.

Exhibit 15 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself. Defendants specifically deny
that Dunn is a sales representative of McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR.
87.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 87 of the Amended Complaint.

88.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 88 of the Amended Complaint.

89.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 89 of the Amended Complaint.

90.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 90 of the Amended Complaint.

91.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 91 of the Amended Complaint.

92.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 92 of the Amended Complaint..

93.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 93 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that on October 3, 2013, Dunlap, in his capacity as general counsel of
Safeguard Business Systems, and secretary of Safeguard Acquisitions, flew to Boise, Idaho, and
the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
94.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 94 of the Amended Complaint.

95.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 95 of the Amended Complaint.

96.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 96 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that on October 7, 2013, Dunlap, in his capacity as general counsel of
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Safeguard Business Systems, and secretary of Safeguard Acquisitions, send an email to Teply,
which email is the best evidence of content and speaks for itself.
97.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 97 of the Amended Complaint.

98.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 98 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that Dunlap, in his capacity as general counsel of Safeguard Business Systems,
and secretary of Safeguard Acquisitions, did suggest that Teply meet with McLaughlin and
McCormick, and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
99.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 99 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that McLaughlin sent Exhibit 16 to customers who had been serviced by Idaho
Business Forms, Inc., and Exhibit 16 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself. The
remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
100.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 100 of the Amended Complaint.
101.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 101 of the Amended Complaint.

102.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 102 of the Amended Complaint.

103.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 103 of the Amended Complaint.
104.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 104 of the Amended Complaint.
105.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 105 of the Amended Complaint.
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106.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 106 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit the quoted portion from Dunlap's email to Teply is the best evidence of its
content and speaks for itself and the email is not quoted in full, and the remaining allegations in
said paragraph are denied.
107.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 107 of the Amended Complaint.

108.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 108 of the Amended Complaint.

109.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 109 of the Amended Complaint.

110.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 110 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that the email sent on February 10, 2014, by Dunlap, in his capacity as general
counsel of Safeguard Business Systems, and secretary of Safeguard Acquisitions, is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
111.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 111 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that the email sent on February 14, 2014, by Dunlap, in his capacity as general
counsel of Safeguard Business Systems, and secretary of Safeguard Acquisitions, is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
112.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 112 of the Amended Complaint.
113.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 113 of the Amended Complaint.

114.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 111 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that the email sent on February 20, 2014, by Dunlap, in his capacity as general
counsel of Safeguard Business Systems, and secretary of Safeguard Acquisitions, is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
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115.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 115 of the Amended Complaint.

116.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 116 of the Amended Complaint.

117.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 117 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that the draft of an assignment letter sent on March 3, 2014, by Dunlap, in his
capacity as general counsel of Safeguard Business Systems, and secretary of Safeguard
Acquisitions, is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
118.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 118 of the Amended Complaint.
119.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 119 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit th~t on March 11, 2014, Teply sent Dunlap an email, which is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
120.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 120 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that on March 17, 2014, Teply and Thurston sent Dunlap an email to which
Dunlap responded to Teply, which emails are the best evidence of their content and speak for
themselves.
121.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 121 of the Amended Complaint.

122.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 122 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants affirmatively aver that Idaho Business Forms, Inc. has been providing W-2
processing services and forms to Employers Resource for years prior to the August 27, 2013
partial asset purchase, and Defendants affirmatively aver based upon their knowledge,
information and belief that Plaintiffs, including Dawn Teply, have never provided Employers
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Resource with W-2 processing services and forms. Defendants deny the remaining allegations in
said paragraph.
123.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 123 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that on March 31, 2014, Teply sent Dunlap an email to which Dunlap
responded to Teply, which emails are the best evidence of their content and speak for
themselves.
124.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 124 of the Amended Complaint.

125.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 125 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 18 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations
in said paragraph are denied.,
126.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 126 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 19 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
127.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 127 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 19 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations
in said paragraph are denied.
128.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 128 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that on AprillO, 2014, Teply met with McLaughlin and McCormick, and the
remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
129.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 129 of the Amended Complaint, and

the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
130.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 130 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that by the end of the AprillO, 2014, there was no agreement between Teply
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and McLaughlin and/or McCormick as to the exchange of any of Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc.'s
customer file information; Defendants admit that no customer files have been provided to Teply
and affirmatively avers that McLaughlin and/or McCormick have never been under any
obligation to do so in the first instance; and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are
denied.
131.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 131 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 20 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations
in said paragraph are denied.
132.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 132 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 21 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
133.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 133 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 20 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations
in said paragraph are denied.
134.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 134 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 20 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and the remaini~g allegations
in said paragraph are denied.
135.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 135 of the Amended Complaint.

136.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 136 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 22 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations
in said p~agraph are denied.
137.

In response to the allegations in in paragraph 137 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that on Apri116, 2014, Dunlap, in his capacity as general counsel of Safeguard
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Business Systems, and secretary of Safeguard Acquisitions, spoke with Teply and offered that
she be paid $20,000, and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
138.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 138 of the Amended Complaint, ·

Exhibit 23 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
139.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 139 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that on April19, 2014, Dunlap, in his capacity as general counsel of Safeguard
Business Systems, and secretary of Safeguard Acquisitions, sent an email to Thurston which is
the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations in said
paragraph are denied.
140.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 140 of the Amended Complaint.

141.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 141 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that on April24, 2014, Thurston sent an email to Dunlap, which email is the
best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations in said paragraph
are denied.
142.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 142 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 24 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations
in said paragraph are denied.
143.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 143 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that certain language has been quoted from an email sent by Dunlap to Teply,
and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
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144.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 144 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 25 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations
in said paragraph are denied.
145.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 145 of the Amended Complaint.

Exhibit 17 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations
in said paragraph are denied.
146.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 146 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 26 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations
in said paragraph are denied.
147.

Defendants admit that on May 2, 2014, Dunlap sent an email to Thurston, which

email is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations in
said paragraph are denied.
148.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 148 of the Amended Complaint.
149.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 149 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants McLaughlin and McCormick admit that on May 8, 2014 they met with Teply at her
office, and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
150.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 150 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 27 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself. Exhibit 28 is the best evidence of its content and
speaks for itself.
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151.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 151 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 29 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and that McLaughlin sent an
email to Teply on May 28, 2014, which is best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and
the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
152.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 152 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that on May 23, 2014, Dunlap sent an email to Teply, which email is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are
denied.
153.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 153.of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that during the referenced call, Dunlap, in his capacity as general counsel of
Safeguard Business Systems, and secretary of Safeguard Acquisitions, Teply was offered
$10,000, admit Teply did not accept the offer, admit that Dunlap did not have a complete report
identifying overlapping customer accounts, and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are
denied.
154.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 154 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 30 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations
in said paragraph are denied.
155.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 155 of the Amended Complaint.
156.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 156 of the Amended Complaint.

157.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 157 of the Amended Complaint.
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158.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 158 of the Amended Complaint.
159.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 159 of the Amended Complaint.
160.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 160 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that a New Mexico distributorship held by Wilder Venture, Inc. was looking to
sell its business.
161.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 161 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 31 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
162.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 162 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 31 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
163.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 163 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that Wilder Venture, Inc. wanted to sell its commission rights as more fully
defined in its Safeguard distributorship agreement agree to list the sale of those commission
rights SafeNet.
164.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 164 of the Amended Complaint.
165.

In response the allegations in paragraph 165 of the Amended Complaint, Exhibit

32 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and admit that on March 7, 2014,
Suzanne Savoie email Thurston information about the potential assignment of the New Mexico
Distributorship.
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166.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 166 of the Amended Complaint.
167.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 167 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 33 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
168.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 168 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 32 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
169.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 169 of the Amended Complaint.
170.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 170 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 32 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
171.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 171 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 32 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
172.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 172 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 34 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
173.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 173 of the Amended Complaint.
174.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 174 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 35 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
175.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 175 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 36 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
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176.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 176 of the Amended Complaint.
177.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 177 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 37 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
178.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 178 of the Amended Complaint.
179.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 179 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 38 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
!

180.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 180 of the Amended Complaint,

i

Exhibit 38 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and Defendants deny the
remaining allegations in said paragraph.
181.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 181 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 39 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and Defendants lack
j
!

knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth of the remaining allegations
i

in said paragraph.
1

182.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 182 of the Amended Complaint,
I

Exhibit 40 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
183.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a b~lief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 183 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 4 ~ is the best
eviden~e

of its content and speaks for itself.

184.

I

I

!

In response to the allegations in paragraph 184 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 42 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
I
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185.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 185 of the Amended Complaint.
186.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 186 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants deny the allegations in the first sentence; and Defendants admit the remaining
allegations in said paragraph.
187.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 187 of the Amended Complaint.

188.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 188 of the Amended Complaint.

189.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 189 of the Amended Complaint.
FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Breach of Contract
(T3 Enterprises against SBS)

190.

In response to paragraph 190 of the Amended Complaint, Defendants incorporate

by reference their responses to each and every paragraph stated above as their answer to this
paragraph, as if fully copied and set forth at length herein.
191.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 191 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 6 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
192.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 192 of the Amended Complaint.

193.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 193, including subparts a, b, c and

d, of the Amended Complaint.
194.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 194 of the Amended Complaint.
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SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Breach of Contract
(Thurston Enterprises against SBS)

195.

In response to paragraph 195 of the Amended Complaint, Defendants incorporate

by reference their responses to each and every paragraph stated above as their answer to this
paragraph, as if fully copied and set forth at length herein.
196.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 191 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 3 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
197.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 191 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 3 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
198.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 198 of the Amended Complaint.

199.

Defendants admit that Thurston has performed under Exhibit 3.

200.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 200 of the Amended Complaint.

201.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 201 of the Amended Complaint.
THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Breach of the Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing
(T3 Enterprises against SBS)

202.

In response to paragraph 202 of the Amended Complaint, Defendants incorporate

by reference their responses to each and every paragraph stated above as their answer to this
paragraph, as if fully copied and set forth at length herein.
203.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 203 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 6 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and no response is required to
the legal conclusion.
204.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 204 of the Amended Complaint.
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205.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 205 of the Amended Complaint.

206.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 206 of the Amended Complaint.

207.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 207 of the Amended Complaint.

FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Breach of the Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing
(Thurston Enterprises against SBS)
208.

In response to paragraph 208 of the Amended Complaint, Defendants incorporate

by reference their responses to each and every paragraph stated above as their answer to this
paragraph, as if fully copied and set forth at length herein.
209.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 203 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 3 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and no response is required to
the legal conclusion.
210.

Defendants admit that Thurston has performed under Exhibit 3.

211.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 211 of the Amended Complaint.

212.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 212 of the Amended Complaint.

213.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 213 of the Amended Complaint.

FIFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Tortious Interference with Contractual Relations
(T3 Enterprises against SIA, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS and
KMMR)

214.

In response to paragraph 214 of the Amended Complaint, Defendants incorporate

by reference their responses to each and every paragraph stated above as their answer to this
paragraph, as if fully copied and set forth at length herein.
215.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 215 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 6 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself. Defendants deny that any
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response is required to the assertion of legal conclusions contained in paragraph 215 of the
Amended Complaint.
216.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 216 of the Amended Complaint.

217.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 217, including subparts a-f, of the

Amended Complaint.
218.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 218 of the Amended Complaint.
219.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 219 of the Amended Complaint.

220.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 220 of the Amended Complaint.

221.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 221 of the Amended Complaint.

222.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 222 of the Amended Complaint.

SIXTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Tortious Interference with Contractual Relations- Thurston RDA
(Thurston Enterprises against McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, Dunlap, IBF, JDHRS and
KMMR)

223.

In response to paragraph 223 of the Amended Complaint, Defendants incorporate

by reference their responses to each and every paragraph stated above as their answer to this
paragraph, as if fully copied and set forth at length herein.
224.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 224 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 3 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself. Defendants deny that any
response is required to the assertion of legal conclusions contained in paragraph 224 of the
Amended Complaint.
225.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 225 of the Amended Complaint.
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226.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 226, including subparts a, b, c, d, e,

f, of the Amended Complaint.
227.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 227 of the Amended Complaint.

228.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 228 of the Amended Complaint.

229.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 229 of the Amended Complaint.

230.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 230 of the Amended Complaint.

231.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 231 of the Amended Complaint.

SEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Tortious Interference with Contractual Relations - Thurston/Fiatt Agreement
(Thurston Enterprises against SBS)
232.

In response to paragraph 232 of the Amended Complaint, Defendants incorporate

by reference their responses to each and every paragraph stated above as their answer to this
paragraph, as if fully copied and set forth at length herein.
233.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 233 of the Amended Complaint.

234.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 234 of the Amended Complaint.

235.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 235 of the Amended Complaint.

236.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 236 of the Amended Complaint.

237.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 237 of the Amended Complaint.

238.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 238 of the Amended Complaint.

239.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 239 of the Amended Complaint.

240.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 240 of the Amended Complaint.

241.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 241 of the Amended Complaint.
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EIGHTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Intentional Interference with Prospective Economic Advantage
(T3 Enterprises Against all Defendants)
242.

In response to paragraph 242 of the Amended Complaint, Defendants incorporate

by reference their responses to each and every paragraph stated above as their answer to this
paragraph, as if fully copied and set forth at length herein.
243.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 243 of the Amended Complaint.

244.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 244 of the Amended Complaint.

245.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 245, including subparts a-j, of the

Amended Complaint.
246.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 246 of the Amended Complaint.

247.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 247 of the Amended Complaint.

248.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 248 of the Amended Complaint.

249.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 249 of the Amended Complaint.

NINTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Intentional Interference with Prospective Economic Advantage
(Thurston Enterprises against all Defendants)
250.

In response to paragraph 250 of the Amended Complaint, Defendants incorporate

by reference their responses to each and every paragraph stated above as their answer to this
paragraph, as if fully copied and set forth at length herein.
251.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 251 of the Amended Complaint.

252.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 252 of the Amended Complaint.

253.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 253 including subparts a-j, of the

Amended Complaint.
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254.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 254 of the Amended Complaint.

255.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 255 of the Amended Complaint.

256.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 256 of the Amended Complaint.

257.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 257 of the Amended Complaint.

258.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 258 of the Amended Complaint.
259.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 259 of the Amended Complaint.
260.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 260 of the Amended Complaint.
261.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 261 of the Amended Complaint.
262.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 262 of the Amended Complaint.
TENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Violation of the Texas Deceptive Trade Practices Act
(T3 Enterprises against SBS)

263.

In response to paragraph 263 of the Amended Complaint, Defendants incorporate

by reference their responses to each and every paragraph stated above as their answer to this
paragraph, as if fully copied and set forth at length herein.
264.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 264 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 6 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself. No response is required to the
legal conclusions asserted in said paragraph.
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265.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 265 of the Amended Complaint, no

response is required to the legal conclusions asserted in said paragraph.
266.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 266 of the Amended Complaint, no

response is required to the legal conclusions asserted in said paragraph.
267.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 267 of the Amended Complaint, no

response is required to the legal conclusions asserted in said paragraph.
268.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 268 of the Amended Complaint.

269.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 269 of the Amended Complaint.

ELEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
CONVERSION
(T3 Enterprises against McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, IBF, JDHRS, and KMMR)

270.

In response to paragraphs 270- 275 of the Amended Complaint, those allegations

and claims are not made against these answering Defendants and, therefore, no response is
required.
TWELFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
CONVERSION
(Thurston Enterprises against McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, ffiF, JDHRS, and KMMR)

271.

In response to paragraphs 276-281 of the Amended Complaint, those allegations

and claims are not made against these answering Defendants and, therefore, no response is
required.
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TIDRTEENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Accounting
(T3 Enterprises against all Defendants)
272.

In response to paragraph 282 of the Amended Complaint, Defendants incorporate

by reference their responses to each and every paragraph stated above as their answer to this
paragraph, as if fully copied and set forth at length herein.
273.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 283 of the Amended Complaint.

274.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 284 of the Amended Complaint.
275.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 285 of the Amended Complaint.

FOURTEENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Accounting
(Thurston Enterprises against all Defendants)
276.

In response to paragraph 286 of the Amended Complaint, Defendants incorporate

by reference their responses to each and every paragraph stated above as their answer to this
paragraph, as if fully copied and set forth at length herein.
277.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 287 of the Amended Complaint.

278.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 288 of the Amended Complaint.
279.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 289 of the Amended Complaint.

ATTORNEY FEES
280.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 290 of the Amended Complaint.
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DEMAND FOR .JURY TRIAL
281.

Defendants admit that Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint seeks a demand for jury

trial pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 38.

RESPONSE TO PRAYER FOR RELIEF
282.

Defendants deny that Plaintiffs are entitled to any of the relief requested in the

Amended Complaint.

SEPARATE, ALTERNATIVE AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES
For its separate, alternative and affirmative defenses, Defendants plead as follows:
1.
All claims in the Amended Complaint made by Plaintiff T3 Enterprises against
.
.
Safeguard Business Systems, together with all related claims made by Plaintiffs against each of
the Defendants, should be stayed under the mandatory arbitration clause in the Distributor
Agreement dated July 28, 2006, paragraph 2l(B), and the Court should compel arbitration.
2.

The Amended Complaint fails to state a claim against these answering Defendants

upon which relief can be granted, and the claims in Amended Complaint directed against these
answering Defendants should be dismissed under Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 12(b )(6).
3.

Plaintiffs are barred from maintaining this action because Plaintiffs failed to

present a justiciable controversy between Plaintiffs and these answering Defendants.
4.

Plaintiffs are barred from maintaining this action against these answering

Defendants based upon the doctrine of estoppel.
5.

Plaintiffs are barred from maintaining this action against these answering

Defendants because Defendants acts were justified.
6.

Plaintiffs should be denied any relief herein on the ground of unclean hands.
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7.

Plaintiff T3 Enterprises is barred from maintaining this action against Defendant

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. because of Plaintiff's material breach of the contract.
8.

Plaintiff T3 Enterprises is barred from maintainitfg this action against Defendant

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. because Defendants' alleged breach of the contract with
Plaintiff, if any, is excused by Plaintiff's material breach of the contract.
9.

Plaintiffs are barred from maintaining this action against these answering

Defendants because they have not been harmed or suffered any damages as a direct and
proximate result of any conduct of these answering Defendants.
10.

Plaintiffs are barred from maintaining this action against these answering

Defendants because they have violated Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 11 (a)( 1).
WHEREFORE, Defendants Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. and Safeguard
Acquisitions, Inc. pray for judgment as follows:
1.

That Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint (Claims Five, Six, Eight, Nine, Eleven,

Twelve, Thirteen and Fourteen) be dismissed in their entirety, with prejudice, and that judgment
against Plaintiffs be entered in favor of Defendants such that any and all claims for damages of
any sort or nature be denied.
2.

That Defendants be awarded their costs, including reasonable attorneys' fees.

3.

For such other and further relief as this Court may deem just and proper.
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DATED THIS 21st day of October, 2014.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

By __~~~~~~~~~~===-
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 358
Attorneys for Defendants Safeguard Business
Systems, Inc. and Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 21st day of October, 2014, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND .
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC. ANSWER TO AMENDED COMPLAINT AND
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the
following:
Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS,
CHTD
101 S. Capitol Blvd., lOth Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701-0829
James M. Mulcahy (Admitted pro hac vice)
Kevin A. Adams (Admitted pro hac vice)
MulcahyLLP
4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
Irvine, California 92614

i2rU.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid
DHand Delivered
0 Overnight Mail
fs!E-mail: pmo@moffatt.com
ccg@moffatt.com
0 Telecopy: 208.385.5384
~.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

0 Hand Delivered
0 Overnight Mail
'5YE-mail:
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
kadamas@ mulcahyllp.com
0 Telecopy: 949.252.0090
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY

Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Tayler Tibbitts, ISB No. 9212
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5260
Email: sschossberger@ hawleytroxell.com
ttibbitts @hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
)
corporation; and THURSTON
·
)
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation, )
Plaintiffs,
vs.

)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS
SYSTEMS'S MOTION TO COMPEL
ARBITRATION

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., )
a Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD
)
ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Delaware
)
corporation; TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, an
)
individual; MICHAEL DUNLAP, an
)
individual; IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC.)
an Idaho corporation; JAMES DUNN, an
)
individual; JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited
)
liability company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho
)
limited liability company; and DOES 1-10,
)
Defendants.

)
)
)

------------------------------
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COMES NOW Defendant Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. ("SBS"), by and through its
Attorneys of Record, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, pursuant to Rules 12(b)(1) and
12(b)(6) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, for an Order compelling arbitration of Plaintiff
T3 Enterprises, Inc.'s claims against Safeguard Business Systems and staying the entire action
until arbitration of these claims has been completed pursuant to the Federal Arbitration Act, 9
'\

U.S.C. § 1, et seq.
This motion is supported by SBS 's Memorandum in Support of Motion to Compel
Arbitration.
DATED THIS

a

day of October, 2014.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

By

s~±rscLb~~*"·

5358

Attorneys for Defendants
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~ {day of October, 2014, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION by the method indicated below,
and addressed to each of the following:
Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
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COMES NOW Defendant Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. ("SBS"), by and through its
attorneys of record, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, submits this Memorandum in Support
of Its Motion to Compel Arbitration.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Notwithstanding the efforts of Plaintiffs, T3 Enterprises, Inc. ("T3") and Thurston
Enterprises, Inc. ("Thurston Enterprises"), the first step in resolving this case is simple: T3's
claims against SBS must be arbitrated.
T3 and SBS mutually decided that their relationship would be governed by an agreement
which conspicuously included an agreement to arbitrate. In addition, the parties agreed that any
matters relating to arbitration would be governed by the Federal Arbitration Act, 9 U.S.C. § 1 et
seq. ("FAA"). Idaho choice of law rules enforce parties' choice of law provisions where, as here,

the parties specifically addressed the issue before the court and what law should apply to
resolving that issue. Therefore, the FAA governs the arbitrability of this dispute.
According to the FAA, a court's role in enforcing an arbitration agreement is limited. The
court must simply ensure that the arbitration agreement was validly entered into by the parties
and that it is broad enough to encompass the parties' dispute. Because the arbitration agreement
is undeniably valid and each ofT3's claims against SBS are covered by their arbitration
agreement, this Court must enforce it. Further, the presence of non-arbitrable claims in the
lawsuit does not preclude compelling arbitration of the arbitrable ones.
Finally, due to the presence of arbitrable claims, the entire action must be stayed pending
arbitration of such claims. Therefore, SBS 's motion must be granted.
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II.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND
On August 26, 2014, T3 filed a Complaint against SBS, Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc.
("SAl"), Tressa McLaughlin, Jamie McCormick, Michael Dunlap, James Dunn, Idaho Business
Forms, Inc. ("IBF"), JDHRS, LLC, and KMMR, LLC. On September 16,2014, T3 filed

an

Amended Complaint, which added Thurston Enterprises, Inc. as a plaintiff and adjusted the
allegations in the Complaint to reflect as much.
According to the Amended Complaint, Roger Thurston ("Thurston") became a Safeguard
distributor, which creates a right to commissions on sale of Safeguard systems, pursuant to an
agreement between Thurston and SBS on June 1, 1987. See Amended Complaint at 2 and
Exhibit 3 (hereinafter "Thurston Agreement"). On November 13, 1995, Thurston assigned his
Safeguard business to his corporate entity, Thurston Enterprises. See Amended Complaint at 2.
T3 Enterprises was formed by Dawn Teply ("Teply") when she purchased 1,863 Safeguard
customer accounts from Thurston and entered into an agreement with Safeguard on July 28,
2006. See Amended Complaint at 2 and Exhibit 6 (hereinafter "T3 Agreement").

A.

Agreements
Both agreements gave Plaintiffs the right to receive commissions from sales of Safeguard

systems in various territories in Idaho, Oregon, and Wyoming (T3 only). See Thurston
Agreement at 1; T3 Agreement at 1. Specifically, the Thurston Agreement gave Thurston
Enterprises the right to commissions for the sale of certain Safeguard office products and
services, e.g., an accounting system, financial reporting program, dental and medical practice
systems, business forms, and filing systems. See Thurston Agreement at Addenda Nos. 1 to 7. In
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turn, the T3 Agreement gave T3 the right to commissions for selling financial recording systems,
computer forms and checks, records management systems, personal check-writing system,
ancillary business forms and office supplies, computer software, promotional products, and
holiday greeting cards and calendars. See T3 Agreement at Addenda Nos. 1 to 10.
Notwithstanding these commission rights, SBS reserved the right under both Agreements
to "appoint additional persons to solicit sales of Safeguard Systems inside the territory."
Thurston Agreement at 1; see also T3 Agreement at 1 ("Your Territory is non-exclusive and this
Agreement does not prevent Safeguard from selling Safeguard Systems inside the Territory
though other persons or means.").
The Agreements gave Plaintiffs specific rights as to commissions from sales to
customers. The Thurston Agreement provided that
You shall have the exclusive right to the commissions on sales of
Safeguard Systems to: ... each customer in your sales territory ...
whose first order of Safeguard Systems is directly a result of your
effectors and credited to you," and to customers listed on the
customer list attached to the Agreement.
See Thurston Agreement at Attachment B. The T3 Agreement provided that:
You shall have the exclusive right to the applicable commissions
on sales of Safeguard Systems to: (i) each customer in the
Territory whose first order of Safeguard Systems is directly the
result of your efforts and is credited to you, except National
Accounts, Banks (and Bank referrals) and other referral sources
with respect to which you have failed to comply with Paragraph
8(C) [requirement to work with Safeguard in establishing
relationships]; and (ii) the Safeguard customers listed in Safeguard
computer under Distributor #04F7-XX."
See T3 Agreement at Exhibit B. Both agreements included a limitation that the right to
commissions would expire if a customer did not purchase a Safeguard System within thirty-six
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months from its last purchase. See Thurston Agreement at Attachment B and T3 Agreement at
Exhibit B.
The T3 Agreement also included a mandatory arbitration clause:
EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE PROVIDED IN SUBPARAGRAPH
(A) [(ADDRESSING SBS'S INTERNAL DISPUTE
RESOLUTION PROCEDURES)], ALL CONTROVERSIES,
DISPUTES OR CLAIMS ARISING BETWEEN US ... AND
YOU ... SHALL BE SUBMITTED FOR ARBITRATION TO BE
ADMINISTERED BY THE DALLAS, TEXAS OFFICE OF THE
AMERICAN ARBITRATION ASSOCIATION ON DEMAND OF
EITHER PARTY. SUCH ARBITRATION PROCEEDINGS
SHALL BE CONDUCTED IN DALLAS, TEXAS AND,
EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE PROVIDED IN THIS
AGREEMENT, SHALL BE CONDUCTED IN ACCORDANCE
WITH THE THEN CURRENT COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION
RULES OF THE AMERICAN ARBITRATION
ASSOCIATION ....
T3 Agreement at 16-17 (emphasis added). In conjunction with the mandatory arbitration clause,
the T3 Agreement included a choice of law provision:

All matters relating to arbitration will be governed by the Federal
Arbitration Act.... Except to the extent governed by the Federal
Arbitration Act, the United States Trademark Act of 1946, ... or
other federal law, this Agreement, the distributorship and the
relationship between you and Safeguard will be governed and
construed under and in accordance with the laws of Texas, except
that the provisions of the Texas Deceptive Trade Practices Act ...
will not apply unless its jurisdictional requirements are met
independently without reference to this subsection.
T3 Agreement at 15 (emphasis added).

B.

Business Dispute
T3 and Thurston Enterprises appear to have operated under their agreements without

moment until late 2013. Plaintiffs allege that on August 27, 2013, SAl purchased certain assets
(customer list, software system, and database) of IBF, which was owned by Dunn. Amended
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Complaint at 4. According to the Amended Complaint, IBF "is an Idaho distributor in the small
business forms, supplies, and services industry." /d. Further, Plaintiffs allege that T3 and
Thurston Enterprises shared a number of clients with IBF, who was a competitor of theirs prior
to the asset purchase by SBS. Amended Complaint at 7. SAl in tum sold the IBF assets to
KMMR, a limited liability company allegedly formed by McLaughlin and McCormick (former
IBF executives). Amended Complaint at 6. Next Plaintiffs allege that KMMR, IBF, and Dunn,
through his newly created payroll service company, JDHRS, "entered into a relationship" with
SBS that made them "de-facto Safeguard distributors within the territories that SBS ha[d]
previously assigned to T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises." Amended Complaint at 6-7.
Plaintiffs claim that following the establishment of this "relationship," Defendants
"repeatedly have sought to threaten, coerce, dissemble and intimidate Teply and Thurston into
sharing (or selling at an artificially depressed price) the customers that are the subject of their
Customer Protection rights [(rights to commissions)]." Amended Complaint at 7. According to
the Amended Complaint,
McLaughlin!McCormick/KMMR and Dunn boldly and openly
have contacted, solicited, and obtained orders for, Safeguard
Systems from many of the customers for whom T3 Enterprises and
Thurston Enterprises have Customer Protection. Safeguard
continues to pay McLaughlin!McCormick/KMMR and Dunn
commissions for obtaining orders for Safeguard Systems to the
customers of T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises.
Amended Complaint at 22.' In support of this claim, the Amended Complaint outlines emails
and phone calls between Teply, Thurston, Dunlap (SBS's general counsel), and McLaughlin, in

Plaintiffs further allege that their injury has been compounded because none of these competing individuals or
entities are subject to a contractual agreement with SBS. See Amended Complaint at 22.
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which they sought, but failed, to resolve the issues associated with the "common customers" of
T3 and KMMR. Amended Complaint at 25-41.
The Amended Complaint also alleges that Thurston Enterprises was harmed due to an
alleged failed sale of a Safeguard distributorship in New Mexico. See Amended Complaint at 41.
According to the Amended Complaint, Thurston was unable to close his purchase of a Safeguard
system in New Mexico, because he was unwilling to sign a litigation release in conjunction with
the other closing documents between Thurston, the sellers, and SBS. See Amended Complaint at
41-49.
Based on these allegations, Plaintiffs make the following claims: (1) breach of contract
(against SBS); (2) breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing (against SBS); (3)
tortious interference with contractual relations (against SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap,
IBF, Dunn, JDHRS and KMMR); (4) tortious interference with contractual relations (Thurston
Enterprises against SBS); (5) intentional interference with economic advantage (against all
Defendants); (6) violation of the Texas Deceptive Trade Practices Act (T3 against SBS); (7)
conversion (against McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS and KMMR); (8)
accounting (against all Defendants). See Amended Complaint 49-68.

III.
ARGUl\tiENT
Two mutually adopted clauses in the T3 Agreement make the proper resolution of SBS's
Motion crystal clear. First, T3 and SBS have agreed to arbitrate all disputes arising between
them. See T3 Agreement at 16-17. Second, T3 and SB S have agreed that should arbitration arise,
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the Federal Arbitration Act ("FAA") would govern all associated matters. See T3 Agreement at
15. Otherwise Texas law applies. See id.

A.

Choice of Law: The Federal Arbitration Act Applies to All Matters Relating to
Arbitration.
Idaho courts apply the Restatement (Second) of Conflict of Laws to determine "the law

applicable to a contract." Carroll v. MBNA Am. Bank, 220 P.3d 1080, 1084 (Idaho 2009).
According to the Restatement, the law "chosen by the parties to govern their contractual rights
and duties will be applied if the particular issue is one which the parties could have resolved by
an explicit provision in their agreement directed to that issue." /d. (quoting Restatement (Second)
of Conflict of Laws§ 187(1) (1971)).
Here, T3 and SBS chose the FAA to specifically govern "all matters relating to
arbitration." T3 Agreement at 15. As the particular issue in question, namely the need for
arbitration of this dispute, has been explicitly addressed with a choice of law provision directed
to that issue within the contract, there is no question that all matters relating to arbitration must
be governed by the FAA.

B.

The Arbitration Agreement is Enforceable.
Section 2 of the FAA provides that an agreement to arbitrate "shall be valid, irrevocable,

and enforceable, save upon such grounds as exist at law or in equity for the revocation of any
contract." 9 U.S.C. § 2. Further, a party may seek the assistance of the courts in compelling
arbitration where a party to the agreement has side-stepped the mutually agreed upon arbitration
procedure. See id. § 4. In light of a party's motion to compel arbitration, the court's role is
"limited to determining (1) whether a valid agreement to arbitrate exists and, if it does, (2)
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whether the agreement encompasses the dispute at issue." Chiron Corp. v. Ortho Diagnostic
Sys., 207 F.3d 1126, 1130 (9th Cir. 2000).2

1.

The Arbitration Agreement is Valid.

When considering the validity of an agreement to arbitrate, a court "may consider only
issues relating to the making and performance of the agreement to arbitrate." Prima Paint Corp.
v. Flood & Conklin Mfg. Co., 388 U.S. 395, 404 (1967). Otherwise, the interpretation of the
contract and challenges to the contract as a whole are left to the arbitrator. See id.
Here, Plaintiffs have failed to inform the Court of the agreement to arbitrate in T3' s
agreement with SBS. Therefore, it is unclear whether or not they will mount a challenge as to its
validity. But in anticipation of such an argument, it is clear that this arbitration agreement was
I

valid in its making. The agreement to arbitrate is listed prominent!y on page 16 of T3' s
Agreement with a bold, underlined, and all capital letters heading. Further, the entire arbitration
agreement is emphasized in all capital letters as well. Ms. Teply's signature follows two pages
later. There is no evidence that the arbitration agreement was not properly agreed to by the
parties. As a result, notwithstanding any other challenge to the contract, the arbitration agreement
is valid. See Prima Paint, 388 U.S. at 404; Nagrampa v. Mai!Coups, Inc., 469 F.3d 1257, 126364 (9th Cir. 2006) (en bane).

2.

2

The Arbitration Agreement Encompasses the Dispute at Issue.

Idaho's Uniform Arbitration Act, I.C. §§7-901 to -922, mirrors the FAA. Section 7-901 provides that "A written
agreement to submit any existing controversy to arbitration or a provision in a written contract to submit to
arbitration any controversy thereafter arising between the parties is valid, enforceable and irrevocable, save
upon such grounds as exist at law or in equity for the revocation of any contract."
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The second and final step in the inquiry is to determine whether the arbitration agreement
encompasses the scope of the dispute between the parties. See Chiron Corp., 207 F.3d at 1130.
Courts interpreting the breadth of an arbitration agreement under the FAA should "liberally
construe" the provision. See Simula, Inc. v. Autoliv, Inc., 175 F.3d 716, 720 (9th Cir. 1999).
The arbitration agreement between T3 and SBS covers all disputes between SBS and T3
ARISING OUT OF OR RELATED TO: (1) THIS AGREEMENT
OR ANY PROVISION THEREOF OR ANY RELATED
AGREEMENT; (2) THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE PARTIES
HERETO; (3) THE VALIDITY OF THIS AGREEMENT OR
ANY RELATED AGREEMENT, OR ANY PROVISION
THEREOF; OR (4) ANY SPECIFICATION, STANDARD OR
OPERATING PRCEDURE RELATING TO THE
ESTBLISHMENT OR OPERATION OF THE SAFEGUARD
BUSINESS ....
T3 Agreement at 16-17 (emphasis added). T3 's claims against SBS for breach of contract (Count
One), breach of covenant of good faith and fair dealing (Count Three), intentional interference
with prospective economic advantage (Count Eight), and violation of the Texas Deceptive Trade
Practices Act (Count Ten), all either arise directly out of the T3 Agreement, the relationship of
T3 and SBS, or a standard or operating procedure relating to T3 's Safeguard business. See
Amended Complaint at 49-64. These claims fall under the plain language of the arbitration
agreement, without even needing to consider a liberal construction. As a result, the arbitration
agreement between T3 and SBS is valid and enforceable.

3.

T3 Must be Compelled to Submit All Arbitrable Claims to Arbitration.

_Courts have uniformly interpreted the FAA "to require that if a dispute presents multiple
claims, some arbitrable and some not, the former must be sent to arbitration even if this will lead
to piecemeal litigation." KPMG LLP v. Cocchi, 132 S. Ct. 23, 24 (2011) (per curiam). As a
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result, "[a] court may not issue a blanket refusal to compel arbitration merely on the grounds that
some of the claims could be resolved by the court without arbitration." Id.
Even though T3 Amended its Complaint and joined Thurston Enterprises (whose
agreement with SBS does not contain an arbitration clause), such does not defeat this motion to
compel arbitration. Likewise, the presence of claims by T3 and Thurston Enterprises against
parties other than SBS does not preclude compelling arbitration. This is so, because "[t]he
'
preeminent concern of Congress in passing the [FAA] was to enforce private agreements into
which parties had entered, and that concern requires that [courts] rigorously enforce agreements
to arbitrate .... By compelling arbitration ... , a district court successfully protects the contractual
rights of the parties and their rights under the Arbitration Act." Dean Witter Reynolds Inc. v.
Byrd, 470 U.S. 213, 222 (1985).
In summary, all ofT3's claims against SBS must be submitted to arbitration in
accordance with the provisions of the parties' duly adopted agreement to arbitrate.

C.

The Action Must be Stayed while T3's Claims against SBS are Arbitrated.
Where parties to a lawsuit have "entered into a valid, written arbitration agreement," and

claims asserted "fall within the scope of that agreement," the court must decide whether to
dismiss or stay the proceeding. Johnmohammadi v. Bloomingdale's, Inc., 755 F.3d 1072, 1073
(9th Cir. 2014). Section 3 of the FAA "seems to direct that the action 'shall' be stayed pending
completion of arbitration." Id. However, the Ninth Circuit has held, "notwithstanding the
language of§ 3," that a court "may either stay the action or dismiss it outright when, ... the court
determines that all of the claims raised in the action are subject to arbitration." Id. at 1074.
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Because this lawsuit involves arbitrable and non-arbitrable claims, SBS submits that this
Court is required to compel arbitration of T3' s claims against SBS (Counts One, Three, Eight
and Ten) and stay the proceeding as to all other claims and parties. See 9 U.S.C. § 3 (Section 3 of
the FAA specifically provides that once claims within a lawsuit are found to be arbitrable, the
court "shall on application of one of the parties stay the trial of the action until such arbitration
has been had in accordance with the terms of the agreement."). Practically speaking, much of the
Amended Complaint deals solely with T3's relationship with SBS. Staying the action pending
arbitration, while mandatory, is also commonsensical. Litigation of the other claims may proceed
after arbitration of T3' s claims against SBS is completed.

IV.
CONCLUSION
Because T3 and SBS entered into a valid arbitration agreement that encompasses all
claims asserted by T3 against SBS, those claims (Counts One, Three, Eight, and Ten) must be
submitted to arbitration and the remainder of the action stayed.
DATED THIS

..21.._ day of October, 2014.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

By~~~~~~~~~~==~

Steven F. Schossberger, ISB
Attorneys for Defendants
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C. Clayton Gill
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS,
CHTD
101 S. Capitol Blvd., lOth Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701-0829
James M. Mulcahy (Admitted pro hac vice).
Kevin A. Adams (Admitted pro hac vice)
MulcahyLLP
4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
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2(('u.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
.0 Overnight Mail
QrE-mail: pmo@moffatt.com
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D Hand Delivered
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Steven F. Schossberger
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James M. Mulcahy (Ca. SBN 213547)- admitted pro hac vice
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4

5
6
7

JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability . )
company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited )
liability company; and DOES 1-10,
~
)
Defendants.
)

----------------~--------)
Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises, Inc. ("T3 Enterprises"), and Thurston Enterprises, Inc.
("Thurston Enterprises") (collectively, "Plaintiffs"), hereby submit this opposition to Defendant
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.'s ("SBS") motion to.(1) compel arbitration of the claims ofT3

8

Enterprises against SBS, and (2) stay the remainder of the case pending the outcome of the

9

arbitration.

10

I. INTRODUCTION

11

SBS' s motion to compel arbitration seeks two forms of relief. First, SBS asks the Court

12

to compel arbitration ofT3 Enterprises' claims against SBS pursuant to an arbitration provision

13

in the distributor agreement between T3 Enterprises and SBS. Second, SBS, without any support

14

or justification, asks the Court to stay the entire lawsuit- including the non-arbitral claims by

15

and against non-signatories to any arbitration agreement- pending the arbitration ofT3

16. Enterprises' claims against SBS. SBS's first request must be reconciled with Idaho public policy
17

before arbitration can be compelled, and SBS' s second request should be denied outright as a

18

matter oflaw.

19

Plaintiffs' response to SBS's motion is three-fold.

20

First, T3 Enterprises and SBS- but only SBS- have agreed that T3 Enterprises' claims

21

against SBS alone should be submitted to the American Arbitration Association. T3 Enterprises

22

accepts this, and agrees that the Court may stay T3 Enterprises' claims against SBS alone

23

pending the completion of those arbitration proceedings. But, T3 Enterprises does not agree that

24

Dawn Teply ("Teply")- the owner and operator ofT3 Enterprises- should be required to travel

25

to Dallas, Texas in order to arbitrate her claims against SBS. Instead, the Dallas, Texas forum

26

selection clause in the arbitration provision contravenes strong Idaho public policy- codified at

27

Idaho Code § 29-110 -and is otherwise unconscionable and unenforceable. Accordingly, the

28
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1

Com1 should strike the Texas venue requirement from the arbitration provision before

2

compelling arbitration ofT3 Enterprises' claims against SBS.

Second, T3 Enterprises also does not agree that its remaining non-arbitral claims against

3
4

the Non-SBS Defendants 1 - none of whom are parties to any arbitration agreement with T3

5

Enterprises- may be stayed pending the arbitration ofT3 Enterprises' claims against SBS. And,

6

SBS has made no attempt to argue otherwise.

7

Third, Thurston Enterprises does not agree that any of its claims against SBS and the

8

Non-SBS Defendants may be stayed pending T3 Enterprises' arbitration of its claims against

9

SBS alone. Neither Thurston Enterprises nor any of the defendants- including SBS- are patties

10

to any arbitration agreement with Thurston Enterprises. And, quite importantly, all of Thurston

11

Enterprises' claims against all of the defendants are completely separate, distinct and severable

12

from T3 Enterprises claims. They are non-arbitriable. The claims of T3 Enterprises and the

13

claims of Thurston Enterprises are mutually exclusive and may not be stayed by the Court. And,

14

SBS has

mad~

no attempt to argue otherwise in its moving papers.

II. ARGUMENT

15

17

1. The Forum Selection Clause- i.e. Texas- in T3 Enterprises' SBS Franchise
Agreement is Unenforceable Both Because it is Unconscionable and Because it
Violates the Express Public Policy of Idaho.

18

The T3 Enterprises' distributor agreement with SBS contains a choice oflaw provision.

16

19

(SBS's memorandum in support of motion to compel arbitration, ("Memo ISO Mtn to Compel"),

20

page 5.) The choice of law provisi~m provides, in pertinent part, that:

21

All matters relating to arbitration will be governed by the Federal
Arbitration Act (9 U.S.C. §§ 1 et seq.). Except to the extent governed by
the Federal Arbitration Act [ ... ], this Agreement, the distributorship and
the relationship between [T3 Enterprises] and Safeguard [SBS] will be
governed and construed under and in accordance with the laws of
Texas.[ ... ]

22
23
24
25

26
27

28

1

Defendants Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc., Tressa McLaughlin, Jamie McCormick, Michael Dunlap, Idaho
Business Forms, Iric., James Dunn, JDHRS, LLC, and KMMR, LLC are collectively referred to herein as the "NonSBS Defendants")
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1

(See Amend. Compl., Ex. 6, ~18) (emphasis added). Given this language, the FAA governs

2

SBS's motion to compel arbitration ofT3 Enterprises' against SBS, but Texas law governs all

3

other issues between T3 Enterprises and SBS. SBS's moving papers do not seek to compel the

4

arbitration ofT3 Enterprises' claims against SBS in Texas.

5

caution, T3 Enterprises presumes that SBS will do so?

Neverthele~s,

in an abundance of

6

This arbitration, however, should be conducted in Idaho- not Texas. This out-of-state

7

venue requirement contravenes strong Idaho public policy- codified at Idaho Code § 29-11 0 -

8

and is otherwise unconscionable and unenforceable. The strong public policy in Idaho against the

9

enforcement of out-of-state venue provisions requires the Court to sever the Texas venue

10

provision from the remainder of the arbitration provision before compelling arbitration.

11

Accordingly, the Court should strike the Texas venue requirement from the arbitration provision

12

before compelling arbitration ofT3 Enterprises' claims against SBS.
Although the FAA governs the arbitrabitlity ofT3 Enterprises' claims against SBS,

13

14

Section 2 of the FAA provides that arbitration agreements are generally enforceable, "save upon

15

such grounds as exist at law or in equity for the revocation of any contract." 9 U.S.C.S. § 2. In

16

other words, a court must tum to state law in order to determine whether a particular arbitration

17

provision is valid and enforceable. See Nagrampa, supra, 469 F.3d at 1265 (Ninth Circuit applies

18

California law to analyze validity of arbitration provision). See also, Perry v. Thomas, 482 US

19

483 (1987) (finding that Section 3 of the FAA provides that state law- rather than federal

20

common law- is applicable to govern issues concerning validity, revocability, and enforceability

21

of the arbitration agreement).

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Because the contract calls for the application of Texas law, and Texas- the home state of
SBS- bears a reasonable relation to the transaction, Texas law is used to determine the validity
2

SBS's motion does not address and, on its face, does not seek to compel- or otherwise contend thatarbitration ofT3 Enterprises' claims against SBS should take place in Dallas, Texas. In an effort to clarify this issue,
on October 28, 2014, counsel for the Plaintiffs spoke with counsel for SBS (Mr. Schossberger), and asked whether
SBS intends to compel arbitration in Dallas, Texas. Counsel for SBS said that he did not know whether SBS
intended to insist that the arbitration should take place in Texas, but that he would contact his client and thereafter
let Plaintiffs know one way or the other. Unfortunately, Counsel for SBS never responded to this request and has not
contacted counsel for Plaintiffs regarding this issue. Nevertheless, in the event SBS does seek to do so, we address
this issue here.
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1

of the forum -selection clause in the contract. Texas -like Idaho- uses "the analysis described in

2

the Restatement (Second) of Conflicts of Laws to resolve choice of law issues and to select the

3

particular substantive issue that governs a case." Citizens Ins. Co. ofAm. v. Daccach, 217 S.W.3d

4

430, 442 (2007); see Ward v. Puregro, 128 Idaho 366, 368-69 (1996) (applying Restatement

5

(Second) of Conflicts ofLaws to Idaho choice oflaw analysis).

6

7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16

The Restatement provides that the parties' chosen law will apply unless:
(a) the chosen state has no substantial relationship to the parties or the
transaction and there is no other reasonable basis for the parties' choice, or
(b) application of the law of the chosen state would be contrary to a
fundamental policy of a state which has a materially greater interest than
the chosen state in the determination of the particular issue and which,
under the rule of§ 188, would be the state of the applicable law in the
absence of an effective choice of law by the parties.

Restat. 2d of Conflict of Laws,§ 187(2) (1988) (emphasis added). Under the Restatement's
approach, the contract's application of Texas law will control unless the application of such law
"would be contrary to a fundamental policy" ofldaho. At issue here, is Idaho's strong public
policy against the enforcement of out-of-state forum-selection clauses, as codified at Idaho Code
§ 29-110. The Idallo statute provides, in pertinent part, that:

17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Every stipulation or condition in a contract, by which any party thereto is
restricted from enforcing his rights under the contract in Idaho tribunals,
or which limits the time within which he may thus enforce his rights, is
void as it is against the public policy ofldaho. Nothing in this section shall
affect contract provisions relating to arbitration so long as the contract
does not require arbitration to be conducted outside the state ofIdaho.
Idaho Code§ 29-110(1) (emphasis added); see Spencer v. Capital One Bank, 2007 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 67549, *3 (D. Idaho Sept. 11, 2007) ("Idaho has a strong public policy against forumselection clauses."); Cerami-Kote, Inc. v. Energywave Corp., 116 Idaho 56, 59-60 (1989)
("[Idaho Code] § 29-110 express a strong public policy against the enforcement of foreign
selection clauses .... ").
In Cerami-Kote, the Supreme Court ofldaho applied a Florida choice oflaw analysis to
negate an out-of-state venue provision in the parties' contract because it would contravene the
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1

"strong policy" ofldaho Code§ 29-110. Id. The application of the Restatement to the facts in

2

this case compels a similar result to that of Cerami-Kote. Idaho has a strong policy in protecting

3

its citizens against having to litigate their claims in foreign venues. Texas does not. Thus, the

4

application of Texas law to this issue would contravene a fundamental policy of Idaho.

5

Accordingly, Idaho law controls the discrete issue concerning the applicability of (and defenses

6

to) the Dallas, Texas venue requirement in the parties' arbitration agreement.
Under Idaho law, "the validity of either a contract to arbitrate or an arbitration provision

7

8

in a contract must be determined under contract defenses that are generally applicable to all

9

contracts." Lovey v. Regence Blueshield ofIdaho, 139 Idaho 37,41 (2003). Applicable here, is

10

the Idaho contract defense of unconscionability. Lavey, 139 Idaho at 42. While courts do not

11

possess the "roving power" to rewrite contracts in order to make them more equitable, "[e]quity

12

may intervene to change the terms of a contract if the unconscionable conduct is serious enough

13

to justify the court's interference. Id. at 41 (citing Smith v. Idaho State Univ. Federal Credit

14

Union, 114 Idaho 680 (1988)). As set forth below; the Dallas, Texas venue requirement in the

15

arbitration provision is unconscionable and, for that reason, the Court must strike the Texas

16

venue provision before ordering arbitration ofT3 Enterprises' claims against SBS.

17

For a contract or contractual provision to be voided as unconscionable, it must be both

18

procedurally and substantively unconscionable. According to the Supreme Court of ~daho in

19

Lavey:

20
21

22
23
24
25

26

Indicators of procedural unconscionability generally fall into two areas: lack of
voluntariness and lack of knowledge. Lack of voluntariness can be shown by
factors such as the use of high-pressure tactics, coercion, oppression or threats
short of duress, or by great imbalance on the parties' bargaining power with the
stronger party's terms being nonnegotiable and the weaker party being prevented
by market factors, timing, or other pressures from being able to contract with
another party on more favorable terms or to refrain from contracting at all. Lack
of knowledge can be shown by lack of understanding regarding the contract terms
arising from the use of inconspicuous print, ambiguous wording, or complex
legalistic language, the lack of opportunity to study the contract and inquire about
its terms; or disparity in the sophistication, knowledge, or experience of the
parties.

27
28

Substantive unconscionability focuses solely upon the terms of the contract or
provision at issue. The contract or provision is substantively unconscionable if it
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is a bargain that no person in his or her senses and not under delusion would make
on the one hand and that no honest and fair person would accept on the other.
Factors to consider include whether the contract or provision is one-sided or
oppressive. When determining whether a contractual provision is unconscionable,
the court must consider the purpose and effect of the terms at issue, the needs of
both parties and the commercial setting in which the agreement was executed, and
the reasonableness of the terms at the time of contracting.

1

2
3
4

5

Lavey, 139 Idaho at 41-43 (internal citations omitted). Even if the evidence of one element of

6
unconscionability is "slight," strong evidence of the other element "will tip the scale and render
7
the arbitration provision unconscionable." Nagrampa, 469 F.3d at 1281; see also, Id. at 1284

8
(minimal showing of procedural unconscionability warranted analysis of the substantive prong

9
where party with stronger bargaining power drafted agreement and presented on a take-it-or10
leave-it-basis); Westv. Henderson, 227 Cal. App. 3d 1578, 1587 (1991) (minimal showing of
11
procedural unconscionability justified looking to substantive factors). The facts of our case- as
12
asserted in the Amended Complaint- reveal that the Dallas, Texas venue requirement in the T3
13
14

Enterprises/SBS distributor agreement is both procedurally and substantively unconscionable.

15

1. The Forum Selection Clause in T3 Enterprise's Franchise "Agreement with SBS is
Procedurally Unconscionable.

16

Idaho law treats contracts of adhesion as procedurally unconscionable to at least some

17

degree. Lack of bargaining by itself, however, is not enough to find an adhesion contract. Lovey,

18

supra, 139 Idaho at 43. Here, there is more than just lack of bargaining power. The T3

19

Enterprises/SBS distributor agreement is considered by law to be a franchise agreement. 3 (See

20

AC,

21

franchisees on a "take it or leave it" basis. See, e.g., Ticknor v. Choice Hotels Int'l, Inc., 265 F.3d

22

931, 939 (9th Cir. 2001) (the franchise agreement was considered a contract of adhesion under

23
24
25
26
27
28

~

35.) Franchise agreements are consistently found to be contracts of adhesion, offered to

3

In 1998, the California Appellate Court, in Gentis v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., 60 Cal. App. 4th 1294
(Cal. App. 2d Dist. 1998), found that SBS's relationship with its distributors was that of a franchisor/franchisee,
subject to federal and state franchise laws. SBS's announcement to its distributors of its status as a franchisor is
attached to Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint as Exhibit 1. (This exhibit is authenticated by, and attached to, the
concurrently filed affidavit ofDawn Teply ("Teply Aff."), Ex. 24.) The Gentis Court found that all elements of a
franchise relationship were present- i.e., (1) SBS's distributors were operating under a marketing plan or system
prescribed in substantial part by SBS; (2) the operation of their businesses pursuant to such plan or system was
substantially associated with SBS's trademark, service mark, trade name, logotype, advertising or other commercial
symbol; and (3) the distributors were required to pay a franchise fee. Gentis v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., 60
Cal. App. 4th at 1304-1305.
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1

Montana law); Postal Instant Press, Inc. v. Sealy, 43 Cal. App. 4th 1704, 1716 (Cal. App. 1996)

2

("[F]ranchise agreements exhibit many of the attributes of an adhesion contract and some of the

3

terms of those contracts may be unconscionable."); Keating v. Superior Court, 31 Cal. 3d 584,

4

593 (1982), overruled on other grounds by Southland Corp. v. Keating, 465 U.S. 1 (1?84)

5

(Franchise agreements have some characteristics of contracts of adhesion because of the "vastly

6

superior bargaining strength" of the franchisor.); Ungar v. Dunkin' Donuts ofAmerica, Inc., 531

7

F.2d 1211, 1222-1223 (3d Cir. 1976) ("Franchising involves the unequal bargaining power of

8

franchisors and franchisees and therefore carries within itself the seeds of abuse. Before the

9

relationship is established, abuse is threatened by the franchisor's use of contracts of adhesion

10

presented on a take-it-or-leave-it basis."). The T3 Enterprises/SBS distributor agreement was

11

prepared by SBS and extended to Teply on a "take it or leave it" basis. (AC, ~54.) Because the

12

T3 Enterprises/SBS relationship inherently involves the unequal bargaining power between a

13

franchisor and franchisee, and the contract was prepared by SBS and offered to Teply on a "take

14

it or leave it" basis, the distributor agreement is a contract of adhesion.

15

In addition to the general adhesive nature of the T3 Enterprises/SBS franchise

16

relationship, there are other significant factors that evidence a great imbalance between T3

17

Enterprises and SBS at the time of contracting. 4 For example, Teply- the owner ofT3

18

Enterprises - had worked for Thurston Enterprises for 11 years before purchasing a portion of

·19

Thurston Enterprises' Safeguard distributorship. (Teply Aff., ~ 4.) Teply's acquisition of a

20

portion of Thurston Enterprises' distributorship required her to enter into a separate Safeguard

21

distributor agreement with SBS. (Teply Aff.,

22

on July 28, 2006, brought Teply into a room with SBS's attorneys Michael Dunlap ("Dunlap")

23

and Kevin Skipper ("Skipper") to sign the agreement. (!d. at~ 8, 11.) During this meeting, Teply

24

asked Dunlap if she could make any changes to the agreement. (!d. at~ 11.) Dunlap responded in

25

the negative, and instructed Teply that, if she wanted to become a Safeguard distributor, this is

26

the contract she would have to sign. (!d.) It is obvious that Teply was presented with the

~

7.) SBS prepared the distributor agreement and,

27
28

4

These factors are set forth in detail in the concurrently filed Teply Aff.
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1

Safeguard distributor agreement on a "take it or leave it" basis. However, Teply was not in a

2

position at that time to walk away from the transaction .

3

As set forth Teply's concurrently filed affidavit, at the time of her meeting with Dunlap

4

and Skipper, she felt compelled to sign the distributor agreement because she had already: (1)

5

leased office space, (2) paid for and formed a legal entity to operate her anticipated acquisition of

6

the Safeguard distributorship, (3) worked with Thurston Enterprises to notify several of its

7

customers that they would be transferred to Teply as part of the transaction, (4) secured a line of

8

credit at the local bank, (5) lined up employees, (6) paid deposits and signed contracts for various

9

utilities, including phone and internet providers, (7) purchased significant office equipment, and

10

(8) furnished a new office - all in anticipation of acquiring the Safeguard distributorship. (!d. at ~

11

12.) In light of these facts, Teply felt that she had no choice but to sign SBS's standardized form

12

agreement. (!d.

13

at~

13.)

Additionally, there were no other similar business options available to Teply at that time.

14

Specifically, the only way slie could acquire a business was through the purchase of Thurston

15

Enterprises' Safeguard distributorship because of its willingness to accept installment payments.

16

Without Thurston's willingness to accept payment of the purchase price over time, Teply admits

17

that she would not have been able to acquire her own business. (!d.

18

Teply had the financi~g to pursue another business venture, there were no comparable alternative

19

business opportunities available to her. (!d.

20

business opportunities, Teply had built up over a decade of custoffi:er relationships and goo~will

21

using the Safeguard brand and name. It would not have been realistic or feasible for her to walk

22

away from these relationships to contract with a competitor of SBS. (!d.

at~

at~

6.) Further, even if

10.) Finally, even if there were oth~r comparable

at~

4.)

23

Teply also testified that, at the time of contracting with SBS, she was not a sophisticated

· 24

investor. She had absolutely no business education, and no business training outside of her work

25

as a sales representative for Thurston Enterprises. (!d. at~ 9.) Teply did not have any experience

26

reviewing contracts and did not have any knowledge that the distributor agreement contained an

27

arbitration provision. (!d. at~ 14.) This lack of knowledge is reasonable in light of the fact that

28

the Thurston Enterprises' distributor agreement did not contain an arbitration provision and
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1

Teply requested that her distributor agreement contain identical terms to those in Thurston

2

Enterprises' document. (!d.

3

Teply did not notice its arbitration provision or the requirement that she go to Texas to pursue

4

any claims against SBS. (Id.

5

distributor agreement to require her to travel all the way to Texas to resolve disputes concerning

6

her operation of an Idaho distributorship. (!d.) Because the Texas forum selection clause was

7

contrary to both Teply's request and reasonable beliefs, SBS inclusion of this provision in the

8

arbitration provision further evidences the great imbalance between Teply and SBS at the time of

9

contracting.

at~

7.) Further, before signing the Safeguard distributor agreement,

at~

14.)Also, Teply testified that she did not reasonably expect the

10

In light of the market factors, timing, and other pressures, Teply was in a substantially

11

weaker bargaining position than SBS at the time of contracting. It was this weaker bargaining

12

position that compelled Teply to agree to an arbitration provision that would require her to

13

essentially travel to Texas in-order to pursue any dispute with SBS. In light of these facts,

14

procedural unconscionability permeated Teply's execution of the distributor agreement, which

15

included the Dallas, Texas venue provision.

16

Moreover, the procedural unconscionability element is independently met in light of the

17

parties' express agreement that all invalid provisions in the distributor agreement would be

18

"deemed severable in nature." Specifically, paragraph 15 of the T3 Enterprises and SBS

19

distributor agreement provides that, "[i]f any provision or part of this Agreement shall be held

20

invalid, the rest of the Agreement shall still be binding upon each of the parties, such invalid

21

provision or part being deemed severable in nature." (See AC, Ex. 6, ~ 15.) In light of paragraph

22

15- and Idaho's longstanding prohibition on out-of-state venue provisions- it is reasonable to

23

conclude that the contracting parties expected the Dallas, Texas venue requirement to be

24

unenforceable and, therefore, severed from the arbitration provision because it was invalid under

25

Idaho law. At the very least, SBS's use of a Texas venue provision necessarily created an

26

ambiguity as to the enforceability of that provision. This ambiguity was only bolstered by the

27

parties' express agreement to sever from the distributor agreement any unenforceable provision.

'

28
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1

In light of these clear ambiguities as to the enforceability of the Dallas, Texas venue

2

requirement, the provision is procedurally unconscionable and cannot be enforced now.

2. The Forum Selection Clause in T3 Enterprises' Franchise Agreement is
Substantively Unconscionable.

3
4

5

6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19

T3 Enterprises also can satisfy the substantive element of unconscionability. As
e~idenced

above, the Dallas, Texas venue requirement violates Idaho Code § 29-110. Courts

have found language in an arbitration provision that forces a party to waive non-waivable
statutory rights to be one-sided and overly-harsh. That, in itself, renders that contractual language
substantively unconscionable. See Elite Logistics Corp. v. Hanjin Shipping Co., 2014 U.S. App.
LEXIS 17972, *4 (9th Cir. Sept. 19, 2014) (Ninth Circuit upholds district court decision finding
arbitration provision substantively unconscionable because the provision contravened state law.);

Clevelandv. Oracle Corp., 2007 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 20910 (N.D. Cal. Mar. 23, 2007) ("Contracts
that place limits on statutory remedies have been held to be substantively unconscionable.").
SBS's selection of Texas as the mandatory venue for T3 Enterprises' claims against SBS
operates to force Idaho franchisees to incur the excessive costs of traveling to Texas. This
attempt by SBS to have T3 Enterprises waive non-waivable statutory rights is sufficient in itself
to render the Texas venue provision substantively unconscionable. See Spencer v. Capital One

Bank, 2007 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 67549 (D. Idaho Sept. 11, 2007) (Idaho comi refused to compel
arbitration finding that the arbitration provision offended Idaho C9de § 29-110 "because it
restrict[ed] [the plaintiff] from enforcing [her] rights under the contract[ ... ]"). Accordingly,

20
SBS's attempt to compel Teply to waive non-waivable statutory rights under Idaho Code§ 2921
110 is sufficient to find the out-of-state venue requirement to be substantively unconscionable.

22
Because the Texas venue requirement is unconscionable, it must be severed from the rest
23
of the arbitration provision. See Nagrampa, supra, 469 F.3d at 1265 (Unenforceable language in
24
a contract should "be severed from any valid and enforceable provision, even those also
25
26

contained within the arbitration provision."). Notwithstanding the Court's equitable power to
"
sever such unenforceable language in a contract, the language of the contract itself compels such

27

28

a result. As referenced above, section 15 of the T3 Enterprises/SBS distributor agreement
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1

requires any invalid provisions in the distributor agreement to be "severable in nature." (See AC,

2

Ex. 6, ~ 15). Accordingly, the Court has the authority to strike the invalid venue provision.

3

For these reasons, the language in the arbitration provision compelling T3 Enterprises to

4

arbitrate all claims against SBS in Dallas, Texas is both procedurally and substantively

5

unconscionable. It should be stricken from the arbitration provision, and any arbitration should

6

go forward in Idaho.

7

8
9
10
11

12

2. SBS's Request For A Global Stay As To All Parties And Claims Pending
Arbitration Is Not Supported By Law And Must Be Denied.

SBS also asks the Court to stay (1) all claims by Thurston Enterprises against the
defendants, and (2) all claims by T3 Enterprises against the Non-SBS Defendants, pending
arbitration ofT3 Enterprises' claims against SBS. The Court should summarily deny SBS's
request for a stay of the litigation pending its arbitration with T3 Enterprises. SBS's requested
stay must be denied for the following reasons:

13
14

(1)

Neither Thurston Enterprises nor any of the Defendants are parties to, or.
bound by, the arbitration provision in the franchise agreement between T3
Enterprises and SBS;

(2)

Neither T3 Enterprises nor any of the Non-SBS Defendants are parties to,
or bound by, the arbitration provision in the franchise agreement between
T3 Enterprises and SBS;

(3)

The Supreme Court of Idaho has made clear .that the stay requested by
SBS is improper. See Lewis v. Cedu Educ. Servs., 135 Idaho 139 (Idaho
2000), and Accomazzo v. Cedu Educ. Servs., 135 Idaho 145 (Idaho 2000);
and

(4)

There exists a strong legal presumption both that T3 Enterprises' claims against
the Non-SBS Defendants and that Thurston Enterprises' separate, distinct and
severable claims against all of the defendants each must proceed simultaneously;
and, SBS has presented no evidence or legal authority to rebut this presumption.

15
16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24

In addition, from a purely practical standpoint, if the Court were to stay Thurston

25

Enterprises' claims against all of the defendants, or T3 Enterprises' claims against the Non-SBS

26

Defendants, then those defendants aggressively will continue their unlawful interference with the

27

protected customers of T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises, resulting in the certain

28

destruction of Plaintiffs' distributorships.
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1. Neither the FAA Nor Any Other Statutory Or Judicial Authority Permits
The Court To Stay The Non-Arbitral Claims By T3 Enterprises And
Thurston Enterprises Against Defendants That Are Not Parties To Any
Arbitration Agreement.

1

2
3

SBS broadly states that "[t]he [a]ction [m]ust be [s]tayed while T3's [c]laims against SBS

4

5

6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13

are [a]rbitrated." [See Memo ISO Mtn to Compel, pp. 11-12 (SBS's entire argument on this point
appears at the bottom of page 11 and continues on the top of page 12 -totaling less than one-half
a page).] In support of this broad proposition, SBS suggests only that Section 3 of the Federal
Arbitration Act provides support for a stay of both Thurston Enterprises' and T3 Enterprises'
non-arbitral claims against the non-parties to any arb.itration agreement. 5 (See Memo ISO Mtn to
Compel, pp. 11-12 [citing Johnmohammadi v. Bloomingdales, Inc. 755 F.3d 1072, 1073 (9th Cir.
2014), which found, among other things, that "a court may stay the action or dismiss it outright
when ... the court determines that all oftlze claims raised in the action are subject to

arbitration." (Emphasis added)).]
This of course is true, but says nothing about the claims raised in the action that are not

14
15

subject to arbitration. Neither Section 3 ofthe FAA nor any other authority permits or compels a

16

court to stay the non-arbitral claims of non-parties to any arbitration agreement which also are

17

part of the lawsuit.
In Johnmohammadi, the plaintiff (and class representative) in a putative class action

18
19

lawsuit had entered into a valid, written arbitration agreement and class-action wavier with her

20

former employer, Bloomingdale's. Id. at 1074. While not expressly stated in the opinion, it is

21

implied that all members of the class (i.e., Bloomingdale's employees) entered into similar

22

arbitration agreements. Shortly after filing suit in state court, Bloomingdale's timely moved the

23

matter to federal court and, once in federal court, moved to compel arbitration of

24

Johnmohammadi's claims on an individual basis. Id. The district court granted Bloomingdale's

25

motion and compelled arbitration of Johnmohammadi's claims on an individual basis, while

26
27

28

5

SBS ostensibly does also argue that its requested stay of the entire lawsuit is "commonsensical"- without
explanation as to why- but his merely begs the question and demonstrates that SBS has no rational basis for
requesting this draconian stay of this entire lawsuit.
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1

staying the class claims pending arbitration. !d. at 1073, 1076. The district court's decision was

2

affirmed by the Ninth Circuit. !d. at 1076.

3

Johnmohammadi is inapplicable to our case. The federal court stayed the litigation as to

4

all other class members only because "all of the claims raised in the lawsuit fell within the scope

5

of a Bloomingdale's arbitration provision. "!d. at 1072. In other words, all of the plaintiffs in

6

that case were parties to valid arbitration agreements. Here, however, SBS is attempting to stay

7

claims of and against parties (i.e., (i) T3 Enterprises claims against the Non-SBS Defendants;

8

and (ii) Thurston Enterprises' claims against all defendants) that are not governed by an

9

arbitration agreement. As such, the Johnmohammadi opinion does nothing to support SBS 's

10

request for a global stay of the claims. 6 At most, Johnmohammadi stands for the tautological

11

proposition that if a party's claims are within the scope of a valid agreement to arbitrate those

12

claims - i.e. the claims are "arbitrable" -then the court may stay the litigation of those

13

arbitrable claims only, pending the outcome of the arbitration proceedings. It says nothing to

14

suggest that a court also may stay the non- arbitral claims of parties who are not parties to any

15

arbitration agreement.

16

SBS's reliance on Section 3 is misplaced for several other reasons.

17

First, because (a) T3 Enterprises' claims against the Non-SBS Defendants; and (b)

18

Thurston Enterprises' claims against all defendants are not claims that are within the scope of the

19

arbitration agreement between T3 Enterprises and SBS, the FAA does not apply to them at all.

20

The FDA- including Section 3 -applies only to the alleged claims asserted by T3 Enterprises

21

against SBS. SBS cannot justifiably seek to apply the federal arbitration statute to the claims of

22

parties that never have even agreed to arbitrate in the first place.

23

Second, Section 3 of the FAA explicitly states that it applies to federal courts alone - not

24

state courts. See AAACON Auto Transport, Inc. y. Newman, 77 Misc. 2d 1069(N.Y. Sup.

25

Ct.1974) (9 U.S.C. § 4 is "neither intended to apply to State courts nor [does it] by [its] terms

26
27
28

6

While not critical to our analysis, the Johnmohammadi opinion is also inapplicable here as the arbitration
agreement and dispute at issue in that case were governed by the FAA. Johnmohammadi v. Bloomingdale's, Inc.,
755 F.3d 1072, 1072. As discussed above, the FAA does not control SBS's request that the court stay the claims
alleged by (a) T3 Enterprises against the Non-SBS Defendants; and (b) Thurston Enterprises against all defendants.
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1

apply to any but the United States District Courts"); see also, Atlantic Painting & Contr. Inc. v.

2

Nashville Bridge Co., 670 S.W.2d 841, 846 (Ky. 1984) ("The Federal Arbitration Act covers

3

both substantive law and a procedure for federal courts to follow where a party to arbitration

4

seeks to enforce or vacate an arbitration award in federal court [but the] procedural aspects are

5

confined to federal cases."); see also, Wells v. Chevy Chase Bank, F.S.B., 363 Md. 232, 242

6

(Md.2001) ("§ 4 of the [FAA:.. ] expressly deal[s] only with the procedure to be followed by the

7
8

federal courts."); see also, St. Fleur v. WPI Cable Systems/Mutron, 450 Mass. 345, 351-352
.
(Mass.2008) ("[I]t would be a strained interpretation of the text [of the FAA] to suppose that 9

9

U.S.C. § 4 refers to State courts even though the only courts mentioned are Federal comis, the

'

10

only rules mentioned are Federal rules, and there is no mention at all in 9 U.S.C. § 4 of State

11

courts.). Because Idaho procedural law controls the outcome of the instant dispute, the

12

.procedures set forth in Section 3 of the FAA do not come into play at all here.

13

Third, even if the FAA did apply to the non-arbitral claims of T3 Enterprises and

14

Thurston Enterprises - which it does not- Section 3 does not permit this Court- or any court-

15

to stay all claims pending the arbitration ofT3 Enterprises' claims against SBS. The FAA

· 16

requires federal courts to enforce arbitration agreements and to stay only litigation that

17

contravenes an arbitration agreement. It does not compel or empower courts to stay claims by or

18

against parties not subject to an arbitration agreement. See Fujian Pac. Elec. Co. v. Bechtel

19

Power Corp., 2004 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 23472 (N.D. Cal. Nov. 18, 2004) ("Arbitration is a matter

20

of contract, and the court cannot require a party to arbitrate a dispute unless the party has agreed

21

to do so."); see also, Armco Steel Co., L.P. v. CSX Coip., 790 F. Supp. 311,317 (D.D.C.l991)

22

(Section 3 does not compel a court to stay litigation of claims against a non-signatory to an

23

arbitration agreement pending arbitration even though the claims were "inextricably intertwined''

24

with the claims moved to arbitration); Coastal (Bermuda) Ltd. v. E. W Saybolt & Co., 761 F.2d

25

198, 203 (5th Cir. 1985) (Section 3 "cannot be the source of the district court's authority to stay a

26

claim between ... parties" not subject to an arbitration agreement); Hikers Indus. v. William

27

Stuart Indus. (Far East), Ltd., 640 F. Supp. 175, 177 (S.D.N.Y. 1986) (stay of action vis-a-vis a

28

party that is not subject to arbitration agreement cannot be sustained under 9 U.S. C. § 3);
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1

Volkswagen ofAm., Inc. v. Sud's ofPeoria, Inc., 474 F.3d 966 (7th Cir. 2007) (district court did

2

not abuse its discretion when it refused to stay, under Section 3, litigation pending arbitration of

3

related claims). Thus, even if Section 3 did govern this dispute, it does not compel or authorize

4

the global stay requested by SBS.

5
6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15

2. The Idaho Supreme Court Has Made Clear That SBS's Requested Stay Of
All Claims Is Inappropriate and Improper And Should Be Denied.
In what we assume to be mere oversight, SBS has failed to address two Idaho Supreme
Court opinions which Plaintiffs suggest are outcome determinative here: Lewis v. Cedu Educ.
Servs., 135 Idaho 139 (Idaho 2000), andAccomazzo v. Cedu Educ. Servs., 135 Idaho 145 (Idaho

2000). Both of these cases are on-point and expressly contradict SBS's requested stay of all
claims in this litigation.
In Lewis, the plaintiffs- a mother and her adult son- filed suit in Idaho district court
against four educational academies and their billing service provider for fraud, negligence and
various consumer protection violations. 135 Idaho at 141. The defendants timely moved to
compel arbitration of all claims pursuant to various arbitration provisions contained in each of
the "student enrollment contract[ s]'' between the mother and each of the academies. !d. The

16
plaintiffs opposed the motion to compel on the grounds that, among other things: (1) the son's
17
claims should not be arbitrated because he was not a signatory to the arbitration agreements; and,

18
(2) the mother's claims against the billing service provider should not be arbitrated because the
19
billing service provider was not a party to the arbitration agreements. !d.
20
In its decision, the district court found that the arbitration agreements were valid and
21

22

enforceable as to the mother and the academies only - and that the son and billing service
provider "were not subject to the ,arbitration agreement[s] because they were not parties to the

23
contract[s]." !d. 142 (emphasis added). The district court also refused to stay (1) the son's claims

24
25
26
27

28

against the academies, and (2) all claims against the billing service provider. !d. at 142, 145. The
defendants appealed.
On appeal, the defendants argued that all claims should be arbitrated or, in the alternative,
the son's claims against the academies and all claims against the billing service provider should
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1

be stayed because (1) the son was a third-party bene.ficiary under the contracts, and (2) the role

2

of the billing service provider was intertwined with and limited in comparison to that of the

3

academies. Id. at 142, 145. The Supreme Court ofldaho, in a unanimous decision written by

4

former Chief Justice Gerald Schroeder, rejected the defendants' arguments and upheld the

5

district court's decision "not to stay litigation pending the outcome of arbitration between the

6

parties with arbitration agreements." Id. at 145. In reaching this decision, the Court found "no

7

basis" to compel arbitration of claims or parties not subject to a valid agreement to arbitrate,

8

and that the district court did not err in refusing to stay the litigation pending the outcome of the

9

arbitration. Id.

10

In Accomazzo - a companion case to Lewis -the Supreme Court of Idaho again

11

addressed the issue whether the claims of non-signatories to an arbitration agreement should be

12

stayed pending the arbitration of other claims in the litigation. 135 Idaho 145. With facts similar

13

to Lewis, in Accomazzo, the parents of a student enrolled the student in classes at various

14

academies. Accomazzo, 135 Idaho at 146. As part of the enrollment contracts, the parents also

15

agreed to arbitrate any claims that they might have against those academies. Id. Thereafter, the

16

parents '!-fid the student filed suit in district court against the academies and the academies'

17

billing service provider. I d. at 146-147. The defendants moved to compel arbitration of all

18

claims. Id. Again, the plaintiffs opposed the motion to compel arbitration on the ground that,

19

among other things, neither the student nor the billing service provider were parties to the

20

arbitration agreements. Id. at 147. The district court agreed, finding that the student and billing

21

service provider "were not subject to the arbitration agreement[s] because they were not parties

22

to the contract[s]." Id. For this same reason, the district court refused to stay litigation as to

23

claims raised by the student and claims against the billing service provider. Id. The defendants

24

appealed.

25

In another unanimous opinion authored by former Chief Justice Schroeder, Idaho's high

26

court found that "the district court did not err in denying [the defendants'] motion to stay

27

litigation against [the billing service provider] pending the outcome of arbitration." Id. at 148.

28

The Court upheld the district court's decision not to stay litigation of the student's claims. Id. at
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1

147-148. In reaching both of these conclusions, the Court relied exclusively on the fact that

2

neither the student nor the billing service provider were parties to the arbitration agreements. !d.

3

In both Lewjs and Accomazzo, the Idaho Supreme Court recognized that it would not be

4

judicious or proper to impede the claims of non-parties to an arbitration agreement while the

5

claims of the contracting parties plod through the arbitration process. See also, Jones v. Davis,

6

2000 Wash. App. LEXIS 758, *5-7 (Wash. Ct. App. May 12, 2000) (Washington Court of

7

Appeals upheld trial court's denial of a motion for stay pending arbitration on the basis that the

8

parties were not subject to a valid, written arbitration agreement). In light of these decisions,

9

SBS's request for a global stay- in an attempt to impede the litigation ofT3 Enterprises' claims

.
10

against the Non-SBS Defendants, and Thurston Enterprises' claims against all defendants-·

11

should be denied. Because (a) T3 Enterprises claims against the Non-SBS Defendants; and (b)

12

Thurston Enterprises claims against all of the defendants are not subject to any arbitration

13

agreement or provision, they may not be stayed pending the arbitration ofT3 Enterprises' claims

14

against SBS.

15

Finally, even assuming that the FAA did apply (which it does not), a stay also is improper

16

because the FAA creates a strong presumption that "the arbitration and the lawsuit will each

17

proceed in its normal course." Armco Steel Co., L.P. v. CSX Corp., 790 F. Supp. 311, 317

18

(D.D.C. 1991) (citing Pensacola Constr. v. St. Paul Fire & Marine Ins. Co., 705 F. Supp. 306,

19

308 (W.D. La. 1988)). SBS sets forth no evidence or legal authority to rebut this presumption.

20

SBS does not (and cannot) meet its burden to justify a stay of the non-arbitral claims in

21

this litigation by- and against- non-parties to the arbitration agreement between T3 Enterprises

22

and SBS, exclusively. Thus, the court must deny SBS's request to stay (a) T3 Enterprises' claims

23

against the non-SBS Defendants; and, (b) Thurston Enterprises' claims against all defendants.

24
25

III.

CONCLUSION.

As expressed in the Amended Complaint, Defendants' collective unlawful treatment of

26

Plaintiffs has caused Plaintiffs to lose business -resulting in great harm to the intrinsic value of

27

their distributorships. (AC, ~ 157.) The Defendants' aggressive solicitation of and attacks upon,

28

Plaintiffs' protected customers are ongoing, resulting in continued damage to Plaintiffs'
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1
2

businesses. If Thurston Enterprises and T3 Enterprises are forced to forgo pursuit of their non-

3

discrete claims against SBS, that delay would likely mark the end of the Plaintiffs'

4

distributorships altogether.

5

arbitrable claims against SBS and the Non-SBS Defendants pending arbitration of T3 Enterprises

For the reasons set forth above, T3 Enterprises' claims against SBS should be arbitrated

6

in Idaho. T3 Enterprises' claims against SBS are subject to a stay, but all remaining claims must

7

not be stayed by the Court.

8

9

DATED: November 12, 2014

MOFFATT THOMAS

10
11
By:
12

C. layton Gill, ISB No. 4973
Attorneys for Plaintiff
T3 Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston
Enterprises, Inc.

13
14
15

16

DATED: November 12, 2014

MULCAHYLLP

17

18
19

20
21

By:
mes M. Mulcahy- pro
ttorneys for Plaintiffs
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Enterprises, Inc.

22
23
24

25

26
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1

company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited )
~
liability company; and DOES 1-10,

2
Defendants.
3

~

4

Dawn Teply hereby declares as follows:

5

1.

I am the majority owner and operator ofPlaintiffT3 Enterprises, Inc. ("T3 Enterprises"). I

6

am over the age of eighteen and have first-hand knowledge of all of the facts stated herein. If called as a

7

witness, I could and would testify competently thereto.

8
9

2.

I make this affidavit in support of Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises, Inc.'s

("Thurston Enteprises") opposition to (1): Defendant Michael Dunlap's ("Dunlap") motion to dismiss for

10

lack of personal jurisdiction; and (2) Defendant Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.'s ("SBS") motion to.

11

compel arbitration.

12

13

My Purchase Of A Safeguard Distributorship

3.

In 1995, I was hired by Roger Thurston ("Thurston") to serve as a sales representative for his

14

Safeguard distributorship, Thurston Enterprises. Just a few years after being hired by Thurston, he began

15

grooming me to one day takeover a portion of his Safeguard distributorship as my own.

16

17
18

4.

. During the summer of2006, and after working for Thurston Enterprises for approximately 11

years, I opened discussions ~ith Thurston about purchasing a portion of his Safeguard distributorship.
5.

Thereafter, Thurston and I worked out an arrangement where Thurston Enterprises would assign

19

to my newly formed entity, T3 Enterprises, a large number of Thurston Enterprises' customers and referral

20

sources in exchange for a purchase price of $598,118.32, paid out in 120 monthly installments of $4,984.32.

21

6.

The installment plan that Thurston and I worked out was critical as I did not have the ability to

22

pay the $598,118.32 up front, nor did I have the collateral needed to acquire a loan from a third-party lender

23

in that amount. Needless to say, without Thurston's willingness to accept payment of the purchase price

24

over time, I would not have been able to acquire my own business.

25

7.

After reaching an agreement on the payment terms, Thurston and I then prese.q.ted our proposed

26

agreement to SBS for approval. At the time we presented the proposal to SBS, I learned that T3 Enterprises

27

would have to enter into a separate Safeguard distributor agreement with SBS. To ensure that I would be able to

28

continue operating the business in the same manner Thurston had before me, I requested that the new T3
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1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14

15
16
17

18
19

20
21

22
23

24
25

26
27

Enterprises/SBS ,distributor agreement contain identical terms as those in the Thurston Enterprises/SBS
distributor agreement.
8.

SBS prepared the Safeguard distributor agreement and all other documents necessary for the

transaction- e.g., an assignment agreement and personal continuing guarantee. ·
9.

At the tin1e I was contemplating entering into the Safeguard distributor agreement, I was not a

sophisticated investor. I had absolutely no business education. I had no business training outside of my work as
a sales representative for Thurston Enterprises. I had no business backgrmmd.. I had never owned or even run a
business.
10.

I was also well aware that the only way I would be able to acquire my own business was

through the purchase of Thurston's Safeguard distributorship becau~e of his willingness to accept
installment payments. Also, even ifl had the fmancing, there were no comparable altemative business
opporhmities available to me. It is fair to say that I was unaware of any other business opportunities with even
remotely similar attributes to Thurston Enterprises' Safeguard distributorship.
11.

On July 28, 2006, I signed the Safeguard distributor agreement as the president ~fT3

Enterprises. At the time of signing, I was brought into a room with SBS 's attomeys Dunlap and Kevin Skipper
("Skipper"). Before signing the agreement, I asked Dunlap ifl would be able to make any changes to the
document and if it was "open for negotiation." Dunlap responded, "no," ifl wanted to become a Safeguard
distributor, this is the contract I would have to sign. Because the agreement was presented to me on a "take it or
leave it" basis, it was clear to me that my only option to signing the distributor agreement "as is" was to walk
away from the transaction.
12.

At the time of my July 28, 2006 meeting with Dtmlap and Skipper, I felt compelled to sign

the agreement as I had already: (1) leased office space, (2) paid for and formed a legal entity to operate my
anticipated acquisition of the Safeguard distributorship, (3) worked with Thurston to notify several of
Thurston Enterprises' customers that they would be transferring to me as part of the transaction, (4) secured
a line of credit at the local bank, (5) lined up employees, (6) paid deposits and signed contracts for 'various
utilities, including phone and intemet providers, (7) purchased significant office equipment, and (8)
fumished my new office- all in anticipation of acquiring the Safeguard distributorship. For all practical

28
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1

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10'

11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18

19

20
21

22

purposes, my Safeguard distributorship was ready to begin operating as soon as the Safeguard distributor
agreement was signed.
13.

signed SBS's standardized form agreement.
14.

25

26
27

To be clear, I had no input into the agreement, and had no negotiations whatsoever with SBS or

anyone else about the arbitration provision in the agreement. In fact, before signing the Safeguard distributor
agreement, I did not notice. its arbitration provision or the requirement that I go to Texas to pursue any claims
against SBS. For what it is worth, I did not expect the distributor agreement to require me to travel all the way to
Texas to resolve disputes conceming my operation of an Idaho distributorship.
15.

While I do not claim pove1ty, I am informed that ifl were forced to file T3 Enterprises' claims

against SBS in this action in arbitration, I would be required to pay a significant initial filing fee and case servic
fee. Also, arbitration in Texas would force me to incur thousands of dollars in travel expenses and additional
attomeys' fees and costs due to the travel time alone. I am informed that additional legal expenses would be
necessary because arbitration in Texas would require the retention oflocal counsel. As a result of the conduct
described in the Amended Complaint, I have already suffered significant losses resulting from the
combined conduct of the Defendants. It would be a severe hardship for me to have to pay these additional fees
to pursue my claims against SBS while pursuing related claims against the remaining Defendants in Idaho.
16.

In addition to the out-of-pocket costs that arbitration in Texas would force me to incur, having to

arbitrate this matter in Texas will likely further damage my business. I am very busy with my distributorship
trying to make ends meet. I work at least 60 hours per week on average. Even if all travel worked out perfectly
(with all flights conveniently scheduled and on time), each rotmdtrip to Texas would take at least nine hours
during a business day. This is time that I can ill·afford to be away from my business.
The Subject Dispute Is Exclusive To Idaho

23

24

In light of all of these factors, I could not walk away from the transaction and, instead,

17.

T3 Enterprises is an Idaho corporation with its principal place of business in Meridian,

Idaho. Pursuant to its Safeguard distributor agreement, T3 Enterprises has the right to operate its Safeguard
distributorship in specific territories within Idaho. Since acquiring the business, T3 Enterprises has
continuously operated a Safeguard distributorship in Idaho.

28
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18.

This dispute began when Defendant Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. ("SAl") acquired the asset

of Defendant Idaho Business Forms, Inc. ("IBF")- an Idaho corporation and competitor of both T3
Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises in the same relevant geographic market in Idaho.

•

19.

After purchasing the IBF assets -which primarily consisted of Idaho customer lists and

relationships - SAl entered into agreements with Defendants and Idaho residents Tressa McLaughlin
("McLaughlin"), Jamie McCormick ("McCormick") and James Dunn ("Dunn"), and their Idaho businesses
IBF, KMMR, LLC ("KMMR") and JDHRS, LLC ("JDHRS") (McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, IBF,
KMMR, and JDHRS are collectively referred to herein as the "Idaho Defendants").
20.

Since that time, the Idaho Defendants have contacted, solicited, and obtained orders for

Safeguard products from many of the Idaho customers for whom T3 Enterprises has exclusive rights.

Dunlap's First Known Trip to Idaho

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

21.

on June 12th and wanted to meet with me concerning the very subject of this lawsuit- the "crossover
accounts" between the Plaintiffs' distributorships and the IBF customer list. Dunlap's May 8, 2013.email is
attached to my email as Exhibit 1.
22.

27
28

Leading up to his June 2013 visit, Dunlap sent me numerous emails. As planned, on June .

12, 2013, I met with Dunlap in Boise, Idaho to address Safeguard's pursuit of the assets ofiBF.
23.

In support for his motion to dismiss, Dunlap has submitted an affidavit to this Court in

which he claims that he "traveled to Idaho in the summer of 2013 regarding a business matter unrelated to
the instant dispute." Dunlap's sworn statement is not true as the purpose of his June 2013 meeting
concerned the IBF issues that are now the subject ofthis dispute. Further, Dunlap's sworn statement is
contradicted by his own June 14, 2013 email in which he made clear to me that the crux of our June 12

111

meeting concerned the acquisition ofiBF. A true and accurate copy of Dunlap's June 14, 2013 email is
attached hereto as Exhibit 2.

Dunlap's Second Known Trip To Idaho

25

26

On May 8, 2013, Dunlap sent me an email in Idaho informing me that he would be in Boise

24.

Two months later, on August 28, 2013, Dunlap sent another series of emails to me in Idaho.

In these emails, Dunlap indicated that "business dictates" that he come back to Boise and meet to further
discuss IBF. A true and accurate copy of Dunlap's August 28, 2013 email is attached hereto as Exhibit 3.
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25.

visit to Idaho was "all about IBF." A true and accurate copy of Dunlap's subsequent email is attached
hereto as Exhibit 4.

26.

28

Consistent with these plans, on October 3, 2013, I met with Dunlap in Boise, Idaho. During

the meeting, Dunlap insisted that I give up or sell to SAl - for servicing by the Idaho Defendants - all of T3
Enterprises protected customers that Dunlap claimed had historically generated more business through IBF
- explaining this was "best for business."
27.

I refused Dunlap's overtures concerning the release of my protected customers, and

informed Dunlap that what he was insisting upon violated my customer protection rights under T3
Enterprises' distributorship agreement with SBS. In response, Dunlap threatened that, "[o]h, you want to
talk contract? You want to go to court and fight over the contract. We can go to court all day."
28.

Shortly after leaving Idaho, on October 7, 2013, Dunlap emailed me, in Idaho, a list of 108

"potential conflicts" - suggesting that he was not able to identify the actual common customers between T3
Enterprises and IBF. A true and accurate copy of Dunlap's October 7, 2013 email is attached hereto as
Exhibit 5. Dunlap's alleged inability to identify the actual common customers between the Safeguard
businesses was misleading as Dunlap - both the secretary and general counsel for SBS and SAl - knew
exactly who IBF had as a customer as the IBF customer list was part of SAl's purchase.
29. , Keeping with the fallacy, Dunlap later sent an email to me claiming to have "no idea of what
IBF was selling and to whom and how much the sales were." In response, I asked Dunlap to identify "who"
could provide me with some clarity as to the identity of the actual common customers between my.business
and IBF. At this point, Dunlap acknowledged that the information yvas "with accounting and they won't
talk to you unless I tell them to do so [ .... And,] tmless you want me to share your information with [the
Idaho Defendants], then I will not share their information with you." Dunlap's response ignored T3
Enterprises' contractual entitlement to information on sales by other Safeguard distributors to its protected
customers.

Dunlap Works With The Idaho Defendants To Send
Mass Solicitation To My Protected Customers

26
27

In no uncertain terms, Dunlap sent me subsequent emails explaining that the purpose of his

30.

Sometime in early October 2013, McLaughlin- with Dunlap's direction and assistance-

circulated a solicitation letter to all of IBF' s former customers in Idaho - including T3 Enterprises'
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protected customers. A true and accurate copy of the letter is attached hereto as Exhibit 6. The letter
informed the customyrs that (1) McLaughlin and McCormick had "recently entered into a relationship with
[SBS]" and were now operating under the name "IBF/Safeguard"; (2) as a result of the new relationship,
the customers would "now have access to an even more diverse offering of [Safeguard] products and
services;" (3) "[McLaughlin], who has been with IBF for 23 years and [McCormick], who has been with
IBF since 1999" would remain with the new company and continue to service the customers' needs; and (4
that someone at IBF/Safeguard would be following up with the customers soon to "share exciting details
about the new solutions that are now available to [their] organization" as a result of these Defendants' new
relationship with Safeguard. As could be expected, this Dunlap/McLaughlin solicitation letter caused
serious damage to my customer relationships.

31.

send the October 2013 solicitation letter to the list of customers that he, himself, had provided. This list, of
course, contained all of the common customers between T3 Enterprises and IBF. Dunlap also offered to
send out a follow-up letter to all of the common customers (notwithstanding the fact that he had earlier told
me that he could not identify the common customers) that received the solicitation letter to inform them of
the error, and to remind them to continue to place their orders with T3 Enterprises. Dunlap also "offered" to
include with the retraction letter, a 20% off coupon good for the customer's next order with T3 Enterprises.
I accepted Dunlap's offers, but neither he nor anyone else at Safeguard followed through.

Dunlap Continues His Relentless Pressure To Convince
Me To Give Up My Protected Accounts

19
20
21

22
23
24
25

Dunlap later admitted to me that he was at fault for directing the "marketing department" to

32.

Continuing his charade, Dunlap directed me to meet with McLaughlin and McCormick in

Idaho to discuss the common customer issue

ourse~ves.

This, however, was the commercial equivalent of

telling me to ask for assistance from my new Safeguard competitor, and put McLaughlin and McCormick

in~ position to further interfere with T3 Enterprises' contractual rights.
33.

On November 14, 2014, Dunlap sent an email to me in Idaho to purportedly "bring [me] up

to speed" on the customer C?nflict between IBF and T3 Enterprises. A true and accurate copy of Dunlap's

. 26
November 14, 2013 email is attached hereto as Exhibit 7.
27

28
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34.

Then, on February 2, 2014, Dunlap sent another email informing me that he's "got data"-

implying that he had finally obtained the data on common customers that I had been requesting for the past
four months. In the email, Dunlap represented that he was currently working on the data and asked if I had
time to talk about 'the common customer issue later in the week. A true and accurate copy of Dunlap's
February 2, 2014 em_ail is attached hereto as Exhibit 8.
35.

On February 6, 2014, Dunlap initiated another email exchange with me concerning the

comrri6n customers. A true and accurate copy of Dunlap's February 6, 2014 email is attached hereto as
Exhibit 9. This time, Dunlap's email included a new list of"56 Common Customers" that, according to
him, represented the sum total of "what we show got orders fulfilled through IBF since late August, that
appear to be matches with some accounts in your base." (See Ex. 9.)
36.

In the same email, Dunlap asked me to "examine these [common customers] and then you

and I can have a conversation about possible resolutions." (!d.) In truth, Dunlap's February 6, 2014list of
"56 Common Customers" did not identify all of the common customers between T3 Enterprises and IBF
and merely represented a continuation of the blatant misrepresentations designed to stonewall and belie my
requests until I finally turned many ofT3 Enterprises' protected customers over to SAl for servicing by the
Idaho Defendants.
37.

Later that same day, February 6, 2014, Dunlap initiated a phone call to me in Idaho to

discuss the common customers, which we did.
38.

On February 18, 2014, Dunlap again initiated communications with me in Idaho by sending

me an email asking ifl was "going to be around" for a call. A true and accurate copy of Dunlap's February
18, 2014 email is attached hereto as Exhibit 10. We subsequently shared numerous phone calls and emails
as to the division of the "56 Common Customers" listed on Dunlap's February 6, 2014 email. And, in light
of Dunlap's representation that the "56 Common Customers" represented the sum total of all Common
Customers between T3 Enterprises and IBF, were able to reach an agreement on 48 of those 56 customers.

39.

On February 20, 2014, Dunlap sent an email to me in Idaho memorializing our earlier phone

calls agreement. A true and accurate copy of Dunlap's February 20, 2014 email is attached hereto as
Exhibit 11. As is reflected in Dunlap's email, 20 ofT3 Enterprises protected customers would be turned
over to SAl for servicing by the Idaho Defendants. However, had I been told the truth about the extent of
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the common customers between T3 Enterprises and IBF, I would never have agreed to release these 20
protected accounts.
40.

Then, on February 24, 2014, Dunlap sent me another unsolicited email and then called me in

Idaho regarding additional customer protection issues between T3 Enterprises and IBF. A true and accurate
copy ofDunlap's February 24, 2014 email is attached hereto as Exhibit 12.
41.

Thereafter, on March 3, 2014, Dunlap sent me a draft of an assignment letter reflecting my

agreement to sell 20 of the common customers to SAL
42. ·

On March 17, 2014, I sent an email to Dunlap letting him know that I had not gotten

anywhere with McLaughlin regarding my attempts to exchange files with IBF. Dunlap responded by
informing me that he had spoken with McLaughlin- who was in Idaho- about the "file exchange," and
that it "could be done between you two. " A true and accurate copy of Dunlap's March 17, 2014 email is
attached hereto as Exhibit 13. As is evident through Dunlap's emails, his ongoing interactions with
residents of Idaho during this period were not limited to me and Thurston, but included the Idaho
Defendants as well.
43.

On March 21, 2014, Dunlap sent me another unsolicited email again pushing me to turn ove

one of my top customers to IBF. A true and accurate copy ofDunlap's March 21, 2014 email is attached
hereto as Exhibit 14.
44.

In early April, Dunlap's emails and phone calls to me in Idaho continued. Again, the focus

of the communications was Dunlap's attempt to pressure me to sell or otherwise release some of my top
protected accounts in favor of IBF.
45.

On April6, 2014, Dunlap sent me an email identifying four new common customers that

were not included as part of his February 6, 2014list of 56 Common Customers that supposedly
represented the sum total of all common customers between T3 Enterprises and IBF. The underlying
rationale for Dunlap's email was not to inform me ?fthese four newly identified common customers, but
instead, was to push me to transfer them to SAl for servicing by the Idaho Defendants. A true and accurate
copy ofDunlap's April6, 2014 email is attached hereto as Exhibit 15.
46.

On April10, 2014, Dunlap initiated another series of emails with me in Idaho. A true and

accurate copy of Dunlap's April10, 2014 email chain is attached hereto as Exhibit 16. In short, Dunlap's
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newest barrage of emails continued to (1) disavow knowledge of T3 Enterprises common customers with
IBF, (2) push me to meet with McLaughlin to speak about two of my larger customer accounts, and (3)
claim ignorance with respect to contracts between Safeguard and Dunn and McLaughlin "that relate to
servicing of accounts." (!d.) These, like all of Dunlap's communications with me, were untrue and part and
parcel of his "war of attrition" against me, which had for its purpose and intent the misappropriation ofT3
Enterprises' protected customers for the benefit of the Idaho Defendants.
47.

7

8
9
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think that it is afar better, [sic] for the three ofyou [i.e., me, McLaughlin and McCormick] to talk about
the handling ofspecific accounts, than for me to make decisions from a spreadsheet. What we are trying to
promote is a way of growing sales, all sales yours, IBF, all." A true and accurate copy of Dunlap's April
14, 2014 email is attached hereto as Exhibit 17. This, of course, said it all: Dunlap, SAl, McLaughlin,
McCormick and Dunn never had any intention of honoring the customer protection rights of T3
Enterprises. Instead, together, they all hatched a scheme to see to it that IBF could sell to any or all of my
contractually protected customers - without regard for my rights or wellbeing.
48.
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On April14, 2014, Dunlap sent another email to me in Idaho stating, "I thought and still do

Then, on April16, 2014, Dunlap called me in Idaho and offered to pay to "get closure and

to promote peace between [me], Safeguard and McLaughlin for the 'messy' deal they had done. " During
the call, Dunlap acknowl~dged that SAl's purchase of the IBF assets was a "mistake" and that he didn't
know

"if they would ever be able to get this all figured out." I rejected Dunlap's offer and informed him

that I could not (and would not) share T3 Enterprises' protected customers with IBF because doing so
would destroy my business- damage that Dunlap's meager payment offer could not correct.
49.

At this point, it was just shy of a year that Dunlap first started pressuring me to allo'_V the

Idaho Defendants to sell to the T3 Enterprises' protected customers. At this point, it was abundantly clear
that this issue would not be "resolved" for Dunlap until all of the common accounts were transferred over
to the Idaho Defendants. In realization of this, on April25, 2014, I- now paralyzed by Dunlap's utter
failure to provide any common customer information whatsoever- sent Dunlap a letter pleading with him
to resolve my concerns about McLaughlin, McCormick and Dunn. In the letter, I wrote:
I appreciate the fact that you offered me a payoff for the hassles and to 'wipe the
slate clean,' but until you can get the sales information to me and we can reach a
resolution to this ongoing problem, the slate will never be clean.[ ... ] What I am
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requesting of you is hard sales numbers and product information sold to my customer
base by Safeguard/Deluxe's IBF employees from August 2013 through the current
dates. I can then decide how I want to pursue my interests, whether it be to request
some payment of sales or sell accounts. I need to know the values we are dealing
with in order to make these decisions. While there may be a couple of special
situations that we need to finalize discussion on, it is not my intent to share all of the
accounts and never has been. There is no possible way that sharing accounts will
ever work to my benefit given the current situation.
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A true and accurate copy of my April25, 2014letter to Dunlap is attached hereto as Exhibit 18.
50.

Amazingly, notwithstanding my numerous clear and unambiguous requests for the "hard

sales numbers and product information" sold by IBF to T3 Enterprises' common customers, Dunlap
responded, "I will call next week to gather from you what information you feel you need." A true and
accurate copy of Dunlap's April25, 2014 email response is attached hereto as Exhibit 19.

51.

During May 2014, it was more of the same from Dunlap. On May 1st, he emailed me in

Idaho suggesting that we "start fresh" in our communications relating to the common customers. Then,
instead of providing me with the requested sales numbers and product information for these accounts,
Dunlap included in his email a new list of"36 Common Customers" between T3 Enterprises and IBF that
Dunlap identified as needing "resolution." A true and accurate copy ofDunlap's May 1, 2014 email is
attached hereto as Exhibit 20.
52.

Following my receipt of Dunlap's new list of common customers, we exchanged a series of

emails. In this exchange, I questioned Dunlap's ever changing list of common customers and made clear
that I relied upon the earlier list to "determine the accounts which [she] was currently interested in selling."
Dunlap replied, "I did represent to you several times that we are continuing to examine the records so that

we only have to deal with accounts that are in common. I did not represent to you that the first lists were
lists of accounts that commissions were paid to IBF. "A true and accurate copy of this May 2014 email
exchange is attached hereto as Exhibit 21. Of course, Dunlap's new position was in stark contrast to his
February 6, 2014 representation that the list of 56 customers represented all of the common customers'
serviced by IBF since late August 2013.
53.

Then, on May 23, 2014, Dunlap emailed me again in Idaho addressing another customer that

I noticed had been left off of his earlier so-called common customer lists. In his email, Dunlap represented
27
that he "didn't have any new information on [another protected customer that he left off earlier lists},[and}
28
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can't explain why it was or is a miss." A true and accurate copy of DUnlap's May 23, 20H email is
attached hereto as Exhibit 22. Dunlap then reopened his pursuit of my remaining common customers with
IBF by suggesting that we "get on the phone next week, [to] see where we are? "(!d.)
54.

4

5

The following week, Dunlap called me in Idaho. During our call, Dunlap offered me

$10,000 to "move on and forget about" the sales by the Idaho Defendants to T3 Enterprises' protected
customers. Again, I rejected the offer and instead insisted that Dunlap provide me with "a complete report

6
identifying all common customers between [T3 Enterprises] and IBF at the time SAl purchased IBF."

7
Dunlap, continuing his "war of attrition," responded, "I don't think we have a complete report to provide

8
you."
9
55.

Then, on June 5, 2014, Dunlap sent me another email, this time containing a new list of 17

10
of T3 Enterprises' protected customers that Dunlap described as a "list of possible common accourits from
11

May 27." A true and accurate copy of Dunlap's June 5, 2014 email is attached hereto as Exhibit 23. Of this
12
list of 17 customers, I noticed that 14 were omitted from Dunlap's original February 6, 2014list that was
13
supposed to contain all of the common customers between T3 Enterprises and IBF.
14
56.
15

For more than a year, Dunlap knew that the Idaho Defendants were soliciting and servicing

T3 Enterprises' protected customers, and Dunlap went out of his way to facilitate this infringement. It is

16
clear from his conduct, that Dunlap took action adverse to T3 Enterprises' contractual relationship with
17

18
19

SBS, and interfered with my economic relationships with my protected customers by:
a.

knowingly disregarding T3 Enterprises' customer protections rights;

b.

announcing to my customers- as part of the October 3, 2014 letter that

20

IBF/Safeguard are now the "go-to people" for the servicing of all of the

21

22

customers' Safeguard business needs;
c.

23

have a material adverse effect upon their future sales to rriy protected

24
25
26

refusing to notify me of any events that may reasonably be expected to

customers;

d.

engaging in pervasive and repeated activity designed to threaten, coerce,
dissemble and intimidate me into sharing (or selling at an artificially

27

28
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depressed price) ihe accounts that are the subject of T3 Enterprises'

1

customer protection rights;

2
e.

3

infonnation as provided for in the distributor agreement;

4

f.

5

g.

8

15
16

when repeatedly asked for

infonning roe that my only alternative was to "share'' or "sell" my major

My Safeguard Distributorship Is A Franchise

10

14

and

and other prot~ted Safeguard customers with the Idaho Defendants.

9

13

protection~

information on this subject, engaged in abject prevarication; and

7

12

refusing to identify which IBF customers are "cross-over" Safeguard

customers with account

6

11

refusing to turn over T3 Enterprises' protected customers' sales

57.

On June 14, 2007, I received a letter from Dunlap on behalf of SBS informing me (and all

other Safeguard distributoJS) that SBS'wa.s registering as a franchise in light of a California court's 1996
ruling that the way SBS does business "is as a franchise." A 1rue and accurate copy of Dunlap's June 14,
2007letter is attached to my declaration as Exhibit 24.
58.

In light ofthe California court's findings, and SBS's subsequent announcement, any attempt

by SBS now to contest its status as a franchise would be disingenuous.

17

18
19
20
.21

I declare under the penalty of perjury Wider thela.ws of the State of Idaho and of the Unjted States
that the foregoing is true and correct.
Executed November 12, 2014 at Boise, Idaho .

·.

22
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25
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28
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1

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

2

I HEREBY C:t;:RTIFY that on th1s J2 day ofNovember, 2014, I caused to be served a true.
copy of the foregoing PLAINTIFFS' OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO COMPEL
.
ARBITRATION; PLAINTIFFS' OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO DISMISS FOR LACK OF
PERSONAL JURISDICTION; AFFIDAVIT OF ROGER THURSTON IN OPPOSITION TO
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO DISMISS AND MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION;
AND AFFIDAVIT OF DAWN TEPLY IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO
DISMISS AND MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION by the method indicated below, and
addressed to each of the following:

3
4

5
6

.

~~

.

7
Steven F. Schossberger
Tayler Tibbitts
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
Boise, ID 83701-1617
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
ttibbitts@hawleytroxell.com
[Attorneys for Defendants]

8
9

10
11

12

[ ]

VIA FACSIMILE

[X]

BY ELECTRONIC SERVICE

15

[]

BY MAIL

16

[]

BY CERTIFIED MAIL

17

[]

BY FEDERAL EXPRESS

[]

BY MESSENGER SERVICE
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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EXHIBIT 1
000805

/

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dawn Teply <admin@safeguard-teply.us>
Thursday, May 09, 2013 8:43 AM
'Dunlap, Michael'
RE:

Hi Mike,
I will be around on June 12th and will be glad to meet with you. Just let me know what time so I can put you on my calendar.
Thanks,
Dawn Teply
Safeguard By Teply & Associates
(208) 429-8282 local phone
(877) 429-8181 toll free phone
(208) 429-8354 fax line
admin@safeguard-teply.us
www.gosafeguard.com/dteply

---Original Message----From: Dunlap, Michael [mailto:mdunlap@gosafeguard.comJ
Sent: Wednesday, May 08, 2013 6:39PM
To: Teply, Dawn (Safeguard Partner)
Subject:

...

Howdy, hope things are well. I am going to be in Boise on June 12. We bought an independent base of business that has some
business there. We are in the process of scrubbing the list to see if we have any crossover accounts. I was hoping you would be in
town and be able to spare me an hour to go over what we discover? Let me know when you get a chance? ·

1
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EXHIBIT 2
000807

~·

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dawn Teply <admin@safeguard-teply.us>
Friday, June 14, 2013 3:43 PM
'Dunlap, Michael'
RE: new idea

Hi Mike,
Thanks for following up and for taking the time to visit with me. It was nice to see you. I have to say
that after hearing about the IBF deal I am very disappointed that Safeguard wants to do business with
them. It saddens me that they are willing to devalue our local name, not to mention, make waves for
the successful distributors in this area. I hope they will consider our t~oughts about this transaction
but I realize that money is involved and usually seems to drive the decision.
I will email the sponsorship request for the soccer team to you if you wouldn't mind passing it onto the
correct person.
Thank you,
VCNWVllie:p~
Safeguard By Teply & Associates
(208) 429-8282 local phone
(877) 429-8181 toll free phone
~208) 429-8354 fax line

admin@safeguard>-teply. us
www .gosafeguard.com/dteply

From: Dunlap, Michael [mailto:mdunlap@gosafeguard.com]
Sent: Friday, June 14, 2013 1:56PM
To: Teply, Dawn (Safeguard Partner) .
Subject: RE: new idea
the latest is I did meet with Roger, didn't buy his lunch, he said the same things you did about IBF and Mr. Dunn
I ran the request for some funding for the soccer team to Fritz, Jenelfe and Michele, since it is a sponsorship request, the
Sales department fields those. I know we don't do it often, but I put in your request.
Po to the status of IBF, I really don't have a feel for whether it is a go or no go.

And as for the two items we discussed (Schab related) I didn't get to those, but I will
thanks again

if you have any questions, please let me know.

1
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EXHIBIT 3
000809

----Original Message--From: Dunlap, Michael [mailto:mdunlap@gosafeguard.com]
Sent: Wednesday, August 28,2013 12:03 PM
To: Teply, Dawn (Safeguard Partner)
Subject: RE:
Yep, it closed, trying to get ahead of things. You going to the exchange in Vegas next month?
From: Dawn Teply [admin@safeguard-teply.us]
Sent: Wednesday, August 28, 20 13 I :00 PM
To: Dunlap, Michael
Subject: RE:
Yes, I can meet. Is this regarding the purchase ofiBF?
Dawn Teply
Safeguard By Teply & Associates
(208) 429-8282 local phone
(877) 429-8181 toll free phone
(208) 429-8354 fax line
admin@safeguard-teply.us
www.gosafeguard.com/dteply

---Original Message--From: Dunlap, Michael [mailto:mdunlap@gosafeguard.com]
Sent: Wednesday, August 28, 2013 I 0:01 AM
To: Teply, Dawn (Safeguard Partner)
Subject:
What does October 2 look like in your schedule? Business dictates I come
back to Boise and I was hoping to grab a couple of hours of your time.

1
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EXHIBIT 4
000811

,j

•

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Dawn Teply <admin@safeguard-teply.us>
Thursday, September 26, 2013 8:49AM
'Dunlap, Michael'
RE: Meeting October 3rd

Ok, thanks and I will see you next week.

VaM!wTe;p~
Safeguard By Teply & Associates
(208) 429-8282 local phone
(877) 429-8181 toll free phone
(208) 429-8354 fax line
admin@safeguard-teply. us
www.gosafeguard.com/dteply
Check out our website for more products/

From: Dunlap, Michael [mailto:mdunlap@qosafeguard.com)

Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 9:23 AM
To: Teply, Dawn (Safeguard Partner)
Subject: RE: Meeting October 3rd
No, just a casual meeting, all good, nothing to do with your contract, all about IBF

From: Dawn Teply [mailto:admin@safeguard-teply.us]
Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 10:22 AM
To: Dunlap, Michael
Subject: Meeting October 3rd

Hi Mike,
I have scheduled the conference room in my building for our meeting on October 3rd from 10:00 am12:00 pm. Please let me know if this is a casual meeting or if I will need my attorney present.
Thank you,

VawwTe;p~
Safeguard By Teply & Associates
(208) 429-8282 local phone
(877) 429-8181 toll free phone
(208) 429-8354 fax line
1dmin@safeguard-teply. us
oNWW.gosafeguard.com/dteply
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EXHIBIT 5
000813

From:

Sent:
To:
Attachments:

Dunlap, Michael <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>
Monday, October 07, 2013 10:42 AM
Teply, Dawn (Safeguard Partner)
teply only 100713.xls

I have some ideas about the entries here, but thought I would provide you with the list of potential conflicts. I'm sure
we will be talking soon.
Thanks again
Michael P. Dunlap 1General Counsel
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.( www.gosafeguard.com
8585 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 600N 1Dallas, TX 75247
Ph: (214) 640-39271 cell: (972) 213-5765
E-mail: mdunlap@gosafeauard.com
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cust..nome
cust_odclr_2
CUST_ADI stote_coc SG Lost Tr~
J6mo! SG 12mo! CUST #
DIST #
A IOCopitol
250 s. 5th Street Ste •
Boise
10
$90
QWMOTN
4T5
~
ACME Insulation. Inc.
11252 Executive Dr.-P.O. Box 190630 Boise
ID
01/05/12
$84
QWMIGV
4T5
Acoustical Supply and Dlsf.
5430 West Stole Street
Boise
ID
06/14/13
$229 QWMIOG
$~10
4T5
Advance or Die
104 E. Fairview Ave #206
Meridian ID
02/04/11
$121
QWMIIB
4T5
All West Aviation Service
133 E. 501h Street
Gorden CID
02/21/13
$149
$35 PKT79H
4T5
Apache River, LLC. dbo Double L
P.O. Box488
Burley
10
07/08/13 $3.834
$1.304 QN6088
4T5
ARC
4082 Chlnden Blvd.
Gorden CID
05/03/13~ $8.562 PKT5DC/QN605J
415
Arid Club. Inc.
P.O. Box 6536-1137 W. River Sf.
Boise
ID
03/14/13
$921
$180 QN607H
415
B & D Foods
3494 STKAve
Boise
ID
10/16/12 $1.623
$210 QWMID4/QWMID6 ·
4T5
Belle Boutique
3371 N. Eagle Rood
Meridian 10
'QN615l
$242
4T5
04/02!12
Benefit Managers Company, Inc.
8850 W. Emerald Ste. 194-P.O. Box IS Boise
10
4T5
07/09/13 iif~*it\7! $6.415 PKTIZZ
Best Westem VIsta Inn
2645 Airport Way
ID
Boise
04/05/12
$112
QY6CY8
4T5
Blauer, Wayne Dr. M.D.
1501 Hiland Sle.L-3
ID
Burley
10/22/12
$189
$70 PKT4ZF
4T5
Block 22, LLC
233 S. Capitol Blvd.
ID
Boise
Ol/14/13~fji~,~QR $3.422 PKTI12
4T5
Boise Centre
850 w Front St.
ID
Boise
04/26/13 $5.070
$1.636 PZN041
4T5
Boise Refrigeration Service Co.
202 West 39th Street
Boise
ID
01/24/13 $2.952
$511 681738
4T5
Boise School District Foundation
8169 WEST VICTORY RD
BOISE
ID
PKT03B
02/24/11
$65
4T5
Brent Mitchell Constructions
1650 Overfond Ave. Ste. 7
Burley
ID
09!15/11
PKT2P6
$308
4T5
Coldwell Auto
2221 Cleveland Blvd.
ColdweiiiD
02/25/13 $1.045
$188 693628/PKT54F/PKTCS7
4T5/447
Camp Oil Company
Fruitland 10
P.O.Box316
03/11/13
$443
$85 PKT6N6
4T5
Carpet One
P.O. Box 6250-1507 Main Street (837C Boise
ID
4T5
03/30/12
PKTH06/QWM !OK
$577
Coxton Printers, LTD.
312 Main Street
$611 PKTBZL
4T5
ColdweiiiD
07/09/13 $1.625
Central Paving
5040 s. Apple Street
ID
05/13/11
QWM166
4T5
Boise
$75
Challenger Company
ID
609 w Main Street
Boise
PKT3RP/QWM 1G3/QN60DR/QN60DP/PKTBCL 4T5
12/20/11 $1.178
737 North 7th Street
ID.
4T5
Christian Hardee LLC
Boise
$967
$304 PKT8YJ/QWMOJT/QWM 12H/QWM 196
06/07/13
City of Eagle
660 East Civic lone-P.O. Box 1520 Eagle
4T5
$354 QWMITO
10
07/16/12
$354
4T5
Commercial Home Furnishings
104 South Orchard
Boise
ID
08/23/1 I
$137
QY6B03
ID
Connolly & Smyser Chartered
134 S. 5th Street
Boise
12/17/12
$239
415
$110 QWMIGR
5430 W. Slate Street
Boise
ID
415
Contract Floors
09/27/12 $1.000
$35 QWM 1Ol/PKTGYN/PKTH22/PKTOF5
4T5
P.O. Box 44835
ID
$61 QWM22R
CPM3 Corporation
Boise
03/20/13
$61
$239 PZN1CO
4T5
1774 Main Streit
Boise
ID
11/14/12
$664
Creamer Heating & Air Condition!
4T5
$2.603 963224
CRI Advantage, Inc.
12754 West Lasalle
Boise
ID
04!12/13 $6.871
4T5
Meridian ID
$1.456 855746/PKT9F4
D & J Transport
1433 E Commercial
05/31/13 $4.377
4T5
$586 QWM 123/743986
Dolley, Tom Accounting
620 5th Street
Rupert ID
12/17/12
$898
4T5
$835
$334 PKTOSB
DB Fitzpatrick
225 N. Ninth Street, Suite 810
Boise
ID
03/03!13
4T5
$2.388 QN60SG
ID
07/16/13 $6.649
Debt Reduction Services, Inc.
6213 N. Cloverdale Rood Ste. 100 Boise
4T5
$1.251 PKT1KL
04/17/13 $4,964
1400 Front Street
Boise
ID
Designer Aoors, Inc.
4T5
Meridian ID
$104 QWM112
1450 N, Hickory Ave.
01/28/13
$259
DlomondUne
4T5
$592 PK167H
7337 W. Norlhview St.
Boise
ID
01/30/13 $1.395
Dr. Brewster
4T5
$729 PK10DZ
ID
Boise
07/03!13 $1.732
Dykman Bectric, Inc.
2323 Federal Way
415
$235
$85 QWM18P
1111 W. JEFFERSON SUITE 530-P.O. BC BOISE
ID
02/07/13
EBERLE, BERLIN & ASSOCIATES
4T5
QN612X
ID
06/15/12
$892
Boise
4106 Sand Creek
Edwards Greenhouse
4T5
$822 PKT4T4
Boise
ID
07/24/12 $2.798
355 S. 3rd Suite B
ESA Credit Union
4T5
Merlc;ilon ID
05/30/13- $2.788 QN62HJ/QWM1ZO
3330 E Louise Drive Sle # 300
ESI Construction
4T5
Burley
ID
07/08/1 3 •.. "·. · •
$593 PK1086/+
1360 Albion Ave
Evans & Poulson CPA's
4TS
QN628V
$493
ID
02/10/12
Boise
575 East 42nd Street
Fishe(s Technology
4T5
QWM10M
$288
Boise
10
03/23/11
5430 W. Stole Street
Gem Aoor Supply
4T5
$525 QN61PB
OR
$769
Nyssa
08/13/12
418 Commercial Ave.
Golden West Produce
4T5
$136 PKT6FH
$649
BURLEY ID
05/22/13
1096 E. MAIN-P.O. BOX 130
GOODE MOTOR AUTO GROUP
4T5
$611 QN61PK
Boise
ID
07/20/13 $1.133
704 s. latah Sl
Habitat For Humanity
$393 QN6067/QY6542/QN62CB/QN61XT/QN606J/P: 4T5
ID
06/24/13 $1,875
P.O. Box 15619-1445 Commerce Ave Boise
• Hoyden Beverage
4T5
ID
BOISE
861 W ROLLINS ST
HERCULEAN CONCRETE SYSTEMS
12/17/12.!'
~PKT5R7
4T5
ID
Boise
4610 Hillcrest Dr
06/26/13
·= -$~[$.~.-·z:.lQWMOLL
Hillcrest Country Club
4T5
$404 PKT08l
ID
05/01/13
$958
Boise
1188 University Drive
Idaho Sports Medicine lnslitute
4T5
027234
$102
ID
09/30/11
Eagle
Idaho Surgical Partners
323 E. Riverside Sle. 220
415
PKT03B/QY69BK
10
05/15/12
$253
Boise
~fl.~~~'{:'s'j;~'o9t-blif::.S:QiSEt.. • ·...•.. ,;;•_.,..,:;; 8169 W. VIctory Rood
4T5
QWMllR
ID
02/11/11
$88
Boise
P.O. Box8024
Interior Systems. Inc.
4T5
$57 PKT33l
$167
09/17/12
NAMPA ID
5313 AIRPORT RO
J & D HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING
415
$901 940141/+++
07/16/13 $2.683
EAGLE ID
1045 S ANCONA STEil 150
KATHLEEN ROMA & ASSOCIATES, PLLC
415
$382 QWM10N/QWNIOP
07/05/13 $1,107
Boise
10
5430 W. Stole Street
Kitchens by Design
4T5
QN609Y
$167
ColdweU 10
08/12/11
20928 Grope Lone
Koenig Distillery & Winery

..roo
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NAME
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN1EPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY/ROGER THURST<
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN1EPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY

Lee Read Jewelers.
Lone Star Middle s,
Maguire Financial Serv1ces
MAHONEY LAW OFFICE
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP
Minidoka County
MINIDOKA COUNTY DISTRICT CT.
MINIDOKA COUNTY TREASURER
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Mountain States Group
Norlhwest Precast
Old Ranch House Seasonings, LLC.
Orthopedic Assocolion
PASCO, Inc.
Paul's Markel
PICKUP, A. SCOTT D.M.D.
POMERELLE MOUNTAIN RESORT
Quality Concrete
Quality Thermistor, Inc.
RADIX CONSTRUCTION
Rambo Sand & Grovel Inc.
Redfish Sensor Products. LLC.
RINGERT CLARK CHARTERED LAWYERS
ROCKY MOUNTAIN AGRONOMICS
Rocky Mountain Ob-Gyn
Santos metals & recycling
SHIRO'S INC.
Snoke River Pool & Spa. Inc
Solution Pro
Southwest Idaho Surgery Center
Spurwlng The Club
ST. Luke's Family Health
ST. Luke's Idaho Family Phys.
St. Luke's Regional Medical
STUCCO SYSTEMS, INC
Summit Dental Group
Summit Dental Group
SUN VALLEY SKI TOOLS
The Florist AI Edwards
TITLE ONE
TMC,tNC.
Treasure Volley Coffee Co.
Trl State Beauty Supply
UltraClean
WestVet
WILSON & McCOLL
YANKE MACHINE SHOP,INC.

650 E. Sonata lone
Meridian ID
11055 West Lone Star Rood
Nampa ID
255N. Under
Meridian ID
420 W. MAIN ST.. STE. 206
BOISE
ID
755 W. FRONT ST., STE. 200
BOISE
ID
P.O.BOX36B
Rupert 10
BTH AND G STREET-P.O. BOX 368
RUPERT ID
P.O. BOX 368-715 GSTREET
RUPERT ID
98 WEST 50 SOUTH
RUPERT ID
1607 W Jefferson St.
Boise
ID
2313 W Overland Rood
Boise
ID
19695 Top Rood
GreenleciD
1107 Ironwood Drive
Coeurd'IID
6400 W. Contractors St. Ste 101
Boise
ID
P.O. Box 937-12 North Main
HomedoiJD
1905 HILAND AVE
BURLEY ID
PO BOX 158-975 PARK LANE
ALBION 10
P.O. Box 7245
Boise
ID
2108 Cenlury Way
tO
Boise
2422 12TH AVE. RD# 153
NAMPA 10
Nampa tO
2700 S. Middleton Rood
360 S • Adkins Way Sle. A
Meridian ID
455 SOUTH 3RD
BOISE
ID
1912 WEST MAIN-P.O. BOX 928
BURLEY ID
951 E. Plaza Drive Suite 170
Eagle
ID
665 Bedke Blvd. W.-P.O. BOX 218
Burley
10
PO BOX5333
BOISE
ID
1340 S. Orchard
ID
Boise
1450 Eagle Flight Way
Boise
ID
Boise
10
900 N. Uberty Ste. 450
6800 North Spurwing Way
Meridian ID
Meridian ID
3090 Gentry Way. Ste. 200
10
130 East Boise Ave.
Boise
Boise
ID
190 East Bannock
ID
6400 W CONTRACTORS STE# 101
BOISE
ID
782 S. Americana Blvd
Boise
10
Boise
782 S. Americana Blvd
Boise
JD
2033 W. Century Way
4106 Sand Creek
Boise
JD
BOISE
tD
1101 W. RIVER ST.STE#201
Boise
tO
2313 Overland Rood
Boise
10
11875 President Drive
10
5160 Overland Rd
Boise
Meridian JD
1763 W. Marcon Lane Sfe. 175
Garden(ID
5019 N. Sawyer Ave
ID
3858 N. GARDEN CENTER WAY STE20C BOISE
BOISE
10
441 4 SOUTH GEKLER LANE

07/02/13
10/29/12
03/26/13
02/28/12
07/26/12
06/11/13
06/11/13
06/11/13

796

$525 PKT2N3
4T5
$296 QN61PW
4T5
$483 PKTBWR/QN61 FY/QWM I M3/QWM I BY
4T5
QWMIKS
4T5
4T5
$597 PKT3WI
$522 PKT5C3
4T5
$522 PKT5C3
4T5
$522 PKT5C3
4T5
881274
4T5
·;·;;~~:?7.1i11.?i~
4T5
05/03i 13 ~l:·tif.{~l $6,912 702119/QN6102
06/17/11
QWMI7M
$28
4T5
$82
$82 QWM20X
01/29/13
4T5
$759
$359 PKT3Y4
4T5
03/15/13
QWMOT5
4T5
~·::~w;w.a.n9.
$45
07/02/13
$415
$43 QN61XB/QWM05B/QWM 14S/QWM I GK/QN6214T5
07/19/13
$349
$192 PKT2SG
4T5
03/18/12
QN60F7
4T5
$207
4T5
03/19/13 $1.193
$459 PKT3NJ
4T5
07/18/13 $3.012
$1.101 QN624Z/QWM27R/+++
4T5
$393 PKT6KY
03/20/13 $1.245
4T5
12/21/12
$252
$30 QWMOR8/QWM14M
04/29/12
$192
QWMlLB
4T5
4T5
QWMIK3
06/25/12
$148
4T5
$2.412 PKT4XC/QN611M
06/26/13 $5.285
$184
$184 QWM250
4T5
05/06/13
11/07/12 $2.696
4T5
$522 PKT3SW
4T5
01/21/13
$179
$94 QN61YJ
4T5
11/26/12
$76 PKT623
$201
4T5
PKT33X
01/09/12
$72
$1,498 PKT25W
4T5
05/20/13 $3.961
4T5
PKTOOJ
02/28/11
$559
4T5
715507
~!.@iii*- $240
4T5
$321
$321 QWM23B
06/07/13
4T5
07/19/13~'.$~~' $17.653 PKT6CX
4T5
QWMOT5
$23
09/0B/10
4T5
04/19/13 $2.633
$860 PKTBBZ
4T5
$860 PKTB8Z
04/19/13 $2.633
4T5
$304 PKT8MS/QN6156/QN61VW
11/26/12
$916
4T5
QN612X
$892
06/15/12
4T5
$362 QY6HM8/QY6HM7/QY608D/+++++
02/27/13
$375
415
QWM17M
$28
06/17/11
4T5
$35
$35 QY6KWJ
02/12/13
4T5
$258 PKT549
04/02/13 $1.219
4T5
$31
QN61F3
08/16/10
4T5
$355 PKT6BN
02/22/13 $1.311
4T5
$1.590 PKT37f
06/03/13 $3.860
4T5
$35 PKT4MZ/QY676V +++
$311
09/28/12
,859
$1.708
$89
$1.120
$1.706
$1.706
$1,706
$265

DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY
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EXHIBIT 6
000817

>

Dear Customer,
First of all, we want to thank you for being a loyaiiBF customer! As a valued customer, we want you to be
one of the first to know that we have recently entered into a relationship with Safeguard Business Systems.
In addition to receiving the customer care excellence that you have come to expect from JBF, you will now
have access to an even more diverse offering of products and services.
IBF constantly pursues ways to better serve our customers, and we believe that our new relationship
provides the perfect blend of nationwide manufacturing and distribution capabilities, along with cross channel
marketing solutions to help your business grow and prosper. You should also know that IBF will remain a
locally operated business comprised of current members of the executive team, Tressa Mclaughlin, who has
been with IBF for 23 years and Jamie McCormick as Controller, who has been with IBF since 1999. IBF
employees are known as the "go-to people" and the team is made up of long term employees with vast .
industry knowledge and experience. As a company, IBF leverages those skill sets to maximize efficiencies
and improve the customer experience.
Safeguard is part of Deluxe Corporation; one of the largest providers of service solutions in the world, and
has been serving businesses and organizations similar to yours for over fifty years. The benefits from our
added products, services, and solutions will help you build your brand and improve the results of your
marketing campaigns. Additionally, our world class technology solutions will help you cost effectively manage
your marketing resources and printed materials supply chain.
Your Client Services Representative, <Name>, will be following up with you soon to share exciting details
about the new solutions that are now available to your organization.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. All of us at JBF are excited about our new
relationship with Safeguard, and are confident that it will bring additional value to our business relationship.
Best Regards,

Tressa Mclaughlin
President & COO
IBF
A Safeguard Business Systems Partner
tmclaughlin@goibf.com
208.342.3676

$ 910 West Amity Boise, Idaho 83705 208 342 36761 fa><: 201:'..345 5740 goiBF.corn
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EXHIBIT 7
000819

From: Dawn Teply <admin@safeguara-teply.us>
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 3:40:11 PM
To: Dunlap, Michael
Subject: RE: howdy

Yes, is there a time that will work for you tomorrow between 9:30am and 12:00 pm my time?

Thanks,
VaM.JwTep~
Safeguard By Teply & Associates
(208) 429-8282 local phone
(877) 429-8181 toll free phone
(208) 429-8354 fax line
admin@safeguard-teply.us
www.gosafeguard.com/dteply
Check out our website for more products!

From: Dunlap, Michael [mailto:mdunlap@gosafeguard.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 10:48 AM
To: Teply, Dawn (Safeguard Partner)
Subject: howdy
So far so good, but I was wondering if you would have some time for me to bring you up to speed?
Michael P. Dunlap 1General Counsel
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. 1www.gosafequard.com
8585 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 600N I Dallas, TX 75247
Ph: (214) 640-39271 cell: (972) 213-5765
E-mail: mdunlap@gosafequard.com

2
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EXHIBIT 8
000821

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Dunlap, Michael <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>
Sunday, February 02, 2014 5:24 PM
Teply, Dawn (Safeguard Partner)
dawn@safeguard-'teply.us
Re: Sales Concerns

I got data Thursday, working on it. Would you have time for you and I to talk later this week, like Wednesday afternoon?

000822

EXHIBIT 9
000823

From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 06, 2014 3:12:22 PM
To: Dunlap, Michael
Subject: Re:

Mike,
Did you check into the questions regarding Schoeb's special pricing on the laser checks for
Payette Title?
Also, on the customer's below is there an option for me to purchase the account for the
products ordered that I do not currently supply? Otherwise, is there an option to receive
partial commissions from the sales IBF are making if I share the customer?
Jhanks,
Dawn Teply

On F.eb 6, 2014, at 11:40AM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:

1

000824

This list is what'
ow got orders fulfilled through IBF since ..,.e August that
appear to be matches with some accounts in your base.
I call out St. luke's while understanding that the entity is large and has accounts
with 2, 3 or maybe 4 different distributors. We can talk about it separately.
The rest of the accounts seem to be a good place for discussions. By identifying
these accounts, I was hoping that you could examine these and then you and I
could have a conversation about possible resolutions. I am also looking for you
to help me understand the business relationship we have with some of these
accounts.
Another thing we should discuss is the marketing we discussed in our last
conversation. Sorry for the hassle, but if we work hard together, we can arrive at
a solution that benefits all concerned, you, the customer and Safeguard.
Sound like a plan?
St. Luke's Regional Medical
Diamond Line
Hayden Beverage
Employer's Resource
Caxton Printers, LTD.
WestVet
Paul's Market
Southwest Idaho Surgery Center
Lee Read Jewelers
Debt Reduction Services, Inc.
Treasure Valley Coffee Co.
Central Paving
ROCKY MOUNTAIN
AGRONOMICS
SUN VALLEY SKI TOOLS
Caldwell Auto
Quality Thermistor, Inc.
Hillcrest Country Club
The Florist At Edwards
The CarPark
TMC, INC.
Santos metals & recycling
Tri State Beauty Supply
GOODE MOTOR AUTO GROUP
Commercial Home Furnishings
Apache River, LLC. dba Double L
Minidoka County
Dykman Electric, Inc.
Interior Systems, Inc.
Contract Floors
2
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Best Western VisL .n
Arid Club, Inc.
Blauer, Wayne Dr. M.D.
City of Eagle
On Demand
Snake River Pool & Spa, Inc
MINIDOKA COUNTY
TREASURER
Brent Mitchell Constructions
Orthopedic Association
CPM3 Corporation
PASCO, Inc.
SHIRD'S INC.
Spurwing The Club
Rambo Sand & Gravel Inc.
A 10 Capital
Ultra Clean
EBERLE, BERLIN &
ASSOCIATES
Kitchens by Design
Pioneer Family Medicine
RINGERT CLARK CHARTERED
LAWYERS
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION
DISTRICT
Elam & Burke
A •

Michael P. Dunlap 1General Counsel
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. 1www.gosafeguard.com
8585 Stemmons Freeway, Suite GOON I Dallas, TX 75247
Ph: (214) 640-39271 cell: (972) 213-5765
E·mail: mdunlap@qosafeguard.com

3
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EXHIBIT 10
000827

From:

Sent:
To:

Dunlap, Michael <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>
Tuesday, February 18, 201410:42 AM
Teply, Dawn {Safeguard Partner)

Howdy, how are things? You going to be around?
Michael P. Dunlap I General Counsel
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. I www.gosafequard.com
8585 Stemmons Freeway, Suite GOON 1Dallas, TX 75247
Ph: (214) 640-39271 cell: (972) 213-5765
E-mail: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com

1
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EXHIBIT 11
000829

On Feb 20, 2014, at 4:07PM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>
wrote:
Got your voice mail and left one but probably best to jump on the
phone. We have worked so hard, I just want us to feel completely
secure in understanding where we are and where we hope to go.
Tomorrow?
From: Dunlap, Michael
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 12:19:42 PM
To: 'teply3@msn.com'
Subject: from yesterday
Here are my notes, sorry for the delay:
You keep the accounts:
Hayden Beverage
St. Luke's Regional Medical
Employer's Resource
West Vet
Southwest Idaho Surgery Center
Lee Read Jewelers
Debt Reduction Services, Inc.
Rocky M~untain Agronomics
Sun Valley Ski Tools
Caldwell Auto
Quality Thermistor, Inc.
Hillcrest Country Club
The Car Park
Santos Metals & Recycling
Tri State Beauty Supply
Apache River, llC db a Double L
Minidoka County
Dykman Electric, Inc.
Contract Floors
On Demand
Minidoka County Treasurer
Orthopedic Association
Shird's Inc.
Rambo Sand & Gravel
Eberle, Berlin & Associates
Kitchens by Design
Pioneer Family Medicine
2
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Elam & Bu.

"e

I will get the files on each from IBF, sent over to you.
You agreed to sell the commission rights to the following:
Spurwing the Club $100
Minidoka Irrigation $300
Ringert Clark $100
Diamond Line
AlO Capital
Ultra Clean
Pasco
CPM3
Snake River Pool & Spa
Arid Club $300
Best Western Vista $100
Interior Systems $100
Commercial Home Furnishings $100
Goode Motor Auto Group $450
TMC$50
The Florist at Edwards $300
Treasure Valley Coffee $50
Central Paving $100
Paul's Market $150
For the commission rights you sell, we will execute a document of
assignment, it will have the list, a commitment of confidentiality,
a commitment of working together with us on a transfer, if we
need it.
I know some of the commission rights that are being sold to us
don't reflect a dollar amount, but I think we didn't agreed an
assigned number on each.
You were thinking of selling the rights to:
Wayne Blauer, MD
And I'm not sure what we ended up with on the City of Eagle.
Take a gander at this and let's discuss first chance you get. I know
we have a lot of work ahead, but I think this is an awesome start
and I think you have shown great patience and professionalism,
thanks for working with me.

3
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EXHIBIT 12
000832

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

M TEPLY <teply3@msn.com>
Wednesday, May 14, 2014 9:27 PM
dawn
FW:

From: teply3@msn.com
Subject: Re:
Date: Mon, 24 Feb 2014 12:50:53 -0700
To: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com
Hi Mike,
I just left you a voice message. Give me a call

~hen

you have a chance.

Thanks,
Dawn Teply

Jn Feb 24, 2014, at 10:46 AM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
Howdy, I have a question, would you have time for a quick call from me?
Michael P. Dunlap 1General Counsel
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. 1www.gosafeguard.com
8585 Stemmons Freeway, Suite SOON 1Dallas, TX 75247
Ph: (214) 640-39271 cell: (972) 213-5765
E-mail: mdunlap@gosafeguard.ccm

1
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EXHIBIT 13
000834

> From: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com
>To: teply3@msn.com
>Subject: Re: File Exchange
> Date: Mon, 17 Mar 2014 19:07:51 +0000

>
> I suggested to tressa when I saw her at the meeting in san francisco that the file exchange, both paper and
electronic could be done between you two. What do you think about calling and setting up a time?

> ___________________________________

>From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
>Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 2:04:06 PM
>To: Dunlap, Michael
>Subject: File Exchange

>
>Hi Mike,

>
> Please disregard the blank email I accidenta!IY sent to you. I received my check on Friday for the accounts I
sold so thank you. I wanted to touch base to see where we are at as far as the transfer of the files. Also, to see
if you have the most recent sales made to any of my customers by IBF. Please respond when you have a
moment.

>
>Thank you,
>Dawn Teply

>
>

1
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EXHIBIT 14
000836

From: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com
To: teply3@msn.com
Subject: RE:
Date: Fri, 21 Mar 2014 19:39:16 +0000
thanks and good luck with all this, talk to you next week

From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
Sent: Friday, March 21, 2014 2:30 PM
To: Dunlap, Michael

Subject: Re:

Hi Mike,

I haven't set up a time with Tressa, yet. I have been fighting a cold and sinus infection for the past week so will
get with her next week. lam putting pricing together for Employers now and am supposed to meet with-them
next week.

Thanks,
Dawn Teply

On Mar 21, 2014, at 6:35AM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
just checking in on status, if any, on the file transfer and or the Employer's Resource account
all well?

1
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EXHIBIT 15
000838

> > On Apr 6, 2014, at 9:35AM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
>>
> > ok, combing through the latest spreadsheets of data, besides the continuing conversations regarding
Employer•s Resource, I wanted to ask you about the following:
>>
> > Redfish Sensor Products
> > Evans & Paulson CPAs
>>Ada Pediatrics P.A.
>>Total Waste Management
>>
>>We may have talked about the first two. The second two may not even be conflicts, but out of the
abundance of caution, I want to see if you have heard of either.
>>
>>Also, i think it would be a good idea to explore with Tressa their approach to referral sources, like banks, to
see what their approach is. I just don•t know if they have the same approach with banks as referral sources as
you and Roger do or if IBF has an approach at all.
>>
> > I don•t think it will be a problem especially considering it hasn•t come up in the last 7 months and the
situation you and Roger have developed has worked out well.
>>
>>
>> ___________________________________
> > From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
> > Sent: Friday, April 04, 2014 1:21 PM
>>To: Dunlap, Michael
>>Subject: Re: Employers Resource
>>
> > Yes. Call me at 208-850-0381.
>>
>>Thanks,
>>Dawn Teply
>>
>>
> >> On Apr 4, 2014, at 12:20 PM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
>>>"
> >> I think I can help. Got a minute for a call?
>>> ___________________________________
>»From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
>>>Sent: Friday, April 04, 2014 1:18:27 PM
>>>To: Dunlap, Michael
1
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>»Subject: Employers Resource
>>>
>>>Hi Mike,
>>>
> >> I am meeting with Tressa at the beginning of the week and would like to see numbers on the last year of
their sales to Employers Resouce. I need to be able to make an informed decision on whether I want to try to
keep that account or sell it. Please let me know if you can get those details to me or who I need to talk to if
you are unable to provide me the information.
>>>
>>>Thanks,
> » Dawn Teply
>>
>>

2
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EXHIBIT 16
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> From: teplv3@msn.com
>Subject: Re: IBF
> Date: Mon, 14 Apr 2014 13:00:36 -0600
>To: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com

>
>
> Ok, so what do I need to do to collect the files and information from the list that you and I have already
discussed that are supposed to come to me?

>
>Thanks,
>Dawn Teply

>
>
>>On Apr 14, 2014, at 12:29 PM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
>>
> > I know of no contractual promises with Jim Dunn or with Tressa and Jamie that relate to servicing of
accounts.

>>
>>---Original Message--->> From: Dawn Teply [mailto:teply3@msn.com]
> > Sent: Monday, April14, 2014 1:11 PM
>>To: Dunlap, Michael
> >Subject: Re: IBF

>>
>>Mike,

>>
>>When I met with Tressa on Thursday I provided her the available files and samples on the accounts I sold
to you. She provided me with nothing. She seems to think that we are going to continue business as usual and
share all accounts. While I agreed to "consider" the option on Employers Resource and St. Luke's, sharing all
accounts is not what I agreed to with you. Furthermore, she is not even a distributor at this point and owns
account rights to nothing so any negotiating needs to be done between Safeguard and I, not Tressa and I. She
stated that we don't need to involve you or corporate Safeguard and since this is Idaho we can do whatever
we want. She also informed me that if the customers want to order from IBF they will find a way to make the
sale even if it means running it through a different system so that it is not detected. This is exactly why I didn't
want Safeguard to do this business deal. I knew this was what would happen and knew that it would interfere
with my sales opportunities. I need to know if you have made any contractual promises in your purchase from
Jim or your planned sale to Tressa and Jamie that allows them to continue servicing any accounts that I
currently service.
1
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>>
> > Thank you,
>>Dawn Teply
>>
>>
> » On Apr 10, 2014, at 1:22 PM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
>>>
>»Yep. Having said they I encouraged her to talk to you about any and all accounts. She has more info than
me. Thought it best for you two to talk. I specifically told her to speak to you about Employers Resource and St
Lukes.
>>> ___________________________________
> >> From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
> » Sent: Thursday, AprillO, 2014 1:09:23 PM
>»To: Dunlap, Michael
>»Subject: IBF
>>>
>»Mike,
>>>
>»Was Tessa provided and informed of the list of customers that she was supposed to transfer files to me?
>>>
>>>Thanks,
>>>Dawn Teply
>>
>>

2
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EXHIBIT 17
000844

> From: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com
>To: teply3@msn.com
>Subject: RE: IBF
> Date: Man, 14 Apr 2014 18:55:08 +0000

>
> I have always thought that the sharing of information related to specific accounts is the best approach. In
the current situation IBF isn't a distributor, but Tressa and Jamie are managing the business and have the most
knowledge for specific accounts. I thought and still do think that it is a far better, for the three of you to talk
about the handling of specific accounts, than for me to make decisions from a spreadsheet.

>
>What we are trying to promote is a way of growing sales, all sales, yours, IBF, all.

>
> Now, I would also like to explore alternative, creative approaches that may involve agreements to share (and
hopefully grow sales) so long as all involved understand what is involved. That is why consistent ongoing
dialog between the three of you feels like it would be more productive than conversations with me on
accounts. I have some of those ideas if you would like to get on the phone to explore the same.

>
>
>
>---Original Message---> From: Dawn Teply [mailto:teply3@msn.com)
> Sent: Monday, April14, 2014 1:11 PM
>To: Dunlap, Michael
> Subject: Re: IBF

>
>Mike,

>
>When I met with Tres:5a on Thursday I provided her the available files and samples on the accounts I sold to
you. She provided me with nothing. She seems to think that we are going to continue business as usual and
share all accounts. While I agreed to "consider" the option on Employers Resource and St. luke's, sharing all
accounts is not what I agreed to with you. Furthermore, she is not even a distributor at this point and owns
account rights to nothing so any negotiating needs to be done between Safeguard and I, not Tressa and I. She
stated that we don't need to involv.e you or corporate Safeguard and since this is Idaho we can do whatever
we want. She also informed me that if the customers want to order from IBF they will find a way to make the
sale even if it means running it through a different system so that it is not detected. This is exactly why I didn't
want Safeguard to do this business deal. I knew this was what would happen and knew that it would interfere
with my sales opportunities. I need to know if you have made any contractual promises in your purchase from
Jim or your planned sale to Tressa an.d Jamie that allows them to continue servicing any accounts that I
1
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currently service.

>
>Thank you,
>Dawn Teply

>
>
> > On Apr 10, 2014, at 1:22 PM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
>>
>>Yep. Having said they I encouraged her to talk to you about any and all accounts. She has more info than
me. Thought it best for you two to talk. I specifically told her to speak to you about Employers Resource and St
Lukes.

>> ___________________________________
> > From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
> >Sent: Thursday, April10, 2014 1:09:23 PM
>>To: Dunlap, Michael
>>Subject: IBF

>>
>>Mike,

>>
>>Was Tessa provided and informed of the list of customers that she was supposed to transfer files to me?
>>
>>Thanks,
> > Dawn Teply

>>
>>
>>
>

2
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EXHIBIT 18
000847

April 24, 2014

Mike Dunlap
Safeguard I Deluxe
Re: IBF Sales

Mike,
Since August 2013, Safeguard/Deluxe has been paying employees to compete
with me for business in several accounts. They even were so bold as to send out
a letter to my customers, without my knowledge, promoting their employees and
announcing their purchase of the company of which those employees work. I
have been with Safeguard for just over 19 years, 11 % as an associate of Roger
Thurston and over 7 % as a distributor who has been paying for my customer Jist
ever since. I have sold as many Safeguard products as possible and promoted
the fact that I am a distributor of Safeguard products. I have always supported
the Safeguard/Deluxe plants, employees and ideas.
When I purchased my distributorship I bought in with the idea that I would have
account protection in the customers that I was paying for in my purchase. Over
the years when another distributor placed an order for one of my customers we
both received a rotation notice and commission rights were paid to me as the
owning distributor. The same applied for me if I sold to another distributor's
protected account. Since the BAM deals and the purchase of IBF it appears now
that my accounts are no longer protected. Safeguard/Deluxe now allows new
distributors to process their sales outside of the system that the legacy
distributors were all forced to use to enter their sales. By using the same system,
the account protection was enforced and properly applied. Now, it seems that
Safeguard/Deluxe has no control over what is being sold and to whom.
Therefore, they have no way of honoring account protection. IBF has no
intention of ever entering their sales through our system. In fact, it has been told
to me by Tressa at IBF that if I don't share the accounts they will just run the
sales through another system and make the sale anyway.
I appreciate the fact that you offered me a payoff for the hassles and to "wipe the
slate clean" but until you can get the sales information to me ·and we can reach a
resolution to this ongoing problem the slate will never be clean. By purchasing
IBF and promoting their sales over mine Safeguard/Deluxe is taking money and
potential sales opportunities away from me in their own interest. This is causing
a devaluation of the business that I have been purchasing for over the past 7 %
years of a 10 year payoff plan. The Boise area is not a metro area and the more
distributors you bring into this area the smaller the piece of the pie gets for each
distributor who is obligated to grow their base.

000848

What I am requesting of you is hard sales numbers and product information sold
to my customer base by Safeguard/Deluxe's IBF employees from August 2013
through the current date. I can then decide how I want to pursue my interests,
whether it be to request some payment of sales or sell accounts. I need to know
the values we are dealing with in order to make these decisions. While there
may be a couple of special situations that we need to finalize discussion on, it is
not my intent to share all of the accounts and never has been. There is no
possible way that sharing accounts will ever work to my benefit given the current
situation. Please provide the information I am requesting by May 5, 2014.

Sincerely,

VcvwV\1 Te:po/
Safeguard By Teply & Associates
(208) 429-8282
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EXHIBIT 19
000850

----From: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com

·-----·-----.~-------

To: teply3@msn.com
Subject: Re: IBF Sales
Date: Sat, 26 Apr 2014 10:48:13 +0000
First I do not agree with the assertions you made in the attached letter.
I have dealt with you in a truthful and professional manner.
I will call next week to gather from you what information you feel you need.
---~··~,·~·------···-----

From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
Sent: Friday, April 25, 2014 8:15:41 PM
To: Dunlap, Michael
Subject: IBF Sales

Mike,
Please see the attached document and provide me a response.
Thank you,
Dawn Teply

I[!! l This email is free from viruses and malware because avast! Antivirus protection is active.

1
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EXHIBIT 20
000852

-··-·----~---------"------------

From: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com
To: teply3@msn.com
Subject: RE: IBF Sales
Date: Thu, 1 May 2014 15:50:19 +0000

How about starting fresh? We kind of go back to a clear picture of where we find ourselves. I think the list below is
accurate of what we have "in common". I'm not totally sure, but as sure as I can be that this is an up to date list. How
about you take a look and let me know what you think. I'm looking for accuracy or any other accounts that you think
could/should be on this list.
After we get the list, we go back at each to get resolution. Sound like a plan?
Redftsh Sensor Products
Evans & Paulson CPAs
Ada Pediatrics P.A. (not showing IBF has sales, this may not be a common account)
Total Waste Management
Employer's Resource Oust update me on where we are here)

Read Jewelers (would like to
share)
St. Luke's (bracelets)
Hayden Beverage
Caxton Printers, LTD.
WestVet
Southwest Idaho Surgery Center
Lee Read Jewelers
Debt Reduction Services, Inc.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN
AGRONOMICS
SUN VALLEY SKI TOOLS
Caldwell Auto
Quality Thermistor, Inc.
Hillcrest Country Club
The CarPark
Santos metals & recycling
Tri State Beauty Supply
Apache River, LLC. dba Double L
Minidoka County
1
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Dykman Electric, Inc.
Contract Floors
City of Eagle
On Demand
MINIDOKA COUNTY
TREASURER
Brent Mitchell Constructions
Orthopedic Association
SHIRO'S INC.
Rambo Sand & Gravel Inc.
EBERLE, BERLIN &
ASSOCIATES
Kitchens by Design
Pioneer Family Medicine
Elam &Burke

From: Dawn Teply [mailto:teply3@msn.com]
Sent: Friday, April25, 2014 7:16PM
To: Dunlap, Michael
Subject: IBF Sales
Mike,
Please see the attached document and provide me a response.
Thank you,
Dawn Teply

--------------------------------------------·----------------------

I§ ~

This email is free from viruses and malware because avast I Antivirus protection is active.
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EXHIBIT 21
000855

·----·------·----

From: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com
To: teply3@msn.com
Subject: RE: IBF Sales
Date: Fri, 9 May 2014 20:03:39 +0000
ok, let me know when you would like to discuss any possible resolution

From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
Sent: Friday, May 9, 2014 11:35 AM
To: Dunlap, Michael
Subject: Re: IBF Sales

The second list was the one that you had said was accounts that commissions had been paid between
September and January. That is the list we used to determine the accounts which I was currently interested in
selling.
Thanks,
Dawn Teply

On May 9, 2014, at 9:38AM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
First, the original list were accounts we thought might be in common. I did not represent that it was
100% accurate. I did represent several times that we are continuing to examine the records so that we
only have to deal with accounts that are in fact in common. I did not represent to you that the first lists
were lists of accounts that commissions were paid to IBF.

I think the better approach is to discuss resolution of accounts in smaller batches.
I appreciate you responding.

From: Dawn Teply [mailto:tep!y3@msn.com]

Sent: Friday, May 09, 2014 10:31 AM
To: Dunlap, Michael
Subject: Re: IBF Sales

1
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Mike,
The original and second list you provided me had 114 "in common" accounts which you said
commissions had been paid to IBF for sales. This most recent list only shows 34 "in common,.
accounts. I sold 20 of the "in common,. accounts from the previous list to you which leaves 94
accounts of concern. I am still sorting through them and will let you know what I decide.
I met with Tressa and Jamie yesterday and they are to provide a list of "special" accounts which
they are providing a monthly data processing service. This way I may be able to better assess
what is on the table and look out for my best interest.
Thanks,
Dawn Teply

On May 1, 2014, at 9:50AM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
How about starting fresh? We kind of go back to a clear picture of where we find
ourselves. I think the list below is accurate of what we have "in common 11 .1'm not totally
sure, but as sure as I can be that this is an up to date list. How about you take a look and
let me know what you think. I'm looking for accuracy or any other accounts that you
think could/should be on this list.
After we get the list, we go back at each to get resolution. Sound like a plan?

Redfish Sensor Products
Evans & Paulson CPAs
Ada Pediatrics P.A. (not showing IBF has sales, this may not be a common
account)
Total Waste Management
Employer's Resource {just update me on where we are here)

Read Jewelers (would like to
share)
St. Luke's (bracelets)
Hayden Beverage
Caxton Printers, LTD.
WestVet
Southwest Idaho Surgery Center
Lee Read Jewelers
Debt Reduction "Services, Inc.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN
AGRONOMICS
SUN VALLEY SKI TOOLS
Caldwell Auto
Quality Thermistor, Inc.
Hillcrest Country Club
The CarPark
Santos metals & recycling
Tri State Beauty Supply
2
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Apache River, LLC. dba Double L
Minidoka County
Dykman Electric, Inc.
Contract Floors
City of Eagle
On Demand
MINIDOKA COUNTY
TREASURER
Brent Mitchell Constructions
Orthopedic Association
SHIRD'S INC.
Rambo Sand & Gravel Inc.
EBERLE, BERLIN &
ASSOCIATES
Kitchens by Design
Pioneer Family Medicine
Elam&Burke

From: Dawn Teply [mailto:teply3@msn.coml

Sent: Friday, April25, 2014 7:16PM
To: Dunlap, Michael
Subject: IBF Sales

Mike,
Please see the attached document and provide me a response.
Thank you,
Dawn Teply

!0 ~

This email is free from viruses and malware because avast! Antivirus protection is acti1
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EXHIBIT 22
000859

From: "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>
Date: May 23,2014 at 8:11:20 AM MDT
To: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
just checking in, I don't have any new information on the Meridian High School
situation, can't explain why it was or is a miss

would you like to get on the phone next week, see where we are?

just let me know, have a nice weekend and I appreciate all your hard work

1
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EXHIBIT 23
000861

From: "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>
Date: June 5, 2014 at 11:56:18 AM MDT
To: "'teply3@msn.com'" <teply3@msn.com>
Subject: requested information
I appreciate you returning my calls. I am trying to effectuate a reasonable resolution to this matter. I still
remain optimistic. Attached please find the list of possible common accounts from May 27. Also please
find attached a list that we identified as possible accounts in August of last year. Some from the original
list were resolved, others may not be in business, others you may have questions about. Thanks for
taking a look at these lists.
Calls me with questions.
Thanks again.
Michael P. Dunlap 1General Counsel
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. 1www.gosafeguard.com
8585 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 600N 1Dallas, TX 75247
Ph: (214) 640.39271 cell: (9n) 213-5765
E-mail: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com

1
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Brent Mitchell Constructions
Ada Pediatrics P.A.
All West Aviation Service
B & D Foods
Brent Mitchell Constructions
Caxton Printers, LTD.
Evans & Paulson CPA's
Golden West Produce
Idaho State Department Of Agricu
Idaho Surgical Partners
Independent School Dist. Boise
J & D HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING
Maguire Financial Services
MASTER ROOTER
Northwest Precast
Redfish Sensor Products, LLC.
WILSON & McCOLL
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DAWN TEPLY

EXHIBIT 24
000864
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~SAf-EGUARD~
Date: .fune14, 2007
To:

All US Distributors

From: Michacl.P. Dunlap, General Counsel

RE:

franchiseregistration

On May2, 2007, Safeguard sent applications to Tcgister as a franchise wifh the Federal Trade

c;!Oillmission and alliiancbisc registration states.
Wbv did we take .this 2Ction7 ·-.
From a his1orlcal ptrspeetive. a California court in 1996, ruled that the way we do business is as a
fta.nehise. even though no up-front franchise fee is paid to the Safeguard COtpOiation by incoming
Distn'butors (franchisees), as is commonly a practice with typical frattchise organizations. In response to
this decision and after many yearn of overcoming issues, we have filed the .necessaxy documentation that
would COlllply with the judge's opinion in 1996. The zu:tion to register as Afcaocbise does not irupac:t
our il:J.y fo day O!Jel'atiODS or the operatfons Of our msting distributor network.

The Fxancbisc Offering Circular is a document that is required by lhe Fl'C and certain franchise
registration states, like Callfomia, of all fram:hisom and is intended to give prospective new distributors
(also referred to as franchisees) sufficient notice of what 10 expect as a Safeguard Distributor. We
provide this document to prospective purchasers of Safeguard distributorships.
What does this mean to you as an existing Safeguard distributor?
While this action has no impact on your daily operations, it should have a positive impact on how we

advertise and matket the Safeguard <listributor opportunity. We believe our business model is sound, and
continues to work well in the marketplace. Every day that an engaged, bard working, successful
Safeguard Distributor phanes..io. sends an email, or entern an order, reminds all of us that this is a vibrant,
fmancially sound business.
And since we (Safeguard corporate and Safeguard Distributors) all benefit from the common goal of a
growing, solid Safeguard, now and in the future. we want to use all the tools available to us to help mnke
that happen. Advertising anit marketing the Safuguard Distn"butomblp oppnrtunlty is a part ofmaking
Lettingpotentizd dislributoiS know we are registered as a franchise helps
with establishing Safeguard as anatuactive cnlreprentUrlal opportunity for those interested in.owning
their own business, in connection with a strong company.
Safe~d b~tter, more vibrant.

ElOOting Safeguard distdbutors will continue to keep theii existing Safeguard Distdbutor Agreement. No
further aotkm. is needed on your pan. The franchise ~stration process is just that, a process. We wiU
be laking the steps necessacy to complywi'.b. the regolatoxy requirements associated with our :franchise
registratioJL
Tilis article isn't intended to answer all questioll!, so wo invito any of you to contact Mike Dunlap.

Safeguarlfs General Counsel (214-640-392?), mdunalp@gosafuguani.com or Kevin Skipper, Safeguard's
Director-of Legal Setvices, (214-640-3916). kskippet@gosafe.guard.com. with any question you may
have. We know this is a positive d~WC:Iopment for Safeguard. our distn"bulors, our future.
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Cl rk

Patricia M. Olsson, ISB No. 3055
C. Clayton Gill, ISB No. 4973
MOFFATTTHOMAS
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10111 Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 345-2000
Facsimile: (208) 385-5384
Email: PMO@moffatt.com
CCG@moffatt.com

By f(ATRINA THIESSEN
DEPUTY

7

James M. Mulcahy (Ca. SBN 213547)- pro hac vice
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp. com
Kevin A. Adams (Ca. SBN 239171)- pro hac vice
9 kadams@mulcahyllp. com
O MULCAHY LLP
1
Four Park Plaza, Suite 1230
11 Irvine, California 92614
Telephone: (949) 252-9377
12 Facsimile: (949) 252-0090
8

13

Attorneys for Plaintiffs

14
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
15
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

16
17
18
19

T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation

20

Plaintiffs,

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

V.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
AFFIDAVIT OF ROGER THURSTON IN
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION
TO DISMISS AND MOTION TO COMPEL
ARBITRATION

)

~

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
INC., a Delaware corporation;
)
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a ~
Delaware corporation; TRESSA
)
MCLAUGHLIN, an individual; JAMIE
)
MCCORMICK, an individual; MICHAEL ))
DUNLAP, an individual; IDAHO
BUSINESS FORMS, INC., an Idaho
~
corporation; JAMES DUNN, an individual;)
)
JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
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1

2
3

company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited )
liability company; and DOES 1-10,
~
Defendants.
~
__________________________
)

4

Roger Thurston hereby declares as follows:

5

1.

I am the sole owner and operator of Plaintiff Thurston Enterprises, Inc. ("Thurston

6

Enterprises"). I am over the age of eighteen and have first-hand knowledge of all of the facts stated herein.

7

If called as a witness, I could and would testify competently thereto.

8
9
10

2.

I make this affidavit in support ofPlaintiffs' opposition to (1): Defendant Michael Dunlap's

("Dunlap") motion to dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction; and (2) Defendant Safeguard Business
Systems, Inc.'s ("SBS") motion to compel arbitration.

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25

26

The Subject Dispute Is Exclusive To Idaho
3.

Tllis lawsuit primarily concerns two topics: (1) the violation of the rights of Plaintiffs

r

Thurston Enterprises and T3 Enterprises, Inc. ("T3 Enterprises") under their Idaho Safeguard distributor
agreements with SBS, and (2) Defendants' protracted interference with Plaintiffs' Idaho customer and
contractual relationships.
4.

By way of background, Thurston Enterprises is an Idaho corporation with its principal place

of business in Idaho. In 1987, Thurston Enterprises' predecessor entered into a Safeguard distributor
agreement with SBS for the operation of a Safeguard distributorship in specific territories within Idaho.
5.

This dispute began when Defendant Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. ("SAl") acquired the asset

of Defendant Idaho Business Forms, Inc. ("IBF")- an Idaho corporation and competitor of both T3
Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises in the same relevant geographic market in Idaho.
6.

After purchasing the IBF assets- which primarily consisted of Idaho customer lists and

relationships - SAl entered into agreements with Defendants and Idaho residents Tressa McLaughlin
("McLaughlin"), Jamie McCormick ("McCormick") and James Dunn ("Dunn"), and their Idaho businesses
IBF, KMMR, LLC ("KMMR") and JDHRS, LLC ("JDHRS") (McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, IBF,
KMMR, and JDHRS are collectively referred to herein as the "Idaho Defendants").

27
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1

2

7.

Safeguard products from many of the Idaho customers for whom Thurston Enterprises has exclusive rights.

Dunlap's First Known Trip to Idaho

3
4

Since that time, the Idaho Defendants have contacted, solicited, and obtained orders for

8.

In early May 2013, Dunlap sent me an email in Idaho stating that. he would be in Boise in

5

June and wanted to meet concerning the very subject of this lawsuit- the "crossover accounts" between

6

Thurston Enterprises and the IBF customer list.

7

9.

Leading up to his June 2013 visit, Dunlap sent me numerous emails. As planned, on or

8

around June 12, 2013, I ~et with Dunlap at Rocky's Diner in Boise. During the meeting, Dunlap

9

represented that, during his trip, he was also meeting with Dawn Teply ("Teply") and several of the Idaho

10

Defendants. According to Dunlap, he came out to visit with all of us to "get a feel" for our thoughts on

11

SAl's potential acquisition ofiBF's customer base.

12

10.

During the me.eting, I asked Dunlap if the purchase ofiBF's assets was going to occur.

13

Dunlap would not commit one-way or the other. He did, however, admit that he had heard that IBF

14

engaged in some "questionable practices." We then went over various reasons why the purchase should not

15

go forward, including IBF' s expected operation under SBS 's rules pertaining to product mix, margins, and

16

sources for goods. Of course, I was not aware at the time of this meeting with Dunlap that SBS would later

17

encourage the Idaho Defendants to unfairly compete against the existing Safeguard distributors by allowing

18

the Idaho Distributors to ignore many of SBS' s operational rules.

19

11.

At the end of the meeting, Dunlap acknowledged that this would be a bad deal for SAl and

20

that he would tell "the powers that be that they should not do this deal." The only topics we addressed

21

during this in-person meeting concerned SAl's potential acquisition ofiBF- the very topic at issue in this

22

lawsuit.

Dunlap's Second Known Trip To Idaho

23
24

12.

Two months later, ~m or around August 28, 2013, Dtmlap sent another series of emails to me

25

in Idaho. In these emails, Dunlap indicated that "business dictates" that he come back to Boise and meet to

26

fmiher discuss IBF. Consistent with these plans, on October 3, 2013, Dunlap made a second visit to Idaho

27

and we again met at Rocky's Diner in Boise. Before our meeting, Dunlap again met with Teply and several

28
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2
3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10

·11
12
13
14
15

16
17

18
19
20

21

22
23

of the Idaho Defendants in Boise. He also informed me that, during his trip to Idaho, he intended to drive to
Idaho Falls to meet with another Safeguard distribut<;>r, Craig Empey.
13.

principal topic discussed was IBF- and, specifically, how SAl's purchase ofiBF's assets would interfere
with my business.
14.

26
27

To address this topic in some detail, Dunlap revealed to me a large, Y4-inch thick, 8Yz -inches

tall by 14-inches wide printout containing a list and performance infonnation on hundreds of Safeguard
customers. According to Dunlap, SBS had "scrubbed"- using customer name, phone number and address
all of the common customers from IBF's customer list purchased by SAl and compared that list to iny
customer list, and that this printout represented all of these common customers they could identify.
15.

Naturally, I asked Dunlap for a copy of the list and he stated that he would email me one

once he returned to his office. To this day, the list has not been provided to me.

16.

The only topic covered with Dunlap during our October 2013 meeting concerned IBF. Over

the course of our several hour meeting, we went into signi:fjcant detail on IBF's operations and my
concerns over the transaction. Primarily, I was concerned that IBF would not be held to the same rigid price
structure and extensive product sourcing restrictions as my distributorship- resulting in IBF's offering of
lower prices to our common ~ustomers, and the customers assuming that I had been overcharging them all
of these years.

17.

'

Also during the meeting, Dunlap insisted that I give up or sell to SAl - for servicing by the

Idaho Defendants - several of my protected customers that Dunlap claimed had historically generated more
business through IBF- explaining this was "best for business."
(

18.

I have reviewed the affidavit submitted by Dunlap in support of his motion to dismiss. In the

affidavit, Dunlap disingenuously omits both our June 2013 and October 2013 meetings in Boise.

Dunlap Works With The Idaho Defendants To Send
Mass Solicitation To My Protected Customers

24
25

This second meeting with Dunlap lasted between two and three hours in length. Again, the

19.

Sometime in early October 2013, McLaughlin- with Dunlap's direction and assistance-

circulated a solicitation letter to all ofiBF's former customers in Idaho- including Thurston Enterprises'

protected customers. A true and accurate copy ofthe letter is attached hereto as Exhibit 1. The letter

28
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1
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4

5

6
7

8
9

informed the customers that (1) McLaughlin and McCormick had "recently entered into a relationship with
[SBS]" and were now operating under the name "IBF/Safeguard"; (2) as a result of the new relationship,
the customers would "now have access to an even more diverse offering of [Safeguard] products and
services;" (3) "[McLaughlin], who has been with IBF for 23 years and [McCormick], who has been with
IBF since 1999" would remain with the new company and continue to service the customers' needs; and (4
that someone at IBF/Safeguard would be following up with the customers soon to "share exciting details
about the new solutions that are now available to [their] organization" as a result of these Defendants' new
relationship with Safeguard. As could be expected, this Dunlap/McLaughlin solicitation letter caused
serious damage to my customer relationships.

Dunlap Continues His Relentless Pressure To Convince
Me To Give Up My Protected Accounts

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

20.

On February 10, 2014, Dunlap initiated an'email exchange with me to set up a phone call to

discuss "possible account conflicts with IBF." A true and accurate copy of Dunlap's February 10, 2014
email is attached hereto as Exhibit 2. Thereafter, Dunlap called me - while I was in Idaho - and we
continued our discussion on the common customers .. During this call, I again requested the large printout
identifying all the common customers between Thurston Enterprises and IBF.
21.

Instead of providing me with the promised list, later that day, Dunlap emailed me a list of

"45 Common Customers." According to Dunlap, this list of customers would serve as "a great starting

point" to discuss Thurston's release or sale of these accounts to SAl to be serviced by IBF. A true and
accurate copy of Dunlap's second February 10, 2014 email is attached hereto as Exhibit 3. Again, Dunlap
circumvented my contractual right to all the common customer information by sending only a partial list.

21
This conduct by Dunlap interfered with Thurston Enterprises' rights under its Safeguard distributor
22
23
24
25

26
27

agreement with SBS.
22.

Four days later, on February 14, 2014, Dunlap sent another email to me in Idaho, this time

identifying "55 Common Customers." According to Dunlap, this new list was supposed to represent the
grand total of all common customers between Thurston Enterprises and IBF. A true and accurate copy of
Dunlap's February 14, 2014 email is attached hereto as Exhibit 4. Again, Dunlap insisted that IBF should
be allowed - either through sale or a sharing arrangement -to continue servicing many of the common

28
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customers. Dunlap later admitted that the list of 55 Common Customers "isn't 100% complete," but that he

wanted to start with it anyway. A true and accurate copy of Dunlap's subsequent email is attached hereto as
Exhibit 5. He never did provide me with the complete list I requested at the time of our October 2013
meeting.
23.

Between February 21, 2014 and February 22, 2014, Dunlap continued his email barrage,

insisting that I turn over or "share" certain common customers with IBF.
24.

On March 17, 2014, I sent an email to Dunlap letting him know that I had not gotten

anywhere with McLaughlin regarding my attempts to exchange files with IBF. Dunlap responded by telling
me that, "[t]he actual transfer of files can be handled with [McLaughlin] at IBF as you two deem best." As
is evident through his email, Dunlap's ongoing interactions with residents of Idaho during this period were
not limited to Teply and myself, but included the Idaho Defendants as well.
25.

Through the end of March 2014, Dunlap continued to pressure me to turn over more of my

protected customers to SAl for servicing by IBF. He was also sending me a steady flow of emails pushing
me to give my customer files to IBF- as is reflected in Dunlap's email dated March 26, 2014, asking me,
"did you get the files over to IBF?" A true and accurate copy of Dunlap's March 26, 2014 email is attached
hereto as Exhibit 6.
26.

On April19, 2014, Dunlap sent me another email identifying a new list of 46 customers that

he identified as "common accounts, or accounts that we think are common [with IBF], that we haven't

resolve [sic} totally. " At this point, it was just shy of a year that Dunlap first met with me to discuss IBF
and sharing my protected customers. By now, it had become abundantly clear that this issue would not be
"resolved" for Dunlap until all of the common accounts were transferred over to the Idaho Defendants.
27.

On May 2, 2014, Dunlap sent me another email in Idaho.

I~

this email, Dunlap claimed that

he could not get any additional information on my common customers. This too was pure fabrication.
Neve1iheless, Dunlap continued to pressure me to turn over certain protected customers to the Idaho

24
Defendants. For example, although I previously had made clear to Dunlap that I would not "sell" or "share"
25
two particular protected customers, Dunlap continued to insist that I must allow the Idaho Defendants to
26
sell to these protected customers. Notwithstanding My subsequent protestations, Dunlap's pressure
27
continued.
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28.

For more than a year, Dunlap knew that the Idaho Defendants were soliciting and servicing

my protected customers- and he was going out of his way to facilitate this infringement. It is clear from hi
conduct, that Dunlap took action adverse to Thurston Enterprises' contractual relationship with SB,S, and
interfered with my economic relationships with my protected customers by:

5
6

a.

knowingly disregarding my customer protections rights;

b.

announcing to my customers- as part of the October 3, 2014 letter that
IBF/Safeguard are now the "go-to people" for the servicing of all of the

7

customers' Safeguard business needs;

8
c.

refusing to notify me of any events that may reasonably be expected to

9
have a material adverse effect upon their future sales to my protected
10
customers;
11

d.

engaging in pervasive and repeated activity designed to threaten, coerce,

12
dissemble and intimidate me into sharing (or selling at an artificially
13
depressed price) the accounts that are the subject of Thurston Enterprises'
14
customer protection rights;
15

e.

refusing to turn over Thurston Entel-prises' protected customers' sales

16
information as provided for in the distributor agreement;
17

f.

18

refusing to identify which IBF customers are "cross-over" Safeguard
customers with account protection, and when repeatedly asked for

19

information on this subject, engaged in abject prevarication; and

20

g.

21

informing me that my only alternative was to "share" or "sell" my major
and other protected Safeguard customers with the Idaho Defendants.

22

Thurston Enterprises' Claims Should Not Be Stayed Pending Arbitration

23
24
25

26

29.

Thurston Enterprises' Safeguard distributor agreement with SBS (attached as Ex.

3 to the Amended Complaint) does-not contain an arbitration provision. Neither I nor anyone else
on behalf of Thurston Enterprises has ever agreed to arbitrate any claims with SBS, SAl, Dunlap,
or any of the Idaho Defendants.

27
28
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Because rhexe •s oo 11Ibil'l8tion provision r~latlng to Thuxston Emuprises' claims

In am case, its claiats ehould not be $layed pending 3{bitratlon of T3 Entel'J)Iiacs claims agsJwt

SBS.
I declare under the pcoalty of pe!jUI)' pUtSUllllt to lho law of~ State of Idaho that !he rorig6ing is
tnlC and (Ortect.

.

'B><...,..Nov"""~ {L 20J4o<Jkl.., .,~
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~
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
~

.

.

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this£ day ofNovember, 2014, I caused to be served a tme
copy of the foregoing PLAINTIFFS' OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO COMPEL
ARBITRATION; PLAINTIFFS' OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO DISMISS FOR LACK OF
PERSONAL JURISDICTION; AFFIDAVIT OF ROGER THURSTON IN OPPOSITION TO
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO DISMISS AND MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION;
AND AFFIDAVIT OF DAWN TEPLY IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO
DISMISS AND MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION by the method indicated below, and
addressed to each of tl).e following:

7
Steven F. Schossberger
Tayler Tibbitts
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
Boise, ID 83701-1617
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
ttibbitts@hawleytroxell.com
[Attorneys for Defendants]

8
9
10
11

12

[]

VIA FACSIMILE

[X]

BY ELECTRONIC SERVICE

15

[ ]

BY MAIL

16

[]

BY CERTIFIED MAIL

17

[ ]

BY FEDERAL EXPRESS

[ ]

BY MESSENGER SERVICE

13
14

18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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EXHIBIT 1
000875

~:

~··

ibf
(jsafeguardot
Dear Customer,
First of all, we want to thank you for being a loyaiiBF customer! As a valued customer, we want you to be
one of the first to know that we have recently entered into a relationship with Safeguard Business Systems.
In addition to receiving the customer care excellence that you have come to expect from IBF, you will now
have access to an even more diverse offering of products and services.
IBF constantly pursues ways to better serve our customers, and we believe that our new relationship
provides the perfect blend of nationwide manufacturing and distribution capabilities, along with cross channel
marketing solutions to help your business grow and prosper. You should also know that IBF will remain a
locally operated business comprised of current members of the executive team, Tressa Mclaughlin, who has
been with IBF for 23 years and Jamie McCormick as Controller, who has been with IBF since 1999. IBF
employees are known as the "go-to people" and the team is made up of long term employees with vast
industry knowledge and experience. As a company, IBF leverages those skill sets to maximize efficiencies
and improve the customer experience.
Safeguard is part of Deluxe Corporation; one of the largest providers of service solutions in the world, and
has been serving businesses and organizations similar to yours for over fifty years. The benefits from our
added products, services, and solutions will help you build your brand and improve the results of your
marketing campaigns. Additionally, our world class technology solutions will help you cost effectively manage
your marketing resources and printed materials supply chain.
Your Client Services Representative, <Name>, will be following up with you soon to share exciting details
about the new solutions that are now available to your organization.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. All of us at IBF are excited about our new
relationship with Safeguard, and are confident that it will bring additional value to our business relationship.
Best Regards,

Tressa Mclaughlin
President & COO
IBF
A Safeguard Business Systems Partner
tmclauqhlin@qoibf.com

208.342.3676

0 910 West Amity Boise,ldaho .133705 208 342.36761 fall: 208.345.5740

goiBF.cc"~
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EXHIBIT 2
000877

-,

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Dunlap, Michael <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>
Monday, February 10, 2014 11:45 AM
Thurston, Roger (Safeguard Partner)
RE: follow up

Good afternoon
I have some updated information regarding possible account conflicts with IBF, sorry for the delay. I was wondering if
you had any time for me today, for a call?

000878

EXHIBIT 3
000879

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Dunlap, Michael <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>
Monday, February 10, 2014 2:03PM
Thurston, Roger (Safeguard Partner)
RE: follow up

Thanks for the call
· Here you go, the most recent list, washed
Sorry for the delay, but this is a great starting point
Give this a look and then let's get on the phone tomorrow or Wednesday?

f8~~ii~tafu~'li
tii·~n'h:ei:
~ .....·;r;::;:'I.!J:'i· ...:.'~ -~·;. .. ~~=· Norco
Omnipure Filter Co.
Silicon Mountain Contract Srvs.
Bench Sewer District
Treasure Valley Steel
Ennis Furniture Co.
Buck's Bags, Inc
Idaho Urologic Institute
rhe Amalgamated Sugar Co., Boise
Maverik Country Stores
The Sundance Company
Assisting Hands Home Care- Nampa
The Allergy Group
SKICO, Inc. DBA greenwoods
Treasure Valley Chapter I TCA
Caldwell Auto
St. luke's McCall Memorial
Granite Excavation
Culligan I Boise
Twin Dolphin
AXIOM
PIONEER TITlE- DAVENPORT
Concrete Placing Co.
Safari Inn
Golden Valley Warehouse
Surgery Center of Idaho
Idaho Independent Bank- Hayden
Western Window
Biomark
loise Family Medicine Center
Guerdon Enterprises, LLC
Somerset Pacific
Rocky Mountain Management
1
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Caroi's Design House
Idaho Chiropractic Group PLLC
EX-CELLO OVERHEAD DOOR CO.
Hansen Rice
Anesthesia Associates
Quality Art
Cascade School District
legacy Management Group, LLC
Bureau of Land Management
Intermountain Practice Mngmt
SAMG Family Practice-Emerald
Senior Edge Legal
Idaho Business League
TETON MIDDLE SCHOOL
Teton School District #401
Paragon Claims, Inc
MOBILE COMPONENT DIST., INC.
Heritage Auto Repair
Dentistry for Children
The Masonry Center
TIMBERLINE SURVEYING
Alexander Davis

---------·--------------------·--·--·-·· --·--·- ·---------------·-· ··From: Roger [mailto:pingboy1@cableone.net]
Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 3:03PM
fo: Dunlap, Michael

Subject: RE: follow up
Hello Mike:
Sure, I will be out and about seeing banks today so you can reach me on my cell- 208-850-1630. If not today maybe
tomorrow. Office 208-343-7731.
Thanks,
Roger

From: Dunlap, Michael [mailto:mdunlap@gosafeguard.coml
Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 12:45 PM
To: Thurston, Roger (Safeguard Partner)
Subject: RE: follow up
Good afternoon
I have some updated information regardiAg possible account conflicts with IBF, sorry for the delay.! was wondering if
you had any time for me today, for a call?

.·
...-
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. EXHIBIT 4
000882

Dunlap, Michael <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>
Friday, February 14, 2014 10:11 AM
Thurston, Roger (Safeguard Partner)
RE:follow up

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Here is my thought process, as of this minute, subject to change or course. I have put beside each account what I
suggest we should/could do with each account. Can you take a look, then we compare notes next Wednesday?
Norco (share)
Omnipure (we buy the commission rights from you)
Silicon Mountain Contract Services (we buy commission rights or share)
Bench Sewer District (we can buy)
Treasure Valley Steel (I will need more information from you)
Ennis Furniture Co. (we buy)
Buck's Bags, Inc. (yeah, I don't about this one either)
Idaho Urologic Institute (we buy)
The Amalgamated Sugar Company Boise (I think it best to send the IBF file to you)
Maverik County Stores (not sure about this one)
The Sundance Company (we buy)
Assisting Hands Home Care- Nampa (buy)
The Allergy Group (we buy)
SKI CO, Inc. DBA greenwoods (you)
Treasure Valley Chapter I TCA (new?)
Caldwell Auto (Dawn?)
St. Luke's McCall Memorial (you or share)
Granite Excavation (?)
Culligan

I Boise (?)

Twin Dolphin (?)
AXIOM (buy)
PIONEER TITLE- DAVENPORT(?)
Concrete Placing Co. (we buy)
Safari Inn (share or buy)
Golden Valley Warehouse (share or buy)
Surgery Center of Idaho (you?)
Idaho Independent Bank- Hayden (buy)
Western Window (?)
Biomark (share or buy)
Boise Family Medicine Center (share/buy)
Guerdon Enterprises, LLC (you)
Somerset Pacific (you)
Rocky Mountain Management(?)
Carol's Design House (?)
Idaho Chiropractic Group PLLC (buy)
EX-CELLO OVERHEAD DOOR CO.(?)
Hansen Rice (?)
Anesthesia Associates (buy/share)
1
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Quality Art (?)
Cascade School District (buy? Share?)
Legacy Management Group, LLC (you)
Bureau of land Management (?)
Intermountain Practice Mngmt (?)
SAMG Family Practice-Emerald (buy)
Senior Edge legal (you)
Idaho Business league {buy)
TETON MIDDLE SCHOOL (you)
Teton School District #401 (you)
Paragon Claims, Inc (you)
MOBILE COMPONENT DIST., INC. (?)
Heritage Auto Repair(?)
Dentistry for Children (buy or you)
The Masonry Center (buy)
TIMBERLINE SURVEYING(?)
Alexander Davis (?)

2
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EXHIBIT 5
000885

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dunlap, Michael <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>
Tuesday, February 18, 2014 9:50 AM
Thurston, Roger (Safeguard Partner)
Re: follow up

No market penetration has been done lately.
I wanted to start with this list, knowing it isn't 100% complete. These are the most recent potential matches.
From: Roger <pingboy1@cableone.net>
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 201411:47:05 AM
To: Dunlap, Michael
Subject: RE: follow up
Mike:
I thought I would just test this list by seeing if a customer off the top of my head was on it and the first one that I
thought of wasn't on this list. Software Outfitters is the customer. Do you have a more complete listing from IBF instead
ofthis one? Also, has anyone in Safeguard done a market penetration review for this area? I know that it was done
several years ago but has it been done lately by anyone at Safeguard or Deluxe?
Talk to you soon.
Roger
From: Dunlap, Michael [mailto:rndunlap@gosafeguard.com]
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 11:11 AM
To: Thurston, Roger (Safeguard Partner)
Subject: RE: follow up
Here is my thought process, as of this minute, subject to change or course. I have put beside each account what I
suggest we should/could do with each account. Can you take a look, then we compare notes next Wednesday?
Norco {share)
Omnipure (we buy the commission rights from you)
Silicon Mountain Contract Services (we buy commission rights or share)
Bench Sewer District {we can buy)
Treasure Valley Steel (I will need more information from you)
Ennis Furniture Co. (we buy)
Buck's Bags, Inc. (yeah, I don't about this one either}
Idaho Urologic Institute (we buy)
The Amalgamated Sugar Company Boise (I think it best to send the IBF file to you)
Maverik County Stores (not sure about this one)
The Sundance Company (we buy}
Assisting Hands Home Care- Nampa (buy}

The Allergy Group (we buy)
.'i<ICO, Inc. DBA greenwoods (you}
Treasure Valley Chapter I TCA (new?)
Caldwell Auto (Dawn?}
St. luke's McCall Memorial (you or share}
1
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• Granrte Excavation (?)
Culligan

I Boise (?)

Twin Dolphin (?)
AXIOM (buy)
PIONEER TITLE- DAVENPORT(?)
Concrete Placing Co. (we buy)
Safari Inn (share or buy)
Golden Valley Warehouse (share or buy)
Surgery Center of Idaho (you?)
Idaho Independent Bank- Hayden (buy)
Western Window (?)
Biomark (share or buy)
Boise Family Medicine Center (share/buy)
Guerdon Enterprises, LLC (you)
Somerset Pacific (you)
Rocky Mountain Management(?)
Carol's Design House (?)
Idaho Chiropractic Group PLLC (buy)
EX-CELLO OVERHEAD DOOR CO. (?)
Hansen Rice (?)
Anesthesia Associates (buy/share)
Quality Art (?)
Cascade School District (buy? Share?)
Legacy Management Group, LLC (you)
Bureau of Land Management(?)
mtermountain Practice Mngmt (?)
SAMG Family Practice-Emerald (buy)
Senior Edge legal (you)
Idaho Business League (buy)
TETON MIDDLE SCHOOL (you)
Teton School District #401 (you)
Paragon Claims, Inc (you)
MOBILE COMPONENT DIST., INC. (?)
Heritage Auto Repair(?)
Dentistry for Children (buy or you)
The Masonry Center (buy)
TIMBERLINE SURVEYING (?)
Alexander Davis (?)

2
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EXHIBIT 6
000888

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dunlap, Michael <mdunlap@gosateguard.com>
Wednesday, March 26, 2014 8:19AM
'Roger Thurston'
RE:

Hey, did you get the files over to IBF?
From: Roger Thurston [mailto:rthurs@cableone.net]
Sent: Wednesday, March 26, 2014 9:55AM
To: Dunlap, Michael
Subject: RE:
Mike:
When you get the data, let's also look at what the customer is ordering, etc. as well as the volume. I had an interesting
conversation with a person over at IBF in regards to CMS. I will fill you in on it when we talk next.
Roger

----------------· ------

From: Dunlap, Michael [mailto:mdunlap@qosafequard.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 26, 2014 6:58AM
To: 'RogerThurston'
Subject: RE:

Haven't forgot about you, was waiting on an update of data, still don't have anything new
But still will call
Thanks for working with us

------------------

From: Roger Thurston [mailto: rthurs@cableone.net]
Sent: Friday, March 21, 2014 10:49 AM
To: Dunlap, Michael
Subject: RE:

Sounds good. let me know when and we can go from there.

----------- -·-----·-- ·--·---

---------------------·- ------·· -----

From: Dunlap, Michael [mailto:mdunlap@qosafequard.com]
Sent: Friday, March 21, 2014 6:36AM
To: 'Roger Thurston'
Subject:

hey, just checking in, on the status of things
maybe we can catch up later today or Monday?

1
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NOV 17 2014
CHRISTOPHeR D. AICH, Cieri<
By TENILLE RAO
DEPlJT\'

Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Tayler Tibbitts, ISB No. 9212
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5260
Email: sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
ttibbitts @hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
)
corporation; and THURSTON
)
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation, )
Plaintiffs,
vs.

)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
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COMES NOW Defendant Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. ("SBS"), by and through its
attorneys of record, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, and submits this Reply in Support of
Its Motion to Compel Arbitration.

I.
INTRODUCTION
The resources of this Court are being expended to resolve the issue of arbitration, because
one business entity is trying to avoid enforcement of a contractual promise it made to another
business entity, namely that it would arbitrate all claims arising out of their business relationship
in Dallas, Texas, as set forth in their Agreement. This Court should not sanction such behavior.
While SBS appreciates T3 Enterprises, Inc.'s ("T3"), willingness to submit its claim to
arbitration, it nevertheless requests this Court's assistance in ensuring that the entire contractual
promise be enforced. T3 has failed to demonstrate that Idaho's policy against forum selection
clauses has any bearing on this action. Further, T3 has failed to demonstrate how its agreement
with SBS is both procedurally and substantively unconscionable. T3's concession that the
Arbitration Agreement is at least in part enforceable cuts against its argument that the forum
selection clause is procedurally unconscionable, as the two clauses are in the same sentence of
the Agreement. Likewise, the provisions are both prominently displayed in all capital letters and
highlighted by a descript heading. Further, Teply, as T3's representative, was capable of
incorporating and establishing a complex buyout agreement; a sophisticated business person
indeed. There is no procedural unconscionability.
The Arbitration Agreement is also not substantively unconscionable. The law is well
settled on the issue of arbitrating in a different state within the United States when the primary
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complaint of unfairness is the expense of travel: that simply does not establish unconscionability.
Otherwise, the agreement would be meaningless. The Arbitration Agreement also does not
require T3 to waive an right to which it is lawfully entitled. Therefore, there is no substantive
unconscionability.
Because T3's claims against SBS must be arbitrated in compliance with the Arbitration
Agreement to which it agreed, this Court should exercise its discretion and stay the remaining
non-arbitrable claims. All but one of Thurston Enterprises, Inc.'s claims are identical to T3' s
claims, and the parallel litigation in state court would therefore risk undercutting the meaningful
and binding nature of the arbitration to which T3 agreed. It would also be a waste of judicial
resources to decide issues that are going to be decided in binding arbitration as well.
Bootstrapping Thurston Enterprises to T3 's Amended Complaint should not provide a basis to
circumvent a valid and enforceable agreement to arbitrate.
In summary, the Arbitration Agreement must be given its full and contractually-promised
effect. Allowing T3 to shirk its contractual obligations by bringing suit in a forum inconsistent
with the Arbitration Agreement would be improper. Therefore, SBS's Motion to Compel should
be granted in its entirety.

II.

ARGUMENT
A.

T3 and SBS's Agreement to Arbitrate is Governed Largely by the FAA and
Otherwise by Texas (and Not Idaho) Law.
As has already been established, Idaho's choice of law rules generally honor the law

"chosen by the parties to govern their contractual rights and duties." Carroll v. MBNA Am. Bank,
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220 P.3d 1080, 1084 (Idaho 2009); Memorandum in Support of Motion to Compel Arbitration
("Memo in Support") at 8.
The plain terms of the Agreement between T3 and SBS ("T3 Agreement") that they both
decided would govern their relationship include the following provisions. First, the Arbitration
Agreement:
EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE PROVIDED IN SUBPARAGRAPH
(A) [(ADDRESSING SBS'S INTERNAL DISPUTE
RESOLUTION PROCEDURES)], ALL CONTROVERSIES,
DISPUTES OR CLAIMS ARISING BETWEEN US ... AND
YOU ... SHALL BE SUBMITTED FOR ARBITRATIONTO BE
ADMINISTERED BY THE DALLAS, TEXAS OFFICE OF THE
AMERICAN ARBITRATION ASSOCIATION ON DEMAND
OF EITHER PARTY. SUCH ARBITRATION PROCEEDINGS
SHALL BE CONDUCTED IN DALLAS, TEXAS AND,
EXCEPT AS OTERWISE PROVIDED IN THIS AGREEMENT,
SHALL BE CONDUCTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
THEN CURRENT COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION RULES OF
THE AMERICAN ARBITRATION ASSOCIATION ....
T3 Agreement at 16-17. This Arbitration Agreement applies to all disputes between SBS and T3:
ARISING OUT OF OR RELATED TO: (1) THIS AGREEMENT
OR ANY PROVISION THEREOF OR ANY RELATED
AGREEMENT; (2) THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE PARTIES
HERETO; (3) THE VALIDITY OF THIS AGREEMENT OR
ANY RELATED AGREEMENT, OR ANY PROVISION
THEREOF; OR (4) ANY SPECIFICATION, STANDARD OR
OPERATING PROCEDURE RELATING TO THE
ESTABLISHMENT OR OPERATION OF THE SAFEGUARD
BUSINESS ....
T3 Agreement at 16-17.
Second, the Choice of Law Provision provides that:
All matters relating to arbitration will be governed by the Federal
Arbitration Act .... Except to the extent governed by the Federal
Arbitration Act, the United States Trademark Act of 1946, ... or
other federal law, this Agreement, the distributorship and the
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relationship between you and Safeguard will be governed and
construed under and in accordance with the laws of Texas, except
that the provisions of the Texas Deceptive Trade Practices Act ...
will not apply unless its jurisdictional requirements are met
independently without reference to this subsection.
T3 Agreement at 15.
As is clear from the Agreement, and unchallenged by Plaintiffs, the FAA governs "[a]ll
matters relating to arbitration." T3 Agreement at 15. Otherwise, Texas law governs "the
distributorship and relationship between [T3] and Safeguard." T3 Agreement at 15. In
concluding that Idaho law, nevertheless, applies to the enforceability of the forum selection
clause of the arbitration agreement, Plaintiffs misunderstand the relevant Conflict of Laws rules.
In Ward v. Puregro, 913 P.2d 582 (Idaho 1996), the Idaho Supreme Court applied the
Restatement (Second) of Conflict of Laws§ 187(1) to conclude that the parties' choice oflaw
provision should be enforced:
This rule provides in relevant part: "(1) The law of the state chosen
by the parties to govern their contractual rights and duties will be
applied if the particular issue is one which the parties could have
resolved by an explicit provision in their agreement directed to that
issue." Since the issue presented in this case is one that could have
been resolved by an explicit provision in the agreement, we will
respect the parties' choice of California law.

Ward, 913 P.2d at 584-85. As in Ward, the issue presented-whether the arbitration agreement
and forum selection clause is enforceable-is one that could have been (and perhaps has been)
resolved by an explicit provision in the Agreement, so the Court must respect the parties' choice
of law. !d. This is the FAA for matters concerning arbitration (which conclusion Plaintiffs do not
contest), and Texas law for everything else.
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However, Plaintiffs contend that, due to Idaho's public policy against forum selection
clauses, Idaho law should govern the question of the enforceability of the Arbitration Agreement.
Opposition at 5. But to arrive at this conclusion, Plaintiffs had to first ignore subsection (1) of
§ 187 and look straight to subsection (2). Because§ 187(1) addresses the situation presented in
this case, there is no need to look at subsection (2) and its associated public policy exception.
Indeed, the choice of law issues contemplated by subsection (2) are those "which the
parties could not have determined by explicit agreement directed to the particular issue.
Examples of such questions are those involving capacity, formalities, and substantial validity."
Restat. 2d Conflict of Laws§ 187, cmt. d. Subsection (2) is a limited exception, because usually
the parties chosen law will "be applied even when to do so would require disregard of some local
provision of the state which would otherwise be the state of the applicable law." /d. Plaintiffs'
sleight of hand in skipping over subsection (1) should not be sanctioned by this Court.
Further, even if this Court declined to follow Ward, and jumped right to§ 187(2) of the
Restatement, subsection (2) does not dictate that the parties' choice of law provision should be
ignored. Part (b) of subsection (2) provides that a contractual choice of law provision may not
apply where application of the chosen law "would be contrary to a fundamental policy of a state
which has a materially greater interest than the chosen state in the determination of the particular
issue, and which, under the rule of§ 188, would be the state of the applicable law in the absence
of an effective choice of law by the parties." Restat. 2d Conflict of Laws, § 187(2) (1988).
Although Plaintiffs have identified Idaho's public policy against enforcing forum
selection clauses, see I.C. § 29-110(1), which has been found to be a "fundamental policy" by the
Idaho Supreme Court in Cerami-Kote, Inc. v. Energywave Corp., 773 P.2d 1143, 1147 (Idaho
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1989), they have not established that Idaho "has a materially greater interest than the chosen
state in the determination of the particular issue." /d. (emphasis added). Further, they have failed
to establish that Idaho "would be the state of the applicable law in the absence of an effective
choice of law by the parties." !d.
Idaho does not have a materially greater interest than Texas; nor would Idaho law apply
in absence of the choice of law provision. Although some parties to this dispute are Idaho
citizens, all Safeguard defendants are citizens of Texas. First Mfidavit of Michael Dunlap err 4.
Further, the T3 Agreement was prepared in Texas. Affidavit of Dawn Teply err 8. In addition,
whether or not a Texas individual and two Texas corporations are required to arbitrate their
business dispute in different state, notwithstanding the strong connections with Texas, is of great
import to the state of Texas. See Carroll v. MBNA Am. Bank, 220 P.3d 1080, 1085 (Idaho 2009)
(Whether one state's laws apply over those of another depends on: "(a) the place of contracting,
(b) the place of negotiation of the contract, (c) the place of performance, (d) the location of the

subject matter of the contract, and (e) the domicile, residence, nationality, place of incorporation,
and place of business of the parties."). Thus, although the subject matter of the contract is in
Idaho, and the case involves some Idaho residents, otherwise the matter strongly implicates the
law of Texas. As the very least then, Idaho does not have a "materially greater interest" than
Texas. Thus, fundamental policy notwithstanding, the parties' choice of law clause must still be
honored.
In sum, the parties have chosen the FAA and Texas law to govern their dispute. Conflict

of Law principles require this Court honor that choice.
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As a result, where the FAA incorporates state law, Texas, and not Idaho, law provides the
rubric. See 9 U.S.C. § 2 (An agreement to arbitrate "shall be valid, irrevocable, and enforceable,
save upon such grounds as exist at law or in equity for the revocation of any contract.");
Nagrampa v. MailCoups, Inc., 469 F.3d 1257, 1264-65 (9th Cir. 2006) (en bane) (applying the

relevant state law in determining whether the arbitration agreement was unconscionable).

B.

The FAA and Texas Law Establish that the Arbitration Agreement is Enforceable
in Its Entirety.
Having established that (1) for aspects of the dispute pertaining to arbitration, the FAA

applies and (2) for all other aspects Texas state law applies (including when the FAA
incorporates state law to ensure the validity of an arbitration agreement), it next becomes clear
that the Arbitration Agreement in the T3 Agreement is enforceable in its entirety.
According to § 2 of the FAA, an agreement to arbitrate "shall be valid, irrevocable, and
enforceable, save upon such grounds as exist at law or in equity for the revocation of any
contract." 9 U.S.C. § 2. In Texas, a party seeking to compel arbitration must (1) "establish the
existence of an arbitration agreement subject to the FAA," and (2) demonstrate that "the
arbitration agreement covers the nonmovant's claims." In re FirstMerit Bank, N.A., 52 S.W.3d
749, 753 (Tex. 2001). "Once the trial court concludes that the arbitration agreement encompasses
the claims, and that the party opposing arbitration has failed to prove its defenses, the trial court
has no discretion but to compel arbitration and stay its own proceedings." Id. at 753-54.
SBS recognizes and appreciates T3' s concession that it has agreed to arbitrate its claims
with SBS. See Opposition at 2. As a result, the only defense that Plaintiffs have advanced to
enforcing the arbitration agreement in its entirety, is that one aspect of the arbitration agreement,
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namely the forum selection clause identifying Dallas, Texas as the arbitration forum, is
unenforceable. As set forth below, the arbitration agreement must be enforced in its entirety.

1.

Notwithstanding Idaho's Public Policy Against Forum Selection Clauses, the
Parties' Choice of Forum Ought Not be Disturbed.

The Texas Supreme Court follows United States Supreme Court precedent when deciding
the enforceability of forum-selection clauses. See In re AIU Ins. Co., 148 S.W.3d 109, 111-13
(Tex. 2004). Indeed, inAIU Ins., the Texas Supreme Court articulated certain exceptions to the
general rule that forum selection clauses "should be given full effect." /d. (quoting The Bremen
v. Zapata Off-Shore Co., 407 U.S. 1, 13 (1972). These exceptions contemplated fraud, undue

influence, and overwhelming bargaining power, and contravention of "a strong public policy of
the forum in which suit was brought." /d. at 112 (citing The Bremen, 407 U.S. at 15-17).
However, since the Texas Supreme Court's decision inAIU Ins., the United States
Supreme Court has addressed and narrowed these exceptions. See Atlantic Marine Constr. Co. v.
United States Dist. Ct., 134 S. Ct. 568 (2013) (addressing a forum selection clause in the context

of a motion to transfer venue). Today, a "plaintiffs choice of forum merits no weight." /d. at
581. This springs from the sound reasoning that a plaintiff "who flouts its contractual obligation
and files suit in a different forum," id. at 582, is "entitled to no concomitant 'state-law
advantages."' /d. at 583. Further, "when a plaintiff agrees by contract to bring suit only in a
specified forum-presumably in exchange for other binding promises by the defendant-the
plaintiff has effectively exercised its 'venue privilege' before a dispute arises." /d. at 582.
Likewise, "whatever 'inconvenience' the parties would suffer by being forced to litigate in the
contractual forum as they agreed to do was clearly foreseeable at the time of contracting." Id.
(internal quotation marks and alterations omitted). As the Texas Supreme Court has
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS
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demonstrated that it follows United States Supreme Court precedent respecting the enforcement
of forum selection clauses, it is clear that the fact that T3 chose to bring its lawsuit in a state that
has a public policy against enforcing forum selection clauses, in contravention of its contractual
obligation, should be given "no weight." /d. at 581.
Therefore, the sole remaining defense to enforcement of the forum selection clause is
Plaintiffs' claim that it is unconscionable.

2.

The Forum Selection Clause is Not Unconscionable.

Plaintiffs have failed to demonstrate how the forum selection clause in the Arbitration
Agreement is unconscionable.
As generally stated by Plaintiffs, whether an agreement is unconscionable "includes two
aspects: (1) procedural unconscionability, which refers to the circumstances surrounding the
adoption of the arbitration provision, and (2) substantive unconscionability, which refers to the
fairness of the [agreement] itself." In re Halliburton Co., 80 S.W.3d 566,571 (Tex. 2002).1
However, the facts here demonstrate that the forum selection clause is not unconscionable.

a)

The Forum Selection Clause is Not Procedurally Unconscionable.

Focusing first on the circumstances surrounding the adoption of the arbitration provision,
Plaintiffs' claim, that the forum selection clause is procedurally unconscionable, is baseless.
Indeed, in In re Lyon Fin. Servs., 257 S.W.3d 228 (Tex. 2008) (per curiam), the Texas Supreme
Court confronted a case very similar to the one at bar. There, the plaintiff, in his affidavit,

SBS notes that at this juncture, whether Idaho law or Texas law on unconscionability applies, the result is the
same: the forum selection clause is not unconscionable. However, the conflict of laws question is very relevant
in terms of addressing Plaintiffs' contention that the forum selection clause is void per Idaho public policy. See
Opp. at4.
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"claimed that he was not able to obtain any legal advice, he does not have formal business school
training, he was unaware of the 'contract provision when [he] signed it,' and that 'the
documents' were presented to him on a 'take-it-or-leave-it" basis." /d. at 233. Notwithstanding
these allegations, the Texas Supreme Court countered that "a bargain is not negated because one
party may have been in a more advantageous bargaining position." /d. In that case, "[t]he forumselection clause in the ... Agreement was in all capital letters." ld. The Court also emphasized
that "parties to a contract have an obligation to protect themselves by reading what they sign and,
absent of showing of fraud, cannot excuse themselves from the consequences of failing to meet
that obligation." Id. Finally, the Court emphasized that "adhesion contracts are not per se
unconscionable or void." !d.
This case is on all fours with In re Lyon Fin. Servs. Teply similarly complains that she
"was not a sophisticated investor," Teply Affidavit 'J[ 9, "had absolutely no business education ...
or training," Teply Affidavit 'J[ 9, "had no input into the agreement," Teply Mfidavit at 'J[ 14, and
"did not notice the arbitration provision or the requirement that [she] go to Texas to pursue any
claims against SBS," Teply Mfidavit 'J[ 14. Likewise, the arbitration agreement and forum
selection clause in the T3 Agreement were in all capital letters and prominently displayed. See
T3 Agreement at 16-17. Finally, Teply fails to consider that she signed the T3 Agreement on
behalf of a corporation, a legal business entity which demonstrates at least a base level of
business sophistication. As a result, Plaintiffs have failed to demonstrate procedural
unconscionability of the forum selection clause. See Lyon Fin. Servs., 257 S.W.3d at 233.
In further support of this conclusion are allegations in Teply's affidavit that demonstrate
she is indeed very business-literate. Teply worked for Thurston Enterprises in the same industry
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for which she was contracting with SBS for 11 years. Teply Mfidavit <]{ 4. She and Thurston
"worked out an arrangement where Thurston Enterprises would assign to [Teply's] newly
formed entity, T3 Enterprises, a large number of Thurston Enterpises' customers and referral
sources in exchange for a purchase price of $598,118.32, paid out in 120 monthly installments of
$4,984.32." Teply Mfidavit <]{ 5. She also emphasizes that there were no comparable business
opportunities available to her and that she had built up over a decade of customer relationships
and goodwill using the Safeguard brand and name. See Opposition at 9 (citing Teply Affidavit
<]{ 4,

10). Teply, as T3's representative, was very familiar with SBS and its business. She

structured a sophisticated buy-out agreement with Thurston Enterprises, and formed her own
corporate entity, T3 Enterprises. Under these facts, as alleged by Teply, the forum selection
clause cannot be procedurally unconscionable.
Further, Plaintiffs' argument that the forum selection clause in the Arbitration Agreement
is procedurally unconscionable is severely undercut by Teply's own statements made to SBS
when she expressed an interest in purchasing customers from Thurston:
Over the past several years Roger has been grooming me in the
hopes that I would eventually purchase a part of his distributorship.
Although, I have not handled the financial side of this business, I
feel I have been given the opportunity and proper training by
Roger to handle most all other aspects of running this type of
business ....
My past employment history includes banking, producing quality
products, accounting and customer service. Mter I graduated from
Burley High School I attended ITT Technical Institute for an
education in Accounting. I worked for an accounting firm for three
years providing administrative support, customer service, payroll,
accounts payable, and servicing an account for a non-profit
organization. Mter successfully accomplishing these tasks I was
told in my last review that unless I wanted to advance in my
accounting education I had grown in my duties as much as I was
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able. The managing partners both told me that I was welcome there
as I [sic] long as I wanted but they felt I was wasting my talent
continuing in the position I held with them .... I left the firm and
accepted a teller position with Key Bank of Idaho, now KeyBank
National Association .... After only five months of employment
with Key Bank I was offered a position with Hewlett Packard
Company .... I accepted the position as Hewlett Packard was a
prestigious company which I had always wanted to work for and
offered a challenging new career with better pay. I learned how to
manufacture quality computer parts which assisted in the building
of disk drives .... I helped manage a line of 34 individuals, making
schedules to position those individuals and produce quality parts at
high volumes ....
Second Affidavit of Michael Dunlap<[ 4, Exhibit B. As Teply put it, at the time of
signing the T3 Agreement, she had experience in "banking, producing quality products,
accounting and customer service," and has "been given the opportunity and proper training by
Roger to handle most all other aspects of running" a Safeguard business. /d. This is the acumen
of a competent and business savvy individual. Teply's background cannot serve as the basis for
her argument that the forum selection clause is unconscionable.
Next, Teply's remaining allegations in support of her unconscionability argument are
inapposite. Paragraphs 12 and 13 of her affidavit posit that she could not walk away from the
Agreement, because of her preliminary efforts in establishing T3 Enterprises, hiring employees,
purchasing equipment, etc. However, these cannot form the basis of an argument for procedural
unconscionability, because these "pressures" were all of her own creation. Further, her
allegations of a high pressure situation created by SBS are debunked by the fact that she had at
least three months between her application to be a Safeguard distributor and when she signed the
T3 Agreement. See Second Dunlap Affidavit<[ 4 and Exhibit A. T3 should be held to its choice
in agreeing to arbitrate its claims with SBS in Dallas, Texas.
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Finally, SBS notes further that T3's concession that it has agreed to arbitrate the instant
dispute demonstrates that the entire Arbitration Agreement, including the forum selection clause
requiring that arbitration occur in Dallas, Texas, is not procedurally unconscionable. See T3
Agreement at 16. Indeed, T3 cannot "have its cake and eat it too" by picking and choosing
certain provisions from a contract it signed with SBS and agree that the Court may enforce the
ones it likes but arguing that the Court cannot enforce the ones it does not like. The arbitration
agreement and the forum selection clause are in the same sentence of the T3 Agreement. They
are both demarcated with all capital letters, identified by a conspicuous heading, and located only
two pages from the signature page. There is simply no procedural unconscionability.

b)

The Forum Selection Clause is Not Substantively Unconscionable.

In arguing that the forum selection clause is substantively unconscionable, Plaintiffs do
not focus on the clause's substance. A proper analysis of the substance of the forum selection
clause demonstrates that it is not substantively unconscionable.
The Texas Supreme Court has put to bed any claim that a forum selection clause
requiring a citizen of one state in the United States to resolve a dispute in a different state is
substantively unconscionable. In Lyon Fin. Servs., 257 S.W.3d at 234, the Court held that a
forum selection clause requiring a Texas resident to litigate its claim in Pennsylvania was not
substantively unconscionable. It reasoned that "[b]y entering into an agreement with a forumselection clause, the parties effectively represent to each other that the agreed forum is not so
inconvenient that enforcing the clause will deprive either party of its day in court, whether for
cost or other reasons. !d. Indeed, "[i]f merely stating that financial and logistical difficulties will
preclude litigation in another state suffices to avoid a forum-selection clause, the clauses are
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•

practically useless. Financial difficulties on behalf of one party or the other are typically part of
the reason litigation begins." /d.
Aside from the purported financial trial that traveling to Dallas, Texas, presents to her,
which is insufficient to demonstrate substantive unconscionability, Teply's affidavit provides no
other justification for concluding that the forum selection clause is substantively unconscionable.
Therefore, the clause must be enforced.
Further, Plaintiffs' sole remaining contention in the Opposition with respect to
substantive unconscionability is that the Arbitration Agreement forces T3 to waive a "nonwaiveable statutory right" by way of I. C. § 29-110. However, Plaintiffs have cited no case
supporting its contention that I.C. § 29-110 constitutes an unwaivable statutory right ofT3. It
merely expresses a state policy. Further, as clearly explained above, that policy is simply not
implicated in this action, T3 's attempts at shirking its contractual obligations notwithstanding.
In summary, the Arbitration Agreement, and forum selection clause in particular, presents
no basis upon which to find either procedural or substantive unconscionability. Rather, Plaintiffs'
arguments simply solidify the conclusion that T3 is attempting to wriggle its way out of promises
it previously made but no longer wishes to keep. This is impermissible under Texas (and for that
matter Idaho) law.

C.

Plaintiffs' Non-Arbitrable Claims Should be Stayed.
Although some of the Plaintiffs' claims are not subject to an arbitration agreement, this

Court should stay all proceedings pending arbitration.
In interpreting the requirements of the FAA, the United States Supreme Court held that
"an arbitration agreement must be enforced notwithstanding the presence of other persons who
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are parties to the underlying dispute but not to the arbitration agreement." Moses H. Cone Mem'l
Hosp. v. Mercury Constr. Corp., 460 U.S. 1, 20 (1983). In so holding, the Court also noted that,
"[i]n some cases, of course, it may be advisable to stay litigation among the nonarbitrating
parties pending the outcome of the arbitration. That decision is one left to the district court (or to
the state trial court under applicable state procedural rules) as a matter of its discretion to control
its docket." Id. at 20 n.23.
Under both Idaho and Texas law, whether to stay litigation proceedings "is a matter
vested in the sound discretion of the trial court." Continental Cas. Co. v. Brady, 907 P.2d 807,
811 (Idaho 1995); see also In re Ghanem, 203 S.W.3d 896, 900 (Tex. Ct. App. 2006) (holding
that the trial court abused its discretion when it declined to stay litigation proceedings with
claims paralleling those subject to arbitration).
SBS recognizes that whether or not to stay the litigation proceedings pending arbitration
of T3's arbitrable claims is a matter vested in the discretion of this Court. However, there is a
strong basis for staying the non-arbitrable claims. As in In re Ghanem, 203 S.W.3d at 900, the
case at bar involves parallel claims arising under substantially similar agreements. Indeed,
contrary to the assertion in the Plaintiffs' Opposition, T3 and Thurston Enterprise's claims are
not "mutually exclusive." Opp. at 3. Instead, with the exception of the claims relating to the
attempted business purchase in New Mexico, their claims are identical. As a result, permitting
litigation to continue on the same issues that are subject to arbitration "could seriously jeopardize
[SBS's] right to have those claims resolved by binding arbitration, as per" its agreement with T3.
In re Ghanem, 203 S.W.3d at 900. To hold otherwise would constitute an "obvious impediment
to both federal and state policy favoring arbitration" and "impairment to [SBS's] right to
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meaningful arbitration." !d. at 899. Furthermore, it would be an inefficient use of judicial
resources to hold duplicative proceedings in this Court while the same issues are being litigated
in binding arbitration. Finally, the bulk of the Complaint consists of arbitrable claims. Though
claims against the non-SBS defendants are not subject to arbitration, they all turn on the
resolution of the key arbitrable issue of what the T3 Agreement promises in terms of
commissions. Having this issue decided in this Court with respect to a substantially similar
agreement, Thurston Enterprises' (especially where initially this action was only brought by T3),
would seriously threaten the meaningfulness of the arbitration provision in the T3 Agreement.
Accordingly, this Court should exercise its discretion and stay litigation pending arbitration of
T3's claims against SBS.
The Idaho Supreme Court cases cited by the Plaintiffs are not to the contrary. In both

Lewis v. Cedu Educ. Servs., 15 P.3d 1147 (Idaho 2000), andAccomazzo v. Cedu Educ. Servs., 15
P.3d 1153 (Idaho 2000), the Idaho Supreme Court (1) affirmed the district court's decision not to
compel arbitration of non-arbitrable claims, Lewis, 15 P.3d at 1151-52, Accomazzo, 15 P.3d at
1156, and (2) found that the district court "did not err in the determination not to stay litigation"
of the non-arbitrable claims, Lewis, 15 P.3d at 1153, Accomazzo, 15 P.3d at 1157. However,
tellingly omitted from the Plaintiffs' discussion of these cases is the Court's determination that
"there are instances in which a district court may elect to stay litigation pending the outcome of
arbitration between other parties, [although] there is no requirement that it do so." Lewis, 15 P.3d
at 1153. Indeed, in both cases the Supreme Court honored the discretionary decision of the trial
court in determining whether or not a stay was proper. As a result, neither Lewis nor Accomozzo
preclude staying the parallel claims in this case pending arbitration.
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III.

CONCLUSION
SBS respectfully submits that the Arbitration Agreement in the T3 Agreement must be
fully and completely enforced. It is neither unconscionable nor void per public policy. lnstead,,it
represents two corporations' promise that one is now trying to have excused with the aid of this
Court. Such action should not be sanctioned by this Court. Further, the entire action should be
stayed pending arbitration, because the non-arbitrable claims largely parallel the claims that will
be arbitrated.
DATED THIS

J.2_ day of November, 2014.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
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Michael Dunlap, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows:
1.

I make this affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge, and I am

competent to testify to the matters stated herein if called upon to do so. I make this affidavit in
support of Defendant Michael Dunlap's Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(2) motion to
dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction.
2.

As stated in err 8 of my First Mfidavit, in performing my role as General Counsel

for Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. ("SBS"), and Corporate Secretary for SBS and Safeguard
Acquisitions, Inc. ("SAl"), I traveled to Idaho in the summer of 2013 regarding an unrelated
business matter. That business matter was the acquisition of Docusource. As a result of the
already planned trip, matters related to purchase of Idaho Business Forms, Inc. ("IBF") were
discussed, but as stated before, that was not the purpose of the trip.
3.

As stated in err 9 of my First Affidavit, I had no involvement in the preparation,

review, and mailing of the October 2013 letter referenced in paragraphs 99 through 102 of the
Amended Complaint. The conversation to which Plaintiffs refer in arguing that I am now being
untruthful is one in which I took responsibility for the letter being sent, not because I had any
involvement with it, but because I am general counsel for SBS. There is a difference between
taking responsibility for the letter being sent and preparing and sending it.
4.

The circumstances surrounding Dawn Teply's signing of the Agreement were not

high pressure by way of anything I, SBS, or its representatives did. Dawn Teply ("Teply")
expressed her interest in purchasing a Safeguard Distributorship in April 2006, as evidenced by a
letter sent to Teply by Mark Behrens, Safeguard Director of Recruiting at the time, a true and
correct copy of which is attached as Exhibit "A". Teply did not sign her Distributor Agreement
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until July 28,_ 2006. Amended Complaint Exhibit 6, p. 18. Further, Safeguard sent,theApril20;
2006 J~tter to Teply. iniesponse
. to her: expr~ssed interest in beco.ming..a Safeg\lard Distributor,
·which,·sh~ pe.moQ$"ated J?yprep~g ~ detaile~ busfue·ss plar1 for 4~r Sfl.feguar:d D.i~tributQrship,

a-true and co.rrect copy ofwp.ich is attached as

STATE OF TEXAS

)

C.oUI}ty o(PaUas

) ss.
)

;SUBSCRJBED AND SWQR.N

--~~~vP~ MY THE.~MORIN
Commission Elq:llraS
....., ... 2018.
~

U..UQ6

pefor~ 11.1e this /JL.Lday ofNov~mber, 2014.
Name; ~A'

~£t'n.

:Notary Public for Texas·

.R~sidjngat.Jffll ,14Re l?r.
My (fOD,llp.ission expires

J&xiJA ~f;i;t
r- ({; -,2 0/(;;
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following:
Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS,
CHTD
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MulcahyLLP
4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
Irvine, California, 92614

~E-mail:

jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
kadamas @mulcahyllp.com
0 Telecopy: 949.252.0090

Steven F. Schossberger
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~ SAFEGUARQ.
8585 Stem_mons 'Fwy.
Suite GOON

Dallas, TX 75247
MAR'K BEHRENS

directpr, recruiting

Ai?ril 20, ;zo_Qii

Dawn Tepley
Safeguard Blll;iness Systems
:?0~ South Curtis
Bpi_se, II? 83705
2Q8.H3.7.73J
R~: ~ni~rest in
'

a S'afeguard Distributorship.
~

Dear Dawn:
Thank you for your interest ln. the ·safeguard distributorship in B.oise, This packet is designed to provide you
additional information about the• opportunity.
·
·
·
The Safeguard business~ model is one that is :unique nQt only in the· printing industry but also, as· we discussed in our
first meeting, as an overall business .opportunity. As y.ou gather· more information about Safeguard, you will find
that we are-· passionate about our business and excited about the future. The combination ofthe needs for printing
in the marketplace. and the vast number of small business customers offers an exceptionai- and rewarding
entrepreneurial opportunity.
As we discussed, I've enclosed sonie inform·ation that I believe· will be helpful to you as you continue the
qualifl'cation process and make 1mpottant decisions·in pursuing your interest in the Safeguard opportunity.
The .following items are:
1. ,Distributor Applic!ltiol1

2.

Quick Search- Credit Release Form
Copy of the-Buy/Sell Policy & Procedure
Sample..Buy/Sell Agrcemeilt
Sample~ Distributor Agreement
Safegtlard ~~siftess·V~Iuatlon Jnforma~ion &Disdaimer
Custoiner ManagellieneSystem Information
Training Information
Base Mimagementlnformation (ifappllcable)
Cust9mer Development Information Packet

3.
4.

5.
-6.
-7.
8.

9,
10.

In addlti,ojl to tbe Credit· Rele~s_~ 'Fonl) _al}d· the Dis_tri.b~_torsljlp Applicatiqn that ygu will complete, Safeguar9 will
reguire a busi,nes~ pl~n fr<)nfy~lU cov~ring th,e.11e:it 3 year's .of:yquf. bti~iness, Qe""ayne Iv.y, qur Channel
De..,el(>pinentManager located 'in 0~1r Dallas office, w_ill follow~up with you on .the elements that ·should be in that
business plan.
will.also be your point person ill working,throl!gh the,qualiflcation process.

He

Please review the attached info.rmation. If you have any questions about it, please contact.D.ewayne at 800~338~
06'36<~ ext 4714

tall-free 800~338-0636; -ext.

pho.n¥

214-905-4767

fax

651-367-1024

·

mrbehren.s~gos_afeguard.co111

4767
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The next steps are~
1)

C.oniplete- and ret1,1rn the Distributor Applicat-ion and Credit Release Form. P.lease fax and mail a hard copy
of _these ~9n;1pleted docllm~Jlf~ to_rpfattentiqn.to:

Mark Behrens
'safeguard Business ·systems
8S8$ Sterrifnons·Freeway,_ Su'ite 600N.
'Oall~s, 'fX 75247
FaxNumber: 214.646.3958
2) Speak with you by. phone r.ega~d.ing}my cjuestio_n!l within t}lc ne_xt week or ~o
.
3) Prov_ide the next packet of information with sp~cjfics on the avai!a.bl~ ~afeguatd gase and details

OJ)

what is

required in the business plan.
A~ we move. farther ·along in the qualification and buy/sell process profes.!!ipnal ad vic~ froql your legal flnd finan~ial
advisors ~iii be highly important. Ids our recommendation that-you:begin to .take this into -consideration a:; you

revieW the.entlosed.items and we move further aloQg.in the process.

·

·

Dilwf\, than~ Ybl! again for.y¢ur interest-. I .look forward to our continued -relationship.
Sincerely, .

M11rk Beh~en~
Director ofRecfl;'iting
Enclosures
Cc:

qqf!tract AdmjnJstr?d6n
Dewayqe Iyy
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DELIVERY NOTIFICATION
Dear Custc?mer,
This Is in· response to your request for delivery· Information concerning the
shipment ljstt;:_d below·.

·Tracking Numb'er:
Referenc~ NUmber(s):
Service Type:
Package Vl(eight:
Shipped or Billed on:

Delivered on:
Delivered to:
Signed liy:

1Z 94W 308 07 9528 506 5
CONFIDENTIAL DOCUMENTS, CONFIDENTIAL DOCUMENTS
2ND: DAY AI~ AM
.
3.,00 Lbs
04/20/2.006.
04/24/2006 9:01 A.M.
208 S CURTIS RD'
BOISE, ID, US 83705
ANNA
.
,
,

'l=?S t~'fi \l~~'ii a~?i ~l?$ d))ti {j,"J,fil;;~'f.t•1 i}f'S :l.t£ ~j~JJ; l!fl~ Uf'S t\f'S ti£'~ HP~ ~i?S
m:::; !.'FZ ~F:!! ~or~ :UP-S 1.1~s; ~tJ<!; ;Jf's; ;.rr;s..i.t~i.S lJi!' :r, u;•s.·~.t~·.::J :.H~e llli!A'!i- ~r!'.!f. 'Vf :t.
f:u.<=
'''-'
<j\JI<;;
~Y
.~ t~F'
•1 ~1r.,.rlt
.,.... ·f <1'-"'}
., r f-'. ~.
-zo
w

•'nf.
I!J··;~ llb~
"\n w- •i-:-~::.
Jo.t~ .... Ui'•'!:
~ .. -v ~~.n>~.j;!:f!
,, ..,. ~
.. , IJ!:'
• .!l:
~- .tr',··•
~ il'> •.
t, 'ti
"\<'; -.

t1U-i·
1'1',1<;_
.. -.... •;t·~
t.: .. , ~ i.J.,
-¥','

taP t t~r·~~ ~)p:; \lPT~ i!~~ t;f.::t ~1v~ \ifttj; 1t.i~S l,fi? :~ !~:~ ~ UP~~ tffJS ~J!,)~ .Uf.$ Uff~. UP-!i
tf'?'S 1 •'$ l.ffl.t :.f~:~<JP'"- ·.;~~ t.H'.,NJFI•::\ P?.'Ji.·tll'.~i ur:S. utl.~ t'!':\. ~iP:7-·tr~~o t.r~·Ji i!1'S.
f.<?'S 1 f'f<", ·P~ tWf'JJPt !-"' : LV-'" i:l}\: r '!U~l:<iJ. LH ;~ tif1j, irf·~ <.IPS.~+'~ Uf·:5.!W~
t/"5 if.i ': !, ·,:.:. l.rxo;, VP-IF .J • {l,l~- ;.f,'-1:: · :' ~ ~ . ; i\ :1l!F'.: lH~!l ~Jl' $ -1..!!.'>~ UP!.i itli<-7:.
Ui~ :~ lt~ ·:.t ~.tP~! ~~'£.-til'!t iJt .1 JP·;· ;:;~·;\ ~Jj~~. \r~·t' i; ~»~5 1.:~~~ 4i~f:.'S \!~~ ~J.?S fjt·a: 1-. t~r~.
Location:

RECEIVER

Thank you for giving us this_ qpport;unlty to serve you.
Sincerely,
Unit?d ParceJ S_ervice.

Tracking results provided by UPS: 04/27(2006 8:09 .A.M.
.
(USA)

Eastern Time·

~ttP~1/~vw.cam~usship. ups. com/campus_track/processRequest
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My. Education and Employment History
My name is Dawn Teply and I am very interested irt becoming a Safeguard
distributor in the Boise, Idatto area. I have b_een an ·employee of the current
distributor, Roger Thurston, for the past eleven years. I ~tarj:eq in the offi¢e

providing customer service and processing orders while

le~rning

the various.

products which we'sold. Roger quickly introduc~<;l me to the sales field teaching
me ab_out the market and how to sell products. I learne·q to build relationships
with existing customers as well as prospe_Gts and_ the importance of following Lip
to Clos~ tti_e sale. Over the past several years Roger has been grooming me in
the hopes that I would ev~ntually purchase _a· part .of his distributorship.
Although, I have not handled the financial side of this business, I feel I have peen
given tn~- opportunity and proper training by Roger to handle'most all other
aspects of running 'this type :of business. I have a g~eat support team in place to
help m~ learn the rest. I enjoy what I do and I. am very excited abot:~t this
opportunity for pe(sbnal _growth. I hope to meet your qualifi.cations and open my
1
_ business. on August 1, 2006..
My past ~mployment hi~tory includes banking, pro_ducihg quality products,
accounting and customer service, After I graduafed from Burley High School I
attended ITT Techniqal Institute for an education in Accounting. I worked for an
accounting firm for three years providing admfnistrative. support, customer
serviQe, payroll, ,accounts payable, and servicing an account for a non-profit
organization. After :successfully accomp'lishing. these. tal?ks I was told in my last
revi_ew jhat unl~~s I wanted tr;> advance in my accounting education I had grown
in my duti~s:as_ m4ch a~ I w~s abt~. The managing partners both told me that I
was welcome :there as I long as I wanted but _they felt I was wasting my talent
continuing in the position I held with them. They-told me that Vv:ith the results .of
my persq_nality profile and my outgoing personality I needed to consiqer a career
in sales. Their exact words were thafthey felt I could sell ice ~ubes to Eskimos.
I hac;! met Roger Thurston during my employment at the accounting firm because
he serviced our check·printlng and tax form needs. I left the firm and accepted a
teller position with Key Bank of ld~ho, now KeyBan~ National Association. While
employed at Key Bank_! w~s awarded a 100% by a Secret Shopper for my ability
to correctly service a customer on multiple, leveJs a~ well a~ qross-sell additional
produc;ts;. I w~s told _a .~co.re of 100% was nE:wer given in the past. After only five
months of employment with Key Bank I wa_s offered a p·osition with Hewlett
Packard Company which I had applied at the same time as. Key Bank. I
acQepted toe po~ition 'a~ Hewlett Packard was a prestigious company which I
had always' vvanted to work for and offered ,a challenging· new career with l;)etter
pay·, I learned how to manufacture· quality comp4ter parts which assisted in the
building of disk 'drives. I was part of a quality assur~nce team and. worked
clo.se!y with supervisors, managers, engineers ar)c;f technicians. I helped manage,
a li!le of~_4 individuals, making scheduleS to position those individuals: a no
procJIJce quality parts-.at high volumes. After thre.e years of employment the
division I was part of was close~ down in the Boi~e area. I interviewed and was
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offered a position at the Colorado facility but declined with the hopes of staying in
the, Bois~ area. In my ·efforis to llJarket myself'for a new care~r I remembered
Roger Thurston from my employment at the accounting firm. and contacted him in
the, hPPt?.s he may know of.a company hiring a position for which I was suit!=ld.
After a'pproximately·one month he enticed me into interviewing for a sales
position in his office. I accepted the tmsition and after eleven years of success
would now like to take the opportunity to be a distributor myself.
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Purpose Statement
I would like to purchase a base of $603,055.04 ftom Roger Thurston which would
includ~ m~ny of my existing customers as well ~s some additional customers.
We have discussed in detail and agreed upon the splitting of the. referral sources
alo[lg Wittl toe current office staff. My goals for the n~xt year are as. foll'ows:

-Continue to utilize the reJerral sourqes ·and develop new so.urpes
-Establish better penetraHon within the existing customer base by cross-selling
more products.
-Ufiliz~ t!l~ new prpgrams ,to inQrease sales in· business apparel and p~omotional

items.

E_xecu.tive Summary
I P!?n to continue li!Y existing bt,Jsiness relationshiP-s ~s well as place a priori~y
focus on the current vertical markets:
-B_~nks

-Schools
-C.onstructidn Companies
-Real Estate Offices I Title Companies
·-Churches
I intenc;f to .stay iri to.uch with the banks, every month and the other listed entities
ev~ry three months. By doing _this l.fe_ell.can keep up with the market changes
and the branching out of existing pusiness. I plan .to. cpm_mit to this plan by
charting my hlqnthly visits and results pf these yisits.
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Business Information

Type of Busine·ss:
Office Location:
Po~tal Address::

S Corporation
4477 Emerald St., Ste, C200, Boise, lqaho 83706
P.O. Box 8284, Boise, Idaho 83707

Toll

Fr~_e

Office Phone:

(208) 429-azaz

Office Fax~Projected Op_em Da.te:
Busin~ss Hours:

(208) 429-8354
August 1, 2006·
8:00 am to 5:09 pm Monday-Friday

(877) 429-al81

I have signed a two year lease .on an office space of approximately 500 square
feet for myself and two employees. The office locations provides me easy
access, to downtown, the.bench area and interstate. The monthly cost of the
office: l!:~a_s~ include~ utilities, ground maintenance and some janitorial provisions.
I have had telepho!les installed with thrE;Je _incoming line~ including ~fax line and
toll free line. I have set up a personal line· of credit with my banker to help cover
start-IJp costs as well a.s cash flow for the. first couple of mohth:s. I will be
purchasing sqme of my office equipment from .Roger at a discou11ted price and
the rest of my equipment and supplies from Safeguard and local merchants.

Personn~l

and .Organization

I will be taking two existing emplqyees with me from Roger's office. They are
Jamie Bachmann and Many Eldridge. I feel that both individuals are capable of
doing inside a,nd outside $ales as wel,l as keep the office n.inning while I am out in
the sales field. They ar~ both customer service and detailed oriented as well as
fast paced lndividuais. I know that at least one. of them is interested in owning
th~ir own business in the. future and c~rrently worklng towards a degree in
Human Resources. With growth of approximately $200,.000 ! will look to hire .one
additional employee. With future growth, I would like to give tne opportunity to
the current employees to !3ssist in. outsioe sales with the hopes of grooming them
in ~he same way that Roger has groomed anq allowed me to grow.
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Mark~ting

Plan

Outing my past eleven years of employment'with .Safeguard I have experienced
the' changes in the market and econo.my. I have paid attention to the product
sales patterns ancj_ the types· of l;>l!sinetss using those pr.od!Jcts. I have been·able
to. advantageously utilize the variety of products we sell with the promotions
offered to assist in our sales. I .have assisted in building strong relationships with
banks, accountants, softwar:e. consultants and existing customers. My ideas for
qontin~ed growth are as foJiovv:s:
·
-Continue. to build on reiati.onships with banks, other financial entities and all
other referral sources by visiting th!3m once a month, provioing them with
apprgpriate. sal~s mat?rials· and giying them and their customers excellent
service.
'"Deliver ref!3rral checks to sourQ~s on a timely basis· .!lnd .appropriately thank
them for the referral and their business relationship.
-Pr.ovide t~mporary ch!3cks whf:ln necessary to .Cl!stqm~rs.
~continue to Work with s~asonal ciJstomers prior to pegk operating times by

visiting them, providing them with past order history arid helping them inventory
for' the coming s.eason.
·
-C.ontinue to servic~ existing custome·rs arid add oh any adc;Jitional pfQc;:Jucts
po§.~il:;liE; t(rincr~ase the vaJ.ueof their·acc9unt by asking for additional items .to
quot~. providing them with updated marketing materials .and new ideas to. better
market .their business.
-Contiri.ue· to ed.ucafe mys~lf anc~ employee$ on produ¢ts ·and better ways to sell
l!Sing the proper custor:ner service techniqlleS.
-Print monthlY, call lists and contact those customers to check their supply levels,
thank them for their contin.ued pusin~ss, cro.ss s.~ll adc;:Jitio.nal products a.nd ask if
there is anyone they would like to refer as. a customer.
-Utilize any promotions offered by Safeguard to increase revenue such as free
envelopes, overruns and rush services.
-Be open to new pro<;luct lines and ways to market th~m in .our growing economy.
-Get involved in the' cor:nm.unity network_ing options such as The Chamber of
Commerce .for new !eads.
·
-Use Safeguard's ARR programs and any d.thers that' will help us touch the
cus'tom~r.
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SALES PROJECTIONS S/30/06
1/1/06PRODU.CJ LINE TOTALS
447-03-/445..03/ XRT-03/ XRG03

12/~1/06

1/1/0812/31/08

1/1/0712/31/07

Change

Change

$
O~EWRITE

-49,519.82

$
SAFE TRACK
.ENVELOPES

_6,211.47
$
48,847.46

$
BUSINESS STATIONARY
LASER I SPECIALTY

6,874.83.
$
334,394.02

$
FASTR.AK
CONTINUOUS
BUSINESS APPAREL
R_ECORDS MANAGEMENT

603.06

TAX FORMS
3-TO-A-PAGE CHECKS

25,919.31

$

$

844:28
$'
1,688.55

888.72

38,474.'91

STANDARD RROGRA.M
SOURCED - ENNIS

BODP

40,499.91

$
~2.~64.16
1;145.80

2,424.65

3%
20%
5%

984.58

.1

26;214.80

15%

7,306.65

3%

509,746.99

18,%

654.43.

3.%

$
-30%

16,847.55.

-35%

$
5%
-45%

945.45
$
957.42

6%
3%

$
6%

7,'360.92

5%

$
5%
20%

42)631.48
$
7,810.65

5%.
17%

$
4%

13,211.26

3%.

$
3%

2,525.68

4%

$

3_% .8,716.71

3%

$
5%
-10%

$

964.89

67,608.94

$

$
13,330.69
$
'1,031.22

3%

$

$
8,455.~1

6,601.63

$

$

.1

291127:56

15%

$
12,814.92

0%

$

$
6,482.84

$
PfS., HQL!DAY CAROS

6,992.87

5,186.27
$
12,302.32
-2,351.91
$
8,2Q1.!;i5

3%

$

$

$
DFS - GENERAL PRODUCTS

928.70

$49510.82

$

$

$

$
PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS

$
634.80

37,027.58

$'
SOURCED

417,99~,53

$

6,573.30

0%

$

$

$
3-TO-A PRObtJCIS

$49,510.82
$'
6,403.58
$
57,467.60
$
7;087.45

14,181.!,)9
$
948.72

6%

-8%

$
2%
-10%

1,025.60

.1

271594.53

4%
5%

$

TOTALS

60~,994.74

$686,01)5.20

13.7%

$786,187.02
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H.5%

ORDINARY INCOME/EXPENSE
ING.OME
$AFE~UARD

Annl,!al

IN.COME
ONE WRITE INCOME
-SAFE TRACK INCOME
ENVELOPE INCOME
STATIONARY INCOME
LASER/SPEC INCOME
FASTRAK INCOME
CONTINUOLJS INCOME
APPAREL INCOME
FILIN_G INCOME
_3.:To-A PRODUCTS
SOURCED INCOME
TAX FORMS INCOME
.3~TO-A-PAGE. CHECK INCOME
PROMOTIONAL INCOME
STANDARD PROGRAM
SOURCED-ENNIS INCOME
DFS G,ENERAL INCOME
DFS HOLIDAY CARDS' INCOME
BODP INCOME

TOTALSAFEGUARDINCOME

49510.82
9211.47
48847.46
6874.83
334394.02
603,06
37027.!?8
844.28
1688.55
6573.3
38474.91
5186.27
14302.32
2351.91
8201.55
12664.16
1145.8
964.89
29127.56
$602,994.74

TOTAL INCOME
$.192;958.~

COST OF GOODS SOLD
S_A~EGUA~D PEOUCTION$
.DiSTRIBUTOR PURCHASE
INDIRECT S.HIPMENTS
REMAKE COSTS·
MAILING PROGRAMS
COLLECTION AGENCY EXP
CMS PAYMENTS & FEES
TOTAL SAFEGUARD DEDUCTIONS

60000
500
1200
1195
$62,89.5.00

RESALE ITEMS
TOTALCOST.OF GOODS SOLD
GROSS PROFIT

$130,063.~

EXPEN.SE
. PAYROLL EXPENSES
SIRA EMPLOYER SHARE
PAYROLL EXPENSES
TOTALPAYRO~LEXPENSE$

EMPLOYER STATE UNEM. EXP.
BONUSES

2880
96000
$98,,880.00

6000
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.._,

\...../

ADVERTISING
AUTO EXPENSE
AUTO EXPENSE PODGE
BANK CHARGES
COMPUTER EXP ..& MAINT.
COMPUTER SOFTVVARE
DUES AND SUBS.
INSURANCE- DISABILITY
INSURANCE- UMBRELLA POLICY
INTEREST
INTERNET SERVICE EXPENSE
LEGAL AND ACCO_UNTING
MEALS
OFFICE LEASE
OFFICE MAINTENANCE
OFFICE SUPPLIES/MISC.
-~XPENSE

POSTAG.EJ.UPS/DHL.
SEC.URITY 'SYSTEM
TAXES- CORPORATE
TAX PENALTIES
TELEPHONES & CELLULAR
TOTAL ORDINARY EXPENSE

700
1895

250
500

500
600
2400

7050
1000
1400
200

20.
2750
$25,265.00

$5,918.~

NET ORDINARY INCOME.
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Sales 2005

9,887.52
$ 24,263.08

One Write Fina.ncials
Envelopes
Laser &. Specialty
Business Station~ry
Continuous
Tax Forms
Sourced/BdDP
3'to a Page

$

Projected Sales 2006
$ 10,184.15

$ 28,387.80
$ 147,020.66
$ 3,638.22
' $ 34,0.17.67
$ 16,156.44
$ 2~0.~32.99

~124,593.78

$'

3,307.47

$ 45,356.89
$ 16,156.44
$216,012.74
$ 1,154.;:9
$
,$

Standard Pr9grams

M_isc:

$

1,1~9.40

1,66;2.89

$

1,829.18

1,366.14

$

1,502)5

.... (

.IE§Jected Commissions

It

~~feguara&"'Western Business Forms
lfL<?J~ed Profit & Loss

_
2005

$

.,..Expens~s

(<!<~
lilt

111.J

-----,

.

Rent
Utilities
Pnone
Cell
Internet
Auto Fuel & Maintance
Mark,etin.g
Postage/Shipping
Office Supplies
Alarm System
CMS.Cost
BusJness Payment~
Payroll Expenses

I

_j

·2006

2,822.42
$
$
384.07
$
$ 1,308.00
$
$ 1,200.00
$
~
456.00
$
$ 3,602.!?8
$
$ J,459.87
$
~
178.08
$.
$
.676.89
$
$•
309.00
$
$
180.00
$
$: 46,473.00
$
$ 22,471'.68
$
i~creased ~t 3% for general rate of inflation.

3,000.00
864.07
1,308.00
1,236.00
456.00
~.602.58

1,503.67
1.83,42
697:20

309.00
180.00
46,473.00
27,768.00

LT~taJ ~P:..::e:..:;ns:..::e:.;::.s_ _ _-:::$.~,521:--s_g__._ _ _ _ _ _;:!..$--:8~~7,.s8o;94 :::::: :: : .:

[9fiif'~Ofir:: ·:·::.' ·:·: :::.·.::.:.J:§1~,t;:.,,91:..;:;9·:.....;,77_ _-_
...._._._...................~. $~5,62'f62::=:::

J

::::J
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•

Proje·cted Sales 2007
$ '1 0,489.67
$' 3~,213.73

$.173,484.38
$ 4,002.04
$ 25,513.25
$ 16; 1.56.44
'$224,739.65
$ ·1,225,08

.$

2,012.10.

$

·1,653.03

Projected Sales 2008
$ 10,804.36 *Estimpte~ basec:f.on.5% price increase on de
$ 3~,860.06
$ 204,711.57
·$ 4,402.24
$ 19,1.34.94 *loss due. to changing technology
$ 16; 156.44 *fiat due to industry going paperless
$ 229,234.45
$ 1,261.84
$
$

:::: . :.:::

.2007
$ '3,000.00

$

$
$

889.99
i.34l,24
1,273.08

$

4~.9.68

$

·3,602.58
1,548.78
188.93
718.11
'309.00
189.00
46,473.00
28!60'1.04

$.

$
$
$

$
$
$'

2',213.31,

1,818.3q

$Jl~

2008
' $ 3,000.00

$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$

$
~

916.69 *Increase in
1,387.66
1,311.27
483.77
3,602.q8
1,595.24
194.59
739.66
309.,00
198.45
46A7.3.oo
29,459.07

utlitie~

because_ landlord is now h;
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Dawn Tepley- #04T5

(formerly Roger Thurston assoc #03)

Location/Territory
DATA AS OF:
Customer Count (3 Years)
Sales Volume (12 Months)
Territory Debt Outstanding

Boise, ID
YTD December 2005
n/a
625,573
0

YTO

2002
2003
2004
2005

New

Total

Repeat

121,579
197,529
149,308
175,765

281,278
353,832
411 .118
449,808

402,857
551,361
560,426
625,573

Growth%
nla

Avg. Comm Rate

36.86%
1.64%
11.62%

34.36%
33.47%
34.07%
34.68%

2005
Product Mix
0%

·············· ········ · · · · · · · · - - - - - -

!!One Write

BSafeTrak

ClEnvelopes

0 NEBS Core B DFS- Cards .Apparel
•standard
!!!Other
•Ennis

Cl Stationery

•Laser

l!DFasTrak

ClFiling
OSourced

1!1 Tax Forms
DBODP

• 3 on a Page • Promotional

L---------------------------------

L - - - - --···---·-·······------------- - - -- - - - - - - - -- --

CMS User/NonCMS User

Number of Sellers
Number of Office Staff

• Continuous

-

Yes

#
#

Interested Parties, Please Contact:
Distributor Name
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
Address
City, ST Zip
Office:##########
Fax:##########

Safeguard Confidential

8/3/2006

Page 1
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i.
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Safeguard Business· Systems
Distributor Histbrlcal Sides Analysis (Gross Sales)
Commissions Sales Statement
·Sales Through 12/05
Dawn Tepley - #o4T5
Product
One Write

New/Rep
New
Repeat

011.~ Write Total
$afeTrak
New
Repeat

SafeTrak Total
Enyelopes
1\lew
Repeat
Envelopes Total.
Stationery
New
Repeat
Stationery
last?~

NeW
Repeat

2002
Sales
Comm
10;091.1'4
2,385.87
6,261.53'
21t683.37
8,647.40
~1;_7.74.51
325.70
113.99
5,623.67
1,968.42
5,949.37
2,082.41
1;523.51
4.466.07'
9,873.37
'28,207..76
~2,673.83

1,470.65
540.15
2,010.80
56,812.68
1'16,514.83

11,39~.88
588~26

21.6.06
804.32

.2003
.Sales
16,987.24
25,778.15
42,765.39'
852:10
7,284,01

~004

Comm
4,003.88
7,151.48.

.Sales
15,723.68
29,724.82

11,155.36
304.73
2,549.44,

45,448.50
447.90
6\531.70
6,,979.60
4,935.65.
.42,434.65
47,370.30
4,658.35
;3,440.31

8,136.11
.6,102.98
35,239.50
41;342.48
5,135.38
1,.213.25

2,854.17
.2,034.03
•12,258.96.

6;348.63

2,098.87
..28,721.13
50,118.:43

18,50~.51.

~0,911.12

39,116.35
57,622.86
0.00
0.00

14,2~2.99

1,690.72
408.15

8,098.66
69,963.54
200:338:35
270,301.89
509.55
160.00·
669.55
q,767.04

New
Repeat

0.00
9,201.29
37,726.97

12,631.~1

152,,886.37
243,797.49
1,448.85
289.95
1,738.80
10,895.51
38,482.46

Continuous Total
NEBS Core New.
R,epeat

46,92.8.26
0.00
0.00

15,546.00,
0.00
0.00

49,377.97
0.00
0.00

NEBS Core To~J
DFS- Cards New
Repeat

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

o.po

0.00.
0.00

0.00
'1,839.53
0.00

38,885.25
;327.67
412.02
739.69

1,760.55
.0.00

DFS ·Cards Total
New
Apparel
Repeat

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
2,830.55
1,870.58
4,701.13

.0.00
.0.00
0.00
0.00
857.05
623.65
1,480.70

1,839.53
3,326.83
19.98
3,346.81
208.40
.2.420.03
.2,628.43

L~serTotal

FasTrak

173,~27.51

New
Repeat

F~sTrak Total

Continuous

000934

Apparel Total
Filing
New
Repeat
Filing Total

0.00
0.00

o.po
2,914.19

Safeguard Business Systems Confidential

~8,839.56

302.67
.88.19
390.86
3,256.26
12,410.03

Comm
3,736.33
8,245.64
11,981.97
•150.86
2;232.88
2,,383.74
1,683.72
14,675.53
16,359.25
1,616.60
1,114.03
~.730.63

22,294.95
'65,286.75
.87;581.70
73.39
46.20

2005
Comm
Sales
13,185.88
3,976.94
'36,071.23. 10,947.45'
49,257.11
282.00
8,083.75
8,365.75
5,907.99
48,027.67
4,12.2.55
3,471'.28

2,067.60
16,649.40
18,717.00
1,335.31
1,201.45

7,593.83·
74,229.8t
232,694.04
306,923.91
299.70
58'0.90

2,536.76
24,464.55
76,023.99
100,488.54
28.44
155.88

880.~0

184.32
1,363.60
10,099.37

53,~35.66

119.59
'1,810.75
10,534,50

4,194,56
30,745.79

12,,345.25
291,.72
368.69

34,940.35
646.68
360.79

4,351.11
3,178.94

660.41
.245.47
. 234.70

1,007,47
6,881.81
0.00

1,760.55
1,261.91.
5.59

7,530.05
.30.00
0.00

480.17
0.00
0.00

6,881.81
582.05
Q.OO

·1,267.50'
74.45
849.72
924.17

30.00
·2,514.54
5,435.55
7,950.09

o.o:o
812.86
1,778.88
2,591.74

582.05
33,899.27
1.796.50
35,695.77

'15,666,2~

0.00
,0.00

~3,118.21

8/3/2006

14,924.39
98.69.
2,829.23·
2,927.92'

11,462.97
614.04
330.86
944.90
2,532.17
0.00
2,532.17
203.78
O.OQ
203.78.
12,460.18
620.67
13,080.85

2002
23.64%
28 ..88%
27.21%
35.00%
35.00%
3S.OOo/~

34.11%
35.00%
34.88o/~

40.00%
40.ooo;;

Comm%'age
.2003
2004
23.57% -23.76%
27...74%. .~7.74%
26.09%
35.76%
35.00%
35.08%
·33.33%
34.79%
34.57%
'32.92%·
33.64%

2005
30.16%
30.35%

26.36~o. 30.:30%

33.68%
34j9%

35.00%
S5:00%

34.15~o

35.00%
35.00%
3r ...{,
3 .•-v-fo
32.39%
34.61%

34.11o/o
'34:58%
34'.53%
·34.70%
32.38%
33.72%
31;87%
.32.59%
32.40%.
14:40%
28.88%

40.00% 33.06%
32.57% 31.59%
33.57% 32.78%
33.25% 32.34°io
0.00%' '20.89%
0.00% 30.42%
0.00% .22.48%
31.67% 29.89%
33.48% ·32.25%

33.41%
32.96%
32.67%
.32.74%
9.49%
26.83%.
17.86% 20.93%
.31.40% 32.51%
:31.81%. 32.85%.

33.13%
0.00%
0.00%

~1.75%

O.OO'Yo
'0,00%
0.00%

31.73%
0.00%
.0.00%
0.00%
95.71%
0.00%

0.00%
O.bO%
o:OO%
0.00%
30.28%
33.34%
31.50%

95.71%
37.93%
27.98%
3_7.87%
35.72%
35.1H;'o
35.1.6%

.89.03%
'89.48%

32.81%
94.~_5%

89.28%
5.64%
7.38%

91(
93.79%
36.80%
0.00%

6.38%
O.QO.%
0.00%
0.00%
32.33%
32.73%
32.60%

36.80%
35.01%
0.00%
35.01%
36.76%
34.55%
36.65%

Page2
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New/Rep
New- ,_
Repeat
:rax Forms Total
3.on a Page New
Repeat
3 on a Page Total
Promotional New
Repeat

Product
-Tax Forms,

Pr.omotional Total
Standard
New
Repeat
Standard Total
Ennis
New
Repeat
Enni!? Tota!
Brokerage. New
Repeat

2002
Sales
5,794,65
'18,550.90
24,345.55
7,_567.21
8,287.71

Comm
,2,711.10
.9,957.13
1_2,668.23
·2,476,62
2,678.11

15;&~.92

~.154.73

3',1'18.50
Q.OO

,850.30
0.00
850.30
1,688.68
6,697.01
·8,385.69
596.31
1,877.85
•2,474.16

3,118.50
6,4~5.60

13,943.01
20,428.61
1,806.99
5,690.46
7,497.45
80.00
16.30
,96.30
11;527.91
22,622.48
34,~50.39

26.40
5.38
31.78
3,894.21
7,465.42
11;269.63

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

Total New

Brokerage· Total
BODP

New
Repeat

Safeguard Business Systems
Distributor Historical Sales Analysis (Gross Sales)
CommisE;ions Sales 'Statement
Sales Through 12/05
<2005
-2003
2004
·sates
Sales
Comm
Comm
Sales
4,062.40 . 1,715.48·
1,691.14 . 1,417.82
1,511.52
'18;28Q.26
22,209:25.
10,-946.64
20,518.72
22,219.09
26,271.65
12,662.12
23,910.23
19,707.08
22,030.24
2;171:03'
10,083.89
3,159.14
7,071.09
7,364'.96
13,915.58·
11,075.59
3,675.19
4,564.89
12,474.51
21,159.48
6,834.33
20,986.67
6,735.92
19,839'.47
1,145.51
0.00
2,925.90
0.00
0.00
3,312.50
:o.oo
936.24
0.00
0.00
0.00'
2,081.75
o:oo
0.00
6,238:40
11,263.48
2,676.89~
8,898.97
1,911.39
6,368.53
19,461.09'
9,378.31
4,726.74.
·1,751 ..62
101167.41
19,066.38
8,120.15
30,724.57
12,055.20
6,638.13
5,247.78
287.30
94.81
346.60
1,731.77
2,291.97
9,289.38
6,945.37
3,,065.50
10,074.66
4,023.74
10,421.26
12,193.15
9,576.68
3,1.60.30
2,246.0Q
741.18
1,142.62
0.00
0.00
'227.18
74.9i
461.45
152.28
3,821.35
2;473.18
461.45
152.28
4,963.97
816.15
22,130.80
7,303.16
14;798.33
23,991.93
7,917.34
.39,334.95
26,98(3.88
9,995.88
30,290:56
8,90~.67

3,439.02
377.06
1,261.05

79.67%
32.81%.
33.17%
~3.o4r.

o:oo%
0.00%.
(
-~
2f.:o ro/~
'28~66%
2~.10%

.33,00%
33.00%
:.33~00%

33.00%
,33.00%

'33~00%

33.00%
33.00% 33.0Q%
33.00% -~3.00%
33.0Q 0J, 33.00~()

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00%

0.00%

149,308.33

45,614.86

175,764.92

59,.414.18

32.11%

~1.64%

30.55% 33.80%

122,048.98

411~118.02

145,31Z:35

·449,807. 76

157,512.07

35.33ro

34.4~%

35.35% 35.02%

184,54~.62

560,426.35

190,927.21

625,572.68

216,926.25

34.36%

33.47%

p.Qo

O.OQ

0.00
0.00
0.00

121,578.94

39,043.00

197,529:32

62,497.63

Total Repeat

281,278~ 19

99,372.09

353!831.56'

Grand Total

402!857.13

138,415.0.9

551;360.88

other Total

0.00
1,373.68
502.01
1,875.69
114.38
3,324.64

2005
73.01%
80.16%'

54,133.28
0.00
0.00

52,421.36

0.00
.0.00

<

6,554.07
0.00
0.00

Comm %,'age.
2004
2002
2003
46.79% 42.23% 83.84%
53.67% 49.29% '82.31%
52.04% 48.20.% 82.42°1.
31.33% .30.70%
~2.73.%
32.31% ~3.18°tf, 32.80%
32.10%
~2.51% _32.30%
27.27% 39.15%
0!00%
0.00% '28.26%
0.00%
27.27% 33.37%
0.00%
26.04'Yo ~~.77% 21.48%
48.03% 48.19% 46.49%
41.05% 39.24% 34.82%
33.00% 33.00% 33'.00%
33.00% 33.00% ,33.00%
3_3.00% 3~.QO% 33,00%
33.00% 33.00% 3'3.00%
. 33.00% 33.00% 33.00%

17,299.05
0.00
0.00

16,~23.01

New
Repeat

Comm
1,103.52
16,44!).26
17,551.78
:2,416.79
4,137.28

1,638.11
4,883.45
12,980.53
11,863..98
0.00.
0.00

50,978.81
o:oo
0.00
0.00

BODP
Other

,.·

33.00% 33.00%
33.00% 33.00%
33.00% 33.00%
33.00% . 33..00%
o.oo%.
0.00%
(>.00%
0.00%

Q.OO%
0.00%
o( ..

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

-34:07·%

34.~/J.%

'Note that because of the current procedure for-processing commissions on Sourced, BODP and Ennis product lines, the commissions on these products are purely estimates.

The distributor wlf/ n.aed to provide datatf to concar.ned parties on the eJ~:act amount of these commfssfot]s.
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Dtvalapll)el11 S.(Vlcos
.YTD 12105Sales·Annllllllud
Year!~ Y~arComparfson ~

D~wn'Tepley ·lli4T5

2oo5 vs.

Y~r..OO 2004

PrOduct
One Write
SaleTrak

Erivelapes
Stationery
Laser

FasTrak

ContJpt.ous
NEBS Core
DfS·Can:ls
Apparel
Filing
TaxF'cm1S
3anaP2!Je

PiornatloriS
Standard

Ennis
Olher

SoUrced
B<ioP'

04Now
15,723.68
447.90
4.935.65
.4,656.35
00,1183.54
509.55
5,767.04
327.67
4,351.11
30.00
2.514:54
1,691.14
! .071.09
0.00·
:8.898.97
287.30
0.00
0.00
·22.13080'

Manufactured 106,61!4.49
20,493.04
Standard
SourcedJBODP 22130.1!0
Totals
149 308.33
2004

04 otal
45,448.50
6,979.60
47 ,370.~0
6,098.68
270,301.89
659.55
~.685.25
739.811.
'7,530.05
30.00
7,GSo.09
23,910.23
c20,985.~·

30,29056

0,00
19,066.36'
9_.578.88
000
461.45
52421.36

319,339.00
61,027.01
30752.01
411111!.02

426,()23.49
11,52il.05
52 882.81
560,426,35

OJRa

03 Total

OS New
13,185,88
282.00
,5,907.99
4,122.55
74,229.87
299.70
4,194.56
646.88
6,861.81

OS Repeat
38,071.23
8,083.75
48,027.67
3.471.28
232,694.04
560.90
30,745.79
·360.79
0.00

582.05

·o.oo

;33.80027
'1.511.52'
7,384.96
0.00

1,796.50
20,518.72
12,474.51
0.00
1.75Ul2
10,074,68

'6.36e.53'

348.60
0.00
1,142.82
'14.796.33

3,821.35
39.334.95

109,751.04'
'50.072.9,3
15,!140.95
175 764.92

360,035.45
46,618.01
43156.:3(1
449 807.76

04New
15,723.88

o:oo

05 Totat
49,257.11
'8,385.75
!13,93M6
7.593.83
. 306,923.91
800,60
'34.940.35

I,007,4l
M81.61
562.05

·as,6li5.n
•22.030.24
•19.aag.47
0.00
8.120.15
10,421.26
0.00
4,983 97
~.13326

VarS N
(2.537.00)
. U65.'l0l
972.34

{2.530.44)
59.30
0.00
1.142.62
(7,'.132..47)

varST
Var%N Var%R Var%
RR%
3,808 61
-16.14%
21.35%
79.37%
s.~
1,388,15
23.76%
19.e6% 115.82%
·37.04%
6,565.38
19.7~
1:1:16%
13.116% 10i.Js%
(50483) ·11.501(,
0.90%
-8.23%
42.86%
6.101(,
15.15%
13.55%
86.09%
~.62202
-41,18% '263.06%
·211:05
31.52%
86.76%
j3,9.s4.90) ·27.27'1!.
•7.16% ·10.14%
79.07%
267.78
97.38% -12.43% ,36.20%
48.76%
(64824)
!\8.1~ ;19().00%
0.00%
·8.61%
·o.oo
552.05 1840.17%
0.00% 1840.17%
0.00%
•(3,639.05) 27,745.68 1248.131!. -65.95% 349.00%
22.80%
(1,7,0037) (1,87999) ·10.621(,
-7:55%
•7.1!6%
!J5.82%
(1.'\41,97) (1,1~7.20)
4.18% ,10.36%
·5.47%
59.44%
0.001(,
0.00
~0.00
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
.(8.415.7,9) (10.94623) ·28-'!4% -82.n% -57.41%
9.19%
785.28
8-!4.58
20.64%
8.45%
'8.82% 10520%
000
.o.oo
o.om. 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
'4,502.52
0,00% 725.12% 975.73% 828.12%
~.359.90
'9,044.39
1,711.92
-33.131!. 20:86%
3.27%
75.04%

3,086.55

40,696.45

(53580}

4,266.33
!2119651
(1.572.48)
.
319.ot
2.530.70
552.05
·:31,384.73
(179.52)
293.87

o.oo·

VarSR
6,345.41
1.552.05
5,593.02
30.117
32,355.69
·420.90
.(2.312.42)
(51.23)
(3,17894)

43,763.00
15,168.89
6,214.44

625,57:.68

26456.58

38 6811.74

4i.l146.33

03New

t

'04Repa_at
29,724.82
6,531.70
42A34.65
3,44031
200,338.35
,160.00
33.118.21
412.02
3,178.94
0.00
5,435.55
.22,219.09
13,915.58
0.00
>'10,167.41
·9,269.38
000
'30,752.01

04 otat
45,445.50
(i.!f79,60
47,370.30
8,096.66
27if.301.89
689.55

VarSN
(1.263.50)

Var$R
,3,946.67

319,339.00
61,027.01
30 752.01
411118.02

428,023.49
81,520.05
52,882.81
5604U.35

03Totat
42.76539
8.138.11
tl1;14i.48
6,348 63
243,797.49
1138.80
49,377.97
0.00
1,839.53
3,346.81
2.828.43
25.271.65
21,159.48
6,23840
,30.724.57
12.193.15
0.00
53451.99
395,346.40
102,562.49
53451.99
551 60.68

One Write

16,967.2~.

~.na.15

42,765.~

852.10
6,102.00.
5,135.38
90,911.12
1,448.85
'10.895.51
000
'1,839.53
3,328.83
208.40
'4,062.40
10,063Jlll
2,825.90
11283.48
5.247.76
0.00
26237.93

7,284.01
35,239.50
1.21325
152,856,37
'289,115
38,482.45
0.00
O.QO
19,98
2,420.03
22,2011.25
1'1,075.59
3.312.50
19,461,09
0.00
27.214.06

6,1Je.11
41.342.48
:6,348.63
.243.797.49
1,73860
49,377.97
0.00
'1,839.53
'3,346.81
·2,528.43
'26.271.65
21,159.48
6,236.40
30,724,57
12,193.15
0.00
53,451.89

261,173.69
65,443.11
27,21>!.06
353,1131.58

395,346.40
102,562A9
53451.11!1
651,360.88

106,684A9

02Ropeat
21,683.37
5,62367
28,207.76
540.15
116,514.63

0.00
13,943.01
5,690.46
0.00
22638.76

02 Total
31,n4.51
5,949.37
32,673.63
2,010.60
173.327,51
'0.00
46,92825
0.00
0.00
0.00
4,701.13
24,345.55
15.854.92
3.115.50
20,428.61
7.497,45
000
3424869

03New
16,96724
952.10
8,102.96
5,135.38
90,9j1.12
1.448.95
10,895.51
0.00
1,839.53
3,326.83
206.40
4.082.40
10,063,89
2.925.90
11,263.48
26.237.93

03Repeat
25,778.15
7,284.01
35.239.50
1,213.25
152.886.37
289.95
'36,482.46
0.00
0.00
19.98
2,420.03
22.20925
11,075.59
3,312.50
19,461.09
6.945.37
0.00
2721408

210,296.75
43,342.66
22 838.78
281 78.19

292,664.28
75.946.16
34.243.69
402 857.13

134,172.71
37,118.86
26,237.93
197,529.32

261,173.&9
85,443.81
27,214.08
353831.58

StatiOnery

FasTrnl!
Con1intJous
NEBS Core

~~card_a
Filing

Tax Forms
3onaPage
Prtli1Dtlonal
Standard
Ennis,
Olher
Souicedii!OOP

Manufactured
Standard
Sourced
Tolllls

134,172.71
37,118.66
26237.93
197 529,32

2003 vs. Year-end 2002
Pro<tuct
02New
10,091.14
OneWrtte

SafeTrak

enveloP,..
Stallonery
Laser
FasTrak'
Conlinuous
NEBS Core
OFS-tards
Apparel
Filing

Tmt Forms
3anaP2!Je
Promotional
Standard
Ennis
Other
Sot.<ced

000936
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04Repoal
29,n482
6.531.70
42.434.85
• .3.440.31
200,338.35
160.00
33.11821
412.o2'
3,178.94
0.00
.. 5,435.55
22.219.09
•13,915.58.
0.00·
·10,167.41
9,289.36
0.00
461.45

469,786.49
98,~94

59 097.2S

2.67%
144.34%
·27.97%
17.72%

12.74%
·23.61%
40.34%
9.41%

VarST
Var%N
2.683.11
•7.44%
[1,15ti.51j -47.44%
-19.13%
8.027.62.
1,750.03
·9.291!.
26,504.40
.,13.04'1o
(1,00925) .•54.63'1o
(11);49272) ·-47.071(,
739.89
O.O<r.l
s.69o.52
136.53'1o
(3,3!61!1)
.99.10'1o
1106.6'1o
5,321.66
-56.37%
{?.381.~2)
(172.81)
-29.9¥..
(5.23840)
·100.01(,
(lf55l19)
·21.0'1o
(2.G,10471
-94.511
0.001!.
0.00
••SS9.18l ·15.65%

var%R
<15.31%
·10.33%
20.42%
1.83.56%
31,04'1o
-44.82%
-13.9416
0.00%
0.00%
·100.00%
124.61%
0,04%
25.64%

10.27%
18.61%
11.75%
·11.12%

64,51%
57.18%
81:81%
8026%1

c

vs. Yaar-ond 2003

Product

Totals

.-

'325.70

t:~~

56,812,88
0,00
920129
0.00
0.00
0.00
'2,630.55
5.794.65
7,567..21
3,1i8.50
6,465.80
1,606.89
0.00
11807.91
82,367.53
'27,803.50
11607.91
121578.94

·e.~.37

4,4~.90

4,935.65
4,656.35
69,953.54
509.55
5,767.04
327.67
4.351.11
3000
2,514.54
1,691,14
7,071.09
0.00
8,898.11?
.267.30

·o,oo

22.130.60
20,493.04
22,130.80
1~9 308.33

35.865.25
73989
7.530.00
30.00
?.950.09
23,910.23
20.965.87
0.00
19.06636
9.57666,
0.00
52.852 81

(404 20)

(752~1)

(1.~67,J3}

7,195.15
2227.06
47.451.98
(129!l5)

W7.03l

(20.94n8)
(939.JC)
. (5,126.47)
3'0£7
2.511.58
(3-.296.eJ)
2,306.14

(5.36425)

412.02
·~.178.94

(3,012'00)
(2.925.!10)
(2.:;6451)
(·1.000 ·15)
0.00
(4107.13

(11! 98)
3,015.52
9.84
•2,839.99
(3,31250)
(9,293.561
:2,344.01
0.00
3.537.95

(27,488.22)
(1$,625.64)
(4.197.13! .
43,220.99)(

58,165.31.
(4,416.30)
.3 537.95
57 .286.-«1

(2.371,~

ao,en.09
(21,042.44)
(566.18}
9,065.47

·20.4911
-44.7.9%
-15.65%
·24.41%

·100.00%
-47,8%
33.7%
0.00%
13.00%

~:~~

13.00%
1&.19'11

variiT
RR%
6.27%
6951%
6028%
.'14.21%
14.58% 102.64%
27.57%
54.19%
10.87%
82.17%
-61.49%
9.20%
67.07%
··2125%
0.00%
0.00%
309.35% 172.61%
0.00%
·99.10%
202.47% 206.60%
84.57%
-8.99%
·0.1!2%
65.77%
-100.00%
0.00%
-37.9% .33.09%
-21.5%
75.19%
0,00%
0.00%
-1,06% '57.53%

-20.52%

81).77%
59.50%

. 1.14%

74.56%1

7.76%
~1.06%

fi1.53%

,.

·ooo

37,725.97

p.oo

,0.00
0.00
1,87058
18,550.90

6.2!ir:11

5.2~7.78

o.oo

81312006

Var$ N

2,516.68
(19:!.60)
4,7n.68
3.440.79
D.OO
14,630.02

Var$R
4,094.78
·1.(l60.34;
7,031.74
673.10
36.371.54
2Ba95
755.49
0.00
0.00
19.96
549.45
3,658.35
2,787.86
3,312.50
5,518,08
1254.91
0.00
4.575.28

5.304.56

33.311

3,119.90
10295.96
4,6li5.70
000
19.20530

73.7%
190.411
0.00'11
12803'11

51,805.18
9,515.18
14,630.02
75950.38

50,876.94
·17,101.15
4 575.28
n 553.37

102,682.12
26,616.33
19,205.30
1411503.75

62.90%
'34,47%
126.03%
62.47%

6,896.10
526.40
1,636.91
3,664,73
34,098.44
1.448.85
1.8114.22
0.00
1:639.53
3,326.83
(2,622.15)
(1.732.~)

VarST
10.990.88
.2,15674
8,688.85
4,337.83
70,469.96
1,738.80
2,449.71

(63~~
3.345.81
(2.072.i0!
\1126.10

Var% N

68.34%.
181.8211
35.65!1
249.19¥..
60.02%
0.()()11;
18.41'1o
0.001!.
0.()()11;
0,001(,
·112.6%
·29.~

-6..2'4

Var%R Var%T
18.88l'o
34.59%
29:52%
36.78%
24.93%
26.53%
124.61% 215.73%
31.22'1!.
40:66%
0.00'11
0.00%
2.00%
5.22%
0.00%
0.00%
O.OOl'o
ocib%
0.00%
0.00%
29.37% ·-44.09%
7.9{%
19.72%
33.84% 33.46%
0.001!. 100,()1%
39.6%
50.4%
22.1%
62.6%
0.00%
0.00%
2021%
5608%
24.191(,
35.37%
20.21%
25.79%

35.05%
35.05l'o
56.08%
36.86%

(

RR%
.81.13%
122.43%
107·.65%
60.34%
86.21%

.o.oo%
62.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
51.46%
91.23%
89.85%
10622%
95.3%
92.6%
0.00%
7946%
89.24%
85.17%
79.46%
67.63%
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2002 Product Mix

2003 Product Mix

1
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J•continuous
!•3 on a Page

D Envelopes

o Stationery

DNEBSCore •oFS-Cards.Apparel
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• Laser
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DFiling

IJTaxForms

II Other

DSourced

11!1 One Write

'

• SafeTrak

D Envelopes

0 Stationery

•continuous DNEBSCore •oFS-Cards•Apparel

[_113 on

2004 Product Mix

a ~~~~ ~:~emotional •standa~~nnis
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• Laser

13 FasTrak

OFiling

liiTaxForms
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•safeTrak
• Continuous
I!ITax Forms
•other

DEnvelopes
DNEBSCore
•3on a Page
DSourced

·····-··---·-·-··--·

DStationery
•oFS-Cards
• Promotional
DBODP

•Laser
•Apparel
•standard
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Patricia M. Olsson, ISB No. 3055
C. Clayton Gill, ISB No. 4973
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK &
FIELDS, CHARTERED

101 S. Capitol Blvd., lOth Floor
Post Office Box 829
·
Boise, Idaho 83 701
Telephone (208) 345-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
pmo@moffatt.com
ccg@moffatt.com
25981.0000

NO·-----:::~--r.:~~-

A.M. _ _ _ _F_IL~~.M.JfbV

NOV 1 8 2014
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By TENILLE RAD
DEPUTY

James M. Mulcahy (Admitted Pro Hac Vice)
Kevin A. Adams (Admitted Pro Hac Vice)
MULCAHYLLP

Four Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
kadams@mulcahyllp.com
Telephone (949) 252-9377
Facsimile (949) 252-0090
Attorneys for Plaintiffs ·
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.,
a Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD
ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Delaware
corporation; TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, an
individual; JAMIE MCCORMICK, an
individual; MICHAEL DUNLAP, an
individual; IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS,
INC., an Idaho corporation; JAMES DUNN,
an individual; JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited
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COME NOW plaintiffs T3 Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston Enterprises, Inc., by
and through undersigned counsel of record, and pursuant to Rule 7(b)(3)(B) of the Idaho Rules
of Civil Procedure and Local Rule 8, hereby move this Court for an order striking (1) portions of
the Reply in Support of Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.'s Motion to Compel Arbitration;
(2) the Second Affidavit of Michael Dunlap in its entirety; and (3) portions of the Reply in
Support of Dunlap's Motion to Dismiss for Lack of Personal Jurisdiction, all of which were filed
on November 17, 2014 ..
This motion is supported by a memorandum of law filed contemporaneously
herewith.
~L.

DATED this _____!_!_.:....rday ofNovember, 2014.
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK &
FIEr;;S, CHARTERED

By

~...--..,

C. Clayton Gill -Of the Firm
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

r-

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this _\i_ day ofNovember, 2014, I caused a true
and correct copy ofthe foregoing PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO STRIKE (1) REPLY IN

SUPPORT OF SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S MOTION TO COMPEL
ARBITRATION; (2) SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL DUNLA~; AND (3) REPLY
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS FOR LACK OF PERSONAL JURISDICTION
to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Steven F. Schos~berger
Taylor Tibbitts
.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

877 Main St., Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Facsimile (208) 954-5260
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
ttibbitts@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendants
._•,.;-

.... -.J;

I

'\,t'·;

~V"=-•

• ,,_

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
(~and Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile

~il·

'

C. Clayton Gill
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Patricia M. Olsson, ISB No. 3055
C. Clayton Gill, ISB No. 4973
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK &
FIELDS, CHARTERED

101 S. Capitol Blvd., lOth Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 345-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
pmo@moffatt.com
ccg@moffatt.com
25981.0000
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NOV 18 2014
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, C!erk
By TENILLE AAD
02PUTY

James M. Mulcahy (Admitted Pro Hac Vice)
Kevin A. Adams (Admitted Pro Hac Vice)
MULCAHYLLP

Four Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
kadams@mulcahyllp.com
Telephone (949) 252-9377
Facsimile (949) 252-0090
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.,
a Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD
ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Delaware
corporation; TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, an
individual; JAMIE MCCORMICK, an
individual; MICHAEL DUNLAP, an
individual; IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS,
INC., an Idaho corporation; JAMES DUNN,
an individual; JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; and DOES 1-10,

Case No. CV-OC-2014-16400

PLAINTIFFS' MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STRIKE
(1) REPLY IN SUPPORT OF
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
INC.'S MOTION TO COMPEL
ARBITRATION; (2) SECOND
AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL DUNLAP;
AND (3) REPLY IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO DISMISS FOR LACK OF
PERSONAL JURISDICTION

Defendants.
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I.

INTRODUCTION
Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises, Inc. ("T3 Enterprises"), and Thurston Enterprises, Inc.

("Thurston Enterprises") (collectively, "Plaintiffs"), hereby move to strike:
1. The Reply in Suppmi of Safeguard Business

Systems~

Inc.'s ("SBS")

motion to compel arbitration to the extent the filing (1) exceeds the 15.

.

page limit set forth in Local Rule 8.l.b, and (2) raises new arguments
not previously raised in SBS's moving papers in contravention of
Local Rule 8.1;
2. The second affidavit of Defendant Michael Dunlap ("Dunlap"), in its
entirety, because Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure Rule 7(b)(3) does not
allow a moving
. . party. to. -submit supporting affidavits in connection
with a reply brief; and
3. The Reply in support of Michael Dunlap's motion to dismiss for lack
of personal jurisdiction to the extent it relies upon the ·improperly filed
second affidavit of Dunlap.

.

For these reasons, set forth in detail below, Plaintiffs' motion to strike should be granted
in its entirety.
II.

SBS'S REPLY BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF ITS MOTION TO COMPEL
ARBITRATION SHOULD BE STRICKEN TO THE EXTENT THE BRIEF
CONTRAVENES THE LOCAL RULES
The Reply brief in support ofSBS's Motion to Compel Arbitration violates two distinct

rules of this Court- Local Rules 8.l.b and 8.1. Both of these violations will be addressed, in
turn, below.
A. All Pages Of SBS's Reply Brief In Excess Of The 15-Page Limit Set Forth In
Local Rule S.l.b Should Be Stricken From The Record
This Court's form Stipulation for Scheduling and Planning that is attached to this Court's
October 23, 2014, Notice of Status Conference states: "Absent an order of the Court, all ~ri.efs
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shall comply with Local Rule 8 ~ncluding the limitations on the number of pages." Local Rule
8.l.b provides that "[t]he moving party may submit a reply brief, not to exceed fifteen (15) pages
[ ... ]."Notwithstanding this page limitation, SBS has submitted a Reply brief that is 17 pages in
length. This is a clear violation of the Local Rules and should not be permitted. Accordingly, the
Court should strike, and not consider, pages 16 and 17 of the Reply brief.
B. The New Arguments Raised In SBS's Reply Brief Should Not Be Considered By
The Court

Local Rule 8.1 requires each motion filed with the Court to be accompanied by a separate
memorandum "containing all of the reasons and points and authorities relied upon by the moving
party." (Emphasis added.) This Court's form Stipulation for Scheduling and Planning states
likewise: "Motions shall be accompanied by a separate brief containing all the reasons and
po~nts

and authorities relied upon by the moving party." It is axiomatic that all of the moving

party's arguments be raised in its moving papers because the opposing party does not have the
opporttm~ty

to respond to a reply brief. Instead, the role of the reply brief is limited to rebutting

the arguments made in an opposing brief. To the extent a reply brief introduces new arguments,
those arguments should not be considered by the court.
Here, SBS has abused the privilege of a reply brief by raising new arguments not raised
in its moving papers or addressed by Plaintiffs in their opposition. In its moving papers, SBS
asked the Court to stay the lawsuit- including those separate claims of Thmston Enterprises while T3 Enteprises' claims against SBS are arbitrated. (See Memo ISO Mtn to Compel,
pp. 11-12.) SBS's entire argument on this topic covered just over one-half page in length and
relied exclusively upon Section 3 of the Federal Arbitration Act. 1 Id. Notwithstanding its limited
Section 3 argument, SBS's Reply brief contains ~hree pages of argument purportedly analyzing

1

As pointed out in Plaintiffs' opposition brief, SBS ostensibly does also argue that its
requested stay of the entire lawsuit is "commonsensical"- without explanation as to why. (See
Memo ISO Mtn to Compel, p. 12.) However, this broad conclusion reached by SBS does nothing
to save the new arguments raised by SBS in its Reply brief.
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both Idaho and Texas law in support its requested stay. 2 (Reply, pp. 14-16.) Not only is SBS's
analysis incorrect- e.g., Texas law does not govern any claims 9Y or against the non-signatories
to the distributor agreement- but these arguments are improperly raised by SBS for the first time
in its Reply brief. SBS's "sandbagging" of Plaintiffs in this manner should not be allowed.
Accordingly, all new arguments raised by SBS in its Reply brief- covering pages 15 and
16 of the Reply brief- should be stricken and not considered by the Court.

III.

DUNLAP'S SUBMISSION OF A SECOND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF HIS
REPLY BRIEF CONTRAVENES I.R.C.P. RULE 7(b)(3)
I.R.C.P. Rules 7(b)(3)(A) and (B) require all affidavits filed by the moving party to be

served with the motion and at least 14 days prior to the hearing. Neither the I.R.C.P. nor any
other rules of court allow a party to submit a new affidavit in connection with a reply brief
because the opposing party would not have an opportunity to respond. See, e.g., Sun Valley
Potatoes, Inc. v. Rosholt, Robertson &Tucker, 133 Idaho 1, 981 P.2d 236, 241 (1999) (Idaho
'

"

Supreme Court found district court to have abused its discretion when it considered an untimely
affidavit because the opposing party was without an opportunity to respond and therefore
prejudiced.); see also, Id. at p. 241 ("the information contained in [untimely] affidavit was
clearly known and available to [the moving party] prior to filing its motion and the record
reflects no reason why the affidavit could not have been timely filed.").
Here, Dunlap submitted a second affidavit and exhibits (totaling 26 pages in length) in
suppmi of his Reply brief to the motion to dismiss. This new submission contravenes the timing
deadlines set forth I.R.C.P. Rules 7(b)(3) and prejudices Plaintiffs because of their inability to
respond. Moreover, Dunlap offers no excuse for the late submission even though all of the
representations in the affidavit were known to him at the time his motion to dismiss was filed
with the Court.

2

To the extent SBS's new arguments exceed page 15 of the Reply brief, they should not be
considered by the Court for violating Local Rule 8.1.b (see supra).
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Because Dunlap's second affidavit contravenes I.R.C.P. Rules 7(b)(3)- thereby
prejudicing Plaintiffs- the affidavit should be stricken and not considered by the Court.
f

IV.

DUNLAP'S REPLY IN SUPPORT OF HIS MOTION TO DISMISS SHOULD BE
STRICKEN TO THE EXTENT IT RELIES UPON THE SECOND AFFIDAVIT
OF DUNLAP

For the reasons set forth above, Dunlap's second affidavit was improperly submitted and
should not be considered by the Court. Following this argument, the Court should also strike all
sections of Dunlap's Reply brief that cites to or relies upon the second affidavit. In particular,
page 8 of Dunlap's Reply brief is dedicated exclusively to reiterating and then analyzing the
statements made by Dunlap in his second affidavit. Because the second affidavit should be
stricken as a matter oflaw,"page 8 of Dunlap's Reply brief should be stricken on the same
grounds.
V.

CONCLUSION

Based on the foregoing, Plaintiffs respectfully request that the Court grant the present
motion and strike from the record:
· 1. Pages 15 through 17 ofSBS's Reply brief in support of its Motion to Compel

Arbitration;
2. The Second Affidavit of Dunlap, in its entirety; and
3. Page 8 of Dunlap's Reply brief in support ofhis Motion to Dismiss for Lack
of Personal Jurisdiction.
DATED this

He day ofNovember, 2014.
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT,- ROCK &
FIELDS, CHARTERED

By~tf_ _
C. Clayton Gill - Of the Firm
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

f" ofNovember, 2014, I caused a true
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this __JL-ciay
and correct copy of the foregoing PLAINTIFFS' MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO STRIKE (1) REPLY IN SUPPORT OF SAFEGUARD BUSINESS
SYSTEMS, INC.'S MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION; (2) SECOND AFFIDAVIT
OJ? MICHAEL DUNLAP; AND (3) REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS
FOR LACK OF PERSONAL JURISDICTION to be served by the method indicated below,
and addressed to the_ following:
Steven F. Schossberger
Taylor Tibbitts
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

877 Main St., Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Facsimile (208) 954-5260
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
ttibbitts@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendants

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
(..j'E-Mail
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Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Tayler Tibbitts, ISB No. 9212
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5260
Email: sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
ttibbitts @hawleytroxell.com
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Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
)
corporation; and THURSTON
)
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation, )
Plaintiffs,
vs.

)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
DEFENDANT MICHAEL DUNLAP'S
OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO STRIKE

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., )
a Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD
)
ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Delaware
)
corporation; TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, an
)
individual; MICHAEL DUNLAP, an
)
individual; IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC.)
an Idaho corporation; JAMES DUNN, an
)
individual; JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited
)
liability company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho
)
limited liability company; and DOES 1-10,
)
Defendants.

)
)
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COMES NOW Michael Dunlap ("Dunlap"), by and through his Attorneys of Record,
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, and submits this Opposition to Motion to Strike.

I. INTRODUCTION
Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike should be denied and Dunlap's Motion For Leave to File
Supplemental Affidavit should be granted.
In moving to strike Dunlap's Second Affidavit, Plaintiffs seek to keep Dunlap from
responding to their challenge to his candor to the Court and their construction of the
jurisdictional facts. However, this maneuver, which is made on the offensive, is entitled to a
response by Dunlap. Plaintiffs are not prejudiced by Dunlap's supplemental statements, i.e.
there has been no surprise, and they pertain to facts already 1'11:entioned in Dunlap's earlier
affidavit. As a result, Dunlap's reference to thes.e paragraphs of his Second Affidavit should also
be allowed. Finally, Plaintiffs' Notice of Hearing on the Motion to Strike is procedurally
improper under Rule 7(b )(3)(A).

II. ANALYSIS
A.

Dunlap's Second Affidavit Should be Allowed.
This Court may exercise its discretion and allow Dunlap's Second Affidavit. See Sun

Valley Potatoes, Inc. v. Rosholt, Robertson & Tucker, 981 P.2d 236, 241 (Idaho 1999); Carnell
v. Barker Mgmt., 48 P.3d 651, 658 (Idaho 2002) ("The decision to extend time to supplement an
affidavit is within the sound discretion of the trial court.").
Sun Valley Potatoes provides that, in the context of considering a motion for summary
judgment under Rule 56, a trial court may exercise its discretion and allow a supplemental
affidavit, if it supplements an "earlier factual showing" and does not include "information ...
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clearly known and available" prior to filing the motion. /d. The Court should also consider
whether "good cause" has been shown and whether the opposing party had a:n opportunity to
respond. /d. Dunlap submits, and it appears Plaintiffs agree, see Memorandum in Support of
Motion to Strike at 4, that Sun Valley Potatoes applies by analogy to the Court's consideration of
affidavits submitted in conjunction with the pending motion to compel arbitration and motion to
dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction.
Good cause exists to grant Dunlap's Motion for Leave to File Supplemental Affidavit,
because the paragraphs in the Affidavit referencing facts pertinent to the Motion to Dismiss for
Lack of Personal Jurisdiction simply supplement an "earlier factual showing." Indeed, the
supplemental affidavit is necessary to rebut Plaintiffs' allegation that Dunlap has not been
truthful with the Court in his first affidavit. Different from the typical response to a motion,
Plaintiffs' Opposition to the Motion to Dismiss consisted of the offensive maneuver of
questioning Dunlap's candor with the Court. Thus, there is no surprise on the part of the
Plaintiffs. In addition, Dunlap submits that he would be severely prejudiced absent an
opportunity to supplement his earlier affidavit, due to the manner in which Plaintiffs' construed
his statements in their papers before this Court. Such constitutes "good cause" for this Court to
exercise its discretion and permit Dunlap to supplement his earlier affidavit.
Therefore, Dunlap's Motion for Leave to File a Supplemental Affidavit should be granted
and Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike denied.

B.

References Made to Dunlap's Second Affidavit in Dunlap's Reply Should be
Allowed.
Because Plaintiffs' Opposition to the Motion to Dismiss challenged Dunlap's candor with

this Court, an offensive maneuver worthy of a response, Dunlap's Second Affidavit, and
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reference to it in his Reply in Support of the Motion to Dismiss for Lack of Personal Jurisdiction,
should be allowed.

C.

Plaintiffs Have Failed to Move to Shorten Time In Noticing a Hearing for the Day
Following Filing of Its Motion to Strike.
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 7(b )(3)(A) provides that a "written motion ... and notice of

the hearing thereon shall be filed with the court; and served so that it is received by the parties no
later than fourteen (14) days before the time specified for the hearing."
Plaintiffs' Notice of Hearing on its Motion to Strike notices a hearing for tomorrow, the
day after it has filed their Motion to Strike. Without having moved to shorten time, Plaintiffs'
Motion to Strike is procedurally improper.

III. CONCLUSION
Dunlap respectfully submits that Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike should be denied, and his
Motion For Leave to File a Supplemental Affidavit be granted.
DATED THIS

J_j_ day of November, 2014.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

By __~~~L_~~~~~~~~
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No.
Attorneys for Defendants
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
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true copy of the foregoing MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION by the method indicated
below, and addressed to each of the following:
Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS,
CHTD
101 S. Capitol Blvd., lOth Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701-0829
{Attorneys for Plaintiffs]
James M. Mulcahy (Admitted pro hac vice)
Kevin A. Adams (Admitted pro hac vice)
MulcahyLLP
4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
Irvine, California, 92614
[Attorneys for Plaintiffs]
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COMES NOW Defendant Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. ("SBS"), by and through its
Attorneys of Record, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, and submits this Opposition to
Motion to Strike.

I. INTRODUCTION
Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike should be denied, and SBS's Motions for Leave to Exceed
Page Limit and to File Supplemental Affidavit should be granted.
The Motion to Strike seeks to use this Court's Local Rules as a sword, rather than a
shield. This impermissible maneuver ignores the fact that SBS had no way of knowing the
particular defenses Plaintiffs would assert against its Motion to Compel Arbitration; it surely
could not second guess all of them. As a result, SBS respectfully requests this Court grant the
Motion for Leave to Exceed Page Limit with respect to its Reply in Support of Motion to
Compel Arbitration. Further, SBS notes that the unique nature of a motion to compel warrants
allowing Michael Dunlap's ("Dunlap") Second Affidavit and SBS's reliance on the facts therein.
Additionally, Plaintiffs' argument that SBS has raised new arguments in their Reply is
inconsistent with the arguments made by SBS in its Memorandum in Support of Motion to
Compel and those made by Plaintiffs in their Opposition-the arguments were raised earlier.
Finally, Plaintiffs' Notice of Hearing with respect to the Motion to Strike is procedurally
improper under I.R.C.P. 7(b)(3)(A). Therefore, the Motion to Strike should be denied and SBS's
Motions granted.
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II. ANALYSIS
A.

SBS Has Filed a Motion for Leave to Exceed the Page Limit in Reply.
This Court has discretion to allow SBS to exceed the fifteen page limit imposed on its

Reply by Local Rule 8.l.b. See Local Rules of the District Court and Magistrate Division for the
Fourth Judicial District 8.l.b.
The legal issues presented by a motion to compel arbitration support allowing SBS to
exceed the fifteen page limit in its Reply. Indeed, whether or not a party prevails on its motion
to compel arbitration depends in part on whether the party opposing the motion can establish a
defense. See 9 U.S.C. § 2 (An agreement to arbitrate "shall be valid, irrevocable, and
enforceable, save upon such grounds as exist at law or in equity for the revocation of any
'

contract."). SBS could not anticipate all of Plaintiffs' arguments at the time it filed its Motion to
Compel Arbitration and Memorandum in Support. The content of SBS' s Reply in Support of the
Motion to Compel Arbitration depended significantly on the defenses raised by the Plaintiffs in
their Opposition. As a result of the arguments raised by Plaintiffs, SBS used one page and a half
of additional space to address those arguments in full. On this basis, SBS respectfully requests
the Court give it leave to exceed the fifteen page limit in its Reply in Support of Motion to
Compel Arbitration.

B.

Dunlap's Second Mfidavit Should be Allowed.
This Court may exercise its discretion and allow Dunlap's Second Affidavit. See Sun

Valley Potatoes, Inc. v. Rosholt, Robertson & Tucker, 981 P.2d 236, 241 (Idaho 1999); Carnell
v. Barker Mgmt., 48 P.3d 651, 658 (Idaho 2002) ("The decision to extend time to supplement an
affidavit is within the sound discretion of the trial court.").
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Sun Valley Potatoes provides that, in the context of considering a motion for summary

judgment under Rule 56, a trial court may exercise its discretion and allow a supplemental
affidavit, if it supplements an "earlier factual showing" and does not include "information ...
clearly known and available" prior to filing the motion. !d. The Court should also consider
whether "good cause" has been shown and whether the opposing party had an opportunity to
respond. Id. SBS submits, and it appears Plaintiffs' agree, see Memorandum in Support of
Motion to Strike at 4, that Sun Valley Potatoes applies by analogy to the Court's consideration of
affidavits submitted in conjunction with the pending motion to compel arbitration and motion to
dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction.
Dunlap's Second Affidavit includes one paragraph that pertains to SBS's Motion to
Compel Arbitration. See Second Affidavit of Michael Dunlap at '.II 4. That paragraph specifically
addressed facts submitted by Plaintiffs' in the Affidavit of Dawn Teply in support of their
Opposition to the Motion to Compel Arbitration. As stated above, a party moving to compel
arbitration cannot fully anticipate all of the defenses that may be asserted by the party opposing
the motion. In particular here, Plaintiffs wish to paint SBS into a comer with the facts in Teply's
lengthy affidavit supporting their defense of unconscionability, but they do not want to give SBS
an opportunity to respond to these facts and supporting arguments. In essence, Plaintiffs are
attempting to tum Rule 7 into a sword, rather than a shield.
While Rule 7(b)(3)(A) and (B), and the law established in Sun Valley Potatoes, 981 P.2d
at 241, are designed to prevent unfair surprise, Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike Dunlap's Second
Affidavit would actually sanction unfair surprise, if granted. The information was not "clearly
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known and available" because SBS had no way of knowing the exact arguments that Plaintiffs
would raise in their Opposition to the Motion to Compel Arbitration.
As a result, at least paragraph 4 of Dunlap's Second Affidavit should be allowed by this
Court, and any reference made in SBS's papers to facts asserted therein, should also be
permitted.

C.

SBS Has Not Raised New Arguments in Its Reply Brief.
Plaintiffs' again seek to use one of this Court's Local Rules as a sword; this time Rule

8.1, which directs parties to file a memorandum in support of their motion that sets forth their
arguments. However, as has been addressed above, a party moving to compel arbitration would
be left at the whim of the party in opposition, if the moving partx' s Reply could not address the
defenses raised against the motion to compel arbitration.
An arbitration agreement governed by the FAA is subject to certain defenses, which vary

depending upon the state law which should be applied. See 9 U.S.C. § 2. The choice of law issue
was raised by SBS in its Memorandum in Support of Motion to Compel Arbitration, Memo. in
Support at 8; so was the issue of obtaining a stay, see Memo. in Support at 11-12. Plaintiffs
asserted arguments against these points, including an allegation that SBS had looked to the
wrong body of law, see Opposition at 16-19, and SBS's response addressing both applicable
bodies of law was certainly fair game.
Finally, SBS is disappointed by the fact that Plaintiffs would consider it has engaged in
"sandbagging." See Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike at 4. Responding directly to
an opponents' arguments is not "sandbagging."
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D.

Plaintiffs Have Failed to Move to Shorten Time In Noticing a Hearing for the Day
Following Filing of Its Motion to Strike.
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 7(b)(3)(A) provides that a "written motion ... and notice of

the hearing thereon shall be filed with the court, and served so that it is received by the parties no
...

later than fourteen (14) days before the time specified for the hearing."
Plaintiffs' Notice of Hearing on its Motion to Strike notices a hearing for tomorrow, the
day after it has filed their Motion to Strike. Without having moved to shorten time, Plaintiffs'
Motion to Strike is procedurally improper.

III. CONCLUSION
SBS respectfully requests that Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike be denied and its Motions for
Leave to Exceed Page Limit and to File a Supplemental Affidavit be granted.
DATED THIS

11--

day of November, 2014.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

By
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COMES NOW Defendants Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. ("SBS") and Michael
Dunlap ("Dunlap"), by and through their Attorneys of Record, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley
LLP, and moves for leave to file a supplemental affidavit, namely the document filed
concurrently with SBS's Reply in Support of Motion to Compel Arbitration and Dunlap's Reply
in Support of Motion to Dismiss for Lack of Personal Jurisdiction, titled "Second Affidavit of
Michael Dunlap in Support of Motion to Dismiss or Lack of Personal Jurisdiction and SBS' s
Motion to Compel Arbitration."
This Motion is supported by SBS's Opposition to Motion to Strike and Dunlap's
Opposition to Motion to Strike filed concurrently herewith.
DATED THIS

({

day of November, 2014.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

By __~~~~~~~~~==~
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB
Attorneys for Defendants
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As permitted by the Court during the November 19,2014 hearing, PlaintiffT3 Enterprises,
Inc. ("T3 Enterprises") hereby submits,this supplemental brief in opposition to Defendant
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.'s ("SBS") motion to compel arbitration.
I.

THE ENTIRE AGREEMENT TO ARBITRATE BETWEEN T3 ENTERPRISES
AND SBS IS UNCONSCIONABLE, AND THEREFORE, UNENFORCEABLE

T3 Enterprises contends that the arbitration agreement itselfis unconscionable due to the
unconscionable Texas forum sel~ction clause which is inextricably intertwined with- and
constitutes an integral part of- the arbitration agreement itself. 1 For that reason, it is for this Court
- not an arbitrator- in the first instance to determine whether a valid agreement to arbitrate exists.

See N£!grampa v. MailCoups, Inc., 469 F.3d 1257, 1285-93 (9th Cir. 2006) ("The arbitrability of a
particular dispute is a threshold issue to be decided by the courts.")). We submit that the agreement

to arbitrate itselfis not valid and cannot lawfully be enforced. T3 Enterprises' challenge to the
enforceability of the arbitration agreement itself- i.e., it contravenes the strong Idaho public
policy codified at Idaho Code § 29-110- is an issue of substantive arbitrability that the Court must
decid~.

See John Wiley & Sons, Inc. v Livingston, 376 U.S. 543,558 (1964) (''the courts have the

task of determining 'substantive arbitrability"').
D.

THE ENFORCEABILITY OF THE PARTIES' AGREEMENT TO ARBITRATE
MUSTBEDECIDEDBYTHECOURTALONE

The cases recited by the Court during· the November 19, 2014 hearing support T3
Enterprises'
position on this issue, and make clear that it is for this Court- not. an arbitrator- to
. .
decide whether the agreement to arbitrate between T3 Enterprises and SBS is valid and
enforceable. In John Wiley & Sons, Inc. v Livingston, 376 U.S. 543 (1964), a union entered into a
collective bargaining agreement with Interscience Publishers, Inc. ("Interscience"). The agreement
included an arbitration provision, bu~ did not contain a provision making it binding on successors
1

T3 Enterprises has carefully considered the Court's questions and case citations. In doing so, T3
Enterprises has recognized the need to clarify and correctly articulate its underlying rationale for its
opposition to SBS's motion to compel. The forum selection clause is contained within- and forms an
integral part of- the arbitration provision. Thus; as a practical matter, an attack on the forum selection
clause is a direct attack on the agreement to arbitrate because they are coextensive, as well as one and
the same. The arguments addressed in this brief reflect that re-articulation.
- 1-
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oflnterscience. Later, lnterscience merged with John Wiley & Sons, Inc. ("Wiley"). !d. at 544545. The threshold question presented to the Court was "who shall.decide whether the arbitration
provisions of the collective bargaining agreement survived the Wiley-Interscience merger, so as to
be operative against Wiley." Id. at 546. Concluding that this question was for the Court to decide,
the Supreme Court made clear that "[u]nder our decisions, whether or not the company was bound
to arbitrate, is a matter to be determined by the Court on the basis of the contract entered into by
the parties. Id. at 547 (internal citations omitted). This is known as "substantive arbitrability" and
always is a "gateway" issue for the Court alone. Id. at 558.
He:J;e, T3 Enterprises argues that it is not required to arbitrate its claims against SBS. The
Texas forum selection clause renders the entire arbitration agreement unconscionable, and
therefore unenforceable, because it violates the fundamental public policy of Idaho. This is a
substantive arbitrability issue for this Court alone to decide. Thus, just as in John Wiley & Sons,
"[t]he duty to arbitrate being of contractual origin, a: compulsory submission to arbitration cannot
precede [this Court's] judicial determination that [the T3 Enterprises/SBS distributor] agreement
does in fact create such a duty." See id. at 547. T3 Enterprises. contends that it does not.
. The Supreme Court also recognized that ''there will be cases in which arbitrability of the
subject matter is unquestioned [i.e., that a valid agreement to arbitrate is unquestioned], but a
dispute arises over' the procedures to be followed." Id. at 558. In these situations, the Court always
must first find that (a) the arbitration agreement is valid and enforceable; and (b) that the claims
are subject to - or within the sco~e of- that valid agreement to arbitrate. Only then may a Court
address an arbitrator's role in deciding "procedural" arbitrability issues.
For example, in Howsam v. Dean Witter Reynolds, 537 U.S. 79 (2002), the Supreme Court
addressed this distinction between "substantive" arbitrability and "procedural" arbitrability. In

Howsam, Dean Witter Reynolds, Inc. ("Dean Witter") and its client, Karen Howsam ("Howsam")
had entered into a valid arbitration agreement. Unlike the present case, that was not an issue in

Howsam. Instead, despite the valid agreement to arbitrate, Dean Witter filed an action in Court
seeking a declaratory judgment that Howsain was "ineligible for arbitration" because her claims
were time barred under the NASD rules that were applicable to the arbitration p~oceedings. Id at
81-82. The Supreme Court very understandably found that "the NASD's time limit rule falls
-2-
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within the class of gateway procedural disputes that do not present what our cases have called
'questions of arbitrability. "' Id. at 85. But too, the Howsam court made very clear that gateway
"dispute[s] about whether the parties are bound by a given arbitration clause raises a 'question of
[substantive] arbitrabilit)r' for a court to decide". Id at 84.
In Green Tree Fin. Corp. v Bazzle, 539 U.S. 444 (2003), the Supreme Court was asked to
• decide whether it was for the Court to decide a procedural ·arbitrability issue involving disputed
contract interpretations. Id. at 450. The Supreme Court was not asked to address any "gateway
matters, such as whether the parties [had] a valid arbitration agreement at all, or whether a
concededly binding arbitration clause applie[d] to a certain type of controversy." Id at 452.
The arbitration agreement in Green Tree expressly provided that "[a]ll disputes ... relating
to tl).e contract [including the arbitration agreement] ... shall be resolved by binding arbitration .... "

Id at 448. The agreement did not expressly provide for- or preclude - class-wide arbitration. It
was silent on that issue. For that reason, and ~eca~e "the parties seem to have agreed that an
arbitrator, not a judge, would answer the relevant question," the Supreme Court remanded the case
to the arbitrator for determination. Green Tree, just like Jo~n Wiley & Sons, teaches that
substantive arbitrability issues - such as whether the parties have a valid arbitration agreement ar~ for the

Court alone to decide; and, procedural arbitrability issues- e.g. contract interpretation-

should be decided by an arbitrator. See id. at 451-453. .
The First, Second, Fourth and Tenth Circuit decisions cited by the Court during the
November 19,2014 hearing all are in accord. See Richard C. Young & Co. v. Leventhal, 389 F.3d
1, 4 (1st Cir. 2004) ([c]ontractual dispute between the parties over location of arbitration is a
procedural question for arbitrator, but "a gateway dispute about whether the parties are bound by a
given arbitration clause raises a question of arbitrability for a court to decide [first]" (quoting

Howsam at 84); UBS Fin. Servs. V. W. Va. Univ. Hosps., Inc., 660.F.3d 643, 654-655 (2d Cir.
2011) ("[v]enue is a procedural issue that FINRA's arbitrators should address in the fust instance"
but, "th~ issue [for the arbitrator] relating to the 2006 forum selection clause arises only after the

question ofthe [substantive] arbitrability ofthe dispute has been resolved in favor ofarbitration
[by the Court]" (emphasis supplied); Cent.

W. Jia. Energy, Inc. v. Bayer Cropscience LP, 645 F.3d

267, 273 ("By agreeing to have their entire dispute heard by arbitrators, CWVE and Bayer chose to
-3-
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remove the courts from such threshold disputes over how their arbitration should proceed");

Lodgeworks, L.P. v. C.F. Jordan Constr., LLC 506 Fed. Appx. 747, (lOth Cir. 2012) ("[v]enue is a
procedural issue that arbitrators should address in the first instance" (quoting UBS Fin. Servs., 660
F.3d at 655), but "whether the contracting parties are bound by a given arbitration clause raises a
question of[substantive] arbitrability for the Court to decide [first]" (quoting Howsam, 537 U.S. at
84)).
ID.

THE COURT MUST INVALIDATE THE AGREEMENT TO ARBITRATE IN ITS
ENTIRETY, OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE, STRIKE THE VENUE PROVISION

When confronted with an unconscionable, invalid and unenforceable agreement to
arbitrate, courts have either severed the unconscionable language in an arbitration agreement or,
alternatively, have refused to enforce the agreement to arbitrate in its entirety. If the
unconscionable clause cannot be severed from an agreement to arbitrate because it is an integrated
part of the contract- as in this case - the entire agreement to arbitrate is typically invalidated. See

Alexander v. Anthony Int'l, L.P., 341 F.3d 256,271 (3d Cir. 2003) ("The cumulative effect of so
much illegality prevents us from enforcing the arbitration agreement."); Seufert Land Co. v.

Greenfield, 262 Or 83, 87,496 P2d 197, 199 (1972) (A clause cannot be severed from a contract
when it is an integrated part of the contract.); Graham Oil Co. v. ARCO Prods. Co., 43 F.3d 1244,
1248 (9th Cir. Or. 1994) (Ninth Circuit severed the entire arbitration clause, rather than simply the
unconscionable provisions pertaining to exemplary damages, attorney fees, and the statute of
limitations).
Alternatively, if the unenforceable language is not an integrated part of the agreement to
arbitrate, the language should be severed from the agreement before compelling arbitration. Etokie
v. CarMax Auto Superstores, Inc., 133 F. Supp. 2d 390, 395 (D. Md. 2000) (Striking
unconscionable portion of agreement to arbitrate "conforms to the federal policy favoring
arbitration."); Bolter v. Superior Court, 87 Cal. App. 4th 900, 910 (Cal. App. 2001) ("It is not
necessary to throw the baby out with the bath water, i.e., the unconscionable provisions can be
severed and the rest of the agreement enforced."); Spinetti v. Serv. Corp. Int'l, 324 F.3d 212, 214
(3d Cir. Pa. 2003) ("You don't cut down the trunk of a tree because some of its branches are
s~ckly.");

Gannon v. Circuit City Stores, Inc.? 262 F.3d 677, 682 (8th Cir. Mo. 2001) (the FAA's
-4PLAINTIFFS' SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF
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policy favoring the enforcement of arbitration agreements supported conclusion that the district
court should have sev.ered an unenforceable provision from an othe~se enforceable arbitration
agreement).
The courts have expressed an even greater tendency to sever unconscionable language in an
arbitration agreement in the presence of a severability clause. 2 See Zuver v. Airtouch

Communications, 153 Wn.2d 293, 322 (Wash. 2004) (Washington Supreme Court relies upon
severance clause in party's contract to sever unconscionable confidentiality and remedies
provisions of arbitration agreement before affirming trial court's order compelling arbitration);

Wright v. Circuit City Stores, Inc., 82 F. Supp. 2d 1279, 1287 (N.D. Ala. 2000) (court relied on
severability clause in contract to strike unconscionable remedies limitations from arbitration
agreement before compelling arbitration); Etokie y. Carmax Auto Superstores, Inc., 133 F. Sppp.
2d 390, 394 (D. Md. 2000) (same); Morrison v. Circuit City Stores, Inc., 317 F.3d 646, 675 (6th
Cir. 2003) (holding that unconscionable fee-splitting and remedies provisions could be severed);

Gannon v. Circuit City Stores, Inc., 262 F.3d 677, 683 (8th Cir. 2001) (holding that
unconscionable damages provision could be severed to preserve the parties' "contractual intent to
arbitrate"). See also, Spinetti v. Serv. Corp. Int'l, 324 F.3d 212, 215,221 (3d Cir. 2003) (the court
severed provisions regarding payment of arbitration costs and attorney's fees notwithstanding the
agreement's lack of a severability clause and parties' express agreement that no provision
pertaining to arbitrati~n may be modified except by a written agreement signed by both parties.).
Ill.

CONCLUSION
It is for this Court to determine the v~idity of the arbitration agreement between T3

Enterprises and SBS. Because the agreement to arbitrate itselfbetween T3 Enterprises and SBS is
unconscionable, and therefore unenforceable, the Court should invalidate the arbitration agreement
altogether. But, if not, then the Court should strike the Texas forum selection provision in the
arbitration agreement before compelling arbitration.
2

Paragraph 15 of the T3 Enterprises and SBS distributor agreement contains a severability provision
which provides that, "[i]f any provision or part of this Agreement shall be held invalid, the rest of the
Agreement shall still be binding upon each of the parties, such invalid provision or part being deemed
severable in nature." (See AC, Ex. 6,, 15.)
-5-
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DATED: November 26,2014

MOFFATT THOMAS

By:
C. Clayton Gill, ISB No. 4973
Attorneys for Plaintiff
T3 Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston
Enterprises, Inc.

DATED: November 26, 2014

MULCAHY:,;,
By:

u_p-

James M. Mulcahy- pro hac vice
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
T3 Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston
Enterprises, Inc.
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 26th day ofNovember, 2014, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing T3 ENTERPRISES' SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO
MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed
to the following:

Steven F. Schossberger
Taylor Tibbitts
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main St., Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Facsimile (208) 954-5260
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
ttibbitts@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendants
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( ) Overnight Mail
(t.1"facsimile
( ) E-Mail

C. Clayton Gill
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COMES NOW Defendant Safeguard Business Systems, fuc. ("SBS"), by and through its
Attorneys of Record, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, and submits this Supplemental Brief
in Support of Its Motion to Compel Arbitration.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The United States Supreme Court has established that questions of arbitrability are for the
Court and questions of procedure are for the arbitrator. Because T3 Enterprises, fuc. ("T3") has
conceded that its dispute with "SBS" is arbitrable, the question of arbitration venue is one of
procedure that must be left for the arbitrator to decide.

II.

ANALYSIS

The FAA provides that an arbitration agreement in a contract "shall be valid, irrevocable,
and enforceable, save upon such grounds as exist at law or in equity for the revocation of any
contract." 9 U.S.C. § 2. The United States Supreme Court has termed this inquiry the "question
of arbitrability." See Howsam v. Dean Witter Reynolds, 537 U.S. 79, 83 (2002). The question of
arbitrability is a significantly "limited" inquiry:
The Court has found the phrase applicable in the kind of narrow
circumstance where contracting parties would likely have expected
a court to have decided the gateway matter, where they are not
likely to have thought that they had agreed that an arbitrator would
do so, and, consequently, where reference to the gateway dispute
to the court avoids the risk of forcing parties to arbitrate a matter
that they may well not have agreed to arbitrate.
/d. at 83-84. Another way of framing the inquiry is to determine whether the question is (1)

"whether the parties wanted a judge or an arbitrator to decide whether they agreed to arbitrate a
matter," or (2) "what kind of arbitration proceeding the parties agreed to." Green Tree Fin.
Corp. v. Bazzle, 539 U.S. 444, 452 (2003). Only the former is a question of arbitrability.
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Examples of proper questions of arbitrability, as held by the Supreme Court, include
whether an "arbitration contract bound parties who did not sign the agreement," "whether an
arbitration agreement survived a corporate merger and bound the resulting corporation,"
"whether an arbitration agreement is a concededly binding contract," and whether a controversy
falls within the subject matter of the arbitration clause. See id. at 84 (collecting cases).
On the other hand, "[ o]nee it is determined ... that the parties are obligated to submit the
subject matter of a dispute to arbitration, 'procedural' questions which grow out of the dispute
and bear on its final disposition should be left to the arbitrator." John Wiley & Sons, Inc. v.

Livingston, 376 U.S. 543, 557 (1964). Examples of "procedural questions" include "waiver,
delay, or a like defense," "whether prerequisites such as time limits, notice, laches, estoppel, and
other conditions precedent to an obligation to arbitrate have been met," Howsam, 537 U.S. at 8485 (emphasis removed), and venue, which is a "matter that goes to process rather than
substantive rights." See Am. Dredging Co. v. Miller, 510 U.S. 443, 453 (1994) (differentiating
between venue and jurisdiction).
In this case, T3 has conceded the question of arbitrability. See Opposition to Motion to
Compel at 2. This answers the question posed by the United States Supreme Court in Green

Tree, namely "whether the parties wanted a judge or an arbitrator to decide whether they agreed
to arbitrate a matter." 539 U.S. at 452. What T3 Enterprises continues to resist with respect to
the arbitration agreement-whether the venue provision requiring arbitration in Dallas, Texas, is
enforceable-concerns "what kind of arbitration proceeding the parties agreed to." /d. As this
question is not one of arbitrability, but rather one of procedure, this Court is obliged to compel
arbitration and leave the issue of venue to the arbitrator. See Am. Dredging Co., 510 U.S. at 453.
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Although the Supreme Court's decision defining venue as a question of procedure was
not made in the context of an arbitration agreement, see id., that holding nevertheless applies in
the well-established question of arbitrability versus question of procedure dichotomy. Indeed,
the Federal Circuits that have addressed the issue all agree that venue is a procedural question for
the arbitrator. See Richard C. Young & Co. v. Leventhal, 389 F.3d 1, 5 (1st Cir. 2004) ("Since
the dispute between the parties is concededly arbitrable, determining the place of the arbitration
is simply a procedural matter and hence for the arbitrator"); UBS Fin. Servs. v. W. Va. Univ.
Hasps., bic., 660 F.3d 643, 655 (2d Cir. 2011) (holding that "venue is a procedural issue" which
the "arbitrators should address in the first instance"); Cent. W. Va. Energy, Inc. v. Bayer
Cropscience LP, 645 F.3d 267, 274 (4th Cir. 2011) ("[O]ur duty to give primacy to the parties'
intent and to resolve doubts in favor of arbitration reinforces our conclusion that the arbitrators,
not the courts, should determine [the] gateway issue" of venue.); Ridge at Red Hawk, LLC v.
Schneider, 493 F.3d 1174, 1178 & n.3 (lOth Cir. 2007) (holding that whether venue, a question
of procedure, was improper "does not call into question the merits of the award"). 1
SBS expects that T3 will nevertheless contend that venue is a question hewing to the
arbitrability of a dispute, notwithstanding its concession that the dispute is arbitrable. However,
at the very best for T3, there is some small amount of ambiguity as to whether venue is a matter
for the court or the arbitrator to decide, because not every Federal Circuit Court has answered the
question. Even so, there is a strong policy favoring arbitration that requires construing issues in
favor or arbitration. See John Wiley & Sons, 376 U.S. at 558. Therefore, this Court should not

SBS was not able to identify any other Federal Circuit court decision addressing the issue.
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put itself in the place of the arbitrator on the issue of venue, as such would be contrary to this
policy favoring arbitration (and the weight of authority above).
SBS also anticipates an argument from T3 addressing how the American Arbitration
Association will decide the venue issue in an allegedly arbitrary manner. However, this does not
alter this Court's obligation to preserve questions of arbitration procedure for the arbitrator. See
Pacificare Health Sys. v. Book, 538 U.S. 401,406-07 (2003) (""[W]e should not, on the basis of

'mere speculation' that an arbitrator might interpret these ambiguous agreements in a manner
that casts their enforceability into doubt, take upon ourselves the authority to decide the
antecedent question of how the ambiguity is to be resolved.").
Finally, T3 may cite cases in which a forum selection clause was considered as a basis
upon which to conclude that an arbitration agreement, in its entirety, was unconscionable. See,
e.g., Nagrampa v. MailCoups, Inc., 469 F.3d 1257, 1287-89 (9th Cir. 2005). However, such

cases are neither "here nor there" when a party has conceded that the dispute is arbitrable. See
John Wiley & Sons, 376 U.S. at 557 ("Once it is determined ... that the parties are obligated to

submit the subject matter of a dispute to arbitration, 'procedural' questions which grow out of the
dispute and bear on its final disposition should be left to the arbitrator.").

III.

CONCLUSION

SBS respectfully submits that its Motion to Compel Arbitration should be granted.
DATED THIS

'Z<;;!b- day of November, 2014.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

BY--~<-""----'=-....::.,_____:__-=------

Tayler · bitts, ISB No. 9212
Attorneys for Defendants
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiffs,
vs.

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER ON SBS'S MOTION TO
COMPEL ARBITRATION AND
STAY PROCEEDINGS

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
INC., a Delaware corporation;
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a
Delaware corporation; TRESS
MCLAUGHLIN, an individual;
MICHAEL DUNLAP, an individual;
IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC., an
Idaho corporation; JAMES DUNN, an
individual; JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; and DOES 1-10,
Defendants.

I.

BACKGROUND

This action arises out of distributorship agreements between the Plaintiffs and Defendant
Safeguard Business Systems (SBS) for the distribution of Safeguard business forms, supplies and
services. Plaintiffs have alleged SBS breached its distributorship agreements with them by
failing to take steps to prevent other Safeguard distributors from soliciting or selling to Plaintiffs'
customers and for paying commissions to these interfering distributors which should have been
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paid to Plaintiffs. The interfering distributors, as well as others who purportedly facilitated the
interference, are also named as defendants.
The distributorship agreement between Plaintiff T3 Enterprises, Inc. ("T3") and SBS
contains the following arbitration clause:
EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE PROVIDED IN SUBPARAGRAPH
(A)
[(ADDRESSING
SBS'S
INTERNAL
DISPUTE
RESOLUTION PROCEDURES)], ALL CONTROVERSIES,
DISPUTES OR CLAIMS ARISING BETWEEN US . . . AND
YOU ... SHALL BE SUBMITTED FOR ARBITRATION TO BE
ADMINISTERED BY THE DALLAS, TEXAS OFFICE OF THE
AMERICAN ARBITRATION ASSOCIATION ON DEMAND
OF EITHER PARTY. SUCH ARBITRATION PROCEEDINGS
SHALL BE CONDUCTED IN DALLAS, TEXAS AND,
OTHERWISE
PROVIDED
IN
THIS
EXCEPT
AS
AGREEMENT, SHALL BE CONDUCTED IN ACCORDANCE
WITH THE THEN CURRENT COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION
OF
THE
AMERICAN
ARBITRATION
RULES
ASSOCIATION ....
In conjunction with the mandatory arbitration clause, the T3 Distributorship Agreement
includes the following choice of law provision:
All matters relating to arbitration will be governed by the Federal
Arbitration Act. . . . Except to the extent governed by the Federal
Arbitration Act, the United States Trademark Act of 1946, ... or
other federal law, this Agreement, the distributorship and the
relationship between you and Safeguard will be governed and
construed under and in accordance with the laws of Texas, except
that the provisions of the Texas Deceptive Trade Practices Act ...
will not apply unless its jurisdictional requirements are met
independently without reference to this subsection.
In accordance with the following provisions, SBS seeks to compel the arbitration ofT3's
claims against it in Texas. SBS contends the forum selection clause is valid under both federal
. and Texas law and should be enforced as written. SBS also seeks a stay of proceedings pending
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.'
the arbitration of T3's claims under 9 U.S.C. § 3, which is part of the Federal Arbitration Act
("FAA'').
Initially, T3 conceded that it was bound to arbitrate its claims and sought only to sever
the choice of forum provision from the arbitration clause on the basis that it was unconscionable
.and unenforceable under I. C. § 29-110 which renders void any forum selection clause which
requires a party to the contract to travel outside Idaho to enforce rights through litigation or
arbitration. 1 In supplemental briefing, T3 enhanced its argument, contending that the invalid
forum selection provision alone rendered the entire arbitration clause void and, consequently, T3
should not be compelled to arbitrate, either in Idaho or Texas. Regarding the stay, T3 and
Plaintiff Thurston Enterprises, Inc. ("Thurston") argue that if arbitration of T3 's claims proceeds,
this Court is not permitted to stay T3's non-arbitral claims and Thurston's claims.
A related issue on which this Court requested supplemental briefmg was whether the
enforcement of a forum selection clause is a procedural matter for the arbitrator to decide or
whether it qualifies as a substantive matter for the Court to determine. SBS argues that whether
the forum selection clause is enforceable is a question of procedure for the arbitrator while T3
contends it presents a substantive question for this Court.

II.

STANDARDS

Arbitrability is a question of law to be decided by the court. Wattenbarger v. A. G.
Edwards & Sons, Inc., 150 Idaho 308, 315, 246 P.3d 961, 968 (2010). When ruling on a motion

to compel arbitration, the district court applies the same standard as if ruling on a motion for

1

In support of its argument that the forum selection clause is procedurally unconscionable, T3 submitted the
affidavit of its President, Dawn Teply, setting forth facts suggesting she was in a substantially weaker bargaining
position than SBS at the time of contracting which compelled her to agree to arbitrate in Texas rather than Idaho.
Aff. Teply ~~ 8-14 (Nov. 12, 2014).She further states the costs of having to arbitrate in Texas would be
prohibitive. !d. at ~~15-16.
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..
summary judgment. Id. at 317,246 P.3d at 970. Thus, a motion to compel arbitration is proper
granted when "the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if
any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact" and that the moving party is
entitled to compel arbitration as a matter of law. Id., quoting I.R.C.P. 56(c). The record must be
construed in favor of the nonmoving party, drawing all reasonable inferences in that party's
favor. Id. If reasonable minds could differ on conclusions drawn from the evidence presented,
the motion must be denied. Id. The burden of demonstrating the absence of a genuine issue of
material fact is on the moving party. Id.
Stays of proceedings pending arbitration are governed by § 3 of the FAA, which states:
If any suit or proceeding be brought in any of the courts of the
United States upon any issue referable to arbitration under an
agreement in writing for such arbitration, the court in which such
suit is pending, upon being satisfied that the issue involved in such
suit or proceeding is referable to arbitration under such an
agreement, shall on application of one of the parties stay the trial
of the action until such arbitration has been had in accordance with
the terms of the agreement, providing the applicant for the stay is
not in default in proceeding with such arbitration.
For arbitrable issues, the stay is mandatory. Shearson/ American Express, Inc. v.
McMahon, 482 U.S. 220, 226 (1987). The decision to stay litigation of non-arbitrable claims or

issues pending the resolution of related arbitration proceedings is a matter within the court's
discretion. Moses H Cone Memorial Hospital v. Mercury Construction Corp., 460 U.S. 1, 21 n.
23 (1983).

III.

ANALYSIS
A. Compelling Arbitration in Texas
1. Enforceability of the Forum Selection Clause Presents a Question of
Arbitrability.
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The FAA applies to all arbitrations involving commerce. 9 U.S.C. § 2. Section 2 of the
FAA provides a written agreement to arbitrate a controversy "shall be valid, irrevocable, and
enforceable, save upon such grounds as exist at law or in equity for the revocation of any
contract." The U.S. Supreme Court interprets § 2 to mean that, like other contracts, an arbitration
clause or portion thereof may be invalidated by "generally applicable contract defenses, such as
fraud, duress, or unconscionability." Doctor's Associates, Inc. v. Casarotto, 517 U.S. 681,
687, 116 S.Ct. 1652, 134 L.Ed.2d 902 (1996). Under § 4 of the FAA, the court must order
arbitration if it is satisfied that the making of the arbitration agreement is not at issue. 9 U.S.C. §
4.
The United States Supreme Court has termed this inquiry the "question of arbitrability."
Howsam v. Dean Witter Reynolds, Inc., 537 U.S. 79, 83 (2002). The Court has cautioned that

questions of arbitrability are narrow in scope and typically involve matters of a kind that
"contracting parties would likely have expected a court" to decide. Id. They include certain
gateway matters, such as whether the parties have a valid arbitration agreement at all or whether
a concededly binding arbitration clause applies to a certain type of controversy. Id., citing John
Wiley & Sons, Inc. v. Livingston, 376 U.S. 543, 546-547 (1964) (whether an arbitration

agreement survives a corporate merger); AT & T Technologies, Inc. v. Communications Workers,
475 U.S. 643, 651-52 (1986)(whether a labor-management layoff controversy falls within the
scope of an arbitration clause); Atkinson v. Sinclair Refining Co., 370 U.S. 238, 241-243 (1962)
(whether a clause providing for arbitration of various "grievances" covers claims for damages for
breach of a no-strike agreement).
The "question of arbitrability" does not, however, extend to what the Court has termed
"procedural questions" which "grow out of the dispute and bear on its fmal disposition." John
rvffiMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON SBS'S MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION
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Wiley, 376 U.S. at 557. Procedural questions are presumptively not for the judge, but for an
arbitrator, to decide. Id They include whether prerequisites such as time limits, notice, laches,
estoppel, and other conditions precedent to an obligation to arbitrate have been met. Howsam,
537 U.S. at 84-85. They also include whether an arbitration agreement allows for class
arbitration. Green Tree Fin. Corp. v. Bazzle, 539 U.S. 444 452-53 (2003). In Green Tree, the
Court noted that issues regarding "what kind of arbitration proceeding the parties agreed to"
rather than "whether they agreed to arbitrate a matter," was presumptively for the arbitrator. Id
at 452. (emphasis in original).
In light of T3's initially concession that its claims against SBS were arbitrable, SBS
characterizes the dispute over the forum selection clause as concerning "what kind of arbitration
proceeding that parties agreed to[,]" which must be determined by the arbitrator. While the U.S.
Supreme Court has not specifically extended its definition of "procedural questions" to the
validity of a forum selection clause in an arbitration agreement, SBS's position enjoys support in
some federal circuits. The Second Circuit held, after determining the dispute was arbitrable, that
"venue is a procedural issue that [the] arbitrators should address in the first instance." UBS Fin.

Servs. v. W Va. Univ. Hasps., Inc., 660 F.3d 643, 655 (2d Cir. 2011). Similarly, the First Circuit
held, "the dispute between the parties is concededly arbitrable, [therefore] determining the place
of the arbitration is simply a procedural matter and hence for the arbitrator." Richard C. Young &

Co. v. Leventhal, 389 F.3d 1, 5 (1st Cir.2004)_2

2

See also, Cent. W. Va. Energy, Inc. v. Bayer Cropscience LP, 645 F.3d 267, 274 (4th Cir.2011) (stating dispute
over which arbitration panel should decide issues was "far more akin to a venue dispute than a question of
arbitrability, and, as such, it [was] appropriate for arbitral resolution"); LodgeWorks, L.P. v. C.F. Jordan Const.,
LLC, 506 F. App'x 747, 750 (lOth Cir. 2012)(after parties agreed dispute was arbitrable, court held question of
arbitral venue is matter of contract interpretation for arbitrator to decide).
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In none of these circuit cases, however, was the attack on the forum selection clause on

the basis that the clause was unenforceable under a generally applicable contract defense such as
unconsionability or violation of public policy. In UBS, the issue that was determined to be nonarbitrable was whether the parties' forum selection clause designating the County of New York
as the arbitral forum conflicted with Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA) rules
providing that the Director of FINRA Dispute Resolution is to decide the hearing location for the
arbitration. Id. at 648, 654-55. In Richard C. Young, the issue was whether, after arbitration
proceedings were filed in Boston, the forum designated in the arbitration agreement, the
arbitrator could then transfer the arbitration proceedings to a California panel. 389 F.3d at 5. In
Bayer Cropscience, after the parties commenced arbitration proceedings in separate venues

pursuant to two separate contracts, the court was asked to determine which of two arbitration
panels had jurisdiction to determine the validity of one of the parties' contract. 645 F.3d at 27374. Finally, in Lodge Works, where the plaintiff filed arbitration proceedings in Kansas as per the
agreement and the defendant filed arbitration proceedings in Texas, the issue was whether court
could enjoin the Texas proceeding in light of the fact the parties agreed their dispute was subject
to arbitration. 506 F. App'x at 749-750.
The circumstances presented in the foregoing cases rendered the forum selection issues
purely procedural in the courts' eyes. The case which perhaps is the most factually on-point to
the case at bar is Lodge Works, but there is no mention in that case of the reason for the defendant
filing in a forum other than that designated in the forum selection clause. Without facts
suggesting the defendant challenged the Kansas forum selection clause under a contract defense
such as unconscionability, the case is not persuasive authority.
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What does persuade this Court is case law from the Ninth Circuit and other courts which
have analyzed the enforceability of forum selection clauses in arbitration agreements. That are
contrary to State Public Policy. For example, in the case of Nagrampa v. Mai!Coups, Inc., the
Ninth Circuit analyzed at length whether a forum selection clause in a franchise agreement
requiring the franchisee to arbitrate her claims in Massachusetts was contrary to California
public policy and unconscionable. 469 F.3d 1257, 1289-1293 (9th Cir. 2006). The court noted
that "if the 'place and manner' restrictions of a forum selection provision are 'unduly
oppressive,' or have the effect of shielding the stronger party from liability, then the forum
selection provision is unconscionable." Id. at 1287 (citations omitted). Likewise, the Seventh
Circuit recently considered whether a forum selection clause in an arbitration agreement was
illusory and unenforceable. Jackson v. Payday Fin., LLC, 764 F.3d 765, 776-78 (7th Cir. 2014).
The court stated "[l]ike other contractual provisions, forum selection clauses--even those
designating arbitral fora-are not immune from the general principle that unconscionable
contractual provisions are invalid." Several other courts follow suit. 3
These cases suggest that where a forum selection clause is challenged pursuant to a
contract defense, the issue becomes a substantive one for the court to decide rather than a matter
of procedure for the arbitrator. This Court finds this approach to be most consistent with the U.S.
Supreme Court's statement in Howsam that "whether the parties are bound by a given arbitration
3

See, e.g., Saleemi v. Doctor's Associates, Inc., 292 P.3d 108, 112 (Wash, 2013) ("Washington courts have
regularly decided whether choice of law and forum selection clauses in arbitration clauses are enforceable.");
Quinn v. EMC Corp., 109 F. Supp. 2d 681, 686 (S.D. Tex. 2000)(considering whether forum selection clause
forcing Texas resident to arbitrate in Massachusetts was against public policy); Beery v. Quest Diagnostics, Inc.,
953 F. Supp. 2d 531, 545 (D.N.J. 2013)(considering whether forum selection clause contained in the arbitration
clause unduly impaired plaintiffs' efforts to vindicate their statutory rights under Title VII and EPA); F au/ken berg
v. CB Tax Franchise Sys., LP, 637 F.3d 801, 807 (7th Cir. 2011)(evaluating the enforceability of a forum selection
clause in an arbitration agreement in light of Illinois statute prohibiting out-of-state forum selection in
distributorship agreements); Jalee Consulting Grp., Inc. v. XenoOne, Inc., 908 F. Supp. 2d 387, 398
(S.D.N.Y.2012)(considering whether forum selection clause in arbitration agreement was unenforceable on
grounds of fraud, inconvenience, unconscionablility, and violation of public policy).
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clause rruses a 'question of arbitrability' for a court to decide." 537 U.S. at 84. Further, it is not
inconsistent with the decisions of the First, Second, Fourth and Tenth Circuit decisions discussed
herein.
T3 seeks a revocation of the entire arbitration clause or, alternatively, the forum selection
clause, based on a defense existing at law; i.e., I. C. § 29-110 which renders void any forum
selection clause which requires a party to the contract to travel outside Idaho to enforce rights
through litigation or arbitration. By advancing this public policy defense, T3 places the validity
of the entire arbitration clause at issue, effectively transforming the question into one of
substance rather than procedure. Further, this Court finds the issue of forum enforceability in
light of Idaho public policy is something the "contracting parties w0uld likely have expected a
court" to decide, not an arbitration panel in Texas. Howsam, 537 U.S. at 83. Thus, whether or not
the forum selection clause is enforceable in light of I. C. § 29-110 and its effect on the overall
obligation to arbitrate is, therefore, a question of arbitrability which this Court will decide.
2. Texas Law Applies to the Enforceability of the Forum Selection Clause.
In order to determine the validity of the forum selection clause, this Court must first
determine which law to apply. Idaho courts recognize and enforce choice-of-law provisions.

Great Plains Equipment, Inc. v. Northwest Pipeline Corp., 132 Idaho 754, 766, 979 P.2d 627,
639 n. 3(1999)("Choice-of-law provisions are recognized in Idaho both in commercial and
noncommercial transactions.") In the commercial realm, the parties to a contract have the power
to choose the applicable law. 4 I.C. § 28-1-301. Specifically, I.C. § 28-1-301(a) provides as
follows:
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Except as provided hereafter in this section, when a transaction bears a reasonable
relation to this state and also to another state or nation the parties may agree that
the law either of this state or of such other state or nation shall govern their rights
and duties. Failing such agreement the uniform commercial code applies to
transactions bearing an appropriate relation to this state.
Here, the parties designated "[a]ll matters relating to arbitration" as being governed by
the FAA and, to the extent not governed by the FAA, the U.S. Trademark Act of 1946 or "other
federal law," the agreement is to be governed by Texas law. As mentioned, under § 2 ofFAA
arbitration agreements "shall be valid, irrevocable, and enforceable, save upon such grounds as
exist at law or in equity for the revocation of any contract." The U.S. Supreme Court has held
that "generally applicable contract defenses, such as fraud, duress, or unconscionability, may be
applied to invalidate arbitration agreements without contravening§ 2." Doctor's Associates, Inc.
v. Casarotto, 517 U.S. 681, 687 (1996). Whether these defenses apply is grounded in state

contract law and, therefore, state law controls. Id.
Here, T3 is challenging the forum selection clause as unconscionable due to its invalidity
under Idaho law. Thus, it is a matter to be resolved under state, not federal, law. Applying the
parties' choice-of-law provision as written, the issue is therefore to be resolved under Texas law.
However, this Court must first determine whether Texas law bears a reasonable relation to the
relationship between T3 and SBS pursuant to I.C. § 28-1-803(a).
The Idaho Supreme Court addressed

reasonable relationship inquiry in the case of

Cerami-Kote, Inc. v. Energywave Corp., 116 Idaho 56, 59, 773 P.2d 1143, 1146 (1989). There,

the Court recognized that the law of Florida chosen by the parties bore a reasonable relationship
to the commercial transaction in dispute because: 1) the defendants were corporations organized
4

While T3 argues that§ 187 of the Restatement (Second) of Conflicts ofLaws should apply to determine the choice
of law, the Court has stated this analysis only applies in non-commercial situations. Cerami-Kote, Inc. v.
Energywave Corp., 116 Idaho 56, 773 P.2d 1143, fn. 1 (1989). Since the distributorship agreement between T3 and
SBS is commercial in nature, I.C. § 28-1-301(a) provides the analysis.
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under the laws of Florida; 2) the defendants had their principal place of business in Florida; and
3) performance of the plaintiff's obligations under the contract would take place, in part, in
Florida. Consequently, the Court found Florida law should have been applied to determine the
validity of the contract's forum selection clause. I d.
The difference between the facts of this case and those of Cerami-Kote is that the
performance of T3 's obligations under the distributorship agreement was confined to Idaho, not
Texas. Further, T3 is incorporated under the laws of Delaware. These differences, however, do
not tip the scale in favor of the application of Idaho law. The parties' relationship to Texas need
only be "reasonable" under the statute. In California, which has a statute very similar to § 28-1301(a), courts have held that the mere fact one of the parties resides in a foreign state gives the
parties a reasonable ground for choosing that state's law. ABF Capital Corp. v. Berglass, 130
Cal. App. 4th 825, 834, 30 Cal. Rptr. 3d 588, 594 (2005). SBS's principal place of business is
located in Texas. Amend. Cmplt,

~

24; SBS Ans.,

~

24. Moreover, the T3 distributorship

agreement was executed in Texas and T3 communicated with SBS's agents in Texas about
matters concerning the distributorship. Aff. Teply,

~~

11, 21-55 and Exhs. 1-21. Under these

facts, this Court finds the distributorship agreement bears a reasonable relation to Texas and,
therefore, will uphold the parties' choice of Texas law. 5
3. The Forum Selection Clause is Unenforceable Under Texas Law.
Having determined that Texas law governs, the question now is whether the forum
selection clause is enforceable under Texas law. The Idaho Supreme Court dealt with a similar
forum selection clause in Cerami-Kote, although not in the context of arbitration. 116 Idaho at
57, 773 P.2d at 1144. The Court held that under Florida law, the forum selection clause at issue
5

Regardless, however, of whether this Court applies Texas or Idaho law to determine the validity of the forum
selection clause, the result is the same.
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would not be enforced in view of I.C. § 29-110, which voided such provisions. Id. at 60, 773
P.2d at 1147. Subsection 1 of the statute provides:
Every stipulation or condition in a contract, by which any party thereto is
restricted from enforcing his rights under the contract in Idaho tribunals, or which
limits the time within which he may thus enforce his rights, is void as it is against
the public policy of Idaho. Nothing in this section shall affect contract provisions
relating to arbitration so long as the contract does not require arbitration to be
conducted outside the state ofldaho.
In Cerami-Kote, the Court noted that the Florida Supreme Court had expressly adopted

the view regarding the enforceability of forum selection clauses and public policy enunciated by
the U.S. Supreme Court in The Bremen v. Zapata Off-Shore Co, 407 U.S. 1 (1972).

6

Id at 59,

773 P.2d at 1146. The Bremen imposes three conditions which must exist in order for forum
selection clauses to be enforceable, one of which includes:
Enforcement would not contravene a strong policy enunciated by statute or
judicial fiat, either in the forum where the suit would be brought, or the forum
from which the suit has been excluded.
The Bremen, 407 U.S. at 15
The Idaho Supreme Court held that the enforcement of the forum selection clause would
violate Idaho's public policy as expressed in I.C. § 29-110(1) and Florida courts would refuse to
enforce the clause under The Bremen. Id. at 60, 773 P.2d at 1147.
A similar result would follow under Texas law. As pointed out by SBS, Texas currently
follows the direction of The Bremen and recognizes that a forum selection clause is
unenforceable when the clause contravenes the public policy of the forum from which the suit
was excluded. In re AIU Ins. Co., 148 S.W.3d 109, 111-13 (Tex. 2004). See also, In re Lyon Fin.
Servs., Inc., 257 S.W.3d 228, 231-32 (Tex. 2008)("A trial court abuses its discretion in refusing

6

The Florida case adopting the view expressed in The Bremen is Manrique v. Fabbri, 493 So.2d 437 (Fla.l986).
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to enforce a forum-selection clause unless the party opposing enforcement of the clause can
clearly show that ... (3) enforcement would contravene a strong public policy of the forum
where the suit was brought[.]"). As I.C. 29-110(1) evinces Idaho's strong public policy against
forum selection clauses designating fora outside Idaho boundaries, this Court is convinced that
Texas courts would not enforce the forum selection clause in the T3 distributorship agreement.
Perhaps recognizing this outcome, SBS points out that Texas follows federal precedent
when deciding the enforceability of forum-selection clauses and current federal precedent has
narrowed the exceptions enunciated in The Bremen. Citing to Atlantic Marine Const. Co. v. US.

Dist. Court for W Dist. of Texas, 134 S. Ct. 568, 574 (2013), SBS characterizes the current
federal law as disallowing a plaintiff from litigating outside the chosen venue where the plaintiff
purposefully files suit in a state other than that agreed to in the contract then seeking that state's
protection from having to litigate elsewhere. SBS argues that since T3, in contravention of the
distributorship agreement, chose to bring its lawsuit in Idaho, which has a public policy against
enforcing forum selection clauses, its arguments against having to arbitrate in Texas should be
given no weight.

Atlantic Marine, however, regarded the analysis of the appropriate procedural method
under federal law to transfer venue to another federal court in the presence of a forum selection
clause. The Court held that under such circumstances, parties seeking transfer must move under
28 U.S.C. §1404(a), which requires a court to evaluate both the convenience of the parties and
various public-interests. The Court noted that "when a party bound by a forum-selection clause
flouts its contractual obligation and files suit in a different forum, a§ 1404(a) transfer of venue
will not carry with it the original venue's choice-of-law rules." Id. at 574. The Court did not
overrule The Bremen, either expressly or impliedly and, in fact, it cited favorable to The Bremen
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON SBS'S MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION
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in one portion of the opinion. Id at 582.

Given Atlantic Marine's factual and procedural

dissimilarities to the proceeding at bar, this Court concludes that a Texas court would not feel
constrained by it in evaluating the enforceability of the forum selection clause in an arbitration
agreement.
4. The Unenforceable Forum Selection Clause Is Severable.
The next question to address is the effect the invalid forum selection clause has upon the
agreement to arbitrate. Under Texas law, whether or not the invalidity of a particular provision
affects the rest of the contract depends upon whether the remaining provisions are independent or
mutually dependent promises, which courts determine by looking to the language of the contract
itself. In re Poly-Am., L.P., 262 S.W.3d 337, 360 (Tex. 2008), cites omitted. An illegal or
unconscionable provision of a contract may generally be severed so long as it does not constitute
the essential purpose of the agreement. Id The relevant inquiry is whether or not parties would
have entered into the agreement absent the unenforceable provisions. Id Texas courts allow
severance of illegal contract provisions where the invalid provision was "only a part of the many
reciprocal promises in the agreement" and "did not constitute the main or essential purpose of
the agreement." Id, quoting Williams v. Williams, 569 S.W.2d 867, 871 (Tex.1978).
SBS first contends the entire agreement to arbitrate must be rendered void due to the
invalid forum selection clause, but does not advance any argument suggesting the clause
constitutes ''the main or essential purpose" of the distributorship agreement. This Court fmds it is
not. The distributorship agreement is several pages long and contains numerous provisions not
challenged by T3 as imposing any unconscionable burdens. The forum selection clause touches
on a discrete obligation, the severance of which leaves the essential purpose of the agreement
unaffected. This Court cannot say the parties would not have entered into the agreement absent
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the forum selection clause. Furthermore, paragraph 15 of the distributorship agreement contains
a severability provision which provides that "[i]f any provision or part of this Agreement shall be
held invalid, the rest of the Agreement shall still be binding upon each of the parties, such invalid
provision or part being deemed severable in nature." T3 has not argued this provision should not
be enforced.
Consequently, this Court finds the invalid forum selection clause to be severable under
Texas law and the parties' own contract and further finds that severance preserves the parties'
contractual obligations to arbitrate their claims. 7

B.

Stay of Proceedings

Section 3 of the FAA instructs that district courts must stay proceedings as to any
arbitrable issue, but it is within the court's discretion whether to stay non-arbitrable claims. 8

McMahon, 482 U.S. at 226; Moses H Cone, 460 U.S. at 21 n. 23, citing 9 U.S.C. § 3. The U.S.
Supreme Court has acknowledged that the FAA raises the prospect of "piecemeal litigation"
resulting from the stay of some issues and not others. Moses H Cone, supra.
Important factors to consider when determining whether the non-arbitrable issues should
proceed include the predominance of the arbitrable claims, the merit of the non-arbitrable claims,
a court's concern with controlling its own docket, and overall judicial economy. Id; Genesco,

Inc. v. T. Kakiuchi & Co., 815 F.2d 840, 856 (2d Cir. 1987). When there are several arbitrable
issues that are central to the overall matter and only one closely related non-arbitrable issue, it

7

Because this Court finds the forum selection clause is invalid under Texas law as being contrary to Idaho public
policy expressed in I.C. §29-110(1), it will not address T3's arguments that the clause should be rendered invalid
as substantively and procedurally unconscionable.

8

While Plaintiffs argue the stay provision of the FAA is procedural in nature and, consequently, applies only to
federal courts and not state courts, this position is incorrect. The U.S. Supreme Court held that "state courts, as
much as federal courts, are obliged to grant stays oflitigation under§ 3 ofthe [FAA]." Moses H Cone, 460 U.S.
at26.
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seems more reasonable for the court to stay the proceedings. On the other hand, if there is one
small arbitrable issue that will not affect several non-arbitrable issues, a court could conclude
that the proceedings should continue. D. Imp. & Exp. Corp. v. MIV REEFER SUN, 248 F. Supp.
2d 240,251 (S.D.N.Y. 2002).

In addition, the risk of inconsistent rulings should be considered if the pending arbitration
is "likely to resolve issues material to [the] lawsuit." AgGrow Oils, L.L.C. v. Nat'! Union Fire

Ins. Co. of Pittsburgh, 242 F.3d 777, 783 (8th Cir.2001). The factors that bear on this inquiry
include "the risk of inconsistent rulings, the extent to which parties will be bound by the
arbitrators' decision, and the prejudice that may result from delays." Id. When these factors
weigh in favor of staying the entire action pending arbitration, the court may abuse its discretion
in allowing the nonarbitrable issues to proceed absent a stay. Volkswagen Of Am., Inc. v. Sud's

Of Peoria, Inc., 474 F.3d 966, 972 (7th Cir. 2007). In many instances, a court may prefer to stay
the balance of the case in the hope that the arbitration might help resolve, or at least shed some
light on, the issues remaining in court. Id., citing Hikers Indus. v. William Stuart Indus., 640
F.Supp. 175, 178 (S.D.N.Y.1986)( "A stay as to claims against a non-arbitrating defendant is
properly granted where the arbitration of the plaintiffs claims against a defendant party to the
arbitration would at least partially determine the issues which form the basis of the claim against
that non-arbitrating defendant.")
SBS argues a stay is warranted because the arbitrable claims and non-arbitrable claims
are not "mutually exclusive." With the exception of Thurston's claim pertaining to the attempted
business purchase in New Mexico, SBS characterizes Thurston's claims as "identicaf' and
"turn[] on the resolution of the key arbitrable issue" in T3's claims. Thus, to preserve the
meaningfulness of the arbitration proceeding and preserve judicial resourced, SBS requests a
Jv.1EMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON SBS'S MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION
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stay of all proceedings. Plaintiffs contend that this Court is not permitted to stay the litigation of
claims of a non-signatory to an arbitration agreement under § 3 of the FAA. In addition to federal
cases stating that § 3 of the FAA does not compel a court to stay proceedings involving a nonsignatory, they cite to two consolidated Idaho cases where the Idaho Supreme Court upheld the
trial court's decision to deny a stay of non-signatory claims pending arbitration. Lewis v. Cedu

Educ. Servs., 135 Idaho 139, 15 P.3d 1147 (2000); Accomazzo v. Cedu Educ. Servs., 135 Idaho
145, 15 P.3d 1153 (2000).
Addressing Plaintiffs' argument first, they are correct that § 3 of the FAA does not

compel a court to stay all litigation, including claims against or by parties who are not subject to
an arbitration agreement, but the Court does have the discretion to do so. Moses H Cone, 460
U.S. at 21. Case law demonstrates that courts regularly stay proceedings involving nonsignatories if a weighing of the above-cited factors suggests a stay is in the best interests of all
involved. 9 As for the consolidated Idaho cases cited by Plaintiffs, they, too, expressly recognized
that the trial court has the discretion to order a stay of proceedings against a non-signatory party.
"While there are instances in which a district court may elect to stay litigation pending the
outcome of arbitration between other parties, there is no requirement that it do so." Lewis, 135
Idaho at 145, 15 P.3d at 1153. Holding that the trial court did not err in refusing the stay, the
Court did not engage in any significant analysis or otherwise comment on the ruling. It merely
acknowledged the trial court did not exceed its discretion. !d.

9

See, e.g., American Home Assurance Co. v. Vecco Concrete Construction Co., Inc., 629 F.2d 961, 964 (4th
Cir.1980)("[where] questions of fact common to all actions pending ... are likely to be settled during the ...
arbitration, ... all litigation should be stayed pending the outcome of the arbitration proceedings."); Money Point
Diamond Corp. v. Bomar Resources, Inc., 654 F.Supp. 634, 636-37 (E.D.Va.l987)( where a non-arbitrable count
in a complaint is joined with arbitrable claims, the non-arbitrable claims may be stayed pending the outcome of
the arbitration.); Institute of Mission Helpers of Baltimore City v. Reliance Insurance Co., 812 F.Supp. 72, 76
(D.Md.1992) (where the Court stated, "[t]ime and again the Supreme Court and the Fourth Circuit have
emphasized a federal policy that favors expeditious resolution of disputes through arbitration").
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Thus, having established the Court has the discretion to stay all proceedings pending
arbitration, the question is whether it should do so. Contrary to SBS's argument, Thurston's
claims do turn on the resolution of T3' s arbitrable claims. Thurston's claims are not dependent
on the outcome of T3's arbitrable claims and the arbitrator's decisions with regard to those
claims are not binding on Thurston. Certainly, those claims share a common question regarding
the Plaintiffs' rights under their distributorship agreements with regard to customer protection
and commissions. 10 Thurston and T3 's contractual rights are, in all relevant respects, the same.
However, the Plaintiffs do not share their protected customers. Whether the Defendant
Distributors solicited and sold to the Plaintiffs' protected customers, whether SBS took steps to
prevent the Defendant Distributors from doing so, and whether SBS paid commissions to the
Defendant Distributors on sales to Plaintiffs' protected customers will all involve individualized
presentations of evidence as to each protected customer. Therefore, this Court finds the
Thurston's claims and T3's arbitrable claims have more differences than commonalities and the
arbitrable issues do not "predominate." In addition, this Court sees little sense in staying
Thurston's claims- a non-signatory to the arbitration agreement- when Thurston could easily
dismiss its claims in the current suit andre-file without T3 as a co-Plaintiff. Consequently, this
Court will not stay Thurston's claims.
Conversely, T3's non-arbitrable claims are dependent on the outcome of its arbitrable
claims. Whether the Distributor Defendants and Dunlap interfered with T3 's contractual relations
and prospective economic advantage will depend on the arbitrator's findings regarding the scope
of T3's rights under the distributorship agreement and whether those rights were violated by
SBS. A stay ofT3's non-arbitrable claims, however, is not warranted. To avoid the possibility of
10

As SBS concedes, Thurston's claims regarding the attempted business purchase in New Mexico is distinct from
T3's claims.
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v

'

inconsistent results and to advance the interests of judicial economy, this Court will set the trial
date to a time when it is likely arbitration will have concluded. In the meantime, the two
proceedings can go forward on a dual track. In addition, to avoid duplicative efforts by the
parties, the parties can agree to consolidate their discovery efforts in the two proceedings.
IV.

ORDER

For the foregoing reasons, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, AND THIS DOES ORDER, that
SBS's Motion to Compel Arbitration and Stay Proceedings is DENIED, in part, and GRANTED,
in part. T3 and SBS are ordered to arbitrate T3 's claims against SBS in accordance with their
distributorship agreement, but the forum selection provision designating Dallas, Texas as the
forum for arbitration is hereby severed from the agreement. Consequently, T3 shall submit its
claims against SBS for arbitration in Idaho. Further, this Court will not impose a stay on the
remaining claims·, but will not schedule a trial date until arbitration has been completed.
IT IS SO ORDERED.

~

Dated

this~ay of December, 2014.
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By EMILY CHILD
DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiffs,

·

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER RE: PLAINTIFFS' MOTION
TO STRIKE

vs.
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
INC., a Delaware corporation;
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a
Delaware corporation; TRESSA
MCLAUGHLIN, an individual; JAMIE
MCCORMICK, an individual; MICHAEL
DUNLAP, an individual; IDAHO
BUSINESS FORMS, INC., an Idaho
corporation; JAMES DUNN, an individual;
JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; and DOES 1-10,
Defendants.

On October 21, 2014, Defendant Safeguard Business Systems (SBS) filed a Motion to
Compel Arbitration and Defendant Michael Dunlap filed a Motion to Dismiss for Lack of
Personal Jurisdiction, both of which were set for hearing on November 18, 2014. Mr. Dunlap
filed an affidavit in support of his Motion the same day. Plaintiffs filed their opposition memos
to the motions and supporting affidavits on November 12, 2014. On November 17, 2014, SBS
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and Dunlap filed their respective reply briefs and Dunlap filed a second affidavit in support.
Plaintiffs immediately moved to strike portions of the reply briefs and Dunlap's second affidavit.
As to SBS's reply, Plaintiffs contend it exceeded the 15 page limit set forth in Local Rule 8.l.b
and raised new arguments in contravention of Local Rule 8.1. As to Dunlap's affidavit, Plaintiffs
argue it should be stricken in its entirety under I.R.C.P. 7(b)(3) which prohibits moving parties
from filing supporting affidavits in connection with replies. As to Dunlap's reply, Plaintiffs
argue that any portion thereof which relies on Dunlap's improper affidavit should be stricken.
This Court first notes that SBS's "overlength" reply exceeded the page limit by just over
one page length, with a portion of it being a summation argument. This is not a sufficient
violation of Local Rule 8.1 (b) to warrant striking the overlength portion and this Court declines
to do so. In addition, the overlength portion and SBS's "new arguments" pertained to SBS's
request for a stay of proceedings, which this Court denied. Therefore, the motion to strike these
portions ofSBS's reply is moot.
Similarly, although Dunlap's second affidavit and portions of Dunlap's reply which rely
on the affidavit might otherwise be properly stricken under I.R.C.P. 7(b)(3), it is unnecessary to
do so in light of this Court's denial of Dunlap's motion. Consequently, Plaintiffs' Motion to
Strike is DENIED as moot.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
Dated this

Ba~December, 2014.
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By EMILY CHILD
DI:PUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiffs,
vs.

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER RE: DUNLAP'S MOTION
TO DISMISS FOR LACK OF
PERSONAL JURISDICTION

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
INC., a Delaware corporation;
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a
Delaware corporation; TRESSA
MCLAUGHLIN, an individual; JAMIE
MCCORMICK, an individual; MICHAEL
DUNLAP, an individual; IDAHO
BUSINESS FORMS, INC., an Idaho
corporation; JAMES DUNN, an individual;
JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; and DOES 1-10,
Defendants.

I.

BACKGROUND

This action arises out of distributorship agreements between the Plaintiffs and Defendant
Safeguard Business Systems (SBS) for the distribution of Safeguard business forms, supplies and
services. Plaintiffs have alleged SBS breached its distributorship agreements with them by
failing to take steps to prevent other de-facto Safeguard distributors from soliciting or selling to
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Plaintiffs' customers and for paying commissions to these interfering distributors which should
have been paid to Plaintiffs. Other named defendants include the interfering distributors, as well
'

as Michael Dunlap, a Texas resident who purportedly helped facilitate the interference. Mr.
Dunlap, general counsel for SBS and corporate secretary of SBS and Defendant Safeguard
Acquisitions, Inc. ("SAl"), moves this Court for dismissal of the claims pending against him for
lack of personal jurisdiction.

II.

ALLEGATIONS

Defendants SBS and SAl are wholly owned subsidiaries of Deluxe Corporation, a
company which, through its numerous subsidiaries, provides a variety of personalized products
and services to small businesses, fmanciaJ institutions and consumers. Am. Cmplt., ~ 25. Their
principal place of business is in Dallas, Texas. Id. at

~~

24-25. Since 1956, SBS has been

manufacturing and selling Safeguard business products and services primarily to small
businesses through a network of independent distributors. Id. at

~

34. Plaintiffs, both Idaho

corporations, are among those independent distributors of Safeguard products and each have
independent distributorship agreements with SBS to distribute within specified territories
throughout Idaho. Id.

at~~

1-2 and Exhs. 3 & 6 thereto.

That Plaintiffs allege that under Plaintiffs' distributorship agreements, for each customer
within the Plaintiffs' respective sales territories whose first order of Safeguard products is a
direct result of Plaintiffs' efforts, Plaintiffs are granted an exclusive right to commissions on any
sale to that customer. Id.

at~~

49-50; 59-60. This right expires only if that "Protected Customer"

fails to purchase a Safeguard product for 36 months. Id. This provision is representative of an
overall SBS approach in its distributorship agreements known as "Customer Protection." Id.

at~

4. SBS has also developed a "Deceptive Business Practices Policy" ("DBPP") which addresses
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the importance of customer protection rights and prohibits a Safeguard distributor from soliciting
orders from a Protected Customer belonging to another Safeguard distributor. Id. at ~ 6.
Plaintiffs operated under their respective agreements with SBS without incident until
mid-2013. At that time, SAl acquired the assets of Defendant Idaho Business Forms, Inc.
("IBF"), an Idaho corporation and Plaintiffs' competitor. Id at

~

7. As a result of this

competition, IBF's customers overlap with - and are common to - Plaintiffs' Protected
Customers. Id Plaintiffs refer to these customers as "Common Customers." Id According to
Plaintiffs, many of IBF's customers - and all of IBF's largest customers - are Common
Customers. Id

at~

76.

After purchasing the IBF assets - which primarily consisted of IBF' s Idaho customer lists
and relationships- SAl entered into a relationship with Defendants Tressa McLaughlin, Jamie
McCormick, James Dunn and their Idaho businesses, IBF, KMMR, LLC and LDHRS, LLC
(collectively, "Distributor Defendants"). Id.

at~

15. Pursuant to this relationship, the Distributor

Defendants began actively and aggressively operating as de-facto Safeguard distributors within
Plaintiffs' territories. Id Allegedly, these defendants have knowingly and intentionally interfered
with Plaintiffs' customer exclusivity rights by contacting, soliciting, and obtaining orders for
Safeguard products from Common Customers and receiving commissions thereon which
Plaintiffs allege belong to them. Id.

at~~

84-87.

One of the alleged facilitators of the interference is Dunlap who, as general counsel for
SBS and corporate secretary for SBS and SAl, resides in Texas. Am. Cmplt.

~

26. In May of

2013, prior to the IBF asset sale, Dunlap sent an email to T3's president, Dawn Teply, and
Thurston's president, Roger Thurston, both of whom were located in Idaho, informing them he
would be in Boise in June and wanted to meet with them regarding the Common Customers with
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IBF. Aff. Teply,

~

21 and Exh. 1 thereto; Aff. Thurston,

~

8. Leading up to his June visit,

Dunlap sent Teply and Thurston multiple emails in Idaho. Aff.

Teply,~

22; Aff.

Thurston,~

9.

On June 21, 2013, Dunlap met separately with Thurston and Teply in Idaho and discussed with
the potential IBF purchase by SAl. Aff. Teply,~ 23; Aff. Thurston,~~ 10-11. 1
On August 27, 2013, SAl and Dunn completed the IBF asset sale. Am. Cmplt.,

~

7. On

August 28, 2014, Dunlap sent another series of emails to Thurston and Teply indicating that
"business dictates" that he come back to Boise to meet with them and further discuss the IBF
Teply,~

sale. Aff.

24 and Exh. 3 thereto; Aff.

Thurston,~

12. On October 3, 2013, Dunlap met

with Plaintiffs separately in Boise and, during these meetings, Dunlap allegedly insisted that
Plaintiffs release several of their Common Customers to SAl for servicing by the Distributor
Defendants, explaining it would be best for business. Plaintiffs each requested a list of the
Common Customers to determine what the impact might be, but Dunlap, despite agreeing to do
so at the time of the meeting, never provided a complete list. Aff.
~~13-18;

Teply,~~

26-29; Aff. Thurston,

Amend. Cmplt, ~~ 93, 95-96.

Shortly thereafter, the Distributor Defendants, allegedly with Dunlap's direction and
assistance, circulated a solicitation letter to all of IBF's former clients, including Common
Customers, that they would service the clients' Safeguard needs. 2 Aff. Teply, ~ 30; Aff.
Thurston,

~

19; Am. Cmplt at

~

99. Allegedly, what followed was months of delay and

obfuscation by Dunlap in providing relevant information sought by Plaintiffs relative to their
Common Customers. All the while, Dunlap continued to push Plaintiffs to turn over many of
1

In his first affidavit, Dunlap claimed he has only visited Idaho twice, once in the "summer of 2013" on an
"unrelated" business matter and once in October of2013. Aff. Dunlap, ~~7-8 (10/21114). However, in his second
affidavit, he admits that he met with Teply and Thurston during the "unrelated" business trip to discuss the
potential IBF sale. Aff. Dunlap,~ 2 (11117/14).

2

Dunlap denies he had any part in the preparation of the solicitation letter, but he ''took responsibility" for the letter
being sent on behalf ofSBS due to his position as general counsel. Aff. Dunlap,~ 3 (11117/14).
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their Common Customers for servicing by the Distributor Defendants, stating it "would work
best and give us the best chance of growing sales." Am. Cmplt.,

.

Aff. Thurston,

~~

~~

96-155; Aff.

Teply,~~

32-55;

20-27. Reluctantly, Teply gave in to Dunlap's pressure and agreed to

relinquish twenty of her Common Customers. Aff. Teply,

~~

39-41. Not satisfied, Dunlap

continued to pressure her and Thurston. Aff. Teply at ~~43-49; Aff.

Thurston,~~

20-27. With the

exception of Dunlap's two visits to Boise to meet with Teply and Thurston his numerous
communications with Plaintiffs were directed to them in Idaho in the form of email, letter or by
phone, and took place between October of 2013 and June of 2014. Aff. Teply,
Thurston,~~

~~

32-55; Aff.

20-27.

Ultimately, Plaintiffs filed suit. The claims pending against Dunlap are tortious
interference with contractual relations, intentional interference with prospective economic
advantage, and accounting. 3

III.

STANDARD

The question of the existence of personal jurisdiction over an out-of-state defendant is
one oflaw. Blimka v. My Web Wholesaler, LLC, 143 Idaho 723, 726, 152 P.3d 594, 597 (2007),
quoting Knutsen v. Cloud, 142 Idaho 148, 150, 124 P.3d 1024, 1026 (2005). When reviewing a
motion to dismiss based on lack of personal jurisdiction, the Court must view the evidence in the
light most favorable to the non-moving party, and the non-moving party is entitled to all
reasonable inferences which can be drawn from the facts presented. W States Equip. Co. v. Am.
Amex, Inc., 125 Idaho 155, 157, 868 P.2d 483, 485 (1994). Further, the Court is not to consider

the merits of the causes of action alleged. Saint Alphonsus Reg'! Med. Ctr. v. State of Wash.,
123 Idaho 739, 743, 852 P.2d 491, 495 (1993).

3

While Dunlap also asserts that Plaintiffs have raised a conversion claim against him, the conversion claim is
directed at other defendants.
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IV.

ANALYSIS

For an Idaho court to exercise personal jurisdiction over an out-of-state defendant, "two
criteria must be met; the act giving rise to the cause of action must fall within the scope of our
long-arm statute and the constitutional standards of due process must be met." St. Alphonsus,
123 Idaho at 742, 852 P.2d at 494 (citations omitted). The party asserting personal jurisdiction
bears the burden of proof. Donaldson v. Donaldson, 111 Idaho 951, 957, 729 P.2d 426, 432 (Ct.
App. 1986).

If the issue is disputed, the plaintiff must prove jurisdiction at trial by a

preponderance of the evidence. !d.
Invoking the "fiduciary shield doctrine", Dunlap argues Plaintiffs' claims against him do
not fall within the scope of Idaho's long-arm statute because, at all times, he was acting as an
agent of SBS and SAl rather than individually. Even if Plaintiffs could satisfy the long-arm
statute, Dunlap argues that he, individually, does not have sufficient contacts with Idaho to
render the exercise of jurisdiction over him constitutionally sound.
Plaintiffs dispute that Dunlap's status as an employee insulates him from jurisdiction for
his torts and contend the fiduciary shield doctrine is inapplicable in Idaho. Further, they contend
Dunlap's multiple and purposeful contacts directed at Plaintiffs - Idaho residents - are sufficient
to justify. the exercise of personal jurisdiction over him.
A. Jurisdiction over Dunlap is Proper Under I.C. § 5-514(b).

The Idaho long-arm statute, I.C. § 5-514, specifies that "[a]ny person, firm, company,
association or corporation, whether or not a citizen or resident of this state, who in person or
through an agent does any of the acts hereinafter enumerated, thereby submits said person, firm,
company, association or corporation ... to the jurisdiction of the courts of this state as to any
cause of action arising from the doing of any of said acts: ... (b) The commission of a tortious act
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within this state[.]" Whether the alleged conduct is actually tortious is a factual question and
irrelevant to the examination of jurisdiction under the long-ann statute. St. Alphonsus Reg'!

Med. Ctr., 123 Idaho at 743, 852 P.2d at 495.
The Court has held that "an allegation that an injury has occurred in Idaho in a tortious
manner is sufficient to invoke the tortious act language ofl.C. § 5-514(b)." Id. The provision is
described as "remedial legislation of the most fundamental nature and should be liberally
construed." Id. By way of example, in Blimka, the Court held that where a non-resident
corporation's alleged misrepresentations were directed at an Idaho resident and the injury
occurred in Idaho, personal jurisdiction under § 5-514(b) was met, despite the fact that the nonresident corporation had never stepped foot in Idaho. Id. at 727, 152 P.3d at 598.
Here, Plaintiffs allege that Dunlap committed tortious activity which resulted in injury to
the Plaintiffs in Idaho. The torts include:
•

knowingly disregarding Plaintiffs' customer protections rights;

•

announcing to Plaintiffs' customers, as part of the October 3, 2014 solicitation letter, that
IBF/Safeguard are now the "go-to people" for the servicing of all of the customers'
Safeguard business needs;

•

refusing to notify Plaintiffs of any events that may reasonably be expected to have a
material adverse effect upon their future sales to protected customers;

•

engaging in pervasive and repeated activity designed to threaten, coerce, dissemble and
intimidate Teply and Thurston into sharing (or selling at an artificially depressed price)
Common Customers;

•

refusing to identify which IBF customers are Common Customers, and when repeatedly
asked for information on this subject, engaged in deceitful practices; and

•

informing Plaintiffs that their only alternative was to "share" or "sell" their major and
other protected Safeguard customers with other Distributor Defendants.

Am. Cmplt., ~~ 217, 226, 245, 253.

Through the above-described conduct, Plaintiffs allege Dunlap intentionally took action
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adverse to Plaintiffs' contractual relationships with SBS and tortiously interfered with Plaintiffs'
economic relationships with their protected customers. !d. These actions allegedly resulted in
injury to Plaintiffs, who are both Idaho corporations with their principal places of business in
Idaho. Am. Cmplt., ~~ 22, 23, 156-157, 221-222, 230-231, 246-249, 254-257, 283, 287.
Certainly, these allegations, when considered in a light most favorable to Plaintiffs, are
sufficient to invoke jurisdiction under subsection (b) of Idaho's long arm statute. Dunlap, in fact,
does not appear to contest this. What he does dispute is that these actions, which he asserts were
taken solely on behalf of SBS and SAl, subject him individually to the long-arm statute.
In support, Dunlap relies primarily on the case of Mann v. High Country Meats where the
Idaho Supreme Court examined whether a corporate shareholder was individually subject to the
r

transaction of business prong ofthe long arm statute. 125 Idaho 357,358, 870 P.2d 1316, 1317
(1994). The shareholder's only involvement in the dispute consisted of a single three-way phone
call, initiated by another defendant from Utah and included the plaintiff from Idaho. During the
phone call, the shareholder, who was in Minnesota, informed the plaintiff he would personally
guarantee payment under his corporation's contract with the plaintiff. !d. The plaintiff ultimately
sued the shareholder and his corporation under the contract and the shareholder moved to dismiss
for lack of personal jurisdiction. !d.
In light of the single three-way phone call, the Court concluded, "the only actions alleged
by [plaintiff] that would indicate [the shareholder] transacted business in Idaho are the telephone
call and the fact that [plaintiff] is located in Idaho. We cannot say [the shareholder] transacted
business in Idaho based upon a telephone call which he did not even initiate." !d. at 360, 870
P.2d at 1319. As part of its analysis, the Court recognized that the shareholder was being sued
separately from the corporation and announced:
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For the purpose of the motion to dismiss it is important to note that [the
shareholder] is being sued individually and thus we must examine his
activities independently of those of [the corporation] to determine if he was
personally transacting business within Idaho for the purposes of the long-arm
statute. While his acts may have been done to benefit the business in which he
has an interest, it is nevertheless his actions with which we are concerned and
not those of [the corporation].
Id. at 359-360, 870 P.2d at 1318-19.

The parties ascribe different meanings to this statement by the Court. Plaintiffs contend
that the language means a court may not attribute the corporation's activity in Idaho - not
involving the agent - to the agent. Rather, the only Idaho conduct which can be attributed to a
shareholder would be his own, regardless of whether it is taken in an individual or official
capacity. Dunlap contends that a court may only consider those actions he took individually - not
on behalf of SBS or SAl - in analyzing personal jurisdiction. In other words, Dunlap seeks to
application of the "fiduciary shield" doctrine to insulate him from the exercise of personal
jurisdiction over actions taken in his capacity as agent. Since all of his allegedly tortious actions
were done as an agent of SBS and SAl, Dunlap argues this Court lacks jurisdiction over him.
The Second Circuit set forth an excellent definition and explanation of the fiduciary
shield doctrine advanced by Dunlap as follows:
[I]f an individual has contact with a particular state only by virtue of his acts as a
fiduciary of the corporation, he may be shielded from the exercise, by that state,
of jurisdiction over him personally on the basis of that conduct. Thus, his conduct,
although it may subject him to personal liability, may not form the predicate for
the exercise of jurisdiction over him as an individual. The underpinning of this
fiduciary shield doctrine is the notion that it is unfair to force an individual to
defend a suit brought against him personally in a forum with which his only
relevant contacts are acts performed not for his own benefit but for the benefit of
his employer. . . . In each instance, fairness is the ultimate test. Its applicability
depends generally on the employee's faithful pursuit of the corporation's interests
rather than his own interests."
Marine Midland Bank, NA. v. Miller, 664 F.2d 899,902 (2nd Cir.1981).
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Notably, the "fiduciary shield" doctrine has been largely rejected in the federal arena. In
Calder v. Jones, the Supreme Court affirmed the assertion of jurisdiction over Calder and South,

nonresident employees of a Florida newspaper, whose intentional conduct in a California was
calculated to cause injury to the plaintiff in California. 465 U.S. 783 (1984). The plaintiff sued
Calder and South in California, claiming that they had libeled her in an article written and edited
by them in Florida. The defendants objected to the district court's exercise of jurisdiction on the
ground that their contact with the forum state occurred only in their capacity as employees of the
corporation. Both defendants argued that they had "no direct economic stake in their employer's
sales in a distant State." 465 U.S. at 784-86. They analogized themselves to a welder employed
in Florida who had worked on a boiler that subsequently exploded in California. The Court,
however, distinguished between the general untargeted negligence of the hypothetical welder and
the intentional, allegedly tortious actions by the defendants expressly aimed at the forum state.
The defendants knew the article "would have a potentially devastating effect upon [Jones] ....
And they knew that the brunt of that injury would be felt by [Jones] in [California]." Id. at 78990, 104 S.Ct. at 1487.
The Calder Court stated, "Petitioners are correct that their contacts with California are
not to be judged according to their employer's activities there. On the other hand, their status as
employees does not somehow insulate them from jurisdiction. Each defendant's contacts with the
forum State must be assessed individually." 465 U.S. at 790.4 The Court echoed these statements
in Keeton v. Hustler Magazine, Inc.: "It does not of course follow from the fact that jurisdiction
4

Dunlap attempts to discount Calder on the basis that the Court analyzed the fiduciary shield issue as part of the
constitutional due process analysis rather than as a limit on the long-arm statute. This is a distinction without a
difference. While the fiduciary shield doctrine is typically an evaluation conducted under the due process prong of
the personal jurisdiction inquiry, some courts analyze it as a limit on the state's long-arm statute. The analysis,
however, is the same. Compare Calder with Davis v. Metro Prods., Inc., 885 F.2d 515, 521 (9th Cir.1989). See
also, Knutsen v. Cloud, 142 Idaho 148, 151, 124 P.3d 1024, 1027 (2005)(" Idaho's long-arm statute is co-extensive
with all of the jurisdiction available to this state under the due process clause of the United States Constitution").
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may be asserted over Hustler Magazine, Inc., that jurisdiction may also be asserted over either of
the other [individual] defendants .... [But] we today reject the suggestion that employees who act
in their official capacity are somehow shielded from suit in their individual capacity." 465 U.S.
770, 781 n. 13 (1984). 5
While Dunlap asserts that, under Mann, the fiduciary shield doctrine is alive and well in
Idaho, an honest analysis and Mann and other similar cases does not reveal this to be true. Mann
did not hold that an agent is not subject to jurisdiction because his contact with Idaho was as an
agent of his corporation. Rather, it held that that the agent's single contact, a phone call not
initiated by the shareholder, was insufficient to establish that the agent was personally
transacting business. 125 Idaho at 360, 870 P.2d at 1319. In other words, the Court will not
assert jurisdiction over an agent merely by virtue of being an agent. The agent must also have
sufficient personal contacts with the forum state, whether taken in an individual capacity or in an
agency capacity. This is consistent with Calder and its progeny.
This interpretation of Mann is also consistent with later Idaho Supreme Court decisions.
In Knutsen v. Cloud, the defendant was one of four agents of an investment company which
allegedly ran a Ponzi scheme. 142 Idaho 148, 151, 124 P.3d 1024, 1027 (2005). Plaintiffs sued
after losing their investment. At no point had the plaintiffs had any personal contact with the
agent. In fact, the agent's only contact with Idaho occurred in an unrelated action. The agent
moved to dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction and the district court denied, finding it could
exercise personal jurisdiction over the agent under the long-arm statute due to his status as agent
of the investment company. On appeal, the Court reversed holding:

5

The Ninth Circuit and Idaho's federal district court have also rejected the fiduciary shield doctrine. Davis v. Metro
Prods., Inc., 885 F.2d at 521 (explaining that the defendants' "status as employees does not somehow insulate
them fromjurisdiction"); Schenckv. Motorcycle Accessory Warehouse, Inc., 2007 WL 1138915,*6 (D. Idaho Apr.
17, 2007)(following Davis and Calder).
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[T]he long-ann statute requires an action by [the agent] or his agent in order to
establish jurisdiction over him. [Cites omitted]. The plain language of our longann statute does not permit a court to exercise personal jurisdiction over the agent
of a company who lacks sufficient contacts with Idaho, even if the principal is
subject to jurisdiction through the actions of other agents. Our long-ann statute
works only in the reverse, allowing a court to exercise personal jurisdiction over a
principal when its agent has sufficient contacts with Idaho.

Id
Had the Court been applying the fiduciary shield doctrine, it would be unconcerned with
whether the contacts of the agent were "sufficient" or not. Rather, the Court would have cited the
blanket rule imposed by the doctrine that any action taken by an agent on behalf of a corporation
is irrelevant to determine jurisdiction over the agent. Instead, the Court suggested that
jurisdiction over an employee does not automatically flow from jurisdiction over the corporation
which employs him. However, personal jurisdiction can exist over an agent if the agent also has
"sufficient contacts with Idaho", regardless of whether they are contacts which are made in the
agent's individual capacity or as an agent.
Again, in the recent case of Profit Plus Capital Mgmt., LLC v. Podesta, the Court could
have, but did not, apply the "fiduciary shield" doctrine in upholding the exercise of jurisdiction
over the president and CEO of a New Jersey corporation, Street Search. 156 Idaho 873, 332 P .3d
785, 795 (2014). The president and CEO, Podesta, argued that jurisdiction was improper because
he was acting "in his capacity as President and CEO of Street Search" at the time of his only visit
to Idaho. Id _, 332 P.3d at 794. The district court denied the motion to dismiss. On appeal, the
Court upheld and found that jurisdiction in Idaho was proper over both Podesta and Street Sense,
reasoning:
Street Search asserted a fifty percent ownership interest in a company whose only
physical activity is storage of precious metals, which takes place entirely in Idaho.
While not sufficient on its own to establish jurisdiction, Podesta also travelled to
Idaho, in his capacity as CEO and President of Dollars and Sense, where he
inspected Dollars and Sense's vault, visited other potential vault sites, and spoke
with Idaho residents concerning the purchase of property in Idaho on behalf of
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Dollars and Sense. He had both email and phone conversations with Idaho
residents on behalf of Dollars and Sense. Taken together, these activities amount
to the transaction of business in Idaho as defined in I.C. § 5-514(a).
!d. at_, 332 P.3d at 795.
Had the fiduciary shield been alive and well in Idaho as suggested by Dunlap, Podesta's
position as an officer Street Search would have insulated him from jurisdiction. Rather, in
determining whether jurisdiction over Podesta was proper, the Court evaluated the totality of
Podesta's actions, regardless of the fact they were taken as an agent of Street Search. This
approach is aligned with both Mann and Knutsen - the fact of agency does not insulate the agent
from juii.sdiction where a clear forum connection exists. Thus, Dunlap is not insulated from
jurisdiction simply because his allegedly tortious actions were conducted on behalf of SAl and
SBS.
B. Dunlap has the Requisite Minimum Contacts with Idaho.

Plaintiffs must also show that the exercise of personal jurisdiction over Dunlap by an
Idaho court would not violate the "minimum contacts" requirement of the due process clause of
the Fourteenth Amendment. Saint Alphonsus, 123 Idaho at 742-44, 852 P.2d at 494-96. In
determining the existence of minimum contacts, a court must focus on the relationship among
the defendant, the forum, and the litigation. Profit Plus, ISG Idaho at_, 332 P.3d at 795, citing
Shaffer v. Heitner, 433 U.S. 186, 204 (1977). For a defendant to have "minimum contacts with

the state, there must be "some act by which the defendant purposefully avails itself of the
privilege of conducting activities within the forum State, thus invoking the benefits and
protections of its laws." Western States, 125 Idaho at 158. For specific personal jurisdiction, the
ensuing litigation must arise out of or relate to the contacts. Houghland Farms, Inc. v. Johnson,
119 Idaho 72, 75, 803 P.2d 978, 981 (1990).
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With regard to torts involving intentional actions, Idaho courts are quick to fmd the
minimum contacts satisfied. In Blimka, the defendant directed its misrepresentations to plaintiff
during telephonic and electronic communications, knowing plaintiff was residing in Idaho.
Based on this conduct, the Court stated:
'[Defendant's] intentional, and allegedly tortious, actions were expressly aimed'
at Idaho, and they realized that the brunt of the injury resulting from these actions
would occur in Idaho. [] Where an Idaho resident alleges that a defendant in
Maine intentionally directed false representations to, and caused injury in Idaho,
that resident need not travel to Maine to pursue his or her claim against the
perpetrator of the fraud. [] The defendants' actions satisfy minimum contacts with
respect to the fraud allegations.
Blimka, 143 Idaho at 728, 152 P.3d at 599, quoting Calder v. Jones, 465 U.S. 783, 789-

90 (1984).
Here, both the Amended Complaint and the affidavits submitted by Teply and Thurston
set forth allegations which suggest Dunlap's tortious conduct was intentionally aimed at
Plaintiffs, who he knew to reside in Idaho, and the tortious conduct resulted in harm in Idaho.
•

Plaintiffs are both Idaho corporations with their principal places of business in
Idaho. Amend. Cmplt, ~~ 22, 23.

•

Plaintiffs' injuries began when SAl acquired the assets of IBF - an Idaho
corporation and Plaintiffs' competitor in the same relevant geographic market
in Idaho. !d.,~ 74.

•

In the summer and fall of 2013, Dunlap traveled to Idaho to separately meet
with Teply and Thurston to address the potential IBF purchase, the common
customers between Plaintiffs and IBF, the Distributor Defendants'
infringement of the Plaintiffs' protected customers, and Plaintiffs' rights under
their contracts with SBS. AffTeply, ~~ 21-29; Aff. Thurston,~~ 8-18.

•

It was during these Idaho meetings that Dunlap attempted to coerce Plaintiff
into sharing, or selling at an artificially depressed price, their protected Idaho
accounts to SAl to be serviced by the Distributor Defendants. Am. Cmplt, ~~
245, 253; Aff. Teply,~~ 21-29, Exs. 1-5; Aff. Thurston~~ 8-18.
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•

Dunlap directed numerous emails, phone calls and letters to Teply and/or
Thurston in Idaho regarding the matters at issue in this lawsuit. Aff. Teply,,,
21-56, Exs. 1-23; Aff. Thurston,,, 8-27, Exs. 1-6.

•

In October 2013, McLaughlin - allegedly with Dunlap's direction and
assistance- circulated a solicitation letter to all of IBF's former customers in
Idaho - including Plaintiffs' protected customers. Am. Cmplt, , 99, and Ex.
16 thereto. The solicitation letter allegedly caused damage to Plaintiffs'
existing customer relationships. ld. at, 100.

These allegations suggest Dunlap purposefully and knowingly directed his conduct at
Idaho on several occasions throughout 2013 and 2014 through his multiple contacts with
Plaintiffs. The litigation arises specifically out those contacts. Thus, this Court finds Dunlap's.
actions satisfy the minimum contacts requirement.
C. Jurisdiction Comports With Fair Play and Substantial Justice

Once a court finds the requisite minimum contacts, it must then proceed to determine
whether its assertion of personal jurisdiction comports with traditional notions of fair play and
substantial justice. Profits Plus, 156 Idaho at_, 332 P.3d at 796, citing Burger King Corp. v.
Rudzewicz, 471 U.S. 462, 476 (1985). Under this analysis the court may consider:

•

the burden on the defendant,

•

the forum State's interest in adjudicating the dispute,

•

the plaintiffs interest in obtaining convenient and effective relief,

•

the interstate judicial system's interest in obtaining the most efficient resolution of
controversies, and

•

the shared interest of the several States in furthering fundamental substantive social
policies.
ld

Where "a defendant who purposefully has directed his activities at forum residents seeks
to defeat jurisdiction, he must present a compelling case that the presence of some other
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considerations would render jurisdiction unreasonable." !d. quoting Burger King, 471 U.S. at
477. Dunlap's motion fails to articulate any prejudice or reason why the exercise of jurisdiction
would be unreasonable or burdensome. The only conceivable burden would be traveling to
Idaho. Travel alone, however, is insufficient. Lake v. Lake, 817 F.2d 1416, 1423 (9th Cir.
1987)(stating that whenever a defendant is made to answer in a state other than his or her
residence, an element of hardship exists, but does not rise to a due process violation).
In addition, Idaho has an interest in adjudicating the dispute because it involves several
Idaho companies. Certainly Plaintiffs, as Idaho companies, have an interest in obtaining relief in
Idaho consider their agents reside here and the distributorship agreement was primarily
performed here. The majority of parties are based in Idaho and, consequently, the majority of
witnesses and evidence are located in Idaho. For this reason, it would be most efficient to resolve
the dispute in Idaho courts. Further, it would advance the interests of both Idaho and Texas by
furthering judicial economy. Consequently, this Court finds the exercise of jurisdiction over
Dunlap would not violate the traditional notions of fair play and substantial justice.
V.

ORDER

For the foregoing reasons, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, AND THIS DOES ORDER, that
Dunlap's Motion to Dismiss for Lack of Personal Jurisdiction is DENIED.
Dated this8a;;December, 2014.
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COMES NOW Defendant Michael Dunlap ("Dunlap"), by and through his undersigned
counsel of record, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, and responds to the Amended
Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial ("Amended Complaint") filed by Plaintiffs, T3
Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston Enterprises, Inc. ("Plaintiffs"), as follows:

GENERAL DENIAL
Dunlap denies all allegations in the Amended Complaint not specifically admitted herein.

SPECIFIC ADMISSIONS AND DENIALS
1.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 1 of the Amended Complaint, Dunlap

admits that as of July 28, 2006, Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. and Plaintiff T3 Enterprises,
Inc. entered into a Distributor Agreement, which is the best evidence of its content and speaks
for itself, admits that Dawn Teply ("Teply") works for T3 Enterprises, and the remaining
allegations in said paragraph are denied.
2.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 2 of the Amended Complaint, Dunlap

admits on June 1, 1987, Roger Thurston and Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. ("SBS") entered
into an Interim Regional Distributor Agreement, which is the best evidence of its content and
speaks for itself, admits that on November 13, 1995, Thurston assigned the Distributor
Agreement to Thurston Enterprises, Inc. with the consent of SBS, and the remaining allegations
in said paragraph are denied.
3.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 3 of the Amended Complaint, Exhibits

4 and 6 attached to the Amended Complaint are the best evidence of their contents and speak for
themselves, and all allegations contrary to the express terms of said agreements are denied.
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4.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 4 of the Amended Complaint, Exhibits

4 and 6 attached to the Amended Complaint are the best evidence of their contents and speak for
themselves, and all allegations contrary to the express terms of said agreements are denied.
5.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 5 of the Amended Complaint, Exhibits

4 and 6 attached to the Amended Complaint are the best evidence of their contents and speak for
themselves, and all allegations contrary to the express terms of said agreements are denied.
6.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 6 of the Amended Complaint, Dunlap

admits that SBS has a document entitled "Deceptive Business Practices Policy", which document
is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and all allegations contrary to the express
terms of said agreement are denied.
7.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 7 of the Amended Complaint, Dunlap

admits that on August 27, 2013, Safeguard Acquisitions purchased some of the assets of Idaho
Business Forms, Inc., admits that Idaho Business Forms, Inc. is owned by James Dunn, and the
remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
8.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 8 of the Amended Complaint, the asset

purchase agreement between Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. and Idaho Business Forms, Inc. is the
best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations in said paragraph
are denied.
9.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 9 of the Amended Complaint, Dunlap

admits that Safeguard Acquisitions has a Business Acquisitions and Mergers Program under
which non-Safeguard distributor businesses are acquired, and the remaining allegations in said
paragraph are denied.
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10.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 10 of the Amended Complaint, Dunlap

admits that Safeguard Acquisitions has a Business Acquisitions and Mergers Program under
which non-Safeguard distributor businesses are acquired, and the remaining allegations in said
paragraph are denied.
11.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 11 of the Amended Complaint.

12.

[sic]

13.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 13 of the Amended Complaint, Dunlap

admits that prior to August 27,2013, McLaughlin and McCormick were employed by Idaho
Business Forms, Inc., and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
14.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 14 of the Amended Complaint, Dunlap

admits that on August 21, 2013, the Certificate of Organization Limited Liability Company for
KMMR, LLC was filed by McLaughlin with the Idaho Secretary of State, admits that
McLaughlin and McCormick have ownership interest in KMMR, LLC, admits that Dunn is the
owner of Idaho Business Forms, Inc. and JDHRS, LLC, and the remaining allegations in said
paragraph are denied.
15.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 15 of the Amended Complaint.

16.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 16 of the Amended Complaint, Dunlap

admits that on July 31, 2013 the Certificate of Organization Limited Liability Company for
JDHRS, LLC was filed by James Dunn with the Idaho Secretary of State, Dunlap lacks
knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth of the remaining allegations
in the second sentence of paragraph 16 of the Amended Complaint, except Dunlap denies that
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Dunn or JDHRS LLC does any business "either directly or through
McLaughlin!McCormick/KMMR".
17.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 17 of the Amended Complaint, Dunlap

admits that he is the general counsel of SBS; Dunlap affirmatively avers that at all times relevant
to the allegations in the Amended Complaint he has acted within the course and scope of his
employment as general counsel; Dunlap further admits that he is the corporate secretary of
Safeguard Acquisitions; Dunlap affirmatively avers that at all times relevant to the allegations in
the Amended Complaint he has acted within the course and scope of his position as corporate
secretary of Safeguard Acquisitions; and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
18.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 18 of the Amended Complaint.

19.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 19 of the Amended Complaint.

20.

In response to paragraph 20 of the Amended Complaint, Plaintiffs fail to plead

allegations to which a response is required. Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint speaks for itself.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE
21.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 21 of the Amended Complaint, Dunlap

does not waive any right to challenge and appeal the exercise of personal jurisdiction over him
by the Court. Dunlap denies the allegations in the last sentence of paragraph 21 that he has
committed the acts and omissions complained of in the Amended Complaint.
I

'

THE PARTIES
22.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 22 of the Amended Complaint, Dunlap

admits that T3 Enterprises is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of
Idaho, with its principal place of business in Meridian, Idaho, that it is owned and operated by
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Dawn and Michael Teply, husband and wife, and that T3 Enterprises has acted as a distributor of
SBS since July 28, 2006, and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
23.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 23 of the Amended Complaint, Dunlap

admits that Thurston Enterprises, Inc. is an Idaho corporation, and that Roger Thurston is named
'

as the President and Registered Agent at an address in Kuna, Idaho.
24.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 24 of the Amended Complaint, Dunlap

admits that SBS is a corporation organized under the laws of the State of Delaware with its
principal place of business in Dallas, Texas, and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are
denied.
25.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 25 of the Amended Complaint, Dunlap

admits that Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. has its principal place of business in Dallas, Texas,
avers that it is a Texas corporation, and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
26.

Dunlap admits the allegations in paragraph 26 of the Amended Complaint.

27.

Dunlap admits the allegations in paragraph 27 of the Amended Complaint.

28.

Dunlap admits the allegations in paragraph 28 of the Amended Complaint.

29.

Dunlap admits the allegations in paragraph 29 of the Amended Complaint.

30.

Dunlap admits the allegations in paragraph 30 of the Amended Complaint.

31.

Dunlap admits the allegations in paragraph 31 of the Amended Complaint.

I

32.

Dunlap admits the allegations in paragraph 32 of the Amended Complaint.

GENERAL ALLEGATIONS
33.

Dunlap lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 33 of the Amended Complaint.
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34.

Dunlap admits the allegations in paragraph 34 of the Amended Complaint.

35.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 35 of the Amended Complaint, the

case Gentis v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., 60 Cal. App. 4th 1294 (Cal. App. 2d Dist. 1998),
speaks for itself and it has no legal import to any of the claims in the Amended Complaint.
36.

Dunlap lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 36 of the Amended Complaint.
37.

Dunlap admits the allegations in paragraph 37 of the Amended Complaint that

prior to May 2007, SBS had distributor agreements with its distributors, and after May 2007,
Safeguard Franchise Systems, Inc. has agreements with its distributors.
38.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 38 of the Amended Complaint.

39.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 39 of the Amended Complaint.

40.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 40 of the Amended Complaint, Dunlap

admits that each distributor is responsible for soliciting customer orders and that those orders are
placed through SBS, which company administers the billing and direct shipping to the
customers, processes all accounts receivable, and pays commissions to the distributor and the
remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
41.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 41 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibits 4 and 6, and the Deceptive Business Practices Policy are the best evidence of their
contents and speak for themselves.
42.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 42 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibits 4 and 6, and the Deceptive Business Practices Policy are the best evidence of their
contents and speak for themselves.
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43.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 43 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibits 4 and 6, and the Deceptive Business Practices Policy are the best evidence of their
contents and speak for themselves.
44.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 44 of the Amended Complaint, Dunlap

admits that CMS is an order entry system, admits that generally the distributor contacts SBS to
check if a potential account is associated with another distributor, and the remaining allegations
in said paragraph are denied.
45.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 45 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 2, a represented copy of a document entitled Deceptive Business Practices Policy is the
best evidence of its content and speaks for itself. Dunlap denies the remaining allegations in said
paragraph.
46.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 46 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 2 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself. Dunlap denies the remaining
allegations in in said paragraph.
47.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 47 of the Amended Complaint.

48.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 48 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 3, the represented copy of a letter from SBS to Roger G. Thurston dated June 1, 1987 is
the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and a represented copy of a document
entitled Interim Regional Distributor Agreement between SBS and RogerS. Thurston dated June
1, 1987 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
49.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 49 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 3 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
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50.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 50 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 3 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
51.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 51 of the Amended Complaint,

Defendants admit that on November 1, 1995, Thurston assigned the distributor agreement to
Thurston Enterprises, Inc. with Safeguard Business Systems' consent, and the remaining
allegations in said paragraph are denied.
52.

Dunlap lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 52 of the Amended Complaint.
53.

Dunlap lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 53 of the Amended Complaint.
54.

Dunlap lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 54 of the Amended Complaint.
55.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 55 of the Amended Complaint, Exhibit

4, a represented copy of an agreement dated August 1, 2006 between Thurston Enterprises, Inc.
and T3 Enterprises, Inc. is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
56.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 56 of the Amended Complaint, Exhibit

5 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
57.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 57 of the Amended Complaint, Exhibit

6 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
58.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 58 of the Amended Complaint, Exhibit

6 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
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59.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 59 of the Amended Complaint, Exhibit

6 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
60.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 60 of the Amended Complaint, Exhibit

6 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
61.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 61 of the Amended Complaint, Exhibit

6 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
62.

Dunlap lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 62 of the Amended Complaint.
63.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 63 of the Amended Complaint, Dunlap

admits that in April2013, Safeguard Acquisitions acquired a business named Docusource, and
the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
64.

Dunlap lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 64 of the Amended Complaint.
65.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 65 of the Amended Complaint.

66.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 66 of the Amended Complaint.

67.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 67 of the Amended Complaint, Exhibit

7, a represented copy of an agreement dated August 1, 2006 between Thurston Enterprises, Inc.
and T3 Enterprises, Inc. is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
68.

Dunlap lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 68 of the Amended Complaint.
69.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 69 of the Amended Complaint.

70.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 70 of the Amended Complaint.
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71.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 71 of the Amended Complaint.

72.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 72 of the Amended Complaint.

73.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 73 of the Amended Complaint.

74.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 74 of the Amended Complaint.

75.

Dunlap denies the allegations in the first sentence of paragraph 75 of the

Amended Complaint. Dunlap lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about
the truth of the remaining allegations in paragraph 75 of the Amended Complaint.
76.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 76 of the Amended Complaint.

77.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 77 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 8, a represented copy of certain articles published online, is the best evidence of their
content and said articles speak for themselves.
78.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 78 of the Amended Complaint.

79.

Dunlap lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 79 of the Amended Complaint.
80.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 80 of the Amended Complaint, Dunlap

affirmatively avers that Employers Resource and Hayden Beverage Company have been long
established customers of Idaho Business Forms, Inc. long before August 27, 2013, and the
remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
81.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 81 of the Amended Complaint, Dunlap

admits that Dunn is named as the President, Secretary, Director and Owner of Idaho Business
Forms, Inc., and that Exhibit 9 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself. The
remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
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82.

Dunlap lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 82 of the Amended Complaint; and admits that Exhibit 10 is the
best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and admits that Exhibit 11 is the best evidence
of its content and speaks for itself.
83.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 83 of the Amended Complaint, Exhibit

12 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself. Exhibit 16 is the best evidence of its
content and speaks for itself. .
84.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 84 of the Amended Complaint, Exhibit

13 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations in said
paragraph are denied.
85.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 85 of the Amended Complaint.

Exhibit 14 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
86.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 86 of the Amended Complaint.

Exhibit 15 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself. Dunlap specifically denies
that Dunn is a sales representative of McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR.
87.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 87 of the Amended Complaint.

88.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 88 of the Amended Complaint.

89.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 89 of the Amended Complaint.

90.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 90 of the Amended Complaint.

91.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 91 of the Amended Complaint.

92.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 92 of the Amended Complaint.
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93.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 93 of the Amended Complaint, Dunlap

admits that on October 3, 2013, in his capacity as general counsel of SBS, and secretary of
Safeguard Acquisitions, he flew to Boise, Idaho, and the remaining allegations in said paragraph
are denied.
94.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 94 of the Amended Complaint.

95.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 95 of the Amended Complaint.

96.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 96 of the Amended Complaint, Dunlap

admits that on October 7, 2013, that in his capacity as general counsel of SBS, and secretary of
Safeguard Acquisitions, sent an email to Teply, which email is the best evidence of content and
speaks for itself.
97.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 97 of the Amended Complaint.

98.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 98 of the Amended Complaint, Dunlap

admits, in his capacity as general counsel of SBS, and secretary of Safeguard Acquisitions, he
did suggest that Teply meet with McLaughlin and McCormick, and the remaining allegations in
said paragraph are denied.
99.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 99 of the Amended Complaint, Dunlap

admits that McLaughlin sent Exhibit 16 to customers who had been serviced by Idaho Business
Forms, Inc., and Exhibit 16 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself. The
remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
100.

Dunlap lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 100 of the Amended Complaint.
101.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 101 of the Amended Complaint.
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102.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 102 of the Amended Complaint.

103.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 103 of the Amended Complaint,

Dunlap admits that on December 17, 2013, Teply and McLaughlin met, and the remaining
allegations in said paragraph are denied.
104.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 104 of the Amended Complaint,

Dunlap admits that in December 2013, Thurston and McLaughlin met, and the remaining
allegations in said paragraph are denied.
105.

Dunlap lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 105 of the Amended Complaint.
106.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 106 of the Amended Complaint,

Dunlap admits the quoted portion from his email to Teply is the best evidence of its content and
speaks for itself and avers that the email is not quoted in full, and the remaining allegations in
said paragraph are denied.
107.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 107 of the Amended Complaint.

108.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 108 of the Amended Complaint.

109.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 109 of the Amended Complaint.

110.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 110 of the Amended Complaint,

Dunlap admits that the email sent on February 10, 2014, by Dunlap, in his capacity as general
counsel of SBS, and secretary of Safeguard Acquisitions, is the best evidence of its content and
speaks for itself.
111.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 111 of the Amended Complaint,

Dunlap admits that the email sent on February 14, 2014, by Dunlap, in his capacity as general
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counsel of SBS, and secretary of Safeguard Acquisitions, is the best evidence of its content and
speaks for itself.
112.

Dunlap lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 112 of the Amended Complaint.
113.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 113 of the Amended Complaint.

114.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 114 of the Amended Complaint,

Dunlap admits that the email sent on February 20, 2014, by Dunlap, in his capacity as general
counsel of SBS, and secretary of Safeguard Acquisitions, is the best evidence of its content and
speaks for itself.
115.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 115 of the Amended Complaint.

116.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 116 of the Amended Complaint.

117.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 117 of the Amended Complaint,

Dunlap admits that the draft of an assignment letter sent on March 3, 2014, by Dunlap, in his
capacity as general counsel of SBS, and secretary of Safeguard Acquisitions, is the best evidence
of its content and speaks for itself.
118.

Dunlap lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 118 of the Amended Complaint.
119.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 119 of the Amended Complaint,

Dunlap admits that on March 11, 2014, Teply sent Dunlap an email, which is the best evidence
of its content and speaks for itself.
120.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 120 of the Amended Complaint,

Dunlap admits that on March 17, 2014, Teply and Thurston sent Dunlap an email to which
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Dunlap responded to Teply, which emails are the best evidence of their content and speak for
themselves.
121.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 121 of the Amended Complaint.

122.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 122 of the Amended Complaint,

Dunlap affirmatively avers that Idaho Business Forms, Inc. has been providing W-2 processing
services and forms to Employers Resource for years prior to the August 27, 2013 partial asset
purchase, and Dunlap affirmatively avers based upon his knowledge, information and belief that
Plaintiffs, including Dawn Teply, have never provided Employers Resource with W-2 processing
services and forms. Dunlap denies the remaining allegations in said paragraph.
123.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 123 of the Amended Complaint,

Dunlap admits that on March 31, 2014, Teply sent Dunlap an email to which Dunlap responded
to Teply, which emails are the best evidence of their content and speak for themselves.
124.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 124 of the Amended Complaint.

125.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 125 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 18 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations
in said paragraph are denied.
126.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 126 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 19 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
127.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 127 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 19 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations
in said paragraph are denied.
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128.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 128 of the Amended Complaint,

Dunlap admits that on April10, 2014, Teply met with McLaughlin and McCormick, and the
remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
129.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 129 of the Amended Complaint.

130.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 130 of the Amended Complaint,

Dunlap admits that by the end of the AprillO, 2014, there was no agreement between Teply and
McLaughlin and/or McCormick as to the exchange of any of Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc.'s
customer file information; admits that no customer files have been provided to Teply; and the
remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
131.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 131 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 20 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations
in said paragraph are denied.
132.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 132 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 21 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
133.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 133 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 20 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations
in said paragraph are denied.
134.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 134 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 20 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations
in said paragraph are denied.
135.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 135 of the Amended Complaint.
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136.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 136 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 22 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations
in said paragraph are denied.
137.

In response to the allegations in in paragraph 137 of the Amended Complaint,

Dunlap admits that on April16, 2014, Dunlap, in his capacity as general counsel of SBS and
secretary of Safeguard Acquisitions, spoke with Teply and offered that she be paid $20,000, and
the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
138.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 138 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 23 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
139.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 139 of the Amended Complaint,

Dunlap admits that on April19, 2014, Dunlap, in his capacity as general counsel of SBS and
secretary of Safeguard Acquisitions, sent an email to Thurston which is the best evidence of its
content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
140.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 140 of the Amended Complaint.

141.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 141 of the Amended Complaint,

Dunlap admits that on April24, 2014, Thurston sent an email to Dunlap, which email is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are
denied.
142.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 142 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 24 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations
in said paragraph are denied.
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143.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 143 of the Amended Complaint,

Dunlap admits that certain language has been quoted from an email sent by Dunlap to Teply, and
the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
144.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 144 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 25 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations
in said paragraph are denied.
145.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 145 of the Amended Complaint.

Exhibit 17 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations
in said paragraph are denied.
146.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 146 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 26 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations
in said paragraph are denied.
147.

Dunlap admits that on May 2, 2014, in his capacity as general counsel of

Safeguard Business Systems, and secretary of Safeguard Acquisitions, he sent an email to
Thurston, which email is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining
allegations in said paragraph are denied.
148.

Dunlap lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 148 of the Amended Complaint.
149.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 149 of the Amended Complaint,

Dunlap admits that on May 8, 2014 McLaughlin and McCormick met with Teply at her office,
and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
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150.

Dunlap lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 150 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 27 is the best evidence
of its content and speaks for itself. Exhibit 28 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for
itself.
151.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 151 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 29 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and admits that McLaughlin
sent an email to Teply on May 28, 2014, which is best evidence of its content and speaks for
itself, and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
152.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 152 of the Amended Complaint,

Dunlap admits that on May 23, 2014, in his capacity as general counsel of Safeguard Business
Systems, and secretary of Safeguard Acquisitions, he sent an email to Teply, which email is the
best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations in said paragraph
are denied.
153.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 153 of the Amended Complaint,

Dunlap admits that during the referenced call, in his capacity as general counsel of Safeguard
Business Systems, and secretary of Safeguard Acquisitions, Teply was offered $10,000, admits
Teply did not accept the offer, admits that Dunlap did not have a complete report identifying
overlapping customer accounts, and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
154.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 154 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 30 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations
in said paragraph are denied.
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155.

Dunlap lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 155 of the Amended Complaint.
156.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 156 of the Amended Complaint.

157.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 157 of the Amended Complaint.

158.

Dunlap lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 158 of the Amended Complaint.
159.

Dunlap lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 159 of the Amended Complaint.
160.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 160 of the Amended Complaint,

Dunlap admits that a New Mexico distributorship held by Wilder Venture, Inc. was looking to
sell its business.
161.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 161 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 31 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
162.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 162 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 31 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
163.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 163 of the Amended Complaint,

Dunlap admits that Wilder Venture, Inc. wanted to sell its commission rights as more fully
defined in its Safeguard distributorship agreement and agreed to list the sale of those commission
rights to SafeNet.
164.

Dunlap lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 164 of the Amended Complaint.
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165.

In response the allegations in paragraph 165 of the Amended Complaint, Exhibit

32 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and Dunlap admits that on March 7,
2014, Suzanne Savoie emailed Thurston information about the potential assignment of the New
Mexico Distributorship.
166.

Dunlap lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 166 of the Amended Complaint.
167.

Dunlap lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 167 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 33 is the best evidence
of its content and speaks for itself.
168.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 168 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 32 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
169.

Dunlap lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 169 of the Amended Complaint.
170.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 170 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 32 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
171.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 171 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 32 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
172.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 172 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 34 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
173.

Dunlap lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 173 of the Amended Complaint.
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174.

Dunlap lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 174 of the Amended Complaint.
175.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 175 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 36 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
176.

Dunlap lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 176 of the Amended Complaint.
177.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 177 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 37 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
178.

Dunlap lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 178 of the Amended Complaint.
179.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 179 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 38 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
180.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 180 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 38 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and Dunlap denies the
remaining allegations in said paragraph.
181.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 181 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 39 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and Dunlap lacks knowledge
or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth of the remaining allegations in said
paragraph.
182.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 182 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 40 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
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183.

Dunlap lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 183 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 41 is the best evidence
of its content and speaks for itself.
184.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 184 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 42 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
185.

Dunlap lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 185 of the Amended Complaint.
186.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 186 of the Amended Complaint,

Dunlap denies the allegations in the first sentence; and Dunlap admits the remaining allegations
in said paragraph.
187.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 187 of the Amended Complaint.

188.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 188 of the Amended Complaint.

189.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 189 of the Amended Complaint.
FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Breach of Contract
(T3 Enterprises against SBS)

190.

In response to paragraphs 190-194 of the Amended Complaint, those allegations

and claims are not made against this answering Defendant and, therefore, no response is
required.
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.

~

SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Breach of Contract
(Thurston Enterprises against SBS)
195.

In response to paragraphs 195-201 of the Amended Complaint, those allegations

and claims are not made against this answering Defendant and, therefore, no response is
required.

TIDRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Breach of the Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing
(T3 Enterprises against SBS)
202.

In response to paragraphs 202-207 of the Amended Complaint, those allegations

and claims are not made against this answering Defendant and, therefore, no response is
required.

FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Breach of the Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing
(Thurston Enterprises against SBS)
208.

In response to paragraphs 208-213 of the Amended Complaint, those allegations

and claims are not made against this answering Defendant and, therefore, no response is
required.

FIFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Tortious Interference with Contractual Relations
(T3 Enterprises against SIA, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, ffiF, Dunn, JDHRS and
KMMR)

214.

In response to paragraph 214 of the Amended Complaint, Dunlap incorporates by

reference his responses to each and every paragraph stated above as his answer to this paragraph,
as if fully copied and set forth at length herein.
215.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 215 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 6 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself. Dunlap denies that any
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response is required to the assertion of legal conclusions contained in paragraph 215 of the
Amended Complaint.
216.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 216 of the Amended Complaint.

217.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 217, including subparts a-f, of the

Amended Complaint.
218.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 218 of the Amended Complaint.

219.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 219 of the Amended Complaint.

220.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 220 of the Amended Complaint.

221.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 221 of the Amended Complaint.

222.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 222 of the Amended Complaint.

SIXTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Tortious Interference with Contractual Relations - Thurston RDA
(Thurston Enterprises against McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, Dunlap, IBF, JDHRS and
KMMR)

223.

In response to paragraph 223 of the Amended Complaint, Dunlap incorporates by

reference his responses to each and every paragraph stated above as his answer to this paragraph,
as if fully copied and set forth at length herein.
224.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 224 of the Amended Complaint, the

referenced agreement is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself. Dunlap denies that
any response is required to the assertion of the legal conclusions contained in paragraph 224 of
the Amended Complaint.
225.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 225 of the Amended Complaint.

226.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 226 of the Amended Complaint,

including subparts a-f, of the Amended Complaint.
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227.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 227 of the Amended Complaint.

228.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 228 of the Amended Complaint.

229.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 229 of the Amended Complaint.

230.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 230 of the Amended Complaint.

231.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 231 of the Amended Complaint.

SEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Tortious Interference with Contractual Relations - Thurston/Fiatt Agreement
(Thurston Enterprises against SBS)
232.

In response to paragraphs 232-241 of the Amended Complaint, those allegations

and claims are not made against this answering Defendant and, therefore, no response is
required.
EIGHTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Intentional Interference with Prospective Economic Advantage
(T3 Enterprises Against all Defendants)
242.

In response to paragraph 242 of the Amended Complaint, Defendant incorporates

by reference his responses to each and every paragraph stated above as his answer to this
paragraph, as if fully copied and set forth at length herein.
243.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 243 of the Amended Complaint.

244.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 244 of the Amended Complaint.

245.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 245, including subparts a-j, of the

Amended Complaint.
246.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 246 of the Amended Complaint.

247.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 247 of the Amended Complaint.

248.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 248 of the Amended Complaint.
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249.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 249 of the Amended Complaint.

NINTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Intentional Interference with Prospective Economic Advantage
(Thurston Enterprises against all Defendants)
250.

In response to paragraph 250 of the Amended Complaint, Dunlap incorporates by

reference his responses to each and every paragraph stated above as his answer to this paragraph,
as if fully copied and set forth at length herein.
251.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 251 of the Amended Complaint.

252.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 252 of the Amended Complaint.

253.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 253 including subparts a-j, of the

Amended Complaint.
254.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 254 of the Amended Complaint.

255.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 255 of the Amended Complaint.

256.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 256 of the Amended Complaint.

257.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 257 of the Amended Complaint.

258.

Dunlap lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 258 of the Amended Complaint.
259.

Dunlap lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 259 of the Amended Complaint.
260.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 260 of the Amended Complaint.
261.

Dunlap lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 261 of the Amended Complaint.
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262.

Dunlap lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 262 of the Amended Complaint.

TENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Violation of the Texas Deceptive Trade Practices Act
(T3 Enterprises against SBS)
263.

In response to paragraph 263 of the Amended Complaint, Dunlap incorporates by

reference his responses to each and every paragraph stated above as his answer to this paragraph,
as if fully copied and set forth at length herein.
264.

In response to paragraphs 264-269 of the Amended Complaint, those allegations

and claims are not made against this answering Defendant and, therefore, no response is
required.

ELEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
CONVERSION
(T3 Enterprises against McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, ffiF, JDHRS, and KMMR)
270.

In response to paragraph 270 of the Amended Complaint, Dunlap incorporates by

reference his responses to each and every paragraph stated above as his answer to this paragraph,
as if fully copied and set forth at length herein.
271.

In response to paragraphs 271-275 of the Amended Complaint, those allegations

and claims are not made against this answering Defendant and, therefore, no response is
required.
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.

TWELFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
CONVERSION
(Thurston Enterprises against McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, IBF, JDHRS, and KMMR)
276.

In response to paragraph 276 of the Amended Complaint, Dunlap incorporates by

reference his responses to each and every paragraph stated above as his answer to this paragraph,
as if fully copied and set forth at length herein.
277.

In response to paragraphs 277-281 oft?e Amended Complaint, those allegations

and claims are not made against this answering Defendant and, therefore, no response is
required.

THIRTEENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Accounting
(T3 Enterprises against all Defendants)
282.

In response to paragraph 282 of the Amended Complaint, Dunlap incorporates by

reference his responses to each and every paragraph stated above as his answer to this paragraph,
as if fully copied and set forth at length herein.
283.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 283 of the Amended Complaint.

284.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 284 of the Amended Complaint.

285.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 285 of the Amended Complaint.

FOURTEENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Accounting
(Thurston Enterprises against all Defendants)
286.

In response to paragraph 286 of the Amended Complaint, Dunlap incorporates by

reference his responses to each and every paragraph stated above as his answer to this paragraph,
as if fully copied and set forth at length herein.
287.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 287 of the Amended Complaint.
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288.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 288 of the Amended Complaint.

289.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 289 of the Amended Complaint.

ATTORNEY FEES
290.

Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 290 of the Amended Complaint.

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
291.

Dunlap admits that Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint seeks a demand for jury trial

pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 38.

RESPONSE TO PRAYER FOR RELIEF
292.

Dunlap denies that Plaintiffs are entitled to any of the relief requested in the

Amended Complaint.

SEPARATE, ALTERNATIVE AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES
For its separate, alternative and affirmative defenses, Dunlap pleads as follows:
1.

The Amended Complaint fails to state a claim against this answering Defendant

upon which relief can be granted, and the claims in the Amended Complaint directed against this
answering Defendant should be dismissed under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6).
2.

Plaintiffs are barred from maintaining this action because Plaintiffs failed to

present a justiciable controversy between Plaintiffs and this answering Defendant.
3.

Plaintiffs are barred from maintaining this action against this answering

Defendant based upon the doctrine of estoppel.
4.

Plaintiffs are barred from maintaining this action against this answering

Defendant because his alleged acts were done within the course and scope of his employment as
general counsel of Defendant Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
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5.

Plaintiffs should be denied any relief herein on the ground of unclean hands.

6.

Plaintiffs are barred from maintaining this action against this answering

Defendant because they have not been harmed or suffered any damages as a direct and proximate
result of any conduct alleged against this answering Defendant.
7.

Plaintiffs are barred from maintaining this action against this answering

Defendant under the litigation privilege.
8.

Plaintiffs are barred from maintaining this action against this answering

Defendant because they have violated Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure ll(a)(l).
WHEREFORE, Defendant Dunlap prays for judgment as follows:

1.

That Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint (Claims Five, Six, Eight, Nine, Eleven,

Twelve, Thirteen and Fourteen) be dismissed in their entirety, with prejudice, and that judgment
against Plaintiffs be entered in favor of Dunlap such that any and all claims for damages of any
sort or nature be denied.
2.

That Dunlap be awarded his costs, including reasonable attorneys' fees.

3.

For such other and further relief as this Court may deem just and proper.

DATED THIS~ay of January, 2015.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

even F. Schossberger, IS
o. 5358
Attorneys for Defendant M1chael Dunlap
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiffs,

v.

)
)
) Case No. CV-OC-2014-1416400
)
)
) SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT AND
~ DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
)
) EXHIBITS 8-10, 12, 16, 18-19, 29, 35, 37
) FILED UNDER SEAL
)
)

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
INC., a Delaware corporation;
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a ~
Delaware corporation; TRESSA
)
MCLAUGHLIN, an individual; JAMIE
)
MCCORMICK, an individual; MICHAEL )
DUNLAP, an individual; IDAHO
)
BUSINESS FORMS, INC. an Idaho
)
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corporation; JAMES DUNN, an individual;)
~
JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited )
liability company; FORM SYSTEMS INC. )
dba DOCUSOURCE PRINT
)
MANAGEMENT, an Oregon corporation; )
DELUXE CORPORATION, a Minnesota )
)
corporation; and DOES 1-10,
)
)
)
Defendants.
)
)

_________________________)

Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises, Inc. ("T3 Enterprises") and Thurston Enterprises, Inc.
("Thurston Enterprises") allege as follows:
NATURE OF THE ACTION

1.

Roger Thurston ("Thurston") has been a distributor for Safeguard Business

Systems, Inc. ("SBS") for more than 27 years. SBS distributes products in the business forms,
supplies and services industry. On June 1, 1987, Thurston signed a franchise agreement and
became an SBS distributor. Thurston was assigned a geographic territory consisting of, among
other areas, 26 counties in the state ofldaho, including Ada County. On November 13, 1995,
with the consent of SBS, Thurston assigned his Safeguard franchise agreement to his corporate
entity, Plaintiff Thurston Enterprises.
2.

Dawn Teply ("Teply") either has been, or has worked for, an authorized SBS

distributor for more than 19 years. On August 1, 2006, after working for 11 years as an
employee of Thurston Enterprises, Teply purchased 1,863 Safeguard customer accounts then
owned by Thurston for the sum of almost $600,000. Teply then formed a close corporation
(PlaintiffT3 Enterprises) and became an authorized SBS distributor pursuant to a franchise
agreement. T3 Enterprises was assigned a geographic territory consisting of, among other areas,
33 counties in the state ofldaho, including Ada County.
3.

Chief among the various material provisions of Thurston Enterprises' and T3

Enterprises' franchise agreements with SBS were essential contractual provisions that granted to
them unbridled customer protection against competition by (1) Safeguard itself, (2) all Safeguard
SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL- 2
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distributors and franchisees, and (3) any other third party engaged in the offer and sale of
Safeguard products. SBS contractually promised that, ifT3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises
solicited or otherwise originated the first order by a customer- wherever located - for any
Safeguard product, then these two distributors were entitled to - and would receive -the
exclusive rights to all commissions generated from any and all sales to that customer for the next
36 months. And, every time they solicited a subsequent order from the customer, their 36 months
of exclusive rights to commissions started all over again.
4.

Just as important, T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises- [whether with or

without cause - still possessed the unqualified right to participate in commissions generated
through sales to that customer for a period of up to five years after the termination of their
contracts with SBS]. These contractual rights, apply to all ofT3 Enterprises' and Thurston
Enterprises' customers for Safeguard products (the "Protected Customers"), and are known as
"Customer Protection."
5.

SBS grants its franchisees Customer Protection for the purpose of providing them

with the incentive to invest significant ongoing time, effort and money in the development of
customer relationships. Without Customer Protection, Safeguard's franchisees will not make this
business investment, particularly when- as in this case- defendants "free-ride" on- and
ultimately destroy- Thurston's 26 years- and Teply's 19 years- of hard work establishing and
maintaining their commercial relationships. Customer Protection represents the franchisee's
principal asset and the value of its SBS distributorship business is directly proportional to, and
dependent upon, the nature and extent of the franchisee's Customer Protection.
6.

SBS's parent company Deluxe Corporation ("Deluxe") has treated these

Customer Protection rights like collateral damage in order to increase its own profits. Deluxe
has interfered with these Customer Protection rights and caused SBS not to enforce or protect
them. Deluxe, a competitor of Safeguard, acquired SBS in 2004. Deluxe acquired SBS with the
intention of increasing its manufacturing capabilities and capacity utilization. Pursuant to this
strategy, following its acquisition by Deluxe, SBS discontinued all product manufacturing.
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Thereafter, Deluxe has pressured the SBS distributors to submit their retail product orders with
SBS for Deluxe manufactured products.
7.

One major stumbling block for Deluxe was that it could not force the SBS

distributors to source their orders through Deluxe. Dating back to at least 1989, the SBS
distributors have utilized non-SBS vendors to augment and expand the Safeguard Systems for
which they obtain retail orders from their Protected Customers. And, pursuant to the SBS
distributor agreements, Deluxe could not require that the SBS distributors do otherwise. Nor
could Deluxe do anything to change the SBS distributor agreements because they automatically
renew every five years or so and cannot lawfully be terminated by SBS absent good cause.
8:

In a concerted effort to defeat the terms of the SBS distributors' contractual rights,

and to relieve itself of SBS' s Customer Protection obligations under the SBS distributor
franchise agreements, Deluxe has engaged in a strategy that is designed to pressure SBS
distributors to place their orders both with SBS for products manufactured by Deluxe and, where
Deluxe does not itself manufacture the product, for products manufactured or supplied by
vendors that Deluxe has designated as "preferred." These Deluxe "preferred vendors" pay to
Deluxe "kick-backs." These "kick-back" payments which Deluxe refers to as "rebates," equal
and exce~d 7% of the "preferred vendors"' gross sales. The SBS distributors have resisted doin~
so because Deluxe has implemented anti-competitive price increases annually, and its "preferred
vendors" also have initiated price increases in an effort to recoup the "rebates" that they must
. pay Deluxe.
9.

Because of the SBS distributor resistance to these matters, and because Deluxe

cannot lawfully terminate the SBS franchise agreements, Deluxe formulated a different approach
that has been designed by Deluxe to achieve the same result- i.e. the destructive termination of
the SBS distributor businesses. If Deluxe brought in new distributors they could ensure that the
new distributors sourced their products from Deluxe and the "preferred vendors," thus increasing
beluxe's profits. Consequently, beginning in 2008, Deluxe through its then-formed whollyowned subsidiary, Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. ("SAl"), launched its Business Acquisitions and
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Mergers ("BAM") program. Under the BAM program, Deluxe acquires independent non-SBS
distributor businesses in the small business forms, supplies and services product market.
10.

Deluxe's BAM Program is designed to maximize Deluxe insourcing (the

percentage of products sold or manufactured by Deluxe), and to cross-sell Deluxe products to
new customers who used to buy from Deluxe's competitors and expand Deluxe's range of
products. In operating this BAM program, Deluxe has rode roughshod over SBS's contractual
relations with its distributors.
11.

For example, Deluxe has undertaken two BAM transactions in Idaho which have

eviscerated T3 Enterprises' and Thurston Enterprises' Customer Protection rights. In April
2013, as part of its BAM Program, Deluxe purchased the assets of Form Systems Inc. doing
business as DocuSource ("DocuSource"), consisting primarily of its customer list and customer
relationships. On August 27, 2013, Deluxe similarly purchased the assets of Idaho Business
Forms, Inc. ("IBF"). DocuSource and IBF have always been direct competitors of both Thurston
Enterprises and T3 Enterprises in the same relevant geographic and product market, and
historically have sold a full line of products and services that compete directly with Safeguard's
products and services. As a result of this competition, historically the DocuSource and IBF
customers overlapped with- and are

co~on

to- the Protected Customers ofT3 Enterprises

and Thurston Enterprises.
12.

As part of Deluxe's pre-acquisition due diligence, Deluxe closely examined IBF's

and DocuSource's customer lists. Deluxe identified all of the IBF and DocuSource customers,
evaluated the historical purchasing and pricing activities relating to those customers, projected
the future sales of Safeguard Systems to those customers, calculated its ability to cross-sell
additional Deluxe-manufactured products to those customers, conducted a "Fit Analysis"
designed to evaluate Deluxe's ability to "insource" the manufacture of all products to the Deluxe
production facilities post-acquisition, determined its ability to leverage the core competencies of
the acquired distributors so as to develop additional Deluxe manufactured product capabilities,
and evaluated its ability to shift the acquired distributors' reliance on their current vendors and
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drive additional traffic to Deluxe's "preferred vendors," which would substantially increase
Deluxe's "rebate" revenue recognition. Deluxe then ran IBF and DocuSource's customer lists
against its own accounting system to identify whether the customers it was buying were those
same customers that are protected under other distributors' Customer Protection rights (hereafter
referred to as the "Common Customers" or "Cross-Over Customers"). After completing this
evaluation, Deluxe, knew that many ofDocuSource's and IBF's customers were also the
Protected Customers of T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises, as well as at least 34 other SBS
distributors.
13.

Deluxe was fully aware that many Cross-Over Customers were subject to the

Customer Protection rights ofT3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises. Despite having a list of
the Cross-Over Customers of these new Safeguard distributors, Deluxe, SAl and SBS did not
make any efforts to inform T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises of the details of these
transactions. Instead, Deluxe intentionally concealed the Customer Protection issues and caused
its subsidiary SBS to violate T3 Enterprises' and Thurston Enterprises' contractual rights.
14.

Deluxe completed the IBF and DocuSource asset sales transactions after having

determined that they would result in the violation of the Customer Protection rights of T3
Enterprises, Thurston Enterprises and at least 34 other SBS distributors. Deluxe purchased both
DocuSource's customer list for a dollar figure in excess of$10 million, and IBF's customer list
for. an additional $2.2' million dollars.
15.

Deluxe then managed and ran DocuSource and IBF as company operated

distributors for more than two years, labeling the entities "Safeguard by DocuSource" an~
"Safeguard by IBF." During this time, DocuSource and IBF openly contacted, solicited and
obtained orders for Safeguard Systems from many of the customers for whom T3 Enterprises and
Thurston Enterprises have Customer Protection rights. At no point did Deluxe, SAl, SBS,
DocuSource or IBF attempt to adhere to or respect the SBS distributors' Customer Protection
rights. Instead, they have sought to conceal their sales of Safeguard Systems to the Protected
Customers of the SBS distributors, including T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises.
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16.

After Deluxe brought in the two new distributors, DocuSource and IBF, it

engaged in a "war of attrition" to wear down both Teply and Thurston. Deluxe, SAl,
DocuSource and IBF's employees have repeatedly sought to threaten, coerce, and intimidate
Teply and Thurston into sharing (or selling at an artificially depressed price) many of the
customers that are the subject of their Customer Protection rights. At the same time, when asked
by Teply and Thurston whether these parties were selling Safeguard Systems to their Protected
Customers, these employees repeatedly and falsely said that they didn't have information
sufficient to answer these questions. These statements were knowingly false.
17.

Deluxe has not just unleashed DocuSource and IBF to destroy Plaintiffs'

Customer Protection rights. Deluxe has also engaged in predatory pricing in an attempt to
eliminate T3 Enterprises' and Thurston Enterprises' distributorship businesses in favor of
DocuSource and IBF. Toward that end, DocuSource and IBF have been offering quotes and
taking orders from T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises' Protected Customers at retail prices
that have been lower than- or just marginally above- T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises'
wholesale costs. This, in many instances, has eliminated their ability to compete with
DocuSource and IBF and has furthered damaged T3 Enterprises' and Thurston Enterprises'
ongoing relationships with their customers.
18.

Deluxe has also sought to force the SBS distributors to capitulate to Deluxe's

violation of the Customer Protection rights by having them sign an all-encompassing "General
Release" of all claims that they have against Deluxe and its many subsidiaries. The releases
would bar the very claims that are set forth in this complaint. If the distributor refuses, it is not
allowed to expand its business by acquiring other distributors. Thus, pursuant to Deluxe's
scheme to rid itself of the SBS distributors, on the front end, Deluxe acquires non-Safeguard
distributors, converts them to Safeguard distributors, operates them in competition with the
"targeted" SBS distributors, provides them with a cost-structure that undercuts the SBS
distributors, destroys their retail market competitiveness, and usurps the SBS distributors'
Protected Customers. And, on the backend, Deluxe refuses to allow the SBS distributors to grow
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through the acquisition of other SBS distributor businesses unless the SBS distributor signs allencompassing "general releases" that excuse Deluxe's unlawful conduct. In this fashion, and just
as Deluxe has planned, the SBS distributors' businesses atrophy to the pint of non-viability and
the distributors' ability to grow through acquisition or, alternatively, exit the business and recoup
its intrinsic value are entirely foreclosed.
19.

As a result of the conduct of the defendants, the SBS distributorship businesses of

T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises have suffered severe damage. The principal assets of
their SBS distributorship businesses consist of their customer relationships. Those relationships,
and all potential additional customer relationships, have been harmed. And, the damage to T3
Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises is only increased by the fact that, pursuant to their franchise
agreeme~ts

with SBS, SBS has contractually prohibited Thurston, Teply, her husband, and their

companies from, directly or indirectly, engaging in any other business activity that competes
with the offer and sale of Safeguard products.
20.

Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises seek damages against the

defendants pursuant to theories of: (1) breach of contract, (2) breach of the implied covenant of
good faith and fair dealing, (3) tortious interference with contractual relations, (4) tortious
interference with prospective economic advantage, (5) conversion, and (6) an accounting.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE
21.

This Court has jurisdiction and venue over this matter by virtue of Idaho Code §5-

514 and Idaho Code §5-404 because Defendants either reside in the State of Idaho or have
conducted and continue to conduct business in this state, and because Defendants have
committed the acts and omissions complained ofherein in the State of Idaho.

PARTIES
22.

Plaintiff T3 Enterprises is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of

the State ofldaho with its principal place of business in Meridian, Idaho. T3 Enterprises is
wholly owned and operated by Teply and her husband, Michael Teply.
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23.

Plaintiff Thurston Enterprises is a corporation organized and existing under the

laws of the State of Idaho with its principal place of business in Kuna, Idaho. Thurston
Enterprises is wholly owned and operated by Thurston.
24.

Defendant SBS is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State

of Delaware with its prinCipal place of business in Dallas, Texas.
25.

Defendant SAl is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State

of Delaware with its principal place ofbusiness in Dallas, Texas.
26.

Defendant Deluxe is a corporation organized and existing under the State of

Minnesota with its principal place of business in Shoreview, Minnesota. SBS and SAl are direct
or indirect wpolltowned subsidiaries of Deluxe.
27.

Defendant Michael Dunlap ("Dunlap") is a citizen and resident of Dallas County,

Texas. Dunlap is the general counsel for SBS and corporate secretary for SBS, SAl and SFS.
28. ·

Defendant Tressa McLaughlin ("McLaughlin") is a citizen and resident of Ada

County, Idaho.
29.

Defendant Jamie McCormick ("McCormick") is a citizen and resident of Ada

County, Idaho.
30.

Defendant KMMR, LLC ("KMMR") is a limited liability company organized and

existing under the laws of the State of Idaho with its principal place of business in Boise, Idaho.
McLaughlin and McCormick are identified by the Idaho Secretary of State as two of the owners
and the managing members of KMMR.
31. .

Defendant JDHRS, Inc. ("JDHRS") is a limited liability company organized and

existing under the laws of the State ofldaho with its principal place of business in Boise, Idaho.
Upon information and belief, James Dunn ("Dunn") is the managing member and majority
equity owner in JDHRS.
32.

Defendant Dunn is a citizen and resident of Ada County, Idaho.

33.

Defendant IBF is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State

ofldaho .with its principal place of business in Boise, Idaho. Dunn is identified by the Idaho
Secretary of State as the president, secretary and director for IBF.
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34.

Defendant Form Systems Inc. doing business as DocuSource Print Management

("DocuSource"), is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Oregon
with its principal place ofbusiness in Portland, Oregon.
COMMON ALLEGATIONS
History of Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. and The Safeguard Distributor Model
35.

All allegations herein are made on information and belief..

36.

SBS distributors own and operate independent Safeguard businesses through

which they solicit orders for products and services that carry the Safeguard trademarks, including
printed b~siness forms and products, one-write account and other financial systems, nonfinancial one-write systems like gift certificates and visitor pass systems, continuous and laser
computer forms and checks, envelopes, tax forms, computer software, records management, fullcolor printing, business apparel, promotional products, office products, web and design services
and related business supplies, W-2 processing and other employee tax reporting services
(hereinafter collectively referred to as "Safeguard Systems").
37.

Each distributor is responsible for soliciting customer orders for the Safeguard

Systems and, if those orders are accepted, places the orders through SBS. SBS then administers
the billing and direct shipping to the customers, and processes all accounts receivable.
Commissions are then paid by SBS to the distributor on all sales which are made to that
distributor's customers.
38.

During the period of 1956 through 2004, SBS manufactured many of the

aforementioned printed business forms and products. Since at least 1989, SBS distributors have
augmented and expanded the Safeguard Systems product lines that they offer to customers in the
small business market by using other manufacturers and suppliers. Consequently, SBS
distributors supplemented their product offerings by developing commercial relationships with
hundreds of large and small approved vendors. This has allowed the SBS distributors to source
their customers' orders through more efficient and competitively-priced vendors.
39.

In 1998, the California Appellate Court, in Gentis v. Safeguard Business Systems,

Inc., 60 Cal. App. 4th 1294 (Cal. App. 2d Dist. 1998), found that SBS's relationship with its
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distributors was really that of a franchisor/franchisee, subject to federal and state franchise laws.

1

SBS's announcement to its distributors of its status as a franchisor is attached hereto as
Exhibit 1.
40.

In light of the decision in Gentis, SBS and Deluxe discontinued selling franchises

through SBS and, in 2007, formed Safeguard Franchise Services, Inc. ("SFS") to serve as the
franchisor for the Safeguard brand. SFS is an indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of Deluxe, and
has been selling Safeguard franchises since May 2, 2007. Sometime prior to 2015, SFS stopped
selling franchises as a consequence of certain regulatory deficiencies. However, since early
2015, Deluxe has also been selling franchises through a third franchisor entity, Safeguard
Franchise Sales, Inc. ("SFS II").
41.

As a result of this corporate restructuring, all Safeguard "legacy" distributors (i.e.,

those with distributor agreements which were entered into prior to May 2007) have contractual
agreements with SBS, and all new SBS distributors (i.e., post-May 2007) have contractual
agreements with SFS or SFS II. The terms and condition of the "legacy" or SBS distributor's
agreements are much more favorable to the distributors. Conversely, the terms and conditions of
the SFS and SFS II distributors' agreements are draconian and are much more favorable to SFS
and SFS II. Since at least early 2013, Deluxe has considered the terms of the SBS distributor
agreements to be its "Achilles" heel and has sought either to terminate those agreements or to
convert the SBS distributors to SFS or SFS II distributors.

The Idaho Safeguard Distributorships of Thurston and Teply
42.

On June 1, 1987, Thurston and SBS entered into a Safeguard Interim Regional

Distributor Agreement (the "Thurston RDA"). A true and accurate copy of the Thurston RDA is
attached hereto as Exhibit 2. On November 13, 1995, with the consent of SBS, Thurston

1

The Gentis Court found that all elements of a franchise relationship were present- i.e., (1) SBS's
distributors were operating under a marketing plan or system prescribed in substantial part by SBS; (2)
the operation of their businesses pursuant to such plan or system was substantially associated with SBS's
trademark, service mark, trade name, logotype, advertising or other commercial symbol; and (3) the
distributors were required to pay a franchise fee. Gentis v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., 60 Cal. App.
4th at 1304-1305.
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assigned the Thurston RDA, along with all rights and obligations thereunder, to Plaintiff
Thurston Enterprises.
43.

In 1995, Thurston.hired Teply to serve as a sales representative for Thurston

Enterprises. During the summer of2006,

a~er

working for Thurston Enterprises for

approximately 11 years, Teply opened discussions with Thurston about purchasing Thurston
Enterprises' Customer Protection rights to certain of its customers.
44.

Thereafter, Thurston and Teply agreed that Thurston Enterprises would assign to

Teply's newly formed entity, T3 Enterprises, a large number of Thurston Enterprises' customers
and referral sources. The agreement was then presented to SBS for approval.
45.

SBS thereafter approved the assignment and prepared all of the necessary

documents, including, an Assignment Agreement, Personal Continuing Guarantee and Safeguard
Distributor Agreement. Each of these agreements was signed by the parties.
46.

Pursuant to the Assignment Agreement, T3 Enterprises agreed to pay Thurston

Enterprises $598,118.32, in 120 monthly installments of$4,984.32 in return for T3 Enterprises'
"rights to solicit, and receive commissions on" more than 1,863 of Thurston Enterprises'
Protected Customers, and the rights to a list of referral sources from whom Thurston had
obtained leads and assistance. A true and accurate copy of the Assignment Agreement is attached
hereto as Exhibit 3.
47.

Teply also provided Thurston Enterprises with a "Personal Continuing

Guarantee" in which she "unconditionally" guaranteed payment of the $598,118.32. A true and
accurate copy of the Personal Continuing Guarantee is attached hereto as Exhibit 4.
48.

Contemporaneous with the parties' execution of the Assignment Agreement, T3

Enterprises and SBS entered into an SBS distributor agreement (the "Teply Distributor
Agreement"). A true and accurate copy of the Teply Distributor Agreement is attached hereto as
Exhibit 5.
49.

During the 24-month period following T3 Enterprises' execution of the Teply

Distributor Agreement, Teply- through hard work and diligence- was able to grow her SBS
distributorship from the 1,863 Protected Customers that she purchased from Thurston in August.
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2006 to 2,033 Protected Custo~ers by December 31,2008, and thereby increased the value of
her SBS 9istributorship business.
Thurston and Teply's Customer Protection Rights

50.

After Thurston or Teply solicit an order from a customer- and the order is later

invoiced by SBS and paid by the customer- SBS contractually guarantees Thurston and Teply
the exclusive right to the commissions generated from all sales to that customer for the next 36
months. This exclusive right to commissions is referred to herein as "Customer Protection."
(See Ex. 2 [Thurston RDA], § 3, titled Account Protection Rights, & Attachment B. ["the

exclusive right to the commissions on sales of Safeguard Systems to: (i) each customer in [its]
sales [territory] whose first order of Safeguard Systems is directly a result of [Thurston's] efforts
and credited to [him]. .. "].); see also Ex. 5 [Teply Distributor Agreement], Exhibit B [granting
"the exclusive right to the commissions" generated on sales to Protected Customers.].)
51.

Further, anytime a new sale is made by Thurston or Teply to one of their

'

customers, the 36 months of exclusive rights to commissions for that Protected Customer starts
over. The Thurston RDA provides that Thurston's "exclusive right to commissions on sales of
Safeguard Systems to any customer shall expire [only] if that customer has not purchased any
Safeguard System and paid in full for such purchase, within thirty-six (36) months after the
invoice date of such customer's last prior purchase of any Safeguard System." (See Ex. 2,
Attachment B.) The Teply Distributor Agreement provides for the same rights. (See Ex. 5, § 4.)
52.

Importantly, if the Protected Customer is only purchasing one product from

Thurston and Teply, for example, envelopes, Thurston and Teply's Customer Protection rights
prohibit other SBS distributors from offering any Safeguard Systems - e.g., tax forms, computer
software, full-color printing, business apparel, etc. -to that Protected Customer. This allows
Thurston and Teply to provide complementary and other add-on Safeguard Systems to the
Protected Customer, and provides additional cash-flow to the distributor.
53.

Customer Protection is provided for in every SBS distributor agreement and is the

contractual responsibility of SBS to oversee and enforce. SBS has implemented and utilizes the
SBS Information Systems, which incorporates SBS's AS/400 computer database ("CMS")
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software, in order to track and manage the activity of its distributors. The SBS Information
Systems, among other things, includes a database of all SBS distributor sales activities,
customers, referral sources and prospective customers. Generally, distributors are required to
run all sales activities through the SBS Information Systems and, in tum, are then able to track
and manage their own customer information, order history, sales activity and commission
payments? Distributors are also able to run prospective new customers through the SBS
Information Systems in order to learn whether the potential customer has· already been assigned
to another distributor in the Safeguard network. If the prospect already purchases through
another SBS distributor, then the searching distributor is prohibited from soliciting or selling any
Safeguard Systems to that customer.
54.

Because Customer Protection is recognized by SBS as the principal and most

valuable SBS distributor asset, SBS has developed and distributed to all SBS distributors a
"Deceptive Business Practices Policy" ("SBS's DBPP"), which expressly addresses the
importance of Customer Protection rights. A true and accurate copy of SBS's DBPP is attached
hereto as Exhibit 6.
55.

Pursuant to SBS's DBPP, any solicitation of orders for Safeguard Systems from

the protected customers of any other SBS distributor is explicitly deemed to be a "deceptive
business practice." And, according to SBS's DBPP, any SBS distributor that engages in these
deceptive business practices will be subject to both the assessment of fines by SBS, and the
potential termination of its franchise agreement.
56.

In addition to enforcing Customer Protection rights, SBS is also required to

forward all inquiries and correspondence related to their Protected Customers and the distributor
notify "with reasonable promptness" of any "event that may be reasonably be expected to have a
material adverse effect upon the sale of Safeguard Systems to the Protected Customers. (See Ex.

l [Teply Distributor Agreement] § 7.)

2

Each customer is assigned a specific customer identification number by SBS, and all sales activity
generated by that customer is then stored in the SBS Information Systems.
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The Deluxe Takeover Of Safeguard

57.

SBS' relationship with its distributors, including T3 Enterprises and Thurston

Enterprises, was amicable and worked to the benefit of all parties from 1972 up until2004. This
changed in 2004 when Deluxe purchased SBS. Deluxe, a conglomerate entity with annual
revenues in excess of $1.6 billion dollars, is one of the two largest check printers in the United
States. Deluxe provides, through its numerous subsidiaries, various personalized products and
services to small businesses, financial institutions, and consumers, including but not limited to,
design sel:""ices, website services, print marketing, promotional products, and fraud protection
services ..
58.

Deluxe was a competitor of SBS and remains a competitor of SBS Distributors in

terms of selling many products. Deluxe acquired SBS for, among other reasons, the opportunity
to drive additional orders to its production facilities and thereby facilitate the expansion of its
I

manufacturing capacity utilization, capabilities and revenue. As a result, after being acquired by
Deluxe, SBS discontinued all manufacturing operations, and Deluxe sought to compel the SBS
distributors to place their retail orders with SBS for products that were - or would be manufactured by Deluxe.
59.

Deluxe's main obstacle in achieving this goal are the SBS distributors'

agreements. These perpetual agreements do not allow Deluxe to unilaterally require that products
be purchased from it and not other vendors. Instead, the agreements allow the SBS distributors
to source their customers' orders through any of many previously approved vendors.
60.

For this reason, Deluxe would like nothing better than to terminate these

distributor agreements or otherwise rid itself of the SBS distributors who do not get with
Deluxe's program. Deluxe has engaged in a multi-tiered strategy designed to ensure that SBS
Distributors source products from Deluxe rather than the other approved vendors.
61.

First, Deluxe tripled the amount of fees that SBS distributors must pay when they

source products from other previously approved manufacturers. These fees are not consistent
with SBS's actual administrative costs in handling these orders. Instead, the fees are "penalties"
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designed to penalize the SBS distributors that purchase Safeguard Systems from vendors rather
than place their orders with SBS for Deluxe manufactured products or other vendors sanctioned
by Deluxe.
62.

Where Deluxe doesn't manufacture a Safeguard product, it has implemented a

scheme to recognize additional revenue by classifying some vendors as "preferred." These
"preferred" suppliers are to (1) pay Deluxe "kickbacks" or what Deluxe refers to as "rebates";
and (2) agree not sell any product type to the SBS distributors that Deluxe also manufactures.
The end result of this tactic is that these manufacturers, if they want to keep Deluxe's business,
have to correspondingly increase the cost of their products in order to pay these rebates.
Consequently, Deluxe insists that the SBS distributors place retail orders with SBS for products
manufactured by Deluxe and its "preferred" suppliers where Deluxe does not manufacture the
product. This results in a supra competitive wholesale cost structure for the SBS distributors
because Deluxe has consistently raised its prices and the "preferred" suppliers must also do so to
compensate for the "rebates" that they must pay to Deluxe.
Deluxe's Business Acquisitions & Mergers Program

63.

Beginning in 2008, Deluxe launched its BAM program. The BAM program was

designed to expand the sales of Deluxe manufactured products through the acquisition of or
merger with existing independent non-SBS distributorships that offer and sell products and
services that compete with Deluxe and the SBS distributors. Deluxe's purchase of these non-SBS
distributors through the BAM program is hereafter referred to as the "BAM Transactions."
64.

Deluxe's BAM program has three primary objectives: (1) maximize insourcing

among distributors; (2) cross-sell Deluxe products to new customers ""ho previously purchased
from Deluxe's competitors; and (3) expand Deluxe's range of products. Deluxe has treated SBS
and its contractual relationship with its distributors as secondary to these goals and collateral
damage.
65.

Deluxe refers to the strategy of pushing sales of its o~ manufactured products to

SBS distributors as insourcing. Deluxe intends that the new distributors, which are brought in
through the BAM program, will insource more products than the SBS distributors. For example,
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Deluxe would rather have an acquired distributor who insources 25% of its products than an SBS
distributor who insources only I 0% of its products. Al.so, Deluxe intends to expand the ultimate
number of customers who buy its products and thus increase its market share. The value of these
acquired distributors is directly tied to its customer list ("BAM Customer List").
66.

Through its use of SAl to acquire these BAM Customer Lists, Deluxe has been

able to expand market penetration of the Safeguard brand at the expense- and to the detrimentof the SBS distributors and bring the business of customers identified in the BAM Customer
Lists into the Deluxe manufacturing plants. This then permits Deluxe to achieve non-trivial
additional revenue by insourcing orders for products that are manufactured and sold by Deluxe
and, if Deluxe does not manufacture the particular Safeguard System, by sourcing the now
Deluxe-owned Safeguard distributor's orders through Deluxe's "preferred" vendors and other
·vendor sources that contractually are required to pay Deluxe substantial "rebates." This activity
has been designed to (and, in fact has) substantially increased revenue for Deluxe. But Deluxe's
increased revenue comes at the direct expense of the SBS distributors, destroys their Customer
Protection rights and, ultimately, the intrinsic value of their SBS distributor businesses.
67.

Sutton, the director and vice president of franchise development for SAl, and the

vice president of franchise

developmen~

for both SBS and SFS, is responsible for the oversight of

the BAM program and related launch of the conversion-focused Business Development Funding
strategy- which has reportedly resulted in "record growth" for Deluxe in 13 of the past 15
quarters. For example, Deluxe estimates that the carrying value of the BAM Customer Lists held
for sale, as of December 31, 2013, exceeds $25 million- a $24.5 million increase compared to
the value ofthe BAM Customer Lists held for ~ale as ofDecember 31,2102.
68.

According to Sutton, "[SAl has] actually completed nearly 90 transactions in the
\

last five and a half years, so [BAM has] been an evolving strategy that the company is committed
to." Also; Deluxe publicly praises the BAM program as being the "most aggressive and
successful acquisition and conversion strategy in company history."
69.

By bringing in new distributors, Deluxe also hopes to capture new product

markets. For instance, lBF was heavily involved in promoting a W-2 Processing Services
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product line. Deluxe did not provide these services. By bringing IBF under the Safeguard
brand, Deluxe was able to expand its product categories and thereby increase its revenues.
70.

Deluxe has a significant financial interest in ensuring the success of these new

distributors and in continuing the BAM Program. To insure this success Deluxe has "targeted"
various legacy distributors throughout the country, and seeks to introduce Safeguard intra-brand
competition with them so as to saturate those markets. A true and accurate copy of a draft list or
these "targeted" distributors is attached as Exhibit 7. Among other SBS distributors, Deluxe has
"targeted" Teply and Thurston. Deluxe considers legacy distributors' rights that conflict with its
goals expendable. Consequently, Deluxe has operated the BAM Program in conscious disregard
of the legal rights of the SBS distributors. Among other reasons, Deluxe has done so because it
has concluded that the benefits to Deluxe outweigh the risks associated with the remote
possibility that it will someday be required to compensate the SBS distributors for destroying
their businesses.

Deluxe Investigates Acquiring DocuSource And IBF Through BAM Program
71.

Prior to 2013, the Idaho relevant market for Safeguard Systems was serviced by

Thurston Enterprises, T3 Enterprises and a third SBS distributor - Craig Empey ("Empey").
Historically, the geographic market served by these three distributors has been among the topfive in the Safeguard system with respect to per capita market penetration. At one point, they
collectively sold approximately $1.82 million per year within Idaho.
72.

A part of its BAM program -Deluxe looked into acquiring DocuSource and

IBF's customer list in early 2013. DocuSource and IBF had sales of business products and
services to retail customers in excess of $23 million annually. DocuSource and IBF are, and
always have been, direct competitors of T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises in the same
relevant geographic market in Idaho, and historically have sold a full line of products that
compete directly with the business products and services. As a result, T3 Enterprises and
Thurston Enterprises have a high volume of Cross-Over Customers with DocuSource and IBF.
73.

Deluxe performed a "fit analysis" for both DocuSource and IBF. The fit analysis

involves an "evaluation of potential insource performance."

Se~

IBF's "Due Diligence
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Summary," a true and correct copy which is attached as Exhibit 8. Deluxe performed this
analysis by conducting an "[a]nalysis of the [distributor's] top suppliers to understand how
[Deluxe's] mfg capability compares." Deluxe's revenues are increased to the extent the new
distributor can buy a high percentage of products from Deluxe and its "preferred" vendors.
74.

Deluxe.found for IBF that the "Fit Analysis reflects insourcing opportunities of

23%." (See Exhibit 8 [Deluxe's IBF "Due Diligence Summary"]; see also Exhibit 9 [IBF's
"Value Capture Summary"] ["Manufacturing to ramp up to a 23% run rate by year end."].) On
information and belief, similar due diligence documents were completed for the DocuSource
transaction. Based upon the 23% insourcing, Deluxe believed it could make a significant profit
from acquiring IBF and DocuSource.
75.

Another reason Deluxe wanted to purchase DocuSource and IBF was to increase

the amount of revenue it obtained from rebates. (See Exhibit 9 [IBF's Value Capture Summary]
[noting as one of its "Key Assumptions" that there is a "Focus on non-manufactured products to
key strategic vendors"].) In particular, Deluxe had in mind a potential "preferred vendor,"
Wright Business Graphics. (See Exhibit 10 [IBF Executive Summary "Profit Improvement
Strategies"] [noting the "Addition of Wright as strategic source resulting in product shift from
current vendors to wright"].)
76.

Wright was a large vendor used by both DocuSource and IBF. Attached as

Exhibit 11 is a true and correct copy of a list ofiBF's top vendors. It shows that IBF sent up to
$260,000 in business a year to Wright. DocuSource was and is Wright's biggest customer.
Wright, on the other hand, is one of Deluxe's "preferred," vendors and pays to Deluxe "rebates"
on all orders for Safeguard Systems. By acquiring DocuSource and IBF, Deluxe would have the
ability to significantly increase the volume of its "rebates" paid by Wright. The additional
rebates gave Deluxe a strong financial incentive to promote DocuSource and IBF to the
exclusion of the other SBS distributors, including T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises.
77.

The BAM transactions also allowed Deluxe to expand the products it offered.

The IBF deal brought to Deluxe a new services offering, W-2 Processing Services. W-2
accounted for approximately 25% ofthe annual revenue ofthe IBF business or $1 million. (See
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Exhibit 11 [IBF Top Vendor List] [showing over one million in annual sales].) This rationale
was outlined in a September 4, 2013 powerpoint for IBF entitled "After Action Report" which·
identified as a strategic rationale that the deal "[B]rings to Safeguard new services offering, W -2
Processing Services, which accounts for ~25% of the annual revenue of the business." A true
and correct copy of the IBF "After Acti~n Report" is attached hereto as Exhibit 12.
78.

Prior to IBF, Deluxe had unsuccessfully tried to use Apex, an outside vendor, for

W-2 processing. By adding IBF and Dunn's W-2 technology, capabilities and knowledge,
Deluxe would be able to roll out its own improved W-2 processing. This point was made clear
in the IBF Value Capture Summary, Exhibit 9, which states under "Operational Objectives" that
"Jim Dunn to effectively transition his responsibilities and knowledge about the EIS/Payroll
services aspect." Dunn had been a shareholder in Electronic Imaging Services ("EIS"), which
. worked to fulfill customer orders for W-2 processing. IBF had done business with EIS in regard
to the W-2 products. EIS services included creating the electronic images of the W-2s submitted
to IBF customers. IBF paid EIS $1.3 million for these services in the year prior to it being
acquired by Deluxe. See Exhibit 11 [IBF Top Vendor List] [showing over one million in annual
sales].)
79.

Deluxe received two benefits in regard to the W-2 processing. First, it could

utilize IBF's and Dunn's background to create its own W-2 processing services. By bringing the
W-2 proc.essing services in house (rather than through Apex), Deluxe would increase its profit
margins and revenues from such transactions. Second, Deluxe could obtain the $1.3 million in
yearly business that IBF sourced to EIS. This is noted in the IBF Value Capture Summary,
Exhibit 9, which notes among its "Operational Objectives" that "New Deluxe Electronic Tax
Filing competency to replace W-2 Processing service currently offered by IBF."
Deluxe Becomes Aware of The Teply and Thurston Customer Protection Issues During The
Due Diligence Phase Of Its Acquisitions Of DocuSource And IBF

80.

As part of the BAM due diligence process, Deluxe obtained significant amounts

of documentation regarding DocuSource and IBF. This included profit and loss statements,
balance sheets, descriptions and statements of accounts, customer billing addresses and contact
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information, customer shipping addresses and contact information, customer order history, sales
and costs by vendor, sales and margins by product line, sales and margins by customer, copies of
organizational charts, tax returns, vendor pricing and terms, employee and business contracts
among others. A true and correct copy of the due diligence documents Deluxe acquires through
the BAM process is attached hereto as Exhibit 13.
81.

Deluxe also reviewed the customer lists and information within DocuSource's

Demand Bridge software and IBF's EQuantum software. These accounting databases reflected
DocuSource's and IBF's sales activities and customer order history. The databases include
records and reports on customer sales, receivables, inventory general ledgers, etc.
82.

As a. part of its pre-sale due diligence in connection with Deluxe's purchase of

DocuSource's and IBF's assets, Deluxe reviewed the new distributors' customer lists and
analyzed -the potential for conflict with the Customer Protection rights of all SBS Distributors,
including T3 Enterprises' and Thurston Enterprises. The Franchise Development BAM Process,
Exhibit 14, explicitly states that a "Customer Scrub" is completed. This "scrub" identifies for
Deluxe, which of the customers that they are buying and, of those, which customers also are the
Protected Customers of all other SBS distributors such as Thurston Enterprises and T3
Enterprises. Deluxe identified the Common Customers of T3 Enterprises and Thurston
Enterprises by reviewing DocuSource' s customers in the Demand Bridge computer database and
IBF's customers in its EQuantum computer database. Deluxe then ran those same customers
through the Safeguard Information Systems.
83.

Through this reconciliation process, or "scrub," Deluxe knew that many of

DocuSource and IBF's customers were Common Customers ofT3 Enterprises and Thurston
Enterprises. Deluxe and SAl prepared a worksheet of the IBF sales that were impacted by
Common Customers. This list showed that at least $1 million ofiBF's revenue over a 12 month
period- and almost $3 million over the prior 36 month period- came from the Common
Customers of36 SBS distributors. A true and correct copy ofthe list is attached hereto as
Exhibit 15. The list also identified who had greater sales to the Common Customer, the SBS
Distributor or IBF. To the extent that IBF had greater sales, it noted that Deluxe would force the
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SBS distributor to either sell or share the account. On information and belief, a similar list exists
for DocuSource's customers.
84.

Deluxe also knew that by acquiring DocuSource and IBF it was violating T3

Enterprises' and Thurston Enterprises' Customer Protection rights. In Deluxe's IBF "Due
Diligence Summary," Exhibit 8, Dunlap wrote that "[t]here is an above normal number of

account protection issues due to the area in which the

target~d business

is located. These

potential account protection issues have been identified. Resolution efforts are underway to
negate potential loss of sales." Similarly, in Deluxe's IBF Executive Summary, Exhibit 10,
Deluxe noted that "Resolution of account protection matches will be key as some accounts do
business with area Safeguard offices." In a "Value Capture Summary" it was also noted that a
key assumption of the deal's financial projections was the "resolution of key account protection
issues." A true and correct copy of the "Value Capture Summary" is attached hereto as Exhibit
_2. On information and belief, similar documents exist for the DocuSource transaction.

Deluxe Management Approves The DocuSource and IBF Acquisitions Knowing That They
Will Result In Customer Protection Violations
85.

Deluxe was intricately involved in the review of the due diligence documentation

for the IBF and DocuSource deals. The highest levels of Deluxe's management must both
review and approve the BAM transactions. For transactions larger than $500,000, such as IBF
and DocuSource, the following individuals and departments must review this information and
sign off on the transaction: the Deluxe tax department, the Deluxe accounting department, Scott
Sutton (~ice President at SBS), Terry Peterson (CFO and Senior Vice President at Deluxe),
Malcolm McRoberts (Senior Vice President of Small Business Services at Deluxe), Jeffrey Bata
(Chief Accounting Officer, Vice President and Controller at Deluxe), Brian Nordling (Executive
Director or Corporate Tax at Deluxe), Cassie Clark (Executive Director of Finance for SBS), JJ
Sorrenti (Vice President of Strategic Channel Sales at Deluxe), Susan Steen (Vice President of
Finance at Deluxe), Lee Schram (CEO at Deluxe) and the Deluxe Board of Directors. A true and
correct copy of the Safeguard BAM Approval and Documentation Requirements is attached
hereto as Exhibit 16.
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86.

A BAM transaction cannot be completed without Deluxe's approval. A true and

correct copy of the Franchise Development BAM Process is attached hereto as Exhibit 14. The
Franchise Development BAM Process explicitly notes that all BAM transactions must "Obtain
Final Deluxe Approval."
87.

Deluxe acquired DocuSource's customer list and other tangible and intangible

assets on April 30, 2013; and, Deluxe acquired IBF's customer list and other tangible and
intangible assets on August 27,2013. A true and accurate copy of SAl's standard form Asset
Purchase Agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit 17. Deluxe, as with all BAM transactions,
paid the

~ellers

for the purchase ofDocuSource and IBF. Without this funding, DocuSource and

IBF would not have become Safeguard distributors. A true and correct copy of domestic wire ·
transfer receipts of $1.6 million and $195,069 in the IBF transaction are attached hereto as
Exhibits 18-19. On information and belief, similar wire transfers were completed for the
DocuSource transaction.
88.

Deluxe knew that the DocuSource and IBF transactions would violate T3

Enterprises' and Thurston Enterprises' Customer Protection rights. Nevertheless, Deluxe, SAl,
'

DocuSource, IBF, McLaughlin, McCormick and Dunn knowingly and purposefully completed
the asset sale, with Deluxe purchasing IBF's customer list for $2.2 million dollars and
DocuSource's customer list for more than $10 million. Deluxe's top executives and officers
approved the transactions and were fully aware of these "details. A true and correct copy of the
IBF BAM Transaction Approval Form, showing these officers signatures, is attached as Exhibit
20. In doing so, Deluxe and the other defendants acted in conscious disregard ofT3 Enterprises'
and Thurston Enterprises' legal rights.
89.

Even prior to Deluxe's acquisition ofDocuSource and IBF, the market for

Safeguard Systems ":'ithin the Idaho relevant geographic market was already over-represented
and saturated, and there was - and still is -very little room for growth. Given this competitive
market reality, Deluxe's introduction of the new DocuSource and IBF Safeguard distributor
entrants has had the effect of materially foreclosing the ability of Thurston Enterprises and T3
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Enterprises to generate material additional sales of Safeguard Systems to new customers within
that geographic market.

Deluxe Manages DocuSource And IBF As Company Operated Distributors Until
May,2015
90.

For two years, Deluxe monitored and managed DocuSource and IBF as company

operated distributors. The companies were marketed and referred to as "Safeguard by
DocuSource" and "Safeguard by IBF." Deluxe ran these distributors and used the former
employees of these companies as Deluxe's consultants and employees.
91.

DocuSource was managed by J.J. Sorrenti, President at SBS and Vice-President at

Deluxe, and Terry D. Peterson, the Chief Financial Officer and Senior Vice President at Deluxe.
These individuals are identified as DocuSource management by the Oregon Secretary of State.
A true and correct copy ofthe Oregon Secretary of State's entry for DocuSource is attached
hereto as Exhibit 21. Furthermore, the mailing address for DocuSource is identified as Deluxe
corporate headquarters, 3680 Victoria Street N., Shoreview, MN 55126. Deluxe insiders Amy
Tiller-Shumway, Senior Director ofNew Franchise Sales & Support at SBS and Phil Odella,
Executive Director of Operations Integration for Small Business Services at Deluxe both
participated in the management, supervision and direction of DocuSource. On information and
belief, Deluxe also employed former DocuSource employees.
92.

"Safeguard by IBF" was managed by former IBF employees under the

supervision and direction of Deluxe. On July 31, 2013, less than a month before Deluxe
acquired IBF's assets, Dunn, the former president, secretary and director for IBF formed
Defendant JDHRS. As part of Deluxe's purchase ofiBF's customer list, Deluxe, JDRHRS and
Dunn also agreed that Dunn would continue to solicit- and obtain orders for Safeguard Systems
from- certain customers which were identified by Dunn and Deluxe in _a five-page
;

memorandum. Among the customers identified in the five-page memorandum were customers
for whom T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises have Customer Protection rights, including
some of T3 Enterprises' largest and most important customers - e.g. Employers Resource,
Hayden Beverage Co., and St. Luke's Regional Medical Center, among others. A true and
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accurate copy ofiBF's January 13, 2014 Idaho Annual Report Form is attached hereto as
Exhibit 22.
93.

On August 21, 2013, six days before Deluxe's close on the purchase ofiBF's

assets, IBF executives McLaughlin and McCormick formed KMMR in anticipation of their
eventual acquisition ofiBF's customer list from Deluxe. A true and accurate copy ofKMMR's
Certificate of Organization with the State ofldaho is attached hereto as Exhibit 23. KMMR's
principal place ofbusiness is identified as 910 W. Amity, Boise, Idaho 83705, the same address
as IBF. See 2014 Annual Report for KMMR, dated August 18, 2014, and attached hereto as
Exhibit 24.
94.

As part of their agreement with Deluxe (See Ex. 25), McLaughlin and

McCormick [either directly, or indirectly through KMMR, were] allowed to manage IBF under
the names, "Safeguard by IBF," and "IBF, a Safeguard Company." True and accurate copies of
McLaughlin and McCormick business cards identifying McLaughlin as President/CEO and
McCormick as CFO of"IBF, a Safeguard Company," are attached hereto as Exhibit 26.
Following Deluxe's purchase ofiBF's customer list, SBS assigned to McLaughlin/
McCormick!KMMR a Safeguard distributor number (#4G3) and designated it as a Safeguard
"franchisee" in the SBS Information Systems. True and accurate copies of SBS's documents
identifying them as a Safeguard "franchisee" of SBS are attached hereto as Exhibit 27. In
addition to McLaughlin and McCormick, Deluxe also has granted to 16 of their employees. direct
access to SBS's internal intranet, referred to as the SafeNET.
'

95.

First and foremost among those responsible for the collaboration, management,

direction and supervision ofDocuSource (including John Curtin, Jeff Scott and Brian
Wiedenmann) and IBF (including Tressa McLaughlin, Jamie McCormick and Jim Dunn) was
Amy Tiller Shumway ("Shumway"). With respect to IBF, for example, Exhibit 28 is a true and
accurate copy of the "Organizational and Management Structure" for the IBF "Corporate
Caretaker Model" during the initial two year period of operation under Deluxe's ownership.
Upon information and belief, the DocuSource organizational and management structure was
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similar, with Shumway exercising the same fundamental responsibilities pursuant to Deluxe's
authorization and assignment.
Deluxe Admits That DocuSource and IBF Violated Customer Protection Rights

96.

For nearly two years, Deluxe ran Safeguard by DocuSource and Safeguard by IBF

as Deluxe company operated distributors. Both distributors were funded and run under Deluxe's
direction and supervision. Deluxe paid DocuSource's and IBF's payroll and expenses. For
example, a true and correct copy of one ofiBF's Cash Transfer Request[s] is attached as Exhibit
29. On information and belief similar documents exist as to DocuSource.
97.

During this holding period, Deluxe and SBS caused and/or took no action to

prevent DocuSource, IBF, Tiller-Shumway, McLaughlin, McCormick, K.MMR and Dunn from
obtaining orders for Safeguard Systems from the customers ofT3 Enterprises and Thurston
Enterprises. This includes, for a small example, DocuSource interfering with Thurston
Enterprises' protected customer Western Construction, Inc. and T3 Enterprises' protected
customers Neighborhood Housing Services, Inc:, Hayden Beverages Co. and Baird Oil Co. True
and correct copies of the invoices showing these Customer Protection violations are attached
hereto as Exhibits 30-33. It also includes IBF interfering with the Protected Customers. True
and accurate copies ofprintouts of pages from Safeguard's SafeNET, identifying T3 Enterprises'
customers Apache River, LLC (dba Double L), Hayden Beverage, and Meridian High School as
being shared between Teply, McLaughlin, McCormick, and K.MMR, are attached hereto as
Exhibit 34. These Common Customers are the Protected Customers ofT3 Enterprises and
Thurston Enterprises and should not be serviced by any other Safeguard distributor.
98.

Deluxe concealed, and participated and acquiesced in, the violation ofT3

Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises' Customer Protection rights. Deluxe failed to notify T3
Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises that such sales continued after IBF and DocuSource were
purchased. Instead, Deluxe concealed the Customer Protection violations. Although Deluxe can
- and does - identify Cross-Over Customers as a function of its pre-sale due diligence for the
BAM Transactions, Deluxe and its subsidiaries SBS and SAl have misrepresented to both
Thurston and Teply that this cannot be done.
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99. ' Instead, Deluxe's approved "resolution efforts ... to negate potential loss ofsales"
(See, Exhibit 35 at DEFS 0003912) impose upon the distributors the impossible task of
identifying - without providing the SBS distributors with the BAM Customer List - which of the
customers acquired as part of the BAM Transaction are Cross-Over Customers. By doing so,
I

Deluxe seeks to.delegate to its distributors the impossible task of performing SBS' obligationnot the distributor's obligation- of identifying who the Cross-Over Customers are in the first
instance, and thereafter imposes upon the SBS distributor the obligation of enforcing its
Customer Protection rights against the infringing party. By doing so, Deluxe knowingly intends
that the market confusion that it purposefully "unleashes" will overtake the SBS distributor, who
then will recognize the futility of any possible corrective action and capitulate to a known or
unknown sharing of its Cross-Over Customers with Safeguard's new distributor in that
geographic market.
100.

Deluxe recently has admitted that it has engaged in these unlawful practices.

When confronted by another distributor earlier this year, Schob and Schob, Inc. ("Schob"),
Deluxe and SBS finally admitted that the DocuSource and IBF transactions have resulted in
Customer Protection violations. SBS and SAl President and Deluxe Vice President JJ Sorrenti
finally conceded to Schob that four company owned distributors, including DocuSource and IBF,
have violated Schob's Customer Protection rights. Sorrenti admitted that the value of these
previously unreported violations was over $300,000.00. Despite the undisputed fact that Dunlap,
~

Sorrenti, Shumway, SBS, SAl, Deluxe- and even McLaughlin- could- and should- have done

.

.

the same for Teply and Thurston, each of them instead chose to employ Deluxe's approved
"resolution efforts ... to negate potential loss of sales" by fulfilling Deluxe's prevarication,
denial and obfuscation scheme. Deluxe and SBS have refused to do so. A true and correct copy
of Sorrenti's May 15, 2015 email and spreadsheet identifying the $300,000.00 in commissions is
attached hereto as Exhibit 36.
101.

Deluxe's scheme has not been limited to Idaho. A true and correct copy of

Deluxe's nationwide BAM acquisitions map is attached hereto as Exhibit 37. Throughout the
country, Deluxe continues to stearnroll over the SBS distributors' Customer Protection rights.
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102.

Compounding the damage to T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises,

DocuSource, IBF, McLaughlin, McCormick, KMMR and Dunn acquired all of the benefits
associated with being an authorized SBS distributor- e.g., name recognition, support, full line of
Safeguard Systems, etc. -without the burden of the contractual restrictions which are imposed
upon the existing SBS distributors. These restrictions, which put T3 Enterprises and Thurston
Enterprises at a distinct competitive disadvantage, include among other things: (a) the
assessment of "sourced fees" charged by Safeguard to its distributors, calculated as a percentage
of the dollar value of the customer's order; (b) requirements that SBS distributors place their
customer~'

orders through Deluxe and other "preferred" or "sourced" suppliers many of whom-

and, specifically, Deluxe- are inefficient vendors because they charge insuperably supracompetitive prices; and (c) the requirement that Safeguard's distributors pay warehousing and
inventory charges. DocuSource, IBF, McLaughlin, McCormick, KMMR and Dunn have been
allowed to capitalize on their non-trivial and unfair competitive advantage over the existing SBS
distributors, including T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises, as a consequence of their ability
· to competitively source products and services through Deluxe.
103.

Furthermore, on information and belief, DocuSource and IBF have been selling

products to the T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises Protected Customers at retail prices that
are below the T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises wholesale cost structure. DocuSource
and IBF achieve this result because the Deluxe manufactured products are sold by Deluxe to the
newly acquired SBS distributor at prices that are well below the prices offered to T3 Enterprises
and Thurston Enterprises. By doing so Deluxe and its BAM distributors are able to not only
increase t?eir insourcing but position DocuSource and IBF as the "go to" distributors in the area.
104.

And because ofthis unfair competitive advantage, DocuSource, IBF,

McLaughlin, McCormick, KMMR and Dunn have obtained orders from the Protected Customers
and prospective customers of Thurston Enterprises and T3 Enterprises by quoting prices that are
lo~er

than the cost structure that is imposed upon Thurston and Teply.
105.

Deluxe's approved and authorized plan to "resolve" the Account Protection issues

was simple: its employees - and the employees of the Safeguard subsidiary companies -together
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with Dunn, McLaughlin, McCormick,- and even Dunlap (the lawyer) would- and did- operate
IBF and DocuSource as Safeguard distributors just as they had been operated before Deluxe
acquired them. In other words, it was "business as usual." They simply ignored the Customer
Protection rights of the SBS distributors and sold to their Protected Customers without any
regard for t~ose rights. As outlined below, Deluxe and its subsidiaries planned to wage a "war of
attrition" to get T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises to abandon their Customer Protection
rights in favor ofDocuSource and IBF. Among other things, if an SBS distributor did happen to
learn that DocuSource or IBF had sold a Safeguard System to one of its Protected Customer,
Deluxe's plan was to pressure the SBS distributor to sell or share that Protected Customer.
Otherwise, Deluxe would just over-run the SBS distributor in the marketplace.

Deluxe Implements Its Approved "Resolution Efforts ....To Negate Loss of Sales:" The
"War of Attrition" Against Teply and Thurston
106.

At the end of August 2013- and after learning of Deluxe's acquisition ofiBF's

customer list- Teply, Thurston and Empey each asked Dunlap about the possibility of
purchasing - and splitting up amongst themselves -the customers of IBF that were not Common
Customers. They did so because they were concerned about (a) the anti-competitive intra-brand
effects resulting from introducing another SBS distributor into the small Idaho geographic
market- a market that already was oversaturated with the three existing SBS distributors and
Safeguard's new distributor, DocuSource; and (b) the fact that Dunn, McLaughlin and
McCormick intended to interfere with - and misappropriate - their Protected Customers.
107.

Dunlap summarily denied their requests. Thurston and Teply later learned that

Dunlap denied their requests because SBS, McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR and Dunn had
already "entered into a relationship" whereby, among other things,
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn were granted permission by Deluxe to operate as a
de-facto SBS distributor- under the names, "Safeguard by IBF," and "IBF, a Safeguard

Company"- and to service and sell Safeguard Systems to the customers identified in IBF's
customer list, among others.
c

108.

On October 3, 2013, Dunlap flew to Boise to meet with Teply to discuss the

Common Customers between T3 Enterprises and the IBF customer list. During their meeting,
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Dunlap insisted that Teply give up or sell to SAl- for servicing by
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR or Dunn (or both)- all of her Protected Customers that Dunlap
claimed had historically generated more business through IBF, because this was "best for
business." '
109.

Teply refused, and explained to Dunlap that what he was insisting upon violated

her Customer Protection rights, as set forth in the Teply Distributor Agreement. In response,
Dunlap, in "lawyer-like" fashion threatened that, "Oh, you want to talk contract? You want to go
to court and fight over the contract. We can go to court all day."
110.

Because Dunlap pressured and intimidated Teply with his "lawyer-like" conduct

and presence, together with his implied threat to use Deluxe's economic superiority to force
Teply's capitulation, Teply suggested that she would consider his requests, but asked Dunlap to
give her a complete list of the Common Customers, together with IBF's history of sales to those
customers, so that she might better understand what was at stake.
111.

On October 7, 2013, Dunlap emailed Teply a list of 108 ''potential conflicts"-

suggesting that he was not able to identify the actual Common Customers between Teply and
IBF. Dunlap later blamed IBF's use of the EQuantum Software for his inability to identify the
Common Customers between Teply and IBF. He claimed to have "no idea of what IBF was
selling and to whom and how much the sales were." Dunlap's disingenuously contrived lack of
knowledge, however, was nothing more than his attempt to keep from Teply information that she
was entitled to under T3 Enterprises' contract with SBS.
112.

Teply later asked Dunlap to identify who could provide her with some clarity as

to the identity of the actual Common Customers. Dunlap answered, that the information was
"with accounting and they won't talk to you unless I tell them to do so[... And,] unless you
want me to share your information with [McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR], then I will not share
their information with you."
113.

Instead of providing Teply with the requested information on the Common

Customers, Dunlap insisted that Teply meet with McLaughlin and McCormick to discuss this
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issue directly. This, however, was the commercial equivalent of telling Teply to ask for
assistance from her new Safeguard competitor.
114.

Sometime in early October 2013, McLaughlin- with Dunlap's assistance-

circulated a solicitation letter to all ofiBF's former customers- including T3 Enterprises and
Thurston Enterprises' Protected Customers. The letter informed the customers that (1)

McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR had "recently entered into a relationship with [SBS]"; (2) as a
result of the new relationship, the customers would "now have access to an even more diverse
offering of [Safeguard] products and services;" (3) "[McLaughlin], who has been with IBF for
23 years and [McCormick], who has been with IBF since 1999" would remain with
McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR and continue to service the customers' needs; and (4) that
someone at McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR would be following up with the customers soon to
"share exciting details about the new solutions that are now available to [their] organization" as a
result ofMcLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR's new relationship with Safeguard. A true and
accurate copy of McLaughlin's letter is attached hereto as Exhibit 25.
115.

Following the circulation of McLaughlin's solicitation letter, several of Teply's

and Thurston's Protected Customers contacted them and expressed confusion. Specifically, the
customers inquired (1) whether Teply and Thurston were still with Safeguard; (2) whether IBF
was now a part of Teply's and Thurston's companies; and (3) whether they now were supposed
to order through McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR.
116.

After learning about McLaughlin's letter, Teply contacted Dunlap to voice her

concerns and frustration about the letter. In response, Dunlap stated that the letter never should
have gone out to T3 Enterprises' Protected Customers, and that the "marketing department" did
not "clear" the letter with him before sending it. Dunlap falsely offered to send out a follow-up
letter to all of the Common Customers (notwithstanding the fact that he had told Teply earlier
that he could not identify the Common Customers) that received the solicitation letter informing
them ofMcLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR's error, and reminding them to continue to place their
orders with Teply. Dunlap also "offered" to include with the retraction letter, a 20% off coupon
good for the customer's next order with Teply. Teply accepted this, but neither Dunlap nor
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anyone eise at Safeguard followed through," and n~thing was done to mitigate the damage to
Teply and Thurston.
117.

Despite his initial assignment ofblame to the "marketing department," Dunlap

later admitted that he was at fault for directing the "marketing department'~ to send the
solicitation letter to a list of customers that he, himself, had provided. This list, of course,
contained all of the Common Customers between Thurston Enterprises and T3 Enterprises, on
the one hand, and IBF, on the other.
118.

On December 17, 2013, Teply and McLaughlin met to discuss Teply's forced co-

existence with McLaughlin as SBS distributors. During the meeting, Teply explained to
McLaughlin that she (Teply) had the contractual rights to Customer Protection, and asked that
McLaughlin follow the same rules that apply to every other SBS distributor. In response,
McLaughlin made very clear that she (McLaughlin) had already discussed the situation with
Dunlap, and boldly advised Teply that "different rules" applied to McLaughlin and other
distributors that were associated with the BAM Transactions. McLaughlin also made clear to
Teply that there would be "no interruption" in McLaughlin's Safeguard business operations;
'

instead, according to McLaughlin, it would be "business as usual" for
McLaughlin!McCormick/KMMR and Dunn.
119.

During December 2013, Thurston also spoke with McLaughlin about her

interference· with Thurston Enterprises' Protected Customers. When Thurston objected to
McLaughlin's violation of his contractual rights to customer exclusivity, McLaughlin repudiated
his objections, telling him: (a) that she "operated under different rules;" (b) that "Safeguard's
guidelines didn't matter;" and (c) that, for McLaughlin, McCormick and Dunn, it was "business
as usual."
120.

In late January 2014, Teply learned that a SBS distributor- recently introduced to

the Idaho geographic market by way of a different BAM Transaction- had been taking orders
for Safeguard's laser checks from one of Teply's long-time Protected Customers, Payette County
Title. Teply learned about this distributor's infringing sales when the customer placed a new
order with Teply for a form of Safeguard laser check that had been sold to the customer by
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Safeguard, but not through Teply. Teply also learned from the customer that the other SBS
distribut<?r was selling these laser checks at prices much lower than those than could be offered
by Teply. The lower prices were the result of"special [wholesale] pricing" that SBS had
extended to the other SBS distributor, but not to Teply. As a result, the other SBS distributor was
able to earn a higher commission and/or undercut Teply's pricing, which it did with Payette
County Title.
121.

On January 24, 2014, Teply emailed Dunlap to voice her concerns about this SBS

distributor's infringing sales, the "special [wholesale] pricing" it had been offered by SBS and,
generally, SBS's failure (and potential inability) to control or regulate the new SBS "
distributorships created through the BAM Transactions. In response to Teply's email, Dunlap
stated as follows:
Thanks, let me get some folks to research the [special] pricing. I will get
back to you ....
I am not sure it is accurate that Safeguard doesn't have any idea on what is
being sold when we bring in outside bases, but I do agree it brings
challenges, different things we have to do. But bringing in outside
business does provide growth, new people and new ideas.
How ~an we provide account protection and support? I didn't say we
couldn't get the information, I stated I don't have all the information I feel
I need to have a quality, new conversation with you. You have been
patient, way more patient than me and I appreciate it.

Dawn, I don't have all the answers, but I do have the responsibility to fix
as much as I can.... Please let me know your thoughts on the
[McLaughlin's] IBF/Safeguard mailer, like the list of target customers and
what kind of offer would be best.
122.

Dunlap never did get back to Teply regarding the lower prices that SBS was

offering the other SBS distributor. Instead, Dunlap focused his future communications with
Teply on his continued push for Teply to sell the Common Customers to
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR.
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123.

On February 6, 2014, Dunlap emailed Teply a new list of"56 Common

Customers" that, according to Dunlap, represented the sum total of "what we show got orders
fulfilled through [McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn] since late August, that appear to
be matches with some accounts in your base." He then asked Teply to "examiJ?-e these [Common
Customers] and then you and I can have a conversation about possible resolutions." In truth,
Dunlap's February 6, 2014list did not identify all of the Common Customers between Teply and
McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR. Instead, Dunlap's new list of"56 Common Customers"
represented a continuation of his "war of attrition" scheme and blatant misrepresentations, all of
which were designed to dissemble and prevaricate until Teply finally turned many of her
Protected Customers over to Deluxe for servicing by McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR and
Dunn.
124.

Responding to Dunlap's email, Teply began by asking Dunlap whether he had

completed his promised research "into the questions regarding the other SBS distributor's special
pricing on the laser checks for Payette Title?" Then, turning her attention to Dunlap's list of"56
Common Customers," Teply, among other things, questioned whether she would be receiving
any commissions from the

s~les

that McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR and Dunn had made (and

would continue to make) to her Protected Customers. Dunlap ignored Teply's questions.
125.

On February 10, 2014, Dunlap emailed Thurston a list of"45 Common

. Customers" between Thurston Enterprises and"McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR and Dunn.
According to Dunlap, this list of customers would serve as "a great starting point" to discuss
Thurston's release or sale of these accounts to SAl to be seryiced by
McLaughlin!McCormick!KMMR and Dunn.
126.

Then, on February 14, 2014, Dunlap sent Thurston another email, this time

identifying "55 Common Customers" between Thurston and McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR
and Dunn. According to Dunlap, this new list was supposed to represent the grand total of all
Common Customers. In the email, Dunlap wrote, next to each customer account, he identified
"what I suggest we should/could do with each account." From the list of 55, Dunlap indicated
that: (1) McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR should be allowed- either through sale or a sharing
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arrangement -to continue servicing 24 of the Common Customers; (2) Thurston should keep 10
of the Common Customers; and (3) that Dunlap was not sure who should continue to service the
remaining 21 Common Customers.
127.

Despite Dunlap's representation that his February 14, 2014list of 55 customer

accounts reflected all of the Common Customers between Thurston Enterprises and
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn, Thurston quickly realized that the list was not
complete and asked Dunlap for (1) a more complete listing from
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR, and (2) whether SBS had performed a "market penetration
review of the area." Notwithstanding his initial representations, Dunlap responded by stating that
he knew the list "isn't 100% complete," but he wanted to start with it anyway. A complete list
was never provided to Thurston.
128.

While Dunlap was pushing Thurston to turn over many of his Protected

Customers to McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR and Dunn, Dunlap continued his "war of
attrition" against Teply. Following numerous communications between Dunlap and Teply as to
the division of the "56 Common Customers" listed on Dunlap's February 6, 2014 email- and in
light of Dunlap's representation that the "56 Common Customers" represented the sum total of
all Common Customers between Teply and McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR- the two were
able to reach an agreement on 48 of those 56 customers.
129.

On February 20, 2014, Dunlap sent an email to Teply memorializing their

agreement on these 48 Common Customers. As is reflected in Dunlap's email, Teply would sell
20 of the Common Customers to SAl, for servicing by McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and
Dunn, and "keep" the following 28 Common Customers for herself:
1. Hayden Beverage,

2. St. Luke's Regional
Medical,

3. Employers Resource,
4. West Vet,

5. Southwest Idaho
Surgery Center,

8. Rock Mountain
Agronomics,

6. Lee Read Jewelers,

9. Sun Valley Ski Tools,
10. Caldwell Auto,

7. Debt Reduction
Services, Inc.

11. Quality Thermistor,
Inc.,
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12. Hillcrest Country
Club,
13. The Car Park,
14. Santos Metals &
Recycling,

17. Minidoka County,

23. Shird's Inc.,

18. Dykman Electric,
Inc.,

24. Rambo Sand &
Gravel,

19. Contract Floors,

25. Eberle, Berlin &
Associates,

20. On Demand,
15. TriState Beauty
Supply,
16. Apache River, LLC
(dba Double L),

26. Kitchens by Design,
21. Mindoka County
Treasurer,
22. Orthopedic
Association,

27. Pioneer Family
Medicine, and
28. Elam & Burke.

A true and accurate copy ofDunlap's February 20, 2014 email is attached as Exhibit 38.
130.

In truth, Dunlap had no intention ofletting Teply "keep" any of these Protected

Customers. Within a matter of weeks he resumed his coercive tactics in an attempt to get all. of
'

/

T3 Enterprises' Protected Customers listed above transferred to SAl for the benefit of
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn.
131.

Between February 21,2014 and February 22,2014, Dunlap continued pushing

Thurston to turn over or "share" certain Common Customers with
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn, stating that "this would work best and give us the
best chance ofgrowing sales. I know it is different, but I think with all of us motivated to move
the business forward, it presents more positive things than negative ones. " Thurston ultimately .

agreed to share one of his Protected Customers in light of the fact that
'

McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn had been interfering with his Protected Customers
for more than six months at this point, and that nothing was going to change, given Dunlap's
ultimatum that sharing them was "a good moving forward type thing to do. "
132.

On March 3, 2014, Dunlap sent Teply a draft of an assignment letter reflecting her

agreement to sell 20 of the Common Customers to SAL The assignment letter provided that, in
exchange· for $7,340, "you have agreed to transfer and assign your commissions [sic] rights
associated with future sales to the [20] customers listed below." The letter further provided that,
"the account protection rights to these accounts will be owned by Safeguard and serviced by
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[McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR]. In the event there is an order placed by any of these
customers with you or your distributorship or you are contacted by any of the customers, please
direct them to [McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR]."
133.

On March 7, 2014, Teply contacted Dunlap to discuss where they were with

McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR, and to express her concern that
McLaughlin!McCormick/KMMR, who was placing Safeguard orders with Teply's Protected
Customers for more than seven months, was harming Teply's relationships with- and sales toher bank customers and referral providers. In response to Teply's email, Dunlap asked her to
identify a list of the banks that she currently services.
134.

Teply complied with Dunlap's request, and on March 11,2014, sent him an email

identifying (1) the banks that she purchased as part of the August 2006 purchase of certain
Protected Customers from Thurston, and (2) a number of the Protected Customers that she
earned through her distributorship operations since that time.
135.

On March 17, 2014, both Teply and Thurston sent almost simultaneous emails to

Dunlap letting him know that they had not gotten anywhere with McLaughlin regarding their
attempts to exchange files with McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR. Dunlap responded to Teply,
acknowledging that he had spoken with McLaughlin about the "file exchange," and that it

"could be done between you two." Similarly, Dunlap told Thurston: "[t]he actual transfer of files
can be handled with [McLaughlin] at [McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR] as you two deem best. "
136.

By the end of March 2014, Dunlap again was pushing Teply and Thurston to tum

over more of their Protected Customers to SAl for servicing by
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn, including many· of those that Dunlap represented
Teply would be allowed to "keep."
137.

One of the customers Dunlap was pressing Teply to release was Employers

Resource·_ an important customer for Teply's future operations.
McLaughlin!McCormick!KMMR, JDHRS and Dunn were providing Employers Resource with
Safeguard W-2 processing services that should have been turned over to Teply consistent with
her Customer Protection rights. Notwithstanding this, McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR, JDHRS
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and Dunn continued to service Employers Resource, and Dunlap continued to put pressure on
Teply to release the customer account.
138.

On March 31,2014, Teply sent Dunlap an email following up on her March ih

email regarding the "financial il}stitution protection request." In typical fashion, Dunlap had
completely ignored Teply's prior request. However, in response to Teply's new email, Dunlap
wrote:
We don't protect referral sources like bank accounts. What we try to do is
get an agreement where the distributors agree to service certain branches
and stay out of those branches serviced by other distributors. Having
stated the rules, I don't envision having any issue with getting the
cooperation you and I envision.
139. Addressing Teply's further request that the agreement be put in writing (like the
agreement between Teply and Thurston), Dunlap replied, "[i}fthere needs to be an agreement at
some point we can approach it then. " In truth, there needed to be an agreement immediately as

McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR already were soliciting Teply's financial institution Protected
Customers, including those that Teply purchased from- and still was making payments toThurston as part of August 2006 purchase of certain of Thurston's Protected Customers.
Dunlap's continued disregard for Teply's Customer Protection rights was part and parcel of his
"war of attrition" against Teply and Thurston. By his continued conduct on behalf of SAl,
McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR and Dunn, Dunlap was able to facilitate their interference with
-and accretion of- Thurston's and Teply's Protected Customers.
140. Realizing that her attempts to get action out of Dunlap were futile, at end of March
2014, Teply reopened the dialogue with McLaughlin suggesting that they meet, exchange files
and discuss the Common Customers. When McLaughlin refused to cooperate, on April1, 2014,
Teply again emailed Dunlap asking him for assistance. In her email to Dunlap, Teply wrote:
I reached out to [McLaughlin] last week to set up a time to exchange files
and tried to arrange a meeting for today. Her response a couple of days
later was that she was booked for this week and didn't have time to meet
until next week. I responded and asked if she wanted to take time to go
over the files or if she was just planning on swapping them and have not
received any response. [ ... ]
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My question to you is, has [McLaughlin] signed off on the files coming to
me? Also, is she making sure her people are staying out of those accounts
and directing them to us at this point if the customer contacts them?
A true and correct copy of Teply's April1, 2014 email to Dunlap is attached hereto as Exhibit
39. Dunlap never responded to the questions raised in Teply's April1, 2014 email. He also never

'.

made any effort to facilitate a file exchange of any kind between Teply and McLaughlin, as he
earlier had represented he would do.
141.

In early April, Dunlap continued to press Teply to sell or otherwise release the

Employers Resource account in favor of McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn. On April
6, 2014, Dunlap sent Teply an email identifying four new Common Customers (Redfish Sensor
Products, Evans & Paulson CPAs, Ada Pediatrics P.A. and Total Waste Management) that were
not included as part of his February 6, 2014list of 56 Common Customers that supposedly
represented the sum total of all Common Customers between Teply and
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR. Dunlap was now pushing Teply to allow
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR to service these four newly identified Common Customers as
well. A copy of an email chain containing Dunlap's April6, 2014 email is attached as Exhibit
40.
142.

In the same email, and in response to Teply's continued request for a written

agreement identifying her rights to the referral financial institutions, Dunlap told Teply that he
"just [didn't] know

if McLaughlin ha[d) the same approach with banks as referral sources as

[Teply] and [Thurston] do or if McLaughlin has an approach at all." At this point, Dunlap knew
;

that McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR were soliciting and servicing T3 Enterprises' referral
sources, and Dunlap was going out of his way to facilitate this infringement.
143.

On April10, 2014, Teply met with McLaughlin to exchange Common Customer

files. During the meeting, McLaughlin continued to insist that she was doing (and would
continue to do) "business as usual." McLaughlin also told Teply that at least one of Teply's
Protected Customers, Employers Resource, was included in the five-page memorandum of
customers that Deluxe allowed Dunn to continue servicing as part of its BAM program purchase
ofiBF's customer list. After Teply advised McLaughlin that Employers Resource was Teply's
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Protected Customer, and that she had no intention of giving it up, McLaughlin stated that she
would not stop selling to these customers and, if necessary, Dunn would just run the sales
directly to Teply's Protected Customers through his new company, JDHRS.
144.

Upon information and belief, Dunn and JDHRS are operating in the manner

McLaughlin described and, in doing so, are intentionally interfering with T3 Enterprises'
contractual and business relationships with SBS and with T3 Enterprises' Protected Customers.
145.

By the end of the meeting, and after turning her Common Customer files over to

McLaughlin, Teply learned that she was not going to get McLaughlin's files. When questioned
about the file exchange, McLaughlin stated that she was still pulling the files together, and would
give them to Teply at a later time. McLaughlin's response also suggested that she was not clear
on what ~les she might provide Teply. In any event, McLaughlin has never produced any files
whatsoever to Teply.
146.

After the meeting, Teply emailed Dunlap asking, "[w]as [McLaughlin] provided

and informed of the list of customers that she was supposed to transfer files to me?" Dunlap
immediately wrote back, "Yep. Having said that I encouraged her to talk to you about any and
all accounts. She has more information than me. Thought it best for you two to talk. I specifically
told her to speak with you about Employers Resource and St. Luke's. " A true and accurate copy

of this April2014 chain of emails between Teply and Dunlap is attached as Exhibit 41. This, like
all of Dunlap's communications with Teply and Thurston, was both untrue and part and parcel of
his "war of attrition" against Teply and Thurston, which had for its purpose and intent the
misappropriation of their Protected Customers for the benefit of Deluxe, SAl, McLaughlin,
McCormick, KMMR, IBF, JDHRS, and Dunn.
147.

Teply then emailed McLaughlin asking her to identify "when can I expect the rest

of the files on the list that you were provided from Mike Dunlap. Please let me know when we
can make arrangements to exchange them." A true and accurate copy of Teply's April10, 2014
email to McLaughlin is attached hereto as Exhibit 42. McLaughlin Never responded.
148.

Frustrated by Dunlap's continued insistence that it would be "best" for Teply and

McLaughlin to work this out, Teply also wrote Dunlap the following: "[McLaughlin] is not even
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a distributor at this point and owns account rights to nothing so any negotiating needs to be done
between Safeguard and I, not [McLaughlin] and I." Teply then asked Dunlap, "I need to know if
you have made any contractual promises in your purchase from [Dunn] or your planned sale to
[McLaughlin] that allows them to continue servicing any accounts that I currently service" alluding to McLaughlin's comments regarding Employers Resource. (See Ex. 41.)
149.

Dunlap falsely responded, "I know of no contractual promises with [Dunn] or

with [McLaughlin] that relate to servicing of accounts. " Teply immediate replied, "[ o]k, so what
do I need to do to collect the files and information from the list that you and I have already
discussed that are supposed to come to me?" (See Ex. 41.) Dunlap never responded to this
request.
150.

By mid-April2014, almost eight months after McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR,

IBF, JDHRS and Dlll111: began taking orders for Safeguard Systems form his Protected
Customers, Thurston continued to email Dunlap in an attempt to obtain the information relating
to his Protected Customers that Dunlap had agreed to produce more than one month earlier. In
typical fashion, Dunlap simply ignored Thurston's requests.
151.

On April 14, 2014, Dunlap sent another email to Teply stating, "I thought and

still_do think that it is afar better, [sic] for the three ofyou [i.e., Teply, McLaughlin and
McCormick] to talk about the handling ofspecific accounts, than for me to make decisions from
a spreadsheet. What we are trying to promote is a way of growing sales, all sales yours, IBF,
all." A true and correct copy of an email chain containing Dunlap's April14, 2014 email is
attached hereto as Exhibit 43. This, of course, said it all: Dunlap, Deluxe, SAl, McLaughlin,
McCormick and Dunn never had any intention of honoring the Customer Protection rights of T3
Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises. Instead, together, they all hatched a "war of attrition"
scheme to see to it that everyone would sell to any or all of those Protected Customers -

wit~out

regard for whether Teply and Thurston liked it or not.

.

152.

On April16, 2014, Dunlap called Teply and offered to pay her $20,000 to "get

closure and to promote peace between [Teply], Safeguard and McLaughlin for the 'messy' deal
they had done. " During the call, Dunlap acknowledged that the BAM Transaction with IBF was
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a

"mista~e"

and that he didn't know

"if they would ever be able to get this all figured out. "

Teply denied Dunlap's offer and informed him that she could not (and would not) share her
Protected Customers with McLaughlin!McCormick/KMMR or Dunn because doing so would
damage the value of her business and adversely affect her ability to continue operating as a SBS
distributor.
153.

On April18, 2014, after almost eight months of Dunlap's prevarication and

avoidance, Teply sent another email to McLaughlin. Voicing her irreconcilable frustration, at
this point, Teply wrote:
I was under the impression that you and I were going to exchange the files
from a list that [Dunlap] had provided me. I brought the files to you that I
agreed to provide you and was confused as to why you did not provide me
the same. I soon came to the realization that you had intended on sharing
all accounts that cross over between us. [. . . I]t was never my intention to
share all of the accounts. I have been paying for many accounts in my base
for over seven years and have added in other customers as I have
continued in my career. I was promised account protection in my contract
with Safeguard and expected to grow my business. As I mentioned when
we met, I also had to sign an additional contract that guarantees payment
to the distributor from whom I purchased my base. If I give up my account
protection rights and lose business because of it, I put myself at risk of not
meeting my contractual obligations. I will assume that you will be
promised account protection on your accounts and you will have to ·
commit to the same guarantees for growth and payment of your base.
Therefore, I do not know how Safeguard can promise account protection
on the same account to two different distributorships and expect it to
work.
A true and accurate copy ofTeply's April18, 2014 email is attached hereto as Exhibit 44.
McLaughlin simply ignored Teply's April18, 2014 email.
154.

The next day, on April19, 2014, Dunlap sent Thurston another email identifying

a new list of 46 of Thurston's Protected Customers that Dunlap identified as "common accounts,
or accounts that we think are common [with McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR], that we haven't
resolve [sic] totally. "
155.

Following receipt of Dunlap's newest Common Customer list, Thurston requested

(1) the sales numbers, product offerings, and dollar and product comparisons for these Common
Customers, and (2) a copy of the list of Common Customers that Dunlap had used during their
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initial discussions following Deluxe's acquisition ofiBF. Prolonging his interference with
Thurston's Customer Protection rights, Dunlap ambiguously responded to Thurston's requests
with the following: "I hope I do at the office. Didn't have all the details with me at home. "
156.

A few days later, on April 24, 2014, Thurston again emailed Dunlap for "the

information regarding what [McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR] is selling into these [Common
Customers] and what the potential is for me to cover those items or if it is better to allow
[McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR] to buy those rights from me. I would like to see the products
and dollar amounts on them." Again, Dunlap ignored Thurston's request.
157.

The next day, on April25, 2014, Teply- at this point paralyzed by Dunlap's utter

failure to provide any Common Customer information whatsoever- sent Dunlap a letter
pleading with him to resolve Teply's concerns about McLaughlin, McCormick and Dunn. In her
letter, Teply wrote:
I appreciate the fact that you offered me a payoff for the hassles and to
'wipe the slate clean,' but until you can get the sales information to me
and we can reach a resolution to this ongoing problem, the slate will never
be clean. [... ] What I am requesting of you is hard sales numbers and
product information sold to my customer base by Safeguard/Deluxe's IBF
employees from August 2013 through the current dates. I can then decide
how I want to pursue my interests, whether it be to request some payment
of sales or sell accounts. I need to know the values we are dealing with in
order to make these decisions. While there may be a couple of special
situations that we need to finalize discussion on, it is not my intent to
share all of the accounts and never has been. There is no possible way that
sharing accounts will ever work to my benefit given the current situation.
Please provide me with the information I am requesting by May 5, 2014.
A true and accurate copy ofTeply's April25, 2014 email to Dunlap with the accompanying
letter is attached hereto as Exhibit 45.
158.

Amazingly, notwithstanding Teply's numerous clear and unambiguous requests

for the "hard sales numbers and product information" sold by McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR
and Dunn to Teply's Common Customers, Dunlap responded, "I will call next week to gather
from you what information you feel you need." An almost identical dynamic was simultaneously
playing out between Dunlap and Thurston.
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159.

During May 2014, it was more of the same from Dunlap. On May 1st, he emailed

Teply suggesting that they "start fresh" in their communications relating to the Common
Customers. Then, instead of providing the requested sales numbers and product information for
these accounts, Dunlap included in his email a new list of"36 Common Customers" between
Teply and IBF that Dunlap identified as needing "resolution." A true and accurate copy of
Dunlap's May 1, 2014 email identifying this new list of"36 Common Customers" is attached as
Exhibit 46.
160.

Incredibly, Dunlap's new list included all28 Customer Accounts that he agreed

Teply would "keep" as part of their February 2014 negotiations and agreement. (See Ex. 38.)
Also,

D~lap's

email again contained five new Common Customers not identified in his

February 6, 2014list of 56- the list that was supposed to reflect the sum total of all Common
Customers between Teply and McLaughlin!McCormick!KMMR and Dunn.
161.

Following receipt ofDunlap's new list of Common Customers, Teply and Dunlap

exchanged a series of emails. In this exchange, Teply questioned Dunlap's ever changing list of
Common Customers and made clear that she relied upon the earlier list to "determine the
accounts which [she] was currently interested in selling." Dunlap replied, "I did represent to you
several times that we are continuing to examine the records so that we only have to deal with
accounts that are in common. I did not represent to you that the first lists were lists of accounts
that commissions were paid to IBF "A true and accurate copy of Teply and Dunlap's May 9,

2014 email chain is attached as Exhibit 47. Dunlap's new position was in stark contrast to his
February 6, 2014 representation that the list of 56 customers represented all of the Common
Customers serviced by McLaughlin!McCormick!KMMR and Dunn since late August 2013.
162.

On May 2, 2014, Dunlap sent an email to Thurston. In his email, Dunlap claimed

that he could not get any additional information on the Thurston's Common Customers. This too
was a pure fabrication. Nevertheless, Dunlap again pressed Thurston to turn over certain
Protected Customers to SAl, McLaughlin and Dunn. For example, although Thurston previously
had made clear to Dunlap that he would not "sell" or "share" these two Protected Customers,
Dunlap continued to insist that Thurston must sell Protected Customer A Scott Jackson for
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"$100," and "share" the Protected Customer Somerset Pacific with
McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR and Dulll1.
163.

In response, Thurston again informed Dunlftp that he wanted to keep A Scott

Jackson because he (Thurston) "did over $1,000 with A Scott Jackson this past year," and could
provide the exact same Safeguard products and services as McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR and
Dulll1. Thurston also stated that he would not share Somerset Pacific because he has a strong
relationship with that Protected Customer. Notwithstanding Thurston's protestations, Dunlap
continued to pressure him.
164.

On May 8, 2014, Teply again met with McLaughlin to discuss the Common

Customers. McCormick was also present. During the meeting, Teply once more made clear that
she had no intention of sharing all of the Common Customers, and further explained that she did
not have to do so pursuant to the Customer Protection rights under the Teply Distributor
Agreement. McLaughlin and McCormick again rebuffed Teply.
165.

With the continued help ofDunlap and SAl, McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR's

misappropriation of Teply's Protected Customers continued in full force. On May 15, 2014,
Teply learned that McL_aughlin and McCormick were selling to another one of her protected
Customer Accounts, Meridian High School. This customer, however, was never identified by
Dunlap as an actual (or "potential") Common Customer between Teply and IBF. Upon learning
this new information, Teply sent an email to Dunlap asking him to "check into this and let me
know the status." The following email exchange ensued:
Dunlap: "Did you ask [McLaughlin] about this already?"
Teply: "No, I did not. According to [McLaughlin], you have all the
information on their customer base so I thought I would start with you."
Dunlap: "According to [McLaughlin]? Oh well. I will check when I get
back to Dallas."
A true and correct copy ofthe MayJ5, 2014 email chain is attached as Exhibit 48. Also, attached
as Exhibit 49 is a true and accurate copy of a printout of IBF' s website identifying that
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR still are currently servicing Meridian High School.
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166.

After being ignored as usual, on May 19, 2014, Teply again emailed McLaughlin

to find out where she was "at on the list of accounts that [McLaughlin] provide[d] a monthly data
processing service" to. A true and correct copy of the May 19,2014 Teply email is attached
hereto as Exhibit 50. Nine days later, on May 28, 2014, McLaughlin wrote back, telling Teply
that "[Dunlap} has all ofthe information and we are going to schedule a time to talk."
167.

On May 23, 2014, Dunlap emailed Teply representing that he "didn't have any

new information on the Meridian High School situation, can't explain why it was or is a miss. "

Dunlap then reopened his pursuit of Teply's remaining Common Customers with
McLaughlin!McCormick!KMMR and by suggesting that they "get on the phone next week; [to}
see where we are?"

168.

The following week, Teply and Dunlap spoke over the phone. During the call,

Dunlap offered Teply $10,000 to "move on andforget about" the sales by
'

McLaug~in!McCormick!KM:rviR and Dunn to her Protected Customers. Teply rejected the offer

\ and instead insisted that Dunlap provide her with "a complete report identifying all Common
Customers between [Teply] and IBF at the time SAl purchased IBF." Dunlap pursuant to his and
SAl's "war of attrition" against Thurston and Teply, boldly and falsely responded, "I don't think
we have a complete report to provide you. "

169.

On June 5, 2014, Dunlap sent Teply another email, this time containing a new list

of 17 of Teply's Protected Customers that he described as a "list of possible common accounts
from May 27." Of this list of 17, 14 of these Com1non Customers were omitted from Dunlap's
original February 6, 2014list that was supposed to contain all of the Common Customers
between Teply and IBF. A true and accurate copy ofDunlap's June 5, 2014 email is attached
hereto as Exhibit 51. Teply again refused Dunlap's attempts to pry these customers from her
distributorship in favor of SAl, McLaughlin!McCormick!KMMR and Dunn.
170.

In July 2014, Teply learned that one ofMcLaughlin's sales representatives had

recently approached her Protected Customer, Idaho Central Credit Union, offering
McLaughlin!McCormick!KMMR's services to the account. The sales representative informed
the customer that he was now a Safeguard representative and would be happy to take any orders
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for the account. This confused Idaho Central Credit Union, who later contacted Teply to ask
what was going on with her SBS distributorship.
171.

On December 9, 2014, Teply called Amanda Cammarota, a Commission Analyst

with Safeguard to discuss a potential conflict list with IBF. A true and accurate copy of
Dunlap's December 9, 2014 email is

attach~d

hereto as Exhibit 52. When Teply asked for

commissions related to an order IBF had obtained from one of her Protected Customers, Pioneer
Family Medicine, Cammarota dodged her questions by stating that she would "pull some files
and would get back to her." When Cammarota reported this conversation to her superiors, they
all congratulated her on the continued prevarication and refusal to respect the Customer
Protection rights. Incredibly, Sorrenti, the President of both SAl and SBS, and Vice President of
Deluxe, told her "Well done Amanda!" and Dunlap chimed in "Expertly handled by Amanda,
many thffilli:s." These glib comrrients evidence the outright dismissal of any concern for Teply or
Thurston contractual rights.

Deluxe Sells DocuSource And IBF To Its New Safeguard Distributors
172.

After two years, Deluxe completed its transition process and sold IBF and

DocuSource. On April30, 2015, Deluxe finalized the sale of the company owned distributors
Safeguard by DocuSource and Safeguard by IBF. Safeguard by DocuSource along with two
other distributors purchased through BAM, Advent Print Resources and Formit Print
Management, were sold to Inspired Results, LLC. A true and correct copy of SBS's press ;release
is attached hereto as Exhibit 53. Safeguard by IBF was sold to KMMR. A true and correct copy
of SBS's press release is attached hereto as Exhibit 54.
173.

Inspired Results was formed on March 19,2015, by Deluxe and SBS company

insiders Tiller-Shumway, formerly the Senior Director ofNew Franchise Sales & Support at SBS
and Phi! Odella, formerly the Executive Director of Operations Integration for Small Business
Services at Deluxe. They are co-presidents and owners of Inspired Results.
174.

On information and belief, Deluxe sold the entire BAM Customer Lists to

KMMR and Inspired Results regardless of the existence of the Cross-Over Customers. Thus,
Deluxe sold Thurston's and Teply's primary assets, the Protected Customers, for its own
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financial benefit. And Inspired Results and KMMR now have signed franchise agreements with
SFS II -they are now SFS II franchisees.
175.

Since acquiring DocuSource, Inspired Results and Tiller-Shumway have

continued to solicit and obtain commissions from T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises'
Protected Customers. Since acquiring IBF, KMMR, McLaughlin and McCormick have
continued to solicit and obtain commissions from T3 Enterprises' and Thurston Enterprises'
Protected Customers. Deluxe and SBS continue to support- and conceal - these violations.
Plaintiffs' Businesses Have Been Damaged By Defendants' Conduct
176.

As a result of the conduct of the parties to this complaint, T3 Enterprises' and

Thurston Enterprises' SBS distributorship businesses have suffered severe damage. The principal
asset of these enterprises is their longstanding attention to - and establishment of- customer
relations~ips.

Those relationships, and all potential additional customer relationships, have been

harmed.
177.

The loss of Customer Protection has caused (and will continue to cause) Teply's

and Thurston's companies to lose business, and ultimately destroy the intrinsic value of their
SBS distributorships. This will not only destroy Plaintiffs' current means of earning a living, but
it also will put Teply at risk of not meeting her contractual obligations under the sales agreement
with Thurston- payments which Teply personally guaranteed.
Deluxe Attempts To Coerce Thurston To Release All Claims
178.

After having steamrolled over the SBS distributors' contractual rights, Deluxe

developed its "risk mitigation" strategic scheme. According to this risk mitigation scheme,
Deluxe required that the distributors, including Thurston Enterprises, sign a general release
before selling or buying another Safeguard distributor. In doing so, Deluxe has pinned the
distributors in a comer. The SBS distributors have no choice but to either sign the release or lose
an opportunity to expand their businesses. In addition, if the SBS distributor seeks to sell his
business, it too cannot do so unless it signs Deluxe's "general release." Deluxe's conduct has for
its purpose the construction of a dead end for the SBS distributors. And, Deluxe has "targeted"
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certain SBS distributors, including T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises with the intention of
running their businesses into the ground.
a. Deluxe purchases non-Safeguard distributors, converts them to Safeguard
distributors, and then releases them in the relevant geographic markets assigned to
the "targeted" SBS distributors. The new market entrants then saturate the
geographic market and compromise the Protected Customers ofthe "targeted"
SBS distributors;
b.

When confronted with the threatened and ongoing destruction of the business as
an ongoing concern, coupled with the concomitant loss of the intrinsic residual
value of the business, the SBS distributor then is faced with two options: (i) sell
the business to another SBS, SFS or SFS II distributor with the hoped-for consent
of SBS; or (ii) seek to buy another SBS distributor's rights under its SBS
distributor agreement; but

c. Deluxe, pursuant to its "war of attrition" against the "targeted" distributors then
precludes the viability of both alternatives. Deluxe has mandated that both the
selling Safeguard Distributor and the buying Safeguard distributor must execute
broad and general "releases" as a pre-condition to Deluxe's consent to either
transaction. The result, as Deluxe surreptitiously has intended, is that the
"targeted" SBS distributor cannot either sell its distributorship or buy another
distributorship because it cannot do so without releasing is claim against Deluxe
for destroying its SBS distributorship in the first instance. Thus, Deluxe thereby
has achieved its goal of terminating the SBS distributor agreements without
incurring liability for wrongful termination.
179.

With the introduction of Safeguard by IBF and Safeguard by DocuSource as new

SBS distributors into the already crowded Idaho market, Thurston Enterprises' business
effectively was "ring-fenced." Thurston therefore actively began searching for an existing, outof-state, SBS distributorship to acquire in order to grow his business. In. or around March 2014,
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Thurston learned of a SBS distributorship for sale in New Mexico (the "New Mexico
Distributorship").
180.

The New Mexico Distributorship had been owned and operated since April1998

by Alfred and Linda Flatt (the "Platts"), through their corporation Wilder Venture, Inc. ("WVI").
181.

Pursuant to section 11 ofWVI's Regional Distributor Agreement with SBS (the
'

"WVI RDA"), WVI was given the right to transfer the New Mexico Distributorship to any thirdparty that was "approved" by SBS, and "[SBS] agrees not to unreasonably withhold its
approval." A true and accurate copy of the WVI RDA is attached hereto as Exhibit 55.
182.

The WVI RDA also contained "examples" of "reasonable grounds" for SBS to

withhold approval of the transfer of the WVI RDA. These examples included the following:
1.

the third party had inadequate sales and management experience, or
inadequate financial resources to operate a Distributorship of this size
and complexity, or refuses to provide information about his
qualifications or financial condition as requested by Safeguard;

11. the third party is a representative of a competitive company at the time
of the proposed transfer and either (a) does not agree to relinquish such
position at the time of the transfer, or (b) is subject to binding
noncompetition or non-solicitation covenants with the competitor;
111. the third party will not agree to devote his best efforts to the business of
the Distributorship, and actively participate in its sales activities and
management;
IV.

the third party has a history of poor credit experience or has been
convicted of a felony;

v. the third party is at the time of the proposed transfer a Safeguard
Distributor or was a Distributor or Associate Distributor whose contract
was terminated or a Safeguard employee whose employment was
terminated;
VI.

the third party fails to submit a satisfactory business plan to Safeguard,
or fails to agree to accept reasonable net sales quota requirements and
-the terms and conditions of Safeguard's then existing non-exclusive
distributor contract;

v11. the third party insists upon being assigned Rights in and to a larger base
of existing customer accounts than Safeguard in its sole discretion
deems appropriate; or
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vm. the financial terms (i.e., price and payback) are not fair and reasonable to
the third party (i) in terms of providing him or her with adequate cash
flow with which to operate as a Safeguard Distributor, or (ii) in
comparison with the financial terms of assignments of rights by
comparable distributors at or about that time.

(See Ex. 55, § 11(B).)
183.

In or around November 2013, the Flatts decided to retire and sell their New

Mexico Distributorship. Thereafter, on Nove,rnber 26, 2013, the Flatts contacted SBS, notified it
of their decision to sell the New Mexico Distributorship, and asked that SBS list the New
Mexico Distributorship for sale on the Safeguard SafeNET.
184.

In or around February 2014, Thurston learned that the New Mexico

Distributorship was for sale and contacted SBS to obtain additional details on the business. A
series of communications between both Thurston and SBS and Thurston and the Flatts followed.
185.

At Thurston's request, ~m March 7, 2014, Suzanne Savoie ("Savoie"), an

employee with SBS franchise development department, emailed Thurston a packet of materials
concemiJ?.g Thurston's potential acquisition of the New Mexico Distributorship. True and
accurate copies of the March 7, 2014 email and packet of materials are attached hereto as Exhibit
56.
186.

Then, in April2014, Thurston visited the Flatts in New Mexico to discuss

purchase terms and to get better acquainted with the operation of the New Mexico
Distributorship. Over the next month, the parties reached an agreement on the sale and
subsequent transition of the WVI's customers to Thurston Enterprises. The culmination of the
parties' agreement- that was still subject to SBS's approval- required Thurston Enterprises to
pay WVI $318,000 for the New Mexico Distributorship. The parties' transition plan involved
Thurston's hiring of a qualified sales person in New Mexico to assist him with his anticipated
operation of the New Mexico Distributorship.
187.

On May 27, 2014, Thurston sent an email to Savoie notifying her and SBS that

the parties had reached an agreement concerning Thurston's intended acquisition of the New
Mexico ~istributorship, and to inquire as to "what the next stage will be in regar~s to [his]
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purchasing [WVI's] New Mexico base of business." A true and accurate copy of Thurston's
May 27, 2014 email is attached hereto as Exhibit 57.
188.

At this point, Savoie and Shafina Hussain ("Hussain"), a business transaction

service specialist for SBS, notified Thurston that he needed to complete and return the March 7,
2014 packet of materials along with certain financial information to Deluxe and SBS for its
consideration ofhis purchase request. (See Ex. 56.)
189.

In response to Savoie and Hussain's request, Thurston timely provided nearly all

of the requested materials- including but not limited to, a completed background/credit check
form, a completed purchase terms form, a comprehensive business plan, tax returns, a completed
business name identification form, a spreadsheet identifying various down payment options, cash
flow, standard costs basis, costs, profit and loss statements, a 2013 balance sheet, and other
financial records of Thurston Enterprises.
190.

In fact, the only document that Thurston d!d not complete and return to Savoie

and Hussain was the general release. By executing the general release, Thurston and his
company would:
[U]nconditionally release[ ] and forever discharge[ ] Safeguard, and each
of its affiliates, [ ... ], of an from any and all debts, liabilities, claims,
demands, actions or causes of action, suits, judgments or controversies of
any kind whatsoever, that now exist or may arise in the future, out of any
matter, transaction or event occurring on or prior to the date hereof [... ],
including without any limitation: (i) Claims by Distributor or Owners
based upon, arising out of or in any way connected with the Agreement, or
any other agreement to which Distributor or Owners is a party, occurring
on or prior to the date hereof, and (ii) any other right, title or interest in, to
and under any agreement, arrangement or understanding to which
Distributor or Owners is a part. Each of Distributor and Owners further
agrees not to file or bring any claim, suit, civil action, complaint,
arbitration or administrative action in any city, state or federal court or
agency or arbitration tribunal with respect to any Claim.

(See Ex. 56, General Release.)
191.

Pursuant to the above language, by signing the general release, Thurston would

have released Thurston Enterprises' claims against SBS and Deluxe (and each of its affiliates)
relating to its Customer Protection rights, as set forth above.
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192.

On May 30, 2014, Thurston sent an email to Hussain to inquire whether she

received his materials. As part of the email, Thurston also notified Hussain that he would not be
signing t~e general release for the following reasons:
Based on my understanding of the language on [the general release], I
couldn't sign that at this tjme due to current discussions that have been
ongoing with Mike Dunlap and the Safeguard purchase of IBF in Boise.
We are trying to negotiate out the customers on this issue and since that
particular amendment would force me to give up my rights on all these
type of items to date, I couldn't really sign off on that particular document
at this time. Can we go forward with the purchase without that item?
A true and accurate copy ofThurston's May 30, 2014 email to Hussain is attached hereto as
Exhibit 58.
193.

While awaiting SBS's approval of the proposed transaction, Thurston, with the

assistance of the Platts, posted several advertisements for an outside sales person to assist
Thurston with his anticipated acquisition and operation of the New Mexico Distributorship. After
much due effort, and vetting numerous candidates, in late May 2014, Thurston found Lesley
Adams ("Adams"), an ideal candidate to serve as the new sales representative for the New
Mexico Distributorship. Barring SBS's approval ofhis purchase of the Platts' business, Thurston
was prepared to hire Adams. Time was of the essence for Thurston's purchase of the New
Mexico Distributorship as Thurston did not want to lose Adams to another job offer.
194.

When Hussain did not timely respond to Thurston's May 30, 2014 email, the next
'

'

day, on May 31, 2014, Thurston sent another email to Hussain. In his second email, Thurston
wrote:
I need to know if the general release form that was included in the sales
packet is a necessary item to complete this transaction. As I had
mentioned before, I am currently in negotiations with Mike Dunlap on
another item and this provision would interfere with those discussions. If
this is a new standard item that all distributors have to sign at this time
then I will be unable to complete the purchase for the Flatt base of
business.
If it is at all possible, I need to have something in writing allowing us to
go ahead with the Flatt transaction without this general release form as I
have a highly qualified salesperson waiting for a job and time is of the
essence. If we have to wait two weeks I an1 afraid that that person will
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have to take another job elsewhere and I will again have to pass on the
Flatt purchase until I am able to find another qualified person.
Let me know as soon as you can regarding this matter as time is definitely
critical on this matter. '.
A true arid accurate copy of Thurston's May 31, 2014 email is attached hereto as Exhibit 59.
195.

Seventeen days later, on June 17,2014, Savoie emailed both Thurston and the

Platts to inform them that their "proposed transaction was reviewed by the [SBS] Action Review ·
Committee earlier today, and is approved to move forward. " Both Dunlap and Sutton, among

others, are members of the SBS Action Review Committee. In her email, Savoie also informed
Thurston and the Platts that the "documents will also need to go through Deluxe review, so final
documents will not be available until all reviews have been completed. " A true and accurate

copy of Savoie's June 17, 2014 email is attached hereto as Exhibit 60.
196.

Following receipt of Savoie's June 17, 2014 approval letter, Thurston retained the

services of Adams and began working with the Platts to transition the ownership of the New
Mexico Distributorship from WVI to Thurston Enterprises.
197.

Thereafter, on June 18, 2014, SBS sent Thurston a draft amendment to the

Thurston RDA to memorialize Thurston Enterprises' anticipated acquisition of the New Mexico
Distributorship. A true and accurate copy of the amendment to the Thurston RDA is attached
hereto as Exhibit 61.
198.

Although SBS had approved of the transaction between Thurston and the Platts,·

neither Savoie nor Hussain had responded to Thurston's numerous emails concerning his
unwillingness to sign the general release. In light of the decision of the SBS Action Review to
approve the transaction, Thurston assumed that his unwillingness to sign the general release was
not going to hold up the transfer of the New Mexico Distributorship.
199.

However, on or around June 18, 2014, Savoie notified Thurston that he would

have to sign the general release before the transaction involving the New Mexico Distributorship
could go forward. In response, on June 18, 2014, Thurston sent Savoie an email again advising
her that, based upon his understanding of both the Thurston RDA and the WVI RDA, "there is
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no clause requiring [Thurston or the Platts] to sign off on a general release document." A true
and accurate copy of Thurston's June 18, 2014 email is attached hereto as Exhibit 62.
200.

In the June 18, 2014 email, Thurston also informed Savoie that he had "left a

voice message" for Dunlap regarding this issue, and that "time is of the essence regarding our
potential sales employee in New Mexico and if this drags out, she will take another job and I will
be unable to pursue this purchase." (See Ex. 62.) Dunlap ignored Thurston's voice mail message,
and no one at Deluxe or SBS responded to Thurston's email.
201.

Thereafter, on June 27, 2014, T?urston sent Savoie an email attaching (i) a

purchase· agreement between Thurston Enterprises and WVI identifying all terms agreed to by
Thurston and the Flatts for the sale of the New Mexico Distributorship, and (ii) a draft
amendment to the Thurston RDA reflecting Thurston Enterprises' acquisition of the New
Mexico Distributorship. While unsigned, both Thurston and the Platts considered (and still
consider) the purchase agreement and related correspondence to represent a binding contract
between them. Further, in the body of his email, Thurston wrote:
[N]either mine nor the Flatts' contracts contain provisions that state that a
general release form is needed. The contracts only stipulate that Safeguard
has the right to approve a buyer based on financial, former experience, and
a proven track record. Since the [Action Review Committee] has approved
my purchase of the Flatts' contract/distributorship that would allow for the
purchase to go forward with the two documents that are attached. If the
purchase is denied without the general release, that would suggest that the
transaction is being denied outside of the criteria of both our contract.
True and accurate copies of Thurston's June 27, 2014 email and attachments are attached hereto
as Exhibit 63.
202.

After receiving no response from anyone at SBS to his June 2, 2014 email, three

days later, on June 30, 2014, Thurston again emailed Savoie "[c]hecking in on the process with
the contract approval," and to request an update from SBS. Less than one hour later, Savoie
responded and notified Thurston that, "[d]ue to your suggested changes to the documents and
your concerns about the general release, they will [again] be reviewed by the Action Review
Committee at their meeting tomorrow[, July 1, 2014]." A true and accurate copy of the June 30,
2014 email change between Thurston and Savoie is attached hereto as Exhibit 64.
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203.

On July 2 and 3, 2014, Thurston sent additional emails to Savoie and Hussain

inquiring as to the Action Review Committee's meeting and their decision on the proposed
transaction between Thurston and the Platts. True and accurate copies of Thurston's July 2 and 3,
2014 emails are attached hereto as Exhibit 65.
204.

Once again, neither Savoie nor Hussain responded to Thurston's emails. Instead,

on July 3, 2014, Sutton emailed Thurston to inform him that "transactional approval was not

achieved given your disclosure that you intend not to sign the General Release form as prepared
by Safeguard." In his email, Sutton described Thurston's execution of the general release as "the
fair and right thing to do." A true and accurate copy of Sutton's July 3, 2014 email is attached
hereto as Exhibit 66.
205.

Thurston immediately notified the Platts of Sutton and Deluxe' decision. As a

consequence, Thurston was not able to purchase the New Mexico Distributorship.
206.

Although SBS approved Thurston's purchase of the New Mexico Distributorship

without requiring that Thurston sign a "general release," Deluxe reversed SBS's approval.
Deluxe had (and continues to have) no credible reason for refusing Thurston Enterprises'
purchase of the New Mexico Distributorship. Simply stated, Thurston met all financial,
operational, and experience qualifications of a new Safeguard Distributor. Further, since joining
the Safeguard network of distributors, Thurston has continuously been considered by SBS to be
one if its top performing distributors. From 1989 to present, Thurston has received more than 30
awards from SBS, including, but not limited to, awards for: (1) special recognition for
outstanding sales performance; (2) highest percentage growth personal new sales; (3) highest
percentage growth on new sales for total distributorship on all products; (4) President's Club
Awards, reflecting top 5% of all sales people in Safeguard; (5) special recognition of
distributorship consistent growth; (6) numerous Eagles Club Awards, reflecting over $100,000 in
personal new sales; (7) Milestone Award, reflecting $750,000 in total sales; (8) several Golden
Eagle Club Awards, reflecting over $250,000 in new personal sales; (9) Top Performer Award
among distributors with $1 million to $1.5 million in sales; (10) Master's Club Member,
reflecting consecutive years of over $1,000,000 in sales; and (11) Foundation's Club Member,
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reflecting over 10 years of continuous growth in total sales. By all accounts, Thurston's has been
(and continues to be) an outstanding distributor for SBS.
207.

Deluxe was not justified in refusing to approve Thurston Enterprises' purchase of

the New Mexico Distributorship but still withheld consent in an attempt to coerce Thurston to
release his ongoing dispute with Deluxe and SBS concerning his Customer Protection rights.
208.

Because all of the evidence reveals that Thurston would have successfully

operated and grown the New Mexico Distributorship and the sales it generated, Deluxe's refusal
to approve the transfer was unreasonable, and constitutes tortious interference with Thurston's
agreement with the Flatts.
209.

Deluxe's unreasonable refusal to consent to the transaction between Thurston

Enterprises and WVI has caused Thurston to suffer damages in the form of the cash flow and
business improvements that Thurston could have generated from the New Mexico
'

Distributorship.
FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Breach of Contract

(Thurston Enterprises against SBS)
21 0.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
211.

On June 1, 1987, Thurston and SBS entered into the Thurston RDA. The

Thurston RDA was later assigned to Thurston Enterprises.
212.

Pursuant to Section 3 and Attachment B of the Thurston RDA, Thurston

Enterprises has "the exclusive right to the commissions on sales of Safeguard Systems to: (i)
each customer in [its] sales [territory] whose first order of Safeguard Systems is directly a result
of [Thurston's] efforts and credited to [him]. .. " (See Ex. 2.)
213.

As a result of the Thurston RDA, Thurston Enterprises has Customer Protection

rights - against competition by SBS, all SBS distributors, and any other third party engaged in
the offer and sale of Safeguard Systems
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214.

Thurston Enterprises has performed all things required of it under the terms of the

Thurston RDA, unless otherwise excused by SBS's breach.
215.

SBS has breached the Thurston RDA by (1) failing to take action to prohibit other

distributors from selling to Thurston Enterprises' protected customers pursuant to the Customer
Protection rights identified in the Thurston RDA; (2) paying other distributors commissions
generated on sales to Thurston Enterprises Protected Customers; and (3) unreasonably refusing
to consent to the transfer of the Flatt's SBS agreement to Thurston Enterprises.
216.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result ofSBS's numerous breaches ofthe

Thurston. RDA, Thurston Enterprises has incurred damages in an undetermined amount.
SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Breach of the Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing

(Thurston Enterprises against SBS)
217.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
218.

Incorporated into the Thurston RDA described above was an implied covenant of

good faith and fair dealing, including an obligation by SBS to take action to stop other SBS
distributors from soliciting and selling to Thurston Enterprises' protected customers.
219.

Thurston Enterprises performed all obligations required of it under the Thurston

RDA, other than obligations as to which performance was excused (if any).
220.

SBS breached the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing by acting in a

manner so as to deprive Thurston Enterprises of the benefits. of the Thurston RDA, the transfer
of the Flatt's distributor agreement, and to encourage other SBS distributors to solicit and sell to
Thurston Enterprises' protected customers.
221. · Thurston, on behalf of Thurston Enterprises, made numerous requests to Dunlap
and others at SBS that SBS take action to stop other SBS distributo!s from soliciting or selling to
Thurston Enterprises' protected customers. SBS has refused Thurston's numerous requests and
'

continues to encourage other distributors to sell to Thurston Enterprises' protected customers in
disregard for the Customer Protection rights implicit in the Thurston RDA
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222.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result of SBS's breach of its duty of good

.

faith and fair dealing, Thurston Enterprises has been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial,
but in n~ event less than the lost commissions, the lost busi~ess profits and the business
devaluation suffered by Thurston Enterprises.
THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Tortious Interference with Contractual Relations- T3 Enterprises' RDA

(T3 Enterprises against SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS, KMMR,
DocuSource and Deluxe)
223.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
224.

As set forth above, T3 Enterprises had a valid, existing contract with SBS in the

form of the Teply Distributor Agreement. The Teply Distributor Agreement granted T3
'

Enterprises certain Customer Protection rights.
225.

SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS, KMMR,

DocuSource, and Deluxe each had knowledge of the Teply Distributor Agreement between T3
Enterprises and SBS, and also knew ofT3 Enterprises' Customer Protection rights.
226 .. Notwithstanding the existence of the Teply Distributor Agreement and T3
Enterprises' Customer Protection rights, SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn,
JDHRS, KMMR, DocuSource, and Deluxe took actions adverse to T3 Enterprises' contractual
relationship with SBS, including, but not limited to:
a. Continuing to solicit, service and supply T3 Enterprises' protected
customers in total disregard for T3 Enterprises' Customer Protection
rights; b. Refusing to notify T3 Enterprises of any events that may reasonably be
expected to have a material adverse effect upon T3 Enterprises future sales
of Safeguard Systems to its protected customers;
c. Engaging in pervasive and repeated activity designed to threaten, coerce,
dissemble and intimidate Teply into sharing (or selling at an artificially
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depressed price) the accounts that are the subject of T3 Enterprises'
Customer Protection rights;
d. Refusing to identify for T3 Enterprises which IBF and DocuSource
customers are "cross-over" Safeguard customers with account protection,
and when repeatedly asked for information on this subject, have engaged
in abject prevarication;
e. Confronting Teply directly and boldly, announcing that McLaughlin,
McCormick and others will continue to sell to all T3 Enterprises'
protected "cross-over" customers because there would be no interruption
in Safeguard product sales to all of IBF's prior customers - e.g.,
McLaughlin and McCormick "would be conducting business as usual;"
and
f.

Pressuring Teply that her only alternative was to "share" her major and
other protected Safeguard customers with IBF, KMMR, McLaughlin,
McCormick, Dunn, JFHRS, DocuSource and Deluxe.

227.

Dunlap's interference with the Teply Distributor Agreement was adverse to the

interests of SBS, and not within the scope of his employment for SBS.
228.

For a two year period, Deluxe managed, oversaw and funded Safeguard by IBF

and Safeguard by DocuSource. Deluxe approved of and reviewed the acquisitions ofiBF and
DocuSource. Deluxe reviewed IBF and DocuSource's customer lists. Deluxe officers Sorrenti
and Peterson were directly involved in managing and running DocuSource. Deluxe was fully
aware that there were account protection i~sues. In the IBF Executive Summary prepared by
Deluxe, Deluxe noted in the section entitled "Risk Mitigation" that "[r]esolution of account
protection matches will be key as some accounts do business with area Safeguard offices." A
true and correct copy of the IBF Executive Summary is attached hereto as Exhibit 10.
· 229.

Deluxe oversaw McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, JDHRS, KMMR, Dunlap and

Tiller-Shumway. Under Deluxe's direction and approval, these individuals solicited and
obtained orders for, Safeguard Systems from many of the customers for whom T3 Enterprises
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have Customer Protection. Deluxe concealed, participated, approved and acquiesced in this
violation ofT3 Enterprises' Customer Protection Rights. During this time Deluxe caused and/or
took no a.ction to prevent DocuSource and IBF from obtaining orders for Safeguard Systems
from the customers ofT3 Enterprises. Deluxe failed to notify T3 Enterprises that such sales
continued after DocuSource and IBF were purchased. Instead, Deluxe developed and approved
of its "resolution efforts .... to negate potential loss of sales" by authorizing Dunlap, TillerShumway, McLaughlin and the other Defendants to wage a "war of attrition" against Teply and
Thurston so as to defeat their Customer Protection rights.
230.

At the time

S~I,

McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS, KMMR,

DocuSource and Deluxe have solicited and made sales to T3 Enterprises' protected customers,
each of these Defendants knew that they were materially interfering with and damaging T3
Enterprises' contractual relationship with SBS because of the loss of customers that had resulted
from SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS, KMMR, DocuSource, Deluxe
and each other's conduct.
231.

These actions by SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS,

KMMR, DocuSource and Deluxe were intended and designed solely and wrongfully to induce a
breach of or disruption in the Teply Distributor Agreement with SBS, resulting in a material
(

breach of the Teply Distributor Agreement by SBS.
232.

SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS, KMMR, Tiller-

Shumway, DocuSource, Inspired Results and Deluxe's intentional, wrongful actions have
resulted in the breach of the Teply Distributor Agreement by SBS to the detriment ofT3
Enterprises.
233.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result, T3 Enterprises has been damaged in

an amount to be proven at trial, but in no event less than its lost commission, lost business profits
and any business devaluation it has suffered. Further, Dunlap, SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick,
Dunn, JDHRS, Tiller-Shumway, DocuSource, Inspired Results and Deluxe have acted with
oppression and malice. As a result, T3 Enterprises is entitled to recover damages from SAl,
McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS, KMMR, Tiller-Shumway, DocuSource,
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Inspired Results and Deluxe for their wrongful and unlawful interference with the Teply
Distributor Agreement.
FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Tortious Interference with Contractual Relations- Thurston RDA

(Thurston Enterprises against SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, Dunlap, IBF, JDHRS,
KMMR, DocuSource and Deluxe)
234.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
235.

As set forth above, Thurston Enterprises had a valid, existing contract with SBS

in the form of the Thurston RDA. The Thurston RDA granted Thurston Enterprises certain
Customer Protection rights.
236.

SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS, KMMR,

DocuSource and Deluxe each had knowledge of the Thurston RDA between Thurston
Enterprises and SBS, and also knew of Thurston Enterprises' Customer Protection rights.
237.

Notwithstanding the existence of the Thurston RDA and Thurston Enterprises'

Customer Protection rights, SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS,
KMMR, DocuSource and Deluxe took action adverse to Thurston Enterprises' contractual
relationship with SBS, including, but not limited to:
a. Continuing to solicit, service and supply Thurston Enterprises' protected
customers in total disregard for Thurston Enterprises' Customer Protection
rights;
b. Refusing to notify Thurston Enterprises of any events that may reasonably
be expected to have a material adverse effect upon Thurston Enterprises
future sales of Safeguard Systems to its protected customers;
c. Engaging in pervasive and repeated activity designed to threaten, coerce,
dissemble and intimidate Thurston into sharing (or selling at an artificially
depressed price) the accounts that are the subject of Thurston Enterprises'
Customer Protection rights;
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d. Refusing to identify for Thurston Enterprises which IBF and/or
DocuSource customers are Common Customers with Thurston Enterprises
and subject to its account protection, and when repeatedly asked for
information on this subject, have engaged in abject prevarication;
e. Confronting Thurston directly and boldly, announcing that McLaughlin,
McCormick and others will continue to sell to all Common Customers
because there would be no interruption in Safeguard product sales to all of
IBF's prior customers- e.g., McLaughlin/McCo:rmick!KMMR "would be
conducting business as usual;" and
f.

Pressuring Thurston that his only alternative was to "share" his major and
other protected Safeguard customers with IBF, KMMR, McLaughlin,
McCormick, Dunn, JDHRS, DocuSource and Deluxe.

238.

Dunlap's interference with the Thurston RDA was adverse to the interests of

SBS, and not within the scope of his employment for SBS.
239.

For a two year peri~d, Deluxe managed, oversaw and funded Safeguard by IBF

and Safeguard by DocuSource. Deluxe approved of and reviewed the acquisitions of IBF and
DocuSource. Deluxe reviewed IBF and DocuSource's customer lists. Deluxe officers Sorrenti
and Peterson were directly involved in managing and running DocuSource. Deluxe was fully
aware that there were account protection issues. In the IBF Executive Summary prepared by
Deluxe, Deluxe noted in the section entitled "Risk Mitigation" that "[r]esolution of account
protection matches will be key as some accounts do business with area Safeguard offices." A
true and correct copy of the IBF Executive Summary is attached hereto as Exhibit 10.
240.

Deluxe oversaw McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, JDHRS, KMMR, Dunlap and

.

Tiller-Shumway. Under Deluxe's direction and approval, these individuals solicited and
obtained orders for, Safeguard Systems from many of the customers for whom Thurston
Enterprises have Customer Protection. Deluxe concealed, participated, approved and acquiesced
'

in this violation of Thurston Enterprises' Customer Protection Rights. During this time Deluxe
caused and/or took no action to prevent DocuSource and IBF from obtaining orders for
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Safeguard Systems from the customers ofThurston Enterprises. Deluxe failed to notify Thurston
Enterpris~s

that such sales continued after DocuSource and IBF were purchased. Instead,

Deluxe developed and approved of its "resolution efforts ... to negate potential loss of sales" by
authorizing Dunlap, Tiller-Shumway, McLaughlin and the other Defendants to wage a "war of
attrition" against Teply and Thurston so as to defeat their Customer Protection rights.
241.

At the time SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS, KMMR,

DocuSource Defendants knew or should have known that Thurston Enterprises w~uld not (and
could not) continue its contractual relationship with SBS because of the loss of customers that
had resulted from SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS, KMMR,
DocuSou'rce and Deluxe, and each other's, conduct.
242.

These actions by SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS,

KMMR, Tiller-Shumway, DocuSource and Deluxe were intended and designed solely and
wrongfully to induce a breach of or disruption in the Thurston RDA, resulting in a material
breach of the Thurston RDA by SBS.
243.

SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS, KMMR, Tiller-

Shumway, DocuSource and Deluxe's intentional, wrongful actions have resulted in the breach of
the Thurston RDA by SBS to the detriment of Thurston Enterprises.
244.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result, Thurston Enterprises has been

damaged in an amount to be proven at trial, but in no event less than its lost commission, lost
business profits and any business devaluation it has suffered. Further: Dunlap, SAl, McLaughlin,
McCormick, Dunn, JDHRS, KMMR, DocuSource and Deluxe have acted with oppression and
malice. As a result, Thurston Enterprises is entitled to recover damages from SAl, McLaughlin,
McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS, KMMR, Tiller-Shumway, DocuSource and Deluxe
for their wrongful and unlawful interference with the Thurston RDA.
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FIFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Tortious Interference with Contractual Relations-Thurston/Fiatt Agreement
(Thurston Enterprises against SBS and Deluxe)
245.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Amended C?mplaint as though fully set forth herein,
246. · As set forth above, Thurston Enterprises had a valid, existing agreement with
·WVI concerning the sale of the New Mexico Distributorship from WVI to Thurston Enterprises
(hereafter referred to as the "Thurston/Fiatt Agreement").
247.
'

248.

SBS and Deluxe had knowledge of the Thurston/Fiatt Agreement.
SBS and Deluxe also knew that Thurston was fully qualified to take over the New

Mexico Distributorship, that the Thurston/Fiatt Agreement would result in significant value to
Thurston, and that the transaction required SBS's consent, which could not be unreasonably
withheld.
249.

SBS and Deluxe had no credible reasons for refusing the transfer of the New

Mexico J?istributorship to Thurston.
250.

Notwithstanding these facts, SBS and Deluxe took action adverse to the

Thurston/Fiatt Agreement by unreasonably withholding its consent to the transaction.
251.

At the time SBS and Deluxe refused to consent to the Thurston/Fiatt Agreement,

SBS knew that Thur~ton Enterprises would not (and could not) continue its contractual
relationship with WVI.
252.

This refusal by SBS and Deluxe was intended and designed solely and wrongfully

to induce a breach of or disruption in the Thurston/Fiatt Agreement.
253.

SBS's and Deluxe's intentional, wrongful withholding of consent to the

transaction has resulted in the termination of the Thurston/Fiatt Agreement to the detriment of
Thurston Enterprises.
254.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result, Thurston Enterprises has been

damaged in an amount to be proven at trial, but in no event less than the anticipated gains it
would have made through the operation of the New Mexico Distributorship. As a result,
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Thurston Enterprises is entitled to recover damages from SBS for its wrongful and unlawful
interference with the Thurston/Fiatt Agreement.
SIXTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF

Tortious Interference with Prospective Economic Advantage- Thurston/Fiatt Agreement
(Thurston Enterprises against SBS and Deluxe)
255.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
256.

As set forth above, Thurston Enterprises had an economic expectancy with WVI

concerning the sale of the New Mexico Distributorship to Thurston Enterprises.
· 257.

SBS and Deluxe were aware of Thurston Enterprises' economic expectancy with

WVI and were aware that Thurston Enterprises had signed the Thurston/Fiatt Agreement to
purchase the New Mexico Distributorship.
258.

Notwithstanding the existence of the Thurston Enterprises' economic expectancy

with WVI, SBS and Deluxe have wrongfully and without privilege interfered with the economic
expectancy. This interference involved improper means, including but not limited to, demanding
and misrepresenting to both Thurston Enterprises and WVI that Thurston Enterprises must sign a
general release to complete the acquisition. This interference was conducted with the improper
purpose, including but not limited to, forcing Thurston Enterprises to give up its valid legal
Claims against SBS and Deluxe.
259.

SBS and Deluxe's conduct was intended to disrupt the acquisition of the New

Mexico Distributorship. The conduct resulted in the termination of the Thurston/Fiatt
:Agreement and consequently, the economic expectancy.
260.

As a result, Thurston Enterprises lost the opportunity to purchase the New

Mexico Distributorship. Thurston Enterprises has been damaged in an amount to be proven at
trial, but in no event, less than the _anticipated gains it would have made through the operation of
the New Mexico Distributorship.
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SEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Intentional Interference With Prospective Economic Advantage

(T3 Enterprises against SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn,

JDH~S,

KMMR,

DocuSource and Deluxe)
261.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
262.

T3 Enterprises has existing, economic relationships with its protected customers

that were likely· to benefit T3 Enterprises economically in the future based upon its ability to
service those protected customers as a SBS distributor without any competition from other SBS
distributors.
263.

Defendants, and each of them, were aware of T3 Enterprises' economic

relationships with its protected customers as T3 Enterprises' sales activity was readily available
to all Defendants in SBS' s Information Systems, made known to McLaughlin, Dunlap,
McCormick, Dunn, IBF and KMMR by Teply and others, and known to McLaughlin,
McCormick, Dunn, IBF, JDHRS, KMMR, DocuSource and Deluxe through their direct
competition with T3 Enterprises and discussions with and solicitation ofT3 Enterprises'
protected customers.
264.

Notwithstanding the existence ofT3 Enterprises' Customer Protection rights,

Defendants have deliberately, wrongfully and without privilege interfered with these economic
relationships. This interference by Defendants includes, but is not limited to, the following:
a. Announcing to all of McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR customers - all of
whom are current or potential · T3 Enterprises' customers -

that

McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR now are Safeguard's "go-to people" for
~he

servicing of all of the customers' Safeguard business needs;

b. Engaging in predatory pricing, offering quotes and taking orders from T3
Enterprises' protected customers at retail prices that are much lower than
T3 Enterprises' wholesale costs;
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c. Attending business functions in the Boise community and handing out
their McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR business cards, while announcing
to members of the audience that McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and its
16 employees could assist the customers with all of their Safeguard needs;
d. Encouraging T3 Enterprises' protected customers that they should write
letters to Safeguard instructing Safeguard that the customers want their
accounts reassigned from T3 Enterprises to McLaughlin/McCormick/
KMMR, telling those customers that McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR
·.will sell Safeguard products to them at the lower (predatory) prices;
e. Continuing to

sol~cit,

service and supply T3 Enterprises' protected

customers in total disregard for T3 Enterprises' Customer Protection
rights;
f.

Refusing to notify T3 Enterprises of any events that may reasonably be
expected to have a material adverse effect upon T3 Enterprises future sales
of Safeguard Systems to its protected customers;

g. Engaging in pervasive and repeated activity designed to threaten, coerce,
dissemble and intimidate Teply into sharing (or selling at an artificially
depressed price) the accounts that are the subject of T3 Enterprises'
Customer Protection rights;
, h. Refusing to identify for T3 Enterprises which IBF and/or DocuSource
customers are Common Customers with T3 Enterprises, subject to account
protection, and when repeatedly asked for information on this subject,
have engaged in abject prevarication;
1.

Confronting Teply directly and boldly, announcmg that McLaughlin/
McCormick/KMMR will continue to sell to all T3 Enterprises' protected
"cross-over" customers because there would be no interruption in
Safeguard product sales to all of IBF's prior customers -

e.g.,
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McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR "would be conducting business as
usual;" and
J.

Informing Teply that her only alternative was to "share" his major and
other protected Safeguard customers with IBF, DocuSource and Deluxe.

265.

As a result of Defendants' wrongful actions, T3 Enterprises has s~ffered

substantial interference to its prospective economic relationship with its protected customers -

e.g., Employers Resource, Hayden Beverage Co,., and St. Luke's Regional Medical Center, Idaho
Central Credit Union, among others- including but not limited to the following: (1) customers
being confused as to T3 Enterprises' relationship with McLaughlin, McCormick, KMMR,
DocuSource, Deluxe and SBS; (2) customers believing that there are supposed to place their
orders for Safeguard Systems through McLaughlin, McCormick, JDHRS, KMMR, DocuSource
and Deluxe instead ofT3 Enterprises; (3) customers believing that T3 Enterprises is no longer a
Safeguard Distributor; and (4) customers mistakenly believing that T3 Enterprises was
overcharging them because McLaughlin, McCormick, JDHRS, KMMR, DocuSource and
Deluxe were offering significantly lower prices on the same Safeguard Systems.
266.

SBS distributors are granted Customer Protection for the purpose of providing

them with the reward and incentive to invest significant ongoing time, effort and money in the
development of commercial customer relationships. Defendants' interference was contrary to
this established standard of trade and profession as it relates to customer exclusivity and contrary
to the established standard of trade identified in the Teply Distributor Agreement and adhered to
by the SBS distributor network.
267.

Further, Defendants have acted with malice, oppression and fraud in wrongfully

and intentionally diverting customers from T3 Enterprises.
268.
Enterpri~es

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result of these wrongful actions, T3
has been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial, but in no event less than lost

commission, lost business profits and business devaluation suffered by T3 Enterprises .

.
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EIGHTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Intentional Interference With Prospective Economic Advantage

(Thurston Enterprises against all Defendants)
269.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
270.

Thurston Enterprises has existing, economic relationships with its protected

customers that were likely to benefit Thurston Enterprises economically in the future based upon
its ability to service those protected customers as a SBS distributor without any competition from
other SBS distributors.
271.
relations~ips

Defendants, and each of them, were aware of Thurston Enterprises' economic
with its protected customers as Thurston Enterprises' sales activity was readily

available to all Defendants in CMS, made known to McLaughlin, Dunlap, McCormick, Dunn,
IBF and KMMR by Thurston and others, and known to McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, IBF,
.

-

JDHRS, KMMR, DocuSource and Deluxe through their direct competition with Thurston
Enterprises and discussions with and solicitation of Thurston Enterprises' protected customers.
272.

Notwithstanding the existence of Thurston Enterprises' Customer Protection

rights, Defendants have deliberately, wrongfully and without privilege interfered with these
economic relationships. This interference by Defendants includes, but is not limited to, the
following:
· a. Announcing to all of McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR customers - all of
whom are current or potential Thurston Enterprises customers - that
McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR now are Safeguard's "go-to people" for
the servicing of all of the customers' Safeguard business needs;
b. Engaging in predatory pricing, offering quotes and taking orders from
Thurston Enterprises' protected customers at retail prices that are much
lower than Thurston Enterprises' wholesale costs;
c. Attending business .functions in the Boise community and

h~ding

out

their McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR business cards, while announcing
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to members of the audience that McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and its
16 employees could assist the customers with all of their Safeguard needs;
d. Encouraging Thurston Enterprises' protected customers that they should
write letters to Safeguard instructing Safeguard that the customers want
their accounts reassigned from Thurston Enterprises to McLaughlin/
McCormick/KMMR,

telling

those

customers

that

McLaughlin/

McCormick/KMMR will sell Safeguard products to them at the lower
(predatory) prices;
e. Continuing to solicit, service and supply Thurston Enterprises' protected
customers in total disregard for Thurston Enterprises' Customer Protection
rights;
f.

Refusing to notify Thurston Enterprises of any events that may reasonably
be expected to have a material adverse effect upon Thurston Enterprises

.

future sales of Safeguard Systems to its protected customers;
g. Engaging in pervasive and repeated activity designed to threaten, coerce,
dissemble and intimidate Thurston into sharing (or selling at an artificially
depressed price) the accounts that are the subject of Thurston Enterprises'
· Customer Protection rights;
. h. Refusing to identify for Thurston Enterprises which IBF andlor
DocuSource

customers

are

Common

Customers

with

Thurston

Enterprises, subject to account protection, and when repeatedly asked for
information on this subject, have engaged in abject prevarication;
1.

Confronting

Thurston

directly

and

boldly,

announcmg

that

McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR will continue to sell to all Thurston
Enterprises' protected "cross-over" customers because there would be no
interruption in Safeguard product sales to all of IBF's prior customers e.g., McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR "would be conducting business as
usual;" and
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, J.

Informing Thurston that his only alternative was to "share" his major and
other protected Safeguard customers with IBF, DocuSource and Deluxe.

273.

As a result of Defendants' wrongful actions, Thurston Enterprises has suffered

substantial interference to its prospective economic relationship with its protected customers
including, but not limited to, the following: (1) customers being confused as to Thurston
Enterprises' relationship with McLaughlin, McCormick, KMMR, DocuSource Deluxe and SBS;
(2) customers believing that there are supposed to place their orders for Safeguard Systems
through McLaughlin, McCormick, KMMR, DocuSource and Deluxe instead of Thurston
Enterprises; (3) customers believing that Thurston Enterprises is no longer a Safeguard
Distributor; and (4) customers mistakenly believing that Thurston Enterprises was overcharging
them because McLaughlin, McCormick, KMMR, DocuSource and Deluxe were offering
significantly lower prices on the same Safeguard Systems.
274.

SBS distributors are granted Customer Protection for the purpose of providing

them with the reward and incentive to invest significant ongoing time, effort and money in the
development of commercial customer relationships. Defendants' interference was contrary to
this established standard of trade and profession as it relates to customer exclusivity and contrary
to the established standard of trade identified in the Thurston RDA and adhered to by the SBS
distributor network.
275.

Further, Defendants have acted with malice, oppression and fraud in wrongfully

and intentionally diverting customers from Thurston Enterprises.
276.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result of these wrongful actions, Thurston

Enterprises has been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial, but in no event less than lost
commission, lost business profits and business devaluation suffered by Thurston Enterprises.
277.

In addition to the Defendants' above tortious interference with Thurston

Enterprises' prospective economic relationship with its Protected Customers, SBS and Deluxe
have also tortuously interfered with Thurston Enterprises' prospective economic relationship
with WVI arising out of Thurston Enterprises attempt to purchase the New Mexico
Distributorship.
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278.

SBS and Deluxe had no credible reasons for refusing Thurston Enterprises'

purchase o~the New Mexico Distributorship other than to force Thurston Enterprises to release
its claims. involving commission to the protected customers.
279.

SBS's and Deluxe's interference with Thurston Enterprises purchase of the New

Mexico Distributorship ship by insisting that Thurston Enterprises, the buyer, release all of its
claims against SBS and its affiliated parties, is contrary to the established standard of trade and
profession and contravenes the WVI RDA which states that the consent of SBS for such a
'

transfer will not be unreasonably withheld.
280.

Further, SBS and Deluxe have acted with malice, oppression and fraud in

wrongfully and intentionally withholding consent for the transaction between Thurston
Enterprises and WVI by using this transaction to attempt to coerce Thurston Enterprises to
release all unrelated claims related to its customer protection rights.
'

281.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result of these wrongful actions, Thurston

Enterprises has been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial, but in no event less than lost
commissions, lost business profits and business devaluation suffered by Thurston Enterprises for
both the Idaho distributorship and the New Mexico Distributorship.
NINTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Conversion

(T3 Enterprises against SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, IBF, JDHRS, KMMR and
DocuSource)
282.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

.

this Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein .
283.

The Customer Protection rights identified in the Teply Distributor Agreement

granted T3 Enterprises unbridled customer protection against competition by (1) SBS, (2) all
SBS distributors and franchisees, and (3) any other third party engaged in the offer and sale of
Safeguard products- i.e., there would be no intra-brand competition of any kind. These
Customer Protection rights represented T3 Enterprises' principal asset.
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284.

Pursuant to the Customer Protection rights, T3 Enterprises possessed or had the

right to possess all commissions that were generated by its protected cust~mers.
285.

Defendants SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, IBF, JDHRS, KMMR, and

DocuSource on all sales to its protected customers by taking possession of these commissions
and preventing T3 Enterprises from having access to the commissions.
286.

T3 Enterprises did not consent to Defendants' McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn,

IBF, JDHRS, KMMR, and DocuSource's retention of the commissions, has since demanded the
immediat_e return of the property from all Defendants, and Defendants McLaughlin, McCormick,
Dunn, IBF, JDHRS, KMMR and DocuSource have refused. Instead, Defendants McLaughlin,
McCormick, Dunn, IBF, JDHRS, KMMR and DocuSource continue to service and sell to T3
Enterprises' protected customers and receive and retain the commissions that are the rightful
property of T3 Enterprises.
287.

As a proximate result of Defendants McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, IBF,

JDHRS, KMMR and DocuSource's conduct, T3 Enterprises has been damaged in an amount to
be detern1ined according to proof at trial.
TENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Conversion

(Thurston Enterprises against McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, IBF, JDHRS, KMMR
and DocuSource)
288.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
289.
Enterpris~s

The Customer Protection rights identified in the Thurston RDA granted Thurston
unbridled customer protection against competition by (1) SBS, (2) all SBS

'

distributors and franchisees, and (3) any other third party engaged in the offer and sale of
Safeguard products-i.e., there would be no intra-brand competition of any kind. These
Customer Protection rights represented Thurston Enterprises' principal asset.
290.

Pursuant to the Customer Protection rights, Thurston Enterprises possessed or had

the right to possess all commissions that were generated by its protected customers.
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291.

Defendants McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, IBF, JDHRS, KMMR and

DocuSource intentionally and substantially interfered with Thurston Enterprises' possessory
interest in the commissions on all sales to its protected customers by taking possession of these
commissions and preventing Thurston Enterprises from having access to the commissions.
292.

Thurston Enterprises did not consent to Defendants McLaughlin, McCormick,

Dunn, IBF, JDHRS, KMMR and DocuSource's retention of the commissions, has since
demanded the immediate return of the property from all Defendants, and Defendants
McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, IBF, JDHRS, KMMR and DocuSource have refused. Instead,
Defendants McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, IBF, JDHRS, KMMR and DocuSource continue to
service and sell to Thurston Enterprises' protected customers and receive and retain the
commissions that are the rightful property of Thurston Enterprises.
293.

As a proximate result of Defendants McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, IBF,

JDHRS, KMMR and DocuSource's conduct, Thurston Enterprises has been damaged in an
amount to be determined according to proof at trial.
ELEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF

Accounting

(T3 Enterprises against SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, Dunn, IBF, JDHRS, KMMR,
DocuSource and Deluxe)
294.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
295.

Defendants are indebted to T3 Enterprises for the reasons set forth above.

296.

The exact amount of monies due from Defendants to T3 Enterprises is unknown

to T3 Enterprises and cannot be ascertained without an accounting of Defendants' operations.
297.

Accordingly, the Court should order that there be an accounting of Defendants'

operations and order that Defendants pay over to T3 Enterprises all amounts due and owing to
T3 Enterprises, plus interest thereon, as well as attorneys' fees and costs.
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TWELFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF

Accounting

(Thurston Enterprises· against All Defendants)
298.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
299.

Defendants are indebted to Thurston Enterprises for the reasons set forth above.

300.

The exact amount of monies due from Defendants to Thurston Enterprises is

unknown to Thurston Enterprises and cannot be ascertained without an accounting of
Defendants' operations.
301.

Accordingly, the Court should order that there be an accounting of Defendants'

operations and order that Defendants pay over to Thurston Enterprises all amounts due and
owing to Thurston Enterprises, plus interest thereon, as well as attorneys' fees and costs.
ATTORNEY FEES

302.

T3 Enterprises has been required to obtain the assistance of counsel in the

prosecution of this matter, and has agreed to pay counsel a reasonable fee. T3 Enterprises is
entitle to recover its reasonable costs and attorney fees incurred in this matter pursuant to Rule
54, Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Sections 12-120 and 12-121, Idaho Code, Section 17.49,
Texas Business & Commercial Code, or other applicable law.
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

Plaintiffs hereby respectfully demand a jury trial by not less than 12 jurors,
pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 38.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray as follows:
1.

On the First Claim for Relief, for compensatory damages in amounts to be

proven at trial;
2.

On the Second Claim for Relief, for compensatory damages in amounts to

be proven at trial;
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3.

On the Third Claim for Relief, for compensatory damages in amounts to

be proven at trial;
4.

On the Fourth Claim for Relief, for compensatory damages in amounts to

be proven at trial;
5.

· On the Fifth Claim for Relief, for compensatory damages in amounts to be

proven at trial;
6.

On the Sixth Claim for Relief, for compensatory damages in amounts to

be proven at trial;
7.

On the Seventh Claim for Relief, for compensatory damages in amounts to

be proven at trial;
8.

On the Eighth Claim for Relief, for conversion, for compensatory damages

in amounts to be proven at trial;
9.

On the Ninth Claim for Relief, for conversion, for compensatory damages

in amo~ts to be proven at trial;
10.

On the Tenth Claim for Relief, for conversion, for compensatory damages

in amounts to be proven at trial;
11.

On the Eleventh Claim for Relief, for an accounting;

12.

On the Twelfth Claim for Relief, for an accounting;

13.

On All Claims for Relief, for attorneys' fees, expenses and costs of suit, as

may be allowed by law, including, without limitation, Rule 54, Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure and Sections 12-120 and 12-121, Idaho Code;
14.

For pre-judgment interest as allowed by law; and

15.

For such other relief as may be available and as justice requires.

MOFFA~~ TJ~~AS

DATED: August 26,2015
By:

tty!J11'v
Clayton Gill
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
T3 Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston
Enterprises, Inc.
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DATED: August 26,2015

MULCAHYLLP

By:
Douglas . uther- pro hac vice
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
T3 Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston
Enterprises, Inc.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 26th day of August, 2015, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR
JURY TRIAL to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Steven F. Schossberger
Taylor Tibbitts
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

877 Main St., Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Facsimile (208) 954-5260
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
ttibbitts@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendants

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
(<.}E'-Mail

C. Cla
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~SAf-EGUARD.
Date:

June 14, 2007

To:

All US Distributors

From: Michael P. Dunlap, General Counsel

RE:

franchise registration

On May 2, 2007, Safeguard sent applications to register as a franchise with the Federal Trade
<;ommission and all fiao.cbise registration states.
Whv did we.take.thls action?
From a historical perspective, a California court in 1996, ruled that the way we do business is as a
franchise, even though no up-front franchise fee is paid to the Safeguard corporation by incoming
Distributors (franchisees), as is commonly a practice wjth typical franchise organizations. In response to
this decision and after many years of overcoming issues, we have ftled the necessary documentation that
would comply with the judge's opinion in 1996. The action to register as a franchise does not impact
our day to day operations or the operations of our existing distributor network.

The Franchise Offering Circular is a document that is required by the FfC and certain franchise
registration states, like California, of an franchisors and is intended to give prospective new distnoutors
(also referred to as franchisees) sufficient notice of what to expect as a Safeguard Distributor. We
provide this document to prospective purchasers of Safeguard distributorships.
What does this mean to you as an existing Safeguard distributor?
While this action has no impact on your daily operations, it should have a positive impact on how we
advertise and market the Safeguard distributor opportunity. We believe our business model is sound, and
; continues to work well in the marketplace. Every day that an engaged, hard working, successful
Safeguard Distributor phonesjn, sends an email, or enters an order, reminds all of us that this is a vibrant,
financially sound business.
And since we (Safeguard corporate and Safeguard Distributors) all benefit from the common goal of a
growing, solid Safeguard, now and in the future, we want to use all the tools available to us to help make
that happen. Advertising and marketing the Safeguard Distributorshlp opportunity is a part of making
Safeguro;d better, more vibrant. Letting potential distributors know we are registered as n franchise helps
with establishing Safeguard as an attractive entrepreneurial opportunity for those interested in. owning
their own business, in connection with a strong company.
Existing Safeguard distributors will continue to keep their existing Safeguard Distributor Agreement. No
further action is needed on your part. The franchise registration process is just that, a process. We will
. be taking the steps necessary to comply with the regulatory requirements associated with our franchise
registration.
This article isn't intended to answer all questions, so we invite any of you to contact Mike Dunlap,
Safeguard's General Counsel (214-640-3927), mdunalp@gosafeguard.com or Kevin Skipper, Safeguard's
Director-ofLegal Services, (214-640-3916), kskipper@gosafeguard.com, with any question you may
have. We know this is a positive developn1ent for Safeguard, ourdistnoutors, our future.
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.

SAFEGUARP BUSINESS SYSTEMS, :INC.
'14661 franklin avenue

•

tu-stin,

catifornia. 92Qir0

01"4) 730~8'112

'

June ! ,

1987

Rp~~r G~ Thur&ton
53"7 S. Curt·ia lfB
Bol. se-.1 10 ·83"105

aaar 'Rog·er :.
have i):·hLs date ~"n;te;r<~tl in'to ~n In.t·erim ·R~g·:i:!iih~l Distr:i.bCT.he
f'\qr·eemen'l:..> ·L.tflder which you· will
soli.cit
orser·s
o·f
tho·se Safe.guard proGluct.s ·and servie:es ·Nhi.ch
are desEribed
in the Agr·eement.
Subparagr.aph 7<,b> of tlie. Agreement
sp.ec:i 'f i.es
c:~r-tai r.t cil-cu(l)"s~anl!:es unc:l§!r: which ·tl'le. figt-eemel'it may be
te-t-minatec;l "by t&s,
includ·ing yuur faqure to meet specified S"~les
quotas.
We

~,;'r~mr

Agr~emen4:

This L~tter Ag~eement is i~tended to supplsment su~~aragraph
and t:q fprme\lize GlUt- ,un<:Iet-stand.ing that the Agre~nient shall
~l?"Q
b~rminate e:l!f·ective imm!=d"ia·taly up!!ln writt.Fh notice "l;a
yGJU
if you ·should 'f·ail to:
70~)

succes,sfully c:ompl·ete the Safeguard
Fort I>Jashi:ngton, F·a., or
2)

csmp-1 y

Trainin~

S:cho.ol

·"Ji"bh the terms c>,nd. condition? set fcn-:th in
or

..

_

c'.t..

the

Agre·emen~,

3)

c;cimp.ly
policies~

1-Jith
or

Safeguard's

.applicable

.;,t:lministrative

.4>

work :ful.l
time e>.s a Safeguan:l I>b=?tr.ibt.ttor dut~:i:mg
the
p'eri a.!=! J1,.me 1, 1987 through December 31, 1981 .anc{ bri nc;~
a.l;!out se>.les of Safeguard Systl'!ms tha:t generate $ 28,958
ifi comm-issions, Cnet of Lmcollectable accounts, returns
and allowances>
to you during such period, or·

5)

demonstrate
the personal
1-10rl(
habits
and
atti t·ude
necessary to become a successful Safeguard Distributor.

2'"/. COil
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In the ·event .Qf termination of Agr-e~men.t for any of thereasons set forth in this letter, Paragraph ~ of the Agreement
~hall gov..en=1 ·the pes·t termination obligations of the parties.
In
tne event of any inconsistencies between t~e Agreement and this
Letter, the terms and cpnd·ftion.s. .of this Letter shall prevail.
If

th~

foregoing also represents yeL-tr understaF1ding, kindly sign
copies e:f this Letter.
By :::;~.going thjs L~tte.r·and ag~-ee.ing
to i·ts terms, y:au aaknowle"dge that no c:on:tr-ary oral representations have been made to y.nM.
~11

Ver-y trui y yeLti-.!;0.;
~AF.Ei;GI:,IARD" BUS"INESS SYSTEMS,

IND.

Agreed and Confirmed;

~~---------Da~e·: _ _.~/22/A] ___________ ~--

29.con
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.:......
.:.-

SAFEGUARD BUSI.NESS SYSTEMS, INC

f

14661 franklin avenue • tustin, qliforni~ 92660
(714) 730-81i'2

Ju/:t~

!-, 1987 .

.t.N~rERit1 RESI.Ot-tAL D.ISTiUBUTClR A'GRE8t~lit-IT
B~ii!JEtt'~ SAFEGUARD- BUSIN~SS ·SYSTEI1g:,

INC. ANO

Y-ou are ap.p.ei r~ted a Di'str-i:buter- of. those Sa'f'-.e~.w:ard
and

~J:t.a;qtu~'d

h~repo.'l:

p.roducts
on

.a.n

them

to

customers located in yow- tet-ritory describetl i'n Attachment A

as.

-qel"'vi.ce:s-

interim

basis,

.defined

with

in the A.ddenP.a·

the

r i gh·t

te soU cit

~l·es

·o:P

an independent agent, on the following terms:

Yolt shal.l
have the right in your territory to ac-t as our
sales di.stri but·qr- (repr.esentati ve> · 'li.o soi"i_ci t t_he sale of
thqse products and services de-f·ined in tb.e ·Adcf~(id~ att,3.c'h~d
hereto
( "SafegLtal-d Systems") in a.c:~::or.da.oce l'l.ith th!i" pt"'ice·
sc:.hed1.1l es pl.!bl i s'hed by Safeguard and Qfl ti'le terms .and
conditions set by Safeguard from- time to time.

' 2.

I!,';;BBIIQBX~

Your
terr-itory is the g(:!ographi~al
<;~rea
(:le,Scrit:;ed
~n
A.tte>.chment A.
You are not a.l.lt:hori:zed to r·epresent Safeguard
or
solicit
sales of Safeguard Systems outside
this
terri tory,
and Safeguard may appoint additional p.ersons tasoncit sales of Safeguard Systems insid.e the territm-y

For so long as is specified in Attachment B,
you·shall have
the exc:lusi¥e right to th-e commissions generated on sales of
Saf egu,;,o.rd Systems to a.ny C!..!Stomer 1 i sted on Ai;tachment B.
This eJ<clusiye right to commissions. applies to .all new and
repeat Safeguc-.rd Systems sales to each such customer until
this Agreement is terminated (see paragraph 7).

-1-
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4.

B5bBI!ON§tl!E

~grWg5~ §BE§§~B~Q

BNQ

YQ~!

The r!;!lati.Dnshi"p betwe.en you and S~egaard shan be· that of
principai and agen·t ~
and not empl{;lyer and ~;:mployee or b!-lyetand se-I"I·er.
Safegual'"'d ·will endeav·ar tc.~ pravide pr-oduct and
sales traini.ng and· suppqrt to you; howev.er any such training
and
s.uppm-t !Jlus·t
bet constrai·n~!;l by your
st;atus as an·
i ndep':!·r.'p:!l'emt. sal ~S'-' a:t;~t=nt and by clUr commitments
to . other
dli stri:b.cttors.
Ybu
shall liave the ·right to solicit orders,
atrd yl!ll..t sl1al.l use ycur best effGrts to do so.
All
orders
ar·e si:.tbje~::t ·to accept-an-c.~ py an autJ:!ori-.:ed representaf:i.vtF of
·sa.fegua>rd.
Vqt.t j;f,:~U l'rot qllot·e pt:-'i>ees .or ti-en:Ds other than
·those. set f"od:h ~.ri PUt- price schedLtl es llill ess you r-er:ei ve
o.ur i;:Of1!=jl=Mt to· d"Q -so~ ·.i:md· you shall no·t· make any s"b-atements~
p_r-dmis~i;
or t~eP.resent.aticns to the c-ont·t-.:u-y 'flpr
ma:~e
<i.hY
c:"PificTI-5. tmenbs .on our befual-fr v1i thout our .P.ri ~;~r wr;i. i:·t!i!n C:c:;ns.e.nt .•

s•

QJ;S!3SI.!t:l~ ·B~!Q.
r~'
A~-"i
prcrc~~sefd:

eaY!1EfM:t QE

gf!~tr.!:~§.!f!i-Js: .

lllh.i~h yot:t r-et:e:l ve anJ:l s.em-d. ·to :us
shall
be
·mar.m~r' as ~1e Clef:ermi.ne. ·Except: wi:th
o.l.l{' pr.ior- wri·tt.~lil .C.ol'lsentt
you· sh.a!lr not sutunit orders tand
Safeguan} sl'l.all n.cl:t -af;:;cept them> wh~:?re th~ $afegua_r.d Systems
ar-e ot- app.ear te be ::L-nt€"nde~ to be r~sol.EI b.y tlie c~stGmer.

or.a.er-p

by

Lfs

in suph·

({3)
·l!Je
sh~.ll
b-ill
the (:\.!st~;~.mer-s
directly for
orders
c:rf-:di t.E!tl to y.bL\ ~nd the ~;ustomer shall pay us d1.rectl y.
You
sb;01·ll receive o;:ommi ssi on payments pt.trsuant to tf.Je ccmmi ssi on
r'at·e
sp-ecified
in the· .Addendum appl ~cable ;to the product
1·1h'ic.h has been sold·;
howe'.i'er ,
commission rates
may be
changed
at pur sq.J..e discr-etion due to a ,::hang!=! in
economic
.or I;;Qif!p-et.it'~.ve .con!i:J)..ti,o(l.s; but sucl;l ~;;hal'lg.es can only be made
iJ;J cohnection. 1'!-i ttl a broad pol.icy cl:l.ange a-ffecti·ng all
Safe9J..tar-d BL!Si:nes.s Sy,stems E>i stri butors who are sol.i ci.ti ng
sal·es OT Sa·FegLt'i\rd ·s.y.stems ~ and provided f·w-th-li?t- tr-.at
SuCh
ch-ange sh.al1 onl '? a>Ffect sales made a-fter- an ann·ounr:erroent by
Sa~.eg.Lt:ar-d.
·

We wi 11 pay t:ominissicins on c;~r about the 15th day o'F
month
~D.r Safegu~rd Systems sales billed
during
the
previous month and credit~d to you.
Xf we have ·nqt received.
payment
i:n full -for any of the Safeguard Systems s'al es for
wh.i.ch
you ha.ve been P.aid a commission within
ninety
(90)
days
of
the bi 1.1 i.ng date,
yoL! shall
repay us an
amount
e<;~uivaleht to y.o•~tr commission on the unpaid portion,
unless
we ded1-1ct the amount -from payments which we owe yoLt.
I f ~~e
ar-e 1 ater paid by the. customet-,
Ne wi 11 then pay to you an
amount
equal to the amount collected less the out-of-pocket
costs of
coll.et:tion times your rate
of
commission.
You
shall
have no responsibility for
errors
or
omissions
re.sulting
ft-om
any
action of
Safegua.rd,
its ma.chines,
opera. tot-s or programmers,
and we agree to save you ha.rml ess
+rom c>.ny such error or ami ssi on.
<C·>

e~ch

-2-
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<D> Purs1:1ant to this Agreement, w~ !?hall withhold each month
from payments due you a sum equal to 107. of the n~t
OneWrite sa•Jes and 307. o-f gross commissions 'for all scHE1s- of
B~.feguarp S:Ystems other than One-Writes credited to you
and
billed 1:1-y us during the prior tnoni:.h to l=!ustomars for
whom
ther·e :is· OQ agre:etilent tQ hfi ~bhol q commissions on behalf
of
Safegt.!.;>;!'""d attr~buted to the ''Close .. distributorshi·p -rights
·an·d
interest~
unti 1
we have c:oll·ected on behalf
of
the
transf"errbr· of
>the
"Close"
distributorship rightsi
and
in"terests the sum 9f $ 1§8,21:5.04, l'l.hich is the price o'f the
t-ights and intere·s;ts being as-s·ign:e!=l to y.Qu; alscr pt..irsuar.t to
this Agreem~At, ~e ?h~ll also withhold 121.* of net Dn~-Writ~
sco,l"es anfl ~07.. .gr·o~~ ·ccmmiss-:i"CJns for .all s·aies ef
s:afegL.Ia:rtl
Sy~terrrs · .t::ither t:.nan On.e-Writ·es- attt-ib1.1t'ed t_o the "A'~exarl"c:ler"·
dis"t:t"..ibufprship rigl'tts
anti. .i.nt.e.r.·~:t;s t;~-edi"i:.i?.d to ~mu
and'
billed ey us dur·iag \!.he pr~qt"" .Q!Q['It'h to custe)'mers
fc:~r
wh-om
:there· is ·n.o agr.sement to wi."!fli..hci:l!=! Ci"emm-i'-ss~on. ·on bel<lalf
of
Saf·egu~t-d
unt~ l
'"~? ·1:-1-a~e .£t,ol Lec;t~cl
en' b.eha:lf
o-F
t~l?
t.ran~·(:!rrm·of "!:"tl'e ''Me-x,.u:H:fer'·' clistr-:i:bt.t"bol".shi:p
ri·_gn:t:s
and
iJitere~ts; t·h-e sum o·f $. :1:31-)8~!.".2:5, .whit:h. ·i? t.tie prH:e r:;Jf the
r"igh~s and interests of the' i'Alex·and.e!r" di:s-tf-itfutorshi.p
..bei r:J~ hereby assi t:rned t.'O yqu.,.

"*

Of th~ amot.mt S(J ~li thhel d,
10A: of net System-s sales shall
b·e pai·d to James A.
A"lexander antl the balan<!:e to Sa-fe.guard
f.Qr ll'IP!l:i es oltJed to Sa-feguard.
At such t :i. me as Sa of: eguard has
l:reen paid
$
18,052.78 we shall only wi·thhol.d 10%
of
ne-t
Syste-m.s sales and 30% of gross i::omm.issions for all s.~:des
of
Safeguard
Systems other than One~Wri t.:es Lmti 1
the
enti.re
amount has been paid.

<E>
V.i;>u shall
comply with adinir~istra·tive and
commi.ssion
polici.es not in conflict with this Agr-eement ·which are
now
ir.1 e·ffect or whii:h Ne may i S?l!le from time to time fotyour
tet-r ~ t·m:-"y,
or
an-y m-etropolitan area incl-uded
within
your
·~-erri ~cry.

Safeguard,
a.s part
of thi.s "Agreeme:nt,
grants y.ou a
none:tclusive license,
Nhich may be revoked at any time, to use
the nam:e "Safec;Juard" and the Safeguard logotyp-e solely
in
connecti ol'l
with your repre:sentati on of Sa·feguard u.n-der this
Agn:ement.
I f .this Agreemeht is term~nated for .:>.ny ,-eason 1
all your rights to use the name "Safeguard" and the logotype
a1.1tomatically revert back to us a.n~ you may no
longer
use
SLICh
name or 1 ogotype.
In such event,
we shall have
the
t-ight t·o re(:Juest you to advisJ;? in wt-iting any person whom we
designatE!
that you are no longer authorized to use the name
"Safeguard" and the Safeguard logotyp~.
You agree promptly
to CQmply with such request.
You must,
c>.s a condition
of
this
Agr··eement,
e.dopt
a fictitious name under which
you
will do business.
This rrame must be approved by 1.1s before
you commence doing business under that name.

-3-
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<A>
This Agreement .shall remain in e-ffect for an in-i.'tial
term .of five <:5> years,
unl es9 i t is termi nate.d earlier lor
th~ reasohs described' herein.

<B)
Safe9uard may terminate this Agreement by giving. you
sixty
(60) days written noti·ce if the commissions
<net of
uncQllectible acco~nts, returns and allowan~es>
on the sale
of S.:rfeg\.\~rd Syst~rhs: credited to yau do not eq~al or exceed
the
amounts s~t forth below ~or th~ annual
periods
indicatedz
06/01/8:7
O'fi/01/SB
06/01/!39
·o~m~ /'S'Q
0•8/0l/91

!)5/31/Ba
0.5./311"89
0§./3.1 19'0
05/31/91
05/31/9:2

'Y.t;i.!Jr ~.linu~l ce£ilmf.·s;_s·i OR Ql,iOt.a shall inG:r{:;;!a!:je: al1]l,Ual ty ):)y ·SUt;fl
;as S~fag.OarcJ· rea~or.iably cletel'"tnine·s· ti.i\sed. :upqn an:Y
p:l"i.C:,e i.ncr.eases fdr S~feg.Ltai-'ct S'f'~:>tems: during the p'Et-iod..
A:t
the end of ten years your annual commission quota shall
no
1 o11g~r 1 ncrea.se e>:c;.ep·t to t:he extent such increase r-ef ;t ec:ts
any s-ales price inc::reases for Safeguard Systems institut![!c,l
by SafegMar~-

-am6ll!'1.t

In add.ition t.o th.e <abo-ve annual .commission quotas,
your net
commissions for e-ach quarter from the be.ginnir.g of the year
te the end o.f ec>.ch quarter must at least equal your net
comm-issions for the s.ame period during the prior ye.;u-.
C'C)

Safe.guard may terminate thi?- Agre~mer:~t b.y
notice if the follo!fling should occur:

giving

yeLl

~o~ritten

(i)
You sell or solicit sales for any produtts 1
g.oods or services 1-1hich Safeguard deter-mines in its
sole discr-etion to be compe-titive with any. Safeguard
Syste·ms.
nonsell
or represent a seller of
products, goods or services wi t·hout our
wri tte.n consent.
We will not unreasonablY withhOld
- this consent.
· (iiJ

You

compe~itive

(i i i )
You mater-ially f .:>.i 1 to perform any of the terms
and conditions of this Agreement other- than ·failure to
earn the commissions set forth in paragraph· 7
<B>
above.

<iv)
You
conduct yourself or you~ business in an
unethical
or disreputable manner or engage 'in trade
practices
which directly or
indirectly
discredit
Safeguard,
Safeguard customers, Safeguard distributors
or Safeguard products or services.

-4·-
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())) This Agreement will also term-~hatE! sixty
either o~ the following events occur:

(pc)·)

days after

Ci >
Y.ou give us ·t-Jri tten notice that you have
to terminate this Agreement.
Youl"' death or permc;>nent

(ii)

elected

d~sability.

CE)
You may renew the term of this ~greement fer additional
peri_ods .o:f five (5) years each by ·giv:ihg !;.IS .l'{r•~t:ten notice
at 1-eas·t si:{ty (60) days pr-·ior tQ the .end of. t_t-ae Cl,.ll;reut
term, -and sett~ng forth the ?nhu~l net Safe~ard Sy~tems
C:·qilJ{Ili s;;.i pns. w.hi ch yql! pr-o~o·se t:o ea~<'-T-l i :f ttie
Acareemeh1;.
is
e.ktejld.e~ ~

I"f

yot:.lr:'

pro'pos.~c;l

C\0('1Ual

1 i:1CrB¥\SeS·

i'""~f ~.ec;:t

:.=tnm;jal "i n;e:rE?ases ef at 1 ea?·t ;LO'l. ri.v.e(' th.~ .r:t~t
cl!linmi s·s:i on
reqt.d, rement of t.ne pr--e-c:e;c!i nl!iJ 'y$:ar· cif
th~
A~;~r-e:emen.t,
t·eAel'lal
sh:all he· aato_rn.at.Ic.
I:f yf;'lur ~r-qpOsal
,does not ·r·ef-l•ec::i: sucf.l· an inc~:"aase:,. tf.ren the Agt•eemen"l! shall
·ternriliate !-!nless ·Safeguard apjlr9ve!:j. th~ r-erie~a). iM wd t,in~.
Af·'tet· ·tlie terrtli ye.:\r, · your .arii1tia:l "Cl:ll'nmi s:si ori Qti:cta ·shall not
increase further- e:<cept to the ·extent e~:;pl.ai-ned :i.n 'Par:ag.t~aph
7 (Ei) •
.st..~cc.essi ve

This Agt·e-ement may not be assi·gne·d ot" t:ransfel~r-e9· py you, orin p.;n·t.
You .must ·tralisfet* all of your
rights ei th.et· to Safegu;;u-d er aMothet· person.
You · shall
ha~e
no right to· ass.ign or- transfer. your right.,
title an.d
interest i·lJ this Agreetnent within tlie i.n~ti.;H fiy-e <:5·>
yeat·
term. If you t-~ish to tr-ansfer your-· right; title anti i:nt~rest
in this Agt·eement,
subsequent to :tli~ ;i.nitjal -five (5) ye~r
term, the f.oll oNi ng must firs~ occur:
by oper-ati'on of la1-1,

CA>

Yeu

off.er- Safegt.ta.rd v.our- right·,
title and
this Agr·eement on the te-r-ms c;lesc:ri bed in
Paragraph 9 <B> belot<J.
This nffer to E!a:feguard {lli,IS.t .b:e in
writing and it must i md ude a :J. i s.t of all of the ct..tstomer's
in respect of Nhom yo.u h.ave a right to r•ecei v.e -commi ss.i ons.•
If I<Je do not c>.ccept the ass·ignment .o·f your int:er·ests in this
Agreement within
thirty (30) days aftet· we receive yo1..1r
offer, then
i nter·est

fi ,-·st

in

CBJ
You may transfer your right,
title and
interest in
this Agreement to a third person who must be Approved by
Safeg•.tard, bt.!t Safeguard agrees nnt to unreasonably withhold
its approval.
The following shall be examples of reasonable
grounds for withholding approval:
(i)

the third person has inadequate sales experience;

Cii)
the third par-ty is a distributor of
products or supplie~;

-!5-
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·(ii il' t·he third
p.arty wi;tl n·ot agree to E:jevote f'ull
and
time to t·pe bu~iness of the dis-tr-ibutorship,
a~tivdly
participate in its sales activities
.amd
efforts.;

<iv>
the third party has poor credit experience
has ~e~n convicted of a felony;

or

!v)
the third party_is a ·s·afegl.tard distr-ibutor, was a
Safegu.a:.rd .cli.st·ribL1:tor- .or associate ·di-stributor whose
a:ontr::act was t.ermir.~a·ted,
or a Safeguard employee whpse
e-(lip 1 oyment 1~as ti:!rm,i nat:ed;
tMe thirt:! p-ari;.Y. fai l:s tp ag.ree to acc;;ept new JJ~t
t:""·aqtH remel'll;·s f ili"ed by Saf.el:Ji.l<tu'"d
and tl)e
t·er.ms
and
cQmd·i t-ioms.
of
Saf.eguar.i:l 's
exi st·i·ng
d·i st:ri ilu.tGJr agreement.
(vi)

(;:oinlfl~.ss-i on

Sa.feg"l.t<O.r4 I:'Ji 11
term$nation
of
circum!?tancss:

mal{·~ pa-yir.~nts

t:hi:s

~q you or your.
est;a;'l:e a:ft·er
Agr!'!etileAt und~r
tl1"~
f'·.ol.loL~ing

(Pi)
If H> You terminate the Agreement;
(ii> you die or
become pe~m~nently disabled during the initial
five-year
t-erm..;
or (iii 1 Sa-f'egLtard t·ermi nates this Agreement for .ot.ny
of
the reasons set for~h in paragraphs 7 (B)
or 7
CC),
Safegu-ard wi 11
pay you (nr ytn..tr estate> for two (2)
years
after the .~f.Pec;:tiv~ date pf termination 50% of the then
current c:ommi ssi on p·ayment: schedule on -all r~peat sales tJf
SafegLtar.d Sys·tems to cttstCimer.s from whom you were entitled
to ·re~;:ei ve ~qmmi ssi oris whi: 1 e this Agreement '"'a? still
in
effec·t.
Safeguard Ni ll not, ho~jeyer, make any SL!cl:1 payments
if
during the f.t..Jo-yeat- p·et-iod y:oL~ sell or .attempt to se'll
seryices,
pn;:>dt:u:.ts,
or sup-plie~ l~hit:h are competitive Nitb
Safegj.!ard servic:i?'s, pt-oducts or supplies, either on yow- own
t;ehalf Qr' on behalf of othet-.s, .ot- if you fail to deliver to.
us witbin ten (10) days of the date of termination all
of
the Safegward trade sect-ets aod confidential
information
list~d
in paragraph
10,
and coopera.te with us in the
transfer
of
th·e customet- accounts to L~s. or to
our
repn~sentative.

CBJ
If,
aft·er th'is Agreement ha.s been in effect for
more
than five
(5)
years
( i > you. die
or become permanently
disabled;
ot(ii)
you transfer yot..tr rights under the
Agreement to Safeguard, SafegL'.ard will pay you
(or
your
estate>
for
four
C4> yeat-s a-fter the
effective date of
termination 50% of the then current commission schedule on
all repeat sales of Safeguard Systems to customers from whom
yo~
were .entitled to receive commissions while
this
Agreement was still in effect.
Safeguard will not, however,
make any such payments if during the four year period you

-.6-
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sell or attempt to sell services, products 01~ supplies l-lhich
are
c;:ompetitive with Safegl,.lard servic~;s,
products or
sltpplies eithel'" ori your own behalf or C!ln behalf of others,
or if yr;m· fai 1 to deliver to us within ten CJ..O> days of the
date .of,. termination all of the Safeguard trade secrets and
confi·den'C.i.al
in.P.ori!lation listed in para~p-aph 1J),
and
t:moperate with us in the transfer of these customer accounts
to us or to our rept-esentati ve •
.(G)
Safe.guc\1-d will make additioAal payments te yet:~
(or.
yew... esta·te>
if Safegu.ard sells the r.·ights to receive
cCJmmioss.i on.s to wh·i ch yoLt w·Eiuld have been: er:~ti tl ed except for
'tet"·m:i:na:t-ion and you· ot- your .estate -are then ent-itled to
p.-a)~ment:s
und~r <B> ab·o;ve.
These addi tion:ai payments wi 11
:eq.tita-1 :the· d.i.'f.'ference, if any, be:tl-l'eer'l the amoLmt received by
Safe.gu·s.t:-d on the sale c.:Jf st.:t!!'h ri gh'\:s an(:! t.he -amount pal)labl:·~
:f:·o :y.c.:JU und~r <B> abpve.
·sa·f<'e¢ard h:as an(f ·..ass\:line's no duty
'I:E> m·ake· a .sa'ie of tbe right? .-aJ"ld i.f the ri.gtVt-·s af-e so·ld
and
:t·l;l~(l
P-~ac-cjltf.t--e.d :by s,a+e<;)uar:d,
Sa.fegLt;:l;F'.:l. 'ii Qnl y ob.li gati Ol'l
l'l>i :1.1
be to make tli.e pa:yments clue t:~n.der th'e first
sal e.
SafeguaFd- may sell tbe rights on. such t·en~s ?nd cmnt:Ji:ti-ons
as it oe-;l.ieves to l:)e in its Q!.-Jn be.st intere.st a.nd suitattle
for ;its tno~n purpol5es Whether.· or not this 1-JOUl.d aff.ect the
r-eturn to you ot- yqur estate.

(0)
If this Agreement is termin•ated f·or·any reason
before
t.oJe co-11 ect the f Ltll amount remai rri ng wi -bh r·espect
to the
custome.r c.:ccount rights being assigned to you,
you shall
have no fur·t:her lia.bilit-y· fat- additional p~yments, but you
~hall
also t-eceive no payments under t·his
Paragraph 9,
unti 1 the. r-·emainder of st..ich amount set forth in F·aragraph
5<D> is paid in full.

In
consideration· of
Safeguard's ~ppointing you as
a
distributor of Safeguard Systems, and in recoljjnition that a-s
a
sales agen-t you have an oblig.ation to your principal
to
r·eturn
all
of Safeguard· s· :trade
.se~;:rets
or
c:>t.hetconfidential information upon the termin~ticn of the agericy,
yot..t agree that upon the termination of this Agreement fatany rga.son you 1-1i 11 i mmedi a tel y ret·urn to Safeguard all
originals and copies of Safeguard's:
~ustomer
files
and
record-s
(including past ordering history,
sa.mples and
imprints>,
customer lists, price books or price lists,
refetTal
sourc:e 1 i sts,
product ms.nuals or other product
training materials in yoL!r possession, custody or control;
and all sales aids,
sales brochures, design form trays,
demonstration boards,
and other Safeguard sales materials
which were given to you oy Safeguard.
You agree that these
are trade secrets and confidential information belonging to
Sa-fegt.lat-d and yo•J wi 11
not disclose any of such trade
secrets or confidential information about Safeguard or the

-7-
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nature of its business to. any thil'"d
y.se F\fl"Y suc:h i.nfor-mati on other than

.parti~s

and yol..! will not
in c:onnecti on with your

,set-vice as a Sa.fegu.ard distributor.
UpoR termina.tion of this Agreement for any r'eason you also
a9ree that you shall assign to Safeguard or its de-signee the
,buRi·n,.ess teie'phone numbe-r (s) and posJ: offi!=.e box m,.upber <s>
used -in c:onneC:tion with you.r Saf.egu-an:l distributorship.
¥ou
agre:e that you will sign such doc;umef.l·ts as may be required
by the· telephgne company or' post. offit:e to effec:·tua-t·e tMe
a.ssignroent ?nd that i.f Yd!.t f.ail or refu!?e to ~m ::;o by t:fll~
'Agr~e.rtieryt
Y9U ap,p.oi nt and conseni;. to Sa-Feguard's S£;!ryi ng a~
ymur . .representative to exe·cute any SJ.u:::l::l doc;ujllents on yd'='!b'e:ha'.l-f.
Also., for a per.iod of two C:2.)· y.e.ar!!; a.ft~t- tli.i.s Agre.emen-t is
i!erminated, with'in the territorY. described in A:ttaE:nment A
y.a!-1 ·a.gr~e t.hat p.~re.!=tly or indirectly, on Y!'ll:~r oi!m benalf Clr
bo b.ena~f ;q-E any o·the:t· pen'?ofl, ~ompany or entity.$- yGiU: ·wi:-U
not so.li cit,
se'll
o.r· atte-!1\p:t :to sen to any Sa:f~!\1-LlcU'"d
cust·omers., .ar pal~s.on-s who wer.·e cantaci!.ad ·b.y yo!-1 fQr- :the
p:urp:ose o:f thei I" becoming .a Safeguar-d ·customer'
sys:f:.eiJl'S orservices,
su·ppl i es or products .c'omp-e'ti ti ve with sysl:·e:.ns.,.
ser¥i~es, supplies or products availab~e from Safeguard.
I:f you viol at.e any q.f the above .agreements,
you ac:lmot.d ed·ge
the remedy at law fl!lt- viol.a-tion ·cannot be tompensated
only by ·money dam-ages.
Safeguard will be en·titlep to
temporary and permanent equitablE relief to prohibit you
f1~olli. cbntinu.ing t,o violate your Agreement even if no
mor.tey
damages tan b~ praven.
t:l:~at

event any of the provis·ions of para.graph
10
an~
to exceed the time or geographic:
li111itations
perm-itted by appH.cable laNs,
you and we ·agree that tMe
provisions are essenti,al for Saf-eguard's protection and tha:t
they shall
be reformed to the .m~ximum time or g~ograph~c
limitation permitte~ by app1icable laws.
lr.l

tt:Je

peem~d

This

Agreement

covering

the

shall supersede and replace

products

and

services

any

covered

agreement
by
this

Agreement, previously signed by you.

If
any provision or part of this Agreem~nt shall be held
invalid,
the r.est of the Agt·eement sh.cill still be binding
upon each of the parties,
such invalid provision or part
being deemed severa.ble in nature.
In addition, if Sa-feguard
elects not to enforce any of the terms of the Agreement at
any time,
its failure to do so shall not be deemed a waiver
of its right to enforce that or any other part at some later
time.

-8-
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Thi.s Ag-reeme:nt
shall
be binding
not
Safeguard,
but
also on each
sf
the
successors and assigns of both parties.

only on you.
and
heirs,
e:< e<::t.ttors,

By signing th.is
Agreement you· acknowl-edge that no
ora-l
representations contrary to any o~ tn~. w~itten terms o1 thi?
Agreement
have been made· ·to yo4 by anybr:~e employeo· by mrepresenti.ng Safeguard.
You sp~eiftc~l;ly· ~cknowledge; thq.t
$afeguara
h~s
exRlained
to yo~ tnc.tr i t ca~not
provide
assut-.ances that it "!i 11. provid:e. _y.o1,1 w.i.t.h unl i.mited or
an¥
pr_ecletennJ.ned level of Stlpport or t,.-ainin:g.,
that. any of the
-customet-s identiiied
in Att~!=l:l:mer:tt 1;1 wpl: .t:-ontinue
t£J
-t~eorder.
:the same pro~:h:.tc:-i: or silb-i lar- ?l'r:!Gttnt:s. in tl,:l1= -f!Jt.t4r~,
Glr
tH.a.t ~ny ?uc:h c~n~tomer- stH~ retmaJ-hs :!.n :b-ct.si·=)1e!;is of may
.not
a!'~ pear
mer~
thqn on.C:e oh
-t:lj_e ~-:i st, p:cjssi b 1 y under
di-fferent
hamas~
Yol.\ unCiet.--st.an.d "-that:
S-afeguard· -only
represents to you that t~e Cl.~~omer.s whos~ names are on
the
1 i st
have in- the
past
b-ew;jht Safeguard products
and
ser¥ices,
and they ~Fe attrib-,_1ted to a former
distributor
whose
Safeguard
accounts ar-e .b-~ing .;~ss·igned tB you.
You
also ..ackno~.>J.l e.dg.e that yo~:.~ have recei Y.ed an
el:q:il anati an
of·
how the pt'"ice of the rights and inter.-ests be:En~,;~ assigned to
you
set fot-th in paragraph 5 <D> al'ld t.he ac-.n.r.\al ·cammission
quotas
set
forth in paragraph 7<B> have been calculated.
H-aving
revi e~>led
the Agreement carefully and
having
bean
givan
tha oppartL•.ni·ty
to discu.ss it !'lith al) .attorney
or
advisor of your choice,
you accept thi-s Agreement and agt-.ee
:to be bo1.md by its terms.

SAFE.B!JAF:<D ·BUSINESS SVSTEMS,

-.

N~C.

Agreed and accepted:

By~~----fL;(~~~---------

Date: __
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.Attachment A

You shall .have the non-el<clusive right to call
users of Safeguard Systems in the geographical
b.eleJW.

on prospecti'l'e
area desc:ri b.ed

"ALEX·ANDER" .BAS.E:

Caun:!d.e.s in Idaho:
Ad'·a, Adams.., Bannoc.k, Bear Lake, Bi rig ham,
Blai I'IE' 1 Boise, Bmnnevi J 1 e-,
Bu·t·te 1 Camas; Ca:nyoo, Carl bd~,
Cassia.,
!?-lark; .f':l,t151:.er,. El'more, .Pr~nklil'l,. Fr~mon.t;
9~m.,
l50flld.!.rtg, .;;Je.:f.fer~n,. ·1Eirome., Te'l;c:m, TW'ir.t Fall.s., Vr:\l1E;!y, an.d
Waehi ngt;.bn.•
C.t:lunties in dr·eg_on: l'lalhuer.

"j.

CLOSE" BASE:;:
in Idaho:· Bannock,
Bear Lake,
Bingham·,
Blaine
th'e c:ities of Sun 'Va.Il·ey, Hailey and Ketcham [see
At.tachlllent C for exact boundat-iesJ and Bellievue & Sta~Jley).,
Bonnev.ille.~ Butte, Gat·ibau, Cassia, Clark 1 Custer 1 Frankl in 1
Fremont,
G·oo.c;ling ('that part which lies on a hC:Jrizontal line
p;tl.t,~t·l:l
of
tlte c:ity of Goading and Bliss,
Ida.ho e):Cepted),
Jef-Ferson,
Jerome,
Lemhi,
Li.ncoln,
t1adison,
Minidoka,
Col:ln.ties

<e:~ceptir-~g

bneida 1 P~wer, Teton,

and TwLn Falls.
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Attachment B

You shall have the exclusive right to the commissions on
Safeguard Sys-tems to:

s~les

of

<i>
each c1.1stomer in your sal.es territory described in
Attachment A whose first order of Safeguard Systems is
directly a result of your efforts and i:redited to you; and
<ii)

the following Safeguard

(f'-er

c~,.tstomer·s:

AttachS~d)

l'lo~>Jever,
you shall
not receive camm-i ssi ons from repeat orders
·from customerSi originally lGJ'Cated in your tet-ri·tot"Y o!'lce they
have moved from the terri tory.
In -add.i tion, your- exclusive right
to commissions on sales of S.afeguar-d Systems to any customer
shall
expire if that customer- has n.ot purchased any Safegu-ard
System and paid in full fat- sLII;:h purchase, within thirty-six (36)
months after the invoice date of such customer's last prior
p•-lrchase of any Safeg1:.1ard Systf:.fi'•·

INT
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ADDENDUM NO.

1

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE

One-w~-i te Accounting Syst-ems-manual systems i h which s.everal
forms
for d-ifferent record·ing fun!:!tions are hel·d
in
.al :Lgnment on compact wri t:ing boards so t-hat a single writing
on the top form produces the s.;;.me emtt-y on the forms Jtene!'ii;.h
throt,.t~h use of ca~-bon at- ''no-c~t-bon required"
p>ap.er.
Al9o
inc:luded in ·this product line are the writing b·oat"d.:s, tray.s,
l;l·inders and ot:her non~pap.er items s~l d .:!. n. c:or:Uuncti en with
t:11e for.lof:?.

COMI'-1I8SI.DN RATE AND TERNS OF PA.Vt1ENT TO V!LIU

357. of n?t ~al.es,
su.b,iec;t :Eo tne terms of ttl~ payment
!'=hargebac:k pr.dvis~ons d.esc:r-~bed itf Paragraph :;'i(C).

and

Eff ect·i ve Date: June 1, 1987
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEI1S,

INC.

Accepted:

By~~~-----UDistributor

Date:

bj;J?j§_}_________.___ _
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ADDENDUM NO. 2

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR

S~RVlCE

a.
Financial Repo~ting Program - a batch-mode computerized
General
Ledger system used to_prepare Fi~anciat
Statements
for small and medium size pus~rresses.
The basic Financial
Sta.tements inclu-de a Balan~:;e Sheet~
Eat-ning.s Statement and
th·e General Ledger.
b.
Prof essi trn?-1
T.j,:meke·epil'lg .Sy,.ste(ll .P batch
proc:J;!ssi ng.
service available tD acc.buntant·s~ an::hi tects, et.g·ineers anti
to other prcf-essi onai 6
th~t pro:vi.cles them
with detai l.ed.
information on the utilizat~on o:f ttme .J:o.r b.illing ant!
managemen-t purp.os~s .•
COI'lMTSS~ON RATE

AND ·T~RNS OF PMiil!EWT 'fO 'I'OU

15'l. of
net sales for each P.JI'":bd.t.jl;t,,
.of payment and chargeback. p.rovisiC~ns

~ub-Ject
des~;:ribe<;l

to the t!OWms
in paragraph

5<C>.
SET UP f·OLICY
Commission of 157. on all charges bill~d to the customer
Financial Reporting Program set up charges.

for

With respect to the Professional Timak~eping System,
if a
Safeguard Account Representative does the set LIP, ·safeguat-d
will
keep the $200.00 base charge as well as all additional
fees.
Ho1·1ever, if an Account Re1=1resentativ.e employ.ed by the
distributor and certified by Safeguard does the set up,
the
distt-ibl..~tor
shall be entitle-d to t!"le base charge,
and
Safeguard shall be enti·tled to all a:dditipn~l fees.
Ef~ective

Date: June 1, 1987

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.
Accepted:

By~~~----..... Uoi~tri
or
but

~..

Date:_~f'~~~~~-----------I

HiT
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ADDENDUM NO. ..:>

NAME AN.Ii DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Dental Pt-acti c:e System - a ba.tch-mode computerized bus-iness
system for de:ntist·s that generates weekly and monthly
inf~;~rmation
oM
productior:~,
collections,
receivables,
iRsltr:'"atlc.e, ,-eca~l and other dental busin.ess indicators.
ODMMISSION RATE AND TERriS OF F'AYMENT Tb YDU

1S'Y. of net s;;ties, subjec;t to the terms of
chargeback p·rCJvisions descr;ib·eci in f:at-agraph 5.

pa'ltit.el')t

an.d

{C).

SgT LIF' P.Ol:.. I CV

l.f

a

.Saf.e~uard.

:i:.he ·setSa.f egJuanL

>..Lp,:

up.
·

Ac;:c:ount Repre.e;'~nt-ati ve haridles the
aQo conversi~n fee will
be ret-a:i ned

I.f' atT ,Accaun.t .f.i!ep:r~SE!nt;ative employed by the distributor an-d
certified -by 'Saf~guard handles the set up,
the aisil:ributor
sha.ll be e.nti tle.i:l. to the set up and conversion fee.
~ffective

Date: June 1, 19B7
SAFE6UARD BUS I NESS S:YSTE1:15 ,

By:1fl~j! II~-

INC<

r_a :_______

p~~id~~~

.Accepted:

~oQ_

By:~~~-----(_fistributor
Da.te:

_/oj~~~7_ __________ _
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ADDENDUM NO. 4

NAME AND DESCRIPTrDN OF PRODUCT OR' SERVICE
t1edical Practice System - a b·atch""'mode computeri;zed accounts
r~cei va)Jle
system -for the physi·ci an· s o.ff ice or medicalrelated firms.
It provide~ weekly and monthly information
on production,
collections, re.c:'ei.vables~ insur~nce, oillin-g
statement.s, and other -financial management reports.

COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS UF PAYMENT TO YOU
15% EJf
ri.~t
sales, subject to the tet"ms o.f
c:hargeback provision.s desr::;ribe:d in Paragraph 5

payment

and

(C).

SET UP POLll:;Y:
H
a Safeguard Acct!l!.iAt Represent·at·i ve hancHes the set
be retained by
up,
the set up and conversion fee will
Sa:-1' egLiai""tl.
If an Account .Repres.entative employed by the distt-ibutor and
j::ertified by Safegua.rd handles the set up,
the distributor
shali be entitled to the set up and con~ersion fee.
E;ffecti>le Date: iJ!.Ine 1, 1987

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.

Accepted:

By~~----. -(Jistributor

Date:_~~~~~~~----------
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ADDENDUM NO.

5

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT DR SERV'ICE

Short Run Continuous Forms - forms that f i t the requi·rements
.of. personal
and business computers and \'Jhi.;::h are spld
i.l"\
quantities of 500 to 10,000.
The forms consist of Pre-~~t
-f-orms
wh.it:h are
stock
i terns designed. to -fit. numer.au~
hardware and scaf:t·ware C'plllbinatio·fl~;
Semi·-q..ts'l;of!i fi!lrms .WI'!ic;~
ar-e sold when there ie not enough voluine io i:ln ii;eiTl to S'l;pi::k
i t a~ a Pr.e-set; Custom Forms which are desi~ned t~ c~storoer.
pr·e-fereA.Ces;
envelopes
run
in
COI'ltinUOUS
-f,ssf:'.i:an;
letterhead; and che.c:l~s run in continuoL1S .Pashion.
'CCJt'lt1J.S!SI'DN' Rf::)TE Al'i!D T!=-RMS OP" PAVt1£;:NT TO Y.13tl

30'Y.

of

net
sales,
subject t.o th.e terms
bf
pay.msmt
provisions desct·ibed in F·aragra.pb 5 (C).

and.

chargebacJ~

Effective Date:

June 1, 1987
SAFEBUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,

By:

I.NC.

'btb f) .

'2 ~ t~·J~

-~-~.:...::..._

-

Pr siden

fYYk_ _____ _.
O

·

Accepted:

By:<l.~~~-----T-o~tributor
' Date:

_bLd_?/-::6_?__________ _
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ADDENDUM NO. 6

NAME AND PESCRIF'TION OF PRODUCT OR SERVIGS:

Col ot-

Coded Filing Systems - A system utilizing J:>):>en · shelf
with end tab f·i 1 e fol d"er~ so·l d under the name
Safeguard Color Sentt-y an·cl designed around a series of
labels.
Each label h·as <:>.n ar~i'\. 'for its own color code and
space for a- letter o.r ·nurobgr.
l'hl!se 1-aliel:s are then .;~pplied
to the end tabs of the -fi"le -I'!!Jlders i.n s~qt.ter.tce dett?rmined
by the u.ser - eit.l)er "t:'flphabet'ic,, Numeric or Term;inal Di.git.
f i 1 i ng

CDI1MISSION :RATE:. AND TERMS CJF PAVt'IEI'l.T TO YOU

3$% of
net sales of
lab~rs,
~alders,
prpt~ctors,
sheif
gw.ides,
envelope folt;f"ers a.m;l s.heiving subJe.ct to the -terms
of
payment and chc>.rgeback provi·s·iorts desct~i bed in Pa(agr-apli

5CC).
Effective Date: June 1, 1987
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEI'IS,

INC.

By:_}2£~_1l_~~J.~~~-----Pr~ide~tl}~
Accepted:

f)

.

By>kk?~----u
Distributor

Date: __

~tC~~~=c

__________
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ADDENDUt·i NO. 7

NAM~ A~D ·DESCRIPTION OF P.RODUCT DR SERVICE

Color Ma-ster Filing System - A sy.stem utilizing ·custo·m
cabinet·s with drawers that accommodate files that are
susp·ended by pl a.sti c:: hangers and col-or coded with top
ioadi'Jig tabs.
These tabs are utilized to color cod.e the
.al ph_abe1;. 1 client iliformati·or-~ and a rec-all system according
t.o. a c:us·toinet- ·s nee1;fs •

.C:DMt1ISS·ION

RA::ri::

'AND TERNS OF PAYMENt

257. of net sa ].res of l·a:bel S,
t;_abs, fOlders, enVE;?;l op.fl pO!.lCZhla'S·
and shehdng subje~·t to :the terms of .pl?-Y.flient anti chat"g~l9ac::k
provisions- described in Paragraph 5(6').

DEFINITIONS AND OTHEF~ Cot1t1ENTS:

In ord·et- to receive and be entitled to p,ayment under
Para:grap.h.s 9 <A>
or 9 (8) ,
a cLtstomer must h.?.Ve purchased
Colot- Mcrster Filing Sys-tems from you prior to the date of
your' termination.
Effective Date: June 1, 1987

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,

INC.

Ao:cepted:
\

B·

:t~~/VP==v

v --~oi;t~ib~t~~-----------

Date:_~~~r~=z __________ _

INT

11/1/85

34.con
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EXHIBIT 3
001151

AGREEMENT

This Agreement, made effective as of August 1, 2006 among Thurston Enterprises, Inc., an
Idaho corporation having it principal place of busin~ss in Boise, Idaho C'SeJier''), T3 Enterprises, Inc.,
an Idaho corporation ("Buyer"), and SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. ("Safeguard"), a
Delaware corporation having its principal place of business in Dallas, Texas.

WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, Seller and Safeguard are parties to a Regional Distributor Agreement dated June
2, 1987 (the "Distributo1· Agreement"), under which Seller is acting as a sales agent in the territory set
forth therein (the "Territory") for Safeguard One-Write Systems, and other printed materials and
supplies sold to customers in the Territory therewith; and
WHEREAS, Seller desires to assign Seller's rights under the One-Write Agreement and Data
Processing Agreement (the "Agreements"), to solicit, and receive commissions on, orders of Systems in
respect to the customers listed in Safeguard's computer under Distributor fl. 445-03 and XRT-03, 44703, XRG-03 (collectively, the "Rights"); and
WHEREAS, Seller also desires to tum over to Buyer a list of referral sources such as bankers,
accountants, attorneys, consultants, bookkeepers, software developers, resellers, installers and the like
(collectively, the "Influence Keys") from whom Seller bas obtained leads or assistance in soliciting
Safeguard business within the counties listed within this agreement as shown on the attached Exhibit
"A"; and
WHEREAS, subject to the conditions stated herein, Safeguard desires to approve the
assignment of Rights to Buyer on the terms and conditions set forth below; and
WHEREAS, Seller represents that the customers listed under Distributor Distributor# 445-03
and XRT-03, 447-03, XRG-03 (the "Customers") are customers from whom Seller has solicited orders
of Systems within the Territory; and
WHEREAS, Seller represents that Exhibit "B" is a list of Influence Keys from whom Seller has
i

obtained leads or assistance in soliciting Safeguard business.
NOW THEREFORE, the parties, intending to be legally bound, and in reliance upon the
representations, wancmties and other terms set forth herein, agree as follows:

001152

1.

Sale and Assignment. Subject to the terms and conditions hereinafter set forth, Seller

hereby assigns to Buyer all of Seller's Rights to solicit, and receive commissions on, orders ofSystems
from the Customers listed under distributor Distributor# 445-03 and XRT-03, 447-03, XRG-03, and
turns over to Buyer the list of Influence Keys shown on Exhibit "B," and sells, transfers and conveys to
the Buyer the office equipment shown on Exhibit "C.".
2.

Effective Date. This agreement shall be effective as of the close of business on July 31,

3.

Purchase Price and Payment Terms.

2006.
Buyer shall pay to the Sellet· the sum of

$598,118.32 (total price includes interest at 7"/o) as the total consideration (hereinafter called "Purchase
Price") for all of the Seller's rights described herein, said sum to be payable by the Buyer to the Seller
as follows:
I

(a) The Buyer shall pay the Purchase Price to the Seller in equal monthly installments

of

$4,984.32 per month for 120 months, including interest at the rate of 7% per annum, commencing on
1

1

the lst day of August, 2006, fn·st initial payment on the 15 h day of September 2006 and on the l5 h day
of each and every month thereafter, until the entire remaining unpaid balance, plus interest, has been
paid in full.

(b) All payments shall be credited first to accrued interest, then to principal.
(c) Buyer shall be entitled to make principal prepayments at any time without penalty. Partial
prepayments shall not excuse the Buyer's obligation to make regular monthly payments. as set forth
herein.
In view of the inherent business risks in a transaction of this nature, which risks Buyer bas
freely elected to assume, Buyer understands and agrees that no Monthly Payments made by Buyer prior
thereto shall be returned to Buyer in the event Buyer's Regional Distributor Agreement with Safeguard
te1minates for any reason, whether voluntary or involunta1y.

2
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·II
I

(d) Payment of principal and interest shall be governed by the amortization schedule shown on
exhibit D.
4.

Manner of Payments

(A)

Buyer promises to pay to Seller each Monthly Payment at the time the same is due. For

the purpose of providing funds for ~e making of the Monthly Payments, and for so long as any amount
shall be owed by Buyer to Seller under this agreement, Buyer authorizes Safeguard to withhold from
montl1ly commissions otherwise payable by Safeguard under Buyer's Regional Distributor Agreement
an amount equal to the applicable Monthly Payroent, and to remit such Monthly Payment directly to
Seller. Buyer will assume and cover the cost of Safeguard providing this payment servi~e.
(B)

At such time as Buyer's obligations to SeHer are fully satisfied, the authorization for

Safeguard to withhold commissions shall cease. Nothing stated herein shall be interpreted to relieve
Buyer of tile obligation to pay each Monthly Payment as and when due regardless of whether or not
Buye1Js net commissions on the applicable Safeguard sales for the monfu in question are sufficient to
cover the amount of such Monthly Payment, or regardless of whether or not any one or more of the
Customers have ceased ordering from Safeguard, have gone out of business, or have moved out of the
Territory.
(C)

Buyer hereby authorizes Safeguard to deduct the Monthly Payments fi·om Buyer's gross

monfuly commissions and remit the Monthly Payment directly to Seller or Seller's designated account,
and Buyer agrees to pay Safeguard's annual charges in connection therewith. As of the effective date of
this agreement fuese charges equal $250.00 annually.
5.

Termination of Buyer's Regional Distributor Agreement.
(A)

The payment obligations of Buyer to Seller under this agreement and the assignment of

Rights to Buyer by Seller shall continue only so long as Buyer's Regional Distributor Agreement is in
effect and shall expire upon any termination of such Regional Distributor Agreement. In the event of
any such tennination, Safeguard shall, as Seller's authorized agent, with reasonable promptness, at
Safeguard's discretion, either:

J
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(1)

Reassign to a subsequent Assignee the Rights previously assigned to Buyer, to the extent
then possible, subject to an obligation on the part of any subsequent Assignee of such
Rights to assume the unfulfilled payment obligations to Seller; or

(2)

assume the unfulfilled payment obligations of Buyer; or

(3)

reassign, to the extent then possible, the Rights to Seller.

In the event Safeguard proceeds under option (I), Safeguard shall attempt to reassign the Rights
for the then outstanding balance of the Purchase Price due to Seller so long as Safeguard shall not be
required to lower its standards for the selection of distributors just to recruit an Assignee who is willing
to assume the entire outstanding balance of the Purchase Price that is then due to Seller. In the event
, Safeguard proceeds under option (3), Seller shall reintegrate the customer base in question under the
Seller's current Distributor Agreement Any reassignment of Rights to a subsequent Assignee or to
Seller shall include the conunission rights to any other customers for whom Buyer has placed orders of
Systems within the Territory after the effective date.
(B)

In the event Buyer's Regional Distributor Agreement terminates for any reason,
whether voluntaty or involuntary, Buyer acknowledges and agrees that Buyer shall have
no further rights to the Customers or interest in and to the Rights. Since the Rights to
the Customers will either be reassigned to a subsequent Assignee, assumed by
. Safeguard, or reassigned to Seller, Buyer acknowledges and agrees that it would deprive
Seller, Safeguard and any such subsequent Assignee of the anticipated benefit of that
transfer if Buyer were to compete against them. Accordingly, in such event Buyer
agrees until Seller's Purchase Price is fully paid, or, if sooner, for a period of two (2)
years after the date of Buyer's termination, Buyer, directly or indirectly, will not sell,
solicit, attempt to sell or assist others to sell or attempt to sell products or services .
competitive with products or services available from Safeguard to any of the Customers,
to any of the Influence Keys, or to any other customers for whom Buyer has placed
orders of Systems within the Territmy after the effective date. In addition, in such event
Buyer shall promptly tum over to Safeguard and any subsequent Assignee all
Confidential Infonnation relating to the Customers, to any other Safeguard customers,
4
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and to such Influence Keys, and Buyer agrees not to use any such Confidential
Information for Buyer's own benefit or to disclose such Confidential Information to any
third parties. Finally, in such event Buyer shall execute all fonns of agreements or other
documents necessary or appropriate so as to assign or transfer to Safeguard and such
Assignee further use of all telephone numbers, facsimile machine numbers, and post
office box mailing addresses previously used by Buyer to receive communications,
orders and telephone messages from any of the Customers, other Safeguard customers
and such Influence Keys. Buyer shall, thereafter, promptly refer to Safeguard and such
Assignee all communications, orders and telephone messages ft·om any of the
Customers, other Safeguard customers and such Influence Keys about Safeguard or its
products. As used in this paragraph, the terms "directly or indirectly," "competitive" and
"Confidential Information" as to Buyer shall have the same definition to that set forth in
section 13 as to Seller, and section 13 shall also serve to define the range of products and
services available from Safeguard. Buyer recognizes that the restJ.ictions contained in
this section S(B) are reasonable and necessary and that any violation will result in
substantial and irreparable injury to Safeguard and Seller. Accordingly, Buyer agrees
that any violation of these provisions by Buyer shall entitle Seller or Safeguard, in
addition to any other rights either of them may have, to preliminary and permanent
injunctive relief and other equitable relief in any comt of competent jurisdiction. In the
event that any of the provisions of this section 5(B) shall be deemed to exceed the scope
pe1mitted by applicable laws, then such provisions shall be deemed refonned to the
maximum scope pennitted by the applicable laws.

If for any reason any term or

provision of this section 5(B) is ever held to be invalid or unenforceable, all other valid
pro~isions

herein shall remain in full force and effect and all terms, provisions and

paragraphs of this section 5(B) shall be deemed to be severable in nature.
(C)

In the event Buyer fails to pay any Monthly amount, when due, without good cause, to

Seller, and if Buyer's default shall continue for a period of (10) days after written notice from Seller to
both Buyer and Safeguard, Seller _shall in addition to any other remedies, be entitled to cause Buyer to
5
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reassign to Safeguard all of B\}yer's rights, title and interest pursuant to the Regional Distributor
Agreement entered into by and between Buyer and Safeguard.
6.

Buyer's Continuing Obligation To Seller.

Notwithstanding the provisions of

Paragraph 5 herein, the Buyer shall remain obligated to the Seller until such time as the Seller has been
paid the entire Purchase Price due and payable hereunder. The Buyer shall receive appropriate credits
against the unpaid balance for any amounts received by the Seller in the event Safeguard proceeds
pursuant to Paragraphs 5 (A) (I) or (2). The Buyer's obligations to the Seller shall be unaffected by
any future changes in the corporate structure, ownership or existence of Safeguard or any of its .
subsidiaries, owners or related entities, including, without limitation, NEBS or Deluxe.
7.

No Exclusive Rights.

Nothing contained in this agreement shall be construed as

granting to Buyer the exclusive right to act as a distdbutor of Systems or any other Safeguard products
or services in the Territory or in any portion of the Territory.
8.

Representations and Warranties of Seller and Buyer.

(a)

In addition to any other representations and wan-anties contained in this agreement,

Seller represents and warrants to Safeguard and Buyer that:
(I)

There is no provision of any existing contract (including contract with any of Se1ler's
past or present associate distributors) or agreement binding on Seller or affecting Seller's
property or the Rights, which would conflict with or in any way prevent the execution,
delive1y or carrying out of the te1ms of this agreement.

(2)

Seller is the sole owner of all of the Rights, and has the complete and unrestricted right,
power and authority to assign the Rights and to tum over the list of Influence Keys free
of all liens, pledges, claims or other encumbrances of any kind or nature whatsoever,
including but not limited to claims of other Safeguard distributors to having rights in and
to any of the Customers. .

(3)

Neither Seller nor Safeguard has any liability or obligation to any person who is or was
previously an associate distributor or sales representative of Seller.

(4)

The Rights and the business and operations of Seller's distributorship have not been, and
are not threatened to be, materially adversely affected in any way.
6
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(S)

Prior to the effective date, Seller (i) has conducted the business related to the Rlghts
solely in the ordinary course, (ii) has used Seller's best efforts to maintain the relations
and goodwill with the Customers, with the Influence Keys, and with any others having
business relations with Seller, and (iii) has not made any extraordinary or unusually
'

large sales to the Customers, or entered into· any other kind of business arrangements
with the Customers which create a risk of prejudice or unfairness to Safeguard or Buye1·.
(6)

No Customer and no Influence Key has informed Seller that it is not prepared to deal
with Safeguard or Buyer after the effective date, and Seller knows of no reason why the
pattern of repeat sales of Systems after the effective date will differ materially from the
pattern during the time when Seller was a Safeguard distributor.

(7)

Prior to the effective date, Seller has not disclosed any Confidential Infmmation (as
defined in paragraph 13(a) below) relating to the Customers and the Influence Keys to
any third party who is not affiliated with Safeguard, nor has Seller permitted any third
party who is not affiliated with Safeguard to observe or have access to such Confidential
Information for any reason.

(b)

ln addition to any other representations and warranties contained in this agreement,

Buyer represents and wan·ants to Safeguard and Seller that:
(1)

ln executing this agreement Buyer relies solely on Buyer's own judgment, belief and
knowledge, and

~uch

advice as Buyer may have received from Buyds own counsel.

Buyer acknowledges that Buyer has had the opportunity to consult with advisors of

I
I

I

I.
I

I
!

Buyer's choice. Except for representations of Seller expressly set forth herein, Buyer has
not been influenced by any representations or statements, including, for example,
representations or statements about future earnings or equity,

ma~e

by or on behalf of

any persons or entities, including Seller and sareguard.
(2)

Buyer has, at Seller's and Safeguard's urging, conducted Buyer's own diligent
investigation of the estimated revenues that Buyer can project himself to earn under
Buyer's Regional Distributor Agreement with Safeguard as compared to the obligations
Buyer is assuming under this agreement and Buyer's anticipated business expenses.
7
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~

Buyer has had the opportunity to contact and consult with as many current Safeguard
distributors as Buyer deemed appropriate. As part of Buyer's diligent investigation,
Buyer has become knowledgeable about the value of commission rights that have
previously been sold by other Safeguard distributors, Buyer has had access to
infonnation to enable Buyer independently to verify that Seller's Rights have a value that
is comparable to the commission rights sold in such prior transactions, and other than the
Confidential Information described in section 13 below, there is no information available
to Seller and Safeguard that Buyer has requested to enable Buyer to evaluate this
transaction which Seller and Safeguard have refused to provide to Buyer. Buyer is
freely and voluntarily entedng into this transaction and executing this agreement based
solely upon Buyer's own full and diligent investigation, and not upon promises or
representations made by or on behalf of Seller or Safeguard. Buyer has carefully read
Buyer's Regional Distributor Agreement with Safeguard, and Buyer clearly understands
that Buye1~s right to enter into a "buy-sell" agreement such as this in the future is subject
to strict compliance with all terms and conditions of that Regional Distributor
Agreement.
(3)

Any fmancial data or other information submitted by Buyer to Seller and Safeguard is
accurate, complete and not materially misleading.

(4)

Until Seller's Purchase Price is fully paid, Buyer shall at all times devote Buyer's best
efforts to the sales, management and operation of Buyer's ~afeguard Distributorship.

9.

Conditions to this Agreement. This agreement and the parties' performance of their

respective obligations h;ereunder shall be subject to the following conditions, which may be waived by
the other parties but only in a writing that makes specific reference to this paragraph 9:
(a)

The representations and wan·anties set forth in paragraph 8 hereof shall be true as oftbe

effective date, and Seller and Buyer shall have perfonned all obligati?ns required to be performed by
them hereunder.
(b)

Saf(!guard and Buyer shall have executed, as of the effective date hereof, a Regional

Distributor Agreement containing such terms, conditions and provisions as shall be agreed upon by
8
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Safeguard and Buyer, and Buyer shall have also executed such other documentation as Safeguard may
reasonably request.
(c)

Seller, Safeguard and Buyer shall have entered into mutually satisfactory agreement or

j.

agreements relating to (i) Seller's assignment of, and the use by Safeguard and Buyer (after the effective
date) of the telephone number(s), facsimile machine number(s) and post office box(es) previously used
in connection with Seller's business as a Safeguard distributor, and (ii) the disposition of mail, orders
and other conununications of any kind from any of the Customers, and from any of the Influence Keys,
relating to Safeguard business and directed to any of Seller's office or home addresses after the
effective date.
(d)

Buyer shall have furnished Seller and Safeguard with all infonnation reasonably

requested by them concerning (i) Buyer's financial condition, (ii) Buyer's future plans ,!lS a Safeguard
Distributor, including a business plan for the three (3) to five (5) years following the effective date, and
(iii) Buyer's proposed sales organization.
10.

Indemnification.

Seller shall indemnify and hold Safeguard and Buyer harmless

against and in respect of any and all damage, loss, liability, deficiency, cost or expense resulting fi·om
any misrepresentation or breach of warranty of Seller contained herein, or the nonfulfillment of any
agreement or covenant of Seller hereunder, any such amounts may be set off against the Monthly
Payments otherwise due to Seller over the months next succeeding the

~vent,

and any such set off shall

reduce the Monthly Payments and the Purchase Price due to Seller hereunder accordingly. Buyer sha11
indemnify and hold Safeguard and Seller hannless against and in respect of any and all damage, loss,
liability, deficiency, cost, or expenses arising out of or resulting from any misrepresentation or breach
of wan·anty of Buyer contained herein, the nonfulfillment of any agreement or covenant of Buyer
hereunder, or any debt or expense incurred by Buyer after the effective date.

11.

Seller's Cooperation with Buyer and Safeguard. Seller will cooperate with Safeguard

and Buyer in inf01ming the Customers and the Influence Keys ofthe assignment of Rights from Seller
to Buyer. Such cooperation shall include a letter of introduction, in a fonn previously agreed to by
Safeguard and Buyer, mailed at Buyer's expense to the Customers, 1md a personal and/or written
introduction of Buyer by Seller to the Influence Keys. Notwithstanding such letters and introductions,
9
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. i

'I

i'

Buyer acknowledges and agrees that neither Seller nor Safeguard represents that such Customers will
continue to place orders, or that such Influence Keys will continue to provide referrals to Buyer after
the effective date.
Seller shall also execute all forms of agreements or other documents reasonably necessary or
appropriate so as to assign or transfer to Safeguard and Buyer, as of the effective date, use of all
'

telephone numbers, facsimile machine numbers anq post office box mailing addresses used by Seller to
receive communications relating to Seller's business as a distributor ·or Safeguard's products and
services. Seller shall, after the effective date, promptly (i.e. within 24 hours) refer to Safeguard and
Buyer all communications, orders, referrals and telephone messages from any of the Customers or
Influence Keys about Safeguard or its products. Seller shall remain solely liable for all bills for
telepltone or postal services provided to Seller, and any white or yellow page advertising placed by
Seller, in connecti9h with any of the foregoing numbers or boxes prior to the effective date; however,
Buyer shall assume the liability for such advertising covering the period following the effective date.

12.

Business Risks Assumed by SeHer.
(A)

Seller understands

t~at

there are business risks in agreeing to receive installment

payments over an extended period of time. Seller has elected to assum~ such risks and was not induced
to do so by any representations, waJ.Tanties, assurances or guarantees by either Safeguard or Buyer to
the extent not explicitly set forth in this agreement. Insofar as Buyer has made specific written
promises to Seller in this agreement, Seller agrees that it is Seller's responsibility, and not Safeguard's
responsibility, to seek to enforce such promises.
(B)

Nothing contained herein shall be construed to impose liability to Seller upon

Safeguard for any business decisions or actions taken or not taken by Safeguard wjth regard to Buyer;
nor shall this agreement impose upon Safeguard any obligation to consult with Seller before making
such decisions or taking (or not taking) such actions.
13.

Confidential Information, Non-Competition. Seller covenants and agrees as follows:

(a)

Seller recognizes and acknowledges that customer lists, including without limitation any

list of Customers; the list of Influence Keys; customer files, cards and records, including without
limitation, customer samples, imprints and ordering histories; methods of doing business; proprietaty
10
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computer software licensed from Safeguard; price lists and price books; sales volume figures;
infonnation as to new developments in the business; and similar proprietary infmmation in respect of
Seller's business as a Safeguard distributor or relating to Safeguard products and services, regardless of
whether in documentary form on other media (such as, without limitation, computer hard disk, diskette,
magnetic tape, microfiche, etc.) (collectively, the "Confidential Information") are valuable, special and
unique attributes of the Rights and the business of Safeguard. Accordingly, Seller shall not, directly or
indirectly, disclose or show to any person or entity or use for either of Selle1Js own benefit, or for the
benefit of any business in which Seller has, or may hereafter have, an interest, any Confidential
Information, without the prior written permission of the President of Safeguard.
(b)

Until the Seller has received the fmal Monthly Payment hereunder, Seller agrees not,

directly or indirectly, to solicit sales from, or sell to (i) any Safeguard customer including any
Customer, or (ii) any Influence Key or (iii) any Safeguard distributor, any accounting systems, filing
systems, computer forms, business forms or any data processing services, products or supplies,
including automated payroll processing, computer software or microcomputer-related products or
supplies, competitive with services, products or supplies offered by Safeguard.
(c)

Until the Seller has received the fmal Monthly Payment hereunder, Seller agrees not to

sell, directly or indirectly, to any person or entity listed under the distributor numbers # 445-03 and
XRT-03, 447-03, XR.G-03 any type of accounting system, data processing service, filing' system,
computer fonn, business form, or any other type of product or supply competitive with any product,
service or supply offered by Safeguard. Seller aclmowledges, without limiting the generality of the
foregoing, that the following. types of products, services and supplies are competitive with products,
services and supplies sold by Safeguard as of the effective date: One-Write Systems and supplies,
automated payroll processing systems and supplies, financial repotting and general ledger systems and
supplies prepared on a batch processing application, batch processing or service bureau preparation of
accounts payable and accounts receivable systems, processing, including electronic claims.processing,
for dental, medical, chiropractic and veterinary offices, professional timekeeping systems, collection
letter services, accounting software programs designed for sale to the small business or professional

II
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market, computer forms including laser cut sheets, filing systems, and flat sheet printing and business
forms such as snap-sets, stock tab paper, deposit tickets, envelopes, letterheads and the like.
(d)

As used in this paragraph 13,
(i)

the term "directly or indirectly" shall include the actions of Seller acting in

Seller's individual or in any other capacity, the actions of any business, other than
Safeguard, in which Seller or Seller's spouse, directly or indirectly owns more than a 1%
interest or which Seller or Seller's spouse, directly or indirectly, manages, conducts,
operates, controls, joins, finances, licenses or is otherwise connected with as an officer,
consultant, employee, partner or othetwise, and the actions of any agents of any such
other business;
(ii)

the term "customer" as used in paragraph 13{b) shall mean a person or entity who

bought or used se1vices, products or supplies from Safeguard under the distributor
numbers# 445-03 and XRT-03, 447-03, XRG-03 at any time prior to the effective date;
(iii) the term "competitive" shall include, by way of illustration without limiting the
meaning thereof, the characte1istic of (1) having one or more applications substantially
the same as applications of Safeguard products, selVices and supplies, or (2) performing
one or more functions capable of being performed by Safeguard products, selVices and
supplies.
(e)

!

Seller shall not in any manner disparage Safeguard or its distributors, products, selVices

or supplies.
(f)

In the event that any of the provisions of this paragraph 13 shall be deemed to exceed the

scope pem1itted by applicable laws, then such provisions shall be deemed reformed to the maximum

If for any reason any term or provision of this paragraph 13 is ever held to be invalid or

unenforceable, all other valid provisions herein shall remain in full force and effect and all terms,
provisions and paragraphs of this agreement shall be deemed to be severable in nature.
(h)

I

II
I

scope permitted by the applicable laws.
(g)

I

The parties hereto recognize that the restrictions contained in this paragraph 13 are

reasonable and necessary and that any violation will result in substantial and ineparable injury to
12
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Safeguard and Buyer. Accordingly, it is agreed that any violation of these provisions by Seller shall
entitle Safeguard or Buyer, in addition to any rights either of them may have, to preliminary and
permanent injunctive relief and other equitable relief in any court of competent jurisdiction.

14.

Specific Performance. The patties hereto recognize that the Rights are of a unique and

special nature. Accordingly, in addition to all other remedies at law or in equity, Safeguard and the
B~yer

shall be entitled to specific performance of the provisions relating to the assignment of the

Rights and the consummation of the transactions relating thereto.

15.

Security and Personal Guaranty. Dawn Teply and Michael Teply and shall execute a

personal guarantee in favor of the Seller in the form attached hereto as Exhibit "D" personally
guaranteeing all obligations of the cozporate Buyer hereunder.

16.

Entire Agreement. This agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties

pertaining to the subject matter contained herein, and supersedes all prior agreements, representations
and understandings of the parties. No modification shall be binding unless executed in writing by the
parties. No waiver of any provisions shall be deemed, or shall constitute, a waiver of any other
provision whether or not similar, nor shall any waiver at one time constitute a continuing waiver. No
waiver shaH be binding unless executed in writing by the party making such waiver.

17.

Binding Effect. This agreement shall be binding on the parties hereto, their heirs,

executors, successors in interest and petmitted assigns. Neither Seller nor Buyer shall have the right to
assign any of their respective rights or obligations under this agreement without Safeguard's prior
written consent.

18.

Governing Law.

This agreement shall be considered in accordance with and be

governed by the laws of the State ofldaho.

19.

Survival ofRepreseittations and Warranties.

All

representations,

warranties,

covenants and agreements made by each party herein shall survive the date of execution of the
agreement and any investigation made by or on behalf of the other pa11y prior to or after such date.

13
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I.

I

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this agreement as of the day and

y~r

first above written.
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.
DISTRIBUTOR# 445-03 and XRT-03, 447-03,
XRG-03

TJ ENTERPRISES, INC.

By

&\N.t,n u~

DAWN TEPLY,SIDENT,
i
~

ETARYITREASURER

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.

14
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EXHIBIT 4
001166

EX:flliUT "D"

PE:RSONAL CONTINUING GUARANTEE
TO: Thurston Enterprises, Inc.

"
The undersigned request yon to extend credit to or otherwise do business with T3 Enterprises,
Inc, an Idaho corporation, hereinafter refer.red to as the "Debtor'', and to induce you to ·do so and in
consideration thereof and of the benefirs to accrue to the undersigned therefrom, the undersigned, as
primacy obligors, jointly and sevexally and unconditionally guarantee to you that the Debtor will fully
and promptly and faithfully per.fonn, pay and discharge all of its present and future obligations to you,
as set fonh "in that certain Agreement between Thurston :Enterprises, Inc., T3 Enterprises, Inc. and
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc, i:o:espective of any invalidity therein, the unenforceabllity thereof or
the insufficiency, invalidity or unenforceability of any security therefore; and agree without your first
having to proceed against the Debtor or to liquidate paper or any security therefore. to pay on demand
all sums due and to become due to you from the Debtor and any and all losses. costs, attorney• s fees or
expenses which· may be suffered by you by reason of Debtor's default o:r: default of the undersigned
hereunder; and further agree to be bound by and on demand pay any deficiency established by a sale of
paper and/or security held, with or without notice to the undersigned.
No termination hereof shall be effected by the death of the undersigned. The undersigned waive
notice· of acceptance hereof and presenrment, demand, protest and notice of non-payment or protest as
to any note or obligation signed, accepted, endorsed or assigned to you by said Debtor, and· all
exemptions and homestead laws and any other demands and notices required by law, and waive all setoffs and counterclaims. You way, without notice to the undersigned, renew or extend any obligations
of the Debtor, you may accept partial payments thereon or settle, release, compound, compromise,
collect or otherwise ~quidate any portion thereof and/or security therefore in any manner, consent to the
transfer of such security and bid and purchase at any sale without affecting or impairing the obligation
of the undersigned..
This Guarantee shall bind the heirs, administrators, personal .representatives, successors and
assigns of the undersigned, and .shall inure to your successors and assigns. All of your rights hereunder
are cumulative and not alternative.

Dated this

0.1 day of_~~~-----• 2006.
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EXHIBIT 5
001169

DISTRIBUTOR AGREEMENT

BETWEEN
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. ("WE" or "SAFEGUARD")

AND
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC. ("YOU" or "DISTRIBUTOR")

You are appointed our sales agent (''Distributorj for those Safeguard products and
services defined in the attached Addenda, under the terms set forth in such Addenda, plus any
new Safeguard Systems (pursuant to Paragraph 3 below) which are designed for sale to business
and professional markets which you accept by signing the applicable product addendwn and
complying with its terms (co1lectively "Safeguard Systems"), on the foHowing terms:

1.

PRODUCTS•.

You shall have the right, in the ten'itory described in Exhibit A {the "Territory"),
to solicit orders of Safeguard Systems, as an independent agent, in accordance with the
price schedules published by Safeguard from time to time, and in accordance with other
terms and conditions including, for example, with respect to submitting orders
electronica1Iy and filling out design fmms, as Safeguard may specify from time to time.
2.

TERRlTORY.

You are not authorized to represent Safeguard or solicit orders of Safeguard
Systems outside the Territory except pursuant to our written policies or guidelines to the
contra1y that are in effect fi-om time to time such aS, for example, those pertaining to outof-teiTitory sales fi·om referral sources. Your Territory is non-exclusive and this
Agreement does not prevent Safeguard from selling Safeguard Systems inside t11e
Territory through other persons or means.
3.

FUTURE PRODUCTS

From time to time Safeguard may offer to you the right to offer and sell new
Safeguard Systems within the Te1Titory of any future office supplies and accessories, or
data processing products or services which are either: (a) manufactured by Safeguard; or
(b) made available by Safeguard through strategic alliances with selected vendors.
Products manufactured by Safeguard or made available through strategic alliances
established by Safeguard as well as Safeguard-approved sourced products, which are
identified as of the date ofthis Agreement and/or added from· time to time are collectively
referred to as the "Safeguard Systems". You may accept Safeguard's offer by signing the
applicable addendum, which will contain the terms and conditions, such as quotas,
commission rates, upon which Safeguard is willing to pennit you to represent it with
respect to such new Safeguard System, when it is offered to you. You shall only have the
right to represent Safeguard with respect to such new Safeguard Systems on a nonexclusive basis.
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4.

ACCOUNT PROTECTION RIGHTS.

You shall have the exclusive right to the commissions generated on sales of
Safeguard Systems to any customer listed on Exhibit B. This ex~?lusive right to
commissions applies to Safeguard Systems sales to each such customer for so long as is
specified on Exhibit B or until this Agreement is tenninated; however, your exclusive
right to commissions oh sales of Safeguard Systems to any customer shall expire if that
customer has not purchased any Safeguard System within thirty-six (36) months after the
invoice date of such customer's last prior_ purchase of any Safeguard System.

5.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SAFEGUARD AND YOU AS AN
INDIVIDUAL OR CORPORATION.

(A)
The relationship between Safeguard and you shall be that of principal and
independent sales agent, and not employer and employee or buyer and seller. You shall
use your best efforts to solicit orders for Safeguard Systems. All orders are subject to
acceptance by Safeguard. You shall not quote prices or tenns other than those set forth in
our price schedules unless you receive our consent to do so, and you shall not make any
statements, promises or representations to the contrary nor make any commitments on
our behalf without our prior written consent.
(B)
If you are now, or at any time in the future, a corporation, partnership,
limited Hability company or other business entity, you agree and represent, and you agree
to provide us with any documentation to verify, that:
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(i)

You have or will have the authority to execute, deliver and perfonn
your obligations under this Agreement, are or will be duly
organized and formed and validly existing in good standing under
the laws of the state ofyour incorporation or formation, and are or
will be duly qualified to do business as a foreign business entity in
each state where such qualification is necessary to operate your
Safeguard business;

(ii)

Your organizational documents or partnership agreement recite or
will recite that the issuance and transfer of any ownership interests
in you are restricted by the terms of this Agreement, and all
certificates and other documents representing ownership interests
in you will bear a legend referring to the restrictions of this
Agreement;

(iii)

Exhibit E to this Agreement wm completely and acc.urately
describe all of your owners and their interests in you, and you, as
the individual approved by us, shall at all times own at least a fifty
percent (50%) interest in any corporation, partnership, limited
liability company or other business entity operating the Safeguard
business; and
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(iv)

6.

Aily and all of your owners as we may designate, at any time
during the term of this Agreement, will execute an agreement in
the fonn that we prescribe undertaking to be bound jointly and
severally by an provisions of this Agreement and any ancilJary
agreements between you and us. You and your owners agree to
execute and deliver to us such revised Exhibits ·E as may be
necessary to reflect any changes in the infonnation contained in
Exhibit E and to furnish such other information about your
organization or formation as we may request.

OPERATION AND PAYMENT OF COMMISSIONS.

(A)
All orders which you solicit and send to us pursuant to this Agreement
shall be processed by us in our normal and customary manner. Except pursuant to
wtitten administrative policies then in effect, or with our prior written consent, you shall
not submit orders (and Safeguard shall not accept them) where the Safeguard Systems are
or appear to be intended to be resold by the customer.

(B)
We shall bill and ship to customers directly for orders credited to you and •
the customer shall pay us directly. You are expressly prohibited from converting to your
own account any customer payments issued to Safeguard. For your services hereunder
you shall receive commission payments pursuant to the commission rate specified in the
applicable product Addendum on the net sales of Safeguard Systems credited to you;
however, commission rates may be changed, upon ninety (90) days written notice, at our
sole discretion due to a change in economic or competitive conditions; but such changes
can only be made in connection with a broad policy change affecting all distributors
(except those, if any, whose contracts provide otherwise) and provided further that any
such change in commission rates shall only affect sales made after an announcement by
Safeguard. For the purpose of calculating the commission payable to you, net sales of
Safeguard Systems means the amount actually received by us with respect to sales
credited to you, Jess:
(i)

all taxes applicable thereto;

(ii)

all transportation and freight costs applicable thereto;

(iii)

all handling costs applicable thereto;

(iv)

all returns and allowances.

I

.i

(C)
We will pay commissions on or about the 15th day of each month for
Safeguard Systems sales billed during the previous month and solicited by you according
to the terms and conditions of this Agreement. If we have not received payment in full
for any of the Safeguard Systems sales for which you have been paid a commission
within one hundred twenty (120) days of the billing date, you will be subject to
commission chargebacks according to the then applicable Accounts Receivable
Procedures Manual or similar policy manual. In the typical instance, this means that you
will be required to repay us an amount equivalent to your commission on the unpaid
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portion, unless we deduct the amount from payments which we owe you. If we are later
paid by the customer, we will then pay to you an amount equal to the amount collected
less the out-of-pocket costs of collection times your rate of commission.
(D)
We will withhold each month from commissions due you tmder this
Agreement a sum equal to the fixed monthly amount specified in the schedule which is
then in effect, plus a handling fee. This amount shall be collected on behalf of the
transferor(s) of the account protection rights (described in Paragraph 4 above) to the
existing Safeguard customers identified in Exhibit B, subsection (ii). 'This amount
represents the future monthly commission deductions which you have voluntruily
authorized to be withheld from your net commissions in consideration of such account
protection rights to previously-established customers being assigned to you. You
acknowledge and agi·ee that the foregoing amount would not be collected from you
unless you had .lmowingly and :fi·eely elected, after such prior investigation as you
deemed appropriat~, to acquire the account protection rights to the existing customers
identified in Exhibit B, subsection (ii).

7.

SAFEGUARD'S DUTIES AND OBLIGATIONS

In addition to those duties and obligations described elsewhere in this Agreement,
Safeguard shall:
(A)
Use its best efforts, consistent with your status as an independent sales ·
agent, our obligations to other distributors, and our financial and personnel limitations, to
assist you in the solicitation of orders of Safeguard Systems within the Territory by
fumishing to you, upon terms not less favorable to you than are generally offered to other
comparable distributors, such samples, technical and descriptive information as you may,
at your discretion, reasonably request from time to time.
(B)
Forward to you, with reasonable promptness, copies of all inquiries and
other conespondence relating to Safeguard Systems received by Safeguard fi·om
customers identified on Exhibit B, together with copies of Safeguard's reply to such
inquiries or correspondence.
{C)
Notify you with reasonable promptness upon becoming aware of any
liability claim by any of the customers identified on Exhibit B relating to Safeguard
Systems or of any other event that may reasonably be expected to have a material adverse
effect upon the sale of Safeguard Systems to such customers.
(D)
Indemnify and hold you harmless from and against all loss, damage,
liability, cost or expense of any nature whatsoever which may be asserted against you by
a third pmty (a "Loss") arising out of or in connection with the manufacture, marketing,
sale, distribution or use of Safeguard Systems except a Loss resulting in whole or in part
from your breach of the Agreement, violation of law, or other wrongful conduct.

(E)
Use its best efforts to ensure customer satisfaction with the Safeguard
Systems (including their use, sale and delive1y), subject to your cooperation in following
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up on customer complaints in a prompt and cowieous fashion and keeping Safeguard
infonned regarding such matters.
Have sole responsibility for billing and the collection of customer
(F)
accounts in the Territory, subject to your reasonable cooperation, where requested, in
assisting Safeguard in pursuing its collection efforts.

8.

DISTRIBUTOR'S DUTIES AND OBLIGATIONS.

In addition to those duties and obligations described elsewhere in this Agreement,
you shall:
(A)
Refrain from soliciting orders of Safeguard Systems from customers as to
whom other Safeguard distributors then hold account protection rights, including to use
best efforts to detennine that prospective customers are not already registered jn
Safeguard's computer to another Safeguard distnoutor, and to avoid taking any actions
intended to, or having the effect of. incorrectly identifying the name, address, or identity
of the customer in orders submitted to Safeguard .
Refrain from soliciting orders of Safeguard Systems outside the Territory,
. (B)
except where permitted pursuant to written Safeguard guidelines or policies and to avoid
taking any actions intended to, or having the effect of. incorrectly identifying the name,
address or identity of the customer in orders submitted to Safeguard.
(C)
Cooperate with Safeguard to the extent reasonably requested in attempting
to establish, maintain, comply with ancllor expand relationships with (I) private label
suppliers or suppliers selected by Safeguard to create strategic alliances for the
production of other products; (2) Major Accounts or Banks; (3) Accountants or other
refenal sources in the Territory, including to promptly follow up on leads/refetTals
provided by Safeguard and comply with any other requirements established for a
particular lead or refenal program and to otherwise comply with the tenns of the
applicable Addenda.
(D)
Maintain all customer and financial records (including, for example,
computerized records and books of original entry) pertaining to Safeguard and your
distributorship in an orderly and organized fashion, and, upon reasonable prior notice, to
make such customer and financial records available for audit by Safeguard (at
Safeguard's sole expense) during normal business hours.
(E)
Comply with administrative and commission policies not in conflict with
this Agreement which are now in effect or which we may issue from time to time for all
distributors within your Territory, or any metropolitan area included within the Ten·itory.
You acknowledge receipt of a copy of Safeguard's cunent administrative policies and
business operations manuals including accounts receivable procedures manual, customer
management system order entry manual and other manuals.
(F)
lf you, in your sole discretion, choose to appoint other sales and office
management personnel to assist you in canying out your duties and respm1sibilities under
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this Agreement, you must obtain Safeguard's prior written consent which will not be
unreasonably withheld. By way of example, Safeguard may withhold its consent if the
associate distributor or such other personnel fails to sign a written agreement, in such
form attached hereto as Exhibit C, or a similar written agreement, promising to respect
and protect the trade secrets and confidential information of Safeguard.
(G)
Attend and successfully complete Safeguard's training program relating to
any Safeguard System which you are authorized to offer from time to time. The
Safeguard business you operate must, at all times during the term of this Agreement, be
under the direct supervision of you or a trained and competent manager should you
choose not to be the primary manager of the Safeguard business. If you choose to
appoint a manager, such manager must attend and successfully complete the initial
training program. You shall be responsible for the applicable training fee charged by
Safeguard and you must pay the expenses incurred by you and all of your managers and
employees attending the training programs, including travel, room, board, transportation
expenses and wages.

9.

USE OF NAME AND LOGOTYPE.

Safeguard, as part of this Agreement, grants you a non-exclusive license, which
may be revoked at any time in which Safeguard believes that you are in violation of any
of the terms and conditions of this Agreement, to use the name "Safeguard" and the
Safeguard logotype and other names and logos we identifY from time to time, solely in
connection with your representation of Safeguard under this Agreement. You must use
the name "Safeguard," and other marks and logos we license to you, in compliance with
our specifications, standards and operating procedures. Any unauthorized use of our
marks will constitute infringement of our rights in and to the marks. You agree that your
11se of our marks and any goodwiU established thereby will inure to our exclusive benefit
and you acknowledge that this Agreement does not confer any goodwill or other interest
in and to the marks upon you. No statement in this Agreement shall be construed to
prevent us from granting to other persons or entities the right to use the name
"Safeguard." If this Agreement is terminated for any reason, all your rights to use the
name "Safeguard" and the logotype automatically revert back to us and you may no
longer use such name or logotype. In such event, we shall have the right to request you
to advise in writing any person whom we designate that you are no longer authorized to
use the name "Safeguard" and the Safeguard logotype. You agree promptly to comply
with such request. You should adopt a fictitious name incorporating the name
"Safeguard" under which you will do business. This name must be approved by us in
writing before you commence doing business under that name.
I

10.

TERMINATION OF AGREEMENT.

(A)
This Agreement shall remain in effect for an initial tem1 of five (5) years
unless it is terminated earlier for the reasons described herein.

(B)
Safeguard may terminate this Agreement immediately, without prior
waming, by giving you written notice if any of the following should occur:
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(i)

You abandon your Distributorship by failing to consistently se.rvice
customers by returning phone calls, processing orders or otherwise.

(ii)

You or any of your agents or employees seU or solicit sales of any
products. services or supplies: (a) not approved by Safeguard; {b)
which are detennined by Safeguard in its discretion to be
competitive with any other Safeguard Systems or products that are
manufactured by Safeguard or made available through a strategic
alliance or otherwise. The term "competitive" shall include, by
way of illustration without limiting the meaning thereof, the
characteristic of {1) having one or more applications substantially
the same as applications of Safeguard products, services and
supplies, or (2) performing one or more functions capable of being
performed by Safeguard products, services and supplies.

(iii)

You or any ofyour agents or employees sell or represent a seller of
non-competitive products, services or supplies without obtaining
our prior writt'en consent, which will not be unreasonably withheld
and which, if granted, may be revoked by Safeguard due to a
subsequent change in circumstances.
Without limiting the
generality of the foregoing, Safeguard will not normally grant its
consent unless (i) the product, setvice or supply is ancillary to
Safeguard Systems, (ii) is not manufactured by or otherwise
available from Safeguard, and (iii) you are then satisfying the
quotas set forth in Paragraph IO(D) below. If you receive
Safeguard's consent to seJl or represent a seller of then noncompetitive products, services or supplies and Safeguard
subsequently makes available new Safeguard Systems which are
competitive with such previously non-competitive items, you agree
that, if you decide to sign the applicable product addendum, you,
your agents and employees shall take all reasonable and
appropriate actions to convert the customers to Safeguard's product
lines within a reasonable period of time.

(jv)

i
l
I

You or any of your agents or employees conduct yourselves or
your business in a consistently unethical or disreputable manner or
engage in a pattern of trade pmctices which directly or indirectly
discredit Safeguard, Safeguard customers, Safeguard distributors
or Safeguard products or setvices.

I

I
I

(v)
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You or any of your agents or employees breach or materially fail to
perform any of the terms and conditions of this Agreement for
sixty (60) days or more after written notice from Safeguard (other
than a breach of any of the foregoing subsections of this Paragraph
I O(B) as to which immediate termination is authorized). Prior to
the expiration of such sixty (60) day period, Safeguard shall have
the option to take such other actions, such as, for example,
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withholding the applicable commissions, or ass1gnmg another
distributor to service the applicable customer accounts, as
Safeguard may deem appropriate in its discretion. After the
expiration of such sixty (60) day period, Safeguard, in its
discretion, may elect not to declare you to be in material breach of
this Agreement, l:mt rather to continue such other remedies as are
authorized by the previous sentence.
(vi)

..

You become insolvent, make an assignment for the benefit of
creditors or an admission of your inability to pay your or your
distJibutorship's obligations as they become due, or have a petition
filed for banla11ptcy or corporate, partnership or other dissolution
(in which case termination is effective automatically upon the
occurrence of any of these events witbout delivery of notice).

(C)
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in Paragraph 10(8) above,
Safeguard shall give you sixty (60) days prior written notice and an opportunity to cure if
any breach of Paragraph IO(B) is committed by any of your agents and employees
without your previous approval, knowledge, involvement or acquiescence:
(D)
Set forth below are your annual net saJes quotas for the initial five (5) year
te1m of this Agreement. Safeguard may terminate this Agreement by giving you sixty
(60) days written notice if the net sales (net of uncollectible accounts, returns and
allowances) of Safeguard Systems credited to you do not equal or exceed the amounts set
forth below for any of the annual periods indicated (or any annuaJ renewal period):
8/1/2006 to 7/30/2007
8/1/2007 to 7/30/2008
811/2008 to 7/30/2009
8/l/2009 to 7/30/2010
8/1/2010 to 7/30/2011

$618,000.00
$649,000.00
$681,000.00
$715,000.00
$750,000.00

The foregoing annual net sales quotas may, at Safeguard's option, be reasonably
increased based upon any price increases for Safeguard Systems during the period, and
shall be reasonably decreased by Safeguard in the event of material price decreases for
Safeguard Systems.
In addition to the above annual net sales quotas, Safeguard may tem1inate this
Agreement by giving you sixty (60) days written notice if the net sales of Safeguard
Systems credited to you for each calendar year do not at least equal the net sales of
Safeguard Systems credited to you for the prior calendar year. ·
(E)
This Agreement will also terminate sixty (60) days after the occunence of
any ofthe following events:
(i)

5606S.00.00tl460237.6

You give us written notice that you have elected to tetminate this
Agreement.
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(ii)

Your death or permanent disability, unless your executor,
administrator, conservator, guardian or other personal
representative, or remaining shareholders, partners, members or
similar individuals, appoints an interim manager, approved by
Safeguard for the distributorship. Permanent disability means your
inability to fully perform all of the duties and responsibilities
hereunder to the full extent required by this Agreement by reason
of illness, injury or incapacity for twenty-six (26) consecutive
weeks. In the event of any dispute under this subparagraph, you
shall submit to a physical examination by a licensed physicia~
selected by us, who must also be approved by you so long as your
consent is not unreasonably withheld or delayed.

(iii)

If an inte1im manager is not appointed within ten (10) days of such
death or disability, we may, but are not required to, appoint a
manager to operate your distributorship until the interim manager
is appointed or an assignee is approved according to the te1ms and
If we appoint a manager for your
conditions below.
distributorship, the manager will be compensated in accordance
with our then-applicable guidelines for existing and new business
generated by distributors. Our appointment of a manager shall not
relieve you of your obligations under this Agreement, and we shall
not be 1iable for any debts, 1osses, costs or expenses incurred while
our appointed manager is operating your distributorship. Further,
the transfer of this Agreement by the executor, administrator,
conservator, guardian or other personal representative must be
completed within twelve (12) months from the date of death or
permanent disability.

(F)
As long as you are then in compliance with all of its terms and conditions,
and we mutually agree upon minimum annual net sales for the renewal term, you may
renew the term of this Agreement for additional periods of five (5) years each by giving
us written notice at least sixty (60) days prior to the end of the current tetm. To
accomplish renewal, you must sign our then-current form of standard distributor
agreement and all other agreements and documents we then customarily use in granting
distributorships or renewal distributorships such as a general release of claims against us,
our affiliates and their respective officers, directors, shareholders, agents and employees.
If you fail to timely sign the then-current agreement, this Agreement shall continue in full
force and effect on a month-to-month basis until the new agreement is signed or this
Agreement is te1minated by us.
(G)
Safeguard shall have the right, upon written notice to you, to rescind any
sixty (60) day period prior to termination otherwise provided for in this paragraph and to
declare the teJmination to be effective immediately if during that sixty (60) day period (or
any portion thereof) you or any of your agents or employees fail to continue to solicit
orders on behalf of Safeguard and otherwise perform your obligations under this
Agreement in good faith.
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I

I

I

11.

I

ASSIGNMENT OF RIGHTS.

!

Your rights under this Agreement may not be assigned or transferred by you, or
by operation of Jaw, in part. A transfer of ownership, possession or control of any of
your commission rights hereunder may be made· only in conjunction with a transfer of
this Agreement. You must transfer all of yow· rights either to Safeguard or another
person. If (i) you have been a Distributor for at least five (5) years, (ii) have satisfied the
requirements set forth below in Paragraph 12(D), and (iii) you are in compliance with all
te.tms and conditions of this Agreement, and you wish to transfer your rights to solicit
orders of Safeguard Systems to the customers indicated on Exhibit B and to earn
commissions from such sales (the "Rights"), the following must frrst occur:
(A)
You must first offer Safeguard your Rights on the terms described in
Paragraph 12(B) below. This offer to Safeguard must be in writing and it must include a
list of all of the customers in respect of whom you have Rights. Safeguard shall have
ninety (90) days from the date it receives such written offer to either accept or reject it.
NO WAIVER BY SAFEGUARD OF TilE PROCEDURES SET FORTH IN THE
PRECEDING SENTENCES SHALL BE EFFECTIVE UNLESS IN WRITING SIGNED
BY AN OFFICER OF SAFEGUARD. If we do not accept the assignment of your Rights
within ninety (90) days after we receive your offer, then;
(B)
You may transfer your Rights to a third party or parties who must be
approved by Safeguard in wilting, and Safeguard agrees not to unreasonably withhold its
approval. The following shalJ be examples of reasonable grounds for withholding
approval:
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(i)

the third party: (a) had inadequate sales and management
experience, or inadequate financial resources to operate a
distributorship of this size and complexity, (b) refuses to provide
infonnation about his qualifications or financial condition as
requested by Safeguard, or (c) refuses to complete Safeguard's
initial training program and pay the requisite fee, provided,
however, that if the third party is an existing Safeguard distributor,
he or she may not need to complete such training;

(ii)

the third party is a representative of a competitive company at the
time of the proposed transfer and either (a) does not agree to
relinquish such position at the time of the transfer, or (b) is subject
to binding non-competition or non-solicitation covenants with the
competitor;

(iii)

the third pa11y will not agree to devote his best efforts to the
business of the distributorship, and actively patiicipate in its sales
activities and management;

(iv)

the third party has a history of poor credit experience or has been
convicted of a felony;
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I
I
I

(v)

the third party is at the time of the proposed transfer a Safeguard
distributor or was a distributor whose contract was terminated or a
Safeguard employee whose employment was terminated;

(vi)

the third party fails to submit a satisfactory business plan to
Safeguard, or fails to agree to accept reasonable net sales quota
requirements and the terms and conditions of Safeguard's then
existing non-exclusive distributor contract;

(vii)

the third party insists upon being assigneo Rights in and to a larger
base of existing customer accounts than Safeguard in its sole
discretion deems appropriate; or

(viii)

the financial terms (i.e. price and payback) are not fair and
reasonable to the third party (i) in te1ms of providing him or her
with adequate cash flow with which to operate as a Safeguard
Distributor, or (ii) in comparison with the financial terms of
assignments of rights by comparable distributors at or about that
time.

\

I

i
If you fail to assign and transfer your Rights to a third party who has been
apprpved by Safeguard in writing within ninety (90) days of the date Safeguard rejected
your offer, then your right to transfer the Rights to third parties shall lapse and shall not
become effective until you have again offered your Rights to Safeguard as described
above ~nd Safeguard has again rejected your offer.

I
!

(C)
In no event will you be permitted to assign your·Rights or to receive any
payments under this paragraph unless you or your personal representative executes a
written agreement with Safeguard and the third party containing such terms and
conditions as Safeguard may reasonably request.

I
I

For the purpose of this paragraph, as well as Paragraphs 10 and 12, this
(D)
Agreement shall be deemed to have commenced on August 1, 2006.

I

12.

I

PAYMENTS AFTER TERMINATION.

I
I

Safeguard will make payments to you after tennination of this Agreement under
the following circumstances:
(A)
If Safeguard terminates this Agreement for any of the reasons set fmih in
Paragraph 10; other than Paragraphs lO(B)(i) through (iv) or you die or become
permanently disabled within the first five (5) years, or if you terminate this Agreement,
Safeguard will, subject to Paragraph 12(D), pay you (or your beneficiaries), for two (2)
years after the effective date of termination, fifty percent (50%) of the commissions
generated on all repeat sales of Safeguard Systems that are made during such period to
customers from whom you were entitled to receive commissions while this Agreement
was still in effect. Safeguard will not, however, make any such payments if, during the
two (2) year period within the TeJTitory, you or your agents· or employees, directly or
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indirectly, sell, attempt to sell, or assist others in selling or attempting to sell services,
products, or supplies which are competitive with Safeguard services, products or
supplies, either on your own behalf or on behalf of others or if you fail to deliver to us
within two (2) business days of the date of tennination of this Agreement a11 of the
Safeguard trade secrets and confidential infonnation listed in Paragraph 13, and
cooperate with us (as described in Paragraph 13) in the transfer of the customer accounts
to us or to our representative.
(B)
If after this Agreement has been in effect for more than five (5) years (i)
you die or become pennanently disabled; or (ii) you transfer your Rights to Safeguard
pursuant to Paragraph ll(A), Safeguard will, subject to Paragraph 12(D), pay you (or
your beneficiaries), for four (4) ye~n:s after the effective date oftennination, :fifty percent
(50%) of the commissions generated on all repeat sales of Safeguard Systems that are
made during such period to customers from whom you were entitled to receive
commissions while this Agreement was still in effect. Safeguard will not, however, make
any such payments if, during the four (4) year period within the Territory, you or your
agents or employees, directly or indirectly, sell, attempt to sell, or assist others in selling
or attempting to sell services, products or supplies which are competitive with Safeguard
services, products or supplies either on your own behalf or on behalf of others, or if you
fail to deliver to us within two (2) business days of the date of tennination of this
Agreement all of the Safeguard trade secrets and confidential infonnation listed in
Paragraph 13, and cooperate with us (as described in Paragraph 13) in the transfer of
~ese customer accounts to us or to our representative.
(C)
You (or your beneficiaries) will also be entitled to additional payments if
you are entitled to payments under subparagraph (B) and if a third party is recruited, who
meets Safeguard's reasonable standards for selection as a distributor then in effect,
including, without limitation, the criteria described in Paragraph ll(B) above, and who
agrees to purchase your Rights. These additional payments will equal the difference
between the amount which the third party agrees to pay for the purchase of such Rights
and the amount payable to you under subparagraph 12(B) above. Safeguard has and
assumes no duty to assist you or your estate to make such a sale of the Rights or to recruit
or approve such a third party, except tmder our then current and reasonable standards. If
the Rights are sold to a third party who subsequently defaults, Safeguard's only obligation
will be to pay to you the balance, if any, that would be due under subparagraph 12(B).

(D)
If this Agreement is terminated for any reason before all of the monthly
commission deductions set forth in Paragraph 6(0) have been withheld from you, you
shall have no personal liability for the remaining balance, but, conversely, you shall not
be entitled to a refund or recoupment of any monthly deductions previously made, and
you shall also receive no payments under Paragraph II or 12 unless arrangements are
made in writing, that are approved by Safeguard in its discretion, under which the
remainder of such amount set forth in Paragraph 6(D) is collected in full, as well as any
loan or other balances owed by you to Safeguard.
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13.

NON~DISCLOSURE

OF CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION AND NON"

COMPETITION.

In consideration of Safeguard's appointing you as a distributor of Safeguard
Systems, and in recognition that as a sales agent you have an obligation to your principal
to return all of Safeguard's trade secrets or other confidential infonnation upon the
tennination of the agency, you agree that upon the termination of this Agreement for any
reason you (for purposes of this paragraph "you" includes you, your agents and
employees, individually as welJ as collectively) will immediately return to Safeguard all
originals and copies of all customer files, cards and records (including past ordering
history, samples and imprints}, all customer lists, proprietary computer software and
related documentation, price books and/or price lists, product manuals or other product
training materials in your respective possession, custody or control; and all sales aids,
sales brochures, design form trays, demonstration boards, and all other Safeguard sales
materials developed or used in the course of operating your Safeguard business. You
agree that these are trade secrets and confidential information belonging to Safeguard and
neither you nor any of your agents or employees wi11 (i} disclose any of such trade secrets
or confidential information about Safeguard or the nature of its business to any third
parties, (ii) permit any such confidential information to become known by a·ny such third
party, or (iii) retain or use any such information other than in connection with serving as
a Safeguard Distributor.
· Upon termination of this Agreement for any reason or expiration you agree that
you will not disparage Safeguard, its products or its distributors and that you shall assign
to Safeguard or its designee further use of all business telephone number(s}, facsimile
machine number(s), and post office box number(s} previously used in connection with
your Safeguard distributorship in accordance with Exhibit D attached hereto. You agree
that upon termination or expiration of this Agreement (or, if requested by Safeguard, at
any time prior thereto in which event such documents may be postdated by Safeguard),
you will sign such documents as may be required by the telephone company or post
office to effectuate such assignment. If you fail or refuse to do so by this Agreement you
appoint and consent to Safeguard's serving as your representative to execute any such
documents on your behalf. You agree that you shall promptly forward to Safeguard (or
its designee) all mail, orders or other correspondence received by you at any of your
home or business addresses after the date of tennination or expiration that are addressed
to or otherwise relate to Safeguard, and that you shall advise persons who call your home
or business telephone numbers asking for Safeguard of the new telephone numbers at
which Safeguard (or its designee) can be reached.
Also, for a period of two (2) years after this Agreement is terminated or expires,
within the TeiTitory, you agree that neither you nor any of your agents or employees shall
directly or indirectly, on your or their own behalf or on behalf of any other person,
company or entity, solicit, sell, attempt to sell, or assist others in selling systems or
services, supplies or products competitive with systems, services, supplies or products
available from Safeguard to any Safeguard customers from whom you had solicited
orders or with whom you had otherwise done business prior to such termination or
expiration date.
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If either you or your agents or employees violate any of the above agreements,
you acknowledge that Safeguard's remedy at Jaw for violation will be inadequate.
Safeguard will be entitled to temporary and permanent equitable reliefto prohibit you or
them from continuing to violate this Agreement even if no money damages can be
proven; provided, however, that nothing stated herein shall be construed so as to preclude
Safeguard to recover appropriate monetary damages.
In the event any of the provisions of Paragraph 13 are deemed to exceed the time
or geographic limitations pennitted by applicable laws, you and we agree that the
provisiol).S are essential for Safeguard's protection and that they shall be refonned to the
maximum time or geographic limitation permitted by applicable Jaws.
14.

RELATIONSIDP TO OTHER AGREEMENTS.

This Agreement is the sole understanding and agreement of the patties with
respect to its subject matter and shall supersede and replace any agreement covering the
products and services covered by this Agreement previously signed by us, as well as all
prior or contemporaneous understandings and agreements, written or oral.
15.

NO WAIVER/NO IMPLIED COVENANTS.

If any provision or part of this Agreement shall be held invalid, the rest of the
Agreement shall still be binding upon each of the parties, such invalid provision or part
being deemed severable in nature. In addition, if either party elects not to enforce any of
the terms of this Agreement at any time, its failure to do so shall not be deemed a waiver
of its right to enforce that or any other part at some later time. SAFEGUARD'S
ELECTION NOT TO ENFORCE ANY OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF ITS
SIMILAR AGREEMENTS W1TH OTHER DISTRIBUTORS SHALL NOT
PREJUDICE NOR AFFECT ITS RIGHT TO ENFORCE SUCH TERMS AND
CONDJTIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT AGAINST YOU.

16.

BINDING EFFECT OF THIS AGREEMENT.

This Agreement shall be binding not only on you and Safeguard, but also on each
of the heirs, executors, successors and assigns of the parties.

17.

.i
i

MISCELLANEOUS.

I

(A)
Amendment. Neither this Agreement nor any of its provisions may be
amended or waived except by a writing signed by the party against whom enforcement of
the amendment or waiver is sought.
(B)
Default by Safeguard. Safeguard shall not be deemed to have committed a
breach or default of any obligation or provision of this Agreement unless it shall have
been given written notice by you designating the specific act or provision of which there
has been a failure of performance, and Safeguard shall have failed to perf01m such act or
comply with such provision within thirty (30) days after receipt of such notice.
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(C)
Limitation of Damages.
THE DAMAGES RECOVERABLE BY
EITIIER PARTY HERETO FOR ANY CONTROVERSY OR CLAIM, WHETHER
FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT, TORT, VIOLATION OF STATUTE, OR
OTHERWISE, BASED UPON, ARISING OUT OF, OR RELATED TO THIS
AGREEMENT, A BREACH THEREOF, OR THE COMMERCIAL OR ECONOMIC
RELATION BETWEEN THE PARTIES, SHALL BE LIMITED TO ACTUAL
DAMAGES FOR COMMERCIAL LOSS. NEITHER PARTY HERETO SHALL BE
LIABLE TO THE OTHER FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES, OR FOR COMPENSATORY
DAMAGES FOR EMOTIONAL DISTRESS.
(D)
Limitation of Actions. THE PARTIES MUTUALLY AGREE THAT
ANY CLAIM OF ANY KIND BASED UPON, ARISING OUT OF, OR RELATED TO
THIS AGREEMENT, A BREACH THEREOF, OR TilE COMMERCIAL OR
ECONOMIC RELATION BETWEEN THE PARTIES, SHALL BE BARRED UNLESS
ASSERTED BY THE COMPLAINING PARTY BY THE COMMENCEMENT OF AN
ACTION WITHIN ONE YEAR AFTER THE FIRST INACTION OR ACTION TO
WinCH THE CLAIM RELATES.

18.

GOVERNING LAW.

This Agreement shall become effective wl1en executed and accepted by us in
Texas. All matters relating to arbitration will be governed by the Federal Arbitration Act
(9 U.S. C. §§ 1 et seq.). Except to the extent governed by the Federal Arbitration Act, the
United States Trademark Act of l946 (Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. Sections 1051 et seq.) or
other federal law, this Agreement, the distributorship and the relationship between you
and Safeguard will be governed and construed under and in accordance with the laws of
Texas, except that the provisions of the Texas Deceptive Trade Practices Act (and the
regulations thereunder) will not apply unless its jurisdictional requirements are met
independently without reference to this subsection.

19.

RELIANCE UPON OWN JUDGMENT.

Each of the parties acknowledges that in executing this Agreement it relies solely
on his, her or its own judgment, belief and knowledge, and such advice as he, she or it
may have received from his, her or its own counsel, an.d, except for representations
expressly set forth herein, that party has not been influenced by any representations or
statements made by the other party or his, her or its counsel.

20.

FULL DISCLOSURE/NO ORAL REPRESENTATIONS.

BY SIGNING TillS AGREEMENT YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT NO ORAL
REPRESENTATIONS CONTRARY TO ANY OF THE WRJTTEN TERMS OF TIIIS
AGREEMENT HAVE BEEN MADE TO YOU BY ANYONE EMPLOYED BY OR
REPRESENTThTG SAFEGUARD. You specifically acknowledge that Safeguard has
explained to you that (I) it cannot provide assurances that it will provide you with
unlimited or any predetermined level of support or training, (2) that any of the Safeguard
customers identified in Exhibit B, subsection (ii) will continue to reorder the same
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product or similar amounts in the future, (3) that any such customer still remains in
business.or may not appear more than once on the list, possibly under different names, or
(4) that you will attain the net sales quotas set forth in Paragraph IO(D), or achieve any
other sales or earnings forecasts that have been developed by Safeguard and you. You
understand that Safeguard only represents to you that the customers whose names are
listed in subsection (ii) to Exhibit B have in the past bought Safeguard products and
services. YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT ANY DISCUSSIONS YOU MAY HAVE
HAD WITH SAFEGUARD ABOUT ANY EXPECTATION OF FUTURE ORDERS
FROM SUCH CUSTOMERS HAVE INVOLVED ESTIMATES ONLY. You also
aclmowledge that you have received an explanation of how the price of the account
protection rights set forth in Paragraph 6(D) and how the annual quota set forth in
Paragraph 1O{D) has been calculated, that these computations are satisfactory, and that
the quotas are reasonable and attainable by you. You have read this Agreement carefully
and have been encouraged by Safeguard to review it with an attorney of your choice, and
you agree to be bound by its tenns.
21.

DISPUTES/ARBITRATION/WAIVER OF JURY TRIAL.

I

(A)
Any dispute between you and another Safeguard distributor, including, for
example, disputes relating to claims that you (or any of your agents or employees) have
violated subparagraphs {A) and (B) of Paragraph 8 above or your claim that another
Safeguard distributor has violated similar covenants or obligations arising .fi·om his or her
distributor agreement(s) with Safeguard, may be resolved. by Safeguard pursuant to its
written policies then in effect. You agree to abide by the decision of Safeguard, which, in
the absence of clear and convincing evidence of fraud or conflict of interest, will be final
and binding and not appealable to any court of Jaw or otherwise, and you agree that you
shall not file, claim, sue or cause or permit to be filed or claimed any action for legal or
equitable relief (including for damages, injunctive, declaratory, moneta1y or other relief)
against Safeguard involving any dispute submitted to or adjudicated by Safeguard.

I

.!
I
l

(B)
EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE PROVIDED IN SUBPARAGRAPH (A)
ABOVE, ALL CONTROVERSIES, DISPUTES OR CLAIMS ARJSING BETWEEN
US, {OUR OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, AGENTS, EMPLOYEES AND ATTORNEYS
(IN THEIR REPRESENTATIVE CAPACITY) AND YOU (YOUR OWNERS AND
GUARANTORS, IF APPLICABLE) ARJSING OUT OF OR RELATED TO: (1) THIS
AGREEMENT OR ANY PROVISION THEREOF OR ANY· RELATED
AGREEMENT; (2) THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE PARTIES HERETO; (3) THE
VALIDITY OF THIS AGREEMENT OR ANY RELATED AGREEMENT, OR ANY
PROVISION THEREOF; OR (4) ANY SPECIFICATION, STANDARD OR
OPERATING PROCEDURE RELATING TO THE ESTABUSHMENT OR
OPERATION OF THE SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SHALL BE SUBMITTED FOR
ARBITRATION TO BE ADMINISTERED BY THE DALLAS, TEXAS OFFICE OF
THE AMERICAN ARBITRATION ASSOCATION ON DEMAND OF EITHER
PARTY. SUCH ARBITRATION PROCEEDINGS SHALL BE CONDUCTED IN
DALLAS, TEXAS AND, EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE PROVIDED IN THIS
AGREEMENT, SHALL BE CONDUCTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH TilE THEN
CURRENT COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION RULES OF THE AMERICAN
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ARBITRATION ASSOCIATION BY A PANEL OF THREE (3) ARBITRATORS.
THE ARBITRATORS SHALL HAVE THE RIGHT TO AWARD OR INCLUDE IN
THEIR AWAJID ANY RELIEF WHICH THEY DEEM PROPER IN THE
CIRCUMSTANCES, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, MONEY DAMAGES
.(WITH INTEREST ON UNPAID AMOUNTS FROM DATE DUE), SPECIFIC
PERFORMANCE, INJUNCTIVE RELIEF. PROVIDED THAT THE ARBITRATOR
DOES NOT HAVE TIIE RIGHT TO AWARD EXEI\.1PLARY OR PUNITIVE
DAMAGES.
THE PARTIES ARE PROHIBITED FROM SUBMITTING
SETTLEMENT DISCUSSIONS OR OFFERS TO THE ARBITRATORS FOR
CONSIDERATION IN THE CONTEXT OF ANY ARBITRATION. TilE AWARD
AND DECISION OF THE ARBITRATORS SHALL BE CONCLUSIVE AND
BINDING UPON ALL PARTIES HERETO AND JUDGMENT UPON THE AWARD
MAY BE ENTERED IN ANY COURT OF COI\.1PETENT JURISDICTION, AND
EACH PARTY WAlVES ANY RIGHT TO CONTEST TIIE VALIDITY OR
ENFORCEABILITY OF SUCH AWARD. THE PARTIES FURTHER AGREE TO BE
BOUND BY THE PROVISIONS OF ANY APPLICABLE LIMITATION ON THE
PERIOD OF TIME IN WHICH CLAIMS MUST BE BROUGHT. THE PARTIES
FURTHER AGREE THAT IN CONNECTION WITH ANY SUCH ARBITRATION
PROCEEDING EACH SHALL FILE ANY COMPULSORY COUNTERCLAIM (AS
DEFINED BY RULE 13 OF TilE FEDERAL RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURES)
WITHIN THIRTY (30) DAYS .OF TilE DATE OF THE FILING OF THE CLAIM TO
WHICH IT RELATES. THIS PROVISION SHALL CONTJNUE IN FULL FORCE
AND EFFECT SUBSEQUENT TO AND NOTWITIISTANDING EXPIRATION OR
TERMINATION OF THIS AGREEMENT. SAFEGUARD AND DISTRIBUTOR
AGREE THAT ARBITRATION SHALL BE CONDUCTED ON AN INDIVIDUAL,
NOT A CLASS-WIDE BASIS. THE PARTIES FURTHER AGREE THAT CLAIMS
BY OR AGAINST EITHER OF THEM (AND TIIEIR OFFICERS, DIRECTORS,
EMPLOYEES, SHAREHOLDERS, GUARANTORS OR AFFILIATES) WJLL BE
HEARD ON AN INDIVIDUAL BASIS AND NOT CONSOLIDATED WITH THE
CLAIMS OF ANY THIRD PARTIES. NOTWITHSTANDING ANYTHING TO TI:IE
CONTRARY CONTAINED INTHIS PARAGRAPH, WE AND YOU EACH HAVE
THE RIGHT IN A PROPER CASE TO OBTAIN TEMPORARY RESTRAINING
ORDERS OR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTIVE RELIEF FROM A COURT OF
COMPETENT JURISDICTION; PROVIDED, HOWEVER, THAT WE AND YOU
MUST CONTEMPORANEOUSLY SUBMIT OUR DISPUTE FOR ARBITRATION
ON THE MERITS AS PROVIDED IN THIS PARAGRAPH.

(C)
IN THE EVENT OF ANY DISPUTE BETWEEN YOU AND
SAFEGUARD BASED UPON, ARISING IN CONNECTION WITH, OR
RELATED TO THE INTERPRETATION OF THIS AGREEMENT OR A
CLAIMED BREACH THEREOF, THE PARTIES' RESPECTIVE RIGHTS AND
OBLIGATIONS UNDER THIS AGREEMENT, OR FROM ALLEGED
TORTIOUS CONDUCT OR STATUTORY VIOLATIONS RELATED IN ANY
WAY, DIRECTI..Y OR INDIRECTLY, EITHER TO THIS AGREEMENT OR TO
THE PARTIES' COMMERCIAL OR ECONOMIC RELATIONSHIP, AND
EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE PROVIDED IN SUBPARAGRAPH (A) ABOVE, YOU
AND WE AGREE THAT THE ISSUES THAT WILL BE RAISED IN SUCH
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DISPUTE WILL BE DIFFICULT AND COMPLEX SO THAT ANY LAWSIDT
RESULTING FROM SUCH A CONTROVERSY WILL BE TRIED BEFORE A
COURT OF COMPETENT JURISDICTION BY A JUDGE SITTING WITHOUT
A JURY.
YOU HEREBY KNOWINGLY, VOLUNTARILY AND
INTENTIONALLY WAIVE ANY RIGHT YOU MAY HAVE TO. A TRIAL BY
JURY IN RESPECT TO LITIGATION RELATIVE TO ANY OF THE
FOREGOING MATTERS, AND YOU ACirnOWLEDGE THAT TIDS
PROVISION IS A MATERIAL INDUCEMEN'T FOR SAFECUARD'S
ENTERING INTO THIS AGREEMENT WITH YOU.

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.

.ll¥¥~C?~
~-----------

T3 ENTERPIUSES, INC.

Its:

Pces;Jm±

oate:.----l..j7f.~a~gf.:....:o(p::;_____ _ __
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EXHIBIT A
TO THAT CERTAIN DISTRIBUTOR AGREEMENT
BETWEEN SAFEPVARJ? BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND

n

ttl.-krfr,ses. _DJe..-.

You shall have the non-exclusive right to call on prospective users of Safeguard Systems
in the geographical area described below.
The following counties in the State ofldaho:
Ada
Adams
Bannock
Bear Lake
Bingham
· Blaine
Boise
Bonneville
Butte
Camas
Canyon
Caribou
Cassia
Clark
Custer
Elmore
Franklin
Fremont
Gem
Gooding
Jefferson
Jerome
Lemhi
Lincoln
Madison
Mindoka
Oneida
Owyhee
Power
Teton
Twin Falls
·Valley
Washington
The follwing counties in the State of Oregon:
Malheur
The following counties in the State of Wyoming:
Lincoln
Teton
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EXIIIBITB
TO THAT CERTAIN DISTRIBUTOR AGREEMENT
BETWEEN SAFEGUJ\RD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND

u

&lteq>()'s~. kfl e.-.

You shall have the exclusive right to the applicable commissions on sales of Safeguard
Systems to:
(i) each customer in the Territo1y whose first order of Safeguard Systems is directly the
result of your efforts and is credited to you, except National Accounts, Banks (and Bank
referrals) and other refen·al sources with respect to which you have failed to comply with
Paragraph 8(C); and
(ii) the Safeguard customers listed in Safeguard computer under Distributor #04F7-XX.

Jn addition, your exclusive right to commissions on sales of Safeguard Systems to any
customer shall expire if that customer has not purchased any Safeguard System within thhiy-six
(36) months after the invoice date of such custome1Js last prior purchase of any Safeguard
System.

.*'

If no list of customers is physically attached hereto, you should initial this page to indicate
Ihat such a list was previously furnished to you. You should not sign the Agreement or initial
' this page uuless such a list is being or has been furnished to you by Safeguard. These customers
were formerly in Safeguard's computer ltnder Distributor #TBD and #TBD.

~~7-6."\ ~15-03 1 XI<.T-03
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EXHIBITC
TO THAT CERTAIN DISTRIBUTOR AGREEMENT
BETWEEN SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND

13 61-krpnEi!s, 1.1l~.

NON-SOLIClTATION/NON-DJSCLOSURE COVENANTS OF MANAGER

consiqeration of my [employment/continued employment] as a Manager for
\11>! ~1
C., ("Distributor'') a distributor of Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.,
ne Dollar ($1.00), receipt of which is acknowledged, I acknowledge and agree

1.

Safeguard has developed: price lists, customer lists, customer files and records
(such as samples, imprints, past ordering histmies, key contact personnel and the
like), lists of referral sources, methods of doing business, sales volume figures
and other similar information. If my status as a Manager terminates for any
reason, I agree to (I) deliver to Distributor, the originals and all copies of the
foregoing confidential materials (whether documentary or on computerized media),
plus any and all mock ups, brochures and sales materials fumished to me by
Distlibutor or Safeguard; and {2) purge from my computer all references to the
foregoing lists and infmmation, including customers of Disbibutor or Safeguard
and their identities (collectively refened to as the "Confidential Information").

2.

As an employee of Distributor, I will receive valuable Confidential Information,
disclosure of which would be detrimental to Distributor, Safeguard, other Safeguard
distributors and Safeguard businesses.

3.

I will hold in strict confidence the Confidential Information and any other
information designated by DistJ.ibutor or Safeguard as confidential. I will not
disclose any portion or all of the Confidential Infonnation to non-Safeguard
employees, and I will use it only in connection with my duties as a Manager of
Distributor, unless Safeguard otherwise agrees in wtiling. My promise not to
disclose the Confidential Information is a condition of my employment by
Distributor and continues even after I leave the employ of Distributor.

4.

I agree that I will not compete with mstributor or with Safeguard dming the time
that I am employed by or am an agent ofDistributor. More specifically, I agree that
during that time I will not do any of the following things for myself or for anyone
else: (a) encourage customers to do business with any competitor of Distributor or
Safeguard; (b) acquire an interest in, or promote, aid or assist, any business that is
of the same general type as Distributor or Safeguard; (c) encourage employees or
agents ofDistdbutor or Safeguard to quit their jobs or relationships with Distributor
or Safeguard; and/or (d) directly or indirectly on my own behalf or on behalf of

001190

I

.I
any other person, entity or film, solicit, seiJ, attempt to sell, or assist others in
selling to any Safeguard customers printed business products, one--write
accounting and other financial systems, non-financial one--write systems such as
gift certificates and visitor pass systems, continuous and laser computer fonns and
checks, envelopes, tax forms, computer software, records management and related
business supplies, and certain lines of products manufactured or supplied for SBS
by outside vendors. I agree that my obligation in (c) and (d) directly above shall
continue beyond the termination date of my employment or agency for an
additional period of two (2) years.

5.

Safeguard is a third-party beneficiary of this Agreement and may enforce it. My
violation of this Agreement will cause Safeguard irreparable ha1m; therefore, I
aclmowledge and agree that Safeguard or Distributor may apply fo:rthe issuance of
an injunc:tion preventing me from violating this Agreement and agree to pay
Safeguard and Distributor all the costs it/they incur(s), including attomeys' fees, if
this Agreement is enforced against me. I agree that Distributor and/or Safeguard
may also get a judgment against me for money damages that result from my
violation of those duties if Distributor and/or Safeguard are/is able to prove the
amount of those damages. Due to the importance of this Agreement to Safeguard,
any claim I have against Distributor or Safeguard is a separate matter and does not
entitle me to violate, or justify any violation of this Agreement. If any part of this
Agreement is held invalid by a court or agency, the rest of the Agreement is still
enforceable and the part held invalid is enforceable to the extent found reasonable
by the court or agency.

I acknowledge that these covenants are reasonable and appropriate in view of the access to
Safeguard Confidential Information that I will have as a Manager, and that Distributor would not
be willing to appoint me as a Manager unless I agree to sign this document. If I violate any of
tl1e above covenants, I acknowledge that money damages will be an inadequate remedy and that
· Safeguard will be entitled to specific performance and/or injunctive relief even if no money
damages can be proven, and that the customer non-solicitation covenants shall continue in effect
for two (2) years after tile date of my last violation of the customer non-solicitation provisions
herein.

Date
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EXHIBITD
TO THAT CERTAIN DISTRIBUTOR AGREEMENT
BETWEEN SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND

13 'ErWpfi?tSJ

:tn~.

COLLATERAL ASSIGNMENT OF TELEPHONE NUMBERS AND LISTINGS
THIS ASSIGNMENT is entered into this 1st day of August, 2006, in accordance with
the terms of that certain Distributor Agreement (the "Distributor Agreement") between T3
Enterptises, Inc., ("Distributor") and Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. ("Company"), executed
concurrently with this Assignment Agreement, under which Company granted Distributor the
right to own and operate a Safeguard business in Idaho( the "Business").
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, Distributor hereby assigns to Company all of Distributor's
right, title and interest in and to those certain telephone numbers and regular, classified or other
telephone directory listings (collectively, the "Telephone Numbers and Listings") associated
with Company's trade· and service marks and 11sed from time to time in connection with the
operation of the Business. This Assignment is for collateral purposes only and, except as
. specified herein, Company shall have no liability or obligation of any kind whatsoever arising
from or in connection with this Assignment, unless Company shaH notify the telephone company
and/or the listing agencies with which Distributor has placed telephone directory listings (all
. such entities are collectively refetTed to herein as the "Telephone Company") to effectuate the
assignment pursuant to the tenns hereof.
Upon termination or expiration of the Distributor Agreement (without renewal or
. extension), Company shall have the right and is hereby empowered to effectuate the assignment
of the Telephone Numbers and Listings, and, in such event, Distributor shall have no further
right, title or interest in the Telephone Numbers and Listings and shall remain liable to the
Telephone Company for all past due fees owing to the Telephone Company on or before the
effective date of the assignment hereunder.
Distributor acknowledges and agrees that as between Company and Disttibutor, upon
termination or expiration of the Distributor Agreement (without renewal or extension), Company
' shall have the sole right to and interest in the Telephone Numbers and Listings, and Distributor
'appoints Company as .Distributor's true and lawful attorney-in-fact to direct the Telephone
. Company to assign same to Company, and execute such documents and take such actions as may
be necessary to effectuate the assignment. Upon such event, Distributor shall immediately notify
the Telephone Company to assign the Telephone Numbers and Listings to Company. If
Distributor fails to promptly direct the Telephone Company to assign the Telephone Numbers
and Listings to Company, Company shall direct the Telephone Company to effectuate the
assignment contemplated hereunder to Company. The parties agree that the Telephone
Company may accept Company's written direction, the Distributor Agreement or this
· Assignment as conclusive proof of Company's exclusive rights in and to the Telephone Numbers
and Listings upon such termination or expiration and that such assignment shall be made
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automatically and immediately effective upon T~lephone Company's receipt of such notice from
Company or Distribut0r. The parties further agree that if the Telephone Company requires that
the parties execute the Telephone Company's assignment fonns or- other dootunentation at the
time of tennination or expiration of the Distributor Agreement, Company's execution of such
forms or doctmlentation on behalf of Distributor shall effectuate Distributor's consent and
agreeinelit to the assignment. The parties agree that at any time after the date hereof: they wiJI
perform such acts and execute and deliver such documents as may be necessary to assist in or
accomplish the assignment described herein upon termination or expiration of the Distributor
Agreement.
ASSIGNEE:

ASSIGNOR

SAFl!:GUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.

T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.

By:~&~
Jts:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

By:

/141,){} cJ1D~

Its:

fYtSjzkl&
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EXHIBlTE
TO THAT CERTAIN DISTRIBUTOR AGREEMENT
BETWEEN SAFE~USINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND

TJ

rite.~

JhCJ.

Effective Date: This Exhibit E is current and complete
As of August 1, 2006
The Distributor and Its Owners

I.

Form ofDistributor.
(a)

Proprietorship. The owner(s) of the Distributor (is) (are) as follows:

Corporation, Partnership, Limited Liability Company or other Business
(b)
· Entity. The Distributor was incorporated or formed on ~ /9 , aoDio, under the laws of
the State of
:tk.nn
. The Distributor has not condU ed business under any name other
. The following is
than its corporate, company or pa11nership name and
'a list of the Distributor's directors and/or officers as of the effective date shown above:
· Name of Each Director/Officer

bruni) Tip\~

Position(s) Held

&uickcl
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OWNER'S GUARANTY AND ASSUMPTION OF
DISTRIBUTOR'S OBLIGATIONS

In consideration of, and as an inducement to, the execution of the Distributor Agreement
(the "Agreement") by SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. ("Company"). each of the
undersigned ("Guarantors") hereby personally and unconditionalJy (1) guarantees to Company
and its successors and assigns, for the term of the Agreement and thereafter as provided in the
Agreement, that Dawn Teply ("Distributor") shaH punctually pay and perform each and every
undertaking, agreement and covenant set forth in the Agreement and (2) agrees to be personally
bound by, and personally liable for the breach of, each and every provision in the Agreement.
Each Guarantor hereby waives:
(1)

acceptance and notice of acceptance by Company of the foregoing undertakings;

(2)
notice of demand for payment of any indebtedness or nonperf01mance of any
obligations hereby guaranteed;
(3)
protest and notice of default to any party with respect to the indebtedness or
nonpe1formance of any obligations hereby guaranteed;
(4)
any right he may have to require that an action be brought against Distributor or
any other person as a condition ofliability; and
(5) ,
entitled.

any and all other notices and legal or equitable defenses to which he may be

Each Guarantor consents and agrees that:
(I)

his direct and immediate liability under this guaranty shall be joint and several;

(2)
he shall render any payment or performance required under the Agreement upon
demand if Distributor fails or refuses punctually to do so;
(3)
such liability shall not be conditioned upon pursuit by Company of any remedies
against Disttib_utor or any other person; and
(4)
such liability shall not be diminished, relieved or otherwise affected by any
extension of time, credit or other indulgence which Company may fi·om time to time grant to
Distributor or to any other person, including without limitation the acceptance of any partial
payment or performance, or the compromise or release of any claims, none of which shall in any
way modify or amend this guaranty, which shall be continuing and irrevocable during the term of
the Agreement.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, each of the undersigned has hereunto affixed his signature on
the same day and year as the Agreement was executed.
GUARANTOR(S)

tO m&n

Llo/>~

PERCENTAGE OF OWNERSHIP OF DISTRJBUTOR

51

%

1~%

__________________%
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ADDENDUM NO.1

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
One-Write and Safe-Trak Systems - manual systems, including financial
accounting and non-financial systems, in which several fo1ms for different financial or
non-financial recording functions are held in a1ignment on compact writing boards so that
a single writing on the top form produces the same entry on the forms beneath through
use of carbon on "no-carbon required" paper. Also included in this product line are the
writing boards, trays, binders and other non-paper items sold in conjunction with the
forms.

COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT TO YOU
35% of net sales, subject to the tenns of the payment and chargeback provisions
described in the Distributor Agreem~nt.

COMMISSION AND TERRITORY PROVISIONS
Distributor acknowledges that all commission 1ights, account protection and territory provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
ofNEBS.
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ADDENDUM NO.2

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Computer Forms and Checks -laser, continuous and other computer forms and
checks that fit the requirements of personal and business computers and which are
generally sold in quantities of 500 to 50,000. The forms consist of Pre-set forms which
are stock items designed to fit numerous software combinations; Semi-custom forms
which are sold when there is not enough volume in an item to stock it as a Pre-set;
Custom Forms which are designed to customer preferences, envelopes run in continuous
fashion; letterhead; and checks run in continuous fashion.

COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT TO YOU
Safeguard shall sell and, pursuant to the Distributor Agreement, bill to the customer
computer forms orders only at the price agreed to and accepted by Safeguard. Safeguard
shall maintain a schedule, which may from time to time be changed by Safeguard at its
' sole discretion upon written notice, setting forth for each computer form product line the
minimum price at which Safeguard is willing to sell the product. Your commission will
be the difference between the price agreed to and accepted by Safeguard for the sale of
any computer forms hereunder and the minimum price for such product on the schedule
then in effect, subject to the terms ofpaymen.t and chargebaclc provisions described in the
Distributor Agreement.
COMMISSION AND TERRlTORY PROVISIONS
Distributor acknowledges that all commission rights, account protection and tetTitory provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
ofNEBS.
.
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ADDENDUM NO.3
NAME AND DESCRlPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Color Coded Records Management - A systematic approach by which to retain
vital media through shelving, folders. indexes, labels and accessory products. Designed
around the use of color to designate, classifY and organize records, Safeguard offers two
proprietary systems, Color Sentry and Color Master, as well as systems compatible with
other original equipment manufacturers. The Color Sentry system is an end tab system
with unique colored labels, both alpha and numeric, being applied to folders. Color
Master provides records to suspend from plastic hangers, using plastic colored tabs
instead of unique colored labels.

COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT TO YOU
Records Management products are a combination of based priced and fixed price. Fixed
price products yield a 35% commission on net sales. Based priced products covered by
this Addendum shall be sold and biJ)ed to the customer only at the price agreed to and
accepted by Safeguard. Safeguard shall maintain a schedule, which may from time to
time be changed by Safeguard, at its sole discretion upon written notice setting fot1h the
minimum price for which Safeguard is willing to sell the product. Your commission for
such products will be the difference between the price agreed to and accepted by
Safeguard for the sale of any such products and the minimum price for such product or
the schedule then in effect. Both based and fixed price products are subject to the tetms
of payment and cbargeback provisions described in the Distributor Agreement.

COMMISSlON AND TERRJTORY ~ROVISIONS
Distributor acknowledges that all commission rights, account protection and territory provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply ·only to orders that are invoiced and co1lected by Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
of NEBS.
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ADDENDUM NO.4
NAME AND DESCRJPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Personal System (PS-3)- A simplified check-writing one-wrhe system for home
and personal use. Included in this product line are the f01ms which comprise the system
and the writing boards, envelopes, binders and other non-paper items sold in conjunction
with the forms.
COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT TO YOU
25% of net sales, subject to the terms of the payment and chargeback provisions
described in the Distributor Agreement.

COMMISSION AND TERRITORY PROVISIONS
Distributor acknowledges that all commission rights, account protection and territory provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any oilier affiliate
of NEBS.
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ADDENDUM NO.5

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Sourced Products - Ancillary business fonns or office supplies not manufactured
by Safeguard or offered through a Safeguard standard program with a third party
supplier, but which will, from time to time, be made available for sale by Safeguard
through Distributors to the professional and small business markets traditionally served
by Safeguard. Such products will not carry the Safeguard name, and many include, for
illustration purposes, stock tab paper, snap-out forms and envelopes. Safeguard reserves
the right to revise, expand or decrease the list of products covered by this Addendum
fi·om time to time upon written notice to Distributors, and you aclmowledge Safeguard's
right to do so.

COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT
Each product covered by this Addendum shall be sold and billed to the customer only at
the price agreed to and accepted by Safeguard. Safeguard shall maintain a schedule,
which may from time to time be changed by Safeguard upon written notice, setting forth
for each product the minimum price at which Safeguard is willing to sell the product.
Your commission will be the difference between the price agreed to and accepted by
Safeguard for the sale of any product hereunder and the minimum price for such product
on the schedule then in effect, subject to the terms of payment and chargeback provisions
described in your Distributor Agreement, except that chargebacks shall until further
notice be detetmined on the following basis: If we have not received payment in full for
any of the Sourced Product sales which have been processed within one hundred and
: twenty (120) days of the billing date, you shall repay us for the appropriate percentage of
: the minimum price, or unpaid balance of the minimum price. Instead of requiring you to
repay any amount, we may deduct tl1e amount fi·om payments which we owe you. If we
are later paid by the customer, we will then pay to you an amount equal to the amount
collected, Jess the out-of-pocket costs of collection.
COMMISSION AND TERRITORY PROVISIONS
Distributor acknowledges that all commission rights, account protection and telTitory provisions
: of the Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
of NEBS.
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ADDENDUM NO.6

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Standard Programs -These are ancillaty business products and office supplies not
manufactured by Safeguard provided by thn·d party suppliers through an established
standard program including standard pricing. Such products may not carry the Safeguard
name, and may include, for illustration purposes, tax fonns, three-on-a-page checks, and
envelopes. Safeguard reserves the right to revise, expand or decrease the list of products
covered by this Addendum from time to time upon written notice to Distributors, and you
acknowledge Safeguard's right to do so.
·

COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT
Each product covered by this Addendum shall be sold and billed to the customer only at
the price agreed to and accepted by Safeguard. Safeguard shall maintain a schedule,
which may from time to time be changed by Safeguard upon written notice to
Distributors, setting forth for each product the minimum ptice at which Safeguard is
willing. to sell the product. Your commission will be the difference between the price
agreed to and accepted by Safeguard for the sale of any product hereunder and the
minimum price for such product on the schedule then in effect, subject to the terms of
payment and chargeback provisions described in your Distributor Agreement.
COMMISSION AND TERRITORY PROVISIONS
Distributor acknowledges that all commission rights, account protection and tenitory provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
ofNEBS.
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ADDENDUM NO.7

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Computer Software- Computer Software (which may or may not have been
developed by Safeguard or bear the Safeguard name) which will, from time to time, be
made available for sale by Safeguard through Distributors to the professional and small
business markets traditionally served by Safeguard. Such products may include
upgrades, maintenance contracts and technical support. Safeguard reserves the right to
revise, expand or decrease the list of products covered by this Addendum from .time to
time upon written notice to Distributors.
COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT
Safeguard shall sell and bill to the customer orders for Computer Software at the price
proposed by you and accepted by Safeguard. Safeguard sha11 maintain a schedule, which.
may from time to time be changed by Safeguard upon written notice to Distributors,
setting forth for each Computer Software product the minimum price at which Safeguard
is willing to sell the product. Your commission will be the difference between the price
agreed to and accepted by Safeguard for the sale of any Computet· Software product and
the minimum price for such product and the schedule then in effect, subject to the terms
of payment and chargeback provisions described in your Distributor Agr~ement.
DEFINITIONS AND OTHER COMMENTS
Where expressly authorized in writing by Safeguard, you will be pennitted to solicit bulk
· orders for Computer Software from retail software resellers. You will not be permitted to
solicit bulk orders for Computer Software products as to which such written authorization
. has been withdrawn. In the event of any resale of a Computer Software product by such
. reseller to an existing Safeguard customer whose account is assigned to another
Distributor, that assigned Disb'ibutor, and not you, shall be entitled to the commissions on
. any sales of computer forms on other Safeguard printed products .

. COMMISSION AND TERRlTORY PROVISIONS
. Distributor acknowledges that all commission rights, account protection and territory provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Systems, lnc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
ofNEBS.
.
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ADDENDUM NO. 8
NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Sourced or Brokerage Products-Bill Only Distributor Paid ("BODP"): Ancillary business
fonns, checks or other business products that are not manufactured or offered by Safeguard,
including those through their preferred sourced relationships, but which will, from time to time,
be made available for sale by Safeguard through Distributors to the small business marketplace.
BODP orders, as defined in this addendum, occur when the Distributor pays the vendor invoice
directly and Safeguard bills the customer, collects the customer payment, and pays the
: Distributor the appropriate commission.
·
COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT

·
·
·
·
·

Each product covered by this Addendum shall be sold and billed to the customer at the p1ice
agreed to by the Distributor and communicated to Safeguard. Safeguard shall maintain a
schedule of handling and processing charges for BODP orders, which may from time to time be
changed by Safeguard. Your commission will be I) the amount billed to the end-user customer,
as agreed to between the customer and the Distributor and communicated to Safeguard, Jess 2)
the applicable processing charge as determined by the schedule then in effect, and.less 3) sales
tax, subject to applicable reversal provisions for Sourced or Brokerage orders. Commissions on
BODP orders shall be paid after Safeguard receives payment for the applicable order from the
customer. Commissions on BODP orders shall be paid weekly after receipt of payment from the
customer. For customer payments received by Safeguard between Monday and Friday,
commissions shall be transmitted to Distributors the following Monday for receipt on Tuesday
(or the next business day in the event either of t11ese days is a business or banking holiday).
ANNUAL QUOTA
You will have no separate quota for any of the products covered by this Addendum, but any
commissions (or sales) remitted from BODP will count toward the commission (or sales)· quota
in your Distributor Agreement with Safeguard.

RATES APPLICABLE TO PAYMENTS AFTER TERMINATION, AND METHOD OF
,PAYMENT
"
Rates and terms applicable to payments after termination shall be identical to those (if any) in the
Sourced or Brokerage Products Addendum between Distributor and Safeguard, or, if absent from
· the Sourced or Brokerage Products Addendum, then rates and terms applicable to payments after
· termination shall be identical to those in the Regional Distributor Agreement between Distributor
and Safeguard.
DELINQUENT VENDOR PAYMENTS
In the event the Distributor has failed to pay any vendor invoice and that vendor invoice remains
unpaid for a period that exceeds 100 days from the date of the original invoice, or if any vendor
puts Safeguard or Safeguard-affiliated accounts on credit hold or takes further action against
, Safeguard or any distributor as a result of Disu·ibutor's failure to pay amounts when due, then
· Safeguard reserves the right to prohibit Distributor from processing orders pursuant t~ this
56068.00.001/460237.6
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Addendum. In addition, if any of the above events occur, Safeguard reserves the right to pay
amounts outstanding directly and deduct the amount from commissions otherwise due that
Distributor.
COMMISSION AND TERRITORY PROVISIONS
Distributor aclmowledges that all commission rights, account protection and tenitory provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
ofNEBS.
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ADDENDUM NO. 9

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Promotional Products: Promotional products or "ad specialties" include, but are not
limited to, apparel or wearables, drinkware, writing instruments, calendars, bags or desk
accessories that may be but are not necessarily manufactured by Safeguard, including those
through preferred alliance relationships, but which will, from time to time, be made available for
sale by Safeguard through Distributors to the business marketplace. Promotional pl'oducts
subject to this addendum are those orders for pl'oducts to be used in conjunction, in connection or
in furtherance of a customer's business, charitable organization or fund raising entity.
COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OFPAYMENTTO YOU
Safeguard shaH sell and, pursuant to the Distributor Agreement, biJJ to the customer promotional
product orders only at the price agreed to and accepted by Safeguard and subject to the tenns,
conditions and policies then in effect for promotional products. Safeguard shaH maintain a
schedule, which may from time to time be changed by Safeguard at its sole discretion upon
' written notice to Distributors, setting forth for each promotional product, the minimum price at
which Safeguard is willing to sell the product. Your commission will be the difference between
the price agreed to and accepted by Safeguard for the sale of any promotional product hereunder
and the minimum price for such product on the schedule then in effect, subject to the te1ms of
payment and chargeback provisions described in the Distributor Agreement.
ANNUAL QUOTA
You will have no separate quota for any of the products covered by this Addendum, but any
commissions (or sales) remitted from Promotional Products, as defined in this addendum, will
count toward the commission (or sales) quota in your Distributor Agreement with Safeguard.
COMMISSION AND TERRITORY PROVISIONS
, Distributor acknowledges that all'commission rights, account protection and territOiy provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
of NEBS.
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ADDENDUM NO. 10

. NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Sourced or Brokerage Products-Holiday Greeting Cards, Calendars. and related
· ancil1ary products "Holiday Cards"): Ancillary holiday greeting cards, calendars or other
business products that are not manufactured or offered by Safeguard, including those through
their preferred sourced relationships, but which will, from time to time, be made available for
· sale by Safeguard through Distributors to the sm.all business rruu:ketplace. Holiday Card orders,
as defined in this addendum, occur when the Distributor submits an order pursuant to a Holiday
Card product offering made by Safeguard through the DFS group, a wholly owned subsidiary of
New England Business Service "NEBS", or through any other affiliate of NEBS.
COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT
Each product covered by this Addendum shall be sold and billed to the customer at the p1ice
. agreed to by the Distributor and communicated to Safeguard. Safeguard shall maintain a
schedule of handling and processing charges for Holiday Card orders, which may from time to
. time be changed by Safeguard. Your commission will be 1) the amount billed to the end-user
· customer, as agreed to between the customer and the Distributor and communicated to
Safeguard, less 2) the applicable processing charge as determined by the schedule then in effect,
' and less 3) sales tax, subject to applicable chargeback and reversal provisions for Holiday Card
orders. Commissions on Holiday Card orders shall be paid on or about the 15th of the month
following invoice of the product to the customer.
ANNUAL QUOTA
, You will have no separate quota for any of the products covered by this Addendum, but any
commissions (or sales) remitted from Holiday Cards will count toward the commission (or sales)
· quota in your Distributor Agreement with Safeguard.
RATES APPLICABLE TO PAYMENTS AFTER TERMINATION, AND METHOD OF
PAYMENT
Rates and terms applicable to payments after termination shall be identical to those (if any) in the
Sourced or Brokerage Products Addendum between Distributor and Safeguard, or, if absent from
the Sourced or Brokerage Products Addendum, then rates and tenns applicable to payments after
termination shall be identical to those in the Regional Distributor Agreement between Distributor
and Safeguard.
COMMISSION AND TERRlTORY PROVISIONS
Distributor acknowledges that all commission rights, account protection and tenitory provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and coJJected by Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
of NEBS.
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AGREEMENTANDACKNOWLEDGEMENT
The undersigned distributor ("Distributor") and Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. ("Safeguard")
have previously entered into a Regional Distributor Agreement or similar agreement governing
tbe business relationship between the two parties ("Agreement"). Safeguard intends to expand
the offering of products for which distributors may solicit orders that are processed through, and
invoiced and billed by, Safeguard, and are fulfilled directly by Safeguard or for Safeguard by one
of its affiliates ("Expanded Products").

Distributor will have no separate quota for any of the Expanded Products covered by this
acknowledgment, but any sales (or commissions) will count toward the sales (or commission)
quota in the Agreement.
Distributor and Safeguard acknowledge that all terms of the Agreement remain in effect and
applicable to orders for Expanded Products processed through Safeguard. Distributor
acknowledges and agrees that commission rights, account protection and territory provisions of
the Agreement apply only to orders that are originated through Safeguard and invoiced and
collected by Safeguard or any entity on behalf of Safeguard and do not apply to sales made or
orders originated and invoiced by New England Business Service, Inc. ("NEBS") or any other
affiliate ofNEBS.
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. ' Decep.tive:Busi·ness Practices,icy

Page 1 of4

To: All DistriQutors
Fr,om: Hal A..Ro.st}, Senior Vice· P.resjdont Distributor Developn1e.t1t

D.nte: September .f, 1999

RE: Revised Version of D~ceptive l3usiMss P.raptices Policy
Below ·is a copy of the Deceptive Business Practices Policy that lias. becn.r.evlserl. Yo'Q. mny recnll tlint
this pnli~y was or.iginaUy put into p lac;e ~ffectivc:Feb.runry 19~. B..as.ed up·Q~ oertilln ~hanges aver th~
past two yem-s and distributor i.nput, the DiS~pin.uor Development Commiitw t.e'\!iew~ the pC>licy .and
l!U.gg?Sted revisions that ure !nchtded ln th~ r~sed policy. The revised 'Jle}licy will repla~e the
pl!Mous wrsion and go. into effeGt inunediately.
DECEPTIVE BUSINESS PRACTICES POJ...IC\'

'C'he following <:mccptive business practices by a Safeguard distributor ate proltiQitoo bo.th under tb~
terms of this policy and tlte- Disl'libutorship .Agt:eement. "Distributor" includes distributors,. associate
distributors, snles r?presentatives, and aU oth~t agents or employees of tho lJlstr.ibutor. Amounts
collected by Safeguard under tllis policy for penalties in excess of the nctucil am:mmt of a commission
reversal o.r ot11e1wise will be used to offset costs incurred by Safeguard. D.eceptive business praclices
nre d0fmed to inc1 ude, but are not Umited to, tbe following actions taken. by a Sa:fegum:d distributor.

u. Distributors are prohibjted from so.liciting orders of products or services
in violation of the existing Out of1'erritor.y·Policy.

a. The first time a Distributor solicits an order in violation of the Out of
Territory Policy, the amount of the commission ganerat,ed in connection
with such order will be reversed ru1d paid to the appropriate distributor, and
a warning letter will be issued by Safeguard.

filc://C:\WlNDOWS\TEMJl\Deceptivc Busine$S Practices Po1icy.lllm
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Deceptive Business Practices~icy

.Page2of4

a. The ~ond time .a Dist~lJUtQrsolii;:its ari order in viQlalion of Out ofTcrritory P-olicy, l11e
amount ortherommission generated in co:nn.ection wiUt such order will he reversed and
paid to the appropriate ilistn"bnror. In addition, the distributor will be fined an amount
equal to t)w OOnunl~S.~OD geuf't.~t~d ill CollQeCtiOil wjt)l such or~t or $500.00, whichever
is greater, through a reduction-of the next-month's commissions.
b. ihe.third" t\tn.e (tistribut~t SQU¢jl$ illl o.t~er in violatioo of the Out of Territory Policy.
the .amoUfit·oftbe co.m:mts:slon genemted·:in connection with such order will be reversed
and paid~ the approprUl~ ~istrib~tQr.Jn-additiotJ, the distriButor :will b~ fined an
amount equal to two (2J tiines the eo1ni!lission generated in connection with such order
or $1000.00, whfc.hev.cr·~s greater, tbtQugb a rOOl!ction of the next mo.nth's commissions.
Further~ tlufdi~uti;lt'sDistribuf~P- Agreement will be subject to review and

a

temrinalion.

·

;2•. SoH~lm.timl-of QrdCJ-s.ofJirrultiW Witbnl'idtiilrng the 17gdncts ~1' Ser¥ice,s Ilmmgl!

i~D..fugruu:4,

n. :Oistrilnttors are }lrohibited from soliciting any order for a pro.duct or
service ~t is ~oinpetitivc, manufactured or otherwise avaitable through
SafeguarcJ·witltol.lf billing the order through Safeguard.

a. The first time that~ distributor solicits any order for product or setvicc that is
competitive, manufacllrred. Qt otherwise available through Safeguard wiU1out billing the
order through Safeguard, a wamiJl~ letter will be issued by Safeguard.
b. The second time ·that a .disti·ibutol' s91l~M§_fa~_y:oJder for a product o.r service lhat is
competitive, manufactured or·!)~~~~-~vailal!lc tbrougb Safeguard without biJling the
order through Safeguard, tho dtstributor lvi11 be fined an amount equal to the amount of
such order or $500.00, whiob~ver is greater, through a reduction of the next mot\th's
commissions. Vurtherthe·ilistribntQr's Distdbutorship Agreement will be subject to

c.

revi·ew and termination.
TIH~ third time that a distributor so.licit.s any order fot n product or service that is
competitive, .nianufactl.lfed or otbel'Wise avai Iable through Safeguard wiU10ut billing 1he
order through Safeguard, the distributorwHI be fined nn nmount equal to two (2) times
the amount of such order or $1000.00, wllichover is grealer, through:~ reduction of the
next month's commls_siou.s. Further, the distributor's Distribu1orsnip AgreemMt ~'rill be
subject to review and tem1ination.

lile://C:\WINDOWS\TEMP\Deceptive Business Practice.<> f>olicy.htm
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P.age3 of4

a. Distributors are prohibited fh:m1 retaining and/or cashin~ -customer
payments that are properly payable to Safeguard.

~-

The first time a tlistdbutor retains and/or ~ashes a customer payment that is p:Mperly
payable to Safeguard,· the distrib1~tormU;St pay to S~guard the full amount.oftbe
payment retained by tbe distributor~ $2'50,00 through a reduction of the next month's
commissions, and the distributor's Distributo'FSbip Agwemtml \Yilt b.e subjeot to

termination..
b. The second time that a Pistrlbuk>r t~tains:-ancl/or- oashes-a -customerp.~cn-i that is
proper.lypayable to Sa:feg.111rd, the J?istribut~r m~ pay tO $,.af'egu~d'two (2) times the
t\111 mtlOllllt ofthe ·pllyme.nt retajned by the distributor .tili:m $5:00.00 thtoogh n reduction
ofthe next mon~b 's commissions, and t)le distributor~s :Ofstnoutorsbip.AgL-eement. wilt
be !tubj®t to tennination.
·

a. ·A (ijstribu.tor may JIOl sclld direct mail outside oftheil"'fcrrito:ry for g6lleral solieltation
pu.rposes. Howcvct·, a distribn(or nmy .send direct mail for solfcitntion.purposes outside .
of their Territory to customers of any registered rcfen-aJ source with a reftm'al oode or to
existil.lg customers of auch distributor based on tb.e guideline.s set forth in the Open
Territory Policy. Further, a distributor oray send direct mail outside oftheir TetriHlly for
free or d.iscoumcd producls p.n.lY. in co.rmection with Sategunrd endo1'Sed free ·or
discount~:(1 product pmmotions.
b. A Distril.lutor is prohibited from sending direct mail advertising ofrering free or
discounted products, other Ulan Safeguard endorsed free or discounted product
·promotions, wilhin a metro without obtaining the prior unanimous approval of all
Distributors within the metro. However, a distributor mn.y send direct nmi:l advertising
offering free or discounted pr()ducts within a metro to customers of nny referral source
with a referral code or to existing customers of such Distributor based on the guidelines
set forrh in the Open Territory Policy.

a. The first time n distributor sends direct mail advertising violating the above policies. the
!earls or orders and conunis:>ions g-enerated as •• result ofsutb mailing will be rotated to
the appropriate distributor following standar.d Safeguard rotation procedures.
b. The second time n distributor sends direct mail adver!.ising violating the above policies,
the leads or orders nnd commissions generated ns a res1.1lt of such mailing will be rotated
to the appropriate distributor following stundard Safeguard rotation procedures, and the
distributor's Distribulorship Agreement wHI be subject to review und tenninatio.n.

filc://C:\WJNDOWS\TEMP\Dccepth•c Business Practice.s J>olicy.htm

1l17i01
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a. In addition to the above penalties, ifa ilistributor violates any provision of ·
th~ abo-ve po.lj~es:.a"Qd is penalized three (3) or more separate times within
the same .ca:lendar year~ thellc the Distnoutor•s Distributo·rship Agreement
will be.subje.ct tt> ~view and tennination.

a. The .first tin1(} a ~tibnto~ vio)at.f;S a:t\Y -9f tbe above poli.cies in a given ca1e.nd.ar yea1· and
:is penalized; .th.e Di&fP:b~or~n be bwligible for p,atticipation in any ofSaf.aguard~s
reco~tioo P'f08mril's 'ful:tbaJ ooiehd.ar·yetm
b. The s~OOlld 1ime. ·a di~~~~or v:iolales QnY of the above policies in a givetl cal¢dar·_w.ar.
and is ponalized. the di~.ltlliuiorwilhbe.incUgi.b.te fur.participatioo in any ofSafegoru:d)s
ineentive pro~s, i.e., :Rpv~rm~ Re:u·nd~Up or .any otqer incentive program theu .in
placo, for the 6 montli p~riotl in Whicll the violation octurred .

.CM~M.~1i.~~~ I ~J!ffictCenw_J

Corp.Qlate IDiQ 11J~Y.919P.m~nt I PJJi I J;ffii!il.Lil?!l f.§edbpck I

li~W.Q.~ I}.klm.€11 Mat:!<eting

M..!P.:k~\s 1-Net~m:k.P.dWJ!!.l.§i.Qn I:fhonfi!"i.ist~ IEm.dg{:l~ IR~1~1il<~ IS..;tlg!ll S.~m:f:.b
IL~ I }Y.QQmnsteJ:

IT..tlchnologyl

~~000 .S1tf~ru.·<1 Busit1ess Systemg.

A11 tights rc~~rv~.f!:.I.£f"l'll~..of!J§.~
·P,age J..astEtlitcd 01116/01 10:56 AM

!ilc:i/C:\WlNDOWS\TEMP\Deceptive Business Practices Policy.J1tm

1117/01
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· EXHIBIT 7
001215

Targeted Distributors- Draft

Distributors

Priority

Geographic
Area

Priority

East-

Snyder, John - PA
Langer-CT
Wright
J. Martin
Jackson
Mackes
Mabry

NYC area
Pittsburgh, PA

Central - Deno

'

Krause-MN
Mock-OH
Price-GA
Sowers-TN
Stallings - GA
For AR, TN, FL
Wilkin-LA
Chilton -MO
Cox-GA
Ellsworth - TX
Kress-IN
Marquette- LA
Pomerantz - IL
Portogallo - IL
Benton-GA

A
A
A
A
A

Cleveland

Orlando, FL
All ofTXexcept Austin

A
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

c

West - Anders
Beavers-CA
Francis-WA
Maxwell-NV
Pierpoint - CA
Schob-CA

A
A
A
A
A

Arrillo-CO
Cameron-UT
DenBleyker- NM
Henne-CO
Kern-AZ
Niemic-CA
Teply-ID
Thurston - ID
Waterman -OR

B
B

B
B
B
B
B
B
B

Denver
Seattle
San Francisco

Portland
Phoenix

No.CA

DEFS0007867
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. EXHIBIT 11 ·
001217

Top Vendors 2010-2012

I Expenditures

1Vendor Name

I

2013 YTD
--·· 95731~.:00j

Revenues
2013 YTD

I

:ELECfRQN.IC.J~~~If\!~.. $.~R.~+~_I~- ... __! .•.
111685.00!
:ENNIS/FORMERLY BLOCK
130049.35i
.
!WRIGHT IMAGi~G SQ~L/iJONs, t~¢~--i."~--~~--~j_1814-7!9.tU----=~
!
.ACTION QUALITY PRI~ERS. . _ . i............ _
_tq~§.§..??.l __ ......... ..1.~?.001

r
I

~Wilmer

:STERUNG BUSINESS FORMS ... - ·-f-. .
'BOISE PRINT, INC. . . ..·..··. . ·... ~----~ _.....
"MACKAY MITCHELL ENVELOPE CO. :

104972.00i

·-· ii483o~o();-··-·-·- -·----

;

I

:}~1~s~o~:~=-=-·· ·--- 75:'001 48213.001
__j

+
.
:
.
.
:.:·.:.~~~m~~~C~-~~-:~-1434.00.
·- ·-r ·---- .. .

~~~I~gJsspu:r~~~~GRA~HI¢?_·· ....

!LIBERTY sus·iN.ESS "i=oR.MS ···- .
39247-:-oo ------·
isAr,fMAR.
. ··- ... ····-·
28877.00
-rIJOSLYN-M.ORRIS ..
. --- .. ···--·· ·--.----· ---·-26l63.00
---148.ool
:INi=c;)SEAL, LL("' .. :··:. ~- ··-~-~~-· .... -=-=--12270:QQI
CENVEO
....... ·-- .. ····-· ___ _1_ ______ .. ~]863.09_

··-------·-·-·-·1· --··· .
!

--H

I

Expenditures
2012

I

I

1

I Revenues I Expenditures 1 Revenues Expenditures
I

2012

1332168.161
365281.55'
260421.89
250031.91
236927.531
223226.14
159437.29
132970.51

214~:~~

105744.04
67575.10
39068.421
36401.52

I

340370.001
O.uO
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
150.00
0.00

i~~~~~:~~

~8537.80

I

_u

o.oo
o.oo
30S.O_Q

2011

976688.241

4U3/~M.921

251439.721
211932.311
224637.391
248539.501
174564.811
89377.321

i~~~~~:~~~

110543.441
. 63220.551
__ 916V.91L

nnnl
=·==I

&;'11 &:;? .<tdl
-:·:--·
.. ,

----

hl.!UH"

IIIII II

r~l

-WWH-

2011

274658.00
0.00
18.00
1670.00

193.00

I

I

2010

1024824.00
512608.00
114528.00
197283.001
264020.001
221816.00
205981.00
0.00
106485.00
85665.13
90345.00
57010.00
98454.00
74632.001
65305.001I
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EXHIBIT 13
001219

Safeguard
BAM Initiative
Due Diligence Documents

•'

'

Documentation Obtained

Time Frame

Preferred
Format

Submitted
(Yes, No,
Incomplete)

Operational information about the business -Word Doc
General Info, Sales Info, Product Vendor
info, Customer Info, Business ServicesSpecial Handling, Technology/Systems,
Employee, Office spec's

Confidential Safeguard
Questionnaire

Financial Statements

Description of Information

3 Years plus YTD

~

'
Credit & Background Check

Excel
Profit and Loss Statements, Balance
sheets, Statement/Description of Accounts

Form to be provided.

PDF or Fax

Customer Billing Address/Contact
Information

Minimum 3 years

Customer number, name, address, phone,
fax, e-mail, sales rep (if applicable) Template Provided

Excel

Customer Order History

2 Years & YTD

Order/Line item historical sales/cost
information by customer, with vendor and
product detail- Template Provided

Excel

Sales & Cost by Vendor (may be
included in Order History)

3 Years plus YfD

Where are they obtaining product- Sales,
expense related to each

Excel

Sales and Margins by Product Line 3 Years plus YTD
(may be included in Order History)

Sales and margins by high level product
categories - i.e. Commercial Print,
Envelopes, Promotional Items, Business
Forms

Excel

Sales and Margins by Customer
3 Years plus YTD
(may be included in Order History)

Typically by customer name - sometimes by Excel
!lOme form of customer id at this stage

·Fulfillment Questionnaire
Provide details of customer and
1 year
vendor invoices, purchase orders
and product samples for products
provided by your top 20 vendors to
your top 10 customers.

Form to be provided.

Copies of organizational
documents, including certificate-or
articles of incorporation, and all
amendments thereto
Business license.
Certificates of authority for all states
where business is conducted.

001220

Any locallicenses/pemiits required, Any local licenses/permits required,
such as occupancy, software, etc) such as occupancy, software, etc)
2 most recent years Income Tax
Returns

2 most recent years Income Tax
Returns

2 Years

2 most recent years Sales Tax
Returns

2 most recent years Sales Tax
Returns

2 Years

Month to Month P&L Statements

Month to Month P&L Statements

1 Year & YTD

AIR Aging Reports, Customer write- AIR Aging Reports, Customer write- Current
offs
offs ·
AlP Aging Reports

AlP Aging Reports

Current

Customer Shipping
Address/Contact Information

Customer Shipping
Address/Contact Information

Minimum 3 years

Vendor Address & Contact List

Vendor Address & Contact List

Active Vendors

Vendor Pricing and Terms,
Contracts, Special Terms

Vendor Pricing and Terms,
Contracts, Special Terms

Customer Contracts

Customer Contracts

Referral Agreements

Referral Agreements

Employee Contracts including non- Employee Contracts including noncompete/non-disclosure
compete/non-disclosure
agreements, compensation
agreements, compensation
specifics, job descriptions
specifics, job descriptions
Business Contracts including
Business Contracts including
office/building lease, insurance,
office/building lease, insurance,
utilities, e-mail, Internet, phone, etc. utilities, e-mail, Internet, phone, etc.
Other Contracts (purchase
Other Contracts (purchase
agreements, loan agreements, legal agreements, loan agreements, legal
settlements, auto/vehicle
settlements, auto/vehicle
information, non-compete
information, non-compete
agreements with former employees agreements with former employees
or other third parties) ·
or other third parties)
Detail of all current litigation, loan
guarantees, judgments or liens
relative to the business
Asset List to Include Furniture,
/Fixtures & Equipment, Vehicles,
Software, etc.

Detail of all current litigation, loan
guarantees, judgments or liens
relative to the business
Asset List to include Furniture,
Fixtures & Equipment, Vehicles,
Software, etc.

Inventory - Billed as Shipped

Inventory- Billed as Shipped

Inventory - Customer Owned &
Warehoused

Inventory - Customer Owned &
Warehoused

List of Key Influences

List of Key Influences
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Safeguard
BAM Initiative
Due Diligence Documents

Documentation Obtained

Description of Information

Preferred
Format

Confidential Safeguard
Questionnaire

Operational information about the business -Word Doc
General Info, Sales Info, Product Vendor
info, Customer Info, Business ServicesSpecial Handling, Technology/Systems,
Employee, Office spec's

Financial Statements

Profit and Loss Statements, Balance
Excel
sheets, StatemenUDescription of Accounts

Credit & Background Check

Form to be provided.

PDF or Fax

Customer Billing Address/Contact
Information

Customer number, name, address, phone,
fax, e-mail, sales rep Qf applicable) Template Provided

Excel

Customer Order History

Order/Line item historical sales/cost
information by customer, with vendor and
product detail- Template Provided

Excel

Sales & Cost by Vendor (may be
in Order History)

Where are they obtaining product- Sales,
expense related to each

Excel

incl~ded

Sales and Margins by Product Line Sales and margins by high level product
(may be included in Order History) categories - i.e. Commercial Print,
Envelopes, Promotional Items, Business
Forms

Submitted
(Yes, No,
Incomplete)

Excel

Sales and Margins by Customer
Typically by customer name - sometimes by Excel
(may be included in Order History) some form of customer id at this stage

Fulfillment Questionnaire
Form to be provided.
Provide details of customer and
vendor invoices, purchase orders
and product samples for products
provided by your top 20 vendors to
your top 10 customers.
Copies of organizational
documents, including certificate or
articles of incorporation, and all
amendments thereto
Business license.
Certificates of authority for all states
where business is conducted.
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Any local licenses/permits required,
such as occupancy, software, etc)
2 most recent years Income Tax
Returns

PDF or Fax

2 most recent years Sales Tax
Returns

PDF or Fax

Month to Month P&L Statements

Month by month P&L records

Excel

NR Aging Reports, Customer write- An updated one will need to be provided at PDF or Fax
offs
close as well.
AlP Aging Reports

An updated one will need to be provided at PDF or Fax
close as well.

Customer Shipping
Address/Contact lnf<;>rmation

Customer number, name, address, phone,
fax, e-mail, sales rep

Vendor Address & Contact List

Vendor name, contact, address, phone, fax, Excel
e-mail, website

Excel

Vendor Pricing and Terms,
Contracts, Special Terms·

PDF or Fax

Customer Contracts

PDF or Fax

Referral Agreements

PDF or Fax

Employee Contracts including noncompete/non-disclosure
agreements, compensation
specifics, job descriptions

PDF or Fax

Business Contracts including
office/building lease, insurance,
utilities, e-mail, Internet, phone, etc.

PDF or Fax

Other Contracts (purchase
agreements, loan agreements, legal
settlements, auto/vehicle
information, non-compete
agreements with former employees
or other third parties)

PDF or Fax

Detail of all current litigation, loan
guarantees, judgments or liens
relative to the business
Asset List to include Furniture,
Fixtures & Equipment, Vehicles,
Software, etc.

Should inlcude book value of assets, age of PDF or Fax
key assets- Template provided

Inventory - Billed as Shipped

Seller/distributor owned inventory that is
billed as shipped with description, cost,
selling price, date received/replenished,
previous replenishment date- Template
Provided

Excel

Inventory - Customer Owned &
Warehoused

List of customer-owned, warehoused
materials with description, cost, selling
price, date received/replenished, previous
replenishment date - Template Provided

Excel

List of Key Influences

Lead generation sources, referral sources, PDF or Fax
networking groups, any key sources of new '
business/customers

001223

Samples of Communications w/
Customers

Marketing Materials, sample invoices,
mail blasts, reorder reminders, etc.

e-

Copies or
Mail ·
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EXHIBIT 14
001225

001226

PROCESS- REDEVELOPMENT
STING or NEW DISTRIBUTOR
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EXHIBIT 15
001228

NAME
BRUCE CAMERON
CHARLIE MARQUETTE
CRAIG EMPEY
-DANA HENNE
DAWN TEPLY
DENHARDTSAFEGUARD
DOCUSOURCE
ED LEISTAD
FRANK MCKENZIE
JAN FRANCIS
JEFF HAULBROOK
JERRY MARTIN
KAREN PRICE
KATHLEEN WILKIN
KEVIN LLOYD
MIKE RATCHFORD
NANCY WILSON
PAT NIEMIC
PATRICK RYAN
PAUL CARRILLO
PRINT CONCEPTS
RICK STALLINGS
ROGER THURSTON
ROGER WATERMAN
SCHOB • NORTHWEST SAFEGUAR
SCHOB • QBS SAFEGUARD
STEVE MOCK
STEVE VENTURA
SWAG
TED MABRY
TRAGI STRONG
WALTER RAY
Grand Total

IBF Keep
Count , Sales SG Count IBF
Lose
Keep
SG Lose

I

I

2 13,209.50
1 3,336.36
16 11,256.57
162.14.
1
35 11,777.17
2 11,223.09
1

242.00

1

2,049.20

I

Count
Count IBF
Keep
SG Keep

4 21,543.62
1 49,642.25
.. 34 108,343.98
6,895.47
1
55 164,172.71
2 10,974.54
2 17,214.65
7,265.44
1
919.50
1
168.00
1
2,558.01
1

2
336.90
1
115.76
2 14,324.89
160.00
1

1
2
1
2
1
1

1,970.32
5,985.61
2,213.66
23,179.46
1,995.68
2,469.90

1

1

248.00

52.96

40 19, 194.69
1
354.75
9 2,374.47
4. 2,539.03

2 1,861.86
1
130.50
2 3,866.09
1
585.20
126 99,153.13

75.00
1
64 459,246.37
892.00
1
19 37,682.33
5,454.98
5
125.30
1
402.40
1
8,329.27
3
2 19,781.27
2 10,541.43
2,862.86
1
212 973,154.01

I

SG Distributor Keep
Sales SG Count IBF
Keep
Lo~e

I

I

Sales IBF . SG Distr+
or(-)
Lose

15

53,876.44

15

16,407.49

25

58,905.29

25

20,378.71

1

518.09

1

306.00

2

4,331.22

2

2,187.70

1

826.83

1

323.24

3

15,009.18

3

6,577.58

1

16,898.07.

1

3,140.98

1
1
25
1
10
6
3

6,180.66
16,282.25
37,465.70
715.66
19,052.96
23,711.47
39,078.00

1
1
25
1
11
6
3

1,055.42
6,547.56
11,674.49
614.00
10,942.93
4,843.86
28,687.89

1

166.00

1

130.00

96 293,017.82

97 113,817.85

I

(13,209.50)
(3,336.36)
5,150.92
(162.14)
8,601.54
0.00
(1 0,917 .09)
. 0.00
(242.00)
2,187.70
(2,049.20)
323.24
0.00
6,240.68
(115.76)
(14,324.89)
(160.00)
0.00
3,140.98
(52.96)
1,055.42
6,547.56
(7,520.20)
259.25
8,568.46
2,304.83
28,687.89
0.00
(1,731.86)
(130.50)
(3,866.09)
(585.20)
14,664.72

IBF +or(-)

13,209.50
3,336.36
(5,150.92)
162.14
(8,601.54)
0.00
10,917.09
0.00
242.00
(2,187.70)
2,049.20
(323.24)
0.00
(6,240.68)
115.76
14,324.89
160.00
0.00
(3,140.98)
52.96
(1 ,055.42)
(6,547.56)
7,520.20
(259.25)
(8,568.46)
(2,304.83)
(28,687.89)
0.00
1,731.86
130.50
3,866.09
585.20
(14,664.72)

We have 2 types of situations -we have OJ?portunity for a ''Trade" of customers, or we have situation where there is no opportunity for a trade,· In which case it is a "Buy".
There is opportunity for them to agree to share the account in both scenarios.
In a trade scenario a distributor gets 2 lists- one which lists what he/she would get from IBF- One that lists what we propose he/she would give to IBF.
If the distributor is in the hole, there would be some form of compensation from SG.
In a buy scenario there are no customers to trade, thus we're looking at either an agreement to share the customer or SG agreeing to buy the account
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Obviously all would depend upon the distributor agreeing to cooperate.

SG
SG Buy
or Trade MakeBuy
Buy
Trade
Buy
Trade
Buy
Make-up
Trade
Buy
Buy
Trade
Buy
Trade
Buy
Trade
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Trade
Buy
Trade
Trade
Make-up
Trade
Trade
Trade
Trade
Trade
Buy
Make-up
Trade
Buy
Buy
Buy

EstSG
Expense

(13,209.50)
(3,336.36)
0.00
(162.14)
0.00
0.00
(10,917.09),
0.00
(242.00)
0.00 i
(2,049.20) I
0.00
0.00
0.00
(115.76)
(14,324.89)
(160.00)
0.00
0.00
(52.96)
0.00
0.00
(7,520.20)
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
(1,731.86)
(130.50)
(3,866.09)
(585.20
(58,403.75}

NAME
BRUCE CAMERON
CHARLIE MARQUETIE
CRAIG EMPEY
DANA HENNE
DAWN TEPLY
DENHARDTSAFEGUARD
DOCUSOURCE
ED LEISTAD
FRANK MCKENZIE
JAN FRANCIS
JEFF HAULBROOK
JERRY MARTIN
KAREN PRICE
KATHLEEN WILKIN
KEVIN LLOYD
MIKE RATCHFORD
NANCY WILSON
PATNIEMIC
PATRICK RYAN
PAUL CARRILLO
PRINT CONCEPTS
RICK STALLINGS
ROGER THURSTON
ROGER WATERMAN
SCHOB - NORTHWEST SAFEGUARD
SCHOB- QBS SAFEGUARD

IBF Keep
Sales SG Count IBF Count IBF
Lose
Keep
Keep
13,209.50
4 21,543.62
3,336.36
1 49,642.25
11,256.57
34 108,343.98
162.14
1
6,895.47
11,777.17
55 164,172.71
2 10,974.54
2 11,223.09
2 17,214.65
1
7,265.44
. 919.50
1
1
242.00
1
168.00
1 .2.049.20
1
2,558.01

Count SG
Lose
2
1
16
1
35

I

I

2
336.90
1
115.76
2 14,324.89
160.00
1

1
2
1
2
1
1

1,970.32.
5,985.61
2,213.66
23,179.46
1,995.68
2,469.90

1

1

248.00

52.96

40 19,194.69
1
354.75
9 2,374.47
4 2,539.03

~TEVEMOCK

STEVE VENTURA
SWAG
TED MABRY
TRACISTRONG
WALTER RAY
Grand Total

I

2 1,861.86
1
130.50
2 3,866.09
1
585.20
126 99,153.13

1
75.00
64 459,246.37
1
892.00
19 37,682.33
5,454.98
5
1
125.30
1
402.40
8,329.27
3
2 19,781.27
2 10,541.43
1
2,862.86
212 973,154.01

Count SG
Keep

SG Distributor Keep
Count IBF
Keep
Lose

J Sales SG

I

I

Sales IBF
Lose

15

53,876.44

15

16,407.49

25

58,905.29

25

20,378.71

1

518.09

1

306.00

2

4,331.22

2

2,187.70

1

826.83

1

323.24

3

15,009.18

3

6,577.58

1

16,898.07

1

3,140.98

1
1
25
1
10
6
3

6,180.66
16,282.25
37,465.70
715.66
19,052.96
23,711.47
39,078.00

1

166.00

96 293,017.82

1
1,055.42
1
6,547.56
25 11,674.49
1 .
614.00
11 10,942.93
6
4,843.•!!6
3 28,687.89
1

130.00

97 113 817.85

SG Dlstr+
or(-)
(13,209.50)
(3,336.36)
5,150.92
(162. 14)
8,601.54
0.00
(10,917.09}
0.00
(242.00)
2,187.70
(2,049.20)
323.24
0.00
6,240.68
(115,76)
(14,324.89)
(160.00}
0.00
3,140.98
(52.96)
1,055.42
6,547.56
(7,520.20}
259.25
8,568.46
2,304.83
28,687.89
0.00
(1,731.86)
(130.50)
(3,866.09)
(585.20)
14 664.72

I

IBF + or(-)
. 13,209,50
3,336.36
(5,150.92)
162.14
(8,601.54)
0.00
10,917.09
0.00
242.00
(2,187.70)
2,049.20
(323.24}
0.00
(6,240.68)
115.76
14,324.89
160.00
0.00
(3,140.98)
52.96
(1,055.42)
(6,547.56)
7,520.20
(259.25)
(8,568.46)
(2,304.83)
(28,687.89)
0.00
1,731.86
130.50
3,866.09
585.20
(14,664.72)

We have 2 types of situations- we have 9PPOrtunity for a "Trade" of customers, or we have situation where there is no opportunity for a trade, in which case It Is a "Buy".
There is opportunity for them to agree to share the account In both scenarios.
In a trade scenario a distributor gets 21ists- one which lists what he/she would get from IBF- One that lists what we propose he/she would give to IBF.
If the distributor Is In the hole, there would be some form of compensation from SG.
In a buy scenario there are no customers to trade, thus we're looking at either an agreement to share the customer or SG agreeing to buy the accounl
Obviously all would depend upon lhe. distributor agreeing to cooperate.

SG"Buy
or Trade
Buy
Buy
Trade
Buy
Trade
Buy
Trade
Buy
Buy
Trade
Buy
Trade
Buy
Trade
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Trade
Buy
Trade
Trade
Trade
Trade
Trade
Trade
Trade
Buy
Trade
Buy
Buy
Buv
--

SG ~)!!Ikeup$

Make-up

.
Make-up

Make-up

-

- --

Est SG ·
Expense
(13,209.50)
(3,336.36)
0.00
(162.14)
0.00
0.00
(10,917.09}
0.00
(242.00)
0.00
(2,049.20)
0.00
0.00
0.00.
(115.76)!
(14,324.89),
(160.00}
0.00
0.00
(52.96)
0.00
0.00 I
(7,520.20)
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
(1,731.86)
(130.50)
(3,866.09)
(585.20
(58,403.75
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Data
NAME
BRUCE CAMERON
CHARLIE MARQUETTE
CRAIG EMPEY
-·
DANA HENNE
DAWN TEPLY
DENHARDTSAFEGUARD
DOCUSOURCE
ED LEISTAD
FRANK MCKENZIE
JAN FRANCIS
JEFF HAULBROOK
JERRY MARTIN
KAREN PRICE
KATHLEEN WILKIN
KEVIN LLOYD
MIKE RATCHFORD
NANCY WILSON
PATNIEMIC
PATRICK RYAN
PAUL CARRILLO
PRINT CONCEPTS
RICK STALLINGS
ROGER THURSTON
ROGER WATERMAN
SCHOB- NORTHWEST SAFEGUARD
SCHOB-QBSSAFEGUARD
STEVE MOCK
STEVE VENTURA
SWAG
TED MABRY
TRAGI STRONG
WALTER RAY
Grand Total

MAJOR
OWNER
Sum of SG 36mos Sales Sum of SG 12mos Sales Sum of IBF 36mos Sales Sum of IBF 12mos Sales VARIANCE
($8,334) IBF
$28,358
$13,210
$67,901
$21,544
($46,306) IBF
$3,336
$3,336
$52,095
$49,642
$301,438
$124,751
• ($59,618) IBF
$65,133
$366,017.
($6,733) IBF
$162
$16,766
$6,895
$7,890
($113,869) IBF
$70,682
$495,670
$184,551
$190,640
($10,975) IBF
$10,975
$33,657
$2,888
($5,779) IBF
$47,870
$17,521
$11,741
$18,355 .
($7,265) IBF
$7,265
$17,952
$442
($678) IBF
$920
$3,089
$242
$242
$2,356
$1,976 SG
$4,331
$10,223
$6,108
($509) IBF
$2,558
$2,049
$7,762
$5,849
$504 SG
$323
$827
$2,009
$323
($1 ,970) IBF
$5,751
$1,970
$329
$2,783 SG
$15,346
$12,563
$42,663
$34,491
($2,098) IBF
$6,976
$2,214
$116
$116
($8,855) IBF
$35,241
$23,179
$39,845
$14,325
($1 ,836) IBF
$1,996
$226
$160
$5,093
($2,470) IBF
$3,986
$2,470
$393
$13,757 SG
$3,141
$9,250
$53,278
$16,898
($195) IBF
$248
$744
$357
$53
$5,125 SG
$4,203
$1,055
$6,181
$9,276
$9,660 SG
$6,623
$13,985
$16,282
$36,279
($414,260) IBF
$1,204,397
$470,921
$56,660
$153,033
($436) IBF
$10,244
$1,506
$1,070
$3,173
($27,198) IBF
$48,625
$149,169
$90,375
$?1.427
$15,952 SG
$20,805
$10,299
$26,251
$84,297
$10,265 SG
$28,813
$83,439
$39,078
$73,827
($402) IBF
$402
$1,339
$624
($6,431) IBF
$18,490
$8,459
$2,028
$2,130
($19,651) IBF
$56,541
$19,781
$131
$813
($6,675) IBF
$10,541
$3,866
$15,710
$31,595
($2,278) IBF
$9,091
$2,863
$585
$2,473
($694,801) IBF
$1,086,972
$392,171
$1,183,514
$2,817,414
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NAME
ADVENT PRINTING RESOURCES
ANN BROCKWELL
BRAD MCCRUM
BRUCE CAMERON
CHARLIE MARQUETIE
CRAIG EMPEY
DANA HENNE
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY/ROGER THURSTON
DENHARDTSAFEGUARD
DOCUSOURCE
ED LEISTAD
FRANK MCKENZIE
GERI DERMAN
GREG & VICKI SCHOB
JAN FRANCIS
JEFF HAULBROOK
JERRY MARTIN
-KAREN PRICE
KATHLEEN WILKIN
KEVIN LLOYD
MIKE RATCHFORD
NANCY WILSON
PATNIEMIC
PATRICK RYAN
PAUL CARRILLO
PRINT CONCEPTS
RICHARD LINDSTROM
RICK STALLINGS
ROBERT BIBBEY/CRAIG EMPEY
ROGER THURSTON
ROGER THURSTON
ROGER THURSTON/CRAIG EMPEY
ROGER THURSTON/DAWN TEPLY
ROGER WATERMAN
SCHOB - NORTHWEST SAFEGUARD
SCHOB - NORTHWEST SAFEGUARD/ROGER THURSTON
SCHOB - QBS SAFEGUARD
STEVE MOCK
STEVE VENTURA
SWAG
TED MABRY
TRACI STRONG
'
WALTER RAY
Grand Total

-
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Data
Sum of SG 36mos Sales Sum of SG 12mos Sales Sum of IBF 36mos Sales Sum of IBF 12mos Sales
$2,613
$1,231
$125
$3,731
$978
$748
$1,268
$237
$1,017
$30,300
$68,071
$21,544
$13,644 $3,336
$3,336
$52,095
$49,642
$325,956
$68,899
$372,468
$124,751
$7,890
$162
$16,766
$6,895
$250,481
$89,882
$530,882
$184,551
$1,045
$188
$446
$2,888
$10,975
$33,657
$50,792
$43,425
$17,521
$51,757
$442
$17,952
$7,265
$920
$242
$242
$3,089
$102
$30
$300
$5,333
$90
$12,185
$10,223
$4,331
$2,356
$6,108
$7,762
$2,049
$5,849
$2,558
$2,009
$827
$323
$323
$1,970
$329
$5,751
$12,563
$42,863
$15,446
$38,591
$116
$6,976
$2,214
$116
$46,329
$37,541
$23,179
$14,325
$1,996
$160
$226
$5,093
$2,470
$3,986
$393
$53,278
$9,250
$3,141
$16,898
$248
$357
$53
$744
$1,055
$9,276
$6,181
$4,203
$6,631
$1,848
$496
$6,623
$36,793
$16,282
$14,356
$30
$1,046
$527
$470,921
$198,611
$73,159
$1,262,011
$15
$15
$6,347
$1,220
$138
$58
$128
$59
$967
$10,244
$1,506
$1,070
$3,173
$130,786
$154,518
$48,625
$31,759
$2,225
$539
$1,202
$20,805
$10,299
$84,297
$26,251
$28,813
$73,827
$39,078
$83,439
$624
$402
$1,339
$8,459
$2,130
$2,028
$18,490
$19,781
$813
$131
$56,541
$15,710
$3,866
$31,595
$10,541
$2,473
$585
$9,091
$2,863
$2,945,710
$1,086,972
$1 .~27,128
$484,809 ..

..

----

---

---

.
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1

ASSET PURCHASE AGREEMENT

Th1s Asset Purchase Agreement (this "Agreement") 1s made and entered mto as of
20--.J by and
between SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Texas corporation havmg 1ts pnnc1pal place of
busmess in Dallas, Texas, ("Seller'') and
a
a Safeguard
D1str1butor (''Buyer")
Seller des1res to sell to Buyer, and Buyer destres to purchase from Seller, certaJR assets of 1ts busmess, on
the tenns and condthons descnbed tn this Agreement
The part1es therefore agree as follows
AGREEMENT
Purchase and Sale
At Closmg, Buyer hereby agrees to purchase from Seller, and Seller hereby agrees to sell to
Buyer effecttve
20_ ("Closmg" or "Closmg Date"), on the terms and
cond1t1ons con tamed herem, all of the followmg (collecbvely, the "AcqUired Assets")

2

(a)

Busmess assets consistmg of certain furmture, fixtures and equipment, computer systems
and software, and busmess and office supplies on Exh1h1t ----> and webs1te, software, data
files, and goodwill,

(b)

all of Seller's mterest in those certain customer commiSSion rights, as further defined
Within ·the Distributor Agreement currently in existence by and between Buyer and
Safeguard Busmess Systems, Inc. ("Safeguard''), assm:1ated with the Customer Lrsts
(Exhtbtt _j and histoncal sales records of the busmess formerly or currently known or
referred to as
Inc , a
corporation
1s
(hereinafter
referred
to
as
"
"),
whose
address
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - > c i t y , state Zip,

(c)

all of Seller's right, title and mterest m and to those agreements that
----' attached hereto and mcorporated herem

llTC

hsted on Exh1b1t

Purchase Prtce
SubJect to the terms and conditions contamed herem, the total purchase prtce for the AcqUired
Assets shall total $
("Purchase Price"). At the Closmg, Buyer hereby agrees to
pay to Seller a down payment m the amount of$
(the "Down Payment")

3

Monthly Payments
At the Closmg, Buyer shall rem1t to Seller the Down Payment which shall be apphed toward the
Purchase Pnce m accordance w1tb Section 2 herem Buyer agrees that1t Will sat1sf}' the payment
of the resultmg remammg balance of the Purchase Pnce of$
(the "Loan
Amount") m accordance With the followmg·
(a)

by makmg to Seller __ equal monthly payments of$
per month wh1ch
mcludes mterest of _o/e per annum assessed on the dechmng balance for __
consecutive months These _ _ equal consecutive monthly payments w11l commence
on or a b o u t - - - - - - -

DALOI 1226017 4
079687 0101
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{b)

For the purpose of prov1dmg funds for the makmg of the Monthly Payments, and for so
long as any amount shall be owed by Buyer to Seller under th1s agreement, Buyer
authorizes Safeguard to Withhold from monthly comm1ss1ons otherw1se payable by
Safeguard under Buyer's D1stnbutor Agreement an amount equal to the apphcable
Monthly Payment At such time as Buyer's obligatiOns to Safeguard for the purchase of
the Rtghts are fully satisfied, the authorization for Safeguard to Withhold commiSSions
shall cease

(c)

Notbmg stated herem shall be mterpreted to reheve Buyer of the obligation to pay each
Monthly Payment as and when due regardless of whether or not Buyer's net commissions
on the applicable Safeguard sales for the month m questton are sufficient to cover the
amount of such Monthly Payment. or regardless of whether or not any one or more of tho
Customers have ceased ordermg from Safeguard, have gone out of busmess, or have
moved out of the Terntory

4

Allocat1on of Purchase Price Unless otherw1se agreed to by Seller and Buyer, the Purchase Pnce
shall be allocated for accountmg and tax reportmg purposos in accordance w&th Exhibit __ attached
hereto Seller and Buyer covenant and agree that they Will not take a pos1tion on any mcome tax return,
before any governmental agency charged w1th the collection of any mcome tax. or m any JUdicial
proceedmg that IS tn any way mcons1stent w1th such allocatiOns
S

Cond1t1onal ReqUirements
The parties acknowledge and agree that th1s Agreement to sell the Acquired Assets to Buyer IS
conditional on the accomplishment of the followmg events

6

(a)

Seller being successful in fully consummating and completmg the transaction wJth
_ _ _ _ _ _ _on or pnor to the Closmg Date ofth1s Agreement; and

(b)

Buyer agreemg to and executmg an Amendment to the Distributor Agreement w1th
Safeguard, on or before the Closmg Date ofth1s Agreement, and

(c)

Buyer agreemg to accept the assignment of the rights to and in the agreements more fully.set forth on Exhibit__, attached hereto and referenced above, and

(d)

Buyer agreemg to and executmg a General Release With Safeguard, on or before the
Closmg Date of th1s Agreement.

Condthon of Property
All of the Acqu1red Assets are useful m the conduct of the contemplated busmess and IS m good
cond1non and repa1r, except for normal wear and tear Buyer has mspected the Acqu1red Assets
and accepts them "as 1s"

7

Seller's Cooperation w1th Buyer
Seller shall also execute all forms of agreements or other documents reasonably necessary or
appropriate so as to ass1gn or transfer to Buyer, as of the effect1ve date, use of all telephone and
fax numbers and· post office box mathng addresses, 1f any, used by Seller to rece1ve
commumcat1ons relatmg to Seller's busmess under the Agreement and Seller's nghts to the
webs1te and Ema1l addresses related to th1s busmess

DALOI 1226017 4
079687 0101
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8

Representations and Warranties of Seller and Buyer
In executing this agreement, Buyer rehes solely on Buyer's own JUdgment, behef and knowledge,
and such adv1ce as Buyer may have receiVed from the1r own counsel Buyer acknowledges that
they have had the opportumty to consult w1th advasors of the1r choosmg Except for
representations of Seller expressly set forth herem, Buyer has not been mfluenced by any
representations or statements about future earnings or equaty, made by or on behalf of any persons
orent1t1es
Buyer has, at Seller's request, conducted Buyer's own d1hgent investigation of the estimated
revenues that Buyer can project himself to earn under Buyer's Dastr1butor Agreement w1th
Safeguard as compared to the obligations Buyer 1s assummg under th1s agreement and Buyer's
anticapated business expenses. As part of Buyer's diligent mvestigatton, Buyer has
become knowledgeable about the value of comm1ss1on raghts that have prevaously been sold by
other Safeguard d1strJbutors and/or purchased by Buyer There 1s no mformataon ava1lable to
Seller that Buyer has requested to assiSt in the evaluation of th1s transactiOn which Seller has
refused to provtde to Buyer Buyer IS freely and voluntanly entering mto this transaction and
executing thts Agreement based solely upon Buyer's own full and diligent mvestigatlon, and not
upon promtses or representations made by or on behalf of Seller and Safeguard Buyer has
carefully read Buyer's Distnbutor Agreement w1th Safeguard, and Buyer clearly understands that
Buyer's nght to enter mto a an agreement such as thrs m the future 1s subject to str1ct compliance
wtth all terms and conditions of that D1stnbutor Agreement
AdditiOnally, Buyer acknowledges that as it relates to the ass1gnment of the rights m and to the
agreements listed on Exbibit __, 1t relies solely on 1ts own judgment, behef and knowledge.
Buyer acknowledges that it bas expenence and knowledge of these agreements having been
materially mvolved m the operatiOn of the relat1onshrps that are the subject of the agreements
referred to Exhibit ___ prior to these rights being ass1gned to the Seller

9

Miscellaneous
9.1

Confidenhahty
Nerther party hereto shall 1ssue, nor cause to be made or 1ssued, any announcement or
wratten statement concerning thas Agreement or the transactions contemplated hereby for
dissemmation to the general public without the pnor consent of the other party Seller and
Buyer shall mamtain the confident1ahty of mfonnatJon relating to the cons1deratron pa1d
under this Agreement except to the extent necessary to prepare relevant tax returns
Buyer further agrees not to d1sclose any mformatlon obtamed from Seller or Seller's
agents m the course of Buyer's due d1hgence mvestigation of Seller's busmess wrthout
Seller' consent, except (a) where such infonnat1on becomes publicly avariable other than
through Buyer's breach of this Agreement, (b) where disclosure IS compelled by legal
process, or (c) in connection with the mterpretat1on or enforcement of this Agreement or
other documents relatmg to the transactions contemplated by th1s Agreement.

92

Entire Understandmg
The terms set forth m th1s Agreement (mcludmg ~xh1btts and schedules hereto) supersede
all previous d1scuss1ons, understandmgs and agreements among the part1es w1th respect
to the subject matter hereof, and are mtended by the part1es as a final, complete and
exclus1ve expression of the terms of the1r agreement and may not be contradicted,
explamed or supplemented by ev1dence of any prior agreement, any contemporaneous

DALOI 12260174
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oral agreement or any addit10nal terms. Th1s Agreement shall be bmdmg on the parties
hereto, the1r heus, successors and ass1gns, mcludmg but not hm1ted to any md1v1dual or
entity that may purchase the Rights under
Buyer's DIStributor Agreement from Buyer m the future. The parties acknowledge and
agree, should there be any mconsistency between or omission regardmg the r1ghts
ass1gned pursuant to this Agreement and the DIStribUtor Agreement currently ex1sting by
and between the parties, the terms of Distributor Agreement shall control
93

Wa1vers
Any terms, covenants, representations, warranties or agreements of any party hereto may

be waJVed at any time by an mstrument m writing executed by the party fur whose benefit
such terms ex1st The failure of any party at any hme or times to requare performance of
any proVIsions hereof shall in no manner affect 1ts nght at a later tame to enforce the
same No watver by any party of any cond1t1on or of any breach of any terms, covenants,
representations, warranties or agreements contamed m this Agreement shall be effecttve
unless tn wnhng, and no watver m any one or more mstances shall be deemed to be a
further or contmumg waiVer of any such cond1t1on or breach m other Instances or a
waiVer of any other cond1tion or any breach of any other terms, covenants,
representatiOns, warrantles or agreements
9.4

Release
As it pertains to any or all of the agreements listed on Exhibit _ , Buyer agrees to
release Seller, its officers, affiliated compames, representatives regardmg any past or
present claim, representation or prom1se Buyer acknowledgmg the relataonsh1p Seller
had With any of the part1es in the agreements more fully identified on Exhibit _ was
hm1ted, does further acknowledge the release of any and all c!aams was made m
exchange for valuable consideratmn

95

Counterparts
Th1s Agreement may be executed m any number of counterparts, each of whach shall be
deemed an ongmal, but all of which together shall constitute one and the same
mstrument

96

Headmgs
The headmgs precedmg the text of the Sections of th1s Agreement are for convemence
only and shall not be deemed parts thereof.

DALOI 1226017 4
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97

Appbcable Law

Th1s Agreement, mcludmg all matters of construction, validity and perfonnance, shall be
governed by and construed and enforced in accordance with the laws of the State of
-,....---...,------' as apphed to contracts executed and to be fully perfonned m
such state by citizens of such state

BUYER:

SELLER
SAFEGUARD ACQUISmONS, INC

By·-------------------NAME.
____________________

By
John J Sorrenh, D, Pres1dent

·

TITLE

DALOI 1226017 4
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SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS
BAM TRANSACTION APPROVAL

8F.LWI: IWI!!~ HIR.IB!R

Idaho Business Forms, Inc.

Safeguard AcquJsiUons,lnc.
lEVEL

0/\TEPR.E.PARED

06122/2013

Rodevelopmonl

Lovol&

IIWISACTJOHEFFECTI\IEDATI!

APA Signed: at5fl013
Closing: On or about
8/2712013

Donald Averitt

DISTRIBUTOR !NEORM,t,TION

TBD
TRANSACTION TERMS;
Please""" the alloched deck.

DETAILED pURPOSE STATEMENT/KEY ASSUMPTIONS;

Gain approval for Deluxe!<> fund the essol acquisition or Idaho Business Forms,lnc. The bu~Jness Will bo oporatod by Safoguard for an lntorlm period prior to baing sold
to Tress a Mclaughlin.
IBUYSIOE TERMS

Purchase Prlco
Purchase Typo
Hold Book
Hold Back Period
iMJ!tlonal Cos!l
Payable via:

SELL SID!i !eB~1l!
Soo below

.

Asset Purchase
See below
Sao bolow
Broker Feo: $01,593
Wlro Trensfor

Selling Plica
Down Payment
Note Payable
Term & lnloresl
Monthly Paymon~
Fksl Payment Date;
Payable via:

N!A
N/A
NIA
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

PURCHASE PRICE'

Assol purcbaso Prim!: $2,128,033
•ct03lng: $1,600.000
•aelence Payment 112: $139,833 by December 31,2013 (Hold Back)
•aalanco Payment #3: $300,000 by May 1, 2014 (emount to ba reducod by percentage of any shorlfPII from bonchm~rk orosa margin of $436,644 for tho IBF en lily's
W21HR sorvlces product Uno. No addlllonal payment wnl bo due for ony Increase In benchmark gross maroln.)
NOTE: Assot purcbaso prlco to bt reduced by the cash surrender value of the 2 whole llfalnsuranco pofloles covering Jim Dunn (approx. $68,200).

APPRO\IALSt

Otla:·-·- .. . .

----- •

Dok<

_!_f:!-7/13 _, __

IJ;IIir.

08/27/13

Datt

~ .;t"l/13

DEFS0009861
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2010
Revenue
$6,230
Historical EB
$378
Expected EBIT/01

2011
$6,032
$323

2012YTD 06/13 Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
$6,334
$3,849 $6,344 $6,661 $6,994
$395
$344
$841
$602
$750

I

.

$8,ooo·:
;

i

i

$7,000'
$,6,230
$6,000' !··

$6,032

$6,334

. .... . .. $6,661
$6,344

$6,994

I
I

$5,000

I •

IIIII Revenue

•.. $3,849 ...

$4,000·

Ill Historical EBJTDA

$3ooo-!·
'
I
~

$2,000

lill Expected EBIT/01

!

·i
I
I

$1,000

+
I

!

$8!11.
78

23

2010

2011

95

-·

$0 ·~·

.. ....

44
;

$602

.1.,.. 1. .

2012 vro 06/13 Year 1

Year2

$750

.I
Year3
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611912015

Business Registry Business Name Search

OREGON SECRETARY OF STATE

.,_ Corporation Di,visi:on

Business Name Search
New Search

Entity:
Status

Entit~

Registry Nbr

~

Jurisdiction

142966-10

DBC
ACT
OREGON
Entity Name. fORM SYSTEMS, INC.
Foreign
Name

New Search
Type

Printer Friendly ·

PPB

06-19-2015
11:38

Business Entity Data

Printer Friendly

Registry Date

Next
Renewal
Date

02-29-1980

03-01-2016

Renewal
Due?

Associated Names

~RINCIPAL PLACE OF

BUSINESS
Addrl 15575 SW SEQUOIA PARKWAY
Addr2 SUITE 180 BUILDING 3
csz PORTLAND _lOR _197224 I

J Country_IUNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Please click -here for general information about registered agents and service ofprocess.
P6-03Type AGT !REGISTERED AGENT
Start Date
Resign Date
~013
Of

158720-

Record

.8.8.

CORPORATION SERVICE COMPANY

Addr 1 1127 BROADWAY STREETNE STE 310
Addr 2
csz SALEM
I CountryfUNITED STATES OF AMERICA
lOR 197301
I
Type ~ALIMA£LING ADDRESS
Addrl DELUXE CORP
Addr2 3680 VICTORIA STREET N
csz SHOREVIEW IMN 155126 I

I

I

I Country !UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Type PREIPRESIDENT
I
Name JOHN
IJ !SORRENTI
Addrl 8585 STEMMONS FREEWAY
Addr2

I

I

I

I Resign Date I

Ill I
I

I

ht1p:/legov.sos.state.or.uslbrlpkg_web_name_srch_fnq.sh<m_deU?p_beJsn=471835&p_srce=BR_INQ&p_print=FALSE
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6119/2015

Business Registry Business Name Search

csz

ITX

i?ALLAS

Type
Name

Addr 1

·I Country !UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

j75247

SECISECRETARY
I
rrnRRY
ID IPETERSON
3680 VICTORIA STREET N

J Resign Date
I

I

I.

Addr 2

csz

SHOREVIEW IMN 155126

New Sea.-ch

Printer Friendly

I

I Country !UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Name History
Name Name
Start Date End Date
~ Status

Business Entity Name
J

FORM SYSTEMS, INC.

EN

CUR 02-29-1980

Please read before ordering Copies.
New Search
Image
Available

e
e
0
0
il

Printer Friendly
Action

Transaction Effective
Name/Agent
Status
Date
Change
Date

~RANGE OF
03-24-2015
fR.EGISTERED
AGENT/ADDRESS
~MENDED ANNUAL
02-03-2015
~NDED

~PORT

FI

ANNUAL 02-27-2014

FI

CHANGE OF
!REGISTERED
06-03-2013
AGENT/ADDRESS
AMENDED ANNUAL
02-20-2013

FI

~PORT

ANNUAL 02-03-2012

~AYMENT

02-14-2011

Agent

FI

~PORT

~MENDED

Dissolved By

FI

~PORT

~ALREPORT

0

Summary History

FI
02-112011
02-052010

SYS

V\.NNUAL REPORT
!PAYMENT

02-08-2010

~STATED
~RTICLES

05-04-2009

FI

04-10-2009

FI

SYS

CHANGE OF
~GISTERED
~GENT/ADDRESS

ANNUAL REPORT
!PAYMENT
~RANGE OF

02-23-2009

02-202009

SYS

http://egCN.sos.state.or.uslbr/pkg_web_name_srchjnq.sh<m_detl?p_beJSn=471835&p_srce=BRjNQ&p_prlrt=FALSE
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214

6/19/2015

Business Registry Business Name Search

REGISTERED
AGENT/ADDRESS
ANNUAL REPORT
PAYMENT
!REINSTATEMENT
AMENDED
ADMINISTRATIVE
DISSOLUTION
~OTICE-LATE

ANNUAL
REINSTATEMENT
STRAIGHT
CHANGE OF
REGISTERED
AGENT/ADDRESS
iAQMINISTRATIVE
DISSOLUTION
NOTICE LATE
~NNUAL

ANNUAL REPORT
PAYMENT
!ANNUAL REPORT
rPAYMENT
~UALREPORT

rAYMENT
!ANNUAL REPORT
fAYMENT
~NNUAL REPORT
rAYMENT
STRAIGHT
!RENEWAL
STRAIGHT
!RENEWAL
STRAIGHT
!RENEWAL
STRAIGHT
~NEWAL

STRAIGHT
!RENEWAL
STRAIGHT
!RENEWAL
!NOTICE
!AMENDED
~NEWAL

AMENDED
RENEWALNOTICE
STRAIGHT

12-15-2008
02-29-2008

FI
02-282008

SYS

05-02-2007

FI

04-27-2007

SYS

03-02-2007

SYS

07-12-2006

FI

07-07-2006

FI

04-28-2006

SYS

03-03-2006

SYS

02-10-2005

SYS

01-26-2004

SYS

02-07-2003

SYS

01-24-2002

SYS

01-24-2001

SYS

01-20-2000

FI ·

01-26-1999

FI

01-21-1998

FI

02-11-1997

FI

01-16-1996

FI

03-29-1995

FI

03-14-1995

SYS

01-21-1994

FI

03-18-1993

FI

03-09-1993

SYS

Agent

http://egov.sos.state.or.us/br/pkg_web_name_srchjnq.sll<M_detl?p_beJsn=471835&p_srce=BR_!NQ&p_prlnt=FALSE
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314

611912015

Business Registry Business Name Search

~NEWAL

STRAIGHT
~NEWAL

AMENDED
!RENEWAL
STRAIGHT
~NEWAL

STRAIGHT
[RENEWAL
fA-MENDED
RENEWAL
WvffiNDED
IRENEWAL
STRAIGHT
IRENEWAL

=

=== ··---·

02-07-1992

FI

02-19-1991

FI

02-02-1990

FI

02-07-1989

FI

02-08-1988

FI

02-11-1987

FI

02-27-1986

FI

04-01-1985

FI

========== ====== =====

About Us 1Announcements I Laws & Rules 1Feedback
Policy 1SOS Home 1Oregon Blue Book 1Oreqon.gov
For comments or suggestions regarding the operation of this site,
please contact·: corporation.division@state.or.us
© 2015 Oregon Secretary of.State. All Rights Reserved.

I

http://egav.sos.state.or.usJbr/pkg_web_name_srchjnq.show_detl?p_beJsn=471B35&p_srce=BR_INQ&p_print=FALSE
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EXHIBIT 22
001247

812512014

Annual Report for C 74433

No. C74433
Return to:
SECREfARY OF STATE
700 WEST JEFFERSON
POBOX83720
BOISE, ID 8372Q-0080

Due no later than Dec 31, 2013

Annual Report form
~. f.t~Hir:g

Adc.k-ess: <>;~ ·:;~ct

in :r.i1t~• b::tx :r \lt~"!!-ti"·./:

IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC.
JIM DUNN
910WAMnY
BOISE ID 83705

2. Registered Agent and Address
(I'«) POBOX)

JAMES T DUNN JR
910 WEST AMTIY
BOISEID 83705

3. New Registered Agent Signature:*

NO FlUNG FEE IF
RECEIVED BY DUE DATE

4. Corporations: Enter Narres and Business Addresses of President, Secretary, and Directors. Treasurer (optional).
Office
Held ..........!J.~.~- ,.. _............................................~r~-~!.9!...PQ..~.~~~~- .............. ...... S.~...................... ,g~t~- ~~.~try .......~9~!.~~~..
.....
............
JIM DUNN
PRESIDENT
910W. AMllY
BOISE
USA
ID
83705
JIM DUNN
SECREfARY
910W.AMI1Y
BOISE
83705•
USA
ID
DIRECTOR
JIM DUf\111
910W.AMnY
BOISE
ID
USA
83705

...

5. Organized Under the Laws of: 6. Annual Report lllJst be signed.*
Signature: Jim Dunn
lD
C74433
Narre (type or print): Jim Dunn
Processed 01/13/2014

Date: 01/13/2014
Title: Owner/CEO

* Sectronically provided signatures are accepted as original signatures.

hltp://\WN/.SOS.i~ho.gOIIsen.let/TransformXMLDoc?URL=%5C20140113%5CXMLPORTS_14013045.mtl

111
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EXHIBIT 23
001249

251

CERTIFICATE OF ORGANIZATION FILED EFFEc
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
2013 AUG
TIV~
21

•

STAf~ROYF DIDFASH1DATE

1. The name of the limited liability company is:

Kmm~)

(Sireel

AH II: 53

SfCRE

(Instructions on. back of application)

LLc.,

dress)

(Mailing Address, if different than stree1 address)

3. The name and complete street address of the registered agent:

9ID li). Ara i/y ' &>t 1il 1)) ~7;105

(Street Address)

4. The name and address of at least one member or manager of the limited liability

company:
•

AWWI!m

910 tJ. ~YYU ~ Gn1'~ r:D ~3105
qw tJ. ~Oq Guf~ D) S37DS

. 5. Mailing address for future correspondence (annual report notices):

91D w.

fltndy

~o1'st

m

X"J105

6. Future effective date of filing (optional): - - - - - - - - - - - Signature of a manager, member or authorized
person.
.

~

'

nnun

~r-r«. Tl\l>Y

nt l'TI\Tt:

Typed Na~,~~~tfDrvoVJL

Signature

f.C.

.
(){,

S~Mture~~
Typed Namr: J~LYl
WZ112012

IDAIIII sa:RETMY llF STATE
08/21/2013 05:88
CK: 2148 CT: 286663 Blh 1366927
1 ! 68.88 = 61.1111 llRMlt Ut I 2

cut_OIU.Jo RuY. 07~10

001250

. EXHIBIT 24
001251

Annual Report for W 128458

812512014

No. W128458
Return to:
SECRETARY OF STAlE
700 WESf JEFFERSON
POBOX83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0080

2. Registered Agent and Address

Due no later than Aug 31, 2014

(NO POBOX)

Annual Report Form
1. ~~aiH"r:g

;\r.:t,ri!~s: Ccrr~(.i~

JAMIE MCCORMICK
910WAMI1Y
BOISE ID 83705

io ~ h;!£ :?1.-!.:Y. 4r ;;e~d~d ..

KMMR, LLC
JAMIE MCCORMICK
910WAMDY
BOISE ID 83705

3. New Registered Agent Signature:*

NO FlUNG FEE IF
RECEIVED BY DUE DATE

4. United Uabibl:y Corrpanies: Enter Narres and Addresses of at least one Merrber or Manager.

9.!fi~~. ~!!!. ..

MANAGER

. ........ -~~~----· .._........... ......... .. . ..............~!!~.~!-~~-~-~.!!.~!.~~- . . ... ....... ...<::.~'f-----·· ...... --~gJ!!L••91~!:1~.!¥... -~~~I:<! IS~
TRESSA MCLAUGHUNE

5. Organized Under the Laws of:

ID
W128458
Processed 08/18/2014 ·

910 W. AMilY RD.

BOISE

6. Annual Report mJst be signed.*
Signature: Jarrie McCorrrick
Narre (type or pri1t): Jarrie McCorrrick

ID

USA

83705.

Date: 08/18/2014
Title: Cfo

* EJectronicaUy provided signatures are accepted as original signatures.

http://wl.lw.sos.idaho.gDIIsen4eVfransformXMLDoc?URL=%5C20140618%5CXMLPORTS_14230027.>ml

1/1
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. EXHIBIT 25
001253

@)safeguard"
~\.

Dear Customer,

tj"

First of all, we want to thank you for being a loyaiiBF customer! As a valued customer, we want you to be
one of the first to know that we have recently entered into a relationship with Safeguard Business Systems.
In addition to receiving the customer care excellence that you have come to expect from IBF, you will now
have access to an even more diverse offering of products and services.
IBF constantly pursues ways to better serve our customers, and we believe that our new relationship
provides the perfect blend of nationwide manufacturing and distribution capabilities, along with cross channel
marketing solutions to help your business grow and prosper. You should also know that IBF will remain a
locally operated business comprised of current members of the executive team, Tressa Mclaughlin, who has
been with IBF for 23 years and Jamie McCormick al? Controller, who has been with IBF since 1999. IBF
employees are known as the "go-to people" and the team is made up of long term employees with vast
industry knoWledge and experience. As a company, ISF leverages those skill sets to maximize efficiencies
and improve the customer experience.
Safeguard is part of Deluxe Corporation; one of the largest providers of service solutions in the world, and
has been serving businesses and organizations similar to yours for over fifty years. The benefits from our
added products, services, and solutions will help you build your brand and improve the results of your
marketing campaigns. Additionally, our world class technology solutions will help you cost effectively manage
your marketing resources and printed materials supply chain.
Your Client Services Representative, <Name>, will be following up with you soon to share exciting details
about the new solutions that are now available to your organization.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. All of us at IBF are excited about our new
relationship with Safeguard, and are confident that it will bring additional value to our business relationship.
Best Regards,

Tressa Mclaughlin
President & COO
IBF
A Safeguard Business Systems Partner
tmclaughlin@goibf.com
208.342.3676

0 910 West Am:ty

iio•.se,ld.,r.~ 83705

208 ]42.3676 I fu: 208.345.5740 gciBi..:cm

001254

EXHIBIT 26
001255

T~

Mct.augllfo>

P••~dt<~.'Crol

910W.I'<Tily
8oG&,ID83705

.. '~"
·tbr

·~~~~

@Safeguard

®
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. EXHIBIT 27
001257

812312014

Franchise System

User Details
Details 1Jf1"RI:S::i.'- Hci .!l.U::ii~Li~'ll

lRESSA McLAUGHllN (Franchisee)
910 w. Arrity
Boise, Idaho, 83705, USA
Franchise ID : 04G3-00
Phone : (208) 342-3676
Time Zone : GMT -07:00 'US/canada/Mountain

Email : tm:laughlln@gosafeguard.com

https-JN.rglnia2.rnfranconnect.com/safeguardfcontrol/dirSh!l'.IDetails?userno=1529636434&userNo=682679835&userTwe=Ovvner&franchisei0=04G3-00

1/1

001258

812312014

Franchise System

User Details
;~t<li!s

Of :.U\1'-UF. NcCOni-ii•.:.7\·

JAMIE McCORMICK (Franchisee)

910W. Am1y

Boise, Idaho , 83705, USA
Franchise ID: O<JG3-00
Phone : (800) 388-365~
Time Zone : GMT -06:00 US/Canada/Central

Email : larrle.m:corrrick®oosafeguard.com

hHps://>.irginia2.rn;Uanconneclcomlsafeguardlcontrol/cllrSh<MOetalls?userno=1766230784&userNo=1fJ27287590&userT~Ov.ner&franchiseiD=04G3-00

1/1
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. EXHIBIT 28
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Organizational and Management Structure
Corporate Caretake Model

Osafeguarct·

Amy Tiller
lr
Sr. Director, New Franchise · Sales & Support
_

-

-

-

-

-

•

-

-

-

·

-

-

- • ·
- - -

-

ll'ntegratlon support
Operations
Ellen Lunden

I
General Manager
Tressa Mclaughlin

l

~

Idaho Business Forms, Inc. dba IBF
,

I

[-L...

Ilnsourclng/Quoting
Kevin Griffies ...

_j

Training
Holly Adams

I

~,

Accounting
Oversight
Cassie Clark

W2 Processing

Jim Dunn

'

001261
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· EXHIBIT 30
001262

I~JVOICE

f) safeguard·

NUMBER

0526761

DATE

04/23/2015

CUSTOMER

02-WCI

P.O.#

N213865

by DOCUSOurce I Formit

DocuSource Print Management #233437
3437 Momentum Place
Chicago, IL 60689-5334
Phone: (503) 906-4046 Email: accountlng@docu-source.com

ORDERED BY BILL HARDY
SHIPPED TO

SOLD TO
Western Construction, Inc.
PO Box 15569
Boise, ID 83715

.

BILL HARDY
Western Construction
10139 Federal Way
BOISE, ID 83716

PLEASE PAY FROM THIS INVOICE. WE SINCERELY APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS.

OURORD.~ DATE SHIPPED

SHIPPED VIA

04/10/2015

02-B3767

BEST WAY

QTYORDERED QTVSHIPPED
100

100

1

1

TERMS

SALESPERSON

Net30

Brian Wledenmann

DESCRIPTION /ITEM CODE

.
•

CATEGORY

SERVICE RECORD LABEL LOT/100
SERVRECLAB
Freight

UNIT PRICE

U/M

7.00

EACH

700.00

12.04

EACH

12.04

EXTENSION

..

RE C E \ V E D
~ A'l ,;. 4 2015
WESTE ·U~ CONSiRUCTIO

;Jc(

posTED
MA.~- 5 ?..\1\S

~.INC.

{JJ9D
COMMENTS:
Invoices not paid within 30 days of Invoice
date will be charged a service charge
of 1.5% per Month

Net Sale:

712.04

Customer Copy

Sales Tax:

42.00

Freight:

.00

-

Total:

754.04\

Page 1 of 1
001263

. : EXHIBIT 31
•

001264

•.
.

..

-Safeguard

INVOICE

IIJ~II'O>T'A

DocUSoun:o Print Managenumt 1233437
3437 Momen1um Place
Chlcago,IL 608B9-63S4
Phone: (S03) 90ii-4046 EmalllaccounUngOcfocHOurce.com
I
SOLD TO

NHS COMMUNITY SERVICES
POBOX8223
Boise, ID 83707

--

lNUMBER

OQ04440

!DATE

10130/2014

:CUSTI

02-NHS

~!__
RDBY

EMII..Y

0504440

NET

!

SALE
INV

I

3,630.00
2,561.60

COST

GP

-·
EmDy Pohlman

128.08

ADJUST

1.068.40

PROFIT

SHJPPEDTO
Emii)IPohlman
NH8 COMMUNITY SERVICES
3380 W Americana Terrace
Sultet20 Attn:Emnv

.

NUMBER

/<Oii .

COMM.
'

BOISE, ID 83706
DO NOT CliVE 11119 CCPY TO 'IKE CIJSTDMBII

>URORD,
02-83481

OATEBHlPPED

10127/2014

QTYORD.

I

SHIPPED VIA-·

I DS Sales Deliv

Brian Wtedenmann

.

DESCRIPnON I ITeM CODe

QTYSHIP

600

j -~~!.:..~~~'!.. -. ~ .·- -.-TER~----· _f]'.,!E~RY

BLACK EMBROIDERED BEANIE

600

Net 30

:

UNIT PRICE UJM

·!---··-· -·~

EACii

6.05

GP%

EXTENSION __ .£~TEXT

3.630.00

1,074.00

70.41

1.487.60

.00

CP91

..

I
~

I

!

I

.
:

!
I

I
I
I

I

.

•

I
NstSsle: Sales Tax:

3,630.00
Internal Copy

.00

Freight:

-

.00

Total:

·-··

3,630.00

Total Cost

GP96

2,561.00 29.43
!---·-·

Page1 of1

DEFS0001082

001265

v~- vt-e1e~':

.r\-d. (.1et't tr

Jennifer Johnson

I

bruce@gamefaceathletics.com
Monday, October 27, 201410:53 AM
Brian Wiedenmann; Jennifer Johnson; doug@gamefaceathietics.com;
dave@gamefaceathietics.com
order no. 260384 RAKE UP BOISE

From:

sent:
To:
r

Subject:

HI JENNIFER
I CQRRECTED YOUR CUSTOMER NAME AND ADDED YOUR ORDER#.
THANK YOU
GAMEFACEATHLETICS
1396 E. IRON EAGLE DRIVE
SUITE 100
EAGLE ID 83616
Phone: 208-939-3456 I FAX: 208-939-3572
Email: doug@gamefaceathletlcs.com

INVOICE No. 260384
For: DOCU..SOURCE PRINT MANAGEMENT (per PO no. 02-83481) Invoice Date: 27·0ct-14
Bill To

Ship To
DOCU.SOURCE PRINT MANAGEMENT
BRIAN WIEDENMANN
947 E. WINDING CREEK DRIVE, SUITE 200
EAGLE, ID 83616
UNITED STATES
Phone: 208-938-7870
FAX: 208·938-3782

DocuSource Print Management Docusource
PO BOX 230759
TIGARD, OR 97281-0759
UNITED STATES
Phone: 208-938-7870

Account No.

ShlpD$

A123629

27-0ct-14

Preview

Ship Method

. Pick Up Personally
Description

Account Executive

On Receipt

Doug VIctor

· Color Size Qty Rec'd

Product CUSTOMER SUPPLIED BEANIES
Cat No.: BEANIES
Imprint
Type:
Location:
Notes:

'Terms

embroidery run charge:

(art to follow)
embroidery
FRONT
Imprint color(s): WHITE

Unit Price

Subtotal

$

$

$ 2.40

$1437.60

embroidery set-up fee:

$50.00

Subtotal:

$1487.60

Shipping:
Handling:

$0.00
$0.00

TOTAL PAYABLE:

$1487.60

Customer Notes:
PLEASE DETACH AND RETURN BOTTOM PORTION WrrH PAYMENT

········································································································································-················································..
1

DEFS0001 083

001266

..
Customer Sales and Service
Toll Free: (800) 426-6399

Seattle, WA
Reno, NV
Cincinnati, OH
Cranbury, NJ
jacksonville, FL
Dallas, TX

I
I'AGE

1

I

DOCUSOURCE PRINT MANAGEMENT

PO BOX 230759
PORTLAND OR 97281-0759

CUSTOLtER 1'.0, NO.

02-83481

STYLE NO.

CP9l

FAX: (800) 828-0S54

OftDER DATE

DUE DATE

DOCUSOURCE PRINT MANAGEMENT
%ADGEAR ATTN: DOUG
1396 E IRON EAGLE DR STE 100
EAGLE ID 83616

SHIPPED VIA

10/02/14 12/01/14 UPS

COLOR

Black

DESCRIPTION

F.O.B.

TERNS

~T

1'-SSAQUAH WA

SIZE

Port and Co Knit Beanie Cap

OSF~

DEPT.NO

60

PIECES PRICE AMOUNT
600
1.75 1074.00

FREIGHT S /WINGS OF $120 97

By placing your order, you agree to SanMar's Terms & Conditions
and Brand Sales Policies, available for review at
http: /lwww,sanma r,com /about!terrosofuse.shtm !!I brand.

WEIGHT
TOTAL CASES

SUB
76

5

1074.00

TOTAL
SALES

TAX
SHIPPING

REMIT:SANMAR CORP
PO BOX 34060
SEATTLE WA 98124-1060

&
HANDUNG

TOTAL

1074.00

DEFS0001 084
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Ad gear
1

SEE BElOW

FOR
QIJANTilY
TO 6E SHIPPED

2

3 ·PLANT HAS NEGS.
4 ·SEE NOTES TO PLANT

FOR

QUANTTJY

5 ·STOCK ITEM

TO BE SHIPPED

2.

1.
3.
5.
7.

2 • NEGS ENCL #

SEEBaOW

6 • MOOEMED TO PLANT

4.
·6.
8.
UPC

ITEM NO

OUANTITY
ORilEREO

FORM NAME I DESCRIPTION

UNIT COST

CP91

600

Black Beanie

$2.25/Ea

U/M

"

I

PUNCHING

NO. HOLES

DIAMETER

C TO C

POSITION

BINDING

NO. OF SETS

lYPE OF COVER

Bill

FREIGHT

$6.05/Ea
No freight

Ea

Black·

PlY

H

UNIT BElL

YIN

I

PADDING

NO. OF SHEETS

I

i WHERE

I

CELLO

NO. OF SHEETS/SETS
YES
NO

BILLING NOTES (ACCOUNTING)

Rcv/a/12197

DEFS0001 085

001268

02-83481

10/2/14
San Mar

Account#83572

SEEIIaOW
FOR

OUANTITY
TO BE SHIPPED

1396 E Iron Eagle
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Attn: Doug

2

FOR
QUANTITY
TO BE SHIPPED

ITEM NO

CP91
Black

QUANTITY
ORDERED

FORM NAME I DESCRIPTION

600

Black Beanie

NO. HOLES

DIAMETER

C TO C

POSmON

6.
8.
UPC

,.

UNIT SaL

YIN

H

BILL
FREIGHT

Ea

BINDING

NO. OF SETS

2.
4.

7.

UIM

$1.79/ea

I

PUNCHING
PLY

1.
3.
5.

2 • NEGS ENCL #
3 ·PLANT HAS NEGS.
4 ·SEE NOTES TO PlANT
6 ·STOCK ITEM
B·MODEMEDTO

seeaaow

1YPE OF COVER

I

PADDING

.

NO. OF SHEETS : WHERE

I

I

CELLO

NO. OF SHEETS/SETS
YES
NO

BILLING NOTES {ACCOUNTING)

Rcv/e/12197

DEFS0001086

001269

ST101
ST00821

Idaho State Tax Commission

SALES TAX RESALE OR EXEMPTION CERTIFICATE

04-25-04
Sailor's Name

1. Buying for Resale. I wDI sen. rent or lease the goods I am buying In the regular course of my business.
a. Primary natumofbusiness-4-:::a:::::~~oq.........cl.oo~Z- Describe products soldReased/rented

b. Check the block that applies:

0

JU"5ellt~ ~e<>

Idaho registered reteller. seller's permit number _ _ _-=---=-~-~-:-~--=---(requlred -see lnstrucllons}
Wholesale only, no retaU sales
Out-of-state relaUer, no Idaho business presence

2. · Producer Exemptions. I will put Ill& goods purchased to an exempt use In the busmess lndlcaled below.
Check the block that applies and complete the required Information.

0

Loggfn9 Exemption

D Broadcasting Exemplfon
0 Publishing Free Newspapers

0

0

0

0

0

D

PtoduclionExempUon-checkone:
Farming
Ranching
Manufacturing
Processing
Fabricating O,M!nlng
________________________________________________________

Ustthaprod~~prod~:

3. Exempt Buyer. All purchases are exempL Check the block that applies.

0 American Indian Tribe
0 American Red Cross
0 Amtrak
0 Blind Services Foundellon,lnc.
D Centerforlndependentlivlng

0 Emergency Medical Service Agency
0 Federal Government
0 Forest ProtectiveAssociation
0 Idaho' CommunityAction Agency
D ldahoFoodbankWarehcuse,lnc.

0

0

0
0
0

0
0
0

ldahoGavemmentEnllly
Nonprofit Canal Company
Nonprofit Hospital
Nonprofit School
Senior Citizen Center

State/Federal Credit Union
Qualifying Heallh Organization
Volunteer Fire DepartmBI'll

4. Contractor Exemptions. This exemption claim applies to the folloWing Invoice, purchase order, or]Db number.
a. Invoice, purchaseorderorJobnumbertowhlchthls c l a l m a p p l i e s · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - b. City and stetewharejobis located _____________________________________________
c.
____________________________________________________
~edownernama

d. This exempt projed Is: (check appropriate box)

0
0

0

In a nontaxing state. (Only materials that become part of the real property qualify.)
An agrlculturallrrlgaUon profecL
For production equipment owned by a producerwhoquennea for the production exempUon.

5. Other Exempt Goods and Buyers (see Instructions).

D Other
goods
or entity exempt by law under the following
aleMe
______________________
__

D Aircraft used to transport passengers or freight for hire

0
D

Aircraft pun:hased by nonresident for out-of-state use
American Indian buyerholdlnglrlbal 1.0. No.
•The
goods must be delivered Wt1hin the boundaries of the reservation.

(required -see Instructions)

0
0

0 Church buying goods for food bank or to seR meals to members
D Food bank or soup kitchen buying food or food service goods
0 HaaUngfuel and other uUIIUas

0
0

D Uvastock sold at a public livestock market

PoUution control equipment required by law
Qualifying medical Items to be admlnlstoredldlstributed
bll a Hcan&ed practitioner
ResearchanddevelopmentgoodsforuseatiNEa
~
Snow making or grooming equipment, or aerial tramway component

Buyer: Read and sign. I certify that all statements I have msde on this fonn are tn.1e and correct to the best ofmy knowledge. I understand that falsilica.
lion ofthis C811111cate for the purpose ofevading payment oftalC/sa misdemeanor. otherpane/lies may also apply.

~-~
"'8~~----=·
.

.

e:::::. ~ - ...,.

·- ,::;:
.

1..

-

(!)
~
~, ~h

t

,~,lAo;

(ij

Attention Seller: Each of the exampUons a customer may claim on lhls form has special rules (see lnsltucllons on back). It Is your respon&lb!Uty to team
the rules and charge lax to any customers and on any goods thai do not qualify for a claimed exemption and are taxable as a matter of law. You may accept this
cerllficatefrom 111& buyer prior to the lima of sale, at the tlma of sale, or at any reasonable time after the sale to document the exempUon dalm.

* This form may be reproduced.
* The seller must retain this form.

• This form is valid only if all infonnalion is complete.

* See lnstrucUons on back.

DEFS0001087

001270

..-

Brian Wiedenmann
Emily Pohlman <epohlman@nhsid.org>
Wednesday, October01,201411:35AM
Brian Wiedenmann; 'Sam SWenson'
early Gray; Curtis, John
RE: NHS Promotional Items

From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Hi Brian,
Can you:

Ship to: 3380 W. Americana Terrace Suite 120 Boise ID, 83706
Bill To: PO Box 8223 Boise ID, 83707
Primary Phone #: 208·258·6229
EIN: 82.0372645

Thanks,

Emily Pohlman
Community Outreach Coordinator
t•~:-:ll;l!thlll{r:."llF.!O Llll~

....: ...

direct: 208.258.6229: fax 208.343.4963

.•,;.··:

33SDW.Americitna Teuate, Suite 120
PO Box 11713 I Boise, ldolbo 83707

Ilk»~.

Idaho 83706

From: Brian Wledenmann [mailto:brlan.wledenmann@docu-source.com]
Sent: Wednesday, October 01, 2014 11:27 AM

To: •sam Swenson'

Cc: Emily Pohlman; Carty Gray; CUrtis, John
SUbject: RE: NHS Promotional Items
HI Sam/Emily,
Perfect.........l'll get everything started.
While I am doing that, can one of you send me the following so I can get you set up In our system?
Ship to address
Bill to address
Primary phone If
Assume this is a nonprofit so can you email me your tax exempt documents?

1

DEFS0001088

001271

SanMar Online Ordering

Page I of I

f·

lolySanNor

C:oniKtUt

SANMAR
PRODUCTS

I

RESOURCES

MARKETING

SALE

II

\ e~'

CP91- Black
Prlelng

OSFA

Piece Price: '

1.79

Dozen Pricer $

1.79

Case Price: $

1.79

Case Size

144
DSFA

Warehou•os
Robbinsville, "'
(Pnmary Warehouse)

"

Alhletlc Oxford/Black
Olmlll

.'.:~:i::-1

.•

500+

Seatlle,WA

•····.
.. .;:i:.. . :

500+

Dallas, TX

·.~

5009

Reno, NY

•~.:-::

Black/Neturel
~t

searth Pnxlucts and Inventory

J~ksonvlllo,

vi

INo Comptnlon Sly! as ••~~lot~It

Voew Spec Sheet

lila de

Loaovt

Welcomer GOSAP!GUARD

Port & Company'" • Beanie Cap. CP91 Product Description

Alhllllc OXford

Savod Shopping Bovot

';.

FL

lr

~~~~~

(

~rff
~'~
,.
t/,.J4<t
i·{

,z
~;.ll

~·

500+

500+

Plnlr/Whlto

Nllllr<ll

SOOt

Mlnna11potls, MN

Natu1'81/Navy
Navy

ClndnnatJ, OH

Navy/NetuRII
Neon Billa

•

SOOt

Neon Green

Nann"""""'
Company lnformaUon

OSFA

AbouC

sen Mar !Terms of Use !Contact Us JCoreers al SanMar JSupply Ch01n Disclosure

Connect

@ (;} @) €)

Copynght f) 2014SanMar CO!p. AQ rll)h~ r&SOIV'!d.

https:l/www.sanmar.com/cs/OnlineOrdering?todo=addtocart&iscatalogsearch=&id=17690... 9/29/2014
bEFS0001089
001272

NEW CUSTOMER
INFORMATION
NEEDED

PRINT MANAGEMENT

~j ~ Sev-~C£.5

Company Name:

N 1-1 S

Bill to Address:

P 0 · Bcz-

<g' Z- 2?

S3oi~ c l d-.· c:t~ 7-o 7= ·

J 1) ~ 0

Primary Ship To Location:

.

~.

S~·+e..

A fV1 e.tr,·C-aM. ~T evv-a ~
l

~o

0oic;£ 1 ld. g~=rtJltJ
a_~ ~ cc:...~ ~ )"j
Any Additional Ship to Locations or Cost C e n t e r s ? - - - - - - - - (Will Set up as needed)

Z..o"23 .. zs8 -£oz.."L1 F a x : . . . , . . _ - - - - - - AlP Contact Z: V\1'- ; l y (f'6 t--t ( \1\A.. 0-V'\
Phone:

Terms:

'?O

WebecCustomer?_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Summary Bill Needed?._ _ _ _ _ FMS Customer?_ _ _ _ _ __
DSI Salesperson

0

\...c)

Special Commission rates Used?
Tax Exempt?

DSI CSR:

J A- (L_

Letter of Credit Needed?_ _ __

.itJ;_ Provide Tax ID, resale certificate, non-profit info.

.4 p~wcv(L- 1--o -flallot.-U
~ ( t-1 . -'bZ~ o7?7-ZLoY 5"'
DEFS0001090

001273

EXHIBIT 32 ·
001274

INVOICE NUMBER

INVOICE DATE

INVOICE

0287047

1210812009

Source
,............,

CUSTOMER NUMBER

or

(y~ ~,"t"'cT

r..(JI'-

RICHARD

02·HB
ORDERED BY:

SOLD TO

'(·

CUSTOMER ORDER NO.

TOTAL:

SHIPPED TO

Hllydan Beverage

Hayden Beverage
1445 Commerce Ave
Boise, ID 83705

POBox15619
Boise, ID 83715-5619

Richard Rlgg

--------

A F1NANCl! CHARGE OF (1m' PER &fOIITII(1mG PER l'!:'AR) MU Bt! ADDI!D TO INVOICES NOT PAID IN 3D DAVS.

OUR ORDER NO
02·CC0282

DATE SHIPPED
11130J2009

OTYORDERED

QTYSHIPPED

16,000

16,000

SHIPPED VIA

SALESPERSON

BEST WAY

Craig Chaney
DESCRIPTION

SHELF LABEL
SHELFLABEL

TERMS
Net30

UNIT PRICE
22.50

UNIT
M

AMOUNT
360.00
,,

Profit/Commission Analysis

15.04

240.64

~))6\C~ ~ J-l"
~~

1-

~

001275

.. C~M,MENTS:

...

Invoices not paid within 30 days of fnvoiea
date will be charged a service charge

of 1.5% per month
•I

FREIGHT

29.76

SALES TAX

21.60

TOTAL

FILE COPY

~

411.36

Net Sale:
Total Cost:

GP$:
Commission:
Total lnv. GP%

360.00
240.64
119.36
64.40
33.16

DEFS0001047

I

i

Packing List

Shipped From

--

..

11/20/2009

70775

..

HAYDEN BEVERAGE
1445 COMMERCE AVENUE
i\TTN:RICHARD RIGG
BOISE , ID 83705

.

- ... _ .

-

Ship Date

l

J).:"j~---Item

A092152

Sales Order N...

Ship To

DocuSource, Inc.
PO Box 230759 ·
Tigard, OR 97281-0759

~

Date

Description

Ord Qty/m

15

2X6-l
PN: SHELF LABEL
1,000/ROLL

ShlpVfa

'k:_d

-

-

~;{,

~rt:'V.t< (:!
ShpdQty/m

/1 ,.-!/)

-··

-

FWO

·~

AR095184
#Boxes

tj

.

Shipped By
-e:-'f
Date
//- :Y·-t:PC...

Total Inner Boxes
Outer Boxes__f_.

/

DEFS0001048

001276

I

0

Abbott Labe~ Inc.

Invoice

P.O. Box SS 1621
Dallas, TX 7S3S5-1627

o.

Invoice i#

(469)330-0100 Phone

ll/3012009

'70775

(469) 330-0210 Fax
BQITo

Ship To.

RAWEN BEVERAGE

DocuSource. Ina.
PO Box 230759
ngsrd. OA 9'718Hl759

.

.

..

\I'
'"
'J,tt.:: it--··.~.

l~SC~CEAVENUE

AtlN:IUCliARDRIGO
BOISE, m 83705

'

.

P.O. No.

TeJma

Due Date

ShlpDate

Ship Via

FWO

Ol.ccols:!•A

NcllO

121201l009

nm/2009

FedBXGmd

AR095184

Item

Descrfptlan

A092152

2.X6•l

Fttight

PN: SHELFL.AB£1.
1,000/ROLL
FJCIQht • Tracking ii3SIS67460559901,
3$1567460559911,351567460559925,
351567460559932

Shp:JQtytm

16

Costlm

U.04 15
14.80

OrdQt.ytm

Amount

240.64
24.10

'

(

80'd

6VSl.9

I Total

$265.44

ZZ: l~ 600G-91H>3CI

DEFS0001 049
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PURCHASE ORDER

--

.""'"""

OUR ORDER NUMBER

PO Box 230759

SHIP TO
Hayden Beverage
. Richard Rtgg
1445 Commerce Ave
Boise, 10 83705

'1Ygard. OR 97281

SOLD TO
Hayden Beverage
PO Box 16619
Boise, 10 83715-5619

QUANTITY

DESCRIPTION

VENDOR

Abbott label, Inc

~~,:'171

CUSTOMER NO

ORDER TYPE

CUSTOMER SERVICE REP.

Exact repeat

02·HB

LABEL SPECIFICATIONS

r
LABEL DEPTH: sLABEL WIDTH:

STYLE
FANFOLD:

I

INKS

1. BLANK
2.

CARRIER WIDTH:

3.

LABELS ACROSS:

4.

VERTICAL SPACING:

REVERSES:

ROLL: Y

HORIZONTAL SPACING:
FOLD AT:

SALES REPRESENTATIVE

240.64

SCREENS:
SCUD TINT COLOR:

240.64
TOTAl>
CUSTOMER P.O. MJMBER

cc

JAK

LABEL REPEAT:

SHEErED:

DIE CUT:

M

·>

10865 Sanden Drive
Dallas, TX 75283

BUTTCUT:

15.04

SHELF LABEL
SHEI..FIABEL

16,000

. PENFED:

DATE REQUIRED
II
QUOTE NUMBER
QUOTE DATE
ORDER DATE
11/1912009 .
11/1812009
61080
F.O.B
PREVIOUS JOB
veNDOR CODE I
62552
PLANT
ABBOT
I
HOW TO SHIP
INSIDE DEUVERY
PREPAID
SHIP WITH
SHIP VIA
BEST WAY
TOTAL
UNIT COST
UJM

02·CC0282·A

RICHARD

PRINTER INFORMATION
TYPE:

MAKE & MODEL:
MATERIALS

ADHESIVES:

1. THERMAL TRANSFER

1. PERMANENT

2•

2.

3.
4.

I CRC I NEG SUPPLED I MOOSMART I SET SCREENS MAKE ADJ.
AAT I NEGS I CRC I DESTROY OLD I
F I REQUIREO CARBON DUMMY SAMPLES I IMPRINT
~
I
I
I
IPROOSI
I
I
I
I
I
" STAATING NUM8!R
CUANmY PER CARTON
COlOR
I
MOD I NO.OI'POSillONS
ARABIC
CONSEC. I Oll!ER
PRESS I cou. I GUAR. I UST I MICR I STA11C
NUMBERING
I
I
I
I
I
I
NO. OF HOLES
DIAMETER
GLUE LEFT
I
GLUE RIGHT I CAlM? RIGHT I CRIMP lEF1' I OTHERS I
I NUMBER OF PLYS I POSITION
I CENTER TO CIONTER
FASTENING
I
I
I
I
I
'PUNCHING'
I
PRINTER
DecoLLATOR
I!URSTER
BOOKS
I PADS I NO. Of SETS PER ~ WRAP AROUND I TRIAD I OPEN END I PARTS lEF1' POLY WfW> I EQUIPMENT
I
BINDING
_ _L_ I _
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
COMMENTS Any qUCIItlo-. please call : l2DBl 93&.7870
ud ask for JeDDifu
Please Mall Invoices To:

COMPOSmON

Pv.NT

----

001278

1000 WHITE LABELS/ROLL
3"CORE

a• 0.~n

I

~

PO Box 230759
Tigard, OR 97281

DEFS0001050

v

--i'-1-1--l'-1-1-:....0.z____

/J.ICifiiJ?h

~act Repeat

0 Copy Chg D Spec. Chg
Starting#

t/ /:}fAg1.:
Quantity 1 v/ vv v l
Print Cost
IS.() 7 b
ArtCost
.
Print Sell
():J. ~/M
Art Sell
Vendor at#1i£0fPJL

Date Req.~--·_ _ __

!

Sl!eif

JtftJ,&V

seu

Jvu. fJ()

11.~1r

f/?.0>

{LI ¥t)

ge Frt
. Chargefp !ted
lliJ max.$
11] l¥i-lli1
S pTo:
Dcustomer.
D arehouse
Other _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Form Name

Co>r

~~ tFtA. fO
76

(¥

(JP_(p'l{

v~t}A..

L.o/JeL

DescofChanges------------------------

001279

Additional Instructions _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Vendor F a x # - - - - - - - - - DEFS0001 051

'-

Jennifer Johnson
Usa Hinton [Usah@abbottlabel.com)
Wednesday, November 18,2009 3:13PM
jennlfer.johnson@docu-source.com ·
Your Quote(# 61060) from Abbott Label

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ABBOTT LABEL
Custom Price Quotation
Quote# 61060
Size: 2 X 6 - 1 -Across - (Standard RCR)
Perforations: Horlz-; VertRepeat Length: 6.125" ·
Liner Width: 2.125"
Number Across: 1
Material: THERMAL TRANSFER, PERM 1
Print Colors: o
Art:
Finishing: Rolls- Qty per roii1,00D; Core ID 3.000
16,000

$15.0400/M

$240.64

First Order Charge : $0.00
Rush Charge : $0.00

Freight Is FOB Abbott Label Dallas, Texas or Santa Fe Springs, California (our choice unless specified). Production time
Is 5-7 working days or sooner, unless otherwise noted. Quantity shipped can vary +/-10%. Price is good for 30 days.
Please send artwork on disk - preferred Is Adobe: CS3. Also Illustrator, In Design, Photoshop, Freehand and Pagemaker
(Quark usually does not work). •convert all fonts to paths*. Please also provide hard copy. Creating and/or re-creating
artwork will be charged to you at $75.00/hour with a 1/2 hour minimum. Additional 3% added to all credit card purchases
(Visa, MasterCard· & Discover).
Thanks,
Lisa Hinton
Abbott Label, Inc.
(469) 330-0100 Phone
(866) 228-0100 Toll Free
(469) 330~0210 Fax

1

DEFS0001052

001280

INVOICE DATE

INVOICE

1112412009

.

urce

INVOICE NUMBER

0285503

CUSTOMER NUMBER

~trl.flt;

CUSTOMER ORDER NO.

RICHARD

02·HB
ORDERED BY:

SOLD TO

TOTAL:

SHIPPED TO
Hayden Beverage

Hayden Beverage
PO BoJt 15819

1445CommerceAve

Bo!Sif, ID 83715-6619

Boise, ID 83705
R/chllrrl Rlgg

A FINANellCHARGEOF(f/2$PERMONTH(t8'J(, PER I'EAII} WilL BI!ADDED TO INVOICES Nt1TPAIDIN3/UJAYS.

OUR ORDER NO

DATESHIPPED .

SHIPPED VIA

SAf..ESPERSON

02-CC0281

11/1812009

BEST WAY

Craig Chaney

QTYORDERED

12

QTYSHTPPED
1~

TERMS

Ne130

DESCRIP7lON

UNIT PRICE
5.00

ZR-53-SOOCS THERMAL TRANSFER RIBBON

UNIT

EACH

I
Prollt/Commlsslon Analysis

AMOUNT
60.00

3.16

37.92

THERMALAIB

.

/

a'?~ QP"

~(;

4-)~

~;~o
... 1..~

y

c..,

~

~

I

I

*~
i

FREIGHT

001281

.

COMM,'=IUS:

Invoices not paid within 30 days of Invoice
date wiD be charged a seiVIce charge
or 1.5% per monlh

FILE COPY

10.30

SAf..ESTAX

3.60

TOTAL

73.90

Net Sale:
Total Cost:
GP$:
Commission:
Tolallnv. GP%

60.00
37.92

22.08
12.11

36.80

~

DEFS0001 053

DSPO#

-

-

~ ~

-

~act Repeat

D Copy Chg D Spec. Chg

Co':>r 3-?.ttt..

Quantity ;:;.. t::A
__i,/IPA
Print Cost
Art Cost
~OU-4.
Print Sell
Art Sell
Vendor Qt# _ _ __

S6·tc..

&o.tJo
Pl.oPt r

J~.D K

Starting#------ Date Req . _ _ __

l

r e Frt ·

1m

"Charge Art

fil
T

!oted

max.$
11]
lNI
ipTo:
Ocustomer
D arehouse
Other _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
FormName

2f<-s-3~3ooCS 77 .f!t&So4.S

Desc of Changes _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

-

c}e.n~lfbn.

71.

f.¥

qi/).Jt

'fo ve~Jt.

001282

Additional Instructions _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Vendor.Fax# - - - - - - - - - -

(r04) t.f<l' .. SSl/'f.
DEFS0001054

'·

........_____.,-...

I

6ee. · .a#ached l~voi~P..f.opy.. ·
-rhan~ Yo~ ·
(Olanc.q:

DEFSOOO
1055
001283

11/18/2809 97:18
..t·

544

1-BBB-4

WESTERN DATA LABEL

WESTERN DATAIBEL

2248 STAGECOACH ROAD
STOCKTON CA 85215
W\lo'W.Ciata-llbal.com
~~~

800-446-5M4

Invoice Date
Invoice Number

FINISHED GOODS
INVOICE

l

PAGE

en

11/19109

0351370

Ship VIa
Ship Date

UPSGmd

FREIGHT TYPE

FOB Our Plant

11/19/09

liM

241111Ul'

Orcter Number 0351206

SOlD TO:

CUSt. p
03-22842

02..CC0281ooA

SHIP TO:

RCE PRINT MGMT.
DBURG STREET
POBOX 30759

TIGARD, R 97281..0759

ATTN:

I

12
1

EA7Wl!W~ICS
12

RICHARD

1446 COMMERCE AVE
BOISE, ID 83705

DOCU

6955SW

001

PO#

HAYDEN BEVERAGE

I

i

· CLE!AN START THE!RMAL RIBBONS
8

RICHARD RIGG

3.1600

II
I

12

Sub-tot.l:
Freight:

31.92

Total:

46.50

.I
I
I

iPkgs

II

1

Weight

37.92

1.58

Tracking/PRO Number

6.0 1Z7856640343002368

l_

If palcl by 11129109 deduct $.38 and pay only 46.12
Standardrrms are.1%1D Nat30. ALL Invoices beyond terms wm be upchsrged 1·112% when paid
,
Pfe.pald orders are charged a 3% surcharge, minimum $3.00

I

It you a~& Interested It t8C8Mng your Invoices 11la e111ail, pleaae contact Lorte Snow at lsnow@d~Jt&.label.t:Om.
!

Plene lnelude your companynamel~ountl & emaU atldtes~~.

i
Pleaae Remit To:
DATA:!EL
1000 s ruce st
Tene
• IN 47807

..

03·22M284
DOCUSOURCE·PRJNT MGMT.
Invoice Data 11/19/09
lnvolc;o Number 0361370

Invoice Amount

48.50

If paid by 11129/09 deduct $.38 and pay only 46.12

I
i

I

I

I
DEFSOOO 1056

001284

1"1.0
0

..-

~··r~l1 ~ --~ 0 (.o

s

w.·

D."'Q.

~,..;-c;;11i't\l· '""

'liu,t-~•.J#O

PI>~

2JD7S!I
'l"lrptrt~. CR '7ZSJ

'15::-o

3

'2.
J '

s

·-·

1tMI'JODO

3W58

g

m

~lt(;

~

DZ-HB

Pl...lHi

l
l

:Htwmt

'"""......

ii.1G

,;, ~~

Zf-53-3DOC.6

1:2
I

I

F.OS

Cl

1

INSIDF.DAM:Rt

i'R§!iDl.RJG

ORDER TYPE

1

1

I

w

UESCmsTION
~TN~ ·;;;.;..,-&i~

12

~OOR

WESTERN DATA LABEL
2248 STAGECOACH ROAD
STOCKTON. CA 95215

l

WOl

HOWTOSHIP

OUANMY

<t

VENlCR

PREPAID

~

LL.

P'DilClWD& o:tmm\
OURMOeRHllaiJBER
DATEI\EClAAED
~
I
-I
otlOTENWtfiiEfl
CIJOT&DA'IE

~JOB

1445 Ccmmerca Ave
Soiso.ID SS705

s

1 619
Boise, ID 83115-5619

d

I

Haydan Bev&fagG
Richard Rlgg

Hayden Beve1age

PO~

·
lOROERMl'E

SHIP TO

·

0~
r-----=~,....._;
t SOlQTO

0
0
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Pleeae Malt~ To:
PO Box 230759
TigaRI. OR !r1281

lsource
...............

PURCHASE ORDER

.,

OUR ORDER NUMBER

~~: 75 ! 7281

SHIP TO

.
~------=":"":'=:---------""\
SOLD TO
Hayden Beverage
PO Box 15619
Bolse 10 83715-5619

ORDER DATE

Hayden Beverage
Richard Rigg
1445 Commerce Ave
Boise ID 83705
'

PREVIOUS JOB
326558

VENDOR
WESTERN DATA LABEL
2248 STAGECOACH ROAD
STOCKTON, CA 95215

ORDER TYPE

.12

001286

SEBRA COMPAnBLE

..

and ask for

PLANT

INSIDE DBJVERY

.i

SHIPVIA
BEST WAY
.Vf\7(',11,1)
UNITCOST

SHIPWITH

!'fd \'}
v

•

3.16

UIM

TOTAL

EACH

37.92

THERMALRIB

SALES REPRESENTATIVE

JAK

(208) 938-7&70

F.O.B

I

1----=-P-:-:R~EP~A~ID~--+----~~=:----

N

TOTAl>
37.92
CUSTOMER P.O. NUMBER

CC

-----

COMMENTS Any questions, ptoase·ca11:

I

WDL

..-. ~

ZR-53-SOOCS THERMAL TRANSFER RIBBON \

CUSTOMER SERVICE REP.

Exact repeat

QUOTE DATE

VENOOR

HOW TO SHIP

QUANTilY

;=======:::::::::::::::::::::::.======~

02-HB

II

QUOTE NUMBER

~---::~1~1;...:11::;91200=:::::::::::.9-.--+......~-.----.--.L-......-------

.

d'""J~ x•

•

CUSTOMER NO

DATE REQUIRED

02.CC0281·A

JDDnifor

--

---------

RICHARD

--

Please Mail Invoices To:
PO Box 230759
Tigard, OR 97281

v
DEFS0001058

INVOICE DATE

INVOICE

Source
,.,., ........ . .

INVOICE NUMBER

06/0512009

0260930

CUSTOMER NUMBER

CUSTOMER ORDER NO.

RICHARD

02-HB

TOTAL:

ORDERED BY:

SOLD TO

SHIPPED TO
Hayden Beverage
1445 Commerce Ave
Boise, ID 83705

Hayden Beverage
POBox15819
Boise, ID 83n5-5619

Richard Rleg
A RNANC1i CHARGE OF (f/8 PER fiONIH(1W. PER YEAR} ll'llJ. Bli ADDfiD 70 INIIOICES NQT PAID IN :10 DA 1'$.

OUR ORDER NO
02.CC0164

QTYORDERED

6

DATE SHIPPED

0610112009
QTYSHJPPED

6

SHIPPED VIA

SALESPERSON

UPS Ground

Craig Chaney

DESCRIPTION
ZR~CS THERMAL TRANSFER RIBBON
THERMALRIB

TERMS

!

Net30
UNIT PRICE

5.00

UNIT
EACH

i
Profit/Commission Analysis
3.l6
l8 •.96

AMOUNT
30.00

I

FREIGHT

001287

COMM. ENTS:

-·

Invoices not paid within 30 days of Invoice
date will ba charged a service charge
ol1.5% per month

FILE COPY

8.00

SALES TAX

1.80

TOTAL

39.80

Net Sale:

Total Cost
GP$:
Commission:
Totallnv. GP%

30.00
18.96
ll.04
6.05
36.80

DEFS0001059

I:~TERN

DATA LABEL , . . - - - - - - - - .

Invoice Date
Invoice Number

FINISHED GOODS
INVOICE

06/01109
0326668
UPSGmd
08101109
FOB Our Plant

Ship VIa
Ship Date

FREIGHT TYPE
111!00-4'16-5544

24 hour fax line

rder Number 0326401

SHJPTO: PO#
HAYDEN BEVERAGE
~~5 COMMERCE AVE.
~ISE, 1083705

Cust PO# 02..CC0164-A
03-2264264
DOCUSOURCE PRINT MGMT.
6955 SW SANDBURG STREET
PO BOX 230769
TIGARD, OR 97261.0769
UNE QTY I UM

rrCM NUMBER

001

6

EA75D..zR-53.300CS

1

LABEL DESCRIPTION

I

ilofPKGS/QlY/CARTON

A~T~~shlploaddresses-aeobelow ·
UNIT

WT

PRICE

CLEAN START THERMAL RIBBONS

6

QTY

TOTAL PRICE

QTY

SHIPPED

B/0

3.1600 ,J 6

18.96

3
Sub-total:

#Pkgs

1

18.98

Freight:

6.67

Total:

25.63

Wefght Tracking/PRO Number
3.0 1Z3S6E850346958817

REC'D JUNo 5 200g

If paid by 6/11/09 deduct $.19 and pay only 26.44
Standard terms are 1%10 Net30. ALL Invoices beyond terms wiD be upcharged 1·1/2% when paid
Pre-paid orders are charged a 3% surdlarge, minimum $3.00
...__ __

.........__ __
,___,

________________________________________________

....,

.....---------------------------

...._~

If you are Interested In receiving your Invoices vis emslf, please contact Lorio Snow at lsnow@dats-label.com.
Pli!A8e ll&l\IRN THIS PORI'IOHWITHI~VNEHT'

1I!AR HIIRil

'mAAIIER8

Please Include your companyname/account# & email address.

03-2264264
Please Remit To:
DATALABa
1000 SpruceSt
Terre Haute, IN 47807

OOCUSOURCE PRINT MGMT.
Invoice Date 06101/09
Invoice Number 0326558
Invoice Amount 25.63
If paid by 6111/09 deduct $.19 and pay only 25.44

DEFS0001060
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I

Hayden Beverage

Ri::twd RlGG.
144St:ammeme Ave
Bdse,ID 83705

-

PO Box t!i619

,e

---SHIPTO

-

MTEREDJli'IEI)-

~

=
TE
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PREPAID
S11PV1A

41:: -=---=-::s

VWm

WESTERN DATA LABEL
2248 STAGECOACH ROAD
S'fOCKTOtl. CA SRIS

4t-{

I

JNSIDEOSJY.Eft'l

I

SHIPwmt
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LWJ!CC

:ua

1BiL

TOTAl
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PURCHASE ORDER

PO Box 230759
2'.i.gard, OR 91281

SHIP TO
Hayden Beverage
Richard RiGG
1445 Commerce Ave
Boise, ID 83705

SOLD TO
Hayden Beverage
PO Box 15619
Boise, ID 83715·5619

QUANTITY

02·HB

(!".fb"v(l

ORDER TYPE

CUSTOMER SERVICE REP.

001290

COMMENTS Any questions, please call :

3.16

...

(208) 938-7870 and ask for

I

F.O.B

I

PLANT

i

INSIDE DEUVERY
SHIP WITH
UJM

TOTAL

EACH

18.96

i

18.98
TOTAl>
CUSTOMER P.O. NUMBER

SALES REPRESENTAnVE

RICHARD
~-

Jezmifar

!

I

Gf\1'\

cc

JAK

New

-~~

2EBRA COMPATIBLE

HOWTOSHIP
PREPAID
SHIP VIA
UPS Ground
UNIT COST

ZR-53-300CS THERMAl. TRANSFER RIBBON
THERMALRIB

VENDOB
WESTERN DATA LABEL
2248 STAGECOACH ROAD
STOCKTON, CA 95215

CUSTOMER NO

WDL

DESCRIPTION

6

DATE REQUIRED
II
QUOTE DATE

OUR ORDER NUMBER
02..CC0164-A
ORDER DATE
QUOTE NUMBER
0512812009
PREVIOUS JOB
VENDOR I

I

Please Mall Invoices To:
PO Box 230759
Tigard, OR 97281

~·

DEFS0001 062

STOCK FORM SALES ORDER

0~

FRElGKr

:ZR-5.3- 3oo

~/)~~-"'

I COST/M I

lOTALCOST

I SELL/M I

TOTALSB.L

~a?

11KI Po T1

3D-

001291

REPEAT DATE:
~ I

• REPEAT CHANGES;

~T -----~ ~ 1--------------------------~------------------~==~

REPEAT JOB 1:

.

FOFIM1002 REV. 2100

R FILE

DEFS0001063

~\lit. {t t-~-+

11om

~

~I

~

•

VENDOR

Abbott Label, Inc:

.\ \Jl.] s (o

CUSTOMER NO

02-HB

New

I

_,

....
....

:§
<

~a

§
~

...,

®.0
001292

,..;:::

]l
«f.;

~
N'P

~ u~

~REP~n

ROlL: y
SHEETED:

~
3.

""''

~RJZONTAL SPACING:
FOLOAT:

DIE CUT.·
•

SHIP VIA

SHIPWJTH
UNJTcosr

\

15.88

M

TOTAL

234.$0

by
, ...

~t;,~\ MJ (1..!>

SALES REPRESENI'ATWE

CC

,.,

UR.I

j

TOTAl>
234.90
·CUSTOMER P.O. NUMBER

/

RICHARD

1

L.
'"'"
TYPE:

I

MAKe 6 MODS.:

~~~==~~-------------T-----------------------MATERIALS
ADHESIVJ:S:

A

VERTICAI.SPACINB:

•

coMPOSrneN

v

CARRIER WIDTH:

,., ....cur,
UVII'

INKS
1. BlANK

LABELSACROSS:

PSIFED:

1

lo.J

.....

LABEL WIDlH: r'
TH: -

I ........ .._..

FANFOLCt

.

~1'1.
I

~

JAK

F.O.B

HOWTOSHIP

or .S61 Nr.'...

CUSTOM.ERSERVICE~.

ORDER TYPE

I

UPSGccund

"'-..

~1\.¥- ~..,'\l.\
"'
•

10865Sandsn Drive
Dallas. TX 75283

I

ABBOT

QUOTEOAlE

RANT
INSJDE DB.IVERY

~

mn:::~l.fi~L

16.000

Vl'r.OORCCI%l!.

p~~D

.

A"

QUANTITY

STYLE

i

.
' /-"

I.ABI:L SPECIFICATIONS

-.g

18559

PRSVlOUSJOB

\.

~

1W2Bf20D9

Boise ID S370S

PO Box 15619
Boise, 10 83715·5619

J

u

QUOTENUMBER

1445 Commen:e Ave

Hayden Beverage

2

DATEREQlMEO

OADERDATE

Hayden eeverage
SOlD TO

~

N
0
I
0

SHIPTO

Ri<:bard Rt66

m

-

OUROllDERNUMBER
m~~~

lbrud. em 91281

f&

PURCRASE ORDER

-~

-

P0Bwc230~

0 ..

<;.'~

, . . . o.. «»~o

, '

...
REVERSES·
•

2.
3.

SCREENS·
•

4.

nteRMAL TRANSFER
b.

.~10

r~f.:-
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2.

SOUDltNTCOI.OR;
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I
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I PUIIQIIIIII I
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•
1 BINDING
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I P40$ I NO.OFS&TSP!iR I WIW'NtCUm I ffl!AO 1 Ol'tttew II'IIIIJSI.EFTIPOI.Y\VIW' I
l'fiiT'mR
I D£GCI.1Allm
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OJA&feR
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I

C~TS ~my ~&ueetJou, ~e-

1DODWHITE LABB.$/ROLL

3"C"RE
8"0.0.

I

can: ~ 988-7870

NIT

1

REIUIH

IUid uk for .TeDD!Cu

Please Mall Invoices To:
PO Box 280759
Tigard. OR 97Z81

DEFS0001064

"co

'LO

-

INVOICE DA'TI!

INVOICE

INVDICI1NUMBER

oatW200B

~

0:

~

026094t

CUSTVMEB NUMBER

~
n.

;

c:usnJ!WIORDER NO.

02-HS

">(}i/6ti

mcttARD

ORDERED BY:

mTA!.:

C»Ptf

(J\

~

SHIPPED TO

SOLD TO

L 6r..,u~'

HqrJmJ Sttvertlge

..7f

PD~16811

B~

~

Jr

ID B371U9ftl

(')".Jtlro'-

vrv

A IWVc'CSCHAI!Gl'OFtf,IJ5 PmeroHDII'flf' PER ~IWJ.Ite'ADZifD10

OUR ORDER NO ( DATF! SHJPI'ED I

0Mni2C09

02-CC01S3

orr ORDSU:D I
1&.000

SHfPPED VlA
UPS<3r0uncl

:.::1 . 7
(

:?\

~
\

\

~CIIsney

SHELF LABEL
SHa.FI.ABEL

18,000

'R!RMS

SALESPERSON

DESCAIPJKJN

OrYSHIPPED

I

I

Net3a
UNJTPRICE I UNIT
22.50
I M

PlofiVCommfsslo Analyals
250.56

AMOUNT
3SIJ.CIO

l$,6,

88.48

I INetSaJe:

()

cP
\J\

(J\

~
¢

---1
~

~

·m

-~

.

~f!NJS)

~

FREiaHT
lnvo!cas nat psldwllft!n30 days ot lnvclce

SALES TAX

d!!te wiD l»cPiarged a aetv1ca chaJ's9
_ ot 1.5% permonltt
lJII.

RLECOPY r

TOTAL

I

'1

21.60

418.()8

Total Cost:

I IGP$:
ComnU8slcn:
lTotaJ tnv. GP%

I

uo.oo
250.511
10!'.4ol
SB.lS
30.40

0
0
0
(/)

lli0

001293

0

....

'

.....

Packing List
'

Shipped From

Description

Item

Date

5/27/2009

62552

HAYDEN BEVERAGE
1445 COMMERCE AVENUE
ATTN:RICHARD RIGG
BOISE, ID 83705

Ship Date

Shipped By

Sales Order N..•

Ship To

DocuSource, Inc.
PO Box 230759
Tigard, OR 97281..0759

A092152

Date

2X6-1
PN: SHELF LABEL
1,000/ROLL

£/2.

S"r-2 9'~9_

OrdQty/m

Ship Via

ShpdQty/m

FWO

#Boxes

15

Total Inner Boxes._ __
Outer Boxes~

DEFS0001 066

001294

. ..

•Q•

Abbott Label, Inc.

Invoice

P.O. Box 551627
Dallas, TX 75355~1627
(469) 330·01 00 Phone
(469) 330..0210 Fax
Bill To

Date

lnvotce t1

6/2912009

62652.

Ship To

DocuSource, Inc.

HAYDEN BEVERAGE

PO Box 230769

1446 COMMERCE AVENUE

Tigard, OR 97281..0769

P.O. No.

Terms

Due Data

Ship Data

Ship VIa

FWO

02..CC016M

Net20

611812009

5129/2009

FedEXGmd

A092162

Item

A092162

ATTN:RICHARD RIGG
BOISE .10 83705

Description

ShpdQtyhn

16

2X6·1
PN: SHELF LABEL

~

1,000/ROLL
Freight

Freight -Tracking trs

3515&74606465n,
361567460646584,
361667460646591,
351567460646607

I

. {ft.;\) J \. t-t

Costlm

15.66

OrdQty/m

15

30.40

Amount

260.66
30.40

o4 lU~i

.

I Total

$280.96

"An add/tlona/3% will he added to aU credit card payments. (J'Jsa, MoslerCard, Discover)"

DEFS0001067

001295

PURCHASE ORDER

} J3h .. 0)10

OUR ORDER NUMBER

02-CC0163-A

PO Box 230759

SHIP TO

Tigard, OR 97281

ORDER DATE
05f2612009
PREVIOUS JOB

Hayden Beverage
Richard RtGG
1445 Commerce Ave
Boise, ID 83705

SOLD TO
Hayden Beverage
PO Box 15619
Boise, 10 83715·5619

QUANTITY

VEN_O_OR
Abbott Label, Inc
10865 Sanden Drive
Dallas, TX 75283

Vl!NDOR COOE

ABBOT
HOWTOSHIP
PREPAID
SHIP VIA
UPS Ground
UNrrCOST

DESCRIPTION
SHB.FLABEL
SHELRABEL

15,000

QUOTE NUMBER
18559

I.
I

DATE REQUIRED
II
QUOTE DATE

F.O.B
PLANT
INSIDE OEUVERV
SHIP WITH

UJM

TOTAL

M

16.66

I

234.90
I

I

I
I

CUSTOMER NO

ORDER TYPE

New

02·HB

LABEL SPECIFICATIONS
LABEL WIDTH: 2"

STYLE

LABS.. DEPTH: e•

FANFOLD:

1.

CARRIER WIDTH:

4.

VERTICAL SPACING:

REVERSES:

~ORIZONTAL SPACING:
FOLD AT:

SCREENS:

PENFEO:

cc

SOUD TINT COLOR:

RICHARD

PRINTER INFORMATION

· INKS

LABELS ACROSS:

SHEETED:

DIE CUT:

I

234.90
TOTAL>
CUSTOMER P.O. NUMBER

SALES REPRESENTATIVE

JAK

2.
3.

LABS.. REPEAT:

ROLL: y

BUTTCUT:

CUSTOMER SERVICE REP.

BLANK

TYPE:
MAKE & MODEL:

I

MATERIALS

ADHESIVES:

1. THERMAL TRANSFER

2.

1. PERMANENT

Pl'tt~

2.

3.

I

4.
_I

I CRC I NEG SUPPUED I MOOEM ART I SEr SCREENS MAKE/IDJ.
ART I NEGS I CRO I DI!STROYOLO I
I REOUIFIEO I CARSON DUMMY SAMPI.ES I IMPRINT
COMPOSmON
ReTURN
I
I
I
'PROOFS'
J I
I
I
I
STARTING NIJMSI:A
OUIHTI1Y PER CARTON
COLOR
I MOO I NO. OF POSmONS
ARABIC
GUAR. _I usr I MICA l srAnc
CONSEC. I OiliER
PRESS . I cou..
NUMBERING
I
I
I
l
I
POSITION
NO. OF HOI.£5
DIAMETER
GWElEFT
I
GWERIGHT I CR!MPRIGHT I CRIMPlEFT I OlliERS I
I
NUMBEROFPI.VS I
I CENTER TO CENTER
FASTENING
I
I
I
I
I PUNCHING I
I
I
BOOKS
BURSTER
DECOLLATOR
PRINTER
I PADS I NO. OF SETS PER I WRAPAROUND I TRIAD I OPEN END I PARTS lEFT POLY WRAP I
I
BINDING
I
I
I
_ f_____ I
I
I _
I
I~
L
COMMENTS Any questlou, please caU : (208) 938-7870
aud ask for Jenolfer
Please MaD Invoices To:
PI.ANr

.

001296

1000 WHITE LABELSIROLL

s•eoRE
s• o..o.

I

----

i

I

I
I

-

PO Box 230759
Tigard, OR 97281

DEFS0001068

690 ~ OOOS:J30

.

SALES ORDER

001297

.

~T~~-----------1

-------------------------ACCOUNTING/CUSTOMER FILE

__BBOTT LABEL, INC.
Wednesday, May 20, 2009
KDP-R

Custom Price Quotation
Customer Name: Docusource Print Management

Quote Number:

CustomerContact: Craig Chaney

Abbott Label CSR: Krista! Potts

, , ~"J>~s. .{· :·~~'--- . "
qX:) /i~ t v· /

Customer Phone: 208-938-7870
Customer Fax:
208-938-3782
Email Address:

18559

-r.n·
.wt" ~t
l ' tv~
b•

--~~~,,~t-_-. ----------------------

;

'. .a J.S ...-,

Size (W XL-# ACJ:oss): 2.000 X 6.000
Material:
Print colors:
Finishing:

THERMAL TRANSFER, PERMANENT 1
0
Rolls

Labels per roll:
Core Inside Diameter:

1,000
3.000

Folds Length:

0.000

Labels per Pack:

0

Labels per Case:

4,000

·,

.-···
Repeat:
Gap Across:
Carrier Width:
Gap Down (Around):

6.125
0.125
2.1250
0.125

Horizontal Perforation at:
Vertical Perforation at:

Approximate Lead Time: Production Ume 9 to 12 workdays unless otherwise noted. -See exceptions below
Quantity
15,000
25,000
50,000
0
0
0

'

Price Per M
J
9/A
$15.66 .:J~.
$11.76
('1. ~J!..,
$9.44
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

Extended Price
$235.04
$294.21
$472.05
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

First Order Charges*
Base Charges: 0.00
Art Charges:
0.00
Rush Charges: 0.00
order Charges are a one-time expense
unless otherwise noted
~First

Quote Notes:

Notes:
*Freight Is FOB manufacturing plant. Quantity shipped can vary +/-10% (+/-20% on special order materials).
*Price Is good for 30 days. However, we reserve the right to Increase our quoted price any time to reflect raw material
price increases.
•we do not warrant or guarantee product for an application unless we have suffiCient application specifications.
*Please send artwork on disk - preferred Is Adobe: CS3. Also Illustrator, In Design, Photoshop, Freehand, and
Pagemaker (Quark usually does not work). *Convert all fonts to paths*. Please also provide hard copy..
•creating and/or re-creating artwork will be charged to you at $75.00/hour with a ~ hour minimum charge. This must be
completed for all "camera ready art" and negatives.
•An addiUonal 3% Is added to all credit card purchases (Visa, MasterCarq & discover).
-special materials, numbering, large production runs and special tooling may require longer lead times.
Abbott Label, Inc (www.abbottlabel.com)
Dallas* 10865 Sanden Dr.* Dallas, Texas 75283 *PH: 469·330-0100 * FX: 469-330.0210 * TF: 866-228-0100
LA* 14430 Best Ave.* Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670 " PH: 562·802-0600 * FX: 562-802..0603 * tf: S&S-468-4661
::·.·;.·.·" .c:.,

Performance

Urgency

Responsiveness

Results

t(,l)l'

DEFS0001070
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fi!J[I1© 17~wr

s·an Diego, CA 92 J54
FAX (619)449-8549

2321 Siempra Viva Ct. Suite I 0 I

(619)449-4457

(800)227-8108 (InCA)

(800)556-2600

QUOTATION

May_20, 2009
DOCUSOURCE PRINT MANAGEMENT
6100W.STATEST,# 110
BOISE ID 83703
We are pleased to submil the following estimate.

Estimate
E'stin\ate Date:

Part/Fonn Number:

Repeat Job #:
Estimated By:

48878

5/20/2009

NEW
SANDY

2 X6
THERMAL TRANSFER PERMANENT ADHESIVE

Material Speclflcatlom
Finished Product:

2" X 6" BLANK LABEL
TIIERMAL TRANSFER PERMANENT ADHESIVE
2.125" CARRIER ONE ACROSS
3" CORE 100/ROLL (8" OD)
NEW
NO PERf
Label Size Specifications:

Size Across:
Space Across:

2.000
0.125

Size Around:
Space Around:

6.000
0.125

Estimate Totals:

15,000

25,000

so,ooo

Prlee/M:

15.70

13.01

10.94

Price:

235.50

325.25

547.00

Quantity:

Quotations are based on the accuracy of the specifications provided. KLC can requotc a job at the time of
submission ifspecifications or other input materials do not conform to the information on which the original
quotation was based.

Thms:

-

.

-Shipments are subject to quantity increase or decrease of 10%.
· - This quotation remains firm for 30 days.
- F.O.B. San Diego. CA.
-Current Prod. Schedule: 1 Working Days.
Please call if you have any questions or need to make c:hanges.

DEFS0001071
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Craig Chaney
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Craig Chaney [cralg.chaney@docu-source.com]
Thursday, May 21, 2009 11:06 AM
·

'Richard Rlgg'
thermal label quote

Hi Richard,
Here are the details for the selflabeling application:
Direct thennallabel2" wide x 6" deep, 3" core, 8" OD, blank. Direct thennal has a I year shelf life and is
darkened by sunlight and fluorescent light.
·
__ __:

15,000 labels $ 25.50110
25,
abels $ 19.50/1000

____________

Thennal transfer label, same size as above. Unlimited shelf life and ribbon required to print. Image is more
durable and cleaner(sharper clear image) than direct thennal printing method.
15,000 labels $ 22.50/1000
25,000 labels $ 17.00/1000
2" ribbons x 985 feet in length (prints 1970 labels)
6 per order $ 5.00 each
Freight to be added for all items.
Craig Chaney
Office 208.938.7870
Fax 208.938.3782
Cell208.585.7685
craig.chaney@docu-source.com
Docusoure Print Management
6100 W. State St. Ste. 110, Boise ID 83703

1

DEFS0001072
001300

NEW CUSTOMER INFORMATION NEEDED

>1-=~~e4-~&~th!.!::.'e!A-=-=1i~t:________

CompanyName:._ _I-/A'--1-..!-LL.

Bill to Address: _ _.L,.p_..::::O:.__~.::::..=;O)C~..!....;./Sl:=:. . .!. ;~/9: . . :. . _ _ _ _ _ _ __

t.D

/JOI.Sc

Primary Ship To Location: _

~7/S--5~/9

___:_/...L..'f......::l/_'S"_~C=o_'l"''};__m_~__;__/}.....;._ifl'_ __
8o1.S6'
/D 83/D~

Any Additional Ship to Locations or Cost C e n t e r s ? - - - - - - - - (Will Set up as needed)
Phone:

AlP Contact

Tenns:

Fax: ---l(;~uf):...._..;.,_,;,3~_~_¥h_9_1(_

{cJ o!) 21/J- i(IPOP
f<.1~

RJGG

1\[BF 3o

WebecCustom.er?_ _ _
t.f_l>____

DSICSR:

Special Commission rates Used?
Freight to be Charged, Marked up?

NO

-.1

~er of Credit Needed?

@!v

DEFS0001073
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nBBOTT LABEL, INC .

..

~·

Wednesday, May 20, 2009
KDP-N

Custom Price Quotation
CUstomer Name: Docusource Print Management

Quote Number:

CustomerContact: Cralg Chaney

Abbott Label CSR: Krlstal PoUs

18552

Customer Phone: 208-938-7870
Customer Fax:
208-936-3762

/fib'-""(.

\JI!UcJ

Email Address:
Size (W X L- #Across): 2.000 X 6.000
Material:
Print colors:

UNCOATED DIRECT THERM, PERM. 2
0

Finishing:

Rolls

Labels per roll:
Core Inside Diameter:

1,000
3.000

Folds Length:

0.000

Labels per Pack:

0

Labels per Case:

4,000

Repeat:

6.125
0.125

Gap Across:
Carrier Width:
Gap Down (Around):

2.1250
0.125

Horizontal Perforation at:
Vertical Perforation at

Approximate Lead Time: Production time 9 to 12 workdays unless otherwise noted.- See exceptions below

Quantity

Price Per M S(,lf Extended Price

15,000
25,000
50,000
0
0
0

$17.53
$13.46
$11.04
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

J:i:JI"

$262.95
{t;,SPf,. $337.08
$552.31
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

First Order Charges*
Base Charges: 0.00
ArtCharges:
0.00
Rush Charges: 0.00

*First Order Charges are a one-time expense
unless otherwise noted

Quote Notes:

Notes:
*Fr~lght Is FOB manufacturing plant Quantity shipped can vary. +/-1 0% (+/-20% on special order materials).
*Price is good for 30 days. However, we reserve the right to Increase our quoted price any time to reflect raw material
price increases.
.
*We do not warrant or guarantee product for an application unless we have sufficient application specifications.
*Please send artwork on disk- preferred Is Adobe: CS3. Also Illustrator, In Design, Photoshop, Freehand, and
Pagemaker (Quark usually does not work). •convert all fonts to paths*. Please also provide hard copy.
*Creating and/or re-creating artwork will be charged to you at $75.00/houi' with a % hour minimum charge. This must be
completed for all "camera ready art'' and negatives.
*An addltlonal3% Is added to all credit card purchases (Visa, MasterCard & discover).
*"Special materials, numbering, large production runs and special tooling may require longer lead times.

Abbott Label, Inc (www.abbottlabel.com)
Dallas* 10865 Sanden Dr.* Dallas, Texas 75283 *PH: 469-330-0100 • FX: 469-330-0210 • TF: 866-228-0100
LA* 14430 Best Ave.* Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670 * PH: 562-802.0600 * FX: 562-802-0603 * TF: 866-468-4661
:..

~. ~

...

~:·:·

Performance

Urgency

Responsiveness

Results

KIM'

DEFS0001074
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KIERAN
LABEL
CORP.

•

2321 Siempra VIva Ct. Suite I 0 I
San Diego, CA 921 54
(619)449-4457 (800)556-2600 (800)227-8108 On CA) FAX (619)449-8549

QUOTATION
May20,2009
DOCUSOURCE PRINT MANAGEMENT
6100 W. STATE ST, # 110
BOISE ID 83703
We are pleased to Submit the following estimate.
48879
Estimate
5/20/2009
Estinlate Date:
2X6'
Part/Fonn Number:

Repeat Job ##:
Estimated By:

NEW
SANDY

DIRECfTHERMAL PERMANENT ADHESIVE

Material Specification:
Finished Product:

2" X 6" BLANK LABEL
DJRECfTHERMAL PERMANENT ADHESIVE
2.125" CARRIER ONE ACROSS
3" CORE 100/ROLL (8" OD)
NEW
NO PERF

label Size Specifications:
Size Across:
Space Across:

2.000
0.125

Size Around:
Space Around:

6.000
0.125

Estlm~te Totals:

Quantity:

15,000

lS,OOD

50,000

Prlce/M:

17.67

14.89

12.72

Price:

265.05

372.25

636.00

Quotations are based on the accuracy of the specifications provided. KLC can requote a job at the time of
submission ifspecifications or other input materials do not confonn to the information on which the criginal
quotation was based.
Terms:

- Shipments are subject to quantity increase or decrease of I0%.
- This quotation remains finn for 30 days.
- F.O.B. San Diego, CA.
-Current Prod. Schedule: 7 Working Days.
Please call if you have any questions or need to make changes.

DEFS0001075
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SI~~ jW(uans )I ofadt&u.ttwJI

"
~

2401 Co..yur Street
Fort Scon, KS. 66701
Phone: 800-821-4021 X4102
Fax: 877·612.0148

...
HU

, Ks Labels

,

:;, Product:

Custom Roll

Ref.#

0

305-20.2284
Am.r:
2894
Dlat: DOCUSOURCE
Quoit:

Sltlol:

I

0..111:

Altemale:
Con~:

CRAIG CHANEY

7
Working Days

Ship Date:

6100 W STATE ST STE 110

01100/UD

Prev.Jolr.

CllyiStabtl 21p:

ID

BOISE

83703

Phone: (208) 938-7870

Fax: 208-8311-3782

1

II Wide:
Label Carrier Slle

PapgrSiza:
Label Sin:
Over AIIIIID:
Applied To:

u
J

1:
:J
)

I)

J

.)

)

2 1/8
0
2

6 1/8
0
6

X
X
X

0

Resots:
Perf@:

0

Winding Direction:

Horiz.·NO PERFS

0

Horiz.·DIE CUT AND STRIPPED

0

$0.00
.QlL

NatPrlcell!' Ill

1)

15000

$20.80

2)

25000
50000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

$17.75
$15.97
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

4)

5)
6)
7)

8)

9)
10)

0

0

samples:

l

3)

Color:

NO Missing:
I#N/A

0

I

0

StorTemp.:

0

Numbering:

0

Fold/Shoat:

AIIPllad Temp.:

Barcode/

Additional
Perfs:
Face/Back
Slits:

FOB: Fort Scott, KS. 66701

Printer Spec.'s:

0

X

Please Advise

Emall: cralg.chanoY@docu-sourco.com
Cllatomer:
Form Nama: 2 XII DlRECTll!ERMAJ. PERMANENT lABELS

PWS ONETIME CHARGE:

...

NIA

ISHIPVJA:

Est.Shpg&
Hdl
n nacost

fm1.l!

Descrlp!lgn
DlfiECTlHERMAL IHI174ARA

1)

0

2)

0

0

3)

0

4)
Qly/Wrap:

0
8

Outsld• Dla.:

Core Size;

3

Qly/Aoll:

1000

Frohtls net Included In prlce/M

$o.oo

Artwork :Artwork may be sent via e-rnell to labe_lscemp@
wardkraft.Com. Pleaae Include naUva fllas,llnks and fonts.

I

lnlc Colors:(faca) NO

e.o.o.. " •

m~~~~.•-------------------lnk Colors:(back}

, ..Minlmym Ool!aram03!nt per LQTfor NARROW WEB Is $100,00 ...
Toll! Number oflnki:L---"--.....11
.... A TRIAL RUN IS REQUIRED ON ANY ORDER $10000.00 & OVER.
PRICE IS PERM INDIVIDUAL LABELS. BASED ON RUNNING DIRECT THERMAL PERMANENT LABELSTOCK, DIE CUT TO 2 X 6 ON A 2•1/8 X 6118 CARRIER, NO PAINTING, NO PERFS, tODD LABaS (8" OD) ON A 3"10 CORE.
Commonta·

MarketlnaJPromotlonal Into:
$$$Intimidated by the LARGE dcllar ordel'll? Don't bel WardiKrllft Ia hera for yeul Wllh competlllva pricing and our Form & Label experts, we
will help you land those orders! CeD us at 800-821-4021 x 4102 wllh largo opportunhlasand aea what we can do for you! $$$
.... A
miAL RUN IS REQUIRED ON ANY ORDER $10000.00 & OVER....Minimum DoUar amount per LOT fer NARROW WEB II $100.00 ...

2 days and subJect to ctadlt approval before they will be scheduled.
Review our Slandard Terms B!ld Conditions for tho purchase and sale cl geode and smvlces at wym,W!!!rlkmh,gom/!enm,htm.
We appreciate this opportunity to quote ·lei us know what It takes for us to earn your order.
By requesting quetes and/or doing business with Ward/Kraft, Inc., you ate ccnsentlng to receive any and all elecllllnlc communlcallons from
Ward/Kraft, Inc., In reference to their producls and aesvlces.

DEFS0001076
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PRICES QUOTED ARE
WHOLESALE • PLEASE
ADD YOUR MARKU~-

ATTENTION:
CRAIG

STICKERMAN, INC.
19309 West Valley Hwy
SteR108

QUOTE#: 34496
DATE: 05/1912009
QUOTED BY: EMY

Kent WA 98032
800·242-7202
800..825-5770
emaD art to stlckerman@stlckerman.com
Label For: INDOOR

SHIPPING INFO: GROUND
"ORDER TYPE: Type
TERMS: NET 30

AppUedTo:

DOCUSOURCE PRINT MANAGEMENT
6100 WSTATE ST

BOISE
208-938·7870

ID1016K

0

Test all materials/adhesives prior to live use for proJect success.
Quote Is valid for 30 days. Regular ground frelghl· FREE. (One Location)
Other quoted shlpp!ng cosls are estimates. Your cost may differ based on welglll and
~lng mode.~~ ~heats excluded. $3.00 ~!~9 ~ee applies~ ~R!sr (Invoice)

837~

ID

(ALWAYS TEST)
Applied By: Hand ~ Machine

208-938-3782

All mnterlals matched to coate:Lermancnt adhesive unless otherwise indicated.'
PMS guide except Smudgoproo
Normal adhesive anchor time Is 24 hours.

I

I

-------~(LABEL SIZE)-----------~~~?~£~--·.. -·---~~~~----BLANK
10 DIRECTntERMAL
Ole#
W-393M
RCR
Label Size
Count PerM
Plate Cylinder
Around

2 X6

613
49
1

Acros

Quantity 5
· W

. J . SHEETED-- .... .
~

• LAMINA!~. . .... _. 1... ~.!.~~E~ _.-.: ..

-··-- ·-:...----·--·-···-····- ............. .

TRIMMED LINEA TO 1/16" EACH SIDE ( ROLL WIDTH 2118")
3" CORES ARE STANDARD
8"MAXOO
UNWIND DIRECTION 13
NO PERFORATION QUOTED
• Min 500 p~r copy on Catalog C~bo_ Orde~, -~~c~~~ ~C~ -~-~~~.r Shea~ ~~~h ~ 1M. COPY.~":.'!~.~~-~~.!.~"!!.r~l.l_~-~n. ~.!l~.~me.

$26.39
$22.81
$18.76
$0.25
$3.00

15,000
25,000
50,000
100 SHORT ROLLS 500+
1 HANDLING CHARGE

$395.84

$570.18
$938.18
$25.00
$3.00

I
I
I
i

Black, Red, Rellex Blue, Green 354, Burgundy 202, Pantone Yellow, Orange 165, Process Blue, 469 Brown. Pantone Purple
NAA=Standard Inks fSB.OOJ; Red 185, Yelow-Gold 137, Med Blue 300, 011 Green 342, UGreen 368, Grey 430, Wann Red, Panton& VIole~ Ivory 9161, White
The following charges will be
PMS Color Match-.$25.00/each
Non-Standard Ink Charges ...$6.00/each
Bleeds..............$8.00feach
as BUssed 11s they pertain:
Screens.................$8.00/each Plate Chanses-............$8.00/each (minimum) Ink Changes..- ..$8.00/each

10 standard Inks;

• Catalog llema wllh standard catalog materials aro exact qty, up to 25,000. Over 25,000 quanlldllllor cuslom quotaa are +/·10% over-run/Undet-11111.

UProorra re.qulred O! requeato~. ~-~ e~ di_Y.! !~.~"!~o~~ ~!!!~.!~~~~~~~-~n ~-~~~~-~!~~· -:'.~~~-~~~!!!~!.~.~!..~~.:-- .
Unwind Direction: 11 3
UABII.ITY: customers assume tolalllabmty ror
~on~.toftto PI
"'ell
he wind ........,
aervlc:Miproduc:ts manuracturad to apeclllcatfons
ease •• Cllle I un
"""""on
numbar on your Purchase Order or Order Form

ll.lliW.I.i!lll

~
SIDE
OUT

1111 ?-!!l
::J

Jl

Hyou do not designate an unwind dlrecVon,
we wiD use lhe compan"'a dlscrDtlon
1

v

• 3" diameter cores era standard.
• Rolls of 1,000 era standard.

~6/J)
SIDE
::
IN

3/ft 4ffl

6[!)tot 7/fj a!f!j

&Ubmitled to printing rnanufae!Urer end v.iU derand,
hold harmless. and fndemnll'y manufscturar liom
dalms or copyright, pa!Bnt, and lnklllSCIUBI rlghta
fnlrlngamant, Liability for any mistake on a label
order lalmllad lo the cost of the labels.
• Pe111111nent adhesive does notmeen tamperproof.
lnquln! lftamperproofls required.
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Zebra Zip. Ship Media
Tabletop Printers
Z-Perform 10000

s·1o a·oo

Z-Perform 20000
3"10

a· oo

'!>'711 4(F

,.qc,

sJJ@ /9.z4t~

For lnfonnatlon on your prilter medkl :;peclllcstlons, please rolorto ~ 6.
Stock· shlf'$ within one business day, Made to order· 5hlf'$Withln 6 business dsys.
Pdces etrscUve January !I' 2009 ·All prices subject to chaii{Jfl wlhout nolfce.

Need a custom &olutlon? CaU fora quote today: +1 866 230 9496
Zebra Technologies 333 CorporateWooda Parkway

Vernon Hilla, IL6DDB1

PageS
www.zebra.com

Pari ##13746L
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Zebra Zip Ship Media
Genuine Zebra Supplies make a superior Impression. Our media Is specially engineered to optimize the performance of Zebra
printers, which means less wear and tear on your prlntheads and reduced cost of maintenance. No single label or tag Is right for
every application. Whether you need labels for chemical drums or circuit boards, Uckets for a shuttle bus, or labels that withstand
chemlcals and solvents, zebra has the right media solution.

•

Zebra's Zip Ship atocldng program Includes popular sizes of the most frequently ordered media for Zebra thermal printers. This price
list offers media for Zebra tabletop, desktop and mobile printers. Our policy Is to ship "stock• product Zip Ship orders within the next
working business day. Producls that are Usted "MTO" are made-to-order and wlll be ready to ship within four working business days.
Zebra also has hundreds of other media solutions to meet your unique appllcaUons.
There Is a minimum Invoice amount of $60 per shipment destination (waived for Sample Program orders). Products purchased In less lhan
fUD Inner carton quantiUes are subject to a $75 broken carton charge, per destination. The chart below highllghts materials that are avaDable
In Zebra's Zip Ship program. For price quotations on custom sizes, materials or preprlntlng, please contact your Zebra Supplies Speclalisl
ProductOescriptions
Z..Select 4000T
A thennal transfer, bright white, coated, ultra-smooth, paper label with a permanent aCI}'IIc adhesive. Offers excellent adhesion

on corrugated packaging. SpeclaUy coated for use with compatible Zebra Ribbons for superior durability and Image quaDty.
Recommended for a wide variety of applications, such as shipping, receiving, and work-In-process labels.
Z.Select 4000T All-Temp
A thennal transfer, bright white, coated, ultra-smooth, paper label with an aJI.temp permanent ac:ryDc adhesive that allows label
to be applied to surfaces as cold as -200 F. Offers excellent adhesion on corrugated packaging. SpeclaUy coated for use with
compatible Zebra Ribbons for superior durability and Image qualiJy. Recommended for a wide variety of appllcallons, such as
shipping, receiving, and work-In-process labels.
Z..Select 40000
A direct thennal, bright white, coated paper label for printing high-contrast. black, visible light Images In cold temperature
applications. It has a special acJYI!o-based cold temperature adhesive thal survives at tamperatures as low as -65° F and applied
at temperatures as low as -200 F. Ideal for use with freezer-grade matarlals. Not recommended for appficaUons Involving
exposure to sunlight or extreme heaL
Z.Select4000T Removable
A bright white, thermal transfer paper label with a removable acrylic adhesive. Suggested applications include:
general purpose product, bin, shelving, and food labeling: applications requiring clean removabltity of label, and labeling of corrugate, matal and glass.
Z.Select40000 Removable
A bright whita, direct thermal paper label wHh a removable acrylic adhesive. Sliggested applications Include;
general purpose product, b&l, shelving, and food labeUng; applications requiring clean removability of label, and labeling of corrugate, metal and glass.
Z.Select 4000T 7.0 mil Tag
A thermal transfer, white, coated, 7.0 mil, white thermal transfer paper tag stock. SpeclaUy designed for use wilh compatible Zebra
Ribbons to produce outstanding print quality. Recommended for use In retaU and Industrial applications, Including price Jags,
shop floor tracking tags, and lnventoJY control.
Z..Selact 40000 7.5 mil Tag
A direct thermal, white, coated, 7.6 mi~ paper tag stock that produces high-quality black bar codas and human readable fonts.
Suggested applications Include: general purpose ticketing, shop floor tracking tickets, and retail hang tags,
Z.Selact 40000 3.2 mil Receipt
A direct thermal, white, coated, 3.2 mil receipt paper that provides an Ideal solution for direct thermal paper appUcatlons
requiring limited durability. Not recommended for applications Involving exposure to sunlight or extreme heaL
Z·Perform 2000T
A white, coated paper label offering excellent print quality for theiTilal transfer printing up to 8 Inches per second.

Permanent acJYJ!c adhesive offers high Initial tack and adhesion to corrugated surface a. Recommended for a wide variety of
appUcaUons, sUch as box, compUanca, work-In-process and Indirect food labeling,
Z-Perfonn 20000
A white, coated direct thermal paper label Ideal for printing appHcaUons up to 81nches per second, An alf..temp
permanent BCIYiio adhesive lhat offe~ adhesion In a wide temperature range. Ideal for use In a variety of Industrial appllcaUona.
Not recommended for appllcaUona Involving exposure to sunlight or extreme heat.

Forlnformafion on your printer meda spedlcatlons. pleats relerw page 6.
stock -sfips within one business day, MtKla to order- ships within 4 bUsness days.
Prices effectJt.e July 14, 2D08 ·All pdces SJbject to change without notice.
Need a custom solution? Call for a c;uota today: +1 866 230 9495
Zebra Teclmologfes

333 Capomte Woods Parkway

Vemon Hllls,IL60DB1

Page 3
www.zebra.com

Part#13746L
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Zebra Zip Ship Media
Z·Perfonn 10000
An uncoated, direct thermal, paper facestock with a permanent acrylic adhesive. Ideal for direct thermal paper appRcallons
that require llmlted dumbllity. Suitable for use In a wide variety or lnclustrtal appllcaUons, especially shlpping/malllng labels.

•

Z·Perfonn 100DT 7.5 mil Tag

A thermal transfer, whne, uncoated, 7.5 mR, white paper tag stock for printing on Zebm desktop printers. Provides excellent Ink receptivity. Specially
designed for use with compallble Zebra Ribbons to produce outstanding print quality. Ideal for geneml purpose tlckellng, shop floor tmcklng tickets,
retail hang lags, and inventory control tags.
·
Z·Perfonn 10000 2.4 mil Receipt

A direct therma~ while, uncoated, 2.4 mil paper receipt that provides an Ideal soluUon for direct thermal paper applications requiring Bmited durability.

Not recommended for applications lnvoMng exposure to sunlight or extreme heat

80000 Kiosk 3A mil Receipt
A direct !henna~ white, uncoated, 3.4 mil paper receipt that provides excellent print quality for kiosk applications. Not recommended for appHcations
Involving exposure to sunlight or extreme heat
80000 Unerless
A 3 mD white direct thermal Dnerless label stock that produces high-quality black bar codes and human readable fonts. Features a permanent acrylic
adhesive. Designed for llnerfess printer appDcatlons (more labels per roD
lind lower shipping costs), with specially fonnulated sHicone coating for easy release.
80000 Near IR
A coated, white, direct thermal, paper label stock that produces high-contrast black Images with Zebra thermal printers. Images are scannable In both
the visible and near-Infrared ranges. Its permanent acrylc adhesive Is excellent for adhering to a wide variety of surfaces. Not recommended for
applications Involving exposure to sunlight or extreme heat.
Z.Supreme 4000T
A white gloss, polyrnlde label with a high-temp permanent acrylic adhesive that provides resistance to harsh environments up to 500"F. Recommended
for pmted circuit board (PCB) labeling.
Z..UIUmate 40DOT High-Tack
A pearl white, gloss polyester thermal transfer label with a h!gh-tack permanent acrylic adhesive.ldeal for appllcaUons that require outstanding print
quanty and unparaUeled smear and scratch resistance. Top coaling Is suitable for fanfoldlng appUcallons. UL recognlzad for Indoor and outdoor use
. when used with compallble Ze~ra Resin Ribbons. Recommended for use In a wide variety of appUcallons, Including shelf or. scan-pallet labels, water·
immersed labels, or labels in contact with moving parts. Offers high resistance to chemicals and W exposure.
Z·UIUmate 4000T
A pearl white, gloss polyester thermal transfer label with a high performance permanent acrylic adhesive. Ideal for applcallons that require OUistandlng
print quality and unparaReled smear and scratch resistance. Top coating Is sullable for fan folding applications. UL recognized for Indoor and outdoor
use when used with compatible Zebra Resin Ribbons. Recommended for use In a wide variety of applications, Including shelf or scan-pallet labels,
water-Immersed labels, or labels in contact wHh moving parts. Offers high resfstBI!ce to chemicals and UV exposure.
· Z-Uitlmate 30DOT
.
A pearl while. gloss polyester thermal transfer label with permanent acrylic adhesive. Ideal for appUcatlons that require outstanding print quality and
unparalleled smear and scratch resistance. UL recognized for Indoor and outdoor use when used with compatible Zebra Resin Ribbons.
Recommended for use In a wide variety of applfcaUons, Including shelf or scan-pallet labels, water-Immersed labels, or labels In contact with moving
parts. Offers high resistance to chemicals and UV exposure.
Z..UlUmate 20DOT .
A pearl while, gloss polyester thermal transfer label with a permanent acryUc adhesive. Ideal for applications that
.
require outstanding print quanty and unparaUeled smear and scratch resistance. UL recognized for Indoor and outdoor use when used with compatible
Zebra Resin Ribbons. Top coating Is suitable for fanfoldlng. Recommended for use In a wide variety of appftcallons. Offers some resistance to
chemicals and UV exposiUB.
PolyPro 4000T
A white, matte polypropylene thermal transfer label that prOduces high-quality black bar codes and human
readable fonts when used with compatible Zebra nbbons. Compallble with a wide range of surfaces and temperature ranges. Features a highperformance permanent acrylic adhesive. Offers superior performance and Is compatible with a wide variety of surfaces and temperature ranges.

Poly Pro 3000T
A white, matte polypropylene thermal tmnsfer label that produces high-quality black bar codes and human readable
fonts when used with compallble Zebra ribbons. Features a high-performance perma~nt acrylic adhesive. Suggested appllcalions Include: chemical
drum labeUng, product labeHng and retail applications.

For Informalon on your printer mecla spedlcatlons. {ieatS refer to pag116.
stock ·ships within one business day, Made to OITI&r· slips wltNn 4 business days.
Priess 8/feCtlve July 14. 2008 ·AD prices subject to chan1J8 wflhout notice.
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Zebra Technologies
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•

Zebra Zip Ship Media
Pol~ro 40000

.
.

A whlte, ma!le direct thennal polypropylene label that produces high-quality black bar codes and human readable bn!s
with Zallra printers. Features a hlgh-perfonnanoo acrylloadhesiVe.ldeallbrappllcaUonsthat require a durabte·morsture
reslstart label stock.
PolyPro400003.8ml Receipt

·

A direct thermal, white, melle powropylene 3.8 mD receipt. Provides exoeUent prfnt quaftty and good scratCh and smear
resistance.
8000T "J\IfJ Tag

A thennaltransfer, white, V-Max polyoleftn 7.5 mit tag that provides tear strengftl and outdoor use lJJ) to 1·2)'8ars. Offers
good durabmty and chemical resistance.
8000T Jewelry
A thermaltransrer, while, polypropylene, label v.llh a permanent aayllcadheslve. Offers excellent durability and chemical
resistance. SUggested apj:lk:allons InclUde; Jewelry tags and rtrv labels.

aoooralng

A thennal transfer, clng vinyl material. Offers excellent adheson to glass and plastics. SpaclaUy coated for use with
compatible Zebra Ribbons lbr e>«:ellent durabllty and Image quality. Recommended for a wide val1ety of appUcatlons,
such ea oH change and preventatlva maintenance. Available In white and dear.

80000 Jewelry
A white, polypropylene, direct thennallabel arock that prod.lces hlgfl.contra!f Images with Zebra thermal prirters.
Provides exceDant resistance to ultra violet light. Suggested applications Include; jeweiJY tags and lfrlllabels. .

80000 Hlgh-nm.> 3.21ril Receipt
A direct thermal, white, coated! 3.2 mfl receipt paper that prnvldes temperature resistance up to 194" F; offers superior
durability under Duorescent bu bsand par6al UVelq)Osure (through a window).
.

Next Generation Z-Band® Direct Wristbands
Direct thermal white polyproP'Jiene w-!slband with a permanent acrylic adhesive paperteb for mcurament. Featuresour
patent-pend!~ antimlaoblal coa1ing. wh!ch test results show effectively protects the wristband again!!
·
S. aureus, P. aeruglnosa, end E. Coli. Also teatures tamper-evident slifs. Available In t~everall~thsandwldths for
adults, children and lnitnls, as weD as colors.
z.aand QulckCDp TM Wristbands
A 6.0 ml~ while, coated, c:ired !henna~ polyPJ:Opylene tag stock. This material rs converted Into a direct thermal, bar code
Identification, clip Wristband. Clips are available In multiple colors. The Z-Band Qulc:kCRp Image Is resflitant to smear and
abrasion as weD as v.aler, akxlhol, mDd deaners, blood, etc.
z.aand® 4000 Kit
A high-performance polyesler, latex-free, thermaltransferWristband br printing quality text and barcodes. Prints !Jna9es
that resist smears and a basion as weH as water, alcohol, mild cleaneJS, and lllood. A Ume-tesled and proven perfonner
for patient ldenlilicatlon and patron management applications. A tamper-evident VOID verdon vdlh adhesive closu'e
avaDable for applcatlons kl which secWity Is a priority.

Infant Foam Wdstband
'A foam wriatband that Includes a "hook and loop• Velao closure for comfort. These toll wr!slbands have a blank penal
that allows you to attach our lnfari Foam Wristband Label (Z.Select 40000) for ldentlftoatlon ptUposes.

Z.SIIp
A cllrect thermal, coaled, ulti'!HIIIIooth paperand polypropylene comb!nallon labelwHh a pennanent BOJYIIo adhesive.
Offers exoollent adhesion to corrugated packaging. Recommended for a wide varlett of appHcallons, for example,
endoslng pad<lng sUps, Invoices, material safett data sheets, and certificates of conformance.
BOOOT Heat Seal Kit

Aglosst, white, thermoplastic label wilh e>eellent smearfscmtch resistance that can wthsland heat up b 290" F. This kit
comes With a specla lly matched resfn ribbon lhat wiN swvlve 50 lndustl1al bleach v.am cycres.
z-xtreme 6000T Kit
A thermaltransfer, coated label thalia combined wlth the high-durability Image Lockn.t resin rfbbon. Mida with a hlgh-

tackaCJYIIO adhesive that wDI stay put on ~rllcult-to..Jabel surfaces, making It the right dtolce brthe toughest and harshest
application&

Forlnforma5on on yourprlntermeda spadfcatlons. p/eBSB refer to page 6.
stock ·Slips witlin one business day, Made to orrler- shlpswlthln 4 busnBSS days.
Priess effective July 14, 2tXJ8 -All ptlcss subject to chaniJfl without notice.
Need a custom solution? Csll for a quote todaY, +1868 230 9496
Zebra Technologies 333 Cuporate Woods Parkway Vernon Hllls,IL 601161
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INVOICE'·

(f) Safeguard
Dy Ooc:uSou1:9 I Fonnlt

DocuSouree Print Management #233437
3437 Momentum Place
Chicago, IL 60689·5334
Phone: (503) 908-4046 Email: accountlng@docu•source.com

NUMBER

0506849

DATE

11/17/2014

CUSTOMER

02-BAIRD

P.O. fl

shauna

ORDERED BY shauna
SHIPPED TO

SOLD TO

SHAUNA PRATT

Baird Oil
21071ndustrlal
NAMPA,ID 83687

Baird 011
P0Box400
Nampa,ID 83653..()400

PLEAS I! PAY FROM TillS IHVOICE.Wil. 51H~ERELT APPRE~IATE YOUR BUSIHES S.

OUR ORO.# DATE SHIPPED

I

SHIPPED VIA

I

SALESPERSON

o2-B3534 1 1111112o14

1

BEST WAY

j

Brian Wiedenmann

I

1-"Q~TY-=-=O~R:::.D:=:ER~E:.:D:..r=QTY~S:::.:Hc.:.:IP:...:Pc..::E:=D+-:::.DE::;S::..;C:.:.R~IP:..:T:..:.IO:::.:Nc:..:...:lI:..:.TE::::Mc;:.,.::C..::O..::D.=E_

I

TERMS

I

!CATEGORY

J

Net30

UNIT PRICE
U/M
EXTENSION
__,.____ , .. ___, ·--.. --l-~:..:...:..===..-Jf-==--+===~-1

BUSINESS CARD·GENERIC FUEl, LOj/1,000
BUSCARD2S
'.
Freight

103.00
12.22

BOX

103.00

EACH

12.22

:6
,·. •.··

....i·····
··ri.

COMMENTS:
Invoices not paid within 30 days of Invoice
date will be charged a seiVice charge
of 1.5% per Month

_______ N~.~-~~~: _.... Sa~e~. ~~~~ ---~rel~t:t
115.22

6.18

.00

-·------·- ------------···- ----Customer Copy

_

Total:
121.40

------Page1 of 1
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INVOICE

@)Safeguard"
by Doc:uSot.l'l:e I

.

Fonn~

DocuSource Print Management #233437
3437 Momentum Place
Chicago, IL 60889·5334
Phone: (503) 906-4048 Email: accountlng@docu-eource.com

NUMBER

0507469

DATE

11/20/2014

CUSTOMER

Q2·BAIRD

P.O.#

SHAUNA

ORDERED BY SHAUNA
SHIPPED TO

SOLD TO

SHAUNA
Baird Oil
21 071ndustrlal
NAMPA,ID 83687

Baird Oil
POBox400
Nampa, ID 83653.0400

PI.EASE PAY FROM ntiS IHVDICE.WE SINCERELY APPRECIATE YOUR UUSIHE$5.

I

I

SHIPPED VIA

J

BEST WAY

OUR ORO.# DATE SHIPPED

1

02-83542

11120/2014

QTYORDERED QTYSHIPPED

I

I

SALESPERSON
Brfan WJedenmann

DESCRIPTION liTEM CODe

1

1

1

TERMS

l

I

-

UNIT PRICE

BUSINESS CARD·BOX/500 RAND HERRING
BUSINESSCD
Freight
1ST RUN W/0 CELL NUMBER
···•.'

...

!CATEGORY

Nel30

.

'\.

1

l

U/M

EXTENSION

50.00

BOX

50.00

12.44

EACH

12.44

·..

I

I

I

\

!

·•

!

.. .·

..
'
I

I

I
COMMENTS:
Invoices not paid within 30 days of Invoice
dale will be charged a service charge
of 1.5% per Monlh

Net Sale:

I

I
Total:

----------- ·- ------- ··--- ..._______
62.44
3.oo 1
.oo
65.44
........ __ __ --·- ...- ...... -·- ... - ___ ___ •-------· .........--·-----,

Customer Copy

Safes Tax:_j_

Freight:

,

Page 1 of1
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INVOICE

.@Safeguard"

-----·----------NU~BER
0508116
-----~

-DyPOcuSouco·t Fcrrtlll

DocuSourc;e. Prln(Manno\l.mont #233437
3437 Momen!um Place
Chlcngo, IL 60689-5334
Ptipri(i:."(S03).90El"4046' Email: aci:ountlng@docu-sotirco:com

QATE

~1/2~2014

CUST.OtilER

02~BAlf;lD

P. .0. #

"SHAUNA

1------r-----·--'-"------1
··-----+------~-----!

ORDERED·BY ·SHAUNA:

SHAUNA

Baird~ Oil

Ba!rd.OII

po rio~-li~.if

2·1 07 industrl"nl

Nampa,
a3ss3::04o6.
.
. to. ....
.

NAMPA, io ·s36a7

PLJl/156 !'AY FROM·Tifl81NVOIC6.WE SlllCERELY APPReCIATE YOUR DUSI!IeSS.

I

OUR ORD.:# D.ATE.SliiPPEb
02:835.67.

I

~1i20i2014·

I

Sl:IIPPJ;D V.IA __ _j______

I.

QTv·.oROEREP (riY sl-iiP.PED

-·------ -------·
1
t

·aESPii<~x-

!

SA~ESPERSPN

pescR.tPJtON .liTEM coo·e~

~-:...··--·----

.___1_ _____l~~---···---..I.~ATEGOR.Y_

Brian WiotiDf!mann

I

Ne!~30

r

.•

UNIT PRICE

-----· .. ··--- .... -·----···-·········---

BUSINESS.C.ARD·BOX/500 RAND HERRING

U/M

EXTENSION

---'-'--r-----

50.00

"BOX

50.00

12.44

"EACH

"12.44

BU§INEl)~.CD

Freight
2ND RUN WITH CELL NUMBER_.~ ~ ·

I

I!
I
I
i

COMMENTS:
Invoices not paid within 30 dt1ys of Invoice

date will be cMrged a service charge
of 1.5"/o per Month

II

I

Net Sale:!
. . . .. ..

. . .......

~~.44···

. .. ~

i

Customer Copy

Sales Tax:!

..

Freight: !

Total:

·. r·. .... ·-··. ·+· ·- . . . ···-3.00 .
.00 1
65.44
....J .... ........
·-'·-····· . ·····-·- ...... .
I

Page 1 of1
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• EXHIBIT 34
001314

· Search Resu·Jts ... Matching Customer's Phone # ():

Name:

1 B F SAFEGUARD

Addre.ss:

910W.AMITY
BOISE, 10 83705

City1 Statet Zip :
Phone:

(800 )388-3650

Fax:

(208)345--5740

Emai·l:

--------·-. -.--

....

04G3
~----------.

__________ _____

Name:
Address:

P.O. BOX 627

City, State 7 'Zip :

MERIDIAN, ID 83680

Phone:

(208)429-8282

Fax:

{208)429-.8354

Email:

04T5

....

,_

DAWN TEPLY

001315

Search Results - Matching Customer's Phone # ():
··-··------~-.

Name:

DAWN TEPLY

Address:
City, State, Zip :
Phone:

P.O. BOX627
MERIDIAN, ID 83680

Fax:·

{208)429-8354

Email:

04T5

{208)429-8282

___,.,..--..-,.., _ _ _ .._,_,.,., _ _ .,. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .. _ _ _,_,_ ... _ , _ _ _ ,,..., .... , '"'_..w ...

---z-,__

e-..... -

•' ___ ...,, -···--···· ,., ...,.

. ·: ..... =::~
·~

··,..

r. . ( -; .

i ..

... ·.....:...

.

.,. . _:,-.' . ·. ·. . . /~i··~

.. ··:.< ~~·::.../. .:~. ~ ...... ·..-

- - =·'· - ·.~ ·_·.·_- :,~ :.-~.f·i~: _~,0~ ·F;

.

..-.· . ._
.

Name:

I 8 F SAFEGUARD

Address:

910 W. AMITY

City, State, Zip:

BOISE, ID 83705

Phone:

(800)388-3650

Fax:

{208.)345-5740

Email:

04G3

. ....· .:. ~: ·.

:

001316

.....- .. _....,. ··--·--·---···,.·-----

Search Results- Matching Customer's Phone

Name :
.Address:

DAWN TEPLY
P.O. BOX 627

City, State, Zip : MERIDIAN, ID 83680
Phone :

(208)429 ..8282

Fax:

(.208)429-8354

E-mail :

04T5

Back

tact Center I C·orporate Info I D-evelopment I DT·G I Err
. Network :Expansion 1Phone Lists ·l Products l Releas
Training 1 Webmaster l LogOff I Feedback
\

~002

Safegu.ard Business Systems. All rights rese1
Page Last E·dited 1/16/2014 2:03:51 PM.
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Search Results - Matching Customer's Phone# (
--···-------

-----

Name:

I B F SAFEGUARD

Address:

910W. AMITY

City, Sta·te, Zip :
Pho·ne:

BOISE, ID 83705

Fax:
EmaH:

(208)345-5740

(800)388-3650
04G3

Bac~

ontact Center 1 Corporat·e Info 1 Development 1 D-TG 1 Em.ail
ts 1 Network Expansion 1 Phone Lists 1 Products 1 Releases
Training 1Web master 1 LogOff J Fe.edback
9~2002 Safegu~rd

Business Systems. All

~ights

reserve

Page Last Edited 1/16/2014 2:0-3·:51 PM
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· EXHIBIT 36
001319

From: J Sorrenti <j.sorrenti@gosafe
l.com>
Date: Friday,.May 15,2015 at 10:07
To: "gschob@gosafeguard.com" <gschob@gosafeguard.com>
Subject: Schob/COD Account Protection list May 2015
Greg,
Thanks for the conversation yesterday. I enjoy speaking with you, learning more insight from you, and how we can
continue to improve our business.
·
Attached is a listing in response to our discussion on account 'protection. To be clear, this information has been provided
to me upon request for a detailed list of all accounts contained in the databases of all Safeguard company owned
distributor businesses (COD) that have company names, phone numbers, mC!il to addresses and ship to addresses that
match those of any Schob accounts that would have commissions for the past 36 months. We were also sure to use your
distributor numbers you provided to us. In short, I believe this to be a comprehensive list of business that has occurred
within the accounts where you have recorded business in the past 36 months. Nothing has been "interpreted" or
removed.
I do want to highlight a few clarifications on the information here. You will see Blue highlighted customers where we
show multiple listings for you that show up multiple times in the COD database. We have only entered the COD
customer commission amounts once, to avoid duplicating the COD "commissions".
We have also included two customers in the "Advent'' section that are a property management company and a bank. As
you know, banks and property management companies may have more than one distributor assigned, so while we
included them here, they may not be considered overlap.
Also, in the MHC section, the Peace Health customer for you actually has a different suite number than MHC, but we
included it here regardless. For this customer, we do not have a telephone number in the MHC database. The same
thing occurs in the Docusource section, since they too have PeaceHealth in their customer listing.
As we discussed, our next steps will be to discuss these accounts and how we agree on proceeding with each one. We
can schedule some time to do that the week of May 261hm, but I also know how busy that last week of the month is for
you/your business. In the end, I would like to do this as soon as possible, so we can set a clear disposition for each
customer shown, and start whatever process we agree to.
Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions ..
Thank you,

J.J. Sorrenti

1

001320

Commlss!9-nt by Greg Schob

Commtssio_n bv Sofeat.~ord_COD

Accounllnformaflon
SG COD local!on

SGCOD CU>Iomer Nome

SChob
Schob
Distributor Customer
Number Number

Advent Prlnt Resources

Amerlcon Property Management

4P4

QY6KHC

10,685.72

13,656.79

Advent Prlnt Resources
Advent Print Resources
AdveniPrlntResources

HomeSireet Sank
Kenworth Northwest. Inc
MolorTruclcs.lnc.

4P4
4P4
4P4

PJ1B64
QY60MO
QY6KSl

20.356.96

72.123.44

5.555.63
1,537.77

2.466.37

Adven1Prln1Resourc:es
Advent Prlnt Reoources

8olheDMunk:lpoiCourl
Hlghltne Publk: Schools

4P9
4P3

SONIOS
QY 6912

Docusource
Docusourco
Docusourco

SPOKANE COUNTY JAIL
LEWIS COUNTY SHER!FPS OFFICE
Teton Trees

4P9
4P9
4P9

030644
PMN30N
PMNSC6

Docusource

llroodwaler County Shelffl's OffiCe

4P3

S080H9

lBF Scteguord
!SF Safeguard
IBF Scfeguard
IBF Scfeguard
!SF Scfeguard
ISFSafeguard
!SF Scfeguord
!SF Safeguard
ISF Scfeguord

City of Pullman
CleOfWOier County Land Tille Co
CO-OP Supply, Inc· CdA
Hahn Supply, Inc
Hotslarl Inc
ldohoCountyntleCo.
Kootenai Medical Center
MOWED FABRIC PRODUCTS INC.
Northwest Spedolty HospHal

4P9
4P9
4P9
4P9
4P9
4P9
4P9
4P9
4P9

QZG034
S2WOK7
PMN32W
801203
PMNISC
695141
QZG091
881685
663939

las! 12 months

last 24 months

las! 12 months las! 24 months

las! 36 months

7/2014. 4/2015
•

1.773.83

20.24

•

3.891.39
23.S1
117.92

6.387.59
23.51
140.99

810.30

1.537.83

44.88
2.468.SO

2.097.70
67.15

4.334.39
130.20
67.15

6.413.38
193.25

944.58

1.391.46

253.00
298.09

502.44
557.71
29.85
213.S2
8.43
91.81
9,798.09
86.80
229.78

fifil~~~~~~~~~!~i~~~r~3;:i'l~~1Wtf~ ~i~~~iJ~~e;~f~~~i
976.64

613.14
(14.045.70)

4/2013.4/2015
2.419,00
776.73

$Li!:Ii:;;~.;B!iX~Si~~£a~~~1:~::i:;,;;:~1Y:i:~~;~~A?;.:.~~:rJ:i::j;;~:. /:~~:' :,· ~::·:·:.::·'!:(/ ·:·~;~: ;;~::~i:~:·~=,~~t~:.~;~.;~t : ~f.· .\~~:.r~:r.f-~~:.1:.:) .:::·:.~~ ~~?d;!:1~0~~;
135.14

445.73

;~;~t~~~~~;';t~:~;rf;i~~~1 i::~;·:i:·t~i{1,~~~!~~~t1~ '~ }~Kii~:;,i{~:;t~~~
8/2013.4/2015

:~:~~;:~=·~.:;::. :~;f/:'·~:~~~~~:~~}~~:itg .:;~·::?:;:·-\r. :.~. ~:~,~~ ':i;:.~;! ~~~<·~

ISF Scfeguard
!SF Scfeguard
!SF Scfeguard
IBF Scfeguord
IBF Scfeguord
IBF Scfeguard
!SF Safeguard
IBF Safeguard
lllf. Safeg_uord,.... . .. .

Post Falh Family Medicine
RAGAN EQUIPMfNl
Ross Point Water Dlslrl<:l
Tapmatlc
VANDERVERT HOTELS
City of Declo
City ol Priest River
City otTroy Montana
City of Wilder
. . ..

!SF Safeguard
ISF Safeguard

Poynewesl lruuronce
Peck 1

4P3
4P3

S082U
QCSOTD

Team MHC
TeomMHC
leam MHC
Team MHC

8illings Cfnlc
BRIIngsCfll'lic
Northeast Monlana Heollh Se!Vk:es
Supervolu/Roloil Acc:tg Gr

4P3
4P4
4P3
4P3

PS7GSD
PS7H22
S082GW
PS7HJK

Teorn MHC
TeornMHC

ABRA Auto Body· Spokane
Plalo'sC1oset#80297

4P9
4P9

PMN21K
PMN7GM

4P9
4P9
4P9
4P9
4P9
4P3
4P3
4P3
.· 4P3

889095
890602
PMN36B
PMN6GV
QZG076
S080PS
SOGOl L

129.74
233.20
278.31
24.41
305.92
258.27

899.48
37.19
1,542.77
,1.862.54'.:.__
: ... ~"""'. ·• .. potentiohorneasPMN5MX. ·,·
594.SS
201.56
373.45
83.64
357.61
67.23
86.97
89.10

:·.:/, ··.'· ·..·... ·. •, :!,;.,;_>:.:-·.::-:/'.. ';:··:.:.

S080IV

· ..• ..

·

28.18
•
116.85
2.409.49
46.90
•

213.S2
91.81
5.459.95

46.90
131.88

:,/l:?/;~~~1:~:1·~;i:: :· :.-:.-~::~: ··,:.;::p~:;}:
119.17

247.79
67.15

86.97

253.49

740.56

247.79
130.20
38.95
211.20
375.89
490.14
31.03
1.228.70

131.03

253.25
228.91

29.60
647.40

3,109.35

11.887.06
240.45

18.194.37
763.58
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75,441.55

143.642.00
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EXHIBIT 38
001322

Yes, tomorrow is good. What time?
Dawn Teply

On Feb 20, 2014, at 4:07PM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunfap@gosafeguard.com>
wrote:
Got your voice mail and left one but probably best to jump on the
phone. We have worked so hard, I just want us to feel completely
secure in understanding where we are and where we hope to go.
Tomorrow?
·
From: Dunlap, Michael
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 201412:19:42 PM
To: 'teply3@msn.com'
Subject: from yesterday
Here are my notes, sorry fqr the delay:
You keep the accounts:
Hayden Beverage
St. luke's Regional Medical
Employer's Resource
West Vet
Southwest Idaho Surgery Center
lee Read Jewelers
Debt Reduction Services, Inc.
Rocky Mountain Agronomics
Sun Valley Ski Tools
Caldwell Auto
Quality Thermistor, Inc.
Hillcrest Country Club
The Car Park
Santos Metals & Recycling
TriState Beauty Supply
Apache _River, llC dba Double L
Minidoka County
Dykman Electric, Inc.
Contract Floors
On Demand
Minidoka County Treasurer
OrthopediC Association
Shird's Inc.
Rambo Sand & Gravel
Eberle, Berlin & Associates
Kitchens by Design
Pioneer Family Medicine
2
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Elam & Burke
I will get the files on each from I BF, sent over to you.
You agreed to sell the commission rights to the following:
Spurwing the Club $100
Minidoka Irrigation $300
Ringert Clark $100
Diamond line
AlO Capital
Ultra Clean
Pasco
CPM3
Snake River Pool & Spa
Arid Club $300
Best Western Vista $100
Interior Systems $100
Commercial Home Furnishings $100
Goode Motor Auto Group $450
TMC$50
The Florist at Edwards $300
Treasure Valley Coffee $50
Central Paving $100
Paul's Market $150
For the commission rights you sell, we will execute a document of
assignment, it will have the list, a commitment of confidentiality,
a commitment of working together with us on a transfer, if we
need it.
I know some ofthe commission rights that are being sold to us
don't reflect a dollar amount, but I think we didn't agreed an
assigned num~er on each.
You were thinking of selling the rights to:
Wayne Blauer, MD
And I'm not sure what we ended up with on the City of Eagle.
Take a gander at this and let's discuss first chance you get. I know
we have a lot of work ahead, but I think this is an awesome start
and I think you have shown great patience and professionalism,
thanks for working with me.

3
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EXHIBIT 39
001325

> From: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com
>To: teply3@msn.com
>Subject: Re: IBF
> Date: Tue, 1 Apr 2014 15:56:27 +0000

>
> I will reconnect on your questions by week's end.
> __________________________________
>From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
>Sent: Tuesday, April 01, 2014 8:34:42 AM
>To: Dunlap, Michael
>Subject: IBF

>
>Mike,
>
> I forgot to tell you that I reached out to Tressa last week to set up a time to exchange files and tried to
arrange a meeting for today. Her response a couple of days later was that she was booked for this week and
didn't have time to meet until next week. I responded and asked her if she wanted to take time to go over the
files or if she was just planning on swapping them and have not received any response since. If we are just
swapping files I guess I don't understand why she can't just have th~m pulled and ready for me to pltk up. I .
will address her, again, and go forward from here.
>
•
> My question to you is has she signed off on the files coming to me? Also, is she making sure her people are
staying out of those accounts and directing them to us at this point if the customer contacts them?
>
>Thanks,
>Dawn Teply
>

>(

1
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. EXHIBIT40
001327

> From: teply3@msn.com
>Subject: Re: Employers Resourc~
>Date: Mon, 7 Apr 2014 08:44:47-0600
>To: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com
>
>Yes please. Either 208-429-8282 or 208-850-0381.
>
>Thanks,
>Dawn Teply
>
>
.
.
>>On Apr 7, 2014, at 8:34AM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
>>
>>sure what me to call?
>>
>>---Original Message->> From: Dawn Teply [mailto:teply3@msn.com]
>>Sent: Monday, April 07, 2014 9:27AM
>>To: Dunlap, Michael
>>Subject: Re: Employers Resource
>>
>>
> > Do you have time for a phone call?
>>
> > Dawn Teply
>>
>>
>>>On Apr 6, 2014, at 9:35AM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
>>>
> » ok, combing through the latest spreadsheets of data, besides the continuing conversations regarding
Employer's Resource, I wanted to ask you about the following:
> >>
> >> Redfish Sensor Products
>>>Evans & Paulson CPAs
>»Ada Pediatrics P.A.
>»Total Waste Management
>>>
>»We may have talked about the first two. The second two may not even be conflicts, but out of the
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abundance of caution, I want to see if you have heard of either.
>>>
>»Also, i think it would be a good idea to explore with Tressa their approach to referral sources, like banks,
to see what their approach is. I just don't know if they have the same approach with banks as referral sources
as you and Roger do or if IBF has an approach at all.
>>>
>»I don't think it will be a problem especially considering it hasn't come up in the last 7 months and the
situation you and Roger have developed has worked out well.
>>>
>>>
>>> ____________________________________
> » From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
> »Sent: Friday, April 04, 2014 1:21 PM
>»To: Dunlap, Michael
>»Subject: Re: Employers Resource
>>>
> »Yes. Call me at 208-850-0381.
>>>
>>>Thanks,
>»Dawn Teply
>>>
>>>
>>»On Apr 4, 2014, at 12:20 PM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
>>>>
> »> I think I can help. Got a minute for a call?
>>>> ____________________________________
> »> From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
>»>Sent: Friday, April 04, 2014 1:18:27 PM
>>>>To:· Dunlap, Michael
>>»Subject: Employers Resource
>>>>
> »> Hi Mike,
>>>>
> >» I am meeting with Tressa at the beginning of the week and would like to see numbers on the last year of
their sales to Employers Resouce. I need to be able to make an informed decision on whether I want to try to
keep that account or sell it. Please Jet me know if you can get those details to me or who I need to talk to if
you are unable to provide me the information.
>>>>
>>>>Thanks,
>>»Dawn Teply
>>
>>

2
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EXHIBIT 41
001330

>From: teplv3@msn.com
>Subject: Re: IBF
> Date: Mon, 14 Apr 2014 13:00:36 -0600
>To: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com
>
>
> Ok, so what do I need to ~o to collect the files and information from the list that you and I have already
discussed that are supposed to come to me?

>
> T~anks,
>Dawn Teply
>
>
> > On Apr 14, 2014, at 12:29 PM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
>>
> > I know of no contractual promises with Jim Dunn or with Tressa and Jamie that relate to servicing of
accounts.
>>
>>---Original Message->> From: Dawn Teply [mailto:teply3@msn.com]
>>Sent: Monday, April14, 20141:11 PM
>>To: Dunlap, Michael
>>Subject: Re: IBF
>>
>>Mike,
>>
> > When I met with Tressa on Thursday I provided her the available files and samples on the accounts I sold
to you. She provided me with nothing: She seems to think that we are going to continue business as usual and
share all accounts. While I agreed to "consider" the option on Employers Resource and St. luke's, sharing all
accounts is not what I agreed to with you. Furthermore, she is not even a distributor at this point and owns
account rights to nothing so any negotiating needs to be done between Safeguard and I, not Tressa and I. She
stated that we don't need to involve you or corporate Safeguard and since this is Idaho we can do whatever
we want. She also informed me that if the customers want to order from IBF they will find a way to make the
sale even if it means running it through a different system so that it is not detected. This is exactly why I didn't
want Safeguard to do this business deal. I knew this was what would happen and knew that it would interfere
with my sales opportunities. I need to know if you have made any contractual promises in your purchase from
Jim or your planned sale to Tressa and Jamie that allows them to continue servicing any accounts that I
currently service.
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>>
>>Thank you,
> >Dawn Teply
>>
>>
>»On Apr 10, 2014, at 1:22PM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
>>>
>»Yep. Having said they I encouraged her to talk to you about any and all accounts. She has more info than
me. Thought it best for you two to talk. I specifically told her to speak to you about Employers Resource and St
Lukes.
·
>>> ____________________~------------>»From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
>»Sent: Thursday, April10, 2014 1:09:23 PM
>>>To: Dunlap, Michael
> » Subject: IBF
>>>
>»Mike,
>>>
>>>Was Tessa provided and informed of the list of customers that she was supposed to transfer files to me?
>>>
>>>Thanks,
>>>Dawn Teply
>>
>>

2
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. EXHIBIT 42

·
001333

Dawn Teply" <admin@safeguard-teply.us>
Thursday, AprillO, 2014 4:05 PM
'IBF - Mclaughlin, Tressa'
Meeting Today

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Hi Tressa,
Thank you for your time and information today. Per our discussion, we will revisit the accounts for
Employers Resource and St. Luke's. Otherwise, I am wondering when I can expect the rest of the
files on the list that you were provided from Mike Dunlap. Please let me know and we can make
arrangements to exchange them.

Thank you,

r

VtM.Uw e:p~
Safeguard By Teply & Associates
(208) 429-8282 local phone
(877) 429-8181 toll free phone
(208) 429-8354 fax line
admin@safeguard-teply.us
www.gosafeguard.com/dteply
Check out our website for more products[

1
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· · EXHIBIT 43
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>>> ______________________~----------->»From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msri.com>
>»Sent: Tuesday, AprillS, 2014 4:19:44 PM
> »To: Dunlap, Michael
> »Subject: Re: IBF
>>>
>»Tomorrow would be good. What time works for you?
>>>
>»Dawn Teply
>>>
>>>
>>»On Apr 15, 2014, at 2:37 PM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
>>>>
> >» Have been In an off-site meeting but the good thing is I got a ton of good ideas to bounce off of you.
Would you have time to discuss after this meeting or tomorrow?
>>>> ____________________________________
>>»From: Dunlap, Michael
>>»Sent: Monday, April i4, 2014 1:55:05 PM
>>>>To: 'Dawn Teply'
>>»Subject: RE: IBF
>>>> .
>>»I have always thought that the sharing of information related to specific accounts is the best approach.
In the current situation IBF isn't a distributor, but Tressa and Jamie are 'managing the business and have the
most knowledge for specific accounts. I thought and still do think that it is a far better, for the three of you to
talk about the handling of specific accounts, than for me to make decisions from a spreadsheet.
>>>>
> »>What we are trying to promote is a way of growing sales, all sales, yours, IBF, all.
>>>>
>>>>Now, I would also like to explore alternative, creative approaches that may involve agreements to share
(and hopefully grow sales) so long as all involved understand what is involved. That is why consistent ongoing
dialog between the three of you feels like it would be more productive than conversations with me on
accounts. I have some of those ideas if you would like to get on the phone to explore the same.
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
> >»----Original Message---->>» From: Dawn Teply [mailto:teply3@msn.com)
>>»Sent: Monday, April14, 2014 1:11 PM
>>»To: Dunlap, Michael
>>»Subject: Re: IBF
>>>>
>>>>Mike,
>>>>
>>»When I met with Tressa on Thursday I provided her the available files and samples on the accounts I sold
to you. She provided me with nothing. She seems to think that we are going to continue business as usual and
share all accounts. While I agreed to "consider" the option on Employers Resource and St. luke's, sharing all
accounts Is not what I agreed to with you. Furthermore, she is not even a distributor at this point and owns
account rights to nothing so any negotiating needs to be done between Safeguard and I, not Tressa and I. She
2
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stated that we don't need to involve you or corporate Safeguard and since this is Idaho we can do whatever
we want. She also informed me that if the customers want to order from IBF they will find a way to make the
sale even if it means running it through a different system so that it is not detected. This is exactly why I didn't
want Safeguard to do this business deal. I knew this was what would happen and knew that it would interfere
with my sales opportunities. I need to know if you have made any contractual promises In your purchase from
Jim or your planned sale to Tressa and Jamie that allows them to continue servicing any accounts that I
currently service.
>>>>
> >>> Thank you,
> »> Dawn Teply
>>>>
>>>>
>»»On Apr 10, 2014, at 1:22PM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
\
>>>>>
>>»>Yep. Having said they I encouraged her to talk to you about any and all accounts. She has more info
than me. Thought it b~st for you two to talk. I specifically told her to speak to you about Employers Resource
and St lukes.
>>>>> ___________________________________
> »» From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
>>»>Sent: Thursday, April10, 2014 1:09:23 PM
>»»To: Dunlap, Michael
> »»Subject: IBF
>>>>>
>>>>>Mike,
>>>>>
>»»Was Tessa provided and informed of the list of customers that she was supposed to transfer files to
me?
>>>>>
> >>>>Thanks,
>»»Dawn Teply
>>
>>
>

3
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EXHIBIT 44
001338

Dawn Teply <admin@safeguard-teply.us>
Friday, April18, 2014 9:24 AM
'IBF - Mclaughlin, Tressa'
RE: Meeting

From:

Sent:

To:
Subject

Hi Tressa,
Due to ongoing conversation with Mike Dunlap and the meetil)g that you and I had scheduled at your
office, I was under the impression that you and I were going to exchange the files from a list that Mike
had provided me. I brought the files to you that I agreed to provide you and was confused as to why
you did:not provide me the same. I soon came to the realization that you had intended on sharing all
accounts that cross over between us. Whil~ I believe that we do need to continue discussing
accounts like Employers Resource, St. luke's and maybe a few other special accou.nts it was never
my intention to share all of the accounts. I have been paying for many accounts in my base for over
seven years and have added in other customers as I have continued in my career. I was promised
account protection in my contract with Safeguard and expected to grow my business. As I mentioned
when we met, I also had to sign an additional contract that guarantees payment to the distributor from
whom I purchased my base. If I give up my account protection rights and lose business because of it,
I put myself at risk of not meeting my contractual obligations. I will assume that you will be promised
account protection on your accounts and you will have to commit to the same guarantees for growth
and payment of your base. Therefore, I do not know how Safeguard can promise account protection
on the same account to two different distributorships and expect it to work.
Please give me a call .when you return and we will move forward from here.

Thank you,

VCLW I'll Te;po/

.

Safeguard By Teply & Associates
(208) 429-8282 local phone
(817) 429-8181 toll free phone
(208) 429-8354 fax line
admin@safeguard-teply. us
www.gosafeguard.com/dteply
Check out our website for more products
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EXHIBIT 45
001340

From: teply3@msn.com
Subject: IBF Sales
Date: Fri, 25 Apr 2014 18:15:41 -0600
To: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com
Mike,
Please see the attached document and provide me a response.
Thank you,
Dawn Teply

[0

This email is free from viruses and malware because avast! Antivirus protection is active.
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April 24, 2014

Mike Dunlap
Safeguard I Deluxe
Re: IBF Sales

Mike,
Since August 2013, Safeguard/Deluxe has been paying employees to compete
with me for business in several accounts. They even were so bold as to send out
a letter to my customers, without my knowledge, promoting their employees and
announcing their purchase of the company of which those employees work. I
have been with Safeguard for just over 19 years, 11 Yz as an associate of Roger
Thurston and over 7 Yz as a distributor who has been paying for my customer list
ever since. I have sold as many Safeguard products as possible and promoted
the fact that I am a distributor of Safegu~rd products. I have always supported
the Safeguard/Deluxe plants, employees and ideas.
When I purchased my distributorship I bought in with the idea that I would have
account protection in the customers that I was paying for in my purchase. Over
the years when another distributor placed an _order for one of my customers we
both received a rotation notice and commission rights were paid to me as the
owning distributor. The same applied for me if I sold to another distributor's
protected account. Since the BAM deals and the purchase of IBF it appears now
that my accounts are no longer protected. Safeguard/Deluxe now allows new
distributors to process their sales outside of the system that the legacy
distributors were all forced to use to enter their sales. By using the same system,
the account protection was enforced and properly applied. Now, it seems that
Safeguard/Deluxe has no control over what is being sold and to whom.
Therefore, they have no way of honoring account protection. IBF has no
intention of ever entering their sales through our system. In fact, it has been told
to me by Tressa at IBF that if I don't share the accounts they will just run the ·
sales through another system and make the sale anyway.
I appreciate the fact that you offered me a payoff for the hassles and to "wipe the
slate clean'' but until you can get the sales information to me and we can reach a
resolution to this ongoing problem the slate will never be clean. By purchasing
IBF and promoting their sales over mine Safeguard/Deluxe is taking money and
potential sales opportunities away from me in their own interest. This is causing
a devaluation of the business that I have been purchasing for over the past 7 Yz
years of a 10 year payoff plan. The Boise area is not a metro area and the more
distributors you bring into this area the smaller the piece of the pie gets for each
distributor who is obligated to grow their base.
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What I am requesting of you is hard sales numbers and product information sold
to my customer base by Safeguard/Deluxe's IBF employees from August 2013
through the current date. I can then decide how I want to pursue my interests,
whether it be to request some payment of sales or sell accounts. I need to know
the values we are dealing with in order to make these decisions. While there
may be a couple of special situations that we need to finalize discussion on, it is
not my intent to share all of the accounts and never has been. There is no
possible way that sharing accounts will ever work to my benefit given the current
situation. Please provide the information I am requesting by May 5, 2014.

Sincerely,

VawvvTepo/
Safeguard By Teply & Associates

(208) 429-8282
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EXHIBIT 46
001344

From: teply3@msn.com
Subject: Re: IBF Sales
Date: Thu, 1 May 201414:35:13-0600
To: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com

I will take a look and compare to the other two lists you provided me.
Thanks,
Dawn Teply

On May 1, 2014, at 9:50AM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
- · How about starting fresh? We kind of go back to a clear picture of where we find ourselves. I think the
list below Is accurate of what we have "in common". I'm not totally sure, but as sure as I can be that this
is an up to date list. How about you take a look and let me know what you think. I'm looking for accuracy
or any other accounts that you think could/should be on this list.
After we get the list, we go back at each to get resolution. Sound like a plan?
Redfish Sensor Products
Evans & Paulson CPAs
Ada Pediatrics P.A. (not showing IBF has sales, this may not be a common account)
Total Waste Management
Employer's Resource (just update me on where we are here)

Read Jewelers (would like to
share)
St. Luke's (bracelets)
Hayden ~everage
Caxton Printers, LID.
WestVet
Southwest Idaho Surgery Center
Lee Read Jewelers
Debt Reduction Services, Inc.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN
AGRONOMICS
1
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SUN VALLEY SKI TOOLS
Caldwell Auto
Quality Thermistor, Inc.
Hillcrest Country Club
The CarPark
Santos metals & recycling
Tri State Beauty Supply
Apache River, LLC. dba Double L
Minidoka County
Dykman Electric, Inc.
Contract Floors
City of Eagle
On Demand
MINIDOKA COUNTY
TREASURER
Brent Mitchell Constructions
Orthopedic Association
SHIRD'S INC.
Rambo Sand & Gravel Inc.
EBERLE, BERLIN &
ASSOCIA1ES
Kitchens by Design
Pioneer Family Medicine
Elam&Burke
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EXHIBIT 47
001347

From: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com
To: teply3@msn.com
Subject: RE: IBF Sales
Date: Fri, 9 May 2014 20:03:39 +0000
ok, let me know when you would like to discuss any possible resolution

From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
Sent: Friday, May 9, 201411:35 AM
To: Dunlap, Michael
Subject: Re: IBF Sales

The second list was the one that you had said was accounts that commissions had.been paid between
September and January. That is the list we used to determine the accounts which I was currently interested in
selling.
Thanks,
Dawn Teply

On May 9, 2014, at 9:38AM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
First, the original list were accounts we thought might be in common. I did not represent that it was
100% accurate. I did represent several times that we are continuing to examine the records so that we
Of!IY have to deal with accounts that are in fact in common. I did not represent to you that the first lists
were lists of accounts that commissions were paid to IBF.
I think the better approach is to discuss resolution of accounts in smaller batches.
I appreciate you responding.

·..

From! Dawn Teply fmailto:teply3@rnsn.coml
Sent: Friday, May 09, 2014 10:31 AM
To: Dunlap, Michael
Subject: Re; IBF Sales

Mike,
The original and second list you provided me had 114 "in common" accounts which you said
commissions had been paid to IBF for sales. This most recent list only shows 34 "in common"
accounts. I sold 20 ofthe "in common" accounts from the previous list to you ·which leaves 94
accounts of concern. I am still sorting through them and will let you know what I decide.
1 met with Tressa and Jamie yesterday and they are to provide a list of "special" accounts which
they are providing a monthly data processing service. This way I may be able to better assess
wliat is on the table and look out for my best interest.
Thanks,
Dawn Teply
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From: IBF - Mclaughlin, Tressa [mailto:TMclaughlin@goiBF.com)
Sent: Wednesday, May 28, 2014 2:01PM
To: Dawn Teply
Subject: RE: Monthly Data Processing

Dawn,

Mike has all of the information and we are going to schedule a time to talk.

Than!< you,

Tressa Mclaughlin 1President and CEO
IBF 1the go-to peopfeTM

208.342.3676 ext.12261 800.388.3650 1fax: 208.345.5740

B

·:m!:''
..
.. ..'·.
,

Goods That Do Good!
Ask Us How Social Giving Can Boost Your Business.
CREATE AWARENESS o SUPPORT YOUR COMMUNITY • RECOGNIZE BUSINESS
PARTNERS
r

VIsit our website today at GoiBF.com

1
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EXHIBIT 48
001350

.L?rom: "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>
Date: May 15,2014 at 10:55:39 AM MDT
To: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
Subject: Re: IBF
According to Tressa? Oh well. I will check when I get back to Dallas.
From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
Sent: Thursday, May 15,2014 9:50:34 AM
To: Dunlap, Michael
Subject: Re: IBF

No, I did not. According to Tressa, you have all of the information on their customer base so I
thought I would start with you.
Thanks,
Dawn Teply

On May 15,2014, at 10:15 AM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
Did you ask Tressa about this already?
From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
Sent: Thursday, May 15,2014 9:04:05 AM
To: Dunlap, Michael
Subject: IBF
Mike,
I noticed that IBF has a promo/apparel store for Meridian High School on theft
website. Meridian High is a good customer of mine and I noticed that their name

has never been on any customer list that you have provided me. Please check into
this and let me )mow the status.
Thanks,
Dawn Teply
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EXHIBIT 49
001352

Meridian High School Apparel

Page 1 ofl

Who We Serve
HeatWlCBRI

EdueOIIon

Earn BoltiDps lor your
Sd1ool
UIIJI&onHiohSc:hoo!
~

Flnaneilll

r.c onu1at1Ulino
!.Coital'/

mooo IBF. Ali rlghls rcscnrcd.

http://www.goibf.com/meridian-high-school-apparel

\\lly IBI'? I Conla:l Us! OWA

7/25/2014
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EXHIBIT 50
001354

From: Dawn Teply [mailto:admin@safeguard-teplv.us)
Sent: Monday, May 19, 2014 9:19AM
To: IBF- Mclaughlin, Tressa
Subject: Monthly Data Processing

Hi Tressa,

I was checking to see where you are at on the list of accounts that you provide a
monthly data processing service. Please let me know so we can move forward. ·

Thank you,

Safeguard By Teply & Associates
(208) 429-8282 local phone
(877) 429-8181 toll free phone
(208) 429-8354 fax line
admin@safeguard-teply. us

www.gosafeguard.com/dteply
Check out our website for more products!

infovastf
This email is free from viruses and malware because avast! Antivirus protection is active.
f.oof,..

~
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. EXHIBIT 51
001356

From: "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>
Date: June 5, 2014 at 11:56:18 AM MDT
To:·"'tepl\!3@msn.com"' <teply3@msn.com>
Subject: requested information
I appreciate you returning my calls. 1am trying to effectuate a reasonable resolution to this matter. I still
remain optimistic. Attached please find the list of possible common accounts from May 27. Also pleas~
find attached a list that we identified as possible accounts In August of last year. Some from the original
list were resolved, others may not be in business, others you may have questions about. Thanks for
taking a look at these lists.
Calls me with questions.
Thanks again.
Michael P. Dunlap 1General counsel
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. J www.gosafeguard.com
8585 Stemmons Freeway, Suite SOON 1Dallas, TX 75247
Ph: (214} 640-39271 ceU: (972} 213-5765
E-mail: mdunlap@gosafeguard,CQm

l
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DAWN TEPLY

Brent Mitchell Constructions
Ada Pediatrics P.A.
All West Aviation Service
B & D Foods
Brent Mitchell Constructions
Caxton Printers. LTD.
Evans & Paulson CPA's
Golden West Produce
Idaho State Department Of Agricu
Idaho Surgical Partners
Independent School Dist. Boise
J & D HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING
Maguire Financial Services
MASTER ROOTER
Northwest Precast
Redlish Sensor Products. LLC.
WILSON & McCOLL
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cust_nome
A lOCopitol
ACME Insulation. Inc.
Acoustical Supply and Dist.
Advance or Die
All West Aviation Service
Apache River. llC. dbo Double L
ARC
Arid Club, Inc.
B & Dfoods
Belle Boutique
Benefit Managers Company. Inc.
Best Westem Vista Inn
Blauer. Wayne Or. M.D.
Block 22. llC
Boise Centre
Boise Refrigeration Service Co.
Boise School District Foundation
Brent Mitchell Constructions
Coldwell Auto
Camp Oil Company
Carpet One
Coxton Printers. lTD.
Central Paving
Challenger Company
Christian Hardee LLC
Cify of Eagle
Commercial Home Furnishings
Connolly & Smyser Chartered
Contract Roars
.CPM3 Corporation
Creamer Heating & Air Condilioni
CRI Advantage, Inc.
·
D & J Transport
Dailey. Tom Accounting
DB Fitzpatrick
Debt Reduction Services. Inc.
Designer Floors, Inc.
Diamond line
Dr. Brewster
Dykman Electric. Inc.
EBERlE, BERliN & ASSOCIATES
Edwards Greenhouse
ESA Credit Union
ESI Construction
Evans & Poulson CPA's
Fisher's Technology
Gem Floor Supply
Golden West Produce
GOODE MOTOR AUTO GROUP
Habitat For Humanity
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Hayden Beverage
HERCULEAN CONCREfE SYSTEMS
Hillcrest Country Club
Idaho Sports Medicine Institute
Idaho Surgical Partners
:1"'~~.!J~3'-~~tt~W'<'-'<~i~'il~J;g!;'i§'h,···t;~:;;

·..::

Hfl~k~~~f![L~~~.lt~~~j~:t:~!i::.i.~

Interior Systems, Inc.
J & D HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING
KATHLEEN ROMA & ASSOCIATES, PLLC
Kitchens by Design
Koenig Distillery & Winery
lee Read Jewelers
Lone Star Middle School
Maguire Financial Services
MAHONEY lAW OFFICE
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP
Minidoka County
MINIDOKA COUNTY DISTRICT CT.
MINIDOKA COUNTY TREASURER
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Mountain States Group
Northwest Precast
Old Ranch House Seasonings, LLC.
Orthopedic Assocation
PASCO, Inc.
Paul's Market
PICKUP. A. SCOTT D.M.D.
POMERELLE MOUNTAIN RESORT
Quality Concrete
Quality Thermistor, Inc.
RADIX CONSTRUCTION
Rambo Sand & Graveline.
Redfish Sensor Products. LLC. ·
RINGERT CLARK CHARTERED LA WYERS
ROCKY MOUNTAIN AGRONOMICS
Rocky Mountain Ob-Gyn
Santos metals & recycling
SHIRO'S INC.
Snake River Pool & Spa. Inc
Solution Pro
Southwest Idaho Surgery Center
Spurwing The Club
ST. luke's Family Health
ST. Luke's Idaho Family Phys.
St. Luke's Regional Medical
STUCCO SYSTEMS, INC
Summit Dental Group
Summit Dental Group
SUN VAllEY SKI TOOlS
The florist AI Edwards
TITLE ONE
TMC,INC.
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Treasure Volley Coffee Co.
TriState Beauty Supply
UltraClean
WestVet
WILSON & McCOLL

YANKE MACHINE SHOP. INC.

001361
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Message
From:

Sorrenti, J [j.sorrenti@gosafeguard.com]

Sent:

12/9/2014 10:03:49 PM

To:

Dunlap, Michael (mdunlap@gosafeguard.com]; Cammarota, Amanda (amanda.cammarota@gosafeguard.com];
Burget, Erich [erlch.burget@gosafeguard.com]; Lederach, Sue (slederach@gosafeguard.com]; Kirlin, Bob
[bob.kirlin@deluxe.com)

CC:

Skipper, Kevin (kskipper@gosafeguard.com]

Subject:

R~: Dawn Teply/IBF- PKT4TB PIONEER FAMILY MEDICINE

Well done Amanda!

J.J.

From: Dunlap, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, December 09,2014 3:59PM
To: cammarota, Amanda; Burget, Erich; Lederach, Sue; Kirlin, Bob
Cc: Skipper, Kevin; Sorrenti, J
Subject: Re: Dawn Teply/IBF- PKT4TB PIONEER FAMILY MEDIONE
Expertly handled by Amanda, many thanks.
From: Cammarota, Amanda
Sent: Tuesday, December 9, 2014 3:16:54 PM
To: Dunlap, Michael; Burget, Erich; Lederach, Sue; Kirlin, Bob
Cc: Skipper, Kevin
Subje_ct: RE: Dawn Teply/IBF- PKT4TB PIONEER FAMILY MEDICINE

I'm available the rest ofthe day, untiiS.

}f.mantfa Cammarota
Commission· Analyst
215-631-7500 ext 402023

.$il:~~-From: Dunlap, Michael _

Sent: Tuesday, De.cember 09, 2014 3:42PM
To.: cammarota, Amanda; Burget, Erich; Lederach, Sue; Kirlin, Bob
CC:· Skipper, Kevin
Subject: Re: Dawn Teply/IBF - PKT4TB PIONEER FAMILY MEDICINE
Thanks. Got time for a telephone conversation?
From: Cammarota, Amanda
Sent: Tuesday, December 9, 2014 2:36:31 PM
·To: Dunlap, Michael; Burget, Erich; Lederach, Sue; Kirlin, Bob
Cc: Skipper, Kevin
Subject: Dawn Teply/IBF- PKT4TB PIONEER FAMILY MEDICINE

.DEFS0003729
001363

Mike,
I received a call today from Dawn "Teply regarding a customer on ourpotential conflict list with IBF. PIONEER
FAMILY MEDICINE called Dawn because they have a past due invoice {IBF inv# 342302) from IBF and they were
not sure what they had ordere(:l. Dawn .realized th~t this was not her order and called Distributor
Accounting. PIONEER FAMILY MEDICINE shows in BPCS as starting in 9/12/02 under Dawn, and their last
invoice date through Dawn was 10/09/2014. I am currently working on updating the IBF file through
November so that you have updated figures for IBF.
Dawn's first concern was being able to answer the customer (what was the invoice for). Her second concern
was that she get the commissions for this order. I know that this has been a heated issue in the past so I just
simply told Dawn that I would have to pull some files and would get back to her. I wanted to touch base with
you before I do anything else and see where we shou~d go from here. We would need to get the invoice detail
from 1!3F since I can't see what the customer orders, but wanted to get your input before contacting them.
Thank you,

)f.marufa. Cammarota
Commission Analyst
Phone: 800-523-6660 option 2

Direct Phone: 215-631-7500 ext 402023
Fax: 215-631-7772

tJ)Safegu~d·

DEFS0003730
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Safeguard Leaders Achieve Dream of Business
Ownership
·

May 01, 2015
DALLAS- Safeguard Business Systems Is pleased to announce the sale of three
company-operated entities, Safeguard by DocusourceJFormit and Safeguard by
Advent, to Amy Tiller-Shumway, Senior Director of New Franchise Sales &
Support at Safeguard, and Phil Odella, Exectitive Director of Operations
Integration for Small Business Services at Deluxe. The resulting entity is now
called Safeguard by Inspired Results, LLC.
:·.

Safeguard by Inspired Results Is the product of three previous mergers and
acquisitions Involving Advent, Formlt and DocuSource. These transactions were
completed by the Safeguard Business Acquisitions & Mergers (BAM) team. in
which Shumway and Odella played Instrumental roles.
Safeguard first acquired Seattle-based Advent Print Resources In 2013. Next,
Safeguard acquired Pacific Northwest powerhouse DocuSource Print
Management, which at the time was the 16th largest U.S. print distributor,
according to Print Solutions Top Distributors of2013. The compa':ly's BAM team
went on to help DocuSource acquire Formit Print Management, also located in
the Pacific Northwest, in 2014.
Following each acquisition, Safeguard operated the businesses as companyoperated units. Eventually, the enterprises were combined to form the largest
Safeguard business in the network.

Whether you are interested In semng
your business to Safeguard or joining our
organization, our free information guides
provide more In-depth Information on how
Safeguard can help grow your Mure.

.,.·

..

LEARN ABOUT
OUR CULTURE

.·'
:.:;
.·,

·~·.

Hear what distributors have to say about
Safeguard's 55-years of market
leadership:

"Phil and I both have an entrepreneurial spirit and were drawn to the exciting
growth opportunities In the Pacific Northwest." said Tiller-Shumway, co-president
and owner of Safeguard by Inspired Results. 'We got to know these businesses
intimately during the acquisition process. it was truly the Ideal way to move into
an ownership role."

.,

Safeguard by Jnsplred Results Is poised for further growth and equipped with the
u!Umate combination of experienced leadership, corporate support and Industryleading product and service offerings.
"If ever there were an example of the American Dream coming true, this would be
it," said Odella, co-president and owner of Safeguard by Inspired Results. "Amy
and I have both worked really hard to get to this point in our careers, and our
experle[lce, coupled with the support of the Safeguard team, created the perfect
path toward business ownership."
The sale of Safeguard by Inspired Results was completed as part of Safeguard's
BAM program, which provides opportunities for Safeguard distributors to grow
their businesses through acquls!Uon and merger transactions. The network also
creates opportunities for those In leadership roles within distributorships or Qther
areas orthe Safeguard/Deluxe family who have an end goal of ownership.

'··..

·.~

"To say we're excited for Phil and Amy would be an understatement." said
Safeguard Vice President R. Scott Sutton. "The whole team Is grateful to have
helped two deserving professionals achieve the dream of business ownership.
trs even more special that Amy and Phil were already parl<?fthe Safeguard
famlly prior to completing the transaction."
With Shumway and Odella's extensive knowledge of the Safeguard supply chain
and network resources, they will lead Safeguard by Inspired ResuHs on a path of
continued Innovation and superior service for Safeguard customers.

tdlp:/twww.safeguarddevelopmenlcomlview-news.php?id=66
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ABOl,JT SAFEGUARD

For more than 59 years, Safeguard,through its network of distributors, has been
providing the products, services and expertise needed by business owners to
help their businesses grow. Through innovation, dedication and a commitment to
quality and integrity, Safeguard has transformed itself from a small check printing
business to a fully diversified business solutions enterprise. To learn more about
Safeguard, please visit www.safeguardbam.com, or follow us on Twitter at
www.lwitter.corntsafeguardgrowth.

« Back to News Page
.:
.,...
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Safeguard BAM Paves Way to Business Ownership
for Company Duo

April30, 2015
DALLAS- The Safeguard Business Acquisitions & Mergers {BAM} team has
completed yet another monumental transacUon, this Ume through the sale of a
company-operated business to ~o talented leaders.
In 2013, Safeguard acquired Idaho Business Forms Inc. (IBF}, a Boise, Idahobased company specializing In all aspects of print on paper, as well as extended
services such as electronic programs, promotional products and graphic design.
The company's leadership team at the time of the purchase by Safeguard
Included veterans Tressa Mclaughlin and Jamie McCormick. Following
Safeguard's purchase of the business and integration into its company-operated
structure, both Mclaughlin and McCormick decided to stay on board and lead
the operations and growth of the newly formed Safeguard by IBF enterprise.
On April30, 2015, Safeguard completed the sale of the Safeguard by IBF
business to Mclaughlin and McCormick, allowing them to take the reins of the
company they'd been leading and achieve ~elr dream of business ownership.

.'

"I've wanted to own my own business since I was about 16 years old,"
_ Mclaughlin said. "I've been here for 25 years -I know the team, the customers
and the capabilities. We bring a wealth of knowledge and many years of
experience Into ownership and with the support of Safeguard, we are destined
for success."

IMlelher you are interested in seHing
your business to Safeguard or joining our
organization, our free Information guides
provide more in-depth Information on how
Safeguard can help grow your future.

LEARN ABOUT
OUR CULTURE
Hear what distributors have to say about
Safeguard's 55-years of market
leadership:

Prior to their purchase of the business from Safeguard, Mclaughlin and
McCormick were able to utilize the resources available through the Safeguard
network while Innovating lntemally and nurturing rising talent within the
organization.
"By operating for a few years as a company-owned location, we had the

opportunity to really dive In and leam the systems and supply chain available
through the Safeguard network and figure out how to best apply them to
customers," said MclaughHn, who Is also the Immediate past president of the
Print Services and Distribution Association (PSDA) Board. 'We truly had the
ability to place laser focus on providing the best product possible and offering
unparalleled service."

·.'·
.~·.

From financial support to Increased manufacturing and training capabilities, the
team is able to utilize the resources and strong relationships Safeguard has built
over the years.
The sale of Safeguard by IBFwas completed as part of Safeguard's BAM
program, which provides opportunities for Safeguard distrlbulors to grow their
businesses through acqulsiUon and merger transactions. The network also
creates opportuniUes for those in leadership roles within distributorships or other
areas of the Safeguard/Deluxe family who have an end goal of ownership.

:-:.

"Helping businesses grow and achieve financial success through merger and
acquisition activity Is only part of what we do here at Safeguard," said Safeguard
Vice President R. Scott Sutton. 'We're also committed to helping others achieve
the Amerlcl)n dream and to open up new opportunities for hardworking
Americans interested In making a difference as business owners."
Since the program's Inception In 2008, the BAM team has been able to
successfully complete more than 95 transacllons, Including mergers and
acqulsiHons 'or some of the largest and most respected companies In the print

http://www.safeguarddevelopment.comMr;m-news.php?id=65
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and promo industry.
Now, with the knowledge and expertise provided by Safeguard and the drive of
its new owners, Safeguard by tBF Is welt poised forfurthergrowth.
ABOUT SAFEGUARD
For more than 59 years, Safeguard, through Its network of distributors, has been
providing the products, services and expertise needed by business owners to
help their businesses grow. Through innovation, dedication and a commitment to
quality and integrity, Safeguard has transformed Itself from a small check printing
business to a fully diversified business solutions enterprise. To team more about
Safeguard, please visit www.safeguardbam.com, or follow us on Twitter at
www.twitler.com/safeguardgrowlh.

###
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REGIONAL DISTRIBUtOR AGR'EE1V1ENT

BETWEEN
SAFEGUARD BUSlNES$ SYSTEMS, INC. ("WE, pr "SAFEGUARD'))

AND
WILDE:&. VENTURE, INC., A NEW MEXICO COR.PORATION
EFFECTIVE .AJ>RlL 2"0, 1998

Yo11- 1 ~~ ~~oiliten our sal<ls ~gent (!'Jlistnoutor") foF those Safegu~d p.l'Oducts l;lnd·
services defined in .the·attaahed £\ddepda plus' any New Products (@filled in .paragraph 3 beJew)
wbic.b. we :heteafttiF offer 'fO yon 411d which you. ·a-cc~pt ·by
·addend~

signing the applicable product

.atJ9 ~om~ying With -its tan;ll$ (coll®tively,_ ''S"af~guard Sy~t~~"). on the follow..ing

terms:
1.

· "P.RODlJCTS.!
c

2.

You sh;ill .have the right, in the -territory des~n'b.ed in Attachment A (the
'"l'~tp:ry''), t0 solicit- orders of Safeguatd Systems. as an independent ag.ent, in
!l~.t:;(ltd~m<re 'With tlie_price sch~41)lell pub~hed by Safeguard :from time to time, and.
in accordanGe with·othene,rms a:nd·condirio·ns including. for exanlple, with respect
ro subinltting o.x:ders and filling out design forms, as Safeguard may specifY from
time··to time,

TE:R:RITORY:
Yon ate ilt5t authorized to rep:r::csent Sn&gtlard ot solicit orders of Saf~guar.d
Syst~ms .outSide the Tetritory ~:x:-<;~pt pursuant .to our written PQlicies or gll.ide"lfu.es
to the contrary tl~ftt ~e iJ;I effenl :from time to time such as, for exany>le, tbose
pertaming to out-of-territory .~ales ·from fufluence key refenals. Yo'ur territory. is
non-exclusive :a'!ld this Agreement does n9t prevent Safeguard from selling
Safeguard sy.;rems il;lside the. Territozy through other persons or· means. ·

3.

".FU'l'UR'E
PRODUCTS:
.
.

Safegu.ar.d shall offer you the right to solicit ordeFs of any future office supplies
-and acpessories. or data proce-Ssing products or services, offered for sale by
Saf~guax:d \ovitbin the· Territory which are designed for sale to the small business
and pmfes.~ional mark-ets that traditionally ~ve been .customers for Safeguatd
Syste-ms ("New Pt6ducts"). You may accept Safeguard's offer by signing the
applic!lble addendum, which will contain the terms and conditions, such as quotas,
c.ommission rates and certification procedures, upon which Safegu;ird is wllling to
permit you to repreSent it with respect to such New Product, when it is offered to
1

Un.less the context othe:r:wise requires "you" or "Distributor" includes your
shareholders. individually and collectively.
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you. You ·shall only have the ri$ht to represent Safeguard with respect to- such
New Product on-a non~exclu~ive basis.
·

4.

ACCOllNT PROTECTION RIGR'i'S~
GQ~QDS generated ~n sales of
Systems tP any cu~mer listed-OI.l Attachment :B. Tfljs- excllwiv'e ri_ght
Jo. commissions applies. fQ Safeguard_ S~ms. ~es to e.acb S)lcll cu.stomer for sQ
long as -is ·spe"Cified 6n· AUaclun~t l3 ·ot .,u:ntiJ ~ .Agretmlent :js te~~~
however, your exclusiVe right to- «elilmismons :on sales .Qf.=Saf~W,Jard ~¥.S~eli1s.to
-~.Y. ~ll$tt~?,l~r ~hall expire ifthat,~il.Stb"~r·~ ngt P,utcha~e~ nny·Saf<;g\l~d· Syst~
W:t~lrin tbiqywsDr. (3"6} moi.ltbs after. the. m.vo)c¢ date pf such custo~t's last pnm:
p"Qtebase ofany SafeguF~rd Systerp..

You

shall have ·the exclusive ·right to the

Sa.feguar~

$.

RELNrlONS:alP BETwEEN'S~GUAliD A:Nl>:YOtJ~
$

o

0

Moo

":."

•

0

o

&

reJa~onsii.ip betwe~Q Sa·~Q "a:Dd ·yqu.

shall ·~e 1fult ·ef 'p.rlncjp~ .and

fra~"Cbiso:r aiid fum.c;})i$~, Y~u. i$a~ us~ ·y~Uf

he.st :effOrts 't~ :stt!,Mt ot'de:m far

'l'.\le

lntf~e~deiit.

sMes age!lt. and oot

emjilQ~r ·®.d. emplo.;ve~... l?U~J.". .11t1CI ~ellet

or·

:Safegu.m:d -~~- .MI ·«;n;dm al'!'l ~bj~t to i!~ept~by:·S~gU(lrli You ·$h}llt
n!')t quofe pri!J~ {)f 'J:~ .Oilier ilia'f.i. .j;b·(:js~ ~~~- of'oith ~'om" piiGMI£liedttles t(Ql~
ydn-rec;eiv~ oyt coliSenttb do sg, ~dyt>b-hlmfrnotqnal<e=@.:r.statemtmts, prQJ;tlises
or reprey,.~ntatiol:JS to the eg:qtJWtt ·J)Or m$:e atzy. ca~ts 0rr Qnr beh~lf'
without ont pn"or writt~n aon&~nt

6,

:OPERATION~ PAYME&T O.F'CQMM~SSH>;NS.:

·(A)

AU.o.rders w.bich you solicit~ ·send to us J>WSl.iant tti"ib.iS Agreemen~
· shall be. processed by u~ ~·our normal and cu~.t-o~ iruinner. Except
pursuant to written admi:!P$1rtitive policic;s then in rofeet, o:c w¥h our. prior
written consent, you shlill not Submit. orderS Eand Safegparq sball nGt
a4Wept-tbem) where the Safeguard "Syst¢"ros. art: or appear to be iilteJ~ded. to
b~ resold by the custoxn!:t.
We shall bi)l.and ship to cu_stQlXlers directty·fer or9~rs cn:;dit~ to you~nd
the custom~.r shall pay 1,1~ din_:gt}J.i You are.. c;;xpressly.ptobibited :!Tom
~nv.~rtin.g. to ynur= own aC.Cp"llnt an~ .custo.¢~:t; paymemts issued to
Saf.eguard. For yaur .s~i;vJ.aes. hel'elll;lder you .sh~ receive co"IIllrlission
payxfients pwsuant to. _tb.e commission rare specified in th~ applic;:tb1e
product Addendum on the net sales o-fSafegbard Systems cred1t!!d to you;
howevru-, commission rates may be ch~ged at our sole. dis.~r~tfoh due to a
change in economic or comp~titive conQ'itiollS; but sucli cha,n~ can only
be made in coD)lection with a broa~ policy change ~tff~~ting ~ti distributors
(except those, if any, wl:io$~. contracts provide <:ifhenvis.e) and ~mviGIOO. ·
further tbat .any such chang~ in commission ra,t.~ shall only ~ffect sale&
n:lade after an apnouncem~t by Saf~guai-d. For the purpos~ .of c.alculatii:lg
the commission payable to you, net sales of Safeguard Systems means the
amount actually received by us with respect to sales credited to you, less:

(i)_ all taxes applicabl~ thereto; ·
(ii) all transportation and freight costs applicable thereto;

(iii) all handling costs applicable thereto;
2
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(iv) all returns 1\D.~ allowances.
(C)

7.

We will :pay commissions on or about the 15th day of ~h tnonth. fur
Safeffi!ard Systems· sales billed during the previous month awl solicited by
you ac~Qr<fu'tg to the tenns and conditions of this Agreement. If w.e have
nol :re<::eived payment in .14ll for ~y of the Safeguard Syst¥mS sal~~ for
which you lia:vlf ~'fi.piiid a ¢ommissron within one hundred twenty {12.Q)
days of the b:illing dat~ yt>u will ·be subject to. commission cbaxgebacks
according ~o ~he 'then a})plic!!ble ~ccounts R'.ecervable Procedures Manna!
.or ·Sm:fl\11' I?PlivY ·manual. In Qle typical irlst-anee, this mea:ns tfuit yo-p. will be
r.eqnP'~d tO repay. us an !J,milUQl ~quivalent to your co:inmisste}I' ~n t~
l!n~d ~ortion, ·unl~ W<: deduj;'t tlie amount from pa)'.Olents wb;ipit \W <fW€3
,_yq~. 'J:f we aie la~ :pQ.id by the .cu~tQmet, we will then pay to yotJ. ail
af.tielll'lt' :equ.al to the :amoum -collect~.d Jess the out-of-pock~ .p.o.sts ef
¢.6llec~()n 'l!iznes YQ.un:ate ofcommission.

SAFEGUARO'S.
h'Ul:'l'ES AND. .OB-LIGA.Tl.ONS;·
....
.

In addWt~l\.'til -tho~· duties and.~Pllgations dewibed. els~whete in the Agr~emeilf,

sa:teguard shalli.
(~J

Us~;:

:its· be$t

~fforts,

consistent with yom: status as an independent !!!lles

~gyp,t=,.p'Qf Qbli,gat~ons to pth~r dis~!>ut?rs• and our Bn.anaial.iwCI .P~.t:~OlJ1IS1
~tatit>.lli:; 'to .ass1st you~ui tb:e soli01tat1on of ord~rs of Safeguar(l "S.Ys.teitiS

Wi$fu t}le. Tenitocy· Q~ fumisbing to you, upon tenns not les~ :fliv.o.rable to
y.Ol\. tllan are ganerl!llY' offered to other Gompffi'able distnouto~s. such
sainplBsf te.cl:inical and <lesc1iptive infunnation as you may, at yGJl:lr
discretiqn, . flt<l.s.oh~bly request :frpm time to tUne. You acknowleclg,e thpt
th~ ·llSe ~:~~ where· appllcabi~, purchase of such .materials is your own
volqntazy .{!e~ision.
(B)

l?<nw~d ·to :YQU ·w-ith tea~onaole. promptJ).ess copies of all inCJjliri,es and
·:O.ther couespont:l~il!;~ .relating to S¥"egul!fd Syste:tns' received oy S~re~ard
from cu~o!Jler.s iden:tified on A.ttt!tthment B, together with. copies of'S?fe~
.gul!l'd'l; r:(!ply td sU~h inqujries or correspondence.

(C)

Notgy yCi\l with reason!lb1e ·ptomp.mess upon becoming aware of any
fia'\?i1Ity'Claim l:iy any.ofthe Cl}stomers identified on Attachment B rela~g
t9. S:afeguar.d Syst~ms or of any other evept that may reason!!l!ly .he
~xpected to have a material: adverse effect upon the sale of S~guard'
Systems to such customers.

(D)

'IndemnifY ·<!Il9 hold you harmless from and against all loss, damage,

liability, cost or expense of any narure whatsoever which may be asserted
against you by a third party (a "Loss') arising out of or in connection wit4
the manufacture, marketing, sale, distribution or use of Safeguard Systems
.except a Lo~s r~~lting .in whole or in part from your breach of the
Agreement, VIolation oflaw, or other wrong~ conduct.
(E)

Use its best efforts to insure customer satisfaction with the Safeguard
Systems (including their use, sale and delivery), subject to you.r
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cooperation in follo~g ·up on cbstomer co.mplaints .in a pro~pt and
~ourteous fashion and keepiiig Safeguard inft>rmed re,garding such matters.

8.

(F)

Have sole respon&ibility for b.illing and .the eollectio~ Qf customer acco\lllts
:in the Territory, subjeet to yo~ reaS.onable coo~atio.b, where .requested.
in assisting Safeguard in purSUing its collection eltorts.

(G)

U:se reasonable olfous (1) .tQ itltiestigate alle_ga:tfQ.Ils that other S;lifeguard

distn'butors may be improperly so~jtiqg Safegu.ard Systetn$ or(Iers in The
Territory or to the .cusfem~t:-s :ide.Dtifi!fd.m Attaclnnent B Md (il) to p~.the
applicable connniSs.ions-on·such s:Ues fo the propertlistnb.iltor.

DIST.RlBlJTOR!.S D"'(;ITIES ANl> ~)?LiGATIO~S:

lb. addftion to those dUties -anti ol:iligatiops_ {l~cnned. e1Se.where· in th~ A;g):ectm.ent,
you shall:
(A.)"

·

Refrain :£i:om soliefl:ing_ ordefl! p:f$-afegua.nJ. Syst.eW$· :&l>m customers -~ 19" •
W.hofP.; other Bafe.guqrq wsttfumors then bo16: a:e.qount. prote:e~t>n rlghfs,
inc1u.Oing te use. b.est ~Qrts to detemlin<:! llw. prospet:tiYe· cu-sto:m.e..ts :are
not .already r!J~t~etl in Safeguara.s- £'0,mp"Utei' to at;tother ·S~fe~d
distriT.mtor, :!in~ to av.oid taking:~y !icliO))S·intendedto, :cir· ~vihg the effect
of,. inconeptly i.llem~g the·Q?me, addresl), or id-e.n.tity ef·the eustotrier -in
orders-subiiD.'tted to Safeguard.

(B)

·

Refr.ain {except wh~e. pennitted _puf.suant to wr.itt~n Safeguard guide.l:i.nes

i:>:r policies) :froll). .soli~tb;lg· atders of $afeguard S"ystchns outside the

Territory. including to use ...best" ·efforts to. detei'mihe that prl:>spective
customers have a: bo~ fide office I~ation within the Terr.itory ~d to avoid
taking any a-ctions. intende.P to, (U" having the effect of: incor:rectly
identeying ~e nmne. addr~ or ·identity of the c:QStomer in orders
submitted to Safeguard.
·
(C)

Soopera~e with .Sa:t:t;WJarti to the extent r~aso~ly r~qu~t~ in attcmptJng
to establish, mamtru,n and/or .expand r.e:J.ationships W:Itn Nattonal Accounts,
Banks, Acco~ntants or other r~ffl.r{al sources (influence keys) in the
Territory. including to promp.tly·fqllow up on leads/referrals provided by
Safeguard. and to refrnir!, where tf)qU~ed by Safegu!l@, from interfering
\\lith referral relationships es.taolisl'red ·by or assls:!Jed fo other Safeguard
distributors.
·

(D)

Maintain all custom.er and firianciaJ records (including, for eJ~:ample;
computerized records and books of or:i~l entry) pertaining to. Safeguard
and your Distributorsi:Up in an or-derfy ind orgairized fashion, and, upon
reasonable prior notice, to make such customer and financial rec0.l'<;is
av.ailable for audit by Safeguard (at Safeguard's sole expense) during
nonnal business hours.

(E)

Comply with national or divisional adtQinistrative and coiDn;lission policies
not in conflict with this Agr·~ement whlch are now .\n effect or which we
may issue from time to time for all distributors \vi.tllin your Territory, or
any metropolitan area included within the Territory. You acknowleqge
receipt of a copy of Safeguard's cun·ent administrative policies. one-write
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and computer forms procedures manuals, and accounts receivable
prpcedure8 manual.

(F)

9.

Appoint assot;i_ate distributors or other sales and offi9e manage~n~
pers6nnel to assist you. in. canyip.g out your d~ties and responsiQilities
UDder ·this Agreement anl.y with .Safeguard's prior written consent whicli
will not be unteas0nably withheld. By WJ!Y of example, Safeguard may
withhold. its: consent if·the associ~te distributQr or. strch other person.tml fails
to .si~a wrltten ~grdtinent} m:form satiSfactory to Safeguard., promising.t.Q
r.esp·eat and pro.teet 'the trade s-eo:rets and confidential inforination: -Qf
Safeguard.

USE OF NAME ANQ.:LOG.Ol'Y:PE:

S¢~$1-ru:d, as ;part ,of t~. ~m:~ent, grants y~m. a non-exclu~iye .~c~.r;IS~~ y.rhl"Oh

may 06 :tevo.ked at any~ m. wllich Safegua;rd'be1ieves that you ~ m. violation of
~y

of the tei1QS, ~- t.Qn.ditions ·oHhl$ Agt:eCillent to use the ·name "Sa:tegua.r.d11
~rid t1ie Saf~~~.d'. !Q&o:tq>p.e -sgl([ly _ip. connection _?lith your te.pr.esent!ltt~ ~f

:Sa~ar~· 'l)l).a~· ~S' .:AgreeJ;nel;lt. No .statement m.

this Agteement sh-all lie
eo11Stfi!li#l t.Q.j>t.event :us :from ~.g ·to "Other ~sons or entities ~ rigl;it ti:! l!Se
·fue·lUIJil.e '':Sil:f~guard.'' If~ A~eement is t~.rminatM for atzy.· re!JSO.Il, all yow:
rigl)ts'to·us.e tli!l namg· "Si:J.teguat:d." and 'the logc;type automatica:Jly·:re'\l'~it back 'tQ
us and :ypn ·tna:r:no l~>Pg~ vse su.ch n3111e ot: logotj!pe. In sueh event. we shall ha.yethe right- 'to T~n~t yo)! td 'advise in writing any person whQ.ro. we designat~ tbl!t
yo.u are nQ long~t ·authorized to use the name ''Safeguard" and the Safegu~d
log0type.. You awee prompt1y to comply with mtch re.quest. You should adopt a
.:fictitious na~e jncol'p'0ra~g the na:me· "SafugJiard" .under wliich you will ~o
busir!.ess. This name m:ust be ~pproved by us in writing oofore you co~tmc.e
doing busirless under that name.
HL

TE~IN.ATION O"F .AGREEMENT:

(A)

This Agreement shall re~ in effect for ru;t initial term of five (5) years
unless it is terrninated ..eatHer for t~e reasons described-herein.
·

(B)

Safegp-arcl may tep'nip.ale this Agree~t immediately,. without pr-ior·
warning, by giving-you wriuen.notice if any aftne followii:tg should occur:
'(i) You a'l:/a:n.don your Oist.n1n~torship.
(ii) You or any ·o.f y~mr shareholders, agents or employees sell or solicit
sales of any P.r:oduc~. ser:Yices or supplies which Saff:guard detennines in'
its diseretion to be .competitive with: any Safeguard S~tems thijt ate
manufactured by or are otherwise available from Safeguatd. Tb,e term
"comp,et1tive" s],tall .include, by way of illustration without limiting the
meaning t)let.e.of, tha cbarecteristic o,f (l) having one or more applications
su~tanti~lly the saH\e as applications of Safeguard products, services and
supplies. or (2) perfonning one or more functions capable of hei:og
perfo]IIled by Safeguard products. services and supplies.

(iii) You or any of yc:mr shareholders, agents or employees sell or represent
a seller of non-competitive products, services or supplies without obtaining
our prior written consent, which will not be unreasonably withheld and
which, if granted. may be revoked by Safeguard due to a subsequent ·
5
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change in circumstances. Withont lirnit~g ~e getlemlity of the foregoing,

Safeguard will not normally grant it's conSent uriless (i)·the pra.duct1 serviee
or suppLy is anoillary to Safeguard Systems, (ii) is not manufa.ctured by Qr
otherwise available from S~gu¥d, and (.liD yQ~ ar-e then satisf'Jip.g tl\e
quotas set forth in paragraph lO(D) below. Ifybu receive Sat'egunrd's
consent to sell or r~pr~cmt a selle:r ·of then nofi..eompetitive products,
sexvices or supplie.s and Safeguard sU'bsequently mMc~S a.valliible Ne:w
Produ~ts which l;\re coooetitiW 'with ·sti6h :p(e\'iQUSJt lion-competitive
ite~. yau. agt.ee that, · if y¢1 decide t9 sign th~. a'pplicab~e _prOdl.\et. ·
~Q.endum, yel), your ~ehQlders, .~genr;s ·.alid ell)ploY.ees -~b.~ .tak~ all .
~a59;nal!>Ie an<1 ~pptop'riate act:kms to con.v.~ the clistomms to $af~guaxd's
product lines within a reasonable p.eriod oftuiit::
_(iv) You . 9r

any ?f ~ur

l!~~q~r~~ age~t~ q1; -~~~_plQ~~ c~tJat

yoursel~s m: your busqJ.esg .m a COiilllllt~ntly 11.\l~Pal .oi disEep~!~le
mmw.~.n>r !}.Q.gage-in a.patl~:ti! t:>f.Jihide,pra-ct,k'e:l_v4iieh .dfr~Uy {)t·b;t!ilw:ctly
discredit Safegu.ard. Saf4~aJ:d oosto1;1i.~t~,
-diS~ol,l~r& or
Safeg<Wd prf'!.dtJ.c!~ o.r sef\ri¢e8.

_.fu(fegqaro

-(v) Y1;m .or. .W.lY ~f._yout sh~<:~PJ!l~:. -!tg~nts a~ .e.nw!~]!~~ ·br~iloh er

.mat~cdll:fail tp perfunn:'MJ.Y ,~ffu~ ~.and ·~o]l~Q91JS.. of:tfim.Agre-e.nre,p.t
fOr smtY (69-) :days or·IJT9re a,ll:C;tt WJ'Itteil. no.ti~ trGm. -~fe-~ar,fl I~er·.than
;ll.bt~ch ~f any oflht} fof~gQ-iijg .s.iibsectiqll!!:of·this p.~giaph l'd(.B.). ~ ~o

which immediate ten:Qina(wn is authorize¢.). J?rlpr 't(l the· exp:irl\tion·of such
sixty (60) cizy·:period, Safeguard shall h<we: .the ·Qptlen. to fi:lke .such {)fuer.·
actions, such as, for .example, wit:blu~Jding Qre applicable co'ti)D)issi~:>ns, 0r
assigning (lllo(ller d!strlbn(qr ~ ~.erne~ tlie aJ?pllslib~~ customei: ·acflounts, _
as S.afegqard may deem ~p.pr9P.ri~tte in its discretion.. Aft~r- the expiration
of such smty (60) day per.iQdl Safugpard,, In jts ~S!::l:t}Qon,, may elect not to
dechJ,re you to be in matena1 brearib -of tb:is Agreenian~; 'but .rather to
continue such other remr;:di~-as are autb,orized'~)dhe·ptevious sentence.

(vi) You or any of your sharehol9-ers, !l'gentS' or .employe~ or any person
on your behalf files any banlaupt~y petitfon er deebu'es insolvency (by any
definition).
(C)

Notwithstanding anything tQ the contrary in ·p.aragraph 1O(B.) above,
Safeg1.1ard sruiU give you :sj:ll.ty (60) da:ys prior written notlc'e and an
oppertunity to cure if any ·breach Qf paragraph .lO(B} is committed by any
of your shareholders, agents ana emplpyees without your previous
approval, knowledge, involvement or acq11iescence.

(D)

Set forth below are your {lnnual n~t sales quotas for ~ in.lfial three ·(3)
year term of this Agreement. S.afeguard may·fen:riit;late this Agreement by
giving you sixty (60) days written n9tice if the net sales (net of
uncollectible ae<>ounts, retums and a~owahc~) -of Safeguard Systems
credited t0 you do not equal or exceed the amounts set forth below for any
of the annual periods indicated (or any annual renewal period):
5/1/9.8-12/31/98
111199-12/31799

1/l/00 - 12/31/.00

..

$142,70,.0 . --· ---

$243,400·

$288,800
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The foregoing annual net sales quotas may at Safeguard's option be

,r~onably increased bas~ upon any price increases for Safeguatd SystefllS
duribg ·the P.eq'Qd, ~ shall be reasonably decreased by Safeguard in the
event ofmate~ pne.e decreases for Safeguard Systems.

~ addition to. the above annual net sales quotas, Safeguard may. tetn'ilnate
th1s Agreemen~ P.y giving you sixty (60) days \\'litten. notice if the net sale,&
ofSiifeguarq ~teths".cteltited to you for each 'Calendar year do·not at least
equal the n~t ~es of Safeguard S:ystems credited to you for tl}e prior
cale.t;~dar·~.

(E)

'l'~is A~ee.m.ent

will

$o terminate sixty (60) days after any of the

fullowfug ·events·occur.
- '(i)

.

You .give 1lS written notice ·tlJ.at you have .elected

tp

·

te.rininate tb,is

Agr.~t:zn.dlt

{ii) · YoW ·.death or- p,e~ep,t disability. Pe~ent disab.ih'ty me.{lnS an
~isillty fullr to· -p.etfonn all of the duties and respop,sibilities
).:ie'teunq~r.tQ"t®,full..ext-ent:req'!Jh"ed oy thiS .A~e~ment b_y reascm of
illn~; m.;iUl'.}'t '(l,t.:tfl(la_paeity fu~: twenty-s~ (26} ~;ans~tiv~. we.eks. In.
the ey.~nt 9f ~nr di.spure lll1.1ler this subpara~p~ you shall submi~ td.
a p~i~!il ~amillati0n by a licensed physi!'i~ selected by us, who
mu~ (flso.:· be approved by you so long as your consent is not
u.rite~·c:milbly withheld. or delayed.
(fu)
(F)

Alfred ll F~att or. Linda Wilder Flatt c.eases to be your majority
shareholqer{&) without our prior written consent.

So kmg as you a,l'e th~n in compliattc.e with all of its terms and conditiops,
you.mey.reli~w t)le term of.this Agreement fontddition~l periods of:fiv~ (5)
yeats each {}y g_iving us wptn:n riotice at least sixty (60) days pril:).r t@ the
.end o'f the curr~nt U;tm, and n:egatiating in good faith with Safeguard
during .tllat. ~btty (60) day peripd to establish the annual net sates of
S.afeguar.d Syst:~. wJllch ·you propose to _generate if tbe Agreement is
extended. Ret!I(Wl!.l shall be -autamatic if the annual increases ba;ve been
mu.tu~lly·,ggreed ·upon in writing. Ip the absence of such mutual ~gr.eement,
renewal shall .still be automatic if your proposed annual increases rejl~ct
~w~ces~iV.e -amiual in9Xeases of a't least 5% per yeru: over the .requiretne~ts
of ea~b prec~g-·year. If y.our proposal does not meet these criteria or if
you fail to submit a prop.osal, then, unless Safeguard has approved spch
renewal in writij)g, ti1e Agreement shall be terminable by Safeguard upori
Written notice to you. In the absence of such written notice of temiimition
from Safe~~dl t-o you; the Agreement shall be deemed to be renewed, at
Safeguard s option, on either an annual or at will basis.

(G)

SafeguaEd shall have the right upon written notice to yoU to rescind any
SDcty (60) day period prior to termination othenvise provided for in this
paragraph and to declare the t~tion to be effective immediately if
during that sixty (60) day period (or any portion thereof) you or any of
your shareholders, agents or employees fail to continue to solicit orders on
behalf of Safeguard and otherwise perfonn in good faith under this
Agreement.
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11.

ASSIGNMENT OF RIGHTS;

Your commission rights to the CU$to,ul'tr8 identified on AttiaJllneni B ma.y nut be
assigned or transferred l:!Y you, or by opl':ration·oflaw, in part. Yall- n;tust~transfer
all 0£ yo\11" Ij_ghts eithec- to ·$ll"fem.t.9td.: 01:" an(}~b:et ~rS9!;1: If (i) you have been a
Distributor for at least fi~e (5} years, (it) have ~tisti.ed the re.quire.m<m"tS set forth
below in p~grapli. li(.D), and. (iii) yOll· are in .compliance with. rol.· tenus and
~ndib.ons of"this Agree@.~$t, and JGU wish to ·ttiurSfer Wl!! rfghts to s~Iicjt -9~~
of Safuguard Systems td tbe custot®i:s ~dicnfed on .Attat1tti1ent B and "to ~
colhmissions fr.Qm such-lia1es (th¢ "R;ighfsj, the f91lowmg tri\lllt fust otGQ.t!
(A)

(B)

~y
~pproved

transfer· yo.!J.r J9g.bts to a ~d p:art;r .()r p!llities. who must be
by Safeguard., in writil1g,· a,na ·Safeguard agrelis not· to
unreasonablY withhold: its -approv.al. Tire followilXg ·s}¥1!1 be, examples of
reaso1Uible gro:un~ for withholding apprdval:

Yoll

(i) the third pm-ty had fu.a:d~uate. sal~ and miU}a,gemeot eJfP.erience, or
inadequate financ·iat.respw~;es to <:1pcrate ·a· Dist;ribbtptsblp of fuili ~ize anli
.aomplexity, o£ ;refu~~.s- to provide mfo.nnati.9ti <1bout his qualificatii:ms ar
financial condition as. teql.lested. by Saiegt!<!rd;

(ii) the thir~ party is. a r.epres-entatjv.e. of-a ~tnpet'.itivc; ce~pan.y at the·til;p.e
of the proposed tt.tilsfer and ~ith~i {<!) d0es· not agree· to .refinq_uis~ such
·position at the ·time· of the !rfl1l&fei.. or (b) .is ·sJJbjetlt ~o. ·bindiug n.o.ncompetition or noil-"sollcit_atit>n col(e.nan.ts with the competitor;
(fu) the third party wUl not agree to·de:vote his best .efforts to

~e business
of the .Dlstributcuship, and activ:ely ·p~icipate in its sales a:cdvit.ies and
management;

(iv) th~ third party bas
convic~ed of a felony;

a history of pOQr ct_:edi.t

e«P.~rienge

or .has been

(v) the third party is at tne tinie of the proposed transfer a Safegumd
Distributor or was a Distributor or Associate Distributor whose contract
was tenninated or a Safeguard employee whose employment was
terminated;

(VJ) the third party fails ~o submit a satisfactory business plan to Safeguard,
or fails to agree to accept reasonable n~t s~les quota ·n~quirements and the
terms and conditions of Safeguard's tben existing non-exclusive distiibutor
contract;
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(vii) th~ third ·party in$ists up<>n being assigned Rights in and to a larger
base of existing custpme:r accounts than Safuguard in its sole ditcretioQ

d.eems app.topr.iate; or
(viii) ~e fjnanGial terolS (i~. pric·e and pa:¢.>ack) are not fair and reasonqbl~
to the thir.d patzy (i) in tel'mS' of pr:oviding 'him or her with adequate -ctlSh
:t}ow witb 'whi<lh tp PP,~~te as· a Safeguard Distnbutor, or (ii) in
comparison with the fumric.lal teflllS ofassigrtments ofrights by eoiqpar.able
distrlbutor;s at or t!bout that time.

If yo.u fail to ass~ ancJ .tran!!'f~r your Rights tq a third party who bas }Je.ell
:3:Ppmved by S~eguard in wri$g within ninety (90) da)'s o'f the da.te Bafegilard.
rej'E~td.)'<iUr oifei~ then ::your .right to transfer tb,e Rigl:its to third pmi~ shall laps~
~~ shall :P,tlt. P:eeome. ~ij'e£ti'Vi'b until J'Ol! .hc!.v.e again offered y.otlr Rights t$'l
'Slrfe-ga.a1d ·as:descnb~ abo-ve i!.n'd Safe~d ba5 a~xejected your o'ffet.
If~oul' sh¥ehti!td~t~s] ~e <!~ be~O}tle :Jjetmanentl~ ~aOle<l ~·a: time ·y.rheft
you. wer,e 111ll~D)l:llfailce WJ.th.aU .te.rtns and GondlUO!J:S .of this· Agr.ee~en:t~
thls A~!lm~li~.$liall·t~tc~ ~:you or your·d,esi8lJ,ee shallln\v.!J .!i}?'tlnQ'd:

of one

llundt.etl twenty (l2.0} da.J>S tbereafm tQ

enter into an

agr~ltl.ent

With:;~ tintd pil.dy·ta assl,gii your R(ghts \U)On sueh price and_paym,e.p.t't~

be agree~ -upo:tl by your designee and the thirq P.a:t.ty; P,rovlded,
bowevet, that yQur ilesignee and/pr the lhi.rd party must arrange to .pay off
'the ba1an~e offhe amount set forth in paragraph 6(D).
'a$: lllflY

N0iwithst1lcn9ing the for~going, :my tmnsfer to a third party. s~all.r~quire
S'af!;guard's witten approYal, wbich will not be unreasol)ably witlilie.Id.
Tbe criteria set forth in paragraph ll(B) above sbal1 be examp~· of
reasonable grouncl~ for Shl'egilard's withholding consent.
If, within ~me liupdred tw.enty (120). days ofyour sharehol<ler(s) death: nr
perinapent disability, ye.ur designee is ·unable to transfer alLofyour Rights
as outlined al?.ove. Safeguard. shall, subject to paragraph 12(B), PY.¥ tp you
(Qr your: designee.) au artiauP,t equal to 50% of the net n,~w and rep~t
Safeguard S;Ysieros sal'!!s to the custollley's credited to you qunng·¢e tW.e1ve
r.nc;nth period in.un¢"m:te1y preceoing your shareholder(s) death or
pennanerit di?ability and collected by us Within one hundr~ twenty (120)
days of the billing pate. These payments will. be made over a ten year
period, in one hun.dred twenty (I 20) equal monthly paymerits commencing
fo'llr (4) months after the date of your shareho1der(s) death or pennanen~
disability. You (or your designee) will also be entitled to additional
payments if -a third party ill recfl,lited, who meets Safeguard's standai:ds for.
selee.tioh as a distributor then in effect, including,without limitation,· the
criterla. described in par~waph ll(B) 1!-bov~, and who a$I'ees to purchase
your Rights. Thes~ addtttonal payments will equal the difference between
the ·amount which the third party agrees to pay for the purchase of sttch
Rights and the amount payable to you or your designee under thll1
subparagraph. Safeguard bas and assumes no duty to assist you or your
designee to make such a sale of the Rights or to recruit or approve such a
thi.rd party, and wHI not be acting as your fiduciary in any such efforts: If
the Rights are sold to a third pruty who subsequently defaults, Safeguard's
only obligation will be to pay to you or your designee the balance, if any,

'

_.
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that would be due und~ this ·subparagraph. Safe~a:rd tnay, without any
legal obligation and solely in its discreti~~ attempt to'.IOca.te anoth~ third
party willing to assu~e the obl.igat.i_ons d~e .to. y<m under th,e first sale, to
the extent then possible; howev~r~ m all mstances S~S!Jatd .may transfer
the Rights on such tel1ll$ and conditions. ~s it ~li~ves- to ~ in its :Own !:>est
int~r.est and suitable for its .0:wn pl!rposes wheili~t or·not this would affect
the return to you Or ybur designee.
(D)

-.

In no event will you be p~_d to as~gn your R!ghts Qt. to. re¢eive any
pa.}'l"lWnts under this paragraph miles'S :yqu -er -your pl(i:S"Qn.al representative
execute a writt~n agre·eljJ.ei).t Wt.'tb: Safeg_uarp ~-q thetbird patti cootajning
such tellll$ and c.Qn.ditio.w; as Safe-guar~ may;r~l;i.inihiy I&quest
·
For ·the. purpo.se of ~s :{?aramraph. ;w: ~Jtll, as P."4rqgt:apl1S. W an.~ 12, this
AgJi~emen.t -shall b~ .de.emed .to lmrte:ct>-:t:!1nJ..e~~- -on.Aptll 2l); 1!998.

"12:.

PAYMENTS AFI'ER- T)i;RMiNAT..ION..

Safeguard will m.ake payments to you flft~'r .~.t'lilinatiQn .of this Agreru:nent tJUI:ler
the foll~ving ¢i'rClliUStances:
(A)

If Safeguar.d t~mrlnates- t.liis Agree,ni-elit. fur- any .efthe xe;t~pn.s s~t .:fo.rtli in
paragr-aph 10, if ~ou die or ¥':Pme .P~lanen!J¥ ~i.saple~ Withif.l the. ~
five (:5) years, or J.fyou tertnma:te this· Agreement, .Saf.'~JPlatd. will1 subJect
to paragrapb l2(D), pay ydU (or your beae:ficj_ar(~) :fqr two ·(2.) years ilfter
the effective dat~ 9f tef.minatitm 50% f>ff fu.e :C'o.ll1fniSsiorls· generated on all
repeat gaJes of Safeguatd Systems that ar~ li;l.ade during such pepod. to
custOJDers from whom you -wer:~ entifl~ lo .re-c:ei'\!'e commissions whil.e this
Agr~ement was s'lill in effec.t. Safeguard. wiJl oot, ht'>'"'>'ever{ tpak!'l MY such
paytrieots if during the two ye?r pe~ibd y,!jtJiin the Territo:cy yo·u or- your
shareholders, agents ot empley¢es~ directly or -ineil.'e~:<tly, sell", attempt to
sell, or 3$Sist ot.frers in s.eUing fir· attempting tq ~ell s~rV.l!!!es, products, or
supplies which are competitive with Safegul!~. s~l'Yi.c.es, :Ptoducts or
supplies, either on.yo11r own behalf ~.r qn·bebl!lf~r othe~;s KJr if'you fait tb
deliv~r to us within. two (2) ~usi,n~s$. gaji& of'tPb date uf:.terniinatiqJ). all of
the Safegtiard trade secn::ts 2Pd c.Ql:Jfj~e.i;J.!lW mfoiltlatien .tis~ in P.!l;mgraph
13, and ~:o.operate with us (a,ll 'des.crihed .in paril~ph -13) -in the tl$lll5fet of
the customer accounts. to us (ft to our represent-ative.

(B)

If after this Agreement has bee.n effect for more than fiv.e (ti) y~ars .(i)
you die or become permanently-cJ.iiiiibli::di .or (ii). you ·transfer your R1ghts to
Safeguard pursuant t<J ·parag,.:aph ll(A.J, Sa:fegu~d Will, subject to
.paragraph 12(D), pay you {o.r yol:lr benefici~ries) for four (4) years.a:fter the
-effective date of tenninatioo 50% of th~ commissions generated on all
repeat sal~s of Safeg)lard Systems tha,t are in~de during such period to .
customers from whom you were entitled tb r~ceive commissio~ while this
Agreement was still in effect. Sareguard wi!J not, h,owev~. make any such
payments if during the faut year period withi.q. the Territory you or your
·shareholders, ~gents or e.tQployees, directly or indi!ectly, sell, attempt to
sell, or assist others in selling or attempting to sell seFVices, ·products or
supplies which are competitive with Safeguard services, products or
supplies either on your own bebalf or on behalf of others, or if you fail to
deliver to us within two (2) b"Usiness days of the date of termination all of

m
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the SafegJJard trllde s.ee'rets and confidential info.rmation listed iii pi!Iagraph
13, IDld coo.P.ctatc With us (!iS described in paragraph q) in the transfer ·of
t~e.s¢ eustonier-accounts to us or to our representative.

(C)

You (or jour beneficiaries) will also be entitied to aiiditional p·ayments if

you ~.e entitled to payments under subparagraph (B) and if a thlrd party is
who m:e:ets Safeguili:d's reasonable standards for sete.c~qn ·a& a
distnbu.~or (})en in. ·e:ffOOt, including, without limitation, the criteria ·
'Cl~scr..il:i!Xl 1!1 pata~pli ll{B) above, .and who agr~ to p,nrchase your
Rights. These .additlmmt pa:yme.nts will equal the difference between the:
ameunt which t® thiJ:~ p!J,rl:y .agn;:es to pay f'ot tlie purchase of s.uch .Rights
~d ·the 1\!Ill'lllnt: pa,Y.!lble- to Y.t).u U!ider ·SUbj5ai:agiaph l~(B) :~"\lO.ve.
.s-a:f~_gJ.Jatd has atld. !IS~tn'e"s no <My ta assist you or- YQUZ: estate to .Qll!,ke
-.sue~ a:~~ W:ihe l.Ughts otto te.e.r.uit or approve ~ch a ,wt~l pPtty,.:e~ct;i_l)t·
unde:t::mm- lhe.Ii C.~nt..andreasonable·$t1Uldl\Ids. Ifthe Ri~~ 9-te sold lo a.
ifhir:d 'p'tl'rcy·who subsequen~ly-defunlts, Safegqar.d:s· ontY obligation wiU·be
tO .pay. t~ YOU ~€i· baf~ce, if'~y• .t]lat WbUlo b.e due under SUp,Paiagraph
r~crw~e.c.l,

1'1(:B).

(DJ

.

If tbfs A~cmt is. t~at~ for ·any reas(1n. before. all ot the mOlltl:ily
qQmi'J)].ssiP'tl.d:e.o~tions .set furth :in j>aragi'l!.ph 6(D) have been wif!fueld
frpm yel),

b:u~.

y~u. .shall. liav~

no. pers.onal liability fbr the

r~m~g

b$I).ce.

coD.v4rsely; you sha:ll:nnt be entitl~d to a refimd or. r~Q'liP.ilj¢tit. of .a-ny

monthi,9' dedUc.tions pr6Viou,s}y made, a¢ y<>u shall aJs.o tecefv.e Jf>
payments under par~graph 11 or 12 unless a{l'3l).gsnnents are m,ade- m
Wl'iting, that ar~ ~pptoved by Safeguard in its discretion, '!lnd!:tr' whic.h the
·reJil!llncler ofsu:~h·?.tn~\ID.t set forth in paragraph 6(D) is collected in :fi.t14. as
wen as·~ l.oan ba:lanees owed by you to Safeguard.
B.

NON-D!SCLO:StrlrB .OF CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION AND NON.·co:MPETITlON.
. .

In tonsjderation: of Safeguard's appointing you as ~ dlstribtlto,: of Safegul!J'(l
Systems, and in reeognition. that as- a sales agent you have 9J1 .obligation to you.r
principal to return all'.of£8afeguar~!s trade secrets or other con:tide.Q,tjal ittfqrma~ion
upon the: te[Q'l.i.Qa#on of the llge.D.Gy, you agree that l:lpon the ·termination of this
Agt~-err.J.~J f~r 'irOY .reruJ<Jn yo~ (fo;r p.mposes of tills paragraph "you" iadludes. you,
yo.\]t.sl,larehpli:f~rs. llge.tlts and employees, individiia.lly as well as coJlecl:ively) :will
imnrediately r~tllrQ tO .Saf~gtJBI:d all originals and copies of Safeguard cust-omer
fil~. e(l,i"t:ls anq ree9rd.s· (in~ludil:lg .past ordering history, sarqples and imprints},
Safegttard customer list-s, proprietary computer softw(\te ~nd related·
doeUii:J.ciltation, price books or price lists, product manuals or o.ther prod\]ct
training- .matedals in your lle&pective possession, custody or contro'l;. ~d an sales
aids, &ales brochlll'e~ design form trays, demonstration boards, and othet
Sa.f~gua:rd sales .Q~aterials which were given to you by Safeguard. You agree that
these are trade secre.ts and con:fide.ntial information belonging to Safeguard ;1nd
neither you nor any' of your shareholders, agents or employees will (i) disclose anY
ofsu.eh trade secrets or confidential information about Safeguard or tbe.na~e of
its business to any thir.d. parties, (ii) permit any such confidential i!Uormarion to
become known by any such third party, or (ill) retain or use any sucli'i.nfonnation
other than in connection with serving as a Safeguard Distributor.

II
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UpQI1 termination of this Agr.eement for a.ny r~on you agree that you will not
disparage Safeguard, its pro.ducts or its distributors and .that you shall assign to:
S.llfeguard or its designee :further use of all b:usint!Ss telephone number(s), fu<:simile
machine numbet(s), and post office box. n\llllher(s) previously-used in co·onection
with yo.ur Safe~ard distributorsll.ip. Yo.u ~~ ~t ~pb:rr tel'Dlination ·of this
Agreement (or, If requ0sted "b;y Saf.egu.ard, ~t.~y time priQr .tb.eteto m which event
suth doCillp.eil.ts may be postdated by·Safeguard)~ you will.s.ign such documents a'!l.
may be required by .the telephone coJ'n.tmfiy or post effice to effectuate such
assignment. If you fail.or refuse to do .So by this Agreement you ·appoint and
consent to &tfeguard!s scmtirig as your. r-epresentl\~Ve . to exe¢ute ~y such.
dooilinents on your behalf. You -agree- that yo~ -shall promptly furw.a:rd to
S.afuguard (or its designee) all1naii, OJ~~xs or otl,l€t co.tt!:Spontl.enee ieeeiv.ed by
you at lfDY ofyour Q.om~ or bllSin~s ad~~~·~r-·th.e dati!·oftemrination ·that
are addresse!J. to or oth~~ t~late to .Sareguatd, .arid, tlmt you sha)l adv.i~~
perso.rurwho.call your howe.tel~phane nnmb~s .asking.fQ~ $a!e~~cl. ofihe rt~w
t~eph0ne nri:til.bers at whlGii Safegilarci (or "its d~t~ee) can be r.eaoh~d.
Also, for .a period of two 0).- ~$ ~ tills i.\gt:e~~~nt :is termb;lqted, WJ"thih the
Teriito.ry; you agre~ that ~eith~r .Y£>1.\. J;JJ)r tmy of" yo:ur shat~h.Q.ld~rs~ a~ents oretnploy,l;l"~·.~hldl djrec~y ·Qf'l,ildirt!ctl.y.; ·on Y.Q:Ur .~r. 'tlieir ~wn ;p·ehal£ ot on ~lf of
any oiMr·J*rso11, aompany·-ot·eilt11fY,. soliGi't,..se11, ·attemp~ to sefit or .assist 6tn~s in
selliilg $.J.Stems or serVices, supplies or :produc~. ·coropctiti:v.e With :::Y§t~lllS.
service's~ supplies or products available :!i:ci>~Jl Safemta.rd ·t<1 any. Sa..fegnard
customers :from whom yo~ had so~cited Qr{lets. gr W'itb whomy.ou had otherwise
done b~l1tess·prior to such t:ermiQ..ati'on date.
1f either you or your shat~holdet~, .agents. pt emploJees ·v.iolate any of the a:bpve
·agreements, you acknowledge that Safeguard's FemeCiy·at 'law for VIolation will be
inadequaje·. Safeguard will be entitled to temporary and permanent equitable relief
to prohibit you or tbem from continu·ing to :violate "this A&J;eB.IJ!ent even if no
money·damages can be proven;·provi~edi hoi.ve.ver;tliat no~g.stated herein shall
be construed so as to preclude Safeguard ~o· reeover app.ropriate mtinetary
damag!'lS.

In the e)'!lnt any of the provisio:ns of paragr.apl! 13 are deem!l.d to exceed t-he time
or geographic limitations pe~tted by appliC:able laws~ you ood we agree thai the
provisions ar.e essential for Safeguard~s pr0tecti<m and tbat. they f!hall be ref9rme~
to the maximum time or geographic·Jimitati'on pemutt,ed by llpp.l.icable laws.

14.

RELATIONSHIP TO QTSER AGREEMENTS:
This Agreement is the sole underst,andll).g and agre~ment of lhe parties with.
respect to its subject matt~t and shall SUP.ers~de and .replace any. agreement_
covering the products and serv.ic.es covered by this Agreement previously signed
by us, as well as all prior or contemporaneous undf<.[standings and agreements,
written or oral.
·

15.

NO WAIVER/NO IMPLIED COVENANTS:
If any provision or part of this· Agreement .sball.be.held iny.alid, .the rest. of. the..
Agreement shall still be binding upon each of the parties, such invalid provision or
part being deemed severable in nature. In addition, if either party elects not to
enforce any of the tenns of the Agreement at any time, its fail1,1re to do so shall not
be deemed a waiver of its right to enforce that or any other part at some later time.
12
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SAFEGUARD'S ELECTION 1'{01 TO ENFORCE ANY OF THE TERMS AND
CONDITIONS OF ITS SIWLAR AGREEMENTS WITH OTHER
OISl'it"WUT(,)RS SHALL NOT PREiUDICE NOR AFFECT ITS RlGHT TO
ENFORCE SUCH TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT
AGAINST YOU.

1·6.

B.INDJNG EFFECT OF 1'HiS.AGREEMENT:
0

-

This Agree.Ql~nt.•l!Mll be h!ndmg not ·only on ypu and Safeguard, but also on each
o.fth~ heirs; e2t~¢uti:>r.s, su¢tlS.SOts and assigns of the parties.
17.

M1SCELLAN.EO.I!S:

<AJ

.,.f\mendment. tfe~!Pe.r. !h.~ Agree~~! ·n~r any of its provisiol:!S !nay l:le
~e.nife9. Qr W.?lved ex~pthy .a, wntmg stgtted by the party agafust whom
.~etnei:!J of).he"~¢Q.dm.ent or waiV.er .is sought.

(B.):

pe~'illt.~;Sfi~gp!n:d. ·Safeguard sha:Jl-not be deemed to h11ve eo_quniJ;teyL-q.
br.~oh et·gefault of anY,E>bligation or p~:oyisi(j.tt. of lliil! A~nt· u)il~ 1t
shall haVe! het<q.,given· Wf.ift~n :j!lPtlC~ by _you· "d~ignatihg j:he siJ{:~ifl!:; aet .Cit'
prpvisifln: ofwliilili:the.t~ b~ been a Wn;r~ ·qfpetforni!jllc¢.
8afe@!Uid
$~11. lm.v~~fail¢d to p.:erfo~ sueh act 'Or comply with such proviSion witliin
:thitty (~QJ s.fa~.atter.ret¢Jp:t of:such -notice.

and

(C)

Limitation 0f Damages. The damages ·recoverable by either party J;rereto
for .any codtrovers:Y or claim; whether for breach of contract, tort, vioJiltiop
.of statute, ·or otherwis;,. -based upon, ~ing Ol;lt of; or·rel~ted !9 ~S
Agreet'J).~nt, a brea~h thereof, or the' commercial or economic t:elat!c:m
. b'e.tween. t:b.e p~e.s, SllAIL BE LIMITED TO ACTUAL OAMAGES
FOR COM:MER,CIAL LOSS, NEITHER PARTY HERETO SHALL BR
,LIABLE ):0 T'EEE· OT:a:ER FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES,. OR "FOR
COMPllliSATORY DAMAGES FOR EMOTIONAL DISTRESS.

(D)

Limitation of Actions. The parties mu~ally agree that any claim of aqy
kind ·based ~£>0)!1, arising out o±: or related. to this Agreement, a br.eaqh
tl),et~f; or ·thy ·(:~lJiine,t~~ 9r ecOJ:!.OmiF rel~tion between tb.e pat.t.ieii,
.SHAlL BE 'BARRED UNLESS AS.SERTED BY THE C01v.IPLA1NING
PARTY ~y t$ COMMENCE:tv1ENT OF AN ACTION WITHIN ONE
.YEAR AFfER T:FIR FIRST INACTION OR ACTION TO WHICH THE

CLAIM RELATES.

18.

.

GOVERNIN.G LAW:
This Agre~ent ~hall 'become effec~ive when executed and accepted 'Qy us :ip.PC?p.psylvaniq. and it ~hall be< governed and con~trued under and in ac;cot<l<mce with
the laws ofP.ennsylvania.

19.

RELIANCE UPON OWN JUDGMENT:
Each of the ;parties acknow.Iedges that in executing this Aweement it relies solely
on his, her or its own judgment, belief and knowledge, and such advice as he, ·she
or it may have received from his, her or its own counsel, and, except f0r
representations expressly s~t forth herein, tbat party has not been influenced by any
representations or statements made by the other party or his, her or its counsel.
13
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20.

F1JLL DlSCLOSUREINO ORALMPltESENTATtONS:
By

signihg

this

AgTeelllent

:you

acknoWledge

that

NO

ORAL

.REPRESENTATIONS CONTRARY TO ANY 0F THB WRITTEN TERMS OF
THIS AGREEMENT HAVE BEEN MADE TO YOU BY ANYONE
ElyiPLOYED BY OR REPRESENTING SAFEGUARD. You. specifieally.
acknowledge that Safeguar~ has expl~~ed t!) you that (1) it cannot provide
assurances that ·it will proyide y~~ wlth li_nfunit.e:O :q:f. illlY" p.t-edetemlined. level of
s~ppOJ;t ·or tr.g, (2) that .l!llY of the Safeglil1ril· custome>s. ide.ntlfie!l ~
Attaol:gnent B, subsection (.ii) will continue-to teord~ the same pr~tJct or s:im,ilar
amounts .iJ;1 tl!e future, 0) iliat any SU!lll custonre.r ·11tW _r~m~ -~ btJsin~· or may
~t ap.p~ar mor.C(. than-once on the .Jist, ~~!_bly-under -4iiEr~n~ .:iJ.atn~, or (4} that
yau Y...il! altain the:net ~ales q~o~ ~~t w~ .W. P.,aTa:_grgpJ:f lOQ.)), Qt -aG.hl~-ve any
other -sa:.les or earnmgs fQreoaats JW!t.~a,vQ· ~n.4~~e.I&}J~i'l ~Y Sa:fe_guard .and y0u.
You uncle~tand Jhat ·SafegU!itil.b.tiltif1.P*~ii'tS l!;i ·y.o-Q. .that the. enstemers whose·
nam¢s are list~ in ~ubs:ectieiJ :(ii) to 4ttS:cbment B- have ~ t.Ire past bpught.
·Safegp~i:J pr.o(ln.cts . ~d servlees. ·y:qtr A~O'Wf:;EP:OH. TIIA1'.. ANY·

DISctJSSIONS YOU MA.Y HAVE.~ WJTJ;! ~.A;FE_GUA'RO ABOUT .ANY
BXPECrATION OF FU'ITJRE G~ft~ FR01\i:t. S'Udfl qJST.QMEE$: HAVE
INVOLVEJ? BSTIMA~ Q~Y:., YX?~,a1s.o a:~lmpwte~~ t;ha~ y~u b'itv.e reeeiv~.
an e7!planation of how the ·pn!le ~ :tb~ .ae(:o1ft!.t :protection l'!gl:ifs· set forth ·m·
paptgtaph 6(D) -a¢ li()W the !\Il1J.yal. quota ·:set fo_cy}l'jn para_gtaph_l O(D) bas meen
calaul~ted, that these oomp-jltafiobS are s.atisfao.to:cy, ·and that the quotas ate
.r~asonable and attainable by you. Y<:>u h:ave ~d. tlie .Awe«<iil!fJ;l.t carefi).lly and
have been encouraged by Safe'guard to revi~w .it with an attoPl~Y of ypur elJ.oice,
and you agree to be bound by itste~,

21.

DISPUTES/ARBITRATIO.N/\Y._A.IVE~ OF JURY TRIAL:

(A)

Any di~ute b~tween. you· and ~-q.ther Safeguard distnbutor, ·including, fur
e~ple, disputes relating .to claims :that: you (or any of your agents or
employees) have violated l!llDp.ar:agtapbs {A} and (B) 0fparagraph 8 above
or your claim that another ·Sa:fe&J.Iard ilistr.ibutor has 'l(iolated similar
covenants or E)bligations-arising from his pr.'J,:rer DistnbU.tQr Agreernent(s)
with Safeguard~ Jl)a.y be r~oh(~ by Safegu~d purS®tit, ·to its written
policies then in effeat, o:r i~ ~y'b.e su1;>mittt;d to a:_p~el 0fat least three· (3)
disinterested and neutral Di~to'bu.tox:s (to b.6 ~elected ftom a list provided by
Safeguard): You agree to .abid~ by .the.d!!~ision ·ofeither Safeguard or such
panel, which, in the absenc_e of clear and. convincing evidence of fraud or
conflict of inter~t, will be fiilal and 'binding and not appealable to any comt
of law or otherwise, and you agree that you slll!ll not file, claim, sue or·
cause or permit to be :filed.or cia~ any actio:!! for legal or equitable relief
(including tor damages, nyuns:tive, decl~~ory, monetary or otlier relief)
against either Safegtlard or any memberf~) of such panel involving ·any
dispute submitted to or adjudicated by Safeguard or the panel.

(B)

In the event of any dispute between you and Safeguard based upon, arising
in connection with, or related to the interpretation of this Agreement or a
claimed br.each ther~of, the parti·es• resp~tiv~ rights a,nd obligaqons unde(
this Agreement, or :from ·alleged· tortious conduct or statutory violations·
related in any way, directly or indirectly, either to this Agreement or to the
parties' commercial or economic relationship, and except as otherwise
provided in subparagraph (A) above, you aod we agree that THE ISSUES
14
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THAT WILL BE RAISED IN SUCH DISPUTE WILL BE DIFFictJtT
AND COMPLEX ·SO THAT ANY LAWSUIT RESULTING FROM
SUCH li CUNTR.OVERBY wuL BE TRIED BEFORE A (:!OUR,T OF
CQMP.ETBNT JURlSDrCTION BY A JU))GE SrrfiNG WITHOUT A
.tul{Y.
YOU HBRE~Y KNOWINGLY, VOLUNTARILY A'ND
INTEN'rtoNAILY WANE ANY RIGHT YOU MAY HAVE TO A
~BY JUR:Y JN RESPECT TO IJTIGATION RELATI~ T.Q ANY
.OF nm FOR:EGO.INJ;l MATI'pR.$, AND "YOU ACKN-OWLEDGE
UI.A:T rHJS 'JIROV:ISIO;N IS A MATERIAL INDUCEMENT Fblt
S.A.f.EGU~·s.-mrl'BRING INTO TffiS AGREEMENT WITH YOU..
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS; INC..
~·

Dat~

.

.

fl~'I

" . \I, \ ~ ~ \
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Attachment A

You shall have the non-exclusive rigb~ to ~U c:m prospective users of Safeguard Systems
iri..the geographical area descn"bed below.

ALL COUNTIES IN THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO WITII TilE EXCEPTION OF THE
FOLLO~G:
.
:tn:PALGO

.LUNA

·GRANT

S:riEMA.
dr.ER:O .

D0NAANA
LEAEP:OY

16
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..A:ttll-chment B

You slWl :hl!-'Ve the exclusive righ~ to the

Systems to:

appli~ble

commissions on ·sales of Saf€gnard

(i) .each t:ustomer in the Te.Frltory whose fiist order .of Safeguard Systems is dire<ftly tU.e.
result :of :yo.ur effort-s an~ is credited. to YQU, except National Accounts, Banks (and BroJk:
referrals): ~ ail\er inflpen<te keys :with r~ect tQ which you have failed to comply with
paragr(!llli ~(C); .and
•
(li) tlie Saf~gua,td g_ustomers Us.teii in Sa:tegtiattl computer under Distributor# 4R3. ~

IIi .hddltio~ your exelusive right to tumunissions on sales of S-afeguard Syst!:in:S to any'
· customer. shall ·expir.e if·that customer· has .not pt.mihased any Sl;lfeguard ~ystem withllJ .~-s~
(36) m0n~~ af.te.t: the In:vc:5i~e d.11te of such ~ustomer's Jast prior pumh~e of aily Saf~gu~rd
System.

*I If no ll~t pf.customex:s is physically attache.d hereto, you should.ID.itial this page to indicate that
such a Jist was prevrbusly furnished to you. You should not sign the Agreement or initial this·
page unless such a list is being or bas been furnished to you by Safeguard.

DISTRIBUTOR AGREEMENT.US
CO<pOm<ion

. 17
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ADDENDUM NO. 1

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCf OR SERVICE

O.n:e-Wnte Accounting Systems - mamrlll system in which severa.l formS for
c.l:llfe!ent :recording functions are held in alignment on eompact writin.g bo.atgs so
that a si:Qgle writing on the top fonn produ~ .the same entry OQ tb.e forms ~J.ie.ath_
fbrougli use of car0on of '<no-carbon required;' p~per. Also- included in thisproduqt lip_e are the W{ititlg boards, tm.ys, binders and other non-paper-items sold
in conjunction "vith the forms.
CbMlvii'SSlON RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT TO YOU
3-5% of net S?1oo, subject to the terms.ctfthe payment: and cb,ar:geliack ptovisions
described in the Distrtbutor Agreemeht.
-
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ADDENDUM NO.2
NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF .PRODUCT OR SERVICE
a.

Financial Reporting Program - a batch-mode computerized Generl(l
Ledger sy13ten1 used t-o prepare Financial Statements for smaU ·and medium
.sized busih~ses, The :basic Fitiancful Statements include a Balance Sheet,
Ear.Qings Btat6Illent and the Gei}eral Ledger.

b.

Prafessional Timekeeping System -- a batch proces$g service available. to
a:c~o:untaiits. architects,, .eers-and t~ either professionals that provides
them with detailed mfEtrmatibn on !he utilization of time for billing and
truiiiagement pUrposes .

.

COMMISSION-RATE AND TERM~ 0:fPA"YMENT TO YOU
15% ef n~t sale? for. ~ch pr-oduct; subj~t to ·the terms. Qf the payment and
char~eback provisions a_escrilied.m "the Dism'butor Agreement.

SETUP POLICY:
Commission of 15% on all charge,s billed to the customer for Financial Reporting
Program set up cbat:g~.
With respect to the ProressiQnal Timekeep~g System, if a Safeguard Account
Represent11tive -does t:he set up, Safeguard will keep the $200.00 base charge as
well as all additional fees. However_, if an Account Representative employed by
the Distributor and certified by Safeguar-d does the set up, the Distributor shall be
entitled to the base charge, and Safeguard.shall be entitled to all additional fees.
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ADDENDUM NO.3
NAME-AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCf OR SERVICE

Dental Practice SyStem - a batch-mode computerized busin~ss syst~m for dentistS
that generates weekly. and monthly inf6tm4tion on pr-oduction, collections,
receivables, insurance, recall and other dental bu~ess indicat0rs.

.C0l.\!1M:tSSION ~TE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT TO YOU
15% of net sales, subject to the terms bf the payment and thargeba,j";k p~visie5ilSam;cribed in the Distributor. Agi:e~tnent.
.

SETUP POLICY'
If a SafeguErtd Account Representative bandl~ the set up, the set up and
conversion fee will be retained by Safeguard.
If an Account Representative employe.d by the Dis~ibutor :md certi:fled by
Safeguard handles the set up, the Distributor shall be CJltitled. to the set up and
conversion fee.
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ADDENJ)UM NO. 4
NAME AND DESC.RIPTION OF. PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Medical Practice System -- a batch-mode e0mputerized accounts receiyable system
for the physician's office or m~dical:-rfllated :firms. It provides weekly and monthly
in.fonnation on production, collections, rec-eivables, insurance, billing statements,
and other financial.lllflD!lgement reports.

COMMISSION RATE AND T.ERMS OF P.A:Y·MENT TO YOU
I§% of net sales, subJect to the ter;ms Qf the payment .and chargeback previsions
mthe Distributo.r A:greetnefit.
·

qescl'ib~d

SET UP POLICY
If a Safeguard Account .Representative handles the set up, the set up and
conversion fee will be retained by 8afeguaF.d.

If an Account Representative employed by the Distnbutor and certified by
Safeguard handles the set up, the Dis.tributor shall be entitled to the set up and
conversion fee.
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ADDENDUM NO.5

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRDDUCT ·OR SERVICE
C0mputer Forms - .forms that fit the reqUirements of perso~l anc;l busin~s
and which are generally sold in quantities of ,500 to 1O,O·oo, The fotms
consist of Pre-set forms which are stook items desig;Qed to 'Qt n).l.Ilieroas h;lrdw.are
and sOOtware comb.inations; Semi-custom fQ~ which. ~e s.old wh~n tlic;:r.e iS no.t
. enough volume in an item to stock it as a Pre-s~i:; Cus.t9m Fonns which are
des~e;d iO customer preference~, envelopes run inx:ontinuous fashion; letterhe00;
artd <fuecks run in continuous fushioiL
~omputers

-c'6MivUSsroN RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT TO YOU .
.Safeguard shall sell and, pursuant to .the Distnbutor Agreement, bill t0 AJ_e
Cl1Stomer- computer forms orders only at the price agre~d 1.9 and a,~cept:e4 oy
Safeguard. Safeguard shall maintain a sc'hedule, whic-h may :from time to ti.q!,e be
changed by Safeguard at its sole disGI'etion upon written ·noUce to Distnl;>¢or-s,
setting forth for each computer fo:rm prod.uct line the Iliinim~ price at which
Safeguard is willing to Sell the produoL Your commission will be the difference
between the price agreed to and accepted by ·Safeguard for the sale of any
coTilputer forms hereunder a,nd the minimum price for such product on the
schedule then in effect, subject to the terms of payment and chargeback provisions
descnbed in the Distributor Agreement.
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ADDENDUMN0.6

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PROI:lUCT OR SERVICE
Color Coded Filing Syt;tern -- A s}'Stem utilizing open shelf filing with end tab file
folders. sold under f]ie '!ia;me Saf~gilard· Color .Sentry and designed around a series
of labels. Bac!l label bas an a:r~ for its own ·color code and space for a letter or
num):>er. These labels are ~~ ·applied to the end tabs of the file folders in
sequence @et~d by·tl;J.6·\!~¢r - ~ftlier Altlhabetic, Numeric or Terminal Digit.
COMMJSSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAY¥1S.NT TO YOU
35% of .net sales of lahl':Js, folders, pr.oteators, slrelf guides, envelope folders and
shelving subject to it1e· t~ 9f})a:Y;i:ooni at.ld chargeback provisions described in
the Distributor Agre~.iilent.
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ADDENDUM NO.7

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Color Master Filing System -- A system utilizing custom cabin~ts 'with drawers
that accommodate files that are suspended by plastic hangers and colo.r .Qo.ded witb
to.p loading tabs. These tabs are utilized to color code th~ alph!!-bet, di:ent
inf6rinati0n and a recall systexn afJc()rdmg to a customer's need$.
·

c-oMMiS.SION RATll AND TERMS OF PAYMBNT TQ YOU
35% .of".ntrt sales of labels, tabs, folders, envelope pouehe-s, and shelv.iQg subject ta
fu .the Distiibutor-

"th.~ ~ of p1_1yment ru1d el"ll!fgeback provisions· desetibed
.A,~ment.

DEFINITIONS AND OTHER COl'vfMENTS
fu.order to receive and be entitled to paY.Jllent under Paragraph~ 12{A) o:r 12(B), a
customer must have purchased Color Master Filing Systems from you prior to the
date of your termination.
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ADbEND'UM NO. 8
NAME AND .DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Personal System (ES-3) --A simplified <;P,ook;-writing one-write system. for home
and personal use. Included in this proQJ].Qt l.it)e are the fo.rms which comprise the
system and the writing boards, envelopes, binders and other non-paper items sold
in conjunction with tlie fOims.

COMMISSION RATE AND T~:RMS GF·:P.AYMBNT T0 YOU

ll% of net sales, subject to ·fu~ tenns of th~ pa:ymen! and ehargeback provisions
deScribed i'h the Distnbutor Agreem~:Qt.
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ADDENDUM NO. 9
NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Automated Pavroll Services (Safe~Pay, Safe-Pay Connection, Safe-Pay 'Plus) ~- the
pro·cessing of clients' :payroll, including thecks and rlir.ect deposits,. where
avll.ilable, and tax reports, based on telephone, mail or electronic input.

At the client's option, payroll tax filing services are

availabl~

ro'r an .adi=liti<:mal

cha:rge.
:cOMl\1ISSlON RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT TO YOU
15%

~:>n net Payroll Processing revenue (inciuding tax filing. and W~2

50%

on net client

processing)
20%

set~up chax:ges (fur either payroll processing
filing)
on ancillary products (payroll binders, e.t;1ve!ope.s)

or tax:

Suqject to the chargeback and terms of payment provisions of the Distributor Agreement.
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ADDENDUM NO. 10
NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUct OR SERVICE
Brokerage Products -- Ancillary business forms or office supplies Qot
manufactured by S!lfeguarll but whiql;t will, "from time to .time, be made available
for sale by Safeguard ~c:).'!lgh P.lstri~utol's t'g the professional and small business
markets traditionally S€rved QY Safeguard Such products will not carry the
Safeguard name, and may·.inc~!lde, for'.i:Um;~tio!l purpos~. stock tab paper, snapmit forms ..ana: ·envelopes. S&feguar4 r~~ ·the right to revise, expand or
decre.as.e the list of,produets covered 'by this Adden~ :from time to time upon
writtert notice to Dis.trlbutor~ and:you.acknowledge Safeguard's right to do so.

E<reh· product cover¢d by thl;; A~d€lnduih sbai.l be sold and bill~ to the customer
only at the price agr:eed tp a.n.tl.M;e®ted l;iy Safeguard. Safeguard shall maintain ~
schedule, which may from ·mne ·ta t~e he changed by Safeguard upon written
notice to Distributors, setting forth for each product the minimwn price at which
Saf~guard is willing to sell the pratluei.. Your cemmission will be the difference
between tb:e price a;~ed to and gccepted by ,Safeguard fur th~ sale Qf any product
hereunder and the :mibimum price for such product on the schedule then in effect,
subject to the tetms of payment and chargeback provisions descnbed in your
Associate Distributor.Agreement,.·except that cbargebacks shall \mtil·further notice
be determined' on the following basis: If we have not received payment in full for
any oftbe Brokerag~ Product sales which have been processed within one hundred
and twenty (120) day.s ofth~ bi).li!Jg date, you shall repay,us for the appropriate
percentage ofthe roipimum price, or unpaid balance of the minimum price. Instead
of requiring you to repay any 8JDOl)nt, we ~y deduct the amount from payments
which we owe you. If we are later paid by the customer, we will then pa:y to you
an amount equal to the amount collected, less the out-of-pocket costs of
collection.

ANNUAL QUOTA
You will have no separate quota for any of the products covered by this
Addendum, but any commissions (or sales) generated from Brokerage Products
will count toward the commission (or sales) quota in your Distnbutor Agreement
with Safeguard.

RATES APPLICABLE TO PAYMENTS AFTER TERMINATION, AND METHOD OF
PAYMENT

· · ··'

________________ -------,
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1.

Payment pursuant to paragraph 9(A) [12(A) in some contracts].
Safeguard will p~y you monthly for two (2) y~lll's after the effective date of
termination, commencing approximately forty-five (45) days after the
effective da.te of tennination, 50% of the commissions generated on sal~s
of Brokerage Products to customers from whom you were entitled to
conunissions on such products while thls Agreement 'was in effect, to the
extent such sales occur during thls period oftwo (2) years.

2.

Payment pursuant to Paragraph 9(B) [12{B) in some contraets].
We_w,ill pa:y you monthly for fo.ur (4) years aft~r tb.e· effect~ve. <late ·of
teanination, commencing approximate~y for.ty-fiye (,.45J days a:fl;et th~
-~ective date of tel"IJlimltion, 50% of t}l.e appropriate percentage crf the
cotnll'!i$sions generat~ on sales of Brokerage Products tQ custoiney,s foT
wbell\ you were entil{ed to com.m.issions oil sueh prodqcts wh}l!} 'l!his
Agreement was in effect, to th~ extent such sales ec.cur- during tills period
of.four ye&s,
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ADDENDUM NO.ll

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF P.RODUCf OR SERVICE
Computer Softwar-e ~~ Computer Software (which may or may not have been
developed by Safugt.J~d. nt b!Sar the Safeguard nam~) which will, from time to
time, be ~de .available for· sale by .Safe_gl}ard through Distributors to the
professional and small l?llSln6SS markets traditionally s·erved by Safeguard. Such
products may 'incluQe m3interuw,~e ~o:iltraots -and bot-line service. Safeguard
resetves th~ght.to re'iise, ~JS.pan.d Qt:deet~e 'the list ofproducts covered by·thls
Addendum from time to time upo~ wri~t~n~oti~e to Distnbutors.
COMMISSION RATE ANP TERMS OF'PA.YMENT
SafegqJ~rd-&liall se)land bill to 'the customer ord~rs for Computer Software at the
price pl,'.op.c;>sed by ;rau ~d ac.cepted by .Safeguard. Safeguard shall maintain a
schedule, which roay frqm time t\l time ·be. changed by Safeguard upon written
notice .to Distdbut9+s, s~tting forth fo.t each Computer Software product the
minimum 'price at which Safeguard..is w.illirrg to sell the product. Your commission
will be the. difference betw.e(ln the price .agreed to and accepted by Safeguard for
the sale of any Computer Sol\war:e p~oduot. and th.~ minimum price for s~c!I
product and the schedule then in effect, subject to the terms of payment and
chargeback provisions described in your Distributor Agreement.

DEFINITIONS AND OTHER COMMENTS
Until we have ij sufficient -experience with this product line to determine the repeat
business factor, we wi,ll not estal>li$ a prescribed fornmla for post-tem1ination
payments. After we have established such a fonnula, in order for·you to be
entitled to post-termination paym.~nts on Computer Software, a customer must
have purchased Computer Software from you prior to the effective date of your
termination, and the Computer Software sale upon which the post-termination
payment would be based must be an add-on to such prior sale.
Where expressly authoriz¢ ·in writing by· Safeguard, you ·will be permitted to
solicit bulk orders for Computer SoftwaJe from retail software resellers. You will
not be pennitted to solicit bulk orders for Computer Software products as· to
which such written authorization has b.een 'vithdrawn. In the event of any resale of
a Computer Software pro:duat by such reseUer to an existing Safeguard customer
whose account is assigned. to another .Distnbutor,. that assigned Distributor, and
not you, shall be entitled to the co~sions· on· any sales of.computer forms."'n
other Safeguard printed products.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION REGARDING THE
ACCOUNTS BEING ASSIGNED TO YOU

Y.eu .are

~greeilig

to make monthly payments from the commissions earned u.nder

A.gr.eemertt untllth-e total sum of$118,500.00 has be6n paid.
the protected right to earn future commission on sales of
Attachment B.

accGtintS .ils.ted

on

Dist~tor

Thes~ J13:YIDI11lt~ !lr~ .fu. exchange for
Safegu~d Systems to the customer

With 'l.'egard .to SJich a:ccounts, Safeguard makes the fullowing r~pre:se:ntation.s tAND·NOT ANY
:OTHER REPRESENTATIONS WHATSOEVER):

1:.

Attachment B. contains the names and adfuess.es of approxima,tely 7!3r.t Safeguard
cust-omers wlio have in the past ordered Safeg\lard·V,.tbdlJQfs <;>r seyrv.ices. These.
.orders were credited to a fonne.r Safeguard Distributor whose accountS ate beillg
transferred to you.

2.

According to our unaudited computer records for such custom~rs, approximp.tely
472 ordered from Safeguard during 121l).Ontbs from-.4/91-:3/.98·,

3.

According to our unaudited computer records, the total of such orders during the
foregoing 12 month period equaled approximately$ 199,65'3.
By signing this statement you acknowledge and agree:
(A)

SAFEGUARD HAS NOT GIVEN YOU ANY GUARANTEES OR IvlADE
ANY PROMISE, REP~SENTATIONS OR B.INb!NG aSSURANCES
ABOUT THE LEVEL OR ~TENT TO WHICH ANY OF 'I'HE
FOREGO.Th!G CUSTOMERS WIIL CONTINUS 'fO PLACE ORDERS
WITH SAFEGUARD IN THE FUTURE.

(B)

SAFEGUARD HAS NOT GIVEN YOU Al'IY GUARANTEES Oil MADE
PROMISES, REPRESENTATIONS OR BINDING"ASSURANCES
THAT ANY OF THE FOREGOING CUSTOMERS CJJ'R.R.ENTLY
~IvWN IN BUSINESS, OR REMAIN LOCATED OR HEADQUARTER
IN YOUR TERRITORY, OR ARE NOT LISTED MORE THAN ONCE
ON ATTACHMENT B, OR IN SOME OTHER LIST OF PROTECI'EO
ACCOUNTS, POSSIBLY UNDER DIFFERENT NAMES.
Ai~Y

(C)

SAFEGUARD HAS NOT GIVEN YOU ANY GUARANTEES OR MADE
ANY PROMISES, REPRESENTATIONS OR BINDING ASSURANCES
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THAT CUSTOMER FILES AND/OR RECORDS FOR ALL OR ANY
OTHER SPECIFlC NUMBER OF THE FOREGOING ACCOUNTS
WILL BE AVAILABLE TO BE TURNED OVER TO YOU, OR THAT
THE FILES ANOJOR RECORDS THAT ARE TURNED OVER TO YOU
WJLJ.. BE TOTALLY UP-TO-DATE AND COMPLETE.
(D)

SAFEGUARD HMi NOT MAD.E .ANY ORAL PROMISES OR
REPRESENTATIONS TO YOU TO INDUCE YOU TO SIGN TillS
STA~ME:NT,. O.R TO.INDU.CE YOU TO ACCEPT THE
ASSIGN:MENT·-oF. THESE CUSTOMER'S ACCOUNTS FOR THE
PRICEDESCIUBE.D~OVE.

(E)

SAFEGUARD HAS INFO:RMEllYOU THAT THE PRICE DESCRIBED
ABOVE MA'X BE 'GON$lDEMBLY MORE THAN THE MINIM UN!
PQSTwl!:!RMINATl(}~:P~YMEN'f.S (EQUITY) FOR SUCH
A~C0m.IT'S WHICH YOU.MA,Y Bln~NTITLED TO UPON
TBRM'JNA.UoN OF YOUR: D1STRlB.QTOR AGREEMENT. THE R;ISK
THAT Tire l>l'UCE/SALES MULTIPLE YOU ARE PAYING FOR
THESE ACCOUNTS IS' IDGHER THAN THE MULTIPLE YOU MAY
BE ENTIT!.:SD TO UPON TERMrNATION IS A BUSINESS RISK THAT
YOU .AR.E VOLUNT.ARltY AND KNOWINGLY ASSUMING AND
YOU WERE NOT COBiWBD OR COMPELLED TO DO SO.

(F)

YOU.HAVE READ THJS STA.TEMENT, SIGN IT WILLINGLY AND
KNOWINGLY, AND YOU liAVE RECEIVED A COPY OF THE
STATEMENT. YOU ALSO HAVE AGREED TO ACCEPT THE
ASSIGNMENT OF CUSJ'OME:R: ACCOUNTS VOLUNT ARll..Y AND
WERE NOT FORCED TO DO SO BY SAFEGUARD.

EFFECTIVE DATE:

l~ .,. . l l I t ~ ~ l

· Alfred H. Flatt, President
Wilder Venture, Inc.

Jcmigoniflan

---------------··..-------·..
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EXHIBIT 56
001403

Froni "Savoie. Suzanna" <ssavoie@gosafeguard.com>
To· 'Thurston, Roger (Safeguard Partner)"
· <rlhurston@gosafeguard.com>
Cc: ''Fiatt, Fred (Safeguard Partner)" <fllatt@gosafeguardcom>, "Ivy,
Dewayne• ...
·

Sent Fri 07f03/14 2:26 PM

Priority: Nonnal

Subject: Buyel's Packet

Hello Roger;

As discussed, attached Is the infonnation package on the New Mexico base. I included the background/credit
check form, but at this point in time, 1have a current one on file for you. Depending on timing. I may need lo

come back to you to update it, butfornow,hofd.aff on that piece.
Have a great weekend I

Suzanna Savoie J Franchise Development

Safeguard Business Systems 1www.safeguarddevelopmenl.com
8585 N. Stemmons Freeway, Suite 600N, Callas, lX 75247

Direcl214-905-47671 Toll-Free 800~338-0536 Ext. 444767 1Fax 214-640-3958
Folio~

us on 1\vitter. @safeguardgro'llth

Your Growth is Our Business/
NOTE: The fnfonnafion contained In this electronic m&ssag& may be confirienliallnformatlon and Js Intended for lhe
sole use of the intended recipient. Any use, distrlbuUon, transmission or f01Wflrr1ing of intormaUon conta;ned In this
e-mail by persons who are not intended recipients may ba a violation of law and is s!rlct!y prohibited. H ycu are not
the infended.reClpfent, please contacllhe sender and delete all copies.

~Buyer paekf:l.t ltr- Thurston.pdl373.9 kb ruupda!ed.Checldist- Buyer Is Curren! OjstribuiOT:xls 27.5 kb
~QS US Consent Form Call§eareh lvoesl 02-12~13.pdf 580.5 kb ~Financial Sta!errenl Form.pdf 36~4 kb
~Business Plan Oufl'ne ~ Oisfance Base.doc 21.5 kb ~Purcl'!ase Tams Forrnpdf 40.5 kb
~BuySeliB.OOWATF.R ·for current dislribulors.pdf 86.2 kb ~Amendment US 1003.pdf 92.8 kb
~Genernl Releass August 2012.pdf M.7 kb ~valuaUon disclafmerwith numbem.pdf 76:4kb
~04C5 Aatt Top 20 Customer Summary 022814.pdf 15.2 kb
~~C5 Flatt Customer Zl!! Code summary 022814.pdl 10.0 Ia! ~04c5 !lalt customer analysis report 022814.pdf 78.8 kb
~04c5 fa!! trepde_cj.~l~ r9por1 022814.pdf 131.9 kb ~04c5 Ffaft Historical Commission Reports 2010-2013.pdf 44.7 kb
From; "Savoie, Suzanna" <ssavoie@gosefeguard.com>- Buye(s Packe1

of1

317/20144:38 PM
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. . =··...

...

Safeguard·
6585 N. Stemrhons Freeway
Suite SOON
Dallas, Texas 75247

DEWAVNE IVY, CFE, CM&AA
Franchise Development
Business Analyst

March 7, 2014
Mr. RpgerThtirstoh
thurston Enterpri~es, lnj:.
208 South Curtis
Etoise, Idaho 83705
Re! Proposed Acquisition of S~teguard Dlstriblltorsh!J>
Dear!Wger:
I've enclosed some Information that I believe will be ~ef~ful to you as you continue the qualification· proceSs
aod niake Important decisions about the proposed purchase of Fred & linda Flatt's business:
Forms .for Your Use:
1. Buyer Buy/Sell Process Checklist
2. Credit/Background Releas.e Form
3. Financial Statement· Form
4. Business"Pfan Outline
5. Purchase Terms Form
General Information:
6. Sample Buy/Sell Agreement
7. SaJY~pfe Amendment
8. General Release
9. Safeguard Business Valua~ion Information & Dis<;lairf!er
Base M(ltrics:

10. Historical Commission Report on Seller's Buslnes,s (does not reflect BODP)
11.
12.
1"3.
14.

Trended Sales Report
Customer Analysis Report on Seller's Business
Top 20 Customer summary
Zip Code Summary

Once you've had the opportunity to review the enclqsed materials and are ready to move forward, you will
need to return to us:
1. Completed Background/Credit Release Form
2. Completed Personal Financial Statement Form
3. Personal income tal:( returns for past two years
loff·free
phone

fax
e-mail
website

800-338·0636, ext. 444714
214-905-4714

214·640·3956
divy@gosaleguard.com
WWI•.saieouarddevetooment .com
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Buyer's Packet
Page2
4. Business Income tax returns for past two years
S. P&l and Balance Sheets on your business for the pa~t 3 years
6. A business plan (outline attached for your conveoiertce) covering the next 3 years of your business, which
should include, but rs not limited to, the following: ·:
• A narrative explaining your assessment ofthe current condition ofthe business, the m(!rket in which it
~s located, as well as local competitors.
• Three year projections by year., of new & repeat·~ales by product line.
• Thr-ee year projections by year, of commission revenue applicable to the projected sales.
• Three-year P & l forecast on !l cash basis that reflec;ts revenu~. selling exp,enses, general
!l~mlnistrative expenses, territory debi: payments and net cash to the distributor.
• A narrative explaining specific plans for custom~J oase...c;U'Stamer atq\Jisitron, and·infJuerice key ·
hl~nagement, st<1ffing projectio.ns·for i!diT.Iinistr!ttion, telemarketing ijnd field sales actiqjties.
• An assessm_ent ofthe financial and persanal ~o~mitment ne.eded fo: ~ffect.cansolidatlon and
transition of fhe businesses should be Qi.s~usse~
·.
• Where additional ~tafflng Is required, a cqmpreijensive tlme:-tine and.rearultlng speclficatlonsmust-oe
:
·Included with the business plan.
7. Putehase Terms Form, completed and approved by=J?oth parties
·rh·e do.cumentatlon on you and your business must be cbmpleted and returned to!Safeguart;l ih order for tb.~
qualiflcatf.on process to proceed to the review committe:e. Once you h11ve reached"terms, please consult·wlth
us to confirm deadllnes for receipt of the information in.;ard.er to be able to C:omplete the process in accord
with your· desired closing date. As always, the impo.rtan~e of professional as!;istance In these types of
transattions cannot be over emphasized. Please ensure{ that all major considerations, financial and legal, have
been cavered with your personal advisors.
·
Please contact myself, at soo-338-0636, ext. 444714 fof.:qu~stions regarding the either the buy/sell process or
the Information enclosed.
·
Sincerely,

Dewayne l:vy, CFE, CM&M
Channel Development Manager
Enclosures
cc: Contract Administration
File
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Overview of Opportu.flty

Histo1ical Perfom1ance

1~"aS!! ~~1ocat.eil·c,;·~~iheiifarl1rstorrcaJ:artrm>na
~s

writers as well retirees. 'have beeo attracted[to Ihe cultural
rtctuiess of tl'ie ate~. tile-beauty of the landstal)es and Its dry
dlmate.·As lar as business oppOI'tUilltles go, tfil!re are more than
13,500 llr(ns in sreatersanta Fe. With a popql~lio!J that is b9th
dfl(erse and growinJ. the oppor1lJI1{ties for business growth~
prcifltabllity are bo\JI\dle5s."

dollars rewesented ore In US. Funds

.ml

342~70

336;4!>4

318;<143

'Gross Profits

105,563

104.~

10'1.~97

GP"

30.8%

3'1.1"

!

I

This base has: a broader product' mix than man} safeguard bases
and ftetVes a wide~ ilefy'Ofvertk'al marketS.
should also
nqtl' that the l>tJslness generates a s)gnificant UIJlber of new
customers yearofterye)r, due In part to then mber of key
referral souroes that come with the purch~sa the business.

r:·
q

While sales for year-epd :Z013 were down, thekure Is looking
upJn beautiruisanta Fe, New Mexico.

j
i

YTOSales/Trend

..(1,3

·.1.7%

·5.5"

1,098

1,181

1;178

57,2ll

62,140

64,462

83:4%

75.3%

~lnTop20

41.5%

00.7"
34.1:5

400.000

l

If you are Interested, please notiry us by-emailjvou will receive a
packet for review and be asked to provide infopnatlon on youl'
current bvsinoss os well os on offer on this bast.

1

lOO.O'JO

i

1'-

i

200,000

·i

60.0%

I

JCO,OOO

!'

I
f
i

.

0 J

3L3%

l

I
I

I

300,000

The business referenced herei~ Is being offere~ ror sale, and
Interested partle.s should contact us by close or business on
March 3, 2014. All offers will be considered.

32.0%

Total II Customers
$ New Customers
Repeat Retenllon

I

Projected Deal Te.fns
!

a

l2ll
Sales*

40.0%

20.0%

.,..,..Tot.rs.r.s

-.lo--GrnsJPrl7fir

L.ur.

;

Historical Product Mix

Additional Detail$

• Does not Include BOOP sales.
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i

I
Business PIJn

Outli~e

Distributor Alcqnisition
I

l
:

.I.

Tell us about your current business.
a. Tell us about yourself- What's Y-Ollf ~ ng tel'lll vision for yourself & your Safeguard
business - What yon bring to the. tablet1(~les skills, mgt.expertise •.•}- Why you want to
buy this business
·
b. What have your growth patterns been . ver the pa.St 3 years - What key factors have
contributed to these trends
c. Current office staffing - positions, reSP,onsibilities, length of service- an assessment as
to the current staffs efficiency le:vel, ilapacity to handle the additional business
d. Current salespeople- When': ate theylocated, length of sc;l"Yice:, amt ofbusir:tess under
tlfeir care, a t{)p line assessm.ent .l\S to bowth pl'ltterns an.d new·~l!s41ess produGtion
dtlring. their tenure with you- What &~'
YP\l f~el your ~uccess.level has been. in
birl~supporting/retaining· goQd, sales . ple{
e. Financial heal-th·- P&L-for:most re~_-li fiSeal year-end & Cu.r.rent Year P & L
w/BalanceSheet, spec's on.at'l.y deb~-~rvice ;y.ou ctun:ently have
.
An analysis of the market you are ~n'l.e$.$g in-·oa some .d,emogra:phic re,search, how many
businesses w/employe~ are there in yQ~arket, geew.aphically :Vhere are tliey
concentrated, where is the growth happening, wliat.are tbeprincl.pJe ind!lStries/verlical
markets in your area, which vertical mat~tbts are experi~nciog growth - Strengths,
Weaknesses, Opportunities, Thr~ts- as Arelates to your busin~ss plan
Who are your chief comp-etitors in th.e m~ket - What are their strengtllS, weaknesses What types of customer are they targetin attracted to -How do they market/sell their
products/services- What is their position in.the market
.
An Analysis of the base you are buying.-j.Key busines~ metrics (repeat rat~s. customer
retention, customer concentration, gJ.:Owtbj mtes, new business growth/production, product
mix, product lines per customer, custome1 c<:>unts (by size, geographic location, product),
margins (overall, product, key customers]- Analysjs of Financl<d staten,lents,- What is the
"owners benefit" - Key vertical markets+ Spm:ces of ttew business- Staffing & operations
-With an eye towards key systems the SJ!ler has in place for major aspects of the business
- Strengths & Weaknes·ses- Qpportunit&s & Threats
Top Level Financial Goa:ls- Sales, Grosi;.P.rofit (commissions), Expenses~ Income for 3
years (if business is ii!. the same market all your current business this should be for your
whole business)
!
Ba:;ed off what you know about the ma~t the business is jn, the business you're buying,
the competitors you have to deal with, the infrastructure & systems you already have in
place and your own. visionlmission/skillslabilities/strengths - What is your Sales &

I

II.

III.

IV.

v.

vt

Marketing Plan

VII.

I

a. Goals for New, Repeat and Total Sal~s for 3 years
b. Key strategies/philosophy for major a,'reas (key prod~ct lines, geographic areas, vertical
markets, sources of new business)
i. Customer Acquisition
,
ii. Customer Development (addit~.additi911al products)
iii. Customer Retention (keeping~xisting customers)
c. Key aspects, processes/tasks for you 'te the key strategies discussed above
d. Expenses/costs for key strategies aboye
e. Expected Return/Benefits to these SU:ategies
Operations
i
a. Additional staffing needs - positions,j timeline, job descriptions, expected expenses,
training/development plans
:
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b. Areas where efficiencies may be gain~improved through the combination of the 2
businesses
c. Trachlng Goals (sales goals, contacts/tnteractions/opportunities, profitability,
operational efficiencies)
·
d. Office Setpuplinfrastructure- initial ~penses/ongoing expenses
VIII. Pexsonal Developm.ent/L~dership -What skiltsfabilities do you need to execute your
business plan- What additional training/~evelopment is needed .in order for you to be
SUG~fiU
~
IX.
Sales ForecASi for 3 years- Should tie baqk to your Top Level Fjnancial Goals- We don't
necessarily ne~ it by product line, but you do need a solid understanding as to what.
pr~duct lines repn~s.ent growth.areas. vs. w)lat product lines represent (ieclining tnarlcets or
maintenance produJ::t l~nes and it needs to ~e cle:u- that you know how much new business
ne~ds tQ be gen~rat~d m ordc:lr to reae<h yo-pr -goals
X.
Ca_shflovv P~;ojec~io~- 3 years- As you worked through the prior parts of tlie plan you
5h9"4ld.b~e already done most ofthe wor~ on this- Consider looking. at a differeht
scenarios- Wow Case, Coni;er,v.ativ.e Estimate, Ideal Goal- The seller .sbP.\lld"be rable.t.o
glve yoJi .a detailed .te~ord. ofe~p~Iise!l, F~ancial Statements, Incotne Tax infonnation, and
a .clear ~<Ier$ndihg of Owner's mcome and benefits- You should also include start-up
expens~?S (RecrpifW:g, Tra.ining, CMS,
Letterffransition Expenses, Qffjce. Set-up ... )
. XI.
Conclusion~ "Executive Summruy" -of y~ur proposal

Intf>
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Purchase Terms Form

Seller:

Buyer:
Total Purchase Price:
Down Payment:

Imputed Interest Rate:
Payment Term (in years}:
Mot~thly Payment:
Will Payments be Facilitated thro1:1gh

SG:
l'f SG will facilitate payments, who will
be responsible for annual fee of
$500.00?

. !

Qves

0

Buyer

Qs.eller Qsplit
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J.=r-:-·

!· . . Distributor and ~afeguard are parties to Di,. ~WL

·i·:~=Lr-··

Distributor Agreement').

Agreement(s) dated,

(the

..-~~;.;i,.;:•. ~

2.
Upon exeeuting this Amendment, Dis ·. ~-~ .~,'- {J..I·, e eligible to acquire $e right to solicit orders
of the Safeguar~ products. and serviGes speclfi · · ~ ~ trib.utor Agreement (''Safegua,rd ~;ystems") to
th!: customers listed on Attachment 2, and. to eam·tbe applicable commissions fi;om such sales (the
"Rights'').

3.
In con~ideration of Saf~guard's appro · ·_<4 tb C::~
ent of. Rights to Djstributor, Distnlmtor
agrees that the Distributor Agreement shall b .: ~- ~ :. · .; o1lows: .

....

(A)
The tenitory in which Dis .iij·
Distributor Agreement shall, if nece · ,
on Attachmen~ J hereto.

:~!i'

tt. ·.:r·

·:·? '
~-· ~

~)horized to represent Safeguard under the
ded to include the geographical area set forth

(B)
Distributor may appoint associate d. tribntors or other sales personnel to assist him or
her in carrying out the duties and resp ·s "' "J{e. set forth in the Distributor Agreement with
Safeguard's prior written consent which
· ,1(" unreasonably withheld. By way of example,
Safeg1.1ard may withhold its consent if
· · !e <listributor or other sales personnel fails to
sign a written agreement, in form satisfi ·. ,: o Safeguard, promising to respect and protect the
trade secret.s and confiq~ntial inf0rm · 1( of Safeguard, or if Distributor fails to cause such
associate distrioutor or sales personnel · · ttend such training programs as may b~ prescribed l>y
Safeguard.
(C)
Distributor's exclusive pght to
"ssions on sales of Safeguard Systems to any
customer shan expire if that customer hru
purchased any Safeguard System within thirty-six
, customer's last prior purchase of any Safeguard
(36) months after the mvoice ~te of
System; pr~vided, however, that Dis -~·~U or's exclusive right to commissions on sales of
Safeguard systems to·any customer list .&5-q,, . chment 2 shall not expire until at least six (6)
months aftei: the effective date of this A :.. ,._,. · '

In addition to any other quotas set forth in the Distributor Agreement, Distributor accepts
(D)
the annual sales quotas set torth below w ·
·n exclusively to this Amendment. Safeguard
may teQllinate this Amendment b,Y giv· fQfs .. ·ib.· tor sixty (60) days written notice if the sales
-of Safeguard Systems from the nghts ~)Jl ac uired pursuant to this Amendment credited to
Distributor do not equal or exceed the awelin . set forth be1ow for any of the annual periods
indicated:
'
$
$

$
$
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Eaeh of the foregoing annual sales quotas ~y be adjusted by Safeguard, but only to the extent
of atlY price increases for Safeguard Syste . ',. :. : . the period; provided, however, that for the
'it:, only, no priee increase may result in an
purpose of adjusting the foregoing annual ,
additionaJ increare. to such quotas in exces ··6&r:; -~..} .. year.

W

In addition to the above amJ.Ua1 sales · oi .. .. ··· guard may terminate this Amendment by
giving Distributor sL"ty (60) days writt~n ·· ·· · ' Distributor's net sales earned .on Safeguard
Systems for each calendar year from the rights being acquired pursuant to this Amendment do
not at least equal Distributol'S net sales earned on Safeguard Systems from the rights being
acquired pursuant this Amendment during the prio calendar year,
.=.:H:~.:~.

(E)

If the Distributor Agreement is tenni · ~ · • " · any reason before Distributor has repaid

the-·full amount for the rights being acquw
no further liability for additional payment
payments ("equity") pursliant .to this. Am
fulL.

·· tp this Am~tiilment, Dist:dbutor sh~l have ·
utor shall also r~eive no post-termination
'
'L
__ ,.. the remainder of such amount is pni<J. in

.

4.
Upon termination of the Distributor Agteement or this Amen(Jment for any reason., Distributor
•
f S.afegu.aili's: customer fllc::s, car.ds and
will immediately return to Safeguard all original .<,
records (including past ordering history, sampl
customer lists., plice oo.oks. ·or price lists,
pro<;J.uet manuals or other product training mat
tor's possession, custo<!y or control; and
all sales aids, sales brochures, design form
tion boards, and other Safeguard sales
this Amendment is ~erminated but the
materials which were given to Distributor b , }i} ~gu· :
Distributor Agreement remains in effect. Dis · • · il ·:·· · n only the materials listed above related
tQ the right~ being acquired pursuant t0 this Amendment Distributor agrees that these materials are
trade secrets and confidential information belonging to Safeguard and neither Distributor nor. any of
Distributors agents or employees will (i) disclose a. .. such trade secrets or confidential information
about Safeguard or the nature of its business to -~·:·t!i~r parties., (ii) permit any such confidential
information- to become known by any such third ,iti&Pt-:{ 'i) use any such information other than in
connection with serving as a Safeguard Distributo t .3; '· ,. :·;:
:"":!'·
Upon termination of the Distributor Agreement£,_:.· y reason, Distributor agrees that he or she will not
disp~ge Safeguard, its products or it:;; d.istribut ·· ' nd that Distributor shall assign to Saf-eguard or its
designee further use of the business telephone number(s) and post office 9ox number(s) pre-..riously used
in eonnection With Distributor's Safeguard distributprship. Distributor agrees that he or she will sign
such documents as may be required by the tel · ...,· ne company or post office to effectuate the
assignment an<l that if Distri~utor fai~s ~r refuses t ;~g. so, ~y this Amendment Distributor appoints_ and
consents to Safeguard's servmg as D1str1butor's re ·,~. ntati:ve to execute any such documents on hts or
her behalf. Distributor agrees to promptly forw ·q::•.· Safeguard (or its designee) all mail, orders or
other correspondence received by Distributor at . -~1 . ·:.: ·, tributor's home or. business addresses nfter
the date of termination that are addres.sed to o · · ·. · · relate to Safeguaxd, and Distributor shaJJ
advise persons who call Distributor's telephone numbers asking for Safeguard of the new telephone
numbers at which Safeguard (orits designee) can bereached.-

r:

Also, for a period of two (2) years after the Dis ~i!tpi;;~' eement is terminated, within the territory
described in the Distributor Agreement, Dis "].if . . ees that neither Dio;tributor nor any of
Distributor's agents or employees shall, directly o ·.t{tdfrec , on Distributor's or their own behalf or on
behalf of any other person, company or entity, s . ici, sell attempt to sell, or assist others in selling or
attempting to sell systems or services, suppli~ o. j$~ :. \i~f · mpeti tive with systems, serv:ices, supplies
or products available from Safeguard, to any Safeguar
s mers. ·

·c

If Distributor violates any of the above agreements, Distributor acknowledges that Safeguard's remedy
at law for violation will be inadequate. Safeguard will be entitled to temporary and permanent equitable
2
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relief to prohibit Distributor from continuing to violate the Distributor Agreement even if no money
damages can be proven; provided. however. t . ·il: ·ng stared herein shall be construed so as to
precl11de Safeguard from recovering appropriate ·. '.
damages.

e-

:.:: ."{

In the event a:py of the provisions of para a ·· · ·: : · deemed to exceed the time or geographic
limitations permitted. by applicable laws, D ' tn..... ·r: · d Safeguard agree that the provisio~ are
essential for Safeguard's protection and that the ·. ··: e refonned to the maximum time or geographic
limitation permitted by ~pplicable laws.

5.

Except as otherwise stated in this Amendmen the Distributor Agreement shall remain in full
force and effect and shill not. be deemed to be-modi ·:t:
·ed·.; affected by this Amendment.

6.
1I any provision Or part of the Distribu \·)~·g;;. ement shall be held. invalid, the rest .of the
Distributor Agreement =~tum still be bin(,fui.g. u Q~~Q)}.: { the parties, such invalid provision or part
.being d~ed sey~rable in nature-. In apdqi.o •.i;B'' . ·· ~
.elects not to enforce any .of th~ tex'IQ$ of
the Distr.ibutor Agreement at -any Qme. its f: · ·· ·lo d · · shall not be deemed a waiver of its ii.gbt to
enforce that O.F any part at some )ater t.inle.

7.
:r.bis Amendment iS: bi~d~g-upon tl1~ .... :.:·~ .. ~-,: eir _respective heirs, ~xecutor~, succ~sors
and ass1gns, and shaii·be-efiectrve ·as of
·., -~ { e;· '- et::llve date''). Ne1ther the Distrtbutor
Agreement nor this Amendment may be fort ~J;'
party against whom enforcement of the amen itt"
•

tl·.

,._ . .,_··
-~·

·:.1-·;,1
t It:

r waived except.b-y a writing signed oy the

er is sought

cottSutton, Vice President

Distributor

n

2000 Amd. Dlsr. Agr.

Lb

3
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'~g~;;/·'~;A.
·e...~~·guard

Distributor's non-exclusive right to rep
and to call on prospective users of
Sllfeguard Systems w1cler the terms of the Distr' -· ,-. "gr<:ement shall not be expanded to include
!Wdi.tlonal territories by operation of this Amendment (or) shall be e~p.aneded to include the following

territories:

·

2000 Amendment to Distributor Agreement

4
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WEST ACCOUKTIHd REGIGH
2013 COMMISSIONITRANSACTION/\.OAN SUMMARY

WILDER VENTURE, INC. #4C5

~.E!i~UW~~~~&..=~~~~~

F08f@ AMOWfi•

ONEWRITii/SAFETRAII
ENVEI.OI'I!S
STATIONERY

t.A8S.R

~ASTIWC

CONTNUOUS FORMS
PROM. PA.(I'Il.tll PLUS M.S.

FlUNG SVSTEMS

P/\'I'ROL~·AOVANTAGE
BUSINESS SI<RV/CES
C~OR SOLUTIONS
BROK&RAOI
TAXFORMS
tHRE&ONA 'AGE CIECICS
STANOARD PROGRAMS
SRCD • ENNIS
SAC D.' OPS (M.&71'WS Ml
lwontory
TOTA\.S

l,d13~

<

1.527.t0
711.00
3.&<9.23
1,005.00
o.oo

CQ!AMlS§!OH$1
ON& WA!WSAFETIIAK
ENVELOPES
STATIONERY
LASER
FASTRAK
COI/TINUOUS
PROM.PR~M.ZO P~US

2.7Gi.$'1
3.4D1.08
1S.S4
10,!21.&5
54.00
347.00
4.930.31
144.39
0.00
152.50
17.75
148.54

Fli.ING SYSTEMS
PAYR~L

DUS!Nl!SSSEIIVICES
COI.OR SOUJnoNS
8ROXERAOE
TAXFORMS
THAI!EONAPAGECI!ECKS
STANONIO PROGIIAioiS
SRCO • ElWIS
SAC OJ DFS 191LI7 PWS P/L
TOTio.l.S
BONUSIAOJUSlMSJoll'
CHAIIGEBACl<S
EXPENSES
NET COMMISSION EARNED
'IIWISIIC'IIOH REPAYMENT
SEu.ER PAYMENT
LOAN SU~PLEMENT
LOAII REPAYMENT
TOTALCASI!FLOW

lWICE-MONlHI.YCOMioi~!C

NET-'MOONTPArD
l!llVE!'f. TRAHSAC!!ON$j
BCGINNIH!l BALANCE
PURCHASES
~<PAYMENTS

OTHER
ENDING DALANCE

116.55

148.24
0.00
5.00
41.SI
0,00
14.U
2.0VS.S5
243.51
1.532.51
392.15
00

0.00
15,00
134.65
500.2:!

(SI•.52)
2,rn.oo
2,36U9
1,059.52
1,048.50

a7.71

31.511.92

30 12a.li

o
20,242.07

024.118
1,1ft1.00

625.23
3H.!I4
21.!l2
U94.00
0.00
0.00
2.780.4S
21.64
0.00

1.141A8
817.SS
B3.04
S,D49.JII
0.00

5.25

1.75
29.00
0.00

3.708.92
10.80
121AB
173.50
SO.SI
0,00
li3.3S

24.02
"2.50

INVENTORY

3,354.%$
2.581.01
237.2~
8,510.37
0.00
0.00

o.~

22.~

PILl

I,BiUS
1,188.5&
&2.52
......07
0.00
0.00
10,52$.29

1104.SS
477.28
2!10.14
1,200.AG
372.5&
CLD!)
10,195.41
0.00
88.00
!687.&&1
9,693.78
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
8,1i93.?li

!4:J75,27l
15Q18..t9

04.2S
215.113

0.00
16.40
3o.62

0.00

2.53S.:IS
1,528.00

0.00

<13'7.84

&;~SUI

OJJG
3-I?.QI
1.433.£1
0.00
0.00
10.00

Zllfl
109.7ll
0.00
3,051.60
1,044.67
1311.55
834.!10
pJio

13,2D7,13
0.00
m.31
2.ll55.22
:38.15
0.00
75.00
155.99
0.00

0.00
2,339.59
S<7.D8
AS55S
m.85
o DO

1!).301.§11

2S.eoa.QS

7n,12
40S.27

833.A4
510.!4
09.01
4,a11.12
0.00
187.71
C22.0Q
9.00S
0.00
28.23
SI,A!
0.00
0.00

0.00
2.890.7!
0.00
12MI
Oo.:IO

0.00
0.00
Z?.Jt
112.10
36.75
0.00
9S4.5e
254.10
44.115

(2ti.SSJ

4.112

825.57
640.54
383.o7
~05.27

659.'2
311.5&
:l56.17
IGI.31

21t.~

176.20
150.43
301:82

0:00

O,QQ

0.00

o.oq

6,18li.4S

!;,~

1,076.78
OJJG
I ZI.QO

9,168.84
0.00
0.00
!568.291
11,5U,55
0.00
0.00
0.00
O.oo
8,593.55
19,!!S1.591
2.631J.96

0.00
0.00
!427.93)
S.ni.S2

0.00
0.00

0.00
O.QQ
$,771.52
(2,830.82\
2.940.90

0.00
~
0.00

0,00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.09

0.90

o.oo

2,'011.20
1,1115.2<

o.oo

W

0.00

0.00
(lz:i.OOj
m;J.73)
0.9n.l7
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
6.9n.l7

~2.49

!!42.3lll

2,~

2,~5.83

3,748.102
0.00
11,571.58
54.00
33~

2,G:15A3
75.26
13,&10.24
11,75
0.00

912.07
IS.OO
0.00
54-'S
22.58
47.:J7
000
2,2j3.ll2
11W
1,518.29
1~72

o oo
25,513.38
!ot.90
1,0$1~

0.00
3,930.45
13.50
117.33
231.93
17.Co
0.00
1t.22
10.49
12.711
0.00
7119.87
110.54
450.73
551ol7
p.oa
B,2S5.63

OJIO
OJIO
@S.Zil

7,357,...
0.00

7,718.40

0.00

0.00

OJIO

(~.27)

05.15
0.00

m.ss

217.10
0.00
0.00
2.32L4S
112.Qll
I.G2t.f3
178.50
0.00

2,911.fS
1,213.40
.,1,88
12.917.64
1.:17.00
0.00
8.317.$8
258.30
0.00
39.90
28.93
308.33
0.00
2,549.11
3$9.55
1,9<7,44
959.58

0.00

24.083.00

32,476.0!

!17.80
&71JJI7
2U4
U76.42
27.52
0.00

D09.02
A20.90
IISAO
4.357.71
42.15
0.00
2,798,1S
71.55
0.00
13.95

(3.27)

15.04
0.00
41.10

2,207,10
3,m.32
:1<0.11
12,551-H
58.00
~.7&
8.705.5!

25.$4
0.00
0.00
28.93
0.00
0.00
2,174.00
S54.!l
1!5.~

B78.U
0.91)
32.175.16
751.tl
1,172.90
110.44
4,237.~

t•.so

125.56
1,43S.OZ
1.9~

50.26

1~

0.00
0.00
715.00
SUS
190.S1
:J32.W

117.o7
82.71
661.44
242.1S

0.00
0.00
18.6:1
O.Oo
0.00
112.54
H2.57
(98JI8)
217,70

0.00

O,QQ

0.00

7,62ll.o1
0.00
0.00

10,07~.32

!44.55!
7,584.06
O.oo
0.00
OJlO
0.00
7,5f4.06

78.18

0.00

0.00
0.00
114.68
IO,S!S.98
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
IO,V08.&8

0.00

0.00

O.QQ
7~51.41

p,SM,89)

!40~9.291

9,031.9&
0.00
0.00
(77.13)
8,057.83
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1-'57.83
(3,182.7S)
5,765.07

!2;761.741

p.t4USI

0.00
7,719.10
1• !41-!0J

3.211iA3

3A09M:

:1.578.!0

3.074.:!7

1.!).49.1!9

0,00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

~

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

O.OD

O.CO

0.00

0 00

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0 CO

W

W

0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

o.oo

o.oo

W

~200.15

~.787.75

3,457.82
-173.511
10,807.02
0.00
0.00
3.502.12
173.10
0.00
31.•4
0,00
0.00
0.00
1,GS3,03
855.27
0.00
1,247.01

1,133.81
59.04

~2,57S.I2

~

4,087.51

2.00022
1.821.0S
278.07
1,032.70
1o0es.:l5

2.094.53
443.91
0.00
75a.OB

6.654.12
28.11.. 13
8m5.08
19,067.2G
11,475.57

11>.20
8.40
0.70
42.00
O.ZO
0.70
13.80
0.50
0.00
0.20
0.50
1,70
2,10
1.10
2.60
.. 10
3.60

2S.4010ij

2e2#ij

2i.1SSi\

316.042.ij

100:00

1,027.11
861U7
127.53
3.771.40
0.00
0.00
834,65
43.21
0.00
D.!B
0.00
0.00
O.OD
518.31
253.64
0.00
550.65

1,2Sll.21

689.41
447,24
0.00

10.11114.01
8.111.34
011.18
44.762.45
130.8
747.31
10,813.91
421.92
0.00
208.50
685.85
1,88S.SO
3,585.!5
11,710.59

33.40
30.30
28.40
33.50
2UO
35.00
24,70
28.70
0.00
34.110
45.2:1
00.20

MD

p~

7.995.17
OJIO
(U.53)
21.53
4.000.17
0.00
0.00
0.00
0:00
11,000.17

13~02.35)

4,597.81

0.00

1~,242.11

0.00

o.oo

I).SB.II
180.5!
0.00
0.00
7».61

~o~

=

20.04
4,014.51
0.00
0.00
334.99
59.59

~~

2~.59

5~!4

1,473.13
6,51 ••03

o~

0.00
(16.:!9)
1,~6.05
1,035.75
498.18
82.65
354.59
48S.SB
D.QO

P.OO

0 OQ

0.~

101,69t.B4
0.00
52.16

a.oo

9.615.05
0.00
(7 .22)
!1,143.45!
11,514.08
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
8,5r4.38
14,278.80)
4,23758
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

0 00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.9Q

0.00
0.00
0.00

W

~4.01

25,'760.77
2,1GD.09
133.'131,10
4860
2.1!15.:18
43.794.17
1,4511.79
0.00

,27.52
73.82
419,17
84,71
0.00
0.00
IAS.K
38.40
2,144,1!&
909.ZI
152.67
0.00
256,17

0.00
0.00

o.oo

·.mw,

2,0.. .3<1
l,m.oe
0.00
1,416.<0
11.75
210.12
1,249.!9
282.78
0.00
0.00
484.41
156.11

0.00
(9,4!)
1341,51)
7,801,«
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
7,901.~4
I3221.7PJ
•U79.74
O.OD

0.00
0.00

2.m.OS
3,776.48
4,191.42

(4.fl9<.esl

87,051.7•
0.00
0.00
0.00
0,00
97.0Sol.74
)48,<59,181
50.595.58

55.$0

31.00
27.$1
2li.W
36.50
0.00

32.0Q
0.00
0.00
(1.50!
30,SO
0.00
0.00
0.00

q.oo

~o.so
!1•S!I
15.90

2,131.01
2,176.54
2!10.41
11,559.18
48.00
li8.70
3,141.28
121.11
0.00
48.!3
141.25
529.70
537.01
2,417.81
SS5.7B
730-22
996.18

?5.2~001§

~·~

910.30
&57.01
54,14
3,8111.!5
13.tl
69.S~

7t5,t5
34A8
0.00
18.25
67.12
158.35
353.38
7<9.70
153.i7
lt5.61
352.18
gpo

1.4W.22
0.00
4.40

pfl.22l
11,073.o1
0.00
0.00
0.00
0,00
'.073.39
(?,171.80)
4.201.79

0.00
0.00

0.00

M

~

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

o.oo

oH~

~

®LEfl IRANMQIIONB•

BEGINNING SALANCi

fiiANSACTION AMOUNT
PA'iMENTS
OTHER
ENDING BALANCe

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

W

o.oo

o.oo

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

p00

O.QQ

o.on

o.oo

o.oo

W

o.oo

0.00
0.00

o.oo

o.oo

o.oo

P

0.00
0.00

0.00

M

o.oo

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

O.PO

LOAN/NOTE !AUHC£•

!leGINIIINQ BALANCE

SUPPLEMENTS
REPAVUENN
OTHER
ENOING BAlANCE
211!.'20\4

--"'-~~:r"o·

g:

g~~

::

0.00

g~~

0.00
0.00
0.00

~::

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

~.:

WOCS.OI3

g~~

~:

~:

~:

g::

~

~:

1:51PM
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WDT AeCOUHllNQ REGJON

~012 COMMISSIONITRANSACTIONJI.OAN SUMMARY

WILDER VENTUR£; INC. #4C5

o~A!Um~.l:l!8..l!!!a!!!&.Wl!J!!l.W!..!!l!WW.!li!....22!3~~J210I...a!W~!!£!l..2llla12IA!.~~

fORMS AMOUNT;

OIISWRITEISAFETIW<
J!NVELOPES
STA110NERV
USEII
floS'mAI(

CONTINUOUS FORMS
PROM. PR.IP/1.2<1 PLUS PM

FIUNGSYSiliMS

PAYROI.~ -ADVIINTACE
IUSINilSSSERVICEB
COLOR SOLUTIONS
BROK6AAG!
TAX FORMS
THREe ONA PAGI!CHECKS
STANOARD~ROGfWJS
SROD-£NIIIS
SACD/DPS(PIL87 PWSPILI

Jtr.reNoty

TOiALS

~.135.35
1,818.68
112.20
11,815.64
25.00
131.69
2,678.00
17.15
0.00
IS.OO

3,704.!16
3,073.34
0.00
12,819.18
157.0S
381.51
1.377:JQ
0.00
70.00

68.00

o.oo

1,()8._!03
39.1!11
1,95&.20
413.12
7:JS,27
864.01

911.40

o.o

o.oo.

277.6S
1.137.50
1112.22
0.00
10.00
0.00
i,D$11.39
0.00
2.1117.50
873,75
21:1.34
1,10&.811

245.15

1&9AS
622.02
2.0SI.!l5
<St.IO

0.00

2.816.40
1.131At
579.04
8,369,95

2S207.e1

COMMISSJCI!St

ON!iWRIT11/SAFETRAK
SWELOPES
STATIONERY
LASE~
FASTAAI<

1.:139.60
518.51

32.54
3.973.83
8.10

COII11N\lOU5
PROM. PR.{!'/1. 2o PLUS PilI

FlUNG SYSiliMS
PAYROll

BUSJI~S SI!IIVIC!!S
COLOR SOLUTIONS
DROKERAOE
TAX FORMS
Tl<liEe ON A PAGE CH!!CKS
STAIIDAADPROGRAt..IS
SIICD- EN1415
SRCOIDFS(PII.t7PWSPII.
INVENTORY
TOTAl..S
80NUSIAOJIISTM!NT

Ollo\RGEBACK3
EXPENSES
NET COMMISSION EAIINeO
TMNSIIC'I\ON REPAYMENT
St:LLEII PAYMENT

LOAN SU~ENT
LOAN R&PAVMENT
TOTAI.CASl1FLOW
TWICE-IIION!MI.YCOioiMISSIC
NETAMOUNTPAIO
SIJYEftTRA.N!FACTlONS•

8EGINNINQ BALANCE

PVRCHASEI!
REPAYMENTS
OTHER
ENDINO BALANCE
R!Lt.£A TRAN!JACTIQHS•
8EOJNNING BAlANCE

TAANSACTION AMOUNT
PAYMENTS
OTHl:R
ENDING B.&UoNCE
!.O.AfWOI& pAU»eE!
BEGINNING EALANCE

SUPPlEMENTS
REPAYMENTS

OlHER

ENDING llALANGE
12/4J2013

48.09
618.23

33.99
0.00
29.73
25.24
244.1>1
335.50
G51.85
1Ga.01
0.00
H4.4S

o.oo

1,260.!12
821.79
0.00
4,301.:11
51.Q3
IU.Dl
187.118
18.15
0.00
24.50
0.00
260~

8,:Jt4.8t
0.00
213All
(52§.2!1
~~
8,071.88
7~4
0,00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
o;oo
1>,071.80
7,fi4.34
0.00
!U64.7!l
_8,ol'i.I!L____MQQ:s:L

o.oo

0.00

o.oo
M.!l
0.00

0.00
57.50
17.75
0~0
151.50
2,707-GI
~12.60
3,130.01
1,4!0.38

0.00
68.50
:232.60
1,656.57

o DO
2-4.263.20

"o.?l
443.44
12$.41

SS.00
421.91l
0.00
7,0SG.72
0.00
7~

!§!3.00!
0,071.24
0,00
0.00

u

0.00

384..31
i93A8
2.776.71
0.00

3,511.45
2,007.$4
32.52
15,2<3.81
1!57.!15
38462
1,852.71

lll2.GI

175.92

97.18
670.14
4!.31
0.00
3.50
0.00
502.53
0.00
t:19.21
17!.30

(18.74)
G2o.IO
118,52
242.115
4;111.35
0.00
8,512.15
0.00
(7,52)

2.08eJIS
1,3S3.,.
437.55
12,aR.II
0,00
157.59
78.80

4.045.91
11.D0
$11.59
12.52
48.15
O.OU
20.12
7.00
(400.59)

75.75
846.55
07.M
782.52
S2S.IJ1
0.00
7.341.70
0.00
0.00
1292,81!
7,048.19
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

5Ut

2..7MI
343.20

UOO.ll
1,344.00

o.oo

30.850.7

1.20o.33
456.13 ·
0.07
5,116.51
51.~

127.12
<130.!0
0,00
0.00

23.97
46.00
86e.70
19.2!1

'1BlU2
89.0!1

475.87
S40.!17
0.00
10~
0.00
0.00
f3!7.70J
9.M4.52
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
OJ!O
0.00
6,071.24
7.048.1!!1
9,8«.52
!H3•.S!!)
!20!7l.DS)
15.DJ?.3!)
_2A35.8S _____ ._177.84____3.1131.!8

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

w

0.00

o.oo

0.00

Q._OQ___

w
0.00

w
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
II.DO

0.00
w

0.00

___O,OQ _______

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

•

O.CO

0.00
0.00
0.00

V39.12
3,t2SA5
11$.01
10,154.11
0.00
514.62
185.76
0.00
0.00
4S.OO
17.?5
0:00
0.00
2,1100.37
1,232.07
3,31i9.10
J28.1!ll

o.oo

3,171.~
3,7Giol1
0.110
,....._.,

o.oo

117.69
U30.29
0.00
0.00
12.50
17.75
0.00
0.00
2,10S.eo
300.15

o.OO

m.oo

o.oo

2&.431.eS

~...iM6.22

1,043.21

I,OSS,41
1,171.08
0.00
4,329.97
0.00
58.69
1,75$,14
0.00
0.00
4.37
7.00
0.00
0.00
C61.911
75,S7
0,00
124.83

1,30S.I~

33.63
3.441.01
0.00
1eo.12
54.23
0.00
0.00
15.74
7,00
0.00
0.00
8S3.2S
299.35
IS2.9&
40l.l2

2,09

1.530.83
0.00
0.00
!Z21.!3)
8,200.10
0.00
0.00
0.00
0,00
I.:ICO.GO
t•212.3D
_3.!~,53 _

0.00
0.00
0.00

m

2,640.11
20:113.15
423.10
IO,o98,12
0.110
347.08
1<,802.45
185A7
0.00
17.SO
17.15
~24.54
0.00
I,SSS.$4
~UJIS
1.884.93
1,329.6:2

6<4.53
507.7~

0.00
S.Qf\.:S2
0.00

(47G,$8)

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

o.oo

0.00

0.00
0.00

w
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0,00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

so.oo

187.08
153.45
10.00
0.00
72.SO
0.00

O.Qo
67,47
2,154,27
115.98
0.00
714.78

o.oo

0.00
1,509.24
0.00
0.00
113.00
0.00
0.00
24J.I!i
t,5t5.04
344.48
3,253.18
700.00

o.oo

3,416.52
3.004.53

515.4~

8,009.71
50.00
187.69
13,722.44
48.02
0.00
47.50
0.00
3,27IA9
2.325.92
2.275.61
497.44
183.76
1,837JI3

577.62

1,12&.118

706.58
45.84

SS8.82

~.113.92

17.50
WS
113.41
3.50
0.00
25.37
0,00
0.00
42.54
176.51
167.54
0.00
291.18

o.oo

11950.47
0.00
(11!.311)
(W,24'
6,1ot2A4
O.Q1!
0.00
0.00

81.78
3.t43.22
0.00

0.00
240.4'
0.00
0.00
US
O.Ob
0.00
153.87
..... 12
75.30
637.37
214.54
0.00
7$27,49
0.00
137.50
!1;15491
5,510.56
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
6.510.58

I,ISG.7S
7119.68

222M
2,173.20
17.50
SIISl
2.013.32
13.!11
0,00
16.82
0.00
1,021.3&
1,118.33
507.65
155.47
511.80
740.78
0.00
11,as:i.oo
0.00
316.0&
1825.!!51
11.344.21
0.00

1,533.86
1.«3.37
50,77
10.358,40
0.00
167.~9
7,645.00
175.$
0.00
27.50

_ _0.00

W0~2012

0.00
0.00
0.00

G.2<l

2AO
2.00
8.00
2.10
4AO
J.&O

30,0fJ0.3L __ ;):;18,49.3.88

100.00

21,041.14

33.70
29.80
31.00
33.110
33.10
35.00
20JIO
22.30
0.00
35.00
3D.90
31.70
53.00
31.50
27,<0
2S,GO
38.30

9&5.11i
G$4.81
74.67
3.107.18
12,18
04.36

31,10
0.00
0.00

8.722.11
0.00
IZ.70
!635.531

o.

514.53
474,75
17.77
3,394.43
0.00
58.69
l,t48.33

5.\.31
0.00
9.02
105.11
36.15
1.879.27
..9.88
368,52
178.7&
444.14
0.00
10.088.02

ll.OO
(86.0DJ

0.00

1CM.665.l5
0.00
163.01
17.62S.41l
97,191.5•
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
97,181,84
!42,1S2.06)
_!;4,439.Dl!

0.00

0.00

0.00

w
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

~

0.00 _

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

~
~

~

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00
0 (!!)
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.90
•

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

o.oo

@OJ
28.10
0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00
29.80
ll~.'Xll

1&.20_

S74.W
1,232.86
1,07&.18

o.oo

,0&:4:1
21.06
0.00
15.84
17.25
21T.I3
307.15
70S.S5
U7.26

!ru.l!7
412.211

o.oo

8,009.33
0.110
0.00
0.00
0.00
6,0W.33
prn74)
_4,536.59_

M
o.oo

~

0.00

o.ao

2.243.20

0.00

~

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

8,460...
1,887,14
3,1:19.2S
4,9411.37

0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

11,51!9,13
8.217.71
eg8.1ll
45,616.22
146.15
1,012.25
10.853.D9
336.72
0.00
187.71
207.0$
2.6%.$4
3,685.n

~

0.00

0.00

o.oo

~
~

OOQ

!5.69
0.00
44.71
55.19
835.2.8
573.12

SGll.lt

0.00

o.oo

Q.2D

G,81Mi
24,!18.CO
6.19Ut
14,784.37
12.922.62

0.00
0.00

o.oo

o.oo

15.60
o~o
0.00

2.883.99
2.297.52
.... 72
11,381,85
35.83
24th!
4.380.73

8,223.15

0.00

_ 0.00

10.20
8.20
0.00
<Q.60
0.10

2jl7.11

0.00

~

0.00

0.00

3~,427.115
27.570.tD
2,900.$4
136.702.17
441.90
2.§2,15
62,568.81
1,141.21
0.00
~.50

159.7G
3.373.15
l.a92.92
1,187.37
513.GO
1,253.71

!7l2.!5J
1398.!!§!
7.711.11
5.60~.97
0.00
0.00
0.00
o.oo
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
o.oo
0.00
O.Q9
7,'181.11
5,142.84
11.!144.21
9,605.87
(3,4!4.4!1
Q,257.70!
!t,ml:l)
14.33Wl\
1•0933,!5)
_ 4,304.33___ ~.®~.!4 _ _3.588_,Q_____z,OO~I __ 4,§7~,1L

o.oo

__0.00_

12.07~

3,342.40
1,648.21
233.f2
II.S7UI

.24);91.~

876.!10
.565.53
13U8
3,361.20
0.00
i21A8
1,137.15
47,75
0.00
&.12
7.00
74.'D
0,00
622.50
!0.!57

1,245,73
0.00
0.00
~07.05!

~·

35.

o.oo

8 77.'18
0.00
0.00
0.00
0,00
8)77.18
!2,&14.2!)
5.96:1.Sl

1,749.$
2.081JII

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
O.DO

0.00
II:ISAM
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WE8'l' ACCOUiffiiiG REtliOH
2011 COM!IUSSIONITIIANSACTION/LdAN SUMMARY

WILDER VENTURE, INC. #405
f2BM:! !M2Y!:a•

&..W1

ONe WRITI!.'SJ\FETRAK
ENVELOPES
STATIONERY
lASE A
FASTIIAK

COI(llNUOUS FORMS
PROM. PII.{PIL 2n PUJS P.U

FILIIIG SYSteMS
~AYROI.L

•ArNNrrAGE
BUSINESS SERVICES

COLOII SOLUTIOHS
AROKERAG&
TAXFOIIMS
THREE ON A MQE C/IECKS
STANDARD PAOG!IAMS
SRCD·ENNIS
SRCOI OFS (1'11. 87 PWS PIL
FI\FIPTS& MPSIDPS
TOTALS

w....aw.

3,2'1:1.80
2.131.114
34t.34

1,0M.50
3,037oeO
511.:15

11.16'-65
o.DO

10.SS'!.91

0.00
3.247.19
<13.08
0.00

0.00
6&2.15
1.111.50
0.00

~

Mll

!loQ!!

S!sm!

899.21
844,51
15.91

IS7.77
818.19
211.05
3,914.13
0.00

t,O~.:IS

1,9%D.23

4!1G311
10,42:1.74
0.00

34M3
0,487.15

48.31

2.451.21
&43.31
11,585.40

:1!2.95

148.41
~.834.ts

0.00
0.00

1541.711

0.00
115.78
1,470.75
1.031.81
154:1.51
9119.99

0.00
1,111.114
3!0.0S
3.387.90
COS£3

o,gg

310.15
:19.13
1,30-l.:!i

~,74$.2'

1~3.29

Do!!!!

0.00

ol7.55
0.00
0.00
o.oo
7110.00
0.00
1,744.15
212.11
343.97
1129.72

27~6.24

2$.$1&.15

n4aMs

!:!~
- ?.0.:320,43

1,112.27

372.28

1'1:!.:17

570.15

~2.17

7SMS
182.52
3,632.1!
0.00
2:11.75
1,7i&.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
33.22

762.00
147.35

645.79

IO,n4.23

0.00
:1$1.84
5.SSUS
of7.55

0.00

0.00

697.19
:UILSD
375.80
0.00
0.00

0.00
4&5.75

0.00
277.58

0.00

0.00
2.250.&7
1.m.2a
721.70
710.50

0.110
2,171!.~0

27~~i03.11

s;:oMM!22Q~l

ONE WRITiiiSIIFETR!\K
eNVELOPES
STATIONERY

LASfR
FASTliAK
CONTINUOUS
PROM. PR.{PIL20 PLUS PI\.,
FILIHQ SYSTEMS
P~VROLL

BUSINESS SERVICES
COLO~ SOI.UnDNB

DROK!lRAGG
TAX FORMS
ON A PAGe CHECKS
STANDARD PROGRAMS
SRCO·ENNIS
SRCO/ DFS {Pi\. 67 PLUS PIL

'!H~

FRPIPTS 6 MI'SIOPS
TOTALS
BONUS!ADJUSTMENT
CHARGEBACKS
EXPilNSE8
NET COM!o11SSIOH EAIINED
TMNSACTlOII Rei'AYMEm'
SB.LEJI PAYMF.NT
LO~N SUPPLEMENT
LOAN REPAYMEill'
TOTAL CASH FLOW

At:NANCE3
NET AMOUNT PAlO

115.11
3.705.23
0.00
0.00
817,85
1!5.08

0.00
0.00
0.00
193.08
138.13
503,45

480.03

a,m.:l?
0.00
107.54

.ct.oo
39.Q7
0.00
0.00
S.D4

S:!2.GO

0.00
573.77
54.50
84.12265.211

231A9

1W.03

37I.D4
331.80
Q.Q:2

1.013.75
20li.IIO
0.00

0,:19BA9

7,2.0115

222

0.00
{202.01)

!Ji'16.73]

t332.rn

0.00
0.00
0.00

f.aeo.79
o.oo
0.00
o.oo

0.00
0.00
0.00

t$.91

2611.33

0.00
0'.110

"·"'

o.oo
346.56

731.81
761.14
8.292.03

114.15
3,233.57
o.oo
51.25
831.72

0.00
202.98
(519.4!]
8,eS5.44
0.00
Oil!!

0.00
1_553.112

0.00
0.00
(§4!0!'1

.&&...ill!

i!1!...W1
2,571.00
4,414.34
121.112
S,714.52
0.00
3U.82
5.014.37
0.00
0.00
0.00
71.00
132.00
0.00
1,589.61
1%0.11
754.!11
835.00

2,Wl.50

0.00

!l:Qg

ol.lllWill

2.631,13

0.00

371.20
1,5j7,23
785.17
1.975.07
1,3ii.OS

~

1,871.50

321.00
138.50
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

MlUW.

2,SM.OO

a.m...
o.oo
125.14
1.453.4.1
11.8!1

24UB
.179.D9

!7.87
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
1011.72
0.00
72<.63
34.4.ts
455.91
1113.70
ll.OO

55.0:1
0.00
104.74
87.-14
{227.45)
491.60
0:!20

11,820.72

7,6:19.85

0.00
(W&l

o.eo

{20.20)
ues~

25,600.00
861.2$

1,434,14
32.00
3,'123.611
0.00
127.72
9&3.511
0.00
0.00
0.00
IR::JI

1111.00
0.00

1,805.00

2.062.13

2.!40.99

I~

:IS.:II

111,200.95
50.00
ISS.23
8511.24
257.81
0.00
0.00

12.03S.G8
0.00
G78.8S
21,734.61
0.00
o.oo
0.00
49.10

0.00
180.82
0.00
l,t87.78

25!.50
3G4A3
m.oo
0.00
34,783.21

1,1133.55
711-"
52.14
G,147..CO
17.50
54.33
1.167,73
8o.t3
0.00
0.00
0.00
{71.22)
0.00

m.ss

518.03

32.54
221.10
305.117
0.00
7,177.35
0.00
0.00
W~·

~

2,!189.95

545.00

1,411.01

Q.OO

o.oo

13

•u-••

501.50
644.04
9.S~

4,D41.10
0.00
223,11
4,1:33.49

0.00
0.00
o.co
21.71

454.11
0.00
655.92

10~5.115

11,143.:14

0.00
o.oo

0.00
0.00

40.&7

17S.85
0.00

,~38.671

6.012.-48

1!77.511
7,703.31

o.oo

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

8.718.:30

7.850.78
0.00
7.8&0.7!

Q£1!
S,8SSM
0.00
_6,8!5M

t,012.41
0.00
1.012.<1

~
~

~
~

~
~

~
~

~

~

~

~

o.oo

w

-o.oo

-o.oo

-o.oo

~

-

~

=
0.00

o00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0,00

0.00
0.00

0.00

~
~

0.00

o.oo

0.00

om

o.oo

_o.oo

O.DD

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

o.eo

0.00

0.00

~

o.eo

~

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

8,71~.30

2.!1!!

8.715.30

0.00

0.2~

2;2~

2,!!!!
7,703.31

o.oo
7,703.38

7A32.53

7,618.99

0.00

0:00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
2.00
7,432.53

!1.!1!!

7.432.53

u2.As

0.00
1,760.38
143.01
SS$.21

I.IIUI

239JI5

c••um
10,095.90

1.1103.00
1!.732.17
603.57
1MIS.24
0.00
4,<70.10
163.!10
0.00
0750
0.00
0.00
19D3
2.033.511
227.S5
o.oo

ii&.07
127.75
115.32

O.Oo

ll.IOL.2m

10.604.67
0.00
0.00
o.oo
o.oo
tl.Og
o.oo
10.085.110
10,804.57
7#61~:
0.00
0.00
7.&111.99 ___ IO.oiS:,o_ _IO 104.6?
0.00
o.oo

~
~.23&.50

2,410.22
511.19
11,850.19
80.00
0.00
5.172.87
211.55
0.00
40.00
0.00

.R.&..a2.U
2.012.1!3
3,841.72
114.83

11.518.21
0.00
155.23
744.28
231.G8
o.oo
35.00
:!27.80

Em

7.90
8.70
1.;10

1~,7'8t.'7S

ol0.20

100.00

172.50

0.00
1.10
20.00
DAD
0.00
0.10

341.50

0.10

3.71.3.8:1
R,40o.94

1,s::u.n
0.00

I,CQ..S.t

A,113..C8

s.cas.so

1;565.110
1,551!.67
310.85

o.eo

5,411 •• 3
1,<63.20
G:!B.SS
1,005.17
1,1~.00

24~4,29

1,1U.21
D&Q
28.171!.2!

7,551.34
20,100.20
B,OG<.55
10,701.47
11,3J4.11

S2.f93,02

623.16
8<3.54
158.15

771.90

701.2~

115.93
185::11

3.~

3.US.OS

13.9B

1,274,!.
59.71
3.131.17
o.oo
5-4.!13
12&.52
70.96
o.oo
12.24

o.oo

31.44

0.00
13.88
1152.31
40.52
0.00
:w..t2

o.oo

0.00
25.76
611!.2,
,9.14

o.oo
sss..cs

0.00
1.-,22
0.00
(:!05.51)
(l~b'M}

6,,33.54

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

6,133:54

17.50
o.oo
~U2

69.34
0.00

28,530,$3

9,233.25
10,032.37
1,312,12
4S.221..C2
35.00
1.314.10
13,932.20
447.15

$1.00
30.20
30.30
3350
54.&0

1,181.D2

29.20
0.00

37.!3

0.00
40.3$

)5,00

22.311

4.502.92

0.00

0.!1Q

105,5SZ,G?

0.00
{17.0!)
G2Q4il
11,514.31
0.00
0.00
o.oo
0.00
110SI4.!11
0.00
11.514.31

2&Q

!IUD

258.29

(S8.71
138o1G

2.20

7&9.44
537,70
109.34
3,852.37
2.!2
109.51

543.25

o.oo
6,133~-- _7.9SS:9l!_

70CM7

o.oo

447.54
o.oo

7,955.92
0.00
0.00
0.00
000
7,955.92
0.00

lUll

!0000

1,oi4G.<!

ft&Q!:!!}

0.00

.....

O:QO

2.!120.~

n.eauus

1.33
3tLIS
5.100.011
127.64

:M2.P0.01

o,oo

40t.15

·o.oo
,,..

2m.3s
381.00
11.4Sz..fS

631.20
1.575.02
507.1111
891.79
04,,51

870.75
528Jll
107.4'4

8,165.41

ll-80

2.211.53

5.10
1.110
3.10
3.30

77.55
'3,0U.OI
3,9&0.25
6,4&4.75
1.6111.8$
3.263.00

ono

~~

27.131.31
33.321.24
4,331.15

0.00
{343.!14)
(§,5],.10)

va.1o:r.2s
o.eo

0.00
0.00
0.00
91,700.25

ggo

98.703.25

~.DO

32.40
52.10

=

0.00
5.0:1
&All

255.15
332.36
5:18.7:1

2&.00

131.&1

00.50
39.50
0£1!
30.80
0.00
{O.iO)
(1.001
21.10
0.00
0.00

271.12
'J75.19
0.00

O.Dll

000
28.80
o.co
28.80

a,)o~~

0.00
(21.G1)
!M~!!§I

8.211.40

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
6,211.40
0.00
8.211.40

Buyge TR,U§AetfONS•

BEGINNING B.AlAI<CE
PURCHASES
REPA'fMENTS
OTHEA
ENCINO 8ALAIICB

Srll!B mAHSACTIONS;
!EGINNING B.AlAI<C!

TMNSACTIONAMO\IIIT
PAYMENTS
OTHER

ENOING DAU\NCE

~
~

o.oo

~

o.oo

o.oo

o.oo

~
~

=

-o.oo

o.oo

0.00
0.00

-

-o.oo
0.00
~

o.eo

~
~

~
~

~
~
~
0.00_ _ _ _~
______jl.OO
o.oo_____ o uo

~

~

~
~

w

0.00

0.00

~
0.00

0 00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

~
~

~

•o,oo_ _

o.oo

w

~

0.00

0.00
0.00

•

o.oo

0 00

O.oD

O.!IQ

o.oo

o oo

0.00

0.00

~

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

o.oo
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

~

~

0.00
0.00
0.00

LOAPWOTE BALANtJ~;

BEGINNING BI\LONCE
SU~LEMEHTS
IIE~AYMENTS

OTHER

ENCINO BALANCE
12/V2013

~

~
~

0.00
0.00
0.00

~

000
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

~

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

w

~

0.00

WDLS2011

~

o.eo

0.00
0.00

w
0.00

0.00

o.oo

2.
lt:ISAM

001419

WE!rr .tCCOUNTING REGION
2010 COMMISS!9NITRANSACTIONILOAN SUMMARY
t.10NT!1t.Y

WILDER VENTURE, INC. #4C5
fQRM§

!M2!Dfil

ONEWFIITEISAFETfVJ<
ENVE~OPES

STA'IlONEFIY
LASE II

PASTIW<

COIITINUOUS FOAMS
PROM.PA.IP/1.20 PWSPA.I
FlUNG SYSTEMS
PA\'110~1. • ADVANTAGI:
BUSINESS SEIWIOGS
COLOI\ SOLUllONS
BROI<IiAAG&
TAX FORMS
TliR!I!'ON A PI\O~CJIECI<S
STANDARD PROGRAMS
SRCO· ENNIS
SRCDI DFS (P/1.67 PLUS P1L
FRPIPTS & MPS/OPS
'101'/ot.S

~

.E.§L.Wg

3,325.00
2.41U7

2.248.50

lt3.7o&

GSS.40
a.-.e.a1

12,134.10
114.00
t76.31

3N.SO
'17.20

0.00
0.00
0.00
737.83
&14.66

1,758.2..

aaoo

1.Q72.46
1,:141.1H
0.00
o.oo
0.00
0.00
780.00

1,%81.40

ea:.ss
6<4.00
230.00

75.12
90S.£a

345.47
819.6$
974,70

PA~I.

BUSINESS SEI\VICES
COLOR SOUJTIONS
B~OKERAG!

TAXFOP.MS
THREE ON A I'AGii CHECKS
STANDARD PI\OGRAIIIS
SJICO•ENNIS

SRCDI OFS IP/1.67 PWS Pll
FRPIPTS & MPSIDPS
'IOTAUI

BDNUSIADJUS1MENT
CHARGEBACI<S
EX~ENSES

NET COMMISSION EARNED
TAANSioOTIOW R!PAYJ.I!NT
S£LI.£APAYMEN1'
LOAN SUPP~Ma!T
~CAN REPAYMENT
TOTAl. CASH FL.OW
ADVANCES
NET AMOUNl PAll>

1,015.44
8U.34
2'-36
4.218.50

~

2.-IG!.SI
1,72t,e3
27!.74

2,108.75

l2,.t48.!ll

1t,W.f3

U,CW5."79

5!!.00

:!.279.06
8,619.89
250.:!6
o.oo
o.oo
0.00

51)1.64
3,871.80
0.00
0.00

50.00
361.54
3.:171.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

2,1$11!18

0.00

531.00

0.00
1,130.!0
$19.48
0.00

0.00
900.:14
873.80
0.00
703.09

o.oo

32.12
1,390.75
429.77.
1,072.72
830.80

174.0$

0.00

~00

552..~
1~!.41

1,D71.D7
105.17

54.SS

824.07
523.7!
Dl.64

4.254.10

30.80

o.oo

3,178.17

Ot.SO

37S.:IG
372.03
0.00

778.15
2.090.$3

17.50
175M
1,0fi,2G

10~.75

:112.~

1<11:1.65
0.00
0.00
0.00
201.10
341.39
'33.2\1
21t3.Gil
11,SQ

89.54
0~

2.619.80

o.oo

0.00
0.00
002.8D
~7.85

OOB.OO
1~.27

240.89

:143.52
O.Qg

8,068.11
0.00
0.00
(117:!!]

6.131.07
0.00
0.00

7,81!.04

6,761.22

0.00
0.00
0.00
D,l!Q
7.BiD.04

0.00
0.00
0.00
5.766.22

2.21!

!2:92

(3~85!

0.00
0.00
0.00
723.15
2D.48
4&2.76
135.83
295.07
395.85
2,22
11,220.24
o.oo
0.00

~~!:~Hi!

437.81
U,I&4AS
0.00
1.95&.15
3,408.62
n.3s
o.oo
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1,807.51
1,197.74
1.115.21

0.00
0.00
0.00
579.4!1

18Q.S3
o.oo
276.1i8
!1,011

7.15Q.76
0.00
(A8.92)

llltl.ts}

.M..JW
3,200.00
0,711.10
84.62
9,4&1..63
0.00
1,620.82
5,940.Q7
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1GS.63

10,4~.CR

8.897-H

12.528~0

50.00
1,076.77

0.00
2.102.01

19,.79.30

1.970.18
3113.45

1.0SU1
9.801.15
178.15
173.1S
3.214.09
31.75
0.00
0.00

22.1.21
3,6S2.4D
17.50
12SM

984.54
1,337.17
153.11
3.771.20
0.00
GS4.SS

1,095.32
1,252.94
12.12
0.00
530,10

511.78
814.!11
:HI9.73
3.503.011
17.SO
l7S.87

1,205.34

1,163.00

1,418.55

3,&75.60

0.00
0.00
0.00

o.oo
0.00

31~

27D.93

35.:1<1
0.00
0.00
0.00
uo
0.00
S21.61
37&.<8

0.00

391.20

G37.61

277.53

201.13
D.l!Q
9,611,43
0.00
0.00

1,050,0,

0.00

188.18
0.00
292.93

!!J!!!

1.52s.a

0.00
48.112
IJ!\.44}

(SI~

0.00
142.15
0.00

50.90
257.09
0.00
0.00
(1,210.831
0.00

8.028.79
0.00

7,1149.20
0.00

D.D28.79

7.&<9.20

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

o.co

0.00

0.00
0.00

7,145.89

0.00
0.00
0.00

O.DO
0.00
0.00

O.OD
0.00
0.00
Q&!!
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

Q.!l!!

D,!!!!

0.00

11.117.A7

'

25M~

7,549.10

5.768.22

o.oo
0.00
0.00
51.1D
3UO
522.38
·220.78
362.:14
312.01

o.co

0.00
0.00
0.00

7.1560.04

o.

~.2tJt.18

,0211,79

g&g

839.50

.oo

&,7H.7a

~00

3.ZIII.Il4

ISMO

~D.l31.:J2

0.00
0.00
0.00
7,145.8'1

:J,IC3.:1A

4.:J32.11

S34.GII

e81.92
584.20

0.00

Q!!l!

~

2,434.00

183-02
o.oo
0.00
0.00
174.00
115.03
1,629.01
980.50
1.2!19.16

0.00
763.37

•:m.so

l&L..wR.

t,:Jt4.27
170.3ll

30.696.11

o.oo

~

1.522.50
2,:195.37
1,1111.83

115.53

'T,t4SJII

0.00

~

2.:110.15
907.64

11.00
0.00
0.00
~21!
a.1sa.7a
0.00
8.7&6.76

!!.21!

O.OD
0.00
0.00
2,22
11,117.117
0.00

0.00
O.DO

2.100.00

'S,<CU.SI

Ga'l.!lt

0

677.18

.!lii!..1W

2,1~.11&

24,02&.58

341.71
0.13

~

3.202.0G
2,:125.98
I !Sa.!! I

0
-24.526.16

C:t!M~I~IQ~:!·

ONii WP.ITEISAFETAAK
ENVElOPES
STATIONERY
LASER
FASTRAI(
CONTINUOUS
PROM. PR.IPII. 20PLIIS Pf\.,
fii.ING SYSTEMS

~

11.089.83
D.oo
D.OO

(87.d~

11.D0418
D.OO
0.00
0.00
OOQ
11.002.1S

~··.351
10~53.83

100.00
148.31
2,®1.24
147.13

o.oo

0.00
0.00
0.00

37.50
n.oo

7GO.OO

211:BS
351.21

0.00
1,102.75
861.118
1.254.30
632.00

1.-165.71
449.41
G.2.84
3.010.42
0.00
910.71
452.31
IS.H
D.OO
0.00
0.00
302.60
D.OO
367.16
260.97

1,A76.53
S39.23

D.OO
883.69

82050

1.07358
219:&7
4,209.27

35.00
51.:11
308.34
2•4.02

422.84

250.37

2·22

8,051.00
0.00
0.00

~211

'

14
0.00
0.00
0,00
2·22

7.259.74
0.00

70259.7•

2.23t.Q3

1,572.51
851.112
589.71
1,348.7.5
0.
31.$9 .zl
1,041.47
!121.21
324.:!0
3.22• .6:1

sa.so

283AS

714.01
12.87
0.00
0.00

3,:17'-SO
2.008.02
69.12

9,444.88
60.00
2,542.08

I2IAl.

34.a.to.co
lt;t$2.00

!5,450.31

12'1,5.15.01
!61.!5

1G.008.33
57,200.D3
4.255.33
0.00
37.50
~9.00

:1.00

IOZ.05

1':5032.1
11,4&4.!0
1.317.33
0,568.51
13.,2!16.GG
0

2.2D
4.80
2.7D
2.10
3.90

93.05
1,275.80
748.55
890.58
120.15

33.39~.12

345.100.52

.011
100.00

28,0S!I.35

1.1&7.-14

11,34-4.24
9,836.73
1,772.11
<2.737.el

892.66
24.:l9
3.204.25
17.50
181.83
873.83
120.:16
0.00
0.00
0.00

~.ea

5,522.26
13,330.97
1,413,58

o.oo

2.315.05

525.28

4.232.38

841.<9

322.2!1
IU$.80
4&4.44
0.00
10,481.SS
0.00

227.63
322.72
955.17

S.314.0S
2.735.13
2,81!1.97
4,017.89

e,.u1.12

D.OO
0.00
O.QO
Q,l!Q

o.llO
0.00
O.DO

0.00

M'2

4.10

10.341!1.01)

0.00
D.OO

291.87
o.co
219.4$
QllO

~·3.:1~
10,175.00

37.00
0.20

... 17.15
2.518.74
:1&1.11
ID,IHS.79
39.11
1,:!S3.00
5.489.28
329.65
D.OO
0.00

4,035.49
1.n<.22
819.26
1183.01
4,581.91
0.00

o.oo

489.38

o.OO
0.00
(Ut2Z!J

9.80
0.50
I.SO

.6W!62Ii

1,004.151

<04.23

1.047.52
1.2(0.0S

0.00

~

16.60
1.20
O.OD
0.00
0.00

~e1.1e

D.OO
0.00
87.87
39Ji3
22oiJI

8,474A9

0

....~::

~

193.56

o.oo
17,17

:!,107.69

0&2

g.no

11,437.!10
D.OO
0.00
(403.18}

108.St7.2!1
0.00
D.OO

11,034,12

D.OO
0.00
D.OO
Q.OO

11,481.12

10,S7S.~

11.Q34,12

o.oo

0.00

0.00

17140U!1
f01,32G.13

33.10

29.90
32.50
33.50
34.40
34.50
23.30
33.20
0.00
0.00
88.8D
3MD

ss.co

32.70
29.<0
30.20
30.70
0,2!!
31.50

o.oo

0.00
J2.~

0.00
0.00
0.00

2MO
0.00
0.00
0.00

~~
101,328,13

2MO

6.481.72

10.\75.00

U.D!l4.t2

ioo~~n~

0.00
0.00

D.OO
D.OO
0.00
D.OO

D.OO
0.00
0.00
0.00

2-21!

(0.1~

29.30

D~O

.oo

923.09
7&3,81
125.97
3.956.63
13.61
417.76
1.274,90
115.15
0.00
0:00
0.00
212.19
50-!!S
~15.33

210.37
264,16

258.76
0.00
a.n2.e5
0.00
0.00
~3US!

11.181.70

0.00
0.00
o.oo
0.00
8.181.70

GUll

8.142.99

!~!B IBAt§.!~Qt;m•

BEGINNING SIJ.ANCE

P\11'1CHASES
REPAYMENTS
OTHeR
£NOI!IIOBAWICE

2·22

!M~2

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

O_,_QO___

_O.QO_ _ _ _ _Q_~_

BEGINNING BAI.ANOE
SUPPLEI.451'1TS
REPAYMENTS
On-tER

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

ENOING BAlANCE

o.oo

0.00

o.oo

0.00
0.00

D.OO
D.OO

0.00
0:00

Q.OO

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.[1(1

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

o.oo

C.2Q

o.oo

0.00

o.oo

0.00
0.00
0.00

SELLER TRA!:ISAPnONS;

BEGINNINGI!IAI.ANCI!
TRANSACTION AMOUNT
PAYMENTS
OT!IEII
ENDING BALANCE

o.oo

0.00

o.oo

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.90

0.00

0.00

o.oo

o.oo

ooo

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

~

0.00

o.oo

0.00

o.m

o.oo

o oo

0.00

0,00

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

~

o.oo

o.oo

0.00

0.00__

O.OO _ _ _ _
O.OO~ _ _OOQ__

_0~01)

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00.
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
!l.QO
0.00

~

lOANINQTE BAUNCJi•

1V4t2013

0.00

o00

!!J!!!
0.00

o.oo

o.oo

0.00 --·-- 0.00..

o.oo

o.oo

0.00
0.00

0.00

ooo

n,QQ

o.oo

0.00

WOU2010

2.22

0.00

0.00
0.00
Q.OO

0110

~

~

O.OD
0.00
0.00

D.oo

DOD

o.oo

11:16AM

- from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014

Trended Sales Report

Distributor of Record

Product Line 01 FINANCIAL ONE WRITE
Sales Person

04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATI

ALL SALES PERSONS
- NEW BUSINESS

January

001420

3/7/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

--1

-

1--

REPEAT BUSINESS

---1

1----

TOTAL BUSINESS

---1

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

$801.25

$659.65

121.5

$2,731.10

$2,141.38

127.5

$3,532.35

$2,801.03

126.1

$2,110.15

$1,777.30

118.7

$382.75

$237.75

161.0

$1,727.40

$1,539.55

112.2

March

$0.00

$451.55

0.0

$0.00

$2,497.85

0.0

$0.00

$2,949.40

0.0

April

$0.00

$369.20

0.0

$0.00

$1,679.15

0.0

so.oo

$2,048.35

0.0

May

$0.00

$481.85

0.0

. $0.00

$1,977.25

0.0

$0.00

$2,459.10

0.0

0.0

$0.00

$2,736.35

0.0

$2,735.83

0.0

February

June

$0.00

$665.45

0.0

$0.00

$2,070.90

July

$0.00

$431.73

0.0

$0.00

$2,304.10

0.0

$0.00

August

$0.00

$351.35

0.0

$0.00

$2,560.51

0.0

$0.00

$2,911.86

0.0

0.0

$0.00

$2,207.1'0

0.0

September

$0.00

$251.25

0.0

$0.00

$1,955.85

October

$0.00

$613.60

0.0

$0.00

$2,586.85

0.0

$0.00

$3,200.45

0.0

November

$0.00

$37.50

0.0

$0.00

$3,696.75

0.0

$0.00

$3,734.25

0.0

December

$0.00

$401.25

o.o

$0.00

$1,664.60

0.0

$0,00

$2,065.85

0.0

YTD

$1,184.00

$897.40

131.9

$4,458.50

$3,680.93

121.1

$5,642.50

~4,578.33

123.2

Total

$1,184.00

$4,952.13

23.9

$4,458.50

$26,674.74

16.7

$5,642.50

$31,6.26.87

17.8

41

Trended Sales Report

Distributor of Record

04C5 FRED AND L.INDA FLATT

AL.L. SALES PERSONS

1---·-·

January

3n/2014

- from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014

Product Una 02 SAFE-TRAK
Salas Person

001421

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

ACTUAL
$0.00

NEW BUSINESS

LAST YEAR
$0.00

I

PCTLY

o.o

1 - - REPEAT

BUSINESS

ACTUAL
$0.00

LAST YEAR
$120.50

---1

PCTLY
0.0

TOTAL BUSINESS

I

ACTUAL

PClLY

$0.00

LAST YEAR
$120.50

0.0

$544.50

$0.00

0.0

0.0

February

$0.fl0

$0.00

0.0

$544.50

$0.00

March

$0.00

$0.00

o.o

$0.00

$471.50

0.0

$0.00

$471.50

0.0

April

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$116.00

0.0

$0.00

$116.00

0.0

May

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$366.00

0.0

$0.00

$366.00

0.0

November

$0.00

so.oo

0.0

$0.00

$53.50

0.0

$0.00

$53.50

0.0

VTD

$0.00

$0.00

o.o

$644.50

$120.50

451.9

$544.50

$120.50

451.9

Total

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$544.50

$1,127.50

48.3

$544.50

$1,127.50

48.3

42

Distributor of Record

Product Une 04 ENVELOPES
Sales Person

001422

3/7/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc
Trended Sales Report ~ from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014

04C5 FRED AND UNOA FLATI

ALL SALES PERSONS

1 - - - NEW

I

BUSINESS

1--- REPEAT

BUSINESS

---1

1 - - - TOTAL

---1

PCTLY

LAST YEAR

PCTl.V

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLV

$316.10

$113.23

279.2

$3,481.61

$3,287.85

105.9

$3,797.71

$3,401.08

111.7

so.oo

$362.15

0.0

$1,254.02

$826.81

151.7

$1.254.02

$1,188.96

'105.5

March

$0.00

$61.23

0.0

$0.00

$2,581.01

0.0

$0.00

$2,642.24

0.0

April

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,124.01

0.0

$0.00

$1,124.01

0.0

May

S(l.OO

$113.23

0.0

$0.00

s1,<112.n

0.0

$0.00

$1,526.00

0.0

June

$0.00

$464.80

0.0

$0.00

$3,307.05

0.0

$0.00

$3,771.85

0.0

July

$0.00

$37.54

0.0

$0.00

$2,572.66

0.0

$0.00

$2,610.20

0.0

August

$0.00

$49.23

0.0

$0.00

$1,164.17

0.0

$0.00

$1.213.40

0.0

September

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$3,318.01

0.0

$0.00

$3,318.01

0.0

October

$0.00

$196.66

0.0

$0.00

$3,335.47

0.0

$0.00

$3,532.13

0.0

November

$0.00

$135.38

0.0

$0.00

$998.43

0.0

$0.00

$1,133.81

0.0

December

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,292.5,8

o.o

$0.00

$1,292.58

0.0

YTD

$316.10

$475.38

66.5

$4,735.63

$4,114.66

11.5.1

$5,051.73

$4,590.04

110.1

Total

$316.10

$1,533.45

20.6

$4,735.63

$25,220.82

18.8

$5,051.73

$26,754.27

18.9

ACTUAL
January
February

.

ACTUAl.

BUSINESS

LAST YEAR

/

43

Distributor of Record 04C5 FRED AND UNDA FLATT

Product Una 05 BUSINESS STATIONERY
Sales Person

ALL SALES PERSONS

1 - - - - NEW BUSINESS

January

001423

3/7/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc
Trended Sales Report • from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014

ACTUAL
$0.00

LAST YEAR
$0.00

I

I

( - - - REPEAT BUSINESS

PCTLY
0.0

ACTUAL
$0.00

LAST YEA~
$65.54

PCTLY
0.0

TOTAL BUSINESS

I

ACTUAL
$0.00

LASTYEAR
$65.54

---1

PCTLY
0.0

February

$0.00

$62.62

0.0

$119.68

$0.00

0.0

$119.68

$62.62

191.1

March

$0.00

$158.16

0.0

$0.00

$79.08

0.0

$0.00

$237.24

0.0

May

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$437.84

0.0

$0.00

$437.84

0.0

July

$0.00

$75.26

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$75.26

0.0

August

$0.00

$287.51

0.0

$0.00

$144.37

0.0

$0.00

$411.86

o.o

September

$0.00

$346.11

0.0

$0.00

$0..()0

0.0

$0.00

$346.11

0.0

October

$0.00

$293.87

0.0

$0.00

$1'79.69

0.0

$0.00

$473.56

0.0

November

$0.00

$59.04

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$59.04

0.0

YTO

$0.00

$62.62

0;0

$119.68

$65,54

182.6

$119.68

$128.16

93.4

Total

$0.00

$1,262.57

0.0

$119.68

$906.52

13.2

$119.68

$2,169.09

5.5

44

Distributor of Record

Product Line 07 LASER PRODUCTS
Sales Person

001424

3n/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc
Trended Sales Report ~ from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014

04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

ALL SALES PERSONS

1-

NEW BUSINESS

I

1 - - - REPEAT

BUSINESS

---1

TOTAL BUSINESS

I

-----1

January

$6,379.82

lAST YEAR
$1,68a60

PCTLY
338.7

$9,405.22

LAST YEAR
$9,469.61

PCTLY
99.3

$14,785.04

LAST YEAR
$11,056.21

PCTLY
133.7

February

$4,530.40

$1,448.30

312.8

$10,317.75

$7,160.93

144.1

$14,848.15

$8,609.23

172.5

$0.00

$3,661.01

0.0

$0.00

$6,120.74

0.0

$0.00

$9,781.75

0.0

0.0

$0.00

$8,626.97

0.0

ACTUAL

March

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

April

$0.00

$1,116.28

0.0

$0.00

$7,510.69

May

$0.00

$1,659.69

0.0

$0.00

$11,637.44

0.0

$0.00

$13,297.13

o.o

June

$0.00

$1,531.10

0.0

$0.-()0

$9,664.56

0.0

$0.00

$11.215.66

0.0

July

$0.00

$4,879.55

0.0

$0.00

$8,258.7<1

0.0

$0.00

$13,138.25

0.0

$9,352.15

0.0

$0.00

$13,103.79

0.0

August

$0.00

$3,751.64

0.0

$0.00

September

$0.00

$6,237.68

0.0

$0.00

$6,477.33

0.0

$0.00

$12,714.91

0.0

October

$0.00

$3,511.76

0.0

$0.00

$7,851.26

0.0

$0.00

$11,163.02

0.0

November

$0.00

$3,470.16

0.0

$0.00

$8,894.94

0.0

$0.00

$12,365.10

0.0

December

$Cl.OO

$1,792.60

0.0

$0.00

$6,693.80

0.0

$0.00

$8,486.40

0.0

YTD

$9,910.22

$3,03S.9D

326.3

$19,722.97

$16,630.64

118.6

$29,633.1.9

$19,667.44

150.7

Total

$9,910.22

$34,648.27

28.6

.$19,722.97

$98,912.15

'19.9

$29,633.19

$133,560.42

22.2

45

Trended Sales Report

• from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014
Distributor of Record

Product Line 10 FASTRAK

Sales Person

a4C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

ALL SALES PERSONS
NEW BUSINESS

I
PCTLY

1 - REPEAT

BUSINESS

---1

PCTLY

TOTAL BUSINESS

I

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

tASTYEAR

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

January

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$60.00

$0.00

o:o

$60.00

LAST YEAR
·$0.00

February

$91.75

$0.00

0.0

$79.00

$54.00

146.3

$170.75

S54,QO

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$54.00

0.0

$0.00

$54.00

June

001425

317/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

PCTLY

0.0
3~6.2.

0.0

July

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$91.75

0.0

$0.00

$91.75

0.0

August

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$137.00

0.0

$0.00

$137.00

0.0

September

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$58.00

0.0

$0.00

$58.00

0.0

December

$0.00

$91.75

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$91.75

0.0

YTD

$91.75

$0.00

0.0

$139.00

$54.00

257A

$230.75

$54.00

427.3

Total

$91.75

$91.75

100.0

$139.00

$394.75

35.2

$230.75

$486.50

47.4

46

Trended Sales Report

• from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014

ALL SALES PERSONS

1---

NEW BUSINESS

I

PCTLY

1---

REPEAT BUS1NESS

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

$0.00

$347.08

0.0

--1

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

$0.00

$0,00

0.0

April

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$347.08

0.0

May

$0.00

$0.UO

0.0

$0.00

$536.31

0.0

June

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$335.23

September

$Q.OO

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

December

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

YTD

$0.00

$0.00

Total

$0.00

$0.00

January

0405 FRED AND LINDA FLA1T

Distributor of Record

Product Une 11 CONTINUOUS PRODUCTS

Sales Person

001426

3/7/2014

Safeguard Busines·s Systems, Inc

I

TOTAL BUSINESS

ACTUAL
$0.00

LAST YEAR

---1

PCTLY

$347.08

0.0

$0.00

$347.08

0.0

$0.00

$536.31

0.0

0.0

$0.00

$335.23

0.0

$358.76

0.0

$0.00

$358.76

0.0

$0.00

$210.92

0.0

$0.00

$210.92

o.o

0.0

$0.00

$347.08

o.o

$0.00

$347.08

0.0

0.0

$0.00

$2,135.38

0.0

. $0.00

$2,135.38

0.0

47

Trended Sales Report

• from '1/1/2013 thru 2/2&/2014
Distributor of Record 04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

Product Line 20 APPAREL
Sales Person

ALL SALES PERSONS
NEW BUSINESS

January
February

001427

3/7/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

I

1 - REPEAT

I·

BUSINESS

TOTAL BUSINESS

----1

PCTLY
46.9

ACTUAL
$35.98

LAST YEAR
$3,863.81

PCTLY
0.9

ACTUAL
$1,953:88

~STYEA8

PCTLY

$37e:eo

514.4

$~,989.86

t:ASTYEAR
$4,243.61

$0.00

$541.68

0.0

$24.00

$3,381.85

0.7

$24.00

$3,923.53

0.6

0.0

$0.00

$67.71

0,0

ACTUAL

March

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$67.71

April

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,440.30

0.0

$0.00

$1,440.30

0.0

May

$0.00

$390.39

0.0

$0.00

$69.00

0.0

$0.00

$459.39

0.0

$235.92

0.0

$0.00

$722.22

0.0

$0.00

$958.14

0.0

$6,151.95

0.0

$0.00

$6,151.95

0.0

June

$0.00

July

so.oo

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

August

$0.00

$464.16

0.0

$0.00

$2,570.88

0.0

$0.00

$3,035.04

0.0

September

$0.00

$990.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,581.84

0,0

$0.00

$2,571.84

0.0

October

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,7.62.37

0.0

$0.00

$1,762.37

0.0

November

.$0.00

$579.87

0.0

$0.00

$533.92

0.0

$0.00

$1,113.79

0.0

December

$0.00

$742.98

0.0

$0.00

$157.61

0.0

$0.00

$900.69

0.0

YTD

~35.98

$4,405.49

0.8

$1,977.88

$3,761.65

52.6

$2,013.86

$8,167.14

24.7

Total

$35.98

$7,808.81

0.5

$1,977.88

$18,819.46

10.S

$2,013.86

$26,628.26

7.6
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Distributor of Record 04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

Product Line 21 RECORDS MANAGEMENT
Sales Person

001428

31712014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc
Trended Sales Report - fr.om 1/1/2013 th·ru 2/2812014
ALL SALES PERSONS
NEW BUSINESS

I

1--- REPEAT

BUSINESS

---1

1 - - - TOTAL

PCTLY
163.6

ACTUAL
$0.00

LAST YEAR
$0.00

PCTLV
0.0

ACTUAL
$236.27

LAST YEAR
$144.39

PCTLY
163.6

February

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$86.55

0.0

$0.00

$86.55

0.0

March

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$148.24

0.0

$0.00

$148.24

0.0

January

ACTUAL
$236.27

BUSINESS

LAST YEAR
$144.39

April

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$36.15

0.0

$0.00

$36.15

0.0

June

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$68.00

0.0

$0.00

$68.00

0.0

July

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$56.15

0.0

$0.00

$58.15

0.0

August

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$288.30

0.0

$0.00

$268.30

0.0

September

$0.00

$0.00

o.o

$0.00

$25.54

0.0

$0.00

$25.54

0.0

October

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$173.10

0.0

$0.00

$173.10

0.0

November

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$180.59

9.0

$0.00

$180.59

0.0

December

$0.00

$45.00

6.0

$0.00

$237.78

0.0

$0.00

$282.78

0.0

YTD

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$236.27

$230.94

102.3

$236.27

$230.94

102.3

Total

$0.00

$45.00

0.0

$238.27

$':\,424.79

• 16.6

$23e.27

$1,469.79

16.1
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001429

31712014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc .
- from 1/1/2013 thru 2/2612'014

Trended Sales Report

Distributor of Record 04C5 FRED AND UNDA FLATT

Product Line 33 3 ON A PAGE
Sales Person

ALL SALES PERSONS
NEW BUSINESS

January

ACTUAL
$567.24

LAST YEAR
$4'80.45

February

$745.88

$1,626.76

1---

REPEAT BUSINESS

ACTUAL
$936.03

LAST YEAR
$1,141.82

PCTLY
82.0

45.9

$1,263.84

$1,056.91

----1

PCTLY
118.1

---1

I

TOTAL BUSINESS

----1

ACTUAL
$1,!;;03.27

LAST YEAR
$1,622.27

PCTl.Y

119.6

$2,009.72

$2,683.67

74.9

92.7

March

$0.00

$942.45

0.0

$0.00

$1,134.12

0.0

$0.00

$2,076.57

0.0

April

$0.00

$1,126.14

0.0

$0.00

$1,996.77

0.0

$0.00

$3,122.91

0.0

May

$0.00

$720.45

0.0

$0.00

$1,588.37

0.0

$0.00

$2,308.82

0.0

June

$0.00

$1,159.17

0.0

$0.00

$1,084.75

0.0

$0.00

$2,243.92

0.0

July

$0.00

$948.32

0.0

$0.00

$1,539.82

0.0

$0.00

$2,488.14

0.0

August

$0.00

$1,273.11

0.0

$0.00

$1,247.08

0.0

$0.00

$2,520.19

-o.o

September

$0.00

$1,247.47

0.0

$0.00

$1,626.53

0.0

$0.00

$2,874.00

0.0

October

$0.00

$578.52

0.0

$0.00

$1,023.43

0.0

$0.00

$1,601.95

0.0

November

$0.00.

$400.78

0.0

$0.00

$1,271.39

o.o

$0.00

$1,672.17

0.0

December

$0.00

$1,247.73

0.0

$0.00

$1,636.64

0.0

$0.00

$2,884.37

0.0

YTD

$1,313.12

. $2,1{)7.21

62,3

$2,199.87

$2,198.7;3

1'00.1

$3,512.99

$4,305.94

81.6

Total

$1,313.12

$11,751.35

11.2

$2,199.87

$16,347.63

13.5

$3,512.99

$28,098.98

12.5
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Trended Sales Report

- from 1/1/2013 thru 2128/2014
Distributor of Record

Product Line 73 BUSINESS SERVICES
Sales Person

001430

3n/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

ALL SALES PERSONS

1---

NEW BUSINESS

I

I - REPEAT

BUSINESS - - - (

I

TOTAL BUSINESS

ACTUAL
$0.00

--1

PCTLY
0.0

ACTUAL
$0.00

LA§TYEAR
$25.00

PCTLY
0.0

ACTUAL
'$0.00

LAST YEAR
$127.50

PCTLY
0.0

February

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$19.95

$15.00

133.0

$19.95

$15.00

133.0

March

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$17.50

0.0

$0.00

$17.50

0.0

April

$0.00

$37.50

0.0

$0.00

$30.00

0.0

$0.00

$67.50

0.0

January

LAST YEAR
$152.50

May

$0.00

$65.00

0.0

$0.00

$10.00

0.0

$0.00

$75.00

0.0

June

$0.00

$37.45

0.0

$0.00

$37.45

0.0

$0.00

$74.90

0.0

July

$0.00

$59.85

0.0

$0.00

$59.85

0.0

$0.00

$119.70

0.0

August

$0.00

$19.95

·o.o

$0.00

$19.95

0.0

$0.00

$39.90

0.0

September

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

October

$0.00

$11.99

0.0

$0.00

$19.95

0.0

$0.00

$31.94

0.0

November

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

December

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

YTD

$0.00

$25.00

0.0

$19.95

$142.50

14.0

$19.95

$167.50

11.9

Total

so.oo

$256.74

0.0

$19.95

$337.20

5.9

$19.95

$593.94

3.4
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Trended Sales Report

- from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014
Distributor of Record

Product Line 80 COLOR SOLUTIONS
Sales Person

001431

317/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

ALL SALES PERSONS

1--- REPEAT

• NEW BUSINESS

BUSINESS

---1

1---- TOTAL BUSINESS

ACTUAL
$0.00

PCTLY

ACTUAL
$0.00

LAST YEAR
$17.75

PCTLY
0.0

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$134.e5

0.0

$49.51

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$49.51

0.0

$0.00

$257.67

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$257.67

0.0

$0.00

$155.99

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$155.99

0.0

June

$0.00

$22.58

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$22.56

0.0

ACTUAL
·$0.00

LAST YEAR
$0.00

February

$0.00

$1S4.es

March

$0.00

April
May

January

P.C.T LY
0.0

LAST YEAR
$17.75

o.o

July

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$217.10

0.0

$0.00

$217.10

0.0

August

$0.00

$26.93

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

so.op

$26.93

0.0

September

$0.00

$26.93

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$26.93

0.0

November-

$0.00

$79.61

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$79.61

0.0

December

$0.00

$267.31

0.0

$0.00

$217.10

0.0

$0.00

$464.41

0.0

YTD

$.0.00

$134.65

$0.00

$17.75

o.o

$0.00

$16~.40

o.o

$0.00

$1,021,18

o.o
o.o

$0.00

$451.95

0.0

$0.00

$1,473.13

0.0

Total -
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/

Trended Sales Report

3n/2014

- from 1/1/2013 thru 2128/2014
Distributor of Record

Product Line 81 SOURCED PRODUCTS
Sales Person

001432

.

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

04C5 FRED AND UNOA FLATT

ALL SALES PERSONS
• NEW BUSINESS

1---

REPEAT BUSINESS

---1

TOTAL BUSINESS

I

PCTLY
0.0

ACTUAL
$0.00

LAST YEAR
$0.00

PCTLY
0.0

ACTUAL
$0.00

LAST YEAR
$146.54

PCTLY
0.0

February

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$600.23

0.0

$0.00

$600.23

0.0

April

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$159.79

0.0

$0.00

$159.79

0.0

June

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$47.37

0.0

$0.00

$47.37

0,0

August

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$306.33

0.0

$0.00

$306.33

0.0

November

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$4,087.59

0.0

$0.00

$4,087.59

0.0

December

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0,00

$166.18

0.0

$0.00

$16!).18

0.0

YTD

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$746.77

0.0

$0.00

$746.77

o.o

Total

$0.00

so.oo·

0.0

$0.00

$5,514.03

0.0

$0.00

$6,514.03

0.0

January

)

ACTUAL
$0.00

---1

LAST YEAR
$146.54
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Trended Sales Report

~

Distributor of Record 04C5 FReD AND UNDA FLATI

Al.L SALES PERSONS
NEW BUSINESS

January

3/7/2014

from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014

Product L.ine 82 TAX FORMS
Sales Person

001433

Safeguard. Business Systems, Inc

ACTUAL
$107.67

LAST YEAR
$46.16

PCTLY
233.0

TOTAL BUSINESS - - - 1

REPEAT BUSINESS

I

ACTUAL
. $1,4'48.53

LAST YEAR
$1,367.26

PCTLY
105.9

ACTUAL
$1,556.10

PCTLY
110.1

LAST YEAR
$1,413.42

February

$0.00

$0,00

0.0

$164.97

$0.00

0.0

$164.97

$0.00

0.0

March

$0.00

$7.48

0.0

$0.00

$7.46

0.0

$0.00

$14.92

0.0

November

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$2,086.22

0.0

$0.00

$2,086.22

0.0

December

$0.00

$103.28

0.0

$0.00

$3,550.80

0.0

$0.00

$3,654.08

0.0

YTD

$107.57

$46.16

233.0

$1,613.50

$1,367.26

118.0

$1,121.07

$1,413.42

~21.8

,

Total

$107.57

$156.90

6.8·.6

$1,613.50

$7,011.74

23.0

$1,721.07

$7,168.64

24.0
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Trended Sales Report

- from 1/1/2013 thru 2128/2014
Distributor of Record

Product Line 84 PROMOTIONAL. PR001JCTS
Sales Person

001434

317/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATI

ALL SALES PERSONS
NEW BUSINESS

I

1--- REPEAT

BUSINESS

---1

TOTAL BUSINESS

I

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

January

$416.16

$1,750.70

23.8

$462.00

$0.00

0.0

$878.16

$1,750.70

50.2

February

$173.25

$1,330.00

13.0

$0.00

$3,521.06

0.0

$173.25

$4,851.06

3.6

March

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

April

$0.00

$819.61 •

0.0

$0.00

$451.50

.

0.0

$0.00

$1,271.01

o.o

PCTLY

May

$0.00

$1,098.68

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,098.86

0.0

July

$0.00

$0.00

0.0'

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

August

$0.00

$5,289.20

0.0

$0.00

$1,444.00

0.0

$0.00

$6,733.20

0.0

September

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$.173.80

0.0

$0.00

$173.80

0.0

October

$0.00

$0.00

November

$0.00

$160.00

December

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$625.80

0.0

$0.'00

$625.80

0.0

0.0.

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$160.00

0.0

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$'0.00

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

YTD

$589.41

·$3,080.70

19.1

$462.00

$3,521 .• 06

1'3.1

$1,051.41

$6;601.76

1'5.9

Total

$589.41

$10,448.27

5.6

$462.00

$6,216.16

7.4

$1,051.41

$16,664.43

6.3
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Trended Sales Report

~

3/7/2014

from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014
Distributor of Record

Product Line 85 STANDARD PROGRAMS
Sales Person

001435

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

ALL SALES PeRSONS

1----

NEW BUSINESS

I

1--- REPEAT

BUSINESS - - - )

1--·- TOTAL

BUSINESS

PCTLY

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

January

$317.40

$311.70

101.8

$1,535.79

$399.30

384.6

$1,853.19

$711.00

26D.6

February

$271.85

$517.39

52.5

$191.05

$1,847.81

10.3

$462.90

$2,365.20

19.6

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

March

$0.00

$213.85

o.o

$0.00

$32.95

0.0

$0.00

$246.80

0.0

April

$0.00

$130.65

0.0

$0.00

$914.02

0.0

$0.00

$1,044.67

o.o

May

$0.00

$547.06

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$547.06

0.0

June

$0.00

$332.02

0.0

$0.00

$394.60

0.0

$0.00

$726.62

0.0

July

$0.00

$94.65

0.0

$0.00

$98.03

0.0

$0.00

$192.68

0.0

August

$0.00

$109.60

0.0

$0.00

$249.95

0.0

$0.00

$359.55

0.0

September

$0.00

$288.09

0.0

$0.00

$266,14

o.o

$0.00

$554.23

0.0

October

$0.00

$276.35

0.0

$0.00

$578.92

0.0

$0.00

$855.27

0.0

November

$0.00

$152.80

0.0

$0.00

$125.27

0.0

$0.00

$278.07

0.0

December

$0.00

$144.72

0.0

$0.00

$299.19

0.0

$0.00

$443.91

0.0

YTD

$589.25

$829.09

71.1

$1,726.84

$2,247.11

76.8

$2,316.09

$3,076.20

75.3

Total

$589.25

$3,118.88

18.9

$1,726.84

$5,206.18

33.2

$2,316.09

$8,325.06

27.8
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Trended Sales Report

- from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014
Distributor of Record 04C5 FRED AND UNDA FLATT

Product Line 86 STRATEGIC SOURCJ[\[G PROGRAMS
Sales Person

ALL SAL.ES PERSONS
NEW BUSINESS

1 - REPEAT

·---J

BUSINESS

---1

I

TOTAL BUSINESS

ACTUAL
$0.00

----1

PCTLY
0.0

ACTUAL
$0.00

LAST YEAR
$0.00

PCTLY
0.0

ACTUAL
$0.00

LAST YEAR
$3,849.23

PCTLY
0.0

February

$0.00

$0.00

o.o

$0.00

$1,059.52

0.0

$0.00

$1,059.52

0.0

March

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,532.51

0.0

$0.00

$1,532.51

0.0

April

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$139.95

0.0.

$0.00

$139.95

0.0

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$465.56

0.0

$0.00

$465.66

0.0

January

_,
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Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

LAST YEAR
$3,849.23

May

$0.00

June

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,518.29

0.0

$0.00

$1,518.29

0.0

July

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,026.13

0.0

$0.00

$1,026.13

0.0

August

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,947.44

0.0

$0.00

$1,9<:17.4:4

0.0

Sep1ember

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$195.93

0.0

$0.00

$195.93

0.0

November

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,332.70

0.0

$0.00

$1,332.70

0.0

YTD

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$4,908.75

0.0

$0.00

$4,908.75

0.0

Total

$0.00

$0.00

o.o

$0.00

$13,067.26

o.o

$0.00

$13,067.26

0.0

..
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Trended Sales Report

- from 1/1/2'013 thru 2/28/2014
04CS FRED AND LINDA FLATT

Distributor of Re.cord

Product Una 87 EPC
Sales Person

001437

....

ALL SALES PERSONS
NEW BUSINESS

I

1---

REPEAT BUSINESS

I

- TOTAL BUSINESS

---1

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

January

$961.00

$390.00

246.4

$420.00

$675.00

62.2

$1,381.(;!0

$1,065.00

129.7

February

$542.00

$296.00

183.1

$291.00

$752.50

38.7

$633.00

$1,048.50

79.4

ACTUAL

LASTYEAB

ACTUAL

March

$0.00

$233.15

0.0

$0.00

$159.00

0.0

$0.00

$392.15

0.0

April

$0.00

$88.00

0.0

$0.00

$493.50

0.0

$0.00

$561.50

0.0

May

$0.00

$518.00

0.0

$0.00

$527.85

0.0

$0.00

$1,045.85

0.0

June

$0.00

$515.20

0.0

$0.00

$930.52

0.0

$0.00

$1,445.72

0.0
0.0

July

$0.00

$589.00

0.0

$0.00

$291.00

a.o

$0.00

$680.00

August

$0.00

$324.00

0.0

$0.00

$744.06

0.0

$0.00

$1,068.06

0.0

September

$0.00

$497.26

0.0

so.oo

$505.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,002.28

0.0

October

$0.00

$716.08

0.0

$0.00

$407.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,123.08

0.0

November

$0.00

$106.00

0.0

$0.00

$546.83

0.0

$0.00

$654.83

0.0

December

$0.00

$214.00

0.0

$0.00

$562.00

0.0

$0.00

$776.00

0.0

YTD

$1,503.00

$686.00

21·9.1

$711.00

$1,427.50

49.8

'$2,214.00

$2,113.50

104.8

Total

$1,503.00

$4,486.71

33.5

$711.00

$6,596.26

10'.8

$2,214.00

$11,082.97

20.0

58

Distributor of Record 04C5 FRED AND L.INDA FL.ATI

Product Une 88 HOLIDAY CARDS

Sales Person

ALL SALES PERSONS

1---- REPEAT BUSINESS

NEW BUSINESS

November
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Safeguard Business Systems, Inc
Trended Sales Report • from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014

ACTUAL
$0.00

LAST YEAR
$392.60

PCTLY
0.0

so. co

LASTYEAR
$0.00

PCTLY
0.0

ACTUAL

TOTAL BUSINESS

I

ACTUAL
$0.DO

LAST YEAR
$392.60

---1

PCTLY
0.0

YTD

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

s.o.oo

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

Total

$0.00

$392.60

o.o

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$392.60

0.0

59

Product Line

ALL PRODUCT LINES

Sales Person

ALL SALES PERSONS
NEW BUSINESS

Distributor of Record

l

1--- REPEAT

04CS FRED AND LINDA FLATT

I

BUSINESS

January

ACTUAL
$8,902.62

LAST YEAR
$9,229.30

PCTLY
96.5

ACTUAL
$22,670.43

LAST YEAR
$23,680.55

PCTLY
95.7

February

$6,737.88

$6,557.30

102.8

$15,997.16

$21,902.72

73.0

001439
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Safeguard Business Systems, Inc
Trended Sales Report • from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014

- TOTAL BUSINESS -

ACTUAL
$31,572.95

LAST YEAR
$32,909.85

PCTLY
95.9

$22,735.04

$28,460.02

79.9
0.0

March

$0.00

$5,n8.a7

0.0

$0.00

$14,849.67

o.a

$0.00

$20,628.04

April

$0.00

$3,944.95

0.0

$0.00

$16,438.91

0.0

$0.00

$20,383.86

0.0

May

$.0.00

$5,750.52

0.0

so.oo

$19,028.39

0.0

$0.00

S24,n8.91

0.0

June

$0.00

$4,963.69

0.0

$0.00

$20,254.94

0.0

$0.00

$25.218.63

0.0
0.0

July

$0.00

$7,115.90

0.0

$0.00

$22,667.24

0.0

. $0.00

$29,783.14

August

$0.00

$11,926.68

0.0

$0.00

$22,156.19

0.0

$0.00

$34,082.87

0.0

September

$0.00

$9,884.71

0.0

$0.00

$16,542.73

0.0

$0.00

$26,427.44

0.0

October

$0.00

$6,198.83

0.0

$0.00

$18,343.64

0.0

$0.00

$24,542.67

0.0

November

$0.00

$5,573.74

0.0

$0.00

$23,810.13

0.0

$0.00

$29,383.87

0.0

December

$0.00

$5,050.62

0.0

$0.00

$16,689.2.0

0.0

$0,00

$21,739.82

0.0

YTD

$15,640AO

$15,78S.60

99.1

$38,667.59

$45,583.27

84.8

$54,307.99

$61,369.87

88.5

Total

$15,640.40

$81,974.61

19.1

$38,667.59

$236,364.51

16.4

$54,307.99

$318,339.12

17.1

60
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Safeguard Business Systems, Inc
- from 1/H2013 thru 2/28/2014
Distributor of Record

1--- REPEAT

BUSINE~S

I

04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

TOTAL BUSINESS

I

---1

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

LASTY.EAR

PCTLY

$22,670.43

$23,680.55

95.7

$31,572.95

$32,909.85

95.9

$15-,997.16·

$21,902.72

73.0

$22,735,04

$28,460.02

79.9

$0.00

$14;849..67

0.0

$0.00

$20,628.04

0.0

$0.00

$16,438.91

0.0

$0.00

$20,383.86

0.0

$0.00

$19,028.39

0.0

$0.00

$24,778.91

0.0

so.oo

$20,254.94

0.0

$0.00

$25,218.63

0.0

$0.00

$22,667.24

0.0

$0.00

$29,783.14

0.0

ACTUAL

so.oo

$22,156.19

0.0

$0.00

$34,082.87

0.0

$0.00

$16,542.73

0.0

$0.00

$26,427.44

0.0

$0.00

$18,343.84

0.0

$0.00

$24,542.67

0.0

$0.00

$23,810.13

0.0

$0.00

$29,383.87

0.0

$0.00

$16,689.20

0.0

$0.00

$21,739.82

0.0

$38,667.59

$45,583.27

84.8

$54,307.99

$61,369.87

88.5

$38,667.59

$236,3"64.51

16.4

$54,307.99

$316,339.12

17.1

60

Trended Sales Rep.ort
Product Line

ALL PRODUCT LINES

Sales Person

ALL SALES PERSONS

ACTUAL

lAST YEAR

- from 1/1/2013 thru 2/2812014
Distributor of Record

- - - NEW BUSINESS - - - 1

PCTLY

1--- REPEAT

ACTUAL

001442
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Sa:feguard Business Systems, Inc

BUSINESS

LAST YEAR

---1

P.CT LY

04C5 FRED AND LINDA Fl.AIT

(-

TOTAL BUSINESS - - - 1

ACTUAL

lAST YEAR

PCTLY

61

Trended Sales Report
Product Line

ALL PRODUCT LINES

Sales Person

ALL SALES PERSONS

1---· NEW

ACTUAL

- from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014
Distributor of Record

BUSINESS - - - 1

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

1 - - · REPEAT

ACTUAL
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Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

BUSINESS

LASTYEAR

---1

04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

I

PCTLY

TOTAL BUSINESS - - - 1

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

Trended Sales Report - Parameter.s Selected
Dates Selected= 1/1/2013 Thru 2/28/2014
For Owning Distributor 04.C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATI

62

Safeguard Business Systems

Fred & linda Flatt #04C5
Zip Code Summary

Sales 03/13 Through 02/14
Data
Zip
~50

223
275
288
294
656
679
761
770
782
799
805
811
812
813
820
852
857
870
871
873
874
875
877
882
883
900
902
921
939
945
946
981
993
Grand Total

Safeguard Business Systems Confidenllal

#of Customers Total Sales
66U1
1

1

364.61
283.38
136.92
341.85
228.62
35.95
163.52
99.40
918.77
1,032.52
161.45
103.23
788.76
2·
451.38
2
200.30
1
664.78
1
82.13
22
4,203.23
89 27,277.63
2
924.01
1,752.86
5
1,031 272,373.53
1,926.23
7
230.20
1
1
445.01
1
27.00
1
71.00
1
522..00
1
385.82
77.39
1
1
160.38
45.30
1
37.50
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
3

1,190 317,1n.77

3f7/2014

Page 1
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Safeguard Business Systems
Fred & linda Ratt #04C5
Top 20 Customer Summary
Sales 03/13 Through 0211,4

IRanking
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20

Safeguard Business Systems Confidential

Sal~

16,068.86
6,731.82
5,874.96
5,221.73
5,213.96
4,592.10
4,17.6.49
4,129.41
4,100.87
3,929.22
3,892.43
3,631.24
3,373.96
2,742.93
2,651.70
2,488.04
1,849.47
1,761.02
1,664.27
1,614.48

% of Total Sales
5.07%
2.12%
1.85%
1.65%
1.64%
1.45%
1.32%
1.30%
1.29%
1.24%
1.23%
1.14%
1.06%
0.8.6%
0.84%
0.78%
0.58%
0.56%
0.52%
0.51%

$85,708.961

27.02%

I

I

3nt2014
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Version: cus:tomer Analysis
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Olstrlbutor of Record

Version: Customotr Analysis

Comparison O•tosl 03/0112l113 Thru

02121112014

I

True Distributor

3/7/201"4

Customer Analysis Report
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3/7/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc
Trended Sales Report - from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014

04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

AI.L SALES PERSONS

1 - - - REPEAT

NEW BUSINESS

BUSINESS

TOTAL BUSINESS - - - (

---1

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LASTYEAR

PCTLY

January

$801.25

$659.65

121.5

$2,731.10

$2,141.38

127.5

$3,532.35

February

ACTUAL

LAST):EAB

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

$2,801.03

126.1

$382.75

$237.75

161.0

$1,727.40

$1,539.55

112.2

$2,110.15

$1,777.30

118.7

March

$0.00

$451.55

0.0

$0.00

$2,497.85

0.0

$0.00

$2,949.40

0.0

April

$0.00

$369.20

0.0

SQ.OO

$1,679.1'5

0.0

$0,00

$2,048.35

0.0

May

$0.00

$481.85

o.o

$0.00

$1,971.25

0.0

$0.00

$2,459.10

0.0

June

$0.00

$665.45

0.0

$0.00

$2,070.90

0.0

$0.00

$2,736.35

0.0

$2,735.83

0.0

July

$0.00

$431.73

0.0

$0.00

$2,304.10

0.0

$0.00

August

$0.00

$351.35

0.0

$0.00

$2,560.51

0.0

$0.00

$2,911.86

0.0

September

$0.00

$251.25

0.0

$0.00

$1,955.85

o.o

$0.00

$2,207.10

0.0

October

$0.00

$1513.60

0.0

$0.00

$2,586.85

0.0

$0.00

$3,200.45

0.0

November

$0.00

$37.50

0.0

$0.00

$3,696.75

0.0

$0.00

$3,734.25

0.0

December

$0.00

$401.25

0.0

$0.00

$1,664.60

0.0

$0.00

$2,065.85

0.0

YTD

$1,184.00

$897.40

131.9

$4,458.50

$3,680.93

121.1

$5,642.60

$4,578.33

123.2

Total

$1,184.00

$4,952..13

23.9

$4,458.50

$26,674.74

16.7

$5,642.50

$31,626.87

17.8

41

Trended Sales Re.port

001450

3/7/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc
• from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014

Distributor of Record 04C6 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

Product L.lne 02 SAFE·TRAK
Salas Person ALL SAL.E:S PERSONS
,_ _ _ NEW BUSINESS - - -

BUSINESS

TOTAL BUSINESS

---1

ACTUAL

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

January

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$120.50

0.0

$0.00

$120.50

0.0

February

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$544.50

$0.00

0.0

$544.50

$0.00

0.0

March

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$471.50

0.0

$0.00

$471.50

0.0

April

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$116.00

0.0

$0.00

$116.00

0.0

May

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$366.00

0.0

$0.00

$366.00

0.0

November

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$53.50

0,0

$0.00

$53.50

0.0

YTD

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$544.50

$120.50

451.9

$544.50

$120,50

461.9

Total

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$544.60

$1,127.50

48.3

$644.50

$1,127.50

48.3

ACTUAL

LA§IYEAR

PCTLY

1--- REPEAT

LAST YEAR

-

,.
Ii

I

42

Trended Sales Report

Distributor of Record

04C5 FRED AND I.INOA FI.ATI

ALL SALES PERSONS

1---- NEW

BUSINESS

I

PCTLY
279.2

1 - - - REPEAT

BUSINESS

--1

ACTUAL
$3,481.61

LAST YEAR
$3,287.85

PCTLY
105.9

ACTUAL
$316.10

LAST YEAR
$113.23

February

$0.00

.$362.15

0.0

$1,254.Q2

$826.81

January

3/7/2014

- from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014

Product l.lna 04 ENVEI.OPES
Sales Person

001451

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

TOTAL BUSINESS •

I

ACTUAL
$3,797.71

LAST YEAR
$3,401.08

PCTLY
111.7

i51.7

$1,254.02

$1,188.96

105.5

March

$0.00

$61.23

0.0

$0.00

$2,581.01

0.0

$0.00

$2,642.24

0.0

April

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,124.01

0.0

$0.00

$1,124.01

0.0

May

$0.00

$113.23

0.0

$0.00

$1.412.77

0.0

$0.00

$1,526.00

0.0

$0.00

$3,771.85

0.0

June

$0.00

$464.80

0.0

$0.00

$3,307.05

o.o

July

$0.00

$37.54

0.0

$0.00

$2,572.66

0.0

$0.00

$2,610.20

0.0

August

$0.00

$49.23

o.o

$0.00

$1.164.17

0.0

$0.00

$1,213.40

0.0

September

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$3,318.01

0.0

$0.00

$3,316,01

0.0

October

$0.00

$196.66

0.0

$0.00

$3,335.47

0.0

$0.00

$3,532.13

0.0

November

$0.00

$135.38

0.0

so.oo

$998.43

0.0

$0.00

$1,133,81

0.0

December

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,292.58

0.0

$0.00

$1,292.56

0.0

YTD

$316.10

$475.38

66.5

$4,735.63

$4,114.66

115.1

$5,051.73

$4,590.04

110.1

Total

$316.10

$1,633.45

20.6

$4,735.63

$25,220.82

18.8

$5,051.73

$26,754.27

18.9

43
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Distributor of Rec:ord

Product Line 05 BUSINESS STATIONERY
Sales Person

001452

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

04CS FRED AND LINDA FLATT

ALL SALES PERSONS
NEW BUSINESS

I

PCTLY

1---

REPEAT BUSINESS

---1

1 - - - TOTAL

ACTUAL

BUSINESS

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

January

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$65.54

0.0

$0.00

$65.54

0.0

February

$0.00

$62.62

0.0

$119.68

$0.00

0.0

$119.66

$62.62

191.1

March

$0.00

$156.16

0.0

$0,00

$79.08

0.0

$0.00

$237.24

0.0

May

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$437.84

0.0

$0.00

$437.84

0.0

July

$0.00

$75.26

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$75.26

0.0

August

$0.00

$267.51

0.0

$0.00

$144.37

ci.o

$0.00

$411.88

0.0

0.0

$0.00

$346.11

0.0

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

LAST YEAR

September

$0.00

$346.11

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

October

$0.00

$293.87

0.0

$0.00

$179.69

0.0

$0.00

$473.56

0.0

November

$0.00

$59.04

o.o

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$59.04

0.0

YTD

$0.00

$62.62

0.0

$119.68

$65.~4

182.6

$119.68

$128.16

93.4

Total

$0.00

$1,262.57

0.0

$119.68

$9.06.62

13.2

$119.68

$2,169.09

5.5

44
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Product Line 07 LASER PRODUCTS
Sales Person

001453

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

04C6 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

ALL SALES PERSONS
NEW BUSINESS

1---

REPEAT BUSINESS

---1

January

ACTUAL
$5,379.82

LAST YEAR
$1,588.60

PCTLY
338.7

ACTUAL
$9,405.22

LAST YEAR
$9,459.61

PCTLY
99.3

February

I

TOTAL BUSINESS

ACTUAL
$14,785.04

LAST YEAR
$11,058.21

PCTLY
133.7

$4,530.40

$1,448.30

312.8

$10,317.75

$7,160,93

144.1

$14,848.15

$8,609.23

172.5

March

$0.00

$3,661.01

0.0

$0.00

$6,120.74

0.0

$0.00

$9,781.75

0.0

April

$0.00

$1,116.28

0.0

$0.00

$7,510.69

0.0

$0.00

$8,626.97

0.0

$13,297.13

0.0

May

$0.00

$1,659.69

0.0

$0.00

$11,637.44

O.Q

$0.00

June

$0.00

$1,531.10

0.0

$0.00

$9,684.56

0.0

$0.00

$11,215.66

0.0

July

$0.00

$4,879.55

0.0

$0.00

$8,258.70

0.0

$0.00

$13,138.25

0.0

August

$0.00

$3,751.64

0.0

$0..00

$9,352.15

0.0

$0.00

$13,103.79

0.0

September

$0.00

$6,237.58

0.0

$0.00

$6,477.33

0.0

$0.00

$12,714.91

0.0

October

$0.b0

$3;511.76

0.0

$0.00

$7,651.26

0.0

$0.00

$11,163.02 .

0.0

November

$0.00

$3,470.16

0.0

$0'.00

$8,894.94

0.0

$0.00

$12,365.10

0.0

December

$0.00

$1,792.60

0.0

$0.00

$6,693.80

0.0

$0.00

$8,486.40

0.0

YTD

$9,910.22

$3,036.90

326.3

$19,722.97

$16,630.54

118.6

$29,633.19

$19,667.44

150.7

Total

$9,910.22

$34,648.27

28.6

$19,722.97

$98,912.15

19.9

$29,633.19

$133,560.42

22.2

·II
I

I
I
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• from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014

Trended Sales Report

Distributor of Record

Product L.ine 10 FASTRAK
Sales Person

001454

3/712014

Safe-guard Business Systems, Inc

04C5 FRED ANO LINDA FLATT

ALL SALES PERSONS
NEW BUSINESS

1---

REPEAT BUSINESS

---1

January

ACTUAL
$0.00

LAST YEAR
$0.00

PCTLY
0.0

ACTUAL
$60.00

LAST YEAR
$0.00

PCTLY
0.0

February

$91.75

$0.00

0.0

$79.00

$54.00

146.3

I

TOTAL BUSINESS - - - \

ACTUAL
$60.00
$170.75

LAST YEAR
$0.00
·$54.00

PCTLY
0.0
316.2

June

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$54.00

0.0

$0.00

$54.00

0.0

July

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$91.75

0.0

$0.00

$91.75

0.0

August

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$137.00

0.0

$0.00

$137.00

0.0

September

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$58.00

0.0

$0.00

$58.00

0.0

December

$0.00

$91.75

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$91.75

0.0

YTO

$91.75

$0.00

0.0

.$139.00

$54.00

25'7.4

$:230.75

$54.00

427.3

Total

$91.75

$91.75

100.0

$139.00

$394.75

'35.2

$230.75

$486.50

47.4

!

I

I

I
i

I

i

ii
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Distributor of Record

Product Line 11 CONTINUOUS PRODUCTS
Sales Person

001455

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc
Trended Sales Report - from 1/1/2013 thru 2/2812014

317/2014

04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

ALL SALES PERSONS

1---

NEW BUSINESS

I

( - - - REPEAT BUSINESS

---1

I

TOTAL BUSINESS

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

0,0

$0.00

$347.08

0.0

$0.00

$347.08

o.o

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$347.08

0.0

$0.00

$347.08

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$536.31

0.0

$0.00

$536.31

0.0

June

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$335.23

0.0

$0.00

$335.23

0.0

Septembgr

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$358.76

0.0

$0.00

$356.76

0.0

December

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$210.92

0.0

$0.00

$210.92

0.0

YTD

$0.00

$0.00

o.o

$0.00

$347.08

o.o

$0.00

$347.08

o.o

Total

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$2,13?.38

0.0

$0.00

$2,135.38

0.0

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

January

$0.00

$0.00

April

$0.00

May

PCTLY

ACTUAL

----1

LAST YEAR

47
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• from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2Q14

Trended Sales Report

Distributor of Record

Product Lin& 20 APPAREL
Sales Person

001459

317/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

04C6 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

ALL SALES PERSONS
NEW BUSINESS

1---

REPEAT BUSINESS

TOTAL BUSINESS

ACTUAL

---1

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

January

$35.98

$3,853.81

0.9

$1,953.88

$379.80

514.4

$1,989.86

$4,243.61

February

$0.00

$541.68

0.0

$24.00

$3,381.85

0.7

$24.00

$3,923.53

March

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$67.71

0.0

$0.00

$67.71

0.0

April

$0,00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,440.30

0.0

$0.00

$1,440.30

0.0

May

$0.00

$390.39

0.0

$0.00

$69.00

0.0

$0.00

$459.39

0.0

June

$0.00

$235.92

0.0

$0.00

$722.22

0.0

$0.00

$958.14

0.0

July

$0,00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$6,151.95

0.0

$0.00

$6,151.95

0.0

August

$0.00

$464.16

0.0

$0.00

$2,570.88

0.0

$0.00

$3,035.04

0.0

September

$0.00

$990.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,581.84

0.0

$0.00

$2,571.84

0.0

October

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0,00

$1,762.37

0.0

$0.00

$1,762.37

0.0

November

$0,00

$579.87

0.0

$0.00

$533.92

0.0

$0.00

$1,113.79

0.0

December

$0,00

S742.98

0.0

$0.00

$157.61

0.0

$0.00

$900.59

0.0

YTD

$35.98

$4,405.49

0.8

$1,977.88

$3,761.65

52.6

$2,01·3.86

$8,167.14

24.7

Total

$36.98

$7,808.81

0.5

$1,977.88

$18,819.45

10.5

$2,013.86

$26,628.26

7.6

LAST YEAR

46.9
0.6.

48

Trended Sales Report
Produ~:t

- from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014
Distributor of

Line 21 RECORDS MANAGEMENT

Sales Person

001460

3/7/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc
Re~:ord

04C6 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

ALL SALES PERSONS
NEW BUSINESS

I

1 - - - REPEAT

BUSINESS

---1

1·--- TOTAL

BUSINESS

·---1

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

January

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$236.27

$14"4.39

163.6

$236.27.

$144.39

163.6

February

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$66.55

0.0

$0.00

$66.55

0.0

PCTLY

March

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0,00

$148.24

0.0

$0.00

$146.24

0.0

April

so.oo

:so.oo

0.0

$0.00

$36.15

0.0

$0.00

$36.15

0.0

June

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$66.00

0.0

$0.00

$66.00

0.0

July

$0,00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$56.15

0.0

$0.00

$56.15

0.0

August

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$268.30

o.o

$0.00

$268.30

0.0

$25.54

0.0

$0.00

$25.54

o.o

September

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

October

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

.$0.00

$173.10

0.0

$0.00

$173.10

0.0

November

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$180.59

0.0

$0.00

$180.59

0.0

December

$0.00

$45.00

0.0

$0.00

$237.78

0.0

$0.00

$282.76

0.0

YTD

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$236.27

$230.94

102.3

$236.27

$230.94

102.3

Total

$0.00

$45.00

.o.o

$236.27

$1,424.79

16.6

$236.27

$1,469.79

16.1

49

Trended Sales Report

- from 1/112013 thr.u 2/28/2014
04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATI

Distributor of Record

Product Une 33 3 ON A PAGE
Sales Person

001461

3/7/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

ALL SALES PERSONS

J - - REPEAT

NEW BUStNESS

BUSINESS

---1

.I

TOTAL BUSINESS

PCTLY

ACTUAL

!:,8STYEAR

PCTLY

January

$567.24

$480.215

118.1

$936.03

$1,141.82

82.0

$1,503.27

February

ACTUAL

!,6STYEAR

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

$1,622.27

92.7

$745.88

$1,626.76

45.9

$1,263.84

$1,0&6.91

119.6

$2,009.72

$2,683.67

74.9

March

$0.00

$942.45

0.0

$0.00

$1,134.12

0.0

$0.00

$2,076.57

0.0

April

$0.00

S1J26.14

0.0

$0.00

$1,996.77

0.0

$0.00

$3,122.91

0.0

May

$0.00

S720.45

0.0

$0.00

$1,588.37

0.0

$0.00

$2,308.82

0.0

June

$0.00

$1,159.17

0.0

$0.00

$1,084.75

. 0.0

$0.0.0

$2,243.92

0.0

July

$0.00

$948.32

0.0

$0.00

$1,539.82

0.0

$0.00

$2,488.14

0.0

August

$0.00

$1,273.11

0.0

$0.00

$1,247.08

0.0

$0.00

$2,520.19

0.0

September

$0.00

$1,247.47

0.0

$0.00

$1,626.53

0.0

$0.00

. $2,874.00

0.0

October

$0.00

$578.52

0.0

so.oo

$1,023.43

0.0

$0.00

$1,601.95

0.0

November

$0.00

$400.78

0.0

$0.00

$1,271.39

0.0

$(l.00

$1,672.17

0.0

December

$0.00

$1,247.73

0.0

$0.00

$1,636.64

0.0

$0.00

$2,884.37

0.0

YTD

$1,313.12

$2,107.21

62.3

$2,199.87

$2,198.73

100.1

$~,512.99

$4,305.94

81.6

Total

$1,313.12

$11,751.35

11.2

$.2,199.87

$16,347.00

13.6

$3,61.2.99

$28,098.98

12.5

I·

!
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Trended Sales Report

- from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2.014
04C6 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

Dlstributor.of Record

Product Line 73 BUSINESS SERVICES
Sales Person

001462

3/7/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, ln.c

ALL SALES PERSONS
NEW BUSINESS

I

PCTLY

1 - - - REPEAT

TClTAL BUSINESS

I

BUSINESS

UI.STYEAR

PCTLY

$0.00

S25.00

0.0

$0.00

$127.50

0.0

$0.00

$152.50

0.0

February

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$19.95

$15.00

133.0

$19.~

$15.00

133.0

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

ACTUAL

PCT LY

ACTUAL

January

UI.STYEAR

March

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$17.50

0.0

$0.00

$17.50

0.0

April

$0.00

$37.50

0.0

$0.00

$30.00

0.0

'$0,00

$67.50

0.0

May

$0.00

$65.00

0.0

$0.00

$10.00

0.0

$0.00

$75.00

0.0

June

$0.00

$37.45

$37.45

0.0

$0.00

$74.90

0.0

$0.00

$59.85

o.o
o.o

$0:00

July

$0.00

$59.85

0.0

$0.00

$119.70

0.0

August

$0.00

$19.95

0.0

$0.00

$19.95

0.0

$0.00

$39.90

0.0

September

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

October

$0.00

$11.99

0.0

$0.00

$19.95

0.0

$0.00

$31.94

0.0

so.oo
so.oo

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

November

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

December

$0.00

$0.00

o.o

$0.00

YTD

$0.00

.$25.(!0

·o•.o

. $1s.ss

·$142.50

14.0

$19.95

$167.50

11.9

Total

$0.00

$256.74

0.0

$19.95

$337.20

5.9

$19.95

$593.94

3.4
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• from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014
Distributor of Record

Product Line 80 COL.OR SOLUTIONS
Sales Person

001463

3/7/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc
Trended Sales Report

04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATI

ALL SALES F>ERSONS
NEW BUSINESS

I

1-.-- REPEAT

BUSINESS

TOTAL BUSINESS

---1

ACTUAL

----1

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LAST~R

.PCTLY

January

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$17.75

0.0

$0.00

$17.75

0.0

February

$0.00

$134.65

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$134.65

0.0

0.0

$0.00

$49.51

0.0

LAST YEAR

March

$0.00

$49.51

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

April

$0.00

$257.67

0.0

$0.00

so.oo

0.0

$0.00

$257.67

0.0

May

$0.00

$155.99

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$155.99

0.0

June

$0.00

$22.58

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

o.o
o.o

$0.00

$22.58

0.0

July

$0.00

$0.00

o.o

$0.00

$217.10

0.0

$0.00

$217.10

0.0

I

August

$0.00

$26.93

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$26.93

0.0

September

$0.00

$26.93

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$26.93

0.0

I

o.o

November

$0.00

$79.61

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$79.61

0.0

December

$0.00

$267.31

0.0

$0.00

$217.10

0.0

$0.00

$484.41

0.0

YTD

$0.00

$134.65

o.o

$0.00

$17.75

0.0

$0.00

$152.40

o.o

Total

$0.00

$1,021.18

0.0

$0.00

$451.95

0.0

$0.00

$1,473.13

0.0

I

iI

l
!

I

!
!
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001464

3/7/2014

Safeguard' Business Systems, Inc
Trended Sales Report

- from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014

I

!

I

I

Sales Person

i

04C6 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

ALL SALES PERSONS

1 - - - NEW

I

I

Distributor of Record

Product L.ln~ 81 SOURCED PRODUCTS

BUSINESS

I

1---

REPEAT BUSINESS

---1

I

TOTAL BUSINESS

PCTL.Y

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

January

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$146.54

0.0

$0.00

$146.54

0.0

I

February

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$600.23

$0,00

$600.23

0.0

Ii

April

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$,59.79

o.o
o.o

$0.00

$159.79

0.0

June

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$.47.37

0.0

$0.00

$47.37

0.0

August

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$306.33

0.0

$0.00

$306.33

0.0

I

November

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$4-,087.59

0.0

$0.00

$4,087.59

0.0

I

December

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$166.18

o.o

$0.00

$166.18

0.0

YTO

$0.00

$0.00

o.o

$0.00

$7'46.77

0.0

$0.00

$746.77

0.0

Total

$0.00

$0.00

0,0

$0.00

$6,,614.0.3

0.0

$0.00.

$6,514.03.

o.o

iI

I

I

I

I
I

PCTL.Y

ACTUAL

---1

LAST YEAR

53

Trended Sales Report

• from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014
Distributor of Record

Product Line 82 TAX FORMS
Sales Person

04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATI

ALL SALES PERSONS
NEW BUSINESS

ACTUAL

January

001465

3/7/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

LAST YEAR

$107.57

$46.16

---1

1--- REPEAT

BUSINESS

-1

T0TAL BUSINESS

PCTLY.

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

233.0

$1,448.53

$1,367.26

105,9

$1,556.10

ACTUAL

----1

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

$1,413.42

110.1

February

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$164.97

$0.00

0.0

$164.97

$0.00

0.0

March

$0.00

$7.46

0.0

$0.00

$7.46

0.0

$0.00

$14.92

0.0

November

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$2,086.22

0.0

$0.00

$2,066.22

0.0

December

$0.00

$103.28

0.0

$0.00

$3,550.80

0.0

$0.00

$3,654.08

0.0

YTD

$107.57

$48.16

233.0

$1,61'3.50

$1,31)7.26

118.0

$1,721.07

$1,413.42

121.8

Total

$107.57

$168.90

88.6

$1,613.50

$7,011.74

.23.0

$1,721.07

$7,168.64

24.0

..

-
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• from 1/1/20"13 thru 2/28/2014

Trended Sales Report

04C5 FRED AND UNDA FLATT

Distributor of Record

Product Line 84 PROMOnONAL PRODUCTS
Sales Person

001466

3n/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

ALL SALES PERSONS

1-

NEW BUSINESS

I

1---

REPEAT BUSINESS

TOTAL BUSINESS

I

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

January

$416.16

$1,750.70

23.8

$462.UO

$0.00

0.0

$878.16

$1,750.70

50.2

February

$17:3.25

$1,:330.00

13.0

$0.00

$3,521.06

0.0

$173.25

$4,851.06

3.6

,$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

PCTLY

March

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

April

$0.00

$819.51

0.0

$0.00

$451.50

0,0

$0.00

S1,271.01

0.0

May

$0.00

51,098.86

0.0

so.oo

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,098.66

0.0

July

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

August

$0.00

$5,289.20

0.0

$0.00

$1,!144.00

0.0

$0.00

$6,733.20

0.0

September

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$173.80

0.0

$0.00

$173.60

0.0

October

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$625.60

0.0

$0.00

$625.80

0.0

November

so.oo

$160.00

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$160.00

0.0

December

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$0.00.

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

YTD

$589.41

$3,080.70

19.1

$462.00

$3,521.06

13.1

$1,051.41

$6,601.76

15.9

Total

$589.41

$10,448.27

6.6

$462.QO

"$6,216.16

7.4

$1,051.41

$16,664.43.

6.3

55

3/7/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc
Trended Sales Report - from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014

i'

001467

I1
:

Distributor of Record

Product Line 86 STANDARD PROGRAMS
Sales Person

04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

ALL SALES PERSONS
NEW BUSINESS

----1

1---

REPEAT BUSINESS

TOTAL BUSINESS

PCTLY

,A.CTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

$317.40

$311.70

101.6

$1,535.79

$399.30

384.6

$1,853.19

$711.00

260.6

February

$271.85

$517.39

52.5

$191.05

$1,847.81

10,3

$462.90

$2,365.20

'19.6

March

$0.00

$213.85

0.0

$0.00

$32.95

0.0

$0.00

$246.80

0.0

April

$0.00

$130.65

o.o

$0.00

$914.02

0.0

$0.00

$1,044.67

0.0

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

PCTLY

LASTYEAB

January

LAST YEAR

May

$0.00

$547.06

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$547.06

0.0

June

$0.00

$332.02

0.0

$0.00

$394.60

p.o

$0.00

$726.62

0.0

July

$0.00

$94.65

o.o

$0,00

$98.03

0.0

$0.00

$192.68

0.0

August

$0.00

$109.60

0.0

$0.00

$249.95

0.0

$0.00

$359.55

o.o

September

$0,00

$288.09

0.0

$0.00

$266.14

0.0

$0.00

$554.23

0.0

October

$0.00

$276.35

0.0

$0.00

$578.92

0.0

$0.00

$855.27

0.0

November

so:oo·

$152.80

0.0

so.oo

$125.27

0.0

$0.00

$278.07

0.0

December

$0.00

$144.72

0.0

$0.00

$299.19

0.0

$0.00

$443.91

0.0

YTD

$589.25

$829.09

71.1

$1,7'26;84

$2,247.11

76.8

$2,316.09

$3,076.20

75.3

Total

$589.25

$3,118.88

18.9

$1,726.84

$5,206.18

33.2

$2,316.09

$8,325.06

27.8
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Trended Sales Report

• from 1/1/2013 thru 2/2812014
0406 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

Distributor of Record

ProduGt Line 86 STRATeGIC SOURCING PROGRAMS
Sates Person

ALL SALeS PERSONS

1--

1 - - REPEAT

NEW BUSINeSS

001468

3/7/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

BUSINESS

---1

TOTAL BUSINESS

I

PCTLY
0.0

ACTUAL
$0.00

be!STYEAR
$0.00

PCTLY
0.0

ACTUAL
$0,00

LAST YEAR
$3,849.23

PCTLY
0.0

February

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0."00

$1,059.52

0.0

$0,00

$1,059.52

0.0

March

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0,00

$1,532.51

0.0

$0.00

$1,532.51

0.0

April

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$139.95

0.0

$0.00

$139.95

0.0

May

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$465.56

0.0

$0.00

$465.56

0.0

June

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,518.29

0.0

$0.00

$1,518.29

0.0

Janual)'

,

ACTUAL
$0.00

.,

LAST YEAR
$3,84923

July

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,026.13

0.0

$0.00

$1,026.13

0.0

August

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,947.44

0.0

$0.00

$1,947.44

0.0

September

$0,00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$195.93

0.0

$0.00

$195.93

0.0

November

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$1,332.70

0.0

$0.00

$1,332.70

0.0

YTD

$0.00

$0.00

o.o

$0.00

$4,908.75

$0.00

$4,906.75

0.0

Total

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$13,067.26

o.o
o.o

$0.00

$13,067.26

0.0

I

I
I
I

I
I

!

!
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Trended Sales Report

- from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014
Distributor of Record 04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATT.

Product Line 87 EPC
Sales Person

001469

3/712014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

ALL SALES PERSONS
NEW BUSINESS

I

1 - - - REPEAT BUSINESS ---1

TOTAL BUSINESS

I

ACTUAL
$1,381.00

LAST YEAR
$1,065.00

PCTLY
129.7

38.7

$833.00

$1,048.50

79.4

$159.00

0.0

$0.00

$392.15

0.0

$0.00

$493,50

0.0

$0.00

$581.50

0.0

0.0

$0.00

$527.85

0.0

$0.00

$1,045.85

0.0

0.0

$.0,00

$930.52

0.0

$0.00

$1,445.72

0.0

0.0

$0.00

$291.00

o.o

$0.00

$880.00

0.0

$324.00

0.0

$0.00

$744.06

0.0

$0.00

$1,068.06

0.0

$497.28

0.0

$0.00

$505.00

Q.O

$0.00

$1,002.28

0.0

$716.08

0.0

$0.00

$407.00

0,0

$0,00

$1,123.08

0.0

$106.00

0.0

$0.00.

$5:48.83

0.0

$0.00

$654.83

0.0

$0.00

$214.00

0.0

$0.00

$5!\~00

0.0

$0.00

$776.00

0.0

YTD

$1,503.00

$686.00

219.1

$711.00

$1,42·7.50

49.8

$2,214.00

$2,113.50

104.8

Total

$1,503.00

$4,486.71

33.5

$711.00

$6,596.26

10.8

$2,214.00

$11,082.97

20.0

PCTLY
246.4

ACTUAL
$420.00

LAST YEAR
$675.00

PCTLY
62.2

S296.00

183.1

$291.00

$752.50

$0.00

$233.15

0.0

$0.00

April

$0.00

$88.00

0.0

May

$0.00

$518.00

June

$0.00

$515.20

July

$0.00

$589.00

August

$0.00

September

$0.00

October

$0.00

November

$0.00

December

January

ACTUAL
$961.00

February

$542.00

March

LAST YEAR
$390.00

sa

Trended Sales Report

- from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2"014
Distributor of Record

Product Line 88 HOW DAY CARDS
Sales Person

0405 FRED AND LINDA FLAlT

ALL SALES PERSONS
NEW BUSINESS

November

001470

3/7/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

ACTUAL
$0.00

I

1--- REPEAT

Bt,JSINESS

---1

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

$392.60

0.0

so.oo

$0.00

PCTLY
0.0

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

TOTAL BUSINESS

I

ACTUAL
$0.00

LAST YEAR
$392.60

PCT LY

0.0

YTD

$0.00

$0.00

o.o

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

Total

$0.00

$392.60

0.0

$0.00

$0.00

0.0

$0.00

$392.60

0.0
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- from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014

Trended Sales Report
Product Line

ALL PRODUCT LINES

Sates Person

ALL SALES PERSOI'JS

1 - - - NEW

Distributor of Record

BUSINESS

---1

001471

3nt2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc

1---

REPEAT BUSINESS

---1

04C6 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

1----

TOTAL BUSINESS

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

LAST YEAR

PCTLY

January

$8,902.52

$9,229.30

96.5

$22,670.113

$23,680.55

95.7

$31,572.95

$32,909.85

95.9

February

PCTLY

ACTUAL

$8,737.88

$6,557.30

102.8

$15,997.16

$2t,902.n

73.0

$22,735.04

$28,460.02

79.9

March

$0.00

$5.778.37

0.0

$0.00

$14,849.67

0.0

$0.00

$20,628.04

0.0

April

$0.00

$3,944.95

o.o

$0.00

$16,438.91

0.0

$0.00

$20,383.86

0.0

0.0

$0.00

$19,028.39

0.0

$0.00

$24,778.91

0.0

May

$0.00

$5,750.52

June

$0.00

$4,963.69

0.0

$0.00

$20,254.94

0.0

$0.00

$25,218.63

0.0

July

$0.00

$7,115.90

o.o

$'0.00

$22,667.24

0.0

$0.00

$29,783.14

0.0

August

$0.00

$11,926.68

0.0

$0.00

$22,156.19

0.0

$0.00

$34,082.87

Q.O

September

$0.00

$9,884.71

0.0

$0.00

$16,542.73

0.0

$0.00

$26,427.44

0.0

October

$0.00

$6,198.83

0.0

$0.00

$18,343.84

O.El

$0.00

$24,542.67

0.0

November

$0.00

$5,573.74

0.0

$0.00

$23,810.13

0.0

$0.00

$29,383.87

0.0

December

$0.00

$5,050.62

o.o

$0.00

$16,689.20

0.0

$0.00

$21,739.82

0.0

YTD

$16,"640.40

. $15,786.60

99.1

$38,667.59

$45,58·3.27

8.4.8

$54,307.99

$61j369.87

88,5

Total

$16,640.40

$81,974.61

19.1

$38,667.59

$236,364.51

16.4

$54,307.99

$318,339.12

17.1

60

Product Line

ALL PRODUCT LINES

Sales Person

AU. SALES PERSONS
l

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

- from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014
Distributor of Record

NEW BUSINESS - - - 1

PCTLY

1 - REPEAT

ACTUAL

001472

31712014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc
Trended Sales Report

BUSINESS

LAST YEAR

---1

P.CT LY

04CS FRED AND LINDA FLATT

I

TOTAL BUSINESS - - - 1

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

PCTLY·

61

Trended Sales Report
Product Line

ALL PRODUCT LINES

Sal~s

ALL SALES PERSONS

Porson

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

• from 1/1/2013 thru 2/28/2014
Distributor of Record

1 - - - NEW BUSINESS - - -

PCTLY

001473

3/7/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, ln·c

l-

REPEAT BUSINESS

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

---1

04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

TOTAL BUSINESS

I

PCT LY

ACTUAL

LAST YEAR

----1

PCTLY

Trended Sales Report • Parameters Selected
Dates .Selected= 1/1/2013 Thru 2/2B/2-014
'

For Owning Distributor 04C5 FRED AND LINDA FLATT

62

Safeguard Business Systems
Fred & Linda Flatt #04C5
Top 20 Customer Summary
Sales 03/13 Through 02/14

I Ranking
1
2

%of Total Sales
Sales
5.07%
16,068.86
2.12%
6,731.82

3

s,a74.96

1.85%

4
5

5,221.73
5,213.96
4,592.10
4,176.49
4,129.41
4,100.87
3,929.22
3,892.43
3,631.24
3,373.96
2,742.93
2,651.70
2,488.04
1,84S.47
1,761.02
1,664.27
1,614.48

1.65%
1.64%
1.45%
1.32%
1.30%
1.29%
1.24%
1.23%
1.14%
1.06%
0.86%
0.84%
0.78%
0.58%
0.56%
0.52%
0.51%

6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

I

$85,708.96.1

Safeguard Business Systems Confidential

----

anl2o14

-· ·-----..·-··. ----·

001474

Safeguard Business Systems
Fred & Unda Flatt #(J4C5
Zip Cod~ Summary

Sales 03/13 Through 02/14

Zip

150

223
275
288
294
656
679
761
770
782
799
805
611
612
813
620
B52
B57
870
871
873
874
875
677
882
883
900
902
921
939
945
946
981
993
Grand Total

Safeguard Business Systems Confidential

Data
# of Customers Total Sales
1
661.11
1
364.61
1
283.38
1
136.92

1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
3
2
2
1
1

22

89
2
5
1,031
7
1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1190

341.85
228.62
35.95
163.52
99.40
918.77
1,032.52.
161.45
103.23
788.76
451'.38
200.30
664.78
62.13
4,203.23
27,277.63
924.01
1,752.86
272,373.53
1,92623
230.20
445.01
27.00
71.00 .
522.00
385.82
77.39
160.38
45.30
37.50
3u1n.n

Page 1

317/2014

---·-·

_______ ..___ ____________ _ _____
..

.......

..
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_____
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THIS GENERAL RElEASE (this "Rele
ade as of
, 2012 by and among
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, IN .,
corporation ("Safeguard"},
a
title} of
-:=-:-::--~ f'Oistlibutor"}, and --~oc:!..!!':)' • ual residing in
Distributor (the "'wners").
WHEREAS, Distributor and Owners have executed 1hat certafn Safeguard or Regional
Distributorship Agreement (the nAgreementj, gr.
Distributor the right to operate a Safeguard
business; and
· WHEREAS, Safeguard, Disbibutor a
ave entered into an Asset Purchase Agreement
on or about
for the bu · ess kno
as
(hereinafter
referred to as •Assignments•): and
WHEREAS, Safeguard has conditioned its consent to such Assignments upon Distributor's and
OWner's execution of this Release;
NOW, THEREFORE, in conside
cantafned herein, and other good and val
hereby acknowledged, each of Safeguard, Is r

going and the covenants and agreements
tlon, the receipt and sufficiency of which are

ners hereby agrees as follows:

1.
Release by Distributor
n
Each of Distributor and Owners hereby
unconditionally releases and forever discharges Safeguard, and each ef Its affiliates, and their respective
officers, directors, employees, agents and representatives, and all of their heirs, executors, successors
and assigns {collectively, the uReleased
f and from any and all deb~ liabilities, claims,
demands, actions or causes of action, suits, ju gments conttoversies <lf any kind whatsoever, that now
exist .or 1hal may arise in the future, out of a y nlati'br, ansactlon or event occurring on or prior to the
data hereof (collectively, the "Claims'?, inc! inglwlt~ t limitation; (f) Claims by Distributor or OWners
based upon, arislng out of or In any way con ect
1he Agreement, or any other agreement to whlch
Disbibutor or Owners is a party. occurring
o prior to 1he date hereof, and (ii) any other right, title or
Interest ln. to and under any agreement, an
mentor understanding to which Distributor or OWners is
a party. Each of Distributor and Owners further ~rees not to file or bring any claim, suit, civil action,
complaint, arbitration or administrative actkm in any city, state or federal court or agency or arbitration
tribunal with respect to any Claim.
·

2.
Com etenc • Release Volu tari
Executed.
Each of Distributor and Owners
acknowledges that it has fun and complete we and authority to execute this Release, and that their
execution hereof shall not violate the terms f
contract or agreement between them or any court
order. Each of Distributor and OWners furth r acknowl ges that 1his Release has been voluntarily ancl
knowingly executed after each of them has
pportunity to consult with counsel of their own
choice.
3.
Governin law: ChoiCe of Fo
Release and the rights and obligations of the
parties hereunder shaU be governed by and niSJRJeQ-<md enforced in accordance 'IYith the substantive
Jaws (but not the principles governing confllc of I
the state of Texas. Any dispute relating to this
release shalf be subject to the forum seJectio p
of the Agreement
4.
Counterparts. This Refeas may t>e e ecuted in one or more counterparts (including by
facsimile) and by different parties hereto In separate counterparts, each of which When so executed and
delivered shall be deemed to be an original and aH of which oounterparts 1aken 1ogether shall constitute
but one and the same Release.
[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWS]
G:oer.ll Rei=
l'ogc l of2

001476

----- ---------------·-------------------··

Safeguar~dd

IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
and Owners have hereunto set 1heir ha11d and s

aK

S

ibulor have caused tills Agreement to be executed ·
of the date first above wrltten.

EGUARD:

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS. INC., a Texas
corporation

~"~:_:__________
Offie:.__________________________

~to

and accepted by:

Lfl:N~RS:

001477

EXHIBIT 57
001478

.

_____..._...

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

_,

__,.._ ------------ _________________.....
Roger Thurston <rthurs@cableone.net>
Tuesday, May 27, 2014 7:32 AM
Savoie, Suzanna
New Mexico base purchase

Hello Suzanna:
I am contacting you to see what the next stage will be in regards to my purchasing linda and Fred Flatts New Mexico.
base of business. We have basically reached an agreement and would like to go ahead with the transaction. What do
you need from us at this point?
Please contact me with any questions and let us know what you need.
Best regards,
Roger Thurston
Dist.447

.

1

001479

.

EXHIBIT 58
I

001480

------·----------· -·-···--·----··--···---··----·-·--------

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject

Roger Thurston < rthurs@cableone.net>
Friday, May 30, 20141:51 PM
'Hussain, Shafina'
RE: ltems Received Today

Hello Shafina:
let me know if you got the purchase terms form. I also notice In the packet that there is a general release amendment.
Based on my understanding of the language on that, I couldn't sign that at this time due to current discussions that have
been ongoing with Mike Dunlap and the Safeguard purchase of IBF in Boi~. We are trying to negotiate out the
customers on this issue and since that particular amendment would force me to give up my rights on all of these type of
items to date, I couldn't really sign off on that particular document at this time. Can we go forward with the purchase
without that item?
Have a great weekend and talk to you soon regarding.this.
Best regards,
Roger Thurston
Dist 447

001481

EXHIBIT 59
001482

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Roger Thurston <rthurs@cableone.net>
Saturday, May 31, 2014 1:00 PM
shussain@gosafeguard.com
release form

Shafina:
Per our previous emails, I need to know if the general release form that was included in the sales packet is a necessary
item to complete this transaction. As I had mentioned before, I am currently in negotiations with Mike Dunlap on
another item and this provision would interfere with those discussions. If this is a new standard item that all distributors
have to sign at this time then I will be unable to complete the purchase of the Flatt base of business.
If it Is at all possible, I need to have something in writing allowing us to go ahead with the Flatt transaction without this
general release form as I have a highly qualified salesperson waiting for a job and time is of the essence. If we have to
wait two weeks I am afraid that that person will have to take another job elsewhere and I will again have to pass on the
Flatt purchase until I am able to find another qualified person.
Let me know as soon as you can regarding this matter as time is definitely critical on this matter.
Best regards,
Roger Thurston
Dist447

1

001483

EXHIBIT 60
001484

From: "Si!voie, $uzanna• <ssavoie@gosafeguaro:eom>

Sent Tue 17106/'14 2:45 PM

To· "Aatt, Fred ($afeguard.Partner}" <fflatl@gosaf~guard.com>,
• ''Rogemmrston (rtb -·
Cc "Hus!;ain, Shalina• <sbh;Jr)ji@gosalegiJard,com>, "Ivy, Oewayne"
~ivy@gosaf ...

Priority: Nonnal

Subject: Thmsition
Helio,
vo·~r

!:m>P.o.sed:transition was• reviewed lly the Actian Review Committee earlier today, and is-appfoved to m:ove forward. I've
provide.draft doct~ments f.or yo.ur r.evlew and will forward them to you as $boo as they are C!Yaitable.
ThQ$e cfe;tuments. witl als!} ne-ed tD go thro4gh Deluxe r.Jlvlew, so final documents will not b.e available until all reVIews h·~ve
r.!!quest~d- tllaHegal

.been·complet¥•

M'i' Yri..lferstaJt<Ung:from Roger was that you were wanlihg to close as of 6/23, and we'll do what we can to accommodate· that
·liming.

fl'tankv.ou,
'S.tti.!ih~aw~ f FrahChi~ Qeire.lopment

S~r-ll~~l~ .B~]!)~§Y$.l'ems 1l~JW.9.s~.leg,uartidevei?Pmen!:com

~-N.·.~'~
D1rt:\j:f >ai~.

F.ol1aw ~~~of!

Fre~t.vat. ~Y~-~?~N. D_p!las. TI<Y?24~

.

. . ·.f :ro:JI~Frea :lf00.33!3-'00;3.6"8<!.·44'1~67.J Fgx 214-6"40..3958

Wit~~~~®sWegOaragrowi!J.

Your. G"i:owth is=tJur. Business!
NCJ'T:£! ."{helrjferiiration contained in 1his eiiJCtrQnjc mes;;a.g_e may be confidenlial infonnafion and·(t; fntended for~ Sofe.use of
the inteh.ded_r(Jcjpfiitt. Any use, .dis.tl'ibalion, tronsmis§ibn or forwllrdin§ -of infOfTTiation contained In this e-miJ}I'bY pe~ons who
are not infeni:Jf{d·recjplf{nts. may·be a viol;Jtian of laW ariil is strictly prohibited. If you are not the Intended recipifJ.il1, jifeas~
contacf.·the :;el:i~r 'find dt:(tJte'all cbpies.

From:-"Savble. Su.?;:J(lila" ,:Ssqyqie,@gosaieguard.j;Om> - T.ransition

of 1

6/17/2014

3:0~

PM

001485

· : EXHIBIT 61
001486

AMENDMENT TO DISTRIBUTOR AGREEMENT(S) BETWEEN
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS
INC. AND
THRUSTON ENTERPRISES, INC. ("

1.
Distributor and Safeguard are parties to ........,..uvu•""'.r"-<
amended and assigned (the "Distributor Agreement").
2.
Upon executing this Amendment, Dil>trilout~:>r.
of the Safeguard products and services specified
the customers listed on Attachment 2, and to
"Rights").

3.
In consideration of Safeguard's
agrees that the Distributor Agreement
Safeguard under the
geographical area set forth
other sales personnel to assist him or
set forth in the Distributor Agreement with
unreasonably withheld. By way of example,
distributor or other sales personnel fails to
>:~aJtt:glllariCl, promising to respect and protect the
or if Distributor fails to cause such
training programs as may be prescribed by
to commissions on sales of Safeguard Systems to any
has not purchased any Safeguard System within thirty~six
date of such customer's last prior purchase of any Safeguard
that Distributor's exclusive right to commissions on sales of
customer listed on Attachment 2 shall not expire until at least six (6)
date of this Amendment.
(D)
may terminate this Amendment by giving Distributor sixty (60) days written
notice if
net sales earned on Safeguard Systems for each calendar year from the
rights being acquired pursuant to this Amendment do not at least equal Distributor's net sales
earned on Safeguard Systems from the rights being acquired pursuant this Amendment during
the prior calendar year.

If the Distributor Agreement is terminated for any reason before Distributor has repaid
the full amount for the rights being acquired pursuant to this Amendment, Distributor shall have
no further liability for additional payments, but Distributor shall also receive no post~termination
payments ("equity") pursuant to this Amendment until the remainder of such amount is paid in
full.
(E)

001487
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4.
Upon termination of the Distributor Agreement or this Amendment for any reason, Distributor
will immediately return to Safeguard all originals and copies of Safeguard's: customer fLies, cards and
records (including past ordering history, samples and imprints), customer lists, price books or price lists,
product manuals or other product training materials in Distributor's possession, custody or control; and
all sales aids, sales brochures, design form trays, demonstration boards, and other Safeguard sales
materials which were given to Distributor by Safeguard. If this Amendment is terminated but the
Distributor Agreement remains in effect, Distributor will return only
listed above related
to the rights being acquired pursuant to this Amendment.
that these materials are
Distributor nor any of
trade secrets and confidential information belonging to
Distributors agents or employees will (i) disclose any of
infonnation
about Safeguard or the nature of its business to any
confidential
information to become known by any such third party, or
other than in
connection with serving as a Safeguard Distributor.
Upon tennination of the Distributor Agreement for
disparage Safeguard, its products or its distribute
designee further use of the business tete:on•:>ne
in connection with Distributor's Safeguard
such documents as may be required by
assignment and that if Distributor fails Q~;lC~Ittses
consents to Safeguard's serving as
r~>r•r"-''"n
her behalf. Distributor agrees to
other correspondence received by
the date of termination that are adclre~l,a~~'l
advise persons who call ...,,...u,,u••J•
numbers at which
nP'""''""'~'Nin
Also, for a period.2lf.~~~~~
described in
Distributor's
behalf of any

Agree:me1r1t is terminated, within the territory
that neither Distributor nor any of
on Distributor's or their own behalf or on
attempt to sell, or assist others in selling or
competitive with systems, services, supplies
customers.

agt-eeJneJilts, Distributor acknowledges that Safeguard's remedy
Salfeguru·d will be entitled to temporary and permanent equitable
·"'-\'!).lLlllluu.•l'. to violate the Distributor Agreement even if no money
snl.'!P.VJOet:l, n,nwP.v••r, that nothing stated herein shall be construed so as to
troJ1ljJc~<t0;>/l~riilg appropriate monetary damages.
e.;_;c;ro,risi,ons of paragraph 4 are deemed to exceed the time or geographic
i'::-'~IPPIIJcalble laws, Distributor and Safeguard agree that the provisions are
protection and that they shall be reformed to the maximum time or geographic
applicable laws.

5.
Except as otherwise stated in this Amendment, the Distributor Agreement shall remain in full
force and effect and shall not be deemed to be modified or affected by this Amendment.
If any provision or part of the Distributor Agreement shall be held invalid, the rest of the
6.
Distributor Agreement shall still be binding upon each of the parties, such invalid provision or part
being deemed severable in nature. In addition, if either party elects not to enforce any of the terms of
the Distributor Agreement at any time, its failure to do so shall not be deemed a waiver of its right to
enforce that or any part at some later time.
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7.
This Amendment is binding upon the parties and their respective heirs, executors, successors
and assigns, and shall be effective as of June 23, 2014 (the "effective date"). Neither the Distributor
Agreement nor this Amendment may be further amended or waived except by a writing signed by the
party against whom enforcement of the amendment or waiver is sought
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ATTACHMENT!
Distributor's non-exclusive right to represent Safeguard and to~tcall on prospective users of
under the terms of the Distributor Agreement , · ' ...:1expanded to include the
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

----···-······

-----·-·--·--

Roger Thurston <rthurs@cableone.net>
Wednesday, June 18, 2014 1:14 PM
'Savoie, Suzanna'
RE: Transition - DRAFT DOCUMENTS

Suzanna:
I am unable to sign off on the general release as per our previous discussions due to the current negotiations we are
having with Mike Dunlap on the Idaho Business Forms issue. This item has to be modified or deleted for me to do this
deal. My understanding of my original contract and the Flatt's contract is that there is no clause requiring us to sign off
on a general release document (based upon our attorney's opinions).
The other fssue is regarding the sales amendment. I have no problems in regards to growing the business over the
previous year's sales as that is my plan. However, based on the language in the amendment, if I miss qne year's sales
goals, then corporate Safeguard has the right to pull the contract. Does the nDlstrlbutor in Good Standing" Jetter or
arrangement have any bearing regarding this? The reason I ask is that a person could have one down year and be in
technical default on the contract.! need clarification on this Item also.
I left a ·voice message for Mike Dunlap regarding these two items. let me know what we can do on this as time is of the
essence regarding our potential sales employee in New Mexico and if this drags out, she will take another job and I will
be unable to pursue this purchase.
·
Thank you,
Roger Thurston
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From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Roger Thurston <rthurs@cableone.net>
Friday, June 27, 2014 8:59 AM
Savoie, Suzanna
contracts
new mexico - thurston_amd_061713_v (3).pdf; new mexico Thurston Roger- Flatt
Contract (3) modified 6 20 14.doc ·

Suzanna: .
I have attached the contract between myself and the Flatts as well as the amendment to cover the New Mexico
Based on what my attorney has said, neither mine nor the Flatt's contracts contain provisions that state that a
general release form is needed. The contracts only stipulate that Safeguard has the right to approve a buyer based on
financial, former experience, and a proven track record. Since the ACA team has approved my purchase of the Fiatt's
contract/distributorship that would allow for the purchase to go forward with the two documents that are attached. If
the purchase is denied without the general release, that would suggest that the transaction is being denied outside of
the criteria of both of our contracts.
terri~ory.

Please get back to us as soon as you can so that we can finalize the transaction before July 1s1 if possible. Upon Deluxe's
approval, we will sign off multiple copies for all parties and move forward.
Thank you.and best regards,

Roger Thurston
Dist447
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AMENDMENT TO DISTRIDUTOR AGREEMENT(S) BETWEEN
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS
INC. AND
. THRUSTON ENTERPRISES, INC. (

L
Distributor and Safeguard are parties to Di~;tril,ut<iil
amended and assigned (the "Distributor Agreement").

2.
Upon executing this Amendment. Di!;tril)Ut<)J;",
of the Safeguard products and services specified
the customers listed on Attachment 2, and to
"Rights").
3.
In consideration of Safeguard's
agrees that the Distributor Agree.me.n~
Safeguard under the
geographical area set forth
other sales personnel to assist him or
forth in the Distributor Agreement with
unreasonably withheld. By way of example,
distributor or other sales personnel fails to
..,w,-.;;'""'-"• promising to respect and protect the
SaJfeg1uard, or if Distributor fails to cause such
such training programs as may be prescribed by
to commissions on sales of Safeguard Systems to any
has not purchased any Safeguard System within thirty-six
date of such customer's last prior purchase of any Safeguard
that Distributor's exclusive right to commissions on sales of
customer listed on Attachment 2 shall not expire until at least six (6)
date of this Amendment.

(D)
terminate this Amendment by giving Distributor sixty (60) days written
net sales earned on Safeguard Systems for each calendar year from the
notice if
rights being acquired pursuant to this Amendment do not at least equal Distributor's net sales
earned on Safeguard Systems from the rights being acquired pursuant this Amendment during
the prior calendar year.
·
(E)
If the Distributor Agreement is terminated for any reason before Distributor has repaid
the full amount for the rights being acquired pursuant to this Amendment, Distributor shall have
no further liability for additional payments, but Distributor shall also receive no post-termination
payments ("equity") pursuant to this Amendment until the remainder of such amount is paid in
full.
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4.
Upon tennination of the Distributor Agreement or this Amendment for any reason, Distributor
wiii immediately return to Safeguard all originals and copies of Safeguard's: customer files, cards and
records (including past ordering history, samples and imprints), customer lists, price books or price lists,
product manuals or other product training materials in Distributor's possession, custody or control; and
all sales aids, sales brochures, design fonn trays, demonstration boards, and other Safeguard sales
materials which were given to Distributor by Safeguard. If this Amendment is terminated but the
Distributor Agreement remains in effect, Distributor will return only
listed above related
to the rights being acquired pursuant to this Amendment.
that these materials are
trade secrets and confidential infonnation belonging to
Distributor nor any of
Distributors agents or employees will (i} disclose any of
information
about Safeguard or the nature of its business to any
confidential
infonnation to become known by any such third party, or
other than in
connection with serving as a Safeguard Distributor.
'

Upon termination of the Distributor Agreement for
disparage Safeguard, its products or its
designee further use of the business te1e:pn<>ne
in connection with Distributor's Safeguard
such documents as may be required by
assignment and that if Distributor fails
consents to Safeguard's serving as
her behalf. Distributor agrees to
other correspondence received by
the date of termination that are
advise persons who call Di!;tri!JUtl()r's
numbers at which
des:ign1e·~~(;.(:
Also, for a period
described in
Distributor's
behalf of any

or she
sign
office to effectuate the
.me:ndJmeJlt Distributor appoints and
any such documents on his or
designee) all mail, orders or
or business addresses after
~afe~uard, and Distributor shall
Safeguard of the new telephone

Ai!:ret::mtmt is terminated, within the territory
that neither Distributor nor any of
on Distributor's or their own behalf or on
attempt to sell, or assist others in selling or
competitive with systems, services, supplies
ttrii@i~ilft!}l:ururd customers.
agr·eeJneJtUs, Distributor acknowledges that Safeguard's remedy
will be entitled to temporary and permanent equitable
,..,,v.uuaauuaF, to violate the Distributor Agreement even if no money
ded,
, that nothing stated herein shall be construed so as to
rrol1j,t1~~9:YcmrJg appropriate monetary damages.
nacl&j·Wij;~~~iS-afell;ururd

of paragraph 4 are deemed to exceed the time or geographic
laws, Distributor and Safeguard agree that the provisions are
Safegi(~(~!fjprotection and that they shall be reformed to the maximum time or geographic
applicable laws.
·"T<1'"""''''""

~~f;tljy~'~ilpt:llicablle

5.
Except as otherwise stated in this Amendment, the Distributor Agreement shall remain in full.
force and effect and shall not be deemed to be modified or affected by this Amendment.
6.
If any provision or part of the Distributor Agreement shall be held invalid, the rest of the
Distributor Agreement shall still be binding upon each of the parties, such invalid provision or part
being deemed severable in nature. In addition, if either party elects not to enforce any of the terms of
the Distributor Agreement at any time, its failure to do so shall not be deemed a waiver of its right to
- enforce that or any part at some later time.
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7~
This Amendment is binding upon the parties and their respective heirs, executors, successors
and assigns, and shall be effective as of June 23, 2014 (the "effective date"). Neither the Distributor
Agreement nor this Amendment may be further amended or waived except by a writing signed by the
party against whom enforcement of the amendment or waiver is sought.

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.

3
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ATTACHMENT 1
Distributor's non-exclusive right to represent Safeguard and
Safeguard Systems under the terms of the Distributor Agreement
.,;!:_,;,,...,;..,,.,,~'_.,
fo1lowing territories:

All counties in the State of New Mexico with

.. ..:.~-.:· ...::~:; .
:,J, .......:..
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ATTACHMENT 2
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AGREEMENT
This Agreement, made and entered into on _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, 2014, among
Wilder Venture, Inc., dba Safeguard Business Systems of the Sangre de Cristos, having its
principal place of business in Santa Fe, New Mexico ("Seller"), Thurston Enterprises, Inc., an
Idaho coxporation having its principal place of business in Boise, Idaho, ("Buyer"), and
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. ("Safeguard"), a Delaware corporation having
its principal place of business in Dallas, Texas.
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, Seller and Safeguard are parties to a Regional Distributor Agreement
d a t e d - - - - - - - - - - (the "Distributor Agreement"), under which Seller is
acting as sales agent in the territory set forth therein (the "Territory") for Safeguard's
automated payroll processing and other batch data processing services, computer forms,
color-coded filing systems, computer software and miscellaneous business
~afeguard

f~nns

and

One-Write Systems (all such products and services are, together with Safeguard

One-Write Systems, referred to collectively hereinafter as "Systems"); and supplies used in
conjunction therewith; and
WHEREAS, Seller desires to assign Seller's rights under the Distributor Agreement
(th~

"Agreement"), to solicit and receive commissions on orders of Systems in respect to the

customers listed in Safeguard's computer under Distributor#

(collectively, the

"Rights"); and
WHEREAS, Seller also desires to turn over to Buyer a list of refemil sources such as
bankers, accountants; attorneys, consultants, bookkeepers, softwar~ developers, resellers,
installers and the like (collectively, the "Influence Keys") from whom Seller has obtained
leads or assistance in soliciting Safeguard business; and
WHEREAS, subject to the conditions stated herein, Safeguard desires to approve the
assignment of Rights to Buyer on the terms and conditions set forth below; and
WHEREAS, Seller represents that the customers listed under Distributor _ _ __
(the "Customers") are customers from whom Seller has solicited orders of Systems within the
Territory; and
WHEREAS, Seller represent that Attachment 1 is a list oflnfluence Keys from whom
Seller has obtained leads or assistance in soliciting Safeguard business.
AGREEMENT-I
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NOW THEREFORE, the parties, intending to be legally bound, and in reliance upon
the representations, warranties and other tenns set forth herein, agree as follows:

1.

Assignment. Subject to the tenns and conditions hereinafter set forth, Seller

hereby assigns to Buyer all of Seller's Rights to solicit, and receive commissions on, orders of
Systems from the Customers, and turns over to Buyer the list oflnfluence Keys.
2.

Effective Date. This agreement shall be effective as of July l, 20 14 ..

3.

Amount and Terms of Payments. In consideration of Seller's assignment of

the Rights, Buyer shall pay to the Seller a total of$318,000.00 (hereinafter called "Purchase
Price"). Purchase Price includes principal and interest imputed at the rate of3.25% per
annum on the declining balance. Payments to Seller of the Purchase Price shall be made by
Buyer with a payment in the amount of$50,000.00 at closing, and the remaining balance of
$268,000.00 in one-hundred twenty (120) fixed and equal monthly installments of$2,233.33,
commencing on _ _ _ _ _ _, 2014, pursuant to the payment schedule attached hereto
as a rider (hereinafter the "Monthly Payments"). The monthly payments from Buyer to Seller
shall be due and payable on the __ day of each month following the month with respect to
which the payment is being credited. In view of the inherent business risks in a transaction of
this nature, which risks Buyer has freely elected to assume, Buyer understands and agrees that
no Monthly Payments made by Buyer prior thereto shall be returned to Buyer in the event
Buyer's Regional Distributor Agreement with Safeguard terminates for any reason, whether
voluntary or involuntary.

~~~:;.:•,.Adiusthlents·to.·P,uttii'lse~R,Hifi!B~·s~tl~Ub:h'lift~l\i66ffi~fii¢ii-·.~T:h~mRt~l:

~l~r~#~~Pi!~e will-~··md.aified~Bi~~·Wi'~M~t~mghiiMf~j~~~~.f:i~~~t~~t~~.m;:~~~'t±W~~.C2·)
~J.iiW.:fw.,Wgr.eem.ent, using)~n avera:ge'Bf:th~ tv.6't~FY·~~~~~~l¢S;<:utt:¥~t~V~~hi:rse·:~i}~~ ·

m~Ij~ii~.~~lified to equ1ttthe two ti)~;y~llf¥~e.tit:w~~~~i~~U.: ~~;1t1ff.~t:tir $2so;oo,~,op)fo.~;

il\ie Tot~I:iil.fchase PriCe. · Payments··~fier:~¥t; irt'Odifi~~it(:)1:i~i~lfer.;fli.i¥1'#&'{2)ydrr niarkwiili .·
j~~uM ot:iiiciease the monthly pa)'in;~;i)is:'~ct·wHH~~;;tfit~{a~olih:f@:y~prh:~i·paymerl.~: ·Whe .
.P:a.ru~ ~gree to attach a new paymen~ s·e<h¢dtile:.fie"ietdJoi; ,~Q.~ rein~itf(;,ler::oftJi¢· term ·Q.fcdlis

~@:~~me11t'in the event of a modifi~~ti&p_:{}f th~ Totaf.f:W~h~s~~tiG~;a~)iet·forih ·in th1~.

io/it,ragr&ph.
,~:-·

·. ·· 5.

Manner ofPaym~nts

(A) Buyer promises to pay to S~ller eacp Mo'nthlfPaymerit

at the time the sarii¢ is

due. .
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·· (B)iAlf-pay~~Ittf~ii~!fbe.cMiiteff:ifirst tQ accrued· ijiterest, then iO..principaL

. . ··r:.(c)~~y~f,IsJJhlh~~-il1it~Jo:ffl~~-P.t1ncipaf prepaj:m~nts afany_;,ti~ev.1ih.6.\l:t
pehaJtt<P}ilii~pfeP.Ji~~~ji.'~~~ii@.~E{fsk'tl1e·:l~y:yet.ls~ligation:t<Y:~~dteglit~':h\'&!i~;

I>~inrerits;;as~i~tJ~fthi:'iief:¢~

· ·:;c ..: ~/@))·~~tf~Ji~Yiii~ifs~~£~;m#~¥.)~¥tPe ·Bqyei- ·ditebny to tli~ s,~n~r\attl1~~lt¢~i[i
~~ir~4--if~fqiii·:t6i.l>vrP.P~l4~!ft~~~;it~~~~$;,
6.

Termination of Buyer's Regional Distributor Agreement.

(A) The payment obligations of Buyer to Seller under this agreement and the
assignment of Rights to Buyer by Seller shall continue only so long as Buyer's Regional
Distributor Agreement is in effect and shall expire upon any termination of such Regional
Distributor Agreement. In the event of any such termination, Safeguard shall, as Seller's
authorized agent, with reasonable promptness, at Safeguard's discretion, either:
(1) Reassign to a subsequent Assignee the Rights previously assigned to Buyer, to the
extent then possible, subject to an obligation on the part of any subsequent Assignee of such
Rights to assume the unfulfilled payment obligations to Seller; or
(2) Assume the unfulfilled payment obligations of Buyer; or
(3) Reassign, to the extent then possible, the Rights to Seller.
In the event Safeguard proceeds under option (1), Safeguard shall attempt to reassign
the Rights for the then outstanding balance of the Purchase Price due to Seller so long as (i)
that price is consistent with the sales/price multiple of comparable assignments of
commission rights by Safeguard Distributors at the time and (ii) Safeguard shall not be
required to lower its standards for the selection of distributors just to recruit an Assignee who
is willing to assume the entire outstanding balance of the Purchase Price that is then due to
Seller. In the event Safeguard proceeds under option (3), Seller shall sign Safeguard's
Distributor Agreement and to accept reasonable quotas set by Safeguard. Any reassignment of
Rights to a subsequent Assignee or to Seller shall include the commission rights to any other
customers for whom Buyer has placed orders of Systems within the Territory after the
effective date.
(B) In the event Buyer's Regional Distributor Agreement terminates for any reason,
whether voluntary or involuntary, Buyer acknowledges and agrees that Buyer shall have no
further rights to the Customers or interest in and to the Rights. Since the Rights to the
Customers will either be reassigned to a subsequent Assignee, assumed by Safeguard, or
AGREEMENT-3
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reassigned to Seller, Buyer acknowledges and agrees that it would deprive Seller, Safeguard
and any such subsequent Assignee of the anticipated benefit of that transfer if Buyer were to
compete against them. Accordingly, in such event Buyer agrees until_ Seller's Purchase Price
is fully paid, or, if sooner, for a period of two (2) years after the date of Buyer's tennination,
Buyer, directly or indirectly, will not sell, solicit, attempt to sell or assist others to sell or
attempt to sell products or services competitive with products or services available from
Safeguard to any of the Customers, to any of the Influence Keys, or to any other customers
for whom Buyer h~s placed orders of Systems within the Territory after the effective date. In
addition, in such event Buyer shall promptly tum over to Safeguard and any subsequent
Assignee all Confidential Information relating to the Customers, to any other Safeguard
customers, and to such Influence Keys, and Buyer agrees not to use any such Confidential
Information for Buyer's own benefit or to disclose such Confidential Information to any third
parties. Finally, in such event Buyer shall execute all fonns of agreements or other documents
necessary or appropriate so as to assign or transfer to Safeguard and such Assignee further use
of all telephone numbers, facsimile machine numbers, and post office box mailing addresses
previously used by Buyer to receive communications, orders and telephone messages from
anx of the Customers, other s·afeguard customers and such Influence Keys. Buyer shall,
thereafter, promptly refer to Safeguard and such Assignee all communications, orders and
telephone messages from any of the Customers, other Safeguard customers and such
Influence Keys about Safeguard or its products. As used in this paragraph, the terms "directly
or indirectly," "competitive" and "Confidential Information" as to Buyer shall have the same
definition to that set forth in section 14 as to Seller, and section 14 shall also serve to define
the range of products and services available from Safeguard. Buyer recognizes that the
restrictions contained in tl,tis section 6(B) are reasonable and necessary and that any violation
will result in substantial and irreparable injury to Safeguard and Seller. Accordingly, Buyer
agrees that any violation of these provisions by Buyer shall entitle Seller or Safeguard, in
addition to any other rights either of them may have, to preliminary and permanent injunctive
relief and other equitable relief in any court of competent jurisdiction. In the event that any of
the provisions of this section 6(B) shall be deemed to exceed the scope permitted by
applicable laws, then such provisions shall be deemed reformed to the maximum scope
permitted by the applicable laws. If for any reason any term or provision of this section 6(B)
is ever held to be invalid or unenforceable, all other valid provisions herein shall remain in
AGREEMENT-4
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full force and effect and all tenns, provisions and paragraphs of this section 6(8) shall be
deemed to be severable in nature.

(C) In the event Buyer fails to pay any Monthly amount, when due, without good
cause, to Seller, and if Buyer's default shall continue for a p~riocfQf(21.j..da:~ after Written
notice from Seller to both Buyer and Safeguard, Seller shall in addition to any other remedies,
be entitled to cause Buyer to reassign to Safeguard all ofBuyer's rights, title and interest
pursuant to the Regional Distributor Agreement entered into by and between Buyer and
Safeguard.

7.

Termination of Seller's Distributor Agreement. As of the effective date

hereof, Seller's Distributor Agreement and Data Processing Agreement with Safeguard shall
terminate including, specifically, Seller's right to act as a distributor of Systems or any other
Safeguard products or services within any part of the Territory, and also including,
specifically, Seller's right to solicit orders, and receive commissions on sales, of Systems or
any other Safeguard products or services to the Customers. Except for commissions due to
Seller on orders submitted by Seller in good faith before the effective date or s otherwise
herein provided, Seller shall have no further rights or obligations under the Distributor
Agreement; provide, however, that Seller shall remain obligate to reimburse Safeguard for
any commissions paid to Seller on account of sales to Customers for which Seller would
have been liable to reimburse Safeguard under that Agreement (including, for example,
chargebacks less recoveries and remakes), and Seller shall also be liable for a reduction in the
Purchase Price if any of the Customers are found to have been located outside the Territory or
to have properly been the protected account(s) of another Safeguard Distributor within the
Territory.

8.

No Exclusive Rights. Nothing contained in this agreement shall be construed

as granting to Buyer the exclusive right to act as a distributor of Systems or any other
Safeguard products or services in the Territory ot in any portion of the Territory.

9.

Representations and Warranties of Seller and Buyer.

(A)

In addition to any other representations and warranties contained in this

agreement, Seller represents and warrants to Safeguard and Buyer that:
(1) There is no provision of any existing contract (including contract with any of
Seller's past or present associate distributors) or agreement binding on Seller or affecting
Seller's property or the Rights, which would conflict with or in any way prevent the
AGREEMENT-S
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execution, delivery or carrying out of the terms of this agreement.
(2) Seller is the sole owner of all of the Rights, and has the complete and unrestricted
right, power and authority to assign the Rights and to tum over the list oflnfluence Keys free
of all liens, pledges, claims or other encumbrances of any kind or nature whatsoever,
including but not limited to claims of other Safeguard distributors to having rights in and to
any of the Customers.
(3) Neither Seller nor Safeguard has any liability or obligation to any person who is
or was previously an associate distributor or sales representative of Seller.
(4) The Rights and the business and operations of Seller's distributorship have not
been, and are not threatened to be, materially adversely affected in any way.
(5) Prior to the effective date, Seller (i) has conducted the business related to the
Rights solely in the o~dinary course, (ii) has used Seller's best efforts to maintain the relations
and goodwill with the Customers, with the Influence Keys, and with any others having
business relations with Seller, and (iii) has not made any extraordinary or unusually large
sales to the Customers, or entered into any other kind of business arrangements with the
Customers which create a risk of prejudice or unfairness to Safeguard or Buyer.
(6) No Customer and no lnfluence Key has informed Seller that it is not prepared to
deal with Safeguard or Buyer after the effective date, and Seller knows of no reason why the
pattern of repeat sales of Systems after the effective date will differ materially from the
pattern during the time when Seller was a Safeguard distributor.
(7) Prior to the effective date, Seller has not disclosed any Confidential Information
(as defined in paragraph 14(A) below) relating to the Customers and the Influence Keys to
any third party who is not affiliated with Safeguard, nor has Seller permitted any third party
who is not affiliated with Safeguard to observe or have access to such Con[ldential
Information for any reason.
(B)

In addition to any other representations and warranties contained in this

agreement, Buyer represents and warrants to Safeguard and Seller that:
(1) In executing this agreement, Buyer relies solely on Buyer's own judgment, belief
and knowledge, and such advice as Buyer may have received from Buyer's own counsel.
Buyer acknowledges that Buyer has had the opportunity to consult with advisors of Buyer's
choice. Except for representations of Seller expressly set forth herein, Buyer has not been
influenced by any representations or statements, including, for example, representations or
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statements about future earnings or equity, made by or on behalf of any persons or entities,
including Seller and Safeguard.
(2) Buyer has, at Seller~s and Safeguard's urging, conducted Buyer's own diligent
investigation of the estimated revenues that Buyer can project himself to earn under Buyer's
Regional Distributor Agreement with Safeguard as compared to the obligations Buyer is
assuming under this agreement and Buyer's anticipated business expenses. Buyer has had the
opportunity to contact and consult with as many current Safeguard distributors as Buyer
deemed appropriate. As part of Buyer's diligent investigation, Buyer has become
kliowledgeable about the value of commission rights that have previously been sold by other
Safeguard distributors, Buyer has had access to information to enable Buyer independently to
verify that Seller's Rights have a value that is comparable to the commission rights sold in
such prior transactions, and other than the Confidential Information described in section 14
below, there is no information available to Seller and Safeguard that Buyer has requested to
enable Buyer to evaluate this transaction which Seller and Safeguard have refused to provide
to Buyer. Buyer is freely and voluntarily entering into this transaction and executing this
agreement based solely upon Buyer's own full and diligent investigation, and not upon
promises or representations made by or on behalf of Seller or Safeguard. Buyer has carefully
read Buyer's Regional Distributor Agreement with Safeguard, and Buyer clearly understands
that Buyer's right to enter into a "buy-sell" agreement such as this in the future is subject to
strict compliance with all terms and conditions of that Regional Distributor Agreement.
(3) Any financial data or other information submitted by Buyer to Seller and
Safeguard is accurate, complete and not materially misleading.
(4) Until Seller's Purchase Price is fully paid, Buyer shall at all times devote Buyer's
best efforts to the sales, management and operation of Buyer's Safeguard Distributorship.
10.

Conditions to this Agreement. This agreement and the parties' performance

of their respective obligations hereunder shall be subject to the following conditions, which
may be waived by the other parties but only in a writing that makes specific reference to this
paragraph 10:
(A) The representations and warranties set forth in paragraph 9 hereof shall be true as
of the effective date, and Seller and Buyer shall have performed all obligations required to be
performed by them hereunder.
(B) Safeguard and Buyer shall have executed, as of the effective date hereof, a
AGREEMENT-?
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Regional Distributor Agreement containing such terms, conditions and provisions as shall be
agreed upon by Safeguard and Buyer, and Buyer shall have also executed such other
documentation as Safeguard may reas'onably request.
(C) Seller, Safeguard and Buyer shall have entered into mutuaJly satisfactory
agreement or agreements relating to (i) Seller's assignment of, and the use by Safeguard and
Buyer (after the effective date) of the telephone number(s), facsimile machine number(s) and
post office bQx(es) previously used in connection with Seller's business as a Safeguard
distributor, and (ii) the disposition of mail, orders and other communications of any kind from
any of the Customers, and from any of the Influence Keys, relating to Safeguard business and
directed to any of Seller's office or home addresses after the effective date.
(d) Buyer shall have furnished Seller and Safeguard with all information reasonably
requested by them concerning (i) Buyer's fmancial condition, (ii) Buyer's future plans as a
Safeguard Distributor, including a business plan for the three (3) to five (5) years following
the effective date, and (iii) Buyer's proposed sales organization.
11.

Indemnification. Seller shall indemnify and hold Safeguard and Buyer

harmless against and in respect of any and all damage, loss, liabi1ity, deficiency, cost or
expense resulting from any misrepresentation or breach ofwarranty of Seller contained
herein, or the nonfulfillment of any agreement or covenant of Seller hereunder, any such
amounts may be set off against the Monthly Payments otherwise due to Seller over the
months next succeeding the event, and any such set off shall reduce the Monthly Payments
and the Purchase Price due to Seller hereunder accordingly. Buyer shall indemnify and hold
Safeguard and Seller harmless against and in respect of any and all damage, loss, liability,
deficiency, cost, or expenses arising out of or resulting from any misrepresentation or breach
of w~ty of Buyer contained herein, the nonfulfillment of any agreement or covenant of
Buyer hereunder, or any debt or expense incurred by Buyer after the effective date.
12.

Seller's Cooperation with Buyer and Safeguard. Seller will cooperate with

Safeguard and Buyer in informing the Customers and the Influence Keys of the assignment of
Rights from Seller to Buyer. Such cooperation shall include a letter of introduction, in a form
previously agreed to by Safeguard and Buyer, mailed at Buyer's expense to the. Customers,
and a personal and/or written introduction of Buyer by Seller to the Influence Keys.
Notwithstanding such letters and introductions, Buyer acknowledges and agrees that neither
Seller nor Safeguard represents that such Customers will continue to place orders, or that such
AGREEMENT-S
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Influence Keys will continue to provide referrals to Buyer after the effective date.
Seller shall also execute all fonns of agreements or other documents reasonably
necessary or appropriate so as to assign or transfer to Safeguard and Buyer, as of the effective
date, use of all telephone numbers, facsimile machine numbers and post office box mailing
addresses used by Seller to receive communications relating to Seller's business as a
distributor of Safeguard's products and services. Seller shall, after the effective date, promptly
(i.e. within 24 hours) refer to Safeguard and Buyer all communications, orders, referrals and
telephone messages from any of the Customers or Influence Keys about Safeguard or its
products. Seller shall remain solely liable for all bills for telephone or postal services provided
to Seller, and any white or yellow page advertising placed by Seller, in connection with any
of the foregoing numbers or boxes prior to the effective date; however, Buyer shall assume
the liability for such advertising covering the period following the effective date.
13.

Business Risks Assumed by Seller.

(A) Seller understands that there are business risks in agreeing to receive installment
payments over an extended period of time. Seller has elected to assume such risks and was
not induced to do so by any representations, warranties, assurances or guarantees by either
Safeguard or Buyer to the extent not explicitly set forth in this agreement. Insofar as Buyer
has made specific written promises to Seller in this agreement, Seller agrees that it is Seller's
responsibility, and not Safeguard's responsibility, to seek to enforce such promises.
(B) Nothing contained herein shall be construed to impose liability to Seller upon
Safeguard for any business decisions or actions taken or not taken by Safeguard with regard
to Buyer; nor shall this agreement impose upon Safeguard any obligation to consult with
Seller before making such decisions or taking (or not taking) such actions.
14.

Confidential Information, Non-Competition. Seller covenants and agrees as

follows:
(A) Seller recognizes and ac.knowledges that customer lists, including without
limitation any list of Customers; the list of Influence Keys; customer files, cards and records,
including without limitation, customer samples, imprjnts and ordering histories; methods of
doing business; proprietary computE;r software licensed from Safeguard; price lists and price
books; sales volume figures; information as to new developments in the business; and similar
proprietary infonnation in respect of Seller's business as a Safeguard distributor or relating to
Safeguard products and services, regardless of whether in documentary form on other media
AGREEMENT-9
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(such as, without limitation, computer hard disk, diskette, magnetic tape, microfiche, etc.)
(collectively, the "Confidential Information") are valuable, special and unique attributes of the
Rights and the business of Safeguard. Accordingly, Seller shall not, directly or indirectly,
disclose or show to any person or entity or use for either of Seller's own benefit, or for the
benefit of any business in which Seller has, or may hereafter have, an interest, any
Confidential Information, without the prior written permission of the President of Safeguard.
.Seller covenants and agrees, prior to or on the effective date, (i) that Seller shall have
turned over to Safeguard and Buyer all Confidential Information in Seller's possession,
.

'

.

including without limitation, all customer lists, files, cards and records, diskettes, magnetic
tapes, microfiche, etc., generated in connection with Seller's business as a Safeguard
distributor, (ii) that Seller shall not keep copies of any such Confidential Information,(or
allow any other person to keep such copies) and (iii) that Seller shall have permanently
deleted from Seller's hard disk drive(sO, and from any other computer media, all references to
the Confidential Information, including but not limited to Safeguard's customers and their
identities.
(B) Until the Seller has received the final Monthly Payment hereunder, Seller agrees
not, directly or indirectly, to solicit sales from, or sell to (i) any Safeguard customer including
any Customer, or (ii) any Influence Key or (iii) any Safeguard distributor, any accounting
systems, filing systems, computer forms, business forms or any data processing services,
products or supplies, including automated payroll processing, computer software or
microcomputer-related products or supplies, competitive with services, products or supplies
offered by Safeguard.
(C) Until the Seller has received the final Monthly Payment hereunder, Seller agrees

not to sell, directly or indirectly, to any person or entity within the Territory or in any county
adjacent thereto any type of accounting system, data processing service, filing system,
computer form, business form, or any other type of product or supply competitive with any
product, service or supply offered by Safeguard. Seller acknowledges, without limiting the
generality of the foregoing, that the following types of products, services and supplies are
competitive with products, services and supplies sold by Safeguard as of the effective date:
One-Write Systems and supplies, automated payroll processing systems and supplies,
financial reporting and general ledger systems and supplies prepared on a batch processing
application, batch processing or service bureau preparation of accounts payable and accounts
AGREEMENT-10
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receivable systems, processing, including electronic claims processing, for dental, medical,
chiropractic and veterinary offices, professional timekeeping systems, collection letter
services, accounting software programs designed for sale to the small business or professional
market, computer forms including laser cut sheets, filing systems, and flat sheet printing and
business forms such as snap-sets, stock tab paper, deposit tickets, envelopes, letterheads and
the like.

(D) As used in this paragraph 14,
(i) the term "directly or indirectly" shall include the actions of Seller acting in Seller's
individual or in any other capacity, the actions of any business, other than Safeguard, in
which Seller or Seller's spouse, directly or indirectly owns more than a 1% interest or which
Seller or Seller's spouse, directly or indirectly, manages, conducts, operates, controls, joins,
finances, licenses or is otherwise connected with as an officer, consultant, employee, partner
or otherwise, and the actions of any agents of any such other business;

(ii) the term "customer" as used in paragraph 14(B) shall mean a person or entity who
bought or used services, products or supplies from Safeguard at any time prior to the effective
date;
(iii) the term "competitive" shall include, by way of illustration without limiting the
meaning thereof, the characteristic of (I) having one or more applications substantially the
same as applications of Safeguard products, services and supplies, or (2) performing one or
more functions capable of being performed by Safeguard products, services and supplies.

(E) Seller shall not in any manner disparage Safeguard or its distributors, products,
services or supplies.

(F) In the event that any of the provisions of this paragraph 14 shall be deemed to
exceed the scope permitted by applicable laws, then such provisions shall be deemed
reformed to the maximum scope permitted by the applicable laws.
(G) If for any reason any term or provision of this paragraph 14 is ever held to be
invalid or unenforceable, all other valid provisions herein shall remain in full force and effect
and all terms, provisions and paragraphs of this agreement shall be deemed to be severable in
nature.
(H) The parties hereto recognize that the restrictions contained in this paragraph 14
are reasonable and necessary and that any violation will result in substantial and irreparable
injury to Safeguard and Buyer. Accordingly, it is agreed that any violation of these provisions
AGREEMENT-11
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by Seller shall entitle Safeguard or Buyer, in addition to any rights either of them may have,
to preliminary and permanent injunctive relief and other equitable relief in any court of
competent jurisdiction.
15.

Specific Performance. The parties hereto recognize that the Rights are of a

unique and special nature. Accordingly, in addition to all other remedies at law or in equity,
Safeguard and the Buyer shall be entitled to specific performance of the provisions relating to
the assignment of the Rights and the consummation of the transactions relating thereto.
16.

Entire Agreement. This agreement constitutes the entire agreement between

the parties pertaining to the subject matter contained herein, and supersedes all prior
agreements, representations and understandings of the parties. No modification shall be
binding unless executed in writing by the parties. No waiver of any provisions shall be
deemed, or shall constitute, a waiver of any other provision whether or not similar, nor shall
any waiver at one time constitute a continuing waiver. No waiver shall be binding unless
executed in writing by the party making such waiver.
17.

Binding Effect. This agreement shall be binding on the parties hereto, their

heirs, executors, successors in interest and permitted assigns. Neither Seller nor Buyer shall
have the right to assign any of their respective rights or obligations under this agreement
without Safeguard's prior written consent
18.

Governing Law. This agreement shall be considered in accordance with and

be governed by the laws of the State ofNew Mexico.
19.

Survival of Representations and Warranties. All representations,

warranties, covenants and agreements made by each party herein shall survive the date of
execution of the agreement and any investigation made by or on behalf of the other party
prior .to or after such date.
20.

Mutua) Release. Except for matters arising from this Agreement, Seller for

itself, its successors in interest and assigns, does hereby release and forever discharge
Safeguard, its officers, directors, employees, agents and representatives, of and from all
claims, causes of action, losses, demands, or liabilities for damages which Seller how has or
ever had relating directly or indirectly to (i) Seller's serving as a distributor for Safeguard
under the Agreement or any predecessor distributor agreements, (ii) Safeguard's business
actions and decisions taken or not taken within the Territory at any time prior hereto, (iii) the
termination of Seller's rights and interest under the Agreement or any predecessor distributor
AGREEMENT-12
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agreements, and (iv) rights which Seller had, or claims which Seller could have asserted,
against Safeguard prior to the effective date by reason of any aspect of Seller's business
relationship with Safeguard.
Except for matters arising from this Agreement, Safeguard does hereby release and
forever discharge Seller, it~~~fi~erti ~di4i~e«9!.sV~d their heirs, executors, successors in
interest and assigns, of and from all claims, causes of action, losses, demands, or liabilities for
damages which Safeguard now has or ever had relating directly or indirectly to (i) Seller's
serving as a distributor for Safeguard under the Agreement or any predecessor distributor
agreements, (ii) Seller's business actions and decisions taken or not taken within the Territory
at any time prior hereto, (iii) the termination of Safeguard's rights and interest under the
Agreement or any predecessor distributor agreements, and (iv) rights which Safeguard had, or
claims which Safeguard could have asserted, against Seller prior to the effective date by
reason of any aspect of Seller's business relationship with Safeguard.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this agreement as of the
day and year first above written.

WILDER VENTURE, INC., dba Safeguard
Systems of the Sangre de Cristo
By: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
--------~PRESIDENT

THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.
By:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
ROGER THURSTON, PRESIDENT

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.
By:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
R. SCOTT SUTTON, VICE PRESIDENT
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From;

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Roger Thurston <rthurs@cableone.net>
Monday, June 30, 2014 10:22 AM
'Savoie, Suzanna'
RE: checking on contracts

Thank you for the update Suzanna. Talk to you soon.

Roger

·-·-··

--·

From: savoie, Suzanna [mallto:ssavoie@gosafeguard.com]
Sent: Monday, June 30, 2014 11:11 AM
To: Roger Thurston
Subject: RE: checking on contracts

.. ----·-·-·----------·----·---

Hello Roger,
Due to your suggested changes to the documents and your concerns about the general release, they will be reviewed by
the Action Review Committee at their meeting tomorrow.
Thank you,

....._,_

---------·-~----

From: RogerThurston [mailto:rthurs@cableone.net]
Sent: Monday, June 30, 2014 10:15 AM
To: Savoie, Suzanna
Subject: checking on contracts
Good morning Suzaf!na:
Checking in on the process with the contract approval. Please let me know where we are with things.
Thank you,
Roger Thurston
. Dist. 447

1
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From:

Sent
To:
Subject

Roger Thurston <rthurs@cableone.net>
Thursday, July 03, 2014 7:35 AM
shussain@gosafeguard.com
contract status

Hello Shafina:

I had sent a note to Suzanna regarding the current status of the buy sell between the Flatts and myself. Suzanna )'lad said
that they were discussing the issue this past week in committee and I haven't heard anything since. Could you update
me as to the status of this buy sell and expected timeframes?
Have a good Fourth of July.
Roger Thurston
Safeguard- Boise
Dist447
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From: Sutton, Scott [mailto:SSutton@gosafeguard.coml
Sent: Thursday, July 03, 2014 2:01PM
To: rthurs@cableone.net
Cc: Hussain, Shaflna; Savoie, Suzanna
Subject: Transactional Review
Importance: High
Hi Roger:
I understand you have been in contact with Ms. Suzanna Savoie and Ms. Shafina Hussain regarding the status·ofyour
proposed acquisition of the commission rights currently associated with the Flatt base. I am preparing a more formal

letter to you that addresses the current status and outcome of our review. As a preview, transactional approval was not
achieved given your disclosure that you intend not to sign the General Re!ease form as prepared by Safeguard. Our
current procedure requires this document to be signed. This requirement remains in place for all sir:nilar transactions
and we work hard to treat distributors with fairness and consistency on this and other points. It's the fair and right thing
to do.
Again, I will be sending a Jetter your way and feel free to call or email if you have additional questions. In the meantime,
thanks for all you do and have a great weekend.
All the best,
Scott

R. Scott Sutton, CFE
Vice President, Franchise Development
Safeguard Business Systems
800.338.0636 ext. 443928
214.640.3928 (direct)
770.686.8351 (cell)
ssutton@gosafeguard.com
www .safeguarddevelopment.com
We're making news -visit our PRESS ROOM
Follow us on Twitter: @safeguardgrowth
Follow me on Twitter: @rscottsutton

Your Growth Is Our Business!
NOTE: The infonnation contained in tllis electronic message may be confidential information and is intended
for the sole use of the intended recipient. Any use, distribution, transmission or forwarding of information
contained in this e-mail by persons who are not intended recipients may be a violation of law and is strictly
prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender and delete all copies.
1
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SfP 0 8 2015
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By KATRINA HOLDEN
DEPUTY

Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Tayler Tibbitts, ISB No. 9212
Dane Bolinger, ISB No. 9104
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5260
Email: sschossberger@ hawleytroxell.com
ttibbitts @hawleytroxell.com
dbolinger@ hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation;)
and THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC., an
)
Idaho corporation,
)
Plaintiffs,
vs.

)
)
)
)

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., a )
Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD
)
ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Delaware
)
corporation; TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, an
)
individual; JAMIE MCCORMICK, an
)
individual; MICHAEL DUNLAP, an individual;)
IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC. an Idaho
)
corporation; JAMES DUNN, an individual;
)
JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
)
company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited
)
liability company; FORM SYSTEMS INC. dba )
DOCUSOURCE PRINT MANAGEMENT, an )
Oregon corporation; DELUXE
)
CORPORATION, a Minnesota corporation; and)

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD
BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.,
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.,
TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, JAMIE
MCCORMICK, KMMR, LLC,
MICHAEL DUNLAP, IDAHO
BUSINESS FORMS, INC., JAMES
DUNN AND JDHRS,LLC'S ANSWER
TO SECOND AMENDED
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR
JURY TRIAL

)

DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., SAFEGUARD
ACQUISITIONS, INC., TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, JAMIE MCCORMICK, KMMR, LLC,
MICHAEL DUNLAP, IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC., JAMES DUNN AND
JDHRS,LLC'S ANSWER TO SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR
JURY TRIAL- 1
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)
)
)

DOES 1-10,
Defendants.

COME NOW Defendants Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., Safeguard Acquisitions,
Inc., Tressa McLaughlin, Jamie McCormick, KMMR, LLC, Michael Dunlap, Idaho Business
Forms, Inc., James Dunn and JDHRS, LLC (collectively referred to as "Defendants"), by and
through their undersigned counsel of record, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, and respond
to the Second Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial ("SAC") filed by Plaintiffs, T3
Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston Enterprises, Inc. ("Plaintiffs"), as follows:

GENERAL DENIAL
Defendants deny all allegations in the Second Amended Complaint not specifically
admitted herein.

SPECIFIC ADMISSIONS AND DENIALS
1.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 1, Exhibit 2 attached to the SAC is the

best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
2.

In response to the allegations in the first sentence of paragraph 2, Exhibit 2

attached to the SAC is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself. The allegations in
the second sentence are admitted.
3.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 3, Exhibits 3, 4 and 5 attached to the

SAC are the best evidence of their content and speak for themselves.
4.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 4.

DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., SAFEGUARD
ACQUISITIONS, INC., TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, JAMIE MCCORMICK, KMMR, LLC,
MICHAEL DUNLAP, IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC., JAMES DUNN AND
JDHRS,LLC'S ANSWER TO SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR
JURY TRIAL- 2
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5.

The allegations in paragraph 5 are denied.

6.

Paragraph 6 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.
7.

Paragraph 7 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.
8.

Paragraph 8 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.
9.

Paragraph 9 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.
10.

Paragraph 10 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.
11.

Paragraph 11 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.
12.

Paragraph 12 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.
13.

Paragraph 13 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.
14.

Paragraph 14 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.

DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., SAFEGUARD
ACQUISITIONS, INC., TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, JAMIE MCCORMICK, KMMR, LLC,
MICHAEL DUNLAP, IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC., JAMES DUNN AND
JDHRS,LLC'S ANSWER TO SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR
JURY TRIAL- 3
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15.

Paragraph 15 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.
16.

Paragraph 16 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants. To the extent paragraph 16 does contain allegations against Defendants, Defendants
deny them.
17.

Paragraph 17 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants. To the extent paragraph 17 does contain allegations against Defendants, Defendants
deny them.
18.

Paragraph 18 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.
19.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 19.

20.

Paragraph 20 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

21.

Defendant Dunlap preserves his right to appeal the Court's decision denying his

motion to dismiss. Otherwise, these answering Defendants do not contest jurisdiction or venue
before this Court. Defendants deny any and all allegations of tortious or other wrongful conduct
committed by them within the State of Idaho.

THE PARTIES

22.

Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 22.

23.

Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 23.

DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., SAFEGUARD
ACQUISITIONS, INC., TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, JAMIE MCCORMICK, KMMR, LLC,
MICHAEL DUNLAP, IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC., JAMES DUNN AND
JDHRS,LLC'S ANSWER TO SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR
JURY TRIAL - 4
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24.

Defendant SBS admits the allegations in paragraph 24.

25.

Defendant SAl admits the allegations in paragraph 25.

26.

The first sentence of Paragraph 26 does not contain allegations that necessitate a

response from Defendants. Defendants SBS and SAl admit they are wholly-owned subsidiaries
of Deluxe.
27.

Defendant Dunlap admits the allegations in paragraph 27.

28.

Defendant McLaughlin admits the allegations in paragraph 28.

29.

Defendant McCormick admits the allegations in paragraph 29.

30.

Defendant KMMR admits the allegations in paragraph 30.

31.

Defendant JDHRS admits the allegations in paragraph 31.

32.

Defendant Dunn admits the allegations in paragraph 32.

33.

Defendant IBF admits the allegations in paragraph 33.

34.

Paragraph 34 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.
35.

Paragraph 35 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.
36.

Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 36.

37.

Defendants admit the allegations in the first two sentences of paragraph 37.

Defendants admit the allegation in the third sentence that commissions are then paid by SBS to
the distributor, and Defendants deny the remaining allegation in the third sentence.

DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., SAFEGUARD
ACQUISITIONS, INC., TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, JAMIE MCCORMICK, KMMR, LLC,
MICHAEL DUNLAP, IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC., JAMES DUNN AND
JDHRS,LLC'S ANSWER TO SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR
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38.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 38, Defendant SBS admits that it

manufactured business forms and products during the period 1956 through 2004, admits that in
or about 1989 SBS distributors were able to expand the product offering available to SBS's
customers for non-competitive products, meaning that if SBS did not manufacture it the
distributor could offer it as a sourced product, and the vendors used to offer these noncompetitive products were sometimes found by SBS and sometimes found by the distributor, but
the vendor had to be approved by SBS.
39.

Paragraph 39 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants. The California case Gentis v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., 60 Cal. App. 4th
1294 (Cal. App. 2d Dist. 1998), speaks for itself and has no legal relevancy to any of the claims
in the pleadings.
40.

Paragraph 40 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.
41.

Paragraph 41 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.
42.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 42, Exhibit 2 is the best evidence of its

content and speaks for itself.
43.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 43, Defendants lack knowledge or

information sufficient to form a belief about the truth of the allegations. Defendants deny that
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Thurston Enterprises' had "Customer Protection rights to certain of its customers" that it could
sell to Teply.
44.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 44, Exhibit 3 is the best evidence of its

content and speaks for itself.
45.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 45, Exhibits 4 and 5 are the best

evidence of their content and speak for themselves.
46.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 46, Exhibit 3 is the best evidence of its

content and speaks for itself.
47.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 47, Exhibit 4 is the best evidence of its

content and speaks for itself.
48.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 48, Exhibit 5 is the best evidence of its

content and speaks for itself.
49.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 49.
50.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 50, Exhibit 2, <J[ 3, and Exhibit 5, <J[ 4,

are the best evidence of their content and speak for themselves.
51.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 51, Exhibit 2, <J[ 3, and Exhibit 5, <J[ 4,

are the best evidence of their content and speak for themselves.
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52.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 52, Exhibit 2, <J[ 3, Exhibit 5, <J[ 4, and

Exhibit 6 are the best evidence of their content and speak for themselves. Defendants deny the
allegations that Plaintiffs have "Customer Protection rights."
53.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 53, Defendants admit that CMS is an

order entry system, admit that the distributor contacts SBS to check if a potential account is
associated with another distributor, and the remaining allegations are denied.
54.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 54, Exhibit 6 is the best evidence of its

content and speaks for itself. The allegation that "Customer Protection is recognized by SBS"
is denied.
55.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 55, Exhibit 6 is the best evidence of its

content and speaks for itself.
56.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 56, Exhibit 5, <]{7 is the best evidence of

its content and speaks for itself.
57.

Paragraph 57 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants. To the extent that paragraph 57 does contain allegations against Defendants,
Defendants deny them.
58.

Paragraph 58 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.
59.

Paragraph 59 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.
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60.

Paragraph 60 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.
61.

Paragraph 61 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.
62.

Paragraph 62 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.
63.

Paragraph 63 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.
64.

Paragraph 64 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.
65.

Paragraph 65 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.
66.

Paragraph 66 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.
67.

Paragraph 67 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants. To the extent that paragraph 67 does contain allegations against Defendants,
Defendants deny them; except the allegation that Scott Sutton is the Vice President of Franchise
Development of SBS.
68.

Paragraph 68 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.
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69.

Paragraph 69 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.
70.

Paragraph 70 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.
71.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 71, the allegations in the first sentence

are admitted, and the remaining allegations are denied.
72.

Paragraph 72 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.
73.

Paragraph 73 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.
74.

Paragraph 74 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.
7 5.

Paragraph 7 5 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.
76.

Paragraph 76 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants. Exhibit 11 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
77. ·

Paragraph 77 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants. Exhibit 12 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
78.

Paragraph 78 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants. Exhibits 9 and 12 are the best evidence of their content and speak for themselves.
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79.

Paragraph 79 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.
80.

Paragraph 80 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants. Exhibit 13 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
81.

Paragraph 81 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.
82.

Paragraph 82 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants. Exhibit 14 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
83.

Paragraph 83 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants. Exhibit 15 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
84.

Paragraph 84 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants. It is denied that Dunlap wrote Exhibit 8. Exhibits 8, 9 and 10 are the best evidence
of their content and speak for themselves.
85.

Paragraph 85 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants. Exhibit 16 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
86.

Paragraph 86 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants. Exhibit 14 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
87.

Paragraph 87 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants. Exhibits 17, 18 and 19 are the best evidence of their content and speak for
themselves.
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88.

Paragraph 88 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants. Exhibit 20 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
89.

Paragraph 89 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.
90.

Paragraph 90 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.
91.

Paragraph 91 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants. Exhibit 21 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
92.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 92, Defendants deny the allegations in

the first sentence. Defendants admit the allegation in the second sentence that Dunn formed
JDHRS LLC. Defendants deny the allegations in the third and fourth sentences. Exhibit 22 is
the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
93.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 93, Defendants admit that McLaughlin

and McCormick formed KMMR, LLC. Exhibits 23 and 24 are the best evidence of their content
and speak for themselves.
94.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 94, Exhibit 26 is copy of 2013 business

cards for McLaughlin and McCormick; Exhibit 27 is the best evidence of its content and speaks
for itself; the remaining allegations are denied.
95.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 95, Exhibit 28 is the best evidence of

its content and speaks for itself.
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96.

Paragraph 96 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants. To the extent that paragraph 96 does contain allegations against Defendants,
Defendants deny them. Exhibit 29 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
97.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 97 asserted against Defendant SBS,

and to the extent the allegations are made against all Defendants, the allegations are denied.
Exhibits 30-34 are the best evidence of their content and speak for themselves.
98.

Paragraph 98 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.
99.

Paragraph 99 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.
100.

Paragraph 100 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants. To the extent that paragraph 100 does contain allegations against Defendants,
Defendants deny them. Exhibit 36 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
101.

Paragraph 101 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants. Exhibit 37 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
102.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 102.

103.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to for a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 103. Defendants deny that Plaintiffs have "Protected Customers."
104.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to for a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 104. Defendants deny that Plaintiffs have "Protected Customers."
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105.

Paragraph 105 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants. To the extent that paragraph 105 does contain allegations against Defendants,
Defendants deny them.
106.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 106.

107.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 107.

108.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 108, Defendants admit that on

October 3, 2013, Dunlap, in his capacity as general counsel of Safeguard Business Systems, and
Secretary of Safeguard Acquisitions, flew to Boise, Idaho, and the remaining allegations in said
paragraph are denied.
109.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 109.

110.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 110.

111.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 111, Defendants admit that on

October 7, 2013, Dunlap, in his capacity as general counsel of Safeguard Business Systems, and
Secretary of Safeguard Acquisitions, sent an email to Teply, which email is the best evidence of
its content and speaks for itself.
112.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 112.

113.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 113, Defendants admit that Dunlap, in

his capacity as general counsel of Safeguard Business Systems, and Secretary of Safeguard
Acquisitions, did suggest that Teply meet with McLaughlin and McCormick, and the remaining
allegations in said paragraph are denied.
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114.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 114, Defendants admit that

McLaughlin sent Exhibit 25 to customers who had been serviced by Idaho Business Forms, Inc.,
and Exhibit 25 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself. The remaining allegations
in said paragraph are denied.
115.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 115.
116.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 116.

117.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 117.

118.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 118, Defendants admit that on

December 17,2013, Teply and McLaughlin met, and the remaining allegations in said paragraph
are denied.
119.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 119, Defendants admit that in

December 2013, Thurston and McLaughlin met, and the remaining allegations in said paragraph
are denied.
120.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 120.
121.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 121, Defendants admit the quoted
'

portion from Dunlap's email to Teply is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, but
the email is not quoted in full, and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
122.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 122.
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123.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 123.

124.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 124.

125.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 125, Defendants admit that the email

sent on February 10, 2014, by Dunlap, in his capacity as general counsel of Safeguard Business
Systems, and Secretary of Safeguard Acquisitions, is the best evidence of its content and speaks
for itself.
126.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 111, Defendants admit that the email

sent on February 14, 2014, by Dunlap, in his capacity as general counsel of Safeguard Business
Systems, and Secretary of Safeguard Acquisitions, is the best evidence of its content and speaks
for itself.
127.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 127.
128.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 128.

129.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 129, Defendants admit that the email

sent on February 20, 2014, by Dunlap, in his capacity as general counsel of Safeguard Business
Systems, and Secretary of Safeguard Acquisitions, is the best evidence of its content and speaks
for itself.
130.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 130.

131.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 131.
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132.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 132, Defendants admit that the draft of

an assignment letter sent on March 3, 2014, by Dunlap, in his capacity as general counsel of
Safeguard Business Systems, and Secretary of Safeguard Acquisitions, is the best evidence of its
content and speaks for itself.
133.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 133.
134.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 134, Defendants admit that on

March 11, 2014, Teply sent Dunlap an email, which is the best evidence of its content and speaks
for itself.
135.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 135, Defendants admit that on

March 17, 2014, Teply and Thurston sent Dunlap an email to which Dunlap responded to Teply,
which emails are the best evidence of their content and speak for themselves.
136.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 136.

137.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 137, Defendants affirmatively aver that

Idaho Business Forms, Inc. has been providing W-2 processing services and forms to Employers
Resource for years prior to the August 27, 2013 partial asset purchase, and Defendants
affirmatively aver based upon their knowledge, information and belief that Plaintiffs, including
Dawn Teply, have never provided Employers Resource with W-2 processing services and forms.
Defendants deny the remaining allegations in said paragraph.
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138.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 138, Defendants admit that on

March 31, 2014, Teply sent Dunlap an email to which Dunlap responded to Teply, which emails
are the best evidence of their content and speak for themselves.
139.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 139.

140.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 140, Exhibit 39 is the best evidence of

its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
141.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 141, Exhibit 40 is the best evidence of

its content and speaks for itself.
142.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 142, Exhibit 40 is the best evidence of

its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
143.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 143, Defendants admit that on

AprillO, 2014, Teply met with McLaughlin and McCormick, and the remaining allegations in
said paragraph are denied.
144.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 144, and the remaining allegations

in said paragraph are denied.
145.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 145, Defendants admit that by the end

of April10, 2014, there was no agreement between Teply and McLaughlin and/or McCormick as
to the exchange of any of Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc.'s customer file information; Defendants
admit that no customer files have been provided to Teply and affirmatively avers that
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McLaughlin and/or McCormick have never been under any obligation to do so in the first
instance; and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
146.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 146, Exhibit 41 is the best evidence of

its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
147.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 147 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 42 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
148.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 148, Exhibit 41 is the best evidence of

its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
149.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 149, Exhibit 41 is the best evidence of

its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
150.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 150.

151.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 151, Exhibit 43 is the best evidence of

its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
152.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 152, Defendants admit that on

April16, 2014, Dunlap, in his capacity as general counsel of Safeguard Business Systems, and
Secretary of Safeguard Acquisitions, spoke with Teply and offered that she be paid $20,000, and
the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
153.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 153, Exhibit 44 is the best evidence of

its content and speaks for itself.
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154.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 154, Defendants admit that on

April19, 2014, Dunlap, in his capacity as general counsel of Safeguard Business Systems, and
Secretary of Safeguard Acquisitions, sent an email to Thurston which is the best evidence of its
content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
155.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 155.

156.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 156, Defendants admit that on

April24, 2014, Thurston sent an email to Dunlap, which email is the best evidence of its content
and speaks for itself, and ~e remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
157.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 157, Exhibit 45 is the best evidence of

its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
158.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 158, Defendants admit that certain

language has been quoted from an email sent by Dunlap to Teply, and the remaining allegations
in said paragraph are denied.
159.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 159, Exhibit 46 is the best evidence of

its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
160.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 160, Exhibit 38 is the best evidence

of its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
161.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 161, Exhibit 47 is the best evidence of

its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
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162.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 162, Defendants admit that on May 2,

2014, Dunlap sent an email to Thurston, which email is the best evidence of its content and
speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
163.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 163.
164.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 164, Defendants McLaughlin and

McCormick admit that on May 8, 2014 they met with Teply at her office, and the remaining
allegations in said paragraph are denied.
165.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 165. Exhibit 48 is the best evidence of its content and
speaks for itself. Exhibit 49 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
166.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 166, Exhibit 50 is the best evidence of

its content and speaks for itself, and that McLaughlin sent an email to Teply on May 28, 2014,
which is best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations in said
paragraph are denied.
167.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 167, Defendants admit that on May 23,

2014, Dunlap sent an email to Teply, which email is the best evidence of its content and speaks
for itself, and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
168.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 168, Defendants admit that during the

referenced call, Dunlap, in his capacity as general counsel of Safeguard Business Systems, and
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Secretary of Safeguard Acquisitions, Teply was offered $10,000, admit Teply did not accept the
offer, admit that Dunlap did not have a complete report identifying overlapping customer
accounts, and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
169.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 169, Exhibit 51 is the best evidence of

its content and speaks for itself, and the remaining allegations in said paragraph are denied.
170.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 170.
171.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 171, Defendants admit that on

December 9, 2014, Teply called Amanda Commarota. As to the remaining allegations, Plaintiffs
have wrongfully used information that is privileged under the attorney-client privilege. Pursuant
to I.R. C.P. 26(b )(5)(B ), Plaintiffs have been notified of the claim of privilege, and Plaintiffs are
required to return and destroy the information identified by Bates Nos. DEF0003729-3730.
172.

Paragraph 172 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants. Exhibit 53 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself. Exhibit 54 is the
best evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
173.

Paragraph 173 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.
174.

Paragraph 174 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.
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175.

Paragraph 175 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.
176.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 176.

177.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 177.

178.

Paragraph 178, subparagraphs a., b. and c. do not contain allegations that

necessitate a response from Defendants.
179.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 179, Defendants admit that in or about

March 2014, Thurston learned of a SBS distributorship for sale in New Mexico, and the
remaining allegations are denied.
180.

Defendant SBS admits the allegations in paragraph 180.

181.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 181, Exhibit 55 is the best evidence of

its content and speaks for itself.
182.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 182, Exhibit 55 is the best evidence of

its content and speaks for itself.
183.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 183, Defendant SBS admits that

Wilder Venture, Inc. wanted to sell its commission rights as more fully defined in its Safeguard
distributorship agreement, and agreed to list the sale of those commission rights within SafeNet.
184.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 184.
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185.

In response the allegations in paragraph 185, Exhibit 56 is the best evidence of its

content and speaks for itself, and admit that on March 7, 2014,

Suz~e

Savoie emailed Thurston

information about the potential assignment of the New Mexico Distributorship.
186.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 186.
187.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 187, Exhibit 57 is the best evidence of

its content and speaks for itself.
188.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 188, Exhibit 56 is the best evidence of

its content and speaks for itself.
189.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 189.
190.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 190, Exhibit 56 is the best evidence of

its content and speaks for itself.
191.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 191, Exhibit 56 is the best evidence of

its content and speaks for itself.
192.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 192, Exhibit 58 is the best evidence of

its content and speaks for itself.
193.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 193.
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194.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 194 of the Amended Complaint. Exhibit 59 is the best
evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
195.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 195, Exhibit 60 is the best evidence of

its content and speaks for itself.
196.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 196.
197.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 197, Exhibit 61 is the best evidence of

its content and speaks for itself.
198.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 198.
199.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 199, Exhibit 62 is the best evidence of

its content and speaks for itself.
200.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 200 of the Amended Complaint,

Exhibit 62 is the best evidence of its content and speaks for itself, and Defendants deny the
remaining allegations in said paragraph.
201.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 201, Exhibit 63 is the best evidence of

its content and speaks for itself, and Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to
form a belief about the truth of the remaining allegations in said paragraph.
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202.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 202, Exhibit 64 is the best evidence of

its content and speaks for itself.
203.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 203. Exhibit 65 is the best evidence of its content and
speaks for itself.
204.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 204, Exhibit 66 is the best evidence of

its content and speaks for itself.
205.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 205.
206.

Paragraph 206 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.
207.

Paragraph 207 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.
208.

Paragraph 208 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.
209.

Paragraph 209 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants.
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FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Breach of Contract
(Thurston Enterprises against SBS)

210.

In response to paragraph 210, Defendants incorporate by reference their responses

to each and every paragraph stated above as their answer to this paragraph, as if fully copied and
set forth at length herein.
211.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 211, Exhibit 2 is the best evidence of

its content and speaks for itself.
212.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 212, Exhibit 2 is the best evidence of

its content and speaks for itself.
213.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 213.

214.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 214.

215.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 215.

216.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 216.
SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Breach of the Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing
(Thurston Enterprises against SBS)

217.

In response to paragraph 217, Defendants incorporate by reference their responses

to each and every paragraph stated above as their answer to this paragraph, as if fully copied and
set forth at length herein.
218.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 218, Exhibit 2 is the best evidence of

its content and speaks for itself. Further, Paragraph 218 states legal conclusions to which no
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response is required. To the extent that Paragraph 218 states factual allegations, Defendants
deny them.
219.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 219.

220.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 220.

221.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 221.

222.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 222.

TIDRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Tortious Interference with Contractual Relations - T3 Enterprises' RDA
(T3 Enterprises against SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, Dunn, JDHRS, KMMR,
DocuSource and Deluxe)
223.

In response to paragraph 223, Defendants incorporate by reference their responses

to each and every paragraph stated above as their answer to this paragraph, as if fully copied and
set forth at length herein.
224.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 224, Exhibit 5 is the best evidence of

its content and speaks for itself. Defendants deny that any response is required to the assertion of
legal conclusions contained in paragraph 224.
225.

Defendants SAl and Dunlap admit that they had knowledge of Exhibit 5.

Defendants McLaughlin, McCormick, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS, KMMR deny the allegations in
paragraph 225.
226.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 226 including subparts a-f.

227.

Defendant Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 227.
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228.

Paragraph 228 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants. To the extent paragraph 228 does contain allegations against Defendants,
Defendants deny them.
229.

Paragraph 229 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants. To the extent paragraph 229 does contain allegations against Defendants,
Defendants deny them.
230.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 230.

231.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 231.

232.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 232.

233.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 233.

FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Tortious Interference with Contractual Relations - Thurston RDA
(Thurston Enterprises against SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, Dunn, JDHRS,
KMMR, DocuSource and Deluxe)

234.

In response to paragraph 234, Defendants incorporate by reference their responses

to each and every paragraph stated above as their answer to this paragraph, as if fully copied and
set forth at length herein.
235.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 235, Exhibit 2 is the best evidence of

its content and speaks for itself. Defendants deny that any response is required to the assertion of
legal conclusions contained in paragraph 235.
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236.

Defendants SAl and Dunlap admit that they had knowledge of Exhibit 2.

Defendants McLaughlin, McCormick, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS, KMMR deny the allegations in
paragraph 236.
237.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 237 including subparts a-f.

238.

Defendant Dunlap denies the allegations in paragraph 238.

239.

Paragraph 239 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants. To the extent paragraph 239 does contain allegations against Defendants,
Defendants deny them.
240.

Paragraph 240 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Defendants. To the extent paragraph 240 does contain allegations against Defendants,
Defendants deny them.
241.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 241.

242.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 242.

243.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 243.

244.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 244.

FIFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Tortious Interference with Contractual Relations - Thurston/Fiatt Agreement
(Thurston Enterprises against SBS and Deluxe)

245.

In response to paragraph 245, Defendants incorporate by reference their responses

to each and every paragraph stated above as their answer to this paragraph, as if fully copied and
set forth at length herein.
246.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 246.
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247.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 247.

248.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 248.

249.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 249.

250.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 250.

251.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 251.

252.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 252.

253.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 253.

254.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 254.

SIXTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Tortious Interference with Prospective Economic Advantage - Thurston/Fiatt Agreement
(Thurston Enterprises against SBS and Deluxe)
255.

In response to paragraph 255, Defendants incorporate by reference their responses

to each and every paragraph stated above as their answer to this paragraph, as if fully copied and
set forth at length herein.
256.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 256.

257.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 257.

258.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 258.

259.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 259.

260.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 260.
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SEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Intentional Interference with Prospective Economic Advantage
(T3 Enterprises against SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS,
KMMR, DocuSource and Deluxe)
261.

In response to paragraph 261, Defendants incorporate by reference their responses

to each and every paragraph stated above as their answer to this paragraph, as if fully copied and
set forth at length herein.
262.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 262.

263.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 263.

264.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 264, including subparagraphs a, b,

c, d, e, f, g, h, i andj.
265.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 265.

266.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 266.

267.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 267.

268.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 268.
EIGHTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Intentional Interference with Prospective Economic Advantage
(THURSTON Enterprises Against all Defendants)

269.

In response to paragraph 269, Defendants incorporate by reference their responses

to each and every paragraph stated above as their answer to this paragraph, as if fully copied and
set forth at length herein.
270.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 270.

271.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 271.
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272.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 272, including subparagraphs a, b,

c, d, e, f, g, h, i, and j.
273.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 273.

274.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 274.

275.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 275.

276.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 276.

277.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 277.

278.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 278.

279.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 279.

280.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 280.

281.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 281.

NINTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Conversion
(T3 Enterprises against SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, IBF, JDHRS, KMMR and
DocuSource)
282.

In response to paragraph 282, Defendants incorporate by reference their responses

to each and every paragraph stated above as their answer to this paragraph, as if fully copied and
set forth at length herein.
283.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 283. Exhibit 5, ']{4 is the best

evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
284.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 284. Exhibit 5, ']{4 is the best

evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
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285.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 285.

286.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 286.

287.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 287.

TENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Conversion
(Thurston Enterprises against SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, IBF, JDHRS, KMMR
and DocuSource )

288.

In response to paragraph 288, Defendants incorporate by reference their responses

to each and every paragraph stated above as their answer to this paragraph, as if fully copied and
set forth at length herein.
289.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 289. Exhibit 2, ']l3 is the best

evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
290.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 290. Exhibit 2, ']l3 is the best

evidence of its content and speaks for itself.
291.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 291.

292.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 292.

293.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 293.

ELEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Accounting
(T3 Enterprises against SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, ffiF, JDHRS, KMMR,
DocuSource and Deluxe)

294.

In response to paragraphs 294, Defendants incorporate by reference their responses to

each and every paragraph stated above as their answer to this paragraph, as if fully copied and set
forth at length herein.
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295.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 295.

296.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 296.

297.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 297.
TWELFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Accounting
(Thurston Enterprises against All Defendants)

298.

In response to paragraph 298, Defendants incorporate by reference their responses

to each and every paragraph stated above as their answer to this paragraph, as if fully copied and
set forth at length herein.
299.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 299.

300.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the

truth of the allegations in paragraph 300.
301.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 301.
ATTORNEY FEES

302.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 302.
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

Defendants admit that Plaintiffs' Second Amended Complaint seeks a demand for jury
trial pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 38.
RESPONSE TO PRAYER FOR RELIEF
Defendants deny that Plaintiffs are entitled to any of the relief requested in the Second
Amended Complaint.
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SEPARATE, ALTERNATIVE AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES
For its separate, alternative and affirmative defenses, Defendants plead as follows:
1.

The Second Amended Complaint fails to state a claim against these answering

Defendants upon which relief can be granted, and the claims in the Second Amended Complaint
directed against these answering Defendants should be dismissed under Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure 12(b)(6).
2.

Plaintiffs are barred from maintaining this action because Plaintiffs failed to

present a justiciable controversy between Plaintiffs and these answering Defendants.
3.

Plaintiffs are barred from maintaining this action against these answering

Defendants based upon the doctrine of estoppel.
4.

Plaintiffs are barred from maintaining this action against these answering

Defendants because Defendants acts were justified.
5.

Plaintiffs should be denied any relief herein on the ground of unclean hands.

6.

Plaintiffs are barred from maintaining this action against Defendant Safeguard

Business Systems, Inc. under the express terms of their contracts.
7.

Plaintiffs are barred from maintaining this action against these answering

Defendants because they have not been harmed or suffered any damages as a direct and
proximate result of any conduct of these answering Defendants.
8.

Plaintiffs are barred from maintaining this action against Defendant Dunlap

because his alleged acts were done within the course and scope of his employment as General
Counsel of Defendant Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
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9.

Plaintiffs are barred from maintaining this action against Defendant Dunlap under

the litigation privilege.
10.

Plaintiffs are barred from maintaining this action against these answering

Defendants because they have violated Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 11(a)(1).
WHEREFORE, Defendants pray for judgment as follows:
1.

That Plaintiffs' Second Amended Complaint, and each and every claim alleged

therein, be dismissed in its entirety, with prejudice, and that judgment against Plaintiffs be
entered in favor of Defendants such that any and all claims for damages of any sort or nature be
denied.
2.

That Defendants be awarded their costs, including reasonable attorneys' fees.

3.

For such other and further relief as this Court may deem just and proper.

DATED THIS '(

day of September, 2015.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

By

~~AJ.~

Steven F. Schossberger, IS
Attorneys for Defendants

No. 5358
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

2._

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of September, 2015, I caused to be served a
true copy of the foregoing DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.,
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, JAMIE MCCORMICK,
KMMR, LLC, MICHAEL DUNLAP, IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC., JAMES DUNN AND
JDHRS,LLC'S ANSWER TO SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR
JURY TRIAL by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:
Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS,
CHTD
101 S. Capitol Blvd., lOth Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701-0829
[Attorneys for Plaintiffs]

0 U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
0 Hand Delivered
0 Overnight Mail
~-mail: pmo@moffatt.com
ccg@moffatt.com
0 Telecopy: 208.385.5384

James M. Mulcahy (Admitted pro hac vice)
Kevin A. Adams (Admitted pro hac vice)
Douglas R. Luther (Admitted pro hac vice)
MulcahyLLP
4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
Irvine, California, 92614
[Attorneys for Plaintiffs]

0 U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
0 Hand Delivered
0 Overnight Mail

~E-mail:

jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
dluther@mulcayllp.com
kadamas @mulcahyllp.com

0 Telecopy: 949.252.0090
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SEP 16 2015
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DIST~OOOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By EMILY CHILD

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

DEPUTY

T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiffs,
vs.

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER ON DEFENDANTS' MOTION
TO ENFORCE PROTECTIVE ORDER

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
INC., a Delaware corporation;
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a
Delaware corporation; TRESS
MCLAUGHLIN, an individual;
MICHAEL DUNLAP, an individual;
IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC., an
Idaho corporation; JAMES DUNN, an
individual; JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; and DOES 1-10,
Defendants.

I.

BACKGROUND
On April17, 2015, the Court entered the parties' stipulation to a Protective Order which

gives each party and any third party:
the right to designate as "Confidential" and subject to this Order
any ... document ... that has not been revealed to the public and that contains trade
secrets, competitively sensitive information regarding the development,
production, marketing, financial, sales or promotion of the producing party's
products or finances, the disclosure of which would have the effect of causing
harm to the competitive position of the person or entity from which the
information is obtained.
Order,~

1.
1
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In addition, the Order states that the confidential material:
shall be used by the receiving party solely for the purposes of the prosecution or
defense of this action or the Arbitration, shall not be used by the receiving party
for ·any business, commercial, competitive, personal or other purpose, and shall
not be disclosed by the receiving party to anyone other than ... outside counsel,
outside experts or consultants retained for purposes of this action, clerical
personnel, the Court, the Arbitrators, deponents under special circumstances,
discovery or trial preparation vendors, and the parties to his litigation and the
Arbitration.

!d.

at~~

3-4.

On June 1, 2015, Defendants produced certain documents to Plaintiffs via email. The
email stated that the documents production "includes material being produced as
CONFIDENTIAL under the terms of the protective order." However, allegedly due to an error
by Defendant's vendor, none of the documents were stamped as confidential. On June 17, 2015,
Defendants produced additional documents to Plaintiffs via email with the same alert that some
of the documents were marked as CONFIDENTIAL. Again, none ofthe documents were so
stamped. Defendants produced a third set of documents on July 2, 2015 via email. Attached to
the email was a letter alerting that some of the material included was designated as confidential.
Decl. Rosborough,~ 9, Exhs. C, E, F. Again, none of the document contained the stamp. 1
Plaintiffs' counsel subsequently filed some of these documents, both in this litigation and
as exhibits to an amended complaint in a collateral litigation in Califomia. 2 Aff. Schossberger, ~
6, Exh. C. On July 8, 2015, after Plaintiffs' counsel had already filed the documents in the two
litigations, defense counsel realized the error and provided Plaintiffs a list identifying the
documents which should have been stamped as confidential, as well as reproduced set of those
documents with the stamp. Decl. Rosborough, Exh. G, I. Defense counsel also asked that
Plaintiffs destroy all copies of documents not bearing the stamp. !d.

1
Despite not containing the CONFIDENTIAL stamp, the top portion qfsome ofthe confidential documents
contained a label previously affixed by the client that they were "CONFIDENTIAL AND SENSITIVE".
2

The California litigation is a breach of distributorship agreement/interference case by a California based Safeguard
franchisee against many ofthe same defendants in this case and the allegations are largely overlapping between the
two cases. Unites States Distributors Association, Inc. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., Case No. 2:15-CV03998-RSWL-AJW, United States District Court for the Central District of California. Plaintiffs' California counsel
represents the plaintiff in the California action as well.

2
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OnJuly 23, 2015, the parties in this case executed and filed with this Court an Amended
Stipulation Regarding Designation of Certain Confidential Documents ("Amended Stip"), which
includes an agreement that:
1.

all documents that should have been stamped CONFIDENTIAL will be
now stamped "Designated by Defendants as CONFIDENTIAL
pursuant to the Protective Order", except for those produced in the
California litigation.

2.

Plaintiffs shall temporarily seal the documents used in the California
litigation;

3.

the documents shall remain designated as confidential and remain sealed
until this Court determines their confidentiality designation.

Defendants then filed a Motion to Enforce the Protective Order with regard to the
disclosed documents. On August 7, 2015, a hearing was scheduled on the Motion and on other
discovery motions. Ultimately, the parties agreed to limit this Court's determination on the
motion to whether four exhibits filed in the California litigation were, in fact, confidential despite
not being stamped as such and, if so, whether Plaintiffs breached the Protective Order by
disclosing them. Oral argument regarding the confidential nature of the specific documents was
heard on that date and the matter taken under advisement. 3

II.

~AJL1rSIS

The four exhibits at issue are Exhibits V, X, Z and VV attached to the First Amended
Complaint filed in the California litigation. Each will be discussed in turn.
Exhibit V: This document is described by Defendants as Safeguard's approval and

documentation requirements for company acquisitions under its BAM program. According to
Safeguard, the document is not released to the public. This Court agrees with Defendants that
the document is, in fact, confidential. It contains Safeguard's specific business strategies with
regard to acquisitions and could be used to Safeguard's detriment by a competitor.
Exhibit X: This document is an internal presentation regarding the status of companies

Safeguard acquired under its BAM program between one and four years ago. It includes

3

Specifically, the parties stated their positions and arguments during a meet and confer session ordered by the
Court. The arguments were recorded by the Court's overhead audio recording system. The parties agreed, in
chambers, to stand on their arguments captured by the audio recording and their briefing, choosing not to have a
formal hearing on the matter. The Court reviewed the audio recording and transcripts thereof submitted by the
parties in reaching its decision. The Court also reviewed the documents at issue, which were filed under seal.
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information about each company's annual revenues, recent losses, employee composition and
customer base. Safeguard suggests the document is confidential because it could be used by a
competitor to "pick off the employees" and exposes some of the companies' large accounts.
However, because the information contained in the document is dated and is generally available
to the public, this Court finds it is not confidential.

Exhibit Z: This Exhibit is a money wiring confirmation from Deluxe to IBF for the asset
purchase. While it contains confidential information, such as bank account numbers, it is not
itself a confidential document. Therefore, redaction is more appropriate than designating the
document as confidential. If and when Plaintiffs make this exhibit part of the record in this case,
or should the record be used for any purpose other than in this litigation, all specific account
numbers, social security number and other sensitive identifying information shall first be
redacted.

Exhibit VV: This document, dated August 2013, contains Deluxe's internal evaluation of
IBF's business and financial projections for five years. Safeguard contends it is a private
document would be harmful if it fell into a competitor's hands, while Plaintiffs characterize it a
merely a "pro forma." By default, a company's financial projections over a period of years
reveals, in some sense, its business strategies and internal work product. Conceivably, its
disclosure could harm Safeguard's competitive position. Thus, this Court fmds it to be
confidential.
Having found three of the documents either confidential or containing confidential
information, the next determination is whether Plaintiff breached the Protective Order by
disclosing them in the California litigation. 4 This Court finds that because the documents were
not stamped as confidential, their subsequent disclosure did not violate the terms of the
Protective Order. While professional collegiality would suggest that Plaintiffs first inquire with
Defendants about their confidentiality given Ms. Rosborough's emails explaining that the
production included confidential documents and Safeguard's own internal labeling of the
documents as confidential, the Protective Order does not impose any such obligation upon
Plaintiffs. Further, merely because some of the disclosed documents contained a label of

4

Defendants suggested in briefmg that this Court order Plaintiffs to withdraw any documents found to be
confidential from the pleadings in the California litigation. However, those documents are currently sealed and this
Court has no jurisdiction to instruct a federal court to not review documents before that court or to order that the
federal court's record be treated in any particular manner.
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"confidential" as applied internally within Safeguard's business does not mean they qualified as
confidential as the term is defined under the Protective Order or that they were designated as
such pursuant to the Protective Order. Consequently, this Court will not impose sanctions upon
Plaintiffs for the disclosure of the documents as the Protective Order was not violated.

IT IS SO ORDERED

·;:--~

Dated this_>_'day of September, 2015.

teven J. Hippler
District Judge
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A.M. _ _ __..M..Jre-~~-

NOV 3 0 2015
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DIS~T,QBHER D. RICH, Clerk

'-BY EMILY CHILD
D~PUTY

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

~

T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiffs,
vs.

Case No. CV -OC-1416400
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER RE: DELUXE'S MOTION TO
DISMISS

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
INC., a Delaware corporation;
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a
Delaware corporation; TRESSA
MCLAUGHLIN, an individual; JAMIE
MCCORMICK, an individual; MICHAEL
DUNLAP, an individual; IDAHO
BUSINESS FORMS, INC., an Idaho
corporation; JAMES DUNN, an
individual; JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; FORM
SYSTEMS INC. dba DOCUSOURCE
PRINT MANAGEMENT, an Oregon
corporation; DELUXE CORPORATION,
a Minnesota corporation; and DOES 1-10,
Defendants.

I.

INTRODUCTION
This action arises out of distributor agreements between the Plaintiffs and Defendant

Safeguard Business Systems ("SBS") for the distribution of Safeguard business forms, supplies
and services. Defendant Deluxe Corporation ("Deluxe") is the parent company of SBS and was
added as a defendant in this action through Plaintiffs' Second Amended Complaint ("SAC").
Plaintiffs allege that Deluxe interfered with Plaintiffs' contractual "Customer Protection" rights

1
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granted by their respective distributorship agreements with SBS in order to increase its own
profits through the expansion of its manufacturing capabilities and capacity utilization. SAC ~~
6-19. The Plaintiffs each assert claims against Deluxe for Tortious Interference with Contractual
Relations (Counts 3, 4), Intentional Interference with Prospective Economic Advantage (Counts
7, 8), and Accounting (Counts 11, 12). Additionally, Plaintiff Thurston asserts additional claims
against Deluxe with regard to its alleged role in thwarting Thurston's attempted purchase of a
New Mexico Safeguard distributorship. These claims include Tortious Interference with
Contractual Relations (Count 5) and Intentional Interference with Prospective Economic
Advantage (Count 6).
Deluxe moves to dismiss the foregoing claims against it on two grounds - lack of
personal jurisdiction under IRCP 12(b)(2) and failure to state a claim under IRCP 12(b)(6).
Based on the following rationale and authorities, this Court denies Deluxe's motion in full. 1

II.

STANDARDS
A. IRCP 12(b)(2)

The question of the existence of personal jurisdiction over an out-of-state defendant is
one oflaw. Blimka v. My Web Wholesaler, LLC, 143 Idaho 723, 726, 152 P.3d 594,597 (2007),
quoting Knutsen v. Cloud, 142 Idaho 148, 150, 124 P.3d 1024, 1026 (2005). When reviewing a
motion to dismiss based on lack of personal jurisdiction, the Court must view the evidence in the
light most favorable to the non-moving party, and the non-moving party is entitled to all
reasonable inferences which can be drawn from the facts presented. W. States Equip. Co. v. Am.

Amex, Inc., 125 Idaho 155, 157, 868 P.2d 483, 485 (1994). Further, the Court is not to consider
the merits of the causes of action alleged. Saint Alphonsus Reg'/ Med. Ctr. v. State of Wash.,
123 Idaho 739, 743, 852 P.2d 491, 495 (1993).

1

Both parties also filed requests for judicial notice in connection with Deluxe's Motion to Dismiss. Deluxe
requested that this Court take judicial notice of the First Amended Complaint filed by Plaintiffs in this case and of
the First Amended Complaint filed by similarly situated plaintiffs against Deluxe in a California action entitled
United Safeguard Distributors Association, Inc. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., Case No. 2: 15-CV-03998RSWL-SJW. Plaintiffs requested that the Court take judicial notice of a Linkedln profile of a Safeguard officer
which indicates he may or may not be a Deluxe officer as well. The Court denies these requests. First, it need not
take judicial notice of pleadings filed in this case. Second, there is no need to take judicial notice of allegations made
by unrelated plaintiffs in a separate action. Finally, a Linkedln profile does not satisfy the definition of a judicially
noticed fact under IRE 201. See, Shkolnikov v. JPMorgan Chase Bank, 2012 WL 6553988, at *2 (N.D. Cal. Dec. 14,
2012)(refusing to take judicial notice of undated Linkedln profile because "its contents are not capable of ready and
accurate determination by resort to sources whose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned."); Richcourt
Allweather Fund, Inc. v. Midanek, 2014 WL 1582630, at *5 (D.N.J. Apr. 21, 2014)(same).
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B. IRCP 12(b)(6)
A 12(b)(6) motion looks only at the pleadings to determine whether a claim for relief has
been stated. Youngv. City ofKetchum, 137 Idaho 102, 104,44 P.3d 1157, 1159 (2002). The
Court should make "every reasonable intendment" in order to "sustain a complaint against a
motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim." Orrockv. Appleton, 147 Idaho 613,618,213 P.3d
398, 403 (2009). After drawing all inferences in the non-moving party's favor, the question is
whether a claim for relief has been stated. Orthman v. Idaho Power Co., 126 Idaho 960, 962, 895
P.2d 561, 563 (1995). "The issue is not whether the plaintiff will ultimately prevail, but whether
the party is 'entitled to offer evidence to support the claims.' " !d., quoting Scheuer v. Rhodes,
416 U.S. 232, 236 (1974).
In order to survive a Rule 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss, it is not enough for a complaint to
make conclusory allegations. Owsley v. Idaho Indus. Comm'n, 141 Idaho 129, 136, 106 P.3d 455,
462 (2005). Although the non-movant is entitled to have factual assertions treated as true, this
privilege does not extend to the conclusions of law the non-movant hopes the court to draw from
those facts. !d.

III.

ALLEGATIONS

SBS distributes product in the business forms, supplies and services industry.

SAC,~

1.

On June 1, 1987, Roger Thurston became a SBS distributor pursuant to a Regional Distribution
Agreement (RDA) with SBS. !d.

at~~

1, 42, Exh. 2. The RDA's various provisions granted to

Thurston strong protection against intra-brand competition, granting, among other things, "the
exclusive right to the commissions on sales of Safeguard Systems to: (i) each customer in [its]
sales [territory] whose first order of Safeguard Systems is directly a result of [Mr. Thurston's]
efforts and credited to [him] .... " !d. at Exh 2, § 3. These were referred to as "Protected
Customers." Under the RDA, this exclusive right to commissions on sales to Protected
Customers expired only if that customer had not purchased any Safeguard System and paid in
full for such purchase within 36 months after the invoice date of such customer's last prior
'

purchase. !d. at Exh 2, Att. B. Additionally, in the event the RDA terminated, Mr. Thurston was
granted an unqualified right to participate in commissions generated through sales to Protected
Customers for a period of up to four years. !d. at Exh. 2, § 9.

3
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These anti-competition provisions in Mr. Thurston's RDA are representative of an ove~all
SBS approach in its distributorship agreements known as "Customer Protection."

SAC,~

4. SBS

granted its franchisees this protection to provide them with the incentive to invest significant
efforts in the development of commercial customer relationships. Id.

at~

5.

In 1995, Mr. Thurston assigned his Safeguard franchise to his corporate entity, Plaintiff
Thurston Enterprises ("Thurston"). Id.

at~

42. In 2006, after obtaining SBS's approval, Thurston

assigned several of its customer accounts to Plaintiff T3 Enterprises ("T3 "), a company owned
by Dawn Teply. Id.

at~~

44-45. SBS then executed a distributorship agreement with T3 which

afforded T3 the same customer protection rights as did Thurston's RDA. Id.

at~

48, Exh. 3.

In 2004, Deluxe, which at the time was a competitor of SBS, purchased SBS. SAC, ~~
57-58. Deluxe acquired SBS for, among other reasons, the opportunity to direct additional
product orders to its production facilities, thereby facilitating the expansion of its manufacturing
capacity utilization, capabilities and revenue. Id. As a result of the acquisition, SBS discontinued
all manufacturing operations and Deluxe sought to compel the SBS distributors, such as
Plaintiffs, to place their retail orders with SBS for products manufactured by Deluxe. Id.
Plaintiffs allege that their contractual rights under their legacy distributor agreements
with SBS, as well as those of other legacy Safeguard distributors, stood as obstacles to Deluxe's
expansion efforts because the legacy contracts do not allow Deluxe to unilaterally require that
products be purchased from it and not other vendors. Id.

at~

59. In an attempt to avoid these

legacy distributor agreements, Deluxe engaged in a strategy designed to eliminate Plaintiffs and
other legacy Safeguard distributors from the Safeguard system in order to bring in new
distributors, who would be required to source their products from Deluxe or from "preferred
vendors" that would pay Deluxe significant "kick-backs." Id

at~~

7-9; 61-62. This strategy was

implemented through Deluxe's BAM program, which was launched in 2008 and designed to
expand the sales of Deluxe products through the acquisition of or merger with existing
independent non-SBS distributorships that offer and sell products and services which compete
with Deluxe and SBS distributors. Id.

at~

63. The BAM program has three main objectives: 1)

maximize insourcing among SBS distributors; 2) cross-sell Deluxe products to new customers
who previously purchased from Deluxe's competitors; and 3) expand Deluxe's range of
products. Id.

at~

64. To further the BAM program, Deluxe formed Defendant Safeguard

4
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Acquisitions, Inc. ("SAl"), a wholly-owned Deluxe subsidiary which acquires the new
distributors. !d.

at~~

9; 66-68.

In 2013, Deluxe investigated the potential acquisition of customer lists from two of
Plaintiffs' competitors in Idaho- Defendant Form Systems, Inc. d/b/a DocuSource Print
Management2 ("DocuSource") and Defendant Idaho Business Forms, Inc. ("IBF"). 3 !d. at~ 72.
In connection with the investigation, Deluxe performed significant due diligence, ultimately
concludi~g

it could make a significant profit from acquiring the companies. !d.

at~

74, 80-81,

85, Exhs. 13, 16. Deluxe also reviewed and vetted the customer lists ofiBF and DocuSource for
potential conflicts with Plaintiffs' Protected Customers in Idaho and discovered that many of
DocuSource and IBF's customers were also Plaintiffs' customers. Id.

at~~

82-83, Exhs. 14, 15

("Common Customers"). Despite knowing the acquisitions would violate Plaintiffs' Customer
Protection rights, Deluxe approved of and directly funded SAl's purchase ofDocuSource and
IBF. !d. at ~~ 87, 88, Exhs. 18-19, 20. 4
For two years following the acquisition ofiBF and DocuSource, Deluxe monitored and
managed DocuSource and IBF as company operated distributors and renamed them "Safeguard
by DocuSource" and "Safeguard by IBF." 5 Deluxe ran these distributors and used the former
employees of these companies as Deluxe's consultants and employees. Id.
Additionally, Deluxe paid the distributors' payroll and expenses. Id.

at~

at~~

90-92.

96, Exh. 29. During this

holding period, Deluxe and SBS either caused or took no action to prevent DocuSource, IBF and
the other distributor defendants from obtaining orders for Safeguard Systems from Plaintiffs'
Protected Customers at retail prices below Plaintiffs' cost structure. !d.

at~~

97, 103-104; Exhs.

30-33. In other words, Deluxe, through its management and operation ofDocuSource and IBF,
openly contacted, solicited and obtained orders for Safeguard Systems from many of Plaintiffs'
2

DocuSource is an Oregon corporation but does a significant amount of business i'n Idaho in direct competition with
Plaintiffs. SAC at~~ 11, 72.

3

Deluxe's stated "objective" for completing the IBF purchase was to offer Deluxe's "Electronic Tax Filing
competency"- i.e., W-2 tax processing services- to IBF's existing Idaho customers and to expand Deluxe's
product and service offerings within Idaho. SAC at~~ 77-78, Exhs, 9, 11. Deluxe found it could increase its yearly
business revenue by $1.3 million simply by replacing IBF's electronic tax services with its own. Id at~ 79, Exh. 9.
4

A BAM transaction cannot be completed without Deluxe's approval. SAC at~~ 85-86; Exhs. 14, 16.

5

According to the Secretary of State filing, "Safeguard for DocuSource" is managed by Deluxe's Vice President,
J.J. Sorrenti, and its CFO and Senior Vice President, Terry Peterson, as well as Phil Odella, Executive Director of
Operations at Deluxe, other Deluxe executives. SAC at~ 91, Exh. 21. Its mailing address is identified as Deluxe's
corporate headquarters.

5
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Protected Customers, engaged in "predatory pricing", and intimidated Plaintiffs into sharing, or
selling at an artificially depressed price, many of the Protected Customers. !d.
Additionally, Deluxe concealed the violations from Plaintiffs. !d.

at~

at~~

15-17.

98. As a result of Deluxe's

and the other Defendants' conduct, Plaintiffs suffered "severe" damage in the form of lost
Customer Protection rights and harmed customer relationships. !d.

at~~

176-77. On April 30,

2015, after two years of owning and managing IBF and DocuSource, Deluxe sold IBF to
Defendant KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, and sold DocuSource to Inspired
Results, LLC, a company owned by former Deluxe executives. !d.

at~~

172-173, Exh. 54.

In the meantime, Thurston began looking for out-of-state Safeguard distributorships to
acquire. !d.

at~

179. In February of2014, Thurston learned that the Flatt family was interested in

selling their New Mexico distributorship, Wilder Venture, Inc. ("WVI"). Under WVI's
distributorship agreement with SBS, it had the right to transfer its distributorship to any
"approved" third party, and SBS agreed not to unreasonably withhold its approval. !d.

at~~

180-

182, Exh. 55.
After meeting with the Flatts and working out a sales agreement for WVI, Thurston
contacted SBS to notify it of the agreement and inquire about the next step for obtaining SBS's
approva~

of the sale. !d. at ~ 187 and Exh. 57. SBS requested that Thurston complete and submit

a packet of material and financial information for SBS's review, including a general release
under which Thurston would release Safeguard and all of its affiliates, including Deluxe, of any
claim regarding out of any transaction, including claims under his RDA. !d.

at~

188, Exh. 56.

Thurston submitted all of the requested materials, but refused to sign the release. !d. at ~
190. After several weeks, SBS informed Thurston that the proposed purchase was approved by a
SBS committee and approved to go forward to the next committee review. !d.

at~

195, Exh. 60.

Specifically, SBS informed Thurston the "documents will also need to go through Deluxe
review[.]" !d. With this news, Thurston hired a sales representative to serve the New Mexico
business and began working with the Flatts to transfer ownership of WVI. !d. at ~ 196. Soon
thereafter, SBS informed Thurston that the proposed purchase was denied due to Thurston's
refusal to sign the general release. !d.

at~

204. Consequently, Thurston informed the Flatts of its

inability to go forward with their agreement. !d.

at~

205. Thurston alleges that SBS's initial

approval ofthe transaction was unjustifiably reversed by Deluxe. !d.

6

at~~

206-207.
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IV.

ANALYSIS
A. Personal Jurisdiction

For an Idaho court to exercise personal jurisdiction over an out-of-state defendant, "two
criteria must be met; the act giving rise to the cause of action must fall within the scope of our
long-arm statute and the constitutional standards of due process must be met." St. Alphonsus,
123 Idaho at 742, 852 P.2d at 494 (citations omitted). The party asserting personal jurisdiction
bears the burden of proof. Donaldson v. Donaldson, 111 Idaho 951, 957, 729 P.2d 426,432 (Ct.
App. 1986). If the issue is disputed, the plaintiff must prove jurisdiction at trial by a
preponderance of the evidence. Id
Deluxe contends that Plaintiffs have failed to demonstrate personal jurisdiction under
Idaho's long-arm statute because Deluxe neither transacted business nor committed a tortious act
in Idaho. Rather, Deluxe argues that the exhibits to Plaintiffs' SAC establish that it was SAl and
SBS who acquired IBF and DocuSource and caused Plaintiffs' alleged harm. Deluxe further
argues that its position as SBS and SAl's parent company is insufficient to establish personal
jurisdiction. Further, even if Plaintiffs could satisfy the long-arm statute, Deluxe argues due
process is not met because Plaintiffs have not shown that Deluxe's alleged conduct was
calculated to cause harm in Idaho.

1. Long Arm Statute
The Idaho long-arm statute, I.C. § 5-514, specifies that "[a]ny person, firm, company,
association or corporation, whether or not a citizen or resident of this state, who in person or
through an agent does any of the acts hereinafter enumerated, thereby submits said person, firm,
company, association or corporation ... to the jurisdiction of the courts of this state as to any
cause of action arising from the doing of any of said acts:
(a) The transaction of any business within this state which is hereby defined as
the doing of any act for the purpose of realizing pecuniary benefit or
accomplishing or attempting to accomplish, transact or enhance the business
purpose or objective or any part thereof of such person, firm, company,
association or corporation;
(b) The commission of a tortious act within this state."
I.C. § 5-514(a)-(b).

7
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Idaho's long-arm statute was designed to provide a forum for Idaho residents; "(a)s such,
the law i~ remedial legislation of the most fundamental nature." Doggett v. Electronics Corp. of
America, 93 Idaho 26, 30, 454 P.2d 63 (1969); accord, B. B. P. Ass'n, Inc. v. Cessna Aircraft
Co., 91 Idaho 259, 420 P.2d 134 (1966). By enacting the statute the legislature "intended to

exercise all the jurisdiction available to the State of Idaho under the due process clause of the
United States Constitution." Intermountain Business Forms, Inc. v. Shepard Business Forms
Co.,96 Idaho 538, 541, 531 P.2d 1183, 1185 (1975). The long-arm statute is liberally construed

and allows a "court to exercise personal jurisdiction ... when [a party] has sufficient contacts with
Idaho." Knutsen, 142 Idaho at 151, 124 P.3d at 1027. "Idaho's long-arm statute is Idaho Code
section 5-514, which provides for specific jurisdiction rather than general jurisdiction." Telford
v. Smith Cnty., Texas, 155 Idaho 497, 501, 314 P.3d 179, 183 (2013). Plaintiffs assert Deluxe,

not SAl and SBS, was the primary participant in the alleged wrongdoing giving rise to its claims,
and Deluxe's own business transactions and commission of torts in Idaho as detailed in the SAC
satisfy both (a) and (b) of the long-arm statute. Based on Plaintiffs' allegations, this Court
agrees.
a) Transaction of any Business within the State

'.'The language ofi.C. § 5-514(a) is broad. It is designed to provide a forum for in-state
residents in a world of increasingly complex commercial transactions. The statute is remedial in
nature and should be broadly construed." S. Idaho Pipe & Steel Co. v. Cal-Cut Pipe & Supply, 98
Idaho 495, 497, 567 P.2d 1246, 1248 (1977).
Deluxe contends that since Plaintiffs' allegations arise directly from the two Idaho BAM
transactions involving DocuSource and IBF, and because Deluxe was not a party to those
transactions, Plaintiffs cannot show that Deluxe conducted business in Idaho out of which their
claims have arisen. Deluxe specifically points to Exhibit 17 of the SAC, which is a draft Asset
Purchase Agreement used by SAl to complete the BAM transactions and which does not include
Deluxe as a party. However, as Plaintiffs point out, simply because Deluxe was not a party to
SAl's asset purchase of IBF and DocuSource does not mean it did not "transact business"
associated with those acquisitions. Indeed, the SAC is replete with allegations showing Deluxe
investigated, orchestrated and funded SAl's acquisitions and thereafter managed the entities for

8
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its own pecuniary benefit, to wit:
•

Deluxe paid for and purchased the assets and liabilities of IBF, an Idaho corporation,
from Idaho resident James Dunn for $2.2 million as part of its BAM program. SAC at
~~ 9-11, 63-79, 87, 88, Exhs. 14, 16, 18-19, 20;

•

Deluxe paid for and purchased the distributor DocuSource for more than $10 million
as part of its BAM program. SAC at~~ 9-11,63-79, 87, 88, Exhs. 14, 16, 18-19, 20;

•

While DocuSource is an Oregon corporation, it does substantial business in Idaho in
direct competition with Plaintiffs. SAC at~~ 11, 72;

•

Each Idaho BAM transaction was thoroughly vetted by the highest levels of Deluxe
management. SAC at~~ 80, 81, 85, Exhs. 13, 16;

•

Deluxe also reviewed and vetted the customers and customer lists of IBF and
DocuSource for potential conflicts with Plaintiffs' Protected Customers in Idaho.
SAC at~ 82, Exh. 14;

•

Deluxe managed the company operated distributorships DocuSource and IBF in
Idaho for approximately two years, labeling the entities "Safeguard by DocuSource"
and "Safeguard by IBF." SAC at~~ 15, 90, 96;

•

The Secretary of State filings for "Safeguard by DocuSource" reveal that it was
managed by J.J. Sorrenti, Vice-President at Deluxe, and Terry D. Peterson, the Chief
Financial Officer and Senior Vice President at Deluxe. Phil Odella, Executive
Director of Operations at Deluxe, also served as a member of DocuSource' s
management team. SAC at~ 91, Ex. 21.

•

The mailing address for DocuSource is identified as Deluxe's corporate headquarters,
3680 Victoria Street N., Shoreview, MN 55126. SAC at~ 91, Exh. 21.

•

Deluxe paid DocuSource's and IBF's employee payroll and other business expenses
while managing these companies. SAC at~ 96, Exh. 29.

•

Deluxe's stated "objective" for completing its purchase ofiBF was to offer Deluxe's
"Electronic Tax Filing competency"- i.e., W-2 tax processing services- to IBF's
existing Idaho customers, and to expand Deluxe's product and service offerings
within Idaho by selling "additional Deluxe products and services to IBF customers."
SAC at~~ 77, 78, Exh. 9, §VII, Exh. 11;

•

Deluxe's yearly business revenue increased by $1.3 million simply by replacing the
electronic tax services previously offered by IBF to its Idaho customers with Deluxe's
electronic tax services. SAC at~ 79, Exh. 9; and

•

After two years of owning and managing the Idaho businesses, on April30, 2015,
Deluxe's subsidiary SAl sold IBF to Defendant KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company. SAC~ 172, Ex. 54.
9
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Viewing Plaintiffs' allegations in a light most favorable to them, it is clear that Deluxe's
alleged conduct constitutes the transaction of business as defined by (a) of the long-arm statue.
While SAl may have been the entity which directly purchased IBF and DocuSource, Plaintiffs'
allegations support a finding that Deluxe was intimately involved in the acquisitions apart from
its role as SAl's parent company. In this respect, Deluxe's position is far removed from that of
the defendant shareholder in Mann v. High Country Meats, which Deluxe cites to in support of
its position. 125 Idaho 357, 358, 870 P.2d 1316, 1317 (1994). In Mann, the Court held that a
corporate shareholder, whose only involvement in the dispute consisted of a single three-way
phone call which he did not even initiate, was not individually subject to the transaction of
business prong of the long arm statute. !d. at 360, 870 P .2d at 1319. Deluxe's alleged conduct far
exceeds a single uninitiated phone call; it researched, funded and operated distribution
businesses in Idaho in order to expand its own product and service offerings in Idaho and,
ultimately, to realize pecuniary benefits. Further, it is this alleged conduct which gives rise to the
Plaintiffs' claims against Deluxe.
In sum, because there are inferences which may be drawn in Plaintiffs' favor showing
that Deluxe transacted business which subjected it to jurisdiction under Idaho Code§ 5-514(a),
the Court cannot dismiss the SAC as against Deluxe on these grounds.
b) Commission of Tort within the State

Having found that Deluxe's alleged conduct constitutes the transaction of business for
purposes ofi.C. § 5-514(a), it is not necessary to also evaluate whether Deluxe submitted to
jurisdiction pursuant to I.C. § 5-514(b). Nevertheless, this Court finds, as an alternate basis, that
Deluxe's alleged conduct also constitutes the commission of a tort. The Idaho Supreme Court
has held that "an allegation that an injury has occurred in Idaho in a tortious manner is sufficient
to invoke the tortious act language ofi.C. § 5-514(b)." St. Alphonsus Reg'l Med. Ctr., 123
Idaho at 743, 852 P.2d at 495. The provision is described as "remedial legislation of the most
fundamental nature and should be liberally construed." !d. Whether the alleged conduct is
actually tortious is a factual question and irrelevant to the examination of jurisdiction under the
long-arm statute. !d. For example, in Blimka, the Court held that where a non-resident
corporation's alleged misrepresentations were directed at an Idaho resident and the injury
occurred in Idaho, personal jurisdiction under§ 5-514(b) was met, despite the fact that the nonresident corporation had never stepped foot in Idaho. !d. at 727, 152 P.3d at 598.
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As set forth above, Plaintiffs' SAC details how Deluxe intentionally took action adverse
to Plaintiffs' contractual relationship with SBS and tortuously interfered with their economic
relationships with their Protected Customers. By doing so, Deluxe caused injury to Plaintiffs,
which are both Idaho corporations with their principal places of business in Idaho. SAC at~~
233, 244, 254, 260, 268, 281. By alleging that Deluxe committed these tortious act, thereby
causing an injury to Plaintiffs in Idaho, Plaintiffs have satisfied subsection (b) of the long-arm
statute.

2.

Due Process

Plaintiffs must also show that the exercise of personal jurisdiction over Deluxe by an
Idaho court would not violate due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, which "permits
a state to exercise personal jurisdiction over a non-resident defendant when that defendant has
certain minimum contacts with the state such that the maintenance of the suit does not offend
'traditional notions of fair play and substantial justice."' Profits Plus Capital Mgmt., LLC v.
Podesta, 156 Idaho 873, 883-84, 332 P.3d 785, 795-96 (2014), quoting Int'l Shoe Co. v.
Washington, 326 U.S. 310, 316 (1945). In determining the existence of minimum contacts, a
court must focus on the relationship among the defendant, the forum, and the litigation. !d.,
citing Shaffer v. Heitner, 433 U.S. 186, 204 (1977). The minimum contacts required by
International Shoe's minimum contacts requirement is satisfied if the defendant "purposefully
directs his activities at residents of the forum state and the litigation arises out of or relates to
those activities." !d., quoting Saint Alphonsus, 123 Idaho at 744, 852 P.2d at 496 (1993). Once a
court finds the requisite minimum contacts, it must then proceed to determine whether its
assertion of personal jurisdiction comports with traditional notions of fair play and substantial
justice. !d., citing Burger King Corp. v. Rudzewicz, 471 U.S. 462, 476 (1985). 6

a. Minimum Contacts
With regard to torts involving intentional actions, Idaho courts are quick to find the
minimum contacts satisfied. In Blimka, the defendant directed their misrepresentations to the
plaintiff during telephonic and electronic communications, knowing plaintiff was residing in
Idaho. Based on this conduct, the Court stated:
'[Defendant's] intentional, and allegedly tortious, actions were expressly aimed'
at Idaho, and they realized that the brunt of the injury resulting from these actions
6

The three part "effects test" as set forth in Dole Food Co. v. Watts, 303 F.3d 1104, 1111 (9th Cir. 2002) is the same
analysis set forth in Profits Plus, although not denominated as such.
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would occur in Idaho. [] Where an Idaho resident alleges that a defendant in
Maine intentionally directed false representations to, and caused injury in Idaho,
that resident need not travel to Maine to pursue his or her claim against the
perpetrator of the fraud. []The defendants' actions satisfy minimum contacts with
respect to the fraud allegations.
Blimka, 143 Idaho at 728, 152 P.3d at 599, quoting Calder v. Jones, 465 U.S. 783, 789-90
(1984).
Here, the allegations of the SAC suggest Deluxe's tortious conduct was intentionally
aimed at Plaintiffs, who it knew to reside in Idaho, and the tortious conduct resulted in harm in
Idaho, to wit:
•

Plaintiffs are both Idaho corporations with their principal places of business in Idaho.
SAC at~~ 22, 23;

•

Deluxe paid for and purchased IBF, an Idaho corporation, and DocuSource, an
Oregon corporation which does significant business in Idaho, as part of its BAM
program. SAC at~~ 9-11, 63-79, 87, 88, Exhs. 14, 16, 18-20;

•

Deluxe completed the IBF and DocuSource BAM transactions after having learned
that the transactions and subsequent operations of the new Idaho distributorships
would result in the violation of Plaintiffs' contractual Customer Protection rights.
SAC at~~ 14, 72, 84, 88, 228, Exhs. 8, 9, 10, 12;

•

Deluxe intentionally "targeted" Plaintiffs' distributorships in Idaho and introduced
Safeguard intra-brand competition. SAC at~ 70, Exh. 7;

•

For approximately two years, Deluxe managed, oversaw and funded IBF and
DocuSource. During this time Deluxe caused and/or took no action to prevent
DocuSource and IBF from obtaining orders for Safeguard Systems from Plaintiffs'
Protected Customers. SAC at~~ 97, 228, Exhs. 30-34;

•

Deluxe, through its management and operation ofDocuSource and IBF, openly
contacted, solicited and obtained orders for Safeguard Systems from many of
Plaintiffs' Protected Customers, engaged in "predatory pricing", and intimidated
Plaintiffs into sharing, or selling at an artificially depressed price, many of the
customers that are the subject of their Customer Protection rights. !d. at~~ 15-17.
Additionally, Deluxe concealed the violations from Plaintiffs. !d. at~ 98.

These facts show that Deluxe engaged in wrongful conduct individually targeted at
Plaintiffs with full knowledge that Plaintiffs were residents and businesses in Idaho. The claims
against Deluxe arise specifically out the alleged contacts. Thus, this Court finds the minimum
contacts requirement satisfied.
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b. Fair Play and Substantial Justice
To determine whether this Court's assertion of personal jurisdiction comports with the
traditional notions of fair play and substantial justice, it may consider:
[ 1] the burden on the defendant,
[2] the forum State's interest in adjudicating the dispute,
[3] the plaintiffs interest in obtaining convenient and effective relief,
[4] the interstate judicial system's interest in obtaining the most efficient
resolution of controversies, and
[5] the shared interest of the several States in furthering fundamental substantive
social policies.
Profits Plus, 156 Idaho at 884, 332 P.3d at 796, citing W States Equip. Co. v. Am. Amex Inc.,
125 Idaho 155, 158-59, 868 P.2d 483, 486-87 (1994).
Where "a defendant who purposefully has directed his activities at forum residents seeks
to defeat jurisdiction, he must present a compelling case that the presence of some other
considerations would render jurisdiction unreasonable." Id quoting Burger King, 471 U.S. at
477. Deluxe fails to articulate any prejudice or reason why the exercise of jurisdiction would be
unreasonable or burdensome. The only conceivable burden would be having to travel to Idaho.
Travel alone, however, is insufficient. Lake v. Lake, 817 F.2d 1416, 1423 (9th Cir. 1987)(stating
that whenever a defendant is made to answer in a state other than his or her residence, an element
of hardship exists, but does not rise to a due process violation). Further, Deluxe already shares
local counsel with the other defendants to the action. Thus, the burden of having to appear before
this Court is minimal.
Additionally, Idaho has an interest in adjudicating the dispute because it involves several
Idaho companies. Wheaton Equip. Co. v. Franmar, Inc., 2009 WL 464337, at *13 (D. Idaho Feb.
24, 2009)("Idaho has a substantial interest in adjudicating the dispute of one of its residents who
alleges injury due to the fraudulent conduct of another."). Certainly Plaintiffs, as Idaho
companies, have an interest in obtaining relief in Idaho considering their agents reside here and
the distributorship agreement was performed here. The majority of parties are based in Idaho
and, consequently, the majority of witnesses and evidence are located in Idaho. For this reason, it
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would be most efficient to resolve the dispute in Idaho courts and doing so would advance the
fundamental substantive social policy of judicial economy shared by the States.
Consequently, the exercise of jurisdiction over Deluxe would not violate the traditional
notions of fair play and substantial justice.

B.

Failure to State a Claim

Plaintiffs each assert claims against Deluxe for Tortious Interference with Contractual
Relations (Counts 3, 4), Intentional Interference with Prospective Economic Advantage (Counts
7, 8), and Accounting (Counts 11, 12). Additionally, Thurston asserts additional claims against
Deluxe with for its alleged role in unreasonably disapproving of the WVI purchase- Tortious
Interference with Contractual Relations (Count 5) and Intentional Interference with Prospective
Economic Advantage (Count 6). Deluxe contends that none of the asserted claims have merit as
the alleged wrongdoing was either not performed by Deluxe, was allowed under the Plaintiffs'
respective distributorship agreements, or was not required to be performed by Deluxe.

1.

Tortious Interference Standard

To state a valid claim for tortious interference with contract, a party must allege (1) the
existence of a contract or valid economic expectancy; (2) that the defendant had knowledge of
the contract or the expectancy; (3) interference causing a breach of the contract or expectancy;
and (4) an injury resulting from the breach. Idaho First Nat. Bankv. Bliss Valley Foods, Inc.,
121 Idaho 266, 283, 824 P.2d 841, 858 (1991). Once a pl~ntiffhas established a prima facie case
for tortious interference with contract, the burden is on the defendant to prove justification or
privilege. !d. at 284, 824 P.2d at 859.

a. Counts 3 and 4
In Counts 3 and 4, Plaintiffs contend that they each had distributorship agreements with
SBS which gave them certain Customer Protection rights. SAC

at~~

224, 235. Deluxe, having

knowledge of the distributorship agreements and the Customer Protection rights the agreements
afforded Plaintiffs, managed, oversaw and funded IBF and DocuSource and allowed its agents to
solicit and obtain orders for Safeguard Systems from Plaintiffs' Protected Customers at a
reduced cost. This conduct caused SBS to breach the distributorship agreements and Plaintiffs'
economic expectancy thereunder, resulting in injury to Plaintiffs. !d.

at~~

228-230; 239-241.

Through these allegations, this Court finds Plaintiffs have stated a valid claim against Deluxe for
tortious interference with a contract.
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Deluxe first points to allegations within Plaintiffs' SAC which it argues "confirm" that
other Defendants, namely SAl and SBS, were the real actors and Deluxe played no part in
causing injury to Plaintiffs under their respective distributorship agreements, other than being the
parent company of SAl and SBS. See, e.g. SAC at~~ 226,237. There are two problems with
Deluxe's position, however. First, this argument ignores the many allegations directed
specifically toward Deluxe alone which, as discussed, state a claim for tortious interference.
Second, simply because SAl and SBS and other Defendants also had a role in the alleged
wrongdoing does not "confirm" that Deluxe is not responsible as a matter oflaw. Plaintiffs' SAC
alleges that Deluxe was essentially the mastermind behind the BAM program and its
implementation in Idaho and Deluxe used the other Defendants to accomplish its goals. See,
SAC

at~~

6-18. Idaho law is clear that "where several people actively participate in any manner

in the commission of a tort, not only the actual actor or assailant is liable but all others who aid,
abet, counsel or encourage the wrongdoer by words, gestures, looks or signs are equally liable
with hirri to the injured person." Todd v. Sullivan Const. LLC, 146 Idaho 118, 125, 191 P.3d 196,
203 (2008). Thus, to the extent Deluxe aided and encouraged the other Defendants in interfering
with Plaintiffs' distributorship agreements, Deluxe would be liable. 7 See also, Asahi Kasei

Pharma Corp. v. Actelion Ltd., 222 Cal. App. 4th 945, 961 (2013)(finding that a parent who
directed its wholly-owned subsidiary to stop performing a contract was liable for tortious
interference ofthe contract).
Drawing all inferences in Plaintiffs' favor and treating their factual allegations as true,
this Court finds Counts 3 and 4 sufficiently state claims against Deluxe for tortious interference
with a contract.

b. Count 5
Count 5 pertains to Thurston's attempt to purchase the WVI distributorship in New
Mexico. Thurston alleges it had a valid existing agreement with the Flatts for the purchase of
their WVI distributorship. SAC

~

246. The actual assignment ofWVI to Thurston, however,

7

Deluxe also argues Plaintiffs failed to state a claim for tortious interference with a contract because Plaintiffs have
failed to establish that Deluxe's conduct was wrongful. However, unlike for the claim of intentional interference
with a prospective economic advantage, Plaintiffs need not establish that the interference is wrongful to state a
prima facie case. It is only after Plaintiffs have established a prima facie case that the burden shifts to Deluxe to
prove the interference was justified. Bliss, 121 Idaho at 284, 824 P.2d at 859.
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required SBS's approval, which SBS agreed not to unreasonably withhold. !d. at~~ 181, 186,
Exh. 55. Deluxe had knowledge of the WVI agreement and that the assignment ofWVI to
Thurston required SBS's approval. !d. at~ 248. Despite knowing Thurston was fully qualified to
take over WVI and that the transaction would result in significant value to Thurston, Deluxe and
SBS wrongfully refused to consent to the transaction, thereby resulting in the termination of the
agreement between the Flatts and Thurston and causing Thurston damages. !d.

at~~

250-254.

Deluxe contends that it could not have interfered with the Thurston/Fiatt contract because
it was not a party to the agreement and its consent to the transaction was never required. To the
extent the Thurston and Flatt distributorship agreements required that certain assignments be
approved by SBS, Deluxe argues it had no role in that approval process. However, it is precisely
because Deluxe was not a party to the WVI distributorship agreement that it may be liable under
a tortious interference theory. See, e.g., Cookv. Little Caesar Enters., 972 F.Supp. 400,415
(E.D.Mich.l997), affd, 210 F.3d 653, 659-660 (6th Cir.2000)(explaining that an action for
tortious interference may only lie against an outside party since a party cannot interfere with its
own contract).
Further, the documentary evidence and Thurston's allegations give rise to the inference
that Deluxe's final approval was necessary for SBS to give consent to the WVI transaction and
that Deluxe withheld its approval only after Thurston refused to sign the release of claims against
it. SAC at~~ 195, 204, Exhs. 60, 66. Taking the allegations as true, Thurston has stated a claim
against Deluxe for tortious interference with the Thurston/Fiatt contract.

2.

Intentional Interference Legal Standard

Idaho treats interference with contract and interference with economic expectancy as
"nearly identical" torts. Highland Enterprises, Inc. v. Barker, 133 Idaho 330, 338, fn. 3, 986 P.2d
996, 1004 (1999). To state a valid claim for the latter, the plaintiff must establish: (1) The
existence of a valid economic expectancy; (2) knowledge of the expectancy on the part of the
interferer; (3) intentional interference inducing termination ofthe expectancy; (4) the
interference was wrongful by some measure beyond the fact of the interference itself (i.e. that the
defendant interfered for an improper purpose or improper means), and; (5) resulting damage to
the plaintiff whose expectancy has been disrupted. !d.
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a. Counts 7 and 8
Plaintiffs' allegations with regard to Counts 7 and 8 largely overlap with the allegations
giving rise to their tortious interference claims, as do Deluxe's arguments challenging the
validity of such claims. That the other Defendants, rather than Deluxe, were the true actors will
not be rehashed. However, Deluxe also argues that the claims must fail because Plaintiffs cannot
establish that Deluxe had the wrongful intent to interfere with Plaintiffs' rights to their Protected
Customers. Rather, to the extent Deluxe played any role in the solicitation of such customers, it
was pursuing a legitimate business activity which was not prohibited under Plaintiffs' respective
distributorship agreements. To this end, Deluxe points out that Plaintiffs' territories under their
distributorship agreements were non-exclusive arid nothing prevented other distributors from
selling Safeguard Systems within them.
There are two reasons, however, why Deluxe's position is untenable. First, in focusing on
the non-exclusive nature of the Plaintiffs' territories, Deluxe ignores the Customer Protection
provisions in the distributorship agreements, under which SBS contractually promised that if
Plaintiffs solicited or otherwise originated the first order by a customer - wherever located - for
any Safeguard product, then they were entitled to -and would receive -the exclusive rights to
all commissions generated from any and all sales to that customer for the next 36 months. Every
time they solicited a subsequent order from the customer, their 36 months of exclusive rights to
commissions started all over again. SAC at~~ 50-56. This right to commissions is tantamount to
an exclusive right to sales of Safeguard Systems to these customers.
Second, Plaintiffs state allegations which give rise to the inference that Deluxe had an
improper purpose or objective for its interference; that is, to eliminate Plaintiffs' distributorships,
or portions of their business, and replace them with IBF and DocuSource: This would increase
Deluxe's manufacturing operations by directing IBF and DocuSource's customer orders to its
factory. SAC at~~ 63-79. It would also result in increased usage of preferred vendors and
consequently more payments of rebates to Deluxe. !d. Thus, it was to Deluxe's financial benefit
that IBF and DocuSource (and not Plaintiffs) solicit orders from Plaintiffs' Protected Customers,
to Plaintiffs' detriment. !d. Plaintiffs also allege that Deluxe used wrongful means to accomplish
its goal of interfering with Plaintiffs' customer rights by concealing and misrepresenting the
Protected Customers which IBF and DocuSource were soliciting and the financial impact
associated therewith.

SAC,~~

80-84, Ex. 15.
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In any event, whether Deluxe's alleged conduct is actually wrongful or improper need not
be

addre~sed

at this stage. It is for the jury to infer culpable intent from conduct substantially

certain to interfere with the prospective economic relationship. Highland Enterprises, 133 Idaho
at 340, 986 P .2d atl 006 (1999). In sum, this Court finds Counts 7 and 8 sufficiently state a claim
for intentional interference with a prospective economic advantage against Deluxe.

b. Count6
Count 6 pertains to the failed VWI transaction and, again, its allegations largely echo
those stated in Count 5 as do Deluxe's challenges thereto. SAC at~~ 256-260. For the same
reasons explained above, Deluxe's challenges to Count 6 are insufficient to successfully result in
dismissal of the claim.

3.

Accounting - Counts 11 and 12

In their Accounting claims, Plaintiffs ask for an accounting of what Deluxe owes to them
in the form of commissions on sales by IBF and DocuSource which violated Plaintiffs' Customer
Protection rights. SAC

at~~

294-301. Deluxe does not have an independent objection to the

claims themselves, but argues they should be dismissed because they are based on "failed
claims." However, having found that Plaintiffs successfully stated interference claims against
Deluxe as stated above, this Court will not dismiss Plaintiffs' claims for Accounting.

V.

ORDER

For the foregoing reasons, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, AND THIS DOES ORDER, that
Deluxe's Motion to Dismiss for Lack of Personal Jurisdiction and for Failure to State a Claim is
DENIED.

'L/ Jt-7

f~~2y

Dated this-~- day 0/mver, 2015.
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DOCUSOURCE PRINT MANAGEMENT, an )
Oregon corporation; DELUXE
)
CORPORATION, a Minnesota corporation; and)
DOES 1-10,
)
Defendants.

~

COMES NOW Defendant DELUXE CORPORATION ("Deluxe"), by and through its
undersigned counsel of record, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP and Robins Kaplan LLP,
and responds to the Second Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial ("SAC") filed by
Plaintiffs, T3 Enterprises, Inc. ("T3") and Thurston Enterprises, Inc. (collectively, "Plaintiffs"),
as follows:
GENERAL DENIAL
Deluxe denies all allegations in the Second Amended Complaint not specifically admitted
herein.
SPECIFIC ADMISSIONS AND DENIALS
1.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 1, Deluxe admits that Exhibit 2 of the

SAC indicates Thurston signed an Interim Regional Distributor Agreement and became a
distributor for Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. ("SBS") on June 1, 1987, and that Exhibit 2
indicates Thurston was assigned a geographic, non-exclusive territory identified in Attachment A
thereto. Deluxe lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth of the
remaining allegations, and on that basis, Deluxe denies such allegations.
2.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 2, Deluxe admits that Exhibit 3

indicates Teply purchased rights to receive commissions on sales of Safeguard Systems from
Thurston for $598,118.32, and that Exhibit 5 indicates T3 became an authorized SBS distributor
and was assigned a geographic, non-exclusive territory identified in Attachment A thereto.
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Deluxe lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth of the
remaining allegations, and on that basis, Deluxe denies such allegations.
3.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 3, Deluxe admits that Exhibits 2 and 5

indicate that Plaintiffs were provided with certain account protection and commission rights.
Deluxe lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth of the
remaining allegations, and on that basis, Deluxe denies such allegations.
4.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 4, Deluxe admits that Exhibits 2 and 5

indicate that Plaintiffs were provided with certain account protection and commission rights.
Deluxe lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth of the
remaining allegations, and on that basis, Deluxe denies such allegations.
5.

Paragraph 5 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from Deluxe.

6.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 6, Deluxe admits that it acquired SBS

when it purchased New England Business Services, Inc. in 2004 and that it is the ultimate parent
company of SBS. Deluxe denies all remaining allegations in paragraph 6 that are made against
Deluxe.
7.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 7 that are made against Deluxe.

8.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 8 that are made against Deluxe.

9.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 9, Deluxe admits Safeguard

Acquisitions, Inc. ("SAl") is its indirect subsidiary. Deluxe denies all remaining allegations in
paragraph 9 that are made against Deluxe.
10.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 10 that are made against Deluxe.

11.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 11 that are made against Deluxe.
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12.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 12 that are made against Deluxe.

13.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 13 that are made against Deluxe.

14.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 14 that are made against Deluxe.

15.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 15 that are made against Deluxe.

16.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 16 that are made against Deluxe.

17.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 17 that are made against Deluxe.

18.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 18 that are made against Deluxe.

19.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 19 that are made against Deluxe.

20.

Paragraph 20 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE

21.

Deluxe preserves its right to appeal the Court's decision denying its motion to

dismiss. Otherwise, Deluxe does not contest jurisdiction or venue before this Court. Deluxe
denies any and all allegations of tortious or other wrongful conduct committed by it within the
State ofldaho.
THE PARTIES

22.

Deluxe lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 22, and on that basis denies such allegations.
23.

Deluxe lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 23, and on that basis denies such allegations.
24.

Paragraph 24 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
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25.

Paragraph 25 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
26.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 26, Deluxe admits that it is a

corporation organized and existing under the State of Minnesota with its principal place of
business in Shoreview, Minnesota. Deluxe further admits that SBS and SAl are indirect
subsidiaries ofDeluxe.
27.

Paragraph 27 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
28.

Paragraph 28 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
29.

Paragraph 29 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
30.

Paragraph 30 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
31.

Paragraph 31 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
32.

Paragraph 32 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
33.

Paragraph 33 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
34.

Paragraph 34 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
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35.

Paragraph 35 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
36.

Paragraph 36 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
37.

Paragraph 37 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
38.

Paragraph 38 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
39.

Paragraph 39 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
40.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 40, Deluxe admits that Safeguard

Franchise Sales, Inc. ("SFS II") is an indirect subsidiary of Deluxe. Deluxe denies all remaining
allegations in paragraph 40 that are made against Deluxe.
41.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 41, Deluxe admits that certain SBS

distributors have contractual agreements with SFS II. Deluxe denies all remaining allegations in
paragraph 41 that are made against Deluxe.
42.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 42, Deluxe admits that Exhibit 2 of the

SAC indicates Thurston signed an Interim Regional Distributor Agreement and became a
distributor SBS on June 1, 1987. Deluxe lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a
belief about the truth of the remaining allegations, and on that basis, Deluxe denies such
allegations, including any allegations relating to Exhibit 2.
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43.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 43, Deluxe lacks knowledge or

information sufficient to form a belief about the truth of the allegations, and on the basis, Deluxe
denies such allegations.
44.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 44, Deluxe lacks knowledge or

information sufficient to form a belief about the truth of the allegations, and on the basis, Deluxe
denies such allegations.
45.

Paragraph 45 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
46.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 46, Deluxe admits that Exhibit 3

indicates Teply purchased rights to receive commissions on sales of Safeguard Systems from
Thurston for $598,118.32, in 120 monthly installments of $4,984.32. Deluxe lacks knowledge or
information sufficient to form a belief about the ·truth of the remaining allegations, and on that
basis, Deluxe denies such allegations, including any allegations relating to Exhibit 3.
47.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 47, Deluxe admits that Exhibit 4

indicates Teply provided Thurston Enterprises with a "Personal Continuing Guarantee." Deluxe
lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth of the remaining
allegations, and on that basis, Deluxe denies such allegations, including any allegations relating
to Exhibit 4.
48.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 48, Deluxe admits that Exhibit 5

indicates T3 and SBS entered into an SBS distributor agreement. Deluxe lacks knowledge or
information sufficient to form a belief about the truth of the remaining allegations, and on that
basis, Deluxe denies such allegations, including any allegations relating to Exhibit 5.
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49.

Deluxe lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 49, and on that basis denies such allegations.
50.

Paragraph 50 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
51.

Paragraph 51 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
52.

Paragraph 52 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
53.

Paragraph 53 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
54.

Paragraph 54 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
55.

Paragraph 55 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
56.

Paragraph 56 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
57.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 57, Deluxe admits that it acquired SBS

when it purchased New England Business Services, Inc. in 2004, that it had revenues in excess
of $1.6 billion in 2014, that it is one of the largest check printers in the United States, and that it
provides personalized products and services to small businesses, fmancial institutions and
consumers. Deluxe lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth of
the remaining allegations, and on that basis, Deluxe denies such allegations.
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58.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 58 that are made against Deluxe.

59.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 59 that are made against Deluxe.

60.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 60 that are made against Deluxe.

61.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 61 that are made against Deluxe.

62.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 62 that are made against Deluxe.

63.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 63 that are made against Deluxe.

64.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 64 that are made against Deluxe.

65.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 65 that are made against Deluxe.

66.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 66 that are made against Deluxe.

67.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 67 that are made against Deluxe.

68.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 68 that are made against Deluxe.

69.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 69 that are made against Deluxe.

70.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 70 that are made against Deluxe.

71.

Deluxe lacks lmowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 71, and on that basis denies such allegations.
72.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 72 that are made against Deluxe.

73.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 73 that are made against Deluxe,

including any allegations relating to Exhibit 8.
74.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 74 that are made against Deluxe,

including any allegations relating to Exhibit 9.
75.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 75 that are made against Deluxe,

including any allegations relating to Exhibit 10.
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76.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 76 that are made against Deluxe,

including any allegations relating to Exhibit 11.
77.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 77 that are made against Deluxe,

including any allegations relating to Exhibit 12.
78.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 78 that are made against Deluxe.

79.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 79 that are made against Deluxe.

80.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 80 that are made against Deluxe,

including any allegations relating to Exhibit 13.
81.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 81 that are made against Deluxe.

82.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 82 that are made against Deluxe,

including any allegations relating to Exhibit 14.
83.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 83 that are made against Deluxe,

including any allegations relating to Exhibit 15.
84.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 84 that are made against Deluxe.

85.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 85 that are made against Deluxe,

including any allegations relating to Exhibit 16.
86.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 86 that are made against Deluxe.

87.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 87 that are made against Deluxe,

including any allegations relating to Exhibits 17-19.
88.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 88 that are made against Deluxe,

including any allegations relating to Exhibit 20.
89.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 89 that are made against Deluxe.
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90.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 90 that are made against Deluxe.

91.

In response to the allegations in paragraph 91, Deluxe admits that Terry D.

Peterson is a Senior Vice President and the Chief Financial Officer at Deluxe and that its
corporate headquarters are located at 3680 Victoria Street North, Shoreview, Minnesota 55126.
Deluxe denies all remaining allegations in paragraph 91 that are made against Deluxe, including
any allegations relating to Exhibit 21.
92.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 92 that are made against Deluxe,

including any allegations relating to Exhibit 22.
93.

Paragraph 93 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
94.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 94 that are made against Deluxe,

including any allegations relating to Exhibit 25.
95.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 95 that are made against Deluxe,

including any allegations relating to Exhibit 28.
96.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 96 that are made against Deluxe,

including any allegations relating to Exhibit 29.
97.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 97 that are made against Deluxe,

including any allegations relating to Exhibits 30-34.
98.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 98 that are made against Deluxe.

99.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 99 that are made against Deluxe.

100.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 100 that are made against Deluxe,

including any allegations relating to Exhibit 36.
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101.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 101 that are made against Deluxe,

including any allegations relating to Exhibit 37.
102.

Paragraph 102 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
103.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 103 that are made against Deluxe.

104.

Paragraph 104 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
105.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 105 that are made against Deluxe.

106.

Paragraph 106 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
107.

Paragraph 107 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
108.

Paragraph 108 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
109.

Paragraph 109 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
110.

Paragraph 110 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
111.

Paragraph 111 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
112.

Paragraph 112 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
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113.

Paragraph 113 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
114.

Paragraph 114 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
115.

Paragraph 115 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
116.

Paragraph 116 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
117.

Paragraph 117 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
118.

Paragraph 118 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
119.

Paragraph 119 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
120.

Paragraph 120 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
121.

Paragraph 121 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
122.

Paragraph 122 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
123.

Paragraph 123 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
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124.

Paragraph 124 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
125.

Paragraph 125 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
126.

Paragraph 126 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
127.

Paragraph 127 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
128.

Paragraph 128 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
129.

Paragraph 129 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
130.

Paragraph 130 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
131.

Paragraph 131 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
132.

Paragraph 132 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
133.

Paragraph 133 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
134.

Paragraph 134 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
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135.

Paragraph 135 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
136.

Paragraph 136 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
13 7.

Paragraph 13 7 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
138.

Paragraph 138 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
139.

Paragraph 139 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
140.

Paragraph 140 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
141.

Paragraph 141 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
142.

Paragraph 142 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
143.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 143 that are made against Deluxe.

144.

Paragraph 144 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
145.

Paragraph 145 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
146.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 146 that are made against Deluxe.
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147.

Paragraph 147 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
148.

Paragraph 148 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
149.

Paragraph 149 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
150.

Paragraph 150 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
151.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 151 that are made against Deluxe.

152.

Paragraph 152 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
153.

Paragraph 153 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
154.

Paragraph 154 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
155.

Paragraph 155 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
156.

Paragraph 156 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
157.

Paragraph 157 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
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158.

Paragraph 158 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
159.

Paragraph 159 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
160.

Paragraph 160 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
161.

Paragraph 161 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
162.

Paragraph 162 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
163.

Paragraph 163 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
164.

Paragraph 164 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
165.

Paragraph 165 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
166.

Paragraph 166 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
167.

Paragraph 167 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
168.

Paragraph 168 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
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169.

Paragraph 169 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
170.

Paragraph 170 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
171.

Paragraph 171 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
172.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 172 that are made against Deluxe,

including any allegations relating to Exhibits 53-54.
173.

Paragraph 173 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
174.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 174 that are made against Deluxe.

175.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 175 that are made against Deluxe.

176.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 176 that are made against Deluxe.

177.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 177 that are made against Deluxe.

178.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 178 that are made against Deluxe.

179.

Deluxe lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 179, and on that basis denies such allegations.
180.

Deluxe lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 180, and on that basis denies such allegations.
181.

Paragraph 181 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
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182.

Paragraph 182 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
183.

Paragraph 183 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
184.

Paragraph 184 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
185.

Paragraph 185 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
186.

Deluxe lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 186, and on that basis denies such allegations.
187.

Paragraph 187 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
188.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 188 that are made against Deluxe.

189.

Paragraph 189 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
190.

Paragraph 190 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
191.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 191 that are made against Deluxe.

192.

Paragraph 192 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
193.

Deluxe lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 193, and on that basis denies such allegations.
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194.

Paragraph 194 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
195.

Paragraph 195 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
196.

Deluxe lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 196, and on that basis denies such allegations.
197.

Paragraph 197 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
198.

Paragraph 198 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
199.

Paragraph 199 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
200.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 200 that are made against Deluxe.

201.

Paragraph 201 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
202.

Paragraph 202 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
203.

Paragraph 203 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
204.

Paragraph 204 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
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205.

Paragraph 205 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
206.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 206 that are made against Deluxe.

207.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 207 that are made against Deluxe.

208.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 208 that are made against Deluxe.

209.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 209 that are made against Deluxe.
FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Breach of Contract
(Thurston Enterprises against SBS)

210.

In response to paragraph 210, Deluxe incorporates by reference its responses to

each and every paragraph stated above as its answer to this paragraph, as if fully copied and set
forth at length herein.
211.

Paragraph 211 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
212.

Paragraph 212 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
213.

Paragraph 213 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
214.

Paragraph 214 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
215.

Paragraph 215 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
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216.

Paragraph 216 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Breach of the Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing
{Thurston Enterprises against SBS)

217.

In response to paragraph 217, Deluxe incorporates by reference its responses to

each and every paragraph stated above as its answer to this paragraph, as if fully copied and set
forth at length herein.
218.

Paragraph 218 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
219.

Paragraph 219 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
220.

Paragraph 220 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
221.

Paragraph 221 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
222.

Paragraph 222 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Tortious Interference with Contractual Relations - T3 Enterprises' RDA
(T3 Enterprises against SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, Dunn, JDHRS, KMMR,
DocuSource and Deluxe)

223.

In response to paragraph 223, Deluxe incorporates by reference its responses to

each and every paragraph stated above as its answer to this paragraph, as if fully copied and set
forth at length herein.
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224.

Deluxe lacks lmowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 224, and on that basis denies such allegations.
225.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 225 that are made against Deluxe.

226.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 226, including subparagraphs a-f, that

are made against Deluxe.
227.

Paragraph 227 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
228.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 228 that are made against Deluxe.

229.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 229 that are made against Deluxe.

230.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 230 that are made against Deluxe.

231.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 231 that are made against Deluxe.

232.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 232 that are made against Deluxe.

233.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 233 that are made against Deluxe.

FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Tortious Interference with Contractual Relations - Thurston RDA
(Thurston Enterprises against SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, Dunn, JDHRS,
KMMR, DocuSource and Deluxe)

234.

In response to paragraph 234, Deluxe incorporates by reference its responses to

each and every paragraph stated above as its answer to this paragraph, as if fully copied and set
forth at length herein.
235.

Deluxe lacks lmowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 235, and on that basis denies such allegations.
236. · Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 236 that are made against Deluxe.
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237.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 237, including subparagraphs a-f, that

are made against Deluxe.
238.

Paragraph 238 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
239.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 239 that are made against Deluxe.

240.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 240 that are made against Deluxe.

241.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 241 that are made against Deluxe.

242.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 242 that are made against Deluxe.

243.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 243 that are made against Deluxe.

244.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 244 that are made against Deluxe.

FIFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Tortious Interference with Contractual Relations - Thurston/Fiatt Agreement
(Thurston Enterprises against SBS and Deluxe)

245.

In response to paragraph 245, Deluxe incorporates by reference its responses to

each and every paragraph stated above as its answer to this paragraph, as if fully copied and set
forth at length herein.
246.

Deluxe lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 246, and on that basis denies such allegations.
247.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 247 that are made against Deluxe.

248.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 248 that are made against Deluxe.

249.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 249 that are made against Deluxe.

250.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 250 that are made against Deluxe.

251.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 251 that are made against Deluxe.
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252.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 252 that are made against Deluxe.

253.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 253 that are made against Deluxe.

254.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 254 that are made against Deluxe.

SIXTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Tortious Interference with Prospective Economic Advantage - Thurston/Fiatt Agreement
(Thurston Enterprises against SBS and Deluxe)

255.

In response to paragraph 255, Deluxe incorporates by reference its responses to

each and every paragraph stated above as its answer to this paragraph, as if fully copied and set
forth at length herein.
256.

Deluxe lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 256, and on that basis denies such allegations.
257.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 257 that are made against Deluxe.

258.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 258 that are made against Deluxe.

259.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 259 that are made against Deluxe.

260.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 260 that are made against Deluxe.

SEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Intentional Interference with Prospective Economic Advantage
(T3 Enterprises against SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS,
KMMR, DocuSource and Deluxe)

261.

In response to paragraph 261, Deluxe incorporates by reference its responses to

each and every paragraph stated above as its answer to this paragraph, as if fully copied and set
forth at length herein.
262.

Deluxe lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 262, and on that basis denies such allegations.
263.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 263 that are made against Deluxe.
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264.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 264, including subparagraphs a-j, that

are made against Deluxe.
265.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 265 that are made against Deluxe.

266.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 266 that are made against Deluxe.

267.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 267 that are made against Deluxe.

268.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 268 that are made against Deluxe.
EIGHTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Intentional Interference with Prospective Economic Advantage
(THURSTON Enterprises Against all Defendants)

269.

In response to paragraph 269, Deluxe incorporates by reference its responses to

each and every paragraph stated above as its answer to this paragraph, as if fully copied and set
forth at length herein.
270.

Deluxe lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth

of the allegations in paragraph 270, and on that basis denies such allegations.
271.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 271 that are made against Deluxe.

272.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 272, including subparagraphs a-j, that

are made against Deluxe.
273.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 273 that are made against Deluxe.

274.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 274 that are made against Deluxe.

275.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 275 that are made against Deluxe.

276.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 276 that are made against Deluxe.

277.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 277 that are made against Deluxe.

278.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 278 that are made against Deluxe.
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279.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 279 that are made against Deluxe.

280.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 280 that are made against Deluxe.

281.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 281 that are made against Deluxe.

NINTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
CONVERSION
{T3 Enterprises against SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, IBF, JDHRS, KMMR and
DocuSource)

282.

In response to paragraph 282, Deluxe incorporates by reference its responses to

each and every paragraph stated above as its answer to this paragraph, as if fully copied and set
forth at length herein.
283.

Paragraph 283 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
284.

Paragraph 284 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
285.

Paragraph 285 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
286.

Paragraph 286 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
287.

Paragraph 287 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
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TENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Conversion
{THURSTON Enterprises against SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, IBF, JDHRS,
KMMR and DocuSource)

288.

In response to paragraph 288, Deluxe incorporates by reference its responses to

each and every paragraph stated above as its answer to this paragraph, as if fully copied and set
forth at length herein.
289.

Paragraph 289 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
290.

Paragraph 290 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
291.

Paragraph 291 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
292.

Paragraph 292 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
293.

Paragraph 293 does not contain allegations that necessitate a response from

Deluxe.
ELEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
ACCOUNTING
(T3 Enterprises against SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, ffiF, JDHRS, KMMR,
DOCUSOURCE AND DELUXE)

294.

In response to paragraph 294, Deluxe incorporates by reference its responses to

each and every paragraph stated above as its answer to this paragraph, as if fully copied and set
forth at length herein.
295.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 295 that are made against Deluxe.
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296.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 296 that are made against Deluxe.

297.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 297 that are made against Deluxe.
TWELFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
ACCOUNTING
(Thurston Enterprises against ALL DEFENDANTS)

298.

In response to paragraph 298, Deluxe incorporates by reference its responses

to each and every paragraph stated above as its answer to this paragraph, as if fully copied
and set forth at length herein.
299.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 299 that are made against Deluxe.

300.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 300 that are made against Deluxe.

301.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 301 that are made against Deluxe.
ATTORNEY FEES

302.

Deluxe denies all allegations in paragraph 302 that are made against Deluxe.
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

Deluxe admits that Plaintiffs' Second Amended Complaint seeks a demand for jury trial
pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 38. Deluxe denies that Plaintiffs are entitled to a jury
trial.
RESPONSE TO PRAYER FOR RELIEF

Deluxe denies that Plaintiffs are entitled to any of the relief requested in the Second
Amended Complaint.
SEPARATE, ALTERNATIVE AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES

For its separate, alternative and affirmative defenses, Deluxe pleads as follows:
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1.

The Second Amended Complaint fails to state a claim against Deluxe upon which

relief can be granted, and the claims in the Second Amended Complaint directed against Deluxe
should be dismissed under Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6).
2.

Plaintiffs are barred from maintaining this action against Deluxe because this

Court lacks personal jurisdiction over Deluxe.
3.

Plaintiffs are barred from maintaining this action because Plaintiffs failed to

present a justiciable controversy between Plaintiffs and Deluxe.
4.

Plaintiffs are barred from maintaining this action against Deluxe based upon the

doctrine of estoppel.
5.

Plaintiffs are barred from maintaining this action against Deluxe based upon the

doctrine ofwaiver.
6.

Plaintiffs are barred from maintaining this action against Deluxe based upon the

doctrine of laches.
7.

Plaintiffs are barred from maintaining this action against Deluxe because they

have released some or all of their claims against Deluxe.
8.

Plaintiffs are barred from maintaining this action against Deluxe because

Deluxe's acts were justified.
9.

Plaintiffs should be denied any reliefherein on the ground of unclean hands.

10.

Plaintiffs are barred from maintaining this action against Deluxe because they

have not been harmed or suffered any damages as a direct and proximate result of any conduct of
Deluxe.
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11.

Plaintiffs are barred from maintaining this action against Deluxe because they

have violated Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 11(a)(1).
12.

Plaintiffs are barred from maintaining this action against Deluxe because their

claims are barred by the applicable statute of limitations.
13.

Plaintiffs are barred from maintaining this action against Deluxe based on

Plaintiffs' agreement to accept payment and/or compensation to resolve the claims alleged in this
action.·
14.

Plaintiffs are barred from maintaining this action against Deluxe based on

Plaintiffs' ratification of the conduct upon which the claims in the Second Amended Complaint
are based.
15.

Without in any way admitting any of the allegations contained in the Second

Amended Complaint, Plaintiffs have failed to take reasonable steps to mitigate any alleged
damages, if any.
16.

Deluxe denies that Plaintiffs have been damaged, in part, or at all, by Deluxe's

actions; however, in the event that any of the Plaintiffs' claims are found valid, Plaintiffs'
recovery must be offset, including by any amounts owed to other distributors and to Deluxe for
any and all breaches by Plaintiffs.
17.

In the event that Plaintiffs failed to describe their claims, and the facts upon which

such claims are based, with sufficient particularity to allow Deluxe to ascertain what additional
affirmative defenses may appropriately be asserted in this matter, Deluxe specifically reserves
the right to amend this Answer and any affirmative defenses alleged hereinabove, and to add
additional affirmative defenses, as necessary. Deluxe also reserves the right to assert additional
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affirmative defenses if discovery or Deluxe's investigation reveals grounds for the assertion of
the additional defenses, including without limitation affirmative defenses that are referenced in
Rule 8(c) ofthe Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure or are otherwise available under applicable law.
WHEREFORE, Deluxe prays for judgment as follows:
1.

That Plaintiffs' Second Amended Complaint, and each and every claim alleged

therein against Deluxe, be dismissed in its entirety, with prejudice, and that judgment against
Plaintiffs be entered in favor of Deluxe such that any and all claims for damages of any sort or
nature be denied.
2.

That Deluxe be awarded its costs, including reasonable attorneys' fees.

3.

For such other and further relief as thi~ Court may deem just and proper.

DATED THIS

j2:_ day of December, 2015

By

~

Steven F. Schossberger, ISBN . 5358
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY
LLP
Attorneys for Defendant
DELUXE CORPORATION
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By~~~~~~~---------------Christopher S. Reeder
WesleyW. Lew
ROBINS KAPLAN LLP
Attorneys for Defendant
DELUXE CORPORATION
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this l~Y day ofDecember, 2015, I caused to be served a
true copy of the foregoing DEFENDANT DELUXE CORPORATION'S ANSWER TO
SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of
the following:
Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS,
CHTD
101 S. Capitol Blvd., lOth Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701-0829
[Attorneys for Plaintiffs)

0 U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
0 Hand Delivered
0 Overnight Mail
~-mail: pmo@moffatt.com
ccg@moffatt.com
0 Telecopy: 208.385.5384

James M. Mulcahy (Admitted pro hac vice)
Kevin A. Adams (Admitted pro hac vice)
Douglas R. Luther (Admitted pro hac vice)
MulcahyLLP
4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
Irvine, California, 92614
[Attorneys for Plaintiffs]

0 U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
0 Hand Delivered
0 Overnight Mail
)q}E-mail:
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
kadamas@mulcahyllp.com
0 Telecopy: 949.252.0090

Steve~
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Patricia M. Olsson, ISB No. 3055
C. Clayton Gill, ISB No. 4973
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK &
FIELDS, CHARTERED
101 S. Capitol Blvd., lOth Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 345-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
pmo@moffatt.com
ccg@moffatt.com
25981.0000

By AUSTIN LOWE
DEPUTY

James M. Mulcahy (Admitted Pro Hac Vice)
Kevin A. Adams (Admitted Pro Hac Vice)
Douglas R. Luther (Admitted Pro Hac Vice)
MVLCAHYLLP
Four Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
kadams@mulcahyllp.com
Telephone (949) 252-9377
Facsimile (949) 252-0090
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV-OC-2014-16400

PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO
CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS'
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS

vs.
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.,
a Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD

PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND
REDACTIONS- 1
Client:4050785.1
001618

ORIGirt!AL

ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Delaware
corporation; TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, an
individual; JAMIE MCCORMICK, an
individual; MICHAEL DUNLAP, an
individual; IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS,
INC., an Idaho corporation; JAMES DUNN,
an individual; JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; FORM SYSTEMS
INC. dba DOCUSOURCE PRINT
MANAGEMENT, an Oregon corporation;
DELUXE CORPORATION, a Minnesota
corporation; and DOES 1-10,
Defendants.

COME NOW plaintiffs T3 Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston Enterprises, Inc., by
and through undersigned counsel of record, and hereby file this motion to challenge defendants'
attorney-eyes only designations, confidentiality designations, privilege designations, and
redactions on the basis of privilege and non-responsiveness.
This motion is supported by the following pleadings filed contemporaneously
herewith:
1.

Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion to Challenge Defendants'

Designations and Redactions;
2.

Declaration of James M. Mulcahy in Support of Motion to Challenge

Defendants' Designations and Redactions; and

PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND
REDACTIONS - 2
Client:4050785.1
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3.

Declaration of Douglas R. Luther in Support of Motion to Challenge

Defendants' Designations and Redactions.
DATED this 20th day of January, 2016.
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK &
FIELDS, CHARTERED

By~d~-C. Clayton Gill - Of the Firm
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND
REDACTIONS - 3
Clien\:4050785.1
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 20th day of January, 2016, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS'
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS to be served by the method indicated below, and
addressed to the following:
Steven F. Schossberger
Dane A. Bolinger
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main St., Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Facsimile (208) 954-5260
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendants

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
(X) E-Mail

Christopher S. Reeder (Pro Hac Vice)
Wesley W. Lew (Pro Hac Vice)
ROBINS KAPLAN LLP
2049 Century Park East Suite 3400
Los Angeles, CA 90067
Facsimile (31 0) 229-5800
WLew@RobinsKaplan.com
CReeder@RobinsKaplan.com
Attorneys for Deluxe Corporation

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
(X) E-Mail

C. Clayton Gill
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Patricia M. Olsson, ISB No. 3055
C. Clayton Gill, ISB No. 4973
MOFFATT THOMAS
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 1Oth Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 345-2000
Facsimile: (208) 385-5384
Email: PMO@moffatt.com
CCG@moffatt.com

CHRJSTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By AUSTIN LOWE
DEPUTY

James M. Mulcahy (Ca. SBN 213547)- pro hac vice

jmulcahy@mulcahyllp. com
Kevin A. Adams (Ca. SBN 239171)- pro hac vice

kadams@mulcahyllp. com
MULCAHYLLP
Four Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Telephone: (949) 252-9377
Facsimile: (949) 252-0090
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation
Plaintiffs,

S~~UARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,

l

Case No. CV -OC-1416400

)
) DECLARATION OF JAMES M. MULCAHY
) IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO CHALLENGE
DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND
REDACTIONS

~

l
l

INC., a Delaware corporation;
)
[EXHIBITS A, B, C, D, F, G AND H TO BE
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a
FILED UNDER SEAL]
Delaware corporation; TRESSA
MCLAUGHLIN, an individual; JAMIE
MCCORMICK, an individual; MICHAEL )
DUNLAP, an individual; IDAHO
)
BUSINESS FORMS, INC. an Idaho
)
corporation; JAMES DUNN, an individual;)
JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
)
company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited )
liability company; FORM SYSTEMS INC. )
dba DOCUSOURCE PRINT
)
MANAGEMENT, an Oregon corporation; ))
DELUXE CORPORATION, a Minnesota )
)
corporation; and DOES 1-10,
Defendants.

)
)
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I, James M. Mulcahy, declare as follows:
1.

I am duly admitted to practice before all courts ofthe State of California and

Illinois, and am a member of federal district courts for the Central District of California and the
Northern District of Illinois. I am also admitted to practice before the United States Court of
Appeals for the Ninth and Seventh Circuits. I am the lead attorney for Plaintiffs T3 and Thurston
Enterprises, Inc. I file this declaration in support of Plaintiffs' Motion to Challenge Defendants
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. ("SBS") and Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. ("SAl")
(collectively, the "Safeguard Defendants"), Idaho Business Forms, Inc., James Dunn and
JDHRS, LLC (collectively, the "IBF Defendants"), Tressa McLaughlin, Jamie McCormick,
KMMR, LLC (collectively, the "KMMR Defendants"), Michael Dunlap's ("Dunlap") and
Deluxe Corporations' Designations and Redactions.
2.

I have reviewed thousands of documents produced by Defendants. Additionally,

my colleagues have provided with me with documents selected and culled from their review of
over 150,000 pages of documents.
3.

Defendants have engaged in the frequent use of privilege claims, excessive

redactions and Attorneys' Eyes Only designations. This has resulted in key evidence not being
produced and has interfered with my ability to communicate with my clients. These erroneous
designations were most notable in Defendants' December 28, 2015 production but have been
seen throughout Defendants' productions. These tactics, in addition to the delays in the
document productions, have made discovery unbearably difficult and time consuming.
4.

Redactions have covered up documents under the guise that portions are non-

responsive to the point that the documents are indecipherable. For example, documents
produced on December 28, 2015 included an 84 page spreadsheet for which only a portion of a
few pages is visible. A true and correct copy ofthis document, labeled DELUXE_ID-0000174 is
attached hereto as Exhibit A. Another example is a 10 page powerpoint entitled "Safeguard
BAM" for which only the cover page and a few lines of text remain. A true and correct copy of
this document, labeled DELUXE_ID-0000 162 is attached hereto as Exhibit B.

-2MULCAHY DECL. ISO MOTION TO CHALLENGE DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
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5.

Privilege claims have also been used when there is no attorney-client

communication. Defendants' use of the privilege designation has been inconsistent. In
numerous occasions the same documents have been produced multiple times wherein one
contains privilege redactions and the other does not. In these instances, the unmarked (or nonredacted) document has been insightful. These unmarked documents show that Defendants are
incorrectly using the privilege designation. For instance, Defendants produced two versions of
an email correspondence, each containing the same underlying May 3, 2013 email from JJ
SmTenti to Lee Schram. The email contains a schedule for the due diligence for the DocuSource
acquisition. In one document, DELUXE_ID-0000988, the text next to Monday, May 6 is
redacted. A true and correct copy ofDELUXE_ID-0000988 is attached hereto as Exhibit C. In
another email, DEFS0128014, the entire underlying email is included. The text reads "Monday,
May 6 - Final purchase agreement inserted, sent to legal team for review and additional
comments". A true and correct copy ofDEFS0128014 is attached hereto as Exhibit D. The fact
that an agreement was sent to a legal deprutment does not constitute an attorney client privileged
communication.
6.

In other instance, the due diligence summary for the IBF transaction was

produced twice. In the first production, DEFS0003903, as there should be, there is no
confidentiality designation and no redactions. A true and correct copy ofDEFS0003903 is
attached hereto as Exhibit E. In the same document, DELUXE_ID-0003487, produced later by
Deluxe, it is marked "Highly Confidential- Attorneys' Eyes Only" and the portions regarding
Michael Dunlap are redacted. A true and correct copy ofDELUXE_ID-0003487 is attached
hereto as Exhibit F. The Dunlap pages in the due diligence summary show a mere fact
investigation regarding DocuSource. There is no legal advice given or solicited. The nature of
these documents suggest that other documents have been erroneously marked attorney-client
privileged. They also suggest that anytime an individual mentions Dunlap's name in
correspondence that information has been redacted regardless of whether any attorney-client
communication or advice was occurring. These redactions have made it more difficult to

- 3MULCAHY DECL. ISO MOTION TO CHALLENGE DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
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ascertain how cenain events transpired, Dunlap's role in the events and what factual information
was communicated to Sl3S and DchtXe executives.
7.

Defendants, in particular, Deluxe have used the confidential and highly

confidential (or AEO) designations frequently despite there being no highly sensitive
information in many ofthe documents containing the designation. This can be seen from
Exhibit F. mentioned above, which regards che 2013 acquisition ofDocuSource and certainly
does nor contain any cutTently sensitive information. lndeed, blank pages have been marked
confidential or given an AEO designation. A true and coJTect copy of some ofthese pages arc
attached hereto as Exhibit G. These documents demonstrate that the confidential and AEO
designations have been abused.
8.

In my review ofDefendants' privileged documents and redactions, Thave selected

and put aside any document wherein it appeared that the document was mistakenly produced as
privileged. Tn summary, these doctlltlentg are found in at least the following three contexts: (1)
Dunlap's due diligence ofthe IBF and DocuSow:ce acquisitions; (2) Dunlap's monitoring of
customer sales; and (3) Dunlap,s correspondence with Plaintiffs and internally regarding whether
there are cross-over customers. A true and correct copy of these documents are attached as
Exhibit H.
Tdeclare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the laws of the United States of America
and the State ofldaho that the foregoing is true and correct.
Executed this 19th day of January, 2016, at Boise, IdahQ.

~4-
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 20th day of January, 2016, I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing DECLARATION OF JAMES M. MULCAHY IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS to be
served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Steven F. Schossberger
Dane Bolinger
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main St., Suite 1000
P.O.Box1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Facsimile (208) 954-5260
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendants

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
(X) E-Mail

Christopher S. Reeder (Pro Hac Vice)
Wesley W. Lew (Pro Hac Vice)
ROBINS KAPLAN LLP
2049 Century Park East Suite 3400
Los Angeles, CA 90067
Facsimile (31 0) 229-5800
WLew@RobinsKaplan.com
CReeder@RobinsKaplan.com
Attorneys for Deluxe Corporation

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
(X) E-Mail

C. Clayton Gill
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Due Diligence Summary-IBF, Inc.
The Due Diligence team conducted analysis across subject areas including:

AcctJFinance
Cassie Clark

Target accounting practices, billing, inventory, write-offs, vendor payments, credit issuance and related policies and procedures
Revenue recognition impact/cOnsideration related to system usage
Cash requirements
Financial audit and control environment

Fit Analysis
Phil Odella

PFEP
Assessment of order specs against manufacturing capabilities and pricing structures
"\
Evaluation of potential insource performance
Analysis of top suppliers to understand how our mfg capability compares

HR
Rex Jones

Third party payroll record information and review
Employment and related contract review
HR file/employee evaluation analysis

Sales & Marketing
Integration
Amy Tiller

Evaluation of FD0/30/60/90 plan for going-forward operations
Evaluation of key human capital
Assessment of immediate support needs and follow-up
Sales growth strategies and implementation to meet/exceed forecast

Legal
Mike Dunlap

Review of customer contracts, employment agreements, leases and related contracts
Evaluation of transaction purchase and related agreements

Modeling

Prior performancelactuals based upon monthly and annual flnancial information;
Expected variances in cost structure s and amounts through Company operation post-close

Dewayne Ivy
RiskMgmt
Suzanna Savoie

Background & credit checks on shareholders
UCC-1 investigation
DNB Report

Tax
Brian Nordling

Evaluation of historical tax return data
Assessment of provisions of purchase agreements related to tax impact
Historical tax payments/obligations

@)safeguard
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DEFS0003903

Due Diligence Findings Summary Reports
Accounting/Finance (Cassie Clark)
Key Findings
• Revenue Recognition- ffiF is not currently accounting under Bill and Hold method for revenue recognition,
$234krevenue timing (3% of total annual revenue). Potential operating Income, fmancial model impact in Year
1.
• Month End Close -Caretake Model-To account for under the caretake model we will maintain the modules
utilized today in eQuantum and upload via journal entry to SAP.
• Reserves for Accounts Receivable- no process for recording reserves for accounts receivable. Write-offs <1%
and performed on specific identification method.
• Segregation of Duties and Controls - 2.0 FTE's in Accounting Department, environment is weak due to size and
staffing.
• Forecasting Process for P&L- no formal forecasting process exists today
• Mid-Month Close- uncertainty at this point of the systematic capability to close mid-month
• Credit and Collections -no formal credit approval or collections process.

Risks
• Revenue Recogt?.ition - Potential that recording deferred revenue liability associated with Bill & Hold accounting
requirements will negatively impact Year 1 profit profile. Amount is expected to be approximately 3% total
revenue.
• Month End Close -ability to close transactions in 2 days.
• Aged Accounts Receivable, expect to be minimal based on historical write-off's.

@)safeguard
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Diligence Findings Summary Reports
Accounting/Finance- cont' d (Cassie Clark)
Risks - cont'd
• Segregation of Duties and Controls - identify, remediate and mitigate
• Forecasting Process for P&L- understand timing of revenue and expenses
• Bank Accounts and Merchant Credit Card Processing-setup lockbox for customer AR deposits, AP via Safeguard
operating account and ability to accept credit card payment s on accounts receivable.
• Mid-Month Close -ability to close general ledger for closing/opening balance sheet.
Credit and Collections - aged uncollectible accounts receivable, not expected to have a material impact based on
historical write-off's.

Mitigation:
• Revenue Recognition -setup process for deferred revenue & change go forward invoicing when inventory leaves
warehouse to customer.
• Month End Close - develop a method to close general ledger in 2 days. Utilize estimates in the interim
• Reserves -develop a process for recording reserves.
• Segregation of Duties and Controls - apply compensating controls and modify accounting duties to incorporate
otli.er departments within Safeguard/Deluxe , for example, Treasury departmentllockbox.
• Forecasting Process for P&L- develop a process for standardized forecasting
• Bank A~c~';lnts and Merchant Credit Card Processing- setup lockbox for customer AR cash, identify merchant
card actiVIties.
• Mid-Month Close- open new instance of EQuantum for Day 1, IBF closes pre-acquisition instance of EQuantum
• Credit and Collections - develop a process for credit and collections
001630
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Due Diligence Findings Summary Reports
Fit Analysis (Brian Scargill)
Key Findings
•
•
•

Completed PFEP (supplier/product/customer) walk through to identify insource opportunity =
23%
Based on location, freight expense generally had a negligible impact on the model
Additional opportunity based on:
• The W2 processing business would require a specific program and related e-commerce
development to capture (currently excluded, 20% of total revenue)
• A specialty labels solution would provide an additional 7% of rev.

Risks
•
•
•

Affiliated Caretake- focus on the general business transition with non-Safeguard Distributor
leadership may delay insource switch
Existing Suppliers - current supplier relationship with affiliated management could
complicate insource conversion
Post-care take- None

Mitigation:
•
•

Clear business objectives for the Affiliated Caretake leadership
Clear support structure (Tiller) for the Affiliated owner, to keep focus on critical priorities

(i)sateguarcf
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Due .Diligence Findings Summary Reports
HR (Rex Jones)

Key Findings
• Stability of workforce and leadership - Tressa McLaughlin to create employee leasing firm and re-employ all
current employees
• Employee handbook consistent with expectations
• Benefit plans reasonable I standard
• SIMPLE IRA- no 5500 filing requirement

Risks
• Ongoing management of ffiF staff will be managed by Tressa McLaughlin, through her HR staffing firm,
KMMR,LLC.
.
• Not all employees covered by noncompete I nondisclosure agreements

Mitigation:
• Active involvement from Safeguard leadership to ensure alignment of HR strategies and resolution of issues
with Tressa McLaughlin
• Implementation of new noncoiil_Re!_e !_nondisclosure agreements for all key personnel upon transition to
McLaughlin leasing company, KMMR, LLC.

@)Safeguard
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Due Diligence Findings Summary Reports
Sales And Marketing Integration· (Amy Tiller)

Key Findings

•
•
•
•

Management will remain with strong, long-term operational existing management team with Tressa
McLaughlin as President. She has 23 years history with IBF. Also includes CFO Jamie McCormick (14
years)
Primary verticals are statement (w2) processing, government, healthcare
Consistent annual organic revenue growth year over year
70%+ of current business on repeatable programs with inventory distribution components

Risks
•

•
•

Sales Staff- currently no dedicated sales manager. Sales staff is spread out regionally throughout the
state.
Previous owner- has significant presence in statement processing business .
Majority of customer relationships reside with the individual sales associate .

@)safeguard
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Due Diligence Findings Summary Reports·
Sales And Marketing Integration (Amy Tiller)
Cont'd

Mitigation:
• Creation of a sales manager role with specific expectations around sales forecast to bring the sales
staff into a more focused unit positionea. for growth.
• Clear expectations of the assignment of key accounts to other sales associates. Clear expectation
around former owner's role in the statement processing business and the related sales.
• Leverage care take period- Marketing- aggressive marketing of expanded product line and
services through SG/DLX. Creation of quarterly campaigns on the local level.
• Leverage care take period to support business objectives - support the development of additional
ecommerce sites to oeliver added value to current customers, as well as attract new customers
• Continuity of leadership with Tressa McLaughlin and Jamie McCormick cooperating with
Safeguard Integration team to reach goals of insourcing, growing revenue and reducmg costs and
expenses

@)safeguard
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Due Diligence Findings Summary Reports
Modeling (Dewayne Ivy)
Key Findings
•
•
•
•
•

Marketing and other services (MOS) expected to be 43% of projected revenue
Internal Rate of Return (IRR) is projected to be 26% .
Fit Analysis reflects insourcing opportunities of 23%.
Operating Income (OI) is 13.5% in year one, 11.3% in year five.
Customer metrics are exceptional. Customer Retention 76%, Repeat Rate 92%, Top 20 Concentration
30%, 1900 Customers

Risks
• Underperforming on leading insourcing opportunities
• Underperforming management of costs and expenses
• Underperforming on revenue generation and expectations

Mitigation:
• Retain current quality management team with history in the company (23 years) and current President
ofPSDA.
• To insure goals are met with guidance of Safeguard Integration Team
• Anticipated eventual buyer has history with business as President, is well-qualified to assume
ownership and is current President of industry group PSDA;
• Contractual ability to maintain rights to customers I control of operations on sale;
• Caretake structure allows Safeguard to control/manage expenses, gross margins and net profit.
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Due Diligence Findings Summary Reports
Risk Management (Suzanna Savoie)
Key Findings
•Shareholder has clean background and good personal credit rating
• D&B report on corporation favorable from a credit and historical payment standpoint
• Identified 2 UCC-lliens filed by Mountain West Bank, one on enterprise which was terminated 8/2/13 and the
second on specific equipment, as well as a US Bancorp lien on specific equipment

Risks
• Erosion of credit standing during due diligence phase
• Outstanding liens against assets of the enterprise

Mitigation
• Purchase Agreement language requirements associated with change in operating procedures
• Re-issuance of business and personal background and credit check authorization with protracted due diligence
process
• UCC-lliens to be released prior to or at closing
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Due Diligence Findings Summary Reports
Legal (Mike Dunlap)

Key Findings
• Entity in good standing as represented by State of Idaho Department of State
• Litigation, judgment, lien, and UCC mitigating activity is planned and under way.

Risks
•
•
•

As with any transaction, risk is present related to 'misrepresentation and/or failure to disclose relevant
agreements, facts and other items as required pursuant to the Agreement
Despite the presence of contracts and agreements, there exists the risk that terms and conditions will not
't!e upheld by parties to agreements
There is an above normal number of account protection issues due to the area in which the targeted
business is located. Those potential account protection issues have been identified. Resolution efforts
are underway to negate potential loss of sales.

Mitigation:
• Upon execution, the transactional documents, provide remedies to Safeguard in the event seller is
deemed to have failed to provide required information, pursuant to the Agreement.

flsafeguard
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Due Diligence Findings Summary Reports
Tax (Brian Nordling)

Key Findings
• Asset purchase minimizes exposure to pre-acquisition income tax issues
• Business asset acquisitions in Idaho are exempt from sales tax
• Sales tax rate table can be implemented in their (eQuantum) billing system

@

minimal cost

Risks
• Timeframe for installing the necessary saies tax calculation module is unknown

Mitigation:
• Initially, invoices > $5K will be reviewed by Tax
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation
Plaintiffs,

v.

~

l
~
~
)

Case No. CV -OC-1416400
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO CHALLENGE
DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND
REDACTIONS

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
INC., a Delaware corporation;
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a
Delaware corporation; TRESSA
MCLAUGHLIN, an individual; JAMIE
)
MCCORMICK, an individual; MICHAEL )
DUNLAP, an individual; IDAHO
)
BUSINESS FORMS, INC. an Idaho
~
corporation; JAMES DUNN, an individual;)
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JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited ,liability
)
company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited )
liability company; FORM SYSTEMS INC.~
dba DOCUSOURCE PRINT
)
MANAGEMENT, an Oregon corporation; )
DELUXE CORPORATION, a Minnesota ~
corporation; and DOES 1-10,
~
Defendants.

)

Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises, Inc. ("T3 Enterprises") and Thurston Enterprises, Inc.
("Thurston") (collectively, "Plaintiffs"), hereby submit this memorandum in support of their
Motion to Challenge Defendants Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. ("SBS") and Safeguard
Acquis,itions, Inc. ("SAl") (collectively, the "Safeguard Defendants"), Idaho Business Forms,
Inc., James Dunn and JDHRS, LLC (collectively, the "IBF Defendants"), Tressa McLaughlin,
Jamie McCormick, KMMR, LLC (collectively, the "KMMR Defendants"), Michael Dunlap's
("Dunlap") and Deluxe Corporations' Designations and Redactions.
I.

INTRODUCTION
Defendants have engaged in the rampant use of privilege claims, excessive redactions

and Attorneys' Eyes Only designations which have resulted in key evidence being covered up
and counsel's communications with their clients being interfered with. This was most notable in
Deluxe's December 28,2015 document production but has been seen throughout Defendants'
productions. These tactics, in addition to the delays in the document productions, have made
discovery unbearably difficult and time consuming.
Defendants have flagrantly abused the attorney client and work product privilege
designations. Documents have been marked privileged where no legal advice was given or
solicited. The problem revolves around Defendant and SBS General Counsel Michael Dunlap.
The privileged designation has been repeatedly used simply because Dunlap was mentioned,
copied, a sender or recipient of an email or document. Information has also been redacted where
Dunlap was involved in creating a document. The issue is that Michael Dunlap has operated in a
business role in at least three contexts: (1) the due diligence of the IBF and DocuSource
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acquisitions; (2) monitoring customer sales; and (3) corresponding with Plaintiffs and internally
regarding whether there are cross-over customers. In these situations, Dunlap's involvement was
for business purposes and consisted of factual investigation. Thus, the privilege designation and
corresponding redactions should be removed from these documents.
Defendants, led by Deluxe counsel, have erroneously marked 208 documents, amounting
to many thousand pages of documents, as Highly Confidential - Attorneys Eyes Only ("AEO").
There is no highly sensitive information in these 208 documents and there is no risk of injury
from disclosure. In a telling example, Deluxe has marked many blank or redacted pages as
AEO. Although these are the most obviously wrongly designated documents, the rest similarly
lack a basis for the AEO designation. The documents produced by Deluxe primarily revolve
around the due diligence for the 2013 Deluxe acquisitions ofiBF and DocuSource, company
owned distributors. These publically announced acquisitions were completed in 2013 and these
entities thereafter sold by Deluxe in 2015. Thus, these deal documents and due diligence no
longer constitute sensitive information. There is no risk from disclosing the details of these
transactions and certainly no basis for these documents being withheld from Plaintiffs
themselves. Thus, these documents should have no confidential designation or at most a
designation of "Confidential".
Defendants, led by Deluxe counsel, have also redacted portions of documents responsive
to the Comt's September 16, 2015 order. These redactions note "Redacted-Non-Responsive"
and cover nearly the entirety of certain documents. This results in only small portions of the
documents, sometimes only a few lines of text, being observable. These redactions have
rendered documents indecipherable and have deprived Plaintiffs of knowing the context of
responsive information. Deluxe does not have a right to cover up responsive documents with
"non-responsive" redactions. If part of the document is responsive, the entire document is
responsive. The use of the redaction results in the altering of key evidence.
For these reasons, Plaintiffs respectfully request that the Court carry out an in camera
inspection of the privileged documents attached as Exhibit H to the Declaration of James M.
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Mulcahy and also order that the Attorneys' Eyes Only designation and "non-responsive"
redactions be removed from Deluxe's document production.

II.

RELEVANT FACTUAL BACKGROUND

A. Defendants Have Rampantly Used The Attorney-Client Privilege Designation As To
Any Document That Mentions Michael Dunlap
Defendants have prevented Plaintiffs from obtaining key evidence through the use of
excessive attorney-client privilege claims. (Mulcahy Decl., ~~ 5-6, 8, Exhs. C-F, H.) The
problem revolves around Defendant and SBS General Counsel Michael Dunlap. Plaintiffs have
alleged that Dunlap operated far outside the traditional General Counsel role. Dunlap has
operated in a business role in at least three contexts. One, Dunlap was involved in investigating
what customers IBF and_DocuSource sold to prior to Deluxe's acquisition ofthose entities.
(SAC,~~

82-84.) As part of this due diligence, Dunlap was involved in comparing IBF and

DocuSource's customer lists to that of the Safeguard distributors, such as Plaintiffs, who
operated in the same geographical area. ld Dunlap made factual findings as to what the crossover sales and commissions were. Id. He communicated these findings internally to key
executives at both SBS and parent company Deluxe. ld.
Secondly, IBF and DocuSource were both managed by Deluxe and SBS for two years
from 2013 to 2015. (SAC,~~ 96-100.) During this time, Dunlap worked with other SBS and
Deluxe employees to consistently monitor IBF and DocuSource's customer sales. ld He and
the other employees measured which of these sales were to Plaintiffs' protected customers
(whom they have exclusive rights to) and how much commissions were at stake (as they were
supposed to be paid to Plaintiffs). Jd.
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Third, Dunlap took over the role previously handled by a regional manager, of interfacing
directly with the distributors regarding these cross-over customer sales. He was the primary
point of contact for Plaintiffs who kept inquiring into whether and to what extent IBF and
DocuSource were selling to their protected customers. (SAC, ~~ 106-171.) In this role, he
concealed and misrepresented to Plaintiffs the extent of the cross-over customer sales and
commissions at stake. ld. Further, he communicated these misrepresentations and his acts of
concealment to executives at SBS and Deluxe. These internal communications have been
marked privileged.
In each of these contexts, Dunlap acted in a business role. However, Defendants has
simply used the privileged designation whenever Dunlap was mentioned, copied, a sender or
recipient of an email or document. Information has also been redacted where Dunlap was
involved in creating a document. Defendants' unrestrained use of the privilege designation
ignores the reality of Dunlap's role in this dispute. In the aforementioned situations, Dunlap's
involvement with a document does not make the document attorney-client privileged.

B. Deluxe's Tardy Document Production Flagrantly Abused The Attorneys Eyes Only
And Privilege Designations As Well As Made Erroneous Redactions
As a testament to Defendants' discovery obstruction, the documents in dispute in this
Motion are those responsive to Plaintiffs' discovery from February 2015. On August 7, 2015,
the Court heard Plaintiffs Motion to Compel asking, in part, that Defendant SBS be required to
produce its parent company Deluxe's responsive documents. (Declaration of Douglas R. Luther
("Luther Decl. "), ~ 3.) After Defendants further disputed what occurred at this hearing, the
Court entered an order on September 16, 2015 requiring SBS to produce Deluxe's documents
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regarding the "due diligence and approval of the Business Acquisitions and Mergers transaction
ofiBF and DocuSource". (Luther Decl., ~~ 3-5, Ex. A [September 16,2015 Order].)
Defendants asked the Court for an extension to produce Deluxe's documents which was
granted giving Defendants until November 13, 2015 to produce the responsive documents.
(Luther Decl., ~ 6.) Counsel for Deluxe handled the document production for SBS as to the
Deluxe custodians. (Luther Decl., ~ 7, Ex. B.) On November 13, 2015, at the 8 week extension
deadline, Deluxe produced the documents responsive to Paragraph 6 of the Court order. !d.
However, lacking any basis, Deluxe withheld 208 documents from their document production.

!d. Deluxe argued that these 208 documents were AEO and that it needed a two tiered protective
order. !d.
Plaintiffs questioned the necessity for an AEO designation on any documents. However,
to get the 208 documents as soon as possible, Plaintiffs agreed to treat the documents as AEO
pending a revised protective order while reserving the right to later challenge the use of the AEO
designation. (Luther Decl., ~ 8.) Despite making this concession on November 23, 2015, it took
until December 18, 2015 for Deluxe to agree to a final version of a revised protective order for
the Deluxe documents. !d. Unfortunately, it took Plaintiffs having to threaten a motion for
sanctions before Deluxe would finalize its revised protective order. (Luther Decl., ~~ 8-9, Exhs.
C-E.) Deluxe finally produced the 208 AEO documents responsive to the Court's September
16,2015 order on December 28,2015. (Luther Decl., ~ 10.) However, the 208 documents were
not produced in full but instead in highly redacted form. !d.
A review of these 208 documents showed that Deluxe had prevented Plaintiffs from
obtaining key evidence through the use of excessive privilege claims and redactions. (Mulcahy
Decl., ~~ 2-8.) In many instances, Deluxe had marked the same documents privileged and
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redacted in one part of the production while the other Defendants have previously produced it in
full. (Mulcahy Decl., ~~5-6, Exhs. C-F.) In these situations, Plaintiffs been able to gather from
the produced documents that Defendants are using the privilege designation and redacting
documents recklessly, needlessly and in what may be an attempt to cover up key evidence. !d.
In other instances, Defendants has covered up nearly the entirety of the document with
"Redaction- Non-Responsive" resulting in the produced documents, which were delayed to
begin with, being indecipherable. (Mulcahy Decl., ~ 4, Exhs. A-B.) These tactics, in addition to
the delays in the document productions, have made discovery unbearably difficult and have
made this Motion necessary.

III.

LEGAL ARGUMENT
A. The Attorney-Client Privilege Designation Has Been Used To Withhold Documents
And Information Where The Privilege Is Not Applicable
Defendants have flagrantly abused the attorney client and work product privilege

designations. Documents have been marked privileged and corresponding redactions made in at
least the following three non-applicable contexts. Information has been marked privileged or
redacted where Dunlap was involved in (1) the due diligence ofthe IBF and DocuSource
acquisitions; (2) monitoring custo!J?.er sales; and (3) corresponding with Plaintiffs and internally
regarding whether there are cross-over customers. In these situations, Dunlap's involvement
with a document does not make the document attorney-client privileged. The privilege
designation and corresponding redactions should be removed from these documents.
Rule 26(b)(l) permits broad discovery over any relevant matter that is not privileged.
I.R.C.P. 26(b)(l). The party asserting a privilege, here Defendants, bears the burden of showing
information is privileged. Kirk v. Ford Motor Co., 141 Idaho 697, 704 (2005). Idaho Rules of
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Evidence 502(b) describes the attorney-client privilege as "a privilege to refuse to disclose and to
prevent any other person from disclosing [ 1] confidential communications [2] made for the

purpose offacilitating the rendition ofprofessional legal services to the client. I.R.E. 502(b)
(emphasis added). Under 502(b), a confidential communication is one "not intended to be
disclosed to third persons other than those to whom disclosure is made in furtherance of the
.rendition of professional legal services to the client." I.R.E. 502(a)(5).

In Re Human Tissue Products Liability Litigation, 255 F.R.D. 151, 161 (D. N.J. 2008), is
illustrative. In this case, a corporation retained counsel for the purpose of conducting an
investigation of facts and to make strategic recommendations with respect to the corporation's
business relationship with another corporation. The New Jersey Magistrate held that the
documents relating to the lawyers' tasks on that assignment pertained to business matters, rather
than legal services because: (1) "none of the documents appear to contain any legal research or
analysis"; (2) the work could have as easily been performed by non-lawyers. The same can be
said for Dunlap's role here. These documents do not appear to regard requests for legal
assistance. See also United States v. Halifax Hospital Medical Center, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
'

158944 *9 (M.D. Fla. 2012) ("The content ofthe message must request legal assistance, and the
information conveyed must be reasonably related to the assistance sought.")
"Corporations may not conduct their business affairs in private simply by staffing a
transaction with attorneys." United States v. Chevron Texaco Corp., 241 F. Supp. 2d 1065, 1076
(N.D. Cal. 2002). Here, this is appears to have been exactly what happened as Dunlap was
assigned multiple business roles. Where a lawyer, such as Dunlap, tenders advice regarding a
business decision, "the non-legal aspects of the decision are not protected simply because legal
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considerations also are involved." Adams v. United States, 2008 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 53533, *3-4
(D. Idaho July 3, 2008).
The distinction between business advice and legal advice is a fact based inquiry that asks
"whether the legal purpose so permeates any non-legal purpose that the two purposes cannot be
discretely separated from the factual nexus as a whole." Phillips v. C.R. Bard, Inc., 290 F.R.D.
615, 629 (D. Nev. 2013) (citations omitted); see e.g. Dewitt v. Walgreen Co., 2012 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 125493, *8-9 (D. Idaho Sept. 4, 2012) (distinguishing between permissible/nonprivileged questions about business and economic factors for implementing exceptions to a
policy from impermissible/privileged questions about legal reasons or language of the policy);

Adams, 2008 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 53533 at *10 (distinguishing between a non-privileged
conversation about the cause of crop losses to draft a press release and a privileged conversation
about containing information provided by an attorney in a press release); Chevron Texaco Corp.,
241 F. Supp. 2d at 1076 (distinguishing between privileged communication regarding tax
consequences of a transaction and non-privileged communication regarding the implementation
of the transaction).
Here, in at least the following three contexts, the information being communicated was
business advice: (1) the due diligence for the IBF and Docusource acquisitions; (2) the
monitoring of the IBF and Docusource cross-over customer sales and commissions; and (3) the
corresponding with Plaintiffs and internally regarding whether there are cross-over customers.
This information and correspondence is not protected by the attorney-client privilege as it simply
constitutes business advice. These documents also are not privileged as they are factual in
nature.
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"The protection of the privilege extends only to communications and p.ot to facts. A fact
is one thing and a communication concerning that fact is an entirely different thing." Upjohn Co.

v. United States, 449 U.S. 383,395-96 (1981); see also Davis v. PMA Cos., 2012 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 130944, *25 (W.D. Okl. Sept. 7, 2012). Communications consisting of purely factual
information, without any legal advice, are not privileged. Dewitt, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 125493
at * 16. Customer sales, commissions and lists of which customers are cross-overs are facts. For
example, if Dunlap communicated to SBS President Sorrenti that there was $100,000 in crossover customer sales this would be relaying factual information, not legal advice. Further, Dunlap
and Defendants' communications with regard to Teply and Thurston's inquiries regarding crossover customer sales and commissions are factual in nature. If Dunlap communicated to SBS
employees that he was not disclosing certain cross-over sales to Thurston and Teply this would
be factual information and not a legal analysis. Only where Dunlap's internal communications
delve into legal strategy or analysis with regard to the litigation or contractual rights would the
information fall under the privilege designation.
For example, in Dewitt, the court held that revisions to a document that simply regard
factual matters rather than legal reasons for a change to a document were not considered
privileged. Dewitt, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 125493 at *16. Like the distinction drawn in Dewit,
2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 125943 at *10, business issues such as commissions that arise from
cross-over customers, are not legal advice. Furthermore, communication about implementing the
acquisition of IBF and DocuSource is business advice, similar to how he court reasoned in

Chevron Texaco Corp., 241 F. Supp. 2d at 1076.
Furthermore, in many of these circumstances where documents were created for due
diligence or monitoring customers' sales, the documents were prepared primarily for nonlegal
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personnel. "The attorney-client privilege does not attach, however, to documents which were
prepared for simultaneous review by both legal and nonlegal personnel within the corporation"

United States v. Chevron Corp., 1996 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 8646 *8 (N.D. Cal. 1996). Similarly, in
United States v. Halifax Hospital Medical Center, 2012 WL 5415108 *9(M.D. Fla. 2012), the
court held that simply funneling non-privileged information through an attorney does not
automatically encase the document in the privilege.
Applying the collective holdings of all ofthe cases cited above, the Defendants must
prove that each communication in Exhibit H to the Mulcahy Declaration was made in confidence
for the purpose of obtaining legal advice. Defendants cannot meet this burden. The documents
in question were made for business purposes, are factual in nature and were prepared for nonlegal personnel. They should not have been marked privileged.

B. The Attorneys Eyes Only Designation Should Not Be Applied To Any Document
Deluxe Produced
Plaintiffs challenge Deluxe's use of the Attorneys' Eyes Only designation on 208
documents as they lack highly sensitive or confidential information deserving of such a
protection. See e.g. Paradigm Alliance, Inc.

v. Celeritas Techs., LLC, 248 F.R.D. 598, 605 (D.

Ka. 2008) (allowing for a general challenge to every document designated as AEO). The 208
documents, excepting a few spreadsheets are attached as Exhibits H and I to the Luther
declaration. There is no basis from keeping these documents AEO and hidden from Plaintiffs
and other witnesses. These 208 documents should have no confidentiality protection or at most a
"Confidential" designation.
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure Rule 26(c) which allows for documents to be kept
confidential is based in large part upon Federal Rule of Civil Procedure Rule 26. "The [Federal]
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Rule allowing protection of business infmmation requires that 'good cause' should be shown for
protection of sensitive business information." See Phillip M Adams & Assocs. V. Dell, Inc.,
2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 39173 *8 (D. Utah June 12, 2006). To be marked "Attorneys' Eyes
Only" a document must contain highly sensitive trade secrets, the disclosure of which would
result in demonstrable harm.
"Such two-tiered protective orders are relatively common, but they contemplate that the
more restrictive category will only be used on a relatively small and select number of documents
where a genuine threat or competitive or other injury dictates such extreme measures". Team

Play, Inc. v. Boyer, 2005 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 3968 *3 (N.D. Ill. Jan. 31, 2005) (emphasis added);
see also United States v. International Business Machines Corp., 67 F.R.D. 40,46 (N.Y.S.D.
1975) ("where commercial information may be subject to protection under Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(c)
it will look to determine if its disclosure will work a clearly defined and very serious injury.").
A stipulated protective order does not "bestow any weight on a party's unilateral
designation of protection." Phillip M Adams, 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 39173 *8. Instead,
Defendants have the burden of showing why each document is sensitive enough to warrant such
a restriction. ld.; see also In re Bank One Sec. Litig., 222 F.R.D. 582, 588 (N.D. Ill. 2004).
Furthermore, Defendants must show why the disclosure of each document would result in
demonstrable harm. Mere "[c]onclusory statements are insufficient to show that a 'slight
expansion of disclosure' puts the designating party at an appreciable risk." Global Material

Techs., Inc. v. Dazheng Metal Fibre Co., 2015 U.S Dist. LEXIS 127270 *8 (N.D. Ill. Sept. 23,
2015)
Deluxe cannot meet its burden of showing that any ofthe 208 documents should be
marked AEO. A sampling of these AEO documents demonstrates that there is no basis for this
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classification. For one, Deluxe has labeled a number of blank or redacted pages AEO. (Mulcahy
Decl., 7, Ex. G.) Deluxe will be hard pressed to explain what is sensitive and potentially harmful
in a blank piece of paper. See In re Ullico Inc. Litig., 237 F.R.D. 314, 317 (D. D.C. 2006)
(noting blank pages are a "flagrant unwarranted designation" that "calls into question [the
designating party's] usage of the 'confidential' label.") The labeling of blank pages AEO casts
doubt on the entirety of the AEO designations. However, the blank pages are only the tip of the
iceberg.
The rest of Deluxe's AEO documents regard Deluxe's acquisition ofiBF and
DocuSource in 2013. A transaction long ago completed. To this point, IBF and DocuSource
were both bought, managed and subsequently sold away to KMMR and Inspired Results by
Deluxe in 2015. Thus, these documents relate to an acquisition two and a half years old and to
companies that are no longer owned by Deluxe. These documents should not be labeled
"confidential" let alone "highly confidential." Although this stale transaction may have involved
sensitive information at the time the due diligence and acquisitions were occurring, 2013, that
information, in 2016, is no longer sensitive. Not only do the documents not contain highly
sensitive information there is no risk of demonstrable harm from these documents· being
available to Plaintiffs. See e.g. United States v. lnt'l Bus. Mach. Corp., 67 F.R.D. 40, 46
(S.D.N. Y. 1975) (noting that "disclosure oftwo-and-a-half-year-old sales data" will not result in
a "clearly defined, serious injury").
A party's use of the AEO designation should be highly questioned as it prejudices
co~nsels'

right to discuss important facts and issues with their client. "[O]pen communication

between attorneys and their clients is a bedrock principle upon which the rules of professional
conduct depend." Commissariat a L 'Energie Atomique v. Samsung Elecs. Co., 430 F.Supp.2d
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366, 370 (D. Del. 2006). Team Play is illustrative. There, the defendant marked thousands of
pages AEO much like Defendants here. Team Play, 2005 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 3968 *4. The court
made a point of noting that the designation essentially prohibited plaintiffs counsel from
discussing damages with their client. Id. Here, the overuse of the AEO designation hamstrings
counsel's ability to discuss Deluxe's involvement in this case with its client. This prejudices the
clients' ability to make informed decisions regarding the case. Id. (noting the client "will have
no information on which to make an intelligent decision as to what a reasonable settlement figure
might be"). As a result, the court in Team Play came to the conclusion that the "Highly
Confidential Attorneys' Eyes Only" designation was to be removed from all documents. Id. at
*6. The Court should find similarly here.
Defendants' over designation also presents a logistical nightmare down the line as many
of these AEO documents will be used in depositions, motion practice and in trial. See In re

Ullico Inc. Litig., 237 F.R.D. at 318 ("The improper designation of thousands of documents as
'confidential' would create unnecessary logistical restraints"); see also Global Material Techs.,
2015 U.S Dist. LEXIS 127270 at *8 ("The AEO designation must be used selectively because
discovery and trial preparation are made significantly more difficult and expensive when an
attorney cannot make a complete disclosure ofrelevant facts ... ") Here, some ofthe documents
most likely to be used in motion practice and shown in depositions and trial are marked AEO.
The ABO designation has negative effects as it greatly increases the burden and difficulty of
using such documents. When viewed together with the lack of sensitive information and
demonstrable harm from disclosing these documents, the AEO designation is clearly
unwarranted.
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An AEO designation is to be used sparingly. Here, Deluxe has marked 208 documents
amounting to thousands of pages AEO. (Luther Decl., ~ 13, Exhs. H, I.) "Where a party's use of
the Attorneys' Eyes Only designation is sweeping it can be a form of discovery abuse and result
in the blanket modification of a protective order as well as the imposition of sanctions on the
designating party." Team Play, 2005 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 3968 *3; see also Fears v. Wilhelmina

Model Agency, Inc., 2003 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 12850 *7 (S.D.N.Y. July 22, 2003) ("Ifl find that
counsel has designated documents "confidential- attorneys 1 eyes only" in bad faith and without
an adequate factual basis, I will not hesitate to impose sanctions ... ") Here, Deluxe has used the
"Attorneys' Eyes Only" designation in bad faith and refused to remove the designation after
being asked to do so. (Luther Decl.,

~

11, Ex. F.) Thousands of pages of documents were

marked Attorneys Eye~ Only without any basis. The Court should sanction Defendants in the
amount of the attorney's fees, incurred in making this motion. See In re Ullico Inc. Litig., 23 7
F.R.D. at 318 (sanctioning party for over designation by requiring them to pay the challenging
party's expenses and attorneys' fees).

C. Defendants Should Not Have Redacted Material They Considered "NonResponsive"
Deluxe has marked many documents (and portions thereof) as "Redacted- NonResponsive." (Mulcahy Decl., ~ 4, Exhs. A, B.) However, these documents were produced
because they were responsive to the Court's September 16, 2015 Order. There is no basis for
redacting any portion of these documents. Any non-responsive redactions constitute a violation
ofthe Court's order.
Courts across the country have ruled that a party may not redact portions of documents as
non-responsive. See Wellin v. Wellin, 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 95027 *11 (D. S.C. July 14, 2014)
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(citing to a number of courts which held that a party is not allowed to make partial redactions).

Bartholomew v. Avalon Capital Group, Inc., 278 F.R.D. 441,451-52 (D. Minn. 2011) explained
the issue as follows:
Redaction is an inappropriate tool for excluding alleged irrelevant information
from documents that are otherwise responsive to a discovery request. It is a rare
document that contains only relevant information. And inelevant information
within a document that contains relevant information may be highly useful to
providing context for the relevant information ... courts view 'documents' as
relevant or irrelevant; comts do not, as a matter of practice, weigh the relevance
of particular pictures, graphics, paragraphs, sentences, or words, except to the
extent that if one part of a document is relevant then the entire document is
relevant ...
This interpretation should be applicable in Idaho as well. The Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure do
not grant parties the power to unilaterally redact information on the basis of relevance. Nor do
the Federal Rules. See Bartholomew, 278 F.R.D. at 452.
"The redaction of irrelevant information, even when sparingly done, deprives defendants
of context for the relevant information." See Wellin, 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 95027 at *12.
"Redaction is, after all, an alteration of potential evidence [and] a party should not take it upon
him, her or itself to decide unilaterally what context is necessary for the non-redacted part
disclosed, and what might be useless to the case." United States ex rel. Simms v. Austin

Radiological Assoc., 292 F.R.D. 378, 386 (W.O. Tex. 2013). This is particularly so here, where
certain documents have not only lost their context but have been rendered undecipherable from
these redactions. (Mulcahy Decl., ~ 4, Exhs. A, B.) To the extent that Deluxe is concerned that
certain information is sensitive it can mark that information confidential (if it truly is sensitive
and harmful). However, there is no basis for these redactions and the redactions have done
nothing but further delay the discovery in this case.
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Furthermore, the parties agreed to certain search terms with the understanding that all
documents that were found using those search terms would be produced. (Luther Decl., 1 12 Ex.
G.) The search terms were specifically chosen and agreed to as those that would bring up
documents responsive to the Court's order without being overinclusive. ld. For Deluxe to then
withhold some of the responsive documents under their interpretation that it is non-responsive
shows bad faith conduct. There is no basis for withholding information in these responsive
documents and doing so is not consistent with the agreement to use these search terms.
For these reasons, Deluxe lacks any basis for redacting documents as non-responsive and
the Court should order the documents produced in their original form.

IV.

CONCLUSION

For these reasons, Plaintiffs respectfully request that the Court:
(I) Carry out an in camera inspection of the privileged documents attached as Exhibit H
to the Declaration of James M. Mulcahy;
(2) Order all documents found not to be privileged to be produced without redactions;
(3) Order that the Attorneys' Eyes Only designation and "non-responsive" designations
be removed;
(4) Order Defendants to provide replacement copies of all documents with no
confidentiality designation and redactions removed; and
(5) Make a finding that Defendants have obstructed discovery through their profligate
use of the AEO and privileged designations.
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DATED: JANUARY 19,2016

MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK &
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By:
C. Clayton Gill - Of the Firm
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
DATED: January 19,2016

MULCAHYLLP

By:~
JameS~ce
Douglas R. Luther -pro hac vice
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
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I, Douglas R. Luther, declare as follows:
1.

I am duly admitted to practice in the State of California and am an associate with

the firm of Mulcahy LLP. I am an attorney for Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston
Enterprises, Inc. I file this declaration in support of Plaintiffs' Motion to Challenge Defendants
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. ("SBS") and Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. ("SAl")
(collectively, the "Safeguard Defendants"), Idaho Business Forms, Inc., James Dunn and
JDHRS, LLC (collectively, the "IBF Defendants"), Tressa McLaughlin, Jamie McCormick,
KMMR, LLC (collectively, the "KMMR Defendants"), Michael Dunlap's ("Dunlap") and
Deluxe Corporations' Designations and Redactions.
2.

· Plaintiffs initially propounded document requests on February 13, 2015 followed

by the service of truncated amended requests for production of documents on February 27, 2015.
Defendants continually refused to produce the vast majority of the responsive documents arguing
that they needed more time. The continual delay resulted in Plaintiffs bringing a Motion to
Compel on June 25,2015.
3.

At the August 7, 2015 hearing on the Motion to Compel which I attended, the

Court pulled the parties aside and ordered Defendants to attempt to work out and agree to the
relief requested in Plaintiffs' Motion to Compel. Defendants specifically agreed to (1) produce
docu~ents

from Plaintiffs' parent company Deluxe; (2) produce correspondence between IBF,

DocuSource and Plaintiffs' protected customers; and (3) allow Plaintiffs to inspect Safeguard's
accounting data to extract data regarding the customer sales. Based upon Defendants' agreement
to make the aforementioned productions, the Motion to Compel became moot and the Court
ordered the parties to draft a joint stipulation summarizing what documents Defendants had
agreed to produce.
4.

Despite extensive meet and confer efforts which I handled lasting multiple weeks,

Defendants then claimed they had no obligation to produce any documents from Deluxe
employees, officers or members of the Deluxe board of directors and attempted to push the
production date back. Since Defendants would not agree to Plaintiffs' proposed joint stipulation
for the aforementioned reasons, Plaintiffs were forced to file a Post-Hearing Memorandum in
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Support of the Motion to Compel asking the Comt to order Defendants to produce the responsive
documents that Defendants agreed to produce as a result of the Court ordered meet and confer
conference held on August 7, 2015 and renewing the request for sanctions.
5.

On September 16,2015, the Court entered an Order regarding the discovery that

was agreed to at the August 7, 2015 hearing. A true and conect copy of the Court's order is
attached hereto as Exhibit A.
6.

On September 17, 2015, Defendants filed a Request for Extension to Satisfy

Paragraph 6 ofthe Order re Agreed to Discovery during August 7, 2015 hearing. Defendants
asked for an 8 week extension until November 13, 2015 to comply with the Court's Order.
Plaintiffs agreed to the extension of the time for Defendants to produce documents on the
condition that depositions, trial and arbitration dates were pushed back to accommodate the delay
in the document production.
7.

Between September and December 2015 Defendants produced over 88,000 pages

of documents responsive to the February 2015 discovery and mandated by the Court. Counsel
for Deluxe handled the document production for SBS as to the Deluxe custodians. Pursuant to
the Court's order, these responsive documents regarded the due diligence and approval of the
IBF and DocuSource acquisitions in 2013. On November 13,2015, at the 8 week extension
deadline, Deluxe produced the documents responsive to Paragraph 6 of the Court order. Deluxe
sent a letter along with its document production noting that it was withholding 208 documents.
A true and correct copy of the November 13,2015 letter is attached hereto as Exhibit B. In this
letter, Deluxe claimed the basis for the withholding of documents was that it wanted the parties
to enter into a revised protective order containing a second tier of confidentiality, "Highly
Confidential- Attorneys' Eyes Only".
8.

I informed .Deluxe's counsel on a November 23,2015 teleconference that we

would treat these 208 documents as "Highly Confidential- Attorney's Eyes Only" pending the
entering of a revised protective order and any later challenge to the designation. Despite this
concession, Deluxe's counsel still refused to hand over the documents. Instead, Defendants'
counsel continued to delay by refusing to finalize a revised protective order and only agreeing to
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produce the 208 documents if and when the revised protective order was entered into. The back
and forth continued until December 18, 2015 wherein I informed opposing counsel on a
conference call that we were willing to file a motion for sanctions if need be if the documents
were not produced. I also informed opposing counsel that I questioned the necessity of an AEO
designation as these documents dated from the 2013 transactions. That same day, Deluxe's
counsel agreed to Stipulation for Entry of Protective Order Re Highly Confidential DocumentsAttorneys' Eyes Only. A true and correct copy of my correspondence with Deluxe's counsel is
attached hereto as Exhibit C. A true and correct copy of the Stipulation is attached hereto as
Exhibit D.

9.

On December 23, 2015, the Court entered an Order re Stipulation for Entry of

Protective Order Re Highly Confidential Documents- Attorneys' Eyes Only. A true and correct
copy of the Order is attached hereto as Exhibit E.
10.

Defendants' final production occurred on December 28,2015, wherein the 208

documents labeled "highly confidential" were finally produced, in highly redacted form.
11.

After reviewing the AEO documents in early January, I wrote to opposing counsel

on January 15,2016. In this correspondence I detailed Plaintiffs' position that a review of these
208 documents showed that Deluxe had prevented Plaintiffs from obtaining key evidence
through the use of excessive privilege claims, redactions and the use of Attorneys' Eyes Only
designations. I asked that Deluxe voluntarily agree to remove the AEO and "Redacted -NonResponsive" designations and redactions. I also asked counsel to retract the privilege
designation as to documents where it was not applicable. Lastly, I informed opposing counsel
that I would be available to discuss on Tuesday, January 19,2016 but heard nothing further from
opposing counsel in that regard. A true and correct copy of my correspondence with
Defendants' counsel is attached hereto as Exhibit F.
12.

Prior to Deluxe's November 13, 2015 document production I corresponded with

Deluxe's counsel regarding the search terms that would be used, in part, to find responsive
documents. We agreed on certain terms. A true and correct copy of this correspondence is
attached hereto as Exhibit G. The search terms were specifically chosen and agreed to as those
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FROM-Law Firm Of James Mulcahy
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F-700

!.hat would bring up documents responsive to the Court's order without. being overinclusive.
De~pite this, it appears that many of the responsive documents have been covered with

redactions as being non-responsive.
13.

Excluding spreadsheets, I have attached the 208 A£0 documents in dispute as

Exhibit H. These arc the documents marked "Highly Confidential- Attomeys' Eyes Only" by
Deluxe. I excluded 31 spreadsheets as they amoum to multiple thousands of pages. However, I
have included examples of many of the spreadsheets with the tirst page of each aclive sheeL
printed as Exhibit I.
I declare under penalty ofperji.U'y pursuant to the laws of the United States of America
and the State of Idaho that the tbregoing is true and correct.
Executed this 19th day of January, 2016, at Irvine, California.

~-
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF8v EMILY
CH:LD
.
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THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation
Plaintiffs,
V.

~)

~

Case No. CV -OC-1416400
ORDER Rl~: AGREED TO DISCOVERY
DURING AUGUST 7, 2015 HEARING

l
)

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
)
INC., a Delaware corporation;
)
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a ~
Delaware corporation; TR.ESSA
)
MCLAUGHLIN, an individual; JAMIE
)
MCCORMICK, an individual; MICHAEL ))
DUNLAP, an individual; IDAHO
BUSINESS FORMS, INC. an Idaho
corporation; JAMES DUNN, an individual;)
JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
)
company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited ~
liability company; FORM SYSTEMS INC. )
dba DOCUSOURCE PRINT
)
MANAGEMENT, an Oregon corporation; )
DELUXE CORPORATION, a Minnesota )
~
corporation; and DOES 1-10,

j

Defendants.
_________________________
)~

l.

On August 7, 2015, the Parties, through their respective counsel, attended a

hearing on Plaintiff.<>' Motion to Compel Discovery and Request for Attorneys' Fees and
Defendants' Motion for Protective Order (the "Discovery Motions") and Motion to Enforce
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Protective Order. At the hearing, this Court instructed the parties to attempt to arrive at an

agreen1ent on the Discovery Motions.
2.

1

The parties ultimately agreed to the following:

Defendants agree to make a full production of all responsive documents as

provided in the Defendants' Fourth Amended Responses in their possession, custody or control
for the time period January 1, 2012 to the present, including the below items, by September 18,
2015. Defendants must apply to the Court for any extension to the deadline set forth in this

Order and the Court shall grant such extension upon a showing of good cause.
3.

Defendants will produce a completed privilege log by September 18,2015.

4.

Defendants Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. and Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc.

agree to allow Plaintiffs' chosen representatives to meet with Safeguard employee Terry Robison
to inspect and extract accounting data from Defendants' computer systems, including CMS, E-

Quantum, Demand Bridge and Goldmine. Plaintiffs are allowed to inspect and obtain any data
relating to sales (including product pricing, cost of the items if Sourced, BODP, customer orders,
sales data) to any of its alleged protected customers by distributors including, but not limited to,
IBF and Form Systems, Inc. dba DocuSource ("DocuSource") and any sales conducted by SBS
and SAl under the IBF and DocuSource names. Furthermore, Plaintiffs will be allowed to see
IBF and DocuSource's sales to detennine how they designate and name customers to ensure that
Plaintiffs arc able to obtain sales information relating to all of Plaintiffs' alleged customers
regardless of whether the sales were to a different bill to or shipping address, name variation,
department or phone number of a customer.

1

"Plaintiffs" are T3 Enterprises, Inc. ("T3 Enterprises") and Thurston Enterprises, fnc. ("Thurston Enterprises"),
co11ectively. "Defendants" are Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. ("SBS"), Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. ("SAl"),
Idaho Business Forms, Inc. ("I13F"), I<MMR, LLC, JDHRS, LLC, Tressa McLaughlin, Jamie McCormick, Michael
Dunlap and James Dunn, collectively. Approximately one hour into the hearing, the panics agreed to put their
agreement on the record by activating the court's recording system. This Court reviewed the audio ofthat
conference as well as the transcripts of the audio submitted by the parties to determine what agrecmem the parties'
reached.

2
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5.

Defendants agree to search all of the IBF, KMMR, JDHRS, Dunn and

DocuSource custodians for all documents and conespondence relating to any of Plaintiffs
alleged protected customers (from August 2013 to the present), a full list which was given in
Exhibits C and Din a June 5, 2015 letter from Plaintiffs to Defendants, and to produce all the
resulting documents. Defendants agree to produce all of IBF's and DocuSource's documents
showing an offer for sale of products that could have been or was delivered to Plaintiffs' alleged
protected customers (including any marketing or promotions directed to those customers).
6.

Defendants Safeguard Business Systems, lnc. and Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc.

agree to search for and produce documents within their possession, custody and control from the
Deluxe employees and executives allegedly involved in the due diligence and approval of the
Business Acquisitions and Mergers transactions of IBF and DocuSource, including those
documents stored on the Deluxe server and from any emails sent to or received by the following
Deluxe custodians:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
o

•
•
•
•
•

Malcolm McRoberts (Senior Vice President of Small Business Services at Deluxe)
Jeffrey Bata (Chief Accounting Ofticer, Vice President and Controller at Deluxe)
Brian Nordling (Executive Director or Corporate Tax at Deluxe)
Susan Steen (Vice President of Finance at Deluxe)
Lee Schram (CEO at Deluxe)
Pete Godich (Deluxe Fulfillment)
Jeff Johnson (Treasurer and Vice President, Investor Relations)
Jennifer Mitchell (Deluxe Operations)
Todd Sather (Deluxe IT)
Drew Haag (Deluxe Assurance & Risk Advisory)
Stewm1 Cole (Deluxe Employee)
Sarah Adrian (Deluxe Employee)
Ben Van Glabbeek (Deluxe Employee)
Deb Lynch (Deluxe Employee)
Martyn Redgrave (Deluxe Board of Directors)
Ronald Baldwin (Deluxe Board ofDirectors)
Charles Haggerty (Deluxe Board of Directors)
Don McGrath (Deluxe Board ofDirec1ors)
Cheryl Mayberry McKissack (Deluxe Board of Directors)
Neil Metviner (Deluxe Board of Directors)
Stephen Nacthsheim (Deluxe Board of Directors)
Mary Ann O'Dwyer (Deluxe Board ofDi!'cctors)
Thomas Reddin (Deluxe Board of Directors)
3
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Defendants agree to search the Deluxe server and these custodians for all documents and
correspondence related to the due diligence, approval of and acquisitions of IBF and
DocuSource.
7.

Defendants Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. and Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc.

agree to search for and produce all responsive documents within their possession, custody and
control as provided in the Defendants' Fourth Amended Responses from DocuSource, Safeguard
Franchise Systems, Inc., Safeguard Franchise Sales, Inc. and Safeguard Holding Corp.
8.

Defendants agree to search for and produce all documents within their possession,

custody and control related to the due diligence, approval and acquisition of IBF and
DocuSource including, but not limited, to any documents related to financial analysis, customer
lists, account protection, account review or "scrub" reports, which are not otherwise privileged.
9.

Defendants agree to search for and produce all documents within their possession,

custody and control regarding the alleged increase in the amount of products sourced from
Deluxe ("insourcing") and regarding the alleged increasing the amount of products bought from
preferred suppliers (including, but not limited to Wright) through the acquisitions ofJBf and
DocuSource. Defendants agree to produce any "fit analysis" documents within their possession,
custody and control related to the IBF and DocuSource acquisitions which details insourcing and
preferred vendor projections or amounts.
l 0.

Defendants agree to search for and produce all documents within their possession,

custody and control regarding the alleged Deluxe obtaining an electronic tax filing and/or W-2
processing services competency through the acquisition of JBF.
11.

Defendants agree to search for and produce all documents within their

possession, custody and control related to the due diligence findings made by Cassie Clark, Phil
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Odella, Rex Jones, Amy Tiller, Mike Dunlap (othe1wise not privileged), Dewayne Ivy, Suzanna
Savoie and Brian Nordling and referenced in DEFS0003903- DEFS0003913 and any similar due
diligence findings conducted for the DocuSource acquisition.
12.

Defendants Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. and Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc.

agree to search for and produce any reports, findings or presentations within their possession,
custody and control made by SBS and SAI employees to Deluxe regarding the acquisitions of
DocuSource and IBF including any response by Deluxe received by SBS or SAL
· 13.

Defendants agree to search for and produce all con·espondence within their

possession, custody and control between KMMR, IBF, DocuSource, the Safeguard entities and
Deluxe regarding wholesale and retail pricing of any Deluxe products that IBF and DocuSource
sourced.
14.

Defendants agree to search for and produce ull correspondence between IBF and

vendors as to products sold to any of Plaintiffs' alleged protected customers, including any
vendor agreements (from September 2013- April 30, 2015).
15.

Defendants agree to search for and produce all correspondence between

DocuSource and vendors as to products sold to any of Plaintiffs' alleged protected customers,
including any vendor agreements (from April 2013 ·-April 30, 20 15).
· 16.

Defendants agree to search for and produce all correspondence between Tressa

McLaughlin and Amy Tiller.
17.

To the extent Plaintiffs are unable to locate documents referenced in paragraph 29

of the Declaration of James Mulcahy in support of Motion to Compel Discovery and paragraph
24 of the Declaration of James Mulcahy in support of Opposition to Motion for Protective Order
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in Defendants' productions, Defendants agree to search for and produce the missing documents

to the extent they exist.
18.

Defendants agree to search for nnd produce all 2013 agreements relating to the

acquisition of IBF including any exhibits showing the customer accounts sold by IBF.
19.

Defendants Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. and Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc.

agree to search for and produce all 2013 agreements relating to the acquisition of DocuSource
including any exhibits showing the customer accounts sold by DocuSource.
20.

Defendants Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. and

KMMR agree to search for and produce all2015 agreements between KMMR and the Safeguard
entities (including but not limited to SBS, SAl, SFS), and any 2015 agreements between KMMR
and Deluxe, including the distributor agreement, alleged side agreements and any exhibits
showing the customer accounts sold to KMMR.
21.

Defendants Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. and Safeguard A<.:4uisitiuns, Inc.

agree to search for and produce all 2015 agreements between Inspired Results, LLC and the
Safeguard entities (including but not limited to SBS, SAl, SFS), and any 2015 agreements
between Inspired Results and Deluxe including the distributor agreement, alleged side
agreements and any exhibits showing the customer accounts sold to Inspired Results LLC.
22.

The documents that have been produced in this litigation and that will be

produced pursuant to this stipulation constitute the documents produ<.:ed pursuant to SBS's
responses to T3 Enterprises, Inc.'s requests for production to SBS in the arbitration proceeding.
23.

Dunlap agrees to produce any documents related to due diligence findings and

summary reports put together regarding the IBF and DocuSource acquisitions, which are
otherwise not privileged, including any related correspondence with IBF and DocuSource
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custodians. Dunlap agrees to produce any documents associated with account protection
resolution activities, which are otherwise not privileged, including any related correspondence
with IBF and DocuSource custodians.
· 24.

Defendants agree to provide fourth amended responses to all of Plaintiffs requests

for production wherein the response numbers match up with the request numbers. Further,
Defendants agree to provide verifications for the fotuih amended responses.
25.

Plaintiffs agree to provide the documents that will be obtained on or about

September 15, 2015 through subpoenas served upon third parties and to allow Defendants the
opportunity to mark any documents as CONFIDENTIAL under the Parties' Prolt:clive Orc.kr.
26.

The parties agree to continue the September 15,2015 deadline to file. all Motions

to Amend two months to November 15,2015.
The agreement ofthe parties as outlined herein will be enforced as an Order of this Court.
IT IS SO ORDERED

Dated this

~~~of September, 2015.
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ItrJ- day of September, 2015, I mailed (served) a true and correct

Patricia. M Olsson
Attorney at Law
PO Box 829
Boise JD 83701
James M Mulcahy
Attorney at Law
4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
Irvine CA 92614
Steven F Schossberger
Attorney at Law
POBox 1617
Boise ID 83701

CERTIFICATE OF MAl LING
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November 13, 2015

Via U.S. Mail and E-mail

James M. Mulcahy, Esq.
MULCAHYLLP
4 Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
Re: T3 Enterprises, Inc., et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al.
Dear Mr. Mulcahy:
Please find enclosed herewith a DVD containing documents with a Bates
range of DELUXE_ID-0000001 - DELUXE_ID-0009847. The password to unlock
the zip file containing the production will be forwarded to you separately.
Withheld from this set are 208 highly sensitive, confidential documents
marked "Highly Confidential - Attorneys' Eyes Only" that will be provided
separately once the parties enter into a revised Protective Order containing this
second tier of confidentiality.
Should you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me
directly.

Enclosure
Cc:

C. Clayton Gill, Esq.
Steven F. Schossberger, Esq.

61095967.1
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Doug Luther
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Doug Luther
Friday, December 18, 2015 3:26 PM
Lew, Wesley W.; Reeder, Christopher S.; Steve Schossberger
Bloch, Elan; James Mulcahy; Kevin Adams; Clay Gill
RE: Summary of Telephonic Meet and Confer (November 23, 2015)
STIPULATION FOR ENTRY OF PROTECTIVE ORDER RE CONADENTIAL DOCUMENTS-AEO - Executed Copy.pdf

Thanks, I've signed and attached it.
Doug Luther
Mulcahy LLP
4 Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Tel: 949-252-9377
Cell: 310-210-1116
Fax.: 949-252-0090
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
www.mulcahyllp.com
From: Lew, Wesley W. [mailto:WLew@RobinsKaplan.com]
Sent: Friday, December 18, 2015 3:17PM
To: Doug Luther <dluther@mulcahyllp.com>; Reeder, Christopher S. <CReeder@RobinsKaplan.com>; Steve
Schossberger <sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com>
Cc: Bloch, Elan <EBioch@RobinsKaplan.com>; James Mulcahy <jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com>; Kevin Adams
<kadams@mulcahyllp.com>; Clay Gill <CCG@moffatt.com>
Subject: RE: Summary of Telephonic Meet and Confer (November 23, 2015)
Here you go. Thanks for working with us on this.
From: Doug Luther [mailto:dluther@mulcahyllp.com]

Sent: Friday, December 18, 2015 3:05PM
To: Lew, Wesley W.; Reeder, Christopher S.; Steve Schossberger
Cc: Bloch, Elan; James Mulcahy; Kevin Adams; Clay Gill
Subject: RE: Summary of Telephonic Meet and Confer (November 23, 2015)
These changes are agreeable. Please circulate a final copy for signatures.
Thanks,
Doug Luther
Mulcahy LLP
4 Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Tel: 949-252-9377
Fax.: 949-252-0090
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
www.mulcahyllp.com
1
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From: Lew, Wesley W. [mailto:WLew@RobinsKaplan.com)
Sent: Friday, December 18, 2015 2:55 PM
To: Doug Luther <dluther@mulcahyllp.com>; Reeder, Christopher S. <CReeder@RobinsKaplan.com>; Steve
Schossberger <sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com>
Cc: Bloch, Elan <EBioch@RobinsKaplan.com>; James Mulcahy <jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com>; Kevin Adams
<kadams@mulcahyllp.com>; Clay Gill <CCG@moffatt.com>
Subject: RE: Summary ofTelephonic Meet and Confer (November 23, 2015)
Doug,
Here are the additional revisions consistent with what we discussed. Please let me know if this is acceptable. If so, I will
send around an execution copy for everyone. Hopefully we can get this wrapped up this afternoon.
Thanks,
Wes

From: Lew, Wesley W.

Sent: Friday, December 18, 2015 11:27 AM
To: 'Doug Luther'; Reeder, Christopher S.; Steve Schossberger

Cc: Bloch, Elan; James Mulcahy; Kevin Adams; Clay Gill

Subject: RE: Summary of Telephonic Meet and Confer (November 23, 2015)
Doug,
Like I said on the phone, we are willing to discuss a compromise on those sections. However, it was you who refused my
proposals and attempts to resolve this matter without involving the Court. Instead, you simply insisted it was your way
or the highway. Nevertheless, I remain available if you want to discuss these issues in a reasonable manner.
Wes

From: Doug Luther [mailto:dluther@mulcahyllp.com]

Sent: Friday, December 18, 2015 11:20 AM
To: Lew, Wesley W.; Reeder, Christopher S.; Steve Schossberger

Cc: Bloch, Elan; James Mulcahy; Kevin Adams; Clay Gill

Subject: RE: Summary of Telephonic Meet and Confer (November 23, 2015)
Wes,
Your email was inaccurate as you did not accept all changes to the document. During our phone conversation that just
occurred you refused to agree to use the language we included in section 3(e) and 5(a). We are unwilling to have our
hands tied behind our back as to the usage of these AEO documents. As such, we will move for the Court to decide this
matter.
Doug Luther

Mulcahy LLP
4 Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Tel: 949-252-9377
Cell: 310-210-1116
Fax.: 949-252-0090
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
2
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www.mulcahyllp.com
From: Lew, Wesley W. [mailto:WLew@RobinsKaplan.com]
Sent: Friday, December 18, 2015 11:04 AM
To: Doug Luther <dluther@mulcahyllp.com>; Reeder, Christopher S. <CReeder@RobinsKaplan.com>; Steve
Schossberger <sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com>
Cc: Bloch, Elan <EBioch@RobinsKaplan.com>; James Mulcahy <jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com>; Kevin Adams
<kadams@mulcahyllp.com>; Clay Gill <CCG@moffatt.com>
Subject: RE: Summary ofTelephonic Meet and Confer (November 23, 2015)
Doug,
My email was is no way inaccurate. I accepted all of the changes in your draft and then made further changes to that
version, including to the sections that you revised.
The change to section S(a) does not prevent Plaintiffs from objecting to the AEO designation. It just sets a time limit for
Plaintiffs to object whereas your draft gave Plaintiffs an unlimited amount of time. That just isn't reasonable. If you need
a little more time, I'm sure we can work something out.
My revision to section 3(e) also does not stifle Plaintiffs' ability to use the documents in depositions. The language in
your draft was way too broad and would potentially allow Plaintiffs themselves to review the documents since they
could arguably be "involved in the subject matter described therein." If there are certain people you think should be
able to see the documents, we can discuss a further revision.
As for the final paragraph, we simply need time to process the documents for production. We cannot turn it around in
24 hours. It is the holiday season after all. Nevertheless, I'm told that we should be able to produce the documents by
next Wednesday, or the Monday after Christmas at the latest.
I was on the phone earlier and unable to answer your call but am available now to discuss. Are you available?
Thanks,
Wes
From: Doug Luther [mallto:dluther@mulcahyllp.com]

Sent: Friday1 December 18, 2015 10:07 AM
To: Lew1 Wesley W.; Reeder, Christopher S.; Steve Schossberger
Cc: Bloch 1 Elan; James Mulcahy; Kevin Adams; Clay Gill
Subject: RE: Summary of Telephonic Meet and Confer (November 23, 2015)
Wes,
I was unable to reach you by phone. However, your email misrepresents your revisions. You did not accept all the
changes. Nor are your revisions minor. Three pivotal sections: 3(e), S(a) and the final paragraph were not accepted and
instead changed by you.
Defendants' revisions attempt to stifle the ability to object to the AEO designation (which should not be used in the first
place) and the use of the documents in depositions. Furthermore, Defendants have backtracked from Counsel
Christopher Reeder's previous representation that the documents would be produced when the protective order was
signed by the parties. Instead, Defendants continue with their endless unnecessary delays in the production of
documents in an attempt to gain strategic advantage. This is very disappointing.
Barring Defendants' signatures to the previous draft sent, we will proceed with filing a motion for sanctions.
3
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Doug Luther

Mulcahy LLP
4 Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Tel: 949-252-9377
Cell: 310-210-1116
Fax.: 949-252-0090
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
www.mulcahyllp.com

From: Lew, Wesley W. [mailto:WLew@RobinsKaplan.com]

Sent: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:20PM
To: Doug Luther <dluther@mulcahyllp.com>; Reeder, Christopher S. <CReeder@RobinsKaplan.com>; Steve
Schossberger <sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com>
Cc: Bloch, Elan <EBioch@RobinsKaplan.com>; James Mulcahy <jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com>; Kevin Adams
<kadams@mulcahyllp.com>; Clay Gill <CCG@moffatt.com>
Subject: RE: Summary ofTelephonic Meet and Confer (November 23, 2015)
Doug,
I accepted all of your changes and made a couple of other minor revisions. Please see attached red line.
Please feel free to call me should you wish to discuss this further.
Thanks,
Wes

From: Doug Luther [mailto:dluther@mulcahyllp.com]

Sent: Wednesday, December 16, 2015 9:43 AM
To: Reeder, Christopher 5.; Lew, Wesley W.; Steve Schossberger
Cc: Bloch, Elan; James Mulcahy; Kevin Adams; Clay Gill

Subject: RE: Summary of Telephonic Meet and Confer (November 23, 2015)
The documents are relevant to each of the Defendants so regardless of whether Deluxe is or is not filing a motion for
summary judgment, there is certainly a connection. Particularly as Safeguard failed to produce many of the documents
we have seen in the Deluxe production despite the fact that Safeguard individuals are copied on and received many of
the documents and emails.
We have revised the protective order to {1) clarify which individuals can see the documents; {2) include a procedure for
challenging the AEO designation; and (3) have required that the documents be produced upon the signing ofthe
document as you previously represented would be done. The revised version along with a red line is attached.
Let us know if it is agreeable.
Doug Luther

Mulcahy LLP
4 Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Tel: 949-252-9377
Cell: 310-210-1116
Fax.: 949-252-0090
4
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dluther@mulcahyllp.com
www.mulcahyllp.com

From: Reeder, Christopher S. [mailto:CReeder@RobinsKaplan.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 15, 2015 5:11 PM

To: Lew, Wesley W. <WLew@RobinsKaplan.com>
Cc: Doug Luther <dluther@mulcahyllp.com>; Steve Schossberger <sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com>; Bloch, Elan
<EBioch@RobinsKaplan.com>; James Mulcahy <jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com>; Kevin Adams <kadams@mulcahyllp.com>;
Clay Gill <CCG@moffatt.com>
Subject: Re: Summary ofTelephonic Meet and Confer (November 23, 2015)
And I should note that Deluxe is not even one of the parties filing a summary judgment motion so the documents and
the motion have no correlation. Let's try to leave the conspiracy theories out and just notify each other of what items
are needed in the case. I should note that we gave the plaintiffs until late January in the California litigation to produce
documents.
Sent from my iPhone
On Dec 15, 2015, at 8:03 PM, Lew, Wesley W. <WLew@RobinsKaplan.com> wrote:
Doug,
We are not hiding the ball on anything. As I previously stated last Friday, I asked Steve to prepare a draft
proposed AEO protective order for Deluxe's documents. To that end, I am attaching such a draft, which I
just received from Steve this afternoon. Please let me know if you have any comments and or suggested
changes.
I will also be circulating shortly an Amended Stipulation re Discovery Confidentiality Order adding Deluxe
to what the Court has previously signed.
Thanks,
Wes

From: Doug Luther [mailto:dluther@mulcahyllp.com]

Sent: Tuesday, December 15, 2015 4:48PM
To: Reeder, Christopher S.; Lew, Wesley W.; Steve Schossberger
Cc: Bloch, Elan; James Mulcahy; Kevin Adams; Clay Gill

Subject: RE: Summary of Telephonic Meet and Confer (November 23, 2015)
It is disappointing to see that Deluxe and Defendants are withholding key documents that the Court has
ordered produced. We will be filing a motion for sanctions against Defendants if the documents, marked
AEO without any basis, are not produced by the end of the week.
We received word today that Defendants intend to file a motion for summary judgment. It is now clear
that this delay has been a mere subterfuge by Defendants as they prepared their motion for summary
judgment. It is now obvious that Defendants scheme was to withhold key documents which show
Defendants' liability while arguing to the Court that Plaintiffs have all the documents they need to
dispute a motion for summary judgment.
The failure to disclose these documents constitutes a violation of the Court's order. We will not wait
beyond Friday for the documents and barring their production by that date, we will be filing a motion
for sanctions against Defendants.
5
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Doug Luther

. Mulcahy LLP
4 Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Tel: 949-252-9377
Cell: 310-210-1116
Fax.: 949-252-0090
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
www.mulcahyllp.com

From: Doug Luther
Sent: Monday, December 14, 2015 9:07AM
To: Reeder, Christopher S. <CReeder@RobinsKaplan.com>; Lew, Wesley W.
<WLew@RobinsKaplan.com>
Cc: Bloch, Elan <EBioch@RobinsKaplan.com>; James Mulcahy <jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com>; Kevin
Adams <kadams@mulcahyllp.com>
Subject: RE: Summary of Telephonic Meet and Confer (November 23, 2015)
Thank you both for getting back to me. Do you have a sense of when the revised protective order is
going to be produced? We have waited since the meet and confer conference on November 23, 2015
for it and see no signs from Mr. Schossberger that it is forthcoming. We have been patient on this
matter and agreeable even though we question the necessity of an AEO designation on these
documents.
We have also stated that regardless of a revised protective order, it is important to get these documents
as soon as possible. To that point, we offered to treat the documents as AEO such that we would limit
access to the documents to attorneys and staff pending receipt of the revised protective order. To the
extent that a revised protective order is not produced this week, we would ask that the documents be
sent to us and be treated as such. Any further delays would make us question whether the matter
should be brought to the Court's attention.
Doug Luther

Mulcahy LLP
4 Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Tel: 949-252-9377
Cell: 310-210-1116
Fax.: 949-252-0090
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
www.mulcahyllp.com

From: Reeder, Christopher S. [mailto:CReeder@RobinsKaplan.com]
Sent: Friday, December 11, 2015 11:28 AM
To: Lew, Wesley W. <WLew@RobinsKaplan.com>

Cc: Doug Luther <dluther@mulcahyllp.com>; Bloch, Elan <EBioch@RobinsKaplan.com>; James Mulcahy
<jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com>; Kevin Adams <kadams@mulcahyllp.com>
Subject: Re: Summary ofTelephonic Meet and Confer (November 23, 2015)
Hi:
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One clarification. I did commit to Doug and Kevin that we would produce the AEO documents once the
order was signed by counsel with the proviso that counsel would honor it as an entered order until the
time it is actually entered by the court.
Sent from my iPhone
On Dec 11, 2015, at 11:25 AM, Lew, Wesley W. <WLew@RobinsKaplan.com> wrote:
Doug,
Thanks for following up on the document production. I will address your concerns in
order.
Before Deluxe is able to produce the AEO documents, we will need the revised
protective order to be entered by the Court. To that end, I have asked Steve
Schossberger to circulate a draft with the AEO language for your review and
comments.
2. You are correct that metadata was not provided along with the production. We
were unaware that there was already an agreement in place for the stipulated
metadata fields. Now that we have this information, we are working to provide
you with the overlays.
3. A privilege log was attached to my November 13, 2015 email to Jim. It's
attached again for your convenience.

1.

Thanks,
Wes

From: Doug Luther [mailto:dluther@mulcahyllp.com]

Sent: Wednesday, December 09, 2015 12:01 PM

To: Bloch, Elan
Cc: James Mulcahy; Kevin Adams; Reeder, Christopher S.; Lew, Wesley W.

Subject: RE: Summary of Telephonic Meet and Confer (November 23, 2015)
Hi Elan,
We wanted to follow-up on obtaining the documents that Defendants marked AEO. As
discussed on our call, we are agreeable to treating the 208 designated documents as
AEO pending the entering of a revised protective order. We reserve our right to
challenge that designation upon the entering of a protective order.
We also have not seen any meta data for the documents that were produced. If this was
in error, please send along the metadata overlay files.
We have also noticed that many documents have privileged redactions but have not
seen a privilege log.
Thanks,
Doug Luther
Mulcahy LLP
4 Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Tel: 949-252-9377
7
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Cell: 310-210-1116
Fax.: 949-252-0090
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
www.mulcahyllp.com

From: Doug Luther
Sent: Friday, December 04, 2015 5:38PM
To: Bloch, Elan <EBioch@RobinsKaplan.com>
Cc: 'James Mulcahy (jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com}' <jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com>; Kevin
Adams <kadams@mulcahyllp.com>; Reeder, Christopher S.
<CReeder@RobinsKaplan.com>; Lew, Wesley W. <WLew@RobinsKaplan.com>
Subject: RE: Summary of Telephonic Meet and Confer (November 23, 2015)
Hi Elan,
I've reviewed your summary and compared it to my notes from the meet and confer call
on November 23, 2015. I believe we are substantially in agreement and we are in the
process of preparing the amended responses so that they are served by December 15,
2015.
We have a few points worth commenting on. We maintain our objection, as stated on
the call, to Request for Admission No. 29 from SBS to Schob and Schab, Inc. Neither the
client nor the client's attorneys, including myself, have seen every acquisition document
associated with the BAM program. Furthermore, it is unclear whether SAl is an alter ego
of SBS and/or Deluxe at this point. Thus, we have insufficient information to allow us to
admit or deny.
As to Request for Production No. 13 from SBS to Schob and Schab, Inc. we are willing to
amend but only to note that documents associated with the QBS acquisition will be
produced. The other acquisiti~ns bear no relevance to the issue ofthe case as it
currently stands. As to RFP No. 143, we will agree to produce financial documents from
2010 as well and will amend the response to indicate that the claims and damages are
limited to this time period.
As to the interrogatories, we will additionally amend our responses to Interrogatories
Nos.10-13.
Further, as discussed, we don't believe search terms are necessary for compiling
documents responsive to Defendants' requests. Considering the size of Schob and
Schab, Inc. and the scope of production, we believe the use of terms would, if anything,
hinder and slow down the production of responsive documents. Accordingly, we intend
to work with the client to ensure that all responsive documents are located, compiled
and produced. If you have any authority that instructs otherwise, we are willing to
review it.
I hope to have an answer regarding the depositions for you on Monday.
Doug Luther
Mulcahy LLP
4 Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Tel.: 949-252-9377
8
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Doug Luther

Cc:
Subject:

Bloch, Elan <EBloch@RobinsKaplan.com>
Tuesday, December 01, 2015 8:54 AM
Doug Luther
Reeder, Christopher S.; Lew, Wesley W.
Summary of Telephonic Meet and Confer (November 23, 2015)

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Completed

From:
Sent:
To:.

Dear Doug,
Please allow this correspondence to confirm your clients' agreement to supplement the following requests for
admissions, interrogatories and requests for production, with further responses and responsive documents, as well as
other related discovery matters, pursuant to the telephonic meet and confer between you, Kevin Adams and Chris
Reeder that took place on November 23, 2015:
As to Interrogatories 1, 7, 8 (propounded by SBS to Schob and Schab, Inc.) and Interrogatory 2 (propounded by SAl to
Schob and Schab, Inc.):
•

Defendants have agreed to allow Plaintiffs to limit the scope oftime referenced in these discovery responses to
the period from 2011 to the present, provided that Plaintiffs indicate in their responses that this period oftime
represents the exclusive period relating to Plaintiffs' claims and for which Plaintiffs are seeking recovery of
damages in this matter.

Interrogatories from SBS to Schob and Schob, Inc.:
•

•

•

•

•
•

Interrogatories 1, 7 and 8: Plaintiffs have agreed to supplement these responses to identify all information in
their custody, possession and control and to state they have no additional information other than what has been
stated in their respons~s.
Interrogatory 2: Plaintiffs have agreed to supplement this response to identify each instance where Plaintiffs
have allegedly been forced to use duplicate order entry systems, as alleged in paragraph 168 of the FAC, or to
the extent that they claim they have been forced to use duplicate order entry systems for every order placed
with QBS since the Schobs' acquisition, to state the same.
Interrogatory 3: Plaintiffs have agreed to supplement this response to provide responsive information regarding
11
the alleged added labor costs, sourced fees, costs of invoices, envelopes and postage 11 Plaintiffs incurred in
each instance they claim they were forced to use duplicate order entry systems or to the extent that they do not
have such detailed information, to so state, and provide, separately, their alleged added labor cost; sourced
fees; costs of invoices; envelopes; and postage, associated with their utilization of duplicate order systems, as
alleged in paragraph 320 of the First Amended Complaint.
Interrogatory 4: Plaintiffs have agreed to supplement this response to identify each instance where Plaintiffs
have allegedly been forced to perform the referenced billing functions, as alleged in paragraph 168 of the FAC,
or to the extent that. they claim they have been forced to perform the referenced billing functions for every
order placed with QBS since the Schobs' acquisition, to state the same.
Interrogatory 5: Plaintiffs have agreed to supplement this response to provide the billing functions they allege
are performed in each instance in which an order is placed with QBS and the cost of performing these functions.
Interrogatory 9: Plaintiffs have agreed to supplement this response and to the extent that they have no other
information at this time regarding the substance of this request, they will state the same.
1
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•

Interrogatories 10, 11, 12 and 13: Plaintiffs have indicated that they will review these interrogatories and notify
Defendants' Counsel if they would be willing to provide a further response. As indicated during the parties'
telephonic meet and confer, Defendants' position remains that since the allegations referenced in these
Interrogatories relate specifically to contentions in Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint, Plaintiffs have an
obligation to state on what basis these allegations were made. {See Federal Rule of Civil Procedure
11). Accordingly, to the extent that Plaintiffs have not based these allegations on any specific information,
Plaintiffs responses should so state. As indicated during the meet and confer, alternatively, Defendants would
allow Plaintiffs to strike the related paragraphs from the First Amended Complaint. Please let us know if
Plaintiffs intend to provide further responses to these interrogatories or wish to strike the related paragraphs
from their pleading.

Interrogatories from SAl to Schab and Schab, Inc.:
•

Interrogatories 2 and 3: Plaintiffs have agreed to supplement these responses to provide an amended response
and/or indicate that they have no additional information at this time relating to these allegations.

Requests for Admissions from SBS to Schab and Schab, Inc.:
•

RFA 29: This request for admission relates directly to an allegation made by Plaintiffs in their First Amended
Complaint. {See e.g. ~ 162). However, Plaintiffs have responded to this request that they have insufficient
information to admit or deny it. As Plaintiffs have made this specific allegation in their First Amended Complaint
and must have a basis for every contention/allegation made in any pleading filed with the Court (pursuant to
FRCP 11{b)), Defendants request a further response to this request. Please let us know at your earliest
opportunity whether you intend to supplement this request.·

Requests for Production of Documents from SBS to Schab and Schab, Inc.:
•
•

•

RFPs 34, 111, 115, 116, 135, 139: Plaintiffs have agreed to provide further responses to these requests and
produce all responsive documents.
RFP 13: During the telephonic meet and confer, Plaintiffs indicated that they would agree to produce all
documents relating to the acquisitions made by the Schobs, referenced in paragraph 67 of the First Amended
Complaint, between the period from 2011 to the present. Defendants agree to allow Plaintiffs to limit the
documents produced in response to this request to the period from 2011 to the present provided that Plaintiffs
amend their response to state that their claims and damages are limited to this time period.
RFP 143: Defendants agree to allow Plaintiffs to limit the documents produced in response to this request to the
period from 2011 to the present provided that Plaintiffs amend their response to state that their claims and
damages are limited to this time period.

Requests for Production of Documents from SAl to Schab and Schab, Inc.:
•

RFPs 4, 15, 16, 17, 36, 37, 60 and 63: Plaintiffs agreed to provide amended responses and responsive
documents for each of these requests.

Pursuant to the parties' telephonic meet and confer efforts, the parties have agreed that Plaintiffs will produce the
further responses, referenced above, on or before December 15, 2015. Additionally, Defendants agree to provide
Plaintiffs until January 22, 2015 to produce all documents relating to their responses. In light of the professional
courtesy accorded to Plaintiffs by Defendants' agreement to extend Plaintiffs' deadline to produce responsive
documents by more than 2 months, Defendants expect that they will be provided with a similar courtesy, if necessary, to
produce responsive documents or responses in connection with any future discovery requests or disputes, if any.

2
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Please also allow this correspondence to confirm that in the Idaho litigation Plaintiffs have agreed to an Attorneys Eyes
Only provision relating to the production of documents. Accordingly, we will ask Counsel for SBS & SAl to provide a draft
of the proposed provision.
Finally, Plaintiffs indicated that they would provide us, shortly, with a list of the search terms they utilized in their efforts
to produce ESI in this (the California) case. We look forward to receipt of same.
Thank you,

Elan Bloch

HOBIN S.N I<APLAN ...
Robins Kaplan LLP I 2049 Century Park East I Suite 3400 I Los Angeles, CA 90067
D 310-229-54081 F 310-229-5800 I EBloch@RobinsKaplan.com
RobinsKaplan.com

Information contained in this e-mail transmission may be privileged, confidential and covered by the Electronic
Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. Sections 2510-2521.
If you are not the intended recipient, do not read, distribute, or reproduce this transmission.
If you have received this e-mail transmission in error, please notify us immediately of the error by return email
and please delete the message from your system.
Pursuant to requirements related to practice before the U.S. Internal Revenue Service, any tax advice contained
in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended to be used, and cannot be used, for purposes
of (i) avoiding penalties imposed under the U. S. Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or
recommending to another person any tax-related matter.
Thank you in advance for your cooperation.
Robins Kaplan LLP
http://www.robinskaplan.com
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Steven F. Schossberger, lSB No. 5358
Dane Bolinger, ISB No. 9104
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5260
Email: sschossberger@hawleyti'Oxcll.com
dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com
Robins Kaplan LLP
Christopher S. Reeder, Admitted Pro Hac Vice
CReeder@RobinsKaplan.com
Wesley W. Lew, Admitted Pro Hac Vice
WLew@RobinsKaplan.com
2049 Century Park East, Suite 3400
Los Angeles, CA 90067-3208
Telephone:
31 0 552 0130
Facsimile:
310 229 5800
Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation;)
and THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC., an
)
Idaho corporation,
)
Plaintiffs,
vs.

)
)
)
)

Case No. CV -OC- I416400
STIPULATION FOR ENTRY OF
PROTECTIVE ORDER RE
CONFIDENTIAL DOCUMENTS-ATTORNEYS' EYES ONLY

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., a )
Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD
)
ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Delaware
)
corporation; TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, an
)
individual; JAMIE MCCORMICK, an
)
individual; MICHAEL DUNLAP, an individual;)
IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC. an Idaho )
corporation; JAMES DUNN, an individual;
))
JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
)
company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho lhmted
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liability company; FORM SYSTEMS INC. dba )
DOCUSOURCE PRlNT MANAGEMENT, an )
Oregon corpomtion; DELUXE
)
CORPORATION, a Minnesota corporation; and)
DOES 1-10,
)
Defendants.

~

COME NOW Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston Enterprises, Inc. ("Plaintiffs"),
by and through their undersigned counsel, and Defendants Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.,
Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc., Tressa McLaughlin, Jamie McCormick, Michael Dunlap; Idaho
Business Forms, Inc., James Dunn, JDHRS, LLC, KMMR, LLC, Form Systems Inc. dba
Docusource Print Management, Deluxe C01·poration, ("Defendants") by and through their
undersigned counsel, and hereby stipulate and agree to the following terms relating to Deluxe
Corporation's production of documents made on November 13,2015, and to Deluxe's future
document pi'Oductions.
I.

When used herein, the following terms shall have the following meanings:
(a)

"Documents" shall be used in its broad and liberal sense and shall mean
written, typed, pl'inted, recorded or graphic matter, photogenic, video,
moving pictures and audio, however produced or reproduced, of any kind
and description, and whethet· an original, mastet• or duplicate, including,
but not limited to, papers, notes, books, accounts, and correspondence,
memoranda, letters, documents, communications, including interoffice and
intt·aoffice communications, email, reports, studies, analyses, calculations,
projections, working papet·s, testing, bills, receipts, invoices, desk
calendars, employment books, diaries, diary entries and notes,
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photographs, videotapes, moving pictures, audio tapes, transcriptions or
sound recordings of any type of personal o1· telephone conversations,
meetings or conferences or things similar to any of the foregoing and all
other papers, writings or physical things containing information, including
prelimina1·y drafts ofm· marginal notes appearing on, any document
however denominated or described by the patties to whom the patticular
request is directed. "Documents" shall further collectively include the
original, duplicate original and any and all copies oneproduclions of the
ol'iginal document, to the extent that any or all of said documents are
within yom possession, custody and control.
(b)

"Deluxe" shall refer to and include itself, its subsidiaries, its agents,
employees, independent contractors, and servants.

2.

Deluxe's highly sensitive, confidential documents shall be designated as "Highly

Confidential-- Attomeys' Eyes Only" if Oeluxe has a good faith belief that the disclosure of
such material to any person, including to any adverse patty, will have a competitively adverse
effect on Deluxe. Such designation shall be made by labeling or mat·king the highly confidential
information with the legend "Highly Confidential-- Attorneys' Eyes Only."
3.

Upon designation of such highly confidential information, access to it shall be

limited to:
(a)

The court and those employed by the court (in which event such highly
confidential information shall be filed under seal as provided below);
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(b)

The atto1'11eys employed by the Plaintiffs in this action and all legal
assistants and employees working under the supervision of such attorneys
to whom such highly confidential information is produced;

(c)

Court reporters and employees of court reporters engaged by counsel to
record and transcribe testimony in this action who have agreed in writing
to comply with and be bound by this stipulation as ordered by the court;

(d)

Experts who have been retained by Plaintiffs or the Defendants or by their
counsel of record in this action and who have agreed in writing to comply
with and be bound by this stipulation and order by the court;

(e)

Any person of whom testimony is taken, except Plaintiffs o1· their
affiliated witnesses, where such person was the author or specified
recipient of the designated material, was involved in the subject matter
described therein or is the present employee or expert witness for Deluxe
or if Deluxe consents in writing to such disclosure; provided, however,
that prior to the disclosure of any Highly Confidential- Attomey's Eyes
Only information pursuant to this subsection (e), such person shall be
instl'llcted to abide by the terms of this stipulation, and fmther provided
that any testimony relating to any Highly Confidential- Attorney's Eyes
Only information shall be sealed;

(f)

Any person providing graphics or design services for purposes of
preparing demonstratives or other exhibits in this action and any jury or
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trial consulting services, provided that they have agreed in writing to
comply with and be bound by this stipulation as ordered by the court.
4.

Any portion of a deposition which involves o1· refers to exhibits and/or testimony

relating to Highly Confidential Information and has been marked or designated, or is marked Ol'
designated during a deposition itself, "Highly Confidential --Attorneys' Eyes Only" shall be
designated by the party producing said infonnation as being sealed. For any portion of a
deposition designated as being so sealed, the other provisions of the above paragraphs shall
apply. The court reporter will separately mark and bind those portions of the deposition which
have been designated to be sealed, and will produce those portions designated as being sealed on
a separate diskette if a diskette is requested. The portions of the deposition which have been
designated as being sealed will be placed in an envelope, endorsed with the style of this case, the
description of the deposition by deponent and date of deposition, and will have attached to said
envelope a statement substantially in the following form:
Hl.GHL Y CONFIDENTIAL
This envelope contains documents designated as "1-IIGHL Y
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION-- ATTORNEYS' EYES
ONLY" and is not to be disclosed to anyone other than as allowed
in the Stipulation and Order thereon.
DATED this __ day of _ _ _ _ _, 2016.

Court Reporter
The original and all copies of that portion of any deposition transcript (including any
diskette thereof) which involves exhibits and/or testimony relating to confidential information
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that has been marked or designated in "Highly Confidential --Attorneys' Eyes Only" shall,
within sixty days afte1· final disposition of this lawsuit, be returned to the party who produced the
highly confidential information that was contained in the exhibits and/or testimony of the
deposition.
5.

This order is intended to protect information that if disclosed other than as

provided in the p1·otective order, would cause serious harm to the disclosing party's business
operations or interests. In the event that Plaintiffs' counsel believes that information designated
"Highly Confidential- Attorneys' Eyes Only" should not be so designated, or that a different
designation should be employed, the following procedure shall apply:
(a)

Plaintiffs' counsel shall serve on the designating party a written objection
to such designation within 60 days of receipt of the designated documents,
which shall describe the documents or information in question and shall
state the grounds for objection. Deluxe's counsel shall respond in wl'iting
to such objection within I4 days, and shall state with pa1ticularity the
grounds fo1· asserting that the document is "Highly ConfidentialAttomeys' Eyes Only". If no timely written response is made to the
objection, the challenged designation will be deemed to be void. If
Deluxe's counsel makes a timely J'esponse, the parties shall confer in good
faith in an effmt to resolve the dispute.

(b)

If the dispute cannot be resolved by agreement, either party may employ
the procedures ofldaho Rule of Civil Procedure 37 to resolve that dispute.
The designating party shall bear the burden of demonstrating that a
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"Highly Confidential- Attorneys' Eyes Only" designation is appropriate.
Until the Court enters an order changing the designation of the material
which is subject to the application, it shall be afforded the "Highly
Confidential- Attorneys' Eyes Only" designation described above.
6.

A form of the agreement to be bound by this stipulation and th.e order thereon for

any expert or comt reporter is set forth in Exhibit A and incorporated herein by reference.
The Court is respectfully requested to enter its Orde1· RE Stipulation for Entry of
Protective Order RE Highly Confidential Documents-- Attorneys' Eyes Only, incorporating
these terms of the foregoing stipulation.
Upon the Parties' execution of the foregoing stipulation, Deluxe will endeavor to produce
to Plaintiffs' counsel the highly confidential documents by December 23, 2015, and in any event,
shall produce the documents no later than December 28, 2015.

DATED THIS_::2.,

!

day ofDecember, 2015.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
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DATED THIS 18 day ofDecember, 2015.
ROBINS KAPLAN LLP

DATED THIS

/.f{~day ofDecember, 2015.
MULCAHY LLP

By

Do~'

Attomeys for Plaintiffs
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE ·

lJ

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of December, 2015, I caused to be served a
true copy of the foregoing STIPULATION FOR ENTRY OF PROTECTIVE ORDER RE
CONFIDENTIAL DOCUMENTS --ATTORNEYS' EYES ONLY by the method indicated
below, and addressed to each of the following:
Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
MOFFATT THOMAS BARREIT ROCK & FIELDS,
CHTD
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10111 Floor
P.O. Box829
Boise, Idaho 83701-0829
[Attorneys for Plaintiffs]
James M. Mulcahy (Admitted pro hac vice)
Kevin A. Adams (Admitted pro hac vice)
Douglas R. Luther (Admitted pro hac vice)
MulcahyLLP
4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
Irvine, California, 92614
[Attorneys for Plaintiffs]

0 U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
0 Hand Delivered
0 Overnight Mail
_fiE-mail: pmo@moffatt.com
ccg@moffatt.com
0 Telecopy: 208.385.5384

0 U.S. Mail, Postage Pt·epaid
0 Hand Delivered
0 Ovemight Mail
~E-mail:

jmu lcahy@mu Ieahy llp.com
kadamas@mulcahyllp.com
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
0 Telecopy: 949.252.0090

/J;._~.~
Schossb~

Steven F.
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EXHIBIT A
Steven F. Schossberget·, ISB No. 5358
Dane Bolinger, ISB No. 9I 04
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite I 000
P.O. Box I6I7
Boise, ID 83701-I6I7
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5260
Email: sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com
Robins Kaplan LLP
Chl'istopher S. Reeder, Admitted Pro Hac Vice
CReeder@RobinsKaplan.com
Wesley W. Lew, Admitted Pro Hac Vice
WLew@RobinsKaplan.com
2049 Century Park East, Suite 3400
Los Angeles, CA 90067-3208
Telephone: 3I 0 552 0130
Facsimile:
3 I 0 229 5800
Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY Of ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation;)

and THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC., an
Idaho corporation,
Plaintiffs,
vs.

)
)
)

)
)
)

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., a )
Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD
))
ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Delaware
corporation; TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, an
)
individual; JAMIE MCCORMICK, an
)
individual; MICHAEL DUNLAP, an individual;)
IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC. an Idaho )
corporation; JAMES DUNN, an individual;
~

Case No. CV-OC-I4I6400
AFFIDAVIT OF
AGREEING TO B=E=·B=-o=UN=-=-=D=-=B'""Y-STIPULATION FOR ENTRY OF
PROTECTIVE ORDER RE HIGHLY
CONFIDENTIAL DOCUMENTS - ATTORNEYS' EYES ONLY AND
ORDER THEREON

AFFIDAVIT OF
AGREEING TO BE BOUND BY STIPULATION
FOR ENTRY OF PROTECTIVEORDER RE HIGHLY CONFID4ENTIAL DOCUMENTS
- -ATTORNEYS' EYES ONLY AND ORDER TI-lEREON - I
47140,0001.7838608.1
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JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
)
company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited
)
liability company; FORM SYSTEMS INC. dba )
DOCUSOURCE PRlNT MANAGEMENT, an )
Oregon corporation; DELUXE
)
CORPORATION, a Minnesota corporation; and)
DOES 1-10,
)
Defendants.
I,
1.

~
, being first duly sworn, depose and state:

I have been advised by counsel fo1· the Plaintiffs and/or Defendants, of the terms

of the Stipulation fo1· Entry of Protective Order RE Highly Confidential Documents-- Attorneys'
Eyes Only and the Order thereon, entered by the Court in this case o n - - - - - 2015.
2.

I have reviewed the contents of that Stipulation and Order thereon and have

received a copy of it from counsel.
3.

I agree to be bound by all the terms of the Stipulation and Order thereon regarding

the restrictions on access to and permitted use of highly confidential information that has been
marked or designated by Plaintiffs' Counsel of Defendants Counsel as "Highly Confidential-Attorneys' Eyes Only."

4.

I agree to subject myselfto the personal jurisdiction of this Court both during the

terms of this action and thereafter regarding any charge of disclosure of highly confidential
infonnation designated as "Highly Confidential-- Attorneys Eyes Only" which may be brought
against me.

AFFIDAVIT OF
AGREEING TO BE BOUND BY STIPULATION
FOR ENTRY OF PROTECTIVEORDER RE HIGHLY CONFID4ENTIAL DOCUMENTS
- -ATTORNEYS' EYES ONLY AND ORDER THEREON - 2
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\

5.

In the event of any b1·each by me of the Stipulation and 01·der thereon, I

understand that the Plaintiffs' or Deluxe Corporation may seek to hold me personally liable for
damages caused by that breach.
DATED this _ _ day of _ _ _ _ _ _ _, 2015.

Address:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

STATE OF _ _ ___,
) ss.
County of _ _ _ _ _)
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this _ _ day of _ _ _ _, 2015.

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Notary Public f o r - - - - - - - - - Residing at _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
My commission e x p i r e s - - - - - - - -

AFFIDAVIT OF
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NO. ___

,

__

AM
PILED-.·---P.M
._ __-

nr:c 3 o201s
CHiiiSTOP!-it:Fl D. RICH , .
13y EMILY Ci-IILD ' Clerk
c.:r-un·

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation;)
and THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC., an
)
Idaho corporation,
)

~

Plaintiffs,

)
)

VS.

Case No. CV -OC-1416400
ORDER RE STIPULATION FOR
ENTRY OF PROTECTIVE ORDER RE
HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL
DOCUMENTS-- ATTORNEYS' EYES
ONLY

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., a )
Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD
)
ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Delaware
)
corporation; TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, an
)
individual; JAMIE MCCORMICK, an
)
individual; MICHAEL DUNLAP, an individual;)
IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC. an Idaho )
)
corporation; JAMES DUNN, an individual;
JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
)
company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited
)
liability company; FORM SYSTEMS INC. dba )
DOCUSOURCE PRINT MANAGEMENT, an )
Oregon corporation; DELUXE
)
CORPORATION, a Minnesota corporation; and)
DOES 1-10,
.
~
Defendants.

).
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.- . . . . .
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The Court, having read and reviewed the parties' Stipulation for Entry of Protective
Order RE Highly Confidential Documents-- Attorneys' Eyes Only in this action, and finding
good grounds for implementation of the matters stipulated thereto,
1. NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, that all of the matters stipulated to by the

parties in said Stipulation regarding the production by Deluxe Corporation documents and
protection of the highly confidential information contained therein, are adopted and incorporated
herein by reference as though set forth in full as an Order of the Court, including that All
requests to seal documents filed with the Court shall comply with Idaho Court Administrative
Rule 32(i).

(

--~

IT IS SO ORDERED this hday of December, 2015.
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 80day ofDecember, 2015, I caused to be served a
true copy of the foregoing ORDER RE STIPULATION FOR ENTRY OF PROTECTIVE
ORDER RE HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL DOCUMENTS-- ATTORNEYS' EYES ONLY by
the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:
Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS,
CHTD
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10111 Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701-0829
[Attorneys for Plaintiffs]
James M. Mulcahy (Admitted pro hac vice)
Kevin A. Adams (Admitted pro hac vice)
Douglas R. Luther (Admitted pro hac vice)
Mulcahy LLP
.
4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
Irvine, California, 92614
[Attorneys for Plaintiffs]
Steven F. Schossberger
Dane Bolinger
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, Idaho 83701-1617
Christopher S. Reeder
Wesley W. Lew
Robins Kaplan LLP
2049 Century Park East, Suite 3400
Los Angeles, CA 90067-3208

~.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
0 Overnight Mail
D E-mail: pmo@moffatt.com
ccg@moffatt.com
D Telecopy: 208.385.5384

~S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
DE-mail:
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
kadamas@mulcahyllp.com
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
0 Telecopy: 949.252.0090
cg1}.g, Mail, Postage Prepaid
0 Hand Delivered
0 Overnight Mail
0 E-mail
0 Telecopy

~S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

0 Hand Delivered
0 Overnight Mail

0 E-mail
D Telecopy
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the Court

By

EMILY CHilD
Deputy Clerk

SEAL

ORDER RE STIPULATION FOR ENTRY OF PROTECTIVE ORDER RE

HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL DOCUMENTS~~ ATI'ORNEYS' EYES

ONLY~
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Doug Luther
From:

Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Doug Luther
Friday, January 15, 2016 7:55 PM
Lew, Wesley W.; Reeder, Christopher S.; Bloch, Elan
James Mulcahy; Kevin Adams; Barbara Calvert; Steve Schossberger; Dane Bolinger
Deluxe's Use of Attorneys Eyes Only, Privilege and Non-Responsive Designations and
Redactions

HiWes,
As Kevin Adams indicated in his call earlier today with you, we intend to challenge the designation of the 208 documents
marked Attorneys Eyes Only and ask that the Court remove any confidential designation or at the most leave only a
"confidential" designation. These documents lack any highly sensitive information and their disclosure to our clients
would not result in any injury. Additionally, many of the documents have already been produced by the other
Defendants without a confidential designation or at most with a confidential designation. Further, the majority of the
documents are stale and regard completed transactions from 2013. As Mr. Schossberger can advise you, the Court in
the August 7, 2015 hearing questioned whether similar documents qualified even for a "confidential" designation. An
AEO designation is an extreme measure, especially in a case such as this. We encourage Deluxe to mitigate the issue by
voluntarily agreeing to remove the designation as to the 208 documents.
Secondly, there is no basis for redacting portions of documents as non-responsive. If these documents were responsive
to the agreed upon search terms they should be produced, as the Court ordered. Courts have frequently held that
parties do not have the authority to unilaterally redact portions of documents as non-responsive as standards for
discovery are broad and it deprives parties of the right to see the context of the "responsive" material. We encourage
Deluxe to mitigate the issue by voluntarily agreeing to remove all "non-responsive redactions" and produce the
documents in their original form.
Lastly, we question the usage of the privilege designation which seems to have been used anytime Michael Dunlap was
mentioned. It is important to recognize that Mr. Dunlap acted primarily in a business role and in the large majority of
documents was not giving legal advice as concerns the IBF and DocuSource acquisitions. To this point, some of these
documents have been produced by other Defendants who correctly came to the conclusion that the documents did not
contain attorney-client privileged communications. We will be asking the Court to conduct in camera inspections of
many of these documents but encourage Deluxe to review and remove the privilege designation as to as many of the
documents as it can to conserve judicial resources.
Let us know if you are agreeable to voluntarily take these actions. If you disagree with our conclusion, we would
respectfully request you provide authority for your positions. I am available to discuss these matters on Tuesday,
January 19, 2016.
Steve, I am also copying you on this correspondence as this production, while handled by Deluxe attorneys, was an SBS
production.
Please note that we intend to move quickly on this matter.
Doug Luther ·

Mulcahy LLP
4 Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Tel: 949-252-9377
1
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Fax.: 949-252-0090
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
www.mulcahyllp.com
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Doug Luther
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Reeder, Christopher S. <CReeder@RobinsKaplan.com>
Tuesday, October 27, 2015 3:05 PM
Doug Luther
Lew, Wesley W.; Steve Schossberger (sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com); Clay Gill;
James Mulcahy
RE: EDiscovery - Deluxe Idaho Production

These changes are fine. We will utilize this search string.
Please provide your proposed search string for the pending California discovery ASAP. It is important that you produce
on time in that matter as well (November 11) because we have depositions commencing shortly thereafter that have
already been postponed once.
Thanks!

Christopher S. Reeder, Esq.
Robins Kaplan, LLP
2049 Century Park East 1Suite 3400 1Los Angeles, CA 90067-3208
Tel: 310.229.54031 CSReeder@rkmc.com 1Fax: 310.229.5800
From: Doug Luther [mailto:dluther@mulcahyllp.com]

Sent: Monday, October 26, 2015 5:56PM
To: Reeder, Christopher S.
Cc: Lew, Wesley W.; Steve Schossberger (sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com); Clay Gill; James Mulcahy
Subject: RE: EDiscovery - Deluxe Idaho Production
Based upon a review of the terms that would be likely to pull up documents responsive to the Court's order, we propose
the following revisions to the search string:
((BAM or approv* or acquisitioH* or acqui* or acquire* or diligen* or "Fit Analysis" or "common account*" or ''common
customer" or scrub or onboard* or "on board*" or (conflict* and not (conflict* w/2 mineral*)) or integrat* or "account
protection" or ''protected account'' or "commission right*" or merg* or term* or match* or rationale or "Distributor Keep"
or "SG Keep" or "Value Capture Summary" or "Executive Summary'' or "After Action Report") and (DocuSource or
"docu-source" or IBF or "Idaho Business Form*" or goibf or "Form System*" or KMMR or JDHRS or McLaughlin or
TMcLaughlin or McCormick or Dunn or Dunlap or mdunlap or (T3 and not (T3 w/2 mineral*)) or Thurston or Tepl*))
or "Project Diamond"
These words and phrases have been carefully chosen so that they are designed to elicit a high percentage of responsive
documents without being overinclusive. I also am assuming you are using* as a truncation character (oftentimes
denoted with a "!") rather than a wildcard character but let me know if that understanding is incorrect.
As for the California litigation, we are currently analyzing the requests and will be in touch with any eDiscovery issues
and/or proposals. Those issues though are distinct from the 8 month delay in receiving the Deluxe documents in the
Idaho litigation. You have only been privy to a portion thereof and we appreciate your involvement in getting these
documents produced but for obvious reasons we have our concerns regarding this production and the timing of your
communication.
Doug Luther
1
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Mulcahy LLP
4 Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Tel.: 949-252-9377
Fax.: 949-252-0090
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
www.mulcahyllp.com

From: Reeder, Christopher S. [mailto:CReeder@RobinsKaplan.com]
Sent: Monday, October 26, 2015 4:27 PM
To: Doug Luther <dluther@mulcahyllp.com>
Cc: Lew, Wesley W. <Wlew@RobinsKaplan.com>; Steve Schossberger (sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com)
<sschossberger@hawlevtroxell.com>; Clay Gill <CCG@moffatt.com>; James Mulcahy <jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com>
Subject: RE: EDiscovery- Deluxe Idaho Production

The document collection has been well underway for quite some time pursuant to the stipulation entered into after
Deluxe became a party. The search string is only a piece of the entire process (which is very time consuming and
expensive). We did not ask you to extend the November 13 date. Rather, we wanted to share the search string with
you for any input. The total number of hits is 21,500. If you have input on the search string, please let me know no later
than tomorrow.
While we are on the subject, please provide the search string you intend to use for eDiscovery in the California litigation,
so that we may provide any input. As a reminder, your clients' responses and documents are due on November 11, two
days before Deluxe's document production in Idaho.

Christopher S. Reeder, Esq.
Robins Kaplan, LLP
2049 Century Park East 1Suite ~400 1Los Angeles, CA 90067-3208
Tel: 310.'229.54031 CSReeder@rkmc.com I Fax: 310.229.5800

From: Doug Luther [mailto:dluther@mulcahyllp.com]

Sent: Monday, October 26, 2015 3:16 PM
To: Reeder, Christopher S.
Cc: Lew, Wesley W.; Steve Schossberger (sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com); Clay Gill; James Mulcahy
Subject: RE: EDiscovery- Deluxe Idaho Production

This proposed search string should have been provided to us in August 2015 after the hearing wherein Defendants
agreed to produce documents from the Deluxe custodians. Even assuming there was confusion as to what was agreed
to, at the very least, Defendants should have reached out immediately after the Court's September 16, 2015 order.
For Defendants to have waited till October 23, 2015 to give a proposed search term string is extremely
disconcerting. Defendants should have proposed a search string and started the collection of documents a month
ago. Defendants delay appears to be in bad faith and contravenes the Court's order. Defendants must produce the
agreed upon documents by November 13, 2015. There is no excuse for any delay.
Furthermore, we cannot completely evaluate the efficacy of the search string without knowing how many hits
(documents) result from its usage. Please provide these numbers and we will let you know promptly regarding any
suggested revisions.
Doug Luther

Mulcahy LLP
2
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4 Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Tel.: 949-252-9377
Fax.: 949-252-0090
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
www.mulcahyllp.com
From: Reeder, Christopher S. [mailto:CReeder@RobinsKaplan.com]
Sent: Friday, October 23, 2015 6:39 PM
To: James Mulcahy <jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com>
Cc: Doug Luther <dluther@mulcahyllp.com>; Lew, Wesley W. <WLew@RobinsKaplan.com>; Steve Schossberger
(sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com) <sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com>; Clay Gill <CCG@moffatt.com>
Subject: Re: EDiscovery- Deluxe Idaho Production
Hi Jim:
There were some edits to the search string. Here is the updated version:

((BAM or approv* or acquisition* or acquire* or diligen* or "Fit Analysis" or "common account*" or scrub or onboard*
or "on board*" or (conflict* and not (conflict* w/2 mineral*)) or integrat* or "account protection" or "commission right*"
or merg*) and (DocuSource or "docu-source" or IBF or "Idaho Business Form*" or goibf or "Form System*" or KMMR
or JDHRS or McLaughlin or TMcLaughlin or McCormick or Dunn or Dunlap or mdunlap or (T3 and not (T3 w/2
mineral*)) or Thurston or Tepl*)) or
"Project Diamond"

Sent from my iPhone
On Oct 23, 2015, at 3:27 PM, Reeder, Christopher S. <CReeder@RobinsKaplan.com> wrote:
Hi Jim:
For purposes of the Deluxe document production pursuant to the Stipulation in the Idaho litigation, our
Ediscovery team has formulated the following search string. It has taken quite some time due to the
numerous technical issues, but this is the one we propose to use. As a result of the technology involved,
this search continues to be very costly and time consuming and can only be done once. As such, 1
wanted to provide you with the search string so that you or a member of your team can advise if you
have any issues with it. If so, please let us know right away, so that we can have the collection run.
((BAM or approv* or acquisition* or acquire* or merger* or diligen* or "Fit Analysis" or "common
account*" or scrub or on board* or "on board*" or (conflict* and not (conflict* w/2 mineral*)) or
integrat* or "account protection" or "commission right*" or merg*) and (DocuSource or "docu-source"
or IBF or "Idaho Business Form*" or goibf or "Form System*" or KMMR or JDHRS or Mclaughlin or
TMclaughlin or McCormick or Dunn or Dunlap or mdunlap or (T3 and not (T3 w/2 mineral*)) or
Thurston or Tepl*)) or "Project Diamond"

Christopher S. Reeder, Esq.
Robins Kaplan, LLP
2049 Century Park East 1 Suite 3400 1 Los Angeles, CA 90067-3208
Tel: 310.229.54031 CSReeder@rkmc.com 1Fax: 310.229.5800
3
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Information contained in this e-mail transmission may be privileged, confidential and covered by the Electronic
Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. Sections 2510-2521.
If you are not the intended recipient, do not read, distribute, or reproduce this transmission.
If you have received this e-mail transmission in error, please notify us immediately of the error by return email
and please delete the message from your system.
Pursuant to requirements related to practice before the U.S. Internal Revenue Service, any tax advice contained
in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended to be used, and cannot be used, for purposes
of (i) avoiding penalties imposed under the U. S. Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or
recommending to another person any tax-related matter.
Thank you in advance for your cooperation.
Robins Kaplan LLP
http://www.robinskaplan.com

4
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Patricia M. Olsson, ISB No. 3055
C. Clayton Gill, ISB No. 4973
MOFFATT THOMAS
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 101h Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 345-2000
Facsimile: (208) 385-5384
Email: PMO@moffatt.com
CCG@moffatt.com

JAN 2 8 2016
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By AUSTIN LOWE
OCPUTY

James M. Mulcahy (Ca. SBN 213547)- pro hac vice

jmulcahy@mulcahyllp. com
Kevin A. Adams (Ca. SBN 23 9171) -pro hac vice

kadams@mulcahyllp. com
MULCAHYLLP
Four Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Telephone: (949) 252-9377
Facsimile: (949) 252-0090
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
PLAINTIFFS' SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO CHALLENGE
DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND
REDACTIONS

Plaintiffs,

v.

~)

l
l

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
INC., a Delaware corporation;
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a
Delaware corporation; TRESSA
MCLAUGHLIN, an individual; JAMIE
MCCORMICK, an individual; MICHAEL
DUNLAP, an individual; IDAHO
BUSINESS FORMS, INC. an Idaho
corporation; JAMES DUNN, an individual;)

PLAINTIFFS' SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO CHALLENGE
DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS- 0
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JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; FORM SYSTEMS INC.
dba DOCUSOURCE PRINT
MANAGEMENT, an Oregon corporation;
DELUXE CORPORATION, a Minnesota
corporation; and DOES 1-10,
Defendants.

l
)
)
)
~
~

)

Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises, Inc. ("T3 Enterprises") and Thurston Enterprises, Inc.
("Thurston") (collectively, "Plaintiffs"), hereby submit this supplemental brief in support of their
Motion to Challenge Defendants Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. ("SBS") and Safeguard
Acquisitions, Inc. ("SAl") (collectively, the "Safeguard Defendants"), Idaho Business Forms,
Inc., James Dunn and JDHRS, LLC (collectively, the "IBF Defendants"), Tressa McLaughlin,
Jamie McCormick, KMMR, LLC (collectively, the "KMMR Defendants"), Michael Dunlap's
("Dunlap") and Deluxe Corporations' Designations and Redactions.
In Plaintiffs' Motion, Plaintiffs Challenged the use of the attorney-client privilege
designation on documents which were produced but which had redactions. As described in
detail in the Motion, Plaintiffs challenged these designations on the grounds that the documents
concerned business advice and factual findings. Thus, the purpose of the conespondence was
not the facilitation or rendition of professional legal services under I.R.C.P. 26(b)(l).
For these reasons, Plaintiffs respectfully requested that the Court cany out an in camera
inspection of the privileged documents attached as Exhibit H to the Declaration of James M.
Mulcahy. However, the documents in Exhibit H only represented documents produced by
Defendants prior to November 13,2015 and in which the documents contained privilege
redactions. Based on this review, Plaintiffs believe that many of the documents produced by

PLAINTIFFS' SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO CHALLENGE
DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS -1
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Defendants after November 13, 2015 and documents withheld by Defendants in their entirety as
privileged were also wrongfully designated.
Pursuant to the authority presented in the Memorandum in support of Plaintiffs' Motion,
Plaintiffs challenge the use of the attorney-client privilege designation as to many of the (1)
documents withheld by Defendants in their entirety; and (2) documents produced (or withheld)
by SBS on November 13, 2015 and thereafter with the assistance of counsel for Deluxe.
Plaintiffs have asked counsel for Defendants to produce the withheld documents for an incamera inspection. (Declaration of Douglas R. Luther, , 2, Ex. C.)
Plaintiffs challenge the attorney-client privilege designation and respectfully request that
the Court conduct an in camera review as to the following documents withheld by Defendants in
their entirety:
PRIV00266-PRIV00267
PRIV00308-PRIV00311
PRIV00333-PRIV00334
PRIV00355-PRIV00356
PRIV00411
PRIV00472-PRIV004 77
PRIV00516-PRIV00517
PRIV00523-PRIV00524
PRIV00560-PRIV00561
PRIV00607-PRIV0061 0
PRIV00642-PRIV00643
PRIV00646-PRIV00648

PLAINTIFFS' SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO CHALLENGE
DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS- 2
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PRIV00653-PRIV00658
PRIV00678-PRIV00679
PRIV00692-PRIV00693
PRIV00736-PRIV00740
PRIV00745-PRIV00750
PRIV00763
PRIV00772-PRIV00773
PRIV00791
PRIV00803-PRIV00807
PRIV00813-PRIV00815
PRIV00848-PRIV00849
PRIV00888-PRIV00925
PRIV00929-PRIV00931
PRIV00947-PRIV00949
PRIV00980-PRIV00981
PRIVO 1026-PRIVO 1043
PRIV01 066-PRIV01 070
PRIVO 1083-PRIVO 1088
PRIV01091-PRIV01098
PRIV01161-PRIV01162
PRIV01165-PRIV01174
PRIV01234-PRIV01248
PRIV01287

PLAINTIFFS' SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO CHALLENGE
DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS - 3
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PRIV01298
PRIV01303
PRIV01344
PRIV01377-PRIV01379
PRIV01415
PRIV01424
PRIVO 1459-PRIVO 1465
PRIV01469
PRIV0151 O-PRIV01521
PRIVO 1532-PRIVO 1536
PRIV01548-PRIV01552
PRIVO 1555-PRIVO 1556
PRIV01558-PRIV01559
PRIV01564-PRIV01565
PRIV01577-PRIV01578
PRIV01583-PRIV01593
PRIV01596-PRIV01599
Plaintiffs also respectfully request that the Court conduct an in camera review of the
following documents produced on November 13, 2015 by SBS with the assistance ofDeluxe's
counsel:
PRIV00014-PRIV00015
PRIV00049-PRIV00088
DELUXE_ID-0000340

PLAINTIFFS' SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO CHALLENGE
DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS- 4
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DELUXE ID-0000425
DELUXE ID-0000531
DELUXE_ID-0000866
DELUXE ID-0000987
DELUXE ID-0000989
DELUXE ID-0000991
DELUXE ID-0001009
DELUXE_ID-0001 010
DELUXE ID-0001160
DELUXE ID-0002445
DELUXE ID-0002469
DELUXE ID-0003329
DELUXE ID-0003344
DELUXE ID-0003362
DELUXE_ID-0003438
DELUXE ID-0003474
DELUXE_ID-00034 78
DELUXE_ID-0003498
DELUXE_ID-0003508
DELUXE ID-0005237
(Luther Decl., ~ 4, Ex. D.)
Defendants have erroneously used the attorney client and work product privilege
designations. In the above documents, they appear to have been marked privileged where no
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legal advice was given or solicited. Instead, these documents regard business advice and factual
findings as to cross-over sales and commissions. Although Defendant and SBS General Counsel
Michael Dunlap may have been involved in preparing these factual findings, that does not make
the documents privileged. Dunlap has operated in a business role in at least three contexts: (1)
the due diligence of the IBF and DocuSource acquisitions; (2) monitoring cross-over customer
sales and commissions (including documents regarding customer scrubs); and (3) corresponding
with Plaintiffs and internally regarding whether there are cross-over customers (including
documents regarding account protection). The privilege designation and corresponding
redactions should be removed from these documents. Where the documents have been withheld,
they should be produced.
Furthermore, many of the challenged documents contain correspondence between
executives and employees at SBS and Deluxe without any involvement by any attorneys such as
Michael Dunlap or where Dunlap is merely copied. The use of the privilege designation is
questionable as the cotTespondence in question appears to be business in nature and concerns
business transactions and factual findings. Lastly, some of the documents are communicated to
third parties such as the United Safeguard Distributors Association (noted as "USDA Board")
and thus are not privileged.
For these reasons, in addition to the relief requested in the Motion, Plaintiffs respectfully
request that the Court:
(1) Carry out an in camera inspection of the privileged documents attached as Exhibit D
to the Supplemental Declaration of Douglas R. Luther; and
(2) Carry out an in camera inspection of the above numbered privileged documents
withheld by Defendants' in their entirety.
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01:22PM

FROM-Law Firm Of James Mulcahy

DATED: JANUARY 28,2016

+949 252 0090

T-237

P.001/001

F-709

MOr·'fA1'T, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK &
FIELDS,

CH RTERED

By:
C. Clayton Gill - Of the Firn1
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
DATED: January 28,2016

MULCAHYLLP

By:~
James M. Mulcahy
hac vice
~pro

Douglas R. Luther- pro hac vice
Attorneys for Plahitiffs

PLAINTIFFS' SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO CHALLENGE
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 28th day of January, 2016, I caused a true and correct
copy ofthe foregoing PLAINTIFFS' SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS to be served by
the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Steven F. Schossberger
Dane Bolinger
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main St., Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Facsimile (208) 954-5260
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendants

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
(X) E-Mail

Christopher S. Reeder (Pro Hac Vice)
Wesley W. Lew (Pro Hac Vice)
ROBINS KAPLAN LLP
2049 Century Park East Suite 3400
Los Angeles, CA 90067
Facsimile (31 0) 229-5800
WLew@RobinsKaplan.com
CReeder@RobinsKaplan.com
Attorneys for Deluxe Corporation

(
(
(
(

) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile
(X) E-Mail

C. Clayton Gill

PLAINTIFFS' SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO CHALLENGE
DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS- 8
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Patricia M. Olsson, ISB No. 3055
C. Clayton Gill, ISB No. 4973
MOFFATT THOMAS
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10111 Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83 702
Telephone: (208) 345-2000
Facsimile: (208) 385-5384
Email: PMO@moffatt.com
CCG@moffatt.com

CHR~STOPI-IER D. RICH, Clerk
By AUSTIN LOWE
OI!PUTV

James M. Mulcahy (Ca. SBN 213547) -pro hac vice

jmulcahy@mulcahyllp. com
Kevin A. Adams (Ca. SBN 239171)- pro hac vice

kadams@mulcahyllp. com
MULCAHYLLP
Four Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Telephone: (949) 252-9377
Facsimile: (949) 252-0090
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation
Plaintiffs,

v.

)

~
~)

l

Case No. CV -OC-1416400
SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF
DOUGLAS R. LUTHER
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO CHALLENGE
DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND
REDACTIONS

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
~
INC., a Delaware corporation;
)
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a ) [EXHIBIT D TO BE FILED UNDER SEAL]
)
Delaware corporation; TRESSA
MCLAUGHLIN, an individual; JAMIE
)
MCCORMICK, an individual; MICHAEL )
DUNLAP, an individual; IDAHO
)
BUSINESS FORMS, INC. an Idaho
)
corporation; JAMES DUNN, an individual;)
JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
)
company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited )
liability company; FORM SYSTEMS INC. )
dba DOCUSOURCE PRINT
)
MANAGEMENT, an Oregon corporation; )
DELUXE CORPORATION, a Minnesota ~
corporation; and DOES 1-10,
)
·Defendants.

~
SUPPLEMENTAL LUTHER DECL. ISO
MOTION TO CHALLENGE DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
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I, Douglas R. Luther, declare as follows:
1.

I am duly admitted to practice in the State of California and am an associate with

the firm ofMulcahy LLP. I am an attorney for Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston
Enterprises, Inc. I file this declaration in support ofPlaintiffs' Motion to Challenge Defendants
..J

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. ("SBS") and Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. ("SAl")
(collectively, the "Safeguard Defendants"), Idaho Business Forms, Inc., James Dunn and
JDHRS, LLC (collectively, the "IBF Defendants"), Tressa McLaughlin, Jamie McCormick,
KMMR, LLC (collectively, the "KMMR Defendants"), Michael Dunlap's ("Dunlap") and
Deluxe Corporations' Designations and Redactions.
2.

I reviewed Defendants' First Amended Privilege Log as well as Deluxe's First

and Second Privilege and Redaction Log. A true and conect copy of Defendants' First
Amended Privilege Log is attached hereto as Exhibit A. A true and conect copy of Deluxe's
First and Second Privilege and Redaction Log is attached hereto as Exhibit B. I have also
reviewed the documents produced by SBS, with the assistance of Deluxe's counsel, on
November 13,2015 and thereafter.
3.

In my review of Defendants' privilege logs I noted which documents did not

appear to be privileged. I also reviewed the redacted documents produced by SBS on November
13, 2015 and thereafter and put aside any document wherein it appeared that the document was
mistakenly produced as privileged. Based on my review of these documents and privilege logs I
prepared a list of documents for the Court to conduct an in camera review. I wrote to opposing
counsel on January 26, 2016, with the list of documents. A true and conect copy ofthat
conespondence is attached hereto as Exhibit C. In my conespondence I asked opposing counsel
to either withdraw the privilege designations as to these documents or provide copies for the
Court for an in camera inspection. Opposing counsel responded the next day noting that he
would see what they could do.
4.

I have attached true and correct copies of the redacted documents produced on

November 13, 2015 and thereafter by SBS, with the assistance of counsel for Deluxe, as Exhibit

D.
- 1SUPPLEMENTAL LUTHER DECL. ISO
MOTION TO CHALLENGE DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
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FROM-Law Firm Ot James Mulcahy

+949 252 0090

T-235

P.OOl/001

F-707

I declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the laws of the United States of America

and the State ofldaho that the foregoing is true and correct.
Executed this 28th day of January, 2016, at Irvine, Cali±bmia.

Douglas R. Luther

-2SUPPLEMENTAL LUTHER DECL. lSO
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 28th day of January, 2016, I caused a true and conect
copy ofthe foregoing SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF DOUGLAS R. LUTHER IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND
REDACTIONS to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Steven F. Schossberger
Dane Bolinger
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main St., Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Facsimile (208) 954-5260
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com

(
(
(
(

) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile
(X) E-Mail

Attorneys for Defendants

Christopher S. Reeder (Pro Hac Vice)
Wesley W. Lew (Pro Hac Vice)
ROBINS KAPLAN LLP
2049 Century Park East Suite 3400
Los Angeles, CA 90067
Facsimile (31 0) 229-5800
WLew@RobinsKaplan.com
CReeder@RobinsKaplan.com

(
(
(
(

) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile
(X) E-Mail

Attorneys for Deluxe Corporation

C. Clayton Gill

-3SUPPLEMENTAL LUTHER DECL. ISO
MOTION TO CHALLENGE DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
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Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Tayler Tibbitts, ISB No. 9212
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5260
Email: sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
ttibbitts @hawleytroxell.com
Attomeys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., and Idaho
corporation; THURSTON ENTERPRISES,
INC., and Idaho corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., a Delaware
corporation; Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc., a
Delaware corporation; Tressa McLaughlin, an
individual; Jamie McCormick, an individual;
Idaho Business Forms, Inc., and Idaho
corporation; James Dunn, an individual;
JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; and Does 1-10,
Defendants.

)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
DEFENDANTS' FIRST AMENDED
PRIVILEGE LOG

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

-------------------------------

DEFENDANTS' FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
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47140.0001.7653518.1

Pursuant to IRCP 26(b)(5)(A) defendants hereby submit the attached amended privilege
log of documents either produced in redacted fonn or withheld from production pursuant to a
claim of privilege, as identified below. Defendants reserve the right to amend or supplement this
log.
DATED THIS 18th day of September, 2015.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

By.'~~

Stev ~1 . Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Tayler Tibbitts, ISB No. 9212
Attorneys for Defendants

DEFENDANTS' FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 18th day of September, 2015, I caused to be served a
tme copy of the foregoing DEFENDANTS' PRIVILEGE LOG by the method indicated below,
and addressed to each of the following:
Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS,
CHTD
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10111 Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701-0829
[Attorneys for Plaintiffs]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Ovemight Mail
0 E-mail
D Telecopy

James M. Mulcahy (Admitted pro hac vice)
Kevin A. Adams (Admitted pro hac vice)
Mulcahy LLP
4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
Irvine, Califomia, 92614
[Attorneys for Plaint(ffs]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
0 E-mail:
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
kadamas@ mulcah yllp.com
D Telecopy: 949.252.0090

DEFENDANTS' FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
47140.0001.7653518.1
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T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. [Case No. CV·OC·1416400]
DEFENDANlS'FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG

September 29, 201S
Priv Log •

"I

u~tes Beg

I Bales End

Date

Email To

Email From

PRIV00029

•Dtller,Nicki•
7/21/2011l<nicki.diller@gCKafeguard.com>

PRIV00030

7/21/2011

PRIV00031

•Dunl<ap, Mlchi~eJ•
7/21/2011l<mdunl<ap@g0541fcguard com>

PRIV00032

7/21/2011

PRIV00033

7/27/2011I•Dircks. Peter" <pcter.dircks@deluxe.com>

EmaiiCC

•Dunlap, Mich3cJ•
<mdunlap@gos.1feguard.com>

"Skipper, Kevin•
<kskippcr@gosafl'guard com>

EmallSublec:t

USDA Board Notes

Desaiption
I
Privilege
rooil tocounc;cl providing the rt.'qUestcd
mfCHTnoltlon for the purpose of <:t.-cking legal
advice n.-garding mt.'Cting minult.'S.
!Attorney· Client
1Document pn.•p.:m.-d by counsel, Michae
Dunl.1p, reOt.'Cting privilt.•gcd mental
impressions of legal counc;cl reg&lrding
meeting minutes
Attorney· ~lient
rooil trom coun.c;cl SL'Cking information lor
the purp<Keof providing lcg<al<~dvicc
regarding mt.'Cting minutes.
Attorney· Client
IDocUmCnt prepared by counc;cl, Michilc
Dunl<ap, rcOt.'Cting privilegt.'f.l mental
impn.w;;sionsof leg<~ I counsel rcg&lrding
meeting minutes.
!Attorney· Client

I

•Morin, Thelma•
<tmorin@gosotfegWird.com>

"Sorrenti, J• <j sorrcnli@gOS<lfcgu<ard com>

IFW: USDA Board Notes

I

1·uuntap, MiChael
<mdunl<ap@gOS<lfegu<~rd.com>,

"Sorrenti, J•

<jsorrenti0g0501fegu.1rd.com>

Email to counsel SL>cklng lcg<al 01dvl~
regarding contr<~CI provlo;ion'l.
reflt.-ctinS privilcgt.-d ment.l
lmpn.'S!tion'i of leg01l counc;cl.
mail from cnuno;cl SL'Cking infurm<ation lor
the purp<Kc of providing lcg01l 01dvkc
usda boo rd notes
reg<arding meeting mlnutL>s.
1Document prep>~ red by counc;cl, Michilc
Dunl<ap, rcOt.'Cting privileged mcnlill
imprt.'S5ion.'i o!leg<al counsel rt.•garding
mt.-cting minutt.'S.
mailtrom counsel SL'Cking information tor
the pur~ of providing leg.1l advice
usda boo.rd nott.'S
regarding meeting minutes.
Document prcp.1rt.'d by counsel, Michile
Dunlap, rcOt.'Cting privilt.'gL-.J mcnt.ll
impression-; of lcgill counc;cl regarding
meeting minutes.
mali tocounc;cl providing the requested
mfOJ'Tl\iltic'IO for the purpoc;c of c;ccking legal
RE: usd<a bo.-trd notes
<advice reg<~rdmg rrn.>cling minutt.'S.
II.Jocument prepared by coun.c;ct, Michae
Dunlap, reOt.>cting priv•lcgt.'tl mcnto1l
impn.'SSions of lt.•gill counsel reg.uding
meeting minutes.
tnilillnlfn coun.o;ciS<.>cking infonn&~tion lor
the purpo$1.' of providing leg<~ I advice
u'ida boord note-;
Iregarding mt.>cting minutes.
llJOCumcnt prepared by coun-.cl, Micholc
Dunl01p. rcOt.'Cttng priviiL•gcd mcnt.ll
imprcs.o;ion.'i of legal coun.c:cl rcg;~rding
m..-ctlng mlnutt.'S
mail tocounc;cl providing the requested
information for the purpO'lC of St.'Cktng leg<al
USDA Board July 2011 nott.'S for your review !advice regarding mccttng minutt."l.
Document prcpart.-d by counsel, Mich::ac
Dunlap, rcflt.'Ciing pnvilcgt.-d mental
impn.>c;slon<i of legal counc;cl reg&lrding
meeting minutes,
SFG Contract/Policy Provisions

1Document

PRIV00034

7/27/2011

PRIV00035

7/2B/2011j<mdunl<~p@g0Si1feguard.c:om>

PR!V00036

7/11l/2011

PRIV00037

•Dunlap, Michaet•
7/2B/2011I<mdunli1p@gosafcgu.1rd com>

•Dun~p.

Michael•

I"I.Jiller,Nicki
<nicki.diller@gosafeguard.com>, ~Morin,
Thelma• <tmorin@gosafcgu<ard com>

~~Diller,

Nicki'
<nicki.diller@gOSOlfcgu<ard.com>, •Morin.
Thelma• <tmorin@gOS<Ifeguard com>

!Attorney· Client

IAttorney· Chent
JAttomey ·Client

IAttorney· Client
IAttorney· Client

1

PRIV00038

7/11l/2011

PRIV00039

•Diller, Nicki•
7/28/2011l<nlcki.dillcr@gosafcguard com>

PRIV00040

7/11l/2011

PRIV00041

•Dunlap, Michael•
7/2B/2011I<mdunli1p@gCKafcgu<~rd com>

PRIV00042

7/'11l/2011

PRIV00043

•Morin, Thclm<~"
7/28/2011l<tmorin@g0Si1fcgu.1rd com>

PR!V00044

7/11l/2011

PRIV00045

•Dunlap, Michaet•
7 /29/2011j<mdunlilp@gosotEeguard.com>

PRIV00046

7/29/2011

PRIV00047

•Morin, Thelma•
B/3/2011l<tmorin@g0Si1fegu<~rd com>

•Morin, Thelma"

PRIV00048

8/3/2011l<bnorin@gosof<oguanf.rom>

•Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafegu<~rd

com>

•Morin, Thelma•
<tmorin@go<>o~feguard

com>

•Dunl<~p,

USDA Board <usdi1@g0Si1feguard com>

Michilcl•

<mdunl<~p@gos<~fl•guard.com>

I

"Morin, Thelma•
<tmorin@gOS<l!cgu<~rd.com>

•Beadling. Steven"
<sbc<adhng@gOSilfegu<ard.com>

•Bc<~dling. Steven"
<sbcadling@gosafeguard.com>

usda boord notes

"Dunlap. Micholcl"
<mdunl01p@gosafeguard com>

•Dunlap, Mlch3cl•
<mdunl<~p@gos<~ft.'guard.com>

USDA Board Meeting Notes from July 12.
2011

USDA Board Meeting Note<> from July 12.
2011

Email from counc;cl providing legal advice
regarding draft of meeting mlnutt.o:;.
IDocument prep.1rl-d by coun'il'J, Michael
Dunl01p, reO&tlng privileged mental
Impressions of Icgill counsel regarding
meeting minutes.
mail to counsel providing information lor
the purpoo;cof <:t.>cklng lcgill Oldvicc
rcg<~rding USDA meeting minutes.

I

I

!Attorney· Client

!Attorney· Client

jAttomey ·Client

IAttorney· Client

jAttumey ·Client

JAttomey ·Client

IAttorney· Client
!Attorney· Client

!Attorney· Client

!Attorney· Client

Email to counsel providing requcstl.-d
information for the purpoc;c of :;c..>cking leg<~ I
advi~ regarding USDA mcctmg minutt.os.
IAttorney· Oicnt

001730

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. (Case No. CV·OC~1416400)
DEFENDANTS'FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
September 29, 2015

Priv Lo_g_l

Bates B~ I Ba~s End

Date

Email From

Email To

EmaiiCC

EmaiiSublect

Desai___l!!ion

Privi~

•ropclka. Michele"
<mpopclka@g:CKi1fcgua.rd.com>, "Solntos,
Kcllyc• <ksanWs@gOSilfcguard.rom>, "Jones,
Beth (GoSofoguord)"
<bjoncs@goc;a!cguard rom>, "Sutton, Scott"
<s!;utton@gCKi1fcgu<~rd.com>, "K<~pulc;ky,

Abc" <<~be kapulsky@gosafcguard rom>,
"Robison, Tcny•
<troblc;on@gDS<~fegu<~rd.com>,

"Dunlap, Michael"

PRIV00049

8/9/2Dlll<mdunJ,p@gosofoguord.com>

PRIVOOOSO

8f9/2D11

PR!VOOOSl

"Santos. Kellye•
8/9/2011l<ksantos@gOSilfcguard.com>

PR!V00052

8/9/'2JJ11

"Roggenkamp, M<~rk"
<mroggt..-nkamp@gos;~fcgU<Jrd.com>

r

"Sorrenti, <j.sorrentl@gOS<Jfcgu<Jrd com>,
"D1llcr,Nicki"
<nicki.d•llcr@gOS<Jfcgu<~rd com>

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gOSilfcguard.com>

usdiJ board notes

RE: usd<J board notes

Em<~il from coun.o;cl providing leg<~! ndvioo
reg<~rding droll of USDA mt.-cling minutt.'S.
Attorney· Oicnl
IDOc-..imcnfp-rcp;iii>d b)'Cfitiri.'oel, Mich.iC
Dunl<~p, reflt.>cting privilcgt."ll mental
Impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.
Attorney- Client
rNil torounsel providing inforrrt;~lion lor
the purpoc;e of seeking legal ndvice
Attorney- Client
regarding mt.-cting mlnult.'S
tl<ichrriCrit tO piiVilege-roniinUniCiltiori to
counsel providing ndvlcc rcg<1rdlng droft of
mt.-cting minutes.
!Attorney- Client

"Jorn.-s. Beth (GoSafcgunrd)"
<bjoncs@gosafeguilrd com>, "Popelka,
Michele" <mpopelka@gOSO'lfeguilrd com>,
"Robison. Terry•
<trobison@gOS<Jfegu<~rd.com>,

PR!V00053

"Dunlap, Michael"
8/1D/2011I<mdunlap@gCKi1fcguard.com>

PR!V00054

8/10/'2JJ11

"Roggenkamp, Mark"

PRIVOOOSS

8/10/2011l<mroggcnk<~mp@gCKi1fcgui1rd.com>

PRIV00056

8/10/'}J)ll

"Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mroggenkamp@gCKafegU<Jrd com>,
"K<~pulsky, Abc"
<abc kapulsky@gosafeguard com>, "Sutton. I"S.lntos. Kellyc•
Scott• <ssutton@gosa.fcguilrd.com>
<ksantostilgosa.fcguilrd.com>

"Dunlilp, Michael•
<mduni<Jp@gCKi1fegui1rd com>

usda board nolL'S

FW: u'ida boolrd notes

ErNil from counsel providing lcgal01dvlcc
regarding dro!t of USDA meeting minutes.
llJocument prep.uL'i.J by counr;ct, Michael
Dunlo1p, reOecting privllcgL>d mental
impressions of legal rouno;cl regarding
USDA mL>cting minutes

!Attorney· Client

!Attorney- Client

Ematl to coun.o;cl providmg mqucsted
i.nfortTiiltion for the purpose of seeking legal
advK'C n.-garding USDA m•>cting minutt...;.
IAttorney- Client
II.Jocument pn.•po~rt.od by coun-.cl, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting priviiL•gcd mental
impression.-; of legal couno;cl regarding
USDA mL-cting minutes.
IAttorney~ Client

"}onc:i, Beth (Gc&fcguard)"
<bjones@gosa.fegu<~rd.com>, •ropelk<~.

PR!V00057

"Dunlap, Michael•
B/10/2011l<mdunlap@gCKi1fcgui1rd.com>

PR!VOOOSB

8/10/2Dll

PR!V00059

"jones, Beth (GoSofogu•rd)"
8/10/2011l<bjones@gosafcguard com>

PR!V00060

B/10/2Dll

001731

PRIV00061

"Dunlap, Michael"
8/10/2011l<rndunli1p@goc;olfcguard com>

Mu:helc" <mpopelka@gCKafcguard.com>,
"Robison, Terry•
I"Roggenk<~mp, Mark"
<trobison@gDS<~feguard.com>, "Sutton, Scott" <mroggenkamp@gOSilft.-guard.com>,
<ssutlonftgosaft.-gu<~rd rom>. "Kapulsky,
"Santos, Kcllye•
Abc" <abc.kapulsky@gCKafcguilrd.com>
<ksantCK@gCKafeguard com>

"Dunlap, Michael"
<rndunlap@gOS<Jfcguard.com>

"Popelka, Michele•
<mpopelka@gosafeguard com>, •K<Jpulsky,
Abc" <ilbc.kapulsky@gOSilfcguilrd.com>,
"Robison, Terry•
<trobiwn@gosa.feguard rom>

usda board notes

FW: usdiJ board notes

"Roggenkamp, M<~rk•
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>,
"Sutton, Scott" <Rtulton@gosafcguard.com>,
"Jones. Beth (GoSafcguard)"
<bjont.'S'Ogosafeguard com>. "Somtos, Kellyc"
<ksantos@gosafcguard com>. "Diller, Nicki"
<nicki dillcr@gosa.fcguilrd.com>
lusdil board notes

Email from coun~l providing IL•gal ndvicc
regarding drofl of USDA meeting minute<O.
IDocument prepo~rt.>d by C(lUno;cl, Michae
Dunlap. rcflt.'Cttng privilcgt.'f.l mental
imprc:;.c;ion..c; of legal rounc;el regarding
USDA mt.>ctlng mlnutL..;.

!Attorney- Oicnt

IAttorney- Client

Emailtorouno;cl providing n-qut.">ted
lnformatlnn for the purpoo;c nf seeking legal
advice reg11rdlng USDA mt.>ctlng minult.'S.
IAttorney- Client
IDocument prcp<~red by counc;cl, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privllegt.>d mental
impn.'S.o;ion.<O of legal counc;cl reSilrding
USDA meeting minutes.
IAttorney- Client

ErNil from counsel providing lcS41l ndvicc
regilrding draft of USDA meeting minutes.

Attorney~

Olent

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. (Case No. CV-OC-1416400)
DEFENDANTS'FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
September 29, 2015
Prlv Log II

PRIV00062

I

Bates Beg

I

Bates End

Date

Email From

Email To

EmaliCC

Email Subiect

8/10/2011

PRIV00063

•ropclka, Michele•
8/10/2011l<mpopclka@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00064

8/10/2011

PRIV00065

•Dunlap, Michael•
8/10/2011l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00066

8/10/2011

PRIV00067

•Diller, Nicki•
8/10/2011l<nicki ddler@gosa.fcgll.1rd com>

PRIV00068

8/10/2011

PRIV00069

•Dunlap, Michael•
8/10/2011l<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00070

8/10/2011

PRIVOOOn

B/11/2D11I•Sorrenu,

PRIV00072

8/11/2011

PRIV00073

•Dunlap, Mlchact•
8/11/2011l<mdunlap@g()<;,j]fcguard.com>

PRIV00074

8/11/2011

•Dunlap, Mlch.':leJ•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

RE: usda board notes

•DiJler,Nic::ki•
<nickl.dillcr@go<>afeguard.com>

Fw: usda board notes

•Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

"Sorrenti,

RE:board notcs80911 (3) docm

r <j.sorrenti@gosafeguard.com>

FW: board notes 80911 (3).docm

Desaiption
llJocument prepared by counsel, Michae
Dunlap, refl1.>cting priviiL'gL'I.I menta.!
impll$Sions of h.'gal counsel rL>g&~rdsng
USDA mL>cling minutes

Privilege

Attorney- Client

Ematl to counsel providing requested
infrtrtnatioo for the purpo"-C of seeking legal
!Attorney- Client
advice regarding USDA mL-cling minutes.
!Document prepar~.>d by coun<:t.>l, Mich.1e
Dunlap. reflL>cling privileg1.>d ment.:JI
impn.>ssions of legal counsel n.'g<lrding
USDA meeting minutes.
!Attorney- Client
Email from counsel provldin1; legal advice
regarding draft of USDA ITII.'t'ting minutes.
!Document prepan>d by counsel, Michael
Dunlap, reflecting privilcget..l menta. I
impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.
Email to counsel providmg requestL-d
information for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding USDA meeting minutes.
llJocument prepared by counsel, Michae
Dunlap, refl1.>cting privileged mental
impn.w;slons of legal counsel regarding
USDA m1.-cting minutes.

!Attorney- Oient

!Attorney- Client

IAttorney- Client
Attorney- Client

Errmll from counsel providing legal 01dvicc
regarding drnft of USDA meeting minutes.
Attorney- Client
1uocument prcpar1.>d by counsel, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting pnvilcgcd mental
impn.ossfono; of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.
Attorney- Client
mail ch.lin torounscl 'iCCking legal advire
regarding draft mL-cting minute<;,
ttachment to privilegt.-d email to counsc
providing Information for the purpose of
S<.'Cking legal advice regarding draft meeting
minutC<>.

I
I

r <J-o;orrentr@gosafegu.. ro com>

PRIV00075

'Jonos, Beth (GoSafoguan!)'
B/11/2011l<bjoncs.@gosafcguo.rd.com>

PRIV00076

8/11/2011

PRIV00077

•Dtller,Nicki•
8/11/2011l<nlcki.diller@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00078

8/11/2m1

PRIV00079

•Dunlap, Michael•
8/14/2011l<mdunlap@gosafcguard com>

001732

PRIVOOOBO

8/14/2011

PRIVOOOBl

•DUnl5p.MiCh.1C:
8/17/2011 <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00082

8/17/2011

I

·uunlap;Michacl"
<mdunt.. p@gosafeguard.com>

RE: board notes 80911 (3) docm

•Diller, Nicki•
<nlcki.dtllcr@gosafeguard.com>, •jorn.><>. Beth
(GoSafeguartW <bfonestigosafcgunrd com>

Fw: board nolL'S 80911 (3).docm

l

•rnner, Nicki•
<nick! ddlerfigosafeguard com>

•Dunlap, Mtchael•
<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

•Dunlap. Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard com>

•jones, Beth {Go.Safcguardt
<bjoncs@gosafL>guard com>

-sorrcnti,jM <jRo;orrcntl@g<Kafeguard com>

•Morin, Thelma•
<tmorin@gCKafeguOird.com>

rMorin. Thelma
<tmorin@gosa.fL'guard.com>

-sot-rcnti, J• <j.sorrcnti@gosa(eguard com>

FW: board notes 80911 (3} dtlCTTI

RE: boolrd notes 80911 (3} docm

Em.-ul from couno;cl providing legal advice
reg.arding draft of USDA mC'Cting minute<;.
!Document prepar1.-d by counsel, Mich.lcl
Dunlap. rcflL>cting privileged mental
imp~iono; of k•gal couno;cl n•garding
USDA meeting minut1.>s.

IAttorney- Client

IAttorney- Client

Email to counc;cl providing rcquL'SIL-d
information for the purpoo;c of ~-eking legal
advice regarding USDA mL>cling minull.">.
!Attorney- Client
'OCument prepar1.>d by coun~·l. Michae
Dunlap. ref11.'Cting pnviiL'&L-d mental
imprcssion.o;of legal rounc;cl r"garding
USDA mt.>cling minutes.
Attorney· Client
Email to counsel providmg requL>stcd
Information for the pu~ of St.-eking IL>g&~l
advice regarding USDA mL-cling minuiL'S.
Document prep&~n.>d by coun-.cl, Mictl.le
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
lmp~lon.o; of legal roun<:el regarding
USDA meeting minutL">.

I

IAttorney- Client
Attorney- Client

Email from roun<:el providing legal advice
Usda board notes
)regarding draft of USDA mN!ting minut~.
Attorney- Oicnt
!Document prepared by coun.c;cl, Michacl
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
tmpn.'SSions of legal counsel n.>garding
USDA ITII.'Ctlng minutes.
Attorney- Client
IRE: USDA Boord August 2011 nolL'S for your Email from couno;cl providtng legal advice
review
regarding draft rm-cting minutes.
r011t ITII.'Cting minuiL'!o reflecting legal advire
ofrounc;cl.

I

T3 Enterprfses, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al.(case No. CV·OC·1416400)
DEFENDANTS' FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
September 29, 201S
Priv Log II

I

Bates Beg

I

Bates End

Date

Email From

Email To

EmaliCC

Email Subiect

Dficription

Privi~

'"Dunlap, Michael'"
<mdunl<~p@gCKafegu<~rd.com>, '"Jones.

Beth
<bjorn.-s@gos.afcguard com>,
Abc'"
<abe kapulo;kyftgOS<lf~uard com>,
'"Popelka, Michele'"
<mpopclka@gos.afeguard rom>, '"Roblo;on,
Tt..'fT)''" <troblson@gCKafcguard rom>,
'"Roggenkamp, Mark'"
<mroggenknmp@go11.1fcgunrd rom>,
"S.1ntos, Kcllye•
<ksa.ntos@g05.1f~uard.rom>, '"Sutton. Scott•
I<ssutton@gCKafeguard.com>

FW: Draft Agenda

1-:;uuon, SCou;r <s.o;Uuon@gOQfcguard.rom>,
'"Kapulsky, Abc'"
<<~bc.kapulsky@gosa.fcguard com>,
'"Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mmggenkamp@g()Qfeguard com>,
'"Robison, Terry•
'"Jones, Beth (Gc&feguard)•
<troblson@gosafcgu<~rd.com>, "S.1ntos,
<bjoncs@gos.aft..-guard rom>, '"Popelka,
Kellye• <k.c;antos@gosafcguilrd com>
Michele'" <mpopelka@gosafcguard.com>

usda board notes

•Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard rom>

RE: usda board notes

(GoS.lfegu<~rd)'"
'"K<~pulsky,

PRIVDD083

B/23/2011I'"Sorrenti, J• <j.sorrcntl@go<>afcguard.rom>

PR!V00084

8/23/2011

PR!VDDOSS

'"Dunlap, Michael'"
9/16/2011l<mdun1.1p@gosafcguard.com>

PR!V00086

9/16/2011

PR!VDD087

'"Santos, Kellye•
9/16/2011l<ksantos@gosafcguard.rom>

PR!VDD088

9/16/2011

PRIVDD089

'"Dunlilp, Michael•
9/16/2011l<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

PR!V00090

9/16/2011

PR!V00091

•Roggcnk.amp, Mark'"
9/20/2011l<mroggcnkamp@gosaft..-guard.rom>

PRIV00092

9/20/2011

!"Roggenkamp. Mark~
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.rom>,
•Kapulsky, Abc•
<a.bc.kapulsky@gosafcguard rom>,
•Robison, Terry•
<trobl'ion@goo;afcguard rom>

Em.11l to rouno;d providing infotn'IOition for
the purJXl$C of St..'Cking k-gill advice
regarding USDA meeting draft agenda.
!Attorney· Client
IDocument prepart.'ll by jj. Sorrenti providing
infClftTliltion for the purp<KC of seeking lcg.1l
advice regarding USDA ml!t!tlng draft
!Attorney· Client
agenda.

Email from counsel St..'Ckmg lnform.1tion for
the purpose of providing legill advice
regarding mt..'Cting minute<>.
Attorney· Client
'ocument prepared by counsel, Michael
Dunlap, reOt..>ctmg privilcgc..J mental
imprcc;sions of legal counsel rcga rding
!Attorney· Client
meeting minutt..-s
mail to counsel providing the requested
information for the purpose uf seeking legal
adv1cc regarding rm.'Cting minutes.
!Attorney· Client
IIJocument prcpan>d by counsel, Mic:hae
Dunlap, reOt..>ctmg privllegt..-d mental
impression<; of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.
Attorney· Client

'opclka, Michele'
<mpopclk.a@gosafeguard rom>, "Sutton,
Scott'" <ssutton@gosafcguilrd.rom>, •jones,
Bclh (GoS.lfcguord)"
<bj~gosafegua.rd.rom>, "Santos,

Kcllyc•

<k.c;.a.ntos@gosafcguard.rom>

"Dunlap, Michael'"
<mdunlap@gosafcgua.rd.rom>

(usda board notes

FW: usda board notes

Ema1l from counsel St.-eking information for
the purpo<;eof providing legal advice
n-garding mt..'Cling minute<o
IAttorney· Chent
1Document prep.1rcd by couno;cl, Michae
Dunlap. reOecting privileged mental
lmpf'C",Siono; of legal counc;el regarding
mt..'Cting mlnult..><;,
IAttorney· Client
mail to couno;crpmVidiiig til.·- n-<{Ut..~cd
Information for the purpCKC of <;t..'Cking k-gal
ildvlcc regarding mt..'Cting mlnutt..-s.
IAttorney· Client
IDocument prepared bycoun.c;el, Michae
Dunlap, rcOecting privileg~.-d mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutt..-s.
!Attorney- Client

'"Roggt..>nkamp. Mark•
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>, '"Jones.
Bclh (GoS.lfcguard)"

001733

PR!V00093

'"Dunlap, Michael'"
9/20/2011l<mdunla.p@gosafcguard.com>

PR!V00094

9/20/2011

PR!V00095

'"Dunlap, Michael'"
9/20/2011j<mdunla.pfilgosafcguard com>

PR!V00096

9/20/2011

'"Kapulsky, Abc•
<abc.ka.pulo;ky@gosafcguard rom>,
'"Rob1son, Terry•
<troblson@gosafcguard.com>

•Diller, Nicki•
<nlcki.dlllcr@gosafcgu<~rd.rom>

<bjoncs@gosafcguard rom>, •Popelka,
Michele'" <mpopclko:a@gosafeguard.com>,
"Sutton, Scott'" <ssutton@gosa.fcgu<~rd.rom>.
"S.1ntos, Kellye•
<ksantosftgosaf~uilrd,rom>, •oilfer, Nicki•
Iusda board nolt..'S
<nicki.dillcr@gosafegua.rd.rom>

I"Morin. Thelma
<tmorin@gosafeguilrd.com>, "Sorrcnti,r
<j~o;orrenti@go.c;.a.fcguard rom>

u'itb board notes

Email from roun.c;el seeking inforrNlion for
the purpoo;e of providing legal.1dvice
!Attorney· Client
regarding meeting minutes.
1Document prcpilrcd by coun.c;el, Mic:hac
Dunlap, rcOccting privileged mental
impressions of legal roun.c;el regarding
Attorney· Client
meetmg minutes.
mail trom counst..'l scCkirig i1\formation tor
the purpoc;c of providing legill advice
regarding meeting minute<;.
!Attorney· Client
1Document prepilrt..'d by counsel, Michael
Dunlap, reOecting privileged mental
imp!'C'iSion.<~~ of legal rounc;el regarding
m~.-ctlng minutt..-.;.
JAtt(lfT\CY ·Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et ai.(Case No. CV·OC·1416400)

DEFENDANTS'FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
September 29, 2015

PriV LOg-~ -1

B.Jtes Beg

I

Bates End

Date

Email To

Em:til From

PRIV00097

·omer,Nicki•
9/20/201ll<nkki dillcr@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00098

9/20/2011

PRIV00099

•Dunlap, Michael•
9/20/201ll<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00100

9/20/2011

PRIVOOIOI

•Dt!ler,Nicki•
9/20/2011j<nldd diller@gosafcguard com>

PRIV00102

9/20/2011

•Dunlap, Michael•

PRIV00103

9/20/2011j<mdunlap@go<:ilf~uard.com>

PRIV00104

9/20/2011

PRIVOOIOS

9/26/201ll<mdunlap@goc;<~feguard.com>

PRIV00106

9/26/2011

PRIV00107

•Roggenkamp, Mark•
9/26/201ll<mroggcnkamp@gCKafeguard.com>

PRIVOOIOS

9/26/2011

PRIVOOI09

~uunlap, Michae
9/27/2011 <mdunlap@go-;a(eguard com>

PRIV00110

9/27/2011

EmailCC

•Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

I

•Diller, Nicki•
<nickl.diller@gosafeguard.com>

I

Email Subiect

IRE: usda board nok.-s

IRE: usda board notes

•Dunl.1p, MkhilCJ•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

I

•Morin, Thelma•
<tmorin@gmafcguard.rom>

·omer,Nic:ki•
l<mckl dlllcr@gOS:Ifcguard.rom>. "Sorrenti,J•
<j.sorrcnti@gmafeguard.com>
(usda board notes

IRE: usda board notes

•Roggenkamp, Mark•
•Dunlap, Michael•

<mmggcnkamp@gDS:~feguard.com>,

"Sorrenti, j• <Jsorrcnti@go-;afeguard com>

I

(usda board notc'i

rounliJ-p;- Mich~l~

l

PRIV00111

•ounbp, Michael•
9/27/201ll<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00112

9/27/2011

PRIV00113

•oun1.1p, Michael•
9/27/2011j<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00114

9/27/2011

<mdunlap@gDS:~feguard.com>,

"Sorrcnti,r

<j.sorrcntiftgDS:~feguard com>

J"Morin, Thclnu
<tmorin@gCKafcguard.com>

"Sorrenti, J• <j.sorrentlfilgDS:~feguard.com>,
•Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggenkilmp@gosafcguard com>

•Jackson. Tim (Safeguard Partner)•
<tjackson@jacksonsystcms.nct>

I

(FW: usda board notes

I

(usda board notes

I

Iusda board notes

I

IRE: USDA Board September 2011 notes for
your review

lkscription
mail to counc;cl providing the requested
information for the purpo-;c of St.-eking legal
ildvicc n.-garding mccting minutes
1Document prepared by counsel, Mich.ac
Dunl.1p, rcflt.-cting privileged mental
lmpre'iSion'i of legal coun~l regarding
mccling mlnutt.....
mail from cnunc;cl o;ceking information lor
the purJ."CKC of providing legal advice
n-garding rrn.octlng minutes.
IDocument prepared by counc;cl, Michae
Dunlap, refiL-ctlng prlvilt.•gL'<l ment.1l
impn.><>Sionsof legal coun~l regarding
meeting minutes,
rmiltorounscl providing the n.>qUL>Stcd
lnformalltm for the purpose of s~.-cklng leg:~ I
advkc reg.1rdlng meeting minute<:
llJocument prepar1.>d by coun~l. Michae
Dunlap, refle1:tlng privileged mental
impres..;ion.'i of leg:~ I counc;cl regarding
meeting mlnuk....

Privilege

jAUomcy ·Client

!Attorney- Client

jAuorney ·Client

JAttorney ·Client

jAttomcy ·Client

!Attorney· Client

Ermil from counsel <o~.ockmg lnfornution for
the purpo<;e of providing leg.1l advice
rcg:~rding meeting minutes
!Attorney- Client
Document prcp.1r1.>d by coun.c;cl, Micho!c
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
imprcs.o;ion.'i of leg.1l coun.c;cl n.-garding
meeting minut1.'S.
!Attorney- Client

I

Email from coun~l seeking information for
the pUI"JX"iCOf pmvidmg lct;al advice
regarding meeting minutl.-....
1Document prepared by coun.'iC'I, Michael
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impression" of leg:~ I roun.c;cl reg.1rding
meeting minutes.
mail tncnun.c;cl providing the n.>qUL"itcd
information for the pui'J'O'iC of c;ccking legal
advice regarding meeting minutes
jOocument prepared b)' cnunc;cl, Mich.1e
Dunlap. rcfk-cting privilegL'<l mental
impn.'SSions of legal rounscl regarding
mccting minutes
mail from coun.c;cl providing legal advice
regarding rrn.octing minutes.
1Document prepart.>d by counsel, Mich.1e
Dunlap, rcfle1:ting pnvilcgcd mental
impTCl'Sions of leg:~ I counc;cl regarding
meeting m1nutes.
Enuil from cnunc;cl 'il.'Cklng information for
the purpoc;e of providing legal advice
regarding meeting minull.'.'i.
1uocument prep:~ red by counc;cl, Michac
Dunlap, rcfk-cting privik•ged mental
imprc.s.'ilon.o; of legal cnunc;cl regarding
meeting minutes.
rmil from counc;cl St.>cking information lor
the purpose of providing leg:~ I advice
n.-garding rm.octing minutes.
1Uocument prepared by counc;cl, Mich.ae
Dunlap, reflecting privik-gcd mental
impn.>ssion'i of legal counsel regarding
meeting mlnut1.'.'i.

!Attorney· Client

!Attorney· Client

!Attorney· Cllenl

jAIIorney ·Client
jAttomcy- Client

!Attorney- Chen!

jAttomcy- Client

!Attorney· Client

!Attorney· Client

JAttomcy ·Client

001734

"SantCK, Kcllye•
<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>, •ropclk.a,
Michele• <mpopclka@gOS:IfL'gWrd.com>,
")one<, Beth (C.oSofcguard)"
<bjoncs@gosafeguard com>, "Sutton, Scota<ssutton@gOS:Ifeguard.rom>, •Robison,
Teny• <trobison@gOS:Ifeguard.com>,
•Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggcnkamp@gosaf~uard.com>,

PRIV00115

•ounbp, Michael•
10/12/2011j<mdunlap@gOS:Ifcguard.com>

~K:~pulsky,

Abc•
<abe.kapulsky@gos:lfeguard.com>

~·Diller, Nicki•

<nkki diller@gDS:~fcguard.com>, -sorrcnti,J•
<j.sorrenti@gosaft.-guard.com>
(usda board nok'.'i

Email from coun~l ~king lnforrmtlon for
the purposed providing leg<~ I advice
regarding rrn.octing mlnut1.'S.
!Attorney- Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. [case No. tv·OC-1416400)
DEFENDANTS'FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
September 29, 2015

Prlv Log I

I

Bates Beg

I

Bates End

Dode

PRIV00116

10/12/2il11

PRIV00117

•Santos, Kellye•
10/12/2011j<k.c;antos@gosafeguard com>

PRIVOOI18

10/12/2011

PRIV00119

•Dunlap. Michael•
10/13/2011j<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00120

10/13/2il11

PRIV00121

•Roggenkamp. Mark•
10/13/2011l<mroggcnkamp@gosafeguard com>

PRIV00122

10/13/2il11

PRIV00123

Email To

Email From

•Dunlap, Miclt.1el•
10/13/2011j<mdunlap@goc;afeguard com>

EmaiiCC

Email Sublect

•Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gnsafeguard.com>

RE: usda board notes

'Jones, Beth (GoSafegu•rd)'
<bjones@gosafeguard.com>, •Roggenkamp,
Mark• <mroggenkamp@gnsafeguard com>,
•Popelka, Michele•
<mpopelka@gD'>ilfeguard.com>, •sutton,
Scott• <ssutton@gosafcguard rom>,
•Kapulsky, Abe•
<abe,k.apul<>ky@gosafcguard.com>,
•Robison, Terry•
I"SantO'i, Kellye•
<ksantCIS@gosafeguard.com>
<trobison@gos.-..feguard com>

usda board notes

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

•jones, Beth (GoSafcguard)•
<bjoncs@gosafL>guard .com>, •Popelka.
Michele• <mpopelka@gosafcguard com>,
•Robi!>On, Terry•
<trobison@gosa.fcguard.com>, •Kapulsky.
IAbc" <abe.kapulsky@gosafeguard.com>,
"Sutton, Scou• <ssutton@gos.afcguard com>

FW: usda board notes

•Roggenkamp. Mark•
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>,
"Santos, Kellye•
<k.'IOlntos@gosafeguard com>

Iusda board notC'i

Description
Privilege
JUoc:ument prepared by counsel, Michael
Dunlap. refledmg pnvilegL>d mental
impressions of k>gal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.
jAnomey- Client
mail to counsel providing the requested
infOf'lTIOltion for the purpoc;e Clf seeking legal
advice regarding meeting minutes.
jAttomey- Client
JUoc:ument prepared by coun.<.el, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting pnvlleged mental
impressions of legal counsel rL•garding
meeting minutes,
IAttorney- Cli~nt

Em.1il from counc:el ~king in!orrNtinn for
the purpoo;eof providing legal advice
regarding mt.'t!tlng mlnutl'S.
jDocument preparl'd by c:oun..cl, Midl<lel
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
imprcssinn.'l of legal coun.'ICI n-garding
meeting minutes.
mail to counsel providing the requested
inforro<1tion for the purpose of SL'Cking legal
advice regarding meeting minutes.
1Document prcpan'd by counsel, Michael
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impression'! of legal counsel regarding
mL-cting minuiL'S.

Ema1l from coun.'ICI seeking information for
the purpose of providing leg<tl advice
regarding meeting minutes.
Document prepared by couri-.cl, Michad
Dunlap. reflecting privileged mental
imprcs.'llon.'l of legal counsel regarding
IT\l'Cting minutL'S.
m.1il to coun'ICI providing the requested
infnrmatinn for the purpn'IC of seeking legal
advice regarding TnL'Cting minutL'S.
1uocument prcp.lrL"'J by cnun.'ICI, Michae
Dunlap, reflL-<:ting privik•gL...J mental
impn.....,.ion<> of k1;al coun'ICI regarding
meeting mlnutC'i.
mail tocounc;cl providing the n.-qucslf..'d
infnrmation for the purpoc;c nf seeking legal
advice regarding meeting minutes.
JDocument prepared by c:oun'ICI, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel n.•garding
meeting mlnuk>s.

!Attorney· Client

jAttomcy ·Client

!Attorney- Client

!Attorney- Client

jAttnmcy ·Client

1

PRIV00124

10/13/2m1

PRIV00125

10/13/2011I"Sutton, Scott• <ssuuonOgos.1feguard com>

PRIV00126

10/13/2il11

PRIV00127

"Popelka. Michele•
10/13/2011j<mpopclka@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00128

10/13/2il11

001735

PRIV00129

"Dunbp, Michael"
10/13/2011j<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00130

10/13/2il11

PRIV00131

"Diller, Nicki"
10/13/2011l<nicki diller@gosa.!eguard com>

"Dunlap, MicMcl"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

I

RE: usda board noll'S

~·Dunlap, Michael"

<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

"jorn.:s, Beth (GoSafeguard)"
I<bjoncs@gosafegu<~rd com>, "Robison,
Terry• <trobison@gnsafeguard com>

RE: usda board notes

"Sutton, Scott" <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>,
"Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>,
"Santos. Kcllyc•
<ksantos@gosafcguard com>, •Kapulsky,
Abc" <abc.kapulsky@gosa.fct,ruard.com>,
•Popelka, Michele"
<mpopclk.a@gosafcguard.com>
(usda board notes

~·Dunlap, Michael"

<mdunlap@gosareguard rom>

RE: u:;da board

not~

jAUnmcy ·Client

jAttomcy ·Client

!Attorney- Client

jAttorney ·Client

!Attorney- Chent

Email from counsciS4..'Cklng information for
the purpose of providing legal advice
regarding meeting mlnuiC'i.
!Attorney· Client
II.Joc:ument prepared by cnunc;cl, Michael
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impn.'SSions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutl-s.
!Attorney· Client
mail to counsel providing the n.-qucstcd
information for the purpose nf seeking legal
advice rcg<~rding meeting minutes.
!Attorney· Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al.(case No. CV·OC-1416400)

DEFENDANTS' FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
September 29, 201S

Priv Log I

Bates Beg I

Bates End

Date

Email From

PRIV00132

10/13/2011

PRIV00133

•ounlap, Micllol,cl•
10/13/20ttl<mdunlap@gosafeguard com>

PRJV00134

10/13/2011

PRIV00135

t0/13/20ttl<bjones@gosafegunrd.com>

PRIV00136

10/13/2011

PRIV00137

•Dunlap, Michael•
10/13/201tl<mdunlap@gosafegunrd.rom>

PRIV00138

10/13/2011

'Joncs,Bclh (G<&lcgu•nl)'

PRIV00139

•Dunlap. Michael•
11/9/20ttl<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00140

11/9/2011

PRIV00141

•Roggenkamp, Mark•
11/9/20ttl<mroggcnbmpfilgosafeguard com>

PRJV00142

11/9/2011

PRIV00143

•Dunlap, Mic~t·
11/9/201tl<mdunl.lp@gosafeguanl.com>

PRIV00144

11/9/2011

PRIV00145

'Joncs,llclh (G<&lcgu•nl)'
11/9/2011l<bjon<5@gosolegunrd rom>

PRIV00146

11/9/2011

001736

PRIV00147

•Dunlap, Michael•
11/9/20ttl<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00148

11/9/2011

Email To

"Sorrenti, j• <J.sorrentl@g(K&'Ifegunrd.com>

I

Email CC

•Morin, Thelma•
l<tmorin@g0So1feguard.com>

•Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlnp@gosafeguard.com>

•omer,Nickl•
<nlckl.diller@gosafegunrd.com>

•Popelka, Michele•
<mpnpclka@g(K&'Ifeguard.cnm>, •jones. Beth
{GoSafegunnJ)• <bjom.-s@gosafcguard com>,
"SantO<!, Kcllye•
<ksantnsftgosafeguard.com>, •Robio;on,
Terry• <tmbl!:f~n@g(l<;Olfcguard.cnm>,
"Sutton. Scott• <ssulton@gosaf~ard.com>

usda board notes

FW: usda board notes

I

•jorn.-s, Beth (GoSafeguard)"
<bjonc<;@gosafeguard com>, •Popelka,
Michele• <mpopclka@gosafcguard com>,
"SantO<!, Kcltye•
<ksantos@gosafcguard.com>, •Roggenkamp,
Mark• <mroggenkampfilgocoafeguard com>,
•Robison, Terry•
<trobison@gosafeguard com>, "Sutton,Srott•I"Sorrenti, J• <j.sorrcnti@g~feguard.com>,
<ssulton@gosafeguard com>, •Kapulsky,
•Diller. Nicki•
Abc• <abc.kapulsky@gCKa.feguard.com>
<nicki.dillcr@gCKafeguard.com>

•Dunlap, MlcMe!•
<mdunlnp@gosafcguard.com>

Email Subiect

I

,.Rnggt.'flkamp. Mark•
<mmgscnkamp@go<:Oifeguard.com>,
•Kapulo;ky, Abc•
<abc.kapulsky@gosaft.'gllard.com>

"Dunlap, MicMcJ•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

'opclk<J, Michele'
<mpopclka@gosafcgu.ard.com>, •Santos.
11ones, Beth {GoSafcgu.ard)•
Kellye• <ksantos@gosafeguard.com>,
<bjoncs@gosafeguard.com>, •Kapulsky.
•Robison, Terry•
Abc• <abc.kapulsky@gosafcguard.com>,
<tmbi.o;on@gosafegu.:.rd.com>, "Sutton. ScoW •Roggenkamp, Mark•
<ssulton@gosafcguard.com>
<mroggcnknmp@gosaft.'gUard.com>

Iusda board nott.'S

Iusda bo.lrd rmtcs

IFW: usda board nolL'S

usd.1 bo.lrdnolt.'S

FW: u.c;da board notes

Iusda board nott.'S

Description
_ _-~----Privil~ge
1Uocument -pfC?;li'Cd by coun!'oel, Michae
Dunlap, rencctlng privilcgt.>d lllt.'ntal
lmprt.'SSions of legal counsel rcsanJing
meeting minutes.
IAttorney- Client
m<Jit I rom counsel seeking information lor
the pur(XKC of providing legal advice
regarding meeting minutes.
!Attorney· Client
1Uocumcnt prcparcil bY COuilscl, Mich.lcl
Ounlilp, renccting privilcg~ nrental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
meeting mlnult."S.
IAttorney- Client
mail to counsel providing 1~ requt.>stt.-d
information for the purpose flf St.'Cking legal
advice regarding meeting minutes.
fAttomcy- Client
IUocumcntprCparcd by-cOunsel, Michae
Dunlap, rent.-cting privileged nrental
lmpl'l!".'>lon; of legal coun.o;cl rq;nrding
meeting minute<;.
fAuomcy ·Client
mail from coun.o;cl seeking inlonnaUon tor
the pur(XK'! of providing 1~1 advice
regarding meeting minutes.
fAttomcy ·Client
1Document prepared by cnunc;cl, Michael
Dunlap, rcnccting privilt.'g~ mental
lmprt.'SSions of legal counsel regardmg
meeting minutes.
fAttomey- Client

Email from couno;cl seeking mformation for
the purpose of providing ICJ;Oil advice
regardmg meeting mlnu!t.'S.
1Document prcpan.>d by coun.c;cl, Michae
Dunlap, rent.-cting privilt.•gt.'tl mental
lmpn..o;sinn.; of lt.-gal coun.o;cl regarding
meeting minutes.
mail to counSel proViding the requested
Information for the purpnc;c of seeking legal
advice n.-garding meeting minutes.
IDocument prepart.>d by counc;cl, Michile
Dunlap, rent.-ctlng privllcg~ mental
lmpn..-ssion.o; of legal counc;cl n..•ganJing
mt.'Ciing minutes.

Email fmm couno;cl SL'Cking inlormatifln for
the pur(XK'! of providing legal advice
regarding mt.'Ciing minutes.
1uocumcnt prepared by counc;c\, Michael
Dunlap, rent.-cltng privllegL-d rncntal
impn..'SSion.; flf legal counsel regarding
meeting minult.'S,
mail to counsel providing the n.-questcd
information for the purpose of seeking legal
advice rego:~rdlng meeting minutco;.
1Document prepared by counst•l, Michac
Dunlo:~p, rent.-cting privileg~ mental
impn.'SSions of leg.:. I counsel rrgarding
meeting minutes.

IAttorney· Client

IAttorney· Client

IAttorney- Client

IAttnmcy ·Client

Attnmcy ·Client

Attorney- Client

Attorney- Chent

Attorney- Client

Email from coun.c;el seeking information for
the purpco;c of providing legal advice
regarding meeting minutes
fAttomcy ·Client
IU<lcumenfj)i'Cparcd by cnuno;cl, Michac
Dunlap. reflecting pnvlk>gt.-d mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.
jAttomcy- Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al.(case No. CV-OC-1416400]

DEFENDANTS' FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
September 29, 2015

Privl.<>gl

Bates Beg

I

Bates End

Date

Email From

PRIV00149

•Santos. Kellye•
11/10/2011l<ksantos@gosafeguard rom>

PRJV00150

11/10/2011

PRIV00151

•Dunlap. Micholcl•
11/11/2011l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00152

11/11/2011

PRIV00153

•Dunlap, Mich<u~l·
11/15/2011l<mdunlap@gosafeguard com>

PRIV00154

11/15/2011

PRIV00155

•Diller, Nicki•
11/15/2011l<nicki.dlller@gosafcguard rom>

PRIV00156

11/15/2011

PRIV00157

•Dunlap, Mlcholcl•
11/15/2011l<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00158

11/15/2011

PRIV00159

•Diller, Nicki•
11/16/2011l<nicld diller@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00160

11/16/2011

PRIV00161

11/16/20tll<mdunlap@gos:~fcguard.com>

PRIV00162

11/16/2011

Email To

•Dunlilp, Michael•
12/14/201ll<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

EmaiiSubiect

RE: usda boord notes

-sutton. Scott• <ssuttonftgCKafcguoud rom>. •Jones. Beth (GoSafeguard)•
•ropclka, Michele•
<bjoncs@gosafeguard.rom>, "Silnlos, Kellye•
<ksantos@gosafeguard.rom>, •Roggenkamp,
<mpopclka@gosafcguard..com>, •Robison.
Terry• <troblson@gosafeguilrd.com>
Mark• <mroggenkamp@gosafcguard.com> Iusda boord notes

'opclkil, Michele'
<mpopelka@gosafegtlilrd.com>, •Diller,
Nicki• <nicki.diller@gosafcguard com>

•Dunlilp, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.rom>

usda board nolL'S

•ropelka, Michele•
<mpopclka0gCKafegu4lrd.com>

RE: usd<1 board notes

"Sorrenti, J• <j.sorrentl@gCKafegu<lrd.com>

Fw: usda board notes

"i•opclka, Michele'
<mpopelka@gosafeguard com>, "Dunlap,
Michael• <mdunlap@gosafegu.1rd.rom>

RE: usda boolrd notes

•Dunlap. Mic~l·

PRIV00163

EmaiiCC

•Dunlap, Micholcl•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.rom>

•Morin, Thelma•
l<tmorin@goc;afcguard.com>

uo;da board notes

•Roggenkamp. Mark•
<mroggenkamp@gCKafcguard.com>,
•Robison, Terry•
<trobison@gosafcguard com>, 'Santos.
Kellye• <ksantos@gosafeguard com>,
"Sutton. Scott• <S6Utton@gos.afeguard com>,
•cL:ark. Cassie• <eassie clark@dcluxe.com>,
•Popelka, Michele•
~·jones, Beth (GoSafeguard)•
<mpopelka@gosafeguard.com>
<bjo~gosafeguard.com>

usda board notes

"SorrenU,J• <j.sorrenti@gCKafeguard com>

Description
I
Privilege
mail toroUilo;Cipri:lviding the requesh.'d
Information for the purpn<;C of seeking legal
advice regarding rru..'t.'ting minuh..'S.
!Attorney- Client
1Document prep&~n>d by counsel, Michac
Dunlap. reflecting privllegl-d mental
lmprcs!>ion.'l of legal cnun"t!l rl..'garding
meeting minutcc;,
!Attorney· Client

Email from rounsciSt.-cking information for
the purpoc;cof providing legal advice
n"garding meeting minutes
Attorney- Client
IUocumcnt prepan'd by Coun."t!l, Michac
Dunlap. reflecting privileged mental
impn..."iSions of legal coun"t!l n'Cilrding
meeting minuk.'S.
Attorney· Client
mail from roun."t!l seeking information tnr
the purp<KC of providing legal advice
regarding meeting minutes.
Attorney· Client
!Document prep&~ red by coun."t!l, Micha.c
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
imprcssion.o; of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes,
Allnmcy ·Client
mail torounscl providing the requested
information for the purpose of ~king lego.l
advice reg<1rding meeting minutes
Attorney- Client
jDocument prep&~rL>d by cnun-.cl, Micha.e
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
lmpn'SSions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes .
Attorney· Client
mail from counsel !ICCking information for
the purpose of providing h~j;al .1dvkc
regarding meeting minutes.
Attnmcy ·Client
jDocumcnl prepared by cnunscl, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privllcgt.>tl mental
impreo;slon.c; of legal coun"t!l regarding
meeting minutes.
Attomcy·Ciicnl
TllOiil tocnunwl providing tlli'!'CqUCStt.>d
informatlnn for the purpcr.;c of seeking legal
adviec regarding m<.'t.'llng minutes.
Attorru.-y-Ciient
jDocumenl prep.1rcd by counsel, Michac
Dunlap, reflecting privllcgL-d men till
impressions of lcg.1l counsel regarding
meeting minutes.
Attorney· Client
mail from rounc;cJSt.-cking information tor
the purpoo;cof providing h.•gal advice
n-cardlng meeting minutes.
IAttorney· Client
JUocumcnt prej)ari..'d by coun."t!l, Michae
Dunlap. reflecting pnvilcged mental
impre.o;sionc; of lcgill coun"t!l rct;arding
meeting minutes.
!Attorney· Client

Email from coun."t!l providing legal<1dvicc
regarding draft of meeting minutes.

IAttorney· Client

1Document prep&~ red by counsel, Michael
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PRIV00164

12/14/2011

PRIV00165

•ropclka. Michele•
12/14/2011l<mpopclka@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00166

12/14/2011

•Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafeguilrd.rom>

RE: usda board notes

Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
imprcssinns of legal coun."t!l rcgardmg
meeting minutes.
IAUomcy ·Client
mail to counscl!iCCkinS infOrmation for thC
purpoc;cof providing legal advice regarding
m<.>cting minuk.os.
IAttorney- Client
jDocument prep&~ red by couno;cl, Michae
Dunlap, reflt.-cting privilt.•ged mental
impres.o;ionsof leg41l coun.-.cl rcgoarding
meeting minutes.
!Attorney- Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al.(tase No. CV·OC·1416400]

DEFENDANTS' FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
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Priv Log II

I

Bates Beg

I

Bates End

Date

Email To

Email From

EmailCC

Privlles;e

Description

ErNIISublect

•Roblson, Terry•
<troblson@gosafeguilrd.com>,
•Roggenkamp. Mark•
<mrosgenkamp@go'iilf~uard.com>,

PRIV00167

•ounlilp, Michael•
12/14/2011l<mdunlilp@gosafcguilrd.com>

PRIV00168

12/14/2011

PRIV00169

•Roggenkamp, Mark•
12/15/2011l<mroggenkamp@gosafcguilrd com>

PRIV00170

12/15/2011

PRIV00171

•Dunloap, Mic~l·
12/15/2011l<mdun1.1p@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00172

12/15/2011

PRIV00173

•Dun1.1p. Michael•
12/15/2011l<mdun1.1p@gosafeguard.com>

"Sutton. Scott• <ssutton@gosafegu<~rd.com>,
'Santos, Kellye•
I•Joru.'S, Beth {G<&Ifcguard)•
<ks.1ntosftgtX<lfcguard com>, ·clark, Cao;sie• <bjoncs@go<>afeguard com>, •ropclka,
<casslc.clark@dcluxc.com>
Michele• <mpopclka@gosafeguard com>

luWa board notes

•ounl;:ap. MldmeJ•
<mdunl<~p@gosafcguilrd

com>

FW: usda board notes

•odlcr, N1cki•
<nicki.diller@gosafeguard.com>

usda board notes

•Robison. Terry•
<trobison@gosafeguard.com>,
•Roggcnk.lmp, M<~rk•
<mroggcnk.lmp@gos.afcguard com>,
·ropelk.l, Michele•
"Sutton. Scott• <ssutton@gosafcguard com>, <mpopclka@gosafcguard.com>, •Jones, Beth
"Santos, Kellye•
{GoSafeguard)• <bjont.'SOgosafeguard.com>,
•cl.1rk. Clssie• <cassic.c1.1rk@dcluxe.com> Iusda boo!rd notes
<ksantos@gosafeguard com>

Email from counsel :;ccking information for
the purprt">C of providing legal .1dvicc
regoarding meetmg minutes.
1[)('lcument prepan.'d by counsel, Michac
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
Impression-; of legal counsel regarding
mt.'Cting minutes.
mail tocouno;cl providing rcqut.'Sit.>d
information for the purpoo;c of o;eeking leg<~ I
advice reg;:ardlng mt.'Ctlng minutes.
11Jocumcnt prepared by counsel, Michael
Dunlap, rcflt.-etlng prlvilcgl!l.l mental
imprc<;.<;lon.o; of legal couno;cl rcga'lrding
tnt.'Ctlng mlnutt.~.
nmilfrom couno;cl <;t.,:Cking lilformation for
the purpuo;e of providing legal advice
regarding mt.'Cting minutt.-s.
llJocument prcpart.'d by counSl'l, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting prlvilt.-gL>d mental
impn.'Ssions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.

IAnorney- Client

Altorncy- Chcnt

IAttorney- Chcnt

IAttorney· Client

IAttorney· Client

Altomey- Client

Email fmm coun.o;cl :;ccking Information for
the purpose of providing legal advice
regarding meeting minutes.
Attorney- Client
Document prepared by counsel, Michael
Dunlap, reflecting privikogcd mental
Impressions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.
Attorney· Client
mail to counsel providing the requested
inf01l1'\illion for the purpooc of seeking legal
advice regarding meeting minutes
Attorm.-y-CIIcnt
Document prepared by counsel, Mid'lae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal coun.o;cl regarding
meeting minutes.
Attorney- Client
mail from counsel seeking information for
the purpose of providing legal advice
regarding meeting minutes.
jAttomcy- Client
l[)('lcumcntdrafl prepared by rounsc,,
Michael Dunlap, reflecting privileged ment.1l
lmpreo;siono; of legal couno;cl reg;:arding
jAttorm.-y- Client
meeting minutes
mailtocouno;cl providing requested
Information for the purpose of St.-eking legal
advice regarding mt.-ctlng minutes.
jAttomcy ·Client
llJocumcnt draft prupan.>d by coun.o;e,,
Michael Dunlap, reflt.'Cllng prlvllegt.>d mental
imprcs.o,lon.o; of legal couno;cl regarding
meeting minute<;.
IAttorney· Client
mail from counsel seeking information lor
the purpoo;c of providing legal advice
IAttorney· Client
regarding meeting minutes.
IDOCUment aratfpicp~re:i;! b)' cou~ ••
Michael Dunlap, reflecting prlvilt.ogcd mental
imprco;sions of legal couno;cl regarding
mt.'Ciing minutes
IAttorney· Client
mail to counsel providing rcqut.'Sicd
information for the purpoo;c of seeking legal
advice regarding meeting minutes.
Attorney- Client
Document draft prep.1rcd by counse,,
Michael Dunlap, reflt.'Cting privileged mental
imprc:aion.o; of legal counsel regarding
mt.-cting minult.-s
!Attorney- Client
maitlrom coun~l providing k."gill adviCe
regarding meeting minu~.
jAttomey- Client
1

PRIV00174

12/15/2011

PRIV00175

•somlos, Kellye•
12/15/2011l<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>

•nunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafcgu<~rd.com>

RE: usda board notes

1

PRIV00176

12/15/2011

PRIV00177

•Dunl.1p, Michael•
12/16/2011j<mdunl;:ap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00178

12/16/2011

PRIV00179

12/16/2011l<bfoncs@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00180

12/16/2011

PRIV00181

•Dun1.1p, Michael•
12/16/2011l<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00182

12/16/2011

PRIV00183

•rctcr.;on, Susan•
12/16/2011l<suso.n pcter.;on@go<>afeguard.com>

PRIV00184

12/16/2011

PRIV00185

·uunlap, Michael"
12/19/2011 <mdunl;:ap@go<>afcguard com>

'jones, Beth (G<&fcgu•nf)'

001738

l

ones, Beth (GO&lleguarar
<bjoncs@gosafcguard.com>, •omer, Nicki•
<nicki.dlller@gosafegu;:ard.com>

•retcrson, SUSiln•
<susan.pctcrson@gosafcguilrd com>

Usda board notes

~·Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunl<~p@gosafcguard.com>

FW: Usda board notes

•Morin, Thelma•
<tmorin@gosafcguard.com>

J"SorrentJ, J• <j.sorrentl@gosafeguard.com>

IFW: Usda board notes

•Dunlap. Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafcguard com>

~·Jones, Beth (GoSafeguard)•
<bjoncs@gosafegu<~rd com>

IRE: Usdil board notes

I

Iusda boilrd notes

"Sorrenti,

r <Jhc;orrcnti6gosafeguard com>

I

I

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. (Case No. CV·OC·1416400)
DEFENDANTS' FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
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Prlv Log I

PRIV00186

I

Bates Beg

I

Bates End

Date

Email From

Email To

EmallCC

10

Email Sublett

12/19/2011

PRIV00187

"Dunlap, Miclmcl"
12/19/2Dlll<mdunlap@gosafcguard c:om>

PRIV00188

12/19/2011

PRIV00189

12/21/2011 <mdunlap@gOSOifcguard.com>

PRIV00190

12/21/2011

I

~Duitlap, Michael~

"Sorrcnu.r <jsorrcnti@goc;afcguard com>,
"Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mroggcnkamp@goc;afcguard com>

"Morin, Thelma"
<tmorin@gOSOifegwrd.com>

I"Morin, lhclma
<tmorin@goc;afegUOlrd.rom>

Iusda boord notes

usda board notes

'opclk.a, Michele
<mpopelkaftgos;afcguard com>, "Clark,
Cassie" <cassie.clark@deluxe.com>,
"Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mmggenkamp@go<:afeguard.com>,
"Robison, Terry•
Beth (C".c&fcguard)"
<trobisonOgosafeguard.com>, "Sutton, ScoW <bjom.'Sftgos.1feguard.com>, ''SomtCK, Kellye•
<ssutton@gosafeguard.com>
<ksantos@gosafcguard.com>
Iusda board notes

Inscription
Jl)(lcument prepared by cnunc;cl, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privilegt!d mental
impn.'SSions of legal counc;cl regarding
meeting minutes.

Privilege

AUorrn...')' ·Client

Email from rounc;cl c;ccking information for
the pur)XK'! of providing lCJ;al advice
regardmg mt.'Cting mlnutt.'S.
JAttomcy ·Client
!Document prepared by counc;cl, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting pnvilegt.>d mental
impn....sions of legal rouno;cl reg.1rdmg
mt.'Ctlng minutes.
IAttorney· Client
maillrom counsel providiilf; h.•gal advice
regarding meeting minutt."i,
!Attorney· Client
Jl)(lcument prepared by counSCI, Mkhile
Dunlap. reflt.-cting privileged mental
imprco;sions ctf legal rounc;cl regarding
meeting mlnutcs.
JAUomt.')' ·Client

I"Joncs,

PRIV00191

"Dunlap, Michael"
l/1S/2012l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00192

1/15/2012

PRIV00193

•Dunlap, MlcN.eJ•
l/15/2012l<mdunlap@gosafeguard com>

"Clark, Ds..,ie• <cassic.clark@deluxe com>,
"Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mroggenkamp@gosafcguard.com>,
l•jones, Beth (Gc&Jeguard)"
"Robison, Terry•
<bjonc9@gM:~feguard.com>, "Solntos, Kellye•
<trobi.c;on@gosafeguard.rom>, "Sutton, Scott• <k.owntos@gosafeguard.com>, "Popelka,
<ssutton@gosafeguard com>
Michele• <mpopclka@gosafeguard com>
lu'>da board nok'S

Em<ul from rounc;cl providing lt.-gal advice
n•gardmg dr.~ft of USDA mt'Ctlng minutes.
•ocumcnt prepared by counsel, Michae
Dunlap. reflt.-cting privllt.•gL"'.! mental
imprcs..,lons of legal cnuno;el regard1ng
USDA mcctcng minutes.

Email from couno;el providing legal advice
regarding dr.~ft of USDA mt.'Cting mlnutes.
prepared by counsel, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privilegt!d mental
Impression" of legal counseln.-gardlng
USDA meeting minutes.
mail to rounserpmvidirli;: rcqucStt!d
lnfonn.1bon for the purpose of sccklng legal
advice regarding USDA board mcctlng
minutes
IDOCUR'Witt draftt!d by Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of providing legal advice rcgardmg
USDA board meeting minuh'S.

IAttnmL')' • Oicnt

Attorney- Client

IAttorney· Oient

1Document

PRIV00194

1/15/2012

PRIV00195

"Popelka, Michele"
1/15/2012l<mpopelka@gosafeguard.com>

PRIVOOJ%

1/15/2012

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafcguard com>

I

IRE: usda bo.lrd note<~

IAttorney· Client
IAttorney- Client

IAttorney· Client

~~Roggenkamp, Mark~

PRIV00197

"Dunlap. Michael"
1/16/2012l<mdunlap@gosafcguard com>

PRIV00198

1/16/2012

<mroggcnkamp@gosafcguard com>,
"Sutton, Scott• <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>,
•Popelka, Michele•
•clark, Cassie" <cassie.dark@deluxe c:om>,l<mpopclka@gosa.feguard.com>, "Jones,. Beth
•Roblson, Terry•
(GoSafcguard)" <bjones@gosafeguard.com>,
<trobison@gosafeguard com>, "D11ler, Nicki• "Solntos, Kellye•
<nicki.diller@gosafeguard.com>
<k.c;antos@gM:~feguard com>
Iusda board notes

Email from counc;cl providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA m1>ctlng minutes.
100cumCitt prepart.>d by counsel. Michae
Dunlap. reflecting prlvllegt.'\1 mental
imprcc;slons of legal coun<~CI regarding
USDA mt.'Ctlng minutes.

IAttorney· Oient

IAttorney- Chent

•Jones. Beth (GoSafeguard)•
<bfonesOgosafeguard com>, •ropelka,
Michele• <mpopelka@gosafet;uard.com>,
"Solntos, Kellye•
<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>, "Clark. Dc;sie•
<cassie.c:larkt~deluxcrom>,"Sutton,Scott"

001739

PRIV00199

•ounlap, Michael"
1/16/2012l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00200

1/16/2012

<ssutton@gOSO!feguard com>, "Roggenkamp.
Mark" <mroggenkamp@gOSO!feguard com>,
"Robison, Terry•
~·Diller, Nicki•
<nlcki.dlller@gM:~feguard com>
<trobison@gosafcguard.rom>

usda board notes

Ema1l from couno;cl providing lt.-sal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
1Document prepared by counsel, Michae
Dunlap, reflectins pnv1lt.'gt!d mental
Impression-; of legal counsel regarding
USDA mcctlng mlnutcs.

IAttorney· Client
IAttorney· Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. (Case No. CV·OC-1416400)
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DEFENDANTS'FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG

September 29, 201S

Prlv Log I

I

BalM Brg

I

Batrs End

Date

Email To

Email From

EmaiiCC

Oesaiption

Email Sublect

Privilege

"Joru..-s, Beth (Gc&fL-guoard)"
<bjoncs@gosaf~o.-cuard.rom>, "Popelka,
Michele" <mpopclka@g0$a(cgu.lrd.com>,
C<lc;sie• <c.1ssic.cl.:~rk@deluxe com>,
"Santos, Kcllye"
<ksa.ntosOgosafcgu.:~rd.com>, "Sutton, Scott" "Roggenkamp, M:~rk"
<55ulton@gost~fcguard.com>, "Roblc;on,
<mmggcnkamp@goc;afeguoard com>, "Diller,
Terry• <trobison@gosafegu:~rd.com>
Nicki" <nic:ki diller@gosafeguard com>
IUsda board notes
"CI.:~rk.

"Dunloap, Michael"

PRIV00201

1/16/2012l<mdunl<~p@gosafegu<~rd com>

Em<~il

from counsel providing legal advice
drnft of USDA mt-cling minute<>.

reg:~n:Hng

Attorney· Cltent

;::,~:;:~;:;~~~~r~;~~~~~~~~~h<le
PRIV00202

impressions of leg;d counsel reg.:mJing
USDA mccttng minu!l..-s.

1/16/2012

PRIV00203

"Jones, Bclh (Gc&lcguard)"
1/17/2012l<bjones@gmafeguard.com>

PRIV00204

1/17/2012

PRIV00205

2/3/2012

PRIV00206

2/3/2012

PRIV00207

2/3/2012

PRIV00208

2/3/2012

PRIV00209

2/3/2fn2I•Sorrenli,r <j.sorrcnti@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00210

2/3/2012

"Sorrenti, 1" <j.sorrcnliftgosafegu.1rd com>

"Clark, Cac;c;ic" <ca55leclarkftdeluxecom>,
"Dunl.1p. Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafegu;~rd.com>, "Santos.
Kcllye• <ksantos@goc;.afegu;~rd com>,
"Popelka, Michele"
<mpopclka@gosafeguard.com>, "Sutton.
Scott• <ssullonRgosafcguard com>,
"Robison. Terry"
<troblc;on@goc;afcguard.rom>,
"Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mroggenkamp@gosafL-guard com>, "Diller,
INicki" <nkki diller@goc;afegll.1rd.c:om>
IFW: Pricing FAQ Revi.c;ion

Emailtocuuno;cl providmg infonn.1tion fflr
the purpoc;e nf ~-eking legal a\lvice
regarding a pricing FAQ revlc;ion document.
Document prepared by j.j. Sflrrcnti to
provide Information to roun<;('l fnr the
purpoc;c of ~-eking legal advice reg.1rding.1
pricing FAQ.
jDocument preparL>d by jre Uanger to
provide inform<~ lion to coun.-.cl for the
purpose of 5(.-cking legal advice regarding
draft meeting agenda.
Document prep•ued by jC'IC l..angcr to
provide information to counsel for the
purpose of seclong legoal advice regarding
draft meeting agenda.
!Document prepared by Jre Langer to
provide inform.1tion to counsel for the
purpose of SI..'Cking legal advice regarding
draft mt.-eting .:~genda.
Document prepan-d by jre Langer to
provide information to counc;cl for the
purpoc;cof ~king legal oadvicc regarding
draft meeting ;~gend.1.

I

I

I

"Cbrk, Cusic" <cassic.dark@deluxe.rom>,
"Dunlap, Mich.lel•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.rom>, "Jorn.-s. Beth
(Gc&fegu.:~rd)" <bjoncs@gosafeguard rom>,
"Morley, K.Oiro.• <kalil.morJey@deluxe.rom>,
"Popelka, Michele•
<mpopelka@gosafeguard.com>, "Robison,
Terry• <trobison@gosa.fegu.1rd.rom>,
"Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mroggenkamp@g0$afeguard.rom>,
"Santos. Kellye•
<ksantos@gos<lfcguard com>, "Sutton, Scott•
l<ssutton@gosafeguard.rom>

FW: USDA Draft Agenda

Attorney- Client

!Auorncy • Oicnt

IAttflrney- Client

IAttorney- Client

IAttorney· Client

IAttorney- Client
IAttorney· Client

Em<~il to counsel providing requested
lnfonnation for the purpose of seeking legal
oadvlre rcgoarding USDA met•llng ngenda.
!Attorney· Client
1Document prepared by J J Sorrenti to
provid<! Information to counsel for the
purpoc;c of 5C<!king legal advice regarding
USDA meeting dr.1ft oagend.1.
!Attorney· Client

001740
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Priv Log I

PRIV00211

I

B~tes Beg

I

Bates End

Date

Email From

2/13/2012j•Sorrcnti, j" <j..sorrenti@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00212

2/13/2012

PRIV00213

"l'opcllcii. MtdlCic•
2/14/2012j<mpopclkafilgosafcguard rom>

PRIV00214

2/14/2012

Email To

EmailCC

Email Subiect

•CI.uk. Cilc;sle" <cilssie.dilrk@deluxe com>,
•ounlap. Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafcguard.rom>, •jonL'S, Beth
{GoSafeguilnW <bjonesOgtKilfeguard com>,
•Morley, Kua• <ktn&l.morlcyftdeluxe com>,
•Popelka. Michele•
<mpopclka@gosoafegwrd.com>, •Robison,
Terry• <tmblson@gosafeguard com>,
·R~nk.Pmp, Mark•
<mroggcnkamp@gosafcguard.com>,
"Santos, Kellye•
<ksomtos@goso~fcguard com>, "Sutton, Scott•
l<ssutton@gosafcguard com>

FW: draft agenda

I"Dunlap, Michac
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.rom>

l..iltcst lndepcndent

Privilege

tkscription

Email to counsel providing Information for
the purpmc of seeking l<!gal advice
regarding draft mt.-cting agenda.
Attorney- Chcnt
1uocumcnt prep.1rcd by j(IC l..ologcr to
provide information to couno;d for the
purpo..c of ~-eking legal advice regarding
draft mL-cting agenda,
jAttomcy- Client
mail tncuunselsL-cking il'g_al advice
regarding USDA lndepcndL•nt Ncw~letter
IAttomt.-y ·Client
tt.1chment to email tu coun~cl q-cking lega
advice regarding USDA lm.IL•pcndent
Newsletter
(Attorney· Chent

I

I"ROSgCnkari'lp. Moii'k;;
<mmggcnkamp@goc;afegu;~.rd.com>,

PRIV00215

•Dunlap, Michael•
2/17/2012l<mdunlap0gosafcguard com>

"Sutton, Scott• <o;sutton@gosafl'guard com>,
"Santos, Kl'llyc•
<k..c;antCI'iftgoc;afcguard rom>. •]ont.><;. Beth
(CR&fcguard)* <bjone<;@goc;af._>guard com>,
•Popelka, Michele*
<mpopclka@gosafcguard.com>, •CJark,
Cassie• <cilc;sie clilrk@deluxe com>,
*Robison. Teny•
<trobi.;on@gnsafcguard com>

*Diller. Nicki•
<nicki diller@goc:aft..-gU<Jrd com>, "Sorrenti, J•
<J.sorrcntiftgoc;afcg:uard com>, •Morin,
(usda board noll'S
Thelma• <tlt'Wf'in@gosafcguilrd.com>

Email fnlm couno;cl providing lcg&ll advice
regarding droft of USDA mccttng mlnuk.'S.
prep.1rcd by counSC"I, Michac
Dunlap, renL-cting pnvi~gt..>d mental
impn.">Sion<>of legal counsel r~&OJ.rding
USDA meeting minutl!'i.

Attclfncy- Client

1Document

PRIV00216

PRIV00217

2/17/2012

•Dunlap, Michael*
2/18/2012l<mdunlap@gosafcguard rom>

•Rom.ocnkamp. Mark•
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>,
"Sutton, Scott• <~tton@gosafcguard com>.
*Ciilrk. Cassie• <cOJ.ssic.clark@deluxe com>,
•jom..-s, Beth (GoSafcguant)•
<bjoncs:@gosafcguard.com>. •Robison,
Teny• <troblo;on@gnsafeguard.com>,
*Popelka. Michele*
"Santo-., Kcllye•
<mpopclka@gosafcguard.com>
<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>

)usd.l board notes
1

PRIV00218

2/18/2012

Email from couno;cl providing legal advice
n.ogardlng draft of USDA meeting minutes
Document prepoucd by counsel, Michac
Dunlap, renccting privileged mental
impn.>ssionsof legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes

Attorney- Client

Attorney· Client

Attorney· Client

"Jones, Beth (G<&loguord)"

PRIV00219

•Dunlap, Michael*
2/18/2012j<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00220

2/18/2012
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•Dunl;~.p,

PRIV00221

Michael•
2/18/2012j<mdunlap@gosafcg:uard com>

PRIV00222

2/18/2012

<bjoncs@gosafeguard.com>, •CJark, Ca:;sfc•
<caS6ic.clark@deluxc.com>, •ropelka,
Michele• <mpopclka@gosafegwrd.com>,
*Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggenkamp@gosafcguard com>,
•Robison, Tcny•
<trobison@gosafcguard.rom>

•Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggcnkamp@gosafeguard.com>,
*Robison, Terry•
<trobison@gosafeguard com>, •jones, Beth
(Gc&feguard)• <bjoncs@gosafegullrd.com>,
•clark. Cassie• <cassic.clarkfildeluxc.com>

"SantrK, Kcllye•
<ksomtos@gosafcguilrd com>, "Sutton, Scott•
<o;sulton@gosafcgU<Jrd.com>
Iusda board notes

,.Popelka, Michele•
<mpopclkaftgosafL>guard.com>, -sutton.
Scott• <ssuttonftgCKOI.fcguard.com>, "Santos,
Kcllye• <k.c;antos6gosafcguilrd.com>
Iusda board notes

Emailfrnm counsel providing lcgallldvicc
regarding draft of USDA meeting mlnutt..-s.
IDocument prcp.1red bycounc:cl, Michae
Dunlap, ren._-cting privilegt.>d mental
impn.-ssions of legal counsel fl'gilrding
USDA meeting minutes.

Email from rouno;cl providing legal advice
regarding droft of USDA mccttng minutes.
IDocument prep.1rcd by counsel. Michael
Dunlap, renccting privileged mental
impression<> of legal rounscl regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

Attorney· Client

AtlC'Imcy- Client

!Attorney· dicnt

jAttomcy • Client
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PRIV00223

"Popelka, Michele•
2/18/2012l<mpopelka@gosafeguard.rom>

PRIV00224

2/18/2012

PRIV00225

•Santos, Kellye•
2/18/2012l<ksoantos@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00226

2/18/2012

PRIV00227

"Dunlo.p, Mlc~l·
2/18/2012I•Sutton,Scott• <ssutton@gosa.fcguard.com> l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00228

2/18/2012

PRIV00229

•ounl.lp, Michael•
2/19/2012l<mdunl.1p@gosafcguard.com>

PRJV00230

2/19/2012

PRIV00231

•Dunlap, Michael•
2/20/2012j<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00232

2/20/2012

001742

PRIV00233

•Dunlap, Michael•
2/20/2012l<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00234

2/20/2012

PRIV00235

2/20/2012j•aark. Cassie• <cassie.clark@dcluxc.com>

PRIV00236

2/20/2012

PRIV00237

•ropclka. Michele•
2/20/2012l<mpopclka@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00238

2/20/2012

•Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

•Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>
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RE: usda board

not~o>s
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•Roggenkamp. Mark•
<mroggcnkamp@gosafeguard.com>,
•Robison, Terry•
<tmbiomn@g()<;llfeguard.com>, "Clark,
Cassie• <cassle.clark@deluxc com>

ones, Beth (lio.'::)afcguard)"
<bjoo<.'SOgosa fcguard.com>, •Popelka,
Michele• <mpopclka@gosafcguard.com>,
"Sutton, Scott• <~uttonftgosafcguard com>,
"S.1ntM, Kcllyc•
<ksolntos@gosafeguard com>
Iusda board noll.>s

•clark, Cassie• <cassie.clarkftdcluxc.com>.
•Robison, Terry•
<trobison@gosaft.•guard.com>

•ropclk.1, Michele•
<mpopclkaftigCKafcguard.com>,
•Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggcnkamp@gosafcguard.com>, "Jon~o'5,
Beth (GoSafcguard)•
<bjoncs@g()<;llfcguard.com>. "Sutton. Scott•
<ssutton@gosafcguard.com>, •Santos.
Kellyc• <ksolntos@gosafeguard.com>
Iusda board nok>s

•cJ.Jrk. Cassie• <cassic clarkftdcluxc com>,
•Robison, Teny•
<trobisnn@gosafcguard.com>

"Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard com>,
"S.1ntos. Kcllyc•
<ksanto<oftgw.afcguard.com>, •Popelka,
Michele• <mpopelka@gosafcguard com>,
•jont.'S, Beth (Go5.1fcguard}"
<bjoncs@gosafcguard.com>, "Sutton. ScoW
<s.-.utton@gosafcguard com>, •Diller, Nicki•
<nlckl.diller@gosafeguard com>, •Morin.
Thelma• <tmorin@gosa.fcguard.rom>
Iusda board notes

•ounlap, Michael•
l<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

!"Dunlap, M1chael"
<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

RE: usda boord notes

RE: usda boord notes
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DesoiptiOOmailtOCOUi1SCI-pmVidiit]:-re<(Uciited
infortNition for the purpose of 54..-cking legal
advice regarding USDA bo.1rd meeting
minutes.
1Document drafled by Mike Dunlap for the
purpoc;c of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minutes.
mailtocouno;cl providing requested
information for the purpose of seeking legal
o.dvlcc regarding USDA boord meeting
minuk>s.
IDocument drafted by Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minuk>s.
m..1il to-cOunsel prOviding requcst~o'd
Information for the purpOSt• of s~o-cking legal
advice regarding USDA board meeting
minutes
IDocument drafted by Mike Dunlap for the
purpo<;(!of providing legal advice rego.rdlog
USDA bo•trd m~o-cting minull>s.

Erruul from cnun.<;(!l providing lt.•gal advice
n•garding drnft of USDA rrn.~ting mlnutl.>s.
locumf.!nt prcp.1r1.>d by couno;cl, Mich.1e
Dunlap, rcnecting privilcg~o-d mental
lmpn.>s.-.inn.-.of legal roun.-.cl regouding
USDA meeting minut~o"<.

Email from cnunsel providing legal advice
rega.nhng dra.ft of USDA meeting minutes.
1Document pn•parcd by coun<OCI, MK:h.1e
Dunlap. refk'C!tng privlk'g~o'll mental
impn>sSions of k-gal counsel n.-garding
USDA meeting mlnutcc;

Email from roun<:el providing legal advice
n.•gardlng draft of USDA ml>ctlng mlnutcs.
jl.Jocumcnt prep.u~o>d by counsel, MK:hac
Dunlap, rcnt.'i:ting privileged mental
imprcc;slon.-. of legal counc:cl rt.•garding
USDA rrn.-cting mlnuk>s.
Emailtocoun<;(!l providing requt.">lcd
information for the purpose of l'C'Cking legal
advice regarding USDA mct'ting minutes.
'ocumcnt prepared by couno;cl. Mich.1e
Dunlap, rcn~o'Cting privileged mental
impn.'SSlon'iof legal coun<;(!l regarding
USDA meeting minute5.
m..1il to coun"-1.!1 providing requ~o>st~o>d
information fot" the purpoc;c of seeking legal
advice regarding USDA board meeting
minutes
10ncument drafted by Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minuti!S.

PriVtie&e

IAttorney· Client

IAttorney- Client
IAIIomcy- Client

IAttorney- Client

IAttorney- Client
IAttnmey ·Client

IAttomt.'Y- Oicnt

Attorney- Client

Attorney· Client

Attorney- Client

Attorney- Oient

Attorney- Client

IAttnm~..-y

• Oicnt

JAttomt.')'- Client

!Attorney -Client
!Attorney- Client
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Email From

•ounltlp, Michael•

PRIV00239

2/21/2012l<mdunlap@gosafLb~anJ com>

PRIV00240

2/21/2012

Em.a.iiCC

Description

EmaiiSublecf

"j<>n<>S, Bclh (GoSolfoguard)"
<bjoncs@gosafcguard com>, •ropclka,
Michele• <mpopclki:J@gosafcguard.com>,
"Santos, Kellye•
<ksomtosftgosaf'1;uard com>, •Robison,
Terry• <tmblson@gosafeguard.com>,
•Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggcnkamp@gosafeguard.com>,
"Sutton. Scott• <ssuHon@gosafcgmrd.com>, ~·Diller, Nicki•
•clark, Cassie• <cassle.clark@deluxe.com>
<nlckl.diller@gosa.fegu..,rd.com>

uscb board notes

Email from coun..;el providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
1Document prcp.1rcd by counsel, Michae
Dunl.1p, reflecting privileged mental
impn.'SSions of legal coun..;el n-garding
USDA meeting minutes.

Privilege

IAttorney- alent

Attorney • Client

·onlcr,Nickl•
<nickl.dillcr@gos:~feguoard.com>, •jones. Beth
(GoSafegu.1rdt <bfoncs@gosafcgu.lrd.rom>,
•Roggenkamp, Mark•

<mmggenkolmp@gos:~fegu.lrd.com>,

•Monn, ThcJmol•
<tmorin@goc;afcguard.com>, •Sorrentl,j•
<j sorrcnti@gOS<lfcguard com>

•Robison. Terry•
<trobison@gosafegu.lrd.com>, •Santos,
Kellyc• <k.<~antos@gos:~fcguard com>,
•ropclki:J, Michele•
<mpopclkol@gos:~fcguard.rom>, -stilton.
Scott• <ssuHon@gosafL-guard.com>, •ctark.
Cassie• <Co1s.'iie.clark@deluxc com>,
•Beadling. Steven•
<sbcadling@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00241

•ounbp. Michael•
2/21/2012l<mdunlap@gosafeguitrd com>

PRIV00242

2/21/2012

PRIV00243

·omer,Nlcki•
2/2B/20t2l<niek.l dlller@gosafcguard com>

MKhaei
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>, "Skipper,
Kevin• <kskippcr@gosafcguard.com>

J"Sutton,Scou• <s.o;utton@gosafcguard com> JRBF slld!!'i- Fr.1nchi.o;c Development

•Dunlap, Michael•
3/26/2012l<mdunl.1p@g<Kafeguard com>

"Santos, Kcllye•
<k.o;antoc;@gosafeguard.com>, •Popelka,
MkhcJc• <mpopclka@gosafcguard com>,
•Roggcnki:Jmp, M.1rk•
<mroggenkolmp@gosafcguard.com>,
"Sutton. Scott• <r.sutton@gosafeguard.com>,
•joru..-s. Beth (C"~feguard)•
<bjoncsOgosafeguard com>, •aark, Cassie•
<c.1r.sie clark@deluxc.com>, •Robison, Terry•
<trobi.~gosafcguard com>

I"D1IIer, Nickt•
<nick! diller@gosafeguard com>, "Sorrenti,
<j.sorrcntl@gosafcguard.com>, •Morin,
Thelma• <tmorin@gosafeguard.com>

(usda boord notes

Email from coun.;el providing legal advku
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
ll)(lCument prep.1rcd by coun<>el, Mlchae
Dunlap, reflecting priv1lt.>gL>d mental
impn.>ssions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting mlnutcc;,

!Attorney· alent

Attorney· Client

~~Dunlap;

PRIV00244

Email to coun..;el seeking legal advice
regarding draft p~ntation.

Attorney- Client

r
Iusda board notes

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA mt..'Cting mlnutt.><>.
L)(1Cumcnt prep.1rcd by coun<>el, Mich.le
Dunlap, reflecting privil'1;ed mental
lmpnw;.o;ioru; of legal counc;cl reg&~rding
USDA mt.-ctlng mlnult.-s.
mail to coun<>el providing l'l'qUt.'Stcd
lnf0111'1.1tlon for the purpose tlf st.-cklng legal
.1dvlcc rcg<1rdlng USDA board mt.-cting
mlnutL'S
Uocumcnt draftL>d by Mike Dunlap fnr the
purpoc;cof providing IL•gal mlviet? regarding
USDA board mL-ctlng minutM.

JAttomcy • Chcnt

Email fmm counc;cl providint; legal advlcc
regarding draft of USDA mC'(•Iing mlnutt.'S.

JAtturncy- alent

JAttomcy- Client

1

PRIV00245

3/26/2012

PRIV00246

•Santos, Kellyc•
3/26/2012l<ksomtos@gosafeguard com>

PRIV00247

3/26/2012

PRIV00248

•ounlap, Michael•
3/27/2012l<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

•Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

•jones, Beth (GoSaft.'guard)•
<bjoncs@gosaft.-guard com>, •ropclki:J,
Mtchelc• <mpopclka.@gCKafcgu.lrd.com>,
"Roggenkolmp, Mark"
<mroggenkamp@gosafcguard com>,
"Robison, Terry•
<tmbison@gosafcguard.com>, •clark,
Casc;ie• <Co1S..'lie.clark@deluxccom>, "Sutton,I"SantCK. Kellyc•
<k.'Oolntos@gosafcguard com>
Scott• <ssutton@gosafeguard com>
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IAttorney· Client
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1Uocumcnt prcp.1red by counc;cl, Mich.le
PRIV00249

3/27/2012

Dunlap. rcflL-ctlng privilcgt.>d mental
impn.oc;sions (lf lcg.1l counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

Attorney· Client
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Priv Log I
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B;~tes

Beg
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Bates End
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PRIV00250

•Dunlap, Michael•
3/27/2012j<mdunlap@gosafl!guard com>

PRIV00251

3/27/'1JJ12

PRIV00252

•Dunlap, Michael•
3/27/2012l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00253

3/27/2D12

Email To
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•Popelka, Michele•
<mpopclka@goo;afeguard com>, •Robi.c;on,
Teny• <trobison@gosafeguard rom>,
"Sutton. Scott• <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>, •Roggenkamp. Mark•
•etark, Cassie• <cassic.clark@deluxe.rom>, <mmggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>,
"Santos, Kellye•
"Jones, Bclh (GaSafcguard)"
<ksantos@gosafcguard com>
<bjoncs@gosafc..-guard rom>

Email from counsel providing ll'Gal adviro
regarding draft of USDA m.'Cting minutes.
IUocument prcp.ucd by coum;cl, Michae
Dunlap, rcnc..-ctlng privalegcd menbl
impn.'SSions of legal roum;cl regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

usda board notc..'S

porn.'S. Beth (GoSafcguord)"

PRIV00254

•Dunl.:~p, Micluet•
3/27/2012j<mdunlap@gosnfegu.:~nt com>

PRIV00255

3/27/2D12

PRIV00256

•ropclka, Michele•
3/27/2012l<mpopelka@gosnfeguard.com>

PRIV00257

3/27/2D12

PRIV00258

•ounl.:~p. Michael•
3/28/2012l<mdunl.1p@gosafcguard com>

PRIV00259

3/28/2012

•Dunlap. Michael•

001744

PRIV00260

3/28/2012l<mdunlap@gosafegu.:~rd.com>

PRIV00261

3/'JJJ/'1JJ12

PRIV00262

3/2B/2012j<mpopclka@gosafl•gu.:~rd.rom>

•ropclka, Michele•

•Clark. Cas.c;ie• <c.:~ssie.dark@deluxe com>,
"Sutton. Scott• <ssutton@gosnfcgu.:~rd.rom>

<bjones6gosnfegu.1rd com>, •Robison,
Teny• <trobison@gosafcgu.:~rd.com>,
•Roggenkamp. Mark•
<mroggcnkamp@gosafeguard.com>,
•Popelka, Michele•
<mpopclb@gCKOifeguard com>, -&lntos,
Kellyc• <ksantos@gosafc..-guard.com>

I

•Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard com>,
•ropelk.:~. Michele•
<mpopclka@gosafegu.:~rd.rom>, •aark,
Cac;sie• <cassie clark@dcluxe.com>, "Sutton,
Scott• <ssutton@gosafcgu.:~rd.rom>, •jonc..'S,
Beth (GoSafegu.:~nW
~·omer, Nicki•
<bjoncs@gosafcguard.com>, "Santoc;, Kellyc• <nlcki.diller@gosafeguard rom>, •Morin,
<ksantos@gosafcguard.com>. •Robison.
Thclm.:~• <tmorin@gosafeguard com>,
Terry" <trobison@gosafcguard rom>
"Sorrenti, J• <J sorrcnti@gosafeguard rom>

IRE! u'ld.:~ bo.lrd notes

Iusda board notes

•ropdka, Michele•
<mpopclka@gosafeguard.com>,
•Roggenkamp, M.:~rk•
<mmggcnkamp@gCKafcguard.com>, •Jonc<~-,
Beth (GaSafcguard)"
<bjorn..-s@gosafl•guard com>, "Santos, Kcllye•
<k.<wmtosftgoc;afegu.:~rd rom>, •clark. Ca.....Je•
<cassie.clark@deluxc.rom>, •Robison, Teny•
<trobison@gosafeguard.rom>, "Sutton, Scott•
<ssutton@gOSOJfcguard.rom>
I

Iusda board notc..'S

•Dunl.:~p. Michael•
<mdunlap@gos.lfeguard rom>

IRE: usd.:~ board notc..'S

I

Email from counc;cl providing legal advice
n.-garding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
IDoCu-rilcntprCpari..>d by counc:cl, Mich.lC
Dunlap, renectlng privilegc..-d menbl
impn.'SSions of legal counsel regarding
USDA mc..>ctlng minutec;.

from counsel providing legal advice
meeting minut~.
!Document preparc.."'J by couno;cl, Michael
Dunlap. renC(:ting privileged menloll
impression<; of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.
mail to rounc;cl providing n.oquec;tcd
information for the purp(l<;(' of sc..>cklng leg.:~!
.:~dviro regarding USDA bo.1rd meeting
minutec;
10ocumentdrofted by Mikl! Dunl.1p for the
purpose of providing legal ndvlre regarding
USDA board mc..>cting minutes.

Privi~

Attorney· Client

Attorney· Client

Attorney - dicnt

Attorney· Client

Em.:~ II

usda board notes

•ounlap. Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafegu.:~rd.rom>

Oeser~ on

Email Subiect

•Roggc..>nkamp. Mark•
<mroggenkamp@gosafcguard com>,
•Robi~ Terry•
<trobic;on@gosnfeguard com>, •Santos,
Kcllye• <ksantos@gosnfeguard.com>

•jont.'S, Beth (GoSa.fc..>gUardt
<bjoncs@gosafcguard.rom>, •aark. Cassie•
<cassic.clark@deluxe.rom>, •ropclka,
Michele• <mpopelka@gosafl'Guard rom>,
"Sulton. Scotr- <ssutton@gosnfeguard.rom>

reg.:~rdmg draft of USDA

Email from rounc;cl providmg lcgal.:~dviro
regarding dr.:~ft of USDA meeting minutes.
!Document prepared by counc;cl, Michae
Dunl.1p, rcnc..-cting privilcgc..'IJ mcnt.1l
impressions of legal coun!'ot!l regarding
USDA meeting mlnutc..'S.

Attorney· Oient

!Attorney· Client

IAttorney· Client

!Attorney· Client

!Attorney· Oient

IAtt01'11Cy- Client

Email from counsel pmviding legal advice
reg.1rding draft uf USDA mc..'l'ting mlnutc..'S, IAttorney- Client
!Document preparc..>d by counc;cl, Michac
Dunlap, renecting privllcgc..>d mcnt.1l
imprcssaonc; of legal counc;cf regarding
USDA mreting minutes.
!Attorney· Client
mailtorounc;cl providmg requested
information for the purpose af r;ccking legal
.:~dviro reg.:~rding USDA board mt.>cling
minutes
IAttorney· Client
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Date
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Email To
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~scription
I Privilege
by Mike Dunl.1p for the
purpose of providing lcg&JI<~dvicc regarding
USDA brord meeting minutes.
IAttorney· Client

EmallSubied

1Document dr.1fted

PRIV00263

3/'2B/'2JJ12

"jones, Beth (GoS.lfegu<~rd)•
<bjoru.'S@gosafq;uard com>, "Popelka,
Michele" <mpopclkattgoc;.afq;Uilrd com>,
"Sutton,. Scott• <ssutton@gosafegu<~rd com>,
"Roggcnk.1mp, Mark"
<mroggcnkamp@gOSOifeguard com>,

"Robison. Terry"
<trobisonftgos.:afegu<~rd.rom>, "CI<~rk,
•ounl<~p, Mic~l·

PRIV00264

3/30/2012l<mdunl<~p@gosafcguard.com>

Cassie" <rossle.c:larkOdeluxecom>, "Santos, !"Diller, Nicki"
<nicki.dillcr@go.c;afeguard.com>
Kellye" <ksantos@g0Sol£q;u<~rd.cmn>

Em.1il from alunc;cl providing

lcg<~l.1dvlcc

reg<~ntlng drn£t of USDA mt-cling minutes.
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PRIV00265

prepared by coun.c;el, Michilc
Dunl.1p, reflecting privileged mental
lmpreo;slons of leg<~ I counc;cl rcg<~rding
USDA meeting mlnult.."'.

IAttorney· Oicnt

1Document

3/30/'2JJ12

PRIV00266

4/3/2012I"Som.-ntf, J• <j.sorrenh@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00267

4/3/'2JJ12

•Dunlap, Michael•

PRIV00268

PRIV00269

4/18/2012l<mdunlap@gosafcgu<~rd.com>

"jones, Beth (Gc&fegu<~rd)"
<bjoncs@b'OS.1feguard.com>, "Santos. Kellye•
<ksantO<Y@gos.:afeguard com>, "Roggenkamp,
Mark" <mmggcnkamp@gw..1fcgu<~rd com>,
I"Sutton. Scott" <ssutton@gosafq;uard.com>

FW: Independent

"Jones, Beth (Gc&fcguard)"
<bjoncs@gosafq;uard com>, •Popelka,
Michele• <mpopelka@gOSolfcguard rom>,
"Santoo;, Kellye"
<ksanlos@gosafq;u<~rd com>, •clark, Cac;s1c•
<rossie.c:lark@deluxc com>, •Sutton, Scott"
"Sorrenti,j• <j.sorrcnti@goc;aft.'b"ttard.com>,
<ssutton@gOSolfeguard com>, •Robison,
•Morin. Thelma•
Terry• <trobison@gosafeguard rom>,
•Roggenkamp. Mark•
<tmorinfilgosafq;uard.com>, "Diller, Nicki•
<nkki.dillcr@gosafegu<~rd.com>
<mroggenkamp@gosafq;uard.com>

u'ida board notes

4/18/'2JJI2

Attomt.'j' • Client

Ermll cholin including crm1lto counc;cl
c;ccking legal advice n•gardlng USDA
Independent Newsletter
IAttorney· Client
tt&.<:hmcnttri Erffilil dhliri i1idudirig cm.1il to
counsel scckmg l~gal.1dvic::c regarding
USDA Independent New.c;lctter.
!Attorney· Client

Ermil (rom rounc;cl providing lcgal.1dvlce
regarding draft of meeting minutes.

Attorney· Client

Document prepart.>d by Mic::h<~el Dunlap
reflecting privileged mental impn-ssions of
legal counsel rt.'garding meeting minutes.

IAttorney· Client

Ermll from counsel providing leg<~ I advice
regarding drnft of mt.'Cting minutes.

Attorney· Client

"Janos. Beth (GoSafcguanl)'

"Dunlap, Mic~l"

PRIV00270

4/19/2012l<mdunlap@gosafcgu<~rd.com>

<bjoncs@gosafegu<~rd com>, •Roggenkamp,
Mark• <mroggenkamp(tgosafcgu<~rd.rom>,
"Robison, Terry"
<trobison@gosafcguard rom>, •clark,
Cas..c;ie" <rossie.c:lark@dcluxe com>, "Sutton,
Scott" <ssutton@gosafcguard.com>

•ropclkil, Michele"
<mpopclka@gosafcguard rom>, "Santo.<;,
Kcllye• <ksantos@gosafcgwrd.com>

usda board notes

JLJocument prepart.-d by counc;cl, Mich.1e

PRIV00271

4/19/2012

PRIV00272

•Santos, Kellye"
4/19/2012j<ksantos@gosafeguard com>

PRIV00273

4/19/'2JJ12

001745

PRIV00274

•Dunl<~p, Michael•
4/20/2012J<mdunlap@gosafeguard com>

"Dunl<~p, Mlc~l·

<mdunl<~p@gCX.1fegu<~rd.com>

RE: usda bo.1rd notes

"Clark. Cassie• <c<~ssic.clark@deluxe.com>,
•Jones, Beth (GoS01feguard)"
<bjont.'SOgosafegu<~rd com>, "Roggenkamp,
Mark" <mroggcnkamp@goc;.afegu<~rd.com>,
•Robic;on, Terry"
<trobison@gosafeguard com>, "Popelka,
Michele• <mpopclka@gnsafct.ruard rom>,
"Somtoc;, Kellye•
<k..,..nt('ll';@gos<~feguard.cnm>, "Sutton, Scott•,•oiller, Nicki•
<nicki dJI!er@gosafcgu<~rd.com>
<ssutton@gOSolfeguard com>

usda bo.lrd notes

Dunl.1p, reflecting pnvllcgt.>tt mental
lmpn.-ssions of legal counsel reg.<~rding
meeting minutt"'.
Attorney· Client
rmittocounscl providing requested
Information for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding USDA bool'd meeting
minutes
!Attorney· Client
Document drafted by Mike Dunl<~p for the
purp~ of providing leg<~ I advice regarding
USDA board mt..'Cting minutes.
IAttorney· Client

I

Em.:ul from cnunc;cl providing lcg.;:al advice
n•g<~rdmg draft of meeting minutes,

IAttorney· Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. (Case No. tv·OC-1416400)
DEFENOANTS'FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
September 29, 201S
Priv Log I

PRIV00275

Bates ueg I Bates End

D.ate

Em.ail From

EmaiiCC

Email To

17

Email Subiect

4/20/2012

"Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mroggcnbmp@gosafcgu.:~rd.com>, •jones.

•ounlap, Michael•

PRIV00276

4/20/2012l<mdunl.:~p@gosa.fegu.:~rd com>

PRIV00277

4/20/2012

Beth (GoSafeguard)•
<t:;oncs@gosafcgu<Jrd.rom>, •aark. Cassie"
<c:a.ssle.clouk@deluxc.rom>

"Sutton, Scott" <ssutlon@gosafegu<li'd com>,
"Popelka, Michele"
<mpopelka@gosafeguard com>, "Solntos,
Kcllye• <ksantos@gosafegu.:~rd rom>,
"Robison. Teny•
<trobison@gosafeguard com>
IFW: usda board notes

Drsc:ription__
_ _ _-f
Privilege
fDocumcnt prepa.n.>d by counc.cl, Michael
Dunl.1p, rcflcc:ting privilcgL>d mental
impressions of legal counsel re{?rding
mccting minutes.
fAttomey • Chent

Email from counsel providtng k•g&~l advice
regarding draft of mccting minutes,
fDPttimCnt prepared by counsel, Michile
Dunlap, rcflLoctlng privileged mental
impression'> of legal counsel regarding
mL'Ciing minutes,

fAttorney ·Client

fAttomcy- Client

-~utton,Scott" <ssuttontilgosaleguafd-cOin>~

"Popelka, Michele"
<mpopclka@gosafeguard.rom>, "'Santos,
Kt.'llye" <ksanto<i@gosafcgu.1rd com>,
"Robison. Terry•
<trobison@gosafeguard.com>,
"Jones. Beth (GoSafcguard)•
<bjoncs@gosafcguard.com>, "Clark, Cassie" "Roggtmkamp, M.1rk•
<c:a.ssie.clarkftdeluxe com>
<mroggcnkamp@gosafcguard com>

PRIV00278

•ounlap. Michael"
4/20/2012l<mdunl.1p@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00279

4/20/2012

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of meeting minute:>.
'ocumcn-t prcpiiiCdb)' COtini;CJ, Michael
Dunlap, renccting privileged mental
impn....,.o;ion.o; of legal counc;cl regarding
mL'Ciing minuiL'S.

PRIV00280

"Skipper, Kevin
<k.o;kipper@gosafcguard.com>, •Dunlap,
4/24/2012I•Bcan, Tim• <victor.bcan@gosafeguard.com> jM1chact• <mdunlap@goc;afcguard.com>

Email toeounc;cl ~king legal advice
regarding DIGS Legal Review

PRIV00281

4/24/2012

IRE: usd.1 board notes

DIGS Legal Review- through Mar 2012

Attorm.'Y- Client

Attorney • Client

Attachment to email ttl counsel seeking legal
advire regarding DIGS Legal Review
fAttorm.-y- Client
"Jones, Both (GoSofcguard)"

PRIV00282

"Dunlap, Mldtilet•
5/2B/2012I<mdunl.1p@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00283

5/28/2012

PRIV00284

PRIV00285

•Dunlap, Michael"
5/28/2012l<mdunl.1p@gosafeguard.com>

<bjonL'Stilgosafegu.:~rd rom>, •Popelka,
Michele• <mpopclka@gosaJcguard com>,
-sutton. Scott• <ssutton@gosafcguard rom>,
"Santm, Kellye•
<ksantos@b>osafegu.:~rd.rom>, •Roggenkamp,
Mark• <mroggcnkamp@gosafcguard.rom>,,.Dillcr, Nicki•
•clark, Cassie" <c.1o;sic.cl.1rkfildeluxc.rom>, <nicki.dillcr@goc;afeguard com>, "Sorrenti,}"
•Robison, Terry•
<j.sorrcnti@gosafcguard rom>, "Morin,
<trobison@gosafcguard.com>
Thelma• <tmorin@gosafcguard.rom>
!usda board meeting nolL'S

"jones. Both (GoSofq;uard)"
<bjoncs6goo;afcgu.1rd.com>, "Santos. Kcllyc•
<ksantos@gosafcgu.1rd.com>, •Roggenkamp,
M<Jrk• <mroggenkamp@gosafcgu.1rd.com>,
"Robison, Terry"
<trobisonftgosafcguard.rom>. •ct.:~rk,
Cassie" <cassie.cl.:~rk@deluxe com>,
"Popelka, Michele"
<mpopclka@goc;afeguard rom>
"Sutton, Scott• <ssutton@gosafcguard.com> lusda board notes

I

5/28/2012

Email from counsel c;ceking Information for
the purpoo;c of prov1ding legal advice
fAttomcy- Client
regarding draft meeting minutes.
Document reflecting privilcf;ed menta
impn.'SSions of k'gal counsel Michael Dunlap
regarding mL'Cting minutes
fAttomey ·Client

I

Email from counsel providing IL•gal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.

fAttomcy- Oient

Dunlap, rcnecting privileged mental
impn.os.o;ion.o; of legal counc;cl regarding
USDA m1.-ctlng minutes.

IAttorney- Client

Ematl from counsel provldin1; IL•gal advice
regarding draft of USDA ml.'t'ling minutes.

fAttorney- Oicnt

IDocument prepared by counsel, Michae

•Jones, Beth (GoSafcgu.1rd)"

001746

PRIV00286

"Dunl.1p, Michael•
5/28/2012l<mdunl.1p@gosafcguard com>

<bjoncs@gosafcguard.com>, "Santos, Kcllyc•
<ksantos@gosafcguard com>, "Roggenkamp.
Mark" <mroggcnkamp@gosafcguard.com>,
"Robison, Terry•
<troblo;on@gosafeguard.com>, "Clark.
Cassie" <c:a.ssie clark@deluxe com>,
"Popelka, Michele"
<mpopclka@gosafeguard com>
f"Sutton,Scott• <o;sutton@gos.1fegu.1rd.com> IRE: usda bo.lrd notl."1

1Doc-ument prepar1.>d by couno.cl, Michile
Dunl.:~p.

PR!V00287

5/28/2012

PRIV00288

•Dunlap, Michael•
5/28/2012I"Sutton, Scott• <ssutton@gosaleguard com> l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

board notes 52312.doc

rcflL'Cting privileged mental
imprc<i.o;ionc; of legal counc;cl re{?rtling
USDA rTIL'Cting minuiL'S.
mailtocoun.c;cl providing lnfnnn.11ion for
the purpoc;e of seeking k'gal advice
regarding dr.1ft board dnc:umenL

fAttorm.-y- Client

fAttomcy ·Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et ai.(Case No, CV-OC-1416400]
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DEFENDANTS' FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
September 29, 2015
Prlv Log ~- _ I___ fJ_ates Beg_

PRIV00289

I

Bates End

Date

Email From

EmaiiCC

EmailSubiect

5/28/2012

PRIV00290

•Dunlap, Michael•
S/29/2012l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00291

5/29/2012

PRIV00292

Email To

•Dunlolp, Mlchtlcl•
5/29/2012l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

!'Jones, Beth (GoS.lfcgu•nt)"
<bjoncs@gosafcguard com>, •ropclk.a,
Michele" <mpopclk.a@gosafeguard.com>,
•Roggcnkolmp, Mark•
<mmggenk.1mp@gosafcgu.1rd com>,
•Robison, Terry•
<troblc;on@gOSil.fcguard.com>, •clark,
Cassie <Cilssic.dark8dcluxc com>

"Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>, •aark,
Cassie• <Cilssie clark@deluxecom>,
"Popclkol, Michele"
<mpopclka@gosafeguard.com>

"S.1ntos,. Kellye•
<ksantos@gosafeguard com>, "Sutton, Scott•
<~utton@g0Silfcgu.1rd.com>

•Jories, Beth (Go5alcguardr
l<bjoncs@gosafeguard.rom>, "Sutton, Scott"
<55Utlon0g0Sil.!cgll.1rd com>, "Robison,
Terry• <trobi.o;on@gosafegu<~rd com>,
"Sa.ntos, Kellye•
<ksantos&gosafeguard com>

u.c;da board nolL'S

usda board notes

I

Description
'raft document rcfiL-cling privilege menta
impn.>sslons of counsel Michael Dunlap
regarding ITICCtlng minutes

IAttorney· Client

Email from counsel providin1; k'gill advkc
reg<~nflng dr.1ft of USDA meeting minutes.

Attorney· alent

Dunlap, renL-cting privilegl!d mental
Impressions of legal counscl regarding
USDA TTIL'Cting minutL'S.

Attorm...-y-Ciient

Emaal from counsel providing legal<~dviro
regarding draft of USDA mt.-cting m[nutes.

A Homey· Olcnt

IDocument prepart.>d by couno;cl, Michael

Privilege

1Document prepared by counsel, Michael

PRIV00293

Dunlap, rcftcct[ng privileged mental
imprcs.c;ionsof leg<~l counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutcq:

5/29/2012

IAttorney- Client

1•Robason, lerry"
<trobison@gosafeguard com>,
•Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggenk.1mp@g0$a(egu<~rd.com>,

"Sa.ntos. Kellye•

PRIV00294

•Dunlap, Mlchtlcl"
5/29/2012l<mdunlap@gosa£eguard com>

•rnpclka, Michele"
<mpopclkol@grn>afeguard.com>, •aark,
Cassie• <c.assie clark@dcluxe com>

<ksantos@gosafcgu<~rd.com>, "Sutton. Scott"
<ssutton@gosafcgUOJrd.com>, •Jones, Beth
(C..oSafeguarcW <bjones@gosafeguard com>,
•Diller, Nicki"
<nicki.daller@gosafcguard com>
Iusda board notes

Email from counsel providing legal advkc
regarding draft of USDA mt.-cting m[nutcs.

IDocument prepared by counc;cl, Michael

Attorney - Oient

Dunl<~p,

PRIVOD295

PRIV00296

renccting privileged mental
impn.':'Sions of legal COUO.'iCJ fCSOJrding
USDA mL-cting minutL>s.

5/29/2D12

"Dunlap, Michael"
5/29/2012l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

•clark, Cassie" <cac;sie.clark@dcluxe.com>,
"Diller, Nicki"
<nickl.dlllcr@gosafeguard.com>

"Popclkol, Michele•
<mpopclkaftgOQfcguard.com>, •Jon~!", Beth
(GoSafeguard)" <bjones@goc;afcgu<~rd.com>,
•Roggenkamp, M<~rk•
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguilrd.com>,
"Robtc;on, Terry"
<trobison@gosafeguard com>, •Santos,
Kellye• <ksantos@gosafegu.1rd.com>,
"Sutton, Scott• <ssutton@gOS<l!eguard com> Iusda board nolL'S

Email from counsel providing legal<~dvicc
n.-g;~rding draft of USDA m1.'Ciing mlnutes.
by COunsel. Michae
Dunlap, renL-cllng privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel n!SOJrding
USDA meeting minuh.>s.
mail to counsel providing rcqucstL>d
lnfonn<~tion for the purpoc;c of seeking legal
advice regarding USDA board meeting
mlnutL'S.
1Document drafiL>d by Mike Uunlap lor the
purpose of providing legal advice rcgoarding
USDA board mL'Cting minut~
mail to counsel providing rL-qucsted
information for the purpose o( SL-ck[ng legal
01dvicc reg<~rding USDA brunt meeting
minutes
'OCument drafted by Mike Dunl;~p for the
purpose of providing ICSOJI advice rcg;::ardang
USDA board mt.'Ciing minutes.

Attorney- Client

Attorney- alent

ll)(lCumenq>rCp.t~rL'd

PRIV00297

5/29/2012

PRIV0029B

"Popelka, Michele"
5/29/2012l<mpopelk.1@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00299

5/29/2012

PRIV00300

•Santos, Kellye•
5/29/2012l<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00301

5/29/2012

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

"Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

RE: usda board nolL'S

RE: usda board notes

Attorney· Client

!Attorney- Client

IAttorney- Client

!Attorney- Chcnt

IAttorney· Client

001747

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. (case No. CV·OC-1416400)
DEFENDANTS' FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
September 29, 2015
Priv ~g!__j Bates Beg I Bates End

Date

Email From

PRJV00302

•Dunlap, Michael•
5/30/2012l<mdunlap@g050lfeguard.c:om>

PRJV00303

5/30/2012

PRIV00304

•Popelka, Michele•
5/30/2012l<mpopclka@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00305

5/30/2012

Email To

RE: usda board nob.-s.

•Dunlnp, Michael•
<mdunlap@gOSOI.fcguard.com>

Description

Email Subled

EmailCC

~clark. Cassie• <cass!e.dark@dcluxe.com>,
•Popelka, Michele•
<mpopclkol@gOSOI.feguard.com>, •jones. Beth
(GoSilfeguard)• <bjoncsftgooafcguard com>,
"Sutton. Scott• <ssutton@gos.afegU<~rd.eom>,
"Soanlos. Kellye•
<ksantos@gosafcguard.com>, ~Roggcnknmp,
Mark• <mroggenkamp@gosotfeguard.rom>,
•Robison, Terry•
<trobison@gOSOI.feguard.rom>

19

u.'ida notes

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
1uocumcntprepared by coun.c;el, Michac
Dunlap, refle-cting privileged mental
imprcssiom of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.
mail tO coUnsel providing requested
information for tilt! purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding USDA board meeting
minutes.
1uocumcnfdraftcd by Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of providing il-g.al advice regarding
USDA board meeting minuiC'i.

Privi~

IAttorney- Client

IAttorney- Client

)Attorney- Client

IAttorney- Clil'nt

•clark, Cassie• <assle cl.:lrk@deluxe.com>,
•Roggenkamp. Mark•
<mroggenknmp@gos:~fL-guard com>,
•Robison. Terry•
<trobison@goo;afeguard com>, ~Santos.
Kellyc• <ksantos@gosafcguard.com>, •Jones,

PRIV00306

•Dunlap, Michael•
5/31/2012l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00307

5/31/2012

001748

PRIV00308

•Niemic, Patrick (Solfeguard Pnrtncr)•
6/1/2012l<patniemic6gmad.com>

PRJV00309

6/1/2012

PRIV00310

•ounlap, Michael•
6/1/20t2l<mdunlap@gOSOI.feguard com>

PRIV00311

•Morin, Thelma•
6/1/2012l<tmorin@gosafegunrd.com>

PRIV00312

6/1/2012

PRIV00313

•Dunlap, Michael•
6/1/2012l<mdunlap@gosafcguard.c:om>

PRIV00314

6/1/2012

PRIV00315

•Dunlap, Michael•
6/4/2012l<mdunb.p@gosafcguard.c:om>

•Morin, Thelma•
<tmorin@gOSOI.fegunrd.com>. •Sorrenti,
<j.sorrcntiftgo<mfcguard.oom>, •ecadllng,
Steven• <sbcadlmg@gOSOI.feguard.com>

r

•ounlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

•fogard, Btllic jo•
<billicfolog:ard@deluxe.com>
IUSU""ABOOrd <uSda@gOSOI.k-guard.com>,
ijackson@jack.c;on.o;ystcms.nct,
jlangcrilb9@gmail.com.
patnicmk@gmail.com,
info@safeguard web24 7.rom,
bcameron488@gmall com,
sven tu ra@sa fcsou rce.net,
pctcr@o!firehealcr.com,
tmorin@gosafeguard.com,
fwallmeyer@cfentcrprio;csfl com,
salcsftsafeguard-midweslcom

Bclh (GoS.>foguonl)'

<bjone5@gosafeguard.com>, •Popelka,
Michele• <mpopclka@gosafcguard com>,
"Sutton. Scott• <ssutton@gosafeguard.c:om> )usda boo.rd notes

u!>daboard@googlcgroups.c:om

)USDA Board NolL'S

RE: Distributor agreement/ overview

r

"Som!ntl, <J.som.>nti@gosafeguard.com>,
•Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlapftgosafcguard com>

Em.1ll from counc;cl providing lcgillndvice
regarding draft of USDA m1.-ctlng minutes.
llJoc:ument prepared by counSt'l, Mit:h.le
Dunlap. renec:ting privileged mental
lmpn.>s.o;lon.o; of legal counc;cl rl'garding
USDA meeting minull.-::;.
mail tooounSCI-pmViding rt.'qUI.'Stcd
infonn.1tlon for the purpoc;e of :;~,.-eking legal
advice regarding USDA board mL'Ctlng
minutl.os.
!Document prep.u1.>d by Mike lJunlap
reflecting privilcgL•d mcntallmpn.osslono; of
legal counc;cl regarding USDA board
meeting minutl!'i.
maillmm counsel providing information
for the purp<KC of providing lcgalndvicc
regardingS<lfcguard policiel'l respecting
territory, account protL>ctlon, and distributor
Iagreements,

I

Email to counsel providing Information for
USDA Board notes from May 21-22,2012 for the purpoo;cof c;ccking legal ndvice
your review
regardmg USDA board meeting mlnutl'l'l
!Document prepar1.>d by Mikr Dunlap
reflecting privtleg1.>d mental imprcso;ion.o; of
legal counsel regarding USDA board
meeting minutes

I"Sorrcntf.J"<j:S(1ffcliti@gOsafeguard.com>,
"Santos, Kellye•
<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>

FW: USDA Board Notes

-sorrcnti. j• <j.sorrcntl@gosafeguard.com>

FW: USDA Board Noti.'S

IAttoml'y • Oient

IAnomey ·Client

IAIIomcy ·Client

IAnomey- Client

IAIIomcy- Client

IAnomcy ·Client

lA Homey· Client

Email fmm counc;cl providing legal advkc
regarding USDA board meeting minutes.
!Attorney· Client
IDocument prl'parcd by Mike Dunlap
reflecting privilegL>d mental imprcso;ion.<~ of
legal counsel regarding USDA board
llli.'Cting minull.-::;.
!Attorney· Client
maillmm counc;cl ~king information lor
the purpMC of providing legal advice
regarding USDA board m1.-ctlng minutes.
IAnomey ·Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. [case No. CV·OC-1416400]
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DEFENDANTS' FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG

September 29, 2015
Prlv ~~

I

Bates Beg

I

Bates End

Date

Email From

PRIV00316

6/4/2012

PRIV00317

·ounlap, Michael•
6/5/2Dt2l<mdunlap@gosafeguard com>

PRIV00318

6/5/2012

Email To

EmaiJCC

Email Subiect

Description

IDocument prepared by Mike Dunlilp
rcflccllng privllt.>gt.'tl mentalimprc<>'iions of
leg01l rounc;el regarding USDA board
meeting minutt.w;.

•Beadling. Steven•
<sbeadling@gosafeguard com>

usd01 board notes

•Popelka, Michele•
<mpopclka@gosafeguard.com>,
•Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mmgccnkamp@gosafeguard.com>,
•Robison, Terry•
<trobison@gosafcguard.com>, "Soontos.
Kcllye• <ksantos@gosafcguard.com>, 1oncs,
Beth (GoSafcguard)•
I•Daller, Nicki•
<bjoncs@gosafcguilrd.com>, •aark. Cassie• <nicki diller@gosafcguilrd com>, "Sorrenti, J•
<c.1sslc.clilrk@dcluxc.com>, -sutton, Scott•
<j.sorrcnti@gosafeguard.com>, •Morin,
<ssutton@gosafeguilrd.com>
Thelma• <tmorin@gosafcguard.com>
Iusda ~rd notes

PRIV00319

•Ounbp, Michael•
6/14/2Dt2l<mdunlap@g0501feguard com>

PRIV00320

6/14/2012

PRIV00321

•Dunlap. MichileJ•
6/14/20121-sutton..Scott• <ssutton@gosa£cguard com> l<mdunlilp@goSOI.feguard.com>

PRIV00322

6/14/2012

PRIV00323

•Santos, Kellye•
6/16/2012l<ksilntos@gosafeguard.rom>

PRIV00324

6/16/2012

boord notes 61212.doc:

•Dunlap, Mlchtlcl•
<mdunlap@gcxafeguilrd.com>

RE: usda board notes

Em01ll from rouno;el providing lt.•g01l advice
regarding USDA boord meeting minutes.
!Document prepared by Mike Dunlap
reflecting privileged mental impressions of
legal counsel rcgom!ing USDA board
meeting minutes.

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
1Document prepared by counsel, Microcl
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of leg01l counsel regarding
USDA meeting mlnutC'i.
mail tO-cOUilsCI providing n·qUt.'Sit.-d
tnfonnation for the purpose of o;ccklng legal
advice regarding USDA boilrd m<.>cting
minutes
IUOCumcn"fiJriiftCa-DyMilte Dunlilp fC'Ir the
purpose of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minutes.
mail to counsel providing rcqut.'Sicd
ln£ormatlon for tht.! purp(lSC (lf seeking legal
01dvlce regarding USDA board mt.>ctlng
minutes
'OcumcnTdriiftt.'il b)' Mike Dunlap (or the
purpoc;e C'lf providing legal advice regarding
USDA board mt.>ctlng minuh.'S.

I

Privilege

!Attorney- Chent

!Attorney- Client

!Attorney- Client

AHomey- Olent

Attorney- Client

Attomcy- Client

IAttorney- Client
IAttomcy- Client

!"Jones, Bcth (GoS.lfcguard)"

PRIV00325

PRIV00326

PRIV00327

•Dunlap, Michael•
6/17/2012l<mdunlap@gosafcguard com>

<bfonesfilgtXafegu01rd.com>, •Popelka,
M~ehefe• <mpopclka@gosafeguard.com>,
•Roggenkamp, M01rk•
<mmggenkamp@gOSOifeguard.com>,
•Robison, Terry•
<trobison@gosafcguard.com>

"'Cl01rk, Do;sie• <cassic.clark@deluxe com>,
"Santo-;. Kcllye•
<k.Qnto<;@gosafeguard.com>, "Sutton, Scott•
<ssutton@gOSOI.feguard.com>
Iusda board notes

6/17/2012

•Dunl01p, Michael•
6/18/2012l<mdunlap@goo;afeguard.com>

•Popelka, Michele•
<mpopclka@gOSOI.feguard.com>,
•Roggenkamp, M01rk•
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>,
•Robic;on, Teny•
<trobison@gosafeguilrd.com>

"Santos. Kellyc•
<ksantos@gos.lfeguilrd.com>, •cJilrk, Cassie•
<cassie.clark@deluxe.com>, "Sutton, Scott•
<ssutton@gOSOI.fegllilrd.com>, •Jones, Beth
(GoSafcguilrd)• <bjoncs@gosafeguard.com> Iusda board notes

Email from rouno;cl providing leg01l advice
regarding dril£1 of USDA m<.>cUng minult.'S.

!Attorney- Oient

Dunlilp, reflecting privalegt.'f.l mental
impressions of leg01l counsel rego:arding
USDA meeting minutes.

!Attorney· Client

IDocument prepart.>d by couno;cl, Michile

Email fmm counc;el providing legill 01dvtce
regarding draft of USDA mct•tlng minutes.
prepared by coun..cl, Mic:hae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

!Attorney- Olent

1Document

PRIV00328

001749

PRIV00329

6/18/2012

•Dunbp, Michael•
6/20/2Dt2l<mdunbp@gnsafeguard com>

"Jones, Bcoh (GoSalcgu•rd)"
<bjoncs@gosafcguard.com>, "'001rk. Dwc•
<cassae clilrk@dcluxe.com>, •Roggenkamp,
Milrk• <mroggenkamp@gosafeguard com>,
•Robic;on, Terry•
<trobi'innftgcxafcguilrd com>, ''S.mtos,
Kellye• <ksilntos@gosafcguilrd.com>,
•Morin, Thelma•
•Popelka, Michele•
<mpopclkaftgosafeguard.com>, •sutton,
<lr'MrinftgCKOifeguard.cCKll>, "Sorrentl.r
Scott• <ssuttC'Inftgoctafeguard.com>
<J-c;orrenti@goo.afeguard.com>

u..da board notes

Email from couno;cl providing k>g01l advice
regarding dr01ft of USDA meeting minutes.

Attorney- Client

Attornt.'Y- Olent

T3 Enterprises, et al, v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. [case No. CV-OC-1416400]
DEFENDANTS' FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
September 29, 2015
Priv log I

PRJV00330

I

Bates Bep:

I

Bates End

Date

Email From

EmaiiCC

Email Subied

6/W/2012

PRJV00331

•Dunlap, Michael•
7/3/2012l<mdunlap@gosafcguard com>

PRJV00332

7/3/'1Jl12

PRJV00333

1/10/2012I•Sorrcnu,

PRIV00334

7/10/'1Jl12

r <i.sorrcntl@gosafeguard com>

PRJV00335

•Dunlap, Michael•
7/15/2012l<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

PRJV00336

7/15/2012

PRIV00337

•Dunlap, Michael•
7/16/2012l<mdunlap@gOSilfeguard.com>

PRIV00338

7/16/'1Jl12

PRJV00339

Email To

21

•Dunlap, MictmcJ•
7/16/2012l<mdunlap@gosafeguilrd.com>

•auch<man. Trish•
<tbuchtln.:an@gosafeguard.rom>, •Bc.1dllng..
Steven• <sbcadling@gosaft.-guard.com>

•clark. Do;sie• <cassie dark@dcluxc.rom>,
•collins. fred• <froUins@dfsbusireoo.com>,
•Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafcguard rom>, •jones, Beth
(Go5.1fcgunrd)• <bjones@gCKafcgu<lrd.com>,
•tozicr, Brad• <brod.lozicr@deluxe rom>,
•Morley, Karil• <k.1ro.morley@deluxc.rom>,
•Popelka, Michele•
<mpopclk.1@gosafeguard.rom>, •Robison,
Tcny• <trobtson@gosafcguard.rom>,
•Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggenkamp@gosafcguilrd.com>,
"Santos, Kellye•
<ksantos@gosafcguard.com>, "Sutton, Scott•
J<ssutton@gosafeguard.rom>

"Santo<;, Kellye•
<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>, •Jones, Beth
(G<&!cguard,- <bjoncs@gosafeguard.com>,
•ropclkol, Michele•
<mpopclk.1@gosafcguard rom>, •sutton,
Scott• <ssutton@gosafeguard.rom>, •aark.
Cassie• <Cilssie clark@deluxc.com>,
•Robison. Teny•
<trobison@gosafcguard.rom>,
•Roggenkamp, Milrk•
<J'TU'OS&Cnkamp@gosafeguard.rom>
J"Sorrcntl, J• <j.sorrcnti@gosafeguard rom>

RE: usd.1 boolrd notes

USDA agenda

(usda boord notes

"Santos, Kellye•
<ksantos@gosafcguard rom>, •Popelka,
Michele• <mpopelk.1@gosafeguard.rom>,
•Roggenk.1mp, Mnrk•
<mroggenk.amp@gosafcguard.com>,
•Robison. Terry•
"Sutton. Scott• <ssutton@gosafegwrd com>, <trobison@gosafcguard rom>, •jones, Beth
•clark. Cassie• <cassie.clark@dcluxc.rom>
(GoSafeguard}• <bjones@gOSilfeguard.rom> Iusda board notes

•Roggcnk.1mp, Mark•
<mroggenk.1mp@gosafcgward.cam>,
~·jones. Beth (Gc&feguard)•
•Robison, Terry•
<bjoncs@gosafcguard.rom>, •ropclka,
<trobison@gosafcguard.rom>, -s.tntos,
Michele• <mpopclka@gosaft.-guard com>,
Kcllye• <k.o:antosfiigosafegu.1rd.rom>, •clark. •Robison, Terry•
Cassie• <cassieclilrk@dcluxc.rom>
<trobio;on@gosafcguard.cam>

(usda board notes

Description
j()(lCument prepared by coun~l. Mtdlae
Dunl.1p, reflecting privllcgt.>d mcnt.1l
Impressions of legal counst!l rt.•garding
USDA meellng minute'>.

001750

7/16/'1Jll2

Attorney· Client

Email from rouno;cl f:Ceking information for
the purpose of pmvidmg leg.1l advice
n.ogarding mt.~ting minutes.
!Attorney- Client
]IJOCiiiT\Ciitpiepart.'d by counc;cl. Mtchiie
Dunlap, rent.-cting privtleged mcnt~l
impn.'SSICIJlS of legal rounst!l rt.•garding
meeting minutes.
jAttorney- Clumt

Ematl from J,J, Sorrenti to counsel provldmg
information for the purpoc;c of seeking legal
ndvicc regarding the USDA meeting droft
.1genda.
!Attorney- Client
JDOCument prcpart.'d by j ). SOireriti to
provide information to rounst!l for the
purpose of 54..-cklng legal ad\·lcc regarding
USDA meeting droft agenda.
JAttomey- Client

Email from counst!l providmg legal advice
regarding drofl of USDA mcctmg minutes.
lDOCumcntpfCP.,rCd by counst!l, Mlcllac
Dunlap. reflecting privileged mcntl.l
impn.'SSions of legal counsel regarding
USDA mccling minutes.

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
JDOCument prepared by counsel. MtcfiiiCI
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mcnt.11
impressions of legal counsel rC'garding
USDA meeting mlnule<l.

Email from counsel providing lcgill <1dvicc
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
[)()Cument prepared by counsC'i, Mtct\ael
Dunlap, reflecting privileged menlo~ I
impressions of legal counsel regardmg
USDA meeting mlnutt.'S.

I
PRIV00340

Privilege

JAttomcy- 01cnt

jAttomey ·Client

Attorney • C1ient

AttorJ'ICy·CIIent

(Attorney· C1icnt

!Attorney- Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al.(case No. CV·OC·l416400)
DEFENDANTS'FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
September 29, 2015

PrivJ.<>gl

Bates B~

I

Bates End

Date

Email From

"Dunlap, Michael"

PRIV00341

7/16/2012l<mduniap@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00342

7/16/2012

PRIV00343

"Dunlap, Michael"
7/16/2012l<mdunlap@gor;a!cguard com>

PRIV00344

7/16/2012

PRIV00345

"Roggenkamp, Mark"
7j16/2012l<mroggenkamp@gffiilfeguard.com>

PRJV00346

7/16/2012

PRJV00347

'joru!S, Bclh (GaSofogu•nl)'
7/16/2012l<bjoncs@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00348

7/16/2012

PRIV00349

"Popelka, Michele•
7/16/2012l<mpopclk01@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00350

7/16/2012

PRIV00351

·omer,Nicki"
7/18/:l012l<nicki diller@gosafe~rd com>

PRIV00352

7/18/2012

PRIV00353

"Dunlap, Michael•
7/19/2012l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00354

7/19/2012

EmallSubiect
EmailCC
I"Hogsenkamp, Mark~
<mroggcnkamp@gosafcguard com>,
"Popelka, Michele"
•clark. Dssic• <c.1s.'>ic.clark@dcluxc.com>, <mpopclka@goo;afcguard.com>, "Jones, Beth
"Santos. Kcllyc•
(Go&feguard)" <bjoncs@go<;afeguard com>,
<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>, "Sullon,Scott" "Robison. Terry•
<S6UIIon@gosafcguard rom>
<trobison@gosafeguard.com>
ustb boord notes

22

"DIIIcr,Nickr
<nickl.dillcr@gosafcguard.com>

"Morin, Thelma•
<tmorin@gosafcguard com>, "CI;uk, Ca'iSie"
<cassie.clark@dcluxe.com>, "Beadling.
Steven• <sbcadling@goc;afcguard com>,
u'ida boo:rd notL"i
"Sorrenti, <j.sorrcntiftgosafeguard com>

r

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

FW: uc;da boord notes

"Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosa!eguard.com>

FW: usda boord nolL'S

•ounlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosa!eguard com>

RE: usda board notes

"Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard com>

RE: usda boord notes

"SorrcntL J" <J.sorrenli@gosafcguard.com>

"Morin, Thelma•
l<tmorin@gosa!cguard com>

usd.1 board notes

Privile~e:

Description

Email To

Email from counsel providing ll•gal ndvice
regardmg draft of USDA meeting mlnutL'S.
llJocument preparL'd by counsel; MichaC
Dunlap, reflLocting privileged mL•ntal
lmpi"C'>Sionc; of legal counc;cl regarding
USDA meeting minull.."i.

Allomey ·Client

Email from coun.c;cl providing legal advice
rcgardmg dr.aft of USDA meeting minutes.

Allomcy ·Client

Allomey- Client

IDocument prepared by counc;cl, Michael

Dunlap, reflecting privilcgL>d mental
impn..'SSions of legal counc;cl rcgard1ng
USDA meeting mmutcs.
Attornt.'f·Ciicnt
maittocoun.c;cl providing the requested
information for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding meeting minuk"i
Allomey ·Client
1Document prepared by counr.cl, Michael
Dunlap. rdk.>cting privileged mental
imprc<;.<;lon.'i of legal coun.c;cl regarding
meeting minutes.
Attorney· Client
mailtocounc;cl pnwiding-tllC n-qut..-s~>d
in!onn01tion for the purpo:;c of seeking legal
advkc n•garding meeting mlnub.'S.
Attorney· Client
Document preparL>d by counr,cl, Michae
Dunlap, reflLocting privilegLod mental
lmpn-sslon.'i of legal coun.c;cl regarding
mL-cling mlnutL"i.
Attorney- Client
mailtncounc;clpmvidirig tht: requcstL>d
information for the purpoc;c of seeking legal
advice regarding meeting minutes.
Attorney· Client
1Uocument prepared by cnun'L'I, Michae
Dunlap, reflLoctlng privileged mental
impression.'> of legal counsel regarding
meeting mlnutc<t.
Attorney • Client
mailtocoun~l pmvilJiilSthe rcquC'lted
inforrn.ttion for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding mL>cting minutes.
Attorney· Client
Document prepared by counc;cl, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privalegcd mental
imprcs.c;ion" of legal counc;cl regarding
meeting minute<!.
Attorney· Client
mail Jmm coun.c;cl c;ecking infnrmation for
the purpose of providing legal advice
regarding meeting minutes.
IAttorney· Client
Document prepared by coun.c;cl, Mic~l
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.
!Attorney· Client

I

I

I

ISDA Board <uSda@gosafeguard.com>,
~ackson@j01cksonsystcms.net.

"Morin, Thelma•

001751

PRIV00355

7/24/2012l<lmorinfi>gosof"!l"•ni.com>

PRIV00356

7/24/2012

jlangcr0b9@gmail com.
patnicmic@gmail.com,
info@sa!eguardwcb247.com.
bcameron488@gmall.com.
sventur.a@safcsource.net,
pctcr@officchealer com,
tmodn@gosafcguard.com,
fwallmeyer@efenterprisesfl com,
salcs@safcguard·midwcsLcom

"Sorrenti, j• <J.sorrenti@gosafeguard.com>,
•Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafL>guard.com>

I

USDA Board notes from July 10, 2012 for
your review

Email to counsel providing the requested
in!ormation for the purpose nf seeking h.-gal
advice regarding meeting minutes.
!Attorney· Client
!Document prepared by counc;cl, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal coun.c;cl n•garding
meeting minutes.
Attorney· Client

I

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. (Case No. CV·OC·1416400)
DEFENDANTS'FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
September 29, 201S
Priv loJt I

I

Bates Be~

I

Bates End

Date

Email From

Email To

EmaiiCC
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Description

EmallSublect

Privlle2.e

-santos. Kcllyc"
<ksantMftgosafq;u<~rd.com>, "Jones. Beth
(GoSafegu<1rd)" <bjoncs@gosafcgu<lrd.com>,
"Popclk.1, Michele"
<mpopclkD.ftgos.afcguard.com>, •aark,
Cac;sle" <cassic.cl<~rk@deluxe.com>.
"Roggcnk.1mp, Mark"

<mroggenk.1mp@gosafegu<~rd.com>,

,.Diller, Nicki"
<nicki.dillcr@gosafeguard.com>. "Morin,
"Sutton, Scott" Thelm.1" <tmorlnftgCK<~fte;u<~nJ cum>,
<ssutton@gosafl..e;uard.et'lm>
"Sorrenti, <j~c;orrenti@gosafegu<lrd.com>

"Roblson, Terry•

PRIV00357

•Dunlap, Michael•
8/16/2012l<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00358

8/16/2012

PRIV00359

PRIV00360
PRIV00361

PRIV00362

I

I

I

I

I

I

J J

•eunl.lp, Michael"

1

8/17/2012

<mdunl<~p@gosafcgu<~rd

com>

1

'Jones, B<:th (G<&fcguard)'
8/17/2012 <bjon~goc;afcgu<~rd com>

-santos, Kellye"
<ksantos@gosafcguard.com>, "Roggenkamp,
Mark" <mmggcnk.1mp@gos.afeguard.com>,
•Robison, Terry"
<trobison@gosafq;u<~rd.com>, "CI01rk,
Cassie" <cassie clark@dcluxc com>,
"Popelka, Michele"
<mpo("!lka@gosafcguard.com>, "Sutton,
I"Joncs. Beth (G<&ft"gl.lilrdt
Scott" <ssutton@gCJS.1feguard com>
<bjon~..'S@gosafcguanJ.com>

lusdoa board notes

usdoa board notes

"Dunlap, Mtchael"
<mdunlapftgCK<~feguard.com>

FW: u:-d.1 board note:;

18/17/2012

PRIV00363

PRIV00364

8/18/2012

PRIV00365

•ounl.1p, Michael•
8/18/2012 <mdunlap@gosafcguard com>

PRIV00366

8/18/2012

•oun1.1p, Michael"

PRIV00367

8/19/2012J<mdunlap@gosafcgu<~rd.com>

PRIV00368

8/19/2012

001752

PRIV00370

r

18/17/2012

"Santos. Kellyc•
8/18/2012 <ksantos@gO'>afegu<1rd.com>

PRIV00369

<trnbio;onftgMotf~guilrd.oom>,

"DunLlp, Mich.1el"
8/19/2012l<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

8/19/2012

"Dunlap, Michilcl•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

RE: usd01 board notes

Mark•
<mroggenk.1mp@goc;afegl.lilrd com>
•RC~S&Cnkamp,

Fw: usda board notes

•Popelka, Michele"
<mpopclk.1filgosafeguard.com>,
"Roggenkamp, M.1rk"
<mroggenkamp@gosaft-guard.com>,
•Robison, Tcrry•
<tmbi.wo@g0$11fq;uard com>, •ctark.
•Jones, Beth (GoSafeguard)•
Cassie" <cassie clark@dcluxc.com>, "Sutton, <bjoncs@gOSilfcguard.com>, "Santos, Kcllyc•
Scott• <ssutton@gosafcguard.com>
<ksantos@gosafq;uard com>
Iusda board notes

"Sutton, Scott• <ssutton@gosafegwnd.com>,
"Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mroggcnkamp@gosafeguard.com>,
•Robison, Terry"
<trobison@gosafq;uard.com>, "Clark.
Cassie• <Glssie cl.uk@deluxc.com>

Email from counc;cl providing legal advice
regarding dmft of USDA m1..-.•ting minul1..'S
JDOCument prepared by coun<.el, Mtchilc
Dunl.1p, renecting prlvilt•gL>d mental
imprec;slons of legal cuunc;cl regarding
USDA m1..>cting minute'!,

Email from counc;cl providing legal ;:~dvlre
regarding draft of USDA mt.>cling minutes.
jDCICument prcp.1rCd by coun'll•l. MICI'lilCI
Dunlap, rcn~..-cting privileged mental
impn.'SSionc; of legal counsel n·gan.ling
USDA meeting minutes.
mail toCouilsel pro~R.'qUcStL>d
information for the pu~ of seeking IL'g&ll
advice regardtng mcctmg minutes.
IDoc::Umeill prejXlii'il bY counSCT~
Dunl&~p, reOccting privileged mental
impi'CS5ionc; of legal counsel regarding
meeting minuk.'S.
mailtoroun.c;c( prov1dmg 1hC rcqucc;tCd
inforrrotion for the purpoc;c of seeking leg<ll
.1dvire reg<~rding m1..>cting minutes.
jDOCument prcp.u1..'d by counsel. Mtchael
Dunlap. rcni..'CIIRg privileged mental
imprec;sionc; Clf lcg<~l counc;cl regarding
meeting minutcc;.
m&~il trom counsel l'CC~ mformalion for
the purpose of providing leg<~ I advice
reg<1rding meeting minutes
JDOCument prepared by couno;cl. M1chie
Dunlap, renccting privil~..•gl'd mental
impn'S.'Iion.'! of leg<~ I rounsel regarding
meeting minutes.

IAttorney· Client
!Attorney· Client

!Attorney· Oicnt

!Attorney· Client

JAttomey ·Client

!Attorney· Client

!Attorney· Client

!Attorney· Client

!Attorney· Client

!Attorney· Client

Email from counsel providing lcgal01dvlre
draft of USDA m1..>cting minutes.
JDOCument prep.1rL'd by counc;cl, Mtcl'l.1c
Dunl.1p, renccting privileged ment.;al
lmpn.'SS!onsof leg<~l counsel n•gardlng
USDA meeting minutes.

Attorney· Client

Email from counsel providing legal .1dvlre
reg<~rding dmft of USDA mreting minutes.

Attorney· Oient

Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
Impressions of legill counsel rcgo.rding
USDA meeting minuros.

Attorney· Client

reg<~rding

AUorncy • Oicnt

•ropclka. Mkhclc'
<mpopclkafilgosafcgu>~rd.com>, "Santos.
Kellyc• <ksantos@gosafL'gu&lrd.com>. •Jones,
B<:th (G<&fcguard)'
<bjonesfilgoc;afeguard.com>
Iusda board notes

IDOCument prepan.'d by counsel. MICfW!i

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. [Case No. CV·OC·1416400)
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DEFENDANTS'FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG

September 29, 2015
Priv Log I

I

Bates Beg

I

Bates End

Email From

Date

PRIV003n

•ropclka. Michele"
8/19/2012l<mpopdka@gosafcguanl.com>

PRIV00372

8/19/2012

Email To
•Dunl<~p,

<mdunl<~p@gosafeguard.com>

•Dunl<~p, Mich<~el•

PRIV00373

B/20/2012l<mdunlap@gosa£cgu<~rd.com>

EmaiiCC

EmaiiSubiect

MicMct•

•ctark. C<~ssie• <cassie dark@deluxe.com>

RE: usda board notes

•Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mroggcnkamp@gosafeguard com>,
•Robison. Terry•
<trobison@gosafcguard com>, •sutton, Scott•
<ssutton@gosafeguard com>, •ropelka.
Michele• <mpopelka@gosafcgu<~rd.c:om>,
•Jone<;, Beth (C".oSafcguard)•
<bjoncs@gosafcguard.com>, "Santos, Kcllyc•
l<k.•...-mtos@gosafcguard.com>
)usda board nolL'S

Privile,;e
Description
mail to counsel providing the n.-qucsted
lnformoation (or the purp<KC of '>L>cking legal
<Jdvlre reg<~rding rrn.>ctlng minutL'S.
IAttorney- Client
IDocument prejxirL>d by counsel, Mich&ac
Dunlap, rcflL-cting privileged mcnl411
lmpn$Sions of legal counsel rcgardmg
meeting minulL>s.
IAttorney- Client

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding dr.~ft of USDA mL~ting mlnut1.'S.

IAttorney- Client

1Document prcpoirCd by coun-;cl, Mich&ae
Dunl<~p,

PRIV00374

8/20/2012

PRIV00375

•Roggenkamp, Mark•
8/20/2012l<mroggenkamp@goc;afeguard.com>

PRIV00376

8/20/2012

PRIV00377

•Roggenkamp, Mark•
8/21/2012l<mroggcnkamp@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00378

8/21/2012

PRIV00379

•Dunlap, Michael•
8/21/2012)<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00380

8/21/2012
•ounl<~p,

PRIV00381

Michael•
B/21/20t2l<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00382

8/21/2012

PRIV00383

•Dtller,Nicki•
8/21/2012l<nic:kl diller@gCKafeguard.com>

PRIV00384

8/21/2012

PRIV00385

•Dunlap, Michael•
B/21/2012l<mdunlap@gosafeguard com>

PRIV00386

8/21/2012

001753

PRIV00387

·omer,Nicki•
8/21/2012l<nickJ.diller@gosafegu.ard.com>

PRIV00388

8/21/2012

•Dunlap, Michaet•
<mdunlap@go<>afegu<~rd.com>

I

IFW: uo;da board nolL'S

•Dunlap, Mtchael"
<mdunl<~p@goc;afegu<~rd.com>

'Sorrenti,

r <j.sorn:ntifilgOSilfegu<~rd.cnm~

I

•Morin, Thclm<~•
J<tmorinfilgosafegu<~rd.com>

·omer, Nkkl•
<nick! dillcr@gosafcgu<~rd.com>

I

•Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@goc;afeguard.com>

,.Peterson, Susan•
<susan.pcterson@gno;afl.-guard com>

IFW: uc;da board notcc;

Iusda board notes

)usda board notes

IRE: uc;da board notes

•oiiJer,Nicki•
<nick! diller@gosafeguard.com>, •Ashley,
Becky• <bccky.ashlcy@gosafL-guard com>,
•reterson, Susan•
<susan.petcrson@gtKafeguard.com>

,.Morin, Thelma•
<tmorin@gCKafeguard.com>

IFW: usda board noti.>S

•Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@goc;afeguard.com>, • Ashley,
Becky• <becky ashley@gosafegu<~rd rom>,
•retcrson,.SUSiln•
<susan.petcrson@gosafcguard com>

,.Morin, Thclm<~•
<tmorinftgosafcguard com>

IRE: usda board notes

refl1.-cting priv•l<~g~.'C! menl411
impn.os..<>iono; of k-gal toun$CI regardmg
USDA mt.'Cting minut(.";.
mail to counsel providing the rcqu1.'SII.'d
inform&Jtion for the purpO"oC of seeking leg<~ I
advice regarding meeting minut1.'S.
IDocument prepared by coun..-;cl, Michael
Dunlap, reflC'Cting priv1leged mental
impn$SiOns of legal counsel regarding
m1.>etlng mlnuti.'S.
mail to counsel providing the n.>qUL'l'tl.>d
inform<~tion !or the purpose of seeking legal
advtcc regarding meeting minutes.
'ocument prepared by couno..cl, Michael
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impri.'S.'>ionc; of leg<~ I coun-.cl regarding
m1.-cting mlnut1.'S.
m<~illrom coun.-.cl seeking information tor
the purpoo;eo( providing leg<~ I advice
n.-garding mt.'t!ting minuk>s.
JUocumcnt prcp.1rcd by counwl, Michac
Dunl<~p, reflecting privllcg~.'C! mental
impression'! l1f k•gal coun-;cl rL•garding
m1.-cting minutes.
maillmm cuun-;cl St.'t!king inform<~ lion lor
the purpo:c;e of providing legal advice
reg<~rdlng m1.'Cting minutc-t.
JUocument prL'par~.>d by counsel, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged menl411
impn.-ssions of legal counsel n.•gardmg
mL'Ciing minutes.
mailtocounc;Cl-pffividing the rcquL'Sted
information for the purp<XC t•f St.>cking legal
advice regarding meeting minutes.
IDocument prepared by coult.~l. Michael
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mcnl411
impressions of legal coun.-.cl regarding
meeting minutes.

IAttorney- Client

IAttorney- Client

jAUnmcy ·Client

IAttorney· Client

!Attorney· Client

jAttomcy ·Client

lA ttorney ·Client

IAttorrn.'Y ·Client

IAuomey ·Client

IAttorney· Client

!Attorney· Client

Email from counsel seeking information for
the purpose of providing leg<~ I advice
regarding meeting minutes.
IAttorney· Client
JDocument prepared by counsel, Mich&ae
Dunl<~p, reflecting privileged mt.>ntal
impressions of legal coun-.cl regarding
meeting minutes.
IAttorney· Client

Emailtocouru.cl providing the requested
Information for the purpose of seeking legal
IAttorney· Client
advice reg<~rding meeting minut1.'S.
'ocumcnt prepared by counc;cl, Michilcl
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impn.'SSions of legal coun.c;cl regarding
meeting minutes.
IAttorney- Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. [Case No. CV·OC-1416400]
DEFENDANTS'FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
September 29, 201S
Priv Log I

I

Bates BeR

I

Batra End

Date

Email From

PRIV00389

•Dunlap, Michael•
B/21/2012l<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00390

8/21/2012

Email To

EmailCC

"Morin, Thelma"
<trnorin@gmafcguard rom>
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EmaiiSublect

FW: usda boord notes

Description
Privilege
mail from counsel seeking information lor
the purpose of providing k-.;al advice
regarding meeting minutco;.
Attorney- Client
JDocument prcpan.>d by court.o;cl, Micholc
Dunl.1p, reOecting privilegt..'<l mental
impressions of legal roun.c;cl regarding
meeting minutes.
!Attorney· Client

I

r

PRIV00391

"Roggenkamp, Mark"
9/11/20t2l<mroggcnkamp@gO"ool!eguard.rom>

PRIV00392

9/11/2012

"Sorrenti, <J.5Cirrenti@gosafeguard.rom>.
•clark, Clssic• <ca56ic.clark@deluxe rom>.
•Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gos.afeguard rom>, "Jones. Beth
(GoSafcguanW <bjonc!i@gmafeguard.com>,
"Morley, Kara• <kara.morlcy@deluxe.rom>,
"Popelka, Michele"
<mpopclka@gosafcguard.rom>, "Santos.
Kcllyc" <ksantos@gosafcguard rom>,
"Sutton,. Scott• <ssullon@gosaft.-guard com>

J"Santos. Kellye•
<ksantos@gosafcguard.com>, "Popelka,
Michele" <mpopclka@gmafeguard.rom>,
"Sutton, Scott" <ssutton@gosaft.-guard com>.
"RobiSOn, Terry"
<trobison@gosafeguard.com>,
•Roggenkamp. Mark"
<mroggenkamp@gosafegu.1rd.com>, •Jonc:;.
Beth (GoSafeguord)"
<bJoncs@gosafcguard.com>, 'Clark, Clssie•
<c.1ssie.clark€~deluxe.com>. "Odella, Phil"
<phil odclla@dcluxe.com>
I"Sorrcnti,J" <j.sorrcnti@gosafcguard.rom>

PRIV00393

•Dun1.1p, Michael"
9/18/20t2l<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00394

9/18/2012

PRIV00395

"Roggenkamp. M.1rk"
9/19/2012l<mroggcnkamp@gosafcguard.rom>

PRIV003%

9/19/2012

PRIV00397

•Dunlap. Michael•
9/19/2ot2I"Sutton,Soott• <o;sutton@gosafeguard.com> l<mdunlap@gogfeguard.rom>

PRIV00398

9/19/2012

PRIV00399

•s.mtos, Kellye•
9/19/20t2l<ksantos@go....,feguard.rom>

PRIV00400

9/19/2012

PRIV00401

9/19/2012l<bjones@gosofeg,md.rom>

PRIV00402

9/19/2012

"Jones, Bclh (GoSafeguonl)"

,.Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

•0unl.1p, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafcguard.rorn>

•ounlap. Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

FW: USDA meeting on Wcdrn..'Sday@ lPM iniEmailtocounscl providing meeting :;chcdule
New Orlenns

Iusda. board notes

FW: usda board notes

board notes 91212.doc

RE: usda board notes

rw: u.-.da board nott.'S

and agend.1 for USDA rru..'Cting.
IAnorncy ·Client
jDocument prep;1rcd by Koggenkamp. Mark
for agenda and scht.>dult."\1 topics of USDA
meeting.
IAttorney- Client

Ema1l from rounc;cl c;.ccking Inform<~ lion for
the purpoc;eof providing legalt~dvke
regarding mt.'t!ting minult.'S.
JDocument pn.•~TI!d by C:ounc;cl, Michole
Dunlap. rcOt.-ctmg privileged mental
lmprcs.o;ion.c; of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.
mail to counc;cl prtlviding rcqucstt..'d
information for the purpoo;c of seeking legal
.1dvice n.-garding draft of USDA meeting
minutes.
raft document pn.•parcd by Mike Dunt.1p
reflecting privllt..•gt.>d mental imprco;slons of
k•gal coun.o;cl regarding USDA Board
Meeting.
mail to counsel providing infonnalion lor
the purpose tl( seeking legal advice
reg;1rdlng draft meeting minult.><;
raft mt.'Cting -minutt.'S .1ttaclmd tn emai
provldt.>d tocounc;cl forthepurpn.o;cof
q-cking legal advtec.
mail to ooun..Cl prOviding n.-quec;tcd
Information for the purpose of o;ccking legal
advice regarding drilft of USDA mt.'Cting
minutes.
rt~ft document prepared by Mike Dunlap
reflecting privilt.-gcd mental impn.'Sslons of
lt.-gal counc;cl regardmg USDA Board
Meeting.
mail toooun~rproViding rcqucstt.>d
informatiM for the purpoc;c of St.-eking legal
advice n•gardmg USDA M1rd rru..-cting
minutt.'S
•raft document prepan>d by Mike Dunlap
reflecting privalegcd mental impn.'SSions of
legal counsel regarding USDA boord
meeting minutes.

IAttorney- Client
IAttorney- Client
IAttorney· Client

IAttorney- Client

JAnomey- Client

Attorney- Client

IAthtnwy- Client

IAttorney- Client
IAttornt.'Y- Client

!Attorney- Client

001754

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. [Case No. tv·OC-1416400]
DEFENDANTS' FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
September 29, 201S
Priv~g_l

Bates B_!g

I

Bates End

Date

Email From

PRJV00403

•ounlap. Michael•
9/20/2012l<mdunl.1p@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00404

9/20/2fJ12

PRIV00405

•Dunlap, Michael•
9/26/2012l<mdunlap@gosafcguard com>

PRIV00406

9/26/2012

, ,PRIV 00407

•Popclk.1, Michele•
9/27/2012l<mpopclka@gosafeguard.com>

Email To

'Popclko, Michele'
<mpopclk<l@gCKOlfcguard com>

Em.1il CC

•ropclk.1, Michele•
<mpopclk.1@gosafeguard.com>

Fw: usda boord notes

•Dunl<~p, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

RE: usda boord notes

9/27/2012

PRIV00409

•Dunbp, Mic:holcl•
9/27/2012l<mdunlap@gosafcguard com>

PRIV00410

9/27/2012

PRIV00411

•&VOte, Suzanna•
10/1/2012l<ssa.voko@gosafcguard com>

vy, Dcwayne~ <divytcgtxafeguard.com>,
"Skipper. Kevin•
<kskippcr@gO'>.l.fcguard.com>

PRIV00412

•Dunlap, Michael•
10/1/2012l<mdunlap@gosafeguard com>

•ropclk.1, Michele•
<mpopclka@gosafcguard.com>, •Jones, Beth
(Gc&feguardr <bjones@gosafeguard.com>,
"Santo<l, Kellye•
<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>, •()della, Phil•
<phil.odclb@deluxecom>, •Roggenkamp,
Mark• <mmggenkamp@gosafeguard com>,
•clark, Cassie• <c.1S.<>ie.c:lark@deluxe com>, I"Sorrenti,r <j sorrcnti@gosa.feguard.com>,
•Robison. Terry•
•Morin, Thelma•
<trobison@gosafeguard com>, "Sutton, Scott• <tmorin@gosafeguard.com>, •Beadling.
<o;sutton@gosafeguard.com>
Steven• <sbcadling@geKafeguard.com>

PRJV00413

10/1/2012

•Diller, Nick!•
<nicki.diller@gCKafcguard.com>

howdy

,.Averitt. DoNJd•
<d0Mid.averitt@gosafeguard com>

001755

PRIV00415

10/11/2012

Customer Scrub Sept 2012 Final- Bright xis

lu<td.l booard notes

•ropelk.1, Michele•
<mpopclk<l@gD'>ilfcguard.com>, •Santos,
Kellye• <k.o;antos@gos.afeguilrd com>, •clark.
Cassie• <cassie c:lark@deluxe.com>,
•Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mmggenkamp@gosafcguard com>,
•Robison, Terry•
<trobiSon@gosafeguard.com>. "Sutton.Scott·I"'Sorrcnli. <j.sorruntiOgosafeguard com>.
<o;sutton@gosafcguard com>, •odell<~, PhW •Morin, Thelma•
<phll.odella@deluxe com>, •jones, Beth
<tmorinftgCK01fegu.1rd.com>, •Diller, Nicki•
(usda board notes
(GoSafeguard)• <bjorn.><i@gosafeguard com> <nlc:kl.dlller@gosafcguMd.com>

r

PRIV00414

EmaiiSubfec:t

'jones, Bolh (C.oSafcgwml)'
<bjonL'SOgosafl-guard com>, "Sullon.Scou•
<ssuuon@gosafeguard com>, •aark, Cassie•
<cassle clark@deluxc.com>, •Roggenk<lmp,
Mark• <mroggenkilmp@gosafeguard com>,
"Santo'>. Kcllyc•
<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>, •Odella, rhll"
<phtl.odclla@deluxe com>
lusdil bootrd notes

PRIV00408

•Dunlap, Mlc:tu.cl•
10/11/2012l<mdunlap@gosafegu.1rd com>

26

Oescri~on

Privil~

Email from counsel providing legal ildvice
regarding USDA board meeting minutes.
rilH document prepan.>d b)' Mike Duntilp
reflecting privilL'gcd mentill impression<> of
legill coun-.cl regarding USDA board
meeting minutes,
mail from counsel St.'Cking information for
the purpose of providing legal adv1ce
regarding USDA meeting minutc-;,
1Document prep<~ red by Mike Dunlap
reflecting privileged ment.al imprcso;ions of
legal counsel n..-garding USDA board
meeting minutes
mail to counsel prov1dtng- ii'qUcstL>d
information for the purpoc;e of seeking legal
advice n.'garding USDA !kaard meeting
minutes
!Document prepan..>d by Mike Dunl.1p
rcflt.'Cling privileged ment.al impn.-ssions of
leg.1l counsel rL-garding USDA board
meeting minut~.
Email fmm c:oun-.cl providing legal advice
regarding USDA bo<lrd meeting minutes.
jDoc:ument prepan.>d by Mike Dunlap
reflecting priviiL-gcd ment.1l imprcl>.'>ions of
legal counsel regardmg USDA board
mt.>ctlng mlnutL'S.
Email to counsel SL>cking k-g.JI advice
Iregarding Cu<>tomcr Scrub

IAuomey ·Client

!Attorney· Client

!Attorney· Client

!Attorney· Client

(Attorney· Client

IAttorney· Client
IAIIomcy ·Client

!Attorney· Client

Attorney· Client

Email from c:oun.-.cl seeking information for
the purpose of providing k"t;<ll advice
regarding USDA boord mL'<!ting minutes
!Attorney· Client
jDoc:umentdraltCil b)i Mike DUnlap for the
purpoc;cof providing legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minutes.
!Attorney· Client

Email from coun.o;cl:M.~king information for
the purJ"CKCO( providing IL,;.1I advice
regarding USDA board mt.'t.'ting mlnuiL-s.
!Attorney· Client
'oc:ument dr<~liCdDyMikC Dunl.1p for the
purpose of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minutco;.
!Attorney· Client
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T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al,(Case No. CV·OC-1416400)

OEFENOANTS'FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
September 29, 2015

Priv Log I

I

Bat6 Beg

I

Bates End

Date

Email From

PRIV00416

*Dunlap, Michael*
10/12/2012l<mdunlap@gO!Nlfeguard com>

PRIV00417

10/12/2012

Email To

EmaiiCC

*Popelka, Michele*
<mpopclka8gos.1feguard com>, *Jom.-s, Beth
(GoSaf'-'Suilrdr <bjoncsfilgosafeguard com>,
*Clark. Cassie* <cassic.clark@deluxe.com>,
*Robic:on, Terry•
<trobison@gosa.fcguard com>,
*Roggenkamp. Mark*
<mmggenkamp@gosafcgUOJrd.com>,
"Sutton, Scott• <ssutton@gosafcguard.com>,,"SantCK, Kellye•
*Odella, Phil* <phil odella@deluxc.com>
<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>

Desai~on

EmailSublect

usda board notes

Privl~

Em<:ul from roun~cl pmvidinr,legal advice
regarding USDA board meeting minutes.
IAttorney· Client
IIJOCumentdr.iHCd bf Mike Dunl.1p for the
purpose of providing leg.al advice regardmg
USDA board meeting minuh.">.
IAttorney· Client

'Jones, Beth (GoSafoguani)'

PRIV00418

*Dunlap, Michael*
10/12/2012l<mdunlap@gosafcguard.rom>

PRIV00419

10/12/2012

PRIV00420

"5antos. Kellye•
10/12/2012l<ksantos@gosafeguard com>

PRIV00421

10/12/2012

PRJV00422

*Dunlap, Mlch.lcl*
10/14/2012l<mdunlap@gosa!cguard com>

PRIV00423

10/14/2012

001756

PRIV00424

*Dunlap, Michael*
10/15/2012l<mdunlap@gosaleguard.com>

PRIV0042S

10/15/2012

PRIV00426

*Popelka:, Michele•
10/15/2012l<mpopclko:a@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00427

10/15/2012

PRIV00428

*Popelka, Michele*
10/15/2012l<mpopclka@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00429

10/15/2012

<bjones@go-.afcguard com>, *Odella, Phil*
<phil odclla@dcluxe.com>, *Robistm, Terry•
<trobison@gosafcguard com>, •popclko:a,
"Santos. Kellye•
Michele• <mpopclka@gosafegu&~rd.com>,
*Clark. Cassie* <c&~ssie.cl.1rk@dcluxe.com>, <k..'>antosfllgosafcguard.com>, *Roggcnko:amp,
'SuUM. Scott• <ssuUon@gosalcguard.com> Mark* <mroggcnkamp@gosafegu.1rd com> Iusda board notes

*Dunlap, Michael*
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

RE: usda board notes

*Robison, Terry•
<trobison@gosafcguard com>, •Odell&~, PhW
<phil.odclla@deluxe.com>. •ropelka:,
Michele• <mpopclka@gosalcguard.com>,
"Clark, Cassie" <c.1c;sie.clark@deluxe.com>,
'Sutton, Scott" <ssutton@gosaiL-guard.com>

*Jont.w;. Beth (GoSa!eguardY
<bjoncs@gosalcguard com>, "Roggenkamp,
Mark• <mroggenka:mp@gosafcguard.com>,
'Santos. Kellyc•
<ksantos@gosafcguard.com>

*Clark. Cassie• <cassic clark@dcluxe.com>,
"Popelka, Michele"
<mpopclka.@gosaleguard.com>, •Robison,
Terry• <trobison@gosafcguard.com>,
•Odella, Ph1l* <phll.odella@deluxe com>

'SantO'>, Kcllye•
<ksantos@gosalegu&~rd com>, "Jones, Beth
(Go5.1feguard)* <bjoncs@gosalcguard.com>,
*Roggenkamp, Mark*
<mroggcnka:mp@gosafeguard.com>,
"Sutton. Scott* <ssuuon@gosafcgu&~rd com> (usda board notes

"Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@goc;afcguard.com>

•Dunlap, M1chael•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

usd.1 bo.lrd notes

RE: usda board

nolL'S

RE: usda board nott..'S

Ermil from rouno;cl providing leg.1l advice
regarding USDA boord meeting minutes
IDocUment drafted by Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of providing lcgal&~dvkc regarding
USDA board meeting minutes.
mail tO CounSel providing reque-sted
Information for the purposl' of seeking legal
advice reg&~rding USDA bo.1rd meeting
minutes.
DOcument drafted by Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of providing lcg.al advice regarding
USDA board meeting mlnult.">.

I

IAttorney· Client

IAttorney- Client

)Attorney- Client

IAttorney- Client

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding USDA Board meeting minutes
Attorney· Client
llJocumeril dr~ftt.>d by Mike Dunl.1p for the
purpose ol providing lt.-gal advice regarding
USDA bo.lrd meeting minute-s.
Attorney· Client

Ermil from rouno;cl seeking information lor
the purpo-;cof providing lcr,al advice
regarding USDA board mt..-cting minutes
10ocumcntdr.1ftcd by Mike Dunlap for the
purp<Ke of providing leg.al advice rt..-garding
USDA bo.lrd mt..>cting minutt..-s.
mail tocouno;cl-pi"Ovlding requcstt..>d
Information for the purpOS4! of seeking legal
advice n.•garding USDA board meeting
minute<!
IIJocumenfilf<ifti.>d by Mike Dunlap for thc
purpoc;c of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minutes.
mail iOCOU-no;cl providing requl.">tcd
information for the purp<Ke C'l! seeking legal
advkc reg.1nHng USDA board meeting
minutes
1uocumentCrilftCd by Mike Dunlap for thc
purp<Ke of providing legal advice n-gardlng
USDA board meeting minult..'S

IAttorney· Client

IAttorney· Client

(Attorney· Client

IAttorney- Client

!Attorney- Client

IAttorney- Clicnt

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et ai.(Case No. CV·OC·1416400)
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DEFENDANTS'FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG

September 29, 201S
Prlv Log I

I

Bates Beg

I

Bates End

Date

Email from

PRJV00430

•Dunlap, Michael•
11/16/2012l<mdunlap@gosa!cguard com>

PRIV00431

11/16/2012

PRIV00432

•Dunlap, Michael•
11/16/2012l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00433

11/16/2012

PRIV00434

•Santos. Kcllyc•
11/16/2012l<ks<mtos@gosafcgu.Jrd rom>

PRIV00435

11/16/2012

PRIV00436

•Dunlap, Mic:hact•
11/17/2012l<mdunlap@gosafq;uard.com>

PRIV00437

11/17/2012

PRIV00438

•Dunlap, Michael•
11/19/2012j<mdunlap@gosafeguard com>

PRIV00439

11/19/2012

001757

PRIV00440

•Dunlap, Mlc:Mcl•
11/19/2012l<mdunlap@gosafcguard.c:om>

PRIV00441

11/19/2012

EmaiiCC

Email To
•jones. Beth (G<&fcguoardt
<bjoncs@gosa!eguard rom>, •Popelka,
Michele• <mpopclka.@gosa!cg:uoard.rom>,
•clark. Cassie• <c.1sslc.clark@dcluxc.rom>,
"SoontO'i, Kcllyc•
<ksantoo@gos<:~!egu.1rd.rom>, •()della, Phil•
<phil.odclla@tleluxc.c:om>, "Sutlon.Scou•
<ssutlon@gosafeguard.rom>, •Roggenkamp,
Mark• <mroggcnkamp@gosafeguard.rom>,
•Robison, Tcny•
<troblson@gosafeguard.rom>

EmaiiSubied

I"Sorrenti, J• <j sorrenti@gOS<l!cguard.com>,
•oilier, Nicki•
<nicki.diller@gOS<lfcguard.rom>, •Morin,
Thelma• <tmorin@gosafcguard.rom>

Iusda board notes

•ropclka, Michele.
<mpopclka.@gosafeguard rom>, •jones, Beth
(GoS.1fcguanW <bjonesftgogfq;u.1rd.c:om>,
"So1ntCK, Kellye•
<ksantos@b'OS.1fL•guard rom>, •Roggenkamp,
Mark• <mroggenkamp@gosafeguard rom>,
•Robison, Teny•
<trobison6gCK<~fcsuard.rom>, •Qdei!.J, Phil•
<phil odella@dcluxe com>, •crark, Cassie•
<c.1ssie clark@dcluxe rom>
1-sutton, Scott• <ssuuon@gosafcguard com>

Iusda board nolL'S

•Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.rom>

I

IRE.: usda board notes

'opclk.1, Michele'
<mpopclka@gosafeguard.com>, "Clark,
O.ssie• <c:assie.clark@deluxe.rom>,
•Roggenkamp, M.1rk•
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.rom>,
•Robison. Teny•
<trobison@gosafcguard rom>, •Odella, PhW
<phil.odclla@dcluxc com>

"Sulton, Scott• <ssutton@gosafcguard com>,
"S.1ntos, Kcllyc•
<ksomtos@gosafeguard rom>, "Jones. Beth
(GoSafeguard)• <bjoncc;@gosa.feguard.rom> lusdo1 boord notes

"Clark. Cassie• <cassic.dark@deluxe.com>,
•()della, Phil• <phil.odella@deluxe rom>,
•Robison, Teny•
<lrobison@gosafcguard.com>, •Popelka,
Michele• <mpopclka@gosafcgwud com>

-sutton, Scott• <o;sutton@gosafeguard.com>,
"So1ntos, Kellye•
<ksantos@gosafeguard.rom>, •jones. Beth
(Gc&.feguard)• <bjoncs@gosafeguard.rom>,
•Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggcnkamp@gosafeguard.rom>
Iusda board notL'S

•ropclka, Michele•
<mpopclk.l@gCKafcguard.com>, •jones. Beth
(GoS.1fegu.1rdr <bjont.'S@gosafeguard rom>,
•Roggenkamp. M.1rk•
<mroggenkamp@gosafcguard.com>,
•clark. Cnssic" <cilsslc dark@dcluxe.com>, I"Sutton, Scott" <s.sutton@gosafcguard.com>,
•Roblson, Tcny•
-s.tntos. Kcllyc•
<tmbl~n@gnsafcguard.rom>, •Odella, PhW <k.c;antos@goc;afeguard.rom>, •Peterson,
<phil.odclla@deluxc.com>
Susan• <susan.pcterson@gosafcguard com> Iusda boord notes

DescrJE!ion

Privil~

Email from coun"'CI seeking information for
the purpose of providmg k-gal advice
regarding USDA board meeting minute<~
IAttorney· Client
IDocument droatlcd by Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of ~king legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minuiC'i.
IAttorney· Client

Email from rouno;cl seeking information for
the purpc'ISC of providing legal advice
regarding USDA board meeting minutL'S
'tlCument drafted by Mike Dunl01p for the
purp~of pnwiding lt..'goll.ldvice n.ogardi.ng
USDA board meeting minutes
mail tocounsCI-pRividirig requcstL'd
information for the purp<KC nf seeking lcg.al
advice regarding USDA board meeting
minutes.
IDocument dr.1ftcd by Mike Dunl.1p for the
purpoc;c of providing l!.!gnl advice regarding
USDA boord mt..octlng mlnuk'S.

IAttornt.'Y ·Client

IAttorney· Client

IAttorney· Client
IAttomcy ·Client

Email from roun~l providing legnl advice
regarding USDA board meeting minutes
Attorney· Client
jl)(lcumcnt draTiCiil.lfMiKCDUrilap for the
purpO!>C of providing legal advice regarding
USDA Board meeting minulcs
Attorney· Client

Email from counsel providing lq;aloadvicc
Attorney· Client
n.-g.1rdmg USDA board meeting minutes
1uocument dr.i:altCd by M1ke Dunliip fOf the
purpose of providmg lcg.al advice regarding
USDA board meeting minutes.
Attorney· Client

Email from rouno;el providing IL-gal advice
regarding USDA board meeting minutes
'Attorney· Client
IL)(lcument draftt.'d by Mike Dunlap for the
purpCKe of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board mt..'Cling minutL'S
Attorney· Chent

T3 Enterprises, eta!. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., eta!. (case No. CV-OC-1416400)
DEFENDANTS' FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
September 29, 2015

Prlv Log M

I

Bates Beg

I

Bates End

Date

Email From

•Dunlap, Michael•

PRIV00442

11/19/20t2l<mdunl.1p@gOSOlfegu<~rd.com>

PRIV00443

11/19/2012

PRJV00444

•ropelk.1, Michele•
11/19/'2D12I<mpopelk.1@gosafcguard.com>

PRJV00445

11/19/2012

Email To

EmallCC

29

EmaiiSublect

"Sutton, Scott• <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>,
"S.lntos, Kellyc•
<ksantos@gosafcguard.com>, •jones, Beth
{G<&feguard)• <bjones@gOSOlfeguard com>,
•clark, Cassie• <cassie clark@dcluxc.rom>, •Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggenk<tmp@gosafeguard.com>,
"Robison, Tcny"
<trobison@gosafcguard.com>, •Odella, Phil• •ropclk<t, Michele•
<phil.odcll.10dcluxc.com>
<mpopclk<t@gosafcguard com>
(usda board notes

•Dunlap. Mic~l·
<mdunlilp@gCKafeguard.com>

RE: usda board notes

Description

Email from counsel Sl'Cking information for
the purpose of provldmg legal 01dvicc
USDA board meeting minutes.
1Document draffi.'(I"DyMikC Dunl<~p for the
purpose of pntvlding lc.ogal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minutes.
mail tocounser-pmviding requested
Worm.1tion for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding USDA board meeting
minutes.
fUocumcntdr<~ffed by Mike Dunlilp lor the
purpose of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minutl"S.

Privilege

reg<~rding

Attorney· Client

Attorney· Client

Attorney- Client

Attorney- Client

•Roggenk.1mp, Mark•
<mroggenk<tmp@gosafegu<~rd.com>,

PRIVOD446

11/20/2012("Sorrenti,

PRIV00447

11/20/2012

r <j.sorrenti@gos<~feguard rom>

PRIV00448

•Dunlap, Michael•
11/20/2012l<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00449

11/20/2012

PRIV00450

"Dunlap, Michael"
12/11/20t2l<mdunl<~p@gosafcgu.1rd com>

PRIV00451

12/11/2012

PRIV00452

12/12/2012I"Clark, Cassie" <c.assieclark@deluxc.com>

PRIV00453

12/12/2012

001758

PRIV00454

•Dunlap, Michael•
12/14/2012l<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00455

12/14/2012

•Robison. Terry•
<trobisonftgosafegua rd.com>, •su tton, Scott•
<ssutton@gosafcgwrd.com>, •Popelka,
Michele• <mpopelka@gosafegu<~rd.com>,
"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafegu<~rd.com>, •clark,
"Soontos, Kellye•
Cls,.ie• <Cil'l.'lie.clark@dcluxc.com>, •Odella, <k.c;antMftgCKafcgu<~rd.com>, •jones, Beth
PhW <phil odclla@deluxe com>
(Gc&feguard)• <bjones@gosafeguard.com> (RE: uc;da board notes

•c1.1rk, Cassie" <cassie.clark@deluxe com>,
"Odella, Phil" <phil.odella@deluxc com>,
"Sorrenti,. J" <j.sorrentl@gCKafeguard.com>

•Rnggenknmp, Milrk•
<mroggcnk.1mp@gosaft.-guard.com>,
•Robison, Terry•
<trobi'lOfl@gCKafeguard.com>, •sutton, Scott"
<s.,.uttnnRgMafcguard rom>, "Popclk.1,
Michele" <mpopclk.1@gosaft.-guard.com>,
"Santos, Kcllye•
<ksantos@gosafeguard com>, •Jones, Beth
(GoSafeguard)• <bjones@gosafegu<~rd com> (usda board noll'S

Email to roun..o;cl providing rcquestt.>d
inform.1tinn for the purpO'lC of :K'Cking legal
advice n.-gardlng USDA board mt.'Cting
minute.:;
Attorney· Client
1uocumelit arii~Dunlap lor tlie
purpose of providing legal ndvlre regarding
USDA lx1o1rd mt.'Cting minutt.>s
Attorney· Client

Email from couno;cl St.'Cking information for
the purprncof providing leg.1l advice
regarding USDA board mt.>cting minutes
Attorney- Client
1uocumenidr.i:afiCJOyN11KCDunlap lor the
purpose of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board mt.'Cting minutes.
Attorney- Chent
Email from ~no;cl providing legal <~dvicc
n.-g11rding dr.~ft of USDA mt.'Cilng mlnutcs.
!Doct.iinent preparcil by couli~l.~lchac
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impn.>ssions or k>gal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

•clark, Cassie" <cassie.clark@deluxe.rom>

•Dunlap, MlcMcl"
l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

RE:

!Attorney- Client

!Attorney- Client

Email to counr.cl providing requested
information for the purpO"oC of seeking legal
advice regarding USDA meeting minutes.
!Attorney- Olen!
1uocument prep.ued by coun.o;cl, Michae
Dunlap, reflectmg privilt.•gcd mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.
Attorney· Client

I

•ropclk.1, Michele•
<mpopclka@gosafcguard com>, •a01rk,
Cissie" <c.assic clark@dcluxe com>, •Jont.>s.
Beth (GoSafcguanl)"
<bjone<;@go.;afcguard.com>, "SantCK. Kellye•
<ksantos@gosaft.-guard.com>, •Roggenkamp,
Mark" <mroggenk.1mp@gosafeguard.com>,
"Sutton, Scott• <s.o;utton@gCKafegu<~rd.com>,
•Robison, Terry•
<trobison@gosafeguard.rom>, "Odella, Phil"
<phil.odcllaflldcluxe.com>

"Sorrenti, J" <jkc;orrcntt@gCKafcguard com>,
"Dtllcr,Nicki•
<nickl.dillcr@gosafcguard.com>, •Morin,
Thelma• <tmorinfilgCKafeguard.com>

usda board notes

Email from counsel providln1; legal advice
rcgilrding dr.~lt of USDA ma•ting minutes.
'ocument prepart.>d by coun-.cl, Michael
Dunlap, reflt.octing privileged mental
imprcs.'\ion."' of legal roun<~cl regarding
USDA meeting minutt..>s.

AUOf'J'1C)'·Oient

lA Horney· Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. [case No. CV·OC-1416400]
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Priv Log I

I

Bates Beg

I

Batl!s End

Date

Emotll From

PRIV00456

•ounlap, MlcNc!•
12/14/2012l<mdunlap@gosoafeguard.com>

PRJV00457

12/14/2il12

PRIV00458

•Dunlap, Michael•
12/14/2012l<mdunlap@g0Silfcguard com>

Email To

EmaiiCC

•cLark. Dssie• <cilssie.clark@deluxe.com>,
'Jones, Beth (GoSalogu•nl)'
<bfoncs@gosttfeguard.com>, "Santos. Kellye•
<ksantos@gosaJcgu.ilrd.com>, •Roggcnkilmp,
M.1rk• <mmggcnk.ilmp@gosafeguard.com>,
-sutton. Scott• <ssutton@gosafeguard com>,
•Robison, Terry•
<troblson@gosafegu.ilrd.com>, •Odella, Phn-I•Popclka, Michele•
<phil odell.i:l@deluxe.com>
<mpopclka@g05olfeguard com>

usda board notes

•clark. Ca.ssic• <cassie clouk@deluxe.com>,
"Santos. Kellye•
<k.santos@gosaJeguard com>, •Odella, Phil•
<phil.odella@deluxe com>, "Sutton. Scott•
<ssutton@gosafeguard.com>, •Roggenkamp,
Mark• <mroggenk.ilmp@gosafegu<1rd rom>,I•Popclka. Michele•
•Robison, Terry•
<mpopelk.il@gosafcguard rom>, •jones. Beth
(GoSafeguartW <bjoncs@g(XO!feguard rom> lu$da boord notes
<tmbison@goc;afegu<lrd com>

Privilege

Oesaiption

EmaiiSubiect

Email from coun.o;cl provid[ng legal advice
regarding draft of USDA ll'K.'Ctlng minutes.
IUOC:umcnt prepared by counsel, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mento~l
impression<; of legal coun<;el regarding
USDA mt.-ctlng minutes.

fmm coun~cl providing le&'ll<ldvice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
prep41rcd by counc:cl, Michole
Dunlap, rcOcc:ling privileged mental
impn.>SSiono; of lego.l counsel reg.1rding
USDA mt.-cling mtnutt.os.
m<~itto coun.c:cl providing rcquc<>tcd
informalicm for the purpose nf seeking le&'ll
advice rcg<1rding USDA board meeting
minutes
Document dr<lllcd by Mike Dunl<lp lor the
purpose of providing !t.-gal advice regarding
USDA brord meeting minutes.

!Attorney· Oicnt

!Attorney- Client

Em<~il

Attorney- Olent

1Document

PRIV00459

12/14/2il12

PRJV00460

"Popelka, Michele•
12/14/2012l<mpopclka@g05ilfeguard.com>

PRIV00461

12/14/2012

PRJV00462

•Dunlap, Michael•
12/15/2012l<mclunlap@gosafL'gUilrd.com>

PRIV00463

12/15/2012

PRIV00464

"Santos, Kellyc•
12/15/2012l<ksantos@gosaft.>gUard.com>

PRIV00465

12/15/2il12

PRIV00466

•Dunlap, Mic:h4lcl•
12/17/2012j<mdunlap@gosafcguard com>

PRIV00467

12/17/2il12

001759

PRJV00468

•ounlap, Michael•
12/18/2012l<mdunl.i:lp@g054lfeguard com>

"Dunlap, Mlc:h.1c1•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

•clark. Dssie• <cassle.dark@deluxe.com>,
•Roggcnkilmp. Mark•
<mroggenk.ilmp@gosafcguard com>,
•Robison, Terry•
<troblson@gCKOifcgu.ilrd.com>, •Odella, PhH<phil.odclla@deluxe.com>, 'Sutton,. Scott•
<ssullon@gosafct.ru.ilrd com>

RE: u$da boord notes

•Popelka, Michele•
<mpopclka@gosafeguard.com>, •Jones, Beth
(GoSafcguard)" <bJoncs@gCKOifeguard.com>,
"Sa.ntos. Kellye•
<ksantos@gosaft.•gtmrd.com>
(usda board notes

I

Email from coun.c:cl prov1dmg legal<1dvice
regarding drnft of USDA meeting minutes.

IDocument prepolrt.>d by coun.-.cl, Michole

Attorney- Client

Attorney· Client

IAttorney- Client

Attorney- Client

Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impresslon.c;of legal coun"CI n•g.1rding
Attorney· Client
USDA meeting minutes
mail to criun.c;cl providing requested
lnfont'l.1tion for the purpoo;c of seeking lcg<1l
advlc:c regarding USDA board mt.-cting
minutes
(Attorney· Client
IDocument drafted by Mike Dunl01p for the
purpose of providing IL•g4ll adv1cc rt.>gardlng
USDA board meeting minutes.
JAttomcy- Chent

I

•ounlap. Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafcguard com>

RE: usd<1 boord notes

I"Roggenkamp. M.1rk"
"Clark. Cassie• <cassle.d<lrk@deluxc.com>,
"Sutton. Scau• <ssutton@gCKOifeguard.com>,
•Robison, Terry•
<trobison@gosafeguard.com>, •Odella, Phil•
<phil odella@dcluxe.com>

<mroggenkamp@gOSo"lfcguard com>,
•Popelka, Michele"
<mpopelka@gosafeguard.com>, "Santos.
Kcllyc• <ksantos6gosafcguard com>, •Jones,
Beth (G<&fogu•nl)'
<bjonc56g054lfcgu.ilrd com>
(usda boord notes

I"Hoggcnkamp, Mark"
<mroggenkamp@gosaft.'gU<lrd.com>,
"Santos. Kellye•
<k.c;antos@gosafcguard.rom>, •Odella, Phil•
•cJark. Dssie• <c:.ilssie.clark@dcluxe.com>, <phil.odell<10deluxc.com>, "Jones. Beth
"Sutton. Scott• <ssutlon@gosafeguard.com>, (GoSafogu•nl)' <bjoncs@gOSOllogu•nl com>,
•Popelka, Michele•
•Robison, Terry•
<mpopelk.il@gOS<lfcguard.com>
<tmbison@gC'IS<lfcgu<lrd.com>
Iusda board notes

Em<~ll from rounscl providing legal advfre
reg<1rding draft of USDA meeting minute<>.
IDocument prepart.>d by counsel, Mic:h."tel
Dunlap, reflt.'Ctlng pnvllegt.>tf mcnto~l
impn.....-.ions of lcg<1l counsel regarding
USDA mt.-cling minult."'.

Email from counsel providing leg4l14ldvlc:c
regarding drnft of USDA meeting minutes,

Attorney· Oient

Attorney- Client

AHorru..>y·Oicnt

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et ai.(Case No. CV-OC-1416400)
DEFENDANTS' FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
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PrivLogl

PRIV00469

Bates Beg

Batrs End

Date

Ermil From

EmaiiCC

Email To
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Email Sub ed

12/18/2012

PRIV00470

12/18/2012 •clark, Cassie• <cassle.dark@deluxc.rom>

PRIV00471

12/18/2012
•Dun1.1p, Michael•

PRIV00472

12/18/2012 <mdunl.1p@gosafcguard com>

PRIV00473

12/18/2012

PRIV00474

12/18/2012

PRIV00475

12/18/2012

PRIV00476

12/18/2012

PRJV00477

12/18/2012

PRIV00478

•Dunlap, Michael•
12/18/2012 <mdunl.1p@gosafcguard com>

PRIV00479

12/18/2012

PRJV00480

12/19/2012 <mdunl.1p@gosafcguard com>

PRIV00481

12/19/2012

PRIV00482

12/19/2012 <ks::anto<t@goo;afcguard com>

PRJV00483

12/19/2012

•Dunbp, Michael•

•Santos, Kcllye•

•Dunlap. Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafegu.1rd.rom>

·uaeua, 1 <pnu.ooeuawac uxe.com>,
"Santos. Kellye•
<ksantos@gos<~fcguard rom>

12/19/2012 <mdunlap@gosafcguard com>

PRJV00485

12/19/2012

PRIV00486

·uunlo1p, Mtcnae
1/2/2013 <mdunl;ap@gosafeguard.com>

PRJV00487

1/2/2013

•Dunlap, Michael•

001760

PRIV004B8

1/9/2013 <mdunl.1pfiigosafcguard com>

PRIV00489

1/9/2013

RE: orange sodil

"Sutton, Scott• <s.-.utton@gosafeguard.com>

usda boolrd notes

''S:mtos. Kcllye•
<ksantos@gos.1feguard com>

Fw: usda boolrd notes

•Dunlap, Michael•
<mduniDp@gOSilfegu;ard.com>

RE: usda boolrd notes

""""'"" Kellye

•Dun1.1p, Michael•

PRIV00484

RE: usd.1 boord notes

"Sorrenti, j• <j.sorrcntl@gosafeguard.rom>

I"Monn, ll»tma
<tmorin@gosafcguard.com>

•Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggenkamp@gosafcgu;ard.com>,
•ropelka, Michele•
<mpopclka@gosafcguard com>, •Santos,
Kellye• <k.-.anto<iftgosafeguard com>,
"Sutton, Scott• <ssutton@gosafL•guilrd rom>,
•jones, Beth (C.oSafcgu.1rd)•
<bjoncs@gosafcgu;ard,rom>

<ksantos@gosafcguard rom>, •Morin,
Thelma• <tmorin@gOSilfeguard.com>

usda board notes

·~aat~g.. tcven
<sbcadling@g0Silfegu.1rd.com>

usda board notes

usd.1 board note-.

Description
~umcnt prep<UL'U oy counsc, MIC'nact
Dunlap, reflecting privlk>gt.-d mental
imprc<~Sions of legal «tunscl regarding
USDA meeting minutes.
Email to counsel providing requested
information for the purp<KC of seeking legal
.1dvlcc rcg:uding USDA meeting minutes.
lJOC'ument prcparca oy counsc , Mtcnae
Dunlap, reflecting privilcgL-d mental
Impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.
mat rom counsc SCCKtng truormation or
the purpoc;c of providing lcg."ll advice
regarding USDA boolrd meeting minutes.
lJOC'umentaraltca oy Mtkc uun ap onne
purpose of seeking lcg;al advice reg;arding
Orange Soda
uocument provided by Mike Uun ;ap or the
purpo<;c of providing legal advice regarding
Orange Soda
uocument provtuco oy 1V1IKC uun ap or Inc
purpose of providing lcg;al advice reg;ardlng
Orange Soda
uocument prova_a_~ oy M~ke _u_un .1p oryu~
purpose of providing lcg;al advice regarding
Or.1ngcSoda
uocument provtd_ca l.'l_y Ml)..e_ u_un ap or ~he
purpoc;c of providing leg;al advice n.-garding
Orange Soda
mail I rom counsc a-eking tn orm.1lion or
the purpow of providing legal advk:c
rcg.1rdlng USDA board meeting minutes
uocumcnt ar;artco oy MIKe Dun ap or the
purpoo;c of providing legal .1dvlcc regarding
USDA board meellng minutes.
lllillllmm counc;c SL~kmg an ormatron or
the purpose of providing lq;;al advice
regarding USDA board mt.-cting minutes
uoc:ument_1.Jra teaoy~tk~l~unap oru:'c
purpose of providing legal ;advice regarding
USDA board meeting minuh.'S.
mat to rounsc providing requested
information for the purpose of st.-eking legal
.1dvk:c regarding USDA board meeting
minutes
uoc:ument_drilfl~ l'IY ~~k~ uun ap ort~
purp<KCof providing legal advice reg;ardlng
USDA board mt.>cting mlnut~.
m;aa rom rounsc scckang m orm;ahon or
the purpose of providing leg;al advice
regarding USDA board meeting minutes
1uocumcntarancu oy MIKC Uun ap or the
purpose of providmg leg<~ I advice regarding
USDA board meeting minute<>.
m:tt rom counsc provt mg ega aav1c:c
rcg;arding mcctmg minutes.
1~umcnt pre parco oy coun.-.c , Mtcnact
Dunlap, reflecting pnvilcgcd mental
impres.'iions of legal counsel rcg;arding
meeting minutes

Email from counsel S<.-cking Information for
the purpoc;cof providing k-gal advice
n.>garding meeting minutes.
II.XICument prepart.'U oy couno;c , MIC'nae
Dunl;ap, rcflt.>cting privilegL-d mental
impressions of lcg;al counc;cl regarding
mt.-cting mlnult.'S.

Privllege

Attorney· Client

Attorney • Oient

Attomey ·Client

AHomey- Client

Attomcy- Client

Attorney- Client

Attorney- Client

Attorney- Client

Attorney· Client

Attorney· Client

Attorney- Client

Attorney- Client

Attorney- Client

Attorney- Client

Attorney- Client

Attorney· Client

Attorney· Client
Attorney· Client

Attorney • Client

Attorney· Client

Attorney· Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. (Case No. CV·OC-1416400)
DEFENDANTS'FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
September 29, 2015

Priv Log I

I

Batn Beg

I

Bates End

Date

Emai1 From
~Santos, Kellye~

PRIV00490

1/10/2013l<ksantos@gos.lfeguard.com>

PRN00491

1/10/2013

PRIV00492

•Dunla.p, Mlc~cl•
1/10/2013l<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00493

1/10/2013
•jones, Beth (Gc&.k-guan,W

PRIV00494

1/10/2013l<bjones@gos.>fcguord.com>

Email To

EmaiiCC

•Dunlilp, MlchOlc!•
<mdunlap@gos.1feguard com>

I•Koggcnkamp, Mark•
<mroggcnkamp@gos.1feguard.com>,
•ropclktl, Michele•
<mpC'Ipclka@gosafcgu<~rd.rom>, •Sutton.
Scott• <r.suttonftgosafeguard com>, •jorlC'I,
Beth (C'.c&feguard)•
<b}orn.'Sfilgos4lfeguard.com>

•Dunlilp, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.rom>

32

Email Subiect

RE: usda boord noli.'S

I"S.1ntCK, Kellye•
<k.<tilntos@gosafcguard.com>

usda boord notes

FW: usd.l board notes

Description
Privilege
moailtocoun"€!1 providing the n.'qucsted
infonmtion for the purpose of scckmg legal
advice regarding mccling minutt.'S.
IAIIomcy ·Client
IDocument prepared by counsel. Michae
Dunlap. rcflcctmg privil(,•gCtl mental
imprc<iSion<; of legal counc:cl regarding
meeting minutcs.
IAttorney- Client

Email from counsel seeking mfC'Irmalion for
the purpo.;eof providing lcg.1l advice
n.-garding m(.-cling mlnute'l
IDocument prep.tred by coUno;cl, Michae
Dunlap, refk-cling privileged mental
impn.'SSlons ofk•gal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.
mailtncnunsel providing the n.-qu(.'SI(.>d
lnfonmtlon for the purpose C'lf seeking legal
advice regarding meeting minutes.
Document prep.1n>d by counsel, Mich.1e
Dunlap, reflt.-ctlng privileged mental
lmprt."iSions of legal counc:cl regarding
meeting minutes.

IAttorney- Client

!Attorney- Client

IAUomcy ·Client

1

PRIV00495

1/10/2013

PRIV004%

•Dunla.p, MichOlcl•
1/10/2013l<mdunlilp@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00497

1/10/2013

PRIV00498

~Dunlap, Mlc:hacl"
1/11/2013l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00499

1/11/2013

PRIVOOSOO

"Popelka, Michele•
1/11/2013J<mpopclka@gosafeguard rom>

PRIVOOSOI

1/11/2013

001761

PRIV00502

•Dunlap, Michael•
1/11/2013J<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00503

1/11/2013

PRIV00504

"Roggenkamp, Mark•
1/15/2013l<mroggcnkamp@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00505

1/15/2013

PRIV00506

•Dunla.p. Michael•
1/16/2013J<mdunl.lp@gCKilfcguard com>

PRIV00507

1/16/2013

PRIV00508

•0un1.1p, Michael•
1/17/2013l<mdunlap@gosafeguard com>

)"Koggenkamp, Markw
<mroggenkamp@gosak-guard com>,
~Popelka, Michele•
<mpopelka@gosafeguard.com>, "Sutton,
Soon• <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>

"Santos, Kellye•
<k.<tilntos@gosafeguard.com>, •Jones, Beth
(GoSafeguanW <bjonce>@gosafeguard.com> lusd.1 board notes

1---Roggcnkamp, Mark"
<mroggcnkamp@gosafcguard.com>,
"Sutton, Scott• <ssu«on@gosafegwrd.com>, "jones, Beth (GoSofcguord)"
"Popelka, Michele"
<bjoncsftgMafeguilrd com>, "S.1ntos, Kellye•
<mpopclka@gosafcguard.com>
<ksanlos@gosafeguard.com>
Iusda board nolt.'S

•Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gos.1feguard.com>

"Roggenkolmp, Mouk•
<mroggenkamp@gmafcguard.com>,
"Sutton, Scott• <r.sutton@gosafeguard.com>

RE: usda boord notes

'opelka, Michele'
<mpopelka@gosafeguard.com>, "Jones, Beth
(GoSafeguard)• <bjoncs@gosafeguard com>,
"S.1ntos, Kellye•
<k.c;antos@gosafeguard.com>
Iusda board notes

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafegu.1rd.com>

FW: usda board notes

•Diller, Nicki"
<nicki d•ller@gnsafeguard com>

usda board notes

JAuomey- Client

Email from oounsel seeking information for
the purpo$C of providing legal advice
regarding meeting minutes.
lA Homey· Client
IDocument prepared bjcOUri.'cl, Michael
Dunlap, reflecting privileg(.>d mcn~l
impressions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.
!Attorney· Client

Email from counsel scck[ng informoation for
the purpose of providing legal ildvlcc
regarding meeting minutes.
:Document prcpt~.red by counsel, Mich.1e
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
Impressions of legal counsel regarding
mcct[ng minutes.
mail to counsel providing the requested
infonmtion for the purpose uf seeking legal
advice regarding meeting minutes.
JUOCument prepared by coun.o;cl, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting pnvileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
rrn.-ctingminutcs.

Attorney- Client

Attom(.'Y ·Client

Attorney· Client

Attorney- Client

Email from counsel seeking information for
the purpose of providing legal advice
regarding meeting minutes.
A Homey· Client
Document prep.ned by counsel, Michae
Dunl01p, ren(.-cting privik-gcd mental
lmprc<>.o;ion'l of legal counsel regarding
m(.'Cting minutes.
Attorney· Client
mail to couno;cl providing the requested
lnfnnnation for the purpo.;c ,,f S(.'Cklng legal
advice rcg.1rdlng met!tlng minutes.
Attorney -Client
1Document prepared by counsel, Michael
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
lmpn."iSion.'i nf legal cnunc:cl regarding
meeting minutes.
Attorney ·Client
maillrnm counsel scCkinS iii.friririation lor
the purpose of providing legal advice
regarding ffi(.'Cting minuk'S.
IAttorney· Client
IDocument prep.1r(.>d by counc:cl. Michael
Dunl.1p, reflecting pnvlleged mental
impn.'SSions of legal oounscl regarding
meeting minute<;.
Attorney- Client

I

I

•Clark. Car.sie• <cassie.clark@deluxe.com>

Fw: usda board notes

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.

JAuorncy- Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. [Case No, CV-OC-1416400]
OEFENDANTS'FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
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Priv Log II

I

Bates Beg

I

Bates End

Email From

Date

PRIV00509

1/17/2013

PRIV00510

"Diller, Nicki"
1/17/2013l<nicki.d iller@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00511

1/17/2ll13
"Diller, Nicki"

PRIV00512

1/17/2013l<nlcki.dillcr@gosafegu<~rd.rom>

PRIVOOS13

1/17/2013

PRIV00514

"Dunbp. Michael"
1/18/2013l<mdunl.ilp@gosafeguo.rd.com>

Email To

33

Email Subiect

EmaiiCC

"Pete~. Susan•

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@g(Ki]fcguard.com>

<~u...-.n

pcterson@gosafeguard.com>

RE: uc:da board notes

"Ounl<~p,

Michael"
<mdunlap@g(Ki]feguard.com>

RE: usda board notes

"Popelka, Michele"
<mpopclka@gosafeguard com>, "Oark,
C:lssic" <c.assie.d.ilrk@deluxe.com>, "Santos, 1•omer, Nicki"
Kcllyc• <k..c;antos@gosafcguo.rd.com>
<ntcki.diller@gosafcgu<~rd com>

board notes

Desc:ription
1oc:ument prcpan.'d by coun.c;cl, Michilcl
Dunlap, rcflt.oetmg privilcgt.-d mental
lmpn>ssions of legal counsel n•g&~rding
USDA meeting minutt.'S.
mail torouno;cl providing the n.'qUt.><;tOO
information for the pu~ c•f seeking legal
advice regarding meeting minutes.
'OC:umcnt prepared by couno.cl, Michilcl
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impn>sslons of lt.>gal counsel reg&~rding
mt.-cting mlnult.'S.
mailtoroun.o;cl providing the rcquesiL"CC
lnformatf,,n for the purpoo;c of seeking k-gal
advice n.>garding meeting minult.'S.
JL>ocument prepart."CC by counsel, Michael
Ounlo.p, reflectmg privik>gt."tl mental
impn.>ssions of lcg.1l rouno;cl reg.arding
meeting minutes.

Email from couno;cl providing legal advice
regarding d101ft of USDA meeting minutes.

I

Privilege

IAttorney· Clumt

IAttorney· Client

!Attorney· Client

!Attorney- Client

IAttorney· Chenl

IAUomey- Olent

1Document prepared by coun.c;cl, MichilCI

PRIV00515

Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
imprc-.slon.'i of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

1/18/2ll13
JUSDA Board

<usda@gosafegu<~rd

IAttorney~ Client

rom>,

jlo.nger0b9@gm&~il.rom,

mb<anchl@verizon.nct.
bca.meron488@gmail rom,
sventui'OI@safcsourcc net,
peter@oflicchealcr.com,
tmorin@go...-.feguard.rom,
tomarmbrustcr@comc.astnct.
fwallmcyer@efcnterpriSt.'Sil.com,
salcc;@...-.feguard-midwest.com

PRIVOOS16

"Morin. Thelma"
1/21/2013l<tmorin8gosafeguard rom>

PRIV00517

1/21/2013

PRIV00518

•Dunlap, Michael"
1/21/2013l<mdunlap@gosafeguoud com>

PRIV00519

1/21/2ll13

PRIVOOS20

"Skipper, Kevin'
<ksklppcr@gosafeguo.rd com>, •Dunl.i!p,
1/22/2013I"Bcan. Tim" <victor.bcan@gOS.il!eguard com> Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard com>

PRIV00521

1/22/2ll13

PRIV00522

'DlstnbutorNotko (G<&foguanl)'
1/25/2013l<dlslributomoUcc@gosafegu.nrd.rom>

!

001762

PRIV00523

1/25/201J)•Jvy, Dcw<~yne• <divy@gosafeguo1rd com>

PRIV00524

1/25/2013

PRIV00525

"Beadling. Steven•
<sbco1dling@gosafcguard com>

•Morin. Thelma"
2/4/2013l<tmorin@gosafeguard.com>

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunJap@goo;afcguard com>

I

Emailloroun.o;cl providing the requested
Information for the purpose of st.-eking legal
advice regarding meeting minutes.
1uoc:ument prc·p.,rcd by coun.o;cl, Michael
Dunlap, reflt.oeting privileged mental
imprcsslon.'i of legal coun.o;cl regarding
rrn.-cling mlnukos.
mail from counsel seeking information lor
the purpose of providing lcgal.ndvicc
FW: USDA Boo.rd notes from Jo.nuary 8
!regarding meeting minutes.
IDocument prepared bycoun.c;cl, Michael
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
Impressions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minuk."''.
mail to counsel seeking legal advice
regarding the di-.tributor In good stomding
DIGS Legal Review- through Deccmbcr2012lrcport.
IDocument drafted by Tim Bc.1n for the
purpo<;C of seeking legal advice from counsel
regarding the distributor In good s~nding
report.
L>ocument prepared by couno;cl, Mich.:ae
Dunlo1p, reflecting privilegt.>d mental
USDA Board Meeting Notes from January 8, lmprcssion.'iof legal counsel reg&~rding
2013
meeting minutes.
USDA Board nott.os from January 8, 2013 for
your review

I

"Mabry, Ted (Safeguard P.ilrtncr)•
<tmabry@gosafcguard.rom>

•ounl<~p, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>, "Beadling.
Steven" <sbcadling@gosafeguard com>,
"Buchanan. Trish•
<tbuchanan@gosafeguard.com>

"Scoular. Dcno•
<deno.sroular@gosafeguard.rom>, "Sutton,
Scott" <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>, "Skipper,
Kevin" <kskippcr@gosafeguard com>,
Customer scrub Jan 2013 • Fb;hcr PC- FOR
"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@goo;afcguard.rom>
DISf VJEW.xls

I

RE: usda board notes have been publishL>d
and posted toSafcNet

IAttorney- Client

IAttorney~ Client

IAttorney~ Client

IAttorney~ Client

IAttorney~ Client

IAttorney- Client
IAttorney- Client

Email to counsel providing requested
information for the purpose of st.-eking legal
advice regarding account protedion ofT3.
Thurston, Teply. IBF. and/or Docusoun:e.
Atti!Ch·menttriCmailtocoumcl providing
requested information for lht.? purpose of
st:-ckmg legal advice rcgo1rdmg account
pmtL'C'tion o!T3. Thurston. Tt•ply,IBF.
and/or Docuc;oun:e,

Em.1illo counsel provldmg the requt.osted
linfOfTTI.Jtion for the purpose of seeking legal
advice rego1rdlng meeting minutes.
IAUomcy ·Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al.(case No. CV·OC-1416400)
DEFENDANTS' FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
September 29, 201S

Priv Log II

PRIV00526

Bafrs Beg I

Bates End

Dale

Email From

•Dunlap, Michael"
2/14/2013l<mdunlap@gosafl1;Uard.com>

Email To

Erm~IICC

"Clark, Cassie" <cassie,clark@deluxe.com>,
"Popl!lka, M1chele"
<mpopclka@gosafegu.ard.com>, "Jones. Beth
(Gc&fcgu.ilnW <bjones@gosaf~o.-guard com>,
"SoontO'i, Kellye•
<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>, "Roggenk.ilmp,
Mark" <mroggenkamp@gosafcguard.com>,
"Robison, Terry•
<tmblson@gosafcguanl rom>, "Sutton, Scuu<ssutton@gosafcguard.com>, •jensen, Glenn•
<rjenscn@go'iafcguard.com>

34

De~>Crlption

Email SubJect

usda board notes

Enunl from counc;cl providing legal advice
regarding dr.1ft of USDA mt.-cting minutes,

Privilege

!Attorney- dicnt

1Document prepan.>d by coun'>CI, Michael
Dunlap, renccting privilcg:~o.>d mcntzal
lmprc<>,<;ionco of legal roun.;cl regarding
USDA meeting minutl."'.

PRIV00527

2/14/2013

PRIV0052B

"Dunlap, Mlch~J·
<mdunlap@gO'IOlfcguard.rom>, •clark.
Cassie• <c.1ssle.clark@deluxe.rom>,
·Popelka, Michele•
<mpopclk.il@gosafeguard com>, •jones, Beth
(GoSafeguard)• <bjone<i@gO'IOlfeguard.com>,
"SantO'i, Kellye•
<ksantos@gosaft.-guard com>, "Roggenkamp.
Mark• <mroggenkamp@gO"oo"lfeb'tlard com>,
"Robison, Terry•
<troblson@gosafcguard com>, "Sutton, Scott•
2/15/2013l•jcnscn,. Glenn" <gjensen@gosafegu.ilrd.com> j<ssutton@gosafeguard com>

PRIV00529

2/15/2013

PRIV00530

•ounbp, Michael"
2/15/2013l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00531

2/15/2013

PRIV00532

"Dunbp, Michael•
2/15/2013l<mdunlap@gosafcg:uilrd com>

RE· usda board notes

"jcns~.>n, Glenn•
<gjcnscn@gosafcguard.com>, "dark, Cas.o;;lc"
<ca'l<>ie.clarkftdeluxe com>, "Popdkil,
Michele" <mpopclkn@g:osafcguilrd com>,
•joru.-s, Beth (Gc&fcguard)"
<bjoncs@gosotfcguilrd com>, "Santos, Kellyc•
<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>, "Roggenkamp,
Milrk" <mmggcnk.:lmp@gosafcguard.com>,
"Robison, Terry•
<trobison@gosafcguard com>, "Sutton, Scott•
<ssuHon@gosafcguilrd.com>

"Popelka, Michele"
<mpopclka@gosafcguilrd com>, •aark,
Cassie• <cassle.clark@deluxe.com>,
•Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>,
"Sutlon,Scou• <ssutton@gosaf~o.-guard.com>,
"Jones, ll<lh (GoSafcgu•nl)"
<ijoncs@gosafcguilrd com>

RE: usdil boilrd notes

"Santos, Kellyc•
<ksantosfilg05afcguard.com>, •jcnst.'ll,
Glenn• <gjcnscn@gosafeguard.com>,
"Roblson. Terry•
<troblscm@gCKafcguard com>

usd.1 boo rd notes

jAttnmey- Client

Email to counsel providing request~
information for the purpose of seeking lcgill
advlre regarding USDA mt'Cting minult.'S.
jAttorncy • dicnt
1Document prcp.1rcd by counc;cl, Michae
Dunlap, rcnccling privilcg~ mcntzal
impnossions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minute<;;.
!Attorney· Client

Email from counsel providing legal ildvire
regarding dr.~rt of USDA I'T1C(!ting minutes.
jDocument prt.•par~o.>d by couno;cl, Michae
Dunlilp, reflectmg privllcg~ mental
impre'iSion<> of legal councoel rcg11rding
USDA m~o.-cting minutes

Email from counsel providinr,lcgill ildvlre
regarding droftof USDA meeting minutes.
prepared by coum.el, Michilc
Dunlilp, rcnecting privilcg~ mcntzal
impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

jAttomey ~Client

jAttOilll.')' ·Client

Attorney- dicnt

1Document

PRIV00533

2/15/2013

001763

PRIV00534

"Dunl.i!p, Michael"
2/15/2013l<mdunlilp@gosafcguilrd.com>

PRIV00535

2/15/2013

"Jones, B<th (GoSafcguonl)"
<bjoncs@gosafcguard.com>, "Popclkil,
Michele" <mpopclka@gosafeguard rom>,
"Clark, Cassie" <c.i!sslc clilrk@dcluxe.com>,
"Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mmggcnkamp@gosafcguard.com>

"Robison. Tcny•
<trobison@gOSOlfcguilrd.com>, •jensen,
Glenn" <gjcnscnOgosafcguard com>,
"Su non. Scott• <ssutton@gosafl1;Uard.com>,
"Santos.Kcllyc"
<k..-.antos@gosafcguilrd.com>
lusd.1 board notes

Email from counsel providing legal ildvicc
regilrding draft of USDA m~o.-cting: minutes.
jDocumcnt prcpan."ll by coum;cl, Michae
Dunlap. rcOecting privileged mental
impression<> of legill counsel regarding
USDA meeting minut~.

Attorney- Client

AHorney- dient

Attomey ·Client
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Prlv Log I

IPRIV00536

I

I

~PRIV00537 -~

Bates Beg

I

Bates End

Date

I

I

I

I

Email From

•ountap. Michael•
2/15/2013 <mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

EmaiiCC
Email Subied
rRobison, Terry'
<trobison@gos.Jfeguard rom>, •Sutton. Scott•
<ssuttonOgosafcguard com>, •jones. Beth
(GoS.lfcguardt <bjon('l;@gooafeguard.com>.
"'Solntos, Kellye•
<ks.lntos@gcxafcguard.rom>
/usda boord notes

2/15/2013

lrruvoos38

•s...ntos, Kellye•
2/15/2013 <ks.lntos@gosafeguard com>

IPRIV00539

2/15/2013

PRIV0054ll

•Jones, Beth {Gc6afeguard)"
2/15/2013 <bjonl..os@gosafeguard.com>

IPRIV00541

2/15/2013

PRIV00542

•Popclkol, Michele•
2/15/2013 <mpopclkol@gosafcguard com>

PRIV00543

2/15/2013

PRIV00544

Email To
•cLark, Ca55Jc• <caS&ie.clark@dcluxc.com>,
•ropclka, Michele•
<mpopclkol@gosafcgwrd.com>,
•Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggcnkolmp@gosafcguard.com>

·Dunlap, Michael•
2/16/2013l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00545

2/16/2013

PRIV00546

•Dunlap, Michael•
2/18/2013l<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00547

2/18/2013

•Dunlilp. Michael•
<mdunlap@gtl"oilfcguard.rom>

RE: usda board

•Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gOSOlfeguard.com>

RE: u'lda board notes

•Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafcguard rom>

·clark, Ca...,;ie• <cassie.cl;~rkfildeluxe com>,
•Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggenkamp@gosaf~..•guard.com>

•Diller. Nicki•
<nlckl.dtller@gosafcguard.com>

note<~

usd.l boord nolL'S

•Robison. Terry•
<troblc;on@gosafL>guard.com>, •ropclka,
Michele• <mpapclka@gosafcguard.com>,
•Jonl..>s, Beth (C".oSafegu01nW
<bfonec;@g(KOlfcguard com>, -stlntos, Kellye•
<k.~nto<;@gOQfeguard.com>, "'Sutton. Scott•
<s.-.utton@goc;afcguard.com>
/usd;~ board notes

•Morin, Thelma•
<tmonn~gosafcguard

com>

•Roggcnkolmp, Mark•
<mroggcnbmp@gosafeguard com>,
"Sorrenti, <j.c;orrcnti@go<>afcguard com>,
•Morin, Thelma•
<tmorin@gosafeguard com>, •Bc;~dling.
Steven• <sbeadling@gosafcguard.com>

(u.c;da board notes

De5q~p!ion

Privi~

Email from coun.-.cl providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting mlnutt..'S.

Attorney· Oient

IDocument preparca by COunc;cJ, Mlchae

Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal coun.-.cl regarding
USDA meeting minute<~.
mail tocoun..-.clpmViilin[; the- n..'qUL'Stt.od
information for the purpo.-.c of seeking legal
advice regarding meet~ng minute<~.
1Document prep.1i't.'d by coun.c;cl, Michac
Dunlap. reflecting privileged mental
impression.'> of legal counsel rcg<~rding
rrn.'Cting minutes.
mail to counsCT providing the rcquestL"d
Information for the purp<J5C of seeking lcgill
advice reg<~rding rrn.-ctlng minutes.
1Document prcp.ucd by coun.c;cl, Mlch.'\C
Dunlilp, reflL>cting privik-gcd mental
imprc55ion.'iof legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.
ma1l tocoun..UI prnViding the rcquLw;tcd
information for the purpnc;e of "L'Cking legal
advice regarding meeting minutL'S.
1uocument preparL>d by coun..-.cl, Michae
Dunlap, reflL>eting privilegL....t mental
impn..'SSions of lcgill counc;cl regarding
m1..>ctlng minutec;.

Email from coun.-.cl providinn legal advice
regarding draft of USDA ml..'t.'ting minutes.

IDocument prepared by couno;cl. Michae

Attorney- Client

Attorney- Client

Attorney- Client

Attorney- Client

Attorney -Client

Attorney· Client

Attorrn.-y-Ciient

Attorney- Oient

Dunlap, renecting prlvlleg~..-d mental
impn..>s.-.lonsof legal coun~l rcganflng
USDA mL'Cting minutes.
Attorney- Client
rn.1il from counsel SL'Cking information lor
the purpose of providing ler,al advcce
n..-garding meeting minute...
Attorney- Client
1Document preparL>d by coun-.cJ. Michae
Dunlap. reflecting privileged mental
Impression.'> of legal counc;cl reg.ardmg
mL>cting minutes.
!Attorney- Client

I

r

•Dunlap. Michael•

001764

PRIV00548

2/18/2013l<mdunlap@gosafegu;~rd com>

PRIV00549

2/18/2013

PRIVOOSSO

•Roggenbmp, Mark•
2/18/2013l<mroggcnkllmp@gtl"oilfcgu;~rd.com>

PRIV00551

2/18/2013

PRIV00552

•Dunlap, MichacJ•
2/18/2013l<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00553

2/18/2013

•Ddler. Nicki•
<nkkl diller@gosafeguilrd.com>

Iusda board notes

Email from coun.c;clsccking information for
the purpose of providing legal advice
regarding meeting minutes.
Attorney- Client
fUocumcnt prcp01.red by counsel, Michae
Dunlap. reflecting privtlegcd mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes
Attorney- Client
maillorounscl provadlngtOO-ri."quCstcd
mformation for the purpcc;c of seeking legal
;~dvice regarding meeting minutes.
!Attorney- Client
Document prepared by coun:;cl, Mict\Ole
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minuk>s.
!Attorney- Client
mail I rom coun.c;cl.sCCkirig information for
the purpose of providing legal advice
reg01rding meeting mlnuiL'S.
Attorney- Client
llJocument prepared by counsel, Michael
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
lmprco;sions nf legal coun~l regarding
meeting mlnuteo~.
Attorney· Client

I

I

•Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafcguard com>

FW: usda board notes

•Diller, Nicki•
<nicki.diller@gosafcguard com>

usda boord notes

I

I
I

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al.(case No. CV-OC-1416400]
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DEFENDANTS' FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
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Priv LoR; I

I

Bates Be~

I Bates End

Date

Email from

PRIV00554

"Diller. Nicki•
2/18/2013l<nicki.diller@gosaft..-guard rom>

PRIV00555

2/18/2013

PRIV00556

"Dunlap, Michael"
2/1B/2013I<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00557

2/18/2013

PRIV00558

"Diller, Nicki"
2/1B/2013I<nlckl dlller@goc;.afcguoard.rom>

PRIV00559

2/18/2013

PRIV00560

•Morin, Thelma"
2/18/2013l<tmorin@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00561

2/18/2013

Email To
"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard rom>

EmaiiCC
!"Peterson, Susan•
<susan pcterson@gosafeguard.com>

"SorrcntL j• <j.sorrenti@gosafcguard.com>

"Morin, Thelma•
<tmorin@gosafeguoard rom>

JUSDA-SOO:rd <uSda@gosaleguard com>,
jlanger0b9@gmail.com.
mba.nchiftverizon net.
bcameron48B@gmail.com.
svcntura@saft..'SOurce.nct.
pctcr@officchea ler.com,
tmorin@goc;afeguilrd com,
tomarmbrustcr@comcast.net.
fwallmeyer@cfenterpnscsfl.rom.
sales@safeguard·midwcst com

EmailSublect
RE: usda board notes

usda board nott..'S

I"Dunlap. Michael"
<mdunloap@gosafcsuoard.com>

!"Dunlap, Mlc~et•
<mdunlap@sosaft..>guard com>

RE: usdoa board notes

USDA Board notes from February 12,2013
for your review

•Popelk.o:a, Michele•
<mpopclka@gD'iilfcguard com>, "lone,, Beth
(GoSilfeguoard)• <bJones@gosafcguard com>,
"Santos, Kellye•
<k..<;ant!Kftgmafeguilrd rom>, "Roggenkamp.
Mark• <mmggenkamp@gCKilfeguard.rom>,
•ct.uk. C&assie• <c&assic.dark@dcluxc com>, !"Sorrenti, <j.sorrcnti@gosafeguilrd.com>,
*Morin, Thelma"
"Robison, Terry•
<trobl~@gO"'.ilfcguoard com>, "Sutton, Scott* <tmorin@gn<Nlfcguilrd com>, "Diller, Nicki•
<nick! dlller@gO"'oilfeguard.rom>
(u.c;da board notes
<o;sutlon@gosafcguilrd.com>

Descriotion
mailtocounc;cl-prrividing the requested
Information for the purpose Clf St.-eking legal
(advice regarding meeting minult..'S.
J(J{lCumcnt prep<~rt..'d by counsel, Mach<1e
Dunlap, reflt..-cltng privileged mental
lmpres.o;ionc; of legal couno;cl regarding
meeting minutes.
maillmm couno;cl seeking information tor
the purpose of pmvidmg lesal adv1ce
lresardlng mt..octing mlnuh.'S.
JDOCument pn.!p.1rt..'d by counsel, M1cli1e
Dunlap. rct1cctins privilcgl!tl mental
impressions of k>gal coun.c;cl regardmg
meeting minutt..'S.
mailtocounc;cJ pmvidins the requcstt..>d
informiltion for the purpose of scckins lesal
(advice regard ins meeting minutes.
JDOCument prep<~ red by counsel, Mach.le
Dunlap, reflecting privilcgl!tl mental
1mpressionc; of legal counsel regarding
meeting minuk.'S.

Privile2.e
!Attorney· Client

JAttomcy- Client

JAttomcy ·Client

JAttomcy- Client

JAttomey- Client

IAttorney· Client

Email to counsel providing the requt..'Sit..>d
linfonTiil.tion for the purpoc;c o( seeking legoal
advice reg11rdlng O'lt..'(!lins minutes.
!Attorney· Client
JDocumcnt prep<~rt..'d by counsel, M~eh.lc
Dunlap, rcOec:ling privllegt..-d menlill
impn..><>.<~ionc; of legal counc;cl regarding
mt..'Ciing minutes.
JAttorney- Client

r

PRIV00562

"Dunlap, Michael"
3/27/2013l<mdunlap@gosafcguoard.com>

PRIV00563

3/27/2013

PRIV00564

"Dunlap, Michael"
3/2B/2013l<mdunlap@gmafeguard.com>

PRIV00565

3/28/2013

PRIV00566

"Santos, Kellye"
3/31/2013l<ksantos@gosafeguoard.rom>

PR!V00567

3/31/2013

"Roggenkamp. Mark"
<mroggenkamp@gosafcguard.com>,
"Santos. Kellye•
<ksantos@gos&afcguard.com>, •Popelka,
Michele" <mpopclkn@gos.afegu&ard.rom>,
"Cl.1rk, C&assic• <c&ao;sie.dark@deluxe.com>

"Dunl&ap, Michael"
<mdunl&ap@gosafeguard.rom>

"Robi.c;oo, Terry"
<trobison@gosafcguard rom>, "Sutton, Scott•
<ssutton@gosafeguoard rom>, "Jones, Beth
(GoSa.fcguard)" <bjoncs@gosafeguard.com> (u'ldil boord notes

RE: usd.1 board nolt..'S

Em&all from counc;cl pnwiding legal &advice
reg&arding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
'fCSOC'Ument prep.1rcd by couno;cl, Michae
Dunlap, reflt.'Cting pnvileged mental •
•mpn.'SSions of leg11l counsel regarding
USDA meeting minult..-s.

Email from counsel providing k>gal&advkc
regarding draft of USDA m<"Cting minutes.
(DOcument prep:area by counSCJ; Michael
Dunl&ap, rencc:ting privilcsed mcnlill
impn..'S.o;lonsof legal Ct\Unc;cl regarding
USDA mcctmg minutes.
mailtoCt'lUn.o;ci prov1dang thC n."questCd
informilllon for the purpose of St.'Cking legal
;advice regarding meeting minutes.
IDocument prepoarcd by coun.c;cl, Michael
Dunlap, reOt..-cting privikgl!tl menlill
impn..•ssiono; of legill rounc;cl regarding
meeting minutt.'S.

IAnomey- dicnt

!Attorney· Client

!Attorney- dient

IAttorney· Client

!Attorney· Client

!Attorney· Client

001765
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Priv ~

I

Bates Best

I

Bates End

Date

Email From

EmaiiCC

Email To

37

Description

Email Subiect

Privilege

'J= Bolh (GoSarcs... rdJ'

PRIV00568

•Dunlap, Michael•
4/1/2013l<mdunl.1p@gCKOlfcgu.1rd com>

PRIV00569

4/1/2013

PRIV00570

•Dunlap, Michael•
4/9/2f113l<mdunlap@gosa.fcguard.c:om>

PRIV00571

4/9/2013

PR!V00572

•Roggenkamp, Mark•
4/9/2013l<mrosscnkomp@sosarcguard.rom>

PRIV00573

4/9/21J13

PRIV00574

•Dun1.1p, Michael•
4/11/2f113l<mdunlap@gosafcguo.rd.c:om>

PRIV00575

4/11/2013

PRIV00576

•ounlo.p, MlcMcl•
4/15/2013j<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00577

4/15/2013

•ropclka, Michele•
<mpopclka@gosafcguard.com>

"Siintos, Kellye•
<ksantos@gosafeguard.rom>, •Roggenkamp,
Mark• <mroggcnkamp@gOSolfcguard.c:om>,
•Rob1son, Terry•
<tmbio;on@gosafeguard com>, •clark.
Caso;ie• <cassic.c:larkftdeluxe com>, •Bmok.o;,
Roger• <mgcr.brooks@deluxe.com>

•Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

<bfoncs@gosafcguard.com>, •CJark. Cassie•
<cassle cl.1rk@deluxe.com>, •Roggenkamp.
Mark• <mroggenkampOgosafeguard com>,
•Robison. Teny•
<trobison@gosafeguard.com>, •Suuon, Scott•
<ssutton@gosafcguard com>, •Santos,
Kellye• <ksanlos@g0$.1feguard.com>, •oilier,
Nicki• <nlckl d!ller@gosaft..~rd.com>
lu<it!a board nolt..'S

Em.1il from couno;cl providing legaladvia!
n.'g<lrdlng draft of USDA mt..-cling mlnutt.os.
tocumcnt prepared by coun.~l. Micholc
Dunlap, rcnt..><:ting privileged mental
imprcssiof\'i of legal counsel rt..-garding
USDA rm.-cting minutes.

•Popelka, Michele•
<mpopclkafilgosafegu.1rd rom>, "Sutton.
Nicki• <nkki.diller@gosafeguard com>,
"Sorrcnu,r <f-o;orrenti@gos.1feguard.com>,
•Morin, ThcJ~·
<tmorin@gosafcguard.c:om>

I

"Siintos, Kellye•
<ksomto'i@gOCiilfcguard.rom>, •Roggenkamp,
Mark• <mmggcnkampftgosafcguard com>,
•Robison, Terry•
•ropclka. M~<:hele•
<trobison@gosafcguard com>, •Brooks,
Roger• <roger.brooks@dcluxc.rom>, •clark, <mpopclka@gosafeguard com>, "Sulton,
Do;sJe• <cassle.c:lark@deluxe.com>
ScoW <ssutton@gosafcguard com>

Iusda board notes

IFW: usd.1 board notes

u.Wa board notc<O

Email from coun.o;.cl providing legal ildvic:c
rcg01rding draft of USDA mt.'Ciing minutes.
'ocument prepared by counsel, Michole
Dunlilp, reflecting privilcgt..>tl mental
imprcs.,.ions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes
mail to counsel providing noquco;tcd
informiltion for the purpose of seeking legal
01dvice regarding USDA board meeting
minutes
Document drafted by Mike rJunlapforthc
purpose of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minutes.

I

Email from couno;cl providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA m1octing minutes.
!Document prcpart..>d by couno;cl, Michae
Dunlap, rcnt..>cting priv1lcgcd mental
impn.'l'Sion.'i of legal cnunscl regarding
USDA mt..octlng minutes.

PRIV00578

4/16/2013l<mdunbp@go<>afegu<~rd.com>

PRIV00579

4/16/2013

PRIV00580

•Diller. Nicki•
S/13/2f113l<nidd diller@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00581

5/13/21J13

•ounlap, Michael•
S/15/2013l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

•ropclka, Michele•
<mpopclka@gOSilfeguard rom>, •Santos,
Kellye• <k.c;antos@gosafcguard com>, •clark,
Cassie• <cassie.c:lark@deluxe rom>, -sutton,
Scott• <ssutlon@gosa.feguard.com>, •Odella,
Ptul• <phil.odella@deluxe.com>, •Brooks.
~·Roggenkamp, Mark•
Roger• <roger.brooks@dcluxc.com>
<mroggenkamp@gosafcguard com>

001766

PRIV00582

Attorrn..-y-Ciient

Scott• <ssuuon@gosaft..-guard com>, •Diller,

IEmail fmm coun.o;.cl providing h.'gal 01dvicc
regarding USDA board meeting minutes.
IDocument drilfted by Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minuh><o.
mail from roun.'it.'t Sl.'Cking information lor
FW: DAL01-#1231920.vl·REDLINE •
I the purpoo;c of providmg lcg.ll adviCe
•woods Will (Wdi.Woodsfibolkerbotto;.rom)• "Skipper, Kevin•
Safeguard ltem21.DOC
rcgardmgSafcguard Red line.
<kskippcrfilgosafcguard com>
<wdl.woods@bakerbotts rom>
llJOCumenl drafted byoulc;idcrounscl Will
Woods for the purpose of providing legal
advice regarding Safeguard Rt..-dline.
mail to couno;.cl providing information for
"Sco1llon, AI• <ai.5Colllon@gosafeguard rom>,
the purJX1SC of l'I.'Cking k•gal advice
•Popelka, Michele•
~·Dunlap, Michael•
IRE: TellerTr.~inmg Kit Letter to go to USDA n.•gardingTeller Training Kit Letter for
<mpopclka@gosafegu.1rd.com>
<mdunbp@gosafeguard.com>
board w/Kit s.1mples
USDA board members.
'raft document prcpan..>d by Michele
Popdko1 for the pu~ of St.-eking legal
ildvice fmm counsel regarding Teller
Training KiL

•Dunlap, MichilCJ•

IAttorney· Cl~nl

FW: USDA Boord notes from Aprll9, 2013
for your review

•ac.1dllng. Steven•
<<ibcadling@go<>afeguard com>

I

lusd.1 board notes

Emml fmm rouno;;cl providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.

jAttomcy • Oicnt

!Attorney- Chent

!Attorney- Client

!Attorney- Chenl

Attorney· Client

Attorney· Client

IAttorney- Client
jAuomcy ·Client

jAttorney- Cl1ent

Attorney· Chent

Attorney· Client

Attorney· Oient

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. [case No. CV·OC·1416400]
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Priv Log II

PRIV00583

I

Bates B~g

I

Bates End

Date

Email From

Email To

EmaiiCC

38

EmaiiSublect

5/15/2013

PRIVDD584

•ounlap, Mldl~l·
5/15/2013l<mdunlap@gosafl'guard com>

PRIVDD585

5/15/2013

•cJark. Cassie• <cassie dark@dcluxe.com>,
•Popelka, Michele•
<mpopclkaDgtKt~fl'gll.1rd.com>, •()della,
PhW <phil.odella@deluxe.com>

•clark, CitS!>fc• <cassie.clark@dcluxc.com>,
•Qdclloa, Phil• <phll.odella@dcluxe.com>,
•Popelka, Michele•
•Brooks, Roger" <roger.brooks@deluxe.com>,
<mpopclka@gosafcguard.com>, •sutton.
ScoW <ssutton@gosafcguoard.com>, "Santos. •Roggcnkolmp, Mark•
<mmggenkamp@gos.1feguard.com>
Iu.o;doa board note<~
Kcllye• <ksantos@gosafeguard.com>

PRIVDD586

•Dunlap, Michael•
5/15/2013l<mdunbp@gosafcguard com>

PR!VDD587

5/15/2013

PRIV00588

•Santos. Kellye•
5/15/2013l<ksolntos@gCKafcguo1rd.com>

PRIVDD589

5/15/2013

PRIVDD590

•Dunlap, Mich.1cJ•
5/15/2013I•Sutton.Scott• <ssutton@gOS3fcguard com> l<mdunlap@gosafcguo1rd.com>

PRIVDD591

5/15/2013

PRIVDD592

•Roggenkamp, Moark•
5/15/2013l<mroggenkamp@gCKafeguo1rd com>

PRIVDD593

5/15/2013

PRIVDD594

•ounlo1p, Micho1e1•
5/17/2013l<mdunlo1p@go.c:afcguard com>

PRIVDD595

5/17/2013

PRIVDDS%

5/20/2013l<mdunlo1p@gos.:~fcguard.com>

PR!V00597

5/20/2013

PRIV00598

•Diller, Nicki•
5/20/2013l<nlckl.dillcr@gosaf<-'gllard com>

PRIVDD599

5/20/2013

PRIV00600

•eunbp. Michael•
5/20/2013l<mdunlap@gosafcguoard.com>

•ounbp, MichoaeJ•

•Roggenkamp. Mark•
<mroggenkamp@gosafcguard com>,
•Brooks, Roger" <rogcr.brooks@dcluxe.com>,
"Sutton, Scott• <ssulton@gosafcguard.com>,
"Sa niCK, Kcllyc•
<ksantO'>@gosafeguard.com>
Iu'ida board not co;

•Dunlap, MichoaeJ•
<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

RE: usdo1 board notes

board notes 50713

~·Dunloap,

Michael•
<mdunlo1p@gost1feguard com>

•Popdko1, Michele•
<mpopclka@gosafcguard com>, •Diller,
Nicki• <nicki ddleri)gosafeguard.com>

FW: usdoa board notes

•Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggcnkamp@gos.1feguoard.com>,
"Santos, Kellye•
<ksantos@goo;afeguard com>, •cJo1rk, Citsofe•
<c.1ssie clark@dcluxc.com>, •Brooks, Roger"
<roger.brooks@deluxc.com>, "Sutton, Scott•
<ssutton@gosafeguard com>, •Qdclloa, l1hiJ•
<phil odella@deluxe.com>
lu"'dil board notes

001767

•oilier, N1ck1•
<nicki.ddler@gosafcguard com>

FW: usda board nolL'S

•Dunlo1p, MlchOiel•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard com>

RE: usda board nolL'S

"Sorrenti, J• <j~"'Ifrenti@go:;afeguard com>

·Monn, thelma
<tmorin@gosafeguard.com>, •Bco1dling.
!Steven• <sbcoadlinb-figosafcguard.com>

usda board notes

Description
IDocument prepared by coun.o;cl, Michae
Dunlap, ren<.-ctlng priv1lcgL>tl mental
impn.>sslon.<> of legal cuunc;cl regarding
USDA meeting minute::;.

Email from counsel pmvldmg legal advice
regarding drafl of USDA m1>ctlng mlnutL'S
!Document prepared by counsel, Michac
Dunlap, reflecting pnv1lcged mental
impn.'SSion.o; of k•goal counsel n•garding
USDA m<.-ctlng mlnutcs.

Privi~

Attorney- Chent

Attorney· Olent

Attorney· Client

Email from counsel providinr,lcgal advice
regarding dro1ft of USDA met'ling minutes. Attorney· Oient
IDocument prepar<.>d bycoun<,el, Michael
Dunlap, rcnecting pr!vil<.'gL>d mental
impressions of legal coun.o;cl regarding
Atlomcy ·Client
USDA meeting mlnutcs.
mail to counScf providing requested
information for the purpose of sccklng legal
advice rcgoarding USDA board rm-cting
minutes.
Attorney· Client
IDOCUment prep.1n>d by Mil<.e Dunlap for the
purp~ of prnviding lcg;tl o1dvire regarding
USDA boord m<.-cting minutes.
IAttomcy ·Client
mail tocouno;cl providing requested
information for the purpCKl! t'f seeking legal
advire regoarding USDA boord meeting
minutco;,
IAttorney· Client
IDOCumcnt prcpar<.'il by MikCTJUnbp for thepurpoc;c of providing h.'gal Old vice regoardlng
USDA board meeting mlnutrs.
IAttorney· Client
mailtOCilimScl providing n•qucstcd
lnformation for the purp~ ,,f SL-cklng legoal
advice regarding USDA board meeting
minutcq,
IAttorney· Client
1DOCument prcp.1rCil b)'- Mike Dunlap for thepurp<KC of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board rm-cting minutl.-s.
jAttomcy ·Client

Email from couno;cl providinr,lcgal advice
rcgo1rdlng draft of USDA meeting mlnut<.'S. !Attorney· 01ent
1uocument prCpan>d by counc.el, Michae
Dunlo1p, reflecting privileged mental
impn.'SSion<> of lcg.1l counsel regarding
USDA meeting minult.''i,
IAttorney· Client
mail from couno;el ~king information for
the purpose of providing leg.1l advice
regarding USDA board meeting mlnuiL'S.
IAttorney· Client
IDOcuriiCnt prepared by Mike Dunlo1p for thepurpose of provldmg legal ;advice regarding
USDA board meeting minute<~.
IAttorney· Client
mail tl:l COUn.o;el providing rcqucstL'd
inform.1tion for the purp<KC of sccking legoal
advice regarding USDA board meeting
minui<.'S
IAttorrn.-y- Chenl
1DOCument prep.1r<.'d by M"iJ«.u-unJap for tMpurpoo;e of providing IL•gal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minut<.'S.
IAtt{'lmey • CIIL•nt
nmillmm couno;el ~-eking information for
the puqx1o;e of providing lejjOII oadvkc
regarding USDA board m<.ocling minutes.
jAttorncy- Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. [Case No. CV·OC-1416400)
DEFENDANTS'FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
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Priv Log I

I

Bates Beg

I

Bates End

Date

Email From

PRIV00601

5/20/2JJ13

PRIV00602

"Dun1.1p, Michael•
S/20/2013l<mdunlap@gosafeguard com>

PRIV00603

5/20/2013

PRIV00604

"D1ller,Nickl•
S/30/2013(<nicki dilleJ@gosaf'-'SUOird rom>

PRIV00605

5/30/2JJ13

PRIV006M

•Savoie, Suzanna•
5/30/2013l<ssavoic@gosafcguard.com>

Email To

EmaiJCC

•Morin. Thelma"
<tmorin@gosaf'-'Suard.com>

-sntrenti,

•Dunlap, Michael•
6/2/2013l<mdunl<~p@gos.af'-'Suard.c:om>

PRIV00608

6/2/2JJ13

EmaliSubiect

Iusda board notes

Description
I Privilege
luocumcnt-pr'Cpaicirby Mike Dunlap for tnc
purpose of providmg legal advice r'-'Sarding
USDA board meeting minutes
IAttonwy- Client
maillrom coun.c;cl seeking information for
the purpose of providing legal advice
regarding USDA board meeting mmutcs.
(A Homey- Client
Document prepan.>d by Mikt.• Dunlap for the
purp<KC of providmg legal advice regarding
USDA board mt.octing minuh.">.
(Attorney- Client

I

•Popelka, Michele•
<mpopelka@gosa!eguard com>, •retcrson,
Emailtocoun!>cl~>~..'\!klng lt.'g.1l advice
Suo;an• <c;usan pcterson@gosafcguOI.rd.com>,
regarding Stride Notes Corrcc:llon and
"Sc:allon, AI• <al sc.allonftgosafeguard com> RE:Stridc Notes Correction and Clarification ICiarlfic:atlon
Attorney- Client
ll)(lc:umcnt prepart.'trbyMkhCk'Pcipcikil for
the purpoo;c of :;ccklng legal advice from
roun<;(.'lrcgardlng Stride nolcc;.
Attorney- Client
mail toCOLul:;cl priwiding inform.1tion for
"Sulton, Scott• <:;.suttonftgosaf'-'Suard.com>,
the purpose of :;ccking leg<~l advice
•Dcrclla, Kt.>Vin•
rcg01rdlng uperntlng perm!~ In Washington
IRE: Form Systems. Inc.
for form Systems Inc.
<kderclla@gosak-guard.com>

•ounlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>, -Rkippcr,
Kevin• <kskippcr@gn!Wfcguard.rom>

"Dunlap, Michael"

PRIV00607

r <j.sorrcnti@gCKafeguard.com>

39

<mdunlap@gosafel,>u<~rd.com>, "Skipper,
Kevin• <ksklppcr@gosafeguard.com>

I

•Lederach, Sue (GoSafcguardt
<slcderach@gosafeguard.com>, •t.ohr, Ruth• "Skipper, Kevin•
<k.c;kfppcr@gO<;Oifeguard com>
<rtohr@goc;afeguard.com>

doc:usource

Email from counc;cl :;ccking inforrNiion for
the purpose of providing legal advice
regarding ac:c:ount protection of Doc:uc;ource, IAttorney- Oient
Document provided by Mike Dunlap for the
pu~ of providing legal advice regarding
lA Homey- Cltent
account protection of Ooc:uSource

"Siimpc;on Edwards, Bca•

PRIV00609

"Lederach, Sue (GoSafeguard)"
6/14/20131 <slcderac:h@gosafeguard c:om>

PRIV00610

6/14/2013

PRIV00611

PRIV00612

•Dunlap, Michael•
6/15/2013l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

<bcdwards@gosafcgu<~rd.com>, •Forbes,
Karen• <kforbcs@gosafcguard.com>,
•Alspach, Barbara•
<ba.rba.ra.alsp<~ch@gosafcguard com>,
•Daniclewski, Eva•
<eva danielcwskt@gosafeguard com>, •Lohr.
Ruth• <rlohr@gosafcgu<~rd.com>, •Maisano,
Rose• <rmais.-uw@goc;.;.feguard com>,
•a.mmarotil, Amanda•

FW: Alert for Sourced Orders With Mis.c;ing

<<~rNnd<~.c:amm<~rota.@gosafcguard.com>

Vendor Invoices

001768

"Dunlap, Mlc:hacl•
6/16/2013l<mdunlap@goc;afeguard.c:om>

PRIV00614

6/16/2013

Email to counsel seeking legal oadvicc
regardmg rommunic:aticm to all distnbutors. (Attorney- Client

Document prepared by Nid,i D11ler for the
purpose of seeking legal advice regarding a
communication to be sent to all dic;trfbutors. IAttorney- Oient

"SS!ontos, Kcllye•
<ks.lnto<Mgosafeguard.com>, •clark. Clc;sie•
<cassic.t:lark@deluxc.com>, •ropclka,
Michele• <mpopclka@gosafcguoard rom>,
"Sutton. Scot~ <ssutton@gosafeguard com>,
•erooks. Roger" <roger.brook.'i@dcluxs.com>,
•Rogscnkamp, Mark"
<mrogg:enkamp@gosafeguard.com>,
•Dcrclla, Kevin•
<kderclla@gosaf'-'Suard.com>

I

r

"Sorrenti, <j.sorrenti@gosaft.-guard.com>,
•Morin. Thelma•
<tmorin@gosafcguard c:om>, •omer. Ntcki•
<nlckl.diller@gosaf'-'Suard com>
Iusda board notes

6/15/2JJ13

PRIV00613

I

•Popelka, Michele•
<mpopclka@gosafcguoard.com>,
•Roggcnkolmp, M<~rk•
<mroggcnkamp@gosafcguard.com>,
"Sutton, Sc:ott• <ssutton@gosafcguard.com>,
•Dcrclla, Kevin•
<kderell<~@gosafeguard.com>, •Brooks,
Roger• <roger.brooks@deluxe.com>, "Clark.
Clo;c;je• <c:ac;sie.clark@deluxe.com>
I

IFw: usda board notcc;

Email from counc;cl pnwldmg legal advice
rcg.1rding draft of USDA mt-cting minutes.

!Attorney- Otent

Dunlap, renec:llng privilegl-d mental
impressions of legal c:ounc;cl rt.>gardlng
USDA mt.-ctlng minuk>s.

(Attorney- Client

IDOCument prepart.-d by counsel, Mic:hae

Email from c:oun"iCI pnwldlng legal .1dvicc
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
1Document prepart.-d by c:uun."iCI, Michael
Dunlap, renccting privilegt.'lt mental
imprcs5ionc; of lcgo~l counc;cl n.-garding
USDA meeting minutt.'$,

(Attorney- Client

(Attorney· Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. [Case No. CV·OC-1416400]
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Priv LoJt II

I

Bates Be.:

I

Bates End

Date

Email From

PRN00615

•Santos, Kellye•
6/16/2013l<ksantos@gosafcguard com>

PRN00616

6/16/2013

PRIV00617

"Dunlap, Michael"
6/17/2013l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00618

6/17/'11l13

Email To

"Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

"Roggenkamp. Mark•
<mroggenkamp@gosafcguard.com>,
"Sutton. Scott• <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>,
"Derclla, Kevin•
<kderella@goc;afeguard com>

'opctka, Michele'
<mpopclka@gosafcguard rom>,
"Roggcnknmp, Mark"
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard rom>,
"Sutton. Scott• <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>,
"Ocrella, Kevin•
<kderella@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00619

•Dunlap, Michael•
6/17/2013l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00620

6/17/2013

PRIV00621

"Ocrclla, Kevin•
6/17/2013I•Sutton, Scott• <ssutton@gosafeguard com> l<kderella@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00622

6/17/'11l13

PRIV00623

•Roggenkamp, Mark"
6/19/2013l<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00624

6/19/2013

PRIV00625

•Dunlap, Michael"
6/20/2013l<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00626

6/'11l/2013

PRIV00627

·omcr,Nicki•
6/20/2013l<nlcki diller@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00628

6/'11l/'11l13

PRIV00629

•Morin, Thelma•
6/20/2013l<tmorin@gosafeguard com>

PRIV00630

6/'11l/2013

001769

PRIV00631

•Dunlap, Mic~1·
7/12/2013l<mdunlap@gosafcguard com>

PRIV00632

7/12/'11l13

PRIV00633

•Dunlap, Michael"
7/12/2013l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00634

7/12/'11l13

EmaiiCC

EmaiiSubiect

RE: usda boord notes

•srooks, Roger- <mger.brooks@deluxe.com>,
"Popelka, Michele•
<mpopelk.a@gosafeguard.com>, "Clark.
Cassie" <cassie,clark@deluxe.com>, "Santos,
Kellye• <ksantos@gosafeguard.com>
luo;da board notes

"Clark, Cassie" <cassie.clark@deluxe com>,
•Brooks, Roger- <mger.brooks@deluxe.com>,
"Santos, Kellye•
<k.qntos@goo;afeguard com>
Iusda board notes

FW: usda board notes

I"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@sosafeguard.com>

FW: usda board notes

"Sorrenti, I" <j.sorrenti@gosafeguard.com>

Fw: USDA Board notes fromJune11.2013
for your review

•Morin. lllclnu"
<tmorin@gosafeguard.com>

•Dunlap, Mich.1eJ•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard com>

IRE: usda boolrd notes

USDA Boord <usdaftgno;afcguard com>

•Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

IUSDA Board notes from June 11,2013 for
your review

"Santos, Kellyc•
•ropclka, Michele•
<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>, •Roggenkamp,
Mark" <mmggenkamp@goo;afeguard.com>,
<mpopclka@gosafcguard com>, •aark.
Ca<;,o;Jc• <cassie.clark@deluxecom>, "Sutton, •Robison, Terry•
Scott• <ssutlon@gosafeguard.com>
<tmbison@gosafeguard.com>
Iusda board notes

"Diller, Nicki•
<nicki.diller@goo;afeguard.com>

usda board nolc<i

Description
Privilege
mail tocounscTj>fOviChng re-quested
lnform.1tlon for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding USDA board meeting
minutes.
IAttorney- Client
IDOCUnlent drafted by M1kC Dunlap for the
purpose of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting mlnull....
IAttorney· Client

Email from counsel pmvidmg legal advice
regarding d101ft of USDA fT\C\•ting minutes.
IDOCument prepared by coun-.cl. M1ch.le
Dunlap, renccting privileged mental
Impressions of k•gal couno;cl regarding
USDA ITK.'cting minutes

Enuil from counsel providing legal advice
regarding dr.~ft of USDA meeting minute'\.
IDOCument prepan.'d by coun..-.cl, M1ch.lCI
Dunlap. renccting privilegl'd mental
imprcs.o;ions of legal c:oonsel n.•garding
USDA meeting minuk.>s.
emaircnaln contammg ema1flrom c:oon.o;c!
seeking ln(ftrnutlon for the purpose of
providing legal advice regarding USDA
board mt.-cting minutes,
~aflcdby Mike Uunlapfortht!
purpO'IC ftf pwviding legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minult.'s.
nuil to couno;c( provaarngn-qiicsted
information !or the purpCKC of seeking legal
advice regarding USDA boord notes.
!DOCument dralted by M1ke Dunlap lor ihC
purpoo;c of seeking legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting mlnutt.'S.
nuil from couOSChCcking lnfornution for
the purpoo;c of providing lep1l advice
regarding USDA board mt.'Cting minutes
!DOCument draht.'d by M1ke Dunlap lor thC
purpose of pmv1dmg legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minutes.
nuil to counsel prov1dmg sriformalion for
the purpose of seeking legal advice
regarding USDA board meeting minulc<;.
jDOCumci'lfdia~unlap lor tliC
purpose of providing lt.>gal advice regarding
USDA board mL'Cting minutt.>s.
nuilto counsel pmv1dmg 1rilormation for
the purpose of sccking legal.1dvicc
regarding USDA board meetmg minutes
IDOCument drafted by MskC Dunlap for thC
purpose of provldmg legal advice regarding
USDA Board Meeting minutes.

Email from couno;cl providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
lDOCument prepai"Cd by couno;cl, M.ci\3Cl
Dunlap. rencctlng privileged mental
impn.'SSIOOS of legal couno;cl rt.'gilrding
USDA meeting minutes.
mail from counsel&.-cking information for
the purpose of providing legal advice
rcgardmg mt.-cting mlnutc<i.
IDfiCumcnt preparl'd by coun.;cl, Mscl\ile
Dunlap, rencctlng prlvilegl'd mental
imprcs.o;ions of legal couno;cl regarding
mt.-cting minult.>s.

Attorney· Client

Attorney· Client

Atlorncy ~Client

Attorney- Client

!Attorney· Client

IAttorney- Client

!Attorney· Client

IAttorney· Client

IAttorney- Client
IAttorney- Chent

IAttorney· Client

IAttorney· Client

IAnorncy- Client

IAttorney· Client

!Attorney- Client

!Attorney· Client

!Attorney- Chent

!Attorney- Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. (case No. CV-OC-1416400]
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Prlv ~g_!__j Bates Brg

I

Bates End

Oatr

Email from

PRIV00635

•Hussain. Shafma•
7 /12/2013l<sbhanji@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00636

7/12/2013

PRIV00637

7/12/2013

PRIV00638

•5.1ntos, Kellye•
7/12/2013l<ksantos@gosafcguard com>

PRIV00639

7/12/2013

PRIV00640

•Dunlap, Michael•
7/21/2013l<mdunl.1p@goc;afeguard com>

PRIV00641

7/21/2013

PRIV00642

PRIV00643

Email To
I"Dunlap;MidYfe
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>, "Skipper,
Kevrn• <ksklpper@gosafeguard.com>

I

Email CC

I"Sutton, Soon• <ssuUon@gosafcguard.com>

I
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Email Subiect

IIBF- APA and MSA

,I
•ounlap, MkhacJ•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

•Morin, lllclma•
<tmorin@gosafcguard com>

RE: usda board notes

"Sorrenti,j• <j.sorrenti@goc;afeguard com>

IFW: usda board notes

"Averitt. Oonak:f•
<donald.averlttftgosafegu.1rd.com>,
•Ocrella, Kevtn•
Executive Staff
<kderella@gosafeguard.com>, "Hussain,
<cxccutivc@gosafcguard com>, -Qdell.a.
Sha(ina• <sbholnji@SO""'feguard.com>, "Ivy,
PhW <phil.odclla@deluxe com>, "TillerOewayne• <dlvy@gosafeguard.com>,
Shumway, Amy•
"S.1volc, Suzanna•
<atiller@gosafeguard com>, "Skipper, Kevin• <ssavolc@gosafeGtJ.1rd.com>, •&oular,
8/5/201JI•Sutton, Scott" <ssutton@gosafeguard.com> l<k..,.kippcr@gosafcguard com>
Ocno• <dcno.scoular@gCK.1feguard.com>
IIBF APA HAS BEEN SIGNED

B/6/2mJI•SorrenU.

r-Pri.Vilrge
Description
mail to rouno;cl scckanlfleSill advice on
asset purchase agreement and master service
agreement.
!Attorney- Chent
1Document prepared by Hussain. 5h.1tina lor
the purpose of seeking legal advice from
coun.o:oel.
IAttorney· Client
Document prepiifi..>d by Hussain, Shalina tor
the purpmeof scck1ng legal advice from
counsel.
IAttorney· Client
mail to counsel providing the requested
Information for the purpose nf ~king legal
!Attorney- Client
advice regarding meeting minutes.
p.Jocumenl prepared by coUri<;el, Michae
Dunlap. reflecting pnvilegcd mental
impn..'ssions of legal coun.o:oel regarding
meeting minutes.
!Attorney· Client
mail from counsel seeking inforrn.1tion for
the purpose of providing legal 01dvkc
regarding meeting minutes.
Attorney· Client
IDocument prepared by coun=.cl, Midlo"ae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impression"> of legal roun.o:oel regarding
meeting minutes.
!Attorney· Client

r <j.sorrentJ@gosafcguard.com>

"Sutton. Scott• <ssutton@gosafeguard com>,
Executive Staff
<cxccutive@goc;.afeguard com>, •odella,
Phil" <phll.odella@deluxe.com>, "Tiller·
Shumway, Amy•
<atiller@gosafeguard.com>, "Skipper, Kevin•
<k..'ikipper@gosafeguoard.com>

"Averitt. Donald•
<donald.averitt@gosaft.-guard com>,
"Ocrella, Kevin•
<kderella@gMafeguard.rom>, "Hussain.
Shaftna• <sbhanji@gosafcguard.com>, •Jvy.
O...>Wayne• <divy@gosafeguard.com>,
"Savoie,Su7.anna•
<ssavok>ftgosafcgu.1rd com>, •Sc:outar,
Ocno" <deno~c;coular@gosafeguard.com>

"Popelka, Michele•
<mpopclka@gosafeguard.com>,
•Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>.
•Brooks. Roger" <rogcr.brooks@deluxe.com>,
"Odelb, Phil- <phil.odella@deluxe com>,
•RCJbU;on, Teny•
<troblson@gos.afeguard.com>, "5.1ntos,
Kellye• <ksantos@gosaft.-guard com>

"Sutton, Scott• <ssutton@gosafeguard com>,
"Sorrenti, <j.sorrcnti@gosafeguard com>,
"Morin, Thelma•
<tmorin@gCK.1feguard.com>, "Diller, N1ck1"
<nicki diller@gosafeguard com>, "Clark,
Cassie• <cassie dark@deluxe.com>
usda board notes
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PRIV00644

"Dunlap, Michael•
8/13/2013l<mdunlap@gosafegutlrd.com>

PRIV00645

8/13/2013

PRIV00646

8/14/2013I•Jvy, Ocwaync• <divyDgos.1feguo:~rd.com>

"Skipper, Kevin•
<kskipper@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00647

•Hussain. Shafina•
8/15/2013l<sbhanji@gosafeguard.com>

"Sutton. Scott• <ssutton@gosafeGtJ.1rd com>

PRIV00648

8/15/2013

PRIV00649

·Dunlap, Michael"
8/19/2013 <mdunlap@gos.aft.-guard com>

PRIV00650

8/19/2013

PRIV00651

•Diller, Nicki•
8/19/2013l<nk:ki diller@gosafeguard.com>

Email toroun.~l providing requested
infonnalion for the pu~ of seeking legal
advice regarding account prob.-ction of 1'3,
Thurston,IBF. and/or Docusourcc.

Ern.1il to rounSl!l providing information for
the purpo:;c of SL'Cklng legal o1dvice
regarding signing of IBF Aw•t Purchao:oe
IAgreement.

!Attorney· Client

r

~rna
<tmorin@gosafegutlrd.com>

'
•ounlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard com>

RE: IBF APA HAS BEEN SIGNED

I

•retcrson, Susan•
<susan.pcterson8gosa£eguard.com>

Email from roun.c;cl providing legal advice
Iregarding draft of USDA m-ctang minutes.
1Document prepan..>d by couJL<;cl, Mich.1e
Dunlap, rcflt.-ctfng privileged mental
impn..'SSion." of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.
mailtoroun...CI providmg requested
information for the purpoc;c of seeking legal
advice regarding account protection ofl3,
RE: Customer Scrub Final 080813 ·IBF.xls
IThurston,IBF, and/or Oocusourcc.
mail chain rt."<itlL'Stifii; information
nt.'CCSS<lry for coun.o:oelto provide legal advice
FW: IBF- Management Servin'S Agn..-cmenl lregardinga~mcnt with IBF.
raft agreement refiL-cting menta
impression.'> of counsel.
mail from counsel providing legal advice
Fw: usda board notes
regarding mt.-cting minult."S.
IIJocument prepared by coun.o..el, Michael
Dunlap, reflt.-cUng privllcgt.-d mental
impressions of legal rouno:oel regarding
mt.-ctlng minute<;.
mail to counsel· providing the rcqut.>stt.>d
information for the purpoc;c of seeking legal
RE: usda board notes
advlc~ regarding meeting nlinulc<l.

IAttorney· Client
!Attorney· Client

IAttorney· Client

IAttorney· Client
!Attorney· Client

IAttorney· Client
IAttorney· Client
IAttomt..-y ·Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. (Case No. CV-OC-1416400)
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Prlv Log #I

PRIV00652

I

Bates Beg

I

Bates End

Date

Email From

B/20/2013l<sb~nji@gOSOlfeguard.com>

PRIV00654

"Savoie, Su7.ilnna•
8/21/2013I<SS:Ivoic@gDS:~feguilrd com>

PRIV00655

B/21/2013

•Lunden, Ellen•

PRJV00656

EmaliCC

EmailSubied

8/19/2013

•HuSSilln. Shilfinil•

PRIV00653

Email To

42

8/29/2013l<clunden@gM<~fcguard com>

PRIV00657

•tunden, Ellen•
9/5/2013l<elundcn@gosafcguilrd.com>

PRIV00658

•Beadling. Steven•
9/6/2013l<sbcadling@gosafeguilrd.com>

PRIV00659

•Dunlilp, Mlchilct•
9/12/2013l<mdunlap@gosafeguilrd.com>

PRIV00660

9/12/2013

PRIV00661

•HUSS:IIn.Shilfina•
9/13/2013l<sbhilnjl@gosafeguilrd.com>

PRIV00662

9/13/2013

PRIV00663

9/13/2013

PRIV00664

9/13/2013

PRJV00665

•Skipper, Kevin•
9/13/2013l<ksklppcr@g<Kafegu:~rd.com>

PRJV00666

9/13/2013

PRIV00667

9/13/2013

PRJV00668

9/13/2013

PRIV00669

•Dunlilp, Michael•
9/16/2013l<mdunlap@g0Si'lfcguilrd com>

PRIV00670

9/16/2013

•Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gCKilfeguard.com>, "Skipper,
Kevin• <ksklppcr@gos.1fcguard com>

"Sutton, Scott• <ssutton@gosO».feguilrd.rom>,
•Averitt, DoM)d•
<don<~ld.ilvcrltt@gosafl'gllilrd rom>
llBF Assignment ilnd Assumption of l..cil~

"Skipper, Kevin•
<k.~kippcr@gosafeguard.com>

Product line by c:ustomer-IBF.xl~x

"Skipper, Kevin•
<kskippcr@gOSOlfl'gUilrd com>, •s.'IVoic,
Suz.;uma• <SSilvoic@gosafeguilrd.com>, •Jvy,
Dcwaync• <divy@gosafeguard com>, "TillerShumway, Amy• <aliller@gosafcguard.com>
RE: Customer Uplood List -IBF.xlsx
1"Savoi~. SuzaJ\1\il
<ssavolc@gosa.fegui:lrd.com>, •Bcildling.
Steven• <sbcildling@gosa.feguilrd com>,
"Skipper. Kevin•
'"Tiller-Shumway, Amy•
<kskippcr@gOSOlfeguilrd.com>
<aliller@gosa.fcguilrd com>
RE: IBF Customer List
~~vOi~. Suzanna
<s.,;;avoiL>@gOSOlfcgwrd.com>, "Tiller·
Shumwily, Amy•
•Lunden, Ellen•
<atiller@gost~feguard com>, •skipper, Kevin•
<~lunden@gosa.fcguard.com>
<ksklpper@gosafegu:~rd.com>
IRE: IBF Customer List
._l'opclkil, Michele'
<mpopclkil@gosafcgwrd.com>, •eJevins.
Priscilla•
<priscilla.r.blevins@gOSilfcguard com>
awards script

~~Dunlap,

Michilc
<mdunl:~p@gDS:~fegu:~rd com>, "Skipper,
KevJn• <kskippcr@gOSilfcguard com>

•Dunl<~p, Mlchilel•
<mdunlap@gCKilfeguilrd.com>

I

"Sutton, Scott• <ssutton@gosnfcguilrd.com>

I

Option Agreement and MilMgement
Services Agreements

FW: Option Agrccm~nt ilnd Miln:~gcment
Services Agreements

'opclka, Michele'
<mpopclka@gOSi'lfcguard.com>, •Blevins.

001771

Pri-;cill:~•

<priscill:~.r.blevins@go<;:~(egu:~rd.com>

FW: aWilrdS script

Desaiption
1Document prepared by counsel, Mid1o1e
Dunlap, reflecting privlh.-gL-d mental
Impressions of legal counsel n•garding
meeting minutes.

Privilege

Attorney· Client

Email tocoun~l requesting lcgill ildvicc
conccmingil«ounl protection ofTJ,
Thurslon,IBF, ilnd/or DocuMturcc.

Attorney- Client

Email to counsel providing requL'Stl'd
infotm.'ltion for tlw pu~ of seeking legal
advice reg:~rdlng account protcc:lion of TJ,
Thurston. Teply.IBF. and/ur Oocusource.
AUachmenTtOCtnail-tocounsel providing
requcstl'd Information for the purpo!lC of
SL>cking legal advkc regarding account
protL'Ction ofTJ, Thurston, Teply,IBF,
and/or Docusource,

Email to coun.c;cl providing n•qucstl'd
information for the purpose of seeking leg:~l
advire rcgi:lrding aecount protection of TJ,
Thuriton, Teply,IBF, and/or Docusourre.

IAttorney- Olent

Email to counsel providing requested
lnfortn:~tfon for the purpose of seeking IL-g<~l
advlro reg:~rding account protection of TJ,
Thurston.IBF. and/or DocuMJurre.
!Attorney- Client
Email tocoun~l providing requested
ln(ont'Mltlon for the purpose of SL>cking legal
01dvicc rcg:~rding account protection of TJ,
Thurston, IBF, ilnd/or OocuMJurcc•

Email from counsel pmvidint; legal ndvlcc
reg:~rding awilrds script

IDOcument drafted by Mike Dunlap for the

!Attorney- Client

purpose of providing legal advice rcg:~rding
rewilrds dinner
IAttorney- Client
Em:~lltocounselseeking legal ildvlcc
reg:~rding Option Agreement ilnd MSA.
Attorney- Client
IDocument providL>d by ShllfiM HuSS:Iin for
the purpoc;eof seeking !~gal :~dvlce from
counsel regarding Opt1on Agn.-cment and
MSA.
IAttorney- Cli~nt
IIJocumentprovidcd byShilJina Hus.o;ain for
the puf'}XlSC of seeking !~gal :~dvlce
reg:~rding Option Agreement ilnd MSA.
!Attorney- Client
IDocument providL>d by Sh:llina HuSS:Iin lor
the purpose of seeking lt!gal advice
IAttorney· Client
regarding Opt1on Agreement ilnd MSA.

I

Emil II from coun~l providing leg.<~ I ndvicc
rcg:~rding Option Agreement ilnd MSA.
IAttorney· Client
IDocument providL>d by ShilliM Hus.,;;ain lor
the purpoc:cof SL'Cklng leg.1l :~dvicc
n.•g:~rding Option Agn.-cment01nd MSA.
!Attorney- Client
IDocument providl"d by Shafillil Hu~sain lor
the purpoc;c of SL>cklng leg<~! ndvicc
reg:~rding Option Agreement and MSA.
!Document provided by Shilfina HuSSilin lor
the purpose of st.>cking leg.1l advice
n.-g01rdlng Option Agn.-cment 01nd MSA.
Email from counsel seeking information for
the purpo'>e of providing legalndvice
reg<~rding awilrd~ scripL
JAttorncy- Chcnt
jDocument dr01ftl'd by Mike Dunlilp for the
purpose of providtng leg;:al ildvicc from
counsel regarding rcwilrds dinner,
IAttorney- Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al.(case No. CV-OC-1416400)
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Prlv

LOS,- I

Bates_B~g

I

Bates End

Date

Ema.UFrom

PRIV00671

•Hussain. Sh.aJina•
9/17/2013j<sbhanji@g0So1.feguard com>

PRIV00672

9/17/2013

PRIV00673

9/17/2013

PRIV00674

•ounlap, Michael•
9/26/2013l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00675

9/U/2013

PRIV00676

rillcr·Shumway, Amy
9/26/2013l<atiller@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00677

9/U/2013

PRIV00678

9/26/201JI•Bowcs, &rb• <bi:arbJ.bowes@deluxe.com>

PRIV00679

9/U/2013

PRIV00680

•Dunlap, Michael•
9/27/2013l<mdunlap@g0So1.feguard.com>

EmaiiSubiect

Email To
l"bkipper, Kevin
<kskippcr@g0So1.feb"Uard.com>, ~Dunlap,
Mic~l· <mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

RE: Option Agreement and Man.1gemcnt
"Sutton. Scott• <ssutton@gosafeguard com> !Services Agreements

"Santos,Kellye•
<k."'Ilntos@go"'lfeguard.rom>, •Popelka,
Michele• <mpopclka@gosafeguard.com>,
"Sutton. ScoW <ssullon@gosafcguard.com>.
•Brooks, Roger" <rogcr.brooks@deluxc.com>,
•Roggenk.o:lmp, Mark•
<mroggcnkamp@gos.1fcgu;.rd com>, •a ark.
Cassie• <cassie.clark@deluxc.com>, •Odella,
Phil• <phil odellaftdeluxc.com>

"Sorrenti,,- <j.sorrcnli@gosafcguard.com>,
•Morin, Thelma•
<tmorin@gosafeguard.com>, •Beadling.
Steven• <sbcadhng@gos.1fcguard.com>,
•Diller, Nicki•
<nkkl dlllerfigosaf1.-guard.com>

EmaiiCC

(usda board notes

1·uunlap, Michilel
<mdunlap@gosafeguard com>

FW:Iease

"bkipper, Kevtn~
<kskippcr@gosafeguard com>

RE: Additional Questions

"Soontos, Kellyc•
<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>, •Popelka,
Michele• <mpopclka@gosafcguard com>.
"Sutton. Scott• <ssutton@gO'iafcguard.com>,
•Brooks. Roger" <roger.brooks@deluxe.com>,
•Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggenkllmp@gosafcguard com>, •aark,
Cassie• <cassie.clark@dcluxe.com>, •()della,
PhW <phil.odella@deluxe com>

RE: usda board notes

l

Desaiption
Privilege
mail to counc;cl providing information for
the purpo.<~e of sc..ocklng legal advic::e
regarding Option Agn.ocmcnt and MSA.
jAuomey- Chcnt
IDoCument provid1.>d by Shafina Hussain for
the purpoo;cof Sf..'Cking legal advice
regarding Option Agrt'Cment and MSA.
IAIIomcy- Client
fl.JocumcnCPfriVidc..>d by Sholfi~ Hussain tor
the purpcKC of seeking lcgal.ldvlcc
regarding Option Agn.ocmcnt and MSA.
!Attorney- Client

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA mC(•ting minutes. jAttomcy- Olcnt
IDocument prcpan.>d by counsel, Michael
Dunlap. reflecting privileged mental
imprcs.»ions of legal coun.c;cl regarding
USDA meeting minuk.'S.
jAttomey- Client
mail to counsel seeking legal advice
regarding DocuSourcc lease.
Attorney- Client
!Document provided by Amy TillerShumway for the purpose of o;ccklng legal
advice from counsel regarding DocuSoun:c
lease.
mail to counsel seeking legal advice
regarding BAM transactlono;.
!Attorney- Client
ttaalmcnl In cmilirfo coun-.el seeking tega
advice regarding BAM transactions.

I

Email from couno;el providing lt.-gal advice
regarding drnft of USDA meeting minutes

!Attorney- Oient

f Document prepared by coun.c;cl; Micllile

PRIV00681

Dunlap, reflecting privileged menbl
impressions of legal coun.c;cl regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

9/27/2013
•Brooks. Roger" <roger.brooks@deluxe.com>,
•Roggcnk.o:lmp, Mark•
<mroggenkamp@gosafcguard.com>,
"Sutton. Scott• <ssutton@gosafcguard.com>,
•Popelka, Michele•
<mpopclka@gosafeguard.com>, •()della,
PhW <phil.odella@dcluxe com>, •jones. Rex• "'Santos. Kellye•
<rex joncs@dcluxe.com>
<ksantos@gosafcguard.com>

I

001772

PRIV00682

•Dunlap, Michael•
9/28/2013l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00683

9/28/2013

PRIV00684

•Santos, Kcllyc•
9/2B/2013I<ksantos.@gOQfeguard.com>

PRIV00685

9/28/2013

PRIV00686

•Santos. Kellye• <•/o•deluxe/ou-cxchange
administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn•rccipients/cn•t2021421•Dunlap, M1chacl•
9/28/20131•>
<mdunlap@gosafeguard com>

PRIV00687

9/28/2013

•Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

usda bonrd notes

RE: usda boord

ROIL'S

RE: usda board notes

Ernoa1l from counsel seeking information for
the purpoo;c of providing legal advice
regarding USDA board meeting minutes
fDOCumenCdi.lftCd by Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minutes,
mail tO Ctlu'nc;cl providing requested
mformation for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding USDA boolrd mt.'Ctlng
minutes
IDocumcnfilrnfiCd by-Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minute-;,

(Attorney- Client

!Anomey- Client

IAttorney· Client

(Attorney· CII~Jnt

IAttorney- Client

Em.1iltocounc;cl providing the rcqu1.>stcd
lnformnticm for the purptlSl! of St.>cking legal
advice regarding meeting minute-..
jAttorrn.-y- Client
IDOcUment prcp.1r1.>d by counc;cl, Michael
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
lmprosslon.<~ of legal counsel regarding
meeting mlnut1.'S.
jAttomey- Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. (case No. CV-OC-1416400]
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DEFENDANTS' FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
September 29, 2015

Prlv Log I

I

Bates Beg

I

Bates End

Date

Email To

Email From

PRIV00688

•ounlap. Michael•
9/30/2013l<mdun1.1p@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00689

9/30/2013

PRIV00690

•Roggenkamp, Mark•
9/30/2013l<mroggcnkamp@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00691

9/30/2013

PRIV00692

·skipper, Kevin• <"/o•dcluxefou•exch.1ngc
admlnlstrntive group
(fydiboh123spdlt)/cn•n>cipicnts/cn•t2021781"Dunlap, Michael•
9/30/20131•>
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00693

9/30/2013

PRIV00694

•Hu55.:lin,Shilfirua•
1D/1/2013I<sbhanfi@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00695

10/1/2013

PRIV006%

•nun1.1p, Michael•
10/1/2013l<mdunla.p@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00697

10/1/2013

PRIV00698

•Diller, Nicki•
10/2/2013l<nicki.dillerfilgosafq;uard com>

-•PRIV 00699

EmailSubiect

EmaUCC

"Roggenkamp. Mark"
<mroggcnkamp@gosafcguard.com>,
"Brooks. Roger" <roger.brook...odcluxc.com>,I"Santos, Kcllyc•
"Jones. Rex• <rex joncs@deluxc com>, "Clark. <ksantos@gosafcguard com>, "Sutton. Scott•
Cassie• <cassiec1.1rk@dcluxe.com>, •QdcJia, <ssuuon@gosafeguard.com>, •Santos.
PhW <phil.odella@deluxe.rom>
Kellye• <k.o;antos@gosafeguard com>
Iusda board notes

•Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard com>

"Dunlap, Mich.1el•
<mdunlap@goSilfeguard com>, "Sk1pper,
Kevin• <kskippcr@gOSilfcguard.com>

I

IFVV: usda board nolL'S

FW: DocuSourcc true-up for prt.'-ilcq tax
return

IBF- Third Amendment to Asset Purchase
"Sutton, Scott• <ssutton@gosafeguard com> JAgrccment

"Diller, Nicki•
<nickl.dillcrOgosafeguard com>

FVV: u...da board nolec;

"Ounlilp, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafeguilrd com>

RE: usda board notes

10/2/2013

PRIV00700

!"Dunlap, M1chael"
<•fo•deluxefou•cxchange admlnlstr.1tivc
group
~·Roggenkamp, Mark•
(fyd•bohf23spdll)/cn•rccipients/c:n•t201832 <mroggenkamp@gosafcguard.rom>,
10/2/20131•>
"Sorrenti, <j.sorrenti@gosafeguard com>

PRIV00701

10/2/2013

PRIV00702

•Dun1.1p. Michael•
10/3/2013l<mdunlap@gosafeguard com>

PRIV00703

10/3/2013

r

•Beadling. Steven•
<sbcadling@gosafcguard com>

•Morin. Thelma"
PRIV00704

1D/3/2013I<tmorin@gosafcguard com>

PRIV00705

10/3/2013

001773

•nun1.1p, Michael•

PRIV00706

1D/3/2013I<mdunl.1p@gosa!cgu<~rd.com>

PRIV00707

10/3/2013

usda board not!!'>

USDA Boord <usda@gosafeguard.com>

•Morin, Thelma•
<tmorin@go"'lfeguard.com>

Fw: USDA Board notes from September 18.
2013 for your review

•Dunlap. Michael•
<mdunlilp@gosafeguard com>

Descr__!E_!ion

Email from couno;cl providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA mL<cling minuh.'S.
JDocument prepart.>d by couno;cl, Michae
Dunlap. rcnL'Cting privilcgL-d mental
imprc<:slon.'> of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.
mail tOcounc;cl providing n-qul!'>tL>d
Information for the purpo<>e of <oecklng legal
advice n-garding USDA board meeting
minutes
JDocumentdraftcd by Mike Dunlap lor the
purpose of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minutes.

Privi~

JAttomcy- Client

JAtturrn.')'- Client

!Attorney- Client

jAttorney- Client

Email from counc;cl providing legal advice
regarding account pmiL'Ction n! T3, Thurston,
IBF. and/or Oocusourre
Document fOrwarded by Scott Suuon fort~
purpose of .st.ocking legal adv1cc regarding
account protection ofT3, Thurston.IBF,
and/or Docusourcc.
rmil to counsel pnwid.ing information for
the purpoc;c of seeking legal advice
regarding IBF- Third Amendment to Ac;.s;ct
Purchase Agn'Cment
JAttomcy ·Client
ttaehfficiit tO ErNiltocounsel providing
inforn'IOltlon for the purpose of ~'Cking legal
ildvlcc regarding Third Amendment In Asset
Purchase Agreement
JAttomcy ·Client
rmiltrom coun.c;cl SL'Cking inlorrmtion lor
the purpo'>e of providing lt.'J~ill advice
Iregarding USDA board meeting minutes. !Attorney- Client
JDocumen~DyMikC DurililP reflecting
privileged mental Impressions of legal
counsel regarding USDA bo.'lrd meeting
minutes.
!Attorney· Client
rmil tocouno:;cl providing requested
lnforrn.1tlon for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding USDA bo.lrd meeting
Iminutes.
!Attorney- Client
JDocument drafted by Mike Dwllilp for the
purpose of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minutes
!Attorney- Client

I

I

ErNII from counsel seeking inforrNtion for
the purpose of providing legal advice
regarding USDA board meeting minutes,
JAttomcy- Client
JDocumcntdr.:aftcd by Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of providing IL•gal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minutes.
JAttomey- Client

I

Email from counsel providing k•gal advice
regarding USDA board meeting mmutes
!Document drafted by Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of providing legal 01dvice regarding
USDA board meeting minutes.
mail to counsel providing information for
USDA Boord nolL'S from September 18.2013 the purpose of seeking legal advice
for your n.-view
regarding USDA board mt.'Cting minutes
JDocument draftt.>d by Mike Dunlap for the
purposco! providing legal ad\'icc regarding
USDA boord meeting minutes.
mail from counsel giving din.'Ctions for the
purpose ol providing IL'gill advice regarding
USDA boord mL'Cting minutes
FW: usda boord notes
JDocument draftL-d by Mike Dunlap for the
purpoc;c of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minute•.

JAttnmcy ·Client

!Attorney- Client

Attorney- Client

Attorney- Client

JAttorney ~Client

JAttorncy • CIIL-nt
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DEFENDANTS' FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
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Priv Log II

Bate. Beg

Bates End

Date

Email From

r <j.sorrenti@goo;afcguard com>

Email To

Email Subiect

EmaUCC

•Dunlap, Mictu.ef•
<mdunlap@gos.:~fcguard.com>

~rd

Description
I Privilege
mailtocounc;Crprtwfdlng it.'qUL'Sh.>d
Information for the purpo~ of seeking legal
advice regarding USDA board meeting
minutcc;.
(AIIt'lmcy. Client
[Document drafted by Mike t>unlap tor the
purpo-;c of providing legal advice regarding
USDA boord m1.>cting minutes
jAuorney ·Client

PRIV00708

10/3/2013j•Sorrenti,

PRIV00709

10/3/2013

PRIV00710

j"Du-rilap, Micliac
<•jo-deluxcjou•cxchangc admini~tratlvc
group
(fyd ibohf23spd It)/ cn•rcci picots/ en• t2018321•Bcad ling. Steven•
10/3/20131•>
<o;beadling@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00711

10/3/2013

Fw: USDA Board nolL'S from ~ptcmber 18. IEmail from coun.o;cl providing legal advice
2013 for your review
regardmg USDA boolrd meeting minutes
jAuomey ·Client
[OocumentdfilftCd b)' Mike Dunlap for the
purpoo;c of providing legal advice regarding
USDA boolrd meeting minutes.
jAttomcy • Clwnt

PRIV00712

ruunlap, Michae
<•jo•deluxe/ou•exchangc administrative
group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn•n.>clplenL<>/cn•t2018321•Morin, Thelma•
10/3/20131•>
<tmorin@gOSOlfcgu.ard com>

F\V: usda boord notes

PRIV00713

10/3/2013

PRIV00714

<•to•dcluxctou•cxchangc
administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn•recipients/cn•t43657SI•Dunlap, Mictu.el•
10/3/20131•>
<mdunlap@gosafeguard com>

PRIV00715

10/3/2013

PRIV00716

'Duni.>p, Michael'
10/4/2013l<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00717

10/4/2013

RE: usda

notes

Email from rounscl f.Ceking information for
the purpose of providing lq~al advice
(n.'golrding USDA board mcctmg minutes.
jAnorney ·Client
!Document drafted by Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of providing leg;'~ I adv1re regarding
USDA boo.rd meeting minutes.
!Attorney· Client

r~rcnti,r

RE: usda board notes

Fw: USDA Board notes from September 18,
2013 for your review

-sotrenti, j• <J.sorrentl@goo;afeguard.com>

•Dunlap, Michael•
10/4/2013l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00719

10/4/2013

I

Document drartcd by Mike Dunlilp creiltcd
for the purpose of providing k'gill ildvice
regarding USDA boo.rd rm-cling minutes.

r

PRIV00718

Email tocounc;cl providing the requested
information for the purpCKC nf ~'(.>eking legal
(advice regarding m1.-cting minuk.'S.
jAttomcy ·Client
jDOCument prepar1.>d by couno;cl, Michae
Dunlap, refl1.'Ctlng privllegL>d mental
impn.......,lons of leg:~ I counc;cl fL'g;'lrding
meeting minuk.><;.
jAttomcy ·Client
mail from counsel sCCkini; information for
the purpo<:eof providing leg:~ I advice
regarding USDA boo.rd mCC'ting minutes.
jAttorncy ·Client

"SorrcntL <J.sorrcnti@gosafcguard.com>,
•Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggcnkamp@gosafeguilrd.com>

•Morin, Thelma•
<tmorin@gosafcguard.com>, USDA Board
l<usdil@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00720

10/4/2013ISteve Ventura <sventura@safcsoun:c.nct>

PRIV00721

10/4/2013

PRIV00722

I"Dunlilp, Michae
<•jo•dcluxe/ ou•cxchange administrative
group
<j.sorrenti@gos.:~feguard com>,
{fyd•bohf23spdlt)/cn•rec:lpienlo;jcn•t201832 •Roggenkamp, Mark•
10/4/20131•>
<mroggenkamp@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00723

10/4/2013

PRIV00724

ruunlap, Michae
<•jo•deluxe/ou•exchilnge adminlstriltlvc
group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn•recipients/cn•t201832
10/4/20131•>
1-sorrenti,

PRIV00725

10/4/2013

PRIV00726

•Morin, Thelma•
10/7/2013l<bnorin@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00727

10/7/2013

usda boo rd notes

,.Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosilfegu:~rd.com>

RE: USDA Boil:rd notes from September 18,
2013 for your review

I"Sorrentl,r

r <j.sorrentl@gosafeguilrd.com>

001774

~·Dunlap, Michael•

<mdunlap@gosafcguard com>

usda boord notes

Fw: USDA Boord note<~ from September 18,
2013 for your review

F\V: USDA Boil:rd nolL'S from September 18,

2013 for your review

Email from counscl51..>ckinr, information for
the purpose of providing lcgill advice
regarding USDA boo.rd ma•ting minutes.
1Document drafted by Mike Dunlap for the
purpoo;c of providing legal advice regarding
USDA boilrd meeting minutes.
m.1il tocoun.o;cl providing requested
inform&~.tion (or the purpos«! of ~king legal
Iadvice reg01rdlng USDA boord meeting
minutes.
1DocumentaralfiXI by-MiKe Dunlilp for the
purpose of providing legal advice regarding
USDA boilrd meeting minutes.

IAttorney- Client

jAttomcy- Chent

jAttomcy- Client

!Attorney· Client

IAttorney· Client

Email from counsel seeking information for
the purpose of providing legal advice
regarding USDA boo.rd meeting minutes.
jAttomcy ·Client
!Document dr:~ftcd by Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of providing legal advice regarding
USDA boo.rd meeting minutes.
!Attorney· Client

Email from counc;cl c;ccking Information for
the purpose of providing legal 01dvlcc
reg01rdlng USDA board meeting minutes.
Document drilftcd by Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minules.
mail tO counsel providing information tor
the purpose of sc..'Cking legal advice
rcg:~rding USDA board m1.'Cling minutes.
'ocument draft1.>d by Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minutes.

I

IAttorney- Client
)Attorney· Client

IAttorney· Client
!Attorney- Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, inc., et al. [Case No. CV-OC-1416400)
DEFENDANTS'FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
September 29, 2015
Prlv Log I

I

8ate5 Beg

I

Bates End

Date

Email From

Email To

PR!V00728

•Dunlap, Michael•
10/7/2013l<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

•Beadling. Steven•
<sbcoadllnt,o@gosa!cguard.com>

PRIV00729

10/7/2013

PR!V0073D

•Dunlap, Michael•
10/8/2013j•suuon,Sc:ott• <ssullon@gosa!cguard.com> J<mdunlap@gosafeguard.rom>

PRIV00731

10/8/2013

EmaiiCC
•Morin, Thelma•
<tmorin@gosafcguoard com>

46

EnuUSublect

FW: usda board nolL'S

Post CICKing Adju<>tment

10/8/2013

PRIV00733

•DunlLip, Michael•
10/8/2013l<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

PR!V00734

10/8/2013

PRIV00735

10/8/2013

PR!V00736

"Dunlap, Michael"
10/B/2013j<mdunlLip@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00737

"Skipper, Kevin•
<•j o-exchangelabs/ ou•cxch.1nge
administrative group
(fyd•bohf23spdl 1)/m•roci pients/ cn•709880( l"l.cderach, Sue (Go5.1feguard)"
1O/B/2013j920834178a5b8bfd365181 e33-t202178">
<slcdcrach@gosafeguard.rom>

PRIV00738

•Dunlap, Michael•
10/9/']J}JJI<mdunlap@gosafcguard c:om>

PRIV00739

10/9/2013

Email from roun"icl providing lt.•gal oadvicc
regardmg account pmtt.-ction ofT3, Thurston.
IBF, and/or Oocusourre.
maillmm counsel seeking mformation lor
the pur~ of providing lt.-gal oadvice
rcgom:Ung account protcctinn ofD, Thurston.
IBF, and/or Oocuc;ourcc.
Attilc~Uileni -fo email from counc;cl ~king
Information for the purpoc;c of providing
IL•gal oadvice regarding account protection of
1'3, Thurston, JBF, and/or Dt~sourre.

10/9/2013

Attilchment to Email from counsel seeking
information for the purpose of providing
legal advice rcgoudlng account protection of
1'3, Thur.;ton,IBF, and/or Ducusourre.

PRIV00740

FW: PCKI Closing Adjustment

"Sutton, Scott" <ssuttonftgCKilfcguard rom>,
"Hus.c;aln, Sh01fiM"
•ropelka. Michele•
<sbhanji@gosafeguard.com>, ''S,woit.•,
<mpopclk.l@gnsa.fcguard.rom>, "TillerSuzanna• <~voit.oftgosaft.'!,>uard com>
Shumway. Amy• <atillcr@gnsa.fcgu.ard rom> l1bf

"Solvoic, Su7.dlnna•
<ssavolc@gosafeguard.rom>

"Santoo, Kellyc•
<ksantos@gosa!cguard rom>, "Popclb,
Michele• <mpopclka@gosa!cgwrd.rom>,
"Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mroggenkamp@gosa!cguard rom>,
•sutton. Scott• <ssutton@gosa!eguo~rd rom>,
"Clark, Coassfe• <cassic.clark@deluxe rom>,
"Brooks, Roger" <roger.brooks@deluxc.cnm>

001775

PRIV00741

"Dunlop, Mlchoel"
10/10/2013l<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00742

10/10/2013

PR!V00743

"Santoc;, Kellye•
<ksantoc;@goc;a.feguard.rom>, •ropclk.l,
Michele• <mpopclka@gosafcgu.ard.rom>,
•Dunlap, Michael•
~·Roggenkamp, Mark"
<•jO"'dcluxe/ou.. cxchange administrative
<mmggcnk.lmp@gosa!eguard rom>,
group
"Sutton, Scott• <ssutton@gosafcgu.ard.rom>,
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn•redpicntsjcn•t201832 "Clark, Dssie" <cassie.cloark@dcluxe.rom>,
10/10/20131">
•Brooks, Roger" <roger.brooks@deluxe.rom>

PR!V00744

10/10/2013

RE: Account Protection
"Sutton, Scott• <ssutton@gosafcguard.rom>,
"Skipper, Kevin"
<kskippcr@gosafcguard.rom>
IFw: Fwd: Customer Letter,;

I"Snrrenti,r <j.sorrenti@gosafcguard rom>,
"Morin, Thclmoa•
<tmorln@gosafcguard.com>, •Diller, Nicki"
<nicki.ddler@gosafcguard.rom>
)usd.1 boord notes

"Sorrenti, J" <f.sorrenti@gosafeguard.rom>,
•Morin, Thelma•
l<tmorin@gosa!cguard.com>, "Diller, Nicki•
<nicki.dillcr@gosa!cguard rom>

lusd.1 board notes

JAttomcy ·Client

JAttomcy- Client

JAnomey ·Client

JAttomcy ·Client

Ooc:ument pmvldt.>d by R ScouSuuon for the
purpoc;c of St.>cking k>gLII advice from roui"'SCI
regarding IBF post-cl<,..ing adjustment
JAttomey- Client
m.'lil bctwt.>cn counsel rcfll>etingcnunc;cl's
mcnt.al impn.'S<>ion and legal advice
regardingoagrccmcnl wilh IOF.
JAttorncy- Client
ralflCitcr provldi.~ tO COunsel for the
purpoc;c of seeking lt.-gal oadvicc.
JAttnmey • Chcnt
raft dOCument pmvidL>d to counsel for the
purpoc;cof obtilining legal 01dvicc regarding
agn.>cmcnt with IBF.
JAttomcy- Chcnt

PR!V00732

•skipper, Kevin•
<ksklppcr@goc;afeguard.com>

Privll~

Dficri____£!_ion
Email from roun.o;cl providing leg4'1 advice
n.>gardlng USDA board mt.-cling minutes.
ji.JOC'umcnt ilZ.aftcd by Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of providing legal oadvice regarding
USDA board meeting mlnuiCl>.
mail to counsel providing info_!'lt'lottion lor
the pur peKe of scckmg legal advice
regarding IBF Poo;t-CICKing Adjustment
1Document dr.1ftt.>d by R. Sct'tt Sutton for the
purpoc;c of !'L>cking lcg.al advice from counsel
regarding IBf Poc;t-AdJustment

Email from counsel reque$ting information
for the purpoc;c of providing legal advice
regardmg account prok-ction ofP, Thurston.
IBF, and/ or DncuMlurcc.

Email from counsel providing lt.•gal advice
n.-garding draft of USDA meeting minutes.

IAttorney- Oienl

Dunlap, reflecting privileged mcntill
impi'C'>.<>ions of legal roun.c;cln.•garding
USDA meeting minutes.

IAttorney- Client

IDocument prep.1red by coun.o;cl, Michael

Email from counsel seeking information for
the purpose of providing legal advice
regarding USDA board meeting minutes.
JAttomcy- Client
Document drafted by Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of providmg legal advice reg4'rding
USDA board meeting minutef'.
JAttnmcy ·Client

I

T3 Enterprlses, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. [Case No. CV·OC·1416400I
DEFENDANTS' FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
September 29, 2015
Prlv Log I

PRIV 00745

PRIV00746

I Batrs BeR I

I

I

Bates End

I

I

Date

I
Email From
I
Email To
rounl.1p, Michat!IM
<•Jo-dcluxc/ou•cxchangcadministrative ~·Roggenkamp, Mark•
group
<mrogg~.'flkamp@gosa£1.-guard com>,
(fydlbohl23spdlt)/cn•redpients/cn•t201832 •ropclka, Michele•

10/10/20131•>

EmaiiCC

10/10/2013

I"Santos. Kcllye'

PRIV00747

•Dunlap, Michael•
10/10/2013l<mdunlap@gosafeguard com>

PRIV00748

•Dunlap, Michael•
10/10/2013l<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

•Savoie, SuT.anna•

PRIV00749

10/10/2013l<ssavok>@g0So1fcguard.com>

PRIV00750

10/10/2013

EmallSublect

"Santos, Kcllyc•
<ksantos@gosafcguard.rom>, •Lunden,
Ellen• <clunden@gosafcguard.com>

<mpopolka@g.,fog<Lud.rom>

<k.c;antos@gosafeguard.com>. "Sorrenti,
<j o;orrenti@gO<;.lfeguard rom>,
•Roggenkamp. Mark"
<mroggcnkamp@gosafeguard.com>,
"Skipper, Kevin•
<k.c;kippcr@g(l<;.lfcguard.rom>, "Sutton,
Scott• <c;sutton@gosafeguard com>

•ropelk.1, Michele•
<mpopclk.10gosafeguard.rom>, •Lunden.
Ellen• <elundcn@g(l<;.lfcguard.c:om>
)"Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mmggcnkamp@gosafegu.ard rom>,
•Popelka, Michele•
<mpopclka@gosafegua.rd rom>

"Sorrenti.

47

Fw: Fwd: Customer Letters

Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

Privilege

Email from counsel providing legal advice
n.>gardingacrount protection ofT3. Thur.;ton.
Teply,IBF, and/or Docusource.
Attachment to email from cnunc;el providmg
legal advice regarding account protection of
T3, Thurston,IBF. and/or Docusourcc.

r

r <j sorrcnti@g05.1feguard.rom>

libf

Email from rounscl providing leg.:~) advice
regarding account protection ofT3, Thurston,
IBF, and/or Docusourcc.

IIBF

Email from roun.c;cl pmvidin1; legal advice
n.-garding .:~ccount protl.>etion ofT3, Thurc;ton.
IBF. and/or Doc:usourcc.

"Sutton, Scott• <c;sultcm@gosafeguard com>,
-skipper, Kevin•
<kskippcr@gO<;.lfeguard.rom>
IRE: Fwd: Customer Letter,;

•Dunl.:~p,

Descr_ip!lon

Emu I to counsel providing requ1.-stcd
information for the purpo.c;e of seeking legal
advice regarding account protection ofT3,
Thur>ton, Teply, IBF, and/or 0ocU"<lUrte.
ttlichment to~flo counsel providing
rcqucc;lt.>d information (Of' the purpoc;c of
<;J.ocking k>gal advice regarding account
pmll.>elion ofTJ, Thur..tnn. 'fcply, IBF,
and/or Oocuc;ourrc.

"SantCK, Kellye•

PRIV00751

•Dunlap, Michael"
10/11/20t3l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00752

10/11/2013

PRIV00753

"Dunlap, Michael•
10/11/2ot3l<mdunlap@gosafcguard com>

PRIV00754

10/11/2013

PRIV00755

"Santos, Kcllye•
10/11/2013l<ksantos@gosafcguard rom>

PRIV00756

10/l1/2013

PRIV00757

•ropclka, Michele•
10/11/2013l<mpopclka@gosafcguard.c:om>

PRIV00758

10/11/2013

<k.santos@gosafegu.:~rd.rom>, "Roggcnkamp,
Mark• <mroggcnkilmp@gosafeguard com>,I"Ciark, Cassie• <c:assie.c:lark@dcluxe.rom>,
•Brooks. Roger" <roger.brooks@dcluxe.com>, •ropclka, Michele"
"Sutton, Scott• <55utton@goc;afeguard com> <mpopelka@gnsafcguard.com>

I usda board notes

•Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.rom>

Iusda board notes

Email from counc;el providing legal advice
regarding draft nf USDA ITIC\!tlng minutes. IAttnmcy- dicnt
10oc:umcnt prejXln.od by cnunc;el, Michac
Dunlap, reflecting prlvilcg~.-d mental
impn."ic;ions of legal counsel regarding
USDA m1.>cling minutes.
!Attorney· Client
rNilfrom rounscl S<.'Cking Information for
the purpose of providing lcgnl advice
regarding USDA board meeting minutes.
IAttorney- Client

IRE: usda board notl.'S

Document dra!t~.>d by Mike Dunlap for the
pul'pO<;Cof providing legal ndvice regarding
the USDA board meeting minutes.
!Attorney· Client
mail to rounc;c!l providing requested
infDm'li1tlon (Of' the purpo.c;e of seeking legal
advice regardmg USDA board meeting
minutes.
IAttorney· Client

•Dunlap, Michilcl"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.rom>

•Dunlap. Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard com>

I

I

RE: usda board notes

Document drafted by Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of providing legal advice regarding
the USDA board meeting mlnut~.~
IAttomcy ·Client
frnlit to roun.c;el providing requ~.><;tcd
infDm'li1tion (Of' the puf'J'O<;C of seeking h.-gal
advice regarding USDA board m1.>cting
minutes
!Attorney- Client
!Document drafted by Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of providing legal aJvicc regarding
USDA board m~.-cting minuh-s.
Attorney- Client

I

~~DUnlap,

Michael"

<"/o-deluxeJou•~.-xchange administrntivc

group

001776

PRIV00759

(fydtbohl23spdlt)/cn•recipients/cn•t2018.l21•Roggcnkamp, Mark•
10/11/2013(•>
<mroggenkilmp@gosafeguard.rom>

PRIV00760

10/11/2013

usda board notes

Efrnlil from rounc;el c;ccking inforrmtion for
the purpose of providing legal advice
regarding USDA board meeting minutes.
!Attorney· Client
II.Joc:umcntdraffed by Mike Uunlap for the
purpose of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board m~.-cting minutL'S.
Attorney- Client

I

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. (case No. CV·OC~1416400]
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Priv Log I

I

Bates

Beg I

Bates End

Date

Email From

Email To

PRIV00761

PRIV00762

10/11/2013

PRIV00763

•Dunlap, Michael•
10/11/2013l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00764

•Santos, Kcllye• <•/o-dcluxc/ ou•exchange
administrative group
(fyd,bohf23spdlt)/Ol•rccipicnts/Ol•t2021421•Dunlap, Michael•
10/11/20131•>
<mdunlap@gosafcgunrd.com>

PRIV00765

10/11/2013

PRIV00766

•Roggenkamp, Mark•
10/14/2013l<mroggcnkilmp@gosaf'-'gu.iJrd com>

PRIV00767

10/14/2013

"Santos, Kellye•
<ksantos@gosoafcguard.com>, •Roggcnk.olmp,
Mark• <mroggenkilmp@gosafcguard com>, •ctark. Dssic• <cassic.clark@dcluxc.com>,
•Brooks. Roger- <roger.brooks@deluxc.com>, •Popelka, Michele•
"Sutton. Scott" <ssutton@gosafoguard.ccm> l<mpopdka@gosafoguard mm>

<mpopclka@gosafcgu<~rd.com>

•Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafcguard com>

•Dunbp, Michael•
10/14/2013l<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00769

10/14/2013

PRIV00770

IMDunlap, Michac
<•/o•deluxc/ou•t.>xchange administrative
group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/Ol•rc<:iplcnls/Ol•t2018321•omcr, Nicki•
10/14/20131•>
<nicki.diller@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00771

10/14/2013

•Diller, Nicki•
<nicki.diller@gosaft.-guard com>

PRIV00774

rillcr·Shumway, Amy
•nunl.1p, Michael•
<atillcrfilgosafcguard com>, MLunden, Ellen•l•ropelk.ol, Mtchcle•
<clundcn@gCKafcguard com>
<mpopclka@gos.lfcguard.com>
10/14/2013j<mdunlap@gosafcguard com>
IMDunl.1p, Michac
<•/o-dcluxefou•exchange adminlc;trativc
group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/Ol•redpicnts/Ol•t201832
1-sorrcnu.r <j.sorrenti@go<>afcguard.com>
10/15/20131•>
rounlap, Michac
<• /o•dcluxc/ou•cxchange administrative
group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/Ol•recipicnts/Ol•t201832
10/15/20131•>
I"Sorrcnti,r <j.sorrenti@gosafcguard rom>

PRIV00775

10/15/2013

PRIV00776

•Dunlap, Michael•
10/15/2013l<mdunlap@gosafcgu.iJrd.com>

PRIVOOm

10/15/2013

PRIV00778

•Dunlap, Mlcttacl•
10/16/2013j<mdunlap@gos.lfcguard.com>

001777

PRIV00779

10/16/2013

Iusda board notos

•ropclk.il, Michele•

PRIV00768

PRIVOOm

Desai___E!!on

Privilege

I

•Dunlap, Michael•
<•/o•dcluxcfou•exchangc ndmlni~tratlvc
group
{fydibohf23spdlt)/Ol•n.'Cipienls/Ol•t201832
10/11/20131">

PRIV00772

Email Subiect

EmaUCC

"Sorrcnti,j• <j.sorrcntl@go-;afeguard com>

•Morin, Thelma•
<lmorin@gosafcguard com>

Rc lbflettcrs

RE: usda board notes

FW: usda board notcs

board nott.'S

board nott.'S

Rc:IBF

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding USDA board notes
!Attorney· Client
Document drafk.-d by Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of providing lc.>gal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minull.-s.
IAttorney· Chcnt
maillrom couru.cl providing legal advice
regarding account protection ofT3, Thurston,
lBF, and/or Docusourcc.
IAttorney- Oient

I

Emailtocouno;c) providing the requcsh.-d
infonnation for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding mt.>ctlng minutes.
ID(:iCu-rricrifprCpai"ed by coun.~l. Mich.1e
Dunlap, reflecting prlvilcgt.>d mental
lmprcsslon.c; of legal c:ounc;cl regarding
mt.'t.'ting mlnult.'S.
mail to counc;cl providing requt.-:;ted
information for the puf'JXK'! of seeking legal
advice rcgondlng USDA board mt.>cting
minult.'S.
llJocument dr.1ftt.>d by Mike Uunl<lp for the
purpose of pmviding legal advloo regarding
USDA board meeting minut4'<;.
Em.1il from c:oun~cl n.-quc:;tlng Information
for the purpoo;c of pnwidlng legal advke
n.•garding draft mt.>cting minutt.'S..
jDocumcnt prepared by couno;cl, Michac
Dunlap, reflecting privilcgt.....t mental
impn.'SSions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minull.'S.

IAttorney- Chent

IAttorney· Client

IAttorney~ Client
!Attorney~ Client

IAttorm.'Y ~Client

IAttomcy ·Client

Email from counsel seeking inform.11ion for
the purpoc;c of providing lcg.1l advice
regardmg USDA board meeting minutcs.
IAttorney· Client
llJocumcnt drafted by Mike Dunlap for the
purpoc;c of providing legal at.lvicc regardmg
USDA board mt.>cling minult.'S
!Attorney~ Client
mail from coun.c;cl providing legal advice
rcg<~rding account protection of 13, Thurston,
IBF, and/or Docusourcc.

Email from counc;cl providing legal advice
regarding account protection ofT3, Thurston.
RE: Account Protc..-ction Advisory Commillt.'C IIBF, and/or Docu-.ourcc.
!Attorney· Client

usd.1 board notcc;

usda board notes

u~a

board notcc;

Email from counsel seeking Information for
the pur~ of providing legal advice
regarding USDA board mt.•t"ting minutes.
IDocument draftt.>d by Mike Dunlap for the
purpoc;cof providing legal advice rl1;arding
USDA boan.l meeting mlnutc.'S.
maillrom counc;cl seeking information lor
the purpose of providing legal advice
regarding mt.'L'Iing minult.><i.
IDtiCunient Prt.•pan.-d by cnuno;cl, Michae
Dunlap, rcflt.-etmg privilegt.-d mental
lmpre~slon~ nf legal couno;cl regardtng
mt.'\!ting mmutc<;.
Email from couno;cl providing legal advice
regarding USDA board meeting minute<;.

!Attorney· Client

IAnorncy ·Client

!Attorney~ Client

IAttorney· Client

IAttorney· Client

Document drafted by Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of providing lt.-gal advice regarding
the USDA board meeting minutes.
IAttorney· Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. [Case No. CV·OC-1416400}
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l'rivl.<>gll

Bates~

Bates End

Date

Email From

Email To

•Morin, Thelma•

EmailCC

USDA Board <usda@gosafeguilrd rom>

·Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlilp@gosafeguard.rom>

USDA BN.rd <usda@gCKafcguard.com>

-Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@goc;afeguard com>

PRIV00780

10/16/2013l<tmorin@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00781

10/16/2013

PRIV00782

•Morin, Thelma•
10/16/2013l<tmorin@gosafcguard.COOl>

PRIV00783

10/16/2013

PRIV00784

ruunlap, Michael"
<-/o•deluxefou•exchange administr.1tive
group
(fydtbohl23-.pdlt)/m•recipients/m•t2018321•Morin, Thelma•
10/16/20131•>
<tmorin@gCKafeguilrd.com>

PRIV00785

10/16/2013

PRIV00786

•Hussain. Shilfina•
<•/o•deluxefou•exdumge administr.1tive
group
{fydtbohf23spdlt)/m•rcciplcnts/cn•t43902SI•Dunlap, Michael•
10/17/20131•>
<mdunlap@gosafeguard com>

PRIV00787

10/17/2013

PRIV00788

10/17/2013

PRIV00789

10/17/2013

PRIV00790

10/17/2013

EmaUSublect
USDA Board nott.'S from0ctobcr8,2013 for
your review

Description
mail to couno;cl providing inforrtl41tion tor

I

Privilege

the purpose of 5t.>cking legal <Jdvice

lA Homey- Client
n.ogarding USDA Board meeting minutes.
!Document dr<~ftcd by Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of providing IL"gal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minutes.
IAttomey- Client
rmil to coun.o:;cl providing infonnation lor
USDA Board notes from October 8, 2013 for Ithe purpose of 5t.>cking legal advice
your revi~
regarding USDA board meeting minuh:s
IAttorney- Client

I,

PRIV00791

Oncumcnt drafted by Mike Dunlap prepared
for the purpose of providing legal advice
regarding USDA board meeting minutes.
Attorney- Client

10/17/2013l'ibhanji@gosafcguard rom

•Dunlap, Michael•

PRIV00792

10/22/2013l<mdunl<~p@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00793

10/22/2013

PRIV00794

•Dunlap, Mich.lcl•
10/22/2013l<mdunlap@gosafcguard com>

PRIV00795

10/22/2013

•Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard rom>
rPopclkit, Michele•
<mpopclka@gosafeguard.rom>,
•Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggenkampftgosafcguard com>

•seadllng. Steven•
<sbcadling@gosafeguard com>

usda board notes

"Skipper, Kt.ovin•
<ksklppcr@gosafcguard.com>, "Sutton.
Scott• <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>

RE: Emailing: Employee Information and
Compcnsiltion pg 2 doc.
MSA_McCormick_091313 docx,
20131007084242 pdf, Employee Information
and Compensation doc, Option
Agreemcnt_I<MMR_091713 doc.
MSA_McLaughlin_v2 redline_091313 docx

"Skipper. Kevin•
<k.c;kippcr@gCKafeguilrd.com>, "Sutton,
Scott• <"-c;uttonfiJgO'>afcguilrd com>

RE: Emaillng: Employee Information <~nd
Compcn'>iltinn pg 2.doc.
MSA_McCormick_091313.docx,
20131007084242 pdf, Employt.-c Information
and Compensation doc, Option
Agrecmcnt_KMMR_091713.doc.
MSA_Mclaughlin_v2 redline_091313,docx

usda board notes

u.'>da boilrd notes

Email from coun'>CI providing legal advice
regarding USDA board meeting minutes.
Attorney· Client
IDocument drafted by Mike Dunlap for the
purpoo;e of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minutes.
!Attorney· Chent

I

Email to counsel providing n.-qucstcd
information for the purpose o( St.-eking kogal
advice regarding Option and MSA
agrecmenl<;.
Allomey ·Client
ttachmcnttocmail tocouno;el providing
n.-qut.-sted infoi11Uition for the purpose of
sccktng le&ill advice regardin!; Option and
MSA agreements.
Attorney- Client
ttachment toemailtocoun'ICI providing
rcqut.'Sted inforrtl41tion for the purpose of
St.-eking legal <~dvice n.-gardingOption and
IAttorney- Client
MSA agreements.
tlilChmenttocmail tocoun'>CI providing
rcqut.'SI<.>d information for the purpose of
c;ecklng lcgill advice regarding Option and
MSA agreements.
IAttorney- Client
tlilChment to email to coun'ICI providing
requested information for the purpoc;e of
c;ecking legal advice n.•garding Option and
MSA agreements.
!Attorney • Client

Email to counsel providing rcqucstt.-d
information for the purpose of st.'Cktng legal
advice regarding account protection of T3,
Thurston, IBF, and/or Docuwurcc.
Email from couno:;cl 'ii."Cking information for
the purpt1c;c of providing legal advice
regarding USDA board meeting minutes.
IUOC:umcnt drafted by Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board mt.>cting minutt.">.
maillrum cnun'>CI5t.>cking inform.1tion for
the purptl"C of providing k;;al advice
regarding USDA board mt.>cling minull.>s.
IDocument drilflt.-d by Mike Dunl01p for the
purpoc;c of providing le&ill advice regarding
USDA bo.1rd meeting minute<~.

Attorney- Client

AIIC'Irney- Client

Attorney- Client

IAttorney- Client

lA Homey· Client

I"DiitiliP.Michae
<•/o•deluxc/ou•cxchomge administrative

group

001778

PRIV00796

{fydibohl23spdlt)/cn•recipient.<;/cn•t2018321•Beildling. Steven•
10/22/20131•>
<sbeadling@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00797

10/22/2013

u'>C1.1 board notes

Email fmm roun'>CI5t.-cking information for
the purpose of providing kT,al advice
regarding USDA board ffiCl•ting minutes.
!Attorney· Client
JDocumcnt draftt.>d by Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of providing legal advice r'-'Sarding
USDA boilrd meeting minutes.
IAttorney· Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. [Case No. CV-OC-1416400)
DEFENDANlS'FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
September 29, 2015

Privlogt___ I __ Bate~~eg_l

BatesEnd

I

I

Date

EmailFrom
I
EmaiiTo
Mlchac
<"/o•dclu)(c/ou•cxchangc admlnlstratJve l"ropclk&t, Michele"
group
<mpopelk&t@gosafcguard.com>,
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn•reclplcnts/cn•t201832 "Roggenkamp, Mark•

EmaiiCC
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Email Subiect

l>e'scrlption

I

Privilege

I~DiiRlap.

PRIV 00798

I

I

I

10/22/20131">

PRIV 00799

I

I

I

10/22/2013

PRIV00800

"Kimc, Brend;:a"
10/2B/2013I<brenda,k.kime@deluxe.com>

PRIV00801

10/28/2013

PRIV00802

10/28/2013

PR!V00803

PRIV00804

PRIVOOSOS

PRIV00806

PRIV00807

"IBF- Mcl..aughlln. Tress:~•
11/5/2013l<tmclaughlin@goibf.com>

<mmgg•nk<lmp@g05afoguard com>

usda board notes

'Sutton. Scott• <smJtton@gO'IOifeguard.rom>,
"Dunlap, Mkhacl"
<mdunlap@gOSOlfcguard.com>. "Clark.
Cassie" <OJssic.cl;:ark@deluxe com>, "Dcrclla,
Kevin" <kdcrcll.1@gOS<lfcguard.com>,
"Skipper, Kt.ovln"
<kskippcr@gos:~feguard com>, "Nordllng.
Bri.1n" <bri.1n.nordling@dcluxccom>, "Bal..1,
Jeff" <jelf.bal.1@dcluxe com>

DocuSourro post-cl~ng .1djustment

Email from roun.'•cl seeking information for
the purpose of providing legal advice
regomhng USDA board meeting minutes
!Attorney- Client
Document drafted by Mike Dunlap for the
purp<"KC of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board rTH.'Ciing minuh'S.
IAttorney- Client

I

Email to counsel providing lnforTTI<llion for
the purpcxc of seeking legal advice
regarding .1tax IAAuc iiSSOC:iatL-d with
Docusource.

•Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunl.1p@gOSOlfegu.1rd com>

"Tiller-Shumwily, Amy<.1tillcr@g05.1fcgu.1rd.com>

IEmailing: Fin.11 roger ibf only lU0713.xJc;,
FiMiteply 1bf only 1(KJn3.xls. Final CRAIG
ibf only 100n3.xls, Fin.1l GREG ibf only
100n3.xls

Document prcp;:art.-d by Brend.1 Klmc for the
purpose of seeking leg.1l.1dvlce form counsel
rcg.1rdlng.1 t.1x issue reg.1rding Docusourcc. IAttorney· Olcnt
mailtoctlunscl providing inlorm.ltion lor
the pur~c of J>Ceking lcg.1I.1,Jvlc:e
reg.1rding .1c:rount pmtcctkm of13. Thurmon.
Tcply,IBF• .1nd/or Docusourro.

11/5/2013

At1.1chmcntto em.11lto coun~cl providing
lnfonnallon for the purpose of seeking lcg.1l
i1dvicc regarding 01ccnunt pnllcction of13,
Thurston, Teply,IBF, .1nd/Of' Oocusourro.

11/5/2013

Attachment to em;:ail to coun-.cl providing
information (Of' the purpose of sccklng leg.1l
advice reg<~rding ocrount protection of 13,
Thurston, Tcply,IBF, ilnd/or Docusourro.

11/5/2013

Attachment to em.1ilto counsel providlng
infonnation for the purpose of seeking legal
advice R.'g.1rding account protection of 13,
Thurston. Tcply.IBF. and/or Oocusourcc.

11/5/2013

At1.1chmcnt to email to counsel providing
lnfonnation for the purpose of seeking legill
advice reg.1rding .1crount prntcclion of 13,
Thurston, Teply,IBF,.1nd/or Docusourcc.

001779

PRIV00808

"Dunlap, Michael"
<"/ o-exchimgclabs/ ou•cxcholngc
administrative group
{fydibohf23spdlt)/cn•reeipients/en•aca53b
11/11/2013ld2c43f40cab886ff9964206100-t201832">
I"Sutton. Scott" <s.o;utton@go:wfcguard com>

PRIV00809

11/11/2013

PRIV00810

US.QiO.Sh.1tin.1'
<"/o•dcluxe/ou•exchangc admlnistrative
group
I"Dunl.1p, Mich.1cl"
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn•recipicnts/en•t439025 <mdunlap@gos.afeguard com>, "Skipper,
11/13/20131">
Kevin" <k.c;kippcr@gos.afeguard com>

PRIV00811

11/13/2013

PRIV00812

11/13/2013

PRIV00813

·uuntap, Mich.1cl
11/14/2013 <mdunlap@gosafeguard com>

PRIV00814

11/14/2013

l

!Attorney- Client

Document prep.1red by Brend.1 Kime (Of' the
purpose of seeking legal advice form counsel
rcg.1rding .1t.1x issue reg.1nJing Oocusourro. !Attorney- Oicnt

"Sutton, Scott" <ssutton@g05.1fcgu.1rd.com>

"Sorrenti, J" <j sorrcnli@g05.1fcgu.1rd.com>,
"Skipper, Kevin
(k.c;klppcr@gns.1fcgu.1rd.com)"
<k...klppcrfigoc;afeguard.rom>

ibfopUonilg

Em.1ll from counwl providing legal advice
n.>garding IBF Option Agrt.>cmt•nt.
Attorney- Client
tl.1chment to email from c:ounc:cl providing
IL-gal advice regarding IBF Option
Agrt.-cmcnt.
!Auomcy- Client

I
lrost-Closing Adjustment Acknowledb'Cment IEm.lil tocounwl seeking lcg.l1.1dvice
"Sutton, Scott• <ssuttonftgost~fcgu.1rd com> Agreement
regarding IBF Poc:t-CICKing Adjuc:tmcnL
tl.1chment ,,, em.1il to coun~l SL>cking lcg.1
advice reg.1rding IBF rCKt-CICKing
Adjuc:tmcnt
tl.1chment to email to coun-.ciJ>eeking lcgil
advice regarding IBF rrKt·CJnc:ing
Adjustment.
IAttorney· Client
~kipper, Kevin'
mail tmrn couno;cl providing ll•gal .1dViec
IKE: 18f Letter· Ac:rount Covcr.1gc and
<k...kippcr@gosak>guard com>
Transition Assisl.1ncc Guidelines
rcg.1rding IBF Letter.
IAUomcy- Client
1Document prepan..>d by K. Scott Sutton for
th<! purpose of SL>cklng legal advice from
coun.wl reg.1rding IBF Lctler.
IAttorney· Client

l
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Prlv Log I

Bates Beg

I Bates End

Date

Email From

Email To

EmailCC

EmallSubiect

"1111er-Shumwily, Amy•
11/14/2013l<atiller@gOSilfeguard.com>

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gOSOlfcguard.com>

Fwd: Customer Lookup

PRIV00816

•ounl<~p, Michael"
11/15/2013j<mdunlap@gosafeguard.c:om>

"Solntos, Kellye•
<ksomtos@gosafcguard.com>, "Popelka,
Michele" <mpopclka@gosafcguilr~ rom>,
•ct.uk, C..ssle" <cac;sle.clark@deluxe com>,
"Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mroggcnkamp@gosafcguard.com>,
'Sutton. Scott• <ssutton@g('IQfcguard.rom>,
"Robison, Terry•
<trobison@gosafcguard.c:om>

usd.1 board notes

PRIV00817

11/15/2013

PRIV00818

"Santos. Kcllye•
<ksnntos@l:,"'S<Jfcguanl.cnm>, •Popelka,
Michele" <mpopclka@goo;afeguard.et•m>,
•clark, Cassie" <cassie.clark@deluxe com>,
•Dunlap, Mictuel•
•Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard com>,
<"/o•exchangelabs/ ou •exchange
administrative group
'Sutton, Scott" <ssutton@gosa!eguard com>,
(fydibohf23spdlt)/m•reciplcnts/m•.1Ca53b "Robio;on, Terry•
<trobi.'ron@goo;afcguard.com>
11/15/2013ld2o43141JG>b886fl9964206100-12018.12'>

PRIV00819

11/15/2013

PRIV00820

"Santos. Kellye•
11/17/2013l<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00821

11/17/2013

PRIV00822

•somtos. Kcllye• <"/o•dcluxc/nu•exchange
administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn•rcciplents/m•t202142,•Dunlap, Michael"
11/17/20131">
<mdunlap@gosafcgu.1rd.com>

PRIV00823

11/17/2013

PRIV00815

•Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosa!eguard.rom>

usda board notes

RE: usda board notes

RE: usda boord notes

Description
moail torounsel seeking ler,.al advice
regarding acrount prott.'Ction ofTJ. Thurston.
Tcply,IBF, ;md/or Docusoon:c.

Emoail from counc;cl provldin(; lcg&ll ildvkc
reg;mting draft of USDA mCC'tlng minutes.
[Document prcp.1rt.>d by coun-.cl, Michae
Dunlilp, refli!Cting prlvilcgi!d mental
impressions of legal counsel reg.1rding
USDA meeting minutes.

Em.1il !rom rounc;cl providing legal advice
regarding USDA boo:ard meeting minutes.
[Document drafted by Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of providing 1'-1?1 advice regarding
USDA boord mreting mlnuk'S.
mail to rounscl providing information for
the pur~ of seeking legal ildvice
regarding USDA board meeting minutes.
IUocument prepi!redbyMikCDUnl.lp-filf thepurpose of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board mcctmg minuh.>s

Emoail to counsel providing the requested
infOf'ma;tion for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding meeting minutes.
1Document prepared by counsel, Mictucl
Dunlap, reflecting pnvilegcd mental
impressions of lcg.1l counsel regarding
meeting minutes.

Privilege

IAttorney· Oient
Attomt.'Y ·Client

Attorney· Client

Attortley-Ciient

IAttorney- Client
IAttorney- Client

IAttorney· Client
IAttorney· Client

'opclka, MIChele•

<mpopclka@gosa!cguard.com>, "Sutton.

Scott" <ssutton@gOSil!eguard com>,

PRIV00824

•ounlap, Michael"
11/18/20t3l<mdunlap@gosa!eguard com>

PRIV00825

11/18/2013

PRIV00826

"Dunlap, Michael"
11/18/2013l<mdunlap@gosafeguilrd.com>

001780

PRIV00827

11/18/2013

PRIV00828

•Roggenkamp, Mark•
11/18/2013l<mroggcnkamp@gosafeguard.com>

•Roggenkamp. Mark•
<mroggcnkamp@gosafcguard.com>

-Popelka, Michele"
<mpopclka@gosa!eguard.com>

•ounlap, MkhaeJ•
<mdunlap@gcKilfeguard com>

"Solntos, Kellye•
<ksantosfilgosa!eguard com>, "Clark. Cassie•
<cassic clark@dcluxc com>
Iusda board notes

'Sutton, Scott" <ssutton@gosa!eguard com>,
"Solntos, Kellye•
<ksantos@gosafeguilrd rom>, •clark. Cassie•
<cas.'iic.cl.1rk@dcluxe.rom>, •Roggenkamp,
Mark• <mroggcnkampftgosa!eguard com>,
"Sorrenti, J• <J.som.-ntl@gosa.feguard.com>,
"Morin, Thclm.1•
<tmorin@gosafcguard.com>, "Diller, Nlck1•
<nickl.diller@gCKt~fcguard.rom>, "Beadling.
Steven• <sbcadling@gosafeguard com>
lusd.1 board notes

FW: usda board notes

Email fmm counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
1uocument prep.1red by coUno:cl, Michae
Ounl.1p, rcflt.>cting privilegt.'f.l mcnloll
lmpn.'SShm.'> of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minute<~.

Email from rounc;cl providing legal &~dvicc
rcgilrdlng draft of USDA 11\Ct!tmg mlnult.>s.

IDocument prepared by coun-.cl, Michae

IAttorney· Oient
IAttorney· Client

IAttorney· Oient

Dunlap. reflecting privllegL"CI mental
imprc!OSions or legal counsel regolrding
!Attorney· Client
USDA mct!ting minutt.>s.
mail f(lcounc;cl providing rcqut.>stt.'d
information for the PUI'JX'SC or scckang legal
01dvicc regarding USDA board meeting
mmut~
IAUomcy·CIIcnt
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Priv Log I

I

Bates Beg I Bates End

PRIV 00829

I

I

I

Date

Email From

EmaiiCC

Email To

EmaiiSubiect

I 11/18/2013

•DunJap, Michael•
<•jo-cxchangel<lbs/ou•~changc

PRIV00830

administrotivc group
(fyd•bohf23spdh)/m•recipients/m•ae0153b •ropclka, Michele•
<mpopclka@gosafeguard rom>
II /18/2013ld2c43f40cab886ff99642061 00.1201832">

PRIVDD831

11/18/2013
•Dunlap, Michael•
<•/o•exchangclabs/ou•exdmnge
.1dminlstrotive group
(fydlbohf23spdlt)/m•recipicnts/m•aca53b

•Popelka, Michele•
<mpopclka@gosafeguard.com>, •sutton,
Scott* <ssutton@gosafeguard.rom>,
•Roggenkamp, Mark*
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard com>

PRIVDD832

II /18/2013ld2c43f40cab886ff99642061 00.1201832">

PRIVDD833

11/18/2013

PRIV00834

11/19/2013l<mpopclka@goc;af~uard com>

PRIV00835

11/19/2013

PRIVDD836

*DunJap, Michael"
<*/ o•cxclmngelilbs/ ou•L>xchangc
administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/ m•reclpients/cn•ac0153b ,.Diller, Nicki•
11/19/20t3ld2c43f40cab886!f9964206100-t201832">
<nickl diller@gOSOlfeguard com>

PRIVDD837

11/19/2013

PRIVDD838

*Dtller,Nicki•
11/20/2013j<nickl,dillerftgOSOlfeguard,com>

PRIVDD839

11/20/2013

PRIV00840

"Skipper, Kevin"
<kskippcr@gosafeguo1rd com>, •Dunlap,
11/20/2013I*Bean. Tim• <victor.be.1n@gOSOlfcgu.1rd com> Michael* <mdunlilp@gOSOlfeguilrd.com>

PRIV00841

11/20/2013

PRIV00842

•oilier, Nicki•
11/20/2013J<nlcki diller@gosafeguond.c:om>

PRIV00843

11/20/2013

PRIV00844

group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn•reclpients/cn•aca53b
11/21/2013ld2c43!40cab886ff9964206100-t201832·>
I"Sorrenti,

PRIV00845

11/21/2013

•Popelka, Michele•

"Sutton, Scott• <ssutton@gosafcguard.com>,
"Santos, Kcllyc•
<ksantos@gosafcguard rom>, "CI.1rk. Cilssle•
<c.~ssic,clark@dcluxc,com>, •Roggenkamp.
Mark• <mroggcnkamp@gosafeguard com>,
"Sorrenti, J• <j.sorrenli@gosafeguard com>,
•Morin, Thelma•
<tmorin@gosafcgu.lrd com>, •Diller, Nicki•
<nlcki.dillcr@gosafegUilrd.com>, •Be01dllng.
Steven {sbcildllng@gOSOlfeguard.com)•
<sbc-<1dling@gosafeguard,com>
lusd.1 board notes

"Santos, Kcllye•
<ksantos@goc;afcguard com>, •clark. C...ssie*
<cassie clark@deluxe com>
Iusda board notes

•Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunl<~p@gosafeguard com>

"Dunl.1p, Michael"
<mdunl.1p@gosafeguard.rom>

RE: usda board notes

Fw: usda board notes

*Peterson, Susan•
<susan peterson@gosafeguard com>

I

~·Dunlap,

Michael*
<mdunlap@gosafeguard com>

*Peterson. Susan•
<~san.petcrson8gosafeguard

com>

RE: usda board notes

I
Privilege
Description
IL>ocument prepared by Mikt• Dunlap for the
purpose of providing legal 01dvice rcg<~rdlng
USDA board meeting mmutl'S.
IAttorney· Client

Email from counc;cl providing legal .1dvice
regarding USDA board mL'Cllng minutes.
Attorney· Client
IDocument drafted by Mike Dunlap for the
purp<KC of providing legal.1dvlre reg01rdlng
USDA board meeting mlnutL'S,
Attorney· Client

Em.1il from rounc;cl r.ccking information for
purpos~Jof providing ler;al .1dvicc
regarding USDA boord mt.'Ctlng minutes.
JUocumcnt dr.1ftcd by Mil«! Dunl.1p for the
purpose of providing legal .1dvice regardmg
USDA boord meeting mlnutec;.
mail to counsel providing n•queMt.od
inforlll<ltion for the purpose ,1( seeking legal
advice regardmg USDA board meeting
minutl!S.
ll>ocument prepared by Mike Dunl.1p £or the
purpcKCof providing legal advice reg<~rding
USDA board meeting minutt.'S.
the

Em.11l from roun.c;cl c;ccking information for
the purpoc;c of providing legal .1dvice
regarding USDA board meeting minutL'S.
IDocumcntdrilfted by Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of providing legal .1dvice regarding
USDA board meeting minut~
mail to counc;cl providing requl!Sted
information for the purpose of seeking legal
advire reg.1rding USDA board meeting
minutes.
!Document preparL>d by Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of providing lt!g<~l advice regarding
USDA board meeting minuh.'S.

Attomt.oy ·Client

IAttorney- Clk>nt

IAttorney- Client
!Attorney- Client

IAttorney· Chent

IAttorney· Client

)Attorney- Client

JAttomey • CliL>nt

Em.11lto rouno;cl seeking lt!gill advice
DIGS Legal Review· through Octobl!r 2013 Iregarding DIGS U•gal Review.
[DOCumenrprcpari..>d bf Tim- Bt.>an-ror the
purpoc;c of seeking leg<~ I &~dvice from counsel
n.'g<lrding DIGS Lcg<~llkovlcw.
JAttomcy ·Client
mo1il to couno;cl providing requL>stcd
information for the purpose of seeking leg<~!
advice regarding USDA Bruni ML'Cling
RE: usda board notes
minute<~.
!Attorney· Client
IDocument draftt.'ll by Mikl• Dunlap for the
purpoc;c of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minutes.
JAttomcy ·Client

•Dunbp, Michael•
<•j o•cxchangela bs/ ou•exclmnge

001781

.1dminlstr.~tive

r <j_c;orrcntl@gCKOlfeguard com>

•Morin. Thelma•
<tmorin@gOSOlfL-guard com>, •Be.1dling.
Steven (o;bcadling@gCKOlfcguard com)•
<sbco1dllng@geKafeguard com>

usda board noiC'I

Email from rounc;cl providing legal advice
regarding USDA board meeting minute5.

IAttomt."Y- Client

IDocument dr&~lted by Mike Dunl<~p for the
purpose of providing leg<~ I advice reg<~rding
USDA board mt.'l.'liRg minuh.-s.
JAnorncy ·Client
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Priv Log I

I

Bates Beg

I

Bates End

Date

Email From

Email To

PRIV00846

•Dunlap, Michael•
11/21/'1JJ13I<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00847

11/21/2013

PRIV00848

•Dunlap, Michael•
<•/ o•exchoangelabs/ ou •exchange
admlnlstrative group
(fydibohf23spdll)/m•rcdpients/m•aca53b ~·Foster, Christine•
<chrtc;tinc.foster@deluxe .com>
11/22/2013(d2c43f40cab886ff99642061 OQ..t201832~

PRIV00849

-sorrenti,

r <j.sorrcnti@gosafeguard com>

I

-skipper, Kevin•
<k.'Oklppcr@gosafeguard.com>

Oesaiption

EmallSublect

usda board notes

Fw: ldilho l..oc61tion

Email from coun.c;cl providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA rrn:cting minutes.
IDocument prepared by counsel, Michae
Dunlap. renecting privileged mental
imp11$5ion.'i of legal counc;cl regarding
USDA meeting minutes

Privilege

!Attorney- Oient

Attorney • Client

Email from counsel Sl.'Cking information for
the purpose of providing legal advice
regarding DocuSourcc tranc;.acting business
(Attorney- Client
in Idaho.
Attotchment to ErNII from counsel seeking
Information for the purpose of providing
legal advice regarding DocuSourcc
tral'lSJctlng business in Idaho.

11/22/2013

PRIV00850

•ounlap. Michael•
<•/o•exchilngelabs/ou•C!Xd\ilnge
adminlstrativc group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn•rcdpients/m•aea53b ~·Beadling. Steven•
12/3/2013ld2c43f40cab886ff9964206100-t20183r>
<<>bcadllng@gosafeguilrd.com>

PRIV00851

12/3/2013

PRIV00852

"Dunlap, Michael•
12/11/'1JJ13I<mdunlap@gosafeguilrd.com>

PRIV00853

12/11/2013

PRIV00854

EmaiiCC
·Mortn, lltclma
<tmorin@gosafcguard com>, •Beildllng.
Steven• <sbcadling@gosafcguilrd com>

•Dunlap. Michael•
12/11/2013l<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

•Popelka, Michele•
<mpopclkil@gosafeguard.com>, ·~ntos,
Kellye" <ksantosfilgosafL>guard com>,
"Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguilrd.com>'
"Robison, Terry•
<trobi<>on@gosafeguilrd.com>, "Sutton, Scott•
<ssutton@gOSilfcguard.com>, "Brook.<>,
Roger" <roger.brooks@deluxc.com>, •cJ.. rk,
Cassie• <cassieclark@deluxc.com>

I

I

IRE: usdil board notes

Email fmm counsel providing lcgalildvice
regilrding USDA board meeting minutes.
!Attorney· Client
IDocumCnt drafted by Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of providing l~lildvlre regilrdlng
USDA board mcctlng minuh..os.
!Attorney· Client

r

"Sorrenti, <f.sorrenti@gosafeguard.com>,
•Morin, Thclmil•
<tmorin@gosafcguilrd com>, •Beadling.
Steven• <sbcadling@gOSilfeguard.com>,
•omer. Nicki•
<nicki.diller@gosafeguard.com>

Iusda board notes

'Santos. Kellye•
<ksantos@gosaf'-'&uard com>, "Sutton, Scott"
<ssutton@gosa.fcguard.com>, •clark. Cassie•
<cassic clilrk@dcluxe.com>, •ropclka,
Michele• <mpopclka@gosafcguard.com>,
•Robison, Terry•
!"Roggenkamp, Milrk"
<trobison@gosafcguard.com>
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard com>

Email from counsel providmg lcgill advice
regilrding draft of USDA l'l'k.'Cting minutes.
llJocumcnt prepan..>d bycoun.c;cl, Michael
Dunlap, renLocting privilcgetl mental
Impressions ollegill counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutc<>.

!Attorney· Oient

!Attorney· Client

Email from counsel providing legal advice
n.-garding draft of meeting minutes.

1Document prep.ucd by counc;cl, Mich<lc

PRIV00855

Dunlap. renJ..octing privileged mental
lmpn.'SSions of k-gal cnun.o;cl regarding
meeting minutc<>.

12/11/2013

001782

PRIV00856

•Dunlap, Michael•
12/11/2013l<mdunlilp@gosafeguard com>

PRIV00857

12/11/2013

PRIV00858

-santos, Kellye"
12/11/'1JJ13I<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00859

12/11/2013
•Dunlap, Michael"
<•/ o•exchoangelabs/ ou•exchilnge
o.dmlnlstrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/m•recipicnb/cn•aca53b

PRIV00860

12/11/2013ld2c43f4llc.1b886ff9964206100-1201832">

'Santos, Kellye•
<ksantostilgoc;.afcguard.com>, -sutton. ScoW
<ssutton@gosafeguard com>, •Robison,
Terry• <trobison@gosafcguard.com>,
"Brook.<~, Roger" <roger.brook.c;@deluxe.com>

-ropclka, Michele•
<mpopclka@gosafcguard com>,
-Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mmggenkamp@gosafcguard.com>

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafcguard com>

"Silntos. Kellye•
<ksantos@gosafcguard com>. 'Sutton, Scott"I•Popclka, Michele•
<c;sutton@gosafeguard.com>, •Robic;on,
<mpopelka@gosafcguard com>,
Terry• <trobison@gosafcguard.com>,
"Roggenkamp, Mark•
"Brooks, Roger" <roger.brooks@deluxe.com> <mroggenkamp@gosafL•guard.com>

usda board notes

RE: usda board notes

usda board notes

Email from counsel providing legal advice
rcgilrdlng USDA boilrd notc<>
Document prcparL'tl by Mike Dunlap for Ute
purpose of providing legal ild\'ICC rcgilrdlng
USDA boilrd meeting minuiL'S.
mail to counsel providing requested
information for the purpoc;e of SL'Cklng legal
advice regarding USDA board mL>cling
minutL'S.
DocUment drafted by Mike Dunlilp for the
purpose of providing lc&ill advice regarding
USDA boilrd meeting minutes.

I

I

ErNil from roun.wl providing lcgill ildvicc
regarding USDA board mL'Ctlng minuiL'S.

!Attorney· Client

IAttorney- Client

!Attorney· Client

!Attorney· Client

Attorney • Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. (Case No. CV·OC·1416400]
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Priv Log I

PR!V 00861

I
I

Bates Beg

I
I

Bates End

I

Date

Email From

Email To

EmaiiCC
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EmaiiSubied

Description

IDocument drafted by Mike Dunlap for the

I

Privilegt!

purpose of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minutes.
Attorney· Client

I

I 12/11/2il13

PR!V00862

"Santos. Kcllye•
<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>, "Sutton, Scott"
"Dunlap, Michael"
<ssuttonftgos.lfcguard.c:om>, •ctark, Cassie"
<cassic.clark@deluxe.com>, •ropelka,
<"I o•exchangclabsl ou•cxchangc
administrative group
Michele• <mpopelka@gOSOlfeguard.rom>,
(fydtbohf23spdll)/cn•rcdplcniS/cn•'"'aS3b •Robison, Tcny•
~·Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggcnkamp@g0$afcguard.com>
<troblson@gosafeguard com>
12l1ll2013ld2c43f40cab886ff99642061QO.t2018.32">

PR!V00863

12/11/2il13

PRIV00864

•Roggenkamp, Mark•
12/11/201JI<mroggenk.olmp@gosafeguard com>

PR!V00865

12/ll/2il13

PR!V00866

•Popelka, Michele•
<mpopelka@gosafeguard com>, •Santos,
Keliye• <ksantos@gosa.feguard.com>,
•Roggenkamp. Mark•
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard com>,
•Dunlap, MlcMcl•
•Robison, Terry•
<trobison@gosafeguard com>, "Sutton, Scott•
<•J o•t!Xchangela bsl ou •t!Xchange
<ssutton@gosafeguard.com>, •Brooks,
administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/m•reclpients/cn•aea53b Roger• <roger brooks@deluxe com>, •clark,
Cassie• <cassic.clark@deluxerom>
12/11/2013ld2<43f40c.lb886ff99642061 00-1201832">

PRIV00867

12/11/2i113

PR!V00868

•Santos. Kellye•
<•lo•t!Xchangel.1b<llou•exchange
administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)lm•rcciplents/m•84fl0231•ounlap, Michael•
12l11/2013j6f113413fb09a4525cb822b94-t20214r>
<mdunlap@gosafeguard com>

PR!V00869

12/11/2013

PR!V00870

12/12/201JI•CJark, Cassie• <cassic.clark@deluxc.com>

PRIV00871

12/12/2013

•ounlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.rom>

"Dunlap, Mic~1·
<mdunlap@gOSOlfeguard.com>, "Skipper,
Kevin• <kskippcr@gosafeguard com>

FW: usda board notes

-&lrrenti, j" <j.sorrcnti@gosafcguard com>,
•Morin,lllclma•
<tmorin@gosafeguard.com>, •Beadling.
Steven• <sbcadllng@gosafeguard rom>,
•oilier, Nicki•
<nick! diller@gosafeguard.com>

usda board notes

RE: usda board notes

"Tiller-Shumway, Amy•
l<atilleJ@gosafeguard com>

Annual Records Solicitation Form

Email from counc;c)S(.'Cking information for
the purpcKCof providing legal advice
n.-sanJing USDA board mt.-cbng mlnutt.>s.
1Document drafted by Mike Dunlap for the
purpoc;e of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting mlnutl>s.
mail tocounc;cl providing n•quested
Information for the purpoc;c Clf seeking legal
advice regarding USDA boanJ mt.'Cilng
minutes.
!Attorney· Client
IDocument drafted by Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board meeling minute,.
IAttorney· Client

Email from counsel ~king information for
the purpose of providing lcg.1l advice
regarding USDA board meeting minutes.
AUorney ·Client
!Document drafted by Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting mlnuti!S.
AttC~mey- Client

Email to counsel providing the requested
information for the purpose uf seeking legal
!Attorney- Client
advice regarding meeting minutes.
1Document prepart.>d by couno;cl, Mid\ile
Dunlap. reflecting priv1lcgt.>d mental
impressions of legal c:oun.!>CI rcgardmg
meeUng minutes.
Attorney- Client
mail tocounc;cl seeking legal advice
regardingDocuSourcccorporale
information.
Confidt.'Jltial Attachment to email provided
to c:ouno;cl seeking legal advice regarding
OocuSourcc corporate information

'
·omcr,Nicki•
<nickl.d 11ler6gosafegua rd.c:om>, •a rook.<;,
Roger- <rogcr.brooks@deluxc.com>, •clark,I•Roggenkamp. Mark•
Cassie• <cassle.clark@deluxc com>,
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>,
•Robison, Teny•
"Popelka, Michele•
<trobison@gOQfeguard.com>, "Sutton, Scott• <mpopelka@gosafeguard rom>, "Santos,
<ssutton@gosafeguard.com>
Kcllyc• <ksantos@gosafeguard.rom>

001783

PRIV00872

•Dunlap. Michael•
12/12/2013j<mdunlap@g050lfl"gllard.com>

PR!V00873

12/12/2i113

PR!V00874

•ounlap, Michael•
<•I o•exchangelabs/ ou•cxchange
"Sorrenti,j• <j.o;orrenti@goc;afeguard,c:om>,
adminlstratlvc group
(fydabohf23spdlt)/m•rcciplents/m•aea53b •Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggcnkamp@gosafeguard com>
12/12/2013ld2<43f40c.-tb886ff9964206100-1201832">

PR!V00875

12/12/2il13

PR!V00876

•oilfer,Nicki•
12/12/2013l<nickl.diller@gosafcguard.com>

"Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

usda board notes

usda board nok-s

RE: uo;da board notes

Email from couno;cl providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minult.>s,
JUOCument prcpart.'d by coun.-.cl, Michae
Dunlap, rclleeting privileged mental
lmprcsslon.o; of legal counsel regarding
USDA mL'Cting mlnutt.><i.

Attorney- Client

Attorney- Client

Email from c:ouno;cl providing legal advice
regarding USDA boord meeting mlnut1.>s.
Auomcy ·Client
JUocument drafted by Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of providing lcg01l advice regarding
USDA boord meeting minutrs.
Attorney· Client
mail to counsel providing n.-qut.><;lt.>d
information for the purpose Clf seeking leg.:ll
advice regarding USDA board meeting
minutes.
Atttlf'T\Cy·Ciicnt
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Prlv Log II

I

PR!V 00877

I

8.1tes Beg

I

I

8.1tes End

I

D;ate

Ema.il From

Email To

EmaiJCC

I 12/12/2013

PR!V00878

"Diller, Nicki"
<nickl.diller@gosafeguilrd.cam>, "Brooks,
•Dunbp, Mldl~l·
Roger" <roger brook.o;@deluxe com>, "Cionk.I"Roggenk.llmp, Mark•
<•/ o-cxchangelabs/ ou•cxchange
Cao;sle" <cassie.cbrk@deluxc.com>,
<mmggenk.llmp@g<Kilfeguard.com>.
"Robison, Terry•
"Popclk.1, Michele"
administrative group
(fyd•bohf23c;pdlt)/cn•rcclplenl'>/cn•aca5.1b <tmbison@go~feguilrd com>, "Sutton. Scott" <mpopclkaftgosafcguard,c:om>, -st:.ntO'I,
12/12/2013ld2c43140cab886ff996420611J().t2018.12">
<ssuUon@gOSilfcguilrd.com>
Kellye" <k.'>anlos@gO"'OfcgUilrd.com>

PR!V00879

12/12/2013

PR!VOD880

•Dunlap, Michael"
12/12/2013l<mdunbp@gosafeguilrd.com>

PR!VOD881

12/12/2013

PR!V00882

"Dunbp, MichilCI"
<•/o-cxchangelabs/ou•cxchangc
ildministrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn•rcclpicnts/cn•aea53b "Morin. Thelma"
<tmorinftgosafeguard com>
12/13/2013ld2c43141kab886ff996420611J().t201832">

PRIV00883

12/13/2013
"Dunlap, Michael•
<•/o-excha.ngelabs/ou•cxchange
administrative group

"S<menti, 1• <j.sorrenti@gosafeguard.com>,
"Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mroggenk.1mp@gns01feguard.com>

12/20/2013ld2c43140cab886ff996420611J().t201832">

PRIVOD885

12/20/2013

PRIVOD886

1/7/2014I"Sutton, Scott" <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00887

1/7/2014

PR!V00888

"Lederach, Sue (GoSil!eguilrd)"
1/8/2014l<s1ederach@gos;afcguilrd.com>

PR!V00889

1/8/2014

PR!V00890

"Lunden, Ellen•
1/9/2014l<elunden@SOSOlfeguilrd.com>

usda board nolL'S

usda boord notes

usdil board notes

Description
I Privilege
IDocument draftL>d by Mike Dunlap for the
purpo-;c of providing Jegalildvire n-garding
USDA board mL-cling minuh.'S.
IAUorrn.'Y ·Client

Elllilil from coun'>CI providing legal advice
rcg01rdmg USDA board mccllng minute-;,
Auorncy ·Client
IDocument drafted by Mike Dunlap for the
pu~of providing legal 01dviro regarding
USDA bo.JnJ meeting minute:..
Atlomcy- Client

Emilil from coun.o;cl providing legal advice
n.>garding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
IDoCurrient prep<~ red by coun'M!I, Michael
Dunlap, reftt."Cting privileged menlo~ I
impresslon.o; of legal counsel n.ogarding
USDA mL-cting minutes.

Attorney· Cl~nt

Attorney· Client

Email from counsel seeking information for
the purpose of providing legal advice
regilrding USDA board meeting minutes.
AHorney· Client
fDocument drafted by Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of providing legal a~lvire regarding
USDA board meeting minutes.
Attorney· Client

•Beadling. Steven

(fyd;bohf23spdii)/Cl•rcdplonts/Cl•..a53b (sbcadlingftgosafeguard com)"

PR!VOD884

<sbcadiing@gosafeguard com>

j"Dunlap, Michae
<mdunlap@gosafeguilrd com>, "Skipper,
KL>Vin" <kskipper@gosafeguilrd.com>

•ounlap, Michael•
<mdunlilp@gos.lfeguilrd.com>

•Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gOSOlfcguilrd.com>, "Skipper.
Kevin" <kskipper@gos.1feguard.com>

•Morin, Thelma•
<tmorin@gosafcguard.com>

usda boord notes

"Sorrenti, J" <j.sorrcnti@gosafeguilrd com>

FW: IBF Post.Oosing Agreement (Revised
1/7/2014)

FW:Ivet360

Emil II from coun.o;cl providing legal advice
regarding USDA boord meeting minutes
Attorney- Client
IUocumenfdfiiftCd by Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of providing legal 01dvire regarding
USDA board meeting minutes.
Attorney· Client
mail to coun.'>CI prov1(Hr1g-irif0rmation for
the purpose of seeking legal advice
AtlnnlL'Y ·Client
regilrding IBF Post-Closing.
tbchment to email to counsel providing
information for the purpose of S(.'Cklng legal
01dvicc regarding IBF po.c;t-c::losing.
IAttorney· Clk-nt
mail iocoUriScl providing information tor
the purpo"c of c;ccking legal advice
regarding account protection of T3, Thurston.
Teply,IBF, and/or Oocusourcc.

client HstB-27-1312-31-13 ex.xls

Attachment to email to coun.-.cl providing
information for the purpose of seeking legal
advice rcgilrding acrount protection nf T3,
Thurston, Teply, IBF, and/or Docusourcc.
mail to counsel providing information lor
the purpcKC of seeking legal advice
regilrdlng ilccount protection of 13, Thurston,
Teply,IBF. and/or Oocusourcc.
Attachment to emililto counsel providang
information for the purpo"C of seeking legal
adv~ regarding account protection of 1'3,
Thur.;ton, Teply,IBF, 01nd/or Docu~urcc.

PRIV00891

1/9/2014

PR!V00892

"Sorrenu,r
<•/ o-cxcha.ngelabs/ ou •exchange
'administrative group
(fydlbohf23spdlt)/m•rccipicnl'>/cn•Oa013bci"Dunlap, Michael"
1/9/2014l8de134cf79db8a27b0fd7810b-t436575">
<mdunlap@gOSOlfeguilrd com>
1

001784

PRIV00893

EmaiiSubled

"Dunlap, Mic~l·
1/10/2014l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

"Robison. Terry"
<trobison@gosafeguard.com>

FW: second letter for you that we talked
about.

Fw: Client List Compare TBean xis

Emili I to counsel providing requested
infonn11tion for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding account protection of 13,
Thur;ton,IBF, and/or Oocusourcc.
lllilil from rouno;cl scckmg information tor
the purpose of providing legal advice
concerning client lists.
IAttomey ·Client
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Prlv Log#

Bates Beg

Bates End

Date

Email From

PRIV00894

•c.ammarob, Amanda•
1/13/2014l<amanda.cammarota@goc;afcguard.com>

PRIV00895

1/13/2014

Email To
I"UUnlap, Mich.lel"
<mdunlap@gosafcguard rom>, •Lcder.1ch,
Sue (GoSafcguard)•
<sledcrachftgosafeguard.rom>, •clark,
Ca~ie· <cassle.clark@deluxc com>, "Tiller·
Shumway, Amy•
<.1tiller6gosafcgu.1rd,rom>, •Lunden, Ellen•
<clundcn@g05.1fcguard.rom>

EmaiiSublect

EmaiiCC

"Skipper, Kevin•
<ksklpper@go-;afcguard.rom>, •Popelka,
Michele• <mpopclka@gosafcguard com>,
•eurgeL Erich•
<erich.burget@gosafcguard.com>, •Lohr,
Ruth• <rlohr@gCKafcguard.com>

RE:ibf

DescrJp_!lon

Privilege

Ema1ltoroun~l providing Information for
the purpo<>e of q-ckmg legal advice
regarding IBF and Safeguard acrounl
information.
ltA~chment toemairpmVidcd tocounsc
the pur~ ofscckmg legal advice
reg&~rding IBF and Safeguard .1ccount
[nformatitm.

•cJark. Cilssie• <cassic.clark@dcluxe com>,

PRIV008%

•c.ammarota, Amand.1•
1/13/20141<.1mand.1.cammarota@go'ID.fcguilrd com>

PRIV00897

•Dmmamtil, Amand.1•
1/13/2014l<ilmanda.cammarota@gosafegu.1rd com>

PRIV00898

1/13/2014

PRIV00899

•Cammarota, Amanda•
1/13/2014l<amanda.camrNrOOI@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00900

•DunL1p, Michael•
1/13/2014l<mdunlap@gosafcguard com>

I

"Skipper, Kevin•

•Lcderoch.Sue (GoSafegu<~rtW
<slederach@go-;afeguard com>, •eurget,
Erich• <erich burget@gosafegu.1rd.com>,
•Lohr, Ruth• <rlohr@gosafeguard.com>

<kskipper@gosafcguA~rd com>
I"LJunlap,Mich<lcl"
<mdunlap@gosafegu.1rd rom>, -Lederach.
Sue (GoSafeguan;W
<slederoch@gosafcguard.rom>, •ct.1rk.
Cassie• <cassie.clarkftdeluxecom>, "TillerShumway, Amy•
<atillei®gosafcguo1rd.com>, •Lunden, Ellen•
<elunden@gosafeguard com>

"Skipper, Kevin•
<ksklppcr@gosafcguard com>, •ropclkil,
Michele• <mpopclka@gCKaf!!guard.com>,
•Burget, Erich•
<erich.burgct@g0Silfegu.1rd.rom>, •Lohr,
Ruth• <rlohr@gosafl!guard rom>

J"Dunlap. Mich.:~e
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.rom>, •Lederach,
Sue (GoSafegu.:~nW
<sk>derach@gosafcguard.com>, •clark.
Cassie• <cassie.clark@deluxe.com>, "TillcrShumw.1y, Amy•
<abllerOgOS.:Ifcguard,com>, "Lunden, Ellen•
<elunden@gosafcgu.:~rd com>

"Skipper, KL-vin•
<kskipper@gosafeguard.com>, •Popelka.
Michele• <mpopclka@gosafeguard.rom>,
•Burget, Erich•
<erich.bu rgct@gosafct:.P~Jard.com>, •I.ohr,
Ruth• <rlohr@gosafcguard com>

•Robison. Terry•
<trobison@gosafcguard com>
J"Duillo1p, Michacr
<mdunlap@gCKOafeguard.com>, •Lcderoch,
Suo (Gc&fogu•rd)"
<slcderach@gosafcguilrd.com>, •clark.
Ca.ssfe• <cassie.clark@deluxecom>, '7illcr·
Shumway, Amy•
<atiller@go:;.afl!gUilrd rom>, •Lunden, Ellen•
<elunden@gosafeguard.com>

"Skipper, Kevin•
<ksklppcr@gosafeguard com>, •ropclk.1,
Michele• <mpopclka@gosafcguard com>,
"Burget, Erich•
<erich.burget@gosafcguard.com>, •Lohr,
Ruth• <rlohr@gosafcguard.com>

IIBF m.1tchlng customer list

RE:Ibf

Email to coun.c;cl providing requcsh..-d
Information for the purp~ nf seeking legal
advice regarding .1ccount protection of 1'3,
Thurston.IBF. and/or 0ocu<;OUrcc.
IAttorney· Client

Emailtorounscl providing inlornlOition for
the purpose of seeking lcgalndvire
regilrdmg IBF .1nd SafL-guard account
information,
ttaChinerlt tO counsel providing information
for the purpose of sccking lt•&ill advice
reg.:~rding IBF and Safeguard .1ccount
Information.

RE:ibf

Email to counsel providing requested
lnfonn.1tlon for the purpose of seeking leg:~!
.1dvlce regarding .:~ccounl pwlection ofl'3,
Thurston.IBF,and/orOocusourcc.

Attorney· Client

Fw:1bf

Email chain with counsel rcflL>cling legal
advice regarding account protection of IBF.

Attorney· Oient

Email to counsel providing requcstL-d
information for the purpose Clf seeking legal
.1dvlce rcg&~rding account protection ofl'3,
'Thurston, Teply, IBF, .1nd/or Docusource.
!Attachment to email to counwl providing
n.-quL'SIL-d [nformation for the purpose of
seeking k.-gal advice regilrding account
protection ofl3. Thurston, Teply. IBF,
and/or Oocusourcc

001785

PRIV00901

•Cammarota, Amand.1•
1/13/2014l<ilmanda.cammarota@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00902

1/13/2014

PRIV0090~

•ounlap, Michael•
<•j o-cxchangclo1bs/ ou•cxchange
administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn•reciplcnts/cn•ac.153b ~·Robison, Terry•
1/13/2014ld2c43f40cab886ff99642061QO.t20183r>
<trobisonftgosafcguard com>

PRIV00904

1/13/2014

Email from counsel provld[ng information
for the purpose of providing legal advice
regarding<KCOUnt protection orn, Thurston.
Tcply.IBF. and/orOocusourcc.
IAttachment to email from counsel providing
mformation for the purpose of providing
leg&~) advice regarding account protection of
1'3, Thurston, Teply,IBF• .1nd/or
Docusourcc.

PRIV00905

"Sk1pper, Kevm•
<kskippcr@gosafcguard com>, •ropclka,
Michele• <mpopclka@gosafegu.1rd.rom>,
"Cammamtil, Amanda•
<amanda cammamtil@gosafeguard.com>,
•Burget, Erich•
•ounL1p, Michael•
<erich.burget@gosafcguard com>,
•CJA~rk, Cassie• <cassle dark@deluxe.com>,
<•jo-cxchangelabs/ou•cxch.1ngc
•u.>tJcrach. Sue (Go.Safcguard}•
"Tiller·Shumway, Amy•
A~dminlstrotive group
(fydlbohf23'>pdlt)/m•redpients/cn•aca53b <atillcr@gosafeguard.com>, •Lunden. Ellen• <'>lederach@gosafeguilrd.com>, •Lohr, Ruth•
<rlohr@gosafcguard.com>
libf
<elundcnfilgosafcguard com>
1/13/2014ld2o43f40cab886ff9964206100-1201832">

Ema1l from counsel seeking information for
the purpose of providing legal advice
regarding account protection o!T3, Thurston.
Teply. IBF. and/or Docu~urcc.

RE:ibf

Fw:lbf
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Priv Log t

PRIV00906

I

Bates Beg

I

Bates End

Date

Email From

Em.a.iiCC

Email To

57

EmaiiSubied

Description

Privilege

tt.:!chmentto Clii"oiil from cnun~l seeking
informallon for the purpo!>C of providmg
legal .advice regarding account protection of
13, Thurston, Teply, IBF,.and/nr
Oocusource.

1/13/2014
~~ounlap,-Mkhacl'

PRIV00907

PRIV00908

"Cammarota, Amanda"
1/13/2014l<amanda C41mmarota@gosafl.'gu.ard com>

"Cammarota, Amanda"
1/13/2014l<ama.nda camma.rota@gCKafeguard.com>

PRIV00909

•eamma.rota, Am.:~nda"
1/13/2014(<ama.nd.a,Ci'lmmarob@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00910

"'Dunlap, Michael"
1/13/2014l<mdunbp@gosafeguard.corn>

PRIV00911

•l.eder.1ch, Sue (GoSafegui1rd)"
1/13/2014l<slcdemch@gosa.fcguard.com>

<mdunl.ap@go<>afeguard rom>, •u.>derach,
Sue (GoS.lfcguord)"
<slcderach@gosaf~uard.rom>, "Clark,
Cassie" <C41'i5ie.clark@deluxe.com>, -TillerShumway, Amy•
<ablkr@gosafcguard.rom>, "Lunden, Ellen•
<elundcn@gnsafcgu.ard com>
1•ounlap, Michae'
<mdunli'lp@gosafl.'guard.rom>, "lederach.
Sue (GoS.lfcguord)"
<slt.>demch@gnsafeguard.rom>, "Cii1rk,
Cassie" <Ci1ssle.dark@dcluxerom>, 'Tiller·
Shumwi'ly, Amy"
<atlllcr@gCK<~feguard.rom>, "Lunden, Ellen•
<elunden@gCKi'l.f~uard.com>

"Skipper, K1..-vin"
<kskippcr@gns.lfcgui'lrd.com>, "Popelka,
Michele" <mpopelka@gnsafeguard.com>,
"Burget, Erich"
<crich.burgct@go<;<lfeguard.com>, "lnhr,
Ruth" <rlohr@gnsafeguard.com>

RI;,ibf

Ermll to counc;ul providing requested
information for the purpoc;c uf SL>cking legal
advice regarding account prok.-ction of T3,
Thurston,IBF, and/or Docusourcc.

RE:Ibf

Etni'lil to counsel providing requL'SII..>d
inforrn.1tion for the purpose of seeking lt.-g.al
i'ldvicc regarding account pn,tectinn o(TJ,
Thurston,IBF. nnd/tlf' Docu~ourcc.

RE:ibf

Em.:Jiltocoun-.cl providing requested
information for the purpoc;c of seeking l~al
advice regarding .account protection ofT3,
Thur;ton, IBF, .and/or Docuo;ourcc.

RI;,ibf

Em.:Jil from counSI.'I n.-questing inform.ltlon
for the purpCKC of providing legal advice
regarding account protection of 1'3, Thurston.
IBF, and/or Doc::u<;OUI'CC,

RE:ibf

Etni'lil to counsel providing n.oqucstcd
lnfonnatlon for the purpoSI.' or seeking legal
advice regarding i'lccount protection of T3,
Thurston,IBF, and/nr Doc::usnurcc.

Attorney· Chcnt

"Skipper, Kevin"
<k.o;kippcr@gM:~feguard.cnm>, "Popelka,
Michele" <mpopclk.1@gosafeguard.com>,
"Burget, Erich"
<ench.burget@gosafeguard.cnm>, "l.ohr,
Ruth• <rlohr@goc:afeguard.cnm>

!•Dunlap, Mtcfuiei•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>, "l...cdcrach.
Sue (GoSafeguard)"
<slcderach@gosafcguard com>, "'Clark,
Cassie" <Ci'lo;.o;ie clark@deluxe.com>, ~iller·
Shumway. Amy•
<atillcr@gosafeguard.com>, "lundl.'n, Ellen•
<clunden@gOSo:J!cguard.com>

"Skipper, Kevin"
<kskippcr@gCKafcguard.rom>, •Popelka,
Michele• <mpopclka@goc:afcgu.ard com>,
"Burget, Erich"
<erich burgct@gOSilfcguard.rom>, "lnhr,
Ruth" <rlohr@gosafl.'gui'lrd.rom>
I"Sktppcr, J<Cvln"
<kskippcr@gosafcguard.rom>, "Popclkol,
•lcderoch, Sue (GoS.afegu.1rdr
Michele" <mpopclkol@gCKafeguard com>,
<slcdemch@goc;af~uard.com>, •c!i'lrk,
"Camm.1mb, Atni'lnda"
Cassie• <Ci1ssie.clark@dcluxc.com>, ~iller <<~ma.nda.cammarota@gosafcguard com>,
Shumway, Amy•
"Burget. Erich"
<i1tiller@gosafeguard com>, •Lunden, Ellen• <erich burget@gosafeguard.rom>, "Lohr,
<elundcn@gosaf~uard.com>
Ruth" <rlohr@gCXilfeguard.com>
J"Skippcr, Kl.'vin
<ksklpper@gosaf~uard com>, "'Popelka,
Michele" <mpopclka@gos.afcguard.com>,
"Dunlap, Michael•
"Ci1mmarotil, Am.:Jndi'l•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.rom>, "Cii1rk,
Cassie" <Ci1ssie.cl.1rk@deluxe.com>, ~iller· <amanda camma.rota@gos.afcguard com>,
Shumw.1y, Amy•
"Burget, Erich•
<atillerfigO'iilfeguard.rom>, •Lunden, Ellen• <crich.burget@gosaf~uard.com>, •Lohr,
<clundcn@gosaf~uard.com>
Ruth" <rlohr@gosafeguard.com>
rsktpper, Kevm·
<k.-.kipper@gosa.feguard rom>, "Popelkot,
Michele" <mpopclki1@gosaf~uard.com>,
•ci'lmmi'lrota, Amanda"
<am.:~nda.ci'lmtni'lrota@gosafeguard.com>,

"Burget, Erich•
"Clark, Cassie" <ci1ssic clnrk@dcluxe.rom>, <erich burget@gosafeguard.cnm>,
~lederach. Sue (Go5afl.'guard)"
"Tiller-Shumway, Amy"
<.atiller@gOSOlfeguard.com>, "Lunden, Ellen• <slcderach@gnsafeguard.com>, "Lohr, Ruth•
lbf
<rlohr@gosafeguard.com>
<elunden@gosafcguard com>

PRIV00912

"Dunlap, Michael•
1/13/2014l<mdunlap@gosafeguard com>

PRIV00913

"Skipper, Kevin•
<•I o-cxchangelab<i/ ou•exch.1nge
ildmlnlstmtive group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn•n.ocipients/cn•709880f I"Dunlap, Michael•
1/13/2014l920834f78a5b8bfd365181e33-t202178•>
<mdunlap@gOSOlfeguard.com>

FW: IBF matching customer list

Email from counsel requesting inf0f1l'Lat!on
for the purpose of providmg lcgi'll advice
regarding .account protection ofl3, Thurston,
IBF, and/or Docusourre.

Email from counsel providing legal advice
n.-garding account protection nfT3, Thurston.
IBF, nnd/or Docusourre.
IAilomey ·Client

~~kipper.

Kevin'
<kskippcr@gosafeguard com>, "Popelka,
Michele" <mpopclkatilgosaf~uard com>,
"Cammarota, Armnda•
<<~rmnd<~.cnmma.rotaOgosaf~uard.com>,

001786

PRIV00914

"'DunlOlp, Mich.lcl•
1/13/2014j<mdunlap@gosafcguard com>

•Burget. Erich"
"Clark, Cassie" <c.assie clark@deluxe.rom>, <erich.burgct@gosafeguard.rom>,
~iller·Shumwi'ly, Amy•
"l...cderach.Sue•
<atiller@gosafegui'lrd.com>, •Lunden, Ellen• <c;lederi'lch@gosaf~uard com>, "'l.ohr, Ruth•
ibf
<elunden@gosafeguard.com>
<rlohr@gos.afeguard corn>

Email from counsel providing legal .ad via!
rcg.ardingncrount protection ofT3, Thurston,
IBF, nnd/or Docusourcc.
!Attorney· Client
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Priv Log II

I

Bates Beg

I

Bates End

O.a.te

Email From

PRIV00916

EmaiJCC

Amanda•
1/13/2014l<amanda cammarnta@gosafeguard.rom>

-skipper, Kevin•
<kskipper@gnsafcguard.rom>, •ropclka,
Michele• <mpopclka@gOSOJ.feguard com>,
•eurget, Erich•
<erich burget@gosafcguard.com>, •tohr,
Rulh• <rlnhr@gnsafeguard.com>

•eammarota, Amanda•
1/13/2014l<amanda.cammarota@gosafl'guan.l com>

•Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlapfiignsafeguard com>, •Lederach.
Sue• <slcderach@gosafeguard.rom>, •aark.
Cassk• <cassieclark@deluxe.com>, "TtllcrShumway, Amy•
<atillcr@gCKafcguard.com>, •Lunden, Ellen•
<elundcn@g<Kaft..-guard.com>

"Skipper, Kevin•
<kskippcr@goc;afeguard com>, •ropelka,
Michele• <mpopclka@gCKafeguard com>,
•Burget, Erich•
<erich.burget@go.;afl'guard.com>, •Lohr,
Ruth• <rlohr@gtKafegu.:trd.com>

•eamtnA~.rota,

PRIV00915

Email To
•Dunlap, Mkhac!•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>, •Lederach.
Sue• <<>l~erachfigosafeguard com>, ~clark.
Cassie• <cassic.clarkfildeluxe.com>, "TillerShumway, Amy•
<atillcrOgosafcguard com>, •Lunden, Ellen•
<elundenfilgnsafcguard.com>

•Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafegu;,rd.rom>, •r......-derach.
Sue• <sl~erach@gosafeguard.com>, •aark.
C.:tc;sie• <ca~ie clark@deluxe com>, "TillerShumw.:ty, Amy•
<atiller@gosafeguard com>, •Lunden. Ellen•
<clunden@g<Kafeguard.com>
!"Dunlap, Michae
<mdunlap@gOS.:tfeguard.com>, •Lederach.
Sue (GoSafcguard)•
<slcderach@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00917

•Cammarota, Amanda•
1/13/2014l<amanda cammarota@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00918

•Stcfomlnl, john•
1/14/2014l<jslcfaninifilg05.1fcguard com>

PRIV00919

1/14/2014

PRIV00920

"Tiller-Shumway, Amy•
1/14/20141 <atiller@gosafcguard.com>

-skipper, Kevin•
<k.c;kipper@gosafcgu.:trd com>, "Dunlap,
Michael• <mdunlap@goo;afeguard.com>,
~clark. Cassie• <cassie clark&Muxe.cnm>

PRIV00921

"Skipper. Kevin•
1/14/20141 <ksklppcr@gosafeguard.com>

"Tiller-Shumway, Amy•
<atiller@gosafeguard.com>, •Dunlap,
Mkhacl• <mdunlap@gCKafeguard.com>,
•clark, Cas.c;ic" <c<~ssic.clark@dcluxc.rom>

PRIV00922

"Tillcr·Shumway, Amy•
1/14/2014j<atillcr@gosafcguard.com>

EmallSubiect

Description

Privilege

RE:ibf

Emaillocoun~l providing rctJUc<>ted
infonmtion for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding 01ccount protection ofTJ,
Thurston, ISF, 01nd/or OocuS(Iurce.
jAttomcy- Client

RE:Ibl

Email to counsel providing requested
information for the purpO"oe of '>t.>cking legal
advice regarding account protection of TJ,
Thursf(m,lBF, and/or [)(lCuS(Iurcc.
JAuonwy- Client

"Sktppcr. Kevin•
<ksklppcrfigCK.:tfegu.:trd.com>, •ropclka,
Michele" <mpopclka@gO'lilfcguard com>,
•Burget, Erich•
<erich.burset@gOQfcguard.com>, •t.ohr,
Ruth• <rlohr@gosafcguard com>

RE:Ibf

Email tocounwl providing rcquc<>lcd
inform.ltion for the pu~ of SL-cking legal
advice regarding account prott..'Ction of T3,
Thurc:ton,lBF. and/or Docuo;ourcc.
!Attorney· Client

"Rob1son. Terry•
<trobio;on@gosafeguard.com>

Account Protection ·BAM

Email tocounSI!I c;ccking legal advice
regarding account protection ofTJ, Thurston.
Tcply,IBF, and/or [)(lCu..ourcc.
Att£1chrm•nt to email to coun<..el54.-cking lcg.:tl
01dvlre reg.:trding account prolt..>ction o(TJ,
Thuro;ton, Tcply,IBF, ilnd/or Docuo;ourcc.

~Popelka, Michele•
<mpopelka@gCKafeguard com>, •Lunden,
Ellen• <clunden@gos.lfl'guard.com>

"Popelk01, Michele•
<mpopclka@gosafcguard.rom>, •Lunden,
Ellen• <elundcn@gnsafcguard.rom>
"Sk1pper, Kevm•
<k.c;kippcr@gosafcguard.com>, •Popelka,
Michele• <mpopelka@gosafcguard com>,
•Dunlap, Mich.lcl"
•Lunden, Ellen•
<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>, •ctark,
Cassie• <cac;sie.clark@deluxc rom>
<clundcn@gOS.:tfeguard com>
"Skipper, Kevin
<kskippcr@goc;afcguard.com>, •Popelka,
•ounlap, MicMcl•
Michele• <mpopclka@gosafcguard.com>,
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>, "Tiller·
•Lunden, Ellen•
Shumway, Amy• <atillcr@gosafeguard.com> <elunden@gosafeguard.com>
l"hkipper, Kevm
<kskippcr@gosafcguard.com>, •ropclka,
•clark. Cassie" <cassic.darkOdduxe.com>, Michele" <mpopelb@gosafegu.:trd com>,
•Lunden, Ellen•
'7•ller-Shumway, Amy•
<elundcn@gosa.fcguard com>
<atillcr@gosafeguard.com>
'opctkil, Michele'
<mpopelka@gO'>ilfcguard com>. "TTllerShumway, Amy•
<abller@gosafeguilrd.com>, •clark. Cassie•
<cassic clark@dcluxe.com>, •Lederach. Sue
-skipper, Kevin•
(GoS.lfoguard)'
<slcderach@gosafcguard com>, "Lunden.
<kskippcr@gOS.:tfcguard.com>, "Sorrenti,J•
Ellen• <elundcn@gosafeguard.com>
<j.sorrcnti@gosafcguard com>
!"Sun on.- Scott• <ssuUon@gosafcguard.com>,
"Dunlap, MlchacJ•
<mdunlap@gosafegu.:trd com>

001787

PRIV00923

1/14/2014l•aark, C.:tssie• <cassic clark@deluxe.com>

PRIV00924

•Dunlo.p, Michael"
1/14/2014j<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00925

"Dunlap, Michael•
1/14/2014l<mdunlap8gosafegu.:trd com>

PRIV00926

•skipper. Kevin•
1/15/2014l<ksklppcr@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00927

1/15/2014

PRIV00928

"Skipper, Kevin•
<•Jo-exchangclabs/ou•exchange
administrative group
1-suuon.. Scott• <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>,
(fydiboh£23spdll)/m•rcciplcnts/m..709880f •Dunlap, Michael•
1/15/2014l920834f78a5b8bfd365181e3J.t202178">
<mdunlap@gosafcguard com>

!

RE:ibf

Email tocouno;c) providmg noqut..-.;11..-d
infonnatlon for the purpoc;c of .seeking legal
.:tdvice regarding account protection ofTJ,
Thursl(ln,IBF, and/or OClCU-.ourcc.

RE:tbf

Ema1l from CtlUnscl seeking information for
the purpose of providing legal .:tdvicc
reg.:trdlng account protection ofTJ, Thurston.
IBF, .:tnd/or Docu<;Ourcc.

RE:ibl

Emailtocoun~l providing request~
information for the purpoc;c of SL'Cking legal
advice regarding acwunt protection of T3,
Thurston,IBF, and/or Docu-.ourcc.

RE:Ibf

Email to counsel providing noqucstcd
infonmtion for the purpose of !'>Ceking legal
advice regarding account protection of T3,
Thurston,JBF, and/or Docu'iOurcc.

lbf

Email from rounc;cl providing legal advice
regarding account protection ofT3, Thurston,
IBF, and/or Oocusourcc.

IBF

Email from coun.c;cl n.-questing informo~tion
for the purpose of providing legalo.dvkc
regarding account protection o(TJ, Thurston.
IBF, ;md/or Oocusourcc.

RE: IBF Post-Closing Agreement (v2)

RE: IBF Post-Closing Agreement (v2)

Emad from counsel providing legal advice
regarding IBF Post-closing Agreement.
lA Homey· Client
ttachmcntto email from counsel providing
legal advice regarding IBF post-closing
Agreement.
lA Homey· Client

Email from counsel providinl; legal advice
regarding lBF agreement.

!Attorney- Client
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Priv Log I

I

Bates Beg

I

Bates End

Email From

Date

PRIV00929

PRIV00930

1/15/2014

PRIV00931

1/15/2014

PRIV00932

"Stccn,Suo;.an• <suo;.an.stcen@deluxe.com>,
1/16/2014l"Sutton,Scott• <ssutton@gosnfeguard com> !•Clark. Cassie• <cassie.clark@deluxe.com>

PRIV00933

1/16/2014

PRIV00934

1/16/2014

PRIV00935

1/16/2014

PRIV00936

1/16/2014

PRIV00937

•Hussain. Shafina•
1/16/2014l<sbhanji@gosa.fcguard.com>

PRIV00938

PRIV00939

PRIV00940

PRIV00941

EmaiiCC

Email To

•skipper, Kevin•
<•t o-exchangelabs/ou•exchange
administrative group
(fydJbohf23spdll)/m•rcdpients/m•709880fl•ounlap, Michael•
1/1 S/2014I920834C78a5b8bfd365181 e33-t20217S•>
<md unlap@gosafeguard.com>

EmaiiSubied

FW: IBF Post-Closing Agreement (v2)

1-sorrenti, J" <jkc;orrenh@gosalcguararom>,
•ounlap. Michaet•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard com>, "Skipper.
Kevin• <k.c;kipper@go<>afeguard.com>,
I•Hu'iSilin, Shafina•
<sbhanji@go.o;.afcguard.com>

"Sutton, Scott• <ssutton@gosafcguard.com>

JIBF PO'>t CIO'iing AgrL>cment

RE: IBF Post·Ciosmg Agreement (v2)

Description

Privilege

Email from counc;cl providing legal advice
regarding account protection nfT3, Thurston,
IBF, and/or Docusourre.
IAttorney- Client
JOocument prcparCilbjScotlSutton for the
purpose of seeking legal advice concerning
account prolc..>etion ofT3, Thurston. I SF,
and/or Oocusourcc.
IAttorney- Client
1Documcnt preparL'il by SCOtt Si.iuon for tlw
purpoc;c of seeking legal ad\'icc concerning
account pmtL>etion ofT3, Thurston,. I SF,
and/ ('I( Oocusourcc.
IAttorney- Client

Email to counc;cl providmg Information for
tlw purpose of c;ccking legal advice
regarding IBF l"ost CID">ing Agn.-cment.

JAttorrn.-y- Client

Document prep.1rcd by Srott Sutton for tlw
purpose of seeking legal advice form coun<;l!l
regarding IBF Po<tt Closing Agreement.
!Attorney- Client
mail chain cvntoumng criniiilc"ntia
communicatmnc; from coumcl regarding IBF
Post·Oosing Agreement.
Attachment to Email chain rontalning
confidential communicationc; from counc;cl
regarding IBF Post-Closing Agn.-cmenl.

"Sutton. Scott• <ssutton@gn:;afeguard.wm>

RE: IBF Post-Closing Agn.-cmcnt (v2)

Attachment to Email chain cvntalning
confidential communications from counsel
regarding IBF Poc;t-CICKlng Agreement.
!Attorney- Client
mail ch.nin containing conlidentia
communication" from coun<.el for the
purpoc;c of providing leg..1l adv1re regarding
IBF Post·Cl~ing Agn.-cment.

1/16/2014

Attachment to email chain containing
confidential communlcatlon'i from coun.wl
for the purpose of providing legal advice
regarding IBr Poc;t·CIO'iing Agreement.

1/16/2014

Attachment to email chain containing
confidenti.11 communication<; from coun<>CI
(('I( the purposuof providing legal advice
regarding IBF Post-Cio:.ing Agreement.

1/16/2014

Attachment to email chain rontaining
confidential communicationo; from coun.<>CI
for tlw purpose nf providing leg..1l advice
regard1ng IBF Post-Closing Agreement.

1/16/2014

Attachment to email chain omtaming
ronfidcnti.11 cvmmunication~ from roun<>CI
for the purpose of providing legal advice
regarding IBF Post-Closing Agn.-cment.
•sutton, Scott•
<•fo•exdmngcl.1bs/ou•e~change

001788

PRIV00942

administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/m•rcdpients/ot•163a841•Hussain,Shafina•
1/16/2014ld547654a13i'J9695585a b1443i'Jb-t437630•>
<sbhanji@gosa fcguard.com>

PRIV00943

1/17/20141-st~tton, Scott• <ssutton@goo;.afcguard.com>

J•ctark, Cao;sie• <cassie.clark@deluxe.com>

PRIV00944

•Savoie, Suzanna•
1/17/2014l<ssavolc@gosafcguard.com>

•ounlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.rom>, "Skipper,
Kevin• <ksklpper@gosnfeguard com>

PRIV00945

1/17/2014

Email chain forwarding rt.'C(Uesl fmm counsel
for information nt.'Ct.'Ssaty tu provide IL'gill
Jadvicc regarding draft agreement.
JAttomey- Client
mail providing information to coun.o;cl for
the purpose of r.ccklng legal advice
RE: PWCs response on Assets Held for Sale Jregarding negotiation with IBF.

FW: lBF Post-Closing Agreement (v2)

1

-uunlap~ Mic~l"

<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>, "Skipper,
KL>vtn• <kskippcr@gosafcguard.com>

•tvy, Ocwaync• <divy@gosafeguard.rom>,
•[)crclla, Kevin•
<kderclla@gosa.feguard.com>, •sutton,Scotr
<ssuttonfigosafeguard com>
!Valuation Documents 2014

Em.ailto coun.o;cl St.-eking ll•gnl advice
reg.ardlng Valuation Oocum(•nts 2014.

Attorney· Client

Attachment to email to coun.c;cl 'iL'Cklng IL"gal
advice regarding Valuation Documents 2014.1Attomey- Oient

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al, [Case No. CV·OC-1416400]
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Pri.;r:;;;-. r .Bates Be~~:- I
PRIV00946

Bates End

Date

Email from

Email To

Email Sublect

EmaiiCC

1/17/2014

"Tiller-Shumway, Amy•
1/17/20141<.1tdler@gosafeguard.com>

1•ounl.1p, Michael'
<mdunlap@gosafeguard rom>, "Skipper.
Kevin• <k.o;klppcr@gosafL-guard.com>,
•Lunden, Ellen•
<clundcn@gosafcguard.rom>

PRIV00948

•ounl.1p, Mich.1c1•
1/17/2014l<mdunlap@gCKafcgu.1rd.com>

"Tiller-Shumway, Amy•
<atillerftgCISi:lfeguard com>, "'Skipper, Kevin•
<ksklppcr@g05llfl>gU.1rd.com>, •Lunden,
~·Popelka, Michele•
Ellen• <elunden@g053fegu.1rd rom>
<mpopclka@gosafcguard com>

IBF

PRIV00949

•Dunl.1p, Mich.1el•
1/18/2014l<mdunlap@gosafegu.1rd.com>

•clark, C.1ssie• <cassic.clark@deluxe com>

•ropclka. Michele•
l<mpopclka@g05llfcguard.rom>

IBF

PRIV00950

•Dunl.1p, MlcMc!•
1/21/2Dl4l<mdunl.1p@g0Si1fl'guard com>

"San too, Kcllye•
<ks.1ntos@gosolfcguard.rom>, •Roggenkamp,
M.1rk• <mmggenkamp@g0Si1feguard.rom>,
•Brooks, Roger" <rogcr.brook.o;@deluxe.com>,
•Robic;on, Terry•
<trobiSon@gosafeguard com>, •Popelka,
Michele• <mpopclka@gosafcgtmrd rom>,
•clark, Dssie• <cassic ciMk@deluxe.com>

PRIV00951

1/21/2014

PRIV00947

Description

Priviie&e

Attachment to l!mallto coun.-.ci&.'Cklng h.'g<ll
advice regarding Valu.1tlon Documents 2014.1Attomcy- Oicnt

•Dunlap, Michael•
<•jo-cxch:J.ngel.1bs/ou•cxch:J.nge
administr.ltive gmup
(fydlbohl23spdlt)/owcciplcnls/cn•aca53b

PRIV00952

1/21 /201 4ld2c4314llca bB861199642061 00-1201 832">

PRIV00953

1/21/2014

•D•IIcr,Nicki•
<nicki.dillcr@gosafeguard com>, •Morin,
Thelma• <tmorin@gosafeguard.com>,
•Beadling. Steven•
<sbc.1dling@gosafeguard com>

•ounlap, M•cholcJ•
c•j o-exchangelabs/ ou•cxch.1nge
administrative group
(fydlbohf23spdlt)/at•rcdpients/at•aca53b

r <j50rrenti@gCKafegu.1rd.rom>

PRIV00954

1/21 /201 4ld2c43140cab8861199642061 00-1201832">

PRIV00955

1/21/2014

PRIV00956

"S.lntoo. Kellye•
<ksantos@gosafeguard rom>, •Roggenkamp.
M.1rk• <mroggenk.nmptilgnsafcgu.1rd com>,
•Dunlap, Mlch.1el•
•Brooks, Roger" <mger.brook.'io@deluxe.com>,
•Robi.o;on, Terry•
c•J o•exch.1ngelalx/ ou•exchange
<troblson@gosafcguard.com>, ·ropclka,
administrative group
(f'ydibohf23o;pdlt)/at•n.-clplcnLo;/cn•aea53b Michele• <mpopclka@g05llfeguard com>,
"Clark. Cassie• <c.1sslc.clarkftdeluxe.com>
1/21 /201 41 d2<>4314llcabB86fl9964206100-1201 832">

"Sorrenti,

~·Popelka, Michele•

<mpopclka@gosafeguard com>

RE:IBF

usda board notes

Fw: usda board notes

Fw: usda board nOlL'S

usd.1 board note<;

Em4lll to counsel providing requc-;tcd
Information for the purpoe>c of seeking legal
advice regarding ncrount protection ofT3,
Thurston, IBF, and/or Docusourcc.
Em.1il from counsel rt.'questing information to
provide k-gal advice regarding account
protection ofT3, Thurston, IUF,.1ndjor
Doc:uc;ourcc.
m:ul from couno;cl rcquesttng 1Rformation
for the purpose of providing legal advice
rcgardingilcrount protection ofT3, Thurston,
IBF, .1ndjor Docuo;ourcc.

Em&~il from counsel providing lt..-gal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
JDOCumcnt prc:pan.'d by coun-.cl, M1ch0lc
Dunlap. renccting privill'gcd mcntnl
1mprcssiono; of legal coun.o:el regarding
USDA m1..'Cting minuii..'S.

Attorney· Oient

Attorney· Client

Email from couno;cl providing information
for the purpo.o;c of providing legal advice
regarding USDA boord mt.'Ctlng minutes.
Attorney ~ Client
IDocument draftC(fbYMike Dunlap for the
purpose of providing legaloli.IVICC regarding
USDA board meeting minute'S.
Attorney· Chcnt

Enull from counsel providing Information
for the purpose of providing k•gal advice
regarding USDA board mi..'Cting minuk'S.
Attorney· Client
JDOCiifficiifdraftcil by Md<C Dunlap for th-e
purpmcof pmvidmg legal Otdvicc regarding
USDA board m1..'Cting minutes.
Allomey ·Client

Em&~ll from counsel ~king infurmatum fur
the purpose of providmg legal advice
regarding USDA board m1..'Ctlng minutes.

Attorney· Client

fDclcUrricni"dr"f~unlap IOr"ttlC

purpose of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board m1..'Clmg minutes.
Attorney • Client

001789

PRIV00957

1/21/2014

PRIV00958

•Dunl.1p, Mich.1el•
1/21/2014l<mdunl.1p@gosafcguard com>

PRIV00959

1/21/2014

PRIV00960

1/22/2014l<~ntos@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00961

1/22/2014

•Santos. Kcllye•

"Sorrenti, J• <j.sorrcnti@g0Sil.fcgu.1rd.com>

Fw: u'ida board notes

•Dunlap, Mich.1eJ•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

RE: usda boord noh.'S

Email from counsel providing lcgal.1dvicc
n.-garding dr.1ft of USDA mccting minutc..'S. Attorney· Olcnt
!DOCument prepan.'d by coun'ICI. Mtehiie
Dunl.1p, ren~..-ctlng privik•gL-d mentnl
impn.>ssions of legal couno;cl regarding
'Attorney • Chent
USDA meeting minutes.
mailtocoun~rpmvidirig" requested
information for the pufl""'C of seeking ll>gal
advice regarding USDA boord rllCCting
Attorney· Client
minuli..'S.
!DOCument drait1..'d by M1ke Ounlap for lhe
purpose of providing leg.1l t~dvice regarding
USDA board mt.'Ctlng minut1..'S.
Attorney~ Client

.I
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Prlv Log II

I

Bates B~g I Bates End

Date

EmaiJ From

Email To

Ern.aiiCC

Email Subiec:t

Description

I

Privilege

m.1il tocounc;cl providing requc<>ted

•Roggenkamp, Mark•

PRIV00%2

1/22/2014l<mroggenkamp0g~fcguard.com>

PRIV00%3

1/22/2014

•ounlap, MlcMcJ•
<mdunlap@gosafcguard com>

FW: usda board notes

lnform.1tion for the purpCKC of seeking legal
advice rcgan.llng USDA board meeting
mlnult.">.
IAttorney- Client
IDOCunlci-it driiftcd by Mike Dunlilp for the
purpoc;c of providing legal ndvlcc rcgudlng
USDA bo.1rd meeting mlnull..">.
!Annmey- Client

•Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggcnkilmp@gOSOifcguard.rom>,
•orooks, Roger" <rogcr.brooks@dcluxc.com>,

PRIV00%4

•Dunlap, Michael•
1/23/20t4l<mdunlap@g0Silfeguard com>

PRIV00%5

1/23/2014

PRIV00%6

•Dunlap, Michael•
1/'23/20t4l<mdunlap@gosafl'guard com>

PRIV00%7

1/23/2014

PRIV00%8

•Dunlap, Michael•
1/23/2014l<mdunlap@g0Silfeguard com>

•Popelka, Michele•
<mpopclka@gos.3feguard rom>, •aark.
Cassie• <cassie.clark@dcluxe.com>

"Sutton, Scott• <:osulton@gMafcguard.com>,
•Robison. Terry•
<trobison@gosafL-guard.com>, •s..:ntos,
Kellye• <ksomtosOgosafegwrd rom>
Iusda board notes

•Brooks, Roger" <mger.brooks@dcluxc.com>,
•Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mmggcnkamp@gosafcguard com>,
•Popelka, Michele•
•Robi'>Oil, Terry•
<mpopclka@gosafcguard com>, •aark.
Cac;sic• <ca'>Sie.clark@deluxe.com>, "Sutton, <trobison@goc;afcguard.com>, •Santos,
Scott• <ssuUon@gosafcguard com>
Kcllyc• <ksantos@gosafcguard.com>
Iusda board notes

•Popelka, Michele•
<mpopclka@gosafcguard.rom>,
"Santos, Kcllye•
~·Roggenkamp, Mark•
<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>, •clark. C011ssie• <mroggenkamp@gosafeguard com>,
<casslc.clark@deluxe com>
•Brooks, Roger" <roger.brooks@deluxc com> Iusda board notes

Email from counsel providing legi'l advice
regarding draft of USDA mct•ting manut1..'S.
1Document prcpan.-d by coun.'•cl, Mich.le
Dunlap,rcn~..>cting privileged mental
impi"C'iSions of legal counsel regarding
USDA mL>ctang minutes.

Email from coun-;cl providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
'ocument prepared by counsel. Michael
Dunlap, rencctlng priv1legc..l fl'l(!ntal
impn.'ssions of !~.-gal counsel regarding
USDA m~..-cting minutes.

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA n'll'Cting minutes.
prcpan.>d by couno;cl, Michael
Dunlap. rcn1..'Cting privilcg~..-d mental
impressions of legal counc;cl regarding
USDA meeting minut1..'S.

Attorney· Oient

Attorney· Client

Attorney· Oicnt

Attorney • Client

!Attorney· Oient

1Document

PRIV00%9

1/23/2014

PRIV00970

•ropclka, Mkhefc•
•Dunlap, Michael•
<mpopelka@gos.afeguard com>,
•Roggenkamp, Mark•
<"/ o•exchangcla bs/ ou •exchange
adminiStrative group
"Santos, Kellye•
l<mroggenkamp@gosa!cguard.com>,
(fydibohf23<;pdlt)/cn•reclpients/cn•aca53b <k.c;antos@gosafeguard.com>, •clark. Cassie• •Bmok.c;, Roger (Roger.Brooks@deluxe.com)•
usda board nolL'S
1/23/2014ld2c43f40cab886ff99642061 00-1201832'>
<cassie.clark@deluxc.rom>
<roger.brooks@deluxc.com>

PRIV00971

1/23/2014

PRIV00972

~ntos, Ketlye•
1/23/20t4l<ksantos@gosafcguard com>

PRIV00973

1/23/2014

•Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@goc;afegunrd.com>

001790

PRIV00974

•Dunlap, Michael•
<•Jo•exchangclabs/ou•cxchange
•Popclkn, Michele•
administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/ m•rcci picnts/ cn•aea53b <mpo?'!lka@goc;afeguard.com>. "Clark.
Cassie• <c:a"'le.clark@deluxe com>
1/23/2014ld2c43f40cab886ff9964206100-t201832'>

PRIV00975

1/23/2014

PRIV00976

"Popelka, Michele•
1/23/2014l<mpopclka@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00977

1/23/2014

•ounlap, Mic~J·
<mdunlap@gosafeguard rom>

RE: uc;da board notc<1

•Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mmggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>,
"Brooks. Roger (Rogcr.Brooks@dcluxe com)•
<mger.brook.o;@deluxe.rom>, "Sutlon.Scott•
<ssutton@gosafeguard.com>. •Robison,
Terry• <trobison@gos.afcguard com>,
"Santos, Kellye•
<k.c;antos@gosafcguard.com>
usda board notes

RE: usda board notes

!Attorney· Client

Email fmm counc;cl seeking Information for
the purpose of providing legi'lndvice
regarding USDA board meeting minutes.
Attorney· Clil'nt
Document draftl..-d by Mike Dunlap for the
purpoc;cof providing le&.lll advice regarding
USDA boord mct!llng minutes.
Attorney • Client
mail to couniiel prOviding request1..-d
mformatltm for the purpose of 51..-cking ll-gal
ndvicc regarding USDA board meeting
mlnut~.
Attorney- Client
JDocument draltOO bfMike Dunlap for the
purpoc;cof providing legal advice regarding
USDA board mt.-cting minutl.."'!Attorney· Client

I

Email from counsel seeking information for
the purpose of providing lcgdl advke
regarding USDA board meeting minutes.
100cuinent drafted by Mike Dunlap for the
purpo!'C of providing legi'l advice regarding
USDA board meeting minutes.
mail to counsel providing requL'SII..-d
information for the purpose nfc;cckmg legal
advice regarding USDA bo.1.rd meeting
mlnut1..'S.
IDocumcntarafted by Mike Dunlap for the
pu~ of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minutes.

Attorney· Client

Atlorney ·Client

Attorney- Client

Attorney· Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. [Case No. CV·OC·1416400]
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Privlmr. II

Bates BeR- I

Bates End

Date

Email From

Email To

EmailCC

Email Subiect

"Brooks, Roger (Roger.Brooks@dcluxe.com)•
<roger,brook..o;ftdeluxe com>, "Roggenkamp.
•ropelka, Michele"
Mark• <mroggenkamp@gC~Safeguard.com>,
<mpopclka@gosafeguard.com>, •aark,
"Robison, Terry•
Cassie• <cassie clark@deluxc.com>. "Sulton. <trobisonOgOSOlfeguard com>, "Santos.
Scott• <s.o;utlon@gosafeguard com>
Kellyc• <k.Qntos@goc;afeguard com>
u.c;d.a board notes

PRIV00978

"Dunlap, Michael"
<"lo-exchangelabslou•cxchange
administrative group
(fydibohf23spdll)lcn•rcdpientslcn•aca53b
1/23/2D14Id2<>43140cab886119964206100.1201 R32'>

PRIV00979

1/23/2D14

PRIV00980

"Diller, Nicki"
1123I2014I•Brooks, Roger" <roger.brooks@deluxc com> !"Sutton, Scott• <ssutton@gosafcguard.rom> J<nickl.dillcr@gosafcguard com>

PRIV00981

1/23/2D14

PRIV00982

•Dunlap, Mich.lcJ•
ll24l2014l<mdunlap@gOSOlfeguard.com>

PRIV00983

1/24/2D14

PRIV00984

•Dunlap, Michael•
ll24l2014l<mdunlap@gOSOlfeguard.com>

PRIV00985

1/24/2014

"Sorrenti, I" <j.sorrenli@gosafe~ard com>

!•Clark, Cassie• <cassieclark@deluxe.com>

"Sorrenti, J" <j.sorrenli@gOSOlfeguard.com>,
"Clark, Cassie• <cassie.clark@dcluxe.com>

,.Roggenkamp. Mark•
<mroggenk.amp@gDS:~fcguard.com>

•Dunlap, Michael"
l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00986

ll24l2f114I"Oark. Cassie" <cassie.clark@deluxe.com>

PRIV00987

1/24/2014

PRIV00988

"Dunlap, Michael"
<•lo-exchangclabslou•exchange
administrative group
(fydiboh£23spdlt)lm•reclpientslm•aca53b
1 124120141 d2e43f40cab886ff99642061 QO..t201832">
I"Sorrenti, J• <J _.:;orrentl@goc;afegua rd.com>

PRIV00989

1/24/2014

PRIV00990

"Dunlap, Michael"
<•I o•cxchilngclabsl ou•exchilnge
administrotive group
(fydiboh£23spdlt)lm•recipientslcn•aca53b "Sorrenti, j• <jh.:;orrcntJ@gOSOlfeguard com>,
•clark, Cassie• <cassie.clark@deluxe com>
1/24/2014ld2c43f40cab886ff9964206100.t201832">

PRIV00991

1/24/2D14

PRIV00992

•Dunlap, Michael"
<"Io-cxchangela bsl ou•cxchange
administrative group
(fydibohf2Jspdlt)lcn•recipientslcn•aea53b
1/24/2D14Id2<>43£40cab886fi9964206100.I201 R32'>

I

FW: Need a draft of Backspin project
st.1temcnt and FAQs for internal
communication

Iusda board notes

IFW: usda board notes

RE: usda board notes

usda board notes

,.Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>

FW: usda board notes

Otsaiption

Privilege

Email from counsel seeking information for
the purpose of providing legal advice
regarding USDA board meeting minutes.
Attorney· Client
DOCument draltt.'d by M1kC Dunlap lor the
purpm.cof providing legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minute!l.
Attorney· Client
mail tocomp:my-employce1 regarding
advice from rounc;cl in preparing lntem.1l
document n•gardlng Safeguard's Buy· Back
Program.
!Attorney· Client
jDOCument prepared by
D.ller upon ihe
advice of COUMcl. Michael Dunlap,
regarding internal document regarding
Safeguard':; Buy·Back Progr.1m.
!Attorney· Client

I

N.d:.

Email from oounc;cl providing lt.-gal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
j Document prepared by counsel, M~ehaCI
Dunlap. reflecting privilcgt.>d mental
imprc<>sioM of legal counsel regarding
USDA mt.-cting mlnutt.'."o.
Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding; draft of USDA m~ling minutes.
DOCument prcpart.'d by counsel, M1diae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
imprcssicm.o; of legal coun.o;cl regarding
USDA mt.-cting minutes

I

IAttorney· Oient

!Attorney. Client

!Attorney. Oient

IAttorney· Chent

Email to counsul providing requested
Information for the purpose ol' seeking legal
advice regarding USDA mcctmg minute<~.
jAttorncy • Oient
JDOCumcntpri'p:m.'d by coun.-.cl. M~eh03:Cl
Dunlap. reflt.>Cting privJlcgt.-d mcnt.11
imprcs.o;fons of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.
IAttorney· Client

Email from roun.o;cl providing legal advice
regarding USDA board meeting minutes
!Attorney· Client
)Document drafted by Milw Dunlap for the
purpoc;c of providing; legal advice regarding
USDA board mt.-cting minutes.
!Attorney· Client

Email from rounc;cl providing legal advice
regarding USDA board mt.-cling minutes.
Attorney· Client
jDOCument draltt.'d by M1ke Dunlap lor the
purpoc;c of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minutt.>s.
Attorney. Chcnt

I

I

"Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggcnkamp@gtlSilfcguard.com>,
•ropelka, Michele•
<mpopclka@gosafeguard.com>, •SantCK,
Kellye• <ksantos@gOSOlfcguard.com>

usda board notes

Email from counsel pmvidint; legal o1dvioo
n.-garding USDA board mcctmg minutes.

Attorney· Client

IDocument draflCObfMikC-DUnlap for the

001791

PRIV00993

1/24/2D14

PRIV00994

"Dunlap, Michael•
<•I o•exchangelabsl ou •exchange
<Jdministrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)lcn•rccipientsl0l•aea53b
ll24l2f114ld2c43£40cab886ff996420610Q.t201832">
I"Sorrcnti,J" <J.sorrenti@gosafegu<~rd com>

PRIV00995

1/24/2D14

purp0$Cflf providing lt.'gill advice rcgardmg
USDA boord mt.'Cting minutL>s.
Attorney· Client

1•cro1rk. Cassie" <cassie.clark@deluxe com>

Iusda board notes

Email from coun.o;cl!OCCking information for
the purpoc;eof providing legal advice
regarding USDA board meeting minult.>s
IAttorney· Client
jDOcument ilraltcilby M1kC Ounlo1p lor lhC
purprr..c of providing ll'gill advice n•garding
USDA board meeting minutt.oo;.
Attorney· Client

I

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al.{case No. CV·OC·1416400)
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l'rlvto2•

BatesB~

Bates End

Oafe

Email From

Email To

EmailCC
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Email Sub ed

Description

001792

PRIV009%

"Dunl.1p, Mich&lcl"
1/24/2014 <mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00997

1/24/2014

PRIV00998

"Dunlap, Michael"
<"/o•cxchangelilbs/ou•cxchange
admlnlstratJve group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/m•reclpients/m•aea53b "Morin, Thelma"
<tmorin@gosafeguard.com>
1/27/2014 d2<4314llc.lb886fl9964206100-t201832">

PRIV00999

1/27/2014

PRIV01000

"Dunlap, Michael"
<"/ o-exchangelabs/ ou •exchange
administrative group
(fydibohl23spdh)/m•recipients/Ol•aea53b "Morin, Thelma•
<tmorin@gosafeguard.com>
1/27/2014 d2<43140cab886119964206100-t201832'>

PRIV01001

1/27/2014

PRIV01002

"Dunlap, Michael"
<"/o•exchangclabs/ ou•exchange
adminlc;trative group
(fydibohf23spdh)/m•recipients/cn•aea53b "Morin, Thelma"
<tmorin@gosafeguard.com>
1/27/2014 d2e43f40cab886ff9964206100-t201SJr>

PRIV01003

1/27/2014

PRIV01004

•Morin. Thelma"
1/27/2014 <bnorin@gos.afeguard rom>

PRIV01005

1/27/2014

PRIV01006

"Morin, Thelma•
1/28/2014 <tmorin@gosafeguard com>

PRIV01007

1/28/2014

RE: USDA Board notes from January 14,2014 Email from counc;cl providing legal .advice
regarding USDA board rrn.-cling minutes.
10ocumcntdra led by MokciJun ap OTtnc
purpose of providing legal ndvlre regarding
USDA board mt.-cllng minutes.
ma1 tocounsc prov1 mgm ormat1on or
USDA Board notes from January 14,2014 for the purpose of sc..-cking h.-gal advice
regarding USDA board meeting minutes.
your review
fUOCumcnt dra :ted by Mike uun ap or tnc
purpose of providing legal ndvire rc..-garding
USDA board meeting minutes.
ma1 tocounsc prov1 mg intormat1on or
USDA Board notes REVISED from january the purpoo;c of seeking legal advice
14,2014 for your review
regarding USDA board mcctlng minutes .
!Document drafted by Mike Dun ap or the
purpoc;c of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board mt.-cting minult.~.

PRIV01008

"Dunlap, Michael"
<•j o-exchangelabs/ ou •exchange
administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/m•recipients/cn•aca53b "Morin, Thelma"
<tmorin@gCKafcguard.com>
1/28/2014 d2<4314llc.lb886119964206100-l201832'>

Fw: usda board nolL'S

PRIV01009

1/28/2014

PRIVototO

•Dunlap, Michael"
<"/ o•excha.ngelabs/ ou•exchangc
administrative group
(fydibohl23spdll)/cn•recipients/cn•aea53b
1/28/2014 d2<4314llc.lb886119964206100-l201832'>

PRIV01011

1/28/2014

PRIV01012

•Dunlap, M1ch&lcl"
<"/o-exchangelabs/ou•excha.ngc
administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/m•rcdpfents/m•aca53b ~Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mroggenkamp@gosafcguard.com>
1/28/2014 d2c43140cab886119964206100-t201832'>

PRIV01013

1/28/2014

PRIV01014

•D,Uer,Nicki"
1/28/2014 <nidd.dlller@gosa.feguard.com>

"Sorrenti,

r <J.sorrenti@gosafeguard.com>

USDA Board 2014

<usda@gost~feguard.com>

usd.1 board notes

RE:expcnc;cs

RE:expcnscs

(or your review

•Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosa.feguard com>

•Dunlap, Michael"
USDA Bo.1rd 2014 <usda@gosafcguard.com> <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

"Sorrenti, j" <j.sorrenti@gosafeguard.com>,
~ropelka, Michele"
<mpopclka@goc;afcguard.com>,
•Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mroggcnkamp@gosaft.•guard com>

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@goc;.afeguard com>

Fw: usda board notes

Fw: usdoa board notes

RE: usda boa.rd notes

Email from counsel providing legal advice'
regarding draft of USDA nweling minutes.
Document prepan.'d ~..coun..<;el, Michael
Dunlap, renccting privileged mcnt~l
Impression'> of legal rouno;cl rl'gardlng
USDA meeting minuk.'S.

Email chain ront<alnlng confld,•ntlal
communication" regarding USDA board
meeting mlnutt..'S.
uachmcntlo cma1 cnam contoumng
confidential rommunbtlono; regarding
USDA board meeting minult.'S.

Email chain containing ronfidential
communication'> regarding USDA board
meeting minutes.
tttachincnt tocma1 cholin contlmmg
confidential communkationc; regarding
USDA board mt.-cllng minult.'S.

Privilee:e

Attorney· Client

Attorney· Client

Attorney· Client

Attorney· Client

Attorney· Client

Allnmey ·Client

Attorney- Clk'llt

Attorm.-y- Client

Attorney· Client

Attorney- Client

Attorney- Client

Attorney • Client

Email from coun<tCI seeking information for
the purpose of providing legal advice
regarding USDA board mccting minutcs
Attorney· Chent
1Document dra tt..>d by Mike U1m ap or Ute
purpose of providing legal<~dvlce regarding
USDA board mL-cting minutes.
Attorney- Client

Email fmm counsel :;~.'eking information for
the purpose of providing legal advice
regarding USDA board rrn.'l'ting minutes.
Attorney· Chcnl
fUOCumentdraltcd by 1 ruke uun ap ortnc
purpose of providing k-gal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minutcs.
Attorney· Client

Ema1l from counc;cl reeking information for
the purpose of providing legal advice
regarding USDA board mccting minutes.
Attorney· Client
IDocument drafted by 1 like Uun ap or the
purpose of providing legal advice rcgardmg
USDA board mcctmg mmutes.
Attorney· Client
ma1 tocounsc providing n.-questcd
information for the purpoo;c uf SL-cking k-gal
advice regarding USDA board meeting
minute<;,
Attorney- Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. (Case No. CV·OC-1416400)
DEFENDANTS' FIRST AMENDED PRIVIlEGE lOG
September 29, 2015
Priv ~fH Bell:- I

Bates End

Date

Email From

Email To

PR!V01015

1/28/2014

PR!V01016

•DunL1p, Michael•
<•J o•cxchangcla bs/ ou •exchange
administrative group
(fydabohf23spdlt)/cn•reclplcnls/cn•aca53b •omcr,Nicki•
1/28/2014 ld2c43f.WC.b886ff99642061 00-1201832">
<nick! dillcr@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV01017

1/28/2014

•Dunlap, Michael•
<•J o•cxchangelabs/ ou•exchange
administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/Ol•reciplcnts/Ol•aca53b

"Sorrenti, J" <j.sorrenti@gosafeguard.com>,
"Popelka, Michele"
<mpopclka@gosafcguard.com>,
•RDgb>enkamp, Mark•
<mroggenkamp@gosafcgu.ard rom>

PRIV01018

1/28/2014ld2c43f.WC.b886ff9964206100-1201832">

PR!V01019

1/28/2014

PR!V01020

•Dunlap, Michael•
<•J o•cxchangelabs/ ou •exchange
adminlstrattve group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn•redpients/Ol•aea53b "Daller,Nicki•
<n.icki.diller@gosafcguard com>
1/28/2014ld2c43f40cab886ff9964206100-1201832">

PR!V01021

1/28/2014

PRIV01022

"Dunlap, Michael•
1/"lB/20t4l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV01023

1/28/2014

PRIV01024

•Dunlap, Michael"
1/28/2014l<mdunlap@gosafeguilrd.com>

PRIV01025

1/28/2014

001793

PRIV01026

1/30/20t4I"Oark. Ds.c:ie• <cassie.clark@deluxe com>

PR!V01027

1/30/2014

PRIV01028

1/30/2014

PR!V01029

1/30/2014

PR!V01030

1/30/2014

I"Sorrcntf.l""<j.sora·C-iiti@gosafeguard com>,
"Popelka, Michele"
<mpopclka@gosafeguard.com>,
"Roggenkamp. Mark•
<mroggenkamp@gosafcgu.ard.com>

j"SorrcnlJ, J• <J.sorrenm~gOSafeguard com>,
"Popelka, Michele"
<mpopclka@gos.afeguard com>,
"Roggenkamp. Mark"
<mmggenkamp@go.c;afeguard.com>

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@g(l';Oifeguard.com>, •Popelka,
!Michele• <mpopclka@gosafegu.ard.com>

64

EmailCC

EmailSublect

Fw: usda boord notes

usda board notctl

board notes

Fw: usda board notes

u.~a

board note<>

1'iller·Shumway, Amy•
<atHier@gosafeguard.com>, "Lunden, Ellen•
<elunden@gosafcgu.1rd com>, "Skipper,
Kevin" <k..-;kippcr@gosafeguard rom>,
"Ledelilch.Sue (GoSafeguard)"
<slcdcrach@gosafeguard.com>,
"Dmmarota, Amand01"
<amandil cammarob@gosafeguard.com>
IRE: account protection

Description
I Privilege
jDOCumcntdrallCd by MakC Dunlap forth(!
purpose of providing legal advice rcgomting
USDA boord meeting minutes.
jAIIomcy ·Client

Email from rounscl providing legal advice
AHomey- Client
regarding USDA board rm-cting minutes.
jDOCurriCOt drafted by MakC Dunlap lor lliC
purpose of providing legal advice rcgoudlng
USDA board meeting minutes.
Atlomcy- Client

Email from counsclsc..-cklng Information for
the purpose of providing lcg;ll advice
regarding USDA board meeting minutes.
Allomey ·Client
j DOCument draitt.'d by MakC IJunlilp lor the
purp05Cof providing legal OJdvlcc regarding
USDA board meeting minutL'S
Attorney· Client

Email from roum:cl seeking information for
the purpose of providing legal advice
regarding USDA board mcctang minutes.
Attorney· Client
JOOCUmCntdratt~..'d by MakC Dunlap tor lliC
purprt'>e nf pmvidang legal advice regarding
USDA board mt.-cting minutes.
Attorney- Client

Email from coun.scl providing legal ildvicc
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
j0(-.cument prepart.'d by coun~l. MlCI'lac
Dunlap, reflecting privilegL>d mental
impre<iSions of legal coun.o;cl regardmg
USDA mt.'Ctlng minute<;,

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA met•ting minutes.
!Document prep.lrcd by coun~l. Michael
Dunlap, reflt.'Ctmg privileged mental
imprec;sion.o; of lcg01l rouno;cl regarding
USDA mt.-cting minuk'S.

Email chain with counsel pn!VIding
information for the purpose of Sl.>cking legal
advice n>garding IBF, Oocuc;ourcc and
Safeguard acrount information.
Attachment to Ci'rioiil chain with coun..o;c;
providing information for the purpn$e of
Sl.'Cking legal advice regarding IBF,
Docusourceand Safeguard account
information.
ttichment to emad cNitn waUlcounsc
providing Information for the purpose of
<:i..'Ckang legal advice regardint; IBF,
Docusourccand Safeguard o:~crount
infommtion.
ttachmcnt to email chain with coun.c;c
providing information for the purpose of
seeking legal o:~dvice regarding IBF,
Docu'>Durcc and Safegu01rd i1L'COUnt
information.
Attachment to emaal chain with counsc
providang information fort~ purpose of
seeking legal ildvice regarding IBF,
Docusourcc and Safeguard account
information.

AHomey- dient

Attorney· Client

Attorney· Client

Attorney- Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et ai.(Case No. CV·OC·1416400]
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Priv Log II

PRIV01031

PRIV01032

PRIV01033

PRIV01034

PRIV01035

I

Bates Beg

I

Bates End

Date

Email From

"Dunlap, Michael"
1/30/2014l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

EmaiiSubied

Fw: account protection

Description
mail from coun">CI providing legal advice
regarding account prolt.oction ofl3, Thurston.
IBF, and/or Docusourre.

1/30/2014

1/30/2014

Document prepared by Amanda Cilmmarolol
for the purpose of seeking lcgill ildVICC
concerning account protection of 13,
Thurston,IBF.and/or Oocu'iOUrre.

1/30/2014

Document prepared by Amandil Cilmmarolol
for the purpose of seeking legal advice
concerning account protection ofT3,
Thurston, IBF, ;md/or Docu~rre.

1/30/2014

Document prepared by Am."!nda Cilmmarota
for the purpose of seeking legill advice
concerning account protection ofTJ,
Thurston, IBF, ;md/orDocusourre.

1/31/2014l<amanda.ca~mm.1rolol@gosafcguard.com>

•Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard com>, •clark,
Cilssie" <cassie.dark@deluxccom>,
!"Popelka, Michele"
<mpopclka@gosafeguard com>

"Tiller·Shumway, Amy"
<atiller@gosafcguard.com>, "Lunden, Ellen"
<elunden@gOQfcguard.com>, "Skipper,
Kevin• <kskippcriigCKafcguard com>,
"Lcderoch. Sue (Go.Silfcguard)•
<s1t.-dcrach@gosafcguard com>
IRE: account protection

Privil~

Email to counsel providing information for
the purpose of seeking leg<~ I ildvice
regarding account protection ofT3, Thur;ton,
Teply, IBF, and/or Docusourcc.
Atlolchment lu emillllo counwl providing
informilllon for the purpoc;c of wcking legal
ndvicc regarding ilccount prolt.'Ction o(TJ,
Thurston, Teply,IBF, and/or Docu<;OUrre.

PRIVOJ037

1/31/2014

PRIVOJ038

•skipper, Kl!Vin•
<"/o-cxchangelabs/ou•cxch:mge
ndminlstrotive group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn•rcdplents/cn•709880fi•Dunlap, Michael•
1/31/20t4l920834f78a5b8bfd365181e33-t20217S•>
<mdunlilp@gosafeguard.rom>

PRIVOJ039

EmailCC

Document prcpart.-d by Arn.anda Cammarob
for the purpose of seeking leg<~l ildvicc
concerning account protl.oction ofT3,
Thurston,lBF. ilnd/or Docusuurre,

"Cammarota, Amanda"

PRIV01036

Email To
"Skipper, Kevin"
<kskippcr@gosafeguard.com>

RE: account protection

Email from coun.;cl pmvidtng legal advice
regarding account protection ofT3, Thurston.
IBF, and/or Docusourec.

RE: Comparison to BAM Ust

Document prepared by Amanda Cilmmarolol
for the purpose of &.'eking k•gal advice
ronccmlng account protection ofT3,
Thur>ton,IBF, and/or DocuSCiurre.
maillrom roun-.cl providing legal advice
regarding BAM acqui-.ition.-..

1/31/2014

PRIVOJ040

".Sk.ippcr, Kevin'
2/5/2014 <kskippcr@goc;afeguilrd.com>

PRIV01041

2/5/2014

I

"Bowes, B.lrb• <bolrb l.bowcs@deluxe.com>

Attachment to email from coun~l providing
legal advice regarding BAM acqul-.itions.
•skipper, Kevin"

<•t o•exchangclabs/ ou •cxch.lngc
PRIV01042

adminlslrativc group
(fydlbohf'23c;pdlt)/cn•redpients/cn•709B80f
2/5/2014l920834f78a5b8bfd365181e33·t202178•>
I"Bowt.~ B.1rb• <barb.l.bowcs@deluxecom>

PRIV01043

2/5/2014

001794

PRIVOJ044

•Dunl.1p, Michael"
2/12/2014l<mdunlap@g05ilfeguard com>

PRIV01045

2/12/2014

RE: Comparison to BAM Llc;t

•Robi:o;on, Terry•
<tmbison@goc;afcguard.com>, •()della, Phil"
<phil.odclla@dcluxc-.com>, 'Sutton, Scott•
"Ciilrk, Cilssie" <cas.sic dark@dcluxc.com>, <ssutlon@gosafeguard rom>, "D1IIer, Nicki"
•Popelka, Michele•
<nkkl dJiler@goc;afcguard.rom>, •Morin,
<mpopclka@gosafcguard.com>, •San too;,
Thclmil" <tmorin@gCKilfeguard.com>,
"Sorrenti,J" <j.sorrcnti@gosafct,ruard com>,
Kcllyc• <ksanlos@gosafct.pgard com>,
•Beadling.
Steven•
•Roggenkamp, Milrk•
<sbcildllng@gCKafeguard.com>, "Kirlin, Bob"
<mroggenk.1mp@gosafeguard.com>,
"Brook.~ Roger" <mger.brooks@dcluxc.rom> <bob kirlln@deluxe.rom>
Iusda board notes

Email from counsel providing k>gal advice
regarding account protection ofT3, Thurston,
IBF, and/ or Docusourre.
1Document prepared by Bow~. Barb for the
purpose of c;ccking legal advirc concerning
account prok.oction o(TJ, Thurston. IBF,
and/or Docusourre.

Email from coun.~l providing legal advice
regarding drilft of USDA ml'Ciing minute.;.
•ocumcnt prepared by coun.;cl, Michael
Dunlap, rcfle1:ting privileged mental
impn.'SSlons of legal counsel regarding
USDA IT\(.'Ciing mlnuk.-s

Attorney • Oicnt

Attorney· Oicnt

T3 Enterprises, et al, v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et ai,(Case No. CV-OC-1416400]
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Priv~l

Bates Beg I

Bates End

Date

Email From

Email To
•ropclka, Michele•
<mpopclka@gOSOlfeguard.rom>, •S:~ntos,
Kellye• <k.'klntos@g~feguard.com>,
•Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggenkamp@gOSOifeguard.com>

Email Subiect

EmaiiCC

•clark, Cilssic• <casslc.clark@dcluxccom>.
•Odella, Phtl• <phil,odellaftdcluxe com>,
•srooks, Roger- <rogcr.brooks@dcluxc.cnm>,
"Sutton, Scott• <ssutton@gosafeguard.com> Iusda board notes

PRIV01046

•Dunlap, Michael•
2/12/2014l<mdunlap@gOSO!!eguard.com>

PRIV01047

2/12/2014

PRIV01048

•Dunlap, MicMcl•
<•I o•exchangcla 'b<t/ ou•exchange
administrative group
(fydibohf23spdll)/crt•rcdpients/crt•ilei153b
2/12/2014ld2o43140c:olb886£1\l964206100-1201832">

PRIV01049

2/12/2014

PRIV01050

•Dunlap, Michael•
2/12/2014l•Brooks, Roger• <roger.brooks@deluxe com> l<mdunlap@gosafeguard com>

PRIVO!OS!

2/12/2014

PRIV01052

"Robison. Terry•
<trobison@gosafcguard.com>, "Odella. Phil"
<phil.odella@deluxe.com>, "Sutton, ScoW
"Clark, Cassie• <cassle.clark@deluxe.com>, <S!>Utton@gosafcguard com>, "Diller, Nicki"
<nick! diller@gosafeguard.com>, •Morin,
"Popelka, Michele•
Thelma• <tmorin@gOSOlfcguard.com>,
<mpopclk.a@gosafcguard com>, •S:Intos,
Kcllye• <ksantos@gosafeguard.com>,
•nunlap, MichOleJ•
"Sorrcnli,r <f.sorrcnti@gosafeguard.com>,
•Roggenkamp, Mark•
•Beadling. Steven
<"/o-exchangclabs/ou•exchangc
<mroggcnkamp@gosafeguard com>,
(sbeadllng@gosafeguard.com)"
admlnistmlive group
(fydlbohf23spdll)/cn•rccipients/cn•neaS3b "Brooks. Roger (Rogcr.Brooks@deluxc.com)• <sbe<~dling@gos.lfcguard com>, •Kirlin, Bob•
<roger.brooks@deluxe.com>
2/12/2014ld2o43f40cob886ff99642061 00-1201832">
(usda board notes
<bob.klrlin@dcluxe rom>

PRIVO!OSJ

2/12/2014

"Dunlap. MictmcJ•
2/13/2014l<mdunl;,p@gosafeguard com.>

PRIVO!OSS

2/13/2014

PRIVO!OS6

2/13/2014I"Oark, Cilssie" <cassle clilrk@deluxc com>

PRIV01057

2/13/2014

"Dunlap, Michael•

001795

PR!V01059

2/13/2014l<mdunl<~p@gosafcguard com>

2/13/2014

•clark. Cassie• <cassicclark@deluxe com>,
•Odella, rruJ• <phtl.odella@deluxc.com>,
•Brooks, Roger- <roger.brooks@deluxe.com>,
"Sutton, Scott• <ssutton@gosafeguard com> (usda brord notes

Email from counc;cl providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA m<.'Cting mlnut<.'S.
'ocumenl -prep.ued by coun-.cl. Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutec;,

Allornt!y- Client

Attorney- Client

Email fmm counsel prov1ding legal advk:c
rcgardtng USDA board meeting minutes.
Attorney· Client
IDocument drafted by Mike Uunlap lor the
purpose of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minult'S.
Attorney· Client
mail to coUi\SCI proitidirig n..quesh.>d
information for the purpoc;c nf seeking legal
advice regarding USDA board meeting
minutes.
IDocumentdrnftoo bfMikC Duidap for the
purpose of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting mlnut<.'S.

I

PRIV01054

PR!V01058

•Popelka, Michele•
<mpopclka@g()Silfcguond.com>, •Santos,
Kellye• <ksantos@gosafcSW~rd.rom>,
•Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggcnkamp@gos.1fcguard.com>

Privilege

Description

•Popelka, Michele"
<mpopclka@gosafeguard.com>,
"Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggenkamp@g()Silfcguard com>

•ounlap, Michilel"
J<mdunlap@gosafeguard.rom>

"Popelka, Michele•
<mpopclka6g{l5il!eguard com>

boord notes 21114 rbrooks

"Solntos, Kellye•
<k.Qntoc;@gosafeguard.com>, -sutton, ScoW
<ssutton@gosafcguard.com>, •Brooks,
Roger- <rogcr.brooks@deluxe.com>, "Oark.
Cas.c;ie" <cassie.clark@dcluxe com>
(board notes

RE: usdil board notes

"Santos. Kcllye•
<k.Qntoc;@g0'>3feguard.com>, •Roggenkamp,
Mark• <mroggenkamp@~feguard com>,
•Brooks, Roser- <wger.brtl(lks@dcluxe.com>.
·clark. Cilssic• <cassic clark@deluxe com>,
"Sutton, Scott• <ssutton@gosa!eguard com> lu'>da board note<>

Email from counc;cl ~>eking infOf"Tl"mtion for
the purpose of providing legal advice
regarding USDA board mt.>eting minutes.
Attorney ·Client
IDocument drafted by Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minut~
Attorney· Client

Email from counsel providing legal .1dvicc
regarding draft nf USDA meeting minutes.
JUocumcnt pre~ied b)' CoUnsel. Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privilcg<.>tl mental
Impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.
Email tocounc;cl providing requested
information for the purpose of seeking legal
.1dvicc n.>garding USDA meeting mtnutt.'S.
Document prcpan.>d by couno;cl, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileg<.>d mt.'ntal
impressionc; of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

I

Attorney - Oient

Attorney - Client

IAttorney- Oient
Attorney- Client

Email from couno;cl providing legal ;,dvice
rcg<~rdlng draft of USDA m<'Ctlng minutes.

IAttorney~ Oient

IIJoc'ument prepart.'d by coult.o;c/, Mk:h.lt.•
Dunlap, refl<.'Cting privileged mental
lmpres.c;ionc; of legal counc;el regarding
USDA meeting minuk-s

Attorney· Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et ai.(Case No. CV·OC·1416400)
OEFENDANTS'FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE lOG
September 29, 201S

Priv Log I

I

Bates Beg

I

Bates End

Date

Email From

Email To

PRIV01060

•ounlap, Michael•
<•/ o•excha ngeJabs/ ou •exchange
administrative group
'(fydibohl23spdlt)/cn•rcdpicnts/cn•aca53b ,.Popelka, Michele•
2/13/2014ld2c43f40colb886ff996420610Q.t201832•>
<mpopclka@gosafcguard com>

PRIV01061

2/13/2014

PRIV01062

•Roggenkamp, Mark•
2/13/2014l<mroggenkamp@gosafcgu41rd.com>

PRIV01063

2/13/2014

PRIV01064

-s.tntos. Kellyc•
2/13/2014l<ks.1ntos.@gO'i.'lfcguilrd com>

PRIV0!065

2/13/2014

PRIV01066

•LedC141ch, Sue (GoSafeguard)•
2/14/2014l<s1cdcrach@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV01067

2/14/2014

PRIV0!068

2/14/2014l<amanda.cammarota@gosafegut~rd com>

•c..mmonotil, Amanda•

EmaUCC

FW: usd.1 board note<;

1•Dunl.1p, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

<mdunlap@gosafegut~rd

com>

RE: usdo1 board notes

I"Cainmarot&l, Amandt~
<amanda cammarota@gosafcguard.com>,
•clark. Cassie• <cassie clark@dcluxe com>,
-skipper, Kevin•
<kskippcr@gosafeguard.com>

,.Lederach, Sue (GoSafcguard)•
<slcdcrach@gosafeguard.com>

•Dunlt~p,

PRIV01069

•Lederach. Sue (GoSafloguard)•
2/14/2014l<slcdcl'ilCh@gOSilfcgu.1rd.com>

PRIV01070

2/14/2014

PRIV01071

•Dunlap. Michael•
<•/ o•exch.1ngel.1 bs/ ou•cxchangc
group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn•n.'Cipients/cn•ilCa53b
2/14/2014ld2c43f40colb886ff99642061 OO.t201832•>
I"Sorrcn tL jR <j.sorrenti@gosafeguard com>

PRIV01072

2/14/2014

PRIV01073

•oilier, Nickt•
2/14/2014l<nicld.diller@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV01074

2/14/2014

PRIV01075

"'unlo1p, Michaet•
<•/ o•exch.angelabs/ou•exchange
administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn•rccipients/cn•aca5.1b ,.D1llcr, N1cki•
2/14/2014ld:lcl3f40cab886ff996420610()..120183r>
<nicki.diller@gosaJc..oguard com>

PRIV01076

2/14/2014

Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard com>

Email Subied

"Santos. Kellye•
<ksantosOgosafc..-guard com>, •Roggenkamp,
Mark• <mrnggenkampftgosafcguard rom>,
•srook.'i, Roger (Roger.Brook.ooftdeluxe.com)•
<roger.brooks@dcluxc.rom>, •Clark. Cassie•
<cassic.clark@dcluxe.com>, "Sutton, Scott•
<~utton@gCKafeguard.com>
Iusda board notes

,.Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafcguard com>

•Dunlap, Michael•

67

IRE. account protection

RE: account prott..'Ction
l"cammarota, Amanda'
<t~rrumda cammamta@gosafegwrd.rom>,
•clark. Cassie• <cassie.clark@dcluxe.com>,
"Skipper, Kevin•
<k.<>kipper@gosafeguard.com>

IRE: account protection

t~dministrative

usda board notes

•Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard com>

RE: usda board notes

001796

•Popelka, Michele•
<mpopclka@gosafeguard.com>

RE: usd.1 board notes

Oescr___!p_!ion

Email from counc;cJ sc..'Cklng information for
the purpose of providing legal .1dvice
regarding USDA board mt..'(•tlng minutes.
1uocumcnt dr.1flcd by Mike Dunlap for the
pu~of providing leg;~ I o1dvlce rcgt~rdlng
USDA board meeting minutc..os.
mail to counsel providing requested
tnformt~ticm for the purpose of seeking lcgt~l
t~dvice regarding USDA boo,rd meeting
minutes
1Document draltt..-d by Mike Dunlap for the
purpoc;c of providing ILc;ai.Jdvlce regarding
USDA bo.lrd meeting minute:;,
mail to Coun.o;cl providing requested
information for the purpose of seeking legt~l
advice regardmg USDA board meeting
minutes.
llJocumenfaiaftC(fbY Mike Dili'\liap for the
purpose of providing legal .1dvice regarding
USDA board meeting minutc..'S.

Privi~

IAttorney· Client

!Attorney· Client

(Attorney· Client

IAttorney- Client

(Attorney- Client

!Attorney- Client

Ema1l chain to rounscl providing information
for the purpose of seeking legal advice
regarding account protection infonno1tion.
ttachment to email chain to coun~
providing information for the purpose o(
seeking legal .1dv1CC regarding .1crount
protection Wormation.
mail chain rontilining confidentiOJ
communieo1tion<> from counc;el for the
purpose of providmg lcgOJI advice regarding
account protection o£1'3, Thurston. IBF,
and/or Docusourcc.
IAttorney· Client
Ema1l to counc;cl providing n.>questcd
information for the purpose nf seeking legal
advice regarding account protection ofT3,
Thurston, IBF, .1nd/or Docusourcc.
1Attachment to emaiHo coum·.cl providing
requested information for tht• purpose o(
seeking legal advke regarding account
prott..'Ction ofT3, Thurston.IBF, .1nd/or
Docusourcc.
!Attorney- Client

Ema1l from counsel seeking information for
the purpose of providing leg;:al advice
regarding USDA board meeting minutes.
Document dr.1ftc..-d by Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minull!'i
mail to counsel providing rt.>questc..-d
tnformatlcm for the purpose of SC..'Cking legal
t~dvicc rcgt~rding USDA board mcctmg
minutes
Document dr.1ftcd by Mike Dunl.1p for the
purpoc;cof providing legal advice n.-ogarding
USDA boord meeting mmutt..'S.

I

I

!Attorney· Client

!Attorney· Client

IAttorney· Client
!Attorney· Client

Email from counsel ~king information for
the purprec of providing ft.-gal advice
regarding USDA OO..rd meeting minutes.
IAttorney· Client
1Document drafted by Mike Dunlap for lhe
purpo-;c of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board mt.'Cting mlnuiL'S.
IAttomc..-y ·Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. (Case No. CV-OC-1416400]
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PrivLos:l

B;~tes Be;-

I Bates End

Date

Email From

Email To

EnuiiCC

68

Email Subied

I

~scription
Privilege
pmv1dmg n.'f.JUI..-..h.'d
for the purpo<:c ctf St.-eking legal
01dvicc rcg01rding USDA boord m1..>cllng
minuiL':i
IAttorney- Client
JDili:-t.iiTient dr<~~KCT.Juiiliij)for the
purptlo;co( providing legal advice regarding
USDA boord meeting minute~
JAuomcy ·Client
m<~iltoc:rii.Jno;cl

lnform<~lion

•ounlap. Michael•

"Popclb, Michele"

<mdunl01p@gosafegu<~rd

rom>, •oilier,
Nicki• <nicki.dlllcr@gosafeguard.rom>

PRIV01077

2/14/2014l<mpopclkaftg0Solfegu<~rd.rom>

PRIV01078

2/14/2014

PRIV01079

•Dunlap. MlcNcJ•
<•/o-cxchangelabs/ou•excNngc
administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn•rcciplenlo;/en•aea53b •oilier, Nicki•
2/ 14 I 2014)d2c43140co b886ff99642061 00.1201832">
<nlcki.diller@gOSolfl'gu<~rd com>

PRIV01080

2/14/2014

PRIV01081

•Dunlap. MicNcl•
2/14/2014l<mdunlap@gosafcguard com>

PRIV01082

2/14/2014

PRJV01083

•Dunlap, MiWct•
2/18/2014l<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

"Sorrenti,

RE! u<;da boord note:;

•ropclkil. Michele•
<mpopclka@gOSOJfcguard.com>

r <j.sorrcnti@gOSOJ.fCl,'tlOird.rom>

usda boord notes

ruark, CassieM <cassie,darktydeJuxe,com>,
•ropelka, Michele•
<mpopclkil@gosafcguard.com>

'Skipper, Kevin•
<k.o;kippcr@gosafcguard rom>

PRIV01084

2/18/2014

PRIV01085

•Dunlap, Michael•
<•/ o•cxc:hOingclabs/ ou•cxchange
administrntive group
•clark, Cassie• <cas.o;ie clark@deluxe.rom>,
(fydJbohf23spdlt)/cn•recipients/en•Oiea53b "Lederach, Sue (Go.Safcguard)•
<slederoch@gosafeguard com>
2/18/ 2014)d2c43f40co b886ff99642061 00.1201832">

'Skipper, Kevin"
<kskipper@gOSolfcguard.rom>

PRIV01086

2/18/2014

PRIV0!087

2/18/2014

PRIV01088

2/18/2014

PRIV01089

•Morin. Thclm.1•
2/18/2014l<tmorin@gosafcguanl.rom>

PRIV01090

2/18/2014

•ounlap. Michael•
USDA Board 2014 <usda@gO"iiOfcguard.com> J<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

RE: account protection

RE:SGSalcs

USDA Boolrd notes from February 11, 2014
for your review

Em.11J from counsel SL>cklng lnfom'l<llion for
the purpoo;e of providing lq;al advice
reg<~rding USDA boord meeting minutes.
Attorney • Client
JOOC:umcnt drafted by M1ke Dunlap for the
purpose of providing legal ;~dvlcc r'-'Sarding
USDA boord meeting minull..~.
AUorrn.-y-Ciienl
ErN II from counc;cl providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA mL>t•tlng mlnutt.>s.
)DOC-ument prepared by coun~H:Nlel
Dunlap, renccting privilcgOO mental
imprt.'SSion.'iof leg<~l counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.
m.1il cii'Un I rom counst!l prov1dmg !ega
advice regarding account protection
information,
'}Ai"tiCh"mcnt to email cha.in from counsc
providing legal advice regarding account
protection infOf'Tt\Oltion.

Attorney· Oicnt

Attorney· Client

Email from counsel seeking information for
the purpose of providing leg01l advice
rcgardmg 01ccount protection ofT3, Thurston.
IBF, and/or Oocusoun:c,
JAttachmcnt to em<~ II from couno;cl scekmg
lnforrrtation for the purpcKC lll providing
legal ;~dvice regarding account protection of
1'3, Thurston,IBF, 01nd/or Dncusoun:c.
Attachment to em01il ff(ijn couri.o;cl SL>cking
lnfolll'IOition for the purpose of providmg
legal advice regarding account protection of
1'3, Thur,:;ton,IBF, and/or Orcusoun:c.
ttachmcnttoema1i Irom counsel scekmg
inforrn.1tlon for the purpose or providing
legal advice regarding account protection of
T3, Thurston, IBF. and/or Oocusoun:c.
mail to counsel providing infollllOition lor
the purpose of seeking legal advice
regarding USDA boord mectint~ minutes
JAttorncy ·Client
JDOCument draitt.'d by M1kri Dunlap lor lhC
purpose of providing legal advice regarding
USDA boord meeting minutes.
Attorney- Client

I

I

•ounl<~p,

•Ledel'ilch, Sue (GoSafeguanJt

PRIV01091

2/20/2014l<s1ederach@gosafcgu;~rd.com>

PRIV01092

2/20/2014

001797

PRIV01093

us& boord note"i

•Lederach. Sue (GoSafeguard)•
2/20/2014l<s1ederach@gosa£eguard com>

Michael•
<mdunlap@goSOlfcguard.com>, •clark,
Cassie• <c.assle clark@deluxe.com>

J"Skippcr. Kevin
<kskippcr@gosafcguard.com>, "Tiller~
Shumw;~y, Amy•
<atiller@gosafcguard.com>, •ropclkil,
Michele• <mpopclka@gosafcguard.com>,
•surget, Erich•
<crich.burgetftgOSOJfcguard com>,
•Cammarota, Amand;~•
<amanda cammarota@gosafeguard,oom>

IRE: SG Sales

ErN II chain to counsel providing lnforrno~tion
for the purpose of seeking legal advice
n.-g<~rdmgSafeguard and IBF account
Information.
Attachment to email sent lo coun."iCI for the
purpose of seeking legal advice regarding
Safeguard 01nd IBF <~crount inforrno~tion.

•Dunlap, M1chael•
<mdunlap@gosafegu01rd com>. •clark.
Cassie• <c.a"iSie.cl;~rk@dcluxe.com>

"Sk1pper, Kevm•
<kskipper@gosafeguard.rom>, "TtllcrShumway, Amy•
<abllcr@gosafegu<~rd.com>, •Popelka,
Michele• <mpopelkilftgosafeguard com>,
•surgct, Ench•
<erich burget@gD"'.lfcguard.rom>,
•Cammarota, Amanda•
<;~mand;~.cammamta@gosafcgwrd.com>

IRE: SG Sales

Email to counc;cl providing requcc;tcd
information for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding 01ccount prntcctkm ofTJ,
Thurston,IBF, and/or OCJCuo;ourcc.

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. [case No. CV·OC-1416400]
OEFENOANTS'FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
September 29, 2015
Priv Log I

Bates Beg I Bates End

Date

Email From

Email To

PRIV0!094

2/20/2014

PRIV01095

"Skipper, Kevin"
I"Clark, C..ssle" <cassle.clark@deluxe.rom>,
<"/o•exchangclabs/ou•exchange
"Ledcrnch, Sue (GoS.lfcguard)"
<sk>dcrach@gos.-lfcguo.rd.com>.
admin[strntive group
(fydibohl23spdlt)/cn•rcclplenl'l/cn•709R80f "C..mmamta, Amanda"
2/21/2014l920834f7&5b8bfd365181e33-t20217R">
<amo.ndo..eo~mmamt.a@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV01096

Email Subiect

EnuiiCC

rillcr·Shumway. Amy
<o.UIIer@gOSOlfcguard.com>. "Lunden. Ellen"
<elunden@gosafeguard com>, "Dunlap,
Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard com>,
•ropclb. Michele"
<mpopelb6gCKafeguard.rom>
JRE: account pmtectlon

Description
tbchmenttoem<~IIIOcOUrio:CI pfoviding
n.-que-.t!X! lnformatitm fOf' the purpose of
'i4..-cklng legal advice re&lrdlng acrount
pmtectlon of'T.l, ThuNton.IBF.<~nd/Of'
Docuo;ourcc.

Privilege

E~t~<~ll from etlunc;cl providing legal advice
regarding account pml'-.><:lion ofT.l, Thurston,
IBF, and/or Docuc;ource.

Docurrn!nt prcp.1rcd by Aman1la C..mmarota
for the purpt:ll!Cof 'i4..-cking legal advice
etmccming account protection ofT3,
Thurstcm, IBF, and/or Qocuc;ourre,

2/21/2014

PRIV01097

"Dunlap, Michael"
2/22/2014l<mdunlap@gosafeguard com>

"l.edernch, Sue"
<slt.-dcrnch@gosafcguard com>, "Cl.uk,
C..ssic• <eo~ssic clark@deluxc.com>

PRIV01098

"Dunlap. Michael"
2/22/2014l<mdunlap@gosafeguard com>

•Lederilch, Sue•
<c;lcderach@goc;afeguard.com>, "Clark,
Cilssie• <eo~ssie.clark@deluxc rom>

PRIV01099

3/7/2014I"Sutton, Scott" <ssutton@gosafeguard.com> I•Oark. Cassie" <eo~ssie clark@dcluxe.com>

PRIVOIIOO

3/7/2014

PRIV01101

3/7/2014

PRIV01102
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J"Skippcr, Kevin'
<k:'>klppcr@gosafL>guard.com>,1illcr·
Shumway, Amy"
<attller@gOS<Ifcguard.com>, •ropclka,
Michele" <mpopelka@gosafcguard com>
rsiCipper~ KcViri,;
<kskippcr@gos:~fL>guard.rom>, "Tiller·
Shumway. Amy•
<atiller@gosafeguard rom>, •ropclkol,
Michele• <mpopelka.@gosafeguard.com>

IIbf

llbf

RE: IBF Post Oosing Agn..>cment

Email from counc;cl providing legal advice
n.-garding account protL><:tion of TJ. Thurston.
IBF, <~nd/or Docusourcc.

Email from rounc;cl providing legal ildVICC
regilrdingaccount protection ofTJ, Thur>ton,
IBF, and/or Docusourre.
IAttorney· Client
mail to company employet! regarding tega
advice provided by counc;cl regarding IBF
rost Oosing Agreement
JAuorrn.-y • Oient
Atli:lchrrn!nt toemiltl containing information
compik>d for the purpose of St.>t!king legal
advice regarding agreement with IBF.

3/10/2014l•aark. Cassie" <cao;.c;le clark@deluxecom>

I"Merrltt, Ed" <ed.merrill@deluxe.com>

PRIV01103

3/19/2014

•clark. C..ssle" <cassic.clark@dcluxe.com>,
"Kirlin, Bob• <bob,kirlln@deluxe.com>,
"Savoie, Su7.anna•
<ssavok>@gosafeguard.com>. •ounlap.
Michael (mdunlap@gosafcguard com)"
<mdunlap@goc;afcguard.rom>, "Skipper.
Kevin• <ksklppcr@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV01104

3/19/2014

•Kirlin. Bob" <bob.kirlin@deluxe.com>

AttachmCnt to cmilil containing inforrn.:~tion
compiled for the purpoc;c of $CCking legal
advice regard tog agreement with JBF.
mail-toroii1p;:iR)i Cinplo)'L'(.... regarding
information pmvidL>d to k-gal rounscl for the
purpoc;e of St.-eking legal adviC\! rcg:~rding
Please confirm·IBF Poc;t Cloc;lng Agreement JIBF Post Closing Agreement.
JAttomey ·Client

FW: Signed Post Cloo;lng

Email to coun.c;cl providing information for
the purpoc;c of r.ccklng !ego. I advice
regarding IBF Post.Cioc;ing Agreement.
ttachment tocmailtoroun~l providing
information for the purpose of seeking le&-11
;~dvlce re&lrding IBF Post-Closing
Agreement

"PopciKa;MiC:fiCIC
<mpopclk;~@gosafegu<~rd.com>.

•Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mroggenbmp@gOSilfeguard.com>,
"Sutton.. Scott" <ssutton@gosafeguard com>,
•Robison, Terry•
<trobison@gosafeguard com>

001798

PRIVOIIOS

"Dunlap, Michael"
3/20/2014l<mdunbp@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV01106

3/20/2014

PRIV01107

'opelka., Michele'
<mpopclkol@gosafcguard.com>,
•Roggenkamp, Mark"
"Dunlap, Michael•
<"/ o-exchangclabs/ ou•exchange
<mroggenbmp@gosafeg:u<ard.com>.
;~dministrntive group
"Sutton. Scott• <ssutton@gOS<Ifeguard.com>.
(fydibohl23spdlt)/cn•rcdpicnts/cn•Olea53b •Robison, Tcrry•
<trobison@gosafeguard.com>
3/20/2014ld2c43f40cab886ff9964206100-1201832">

PRIV01108

3/20/2014

"S::ntos, Kellye•
<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>, "Brooks.
Roger" <roger.brooks@deluxe.com>, "Oilrk.
C..ssie" <eo~ssie.clark@deluxe.com>
usda boilrd notes

"Santos, Kellye•
<ksomtos@gosafcguard.com>, "Brooks.
Roger" <roger.brooks@deluxe.com>, "Oark,
usda board notes
C..ssie" <eo~ssie.clark@deluxe.com>

Em01il from counsel providing legal advice
regarding drnft of USDA mreling minutes.
1Document prep.lred by counsel. Michac
Dunlap, rcnecting privileged menli:ll
Impressions of legal counsel n.•gardmg:
USDA mectmg minutes.

Attorney· Oient

Attorney- Client

Email fmm coun.c;cl seeking inform.:~tlon for
the purpose of providing leg<~ I advice
regarding USDA board meeting minuiL'S.
Attorney- Client
JDocument dro:~tted by Mike Uunlap lor the
purpose of providing legal advice reg<~rding
USDA board meeting minutes.
Attorney· Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. (Case No. CV-OC-1416400]
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DEFENDANTS' FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
September 29, 2015

Prlv Log #f

I

Bates Beg

I

Bates End

Date

Email From

PR!V01109

•Dunlap, Michael•
3/21/2014l<mdunbp@gnsafcguard.com>

PRIV01110

3/21/2014

PR!VOllll

•Dunlap, Michael•
3/21/2014l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PR!V01112

3/21/2014

PR!V01113

PRIV01114

•nunbp, Michael•
3/21/2014l<mdunbp@gosafcguard com>

Email To

EmaiiCC

•clark, Cao:sie• <cassle dark@deluxe com>

!"Clark. Cassie" <cassie.clarktQdeluxe.com>,
•ropclk.1, Michele•
<mpopl!lk.1@gosafl.'guard.rom>, •sutton.
Scott• <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>,
·Robison, Terry•
<trobison@gtl"afeguard.com>

•Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>,
•Brook.c;, Roger" <roger.brooks@dcluxe~>.
"Santos, Kellye•
<k."-"lntos@gOSOifeguard com>
Iusda board nott.'S

'opclka, Michele'
<mpnpclka@gCKafcguard.com>, •clark,
Cassie• <cassie.clark@deluxe.com>,
•Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggcnk.amp@gOSOI!eguard com>,
•Robison, Terry•
<trobi<:nn@gosafeguard com>, "Sutton, Scott•
<ssutton@gosafeguard.com>

Oeser~ on

Email Subiect

•arooks, Roger" <rogcr.brooks@deluxe com>,
•Robison. Terry•
<tmbison@gosaft.-guard com>, •sutton, Scott•
<rosutton@gosafcguard com>, •Popelk.1,
Michele" <mpopclkaOgosafeguard.com>,
"S.lntos, Kellye•
l<k.••.-mtos@gosafeguard.com>
Iusda board notes

•arook.1, Roger" <roger.brook:'i@deluxc.com>,
-santos, Kcllye•
<ksantos@gosafeguard com>, •Diller, Nicki•
<nlckl.ddler@goc;afeguard.com>, "Sorrentl,r
<j.sorrenti@gCKafeguard.com>, •Morin,
Thelma• <tmorin@gosaft.-guard.com>
Iusda board notes

Email from counsel pmvldmg legal adviCe
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
l()(lcument prepart.>d by coun"CI, Michile
Dunlap. reflecting privileged mental
impn..'SSionc; of legal counc;cl regarding
USDA meeting minult.'S.

Email from counc;cl providint; legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutt.os.
!Document prepared by counc;cl, Michile
Dunlap, rcflt.ocling privilcgt.>d mental
lmpression.c; of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minute:;

Email from counc;cl providing legal <~dvlce
reg<~rding draft of USDA meeting minutt.'S.

!Document prepared by counSl·l, Michael
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impn..'SSions of legal counsel regarding
USDA mt.'Ciing minutt.'S.

3/21/2014
•clark, Cassie• <cassic clark@dcluxe com>,
•Roggenkamp. Mark•
<mroggenk.1mp@gosafeguard.com>

001799

PRIV01115

•Dunbp, Michael•
3/21/2014l<mdunlap@goc;afcguard com>

PRIV01116

3/21/2014

PRIV01117

•Dunlap, Michael•
<•/o•exchangebbs/ ou •exchange
admlnlc;trative group
•ctark, Do:sfe• <coassie clark@deluxc com>,
(!ydibohf23spdlt)/cn•n..-cipients/cn•aca53b •Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggenkamp@gosafcguard com>
3/21/2014ld2c43f40cob886ff9964206100-t201832">

PRIV01118

3/21/2014

PRIV01119

•Dunlap, Michael"
<•Jo•cxchangebbs/ou•exc:hangc
:adminlstrative group
'(fydJbohl23spdlt)/cn•rccipients/cn•aca53b
3/21/2014ld2c43!40colb886ff9964206100-t201832">
I•Ciark, Cassie• <cassie.clarkftdl.'luxe.com>

PRIV01120

3/21/2014

PRIV01121

•Popelka, Michele•
3/21/2014l<mpopelk.atigosa!csuard.com>

PRIV01122

3/21/2014

PRIV01123

ruark, UlssieM <cassie dark@dcluxe,com>,
•ropelk.1, Michele•
<mpopclka@gosafeguard.com>, •Sutton,
Scott• <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>,
(fydlbohf23spdll)/cn•rcdplcnts/cn•aca53b •Robison, Terry•
<troblson@gosafcguard.com>
3/21/2014ld2c43f40cob886ff9964206100-t2018.12">
•Dunlap, Michael•
<•J o-exchangelabs/ ou •exchange
administrative group

"Sorrenti, J• <J~o;orrenll@gCKafeguard.com>

-sorrenti,

r <j.sorrcnti@gosafcguard.com>

u'>da bo.lrd notes

usda board nott.>s

•arooks, Roger" <rogcr.brooks@deluxe.com>,
•Robic;on, Terry•
<tmbi<;On@gosafeguard com>, •Sutton, Scott•
<ssutton@gOSOifl.'guard.com>, •ropclka,
Michele• <mpopclk.1@gosafeguard com>,
"S.1ntos, Kellye•
<ksantos@gCKafeguard.com>
Iusda board notes

•Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard com>

RE: usda board notes

•Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard com>,
•arooks, Roger (Roger.Brooks@delwce.com)•
<roger.brooks@dcluxe.com>, "Soantos, Kellye•
<kso:lntos@g~feguoard.com>

Iusda board notes

Ema.il from coun.o;cl pmvidins legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
!Document prepared by counsel, Mich.'lc
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
imprcssi(lfl.c; of legal coun.o;cl regarding
USDA mt.-cting minute.;

Privil~

!Attorney· Client

Attorney· Client

AtiOf'Jl(.'Y·Oient

Attorney· Clit.>nl

IAttorney- Oicnt

!Attorney· Client

Attorney - Client

Attorney- Client

Email from coun.o;cl providing lt.-gal advice
regarding USDA board meeting minutes
Attorney- Client
IUocument drafted by Mike Uunlap tor the
purpor.cuf providing legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minutes.
!Attorney· Client

Emoul from counsel St.-eking mformalion for
the purpoo;e of providing legal advice
regarding USDA board meeting minute::;.
Document draflt.-d by Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting mlnult.'S.
maittocounc;cl providing rcquc::;tcd
in!ormaUon for the purpCKC ol seeking legal
advice rcsoardlng USDA bo.1rd meeting
minutes
llJocument draftt.'tl by Mike Uuntap lor the
purpCKCof providing IL"gal advkc regarding
USDA board meeting minutes.

!Attorney- Client

Email from counsel seeking information for
the purpose of providing k-gal advice
regarding USDA board meeting minutes.

Attorney- Client

I

!Attorney· Client

IAttorney- Client

IAttorney· Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. (case No. CV·OC·1416400]
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DEFENDANTS' FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG

September 29, 2015
Prlv Log I

I

Bates Beg

I

Bates End

Date

Email From

Email To

PR!V01124

3/21/2014

PR!V01125

•Roggenkamp, Mark•
3/21/2014l<mroggcnkamp@gosafeguard.rom>

PR!V01126

3/21/2014

PR!V01127

'opelkil, Michele'
<mpopclk<l@gosafegu<~rd.com>, •ctark.
Cissie• <c.assie.clark@deluxe.com>,
•Dunlap, Michael•
•Roggenkolmp, Mark•
<•fo-cxchangclabs/ou•cxchangc
<mroggenkamp@gCK.llfcguMd rom>,
administrative group
•Robison, Terry•
(fydibohf23spdlt}/m•n.'Cipicnts/m•.1ea53b <trobison@gosafcguard.com>, "Sutton, Scott•
<ssutton@gosafcguard.com>
3/21/2014ld2c43f40cob886ff9964206100-1201832">

PR!V01128

3/21/2014

PRIV01129

"Santos, Kellye•
3/21/2014l<ksmtos@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV01130

3/21/2014

PRIV01131

•Dunlap, Michael•
<•t o-exchangelabs/ ou•cxchangc
administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/m•rcdpients/m•ac.153b •Popelka, Michele•
<mpopclka@gosafcguard com>
3/22/2014 ld2c43f40cob886ff99642061 00-1201832">

PR!V01132

3/22/2014

PR!V01133

•Dunl.1p, Michael•
3/23/2014l<mdunlap@gCK.llfcguard com>

PR!V01134

3/23/2014

PR!V01135

•Dunlap, Michael•
3/23/2014l<mdunbp@gosafcguard.com>

EmaiiCC

·Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard com>

EmaiiSubiect

FW: u<lda board notes

•Brooks, Roger" <roger.brooks@deluxe.com>,
-stlntos, Kellye•
<k."<lniCK@gO'>Olfeguard.com>, •Diller, Nicki•
<nlckl.diller@gosaf'-'&Uard.rom>, "Sorrcnti,j•
<j.sorrenti@gosafeguard.com>, •Morin.
Thelma• <tmorin8gosafcgu.1rd.com>
Iusda board notes

•Dunlap, Mlch.:le!•
<mdunl.1p@gosafcgu.1rd com>

"Soontos. Kellyc•
<ksotntosfilgos;.fcguard.com>, •clark. Cassie•
<c.assic.clark@deluxe com>, •srook.o;, Rogcr•l•ropclk<l. Micht.'Jc•
<roger brooks@deluxc com>, "Sutton, Scott• <mpopclka@gosafcguard.com>,
<ssutton@gO'>Olfcguard.com>, •Robison,
•Roggenk<lmp, M<~rk•
Tcny• <trobic;on@gosafcguard.com>
<mroggenkamp@gCK.llfcgu<~rd com>

•ctark. Cassie• <cassie.clark@dcluxe com>,
•Roggcnkolmp, Mark•
<mmggcnk<lmp@gosafcguard.com>,
•ropclkol, Michele•
<mpopclka@gosafcguard.com>, •sutton,
Scott• <ssutton@gosafcguard.rom>, "S::ntO'I,
Kellye• <k."<lntoo;@gOOl.lfcguard.com>,
•Brooks, Roger" <rogcr.brooks@deluxc.com>,
•Robison. Terry•
<trobison@gosoafcguard.com>

PR!V01136

3/23/2014

PR!V01137

"Santos, Kcllyc•
<ksantos@gosa.feguard com>, •ctark. Cassie•
<c.assic.dark@deluxe.com>, •Brooks, Roger" l•ropclkol, Michele•
<roger brooks@dcluxc com>, "Sutton, Scott• <mpopclkol@gosafcguard.rom>,
administrative group
•Roggenkamp, Mark•
(fydlbohf23spdll}/m•redplents/cn•aea53b <s.c;utton@gosafcguard com>, •Robison,
Teny• <trobison@gosafeguard.com>
<mroggenkamp@gosafcguard.com>
3/23/2014 ld2c43f40cob886ff99642061 00-1201832">

PR!V01138

3/23/2014

RE: usda boo:rd notes

RE: DATA: usda board notes

uc;tb boord notes

ustb board nolt..'S

I
Privil!!ge
Description
1Document drafted by Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of providmg legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minutC"O.
!Attorney- Client
mail to counsel providing requt..>stcd
tnformation for tht.' pu~ <If seeking ll'g<ll
advice regarding USDA board meeting
minutC"O
!Attorney- Client
Document draftt..>d by Mike Dunlap for tht.'
purpose of providing legal advice regarding
USDA botlrd meeting mlnutt..>s.
JAttomt.'y- Client

I

Email from counsel St..>cklng Information for
the purpose of providing legal ildvlce
rcg<~rding USDA board meeting minutes.
JDocument draflt..>d by Mike Uunlap tor the
purpo-.co( pnwiding legal advice regarding
USDA board mi..'Ctlng mlnutt.."t.
mail In counsel providing rcqut..>stcd
information for the purpO!>C o( seeking legal
<~dvlcc n.-garding USDA boord meeting
mlnutt..'S
'ocument draht..'d by Make Dufil"aj)fOrlhc
purpost.! nf providing legal advice regarding
USDA board mt..-ctlng minutt..>s.

Attorney- Client

!Attorney- Client

Attorney· Client

Attorney -Client

Emoul from counsel providing lcgal.1dvkc
regarding USDA boord meeting minuk>s
AthlfTl<.'Y • Client
JDocumcnt draftt..>d by Mike l)unlap for the
purpose of providing leg<~ I advice regarding
USDA board mi..'Ciing mlnut(""l,
Attorney • Client

Email from coun-.cl providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minuk"t,
JDocumcnt prcpMt..>d by coun~l. Michac
Dunl<~p, reflecting privtleg~ mental
impn.>ssion.o; of IL•gal coun.~l rcg<~rding
USDA mt.."Ctlng minutt..>s.

Attorney· Client

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft uf USDA mt..octtng mtnutcs.

Attorney- Oicnt

Dunlap, rcncctlng pnvllcgt..'ll mental
impn.>sslon.c; of legal couno;cl reg<~rding
USDA mt..-cting minutes.

Attorney- Chcnt

IDocument prepared by counsel, Michae

Attorney· Client

"Dunlap, Mk,..l"

<•t o•cxchangel.1bs/ ou•exchangc

001800

usda board notes

Emoul from counc;cl providin1; legal advice
regarding draft of meeting minutes
JDocumenl prep.ucd by coun-.cl, Michac
Dunlap, reflecting privik-gcd mental
impressions of lt..-gal coun.-.cl regarding
mi..'Cting minutes

Attorney- Client

AUomcy- Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al.(case No. CV·OC·l416400)
DEFENDANTS'FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
September 29, 2015

Prlv Log I

Bates Beg I

Bates End

Date

Email To

Email From

EmaiiCC

"Clark. Cassie" <cassie.clark@deluxc.com>,
-santos. Kellye•
<ksantos@gosafcguard com>, "Brooks,
Roger- <roger.brookB@dcluxe com>,
!"Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggenkilmp@gosafegu<~rd com>,
"Robison, Terry•
<trobison@gOS3fcguard com>, "Sutton, Scott• "Popclkil, Michele"
<ssuHon@gCKOifcguard.com>
<mpopclkil@gosafeguard com>

PRIV01139

3/23/2014

PRIV01140

3/23/2014

PRIV01141

"Roggenkilmp, Mark"
3l2312014l<mroggcnkamp@gOS3feguard.rom>

PRIV01142

3/23/2014

PRIV01143

"Clark. Cassie" <cassic.clark@dcluxc.rom>,
"Roggcnkilmp, Mark•
<mroggenkamp@gosafcguard.com>,
"Popelka, Michele•
<mpopelka@gOS3fcguard rom>, "Sutton,
"Dunlolp, Michael"
Scott" <ssutton@gosafcguard.rom>, -santos,
Kellye• <ksantos@gosafeguard.com>,
<•I o-exchangelabsl ou•C!Xchange
"Brooks, Roger- <mger.brooks@deluxe.com>,
administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)lot•n..>dplcntslm•acil53b "Robison, Terry•
3/23/2014ld2o43£4lkob886£19964206100-t201832'>
<trobison@gosafeguard.rom>
I

PRIV01144

3/23/2014

•ounlo:~p, MkNcl"
<mdunlap@gOS3feguard.rom>

72

Email Sublett

usd.a bo.1 rd notes

FW: usda board nolL'S

lusd.1 boord notes

*Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mmggcnkamp@gOSilfcguard.com>,
"Santos, Kellye•
<k.<~antOG@gn<:afeguard.com>, "Clark. C.assic•
<cassie dark@deluxe.com>, "Santos, Kellyc•
"Sutton. Scott" <ssutton@gosa.fcguard.com>, l<k.<~antos@gno;afeguard.com>, "Robison,
"Brooks, Roger" <mger.brooks@dcluxe.com> Terry• <trobison@gosafL-guard.com>
(usda board notes

PRIV01145

"Dunlap, MkMcl"
3l24l2014l<mdunlap@gosafeguard com>

PRIV01146

3/24/2014

PRIV01147

"Dunlap. Michael"
<"I o•C!Xchangelabsl ou•excha nge
administrative group
(fydlbohf'23spdlt)lot•rccipicntslm•.aea53b *Morin, 11lclma"
3/24/2014ld2c43£411cab886£19964206100-12018.l2">
<tmorin@gCKOifeguard rom>

PRIV0114B

3/24/2014

PRIV01149

"Dunlap, Michael"
<•I o•exchangelabsl ou•exchange
administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)lm•rcclplenl<>lcn•aea53b
3l24l2014ld2c43f40c:ab886ff99642061()()...t201832">
-sorrcnti, j" <j.sorrcnti@gosafeguard.com>

I

I

I*Morin, Thelma•
<tmorin@gosafeguard.com>

IFW: usda board notes

usd.a boo rd notes

Description

Email from counsc15(..'Cking information for
the purpose of providing legal advke
rcgardtng USDA board meeting minute-;.
Document drafted by Mike Dunlap for the
purpnc;c of providing legal ildvicc regarding
USDA board mL-cting minutt•s.
mail to coun-;cl providing requestL>d
information for the purpcKC c1f seeking leg.al
advice rt.'g.tlrding USDA booN meeting
minuk-s
JDocument dr.aftcd by Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of providing legal advice rL>garding
USDA board meeting minutes.

I

Privilege

jAttorncy ·Client

IAttorrn.-y ·Client

IAttomey- Client

jAttomcy- Client

Email from counsel seeking information for
the purpose of providing legal advice
regarding USDA boord meeting minutes.
Attorney· Client
(UOCumcnt drilftL>d by Mike Dunlap tor the
purpose of providing legal aLlvicc n.-garding
USDA boord meeting minute'S.
Attorney· Client

Email from coun-;cl pmvldint; legal <~dvlcc
regarding draft of USDA mL'Cting mlnuk'S.
(UOCumcnt preparL'd by coun...CJ;Mii::tlac
Dunlap, reflecting privileged menl.tll
impn..'SSions of legal coun-;cl rcg.1nling
USDA meeting minutLOS.

Email from counsel pnwiding k•gal advice
regarding USDA boa.rd meeting minulL~
JDocumenl prepan.>d by counsel, Mich3cl
Dunlap, refiL>cting privilcgL>d menl.tll
lmpn...;.o:;i('lflS of legal coun-;cl n.'g<lrding
meeting minute<>

Email from roun.-;cl providing legal advice
rcgardmg draft of meeting minutl!"i

Attorney· Cl1cnt

Attorney· Client

Attorney· Client

Attorney· Client

!Attorney- Client

1Dcw::umcnt prepared by coun.<.el, Mkhae

001801

PRIVOilSO

3/24/2014

PRIV01151

"D1ller, Nkki"
3124l2014l<nlcki.dlller@gosafeguard com>

PRJV01152

3/24/2014

Dunlap, rcficctmg privileged mental
impn.'SSions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutL'S,
"Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard com>

RE: usda board notes

!Attorney- Client

Email to counsel seeking leg.1l advice
rcgardmg updated draft of meeting minutes. IAttorney- Client
Jl.)ocumcnt prepared by coun<;el, Mk:hac
Dunlap, refk.>c:llng privileged mental
1mpn..>s.<>lonsof legal roun-;cl regardmg
meeting minult..'l't
!Attorney- Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. [case No. CV-OC-1416400)
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DEFENDANTS'FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
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Priv Log II

I

Bates Beg

I

Bates End

Date

Email From

Email To

Email CC

Ema.ll Subied

PRIVOJ153

•Dunlap, Michael•
<•/o•cxchangelabs/ou•cxchangc
administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn•rccipicnts/cn•aea53b •DIIJer,Nickl•
<nickl.dillcr@gosafeguard.rom>
3/24/2014ld2c43f40cab886ff9964206100.t201832">

PRIV01154

3/24/2014

PRIVOJ155

•Roggcnkilmp, Mark•
<mroggenkilmp@gosafeguard com>,
"5.1ntos, Kcllye•
•Dunlap, Michael•
<ksantos@gosafcguoard.com>, •clark. Dssie•
<•I o•<.-xchangclabs/ ou •cxchnngt!
adminlstrntivc group
<ca'iSie.clarkftdeluxecom>, "SolntO'>, Kcllye•
(fydibohf23<0pdlt)/cn•rccipienl'l/cn•aea53b "Sutton. Sc:ott" <ssutton@gosafcguard.rom>, l<k.c;o:J.ntos@gosafeguoard.rom>, •Robison,
•Brooks, Roger- <rogcr.brooks@deluxe com> Teny• <trobison@gosafcguard.rom>
Iusda board nott!s
3/24/2014ld2c43f41kab886ff9964206100.t201832">

I

IFw: usda board notes

Description

Privilege

Email from rounc;cl providing legal ndvicc
regarding draft of mt.'Ciing minutt!s
IDocument prepared by couJtC1.CI, Michac
Dunlnp, rcO<.>ctlng privil<.•g<.-d mcnt.al
impn.•ssilln<O of legal counsel regnrding
m<.>cllng minutC<t

Attorney- Cllt!nl

Email !rom counsel providing legal<~dvicc
regarding draft of meeting minutes

Attorney- Client

Attorney- Chcnl

1L>ocumcnt prepared by courtc;cl, Michael
PRIV01156

3/24/2014

PRIV01157

•Santos. Kcllye•
3/24/2014l<ksantosftgosa.fcguard rom>

PRIVOJ158

3/24/2014

PRIVOJ159

•Dunlap, Michact•
3/24/2014l<mdunl.ap@gosoafcguard.com>

PRIV01160

3/24/2014

•Dunlo:~p,

Michael•
<mdunlnp@gosa.feguard.rom>

"Sorrenti, j• <j.sorrcnti@gosa.feguard.com>

RE: usda board notes

•Morin, Thelma•
l<tmorin@gosa.fcguard com>

usda board notes

Dunlap, refk'Cting privileged menbl
impn.'SSions of legal counsel n-garding
meeting minutes
mail to counscTpmViding information tor
the purpose of seeking legal advice
rcgoarding draft of meeting minutes
IL>ocument prcpan'd by coun.•;d, Michael
Dunloap, rcOecting privileged mcnbl
Impressions of legal counc;cl rcg&~rdlng
rrn.>cling minutes
Email from counsel providing lcgoal advice
regarding droaft of USDA m<'Cting minutes.
'ocument pn.•p.1red by counsel, Michael
Dunlap, rcO<.'Ctlng privik'gl.'d mcnt.al
lmpre-;c;Jons of legal counc;cl regarding
USDA m<.>cting minutes.

JAttomcy ·Client

IAttorney- Client

IAttorney- Client
!Attorney- dlcnt

JAttomcy- Client

~&nchl,

PRIVOJ161

Mike (Safeguard Partner)"
<mbanchi@gosafeguard com>, • Armbruster,
Thomas (Safeguard Partner)•
<tannbruster@gosafcguard.com>, •Mabry,
Ted (Safeguard Partner)•
<tmabry@gosafcguard.rom>, •vcnturn,
•Dunlap. Michael•
Steve (Safeguard Partner)•
<•I o•cxchangelabs/ ou •exchange
"Skipper. Kevin•
<sventura@gosafcguard.com>, •Niemic,
oadministrative group
<kskipper@gosafegu<~rd com>, "Sorrcnti,r
(fydibohf23spdlt)/c:n•rcdpients/cn•aea53b Pntrick (Safeguard Partner)•
<pmcmic@gosafcguard com>
3/26/2014ld2c43f40cab886ff9964206100.t201832">
<j sorrenti@go<>afcguoard.com>

PRIV01162

3/26/2014

PRIV01163

•Morin, Thclmn•
3/27/2014l<tmorin@gosafeguard.com>

PRIVOJ164

3/27/2014

frcq asked q

Ema1l from couno;cl :;t.'Cking information for
the purpoc;e of providing legal advice
regoarding <~CCOunl proll..-ctlon o£1'3, Thurston,
IBF, oand/or Oocuc;ourcc.
attachment loctm"Hirofu Counsel :;t.'Cking
inform.1tion for the purpose of providing
legal advice regarding account protection of
T3, Thun;ton, IBF. and/or Docuc;ourcc,

IUSlJA !Soord 2U14
<usda@gosafegu<~rd.com>,

(Safcgunrd Partncr)•
<jkily@gosafeguoard.com>

•Koay, john
•Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard com>

USDA Board nolL'S from March 18,2014 for
your review

Email tocoun.c;cl provid1ng rcqucc;tcd
llnf011l'141tion for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding USDA mct•ting minui<.'S.
!Attorney- Client
IUOCument prcp.ln."d by counsel; Mich.le
Dunlap, reflccttng privik-ged mental
impressions of legal coun~cl rcg&~rding
USDA meeting minutes.
IAttorney- Client

~Dunlap,

001802

PRIVOJ165

•Burget, Erich•
4/1/2014l<crich burget@gosafcguard.com>

PRIVOJ166

4/1/2014

Michael•
<mdunlap@gosa.fcguoard.com>, •Dmmamb,~-cbrk, Cassie• <cassle clark@deluxc com>,
Amandn•
•Lcdernch. Sue (Gc&fl-guard)•
Email chain with counc;cl reOccting
<amanda cammarota@go">iifeguard.com>,
<lilederilCh@goc;afeguoard.com>, •Skipper,
•ropelkil, Michele•
Kevin• <k.c;kipperftgCKafcguard.com>, "Tiller·
privileged legal advice regarding IBF and
<mpopclka@gosafL'guard.com>
Shumwny, Amy• <atiller@gosafeguard rom> JRE: IBF jan sales -account pmiL>ction updoate SafC'guard accountlnformoatlon.
ttachmcnttocm-nil provided tocoun.c;c
the purpose of !>eeklng legal advice
regarding IBF and 5.1fegunrd nccount
information.

•Burget, Erich•
4/1/2014l<crich.burgct@gosafeguard.com>

•ounlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard com>, •c.,mmarota,I•Ciolrk, Cac;o;Je• <c.aWc.clarkftdeluxe rom>,
Amandoa•
•Lederach, Sue (GoSafeguard)•
<nmanda.C!Imm<~rob@gosafeguard.com>,
<slcderach@gosafcgunrd.com>. "Skipper.
•Popelka, Michele•
Kevin• <ksklpper@gosa.fegu<~rd.com>, "Tiller·
<mpopclkil@gosafeguard rom>
Shumway, Amy• <ntiller@goc;afeguard.com> IRE: IBF jnn sales- account protL>ction update

PRIVOJ167

Email to counc;cl providing rcquCl>tcd
information for the purpose of ~ccklng legoal
01dvicc regarding account pwtcction for IBF
and Oocusourcc,

Attorney- Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. (Case No. CV·OC-1416400)
DEFENDANTS' FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
September 29, 2015
Priv Log I

PR!V01168

PRIV01169

I

Bates Beg

I

Bates End

Date

Email From

EmaiiCC

Email To

•Dunlap, Michael"
<•/ o•exchangela bs/ ou •exchange
administrative group
(£ydibohl23o;pdlt)/m•reciplenls/m•aea53b
4/1 /2014ld2c43f40cab886ff99642061 00..1201832">
I"Sorrenti, J• <j .sorrenti@gosalcguard .com>

Description

Privilege

Atl<lchmcnt tocmatl from counsel providing
in(ormo~tion lor the purpose of providing
legal advice regarding 01c:count protection of
T3, Thurston, IBF, and/or Docuc;ource.

4/1/2014

PR!V01172

PR!V01173

4/3/2014

PR!V01174

•Dunlap, Michael•
4/3/20t4l<mdunlap@gosafcguard com>

"Sorrenti.

PR!V01175

•Dunlap, Michael•
4/8/2014/<mdunlap@gosafcguard com>

"Soontos. Kellye•
<ksantosOgosafeguard com>, •Roggenkamp,
M01rk" <mroggenkilmp@gosafegu01rd.com>,
'Sutton. Scou• <ssutton@gO'!.afeguard com>,
•Popelka, Michele•
<mpopelka@gosafl•guard com>, •aark,
Cassie• <c01ssiecl01rk@deluxe.com>, •Brooks,
Roger" <roger.brook...Odeluxe com>

PRIV01176

4/8/2014

PR!V01177

<k.c;a.ntos@gosafcguard.com>, "Roggenkamp.
Mark" <mroggcnkamp@gosafcguard.com>,
"Dunlap, Michael•
'Sutton. Scott" <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>,
"Popelka, Michele"
<•/ o-exchangelabs/ ou •excha nge
<mpopelka@gosafegwrd.com>, •aark,
01dministrativc group
(fydibohf23spdit)/C'I•rccipients/cn•aea53b Cassie• <cassie.cLlrk@deluxe.com>, •Brooks,
Roger• <rogcr.brooks@deluxe.rom>
4/8/2D14Id2e43f40cob886ff9964206100·1201832'>

PR!VOlln

Email Sublect

Email from counsel provldln~ information
for the purpCKC of providing legal advice
regarding account protection ofT3, Thurston.
Fw: IBF Jan sales· account protection update IIBF. and/or Docusourcc.

"Lederach, Sue (GoSa£egu01rd)"
<slt.>deroch@gosa£cguard rom>, "Savoie,
Su7.4lnna• <ssavoic@gosafcguard com>,
"Odella, Phil" <phil odclla@deluxc.com>,
"Dunlap, Michael"
I"Skippcr. Kevin"
<mdunlap@gosalcguard.com>, "Tiller·
<kskipper@gosaleguard.com>, "Burget.
Shumway, Amy• <atillcr@gosafeguOird.com> Erich" <erich burget@gosafeguard.com>
4/3/2014)"0della, Phil" <phll.odella@deluxe.com>
I"Buti;ct. Erich~
<erich burget@gOSOileguard.com>,
"Cammarota, Amanda"
•Dunlap, Michael•
<amanda.cammarob@gosafeguard.com>,
<"I o•exchangela bs/ ou•exchange
•lederach, Sue (GoS.1£eguard)
'Skipper, Kevin
administrative group
(kskipper@gosafeguard com)•
(fydibohl23spdlt)/m•recipients/m•ae.a53b (Slcdcrach@gosafeguard.com)•
<ksklppcr@gosafcguard.com>
<slcdcr.ach@gosaleguard.com>
4/3/2014ld2e43f40cob886H9964206100.1201832'>
psurgct. .tirich•
<erich. bu rget@gosafegua rd.com>,
"Cammarota, Amanda"
<01m.anda c.ammarom@gosaleguard.com>,
"DunLlp, Michael•
"lcderoch, Sue (GoSafcguard)"
'Skipper, Kevin•
<k.o;kippcr@gosafeguard.com>
<slcdcroch@gosafcguard.com>
4/3/2014l<mdunliip@gnsafeguard com>

PR!V01170

74

r <j.sorrcnti@gosaCeguard.com>

RE: Mailing Llo;t- PRim CONCEPTS

Ematl tocoun.o;cl providing information for
the purpcKC of seeking legal01dvke
regardmg customer scrub of Print Concepts
mailing list
IAttorney- Client

FW:IBFDab

Ematl from counsel providing legal advice
regarding OlCCOUnt protection ol T3, Thurston.
IBF, and/or Docusourcc.
IAttorney· Client

FW:IBFDatOI

'Skipper, Kevin•
l<kskippcr@gosafcguard com>

FW:lBFDat.a

"Sorrcnti,r <j sorrcnti@gosafegu.ard com>,
"Morin, Thelma•
<tmorln@gosafeguard com>, •Beadling.
Steven• <sbcadling@gosafeguard.com>,
•Dtller, N1cka"
<nicki.diller@gosafeguard.com>

usd01 board notes

Email from counsel providlng legal advice
regarding account protection ofT3, Thurston.
IBF, and/orDocu:;ourcc,
1Document prcp.1rcd by, Cammarota,
Amanda, for the purpoo;c of St.'Cking legal
advice concerning account protection of T3,
Thurston,IBF, and/or Docusourcc.
rmil from couno;cl providing legal advice
regarding account proii."Ction ofT3, Thurston.
IBF, nnd/or Docusourcc.
!Attorney. Client

Email from counsel providing legal adv1ce
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
1Document prcparl>d by counsel, Michae
Dunlap. renl"Cting privilegl-d menml
impression.-; of legal counsel regardtng
USDA ml'Cting minutes.

Attorney- Oient

Attorney- Client

"Sant~Kellye•

PR!V01178

001803

PR!V01179

r

'Sorrenti, <j.sorrenti@gosafl-guard.com>,
"Morin, Thclm01•
<tmorin@goc;afcguilrd.com>, •Beadling.
Steven• <sbcadling@gocoafeguard.com>,
"Diller, Nicki•
<nicki.dillcr@gosafcgwrd.com>

Ematl from counsel providlng k-gal advice
usda OO..rd noll'S

4/8/2014

"Dunlap, Michael•
4/9/2014l<mdunlilp@gosafeguard com>

"Clark, C.1sslc• <cassic.clark@dcluxe.com>,
"Popelka, Michele"
<mpopelka@gosa£eguard com>, •smoks,
Roger" <rogcr.brooks@dcluxc.rom>

"Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggenkamp@gosafcguard.com>,
'Santos, Kellyc•
<ksantos@gosafeguard.rom>, "Sullon,Scott"
<ssulton@gosafeguard com>. •Robfo;on,
Terry• <troblson@gosafeguard.com>
Iusda OO..rd notes

regarding draft ol USDA meeting minutes.
1Document prepart.-d by coun..o:cl, Michae

Attorney - Client

Dunl01p. reflecting privilt.-gcd mentOII
impreo;sion.o; of legal coun.o;cl rl-garding
USDA meeting minutes.

Attorney- Client

Ermil from counsel providinr,legal advice
regardtng draft of USDA meeting minutl'S.

Allomcy ·Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. [Case No. CV·OC·1416400)
DEFENDANTS' FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
September 29, 2015
Prlv Log I

PRIVDllBO

I

Bates Beg

I

Bates End

Date

Email From

EmaiiCC

Email To

75

EmaiiSubiect

4/9/2014
•clark. Cassie• <cassie clark@deluxe.com>,
•Popelka, Michele•
<mpopclka@gosafcguard com>,
•Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggcnkamp@gosafcguard.rom>,
•Robison, Terry•
<troblson@gosafeguard.com>, •Brooks,
IRoger" <rogcr.brooks@deluxe.com>, "Sullon.I"Sa.ntos, Kellyc•
Scott• <ssulton@gosafeguard.com>
<ks<mtos@gosafeguard.rom>

PRIV01181

•Dunlap, Michael•
4/9/2014)<mdunlap@gosafeguard com>

PRIV01182

4/9/2014

PRIV01183

•Dunlap, Michael•
<•/ o-cxchangelabo;/ ou •exchange
administrative group
{fydibohi2Jspdlt)/cn•rcciplenls/cn•aca53b ~·Diller, Nicki•
4/9/2014ld2c43f40cab886ff9964206100.t20183r>
<nlcki.dillcr@gosafcguard com>

PRIV01184

4/9/2014

•Popclk&l, Michele•

PRIV01185

4/9/2014l<mpopclka@gosafcgu<~rd.com>

PRIV01186

4/9/2014

•Dunlap, Michael•
<•/ o•cxchangclabs/ ou•exchange
adminlstrntivc group
{fyd•bohf23spdlt}/cn•rcdplcnl~/cn•i1Ca53b

PRIV01187

4/9/2014(d2o43f41JQb886fi9964206!IJO.t201832">

PRIV01188

4/9/2014

4/9/2014

PRIV01190

4/9/2014

PRIV01191

4/9/2014l<mroggcnk&lmp@gD'>:Ifcgu<~rd.com>

<mdunl&~p@gosafeguard.com>

•cJark. Cassie• <c<~ssie.dark@deluxe.com>,
•Popelka, Michele•
<mpopelka@gosafcguard com>, •Brooks,
Roger• <mger.brnoks@deluxe.com>

PRIV01192

4/9/2014

<mger.brook.~cluxc.com>

•Roggenkamp, Mark•

Fw: usda board notes

I•Dunl<~p, Michael•

•clark. Cassie• <cassie clark@deluxc.com>,
•rnpclka, Michele•
<mpopclkil@gosafeguard com>, •Brooks,
Roger (Roger.Brooksftdcluxc comr

PRIV01189

usda board nolt.'S

RE: usda board notes

•Roggenkamp. Mark•
<mroggenkilmp@gosafcguard.com>,
"Santos, Kellye•
<ksantCK@gnc;o:afcguard.com>, "Sutton, Scott•
<Riutton@gnc;o:afcguard.com>. •Robison,
Terry• <trobison@gosafegu&~rd.com>
Iusda board notes

•Roggenk&lmp, Mark•
<mroggcnkamp@gnc;o:afcguard com>,
"Sa.ntos. Kellye•
<ksantos@gosafcguard.com>, "Sutton, Scott•
<ssutton@gOSilfcguard.com>, •Robison,
Terry• <troblson@gosafeguard com>
lu'ida board notes

•Dunlap, Midtacf•
<mdunl&~p@gosafcguard.com>

FW: usda board notes

Desalption
IDocument prepan.>d by counsel, Michae
Dunlap, rcnectlng privileged mmtal
impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting mlnutC'I.

Emaal from counsel providing legal advice
regarding dmft of USDA nl\.'t.'ling minutes,
1Document prepared by counsel, Michae
Dunlap, rcfk.>ctlng privaleged mental
impn.-ssions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutcc;.

Email from counsel providinc lcgal&~dvicc
regarding drnlt of USDA meeting minutes.
11Jocumcnt prepart.-d by counsel. Michael
Dunlap, rcnecting privileged mental
impressions of legal coun.o;cl ret;ardlng
USDA meeting minutes.

Privilege

Attorney· Chent

!Attorney· Oienl

)Auorney- Client

IAnorncy- Oient

jAttomcy ·Client

Email to counc;cl providing requested
information for the purpose of St.-eking legal
IAttorrn.')'- dient
advice n.•garding USDA mc.•ting minutt.-s.
JDocumcnt prepared by counsel, Michael
Dunlap, rcflt.>cllng privllt.,;ed mental
lmprc~iono; nf legal coun""!l rcg.1rding
USDA meeting mlnutcc;,
IAttorney- Client

Email from couno;cl providing lcgal<~dvicc
regarding dr&~ft of USDA rru'Cting minutes.
JDocumcnt prcpar~..'d by couno;cl, Michae
Dunlap, rcnccting privilt.-gt.-..1 mental
impn.'S.'lion.o; of legal counsel n•garding
USDA mt.-cting mlnult.'S.

EITIOiil from COUn.<;el providing legal advice
n.ogarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
1uocument prepared by counsel, Midtac
Dunlap. renecting privileged mt.-ntal
imprc<aiOf'l."; of leg&~! counc;cl regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

Attorney· dicnt

Attorney· Client

Attorney· Client

Attorney· Client

Ema1ltocounsel providing requested
information for the purpose of seeking lt.ogal
IAttorney· Oient
advice rcgardmg USDA meeting minutes.
1Document prcp.irCd by counsel, Michac
Dunlap, rcl1ccting privileged mental
impres.o;ion.c: of legal counc;cl regarding
USDA meeting minutes.
)Attorney· Client

J"ClMK.CassleM <c&~sslc.clark@dcluxe.com>,
•Popelka, Michele•
<mpopelka@gosafcguard com>,

001804

•Rog~nkilmp, M<~rk•

•eunlap, Michael•
<•Jo•~ngelabs/ou•exclmnge

adminlstr..tivc group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn•rcdpicnts/cn•&~Ca53b

PRIV01193

4/9/2014(d2o43140cab8861199642061IJO.t201832">

<mroggcnkilmp@gosafcguard.com>,
•Robison, Terry•
<troblo;on@gD'>:Ifcguard.com>, •Brooks,
Roger {Roger.Brooks@dcluxe com)•
<rogcr.brooks@dcluxe.com>, "Sutton, Scott•
<ssutton@gosafcguard com>

"Santos, Kcllye•
<ksantos@gosafegu&~rd.com>

usda board notes

Email from counsel providing lt.-gal advice
regarding dmft of USDA rrn.-cting minutes.

Attorney· dicnt

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. (Case No. CV-OC-1416400)
DEFENDANTS' FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
September 29, 201S
Prlv Log I

PRIV01194

I

Bates Beg

I

Bates End

Date

Email From

Email To

EmailCC
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EmaiiSubled

4/9/21J14

PRIV01195

"Santos, Kellye•
4/9/2014l<ksantos@g0Silfcguard com>

PRJVO!l%

4/9/2014

PRIV01197

"Diller, Nicki"
4/10/2014[<nick.i dilleritgosafeguard.com>

PRIV01198

4/10/2014

"Dunlap, Mkhacl"
<mdunlilp@gOSilfeguard com>

"Dunlap. Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

"Dunlap, Michael"
USDA Boord 2014 <usda@gCKOlfeguard.com> j<mdunlap@gostlfeguard.com>

PRJV01199

"Morin, Thelma"
4/11/2014l<tmorin@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV01200

4/11/2014

PRJV01201

"Dunlap, Michael"
<•fo•cxchangclabs/ ou•cxchansc
administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/c:n•rcdpients/c:n•aca53b •Morin, Thelma"
<tmorin@gosafcgtl.1rd.com>
4/11/2014ld2c43l40cab886lf99642061 00.1201832">

RE: usda board notes

RE: usda board notes

USDA Boord notes from AprilS, 2014 for
yourrovi~

Fw: usda boolrd notes

Description
[Document prepared by counsel, Michael
Ounlilp, reflecting privtlcgL"ll mental
impressiOns of lcgill coun.c;cl regarding
USDA meeting minutcs.
Email tocounc;cl providing requested
Information for the purpoc;c of 5ccklng legill
advice regarding USDA mL>cting minuk'S.
[Document prepared by counc;cl, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privllcgL>d menta.!
impressions of lego'll rounc;cl rq;arding
USDA meeting minutes.
Email to counsel providing n.oquestcd
information for the purpose Clf seeking legal
advice regarding USDA meeting minutes.
'OCUment prep<Jred by coun.c;cl, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privilegL>d menta.!
lmpn.-sslons of legal counc;cl regarding
USDA meeting minute._,
Ematlto coun.c;cl providing requested
information for the purpQ<;C of seeking legal
advice n.-gardlng USDA meeting minutes.
[DocUment prepared by counsel, Michael
Dunlap, reflcc:ting privileged mental
lmpn.-ssions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

Ern.1il from coun.c;cl providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA ffi(.>ctlng minutes,
prepared by c:ouno;cl, Michac
Dunlt~p, reflecting privileged menta. I
impressions of legal coun.c;cl rf'gardlng
USDA lTIL>cting minutes.

I

Privilege

[Attorney· Client

Attorney- Oicnt

Attorney- Client

Attorney· Oient

Allomcy- Client

Attorney- Oient

Attorney· Client

Attomcy-Ok'flt

1Document

PRIV01202

4/11/2014

"Dunlap, Michael"
<•f o-cxchangclabs/ ou•cxchange
administrative group
(fydibohf23spdl1)/c:n•rcdpients/c:n•aea53b

PRIV01203

4/11/21J14Id2c43l40cab886lf99642061 00.1201832">

"Sorrenti, 1• <jsorrentl@gosafeguard.com>,
"Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mroggenkamp@gosaft.-guard.com>,
"Santos, Kcllyc•
<ksantos@gosafcguard com>

usda boolrd notes

Email from counc;cl providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA mL>chng minutcs.
prcP"rL'd by counsel, Michae
Dunlt~p, rcfiL>cting privilegL>d menta. I
1mpressions of legal cnunc;cl regarding
USDA meeting mlnutt.'S.

Attorney· Client

Attorney· Oient

1Document

PRIV01204

4/11/2014

"Sorrenti, l" <j.sorrenti@gnsafeguan.l.com>,
"Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mmgsenkamp@gCKOlfeguard.com>,
"Santos, Kellye"
<k.c;antnsfilgosafcguard com>

PRIV01205

"Dunlap, Michael•
4/11/2014l<mdunlap@gOSolfcguard.com>

PRIV01206

4/11/2014

PRJV01207

Charlie Marquette· Safeguard Promotions &
Printing
"Dunlap, Michael"
4/15/2014 <charlic@promotionsandpdntingcom>
l<mdunlap@gosafeguard com>

PRIV01208

4/15/2014

001805

PRIV01209

'
•Savoie, Suzanna•
4/15/2014l<ssavoiL>@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV01210

4/15/2014

PRIV01211

4/15/21J14

"Derclla, Kcvtn"
"Sutton. Scott• <ssutton@gosafeguard.com> l<kderella@gosafeguard com>

uscfu board nolL'S

ApniB Boord Meeting Minutes

APA·Formit

Anomcy - Client

Email fmm rounc;cl providing legal advice
n.-garding drt~ft nf USDA meeting minutes. [Attorney- Oicnt
[Document prcp<Jrcd by counsel, Michae
Dunlap, reflt.-cting privileged menta.!
lmpn.-sslons of legal counc;cl reganhng
USDA mL-ctlng minute.;.
JAttnmcy ·Client
mail toc:uun.c;cl providing information lor
the purpose of seeking legal advice
rcgt~rdlng USDA board meeting minute-;.
[DncumcnfUfoiftcd by Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of providtng legal advice rcgilrdlng
USDA boord meeting minutf'S.
Emt~il di!'a!o;singronfident~allego'll advice
regarding Fonnit Purchase Agreement.
ttachmcnttocmail discussing ronfidentia
legal advice regarding Form1t Purchase
AgrL>cment.
[AttaChment to email discus!.ing confidentia
leg<~ I advice regarding Form it Purchase
Agreement.

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. (Case No. CV-OC-1416400]
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DEFENDANTS' FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
September 29, 2015

Priv Log I

I

Bates Beg

I

Bates End

Date

Email From

Email To

EmaUCC

EmaiiSubiect

Description

Privilege

"Dun1.1p, Mich.acl"
<"/o-cxchange1.1bs/ ou•cxchomge
.1dministr.ltiVc group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn•rcdpients/cn•ac:~53b I"Roggcnk.1mp, M.1rk"
<mroggenk:lmp@gOS:Ifcgu:~rd.com>

PRIV01212

4/16/2014ld2c43f40cab886fl9964206100-t201S.l2•>

PRIV01213

4/16/2014

PRIV01214

"Dunl<lp. Michael"
<"/o-exchomgcl.1bs/ou•exch.1ngc
.1dminlstr.llivc group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn•rcdpicnts/cn•aca53b I"Roggcnk:lmp. M:~rk"
4/16/2014ld2c43f40ci:l b886ff99642061 OO-t201832">
<mroggcnka mp@gOS:Ifegu:~rd.com>

PRIV01215

4/16/2014

Fw: (FWD: USDA Brord notes REVISED
from AprilS, 2014 for your review]

Fw: usda board notes

IEm:~il from counc;cl providing leg:~ I .1dvicc
regarding dmft of USDA rm.>t•ting minutes.
IDocument prepared by counc;cl, Mich:le
Dunl:~p, renccling prlvilegt.-d mcnt.11
imprcssionct of lt.-gal counsel reg:~rding
USDA meeting minutes.

Em41il from counsel providing lcgill advice
(regarding drnft of USDA ma•ting minutes.
(UOCument prepart.'d 6fCOUilScl, Mic~e
Dunlap, rcnectlng priv1legt.>d mental
imprcRtionc; of legal counsel regarding
USDA mt.'Cting minult.'S.

IAttorney· Oicnt

IAttomcy ·Client

IAttorney- Olcnt

IAttorney· Client

"Dunlap, Mich.acl"
<"/ o•exchangelo1 bs/ ou•cxchangc
admlnlstr.ltivc group
(fydlbohf23spdlt)/cn•rcdpients/cn•:~eo.53b

I"So=niL J" <Jso=nti@gosofoguord.com>

PRIV01216

4/16/2014ld2o43f40cab886ff9964206100·1201832'>

PRIV01217

4/16/2014

PRIV01218

Charlie Marquette· S..fegu01rd Promotionct &
Printing
1•Dunl.1p, Michael"
4/16/2014l<chartic@promotlonsomdprinting.com>
<mdunlap@gOS:Ifcguard.com>

PRIV01219

4/16/2014

PRIV01220

•Morin. Thclm.1•
4/16/2014l<tmorin@gCK.lfcgu.1rd.com>

PRIV01221

4/16/2014

Fw: (FWD: USDA Board notes REVISED
from AprilS, 2014 for your n.-view)

(FWD: USDA Board notes REVISED from
AprilS, 2014 for your review]

1Em.1llfrom counc;cl providing lcg<~lo.dvlcc
reg<~rding drnft of USDA meeting minutes.
1Document prepared by coun..<oel, Mich:le
Dunlap, renccting privileged mental
imprcsslonct of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

IAnomcy- Client

IAttorney· Client

Em.1iltocounsel providing rcqucstt.>d
Iinforrno1tion for the purpose of St.'Cking legal
ildvicc rcg:~rding USDA meeting minutes.
IAttorney- Otcnt
1Document prepared by coun'>CI, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
lmpressionct of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.
IAttomey- Chcnt
Em.11l to counsel providing requested

I

~·Dunlap, Michael"
USDA Board 2014 <uc;d:~@gos<~feguard.com> <mdunlap@gosafcguilrd.com>

USDA Board notes REVISED from AprilS,
2014 for your review

linforrn<~tlon for the purpose nf ~>Ceking legal

advke regarding USDA meeting minutes.
IUocument prepart.'t.l by counc;ct, Michae
Dunlap, renccting privileged mental
imprcs.c;ion.'l e1f legill counc;cl regarding
USDA meeting minutes

IAnorncy • Oicnt

Attorney· Client

•Dunl:~p,

001806

PRIV01222

Michael"
<"/ o•exchange1.1 bs/ ou •exch.1nge
adminlstmtive group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn•rcdpients/cn•aeil53b I•Morin,lbclma•
4/16/2014ld2c43f40cilb886H9964206100-t201832">
<tmorin@gOS:Ifcguard com>

PRIV01223

4/16/2014

PRIV01224

"Dunlap, Michael"
4/16/2014l<mdunl.1p@goo;.afcguilrd com>

PRIV01225

4/16/2014

PRIV01226

"Dunl:~p, M1chael"
4/16/2014l<mdunli:lp@gOS:Ifegu.1rd.com>

PRIV01227

4/16/2014

I"Sorrenti, J• <j.sorrcnti@gCKafegu:~rd.com>

"Sorrenti, J" <j.sorrcnti@gDS:~fcguard rom>

usdo1 board notes

Fw: (FWD: USDA Brord notes REVISED
from AprilS, 2014 for your rcvlt!W)

april board notes

Em.1il from counc;cl providing legal advice
Iregarding dmft of USDA mL't.'tlng minutes.
!Document prepart.>d by counc;cl, Michael
Dunlap, rcfk-cting priv•k•gt.-d mental
lmpn.-s..o;ionc; of legal coun<oel rcgardmg
USDA mt.>ctmg minutt.-.;.

IAllomcy • Clicnt

IAnomcy ·Client

I Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes. IAttorney· Oicnt
IDocument prepared by counsel, Mich:le
Dunlap. renccting privileged mental
lmprcssion'i of lcg<ll counc;cl reg:~rding
USDA meeting minutes.
IAttornt.!y- Client
m41illrom counc;ct seeking intormation lor
the purpose of providing lcg:~l .1dvice
reS41nJing meeting minutes.
IDocument prcpart.>d by counsel, Mich:le
Dunlap, renccting privileged rm.'fltal
impre<>sionct of leg<ll counsel regarding
meeting mlnutcc;,

•Dunlap, Michael"
<"/o•cxchangel.1bs/ou•cxch:~nge

PRJV01228

administrative group
(fydlbohf23spdh)/cn•recipicnl5/cn•ae.153b I•Morin,lOclmill"
4/21/2014jd 2c43f40cab886ff99642061 QO.t201832.,_
<tmorin@go<gfcguard.com>

RE: USDA Board notes REVLc;Eo from April IEmail from rounc;cl providing leg<ll .1dvicc
8, 2014 for your review
regoarding dr.lft of USDA m~tlng minutes.

IAttorney· Oient

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., eta!. [Case No. CV·OC-1416400)
DEFENDANTS' FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
September 29, 2015
Priv ~g_!_f Bates Beg

I

Bates End

Date

Email From

Email To

4/21/2014

PRIV01230

•Dunlap, Michael•
<•f o-exchangelabs/ ou•exchange
"Sorrenll, J• <j.sorrenli@gosafeguard.com>,
administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/m•rcdpicnts/m•:lC.153b •Roggenkamp, M.1rk•
4/21/2014ld2c43140cab886ff9964206100-1201832">
<mroggenkoamp@gosafeguard.com>

•Dunlap, Michael•
4/21/2014l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV01233

4/21/2014

PRIV01234
PRIV01235

5/7/2014

"5.1voic, Suzanna•

5/7/2014l<ssavoic@gtKilfcguard.rom>

PRIV01239

001807

PRIV01240

____1--PriYiliGe

lA Homey· Client

Email from counsel providing legal adv1ce
regarding dr.dt of USDA nwcting minutes.

Attorney- Client

Dunl.1p, reOec:ting privileged mental
impn.'SSions of legal coun"'!l regarding
USDA meeting mmutcs.

Attorney ·Client '

IDocument prep.1n.-d by counsel, Mich.1e

•Ocrella, Kevin•
<kderclla@gosafeguard.com>, •Kirlin, Bob•
<bob.kirlin@deluxe.com>, ~Odella, Phil"
<phil odella@dcluxe.com>, •Jones, Rex•
<rex.joncs@dcluxc.com>, "Tiller-Shumway.
Amy• <atiller@gosafcguard.com>, "Scargill,
Bri.1n• <bsc.arglll@deluxe.com>, "Ivy,
Dcwaync• <divyftgoN~feguard.com>,
•Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafcguard com>, •Nordling.
Brian" <brian.nordling@deluxecom>,
"Sutton. Scott• <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>

usda board notes

RE: Customer Scrub Fonnll 042214.xls

"Skipper. Kevin•
<ksklppcr@gCKafcguard.com>, "Sorrcnti,j•
<j.sorrenli@g0So1feguard.com>, "Lcib, David•
<dleib@gosafeguard.com>, •olson, Kelly•
REVISED: Due Diligence Deck Review <kelly.olsonftdeluxe com>
Formit

I

Email from counsel pmvldmg legal advice
regarding droft of USDA meeting minutes.
JUOCument-pfepared bf cOunsel. Michae
Dunlap. rencctlng privilegt.-d mental
imprec;sions of legal Ct'IUn"'!l n•garding
USDA mt.-ctlng minutt.'S.

Attomcy- Olent

Attorney- Client

Email chain between containing confidential
communlartions regarding Formit customer
scrub.
Attorney- Client
ttachment to cmatl chain containing
confidential communiciltion"' regarding
Form it Customer Scrub.
Attorney· Client

Email to counsel providing information for
the purpose of seeking legal advice
regarding Fonnit Due Dtllgence.

Attorney· Client

Attachment to email to coun"'!l providing
infonnatton (Of' the purpose of seeking legal
advice regardmg Formh Due Diligence.
fAttorney ·Client

5/7/2014

~s.woic,

PRIV01238

Description

r

"Sorrenti, <j.sorrenb@gosafeguard.com>.
•Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggenk.amp@gosafeguard com>

•Dunlap, Mlch:lei•
<•/ o•exchangelabs/ ou•exchange
adminlsl:rntive group
(fydibohl23spdlt)/cn•rcclpients/cn•aea53b "Skipper, Kevin•
<kskippcr@gosafcguard com>
5/7I 2014ld2c43140ca b886Ef99642061 00-1201832'>

PRIV01237

usda board note:;

4/21/2014

PRIV01232

PRIV01236

EmaiiSubiect

JUOC:ument prcp.1rcd by coun"'!l, Mich&lcl
Dunlap. reflecting privilcgt.'\1 mental
impn.-ssions of legal counsel rcg;1rding
USDA meeting minutes.

PRJV01229

PRIV01231

Emai.ICC

78

Suzanna•

5/7/2014l<ssavoic@gosafeguard.rom>

•Ocrella, Kevin•
<kderella@gosafeguard.com>, •Kirlin, Bob•
<bob.kirHn@dcluxe.com>, "Odella, Phil•
<phil.odclla@deluxe.com>, •jonL'S, Rex•
<rex jonc<;@dcluxe com>, "Tiller-Shumway,
Amy• <aliller@gosafeguard.etlm>, "Scarglll,
Brian• <bscargill@deluxc Ctlm>, •Jvy,
"Skipper, Kevin•
Ocwaync• <divy@gosafL•guard com>,
•Dunlap, Michael•
<kskipper@gosafcguard.com>, *Sorrenti. j•
<mdunlap@gosafcguard com>, •Nordling. <J.sorrenti@gosafeguard.com>, •Leib, David•
<dleib@go"'a!eguard com>, •olson, Kelly•
Brian• <brian.nordling@deluxe.com>,
"Sutton. Scott• <ssutton@gosafcguard.com> <kelly.olson@deluxe com>
IDue Diligence Deck Review· Formit

Attomey ·Client

Attachmcnttocm.1illorounwl providing
information for the pui'J'OSC of o;ecking legal
!Attorney- Chent
advice regarding Formit Due Diligence.

5/7/2014

•Robison, Teny•
5/9/2014l<lrobison@gosafogu•rd.rom>

Email to counwl providing information for
the purpose of 5(.-cking legal .1dvlce
n.-garding rormit Due Diligence.

J•Lunden, Ellen'
<elundcn@gosafeguard.rom>, "Santos.
Kellye• <ksantos@gosak'gUard.com>,
•ounlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>, •Lcdernch,
Sue (G<&fcguard)'
<slcderach@gosa!eguard com>

"C7.ckner,jamcs•
<jc7ekncr@goc;afeguard.com>, •stcfanini.
John• <jstcfanlnl@gosafeguard.com>

Fwd: IBF New customer list

Email to counsel providmg requested
Information for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding o1ccount proh.'Cti<m of13.
Thurston,IBF. and/or 0ocuSC'Iurcc.
!Attorney- Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al.(case No. CV-OC-14164001
DEFENDANTS'FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
September 29, 2015

Prlv~l

Bates B_!g_ I

Bates End

Date

Email From

Email To

PRIVOI241

•Dunlap, Michael•
<•/ o-exchangelabs/ ou•exch<lnge
administrolive group
(fydlbohf23spdlt)/cn•rcdpients/cn•ac.153b I"Skipper, Kevin•
5/9/2014ld2c43f40cab886ff9964206100-t201832">
<kskipper@g05.1fegu.1rd com>

PRIV01242

5/9/2014

PRIV01243

5/9/2014

PRIV01244

•Dunlap, Michael•
5/9/2014l<mdunlap@gosafL'guard com>

PRIV01245

PRIV01246

•CJ.ckncr, James•
5/12/2014I<Jczckner@gosafcgu<~ntrom>

•ourget. Erich•
5/21/2014l<erich burget@gosafeguilrd.com>

79

EmailSubiect

EmaiiCC

FW: IBF New customer list

FW: IBF New customer list

•Lederach, Sue (GoSafegu.1rd)•
<slcdcroch@g;osafeguard rom>

Rc: IBF New customer list

<mdunl<~p@gosafegu.1rd.rom>

•Dcrella, Kevin•
<kderella@gos.lfeguilrd.com>

-savoie, Suz.annt~•
<c;savoicftgO'iilfeguard.com>, •Jell Larson
Ocff@formitpm rom)• <jell@formatpm.rom>,
Ernie Bootsma <egb@aterwynne com>
IFormit/Silfeg;uard: st.1tus on documents

Em.11l from outside counsel regarding asset
transfer.

•Dcrclla, Kevin•
l<kderella@GOS<lfeguard com>

Email to coun.'iCI providing rc(JUesh.-d
lnfont\iltion for the purpose of seeking legal
reg.arding account prolectlon of 1'3,
Thurston,IBF, and/or Ooc:usourcc.

5/22/20t41Tom Kames <tk@<ltcrwynnc.com>

PRIVD1248

"Savoie, SuZ<~nna•
<•/o•exchangelabs/ ou•cxchange
adminlstrative group
Dewayne• <divy@gosafeguard com>,
(fydabohf23spdlt)/cn•reclpicnts/cn•Oc5c846 "Skipper, Kevin•
5/23/2014lc9034e6cb917d6587eb124d6-t434682">

jRE:IBF Update

1•1vy.

<kskippcr@gOSOlfegu<~rd.rom>

•Dunlap. MicNcl•
5/25/2014l<mdunlap@gosafeguilrd.rom>

PRIV01250

5/25/2014

PRIV01251

•Dunbp, Michael•
5/25/2014l<mdunla.p@gosafeguard com>

PRIV01252

5/25/2014

Ermll ch.lin cnnt.1lning confidentlal
rcgoarding account
protection of13, Thun;ton, Teply,IBF,
and/or Docusourcc.
ttaehrriCrit tOcmilil ch.1in containing
confidenti.11 communiultions reg;<~rding
.1crount prok-ction ofTJ, Thurston, Teply,
IBF, .1nd/or Docuo;ourcc.
tbchmcnt to email chain conbining
confldcnti.11 communiulllon'i nt;ilrdlng
acrount protection ofTJ, Thur;ton, Teply,
IBF, .1nd/or Docuo;ourcc.
rNilfrnm coun.'iCI providing legal.1dviee
rcg<~nling account prok-clion of TJ, Thurston.
IBF• .1nd/or Docusourcc.
m.1il chilin conlilining; confidcnlia
communications tocouno,cl (or t!K! purpose
of S{.'{'king legal advice rcgoarding; acrount
protection of TJ, Thur.;ton, IBF• .1nd/or
Oocuc;ourcc.
(Attorney- Client

!"Cammarota, Amand.1
<.lmanda.e.lmmilrota@gO'iilfcguilrd com>,
•Lederach, Sue (GoSafeguanW
<slcdcrach@gos.lfcguilrd.rom>

•Dunlap, Michael•

Privileg~

communic<~lion'i

"Skipper, Kevin•
<kskipper@gosafcguard rom>

PRIV01247

PRIV01249

Descrle_Hon

•clark. Cassie• <Cilssie.clilrk@deluxc com>,
•ropclka, Michele•
<mpopclka@g;oo;afeguard.rom>,
•Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>,
"Sutton. Scott• <ssutton@gosafeguard.rom>, I"Santos. Kellye•
•orooks, Roger" <roger.brooks@deluxe.com> <ksilntCK@gOSilfeguard.rom>

"Santos, Kellye•
<ksantos@g;osafeguard rom>, "Sulton, Scott•
<ssutton@gosafeguard.rom>, •ropctka,
Michele• <mpopelka@gosafcguard.com>,
•Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mrogg;enkamp@gosafcguard.com>, •CJark,
Cassie• <c.1ssie dilrk@deluxecom>, •Brooks,
Roger• <roscr.brooks@deluxc.rom>
1"Sorrenti.

r <j.sorrcnti@gosategua rd.com>

Email to client prnvldmg information for the
purpose of seeking k'g;alo.d\ ire rcgilrdlng
IBF.
(Attorney- Client

(Attorney· Client

<~dvicc

Formlt Customer Upl0.:1d/Mailing Ust

us& board notes

us& board notes

Email from counsel providing legal.1dvice
regarding droft of USDA mcc•ting minutes.
1Document prepared by coun-.cl, Michae
Dunlap. renccting privik•ged mcnt.1l
impressions of legal coun'iCI regarding
USDA ~T~CCtlng minutes.

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding droft of USDA rrn.-cting minutes.
jDocument prepared by counsel, Michael
Dunlap. renecting privileged mental
lmpn.....-;lon.'iof leg<~ I coun'iCI regarding
meeting minutes.

IAttorney- dient
Attorney- Client

Attorney· Client

Attorney· Client

•clark. Cassie• <cassie.clark@deluxe.com>,
•Popelkil, Michele•
•Dunl.1p, Michael•

<mpopelka@g;osafegu<~rd.com>,

<•/o•exchomgcl<~bs/ou•L>xch:mg;~

001808

PRIV01253

•Roggenkamp, Mark•
ildmlnlstrative group
<mmg;g;enkamp@gosafegu.1rd com>,
(fydibohf23spdlt}/c:n•rcdpients/cn•o.ea53b "Sutton. Scott• <ssutton@gosafcguard.rom>,I"Santos, Kellye•
•orooks, Roger" <rog;er.brooks@deluxe.rom> <ksilntos@gosafcguilrd.com>
5/25/2014ld2c43f40cab886ff9964206100-1201832">

PRIV01254

5/25/2014

usda boord notes

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
1uocument prepared by coun!'CI, Michole
Dunlap. rcnecting privileged mental
impn.'SSions of legal counsel regarding
USDA ~T~CCting minutc'i.

Allomcy- Client

Attorney- Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. (Case No. CV·OC·1416400)
DEFENDANTS'FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
September 29, 2015

Prlv Log I

I

B.Jtes Beg

I

Bates End

Date

Email From

Email To

Email CC

•ounlap, Michael•
<mdunlapftgor.afeguard com>

PRIV01255

"Santos. Kellye•
5/25/2014l<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV01256

5/25/2014

PRIV01257

"S.tntCK. Kellye•
<k.<t.1ntos@gosafeguard com>, "Sutton, Scott•
<ssutton@gosafeguard.com>, •Popelka,
•ounlap. Miclw!J•
Mlclwle• <mpopelka@gosafcguard.rom>,
<•/ o•exchangela bs/ ou•exchange
•Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard com>, •CJark,
ildmlnistratlve group
(fyd•bohf23spdlt)/ot•rcdpients/cn•aca53b Cassie• <cassie c:lark@deluxc.com>, •Brooks,
5/25/2014ld2o43f40cab886ff9964206100-1201832">
"Sorrenti, J• <J-<;('Ifl'Cntt@gCKilfeguilnt.com>
Roger• <roger.bmoks@deluxe.com>

PRIV01258

80

Email Subject

RE: usda board notes

I

usda board notes

•ounlap. Michael•
5/27/2014(<mdunlap@goS3feguard com>

PRIV01260

5/27/2014

PRIV01261

•Dunlap, Michael•
5/27/2014l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV01262

5/27/2f114

PRIV01263

•ounlap, Michael•
5/27/2014l<mdunlap@goSilfeguard.com>

PRIV01264

5/27/2014

Emili! from counsel providing k"gal advice
regarding draft of USDA mt..-cting minutes.
Dunlap, rent..>cting privileged menbl
impn..'S.o;ion<> of legill rouno;cl regarding
USDA meeting minult..'S.

•Popelka, Michele•
<mpopelk.a@gosak"guilrd.com>, •ailrk.
Cassie• <cassic.c:lark@deluxe com>, "Sutton.
Scott• <ssutton@gosaJeguard.com>,
•Brooks, Roger" <roger.bmoks@dcluxe.com>.
'Santos. Kellye•
•Roggenkamp, Milrk•
Iusda boord notC'I
<ksantos@gosafcguard rom>
<mroggenk.amp@goSilfeguard.com>

•Popelka, Michele•
<mpopelka@gOSOI.fcguard.com>,
•Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggenkamp@goSilfeguard.com>

"Santo<>, Kellye•
<k."itnt<l'i@g()<;.ilfegua rd.com>, •Brooks,
Roger" <roger.brooks@deluxc com>. •CJark,
Cassie• <cassic.cbrk@deluxe com>, "Sutton,
IRE· usda board notes
Scott• <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>

•ropclka, Michele•
<mpopelka@gosafcguard com>

•Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mmggenk.amp@gOSo'lfL>gUard com>,
"Sutton, Scou• <ssutton@gosafcguard.com>,
"5.1ntos, Kcllye•
<ksantos@gosafeguard com>, •Brooks.
Roger" <rogcr.brooks@deluxe com>, •CJark.
Iusda boo.rd notes
Cassie• <cassie.dark@deluxe.com>

•ropclka, Michele•
<mpopelka@gOSo'lfeguard rom>,
•Rom,ocnkamp, Mark•
<mroggenkamp@gosafcguilrd.com>,
"Sutton. Scotr <ssutton@gosafcguard com>

001809

PRIV01265

•Dunlilp, Michael•
5/27/2014l<mdunlilp@gosafeguard com>

PRIV01266

5/27/2014

PRIV01267

•Dunlap, Michael•
<•! o-exchangelabs/ ou•exc:hilnge
'adminlstrative group
(fydibohl23spdlt)/m•rcdpients/cn•aca53b 1·omer, Nicki•
5/27/2014ld2c43f40c:ab886ff99642061QO.t20183r>
<rucki.dtllcr@gosafcguilrd.com>

PRIV01268

5/27/2014

Privi~

Attorney· Client

1Document prcpart..od by cnun<;el, Michac

5/25/2014

PRIV01259

Description

Email to roun.-.cl providing n.•quJ.-sted
information for tlw pUI'J'Ml' of St.-eking legal
advice regard1ng USDA meeting minutes.
jAttomcy ·Client
1Uocument prep..ued by couno;cl, Michac
Dunlap. renccting privllege.J mental
impre<>.o;ion.<> of legal rounc;cl regarding
USDA nu.-cting minutJ.'S,
Attorney· Client

'Santos. Kcllye•
<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>, •Brooks.
Roger" <roger.brooks@deluxe.com>, •a.1rk,.
Cassie• <cassle c:l.1rk@deluxe.com>
IFW: usda. boo.rd notes

usdil board notes

Email from counsel providing lcgill ildvlcc
rcgilrdlng draft of USDA nu.-cting minutes.
'ocument prepared by coun.<;el, Mic:hae
Dunlap, rcnecting privileged mental
lmpn..'SSi(ln<> of k"gill counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

Email from counsel providing Iegill advice
regarding draft of USDA m~tlng minutes.
1LJoc:ument prep.1rcd by coun.o;cl, Mich.lc
Dunlap. reflecting privileged mental
impression<> of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting mlnutt..'S.

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding drort of USDA m.>cting minutes.
1Document prepared by counsel, Michilc
Dunlap, renectmg privileged mental
impressions of legal roun.o;cl reg<~rdmg
USDA rrn..>cting mlnut~..-s.

Email from couno;cl providing legal advice
regarding droft of USDA meeting minutes.
IDocument prcp.1rcd bycouno;cl, Michae
Dunlap. reflecting privileged mental
impn.'SSiom of legal couno;cl rcg<~rding
USDA meeting minult..-s.

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
1uoc:umcnt prep<Jreaoycoun.~I.Michile
Dunlap, reflecting pnvilegcd mental
impn.'SSionsof legill coun.o;c) reg<~rding
USDA meeting minuiC'I

Attorney· Client

AUomcy- Cl1ent

Attorney- Client

IAnomcy • Oicnt

Attorney • Client

Attorney· Olent

Attorney· Client

Attorney- Olcnt

Attorney· Client

!Attorney- Client

!Attorney- Client

81

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. [case No. CV·OC-1416400)
DEFENDANlS'FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
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Priv ~

I

Bates Beg

I

Bates End

Date

Email From

PRIV01269

"Popelka, Michele"
S/27/2014l<mpopclka@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV01270

512712D14

Email To
"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap{tgosafeguard com>

PRIV012n

*Dunlap, Michael"
<"/a-exchange!.. bs/ ou •exchange
adminlstr.ativc group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/m•recipicnlc;/cn•acoa53b I"Popclka, Michele"
5/27/2014ld2c43f40cab886ff99642061 00-1201832">
<mpopcl kaftgOCJa feguoard.com>

PRIV01272

5I2712D14

ErmiiCC

EmailSubiect

RE: usdiil board notes

"Roggenkamp. Moark"
<mroggcnkamp@gosafeguard.com>,
'Sutton, Scott• <ssutton@gr6afcguard.com>,
"Santos, Kellyc•
<ksantos@gosafcguoard.com>, "Brooks, Roger
(Rogcr.Bmoks@dcluxc.com)"
<mger.bmoks@deluxc.com>, •aark. Coassic"
<cassie.cloark@deluxc com>
lusdoa boord notes

Description

Privil_ege

Em.1il to counsel providing requcsiL-d
lnformalion for the purpose or St.'Cking legal
advice regarding USDA meeting minutes.
IAuomey • Oienl
1Document prepan.>d by counsel, Michac
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counc;el rcgot rding
Attorney- Client
USDA mt.-cling minutl."i.

Email from counc;el providing lcgoal advice
regoarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
I()('ICumcnrprcpared by counc;el, Michac
Dunloap, reflecting privilcge1l mental
impn..·••slon.~ of k•gal cnunscl regarding
USDA mt.'Cting minuk'S

jAII01'111..')' • Clk!nt

!Attorney- Client

Em.1iltocoun~l

PRIV01273

"Roggenkamp, Moark"
5/27/2014l<mroggcnkoamp@gosafeguard rom>

PRN01274

512712D14

PRIV01275

*Dunlap, Michael•
<•t o•exchangcb bs/ ou•exchangc
adminlstrative group
(fyd•bohf23spdlt)/cn•reclpicnts/cn•..coa53b
5127I 20141 d2o43l40cab886£199642D61 00-1201832'>

PRIV01276

512712D14

PRIV01277

"Dunlap, Michael•
<"/o•cxchangebbs/ou•exchange
admi.nlstrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn•I'I.'Cipienlc;/cn•aca53b
51271 2D14I d2c43£4Dcob886£199642061 00-1201 832'>

"Dunl01p, Michael"
<mdunloap@gosafeguard.com>

"Popclkoa, Michele"
<mpopclkoa@gCKafcguard com>,
"Roggenkamp. Mark•
<mroggcnkamp@gosafeguoard.rom>

"Santoc;, Kellyc"
<ksantos@gosafcguard.rom>, •Brooks,
Roger" <mger,brookt;@dcluxe com>, •aoark.
C1CJ.c;le" <cassle,clark@deluxe com>, "Sutton,
IRE: usda board notes
Scott• <s.c;utton@gosafeguard.com>

"Popelka, Michele•
<mpopclkoa@gOCJafeguard.com>,
•Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mrogsenkamp@gosafeguard.rom>,
"Suii('Jn.Scou• <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>

"Santos, Kellyc•
<k.c;antos@gOCJafcguard.com>, •Bmok.c;, Roger
(Roger.Brooks@deluxccom)*
<mger.bmoks@deluxc.com>, •aoark. Coassie"
<cac;slc.cloark@dcluxc.com>
IFW: usda boord notes

001810

PRN01278

5127I2D14

PRIV01279

•Dunlap, Michael"
<"/ o-exchangeb bs/ ou •exchange
admlnlc;trativc group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn•rccipicnts/cn•OJCa53b
5127l2014ld2o43l40cab886££9964206100-1201832">

PRIV01280

5I27I2D14

PRIV01281

"Dunlap. Michael"
<"/ o•exchangelnbs/ ou•exchange
adminlstrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn•rcclpients/cn•aea53b ·omer,Nicki•
<nicki.diller@gosafeguard.rom>
5I2BI2D14Id2c43£4Dcob886£19964206100-12D1832">

PRIV01282

PRN01283

FW: uc;da board notes

"Popelkoa, Michele"
<mpopulkoa@gosafcgua.rd.com>, •aark.
Cassie" <cassie.cl.uk@dcluxc com>, 'Sutton,
•Brooks, Roger (Rogcr.Brook.cr@deluxc.com)"
Scott" <ssutton@gCKOifcguard.com>,
•Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mger.brooks@deluxe.com>, "SSOntos, Kellye•
<mroggcnknmp@gosafeguard.com>
<ksantos@gosafcgunrd.com>
Iusda boord notes

providing rcqucstl.-d
information for the pu~ of o;ccking legal
advice regarding USDA ml.'Cling minutl.-s.
IAtt('Jrncy- Client
I()('ICumcnt prcpar1.."il bfc(li.JflsCI, Michac
Dunlap, reflecting pnvilegl.>d mental
impn.'S.."lionc; of legal rounc;el rl.'gilrding
USDA ml.'Chng minutcc;
!Attorney- Client

Em.1il fmm roun.c;el pmvldtng legal advice
regardmg draft of USDA mt-cting minutl.'S.
I()('ICumcnl prepared by counc;cl. Michae
Dunloap, rcfk-cting privileged mental
impn.'SSicms of kogal coun.c;cl regardmg
USDA meeting minut~..-s.

Attorney· Oicnt

Attorney- Client

Email from counsel providing legal oadvicc
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.

Attorney· Olent

Dunloap, refll.-cting privikogL-d mental
imprcssion.c; of legoal counc;el rt•gardlng
USDA meeting minutes.

Attorney- Client

IDocument prcpar1.."d by counsd, Michae

Em.1il from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA mt.-cting minutes.
!DOCument prepil-red by couno;cl, Michae
Dunlap, reOt.-cting privik•ged mental
impression.'> of k•gal counsel rl.'gilrding
USDA meeting minutcc;,

Attorney- Client

Attorney - Client

512BI2D14

Em.1il from counsel providing legal oadvlce
regarding draft of USDA meeting mlnutel'.
!Document prepared by coun..cel, Miehac
Dunloap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

AUOI'T\ey·Ciient

5/28/2014I•Sorrenti, J" <J.sorrcnti@gosafeguard com>

Email to counsel providing requested
information for the purpose of seeking legal
oadvlcc regarding USDA meeting minutes.

Attorney- Oicnt

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

Fw: usda boord notes

RE: usda board notes

Attorrey ·Client
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DEFENDANTS'FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
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Priv Log II

I

Bates Beg

I

Bates End

Date

Email To

Email From

~scription

Email Subied

EmallCC

1ocumcnt prepared by counsel, Michae
Dunlap, refleding privik>gl.>d menbl
impn.'SSions of k•gal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

PRIV01284

5/ZB/2014

PRIVOJZBS

"Sorrenti,)"
<•/ o•exchangel.1 bs/ ou •exclmnge
administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn•l'l.'dpienl'i/cn•O.ill13bci•Dunlap, Michael•
5/2B/2014I8de134cf79db8.127b0£d7810tt.t436575">
<mdunlilp@gOS01fcgu.1rd.com>

PRJVOJZ86

5/ZB/2014

PRIV01Z87

"Dunlap, Michael"
5/2B/2014I<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

-sorrcnli, V <j.sorrcnli@g05.1fcguard com>

PRIVOJZ88

•Dunlap, Michael"
5/29/2014l<mdunlilp@gosafcguard.com>

"Popelka, Michele"
"Santos, Kcllye•
l<mpopclkaOgosafcguard.com>, "Clark,
<k.o;antos@gosafcguoard.com>, "Roggenkamp. Ca56ie" <cas'>ie.dark@deluxc com>, "Sutton,
Mark• <mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>, Scott" <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>, •Brooks,
"Sorrenti, <j.sorrenli@gosafcguoard.com>
Roger" <rogcr.brooks@deluxc.com>
Iusda board notes

PRIVOJZ89

5/29/ZD14

RE: usd.1 boilrd notes

FW: Trt.'SSil - project- list of ilCOOUnts
UPDATEDasofS 2314.xl'ix

r

•Dunlilp. Michael"
USDA Board 2014 <usda@gnsafeguard com>l<mdunlilp@g<Kafcguilrd.com>

I

PRIV01290

•Morin, Thelm.1•
5/29/20141 <tmorin@gnsafegua rd.com>

PRIV01291

5/29/2014

PRIV01292

•Dunlilp, Michilcl"
<"/o..cxchangclilbs/ou•cxc:hange
administrolive group
(lydibohf23spdlt)/cn•recipients/cn•aca53b
5/29/2014ld2e43f40cab886ff9964206100-1201832">
!•May, C".corgc• <gcorge.m<~y@deluxe.com>

PRIV01293

5/29/2014

PRIV01294

•ropclka, Michele•
<mpopclka@gosafcguard.com>, "Clilrk.
•Dunlap, Michael•
<•to•cxchangelabs/ ou•cxchange
'S.lntos, Kcllyc•
Cassie" <cassie.dark@deluxe.com>, "Sutton,
<k.o;antm6'gos.1fcguard.com>, "Roggenkamp, Scott• <s.'iutton@gnsafcguard.com>, •Brooks,
oadmlnistralive group
(fydibohf23,.pdlt)/cn•reclplenl'i/cn•oaca53b Mark• <mroggcnkamp@gCKafcguard rom>, Roger (Roger Bmnk.<;@deluxc com)"
"Sorrenti, j• <J50rrCnli@gosafcguoard.com>
<rogcr.brooks@deluxe.com>
usda boord noll.'S
5/29/2014ld2c-43f40cab886fi9964Z06100.1ZOI832">

1-sorrenti,

r <j.o;orrcnti@gnsafcguoard com>

USDA Board notes from May 19,2014 for
your review

luc;da boord notes

Privilege

Attorney· Client

Emilll to counsel providing requesll.-d
infmm.1tion for the purpose of Sl.>cking legal
!Attorney- Olent
advice regarding USDA meeting minutes.
!Document pn.•pan.>d by counsel, Mic:hac
Dunlap, reflcctmg pnvilcgcd mental
lmprcssicm.'i of lcgill counsel regarding
USDA mt.'Cting minutes.
!Attorney- Client
mil it trom counc;cl providing legal advkc
rcg<~rdmg account protection o/1'3, Thurston.
IBF, and/or Docusourcc.

Emilil from counsel providing legal oadvice
regoarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
!Document prepared by cfiUn.-.cl, Michae
Dunlap, reflt.'Cting priviJcgcd n\cntal
tmpn.'SSions nflt.-gal coun.o;cl re-garding
USDA meeting minutcs.

!Attorney· Oient

!Attorney· Client

Email tocoun.c;cl providing rcqul.>stt.>d
infmm.1tion for the purpoc;c of o;ccking legal
advice regarding USDA mt.'Cttng mlnutl.'S.
!Attorney- Client
!Document prcpan.>d by counc;cl, Michac
Dunloap. rcfll.'Ciing privilcgl.>d mental
impn.">Sinn.'i of legal rounc;cl rL-g.uding
USDA meeting minutl."'.
!Attorney· Chcnt

Email (rum cnunc;cl providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA mt'l'ting minutes.
1uoc:umcnt prepared by counsel, Mich.1c
Dunlilp, rcOl.'Chng privilcgL>Il mental
impn.>AAinn.'i of lt.-gal counc;cl regarding
USDA mL>cting mlnutco;

IAttorney- Client

IAttnmcy- Client

I

Em.1il from counc;cl providing legal advkc
rcgoardlng draft of USDA meeting minutes.
prepared by cnunc;cl, Michael
Dunlap, reflecting pnvilcgcd mcnbl
lmprcs.o;ions ollegoal counsel rcgardmg
USDA meeting minutes.

Attorney· Oient

1UOC:ument

PRIV01295

5/29/2014

PRIV012%

•oiiJcr,Nicki•
5/29/2014l<nickl diller@gosafeguoard com>

PRIV01297

5/29/2014

PRIV01298

•Dunlilp, Michael"
5/29/2014l<mdunlap@gn5ilfcgu.1rd com>

PRIV01299

5/29/2014l<mdunlap@gnso~fcgu.1rd com>

PRIV01300

5/29/2014

"Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafegu<~rd.com>

-sorrenti,

RE: usda boord notes

FW: Tressa- projt.'Ct ·list of accounts
UPDATED M of 5 23 14.xlsx

r <J.sorrcnti@gOSOlfeguoard.com>

•Dunlap, Michael•

001811

•M.1y, C".corgc• <gcorgc.mayfiidcluxc.com>

I"Sorrenti,]" <j.sorn.-ntiftgOSOlfcguard com>

or

Iusda board notes

!Attorney- Client

Em.1il tncoun.-.cl pmvidtng n•quC'ill.>d
information fOI' the purpnc;e uf seeking leg<~ I
advkc n.-garding USDA mt.'Cting minuh.'S.
IAttorney- Olcnt
1Document prepared by coun-.cl, Michael
Dunlap. reflecting privileged mental
impn.'SSions of legal counsel rt.'garding
USDA mt.-cting minutes.
IAttomcy- Client
mail from counsel providing legal advkc
regarding account pmk-ctkm nfT3, Thurston.
IBF, oand/or Docusourcc.
mail I rom coun.c;cl st.'t.'king inlorm.11ion for
the purpose providing legal advice
regarding meettng minutl."',
IAttomcy ·Client
Document prcparl.-d by counsel, Michae
Dunloap, reflecting privileged mental
impres.'iions of lcgoal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.
!Attorney- Client

I

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. (Case No. CV-OC-1416400)
DEFENDANTS'FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
September 29, 2015
Priv Log II

I

Bates Beg

I

Bates End

Date

Email From
•Dunlap, Mlchact•
<•! o•cxcha.ngel.lbs/ou•cxchange
.1dmlnl,.trat1ve group

Email To

83

EmailSublect

EmaiiCC

Inscri_____p_!_ion

Privil_eg~

•Beadling. Steven

PRIV01301

(fydlbohf23spdlt)/cn•reciplonL•/cn•aoo53b (sbc.1dllng@gos:~rcgu.1rd.com)•
6/3/2014ld2o43f40cab886ff99642061()0.l201832·>
<sbco1dling@gosa!egunrd com>

PRIV01302

6/3/2014

PRIV01303

•Skipper, Kevin•
<•/ o•excha.ngclo1bs/ ou•cxcha.ngc
.1dminlstrativc group
I•Bc.1dllng.Stcvcn
(fydibohf23spdlt)/m•rccipicnts/c:n•709880f (sbcndllng@gosafegu.1rd.com)•
<sbco1dling@gosafcguo1rd com>
6/3/20t4l920834f78a5b8bfd365181c33-t20217W>

PRIV01304

•Dunlap, Michael•
6/3/2014l<mdunl.1p@gnsnfcguo1rd com>

PRIV01305

6/3/2014

I"Sorrenti, r <j.sorrcnti@gosafegu.1rd.com>

•Morin, Thclm.1•
<tmorin@g05.1feguo1rd.com>

usd.l board notes

'S..woic, Surnnna.•
<ss.1vnlc@gO"oo1fcg~rd.com>

Formit Uplood Customer List

RE:usdo1

Em.1il from counsel providing lcg.1l .1dvicc
regnrding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
jiJocument prcp.1rcd by coun<.cl, Mich.le
Dunlo1p, reflecting privileged mcnt.al
impression-; of k"go11 counsel rcg;trding
USDA meeting minute<;.

AtlotTK.'f-Oicnt

AUornt..'f·Ciient

Emml from counsel providing legnl .1dvkc
regnrding nc:rount prott.'Ction of n. Thurston.
IBF, and/or Docusourre.
m.Jil Jrom rounsciSl.'Cking intorm.Jtion for
the purpose of providing leg.1l advice
IAttorney· Client
regarding mt.-cting minult.'S.
!Document prep.:art.-d by counsel, Mich.lcl
Dunlnp, rcflectmg privileged mental
impression-; of lcg.1l counsel r'-'SiJrding
meeting minutt.'S,
IAttOI"Il(!}'- Client

~Brooks,

Roger- <roger.brooks@deluxc.com>,
Co1ssic• <c.1sslc.cl.1rk@dcluxe.com>,
MichoJci•
<mdunl.1p@gosafcgu.1rd.com>, •Odel1.1,
PhW <phil.odella@dcluxe com>, •ropelk.a,
Michele• <mpopclka@gos.1fcgu.1rd com>,
~RobL<;nn, Tcny•
<trobl-.on@g<K.1fegu.1rd.rom>,
~Roggenlrnmp, Mark•
<mroggcnk.amp@gosnfegunrd rom>,
''SomtCK, Ketlye•
<k.QntCK@g<Ko1fcgu.1rd.rom>, "Sutton, Scott•
<ssutton@gos.lfegunrd rom>, ~Johnson,
Alan~ <alnn johnson@deluxc.com>
~cl<~rk.

~Dunl<~p,

PRIV01306

6/6/2014I•SorrcntJ.

PRIV01307

6/6/2014

r <j.sorrenti@gos<~feguard.com> I

PRIV01308

•eunlo1p, Mlc:Mcl•
6/11/2014l<mdunl.1p@g0So1fcgu.1rd com>

PRIV01309

6/11/2014

FW: Drart USDA <~gcndn

•Roggcnk.1mp, M.1rk•
<mroggcnk.1mp@g0li.lfeguard rom>,
•RobL<;nn, Teny•
<trobison@gosa.fl'gU.1rd.com>, "Popelka,
Michele• <mpopclk.1ftgosafcguard rom>,
"Cinrk. C<~..._-.ic~ <cn...-;lc clnrkftdeluxc,rom>,
•amok.<~, Roger" <mgcr.brnok.<;@dcluxe.rom>,
"So1ntos, Kcllyc•
<kso1ntoo;@g0So1fcguard,com>
I"Sutton,Scott• <ssuttonOgn-..1fegu.1rd rom> lusdo1 boord notes

Email to roun:•;d providing inforrNtion for
the purpose of seeking leg<~! advice
regnrding USDA mt."Cting draft .1gendo1.
!Document prep.:art.-d by J.j.Snrrcnti to
provide inform.1tion to roun.<-t.'l for the
purpose of seeking legal .1dvic:c reg<~rding
USDA Meeting draft .1gcnd.1

Em.Jil from counsel providing lc&'ll ndvic:c
regarding draft of USDA ml"Ctlng minutes.
1Document prepnrt.>d by couno:;cl, Mich.le
Dunlo1p, rcflt.-c:ting privileged mental
impn.ohl>iun'i uf k"gal aJUno.,cl rcg.;mHng
USDA meeting minutes.

IAttorney- Client

IAttorney- Client

IAttorney· Chcnt

IAttorney· Client

•Roggcnkolmp. Mo1rk•

PRIV01310

•Dunlap, MicMcl•
6/11/2014f<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

<mroggenk.amp@gosafcgu<~rd com>,
"Santos. Kellyc•
<k.QntCK@gCKafcgunrd rom>, "Sutton, Scott•
<ssutton@g0So1feguard rom>, •clark, C..ssie•
<cassic dark@deluxe.com>, •Robison, Tcrrv•
<trobison@gCK:~feguard,c:om>, •amok.-., ~
Roger• <mger.brooks@deluxe rom>,
•ropclkn, Michele•
<mpopt.•lk.1@g0So1fcg~rd rom>

uscfu board notes

Em.1il from counsel providtng lcg.1l adv~
n.>g.,rding dr.1ft of USDA ffil'Cting minutes.
prep.:art.'d 6y couriSCI.-Midlo:iC
Dunlnp, reflecting privtlegcd mcnt.al
tmpre...-..on." of legal roun.c;el r'-'SiJrding
USDA meettng minutes.

fAtlornt.'Y • Oicnt

1tJocument

001812

PRIV01311

6/11/2014

IAttorney· Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. (case No. CV·OC-1416400)
DEFENDANTS'FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
September 29, 2015

Priv Log II

PRIV01312

I

Bates Beg

I

Bates End

Date

Email From

"Dunlap, Michael"
6/11/2014l<mdunlap@go.-.afcguard com>

Email To

EmaiiCC

"SantO'>, Kellye"
<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>, "Clark, Dssie"
<cassie.clark@deluxe.rom>, "Roggenkamp,
Mark" <mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.rom>,
"Brooks, Roger" <roger.brook.c;@deluxe.com>,
"Robison, Terry"
<trobison@gosafeguard.com>, "Sutton.Scott"I"Popclka, Michele"
<ssutton@goo;afeguard.com>
<mpopelka@gCKilfeguard.com>

84

Email Sub feet

usda boo rd note5

Description

Email from counsel providing legal ndvloo
regarding draft of USDA meeting m[nutcs.

Privil~

IAttorney· Oicnl

1Document prepan.."d by coun.c;cl, Michael

PRIV01313

Dunlap, rcnt.>cting privileged rnental
imprcssion.'i of leg;~ I coun.c;cl regarding
USDA rru.octing mlnult.>s.

6/11/2014

PRIV01314

"Dun!.tp, Michael"
6/11/2014l<mdunlap@gOSOifeguard.com>

PRIV01315

6/11/2014

lwRoggenkamp, Mark·
<mroggenkamp@gosafcguard com>,
"Popelka. Michele"
<mpopclka@gosafeguard com>, ''Somtos.
"Brooks, Roger" <roger.brooks@deluxe.com>,IKellye" <ksantos@gosafegunrd com>,
"Sutton. Scott• <ssutton@goQJcguard com>, "Robison. Terry"
<trobison@gosafcguard.com>
"Clark. Cassie" <cassie clark@deluxe.com>

"Dunlap, MicholeJ•

PRIV01316

6/11/2014I"Oark. Cassie• <cilssiC cb.rk@deluxe.com>

PRIV01317

6/11/2014

l<mdunlap@gosafegut~rd com>

•Santos. Kellye•
<k.o;anto.t;@gosafeguard com>, "Popelka,
Michele" <mpopclka@gosafegu;~rd.com>,
•clark. Cassie" <cassie clark@deluxe.com>,
•Roggenkamp, M;~rk•
<mroggcnkamp@goo;afeguard com>,
"Robison, Terry•
<troblson@gosafeguard.com>, "Sutton, Scott"
<ssutton@gosafeguard.com>, •Brooks,
Roger" <roger.brooks@deluxe com>

001813

PRIV01318

"Dunlap. Mlchaet•
6/11/2014l<mdunb.p@gosafeguard com>

PRIV01319

6/11/2014

PRIV01320

"001rk. Cassie" <•jo•deluxe/ou•exchange
administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn•rcclpienlc;/cn•t2035n ~·Dunlap, Michael"
6/11/2014la">
<mdunlap@goo;afcguard.com>

PRIV01321

6/11/2014

PRIV01322

"Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mroggenkamp@goc;afeguard com>,
"Santos, Kellye•
<ksantos@gosafeguard com>, "Sutton, Scott"
<ssutton@gosafeguard.com>, "Clark, Cassie"
<cassie clark@dcluxe.com>, "Robison. Terry•
"Dunlap, Mlcholcf•
<trobison@gosa!eguard rom>, •Brook.<;,
<•j o-exchangelabs/ ou •exchange
administrative group
Roger• <roger.brooks@deluxe com>,
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn•rcdpients/cn•aea53b "Popelka. Michele•
6/11/2014ld2c43f40cab886ff9964206100-1201832'>
<mpopclka@goc;afeguOJrd.com>

PRIV01323

PRIV01324

"Roggenkamp, Mark"
'<mroggenkamp@gosaJcguard com>

usda boord notes

RE: usda board notes

usda boord nott.'S

"Roggenkamp, M01rk•
<mmggenkampftgoo;afeguard com>

RE: u:Wa board notes

Email from counsel providing leg;~ I advice
regarding draft of USDA mt.octing minute5.
IDocument prepared by coun.<>el, Michacl
Dunlap, rcn~..>ctlng privileged mental
impres.o;ions of legal counsel nogarding
USDA meeting minutes.

IAttorney· Client

IAttorney· Oient

IAttorney· Client

Email to counsel providing requested
information for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding USDA meeting mlnutcs.
/Attorney· Oient
IUocumenfjirCp.lred by-crn.ino;CI, Michae
Dunlap, refk>cting privtfcged mental
impressions of leg-11 counsel regard[ng
USDA meeting minute5.
IAttorney- Client

Email from counsel providing k-gal advice
regarding draft of USDA mrellng minutes.
IDoCUincnt prepared bycoun.<.el, Michae
Dunlap. reflecting privik-ged mental
lmpi'C'i.c;fon.'t of legal counor;cl regarding
USDA meclingminuk.'S.

IAttorney· Oicnt

/Attorney- Client

Emailtocnunscl pmvldlng requL'Sh.>d
lnfonnatlon for the purpose of seeking legal
advice n.>garding USDA Boord ML-cting
minutt.">.
IAttorney- Client
IIJocumcntdraltL>d by Mike Dunlap for the
purpCKC of providing legal.Jdvicc regarding
USDA boord mL>ctmg minute<~.
IAttorney· Client

6/11/2014

Ema1l from counsel providing k•g.1l advice
reganfing draft of USDA meeting minutcc;.
jDocummt pn.'P"'rL'd by counsel, Michael
Dunlap, rcnccting pnvilegcd mental
impression-. o! legal coun<>el regarding
USDA meeting mlnutt.-s

Attorney· Client

"Santos. Kellye•
6/11/2014l<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>

Email to counsel providing rcques.IL'f:!
information for the purpose Clf seeking legal
advice rcg;~rdlng USDA meeting minutes.

AllorRL')' ·Client

•Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosa!egu01rd com>

usda board note5

RE: usda board notes

Attorney· C.1ient

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. [Case No. CV·OC·1416400)
DEFENDANTS'FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
September 29, 201S

Priv ~ II

PRIV01325

I

Bates Beg

I

Bates End

Date

Email From

EmaiiSublect

6/11/2014

(fydlbohf23spdlt)/cn•rcclplon~/cn•ao•5Jb

PRIV01327

EmaiiCC

DescriPtion

'ocumenrpreparro liy CO.:.i1"-CI, MicNcl
Dunlap. rcnt.octlng privilt.-gt.>d mcnt.11
impn.'SSIOOS of lt.-gal coun.o;cl regarding
USDA meeting minute<>.

•Dunlap, Mkhact•
<•fo•cxcMngelabs/ou•t.-xchange
.1dminlstr.ative group

PRIV01326

Email To

85

6/11/2014(d2o43f40c.b886ff9964206100-1201832'>

•Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggenkamp@gos.lfegu.1rd.com>,
•Robison, Terry•
<trobison@gCKafegu.1rd com>, •ropclkol,
Michl!le• <mpopclka@g()';Olfegoord.com>,
•clark, Cassie• <cassie.clarkGdcluxe,rom>,
•Brooks, Roger" <rogcr.brook.o;@deluxe.com>,
"Santos, Kellyc•
<ksolntos@gOS<Ifeguard.com>
I-sutton, ScoW <ssutton@gOS6lfl'guard com>

usd.1 boord nolt.-s

6/11/2014

PRIV01328

•Roggenkamp, M.1rk•
6/11/20t4l<mroggcnkamp@gosafcguard com>

PRIV01329

6/11/2014

PRIV01330

'•Roggcnk&Jmp, Mark•
6/11/2014(<mroggenkamp@gosafcguard com>

PRIV01331

6/11/2014

PRIV01332

[•Roggenkamp, MarP"
<mroggcnkamp@gosafeguard.com>,
•ropclkil. Michele•
*Dunlap. Michael•
<•t o•exchangel<~b<i/ou•cxchange
<mpapclkil@gosoafegu<~rd.com>, 'Santos.
<~dminlstr.ativc group
•Brooks, Roger" <rogcr.brooks@deluxe.com>,,Kellye• <ksantos@gosafcgtl.1rd.rom>,
(fydibohf23spdlt)/m•rcclplcnts/m•.1Ca53b •sutton, Scott• <ssutton@gCKafL-guard com>, •Robison, Terry•
*Clark, Cassie• <c<~o;sle.cl<~rk@dcluxe.com>
6/11/2014(d2o43f41bb886ff9964206100-12018.;2'>
<troblson@goc;afl'guard.com>

PRIV01333

6/11/2014

•Dunlap, Mlchact•
<mdunlap@gos.lfegu.1rd.com>

FW: usda boord notes

•Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunl<~p@gosafegu<~rd.com>

001814

PRIV01334

•5.1ntos. Kellye•
6/11/2014(<ksantos@gOSilfeguard.com>

PRIV01335

6/11/2014

PRIV01336

•Roggenkamp, Mark•
6/11/20t4(<mroggenk.1mp@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV01337

6/11/2014

PRIV01338

"Santos, Kcllye•
<ksolntoo;@goc;afcguard com>, •cJark, Cassie•
<cassle.clark@deluxe.com>, •Rogg;cnkilmp,
Mark• <mroggcnkamp@gosafcgu<~rd com>,
•nunlap, Michael•
<•/o-cxchangelabs/ou•cxchange
•Brooks. Roger" <roger.brooks@dcluxe.com>,
*Robison, Terry•
'<~dministr.ative group
(fydibohf23spdlt}/Ol•recipients/Ol•aea53b <trobison@gosafcguard.com>, -sutton,Scott•l•ropclka, Michele•
<ssutton@gosafeguard.com>
6/11/2014(d2o43f40c.b886ff9964206100-1201832">
<mpopclk&a@gosafcguard com>

PRIV01339

6/11/2014

FW: usd<~ board notes

uW board notes

•Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

RE: usda board notes

•ounlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosoafeguard.com>

FW: usda board notes

usda board notes

I

Privilege

IAttorney· Client

Email from couno;cl providing leg<1l advice
regarding dr.aft of USDA mt.>etlng mlnutcs.

Attorney· Oient

Dunlap, rent.octing privileged mental
impn.'l>Sioro of IL-gal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

Attorney· Client

IDocument prcpart.>d by counc;cl, MK:h.le

Email to counsel providing tci(Uested
Information forthl! purpose of o;ccklng legal
advice regarding USDA meetlng mlnutcs.
Attorney· Oicnt
jOocument prepared by coun"-t·l. Michael
Dunl.1p, reflecting privileged mental
Impressions of legal counc;cl reg.1rdlng
USDA meeting minult.'S
Attorney· Client
Em.1il to counsel providing requested
inform.1tion for the purpcKC of seeking legal
advice rcgardmg USDA mct'ting minutes.
(IJocument prcparcif6y roun5el~ MicOOC
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of leg<~! counsel n-garding
USDA meetlng minutes.

Email from coun.o;cl providing legal advice
regarding dr.aft of USDA mectlng minutes.
1Document prepared by counsel, Michael
Dunl.1p, reflt.octing privileged mental
imptc'iSions of legal roun.c;cl rcg.1rd1ng
USDA mt.'Cting mlnutt.'S.

Attorney. Oient

Attorney • Client

Attorney· Oient

Attorney· Client

Em.1iltocounsel providing requested
lnfonmtion for thl! purpose of secklng lcg.al
advice regarding USDA mt..'Cting minutes.
Attorney· O~nt
1Document prcpan.>d by coun.c;cl, Michae
Dunlap. rcnt.-cting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutt.'S.
Attorney· Client
Email to counsel providing requested
mformation for thl! purpose ur sceklng leg<~l
advice regarding USDA mt.-ctlng mlnutcs.
1Document prcpo~red by counsel, Michael
Dunlap, rent.octing privileged mcnt.1l
impressions of legal counc;cl regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

Email from coun.c;cl providcng lcg.al<~dvice
regarding dr.aft (lf USDA m'-".'ting minutes.
jDocumcnt prepared by counc;cl. Michae
Dunlap, rent.octing pnv1lcgcd ment.1l
impn.-s.o;loll.'i of legal counc;cl re~rding
USDA mt.-eting minutt.><o

Attorney· Oient

Attorney· Client

Attorney· Oient

Attorney. Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. (case No. CV·OC-1416400}
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DEFENOANTS'FIRST AMENDED PRIVIlEGE lOG
September 29, 2015

Priv Log#

PRIV01340

I

B~~s Beg

I

B~tes End

D~te

Email To

Email From

•ropelka, Michele•
6/11/2014l<mpopelka@gCKilfcguard.rom>

•Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlo.p@gnsafcguo.rd com>

EmaiiCC

Oescri~on

Email Subiect

RE: uo;da board notes
1

PRIV01341

6/11/2014

PRIV01342

"Soantm, Kellyc•
<ksantos@gosafcguo.rd.com>, •ropclka,
MIChele• <mpopclka@gosafeguard.com>,
•clark. Cassie• <cassic.clark@deluxc com>,
•Roggenkamp, Mark•
•Dunlap, MicMci•
<mroggenkamp@gOSilfcguard com>,
<•j o•cxchangcla bs/ ou•cxchangc
•Robison, Terry•
administrative group
<trobl<;on@gnsafcguard.com>, -sutton, Scott•
(fydibohf23spdll)/cn•rccipients/m•aca53b <Rrutlon@gCKilfcguard.com>, •Brooks.
Roger" <mger.bmoks@deluxc com>
6/11 I 20141 d2c43f40cab886ff99642061 00-1201832">

PRIV0t343

6/11/2014

PRIV01344

•Dunlolp, Mic~l·
6/11/2014l<mdunlap@gOSilfeguard.com>

PRIV0t345

•Dunlap, Michael•
<•j o•cxc:hangelll bs/ ou•excha nge
o.dministrative group
(fyd•bohf23spdh)/c:n•reciplcnts/cn•aeo.53b
6/12/2014ld2c43f40cab886ff9964206100-t20!832">
"Sorrenti.

PRIV01346

6/12/2014

usda boord notes

I"Sorrenti, r <j.SOrrenti@SOs.lfeguard com>,
"Skipper, Kevin•
<kskipper@gosafeguard.com>

r <j.sorrenti@gnsafeguard.com>

Fw: Employers Resource Proposal

uo;da board notes

•Dunlap, M~c:hacJ•

PRIV01347

•Diller, Nicki•
6/12/2014l<nlckl.dlller@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV0t348

6/12/2014

PRIV01349

•Dunlap, Michael•
<•j o-cxchangela bs/ ou •exchange
administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/c:n•rccipients/c:n•aca53b •oilier, Nicki•
6/12/20!4ld2c43f40cab886ff9964206100-t201832">
<nic:ki.diller@gnsafcguard.com>

PRIV0t350

6/12/2014

PRIV01351

<•jo•exchangclabsjou•exc:hange
administrative group
(fydtbohf23spdll)/cn•redpioniS/cn•0.0!3bc
"Sutton. Scott• <ssutton@gosafeguilrd com>
6/12/2014l8de134d79db&27b0fd7810b-t436575•>

PRIV01352

6/12/2014

PRIV01353

•Dunlap, Mlc~J·
6/12/2014l<mdunlap@gosafeguilrd.com>

PRIV01354

6/12/2014

PRIV01355

6/12/2014I·Sorrcntl,

<mdunl<~p@gosafeguard.com>

RE: uo;da board notes

Fw: usda board notes

Privil~

Email to counsel providing n•qut..><;tt..od
information for the purpose nf seeking legal
o.dvlre regarding USDA meeting minutes.
!Attorney- Client
Document prepared by coun5'!1, Michile
Dunlap, rencctlng privileged mental
impn.-ssion<; or legal couno;cl regarding
USDA meeting minutt..'S.
Attorney- Client

Email fmm counsel providing k-gal advk:c
regarding draft of USDA meettng minutes. !Attorney- dH!nt
IDocument prepared by couno;cl, Michilc
Dunlap. rent..-cllng privilt..>ged mental
impn.os.o;ionc; of lcgill coun.o;cl reganling
USDA meeting minute~.
!Attorney· Client
mail from counsel providing lego.lo.dvicc
regarding account prolt..>clion ofl3, Thurston.
IBF. and/or Docusourre.

Ema1l from counsel providing leg<~l advice
reg<~rding draft o( USDA meeting minutes
!Document prepared by c:oun.o;cl, Mic:hile
Dunlap, renccting priv1leged mental
impression.; of lego.l counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

jAttomcy ·Client

!Attorney· Client

Email to counsel providing n."quesk'fl
information for the purpose of seeking legal
<~dvkc regarding USDA meeting minutes.
!Attorney- Client
1Document prepared by counsel, Michae
Dunlo.p, rent..-cting privileged mental
impression.; of legal counsel rcganhng
USDA rt'll..>cting minutt..'S.
!Attorney· Client

Email from counsel providint; legal advice
regarding draft of USDA mreting minutes.
!DOCUment prepareo by-COUri..CI.-Micl\aC
Dunlap. reflecting privileged mental
impn.>ssion"' of legal counsel regarding
USDA mt..-ctlng minuk><;.

!Attorney· Client

jAuomcy- Client

-sc>rrenti.r

I

001815

r <J.sorrcntttilgoo;afeguard.com>

I"Sorrenti, r <j.sorrentl@gosafeguard.com>

1-suuon. Scott" <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>

FW: usda board notes

usda board notes

FW: uo;da board notes

Email to counsel providing the requested
information for the purpose of Sl.>cklng legal
o.dvic:c regarding mt..>cling minutes.
1Document prcparL-d by counsel, Michael
Dunlo.p, renccting privileged mental
impn.'S."'ionc; of legal couno;cl regarding
mL>cting minutes.
mail from counsel M.>cking information tor
the purpoo;eof providing legal.ldvlce
regarding meeting minutes.
1Document prepared by couno;cl, Michac
Dunlap, rcnccting privileged mental
impn.-ssioru> of lt.-gal counsel rega.nling
mt..>cting minub.'S.
mail rcgardmg email from counsel
providing requested inform;ation for the
purpoc;c of Sl..>cking lcgi~l ad\ icc regarding
USDA meeting minub...;.

jAttomcy- Chcnt

!Attorney· Client

!Attorney- Client

IAttorney· Client
IAnomey- Client

n

Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et ai.(Case No. CV-OC-1416400)
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DEFENDANlS'FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG

September 29, 2015
Priv Log I

PRIVD1356

PRIV01357

I

Bales Beg

I

Bates End

Date

Email From

EmallSubiect

Email CC

Email To

6/12/2014

•Dunlap, Michael•
6l13l2014j<mdunlap@gos.afeguard.com>

"Sutton, Scott• <ssutton@gosafcguard com>,
•arooks, Roger" <rogcr.brooks@dcluxc.com>,
•cLark. Cassie• <c.1ssle.clark@dcluxe.com>,
•Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>,
•ropclk.1, Michele•
<mpopclkattgosafcguard com>, •So:~nto-;,
Kellye• <ksantos@gosafL-guard.com>,
"Robison, Tony•
<troblson@gCKafeguard.com>

Description
1Document prepared by COUO$CI, Mic~l
Dunlap, reflecting privileged menial
impn.'SSions of legal counsel rcogarding
USDA meeting minutes

Email from counc;cl providing legal<~dvicc
draft of USDA meeting minutes.
b)' i::Oi.msCI, MiCfuie
Dunl<~p. rcncctlng privileged ment.:JI
lmpn.w;sion.o; of legal CC'Iunscl reg..:Jrding
USDA mL>cling mlnuiL'S.
rcg.:~rding

RE: usd.1 board notes

I

Privilege

IAUomey • Cllconl

Attorney· Oienl

JUoCumcntprc-~i'L'd

PR!V01358

6/13/2014

PRIV01359

•Morin. Thelma•
611312014l<tmorin@gosafcgu.:~rd.com>

•Dunlap, Michael•
USDA Boord 2014 <usda@gC~S.:Jfegu.:~rd.com>l<mdunlap@go501fcguard.com>

PRIV01360

6/13/2014

PRIV01361

•Dunbp, Michael•
<•I o•cxchangelabsl ou•exchange
administrative group
(fydtbohf23spdlt)lcn•n.'Ciplcnt.c;lcn•aea53b •Morin, Thctma•
6/13/2014ld2c43f40cob886ff9%4206100-t201832">
<tmorin@gOS.:Jfcguard.com>

PRIV01362

6/13/2014

USDA Boolrd notes from June 10, 2014 for
your review

FW: u'id.:~ boord notes

Email to counsel provldmg rcquL>stL>d
lnfonmtion for the purpos~! of St.'Cklng leg..:Jl
.:~dvlcc regarding USDA meeting minutes.
1uocumcnt prep41r1..'d by counsel. Mk:hac
Dunl.:~p, rcncc:ting privilcgL>d menial
impn.'S.!tionc; of legal counc;cl n.-sarding
USDA meeting minutes.

Ematl from couno;cl providing lcg<~l<~dvicc
rcg.:~rding draft of USDA mCI!ting minutes.
IDoc'umCrit prep.. red bf-coun~l~Mic~I
Dunl<~p, rencc:ling privileged menial
impn.'SSions of k-gal coun.o;cl reg..:Jrding
USDA mt.'Cting minuiL'S.

-sutton, Scott• <ssutton@gOS.:Jfcguard com>,
•Brooke;, Roger" <rogcr.brooks@dcluxc.com>,
•cbrk. Cac;sie• <cotc;sic.ci.:Jrk@dcluxe com>,
•Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggL'Tlkamp@gosafcguard.com>,
•ropclka, Michele•
•Dunl.:~p, Michael•
<mpopclka@gOS.:Jfcguard rom>, •s..ntoc;,
<•I o•cxchangcla bsl ou •exchange
Kellye• <ks.ant05@gOSOlfcguard.com>,
administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)lcn•rcdpicntslcn•aca53b •Robison. Teny•
PRIV01363

6/13/2014ld2c43f41bb886ff9%4206100-t201832">

RE: usda boord notes

<troblson@gOS.:Jfcgu.:~rd.com>

1

PRIV01364

6/13/2014

•Dunlap, Mtchael•
<•I o•cxchangelabsl ou•cxch.i:tngc
administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)lm•redpientslm•ac.:~53b

PR!V01365

.,PRIV 01366

6/18/2014ld2c43f40cob886ff9%4206100-t201832">

•Dunlap, Michael•

001816

611BI2014(<mdunlap@gosafegu<~rd.com>

PRIV01368

6/18/2014

PRIV01369

•Dunlap, Michael•
6I1BI2014I<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

Attorney- Oient

Attorney· Client

Attorney· Client

Attorney· Client

Attorney· Oient

Attorney- Client

"Santos. Kcllyc•
<ksantos@gosafL'!,~ard.com>,

•Roggenkamp.

M.:~rk• <mroggcnkamp@gosafegu.:~rd com>

j"Sorrentl, J• <J-o:orrcnti@gOS.:Jfeguard com>

usd01 board notes

6/18/2014

PR!V01367

Email from couno;cl providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
DocUriicnt -prcparL>d by counsel. Mich.:JC
Dunl01p, renL'Cting privilcg~..od ment.:JI
lmprc!Oions of leg.:~ I coun'>CI reg..:Jrdlng
USDA meeting minute'\,

AttCimcy- Client

"Santos, Kellye•
<ksantos@gosafcguard com>, •Roggenkamp,
Mark• <mroggcnkamp@gC~S.:Jfcgu.:~rd.com> I"Sorrenti.

r <jsorrenli@gOS.:Jfcgu<~rd.com>

Iusda boord notes

Email from counsel providing legal advkc
rcg.:~rdtng draft of USDA meeting minutes.
1uocument prcpan.'d by counsel, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privlk-g!!d mcnt.:JI
imprt.'SSion.c; of legal counsel rcg.:~rdlng
USDA mL>ctlng minutL>s.

Attorney· Olcnt

Attorney· Client

Em.1il from coun.-.cl SL>cking lnformaUtm fur
the purpose of providing k-g.:~l.:~dvicc
n.-garding meeting minutes.
IAttorney· Client
1DCICument prcp41rcd by counsel, Micholcl
Dunlap. reflecting privilt.>gcd ment.:JI
imprcssionc; of leg.:~ I counsel rcg.:~rding
m<.'Cting minutes.
IAttorney- Client

r

"Sorrenti, <j.sorrenb@goQfeguard com>,
"Solntos, Kcllye•
<ksilntos@gosafeguard com>, •Roggenkamp,
Mark• <mroggcnkamp@gosafeguard.com> I

(boord nolL'S

Email from counsel seeking information for
the purpose of providing leg.:~ I ndvlce
regarding meeting minutes.
IAttorney· Client

n Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. [case No. CV·OC·1416400)
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Priv Log I

PRIV01370

I

Bates Brg I Bates End

Date

Email From

Email To

88

1uocumcnrpre~rro bY COUn.<:ci,-Miehiu!
Dunlap. reflecting privileged mental
Impressions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.

6/18/2014

PRIV01371

•Beadling. Steven•
6/19/2014l<sbcadllng@g0Silfcgu<Jrd.rom>

PRIV01372

6/19/2014
•Dunlap, Mi~J·
<•/ o•exchangelabs/ ou•exchange
adminlstrativc group

•Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gOSilfcguard.com>

RE: usd.1 board notes

Otarlie Marquette- Safeguard Promotions &

(fydibohf2Jspdlt)/cn•recipicnts/cn•aoo53b Printing
PRIV01373

6/19/2014ld2e43f4fulb886ff9964206100-t201832">

PRIV01374

6/19/2014

PR!V01375

•nunl.1p, Michael•
<•/ o-exchangelabs/ ou•exchange
administrative group
(fydlbohf23spdh)/at•rcdpients/at•aea53b
6/19/2014ld2e43f4fulb886ff9964206100-t201832">

PRIV01376

6/19/2014

PRIV01377

•c..mmarota, Amanda"
6/30/20141<.1motnda c.1mmilrota@gosafeguard com>

PRIV01378

•ounlap, Mlchilel"
6/30/2014)<mdunlilp@goSilfeguard.com>

PRIV01379

~iP-tion

EmaiiSublec:t

EmaiiCC

"Camm.1rolil, Amanda•
6/30/2014J<amanda,c.1mmarotafilgosafl'gUard com>

•Dunlap, Michael"

<charllc@promotionsandprinting com>

RE:JunelOth Board Meeting

"Morin, Thclm.1•
<bnorin@gos.afcgunrd com>, •Beadling.
Steven (sbcadling@gOSOI!cguilrd com)•
<sbc<1dling@gO"oi1feguard com>

usd.1 boilrd notes

I"Dunli1p, Michae
<mdunlap@gosafeguard com>, •Lederach.
Sue {Gc&fcguard}•
<slederach@gOSOifcgu<Jrd.com>, •Burget.
Erich" <erich burgetfilgosafcguo1rd com>
!"Lederach, Sue (GC&Icguard)"
<slederach@gOSOifcguard com>,
"Clmmotrota, Amanda•
<am;andi1.cammarotafilg0Silfeguard com>,
"Burget. Erich"
<erich.burgetfilgnsafegu<1rd com>
!"Dunlap, Mich.1ei
<mdunlap@gO!'Oifeguard.com>, "'Lederach,
Sue (GoSilfegu.,rdt
<sk-dernch@gosaf~..-guard com>, •Burget.
Erich" <erich burgetfilgOSilfl-guard com>

"Skipper, Kevin•
<kskipper@gOSOifeguard.com>, "Sorrentl,J<J~c;orrenti6gos<lfL'gU.1rd com>, •c1.1rk.
Cassie• <c.1ssie ci<Jrk@deluxe rom>

'Skipper. Kevin"
<ksktppcr@gnsafeguard.com>, "Sorrenti, J"
<j o;orrentifilgCK.1fcgu<1rd com>, •clark.
Cassie" <c.1so;ie clark@deluxe.com>
"Skipper, Kevin"
<kskippcr@gnsafeguard.com>, "Sorrenti, J"
<j.sorrenti@gCKafeguard com>, "'Clark.
C..ssic" <cassic cl.1rkfildeluxe com>

Privii~Se

Attorney- Cli~nt

Ermll to roun~l providing requested
information for the purpo-;c of seeking legal
advice regarding USDA meeting minutes
!Attorney· Client
1uocument preparl!d by coun'>CI, Mich.le
Dunlap, refl~..-cting privileged mental
Impressions of legal counsel reSO'rding
USDA meeting minutl-s.
!Attorney- Client

Email fmm counsel providing infonmtlon
£or the purpose of providing lcg<1l advice
regarding USDA board meeting minutes.
)Uocumcntdr.iflCil-by-MiKC"l)Unliij)lofthCpurposcof providing legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting mlnutl-s.

Email to counsel provldmg requested
information for the purpose of S<.-cking legal
advice regarding USDA meeting minutes.
JLJocument prep.1r1..-d by counsel, Michae
Dunli1p, reflecting privileged mental
imprcs.o;lonc; of legal coun.o;cl n..'gilrding
USDA meeting minutl-s.

Attorney· Olent

Attorney· Client

IRE: teply and ibf

Em.1il to counsel providing requested
information for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding <1ccount protection ofTJ,
Thur;ton,IBF. and/or Docu<:OUn:c.
!Attorney· Client

)tcply and ibf

Em.1tl from counsel providmg requested
infornution for the purpose of providing
lcg<JI<Jdvicc regarding account proll-ction of
T3, ThuNion, IBF, <Jnd/or Docu<:OUrcc.
IAttOI'nl'f ·Client

IRE: teply and ibf

Em.1ilto coun.~l providing infonnalion for
the purpoo;c of seeking legal advice
reg<1rding account pmll'Ction of T3. Thurston.
IBF, i1nd/or Docu-.ourcc.
)Attorney- Client

"Sa.nto-;. Kellyc•
<ksantos@go541fegu<1rd com>, •Roggenkamp.
Mark• <mmggcnk.1mp@gos<lfeguard com>,
"'Clark. C..ssle"' <cassic.clark@dcluxe.com>,
•Popclkol. Michele•
<mpopclkaOgOSilfcgwrd com>, "Sutton,
Scott• <ssutton@gosafcguard.com>,
"Robic;on, Tcny"
j"Brook.o;, Roger" <roger.brooksfttdcluxe com> )usdi1 boord notes
<tmbisonfilgO'Wfcgui1rd.com>

001817

PRIV013BO

7/9/2014l<mdunli1p@gOSilfcguard.com>

PRIV01381

7/9/2014

PRIV01382

"Santos, Kellye•
<ksantos@gosa.fcguard.rom>, •Roggenk.:lmp,
M<1rk• <mroggcnk.1mp@gosafcguard.com>,
"Clark, Cao;sie• <ca..sie.clark@deluxe.com>,
•ropelk.1, Michele•
"Dunlilp, Michael•
<mpopelk.1@gosafcgu<~rd.com>, •sutton.
<•/o•exchomgelabs/ou•cxchangc
Scott• <ssutton@gosa£eguard.com>,
administrative group
(£ydibohf23spdlt)/at•recipicnts/cn•aei153b •Robison, Terry•
<tmbison@gOSilfeguard.com>
!•Brooks, Roger" <roger.brooks@deluxccom> )usda bo.lrd notes
7/9/2014ld2e43f40cob886ff99642061 00-1201832">

Email from couno;cl providing legal <1dvlre
regarding dr.1ft nf USDA meeting minute<;;.
'OCument prepared by counc:.cl, Mich.1e
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
lmpn."S.o;iono; of legal roun'>CI rcgardmg
USDA meeting mlnutl>s.

Em.1il from coun.o;cl providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA m-eting minutes.
prepared by counsel, Michael
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel rcS41rding
USDA m1..-cting minutes.

!Attorney- Oient

Attorney- Client

AHomey- Oient

1Document

PRIV01383

7/9/2014

Attorney- Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. [Case No. CV-OC-1416400]
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Priv Log I

I

Bates Beg

I

Bates End

Date

Email From

Email To

EmaiiCC

Email Subiect

Description

Privilege

"Santos. Kcllye•

PR!V01384

<k.~ntCK@~feguard.com>, "Roggenkamp.
M.1rk" <mroggcnkamp@gosafeguard com>,
"Clark. Cassie" <c.1.ssic.clark@deluxc.com>,
"Dunl.1p, Michilel"
"Popelka, Michele"
<"/ o•exchangela bs/ ou•exch..1 nge
<mpopclka@gosafeguard.com>, "Sutton,
admlnlstl'iltlve group
Scotl" <ssutton8gosafegu.1rd com>,
(fyd•bohf23spdlt)/cn•reclpients/cn•aca53b "Robison, Tcny•
7/9/2014ld2c43f40co b886ff99642061IJO.t2fl1832">
<trnbisonftgosafegu.1rd.com>
j•Brooks. Roger" <roger.brooks@deluxe.com> Iusda boord nott.'S

PR!V01385

7/9/2014

PRIV01386

"Dunlap, Michael"
7/10/2014l<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

Emoul from counsel providing ll•gal advice
regarding dlilft of USDA m1'Ctlng minutes.
p.>ucumcnl prcp.ut.'d by counsel, Michac
Dunl.1p, reflecting privileged mental
lmprt.">.'>lon.q of legal counc;cl regarding
USDA mt.'Cting mlnutcs.

Attorney· Client

Email from counsel providing legal .1dvlce
regilrding dr.1!t of USDA lllCL•tlng minutes.

A Homey· Oient

"Popelka, Michele"
<mpopclka@gosaft.oguard com>, "Robison,
Teny" <troblson@gD'Wfeguard.com>, "Ciark,I"Brooks, Roger" <roger.brooks@deluxe.com>,
Cassie" <ca.ssie.cbrk@deluxe.com>,
"Santos, Kellye•
<ks:mtos@gos:~feguard.com>, "Sutton, Scott"
"Roggcnko:lmp, M.1rk"
<mroggenkamp@gosafegt1.1rd.com>
<ssutton@gost~fcguard com>
Iusda board notes

Attorney· Oienl

1uocument prcpart.'lf bycounscr. MiChael
PR!V01387

7/10/2014

PR!V01388

"Dunlap, Michael"
<•J o•exchangebbs/ ou•exchange
adminlsttiltive group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn•reclpicnls/cn•aea53b
•Roggenkamp, M<~rk"
7 /10/2014ld2o43f40cob886ff9964206100.1201832">
"Blnnig, Bill" <bill.binnig@gosafcgu<~rd.com> l<mroggenkamp@gosafcguard.com>

PR!V01389

7/10/2014

PRIV01390

"Popelka, Michele"
"Dunlap, Michael"
<mpopclka@gosafcguard.com>, "Robison,
<"/ o•exchangclabs/ ou•exchangc
Teny" <tmbison@gosafeguard.com>, "Clark,
Cassie" <ca.ssieclark@deluxe.com>,
administrative group
(fyd ibohf23spd It)/ cn•recipienls/ cn•aca53b "Roggenkamp, Mark"
7/10/20141 d2o43f40co b886ff9964206100. 1201832">
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>

Iusda board nott.-s

I"Brook.~. Roger" <rogcr.brook.'i@deluxe.com>,
"S.lntos, Kellyc•
<ksantos@gosaft.t."Uard com>, "Sutton, Scott"
<ssutton@gosafegu<~rd com>
Iusda board nolL'S

Dunlap, rencctlng privileged mental
Impressions of legal counc;cl regarding
USDA rru.'Cting mlnu1e1.

Attorney· Client

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding dtilft of USDA l'nCI.'ting mlnutes.

Attorney· Olent

Dunlap, reflecting privileged mentoll
imprer.sions of legal counc;cll'f'garding
USDA meetlng mlnulcs.

Attorney- Client

Email from coun.c;cl providlng legal advice
regarding dtilfl of USDA meeting minutes

Attorney -Client

IDocument prcpart."d by counsel, Michael

1Document prepared by counc;cJ, Michae
Dunl<~p,

PR!V01391

rcflcctlng privik-ged mental
impressions of legal coun.c;cl regarding
USDA meeling minutes.

7/10/2014
"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlilp@gosafeguard.com>, "Brooks,
Roger" <rogcr.brooks@dcluxe.cum>

PR!V01392

"Santos, Kellyc•
7/10/2014l<ks.1.ntos@gosafeguard com>

PR!V01393

7/10/2014

PR!V01394

"SantO'>, Kellye•
<"/ o-exchangelabs/ ou•exchangc
I"Dunlap, Michael"
administrative group
(fydlbohf23spdh)/cn•recipients/m•84ff023 <mdunlap@gos<lfeguard com>, "Brooks,
7/10/2014l6n f34f3fb09a4525cb822b94-t202142">
Roger" <rogcr.brook.'iftldeluxe.com>

PR!V01395

7/10/2014

PR!V01396

"Santos, Kellye•
7/10/2014l<ksantos@gosafeguard com>

PR!V01397

7/10/2014

I

IRE: usd.1 boord notes

RE: usda board notes

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafegu<~rd

com>, "Brooks,
Roger" <rogcr.brook.c;@dcluxe.rom>

RE: usd.1 boord notes

Email tocounc;cl providing requt.-sted
information for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding USDA mt.'Ciing minutes.
1Document prepan.'d by counc;cl, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting pnvilegt."d ment.1l
impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting mlnutt.><;,

Attorney· Client

Attorney- 01cnt

Attorney- Client

Email to counsel providing ttw• requested
infonnatlon for the purpo-.c of St.'Cking legal
advice regarding meeting minute1.
Attorney· Client
Document prepart.'d by coum.cl, Michile
Dunlap, reOt.-ctlng prlvilegt."d mental
imprcs.~ion.<t of legal rounc;cl regarding
mt.>cling minutes.
IAttorrn.'Y- Client

I

I

001818

Em.11l to counsel providing rcqut.-skd
lnfonnation for the purpoc;c of St.'Cking lt.-gal
advice regarding USDA l'nCl'ting minutes.
IAUomcy- alent
1Document prepart.>d by coun.c;cl, Michael
Dunl.1p, reflt.-cting privllegt.>d mental
impn.><;Sions of legal counsel n-garding
USDA mt.'Cting minutes.
IAttorney· Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al.(case No. CV·OC·1416400]
DEFENDANTS' FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
September 29, 2015
Prlv ~g_!_l Bates Beg_

PRIV01398

I

Bates End

Date

Email From

Email To

EmaiiCC

•0unl.1p, Michael•
<•/o•exch.1ngcl.1bslou•exchange
admlnlstr.1tlve group
(£ydibohf23spdlt)IO'I•roc:lplcnts/cn•ac.153b
~·Roggenkamp, Mark•
7l10/2014ld2c43f40cab886ff9964206100.t201S.l2•>
•Binnig. Bin- <bill.binnig@gosafegu.1rd com> <mroggenkamp@gosafl.-guard.com>

I

90

Email Subiect

usda board not1..'S

Description

Ermll fmm counsel pmvidmg legal advice
n.-garding draft of USDA meeting minuk'S.

Privilege

IAnorncy- Client

1Uocument prcp•m.'d by counc:cl, Michae
Dunl.1p, refl1..'Cting privik>ged mental
imprcs.-.lons of k-gal rounc:cl regarding
USDA mt.>cting minute.;,

PRIV01399

7/10/2014

PRIV01400

•Popelka, Michele•
•Dunlap, Michael•
<mpopclkaOgosafeguard com>, •Robio;on,
<•I o•exchangclabsl ou•l.?:changc
Terry• <trobison@gosafeguard.com>, •c1ark,1•Brooks, Roger" <roger.brooks@deluxe com>,
administrative group
Cassie• <cassie.clark@deluxe.com>,
"Santos, Kellye•
(f'ydibohf23spdit)lcn•recipientslcn•aca53b •Roggenkamp, Mark•
<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>, "Sutton, Scott•
7 /10/2014ld2c43f4llcab886ff9964206100-t201832">
<mroggenkamp@goc;afegu.1rd.com>
<ssutton@gosafeguard.com>
Iusda board notes

PRIV01401

7/10/2014

PRIV01402

"Dunlop, Mlch.lcl"
7/11/2014l<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

•Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>,
•sinnig. Btl!"
<bill.binnig@gosafl.'b~<~rd com>, •Brooks,
Roger• <roger.brooks@deluxc.com>

"Popelka, Michele'
<mpopelka@gosafcguard.com>, •clark.
Cassie• <assie.clarkedeluxe.com>,
•Robison. Tcrry•
<troblson@gos.afeguard com>, •Sutton. Scott•
<ssutton@gosafcguard com>
Iusda board notes

Email from couno;cl providing leg<~l advice
regarding drnlt of USDA meeting minutes.
1Document prepared by coun.<:el, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impn.>S.o;lonc; of legill counc;cl rcgardmg
USDA ml.'Ctmg mlnult.'S.

Ematl fmm counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.

Attorney· Client

Attorney- Client

Attorney- Client

!Attorney· Client

1uocumcnt prepared by coun.c;cl, Michael

PRIV01403

Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal roun.c;cl reg;arding
USDA meeting minutes.

7/11/2014

1·uun1ap, Michae;
<mdunlap@goc;afeguard com>, •Popelka,
Michele• <mpopclka@goo;afeguard.com>,
•Roblson, Terry•
<trobison@gosafeguard.com>,
•Roggenkamp, Mark•
l<mmggenkamp@gosafcguard.com>

•Brooks, Roger" <roger.brooks@deluxe com>,
"Santos, Kellyc•
<ksantos@gosafcguard.com>, -sutton, Scott•
<ssutton@gosafeguard.com>
IRE: usda board notes

IAttoml.'}'- Client

Email to counsel providing requested
Information for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding USDA ITK.'f'ting minutes
IAttorney. Client
IDocument prepared by counsel, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.
IAttorney· Client

001819

PRIV01404

7I11/2014I•Oark, Cassie• <atssie dark@dcluxe com>

PRIV01405

7/11/2014

PRIV01406

1•ounlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>, •Popelka,
Michele• <mpopclk.oa@gosafeguard.com>,
•aark, Cac;sie• <•lo•deluxelou•cxchangc ~·Robison, Terry•
admtnlstrative group
<trobison@gosafcguard com>,
(fydibohf23spdlt)IO'I•n.'C'iplents10'1•t203577 •Roggenkamp, Mark•
7l11/2014la•>
<mroggcnkamp@soo;afeguard.com>

PRIV01407

7/11/2014

PRIV01408

•Dunlap, Michael•
<•I o•cxchangelabsl ou •exchange
·omer,NickJ•
administrative group
(fydtbohl23spdlt)IO'I•rCCJpientsiO'I•aea53b <nlcki dillerfilgosafeguard com>, •Brooks,
7/11 /20141 d2c43f4llcab886ff99642061 00-1201832">
Roger- <mger.brooks@deluxe.com>

PRIV01409

7/11/2014

PRIV01410

•Dunlap, Michael•
<•I o•cxchangelabs/ ou •exchange
administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)lcn•recipientslcn•aca53b
7I 11 /20141 d2c43f4llcab886ff9964206100-t201832">

PRIV01411

7/11/2014

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding drnft of USDA mt"Cting minutes.
IDocumentprcp<~n.>d by counc;ct. Mich.let
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel n-garding
USDA meeting minutes.

•Popelka. Michele•
7/11/2014l<mpopelka@gosafcguard com>

Email to counsel providing noquestcd
information for the purpoc;e of seeking legal
advice regarding USDA meeting minutes.
IAttorney. Client

PRJV01412

•Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggcnkamp@gosafL•guard.rom>,
•Binnig. Bill•
<bill.binnig@goc;a!eguard.com>, •Brrok.c;,
Roger• <roger.brooks@dcluxe.rom>

•Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

•Brooks, Roger" <roger.brooks@deluxe.com>,
"Santos, Kellyc•
<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>, "Sutton, Scott•
<ssutton~osafcguard.com>

IRE: usda board notes

usda board notes

'opelka, Michele'
<mpopclkaOgosafcguard com>, •clark.
Cassie• <cassic.clark@deluxc com>,
•Robison, Terry•
<tmbison@gosafeguard.com>, •sutton, Scott•
<ssutton@gosafeguard.com>
(usda board notes

RE: usda board notes

Email to counc;cl providing rcque!itcd
information for the purpose c1f seeking legal
advice regarding USDA Board Meeting
minutes
!Attorney- Clit.>nl
jl.Jocumcnt ilr.lftl.'d by Mike DUnlap for the
purpoc;c of pnwiding legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minutcc;,
IAttorney· Chent

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
!Document preparl.'d by coun-.cl, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
lmprcc;.c;lon.c; of legal counc;cl tcgilrding
USDA mt.>ctlng minuk-s.

Attomcy- Client

Attorney- Client

Attorney- Client

Attorney· Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Buskless Systems, Inc., et al. (Case No. CV·OC·1416400)
DEFENDANTS'FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
September 29, 2015

Priv Log II

I

Bates Beg

I

B;~tes End

Date

Email From

Email To

PRIV01413

7/11/2014

PRIV01414

•Popelka, Michele•
<•t o-exchangela bs/ ou•exchange
o1dministrative group
(fydibohf2Jspdlt)/cn•reciplents/c:n•2£5ca00 ,.Dunlap, Michael•
7/11/2014IS836f4509800089283b105cd9·t43n4z->
<mdunlap@gOQfL"guard.com>

PRIV01415

"l'op<lkA, Mkhclc"
7/11/2014l<mpopclka@gosafeguard.com>

•Dunlap. Michael•
<mdunlap@gosa.feguard com>

PRIV01416

"PopelkA, Mkhclc"
7/11/2014l<mpopclk.l@gosafeguard.com>

•Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gn<lilfeguard com>

PRIV01417

7/11/2014
ruunlap, Michile
<mdunlap@gosafeguard rom>, •Popelka,
Michele• <mpopclka@gosafeguard com>,
•Robison, Terry•
<trobison@gosafcguard.com>,
•Roggenkamp, Mark•
l<mroggcnk.1mp@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV0141B

7/11/2014I•Oark. Cassie• <cassie.dark@deluxe.com>

PRIV01419

7/11/2014

PRIV01420

•ounlap, Michael•
<•t o-exchangelo1 bs/ ou •exchange
•Diller. Nicki•
administrative group
(fydibnhr2Jspdl1)/cn•recipients/c:n•aca53b <nlckl.d•ller@goo;afeguard.com>, •Bmnk.o;,
7/11/20141 d2c43f40cob886ff996420611XJ.t201832">
Roger• <roger.brooks@deluxc com>

PRIV01421

7/11/2014
•Dunlap, Michael•
<•to•exchangclabs/ ou•cxchange
administrative group
(fydibohr2Jspdh)/c:n•rcclpicnts/cn•aea53b

•Roggcnk.1mp, Mark•
<mroggcnk.1mp@gos.1fcguard.com>,
•Binnig.Bill"
<bill binnlg@gosafcguard.com>, •Bronk.'>,
Roger• <roger.brook.s@deluxe.com>

EmaiiCC

'Opt!lk.i:l, MIChele
<mpopt!lkatigoso!feguo1rd.com>, •Morin,
Thelma• <tmorin@gn<lilfq;uo1rd.com>,
"Skipper, Kevin•
<kskippcr@gosafq;uard com>

91

Email Sub led

Attorney- Client

Em.1ll to counsel providing the n.-qut..~k'C.I
information fPr the purpoo;c of seeking legal
IAttnrrn.-y ·Client
advice regarding mt..-cting minutes.

Rc: BAA- OocuSourcc

Emailtucouno;cl providing requc:;ted
informallcm for the purpoo;c of scckirg k-gal
advice reg<~rding account proll.-ctlon of T3,
Thurstnn,IBr, and/or Oocu!'>tlUrre.

RE: usda board note'l

•Brooks, Roger" <roger.brooks@deluxe.com>,
"Solntos, Kellye•
<ksantos@gosafcguard.com>, "Sutton, Scott•
IRE: usda board notes
<ssutton@gosafeguard.com>

usda boolrd note:;

'opclk.a, Michele'
<mpopclk.a@gosafq;uard.com>, •clark.
Cassie• <eassie clark@deluxe com>,
•Robison. Terry•
<trobisnn@gosafcguard com>, •Sutton,. Scott•
<ssutton@gosafeguard com>
Iusda bo.-.rd nolL'S

001820

7/11/20141 d2c43f40cob886ff996420611XJ.t201832">

PRIV01423

7/11/2014

PRIV01424

•ounbp, Mlch.lcl•
•eammarota, Amanda•
<amanda.cammarotaftgosafeguard com>,
<•t o-exchangel.i:abs/ ou•exchange
•u..>t~crach, Sue (Gc&fcguo1rd)•
administrative group
(fydibohl23spdlt)/m•rcclpicnts/c:n•ilCa53b <slcdcrach@gosafeguard.com>, •Burget.
Erich• <erich.burget@gosafeguard.com>
7/14/20141 d2c43f40cob886ff99642061 0!1-1201832">

"Skipper, Kevin•
<kskippcr@gosafq;uard.com>, "Sorrenti,j•
<f.sorrenli@gosafeguo1rd.com>, •clark.
Cassie• <eassie.dark@deluxe.com>

RE: teply and lbf

PRIV01425

•Santos. Kellyc•
7/15/2014l<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>

•Dunlap, Michael•
l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

usda bo.-.rd notes

PRIV01426

7/15/2014

PRIV01427

•Dunlap, MichilCt•
<•t o-cxch.lngclo1bs/ ou •exchange
;o1dministrntivc group
'(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn•rcciplents/c:n•aea53b "Santos, Kellye•
7/15/2014ld2c43f40cab886ff9964206100-t201S.32•>
<ksantos@gosafcguard com>

PRIV01428

7/15/2014

I

Privilege

RE: usda board notes

PRIV01422

"Sorrenti, j• <J.snrrenti@gosafeguard.com>

Description
IDocument prepo~rcd by counsel, Michae
Dunlap, reflecling privilegL>d ml'ntal
impn.-sshm.<l of leg01l couno;cl regarding
USDA meeting minute:;.

Fw: usda boolrd notes

Ermilto cnunSt.•l providing n..-quested
inforrNtion for the purpose of seeking IL"gal
advice regarding USDA meeting minutes.
IAttorney· Oient
!Document prcpan.'d by counsel, Michael
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
lmpn.os.'>ionsof k•gal counsel rcgoJrding
USDA mcct10g minutl.'S.
IAttorney· Client

Email to counsel providing n-qucsted
infnrrn.1tion for the purpose of seeking l~al
advice regarding USDA meeting minutes.
!Attorney. Oient
Document prepared by counsel, Michael
Dunlap, renecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.
!Attorney· Client

I

Email fmm couno;cl providing legal o1dvice
regarding dro1ft of USDA meeting minutes.

Attorney· Oient

Dunlap, reflecting privilcgL>d mental
impn.-ssions of legal counsel rt..'g&lrdmg
USDA meeting minutes.

Attnmcy- Client

IDocument prepared by counc;el, Michae

Email from couno;cl providing legal o1dvice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
1uocument prepoarcd by counsel, Michael
Dunlap, rcflt..'Ciing privilcgL"<I mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

Attorney- Olenl

IAttorney- Client

Ermil from counsel providing legal o1dvice
n..-garding account protection of 1"3, Thurston.
IBF, and/or Docu<;OUrcc.
IAttorney- Client
Ermll from counsel providing legal advice
regarding dr.aft of USDA meeting mmutcs.
JUOCumcnt prepart.'d tiy cm.iriSCI, Michael
Dunlap, renccting privileged mental
impressiono; of leg<~! counsel regarding
USDA ml.-cting minutes.

Email from couno;cl providing legal advice
regarding dr.aftof USDA ITit.'Cting minutes,
!Document prepoarcd by counsel, Michile
Dunlap. reflt..'Cting privileged mental
impn.'SSions o£ legal counsel regarding
USDA mL-ctlng minutl.'S.

IAttnrrK!y- Oient

IAttorney· Client

IAttorney- Oil'nt

Attorney- Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. (Case No, CV-OC-1416400]
DEFENDANTS' FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
September 29, 2015
Priv log I

I

Bates BeR

I

Bates End

Date

Email From

Email To

PRJV01429

•oaller,Nicki•
7l1512014l<nicki dtller@gOS3feguard.com>

•Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV01430

7/15/2014

PRIV01431

•s.tntos, Kellye•
<•I o•exchangel.1 bsl ou•exchotnge
administrative group
(fydtbohf23spdlt)lcn•reclplentslcn•84ff0231"Sorrcnti,J Q.sorrcnti@gCKafeguard.rom)•
7/151 201416£1 f34f3fb09a4525cb822b94-t202142•>
<f.sorrcnti@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV01432

7/15/2014

PR1V01433

•Dunlap, Michael•
7l15l2014l<mdunl.1p@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV01434

7/15/2014

PRJV01435

"Santos, Kellye•
7l15l2014l<ksantos@gosafegu.:~rd.com>

EmaiiCC
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Email SubJect

•emok.'l, Roger" <roger.brook.o;@deluxe.com> IRE: usda board notes

•DunLtp, Mtchaet•
<mdunLtp@gosafeguard.com>

usda board nolL'S

"Santos. Kellye•
<ksantos@goc;.af'-'&u.:~rd.com>

Fw: usd.1 board notC'I

•Dunlap, Michael•
"Sorrenti. j• <j.sorrcnti@gosafcgu.:~rd.com>

)<mdunlap@gosafegu.:~rd.com>

usd.1 boo.rd nolL'S

OeSCTipHon

Privilege

Email to counc;cl providing n-quested
inforrNtion for the purpose of 5L"Cking legal
advkc regarding USDA mCt!ting minut1..-s.
JAttorncy- Oient
llJOcument prepar~..>d by counc;cl, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impn.><;.c;ion.'l C1f k•gal counc;cl regarding
USDA ITK."Cting minuk..;,
JAttomcy- Chent

Emoul from counc;cll't.'Cktng information for
the purpMC of providing legal advice
regarding ITK."Citng minutt..'S.
JAttomcy- Client
1Document prepaiCii b)' CClUn.c;cl. Mich.ae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impn."SSims rtf legal counsel resarding
meettng minute<;.
jAttomcy- Client
mail to rounc;cl providing the n.oquC'IIL>d
information for the purpose olsL'Cking lcgo'll
.:~dvicc reg.:~rding meeting minutes
IAttorney· Client
Document prepa-reaby-counsCI. Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal couno;ell"l'&'lrdlng
mt.'Cting mlnutC'I.
)Attorney· Client

I

Email from counsel providtng leg<tl advice
regarding dr.tft of USDA ITK.'Cting minutes.

IDocument prcpo1rt.>d by cClUn<>el, Mich.ae

)Attorney· Oicnt

Dunl.:~p.

reflecting privileg1..>d mental
impre5!;iOn.'l C1f lcg.:~l couno;el regarding
USDA meeting minult."i,

PRJV01436

7/15/2014

PRIV01437

•eunl.lp, Michael•
<•lo-exchangcl.1bslou•exch.:lnge
administrative group
(fydibohf23spdh)lcn•recipicntslat•.le.153b "Santos, Kellye•
7l15l2014ld2c43f40G1b886rf9964206100-t201832•::.
<k.<;.:~ntosftgoliOifeguard com>

PRIV01438

7/15/2014

I

Email from couno;el provldins; legal.1dvire
rcg.:~rding dr.1ft of USDA meeting minutes.
IIJOC'ument prepared by CC1uno,cl, Michae
Dunl.:~p, rcflt.>cting privik•gcd mental
lmprcc;.c;Jon.o; of legal counc;cl regarding
USDA mt."Cting minutes.

IAttorney· Oient

Attorney- Chent

Email torounwl providing requested
inform.1tion for the purpose of seeking leg.:~l
.:~dvicc regarding USDA meeting minutC'I,
JAUC1rney- Otcnt
Document prepared by cnun.-.cl, Michac
Dunl.:~p, reflectmg privileged mental
impn.-sslon.o; of legal rouno;el regarding
USDA ITK.'Cting minuk..;.
)Attorney- Client

PR1V01439

•Dtller.Nicki•
7l15l2014)<nicki diller@gosafeguard com>

PRJV01440

7/15/2014

PRIV01441

•Morin, Thelm.1•
7116l2014l<tmorin@gosafegu.:~rd com>

PR1V01442

7/16/2014

Email to counsel providing n..-qucstL>d
USDA Board notes from July 8, 2014 for your linform.1tion for the purpose of seeking legal
review
advicc regarding USDA meeting minutes. IAttorney- Client
1Document preparro by counsel, Michae
Dunlap, rcfl1..'Cling privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.
JAttorrn..'Y- Client

PRIV01443

•Dunlap, MlchacJ•
<•I o•exchangelabsl ou•excha.nge
administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)lcn•reclplentslcn•aea53b ~·Morin, Thelma•
7116l2014jd2e43f40o:ab886ff9964206100-t20183r>
<tmorin@gosafegu41rd.com>

FW: usda board notes

PR1V01444

7/16/2014

001821

PRIV01445

7l16l2014j•SorrcnU, J• <j.sorrenti@gosafeguard.com>

PRJV01446

7/16/2014

•Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlapftgO'IOlfeguard.com>

Fw: usda board notes

!Attorney· Client

•Brooks, Roger" <rogcr.brooks@deluxe.com> IRE: uc;d.:~ boord notes

•Dunlap, Michael•
USDA Boord 2014 <usd.:~@gosafeguard com>)<mdunlap@goo;afeguard com>

I

•Dunlap, Michael•
l<mdunl.lp@goo;afeguard.com>

RE: usda board notes

I

Email from counsel providing leg411.1dvkc
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
IDocument prepared by counsel, Michac
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impn.'SSions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.
Em.1il to counsel providing requested
information for the purpose of ~king legal
advlro regarding USDA mt.'Cting minutes.
1Document prcpolrL-d by coun.o;cl, Michael
Dunlap, reflecting privllcgL>d mental
lmprc'ISioll.'l of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

)Attorney· Olent

)Attorney- Client

IAttorney- Oient
IAttorney· Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. [Case No. CV-OC-1416400)
DEFENDANTS' FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
September 29, 201S

Prlv Log II

Bates Beg

I Bates End

Email from

Date

Email To

EmaiiCC
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(fydlbohf23spdlt)lcn•reclplentslcn•Do013bc
PRIV01447

7I 1612014l8de134cf79db&27b0fd781 Ob-t436575">

PRIVOI448

711612014

PRIV01449

"Morin, Thelma•
7/16/2014l<tmorin@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV01450

711612014

PRIV01451

7/16/2014I•Sorrentl,r <j.sorrentl@gosafeguard com>

PRIV01452

711612014

•Dunl<~p, Mich:u~r·

<mdunlap@gos.1fcguard.com>

•Dunlap, M1ch.1el•
USDA Boord 2014 <usda@gOSOlfeguard com> l<mdunlilp@gosaft.-gu.ud com>

I

•Dunlap, MicMeJ•
l<mdunlilp@gosafcguard com>

Oeser! pHon

EmailSublect

"Sorrenli,r
c•f o•exchangela bs/ ou•excha.nge
administrative group
RE: usda boord notes

Privilege

ErNil tocoono;cl providing the requested
Information for the purpcKC of seeking legal
advice I'C&"rding meeting minutes.
!Attorney· Client
Document prcpan.>d by coun.;cl, Mich.:lc
Dunlap. rcnccung privilt.ogcd mental
impressions of legal rounsel regarding
meeting minult.-s.
!Attorney- Client

I

Emailtorounc;cl providing requested
USDA Boord notes (rom July 8, 2014 for your linformallcm for the purpcKC of seeking legal
review
01dvicc regarding USDA meeting minutes.
!Attorney· Client
1Document prepare-d by couno;cl, Michae
Dunlap, rent.-cting privilt.-gt.-d mental
impn.'SSioru; of legal roun.c;cl regarding
!Attorney- Client
USDA meeting minu~.

RE: usdil boord notes

Em.1il to counsel providing requested
information for the purpose of :;t.'Cking legill
advice regarding USDA meeting minutes.
!Attorney- Oient
JDocumcnt prcpart.od by counc;el, Mich.1e
Dunlap. rcnccling privileged mental
impn..'SSion'l of leg<~ I counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutt.-s.
!Attorney· Client

•Dunlap, Michael•

c• / o-exchangcbbs/ ou•exchangc

~~~~~=s;~tr;;!.rccipients/Ol•aea53b ~·Morin, Thelm.1•

1

PRIV01453

7 /16/20141d2c43f40cab886£19964206100-t201832">

PRJV01454

7/1612014

PRIV01455

•ounlilp. Michael•
<"I o-exchangelabs/ ou•excha.ngc
administrillive group
•Beadling. Steven
(fydibohf23spdlt)/Ol•rccipients/Ol•.1ea53b (sbcadling@gosafegu;~rd.com)"
71 22l2014ld2e43f40ca b886ff99642061 00-1201832">
<sbcadling@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV01456

712212014

PRIV01457

•Dunlap, Michael•
c•I o•exchange!OJ.bs/ ou •exchange
•Beadling. Steven
administrative group
(fyd•bohf23spdlt)/Ol•rccipients/Ol•aco153b (sbcadling@gosafeguard.com)•
7122120141 d2e43f40ca b886ff99642061 00-1201832">
<sbcildling@gosafcguard.com>

FW: usda board notes

<tmorin@gosafeguard com>

•Morin, Thelm.1"
<tmorin@gMafeguard com>

•Morin, Thelma•
<tmorinOgosafeguard com>

usda board notes

usda board notes

Email from cuun.;cl providing lt.•gal &~dvlre
regarding drnft of USDA mt.'Cting minutes.
'ocument prcpan.>d by counc;cl, Mich.:le
Dunlap, rcncctlng pnvllt.'gl.>d mental
lmprt.'S.'Iion'l of legal counc;cl regarding
USDA mt.'Cting mlnute'i.

IAttorney- Client
Attorney- Client

Email from coun">CI providing le&"l advice
n.-gardlng draft of USDA mct•ting minutes.
JDocumcnt pre)iiil~ bjcOlino.,cl, Midl.'lC
Dunlap, rent.octlng privileged mental
imprcsslono; of I«~&" I coun.;cl regarding
USDA mt.oeting minutt.'S.

Allomt.'Y- Client

Email from coun">CI providmg legal .advice
rcgiln.hng dmft of USDA meeting mlnutt.'S.

Attorney- Oient

Attorney- Client

1Document prepare-d by counc;cl, Michae
Dunlap. rcnt.octing priv1lq;t.-d mental
impn.'SSionsof k"gal counsel regardmg
USDA mt.'Cting minutco:;.

PRIV01458

712212014

PRIV01459

"Dunlilp, Micha.et•
c•fa-cxcha.ngelabs/ou•exchange
administrative group
(fyd•bohf23spdh)/Ol•rcciplents/cn•aca53b I"Sk1ppcr, Kevin•
7 /29/2D14Id2c43f40cab886ff9964206100-t201832">
<kskippcr@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV01460

712912014

PRIV01461

•Dunlilp, Michael•
7 /29/2014l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

"Skipper, Kevin•
<kskipper@gosafeguard com>

FW: form submission from: IBF Internal
PI"O'ipcctlmport Form

FW: Form submission from: IBF Internal
Prospect Import Fonn

Ema1l chilin containing confidentiill
communico1tions regarding an:ount
protection ofT3, Thurston, Teply,IBF,
and/or Docusourre.
tt.achment to cmailCJiaiOcOntaining
confidential communication.<> n.•g<~rding
account protection ofT3, Thurston. Teply.
IBF, and/ or Docusourcc.
rwil from counsel prov•diiiifli-garadvicc
n..-garding ilCCOUnt protection of T3, Thurston.
IBF, .1nd/or Docusourcc.

Attorney- Client

001822
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Prlv Log I

I

Bates Beg

I

Bates End

Date

Enuil From

PRIV01462

"Skipper, Kcvln•
<kskippcr@gosafcguard com>, •Jvy,
8/15/2014I"Bcan, Tim" <vlctor.bcoan@goo:afcguard.com> IDcwaync• <divy@gosafeguard.rom>

PRIV01463

8/15/2014

PRIV0\464

8/15/2014

PRIV0!465

8/15/2014

PRIV01466

8/18/2014I"Sorrenti,J" <j.sorrentiftgosafcguard com>

PRIV0!467

8/18/2014

Email CC

EnuiiTo

"Popclk.ol, Michele"
<mpopelk.oiOgosafeguard.com>, •Blevins,
Priscilla•
<pri!.cllla.r.blcvins@gosafeguard.com>,
"Schneider, Jenclle"
<j..chnelder@gosafeguard.com>, "Dunlap,
Micholel" <mdunlap@gosafeguard com>,
"Schneider, Jenclle"
<jschnelder@gosafeguard.com>

"Brooks, Roger" <rogcr.brooks@dcluxc.com>,
"Clark. Cassie" <c.:~ssic.clark@deluxc.com>,
"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>, "Odella,
Phil" <phil,odclla@dcluxc com>, "Popclk.1,
Michele" <mpopclk.16gosafcguard com>,
"Robison, Teny"
<trobi.son@gosafeguard.com>,
"Roggcnk.1mp, Mark"
<mmggenkamp@gosafcguard.com>,
"Santos, Kcllyc•
<ksantos@gosafcguard com>, "Sutton. Scott"
<ssutlon@gosaft.-gu.:~rd com>, "Johnson,
IAlan" <alan johnson@deluxc.com>
I

"Skipper, Kevin•
<ksklppcr@gosafeguard com>, •Dunlap,
IMicholel• <mdunlap@gosafcguard com>

EmailSublect

Oesaipt_ion

Privilege

I

Sales Incentive & Sales Romklng Reports July Email tocoun.o;cl seeking leg<~ I advice
2014 (2of2)
regarding sales reports.
ttilchmcnt to email to counsel 5l.'Cking lcga
.:~dvicc regarding c;.1lcs reporl'l.
tt:achmcnt to email to counsel 5l.'Cking leg.:~
.-dvicc regarding saiL-s reports.
ttachmentto email to C0Ufl5(.'1 seeking lcga
.-dvicc reg.-rdlng sales reporl'l.

I USDA agenda

PRIV01468

8/18/2014I"Sorrenti.J• <j.sorrentiftg0'1.1feguard com>

PRIV01469

•Sorrenti. J"
<"/ o-exchangelab<l/ou•excholnge
"Skipper, Kevin•
adminislr.tlive group
(fydibohl23spdlt)/cn•n.>dpicnts/cn•Oa013bc <kskippcr@gosafcguard.com>, "Dunlap.
8/18/2014ISdc134d79db8a27bOfd7810b--t436575">
Michael" <mdunlapftgoc;afeguard com>

PRIV01470

"Sorrenti, J" <j.sorrcnb@gosafeguard.com>,
•Dunlap, Michael•
8/18/2014I•Sutton. Scott• <ssutton@gosafeguard com> l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

Agn.>cments

PRJV014n

•Dunlap, Michael"
8/20/2014I•Brooks, Roger" <mger.brooks@deluxccom> l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

First run of the board call notc'l

PRIV01472

8/20/2014

PRIV01473

"Popelka, Michele•
<mpopclk.ol@gosafcguard com>, •Brooks.
Roger• <roger.brooks@deluxc.com>,
administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn•recipienl'l/cn•aea53b •Robison. Teny"
<trobl'lon@gosafcguard.com>
8/21/2014ld2c43f40cab886ff9964206100-12011l32'>

PRIV01474

8/21/2014

I"Sutton, Scan• <ssutton@gosafeguard com> IFW: Agrcemenl'l

I

"Sutton. Scott• <ssutton@gosafeguard com> IFW: Agrcemenl'l

Em.:~lltocounscl providing inlorm.1tlon for
the purpose of St.'Cklng legal advice
regarding USDA meeting dr.-h agenda.
llh-cumentprt.•parcd by J J.Sorrenti to
pmvldc Information to counsel for the
purpose of St.'Cking legal advire regarding
USDA mt.'Cting draft agenda.
mailtocouno;cl providing information lor
the purpose of seeking lt.-gal advice
reg<~rding preparation of an m.:~nagcment
agn.-cmcnt.

!Attorney· Client

!Attorney· Client

!Attorney· Client

Email to counsel prnvid1ng reque'lled
Information for the purpoo;c of St.'Cklng legal
.-dvice n.-garding account prolt.-ction ofTJ.
Thurston,IBF, and/or Docuc;ourre,
mailtocoun-.cl providing information for
the purpow of SI..'Ckmg legal advice
regarding agn:'Cmcnts u~ by Safeguard in
certain tran.Qctiono;.
IAttorney· Client
Emailtocouno;cl providing requt.-:;tt.-d
information £or the purpoo;c of St.>cking legal
advice n.-garding USDA mt.'Ciing minutes.
!Attorney· Oicnt
1D<-cument prL•part.'<i by counsel, Michae
Dunlap, rcflt.'Ctlng privilegt.>d mental
impl'($.o;ion.'l of legal couno;cl rl..'garding
AIIOJT\(!y·Ciicnt
USDA mt.'t!ting mlnult.oc;.

"Dunlap, Michael"

<•J o•cxcMngelabs/ou•exchangc

001823

Michael•
<mdunlap@gosafeguard com>, "Brooks,
Roger" <roger.brooks@deluxe.com>

"Santos, Kellye•
<ksantos@gosafeguard com>, "Sutton, Scott"
<ssutton@gosafeguard.com>, "Roggcnk.1mp,
Mark• <mroggcnkamp@gosafcguard com> lu'ida board note'!

"Dunl.:~p,

PRIV01475

"Santos. Kellye"
8/21/2014l<ksantos@gosafcgu.-rd.com>

PRIV01476

8/21/2014

Email fmm roun.o;cl providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA mccting minutes.
1uocumcnt prepared by coun~l; Mfcli.ie
Dunlap. reflecting privilegt.-d mental
imprcssirnu of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

Attorney· Client

Ctlunscl providmg n.oqut.-:;tcd
information for the purpose of St.'Cklng leg<~ I
advice regarding USDA meeting minutes.
Attorncy • Oicnt
llJocument prepared by counSt.:l, Mich.1c
Dunlap, reflcctmg privileged mental
impression.'! of legal coum;cl fC'&ilrdlng
USDA meeting mlnutcs.
Attomt.'Y ·Client
Erru~llto

RE: usda board notes

Attorllt!y ·Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. (Case No. CV·OC-1416400]
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Priv log I

I

Bates Beg

I

Bates End

Date

Email From

PR!V01477

•Dunlap, M1ch.lcl•
<•t o•cxchangelabs/ ou•cxchange
admmistrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn•rcdpicnts/cn•aca5Jb
8/21/2014ld2c43f40ab886fl9964206100-1201832">

PRIV01478

8/21/2014

Email To

•Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gOSOlfeguard.com>

•Roggenkamp, Mark•
8/21/2014l<mroggcnkamp@gosafeguard com>

PR!V01480

8/21/2014

PRJV01481

"Santo.;. Kellye•
<ksantosOgos41feguard com>, •Roggenkamp,
Mark• <mroggcnkamp@gOSOlfeguard com>,
•Brooks, Roger- <roger.brooks@deluxe.com>,
•Popelka, Michele•
•Dunlap. Michael•
<mpopclka@gosafcguard com>, •Sutton,
<•t o•cxch.1ngc1.1 bs/ ou•cxchange
Scott• <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>,
administrative group
•Robison,
Terry•
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn•rociplents/cn•aea53b
<trobison@gosafeguard com>
8/21/2014ld2c43f40ab886ff99642061 00-1201832">

PRIV01482

8/21/2014

•Dunlap, Michael•
8/21/20t4l<mdun1.1p@gOSOlfcguard com>

PRIV01484

8/21/2014

PR!V01485

"Dunlap, Michael"
8/21/20t4l<mdunlap@gosafcguard com>

PR!V01486

8/21/2014
"Santos, Kellye•
<•t o•exchangcla bs/ nu •exchange
administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn•n-clpient.<~/cn•84ff023

001824

PRIV01487

B/21/20t4l6f1134f3fb09a4525cb822b94-t202t4r>

PRJV01488

8/21/2014

PR!V01489

"Santos, Kellye•
8/21/2014(<ksantos@gosa.fcguard.com>

PR!V01490

8/21/2014

PR!V01491

•Roggenkamp, Mark"
8/21/2014l<mroggcnkamp@gOSOlfeguard com>

•1•opclka, Michele
<mpopclka@gosafeguard.com>, •Brooks,
Roger" <roger.brooks@deluxc.com>,
"Rob1son, Terry•
<trobison@gosafc!,~ard.com>

"5.1ntos, Kellye•
<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>, •Roggenkamp,
Mark• <mroggenkamp@gosafeguard com>,
•srook..;, Roger- <rogcr.brooksftdcluxe rom>,
•Popelka, Michele•
<mpopclkafil!,oosafeguard rom>. "Sutton,
'Scott• <<outton@gosafeguard.com>,
•Roblc;on, Terry•
<trobison@gosaft.-guard com>

FW: usda boord notes

"Sorrenti,,- <jsorrenti@gCKafeguard com>,
•Morin, Thelma•
<tmorin@gOSOlfcguard com>, •Bcildling.
Steven• <sbcadling@gosafeguard.rom>,
•Diller, Nicki•
<nlcki diller@gosafeguard.com>

usda board notes

"5.1ntos. Kellye~
<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>, ~tton,Scott"
<<outton@gosafcguard com>, •Roggenkamp.
Mark• <mroggenkamp@gOSOlfeguard.com> Iusda boord notes

"Sorrenti. J• <j sorrcnti@gCKafeguard com>,
•Morin. Thelma•
<tmorin@gosafcguard.com>, "Beadling.
Steven• <sbcadling@gosafeguard.com>,
"Diller, Nicki•
<nicki diller@gCKilfcguard.rom>

DescripHon

EmaiiSubiect

FW: usda boord notes

PR!V01479

PRIV01483

EmaiiCC

Iusda board nott.-s

,.Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@gosa.fcguard com>, "Brooks.
Roger" <roger brooks@deluxc com>

RE: usda board notes

•Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard rom>, •Brooks,
Roger• <roger.brooks@deluxe com>

RE: usda board notes

·Dunlap, Mlchael~
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.rom>

FW: usda boord notes

Email fmm coun.;cl providing legal advice
n..-g.nding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
!Document prepared by coun.;cl, Michilc
Dunlap. reflt.>eting privilt.•ged mental
lmpn..-sslons of legal counsel rcgarding
USDA meeting minutes.

Privilege

IAttorney· Client

!Attorney· Client

Email to counsel providing requested
Information for the purpose of seeking lt.-gal
advice n-garding USDA mt.~tlng minutes.
IAttorney· Client
Document prepared by counsel, Michile
Dunlap, reflcctmg privileged mental
impressions of legill counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.
Attorney· Client

I

Email from coun.;cl providing lcgill advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting mlnutes.
Document prep.ued by counsel, Michae
1
Dunlap. reflecting privileged ntt.-nta.l
impn.'SS!ons of legal Counsel regardlng;
USDA mt.-cting minutes.

Email from counsel r.ccking Information for
the purpo.;e of providing legal advice
regarding mt.'Cting minutt.-:..
'ocumcnt prepared b)' coun.;cl, Michae
Dunlap, refiL•ding privllegt.-d mental
impn..'SSiom of legal coun..;cl regarding
meeting mlnutt.w;,

Email from roun.;cl St.ocking Information for
the purpcKC of Pmviding leg<~ I advice
n-garding meeting minutes.
1Uocumcnt prepared by coun-.cl, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting priv1lcged mental
impn..'SSions of legal counsel n.•garding
mt.'Ciing minutes.

Attorney· Client

AHomey· Client

IAttorney· Client

IAttorney· Client

IAtttlmcy ·Client

IAttorney· Client

Emililtocoun~l providing the n..-qucsted
information for the purpose of 54.-ckmg k-gal
advice rt."garding mt.'Cting minutt.'S.
IAttomt.'Y ·Client
I Document prcpart.>d by coun.;cl, Michael
Dunlap, reflecting privilcgt.>d mental
lmpi'C'iSion.; of legal coun.;cl regarding
meeting minutes.
IAttorney· Client

Email to couno;cl pmvidmg requested
mformation for the purpose ,,f seeking legal
advice n-garding USDA mct.•ting minutes.
IAttorney· Client
IDocument prepared by counsel, Michae
Dunlap, reflt.'Cting privileged mental
lmpn'S5ions of lt.-gal counsel rcgardlng
USDA meeting mlnutcc;,
IAttorney· Client
Email to rouno;cl providing requC<;tcd
information for the purpoo;c Clf seeking legal
advice regarding USDA meeting minutes.
IAttorney· Client

T3 Enterprtses, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al.(tase No. CV-OC-1416400)
DEFENDANTS' FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
September 29, 2015

PrivLog•

Bates Beg

I Bates End

Date

Email From

Email To

PRIV01492

8/21/2014

PRIV0!493

•Dunlap, Michael•
<•! o•cxchangcbbs/ou•exchange
administrative group
(fydibohf23spdll)/cn•n.'Cipients/cn•aea53b
8/21 /2014ld2c43f40co b886fl99642061 00-1201832">

PRIV01494

8/21/2014

PRIV01495

-santos, Kellye•
<ksantos@gosafeguard com>, "Roggenkoamp,
Mark• <mroggenkamp@gosafcguard com>,
•erooks, Roger" <rogcr.brooks@dcluxc.com>,
•Popelka, Michele•
•Dunbp, Michael•
<mpopelka@gosafcguard com>, "Sutton,
<•/ o•exchangelabs/ou•exchange
Scott• <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>,
administrative group
(£ydibohf23spdh)/m•n."Cipicnts/m•aea53b •Robison, Terry•
8/21/2014ld2c43f40cob886fl9964206100-1201832'>
<tmbison@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV01496

8/21/2014

PRIV0!497

•Dunlap, Michael•
<•/ o-excha.ngelabs/ ou•exchange
admlnistr.alive group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn•rccipicnts/m•nca53b
8/21 /2014ld2c43f4DG> b886fl99642061 00-1201832'>

•ropclka, Michele•
<mpopclka@goc:afegll.1rd.com>, •ar~ks,
Roger" <roger.brooks@deluxe com>,
•Robison, Terry•
<troblson61gos;~feguard.com>

EmaiiCC
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Email Subiect

"S..1ntoo;, Kellye•
<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>, "Sulton, Scott•
<ssutton@goc;afcguard.com>, •Roggenkamp,
Mark• <mroggenkamp@g[$olfegunrd com> (usda board notes

"Sorrcnti,r <j.sorrenti@gosafcguard.com>,
•Morin,lbclma•
<tmorin@grn;afeguard com>, •Beadling.
Steven• <sbcadling@gosafcguard.com>,
•Diller, Nicki•
<nicki dlllcr@gosafcguard.com>

usda board notes

FW: usda board notes

001825

PRIV0!498

8/21/2014

PRIV0!499

•Dunlap, Michael•
<•/o•cxchangclnbc;fou•exchange
administroUve group
(fydibohl23spdlt)/cn•rccipients/cn•nca53b ~·Morin, Thelma•
8/23/2014ld2c43f40cab886ff9964206100-l201832">
<tmorin@gosafc.•guard com>

PRIVOISOO

8/23/2014

PRIVOISO!

•Dunlnp, Michael•
<•/o•cxchangebbs/ou•exchangc
admlnistrotivc group
(fydibohl23spdlt)/cn•rcclpients/ cn•aea53b
8/23/2014ld2c43f40cab886ff9964206100-t2018.l2•>
I"Sorrenti, J• <j.sorrenti@gosafeguard rom>

PRIV0!502

8/23/2014

PRIV01503

•Ounbp. Michael•
8/23/20t4l<mdunbp@gosafcguard com>

PRIV0!504

8/23/2014

PRIV01505

•Dunlap, Michael•
<•/o•cxch.angebbs/ou•exchange
adminlstr.alive group
(fydibohf23spdll)/cn•rccipients/cn•ne.153b ~·Morin. Thelma•
8/23/20t4ld2c43f40c:a b886ff99642061 OO-t201832•>
<tmnrin@gCKafeguard.com>

PRIV01506

8/23/2014

I"Sorrenti, J• <j.sorrcnti@gosafeguard.com>

Fw: usdn boa.rd notes

usda boo rd notes

usda board nok"'i

Fw: usda board notes

Description
___--~
Privilege
1uocument prepared by counsel, Michael
Dunlap. reflecting privikoged mental
impn.'SSions of legal counS(!l regarding
USDA mcclingminutt.'S.
!Attorney-Client

Email fnm1 counsel providing legal ndvicc
n.ogarding droft of USDA mt.'Ciing minutes.
1uocument prepare.Oil b)'C\niii.•..d, Mich.le
Dunlap, reflecting privik-gcd rnental
Impression'> of legal counsel n..-garding
USDA meeting minutes.

Attorney- Client

Attorney· Client

Email fnm1 counsel providing legal advice
rcgnrding draft of USDA mC'Cting minutc<t,
Document prel'O'n..'d by cour\SCJ, Michael
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
Impression,. of legal roun.o;cl regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

!Attorney· Client

Email from couno;cl providmg legal advice
regarding drort of USDA rll\.'Ctlng minutes.

IAttprncy- Oient

Dunlap, reflecting privik-gcd mental
impn...'SSions of legnl counsel regarding
USDA mc.'Cting minutes.

Attorney - Client

I

IDocument prepared by cnuno;cl, Mich<le

Email from counsel providing legal ndvicc
regarding droft of USDA mC<'Iing minutes.
'OCument prep<~rc.'d by coun<;el, Michae
Dunlap, rcflc."Cting prlvilegc.'tl mental
impres.c;ionc; of legnl coun<>CI regarding
USDA mc.-cting minute:;,

Email from coun.c;cl providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
1uocument prep.1rc.>d by counsel, Midlile
Dunlnp. reflecting privileged mental
lmprc<;.c;ions of legal coun~l regarding
USDA meeting minute.-:..
mail from counsel ~king intormation lor
the pUrpct"C o£ providing fl•J;al advice
regan.hng mc.'CIIng minulc.>s.
!Document prepared by coun<;el, Mich.le
Dunlnp. reflecting privilc.•gc.....t mental
lmpn...;,'iion.'l of legal rounc;cl regarding
mc.-cting minutes.

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding droft of USDA mc.>t·ting minutes.
1Document prepan..>d by coun.c;cl, Michae
Dunlnp, rcflt.-cting privrlcgl!d mental
lmprcc;slon'ioflegal counc;cl regarding
USDA meeting minutc.'5.

Attorney· Client

!Attorney- Oicnt

Attorney • Clrent

!Attorney· Ohmt

!Attorney· Client

!Attorney- Client

!Attorney· Client

IAttnmcy- Oient

IAttorney· Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. [Case No. CV·OC-1416400]
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Priv Log If

I

Bates BeR

I

Bates End

Date

Email To

Email From

EmaiiCC

Email Subied

Privilege

Desaiptlon

•Dunlap, Michael•

<•t o•exchangclabs/ ou•cxchangc
administrative group
(fydlbohf23spdlt)/m•redplents/m•aea53b

PRJV01507

B/'JJ/2014Id2c43f40cab886fi'J964206100.1201832">

PRIV01508

7/22/2013l•sutton, Scott• <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>

PRJV01509

7/15/2013

"Sorrenti,

r <j.sorrenti@gosafcguard.com>

Em.1ll (rom rounc;cl providing legal advice
regarding draft o€ USDA mt.>cllng minutes.

usda board noles

1··uun1ap-;Michae
<mdunlap@lgosafeguard.com>

lBF APA Review

•0111er, Nkkl" <nlckl.diUer.gosafeguard.com>,
•Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunJap@lgosafeguard.com>, •Jones, Beth
(GaSafeguard)• <bJones.gosafeguard.com>,
•slevlns, Priscilla•
<prisclla.r.blevlnsCPgosafeguard.com>

Attmncy • dicnt

Icalendar not11ication- of counsellor review ot ari
asset purchase agreement.
Attorney· Client II.JOCUnient preparealOi'ThepUrpose Of seeking
l~al advice from counsel.
!Attorney· Client

Email to counsel seeking legal advice regarding
draft presentation on distnbuto~hlp agreements
and company status.

PRJV01510

9/13/2012I•Sorrent~ J• <j sorrentl@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV01511

9/13/2012

seeking legal advice regarding draft presentation
on distnbutorship agreements and company
status.

PRJV01512

9/12/2012

seeking legal advice regardtng draft presentation
on dlstnbutorshlp agreements and company
status.

PRIV01513

9/10/2012

seeking legal advice regardtng draft presentation
on distributorship agreements and company
status

my presentation (final)

Ot!lllillllO!;UI

PRIV01514

9/13/2012)•Sorrentl. J" <f.sorrentl@lgosafeguard.com>

·o1ller, N1ckl" <nlckl.dlller@gasafeguard com>,
"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>, •Jones, Beth
(GaSafeguard)• <bjones@'gosafeguard com>,
•sievlns,Prisctlla•
<prisc:dla.r.blevlns@lgosafeguard cam>

Email ta counsel seeking legal advice regarding
presentation for the USDA meeting.

RE: my presentation (final)

!Attorney· Client

1t'OWe:fP01nt presentation preparea Dy JOhn

PRIV01515

9/13/2012

PRIV01516

9/12/2012

Sorrenti for the purpose af obtaining legal advice
!Attorney· Client
from counsel.
cumem cU.tth& to erncu at PO wet' Pot
prepared by John Sorrenti for the purpcse of
obtaining legal advice from counsel.
IAttorney- Client

PRIV01517

9/10/2012

Sorrenti created for the purpose af obtaining
legal advice from counsel,

1tlO

PRIV01518

11/14/2013l•sutton, Scott" <ssutton@lgosafeguard.com>

PRIV01519

11/13/2013

"Dunlap, Michael"
l<mdunlap@lgosafeguard.com>

l

tmatnocounse:~ormatiOil

!Attorney- Cltent

rortne

FW: IBf letter· Account Coverage and Transition purpose of seeking legal advice regarding IBF
"Skipper, Kevin• <ksklpper@gosafeguard.com>

!Assistance Guidelines

letter
'Ocument prepared DY n. statt sutton to
purpose of seeking legal adviCe from counsel
regarding IBF letter.

!Attorney· Client

!Attorney- Client

]lJOClrmem prep~
PRIV01520

11/14/2013

PRJV01521

11/14/2013

PRIV01522

"Dunlap, Michael•
10/16/2013l<mdunlap@'gasafeguard.com>

purpose of seeking legal adv1ce from counsel
regarding IBF letter.
1uocument prepared oy R. SCott Sutton tor the
purpose of seeking legal advice from counsel
regardmg IBF letter.

"TlHer-Shumway, Amy<atiller@gosafeguard.com>

Compensation pg 2.doc,
MSA_McCormkk_091313.docx,
20131007084242 pdf, Employee Information
and Compensatlon.doc. Option
Agreement_KMMR_091713 doc,
MSA_Mclaughlln_v2 redhne_091313.daoc

Email from counsel provid1ng legal advice
regardmg MSA
by stan SuUon lor tne
purpose of seeking legal advke from counsel
regarding MSA.
ument ptovldeo by R. scott sutton to
purpose of seeking legal advice from counsel
regard1ng the MSA
1uocumern-p-rtw1DeD by H. :scott :sun on rot tne
purpose of seeking legal advice from counsel
regarding MSA.
~romeo by R. scott sutton tor toe
purpose of seeking legal advice from counsel
regarding MSA
1uocument prov~otr~-unon tot the
purpose of seeking legal advice from counsel
r~ard1ng MSA

IAttorney- Cl1ent

luocumentdralti~O

001826

PRIV01523

10/16/2013

PRIV01524

10/16/2013

PRIV01525

10/7/2013

PRIV01526

10/16/2013

PRIV01527

10/16/2013

!Attorney· Client

)Attorney. Client

jAttorney • Chent

!Attorney- Ckent

!Attorney· Client

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et ai.(Case No. C:V·OC·1416400)
DEFENDANTS'FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE lOG
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Prlv ~~-B.3.tes Bek I Bates End

PRIV01528

Date

Email From

Email To

EmaiiCC
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~scription

(DOCument provided DV R. SCott SUlton tor the
purpose of seeking legal advice from counsel
regarding MSA

10/16/2013

~nse1

IU~Il'II"IJIIII-'o

PRIV01529

•Dunlap, Michael"
10/2/2013(<mdunlap@gcsafeguard com>

PRIV01530

10/2/2013

<mroggenkamp@lgcsafeguard.com>, •sorrentl, J"
<J.sorrentl@gcsafeguard.com>

usda board notes

I

Privilege

(Attorney· Client

seetmg mmrmat/01

purpose of providing legal advice regarding USDA
Board meeting minutes
(Attorney· Client
otuffient arauea DV Mtke OilriLiP tor the
purpose of providing legal advke regarding USDA
board meeting minutes.
/Attorney· 01ent

PRJV01532

•sutton, Scott• <ssutton@lgosafeguard com>,
S/30/2013("Savote, Suzanna• <ssavole@lgosafeguard.com> I•Derella, Kevin• <kderella@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV01533

4/10/2013

Email to counsel provtdlng requested
Information for the pUfpCSe of seeking legal
advice regarding USDA board meeting minutes. (Attorney· Clent
1TCflailllntTudtnB emau to counsel seekmg
legal advice regarding Issue With Form Systems,
Inc.
(Attorney- Clent
(AttaChment to EffiaU Cfuilri lridudtn& emau to
counsel seeking legal advice regarding issue with
Form Systems, Inc.

PRIV01534

4/17/2013

counsel seeking legal advice regardtng issue with
Form Systems, Inc.

PRIV01531

10/22/2013I•Morfn, Thetma" <tmorin~gcsafeguard.com>

"Dunlap, Mlchaer
l<mdunlap@gcsafeguard.com>

RE: USDA notes

RE: Form Systems, Inc.

0 EffiiiU UJ<IIO lhCIUOihg

<" /o•exchangelabs/ou•exchange administrative

PRIV01535

group
(fydtbohf23spdlt)/cn,..reclpients/cn•aeaS3bd2e4
11/15/2o13l3f40cab886ff99642061QO.tl01B3r>
!•sutton, Scott" <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV01536

11/14/2013

PRIV01537

"Dunlap, MIChael• c•fo•deluxe/ou•exchange
administrative group
10/16/2013({fydtbohf23spdlt)Jcn ..reclpients/cn•t201B3r>

·skipper, Kevin (kskipper@lgcsafeguard com)"
<ksklpper@gcsafeguard.com>, •sorrenti,J"
<J.sorrentl@lgosafeguard com>, •Hussain,
Shafma" <sbhanfl@gosafeguard.com>

I
Assistance Guidelines

Compensation pg 2 doc,
MSA_McCormlck_091313.docx,
20131007084242.pdf, Employee Information
and Compensation doc, Option
Agreement_KMMR_091713.dcc,
MSA_Mclaughltn_v2 redltne_091313.docx

I

"Tiller-Shumway, Amy•
<atiller@gosafeguard.ccm>

IEmatl from counsel seeking Information for the

FW: IBf Letter- Account Coverage and Transition purpose of provldtng legal advice regardtng IBF
letter.
achment to emanuom counsersetkmg
Information for the pufpCSe of providing legal
advice regardtng IBF letter.

Email from counsel prov•dmg legal advice
regardmg MSA and Option Agreement.

(Attorney- Client

Attorney- Gent

Attorney· Client

PRIV01538

7/29/2013

Attachment to emaU from counsel providtng legal
advice regardtng MSA and Option AgreemenL
!Attorney- Oient

PRIV01539

9/17/2013

Attachment to email from counsel providing legal
Attorney- Cient
advice regardtng MSA and Option Agreement.

PRJV01540

10/7/2013

Attachment to email from counsel providing legal
!Attorney· Cient
advice regardins MSA and Option AgreemenL

PRIV01541

10/11/2013

Attachment to email from counsel providing legal
!Attorney. Cient
advice regarding MSA and Option Agreement.

PRIV01542

9/17/2013

Attachment to email from counsel prcvidtng legal
(Attorney- Oient
advice regarding MSA and Option Agreement.

PRIV01543

9/17/2013

Attachment to email from counsel providing legal
(Attorney- Oient
advice regarding MSA and Option Agreement.

PRIV01544

•Dunlap, Michael" <"/o-deluxe/ou=exchange
administrative group
10/7/2013({fydJbohf23spdltl/cn•reclplents/cn•tl0183r>

PRIV01545

10/4/2013

PRIV01546

"Dunlap, Michael• c•Jo-deluxe/ou•exchange
administrative group
10/1/2013((fydtbohf23spdlt)/cn•reciplents/cn=t201832">

PRIV01547

9/30/2013

001827

PRJV01548

7/16/2014l"Bean. Tlm"cvlctor.bean@gosafeguard com>

I

!"Beadling, Steven"
<sbeadl!ng@gosafeguard com>

•Morin, Thetma• <tmonn@lgcsafeguard.com>

(•Diller, NICki• <nlcki.diller@gosafeguard.com>

"Popelka, Michele•
<mpopellca@lgcsafeguard com>, •stevms,
Priscilla" <priscilla r.blevins@gcsafeguard.com>,
•Schneider, JeneiJe•
<fschnekler@lgcsafeguard com>, "Dunlap,
Michael• <mdunlap@lgcsafeguard com>,
"Skipper, Kevin• <kskipper@lgcsafeguard com>, !"Schneider, JeneiJe•
l"lvy, Dewayne• <divy@gosafeguard.com>
<jschneider@gosafeguard.com>

IFW: usda board notes

FW: usda board notes

I

Sales Incentive & Sales Ranking Reports June
2014 {1 of 2)

Ematl from counsel providing legal adviCe
(Attorney- Olent
regarding USDA board meeting minutes.
f06cuffient drafted by Mtke Dunlap tor tne
purpose of providtng legal advice regarding USDA
board meeting minutes.
(Attorney- Gent

Email from counsel seeking Information for the
purpose of providtng legal advtce regardmg USDA
board meeting minutes.
(Attorney- Olent
(DOCUMentdtJI(iRJ byiVU
purpose of providing legal advice regarding USDA
board meeting minutes.
)Attorney· C1ent

Email to counsel seeking legal advice regardtng
sales Incentive and ranking reports

T3 Enterprises, et al, v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. [Case No. CV-OC-1416400)
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Priv Log I

Bates Beg I Bates End

Date

Email From

Email To

EmallSubiect

Email CC

Privilege

Description
~ulllHset!XiOiflegar

advice regarding sales Incentive and ranking
reports
()email to c:oun~e1 see:Kmg 1ega1
advice rqardlng sales Incentive and ranking
reports

PRIV01549

7/17/2014

PRIVOISSO

7/17/2014

PRIVOISSI

7/17/2014

advice regarding sales Incentive and ranking
reports
IAnacnment to eman to counsel seeklilg 1ega1
advice regarding sales Incentive and ranking

PRIV01552

7/17/2014

•epo<ts

PRIV01553

<•to•exchangelabs/ou•exchange administrative
group
(fydlbohf23spdlt)/cn•reclplents/cn•aeaS3bd2e4
5/28/2014(3f40cab886ff9964206100-t201g3r>
(•Sorrenti, 1• <j sorrenti@gosafeguard.com>

~nOtHniiil tOCOUO~I ~tekli'lg

PRIV01554

•oiHer, Nicki• <nlckl dlller@gosafeguard.com>

IFW: usda board notes

S/27/2014

group
(fydlbohf23spdlt)/cn•redplents/cn•aeaS3bd2e4
4/27/2014(3f40cab886ff9964206100-t201B3r>
(•santos, Kellye• <ksantos@gosafeguard com>

Fw: IBF Sales

PRIV01556

4/27/2014

PRIV01557

4/22/2014(<sbeadling@lgosafeguard.com:~o

PRIV0!558

•1vy, Dewayne" <divy@gosafeguard.com>,
4/22/2014I"Savole, SUzanna" <ssavole@gosafeguard com> !"Skipper, Kevin• <ksklpper@gosafeguard.com>

<mduntap@gosafeguard.com>, •oerella, Kevm•
<kdereHa@gosafeguard.com>
<mdunlap@lgosafesuard.com>, "Cerelia, Kev1n"

PRIV01559

"Ivy, Dewayne• <dlvy@gcsafeguard com:~o,
4/22/2014("Savole, SUzanna• <ssavole@gosafeguard.com> !•skipper, Kevin" <ksklpper@gosafeguard.com:~o

PRIV0!560

4/21/2014I"Morin, Thelma" <tmorin@lgosafeguard.com>

•Beadling. Steven"

Attomey- Client

Customer Scrub Formlt 042214.xls

Customer Scrub Formit 042214.xls

purpose of seeking legal advice regardmg Form1t
Customer Scrub.
!Attorney- 01ent

"Dunlap, Mlc:haer
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com:~o

•Morin, Thetma" <tmorm@lgosafeguard.com>

Re: USDA Board Meeting Notes from Apnl, 2014

~
<kderetla@lgosafeguard.com:~o

Email from counsel providing Information for the
purpose cf provid1ng legal advice rqardlng
a«<unt protection of T3, Thurston,IBF, and/or
Docusource.
Information for the purpose of providing legal
advice regarding aa:ount protection of T3,
Thurston,IBF, and/or Oocusource
mad to cOunSel prov1Dihg requesreo
Information for the purpose of seeking legal
!Attorney- Oient
advice regard1ng USDA meetmg mmutes.
man tO tDuMel proviDthf101Dfn'iatiORIOtllle
purpose of seeking legal advice regarding Formit
Customer Scrub.
!Attorney- Client

1-uunrap.~

mg1

IEm<linotOunserprovtamg requ~stea

PRIV01561

4/16/2014

PRIV01562

2/2S/2014I•sutton, Scott" <ssutton@lgosafeguard com>

•Dunlap, Michael"
l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

FW: USDA Board notes REVISED from April 8,
2014 for your review

Information for the purpose of seeking lqal
advice regarding USDA meeting minutes.

FW: IBF Post Closing Agreement

Document prepared by counsel, Michael Dunlap,
reflecting privileged mental Impressions of legal
!Attorney- 0/ent
counsel regarding USDA meeting minutes.
n to c:ounSi!'l pr0v1dmg 1ntormauon lor rne
purpose of seeking legal advice regarding IBF
Pcst·doslng Agreement.
IAttorney- Client

un1ap~

PRIV01563

Email from counsel providing legal advice
rqarding draft cf USDA meeting minutes.

Document prepared by counsel, Michael Dunlap,
reflecting privileged mental impressions of legal
counsel regarding USDA meeting minutes.
(Attorney- Chent

<"/oaexchangelabsfou•exchange adminlstratfve

PRIVOISSS

1ega1

<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>, "Skipper, Kevin"
l<ksklpper@lgosafeguard.com>

Attachment tc email to counsel providing
Information for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding IBF Post·closing Agreement.

2/20/2014
<•Jo•exchangelabs/ou•exchange administrative
group
(fydlbohf23spdlt)/cn•redplents/cn-aeaS3bd2e4

PRIV01564

1/31/2014(3f40cab886ff9964206100-t201832•:~o

PRIV01565

1/30/2014

PRIV01566

<"/o•exchangelabs/ou•exchange administrative
group
(fydlbohf23spdlt)/cn•redplents/cncaeaS3bd2e4
1/2g/201413f4Ckab886ff9964206100-t201832">
(•Morin, Thelma" <tmorin@gosafeguard.com>

(•Skipper, Kevin" <ksklpper@gosafeguard.com>

FW: account protection

(Attorney- Cllent

!Attorney- 0/ent

Ema1l chain containing confidential
communications regarding account protection of
T3, Thurston, Teply,IBF, and/Of Docusource.
confidential communications regarding account
protection of T3, Thurston, Teply,IBF, and/or
Oocusoun:e

Expenses

Email chain containing confidential
communications regardmg USDA board meeting
minutes.
(Attorney- Cflent

RE: usda board notes

Email from counsel seeking Information frH the
purpose of provldmg legal advice regardmg USDA
board meeting minutes.
IAttorney- Client

FW: usda board notes

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regard1ng USDA board meeting minutes.

<" /osexchangelabs/ou~exchange administrative
group
(fydlbohf23spdlt)/cn=redplents/cn=aeaS3bd2e4

001828

PRIV01567

1/28/2014(3f40cab886ff9964206100-t201832•:~o

PRIV01568

<•to=exchangelabs/ou•exchange administrative
group
(fydlbohf23spdlt)/cn•redplents/cn:o:aeaS3bd2e4
1/27/2014l3f40cab886ff9964206100-t201832":~o
("Morin, Thelma" <tmorin@gosafeguard tom>

PRIV01569

("Morin, Thelma" <tmorln@lgosafeguard com>

Attorney- Client

,ocumenraraneab'/ M1ke uun~ap lOt the
1/24/2014

purpose of provid&nglegal advice regarding USDA
board meeting minutes.
(Attorney- Client
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Priv Log II

PRIV0!570

PRJVO!Sn

PRIV0!572

Bat~s

Beg

Bates End

Date

Email From

12/16/2013/.Morin, Thelma• <tmorln@gosafeguard com>

Email To

USDA Soard <usda@gosafeguard.com>

EmaiiCC
•Dunlap, Michael•
<mdunlap@lgosafeguard com>

Email Subl~ct
I
o~scrlption
-- - ~mau to cOUnsel pt0v1d1h& lhloriffaliOi'flOnhe
USDA Board notes from Octo~r 8, 2013 for your purpose of seeking legal advice regarding USDA
review
board meeUng minutes.

l

12/13/2013

8/18/2014/"Sklpper, Kevin• <ksklpper@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV0!573

7/9/2013

PRIV0!574

8/18/2014

PRIV0!575

8/18/2014

PRJV01576

8/18/2014

PRIV01577

6/30/2014

•Hussain, Shafina• <sbhanfl@)gosafeguard.com>,
/"Savoie, Suranna• <ssavole@gosafeguard com>

<mdunlap@lgosafeguard com>, •Savoie,
Suranna• <ssavole@gosafeguard.com>

Fw: Agreements

"Skipper, Kevin• <bklpper@gosafeguard.com>,
•Sutton, Scott" <ssutton@lgosafeguard.com>
IRE: release

I

Privilege

/Attorney· Olent

purpose of providing legal advice regarding USDA
board meeting minutes.
!Attorney· Client
]"EmHirom counsel seeK1ng ~n~ormatronrortne
purpose of prov{dlng legal advice regarding
/Attorney· Chent
multiple agreements.
IAttawment to eman from counsel seek1ng
Information for the purpose of provid1ng legal
!Attorney· Client
advice regarding multiple agreements.
jAttacnment to emanllom-counseJseeKrng
Information for the purpose of providing legal
!Attorney- Client
advice regarding multiple agreements.
/Attadlffienl to email ltDm counse1
Information for the purpose of providing legal
!Attorney· Client
advice regarding multiple agreements.
o emad from COUnsel SeeK1ng
Information for the purpose of providing legal
!Attorney· CNent
advice regarding multiple agreements.
ltmau to counsel prov1omg requestea
Information for the purpose of seeking lqal
advice rqardlng form of general release.
/Attorrw!Y- Client
'"6

PRIV01578

3/12/2013

PRIV0!579

1/16/2014I"Sutton, Scott• <ssutton@lgosafeguard com>

FW: IBf Pest-Closing Agreement (v2)

/"Hussain, Shaflna• <sbhanjl@gcsafeguard.com>

requested Information for the purpose of
seeking lqal advice regardmg form of general
release.
ttmau cnam coma1mng connaenua1
communications from counsel regarding IBF Pest-;
!Attorney· Cl1ent
Closing Agreement.
~Ol.i'nilirth.lii'I(Otlt<ntiln8

PR!VO!SSO

1/15/2014

PRIV01581

12/12/2013l•sutton, Scott• <nutton@gosafeguard.com>

PR!V01582

11/11/2013

PRIV01583

•Averitt, Donald"
8/22/2013l<dcnald aventt@gosafeguard.com>

FW:Ibf

!•Hussain, Shaflna• <sbhanjt@lgosafeguard.com>

•crark, Cassie• <cassle.dark@ldeluxe.com>,
•odella, Phil• <phd.cdeHa@ldeluxe.com>, "TTller·
Shumway, Amy• <atiUer@gosafeguard.com>,
"Jones, Rex• <rex.jones@'deluxe.com>, "Dunlap,
Mlchaer- <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>, "Ivy,
Dewayne• <dlvy@lgosaf~guard.com>, "Savoie,
Su:tanna• <ssavole@gosafeguard com>,
"Nordling. Brtan• <brian.nordllng@ldeluxe.com>,
•Sutton. Scott" <ssutton@lgosafeguard.com>,
"Sorrenti, J• <j.sorrentl@lgosafeguard.com>,
•McRoberts, Makolm.
<makolm.mcroberts@ldefuxe.com>, "Steen,
Susan• <susan.steen@ldeluxe.com>, "Scarglil,
Brian• <bscarg1N@deluxe.com>

confidential communications from counsel
regarding IBF Pest-Closing Agref'ment.
emau cna1n contammg tcnlrcJenthll
communications from counsel regardlngiBF
MSA.
~natnmem to eman tOdln tomam1ng
confidential communications from counsel
regarding IBF MSA.

IBF Due Diligence Review Deck· CALL to diScuss

EmaH to counsel and others reflecting pnvllege
mental impressions of counsel and se~klng
additional legal advice regarding IBF due
/d1Ugence.

Attorney· d1ent

!Attorney· Client

PRIV0!584

11/5/20131ssuttcn@lgosafeguard com

"Tiller-Shumway, Amy•
<atlller@lgosafeguard.com>

AN URGENT, CONFIDENTIAL FYI

Email between dient representatives diSCUssing
confidential legal advice from M1ke Dunlap
regarding account protection of T3, Thurston,
ITeply,IBF, and/or Docusource.
/Attorney· Cllent

PRIV0!585

"Dunlap, Michael"
8/28/2013l<mdunlap4?gosafeguard.com>

"TTller-Shumway, Amy"
<at,ller@Pgosafeguard.com>

Boise

purpose of providmg legal advice regardtng
account protection ofT3, Thurston, Teply,IBF,
land/or Docusource.

IAttorney- C!Jent

purpose of prcvldmg legal advice regarding
account protection ofT3, Thurston, Teply,IBF,
and/or Oocusource.

IAttorney· Olent

Ema1l from counsel providing legal advice
regarding account protection of T3, Thurston,
Teply,ISF, and/or Docusource.

/Attorney· Oient

Ema1l chain containing legal advice regarding
account protection of T3, Thurston, ISF, and/or
Oocuscurce.

IAttorney· CUent

PRJV01586

•eunlap, Michael"
8/28/2013/<mdunlap4?gosafeguard.com>

"Tiller·Shumway, Amy"
<at1Uer@gosafeguard.com>

"Dunlap, Michael"
11/7/2013/<mdunlap@lgosaf~guard,com>

<atlller@gcsafeguard.ccm>, •Lohr, Ruth•
<rlohr@gosafeguard.com>, ·skipper, Kevin"
<kskipper@lgosafeguard.com>

RE:Bolse

lllll!f•

001829

PRIV0!587

•Lunden, EUen" <elundentpgosafeguard.com>

IRE: 4G3/4C7

<•tc•exchangelabs/ou•exchange administrative
group
(fydibohf23spdltVcn=redplents/cn"268334ff964

PRIV0!588

1/13/2014l44be9998c8635SSdf93e~t43739S">

l•tunden, Ellen" <elunden@gosafeguard.com>

RE· Client Ust Compare TBeanJCis

n Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. (case No. CV·OC·1416400)
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Priv Log I

PRIV01589

I

Bates Beg

I

Bates End

Email From

Date

8/14/2013I"Sklpper, Kevin" <ksklpper@gosafeguard.com>
"T~Ier·Shumway,Amy'"

Email To

!~savoie, Sutanna" <ssavole(Dgosafeguard.com>

PRIV0!591

"SorrenU, J" <J.sorrentl@lgosafeguard.com>,
~Popelka, Michele"
<mpopelka@lgosafeguard.com>, "Roggenkamp,
Mark" <mroggenkamp@lgosafeguard.com>,
"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@lgosafeguard.com>, "Brooks, Roger•
<roger.brooks@deluxe com>, "Robison, Terry"
<troblson@lgosafeguard.com>, "Clark, Cassie"
<cass/e,dark@ldeluxe.com>, "Odella, Phil"
<phil,odella@ldeluxe.com>, "Jones, Rex"
<rex.Jones@deluxe.com>, -rlller·Shumway, Amy"
<atlller@gosafeguard.com>, "Ivy, Oewayne"
<dlvy@gosafeguard.com>, "Nordling. Brian"
<brian.nordllng@deluxe.com>, "Binnlg. B1ll"
<bill,blnnlg@gosafeguard.com>, "Santos, KeHye"
<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>, "Fogard, Billie Jo"
9/11/2013I"Savole, Sulanna" <ssavole@gosafeguard.com> l<biiUeJo.fogard@Jdeluxe com>

PRIV01592

2/18/2015

PRIV01595

l

PRIV0!597

11/13/2013

PRIV01596

11/13/2013

PRIV0!599

11/14/2013

Privile~e

!Attorney· d1ent

~~;;a;~::::~:!:~~o~;C~t:~rlc::::ry roregarding customer communication.

After Action Report· IBF

Email to counsel providing requested
Information for the purpose of seeking legal
adviCe regarding account protection of T3,
Thurston,IBF, and/or Oocusource.

I

MK.flae•

Attorney· d1ent

ltmainOl:ounsernque>ung-Iegara~

I IBF • APA Amendment
IFW: usda board notes

concerning account protecUon of T3, Thurston,
IBf, and/or Docusource.
mau from counsel provKhng legal adviCe
regardmg draft of USDA meeting minutes.

IAttorney· Client
Attorney • dlent

Document prepared by counsel, Michael Dunlap,
reflectmg privileged mental impressions of legal
counsel regarding USDA meeting minutes.
IAttorney. Client
purpose of seeking legal advice regarding IBF

"Dunlap, Michael (mdunlapf,pgosafeguard.com)"l
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>
"Skipper, Kevm" <ksklpper@gosafeguard.com>

"Sutton, Scott" <"/o-exchangelabs/ouo:exchange
administrative group
I"Ounlap, Michael (mdunlap@lgosafeguard.com)"
(fydlbohf23spdltVcn,.redplents/cn•163a84dS47 <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>, "Skipper, Kevin"
2/25/2014l654a13a969S585ab1443a~t437630">
<kslclpper@gosafeguard com>

001830

2/20/2014

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regardmg account protection of T3, Thurston,
IBF, and/or Oocusource.

Customer Letters

5/27/2014
"Sulton, Scott" <"/o-deluxe/ou•exchange
administrative group
11/14/2013!{fydlbohf23spdltl/cn•redplents/cn•t437630">

PRIV01601

"Secular, Oeno"
<deno.KOU!ar@lgosafeguard.com>, ~oerella,
Kevin" <kderella@lgosafeguard.com>, "Sutton,
Scott" <ssutton@lgosafeguard.com>, •Hussain,
Shafina" <sbhanJI@Igosafeguard.com>

<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>, "Skipper, Kevin"
8/16/2013I"Hussaln, Shaflna" <sbhanJI@gosafeguard.com> <ksklpper@lgosafeguard.com>
!"Sutton, Scott" <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>
··uunlap, Michael
S/28/2014 <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>
"Sorrenti, J" <J.sorrentl@gosafeguard.com>
"D•IIer, NiCki" <nlckl ddler@lgosafeguard com>

PRIV0!596

PRIV01600

Re: DO NOT RESPOND TO THts".JUST FVI.""FW.

Description

Savoie, for the purpose of seeking legal advice
regard•ng account protection of T3, Thurston,
IBf, and/or Oocusource.
uun~ap,

PRIV01594

I

Michele"
<mpopelka@lgosafeguard.com>

10/9/2013l<atlller@lgosafeguard.com>

Email Subied

~Ivy, Oewayne" <dlvy@gosafeguard.com>,
"Odella, Ph1l" <phil odeila@deluxe.com>,
"Lunden, Ellen" <elunden@gosafeguard.com>,
"TTIIer·Shumway, Amy"
<atlller@gosafeguard.com>, ~Derella, Kevin~
<kdereJia@gosafeguard com>, "Averitt, Donald"
<donald aver1tt@gosafeguard.com>, ~sutton,
Scott" <ssutton@lgosafeguard com>, ~Dunlap,
Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>
IRE: Customer SUUb Final 080813 ·IBF.xls

"Pop~ka.

PRIV0!590

PRIV01593

EmaiiCC

IFW: IBf Letter· Account Coverage and Tr.ansltion 'letter· Account Coverage and Transition
Assistance Guidelines

Guidelines
l"uawmem UJ eman1o counsel provrumg
Information for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding IBF letter· Account Coverage
and Transition Guidelines
Information for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding IBF letter· Account Coverage
and Transition Guidelines .
•uacnmem lU em;m uJ cuun:.t:l PfUYIUing
Information for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding IBF letter· Account Coverage
and Transition Guidelines.

FW. IBf Post Ooslng Agreement

Email to counsel providing Information for the
purpose of seeking legal advice regarding IBf
Post Closing Agreement.

IAttorney. Chent

Document prepared by S. Hussain for the
purpose of seeking legal advice from counsel
regarding IBF Post Closing Agreement.

!Attorney· Client

EXHIBITB
001831

T3 Enterprises, Inc., et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al.
Case No. CV·OC-1416400
DELUXE CORPORATION'S FIRST PRIVILEGE AND REDACTION LOG
PRIV 10/ STARTNO

DAlE

DOOJMENTTYPE

FROM

5/6/2013

Spreadsheet

legal Requirements/Planning

Odella, Ph1l

DELUXE_ID-0003498

8/20/2013

PowerPoJnt

Dunlap, Esq., Michael

Mitchell, Jennifer

DELUXE_ID.0003508

8/20/2013

PowerPoint

Dunlap, Esq., Michael

Mitchell, Jennifer

PRIV00001

00/00/0000

Word dOOJment

Oppenheimer Wotff & Donnelly

Deluxe Smart Sheets

DELUXE_10·0005230

00/00/0000

Spreadsheet

legal Department

Deluxe Smart Sheets

DELUXE_ID.0005237

00/00/0000

Spreadsheet

Legal Department

Deluxe Smart Sheets

PRIV00002

5/28/2013

E-mail

Dunlap. Esq., Michael

Mitchell, Jennifer: Sorrenti, J.J.

DELUXE_IO-oooo317

4/19/2013

E-mail

Sutton, Scott

Nordling, Brian

DELUXE_ID-0000340

4/22/2013

E-mail

Sutton, Scott

S0rren~,JJ.

PRIV00003

1/14/2014

E-mail

Bata,Jeff

Kirlin, Bob

PRIV00004

Spreadsheet

PRIVOOOOS

Word document

PRIV00006

7/26/2013

PRIV00007
PRIVOOOOS

calendar Item

10/28/2013

E·mail

PRIV00009

Word document
Spreadsheet

10/28/2013

E-ma~

PRIV00012

Word document

PRIV00013

Spreadsheet

9/11/2013

E·mail

DESIGNATION
Attorncy.CJient; Work
Product
Attorney.Oient; Work
Product
Attorney.C:Iient; Work
Product
Work Produ<t
Work Product

Work Product
Attomev<lient

SOrrenti, JJ.; Steen, Susan; dark,
Confidential communication from the client to en attorney for the purpose of
Cassie; Oerella, Kevin; Dunlap, Esq.,
seeking legal advice regarding deferred compensation agreement.
Michael; Skipper, Esq., Kevin

Attorney-Oient

Clark, Cassie; Bonet, Scott; Steen.
Susan

Cerelia, Kev•n; Nordhng, Brlan;
Dunlap. Esq., Michael; Ban:, Jeff;
Sutton, SCott; Botzet, Scott; Oark,
sle: Steen. Susan

Confldential communication between employees reflecting legal from an attorney
regarding ;ccount protection mitigation.
Confidential communication between employees as part of gathering Information
requested by an attorney to assist in providing legal advice and services recard10g
Safet!.uard revenue recoe:nition.
Confidential document attached to the immedrately precedmg ema11 regarding the
same.
Confidential document attached to the immediately preceding ematl regarding the
same.
Confidential communication from the client to an attorney for the purpose of
seeking Jegal advice reearding IBF Asset Purchase Agreement.

Attomey.client; Work
Product
Attorney-Client
Attorney·Chent
Attomey·CIIent

Attorney·Ciient

Confidential document attached to the Immediately preceding email regardlne: the
Work Product
same.

Bato,Jeff

Sutton, Scott; Clark.. Cassie; Dunlap,
Esq., Michael

Confidential communication from the client to an attorney for the purpose of
seeking legal advice regarding OocuSource post-closing adjustment.
Confidential document attached to the lmmedrately precedtng ematl for the
louroose of orovidinR leRal advice re2ardlnl! the same.
Confidential document attached to the lmmediatefy precedmg emarl for the
uroose of orovidine leeal advice re2ardinl! the same.

Kfme,Brenda

Sutton, Scott; Dunlap. Esq.,
Michael; Clark. Cauie; Derella.
Kevin; Skipper, Esq., Kevin;
Nnr llnJ!.. Br; n· R>t> Jpff

Confldential communication from the client to an attorney for the purpose of
seeking legal advice regarding OocuSource post--closing adjustment.

Savoie, SUzanna

l'""'en '•'"·'
Mlu•e c;
Roggenkamp, Mark; Otmlap, Esq.,
Michael; Brooks, Roger; Robison,
Terry; Clark, cassle; Odella, Phil;
Jones. Rex; TIIIer·Shumway, Amy;
Ivy, Dewayne; Nordling, Brbn;
Blnnlg. Bill; 5antos, KeUye; Fogard,

Attorney-client
Attorney-client
Attorney·Ciient

Attorney·Oient

Confidential document attached to the immedrately preceding email regardlnc the
Attorney·Chent
same.
Confidential document attached to the immediately preceding email for the
Attorney-Client
uroose of orovidine: leRal advice reRarding_the same.

eop•:••·

PRIV00014

DESCRIPTION
Confidential document reflecting leeal advice from an attorney regarding Project
Diamond leRal re_qulrements.
Confidential document reflecting legal advice from an attorney regarding IBF due
dilil!enc:e findlne:s.
Confidential document reflecting legal advice from an attorney regarding IBF due
dillv.enc:e flndlnRs.
Confidential document prepared by an attorney and providing legal advice
reRardinlo! non.disc:losure/non-comoete aereement.
Conffdentlal communication from an attorney to the client for the purpose of
rovidinP.IeP.:al advice reeardine: customer aereements.
Conffdential communication from an attorney to the client for the purpose of
rovldlne legal advice reeardin!' customer ae:reements.
Confidential communication from an attorney to the client for the purpose of
provldmg legal advice regarding assignment of DocuSource IT agreements.

Adobe PDF

PRIV00010

PRIVOOOll

Steen, Susan

COPIED

TO

OELUXE_ID-Q003438

Secular, Dena; Oerella, Kevin;
Sutton, Scott; Hussain, Sh.afina

Confidential communication from the dlent to an attorney for the purpose of
seekJng legal advice regarding After Action Report on the IBF transaction.

Attorney·Ciient

!.....
PRIVOOOlS

001832

PRIV00016

PowerPoint

9/26/2013

calendar Item

Haag, Drew

Nordling, Brian; Rowe; Esq., Sharon Noeosek, Chris

Confidential document attached to the Immediately preceding email regarding the
Attorneorcuent
same.
ConfidenUal communlcatJon from the client to an attorney for the purpose of
seeking legal advice regarding tax withholding requirements due to Ooc:uSource
Attorney-Client
aeaulsltlon.
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PRIV00018

Adobe PDF

PRIV00019

Adobe PDF

PRIV00020

Adobe PDF
10/28/2013

E-mail

PRIV00022

Word document

PRIV00023

Spreadsheet

PRIV00024

TO

COPIED

Adobe PDF

PRIV00017

PRIV00021

FROM

10/28/2013

E-mail

Boti,Jeff

Sutton, Scott; Clark. Cassie; Dunlap,
Nordling, Brian; Kime, Brenda
Esq., Michael

DESCRIPTION
Confidentiil document attached to the immediately preccd•ng email regarding the
same.
Confidential document attached to the Immediately preceding email regarding the
same.
Confidential document attached to the immediately precedmg email regarding the
same.
Confidential document attached to the Immediately precedtng email regardlng the
same.
Confidential communication from the client to an attorney for the purpose of
seeking legal advice regarding DocUSource post-dosinc adjustment.
Confidential document attached to the immediately precedmg email for the
urpose of providinR leRal advice ref{ardin~~:: the same.
Confidential document attached to the Immediately preceding email for the
lpuroose of seekin!lle~:al advice reRardln~ the same.

Klme, Brendo

Sutton, Scott; Dunlap, Esq.,
Michael; Oark, Cassie; Oerella,
Kevin; Skipper, Esq., Kevin;

Confidential communication from the client to an attorney for the purpose of
seeking legal advice regarding OocuSource post-closing adjustment

DESIGNATION
Attom-ey..CIIent
Attorney-dient
Attorney·dient
Attomey.Client
Attomey-Oient
Attomey-Oient
Attorney-Client

Attorney-Client

INonllin• Brl•n· "'''· J•ff
PRIV0002S

Word document

PRIV00026

Spreadsheet

DELUXE_ID.()()00707

9/30/2013

E·mall

Confidential document attached to the immediately preceding email for the
uroose of seekine:lee:al advice ree:ardinP. the same.
Confidential document attached to the immediately preceding email for the
uroose of seekinl! leRal advice reeardine: the sam!!.
Savoie, Suzanna

Clark, Cassie; Wr1ght, Heather;
Nordllng, Brian; Dunlap, Esq.,
Sutton, Scott; Oerella, Kevin
Michael; Skipper, Esq., Kevin; Tiller·
h

PRIV00027

9/26/2013

calendar Item

PRIV00028

Adobe PDF

PRIV00029

Adobe PDF

PRIV00030

Adobe PDF

PRIV00031

Adobe PDF

PRIV00032

7/26/2013

Calendar Item

Hoag, Drew

Derella, Kevin

mw:~ov

Nordling, Brian; Rowe, Esq., Sharon Nogoselc. Chris

Bata, Jeff; souet. Scott; Clark,
Cassie; DereUa, Kevin; Dunlap, Esq.,
Michael; Nordling. Brian; Steen.

4/22/2013

E-mail

Steen, Susan

Sutton, SCOtt; McRoberts, Malcolm Sorrenti, JJ.; Odella, Phil

DELUXE_ID-0000987

5/3/2013

E-mail

Sorrenti, JJ.

McRoberts, Malcolm

DELUXE_I[).()()Q()989

5/3/2013

E-mail

McRoberts, Malcolm

Sorrenti, JJ.

DELUXE_ID-0000991

5/3/2013

E·mall

Sorrentl, JJ.

McRoberts, Malcolm

DELUXE_ID-0000998

10/4/2013 ' PowerPoint

legal Update

McRoberts, Malcolm

DELUXE_ID.0001009

9/12/2013

Sorrenti, JJ.

McRoberts, Malcolm

001833

··---

4/19/2013

E·mall
--

Nordling. Brian

Attorney-Client

Attomey..Ciient

Sutton, Scott

Attorney-client
Attomey·Ciient
Attomey·Cllent
Attorney-alent

!

I
I
I

'
I

Attorney<lient

Attorney-Client
I

DELUXE_I£).()()00866

DELUXE_ID.0001411

Confidential communication from the chent to an attorney for the purpose of
seeking legal advice regarding tax withholding requirements due to OocuSource
acouisition.
Confidential document attached to the immediately preceding ema1l regarding the
same.
Confldentlal document attamtd to the immediately preceding email regarding the
same.
Confidential document attached to the Immediately preceding email regarding the
same.
COofKiential document attached to the Immediately preceding email regarding the
same.
Confidential communication from the client to an attorney for the purpose of
seeklne: leeal advice regarding lBF Asset Purchase Agreement.

Adobe PDF

E·mail

I

Am

"""' <urron <rnn
PRIV00033

Confidential communication from the client to an attorney for the purpose of
seeking legal advice regarding payments made to OocuSource.

Attorney-Client

Confidential document attached to the Immediately preceding email regardlnc the
same.
ConfKiential communication between employees reflecting legal from an attorney
rel!ardine: account orotection matters.
Confidential document reflecting legal advice from an attorney regarding a
urchase a2reement.
Confidential document reflectine: legal advice from an attorney regarding a
urchase aP.:reement.
Confidential document reflecting legal advice from an attorney regarding a
urchase aa:reement.
Confidential document reflecting legal advice from an attorney regarding status of
comoanv·wide lee:al issues.
Confidential communication from the client to an attorney for the purpose of
seekln~t le~al advice re~ardinl! IBF transaction.

Sorrenti, JJ.: Steen, Susan; Clark.
Confidential communication from the client to an attorney for the purpose of
Cassie; Oerella. Kevin; Dunlap, Esq.,
seeking legal advke regarding deferred compensation agreement.
Michael; Skipper, Esq., Kevin

Attomey-CUent; Work
Product
Attomey<llent
Work Product
Work Product
Work Product

I

Attorney-Client; Work
Product
Attorney-Client

Attorney-Client

------
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DATE
9/26/2013

DOCUMENT TYPE
Calendar Item

PRIV00035

Adobe PDF

PRIV00036

Adobe PDF

PRIV00037

Adobe PDF

PRIV00038

Adobe PDF

PRIV00039

9/26/2013

C3Jendar Item

PRIV00040

Adobe PDF

PRIV00041

Adobe PDF

PRIV00042

Adobe PDF

PRIV00043

Adobe PDF

PRIV00044

9/26/2013

calendar Item

PRIV00045

Adobe PDF

PRIV00046

Adobe PDF

PRIV00047

Adobe PDF

PRIV0004B

Adobe PDF

PRIV00049

B/16/2013

PRIVDOOSO

PRIVDOOS1

E-mail

FROM
Hoag,Orew

COPIED

TO
Hoag, Drew; Rowe, Esq., Sharon:
Nordling, Brian

Nogosek, Chris

Conffdential dcx:ument attached to the Immediately precedine email regarding the
same.
Confidential dcx:ument attached to the immedtately preceding email regardlflg the
same.
Confidential document attached to the immediately preceding email regardinB the
same.
Confidential document attached to the immediately preceding email reg01rding the
same.
Haag, Drew

Hoag,Orew

Graff, David

Rowe, Esq., Sharon

Hoag. Drew; Rowe, Esq., Sharon;
Nordling, Brian

Broker, Shelby

Confidential communication from th-e client to an attorney for the purpose of
seeking legal advice reg;rdlng t;x requirements due to Dcx:uSource acquisition.

Nogosek, Chris; Cramlet. Debbie

Confidential document attached to the immediately preceding email for the
Iouroose of seekln2 feRal advice re~~:ardin.l! the sa me.
Conftdential document attached to the Immediately preceding email for the
uroose of seekine: le2al advice rerardine: the same.
Confidential document attached to the lmmediatety preceding email for the
louroose of seekinR le2al advice re2ardin2 the same.
Confidential document attached to the immediately preceding email for the
umose of seekin~r leeal dvice reRardin2 the same.
Confidential communication from the client to an attorney for the purpose of
seeking legal advice regarding deferred compensation agreement with
OocuSource.
Confidential document attached to the immediatefy preceding emoul for the
uroose of seekinl! leP.al advice ref!ardine: the same.
Confidential document attached to the fmmedfatefy precedmg email for the
uroose of seekln!:! le!:!al advke re2ardlnP. the same.
Confidential document attached to the immediately preceding email for the
louroose of scekimi!: lce:al advice rce:ardine: the same.
Confidential document attached to the Immediately preceding email for the
uroose ofseekine leeal advke reeardlne the same.

SChram, Lee; McRoberts, Malcolm;
Scarfone, Esq., Tony; Po~. David;
Atkins Wa ne

Confidential communication from the client to an ;ttomey for the purpose of
seeking legal advice regarding potential partnerships and acquisitions.

E-mail

DESIGNATION
Attorney-Client
Attorney-Client
Attorney..Oient
Attorney-client
Attorney.Ciient
Attorney.Ciient
Attomey..Ciient
Attorney-Client
Attorney-Client

i
I

I

Attorney-Client
Attomey-Citent
Attorney-Client
Attorney..Ciicnt
Attorney-client
Attorney-Client
Attorney-client

Confidential document attached to the immediately preceding email regardrng the
Attorney-Client
same.

Word document

2/1/2013

DESCRIPTION
Confidential communkatfon from the client to an attorney for the purpose of
seeking Jee;al advice regarding tax requirements due to OocuSource acquisition.

Graff, David

Schram, lee; McRoberts, Malcolm;
Scarfone, Esq.• Tony; RadewakJ,
Laura; Poles, David; Atkins, Wayne;

Confidential communication from the client to an attorney for the purpose of
seeking legal advice reeardine potent~l acquisitions and partnerships.

Attorney-client

Johoson~Ch

PRIV00052

PRIV00053

2/15/2013

PRIVOOOS4

PRIVOOOSS

001834

PRIVOOOSS

E-mail

Graff, David

chram,lee; McRoberts, Millcolm;
Sc>rfone, Esq., Tony; Rodewald,
Laura: Poles. David; Atkins, Wayne:
rh
n

Graff, Davtd

Schram, lee; McRoberts, Malcolm;
Scarfone, Esq •• Tony; Radewald,
Laura; Poles. David; Atkins, Wayne;
,~ rh>rl

Graff, Oavld

Schram, Lee: McROberts, Malcolm;
Scarfone, Esq., Tony; Radewald,
Laura; Poles, David; Atkfns, Wayne;
John<on. Chad

Confidential communication from the client to an attorney for the purpose of
seeking legal advice regarding potential acquisitions and partnerships.

2/22/2013

E-mail

Confident~! communication from the chent to an attorney for the purpose of
seekln& lee;al advice regarding potential acquisitions and partnerships.

E-mail

Attomey..Oient

Confidential document attached to the immediately preceding email recardlng the
Attorney-client
same.

Word document

2/B/2013

Attomey..CIIent

Confidential document attached to the immediately preceding emarl regardrng the
Attomey..CIIent
same.

Word document

PRIVOOOS6

PRIV00057

COnfidential document ;ttached to the •mmediately precechng emarl regardrng the
Attorney..Ciient
same.

Word document

COnftdentlal communication from the client to an attorney for the purpose of
seeking legal advice regarding potential acquisitions and partnerships.

Attomey.Ciient

Confidential document attached to the immediately preceding email regardmg the
Attomey.Ciient
same.

Word document
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PRIV 10/STARTNO
PRIVOOOS9

DATE
1/25/2013

E·mail

FROM

Gr;ff, David

TO
SChram, Lee; McRoberts, Malcolm;
Scarfone, Esq .. Tony; Rodewald,
Laura; Poles~ David; Atkins, Wayne;
Ch
hn

7/S/2013

E·mail

Confidentlal communication from the client to an attorney for the purpose of

seeking legal advice regarding potential acquisitions and partnerships.
Confidential document attached to the immediately preceding email regarding the

same.
Graff, David

Schram, lee: McRoberts, Malcolm;
Scarfone, Esq., Tony; Poles, David;

Conftdentlal communication from the client to an attorney for the purpose of
seeking legal advice regarding potential a<:quisitions and partnerships.

Atkins, Wayne; Johnson, Chad

PRIV00063

6/14/2013

6/21/2013

6/7/2013

Confidential communlcatJon from the client to an attorney for the purpose of
seeking legal advice regardlne potential acquisitions and partnerships.

E·mail

E·mail

3/1/2013

E·mail

Attorney-client

Attomey..Oient

Attomey<llent

Attomey..(flcnt

Confidential document attached to the immediately preceding email regarding the
Attomey<lient
same.
Groff, David

Schram, lee; McRoberts, Malcolm:
Scarfone, Esq., Tony; Poles, David;
Atkins. Wayne; Johnson, Chad

Confidential communication from the client to an attorney for the purpose of
seeking legal advice regarding potential acquisitions and partnerships.

Attorney-client
I

Confidential document attached to the immediately preceding email regarding the
Attomey-cllent
same.
Groff, David

SChram, lee; McRoberts, Malcolm;
SCarfone, Esq., Tony; PoJes, David;
Atkins, Wayne; Johnson, Chad

Confidential communication from the client to an attorney for the purpose of
see kine le&al advice ree:ardlng potential acquisitions and partnerships.

Attorney..CIIent

Conf.c!ential document attached to the immediately prccedmg cmatl regarding the
Attorney-Client
same.

Word document

PRIV00068

PRIV00069

Schram, Lee; McRoberts:, Malcolm;
Scarfone, Esq., Tony; Poles, David;
Atkins, Wayne; Johnson, Chad

Word document

PRIV00066

PRIV00067

Graff, OavJd

Word document

PRIV00064

PRIVOD065

E-mail

DESIGNATION

Confidential dowment attached to the immediately preceding email regarding the
Attomey<llent
same.

Word document

PRIV00062

DESCRIPTION

COPIED

Word document

PRIV00060

PRIV00061

DOCUMENT TYPE

Poles, David

Schram, lee; McRoberts, Malcolm;
SCarfone, Esq., Tony; Radewakf,
Laura; Poles, David; Atkins, Wayne;

Confidential communkation from the client to an attorney for the purpose of
seeking legal advice regarding potential acquisitions and partnerships.

i

Attorney-Client

Johnson. Chad

PRJV00071

Confidential document attached to the Immediately precedtng email regarding the
Attorney-Client
same.

Word document

PRIVOD070

3/15/2013

E·mail

Graff, David

Schram, Lee; McRoberts, Malcolm;
SCarfone, Esq, Tony; Radewald,
laura; Poles. David; Atkins, Wayne:

Confidential communication from the tlient to an attorney for the purpose of
seeking legal advice regarding potential acquisitions and partnerships.

Attomey..Ciient
I

Johnson. Chad

Word document

PRIVOD072

PRIV00073

3/23/2013

Graff, David

3/8/2013

E-mail

I

Confidential communication from the client to an attorney for the purpose of
seeking Jegal advice regarding potential acquisitions and partnerships.

I

Attomey<Jient

Confidential document attached to the: immediately preceding emall regarding the
Attomey.CJient
same.

Word document

PRJVOD074

PRIV00075

E·mail

Schram, Lee; McRoberts, Malcolm:
Scarfone, Esq., Tony; Poles, David;
Atkins. Wayne; Johnson, Chad

Confidential document attached to the immediately preceding email regardins the
Attomey-dient
same.

Graff, David

Schram, Lee: McRoberts, Malcolm;
Scarfone, Esq., Tony; Radewald,
Laura; Poles, David; Atkins. Wayne;

Confidential communication from the client to an attorney for the purpose of
seeking legal advice regarding potential acquisitions and partnerships.

Attomey..Ciient

Johnson. Chad

PRIV00077

001835

PRIV00078

Confidential document attached to the lmmediatefy preceding email regarding the
Attorney-Client
same.

Word document

PRIV00076

5/10/2013

E·mall

Graff, David

Schram, lee; McRoberts, MalcoJm;
Scarfone, Esq., Tony; Poles, David;
Atkins, Wayne; Johnson, Chad

Confidential communication from the client to an attorney for the purpose of
seeking Jea:al advice reg;rdlng potential acquisitions and partnerships.

Attomey..Ciient

Confldcmtial document attached to the immediately preceding email regarding the
Attorney..CIIent
same.

Word document
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PRIV00079

DATE
5/3/2013

PRIV00080

PRIV00081

DOCUMENT TYPE

E·mail

FROM

Graff, David

COPIED

TO

SChram, lee; McRoberts, Malcolm;
Scarfone, Esq., Tony; Poles, David:
Atkins, Wayne; Johnson, Chad

Confidential communication from the client to an attorney for the purpose of
seek1ng legal advice regarding potential acquisitions and partnerships.
Confidential document attached to the Immediately preceding email regard1ne: the

Word document

5/31/2013

E-mail

same.
Graff, David

Schram, Lee; McRoberts, Malcolm;
Scarfone, Esq., Tony; Poles, David;

Confidential communication from the client to an attorney for the purpose of
seeking legal advice regarding potential acquisitions and partnerships.

Atkins, Wayne; Johnson, Chad
PRIV00082
PRIV00083

8/9/2013

COnfidential communl~tJon from the client to an attorney for the purpose of
seeking legal advlce regarding potential acquisitions and partnerships.

E·mail

8/2/2013

PRIV00088

E·mail

Attomey-Oient

Attomey-Oient

Attornev·Oient

Attomev<lient

Confidential document attached to the immediately preceding email regarding the
Attorney-client
same.
Graff, David

Schram, Lee; McRoberts, Malcolm;
Scarfone, Esq., Tony; Poles, David;
Atkins Wavne

Graff, David

Schram, lee; McRoberts, Malcolm;
Scarfone, Esq., Tony; Poles, David;
Atkins Wavne

Confidential communicadon from the client to an attorney for the purpose of
seeking legal advice regarding potentlal acqulsltlons and partnerships.

Attomey·CIIent

Confidential document attached to the immediately preceding email regarding the
Attomey..CIIent
same.

Word document

PRIV00086
PRIV00087

Graff, David

Schram, lee; McRoberts, Malcolm;
Starfone, Esq., Tony; Poles, David;
Atkin< Wavne

Word document

PRIV00084
PRIVOOOSS

E·mail

DESIGNATION

Confidential document attached to the immediately preceding email regarding the
Attomey..Cilent
same.

Word document
8/23/2013

DESCRIPTION

Confidentlal communication from the client to an attorney for the purpose of
seeking Jegal advice regarding potential acquisiUons and partnerships.

Word document

DELUXE_ID.0003042

8/21/2013

E-mail

Legal

Nordling, Brian

DELUXE_IO.Q003112

4/19/2013

E·mall

Nordling, Brian

Sutton, Scott

Attomey.CIIent

Confidential document attached to the immediately preced.ng email regarding the
Attomev·CIIent
same.
Confidential communication between empJoyees reflecting: legal from an attorney Attomey..Ciient; Work
re""ardimr IBF a!:!reements and reoorts.
Product
Sorrentl,JJ.; Steen, Susan; Clark,
Confidential communication from the client to an attorney for the purpose of
Cassie; Cerelia, Kevln; Dunlap, Esq.,
seeking legal advice regarding deferred compensation agreement.
Michael; Skipper, Esq., Kevin

Attomev..Ciient
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DATE

FROM

DOCUMEIIITTYPE

5/16/2013 PowerPoint

Dunlap, Esq .• Michael

Steen, Susan

DELUXE_ID.0000531

8/22/201 3 Adobe PDF

Dunlap, ES<J., Mlchoel

Steen, Susan

DELUXE_ID·0000701

S/8/2013 Adobe PDF

Nordllne. Brian

Sutton, Scott; Bata, Jeff; Johnson,
Jeff; Botzet, Scott; Steen, Susan

Nordling, 8rian

Sutton, Scott: Bata, Jeff; Johnson,
Jeff; Botzet, Scott; Steen, Susan

DELUXE_I0.0000710

5/8/2013 Adobe PDF

DELUXE_ID.0001010

9/11/2013 Adobe PDF

DELUXE_ID.0001160

5/16/201

DELUXE_ID.OQ01407

PowerPoint

5/8/2013 Adobe PDF

Dunlap, Esq., Michael

Hoag.Drew

Nordling, Brian

Sutton, Scott; Bata, Jeff; Johnson,
Jeff; Botzet. Scott; Steen, Susan

Dunlap, ES<J., Michael

8/22/2013 Adobe PDF

DELUXE_ID-ll002469

4/30/2013 Adobe PDF

Dunlap, Esq., Michael

Hoag.Drew

DELUXE_ID-ll003329

S/1/2013 Adobe PDF

Dunlap, Esq., Michael

Mitchell, Jennifer

DELUXE_ID-ll003344

4/30/2013 PowerPoint

Dunlap, Esq., Michael

Mitchell, Jennifer

DELUXE_ID-ll003362

4/30/2013 PowerPoint

Dunlap, Esq., Michael

Mitchell, Jennifer

DELUXE_ID-ll003474
DELUXE_ID-ll003478
DELUXE_ID-ll003487

9/11/201, Adobe PDF
9/4/2013 PowerPoint
8/22/2013 Adobe PDF

lo.o.

Kevin

Mitchell, Jennifer

Dunlap, Esq., MJchael

Mitchell, Jennifer

DESIGNATION

Attorney-Client; Work
Product
Attorney-Client; Work
Product

Dunlap, Esq., Michael; Skipper,
Esq., Kevin

Confidential communication from the client to an attorney for the purpose of
seeking fecal advice regardmg stock purchase agreement.

Attorney-Client

Dunlap, Esq., Michael; Skipper,
Esq., Kevin

Confidential communkatlon from the client to an attorney for the purpose of
seeking legal advice regarding stock purchase agreement.

Attorney-Client

Confidential document attached to DELUXE_ID-0001009 for the purpose of
rovldimr leaal advice reP.ardlnR the same.
Confidential document reflecting leeal advke from an attorney regard ina Project
Diamond due dllf ence findln&s.
Dunlap, Esq., Michael; Skipper,
Esq., Kevin

Confidential communication from an attorney to the client for the purpose of
provJdlng legal advice regardlne stock purchase agreement.
Confidential document prepared by an attorney and providing legal advice
rerrardln~' IBF due dilll!ence summarv renorts
Confidential document reflecting legal advice from an attorney rca:arding Project
Diamond due dilil!ence findinf!'S.
Confidential document reflectlne legal advice from an attorney regarding ProJect
Diamond due dllll!ence flndlnf!'s.
Confidential document reflecting legal advice from an attorney regarding Project
Diamond due diligence findinP.s.
Confidential doa.Jment reflecting legal advice from an attorney regarding Form
·Svstems due diligence flndlnRs.
Confidential communication from an attorney to the: dient for the purpose of
rovldin2lei!al advice regard ina franchise develooment
Confidential communication from an attorney to the client for the purpose of
rovldin2le2al advice regard in~ franchise develooment.
Confidential document reflecting legal advice from an attorney regard1ng IBF due
d11il!ence findin~s.

Mitchell, Jennifer

Dunlap, Esq., Michael; Skipper,
Eso. Kevin

DESCRIPTION

Confidential document reflecting legal advice from an attorn~y regarding Pro~ct
Diamond due dilhzence findimzs.
Confidential document reflectmg legal advice from an attorney regarding IBF due
dili ence.

Haag, Drew

DELUXE_ID-ll002445

Dunlap, Esq., Michael; Skipper,

COPIED

TO

DELUXE_ID-0000425

I

Attorney-Client
Attorney·Oient; Work
Product
Attorney.Ciient
Attomey·Oient; Work
Product
Attomey-Oient; Work
Product

:~~y..Ciient; Work

1

Attorney·Ciient; Work '
Product
Attorney-client; Work
Product
Work Product
Work Product
Attorney·Oient; Work
Product
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Doug Luther
Steve Schossberger <sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com>
Wednesday, January 27, 2016 8:50 AM
Doug Luther
RE: Supplement to Motion to Challenge Defendants' Designations and Redactions
[IWOV-DMSMSG1.FID672547]

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Good morning Doug:
Thanks for the heads up. We'll take a look and see what we can do.
Steve
From: Doug Luther [mailto:dluther@mulcahyllp.com]

Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 2016 6:23PM
To: Steve Schossberger
Cc: James Mulcahy; Kevin Adams;·clay Gill; Barbara Calvert; Reeder, Christopher S.; Lew, Wesley W.; Dane Bolinger

Subject: Supplement to Motion to Challenge Defendants' Designations and Redactions
Steve,
In addition to the documents noted in our Motion to Challenge Defendants' Designations and Redactions and associated
declarations, we intend to challenge the use of the attorney-client privilege as to many of the (1) documents withheld by
Defendants in their entirety; and (2) documents produced (or withheld) by SBS on November 13, 2015 and thereafter
with the assistance of counsel for Deluxe.
I.·

Documents Produced Prior to November 13, 2015

We intend to challenge the attorney-client privilege designation and have the Court conduct an in camera review as to
the following documents withheld by Defendants in their entirety:
PRIV00266-PRIV00267
PRIV00308-PRIV00311
PRIV00333-PRIV00334
PRIV00355-PRIV00356
PRIV00411
PRIV00472-PRIV00477
PRIV00516-PRIV00517
PRIV00523-PRIV00524
PRIV00560-PRIV00561
PRIV00607-PRIV00610
PRIV00642 -PRIV00643
PRIV00646-PRIV00648
PRIV00653-PRIV00658
PRIV00678-PRIV00679
PRIV00692-PRIV00693
PRIV00736-PRIV007 40
PRIV00745-PRIV00750
PRIV00763
PRIV00772-PRIV00773
1
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PRIV00791
PRIV00803-PRIV00807
PRIV00813-PRIV00815
PRIV00848-PRIV00849
PRIV00888-PRIV00925
PRIV00929-PRIV00931
PRIV00947-PRIV00949
PRIV00980-PRIV00981
PRIV01026-PRIV01043
PRIV01066-PRIV01070
PRIV01083-PRIV01088
PRIV01091-PRIV01098
PRIV01161-PRIV01162
PRIV01165-PRIV01174
PRIV01234-PRIV01248
PRIV01287
PRIV01298
PRIV01303
PRIV01344
PRIV01377-PRIV01379
PRIV01415
PRIV01424
PRIV01459-PRIV01465
PRIV01469
PRIV01510-PRIV01521
PRIV01532-PRIV01536
PRIV01548-PRIV01552
PRIV01555-PRIV01556
PRIV01558-PRIV01559
PRIV01564-PRIV01565
PRIV01577-PRIV01578
PRIV01583-PRIV01593
PRIV01596-PRIV01599
11.

Documents Produced on November 13, 2015 and Thereafter

We will also supplement the Motion by asking for an in camera review of the following documents produced with the
assistance of Deluxe's counsel:

PRIV00014-PRIV00015
PRIV00049-PRIV00088
DELUXE_ID-0000340
DELUXE_ID-0000425
DELUXE_ID-0000531
DELUXE_ID-0000866
DELUXE_ID-0000987
DELUXE_ID-0000989
DELUXE_ID-0000991
DELUXE_ID-0001009
DELUXE_ID-0001010
DELUXE_ID-0001160
DELUXE_ID-0002445
2
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DELUXE_ID-0002469
DELUXE_ID-0003329
DELUXE_ID-0003344
DELUXE_ID-0003362
DELUXE_ID-0003438
DELUXE_ID-0003474
DELUXE_ID-0003478
DELUXE_ID-0003498
DELUXE_ID-0003508
DELUXE_ID-0005237
Pursuant to the authority presented in the Memorandum in support of Plaintiffs' Motion, we intend to challenge the use
of the attorney-client privilege designation as to each of these documents.
Let us know whether you would be willing to withdraw the privilege designation as to any of these documents. We
intend to proceed with filing supplemental pleadings attaching the challenged documents (where we have redacted
versions) and bringing the Court's attention to the above documents that have been withheld on privilege grounds. To
the extent you maintain that a privilege is applicable as to any of these documents, please provide the Court with
unredacted versions of the documents for the in camera review.
Best,
Doug Luther
Mulcahy LLP
4 Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Tel: 949-252-9377
Fax.: 949-252-0090
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
www.mulcahyllp.com
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation;)
Case No. CV-OC-1416400
and THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC., an
)
Idaho corporation,
)
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD
BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S
)
Plaintiffs,
)
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS'
)
MOTION
TO CHALLENGE
vs.
)
DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS
AND REDACTIONS
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., a )
Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD
)
ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Delaware
)
corporation; TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, an
)
individual; JAMIE MCCORMICK, an
)
individual; MICHAEL DUNLAP, an individual;)
IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC. an Idaho
)
corporation; JAMES DUNN, an individual;
)
JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
)
company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited
)
liability company; FORM SYSTEMS INC. dba )
DOCUSOURCE PRINT MANAGEMENT, an )
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S OPPOSITION
TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS'
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS- 1
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Oregon corporation; DELUXE
)
CORPORATION, a Minnesota corporation; and)
DOES 1-10,
)

~

Defendants.

COME NOW the above named Defendant, Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.'s
("Safeguard" or "Defendant"), by and through its undersigned counsel of record, Steven F.
Schossberger and Dane A. Bolinger of Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, and pursuant to
Idaho Rule of Evidence 502 and this Court's Order, submits this Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion
to Challenge Defendants' Designations and Redactions. In support of this Opposition, Safeguard
state as follows:

I.

FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND

As this Court is aware, on Wednesday, January 20, 2016, the parties appeared before this
Court and at the conclusion of that hearing, the Court stated it would conduct an in camera
inspection of the documents that the Plaintiffs now claim should be produced by the Defendants
without redactions or "Attorneys' Eyes Only" designations or without privileged designations.
On February 2, 2016, Safeguard's counsel sent a letter to Plaintiffs' counsel noting that it would
was withdrawing its privilege claim as to a substantial number of documents, and this is without
any waiver as to Safeguard's privilege claims over the remaining documents being withheld.
However, as to the following documents, Safeguard continues to assert that they are protected
from discovery by the attorney-client privilege and work-product doctrines:
Privilege
applicable)
PRIV 01623

Number

(if Bates Beg

DEFS0028169

Bates End
DEFS0028174

DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S OPPOSITION
TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS'
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PRIV 01657

DEFS0039350

DEFS0039351

PRIV01674

DEFS0039837

DEFS0039840

PRIV 01675

DEFS0039841

DEFS0039844

PRIV 01682

DEFS0040116

DEFS0040117

PRIV 01721

DEFS0057093

DEFS0057095

PRIV 01732

DEFS0057153

DEFS0057153

PRIV 01734

DEFS0057252

DEFS0057253

PRIV 01737

DEFS0057273

DEFS0057274

PRIV 01797

DEFS0087088

DEFS0087089

PRIV 01799

DEFS0087092

DEFS0087094

n/a

DEFS0039368

DEFS0039374

(See Bolinger Decl. at Exh. A, 2/2/16 Schossberger Letter to Mulcahy.)

In addition, on or about January 28, 2016, Plaintiffs filed a "Supplemental Brief in

Support of Motion to Challenge Defendants' Designations and Redactions" and supporting
materials. In response, as with the previous set of challenges, Safeguard reviewed the identified
documents and decided to withdraw their privilege claims as to certain documents in a good-faith
effort to resolve at least some of this dispute without court involvement. (See Bolinger Decl. at
Exh. B, February 5, 2016 Bolinger Letter to Mulcahy.) However, Safeguard contends that the
following documents continue to qualify as privileged and will be submitted without redaction to
the Court in camera:
Privilege Number (if Bates Beg
applicable)

Bates End

Control Number

PRIV 00411

n/a

CONTROL0134042

n/a

DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S OPPOSITION
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PRIV 00607

nfa

nfa

CONTROL0140382

PRIV 00647

nfa

nfa

CONTROL0121385

PRIV 00653

nfa

nfa

CONTROL0444210

PRIV 00678

nfa

nfa

CONTROL0185260

PRIV 00773

nfa

nfa

CONTROL0243625

PRIV 00791

nfa

nfa

CONTROL0441441

PRIV 00813

nfa

nfa

CONTROL0096112

PRIV 00848

nfa

nfa

CONTROL0238217

PRIV 00925

nfa

nfa

CONTROL0386005

PRIV 00929

nfa

nfa

CONTROL0437474

PRIV 01040

nfa

nfa

CONTROL0185725

PRIV 01170

nfa

nfa

CONTROL0305105

PRIV 01234

nfa

nfa

CONTROL0299003

PRIV 01298

nfa

nfa

CONTROL0456706

PRIV 01469

nfa

nfa

CONTROL0454065

PRIV 01518

nfa

nfa

CONTROL0096099

PRIV 01532

nfa

nfa

CONTROL0168141

PRIV 01535

nfa

nfa

CONTROL0239646

PRIV 01593

nfa

nfa

CONTROL0444344

PRIV 01596

nfa

nfa

CONTROL0473790

PRIV 01597

nfa

nfa

CONTROL0473791

On February 2, 2016, this Court's Staff Attorney, Ms. Giovanna M. McLaughlin, emailed
the parties regarding how the Court would like the above-referenced documents to be submitted

DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S OPPOSITION
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for in camera review. (See Bolinger Decl. Ex. C, 2/2/2016 McLaughlin Email to Counsel.)
Specifically, the Court requested that the Plaintiffs submit to Defendants a list of the documents
at issue, and that then the Defendants would submit unredacted copies with "UR" (for
unredacted) appended to the bates-label of the unredacted documents. (/d.) The Court further
requested that the unredacted copies be culled of all duplicates. (/d.) Pursuant to instructions
from Ms. McLaughlin, Defendants will prepare and submit such documents to the Court on or
before Wednesday, February 10,2016.

II.

ARGUMENT

The documents submitted by Safeguard to this Court in camera and identified in the lists
above, are
. protected from discovery by the attorney-client privilege and/or the work-product.
privilege as recognized under Idaho law. Accordingly, for the following reasons, this Court
should deny Plaintiffs' Motion.

A.

Documents to and From Safeguard's In-House Counsel, Mike Dunlap and Kevin
Skipper, Have Been Properly Withheld or Redacted on the Basis of the AttorneyClient and Work-Product Privileges.
Plaintiffs erroneously argue that Safeguard has improperly invoked privilege claims over-

documents sent to and from Safeguard's in-house counsel, Mike Dunlap and Kevin. Skipper,
because, according to Plaintiffs, the attorney-client and/or work-product privileges do not apply:
1) to documents related to "the due diligence of the IBF and DocuSource acquisitions"; 2) to
documents relating to "monitoring customer sales"; and 3) to documents relating to
"corresponding with Plaintiffs and internally regarding where there are cross-over customers."
(See Plaintiffs' Memo. at p. 6.) Plaintiffs argument fails because Defendant Safeguard has only

withheld_ communications or documents to or from Safeguard's in-house counsel seeking or
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S OPPOSITION
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rendering legal advice and/or containing thoughts and impressions about issues anticipated by
the present litigation. These documents include some discussing the legal consequences and
concerns of the acquisition of IBF and DocuSource, the legal consequences and concerns of
customer sales; and the legal consequences of account protection, but that does not entitle
Plaintiffs to defeat the privilege claim under Idaho law.
Idaho Rule of Evidence 502(b) and case law interpreting that rule govern the attorneyclient privilege in Idaho. See Kirk v. Ford Motor Co., 141 Idaho 697, 704, 116 P.3d 27, 34
(2005) (quoting and discussing I.R.E. 502(b)). I.R.E. 502(b) states:

General Rule of Privilege. A client has a privilege to refuse to
disclose and to prevent any other person from disclosing
confidential communications made for the purpose of facilitating
the rendition of professional legal services to the client which were
made (1) between the client or the client's representative and the
client's lawyer or the lawyer's representative, (2) between the
client's lawyer and the lawyer's representative, (3), among clients,
their representatives, their lawyers, or their lawyers'
representatives, in any combination, concerning a matter of
common interest, but not including communications solely among
clients or their representatives when no lawyer is a party to the
communication [footnote removed], (4) between representatives of
the client or between the client and a representative of the client, or
(5) among lawyers and their representatives representing the same
client.
I.R.E. 502(b). Rule 502 also defines "Confidential Communication" as follows:
A communication is "confidential" if not intended to be disclosed
to third persons other than those to whom disclosure is made in
furtherance of the rendition of professional legal services to the
client or those reasonably necessary for the transmission of the
communication.

DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S OPPOSITION
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I.R.E. 502(a)(5).

In addition, the "work-product" doctrine in Idaho is governed by Idaho Rule

of Civil Procedure 26(b)(1), which protects materials prepared by a party or its attorneys in
"anticipation ~f litigation or trial."
Contrary to the Plaintiffs' implied argument, Idaho law does not make a distinction
between communications to and from a lawyer acting solely in a legal capacity and
communications to and from a lawyer acting in a business capacity.

Rather, Idaho law

recognizes that communications to and from a lawyer are protected if they are made "for the
purpose of facilitating_ the rendition of professional legal services to the client" [and] are
"reasonably necessary for the transmission of the communication." See I.R.E. 502(b); I.R.E.
502(a)(5).
A corporate entity's in-house counsel qualifies for the protections of the attorney-client
privilege. See Kirk v. Ford Motor Co., 141 Idaho 697, 704, 116 P.3d 27, 34 (2005). Thus, for
Messrs. Dunlap and Skipper, their "client" is Defendant Safeguard and its employees, and
communications sent by and between Safeguard's in-house counsel and Safeguard's employees
seeking or rendering legal advice are protected. See id. (discussing attorney-client privilege in
relation to communications from Ford Motor Company's in-house "Office of General Counsel"
sent to Ford employees for purposes of rendering legal advice); Truckstop.net, L.L.C. v. Sprint

Commc'ns Co., L.P., No. CV04-561-S-BLW, 2006 WL 3894914, at *2 n. 1 (D. Idaho Jan. 8,
2006) (predicting Idaho would adopt the principles of Upjohn Co. v. United States, 449 U.S. 383,
397, 101 S. Ct. 677, 686, 66 L. Ed. 2d 584 (1981)); see also (Declaration of Michael Dunlap at
<JrJI 1-4.)

DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S OPPOSITION
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Here, all of the documents identified in the charts above involved communications to and
.from either Safeguard's undersigned counsel or Safeguard's in-house counsel for the purposes of
soliciting or rendering legal advice and/or material prepared by Safeguard employees or its
counsel in anticipation of further litigation or for trial. (See Declaration of Mike Dunlap at '.II 5.)
Moreover, while it is difficult to get into too many specifics without potentially revealing the
nature of the sought-after or rendered legal advice, Safeguard's in-house counsel, Mike Dunlap,
will be in attendance at this Court's hearing regarding the in camera review of the documents
identified above. (See id. at '.II 6.) If the Court has questions as to how each document relates to
the soliciting or rendering of legal advice, Mr. Dunlap can answer any of the Court's questions at
that time in chambers. (See id.)

B.

Plaintiffs Misplace Their Reliance on a Number of Federal Cases That Are Not
Controlling or Are Inapposite.
In arguing that privileges do not apply to the above-cited documents, Plaintiffs rely on a

number of cases from jurisdictions outside of Idaho state court that make a distinction between
situations where an attorney worked on "business matter" (privilege does not apply) and those
where an attorney was asked to or did render legal services or legal advice (privilege does
apply). (See Plaintiffs' Memo. at pp. 7-8.) Plaintiffs misplace their reliance on these cases for a
number of reasons.
As to In Re Human Tissue Products Liability Litigation, 255 F.R.D. 151 (D.N.J. 2008),
that decision primarily rested on the rationale that the client had waived the protections of the
attorney-client privilege by asserting a statutory "good faith" defense. /d. at 158-161. The Court
reasoned that the client could not rely on their attorney's advice as the basis of a good faith
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defense on the one hand, and on the other hand, also assert the privilege. See id. The Court's
decision regarding "business advice" was merely an alternative rationale. See id. at 161.
Moreover, the distinction between "legal advice" and "business advice" made by In Re
Human Tissue is a dubious one under Idaho law. Indeed, the Court there noted that the heart of
the inquiry is whether the communication requests or renders legal research, legal analysis, or
legal advice. See id. at 161-162. In the In Re Human Tissue decision, the communications
involved solely factual investigations and management decisions between two corporate entities.
See id. at 162. Here, all of the communications being relating to Safeguard's counsel and
employees involved seeking or rendering legal advice about a variety of topics or in anticipation
of this litigation. (See Dunlap Decl. at <JI 5.) As such, In Re Human Tissue is distinguishable.
Plaintiffs blatantly misquote U.S. ex rel. Baklid-Kunz v. Halifax Hasp. Med. Ctr., No.
6:09-CV-1002-0RL-31, 2012 WL 5415108, at *3 (M.D. Fla. Nov. 6, 2012). (See Pls.' Brief at
p. 7.) The language cited from Halifax is actually an internal quotation from a treatise, Paul R.
Rice, Electronic Evidence Law and Practice 193 (2d ed.2008), and the Plaintiffs fail to cite the
actual source of the quote. Plaintiffs also misquote Phillips v. C.R. Bard, Inc., 290 F.R.D. 615,
671 (D. Nev. 2013). (See Pis.' Brief at p. 8.) The actual cited language is an internal quotation
to a Ninth Circuit case discussing the work-product doctrine, In re Grand Jury Subpoena (Mark
Torf/I'orf Envtl. Mgmt.), 357 F.3d 900, 910 (9th Cir. 2004).
Plaintiffs also misquote Adams v. United States, No. CIV 03-0049-E-BLW, 2008 WL
2704553, at *1 (D. Idaho July 3, 2008). (See Pls.' Brief at pp. 7-8.) The language cited from
Adams is actually an internal quotation to Hardy v. New York News, Inc., 114 F.R.D. 633, 644
(S.D.N.Y. 1987). Moreover, Adams supports Safeguard's position, as the Court there recognized
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S OPPOSITION
TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS'
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that communications to and from the attorneys in Defendant DuPont's "core group" were
protected as privileged. Adams, 2008 WL 2704553, at *3 ("[T]he legal advice given by the four
attorney members of the core group-and the communications directed to the four attorneys by
non-attorney core group members for the purpose of obtaining legal advice-are privileged.")
For the same reason, Plaintiffs misplace their reliance on Dewitt v. Walgreen Co., No. 4:11-CV00263-BLW, 2012 WL 3837764, at *1 (D. Idaho Sept. 4, 2012), as that Court also recognized
that "conversations between [the corporate defendant's] personnel and in-house counsel for the
purpose of obtaining legal advice are privileged[.]" See 2012 WL 3837764, at *4.
Plaintiffs also mistakenly rely on a federal case from California, United States v. Chevron

Texaco Corp., 241 F. Supp. 2d 1065, 1076 (N.D. Cal. 2002). In that case, the Court relied on
what appears to be a unique rule used in the Federal California Courts that an in-house attorney
is not entitled to the same presumptions of privilege protection as outside counsel. United States

v. ChevronTexaco Corp., 241 F. Supp. 2d 1065, 1076 (N.D. Cal. 2002) (citing United States v.
Chevron Corp., No. C-94-1885 SBA, 1996 WL 264769, at *4 (N.D. Cal. Mar. 13, 1996)). No
such rule exists in Idaho, and therefore Chevron does not apply.

III.

CONCLUSION

As the Court will see in reviewing the above-cited documents in camera, the
communications/documents qualify for protection under the attorney-client and/or work-product
privileges as recognized by Idaho law. This Court should therefore deny Plaintiffs' Motion and
hold that the documents are protected from discovery by privilege.
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-rh

DATED THIS

..s__:_ d~y of February, 2016.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

By~~~
;;e~er,IBN~Dane A. Bolinger, ISB No. 9104
Attorneys for Defendants
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

. tr

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on th1s ~day of February, 2016, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS'
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS by the method indicated below, and addressed to each
of the following:
Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS,
CHTD
101 S. Capitol Blvd., lOth Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701-0829
{Attorneys for Plaintiffs]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
'g) E-mail: pmo@moffatt.com

ccg@moffatt.com

D Telecopy: 208.385.5384

James M. Mulcahy (Admitted pro hac vice)
Kevin A. Adams (Admitted pro hac vice)
Douglas R. Luther (Admitted pro hac vice)
MulcahyLLP
4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
Irvine, California, 92614
{Attorneys for Plaintiffs]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
lj[E-mail:
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
kadams @mulcahyllp.com
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
D Telecopy: 949.252.0090

Robins Kaplan LLP
Christopher S. Reeder, Admitted Pro Hac Vice
Wesley W. Lew, Admitted Pro Hac Vice
2049 Century Park East, Suite 3400
Los Angeles, CA 90067-3208

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
!i\1 E-mail:
CReeder@RobinsKaplan.com
WLew@RobinsKaplan.com
D Telecopy: 310.229.5800

~~Dane A. Bolinger
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Christopher S. Reeder (Admitted Pro Hac Vice)
Wesley W. Lew (Admitted Pro Hac Vice)
ROBINS KAPLAN LLP
2049 Century Park East, Suite 3400
Los Angeles, CA 90067
Telephone: 310.552.0130
Facsimile: 310.229.5800
Email: CReeder@RobinsKaplan.com
WLew@RobinsKaplan.com
Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
)
)
corporation; and TiruRSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation, )
)
Plaintiffs,
)
)
vs.
)
)
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., )
a Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD
)
ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Delaware
)
)
corporation; TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, an
)
individual; JAMIE MCCORMICK, an
individual; MICHAEL DUNLAP, an
)
individual; IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC.)
an Idaho corporation; JAMES DUNN, an
)
individual; JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited
)
liability company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho
)
limited liability company; and FORM
)
SYSTEMS INC. dba DOCUSOURCE PRINT )
)
MANAGEMENT, an Oregon corporation;

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
DECLARATION OF MALCOLM
MCROBERTS IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS' OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO
CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS'
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
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DELUXE CORPORATION, a Minnesota
corporation; and DOES 1-10,
Defendants.
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DECLARATION OF MALCOLM MCROBERTS

I, MALCOM MCROBERTS, declare as follows:
1.

I am over the age of 18 and a Senior Vice President at Deluxe Corporation

("Deluxe"), one of the Defendants to this action. I have personal knowledge of the facts set forth
herein and if called to testify at further proceedings, could and would competently do so.
2.

This declaration is made in support of Deluxe's Opposition to Plaintiffs T3

Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston Enterprises, Inc.'s Motion to Challenge Defendants' Designations
and Redactions.
3.

I have generally reviewed the documents produced by Deluxe in response to

paragraph 6 of the Court's September 15, 2015 Order re: Agreed to Discovery During August 7,
2015 Hearing ("Discovery Order") that were designated as Attorneys' Eyes Only ("ABO").
4.

Many of the ABO documents are spreadsheets containing highly sensitive

fmancial information relating to Deluxe's method of pricing transactions such as IBF and
DocuSource. This information includes, but is not limited to (1) manufacturing costs, margin
percentages and gross margins for Safeguard products; (2) complete order histories by Safeguard
product and total amount of orders in dollar figures for all of IBF and DocuSource's customers;
and (3) in-depth fmancial analyses providing 5 year projections for IBF and DocuSource under
different scenarios and strategies.
5.

Similarly, there are numerous PowerPoint presentations providing high-level

business strategy regarding (1) the rationale for entering into the IBF and DocuSource
transactions; (2) ways to improve profit; and (3) fmancial analyses and due diligence
requirements for the BAM transactions.
6.

Furthermore, there are several emails between the most senior executives at

Deluxe, including its CEO, regarding similar strategic business decisions and analyses.
7.

Although this information pertains to deals that have already closed, it is

nonetheless still highly sensitive and would cause extreme competitive harm to Deluxe if it got
into the hands of a competitor, not to mention a Safeguard distributor. For example, a competitor
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would be able to use the information to unfairly compete with Deluxe in connection with the
acquisitions of what are often the same companies in the small business products and services
sector. Likewise, a Safeguard distributor would be able to use the comprehensive financial
information in the AEO documents to unfairly determine how Deluxe would value its
distributorship in an acquisition by utilizing the formula used for IBF and DocuSource.
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America and the
State of Minnesota that the foregoing is true and correct.
Executed this 5th day of February, 2016, at Shoreview, Minnesota.

~~
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of February, 2016, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing DECLARATION OF MALCOLM MCROBERTS ISO DEFENDANTS'
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS'
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS by the method indicated below, and addressed to each
of the following:
Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS,
CHTD
101 S. Capitol Blvd., lOth Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701-0829
James M. Mulcahy (Admitted pro hac vice)
Kevin A. Adams (Admitted pro hac vice)
MulcahyLLP
4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
Irvine, California 92614

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail

.rKI E-mail: pmo@moffatt.com
ccg@moffatt.com
D Telecopy: 208.385.5384

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
18fE-mail:
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
kadamas@ mulcahyllp.com
D Telecopy: 949.252.0090

Steven F. Schossberger

Done

A.
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ORIGINAL

FEB- 5 2016
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By SANTIAGO BARRIOS
DI!PUTY

Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Dane Bolinger, ISB No. 9104
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5260
Email: sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com
Robins Kaplan LLP
Christopher S. Reeder, Admitted Pro Hac Vice
CReeder@RobinsKaplan.com
Wesley W. Lew, Admitted Pro Hac Vice
WLew@RobinsKaplan.com
2049 Century Park East, Suite 3400
Los Angeles, CA 90067-3208
Telephone:
310 552 0130
Facsimile:
310 229 5800
Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation;)
and THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC., an
)
Idaho corporation,
)
Plaintiffs,
vs.

)
)
)

.
)
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., a )
Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD
)
ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Delaware
)
corporation; TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, an
)
individual; JAMIE MCCORMICK, an
)
individual; MICHAEL DUNLAP, an individual;)
IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC. an Idaho
)
corporation; JAMES DUNN, an individual;
)
JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
)
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DECLARATION OF DANE A.
BOLINGER IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD
BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS'
MOTION TO CHALLENGE
DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS
AND REDACTIONS
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SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS'
MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND
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company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited
)
liability company; FORM SYSTEMS INC. dba )
DOCUSOURCE PRINT MANAGEMENT, an )
Oregon corporation; DELUXE
)
CORPORATION, a Minnesota corporation; and)
DOES 1-10,
)
Defendants.

1.

~

I, Dane A. Bolinger, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 7(d) and I.C. § 9-1406, declares under

penalty of perjury as follows:
2.

I am an attorney with the law firm of Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP,

counsel of record for Defendants in the above captioned case. I make this Declaration in Support
of Defendant Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.'s Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion to Challenge
Defendants' Designations and Redactions.
3.

I hereby certify pursuant to Idaho Rule of Evidence 901 that I have personal

knowledge that the documents attached as Exhibits to this declaration are true and accurate
copies of original documents produced and utilized by the parties to this litigation.
4.

I further certify that I am personally familiar with Hawley, Troxell, Ennis &

Hawley's record keeping process as part of its business as a law firm, and that the documents
attached to this Declaration are true and accurate copies of business records maintained by my
office.
5.

Attached to this Declaration as Exhibit A is a true and accurate copy of a

February 2, 2016 letter sent by Counsel for the Defendants, Steve Schossberger, to James
Mulcahy, counsel for the Plaintiffs.
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6.

Attached to this Declaration as Exhibit B is a true and accurate copy of a

February 5, 2016 letter I sent to Mr. Mulcahy.
7.

Attached to this Declaration as Exhibit C is a true and accurate copy of an email

chain including an email sent by this Court's Staff Attorney, Ms. Giovanna McLaughlin, on
February 2, 2016 to the parties' counsel.
8.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the state of Idaho that I have

read this declaration, know its contents, and I believe the declaration is true.

r--+"'

DATED THIS~ day ofFe~ruary, 2016.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

By

___,~~~=-

Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Dane A. Bolinger, ISB No. 9104
Attorneys for Defendants
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~ day of February, 2016·, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing DECLARATION OF DANE A. BOLINGER IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND
REDACTIONS by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:
Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS,
CHTD
101 S. Capitol Blvd., lOth Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701-0829
[Attorneys for Plaintiffs]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
~E-mail: pmo@moffatt.com
ccg@moffatt.com
D Telecopy: 208.385.5384

James M. Mulcahy (Admitted pro hac vice)
Kevin A. Adams (Admitted pro hac vice)
Douglas R. Luther (Admitted pro hac vice)
MulcahyLLP
4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
Irvine, California, 92614
[Attorneys for Plaintiffs]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
IZ(E-mail:
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
kadams @mulcahyllp.com
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
D Telecopy: 949.252.0090

Robins Kaplan LLP
Christopher S. Reeder, Admitted Pro Hac Vice
Wesley W. Lew, Admitted Pro Hac Vice
2049 Century Park East, Suite 3400
Los Angeles, CA 90067-3208

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
~E-mail:

CReeder@ RobinsKaplan.com
WLew@RobinsKaplan.com
D Telecopy: 310.229.5800

~~
Steven F. Schossberger
Dane A. Bolinger
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Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, Idaho 83701-1617
208.344.6000
www.hawleytroxell.com
STEVEN F. SCHOSSBERGER
ADMITIED TO PRACTICE LAW IN IDAHO AND CALIFORNIA
EMAJL: SSCHOSSBERGER@HAWLEYfROXELL.COM

DIRECf DIAL: 208.388.4975
DIRECf FAX: 208.954.5260

February 2, 2016

VIAE-MAIL
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com;dluther@mulcahyllp.com;kadams@mulcahyllp.com;cathy@m
ulcahyllp.com;bcalvert@mulcahyllp.com;ccg@moffatt.com;cih@moffatt.com;
pmo@moffatt.com; cih @moffatt.com; dlb@moffatt.com
Clay Gill
James M. Mulcahy
Moffatt Thomas
Douglas R. Luther
101 S. Capitol Blvd., lOlh Floor
Kevin Adams
Boise, Idaho 83702
MULCAHYLLP
Four Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Re:
T3 Enterprises, Inc., et. al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. et. aL
Dear Counsel:
We write to address the parti~ ongoing dispute regarding Defendant Safeguard Business
Systems, Inc.'s ("Safeguard") privilege claims over certain documents. As discussed in greater
detail below, Safeguard will agree to withdraw its privilege claims as· to certain documents, and
this is expressly without a waiver of any kind, either express or implied, general or specific, as to
the continuing privilege claims asserted over the remaining documents being withheld and any
future claims of privilege that may be made during the deposition or trial testimony of
Safeguard's General Counsel Michael Dunlap. A discussion of these issues follows below.
1.

Documents Upon Which Safeguard is Willing to Withdraw its Privilege
Designations.

We have reviewed the documents attached as Exhibit H to the Declaration of James M.
Mulcahy in Support of Motion to Challenge Defendants' Designations and Redactions

47140.0001.7917921.1
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("Mulcahy Declaration"). As to that Declaration, subject to the reservation made above,
Safeguard withdraws its privilege claims as followings:
Privilege
applicable)

Number

(if Bates Beg

Bates End

PRIV 00001

DEFS0012092

DEFS0012093

PRIV00002

DEFS0012076

DEFS0012078

PRIV00004

DEFS0012067

DEFS0012067

PRIV 00020

DEFS0000300

DEFS0000301

PRIV 01603

DEFS0024567

DEFS0024573

PRIV 01604

DEFS0026705

DEFS0026706

PRIV 01605

DEFS0026713

DEFS0026714

PRIV 01606

DEFS0026735

DEFS0026737

PRIV 01611

DEFS0027419

DEFS0027420

PRIV 01613

DEFS0027438

DEFS0027442

PRIV 01616

DEFS0028038

DEFS0028041

PRIV 01617

DEFS0028081

DEFS0028082

PRIV 01618

DEFS0028083

DEFS0028083

PRIV 01621

DEFS0028099

DEFS0028099

PRIV 01632

DEFS0037784

DEFS0037785

PRIV 01637

DEFS0038164

DEFS0038168

PRIV 01639

DEFS0038185

DEFS0038187

PRIV 01647

DEFS0039158

DEFS0039163

PRIV 01660

DEFS0039362

DEFS0039362

PRIV 01662

DEFS0039394

DEFS0039395
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PRN01663

DEFS0039503

DEFS0039507

PRN 01668

DEFS0039586

DEFS0039587

PRN01670

DEFS0039597

DEFS0039597

PRIV 01671

DEFS0039692

DEFS0039692

PRIV 01673

DEFS0039805

DEFS0039805

PRIV 01679

DEFS0040009

DEFS0040011

PRIV 01680

DEFS0040112

DEFS0040113

PRIV 01681

DEFS0040114

DEFS0040115

PRIV 01689

DEFS0040314

DEFS0040314

PRIV 01690

DEFS0040327

DEFS0040330

PRIV 01692

DEFS0040339

DEFS0040340

PRIV 01695

DEFS0051247

DEFS0051256

PRIV 01697

DEFS0053086

DEFS0053087

PRIV 01699

DEFS0053861

DEFS0053862

PRIV01700

DEFS0053863

DEFS0053864

PRIV 01707

DEFS0054343

DEFS0054345

PRIV 01708

DEFS0054346

DEFS0054347

PRIV 01720

DEFS0057091

DEFS0057091

PRIV 01725

DEFS0057108

DEFS0057108

PRIV 01728

DEFS0057117

DEFS0057117

PRIV 01729

DEFS0057118

DEFS0057120

PRIV 01733

DEFS0057227

DEFS0057227

PRIV 01736

DEFS0057268

DEFS0057269

I
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PRIV 01741

DEFS0057560

DEFS0057560

(

PRIV 01773

DEFS0086384

DEFS0086385

PRIV 01774

DEFS0086390

DEFS0086391

PRIV 01775

DEFS0086412

DEFS0086412

PRIV 01777

DEFS0086423

DEFS0086424

PRIV 01779

DEFS0086436

DEFS0086436

PRIV 01780

DEFS0086437

DEFS0086438

PRIV 01782

DEFS0086441

DEFS0086441

PRIV 01796

DEFS0087087

DEFS0087087

PRIV 01798

DEFS0087090

DEFS0087091

PRIV 01802

DEFS0087119

DEFS0087123

PRIV 01810

DEFS0090907

DEFS0090908

PRIV 01812

DEFS0090911

DEFS0090914

n/a

DEFS0040306

DEFS0040306

n/a

DEFS0149914

DEFS0149918

n/a

DEFS0149920

DEFS0149926

n/a

DEFS0149974

DEFS0149974

n/a

DEFS0149977

DEFS0149979

n/a

DEFS0150012

n/a

DEFS0150174

DEFS0150174

n/a

DEFS0150190

DEFS0150190

n/a

DEFS0150229

DEFS0150236

n/a

DEFS0040306

DEFS0040306

-

DEFS0150014
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n/a

DEFS0149914

DEFS0149918

n/a

DEFS0149920

DEFS0149926

n/a

DEFS0149974

DEFS0149974

n/a

DEFS0149977

DEFS0149979

n/a

DEFS0150012

DEFS0150014

n/a

DEFS0150174

DEFS0150174

n/a

DEFS0150190

DEFS0150190

n/a

DEFS0150229

DEFS0150236

n/a

DEFS0040306

DEFS0040306

n/a

DEFS0149914

DEFS0149918

n/a

DEFS0149920

DEFS0149926

n/a

DEFS0149974

DEFS0149974

n/a

DEFS0149977

DEFS0149979

2.

Documents Upon Which Safeguard Will Continue to Assert Privilege

As to the following documents produced as part of Exhibit H to the Mulcahy Declaration,
Safeguard continues to assert and does not waive in any mrumer its privilege claims over the
following documents. Safeguard will submit these challenged documents to Judge Hippler to
conduct an in camera review:
Privilege
applicable)

Number

(if Bates Beg

Bates End

PRIV 01623

DEFS0028169

DEFS0028174

PRIV 01657

DEFS0039350

DEFS0039351

PRIV 01674

DEFS0039837

DEFS0039840

PRIV 01675

DEFS0039841

DEFS0039844
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PRIV 01682

DEFS0040116

DEFS0040117

PRIV 01721

DEFS0057093

DEFS0057095

PRIV 01732

DEFS0057153

DEFS0057153

PRIV 01734

DEFS0057252

DEFS0057253

PRIV 01737

DEFS0057273

DEFS0057274

PRIV 01797

DEFS0087088

DEFS0087089

PRIV 01799

DEFS0087092

DEFS0087094

n/a

DEFS0039368

DEFS0039374

3.

Documents Identified in Mr. Luther's January 26, 2016 Email Are Being
Reviewed.

We are in the process of reviewing the additional documents identified in Doug Luther's
January 26, 2016 e-mail which the Plaintiffs now also assert are not protected by privilege and
should be produced. However, we note that there are hundreds of pages of documents identified
in Mr. Luther's email. We are working through these materials and plan to send an additional
letter regarding those documents by Friday, February 5, 2016.

Sincerely,
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

j~J~

Steven F. Schossberger
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ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS
~}1l<=}~E~~--------------------------H-a_w_le_y_T_r_o-xe-l-IE_n_n_i_s_&_H_a_w_l_e_y_L_L__
P
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877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, Idaho 83701-1617
208.344.6000

www.hawleytroxell.com

DANE BOLINGER
ADMTITED TO PRACTICE LAW IN IDAHO AND ILLINOIS
EMAIL: DBOLINGER@HAWLEYTROXELL.COM
DIRECT DIAL: 208·388-4826
DIRECT FAX: 208-954-5936

February 5, 2016

VIAE-MAIL
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com;dluther@mulcahyllp.com;kadams@mulcahyllp.com;cathy@m
ulcahyllp.com;bcalvert@ mulcahyllp.com;ccg@ moffatt.com;cih@ moffatt.com;
pmo@moffatt.com; cih@moffatt.com; dlb@moffatt.com
James M. Mulcahy
Clay Gill
Douglas R. Luther
Moffatt Thomas
Kevin Adams
101 S. Capitol Blvd., lOth Floor
Boise, Idaho 83702
MULCAHYLLP
Four Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, Califomia 92614
Re:
T3 Enterprises, Inc., et. al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. et. al.
Dear Counsel:
We write to address the parties ongoing dispute regarding Defendant Safeguard Business
Systems, Inc.'s ("Safeguard") privilege claims over certain documents. As we mentioned in our
previous Jetter, we have reviewed the documents identified in Mr. Luther's January 26, 2016
email. Safeguard will agree to withdraw its privilege claims as to certain documents, and this is
expressly without a waiver of any kind, either express or implied, general or specific, as to the
continuing privilege claims asserted over the remaining documents being withheld and any
future claims of privilege that may be made including during the deposition or trial testimony of
Safeguard's General Counsel Michael Dunlap.
1.

Documents Upon Which Safeguard Will Continue to Assert Privilege

As to the following documents identified in Mr. Luther's January 26, 2016 email,
Safeguard continues to assert and does not waive in any manner its privilege claims over the
documents identified in the chart below. As to the remaining documents identified in Mr.
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Luther's January 26, 2016 email, Safeguard will produce those documents subject to the
reservations discussed above. Safeguard will submit these challenged documents to Judge
Hippler to conduct an in camera review:

Privilege Number (if Bates Beg
applicable)

Bates End

Control Number

PRIV 00411

nla

nla

CONTROL0134042

PRIV00607

n/a

nla

CONTROL0140382

PRIV 00647

n/a

nla

CONTROL0121385

PRIV 00653

n/a

n/a

CONTROL044421 0

PRIV 00678

'nla

nla

CONTROL0185260

PRIV 00773

nla

nla

CONTROL0243625

PRIV 00791

n/a

n/a

CONTROL0441441

PRIV 00813

nla

nla

CONTROL0096112

PRIV 00848

nla

nla

CONTROL0238217

PRIV 00925

n/a

n/a

CONTROL0386005

PRIV 00929

nla

nla

CONTROL0437474

PRIV 01040

nla

nla

CONTROL0185725

PRIV01170

n/a

nla

CONTROL0305105

PRIV 01234

nla

nla

CONTROL0299003

PRIV 01298

nla

nla

CONTROL0456706

PRIV 01469

nla

nla

CONTROL0454065

PRIV 01518

nla

n/a

CONTROL0096099

PRIV 01532

nla

nla

CONTROL0168141

PRIV 01535

nla

nla

CONTROL0239646

PRIV 01593

n/a

nla

CONTROL0444344

'
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PRIV 01596

n/a

nla

CONTROL0473790

PRIV 01597

nla

n/a

CONTROL0473791

We have spoken with Judge Hippler's Staff Attomey, Giovanna McLaughlin, and she
informs us that these documents may be produced umedacted to the Court's office by the end of
the day on Wednesday, February 10, 2016. They will be labeled with the above-referenced
privilege or control numbers and with the appendix "UR" for "unredacted," in compliance with
the Court's instructions.

Sincerely,
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

Dane Bolinger
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Dane Bolinger
From:
Se~t:

T~;

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Steve Schossberger
Tuesday, February 02, 2016 5:06 PM
'Giovanna Mclaughlin'; jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
Steve Schossberger; wlew@robinskaplan.com; creeder@robinskaplan.com; Dane
Bolinger; Steve Schossberger
RE: T3 v. SBS [IWOV-DMSMSGl.FID672547]
2016.02.02 - Letter to Plaintiffs re Privilege Designations.pdf

Hi Giovanna: please see the attached letter which can be shown to Judge Hippler regarding Plaintiffs' motion to
challenge Safeguard's claims of privilege filed on January 20, 2016. We will be doing a similar letter to Plaintiffs' counsel
this Friday regarding the "Supplemental" filing dated January 28.
Yes, the Defendants want the challenged documents reviewed in camera.
Counsel Mr. Reeder and Mr. Lew will be responding regarding the challenges to Deluxe produced documents for
redactions and privilege designations.
Thank you, Steve

From: Giovanna Mclaughlin [mailto:qmclaughlin@adaweb.netl

Sent: Tuesday, February 02, 2016 4:54PM
To: 'ccg@moffatt.com'; Steve Schossberger; jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
Subject: T3 v. SBS
·I

Counsel,
I
I understand we are hearing Defendants' motion to compel with regard to the Flatt documents next Friday. We have not
received a notice of hearing for the Plaintiffs' motion challenging redactions/designations, so I assume you are still
working together to resolve it. If and when Plaintiffs notice it up for hearing, Judge Hippler wants the Plaintiffs to
identify by Bates number all documents it is challenging so that Defendants can provide unredacted copies for an incamera review. Right now, I have a banker's box full of redacted documents provided with the declarations of Mr.
Mulcahy and Mr. Luther, but we have no way to determine whether or not the redactions are proper absent the original
documents. Further, I noticed that there is significant duplication in the documents.
Therefore, to the extent the motion proceeds, the Judge requests that Plaintiffs give Defendants a list of the documents
at issue and Defendants submit to the Court a unredacted copies which are designated by the documents' bates number
with "UR" at the end. In other words, ifthe document at issue is bates numbered DEF1009, the unredacted copy
provided to the Court will be designated as DEF1009-UR. Also, if the document at issue has been submitted under
several different bates numbers, which appears to be the case here, we only want a single copy with all the associated
bates numbers listed. Thus, if a document has been submitted as DEF1009, DEF 2009 and DEF 3009, the unredacted
copy will have all of these listed followed by "UR." Make sense?
With regard to the Flatt documents, Plaintiffs will also have to provide the unredacted version pursuant to the same
fonpat if the parties want the documents reviewed in camera prior to hearing.
Th~pks.

Giovanna M. McLaughlin
1
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Dane Bolinger, ISB No. 9104
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5260
Email: sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com

By SANTIAGO BARRIOS
OI!PUTY

Robins Kaplan LLP
Christopher S. Reeder, Admitted Pro Hac Vice
CReeder@RobinsKaplan.com
Wesley W. Lew, Admitted Pro Hac Vice
WLew@RobinsKaplan.com
2049 Century Park East, Suite 3400
Los Angeles, CA 90067-3208
Telephone:
310 552 0130
Facsimile:
310 229 5800
Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation;)
and THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC., an
)
Idaho corporation,
)
)
Plaintiffs,
)
)
vs.
)
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., a )
)
Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD
ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Delaware
)
corporation; TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, an
)
individual; JAMIE MCCORMICK, an
)
individual; MICHAEL DUNLAP, an individual;)
IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC. an Idaho
)
)
corporation; JAMES DUNN, an individual;
JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
)

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
DECLARATION OF MICHAEL
DUNLAP IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD
BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS'
MOTION TO CHALLENGE
DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS
AND REDACTIONS
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company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited
)
liability company; FORM SYSTEMS INC. dba )
DOCUSOURCEPRJNT~AGEMENT,an )
Oregon corporation; DELUXE
)
CORPORATION, a Minnesota corporation; and)
DOES 1-10,
)
Defendants.

~

I, Michael Dunlap, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 7(d) and I.C. § 9-1406, declares under penalty of
perjury 'as follows:
1.

I make this declaration based upon my own personal lmowledge, and I am

competent to testify to the matters stated herein if called upon to do so. I make this declaration
in support of Defendant Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.'s ("Safeguard") Opposition to
Plaintiff's Motion to Challenge Defendants' Designations and Redactions.
2.

I was admitted to the State Bar of Texas in April of 1990. I remain eligible to

practice law in Texas, and at all times relevant to this case, I have been duly authorized to
practice law in the State of Texas.
3.

I am the General Counsel for Safeguard. I have been employed as an attorney for

Safeguard since February 1998. I have served as General Counsel for Safeguard since 2003.
4.

In my role as General Counsel for Safeguard, I supervise attorney Kevin Skipper,

who is also employed as in-house counsel for Safeguard. Mr. Skipper was admitted to the State
Bar of Texas in November of 2004. At all times relevant to this case, Mr. Skipper has been duly
authorized to practice law in the State of Texas.
5.

I have personally reviewed the documents that Safeguard continues to assert are

protected from discovery by privilege. As to each and every one of those documents identified
DECLARATION OF MICHAEL DUNLAP IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS'
MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND
REDACTIONS - 2
47140.0001.7923976.1
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in the spreadsheet attached hereto as Exhibit At the document was withheld or redacted because
it contained a communication to or from either myself or Mr. Skipper and Safeguard employees
and was sent for the purposes of soliciting or rendering legal advice. In addition. many of the

documents contain thoughts and impression from Safeguard employees or in-house counsel in
anticipation of the present litigation, and thus, also qualify for protections as work-product.
6.

It is difficult to discuss the specifics of each document without also disclosing the

nature of the legal advice

so~t

or rendered and/or the nature of the thoughts and impressions

developed in anticipation of litigation. The Court can assess for itself based ·on the unredacted
documents whether a privilege applies, however, I will be in attendance at the :court's in camera
he~ currently schedul~i~y, february 12,2016. If the Court has questions regarding

the nature of the advice sought or rendered or work-product contained ~ the documents, I
'I

would b_e happy to answer any questions that the Court might have.
7.

;

I Michael Dunlap, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 7(d) and I.C. § 9-1406, 4eclare under

penalty of perjury, that the foregoing is true and accurate.
DATED TillS_!!!:_ day ofFebruary, 2016.

,.

,...
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

-tft-.
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this( day of February, 2016, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing DECLARATION OF MICHAEL DUNLAP IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND
REDACTIONS by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:
Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS,
CHTD
101 S. Capitol Blvd., lOth Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701-0829
[Attorneys for Plaintiffs}
James M. Mulcahy (Admitted pro hac vice)
Kevin A. Adams (Admitted pro hac vice)
Douglas R. Luther (Admitted pro hac vice)
MulcahyLLP
4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
Irvine, California, 92614
[Attorneys for Plaintiffs}
Robins Kaplan LLP
Christopher S. Reeder, Admitted Pro Hac Vice
Wesley W. Lew, Admitted Pro Hac Vice
2049 Century Park East, Suite 3400
Los Angeles, CA 90067-3208

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail

5

E-mail: pmo@moffatt.com
ccg@moffatt.com
D Telecopy: 208.385.5384

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
!&E-mail:
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
kadams@mulcahyllp.com
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
D Telecopy: 949.252.0090

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
~E-mail:
CReeder@RobinsKaplan.com
WLew@RobinsKaplan.com
D Telecopy: 310.229.5800

~~

----steVeilF:SCer
Dane A. Bolinger
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EXHIBIT A TO MICHAEL DUNLAP'S DECLARATION IN SUPP. OF OPP. TO PLS.' MOTION TO REMOVE AND CHALLENGE DESIGNATIONS

Privilege
Number
PRIV01623

Bates Beg
DEFS0028169

I

Bates End

DEFS0028174

I

OotiD Beg

CONTROL0104642

I

DateSent
9/25/2013

Date Created

Email To

Email from

'Tiller-Shumway, Amy
9/25/2013 <atlller@gosafeguard.com>
'-'""'"~·

PRIV 01657

DEFS0039350

DEFS0039351

CONTROL0279254

8/6/2014

PRIV01665

DEFS0039562 DEFS0039563

CONTROL0292694

6/5/2014

11
6/5/2014 Sorrenti, J" <j.sorrentl@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV01666

DEFS0039581 DEFS0039582

CONTROL0294585

5/29/2014

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

Email Subject

I

File Name

I

Privilege Description

Email chain with counsel seeking legal advice
regarding IBF account Information.

RE: state registration

RE: state registration

Fw:Sept4

Fw: Sept4

RE: IBF account protection

RE: IBF account protection

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding discussion with Dawn Teply.
mall to counsel providing lntormatlon tor the
purpose of seeking legal advice regarding
account protection Issues.

FW: Tressa - project -list of accounts UPDATED
as of 5 23 14.xlsx

FW: Tressa- project -list of accounts UPDATED
as of 5 23 14.xlsx

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding IBF account Information.

Re: File Transfers

Re: File Transfers

RE: Rle Transfers

RE: File Transfers

FW: Hillcrest Country Club

FW: Hillcrest Country Club

RE: Sept4

RE: Sept4

File Type
Microsoft Outlook Note

Microsoft Outlook Note

Microsoft Outlook Note

........ c,

<"/o=exchangelabs/ou=exchange administrative
group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn=reclplents/cn=aea53bd2e4
"Sorrenti, J" <j.sorrenti@gosafeguard.com>
5/29/2014 3f40cab886ff9964206100-t201832">
'-'""'"~·

I

........ c.

<"/o=exchangelabs/ou=exchange administrative
group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn=reclplents/cn=aea53bd2e4
"Sorrenti, J11 <j.sorrenti@gosafeguard.com>
8/6/2014 3f40cab886ff9964206100·t201832">

'-'""'"~·

EmaiiCC

Dunlap, Mlchaer
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

Microsoft Outlook Note

........ c.

PRIV01674

DEFS0039837

DEFS0039840

CONTROL0307S43

3/26/2014

PRIV01675

DEFS0039841 DEFS0039844

CONTRO l0307559

3/26/2014

<"/o=exchangelabs/ou=exchange administrative
group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn=reclplents/cn=aea53bd2e4
"Sorrenti, Jn <j.sorrenti@gosafeguard.com>
3/26/2014 3f40cab886ff9964206100-t201832">
Dunlap, Michaer·
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>
3/26/2014 "Sorrenti, J" <j.sorrentl@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV01682

DEFS0040116 DEFS0040117

CONTROL0315401

2/20/2014

"Popelka, Michele"
2/20/2014 <mpopelka@gosafeguard.com>

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

"Sorrenti, J" <"/o=exchangelabs/ou=exchange
administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn=reclplents/cn=Oa013bc8de "Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>
8/6/2014 134cf79db8a27b0fd7810b-t436575">

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding request for files by Dawn Teply.
Email to counsel seeKing legal advice regarding
request for files by Dawn Teply.
mall to counsel providing 1ntormat1on tor tne
purpose of seeking legal advice regarding
account protection Issues.

I

Microsoft Outlook Note
Microsoft Outlook Note

Microsoft Outlook Note

PRIV01721

DEFS0057093

DEFS0057095

CONTROL0454406

8/6/2014

PRIV01732

DEFS0057153

DEFS0057153

CONTROL0454632

7/28/2014

"Dunlap, Michael"
7/28/2014 <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

"Sorrenti, J" <j.sorrentl@gosafeguard.com>

lbf

lbf

Email to counsel seeking legal advice regarding
negotiation with Dawn Teply.
mat rom counse seeKtng n arm a ron or me
purpose of providing legal advice regarding IBF
account Information.

PRIV01734

DEFS0057252 DEFS0057253

CONTROL0456445

6/5/2014

"Dunlap, Michael"
6/5/2014 <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

"Sorrenti, J" <j.sorrenti@gosafeguard.com>

Re: IBF account protection

Re: IBF account protection

Email chain from counsel providing legal advice
Microsoft Outlook Note
regarding IBF account protection Issues.

RE: Tressa - project -list of accounts UPDATED
as of 5 23 14.xlsx

RE: Tressa - project- list of accounts UPDATED
as of S 23 14.xlsx

Re: Sept4

Re: Sept4

RE: Urgent Quote Request

RE: Urgent Quote Request

PRIV01737

DEFS0057273

DEFS0057274

CONTROL0456699

5/29/2014

PRIV01797

DEFS0087088 DEFS0087089

CONTROL0279292

8/5/2014

KSorrentl, J" <'1/o=exchangelabs/ou=exchange
administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn=reclpients/cn=Oa013bc8de "Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>
5/29/2014 134cf79db8a27b0fd7810b-t436575">

11
11
8/5/2014 Sorrenti, J <j.sorrenti@gosafeguard.com>

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mduniap@gosafeguard.com>
''Tiller-Shumway, Amy"

<atiller@gosafeguard.com>, 11 0Unlap, Michael'1
PRIV01799

DEFS0087092 DEFS0087094

7/16/2014

7/16/2014 11 Sorrenti, J" <j.sorrenti@gosafeguard.com>

CONTROL0280429

7/30/2014

<"/o=exchangeiabs/ou=exchange administrative
group
(fydlbohf23spdlt)/cn=reciplents/cn=aea53bd2e4
"Sorrenti, J" <j.sorrenti@gosafeguard.com>
7/30/2014 3f40cab886ff9964206100-t201832">

CONTRDL0134042

10/1/2012

10/1/2012 "Savoie, Suzanna 11 <ssavoie@gosafeguard.com> "Skipper, Kevin" <kskipper@gosafeguard.com>

CONTROL0283580

'-'""'"~·

DEFS0039368

DEFS0039374

<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

11

PRIV00607

CONTROL0140382

6/2/2013

PRIV00647

CONTROL0121385

8/15/2013

PRIV00653

CONTROL0444210

8/20/2013

PRIV00678

PRIV00773

CONTROL0185260

CONTROL0243625

9/26/2013

10/15/2013

"Dunlap, Michael"
6/2/2013 <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

"Lederach, Sue (GoSafeguard)"
<slederach@gosafeguard.com>, "Lohr, Ruth"
<rlohr@gosafeguard.com>

Fw: Form submission from: IBF Internal Prospect Fw: Forrn submission from: IBF Internal Prospect Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding IBF account Information.
Import Form
Import Form

"Averitt, Donald"
<donald.averitt@gosafeguard.com>

"Skipper, Kevin" <ksklpper@gosafeguard.com>

8/15/2013 "Hussain, Shaflna" <sbhanjl@gosafeguard.com> "Sutton, Scott" <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>
uun ap, JVllcnae
>Uuon, >Cou <ssuuon(!!'gosa eguaro.com>,
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>, "Skipper, Kevin" "Averitt, Donald"
<donald.averltt@gosafeguard.com>
8/20/2013 "Hussain, Shaflna" <sbhanjl@gosafeguard.com> <ksklpper@gosafeguard.com>
1

9/26/2013 ' Bowes, Barb'' <barb.l.bowes@deluxe.com>

"Dunlap, Michael" <"/o=deluxe/ou=exchange
administrative group
10/15/2013 (fydibohf23spdlt)/cn=reclplents/cn=t201832">

"Skipper, Kevin" <ksklpper@gosafeguard.com>

11

11

Sorrenti, J <j.sorrentl@gosafeguard.com>

Customer Scrub Sept 2012 Final- Brlght.xls

docusource

CONTROL0441441

10/17/2013

PRIV00813

CONTROL0096112

11/14/2013

Microsoft Outlook Note

Microsoft Outlook Note

Microsoft Outlook Note

10/17/2013 sbhanji@gosafeguard.com
Dunlap, Michael'
11/14/2013 <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

"Sutton, Scott" <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>

Email to counsel seeking legal advice regarding
Customer Scrub

Microsoft Outlook Note

docusource

Email from counsel seeking Information for the
purpose of providing legal advice regarding
account protection of Docusource.

Microsoft Outlook Note

FW: IBF- Management Services Agreement

FW: IBF- Management Services Agreement

IBF Assignment and Assumption of Lease

IBF Assignment and Assumption of lease

RE: Additional Questions

RE: Additional Questions

RE: Account Protection Advisory Committee

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding account protection ofT3, Thurston,
IBF, and/or Docusource.

RE: Account Protection Advisory Committee
Compensation pg 2.doc,
MSA_McCormick_091313.docx,
20131007084242.pdf, Employee Information
and Compensatlon.doc, Option
11
Sklpper, Kevin" <kskipper@gosafeguard.com>, Agreement_KMMR_091713.doc,
11
Sutton, Scott11 <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>
MSA Mclaughlin v2 redline 091313.docx
RE: IBF Letter- Account Coverage and Transition
"Skipper, Kevin" <ksklpper@gosafeguard.com> Assistance Guidelines

Microsoft Outlook Note

Customer Scrub Sept 2012 Final- Brlght.xls

ma1 c am reques mg n erma 1on necessary
for counsel to provide legal advice regarding
agreement with IBF.
mal o counse reques mg ega aov1ce
concerning account protection of T3, Thurston,
IBF, and/or Docusource.
Email to counsel seeking legal advice regarding
BAM transactions.

'b"

PRIV00791

Microsoft Outlook Note

........ c.

"Ivy, Oewayne <divy@gosafeguard.com>,
PRIV00411

"Skipper, Kevin" <kskipper@gosafeguard.com>

Email chain with counsel seeking legal advice
regarding IBF account protection Issues and
negotiation with Dawn Teply.
mat o counse prov1 mg reques ea
Information for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding email from Dawn Teply.
cma1 o cou se1 prov1 1I"K re4ues eu
information for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding account protection ofT3,
Thurston, IBF, and/or Docusource.

Microsoft Outlook Note

Microsoft Outlook Note

Microsoft Outlook Note
Microsoft Outlook Note

Microsoft Outlook Note

"b"

Compensation pg 2.doc,
MSA_McCormlck_091313.docx,
20131007084242.pdf, Employee Information
and Compensation.doc, Option
Agreement_KMMR_091713.doc,
MSA Mclaughlin v2 red line 091313.docx
RE: IBF Letter- Account Coverage and Transition
Assistance Guidelines

Email to counsel providing requested
information for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding account protection ofT3,
Thurston, IBF, and/or Docusource.
Email tram counsel providmg legal advice
regarding IBF letter.

Microsoft Outlook Note
Microsoft Outlook Note

001878
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EXHIBIT A TO MICHAEL DUNLAP'S DECLARATION IN SUPP. OF OPP. TO PLS.' MOTION TO REMOVE AND CHALLENGE DESIGNATIONS

UUilldp, IVIlLild.l

<"/ozexchangelabs/ou=exchange administrative
group
PRIVOOM8

CONTROL0238217

11/22/2013

(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn=reclplents/cn=aea53bd2e4 "Foster, Christine"
<chrlstine.foster@deluxe.com>
11/22/2013 3f40cab886ff9964206100-t201832">

"Skipper, Kevin" <ksklpper@gosafeguard.com>

Fw: Idaho Location

Fw: Idaho Location

Email from counsel seeking Information for the
purpose of providing legal advice regarding
DocuSource transacting business In Idaho.

Microsoft Outlook Note

"Popelka, Michele"
<mpopeika@gosafeguard.com>, ''TillerShumway, Amy" <atiller@gosafeguard.com>,

"Clark, Cassie" <cassle.clark@deluxe.com>,

Email from counsel requesting Information for
the purpose of providing legal advice regarding
account protection ofT3, Thurston, IBF, and/or

"Lederach, Sue {GoSafeguard)"
PRIV00925

CONTROL0386005

1/14/2014

"Dunlap, Michael"
1/14/2014 <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

<slederach@gosafeguard.com>, "Lunden, Ellen" "Skipper, Kevin" <ksklpper@gosafeguard.com>,
"Sorrenti, J" <j.sorrentl@gosafeguard.com>
IBF

<elunden@gosafeguard.com>

IBF

Docusource.

Microsoft Outlook Note

FW: IBF Post-Closing Agreement (v2)

FW: IBF Post-Closing Agreement (v2)

RE: Comparison to BAM List

RE: Comparison to BAM List

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding account protection ofT3, Thurston,
IBF, and/or Docusource.
Ema1 rom counse provia~ng ega aavlce
regarding BAM acquisitions.

Microsoft Outlook Note

RE: Mailing List- PRINT CONCEPTS

Email to counsel providing Information for the
purpose of seeking legal advice regarding
customer scrub of Print Concepts mailing list.

Microsoft Outlook Note

1

PRIV00929

CONTROL0437474

1/15/2014

PRIV01040

CONTROL0185725

2/5/2014

~• PP"'• ""'"'
<"/o=exchangelabs/ouzexchange administrative
group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn=reclplents/cnz709B80f920 "Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>
1/15/2014 834f78a5b8bfd365181e33-t202178">

2/5/2014 "Skipper, Kevin" <ksklpper@gasafeguard.com>

11

I

Bowes, Barb" <barb.l.bowes@deluxe.com>

I

Microsoft Outlook Note

"Lederach, Sue (GoSafeguard)"
<slederach@gosafeguard.com>, "Savoie,

PRIV01170

CONTROL0305105

4/3/2014

4/3/2014 "Odella, Phil" <phil.odeila@deluxe.com>

Suzanna" <ssavoie@gosafeguard.com>, "Odella,
Phil" <phil.odella@deluxe.com>, "Dunlap,
"Skipper, Kevin" <ksklpper@gosafeguard.com>,
Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>, "Tiller- "Burget, Erich"
Shumway, Amy" <atiller@gosafeguard.com>
<erlch.burget@gosafeguard.com>
RE: Mailing List- PRINT CONCEPTS

uuonop, •n•uoco

PRIV01234

PRIV01298

PRIV01469

PRIV01518

PRIV01532

CONTROL0299003

CDNTRDL0456706

CONTROL0454065

CONTROL0096099

CONTRDL0168141

5/7/2014

<"/o=exchangelabs/ou=exchange administrative
group
{fydibohf23spdlt)/cn=reclplents/cn=aea53bd2e4
"Skipper, Kevin" <ksklpper@gosafeguard.com>
5/7/2014 3f40cab886ff9964206100-t201832">

Email chain between containing confidential
communications regarding Form it customer
RE: Customer Scrub Formlt 042214.xls

"Dunlap, Michael"
5/29/2014 <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

8/18/2014

"Sorrenti, J" <"/o=exchangelabs/ou=exchange
administrative group
"Skipper, Kevin" <kskipper@gosafeguard.com>,
{fydibohf23spdlt)/cn=reclplents/cn=Oa013bc8de "Dunlap, Michael"
8/18/2014 134cf79db8a27b0fd7810b-t436575">
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>
"Sutton, Scott'' <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>

11/14/2013

5/30/2013

11/14/2013 "Sutton, Scott" <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV01535

CONTRDL0239646

11/15/2013

PRIV 01593

CONTROL0444344

8/16/2013

11/14/2013

"Sorrenti, J'' <j.sorrenti@gosafeguard.com>

FW: IBF Letter- Account Coverage and
Transition Assistance Guidelines

Email to counsel providing requested
Information for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding account protection ofT3,
Thurston, IBF, and/or Docusource.
mau to counse prov1 mg m erma 10n or lne
purpose of seeking legal advice regarding IBF
Letter

RE: Form Systems, Inc.

RE: Form Systems, Inc.

Email chain requesting counsel to provide legal
advice regarding Form Systems, Inc.

<j.sorrentl@gosafeguard.com>, "Hussain,
Shafina" <sbhanjl@gosafeguard.com>

FW: IBF Letter- Account Coverage and
Transition Assistance Guidelines

FW: IBF Letter- Account Coverage and
Transition Assistance Guidelines

"Sutton, Scott" <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>

IBF- APA Amendment

"Sutton, Scott" <"/o=deluxe/ou=exchange
administrative group
11/14/2013 (fydibohf23spdlt)/cn=reclplents/cn=t437630">

CONTRDL0473790

PRIV01597

CONTROL0473791

11/13/2013

PRIV01598

CONTROL0473792

11/13/2013

FW: Agreements

Microsoft Outlook Note

Microsoft Outlook Note

Microsoft Outlook Note

Microsoft Outlook Note

Microsoft Outlook Note

0~0

<"/o=exchangelabs/ou=exchange administrative
group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cnzreclplents/cn=aea53bd2e4
"Sutton, Scott11 <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>
11/15/2013 3f40cab886ff9964206100-t201832">
uun ap, 1v11cnae
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>, "Skipper, Kevin"
8/16/2013 "Hussain, Shafina" <sbhanjl@gosafeguard.com> <ksklpper@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV01596

FW: Agreements

FW: IBF Letter- Account Coverage and
"Skipper, Kevin" <ksklpper@gosafeguard.com> Transition Assistance Guidelines

"Sutton, Scott11 <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>,
5/30/2013 "Savoie, Suzanna" <ssavole@gosafeguard.com> "Dereila, Kevin" <kderella@gosafeguard.com>
UUOooap, ......

scrub.

ma1 rom counse prov1amg ega aav1ce
FW: Tressa -project- list of accounts UPDATED FW: Tressa -project -list of accounts UPDATED regarding account protection ofT3, Thurston,
as of 5 23 14.xlsx
as of 5 23 14.xlsx
IBF, and/or Docusource.

5/29/2014

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mduniap@gosafeguard.com>

RE: Customer Scrub Form it 042214.xls

"Skipper, Kevin {ksklpper@gosafeguard.com)"
<ksklpper@gosafeguard.com>, "Sorrenti, J"

"Dunlap, Michael (mdunlap@gosafeguard.com)'
FW: IBF Letter- Account Coverage and
"Skipper, Kevin" <kskipper@gosafeguard.com> Transition Assistance Guidelines
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

Email from counsel seeking Information for the
purpose of providing legal advice regarding IBF

Microsoft Outlook Note
Letter.
mau to counse reques mg ega aov1ce
concerning account protection ofT3, Thurston,
IBF- APA Amendment
Microsoft Outlook Note
IBF, and/or Docusource.
""'a" to counse prov1 ung ~nror a 1on 1or tne
purpose of seeking legal advice regarding IBF
FW: IBF Letter- Account Coverage and
Letter- Account Coverage and Transition
Transition Assistance Guidelines
Guidelines
Microsoft Outlook Note
auac men' to emau to counsel prov1a1ng
Information for the purpose of seeking legal
IBF Jim Dunn_Account Coverage and Transition advice regarding IBF Letter- Account Coverage
Asslstance_111313.pdf
and Transition Guidelines
Portable Document Format
auacnmem o em au to cou se1 prov1a1ng
Information for the purpose of seeking legal
IBF Jim Dunn_Account Coverage and Transltlo~ advice regarding IBF Letter- Account Coverage
Assistance 111313.doc
and Transition Guidelines.
Microsoft Word Document
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Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Dane Bolinger, ISB No. 9104
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5260
Email: sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By SANTIAGO BARRIOS
Dl!f'UTY

Christopher S. Reeder (Admitted Pro Hac Vice)
Wesley W. Lew (Admitted Pro Hac Vice)
ROBINS KAPLAN LLP
2049 Century Park East, Suite 3400
Los Angeles, CA 90067
Telephone: 310.552.0130
Facsimile: 310.229.5800
Email: CReeder@RobinsKaplan.com
WLew@RobinsKaplan.com
Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
)
)
corporation; and THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation, )
)
Plaintiffs,
)
)
vs.
)
)
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., )
a Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD
)
ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Delaware
)
corporation; TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, an
)
individual; JAMIE MCCORMICK, an
)
individual; MICHAEL DUNLAP, an
)
individual; IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC.)
an Idaho corporation; JAMES DUNN, an
)
individual; JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited
)
liability company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho
)
limited liability company; and FORM
)
SYSTEMS INC. dba DOCUSOURCE PRINT )
MANAGEMENT, an Oregon corporation;
)

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
DECLARATION OF WESLEY W. LEW
IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS'
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS'
MOTION TO CHALLENGE
DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND
REDACTIONS
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DELUXE CORPORATION, a Minnesota
corporation; and DOES 1-10,
Defendants.
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DECLARATION OF WESLEY W. LEW

I, WESLEY W. LEW, declare as follows:
1.

I am an attorney at law admitted to practice in the State of California and admitted

pro hac vice to practice before this honorable Court. I am an associate at the law firm of Robins
Kaplan LLP, litigation counsel for Defendant Deluxe Corporation ("Deluxe") in this case. I have
personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein and if called to testify at further proceedings,
could and would competently do so.
2.

On April 17, 2015, the Court entered a Stipulated Discovery Confidentiality

Order ("Confidential Protective Order"). Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy
of the Confidential Protective Order.
3.

At the time, Deluxe was not a party to this litigation.

4.

Paragraph 3 of the Confidential Protective Order provides that "All Confidential

material shall be used by the receiving party solely for purposes of the prosecution or defense of
this action or the Arbitration . . . unless and until the restrictions herein are removed either by
written agreement of counsel for the parties, or by Order of the Court."
5.

Notwithstanding this provision, Plaintiffs' California counsel used confidential

documents produced in this action by the non-Deluxe Defendants as exhibits to the First
Amended Complaint filed on July 2, 2015 in a separate, but related matter in the Central District
of California involving another Safeguard distributor and United Safeguard Distributors
Association, Inc. ("California Action"). As a result, the non-Deluxe Defendants filed a Motion
for Enforcement of Protective Order with this Court.
6.

On September 15, 2015, the Court determined that 3 of the 4 documents at issue

were indeed either confidential or contained confidential information. However, the Court found
that Plaintiffs did not technically violate the terms of the Confidential Protective Order solely
because the documents were inadvertently not stamped as confidential when produced.
Nonetheless, the Court noted that "given emails explaining that the production included
confidential documents and Safeguard's own internal labeling ofthe documents as confidential,"
DECLARATION OF WESLEY W. LEW- 3
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"professional collegiately would suggest that Plaintiffs [should have] first inquire[d] with
Defendants about their confidentiality." Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy
of the Memorandum Decision and Order on Defendants' Motion to Enforce Protective Order.
7.

While prior to the Court's entry of its order, Plaintiffs' California counsel

submitted a substance-less request in the California action to seal the documents, it did nothing
after the Court deemed these documents confidential to remove them from the public record
despite being told by the Court in California exactly what such a request should contain.
Attached hereto as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of Order re: Stipulation and Unopposed
Application to Temporarily Seal Certain Exhibits and Allegations in the First Amended
Complaint, dated August 19, 2015.
8.

An Order re: Agreed to Discovery During August 7, 2015 Hearing ("Discovery

Order") was also entered by the Court on September 15, 2015. In paragraph 6 of the Discovery
Order, Defendants Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. ("SBS") and Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc.
("SAl") agreed to search the Deluxe server and produce "all documents and correspondence
related to the due diligence, approval of and acquisitions of ffiF and DocuSource" from certain
identified Deluxe employees and executives. However, since Deluxe did not appear in this action
until September 22, 2015 and it was not a party at the time of the Discovery Order, it was not
represented at the underlying discovery conference and, consequently, did not get an opportunity
to participate in the discussion or be heard on any disputed issues that may have impacted it.
9.

For example, as a practical matter, only Deluxe and its employees would be able

to search and produce the documents responsive to paragraph 6 of the Discovery Order, not SBS
or SAl. Additionally, the September 18, 2015 deadline agreed to by SBS and SAl to produce the
documents was not realistic given the number of servers and documents involved and the overall
complexity of the task, among other issues. As a result, Deluxe requested and received an eight
week extension to November 13, 2015 to comply with paragraph 6 of the Discovery Order. The
extension was not requested as a delay tactic, but rather, because it was physically impossible to
comply with the Discovery Order in a mere three days.
DECLARATION OF WESLEY W. LEW- 4
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10.

On the other hand, it appears that Plaintiffs' California counsel themselves acted

in bad faith in requesting a similar extension to produce documents in the California Action.
Specifically, Plaintiffs' California counsel requested, and Deluxe's California counsel granted
(on behalf of SBS and SAI, the only remaining defendants after the court granted defendants'
motions to dismiss), a two month extension for the remaining California plaintiffs to produce
documents responsive to document requests because plaintiffs claimed that "[t]he production is
an arduous endeavor that will take significant time, labor and expense to be completed."
Attached hereto as Exhibit 4 is a true and correct copy of the relevant pages of Schob and
Schob, Inc.'s Responses to SBS' Amended Requests for Production of Documents, Set One.
Attached hereto as Exhibit 5 is an email from Elon Bloch to Doug Luther, dated December 1,
2015 regarding a Summary of Telephonic Meet and Confer (November 23, 2015).
11.

Despite this extension, plaintiffs eventually only produced 256 pages of

responsive documents.
12.

On November 13, 2015, Deluxe produced 1,536 documents responsive to

paragraph 6 of the Discovery Order, some of which were marked confidential. However, since a
number of documents contained highly sensitive fmancial/business information and business
strategy of Deluxe's top executives, including its CEO, and because the Confidential Protective
Order (to which Deluxe was not a party) did not provide for a second tier of confidentiality for
Attorneys' Eyes Only ("AEO") documents, Deluxe withheld 208 documents until a revised
protective order allowing for an AEO designation could be negotiated.
13.

On November 23, 2015, while meeting and conferring regarding the California

plaintiffs' deficient discovery responses, Plaintiffs' California counsel agreed to an AEO
provision and Deluxe's counsel agreed to produce the AEO documents once the revised
protective order was signed (as opposed to when it was actually entered by the Court). After
negotiations regarding the terms of the AEO provision, the parties signed a Stipulation for Entry
of Protective Order re Confidential Documents- Attorneys' Eyes Only on December 18,

~015

("AEO Protective. Order"), which was entered as an order by this Court on December 23, 2015.
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Thereafter, Deluxe produced the 208 AEO documents on December 28, 2015, as agreed by the
parties. The documents were designated as AEO since they contain highly sensitive information
and would cause extreme competitive harm to Deluxe if disclosed. Attached hereto as Exhibit 6
is a true and correct copy of the AEO Protective Order.
14.

Despite the AEO designations, Plaintiffs' California counsel filed a motion to

compel depositions in the parallel Idaho arbitration on January 14, 2015 using AEO documents
in support thereof. Deluxe is not a party to that arbitration and has no way to enforce its rights to
protect its sensitive fmancial and business information. The arbitration panel, however, is not
included in the AEO Protective Order as a person that is allowed access to documents designated
as AEO. Deluxe would have never agreed that its AEO documents could be used in a proceeding
where it is not even a party. Attached hereto as Exhibit 7 is a true and correct copy of the
relevant pages of the Declaration James M. Mulcahy in Support of Motions to Compel
Depositions.
· ·15.

At no time prior to the filing of the motion to compel depositions did Plaintiffs'

California counsel ever contact Deluxe's counsel regarding the use of the AEO documents in
connection with the motion to compel. Nor did Plaintiffs' California counsel follow the
procedure set forth in the AEO Protective Order to challenge the AEO designation given to those
documents. Notably, the AEO Protective Order provides that "Until the Court enters an order
changing the designation of [any AEO document], it shall be afforded the 'Highly ConfidentialAttorneys' Eyes Only' designation." No such order has ever been entered by this Court.
16.

Approximately one week later, on January 22, 2015, Plaintiffs' California counsel

filed motions for reconsideration in the California Action, in which Plaintiffs' California counsel
represents a different distributor and formerly a distributorship association, referencing
documents that had been designated confidential in support of a request to file a further amended
complaint. Although the confidential documents themselves were not attached to the motions for
reconsideration, Plaintiffs' California counsel nevertheless used information obtained from the
confidential documents and put it in their pleading. Attached hereto as Exhibit 8 is a true and
DECLARATION OF WESLEY W. LEW- 6
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correct copy of the Schob Plaintiffs' Motion for Reconsideration of the Court's November 17,
2015 Order filed in the California Action.
17.

This was again done despite the provision in the Confidential Protective Order

prohibiting the use of confidential materials, which would include information obtained from
confidential documents, anywhere other than this Court and the Idaho arbitration.
18.

While Plaintiffs' California counsel met and conferred with Deluxe's California

counsel on January 15, 2015 asking that they be allowed to use the confidential documents, the
request was not agreed to. Plaintiffs' California counsel also failed to obtain an order from the
Court allowing them to use the confidential documents or information contained within those
documents prior to filing the 'motions for reconsideration. Attached hereto as Exhibit 9 is a true
and correct copy of an email string between Kevin Adams and Wesley W. Lew, dated January 15
and 19, 2016, regarding USDA/Safeguard - Further Meet and Confer re Motions for
Reconsideration.
19.

Plaintiffs' California counsel further violated the ABO Protective Order by

showing ABO documents to Plaintiffs herein, even though they are expressly prohibited from
having access to the documents. The ABO Protective Order expressly prohibits "Plaintiffs or
their affiliated witnesses" from having access to AEO documents. Nevertheless, Dawn Teply
testified that she saw emails produced in discovery showing that Deluxe's CEO, Lee Schram,
"gave orders to close [the IBF and DocuSource] deals" Similarly, Roger Thurston testified that
there were emails indicating that "[Mr.] Schram ha[d] to make his numbers ... so his pressuring
... would lead people to jump through hoops to get whatever done ... to meet those goals."
Attached hereto as Exhibit 10 is a true and correct copy of the relevant pages of the transcript
from the deposition of Mik:ael Dawn Teply taken on January 18, 2016. Attached hereto as

Exhibit 11 is a true and correct copy of the relevant pages of the transcript from the deposition
of Roger Thurston taken on January 20,2016.
20.

Leaving no doubt that Plaintiffs were given access to ABO documents and/or

information, Mr. Thurston further testified that he saw emails from Mr. Schram to J.J. Sorrenti
DECLARATION OF WESLEY W. LEW- 7
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indicating that he was "going to call [Mr. Sorrenti] every day" to ensure that the BAM
transactions at issue went through. This quote was taken almost verbatim from an ABO email
wherein Mr. Schram indicated that he would "bug [Mr. Sorrenti] every day if it takes this to get
[the BAM transactions] closed." Significantly, this statement from Mr. Schram cannot be found
on any document that was produced other than this ABO email.
21.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 12 is a true and correct copy of a list identifying the

documents that Deluxe contends were properly designated as AEO because they <;ontain highly
sensitive fmancial information that would have a competitively adverse effect on Deluxe should
the information be disclosed to Deluxe's competitors or a Safeguard distributor.
22.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 13 is a true and correct copy of a list identifying the

documents that Deluxe contends were properly redacted for non-responsiveness.
23.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 14 is a true and correct copy of a list identifying the

dpcuments for which Deluxe has agreed to withdraw its privilege and work-product claims,
which will be produced in unredacted form, except for certain documents withheld on the basis
of privilege or work-product that will be reproduced with either a confidential or ABO
designation with redactions to the non-responsive portions of the documents only.
24.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 15 is a true and correct copy of a list identifying the

documents for which Deluxe has agreed to de-designate as ABO and re-designate as confidential
should its non-responsiveness redactions be upheld.
25.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 16 is a true and correct copy of correspondence from

Wesley W. Lew to Doug Luther, dated February 5, 2016, wherein Deluxe agreed to withdraw its
privilege and work-product claims, and to de-designate certain documents as ABO and redesignate them as confidential as long as the Court upheld Deluxe's non-responsiveness
redactions.
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I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America and the
State of California that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed this 5th day of February, 2016, at Los Angeles, Californi
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of February, 2016, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing DECLARATION OF WESLEY W. LEW ISO DEFENDANTS'
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS'
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS by the method indicated below, and addressed to each
of the following:
Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS,
CHTD
101 S. Capitol Blvd., lOth Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701-0829

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail

James M. Mulcahy (Admitted pro hac vice)
Kevin A. Adams (Admitted pro hac vice)
MulcahyLLP
4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
Irvine, California 92614

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
BE-mail:
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
kadamas@ mulcahyllp.com
D Telecopy: 949.252.0090

~ E-mail: pmo@moffatt.com
ccg@moffatt.com
D Telecopy: 208.385.5384

Steven F. Schossberger
Dal!( A. Baf,'f75f r
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Patricia M. Olsson, ISB No. 3055
C. Clayton Gill, ISB No. 7979
MOFFATT THOMAS
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10111 Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 345-2000
Facsimile: (208) 385-5384
Email: PMO@moffatt.com
CCG@moffatt.com

APR 17 2015
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By EMILY CHILD
DEPUTY

James M. Mulcahy (Ca. SBN 213547)- pro hac vice
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
Kevin A. Adams (Ca. SBN 239171)- pro hac vice
kadams@ mulcahyllp.com
MULCAHYLLP
Four Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Telephone: (949) 252-9377
Facsimile: (949) 252-0090
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
)
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTON
)
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation, )

Plaintiffs,
VS.

)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
STIPULATED DISCOVERY
CONFIDENTIALITY ORDER

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., )
a Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD
)
ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Delaware
)
corporation; TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, an
)
individual; MICHAEL DUNLAP, an
)
individual; IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC.)
an Idaho corporation; JAMES DUNN, an
)
individual; JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited
)
liability company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho
)
limited liability company; and DOES 1-10,
)
Defendants.

)
)

_____________________________)
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It appearing that discovery in the above-captioned action1 is likely to involve the

disclosure of confidential infonnation, it is ORDERED as follows:

1.

Any party to this litigation and any third-party shall have the right to designate as

"Confidential" and subject to this Order any information, document, or thing, or portion of any
document or thing that has not been revealed to the public and that contains trade secrets,
competitively sensitive information regarding the development, production, marketing, financial,
sales or promotion of the producing party's products or finances, the disclosure of which would
have the effect of causing hmm to the competitive position of the person or entity from which the
information is obtained. Any party to this litigation or m1y third party covered by this Order, who
produces or discloses any Confidential material, including without limitation any infonnation,
document, thing, interrogatmy a11swer, admission, pleading, or testimony, shall mark U1e same
with the foregoing or similar legend: "CONFIDENTIAL" or "CONFIDENTIAL- SUBJECT
TO DISCOVERY CONFIDENTIALITY ORDER" (hereinafter "Confidential").
2.

To the extent it is practical to do so, the designating party must designate for

protection only those parts of material, documents, items or oral or wlitten communications that
qualify- so that other portions of the material, documents, items, or communications for which
protection is not warranted are not swept unjustifiably within the ambit of this Order.
Mass, indiscriminate, or routinized designations are prohibited. Designations that are
shown to have been made for an improper purpose (e.g., to unnecessarily encumber or retard the

1 The claim T3 Enterprises, Inc. vs. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., is pending before the
American Arbitration Association, Case No. 01-15-0002-6860 (the "Arbiu·ation"), and the
parties will enter into a separate Stipulated Discovery Confidentiality Order to be signed by
the arbitrators in the Arbitration.
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case development process or to impose unnecessary expenses and burdens on the other pruties)
expose the designating party to sanctions.
If it comes to a designating pmty' s attention that information or items that it designated
for protection do not qualify for protection at all or do not qualify for the level of protection
inithilly asserted, that designating party must promptly notify all other parties that it is
withdrawing the mistaken designation.
3.

All Confidential material shall be used by the receiving pruty solely for purposes

of the prosecution or defense of this action or the Arbitration, shall not be used by the receiving
pruty foi· any business, commercial, competitive, personal or other purpose, and shall not be
disclosed by the receiving party to anyone other than those set forth in Paragraph 4, unless and
until the restrictions herein are removed either by written agreement of counsel for the parties, or
by Order of the Court.
4.

Confidential material and the contents of Confidential material may be disclosed

only to the following individuals under the following conditions:
a.

Outside counsel (herein defined as any attomey at the parties' outside law

b.

Outside experts or consultants retained by outside counsel for purposes of

firms);

this action or the Arbitration, provided they have signed a non-disclosure agreement in the form
attached hereto as Exhibit A;
c.

Secretarial, paralegal, clerical, duplicating and data processing personnel

of the foregoing;
d.

The Court and court personnel;

e.

The Arbitrators and arbitration persmmel in the Arbitration;

STIPULATED DISCOVERY CONFIDENTIALITY ORDER
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f.

Any deponent may be shown or examined on any infonnation, document

or thing designated Confidential if it appears that the witness authored or received a copy of it,
was involved in the subject matter described therein or is employed by the party who produced
the infonnation, document or thing, or if the producing party consents to such disclosure;
g.

Vendors retained by or for the parties to assist in preparing for pretrial

discovery, u·ial, hearings and/or the Arbitration including, but not limited to, court reporters,
litigation support personnel, jury consultants, individuals to prepare demonstrative and
audiovisual aids for use in the cowtroom or in depositions or mock jury or arbitration sessions,
as well as their staff, stenographic, and clerical employees whose duties and responsibilities
require access to such materials; and
h.

The parties to this litigation and the Arbitration. In the case of parties that

are corporations or other business entities, "pmty" shall mean executives who are required to
participate in decisions with reference to this lawsuit or the Arbitration.
5.

Confidential material shall be used only by individuals permitted access to it

under Paragraph 4. Confidential material, copies thereof, m1d the information contained therein,
shall not be disclosed in any mmmer to any other individual, until and unless (a) outside counsel
for the party asserting confidentiality waives the claim of confidentiality, or (b) the Court orders
such disclosure.
6.

With respect to any depositions that involve a disclosure of Confidential material

of a party to this litigation, such pmty shall either designate such portion and exhibits during the
deposition, or have until fourteen (14) days after receipt of the deposition transcript within which
to inform all other pmties that portions of the u·anscript are to be designated Confidential, which
period may be extended by agreement of the parties. Upon being informed that certain portions
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of a deposition are to be designated as Confidential, all parties shall immediately cause each
copy of the transcript in its custody or control to be appropriately marked and limit disclosure of
the confidential portion of that transcript in accordance with Paragraphs 3 and 4.
7.

If counsel for a party receiving documents or infmmation designated as

Confidential hereunder objects to such designation of any or all of such items, the following
procedure shall apply:
a.

Counsel for the objecting party shall serve on U1e designating party or

third party a written objection to such designation, which shall describe the documents or
information in question and shall state the grounds for objection. Counsel for the designating
party or third party shall respond in writing to such objection wiU1in 14 days, and shall state with
particularity the grounds for asserting that the document or infonnation is Confidential. If no
timely written response is made to the objection, the challenged designation will be deemed to be
void. If the designating party or nonparty makes a timely response to such objection asserting the
propriety of the designation, counsel shall then confer in good faith in an effmt to resolve the
dispute.
b.

If a dispute as to a Confidential designation of a document or item of

infmmation cannot be resolved by agreement, the proponent of the designation being challenged
shall present the dispute to the Court for an order regarding the challenged designation. The
document or infonnation that is the subject of the Court filing shall be treated as originally
designated pending resolution of the dispute. The designating party shall bear the burden of
demonstrating that confidential treatment is appropriate.
8.

All requests to seal documents filed with the Court shall comply with Idaho Court

Administrative Rule 32.

STIPULATED DISCOVERY CONFIDENTIALITY ORDER
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9.

If the need arises during uial or at any hearing before the Court for any party to

disclose Confidential infonnation, it may do so only after giving notice to the producing party
and as directed by the Court pursuant to Idaho Court Administrative Rule 32.
10.

No infonnation that is in the public domain or which is already ~mown by the

receiving party through proper means or which is or becomes available to a party from a source
other than the party asserting confidentiality or is rightfully in a party's possession on a nonconfidential basis, shall be deemed or considered to be Confidential material under this
Discovery Confidentiality Order.
11.

This Discovery Confidentiality Order shall survive the termination of this action

and shall remain in full force and effect unless modified by an Order of this Court or by the
written stipulation of the parties filed with the Comt.
12.

Upon final conclusion of this litigation, each party or other individual subject to

the terms hereof shall be under an obligation to assemble and to retum to the originating source
all originals and unmarked copies of documents and things containing Confidential material;
provided, however, that counsel may retain complete copies of all transcripts and pleadings
including any exhibits attached thereto for archival purposes, subject to the provisions of this
Discovery Confidentiality Order. To the extent a party requests the retum of Confidential
material from the Court after the final conclusion of the litigation, including the exhaustion of all
appeals therefrom and all related proceedings, the party shall file a motion seeking such relief.

Ill
Ill
Ill
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IT IS SO ORDERED.
DATED THIS

I'1

day of April, 2015.

&TEVEN H\PPLER
Honorable Steven J. Hippler
District Judge

STIPULATED DISCOVERY CONFIDENTIALITY ORDER
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EXHIBIT A

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
)
)
corporation; and THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Id~o corporation, )
Plaintiffs,
vs.

)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
AGREEMENT TO BE BOUND BY
STIPULATED DISCOVERY
CONFIDENTIALITY ORDER

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., )
a Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD
)
ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Delaware
)
corporation; TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, an
)
individual; MICHAEL DUNLAP, an
)
individual; IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC.)
)
an Idaho corporation; JAMES DUNN, an
individual; JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited
)
liability company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho
)
limited liability company; and DOES 1-10,
)
Defendants.

)
)
)

--------------------------------

I, -------------------------,being duly swom, state that:
1.

My address is --------------------------------------

2.

My present employer is _____________________ and the address of my

present employment is -------------------------------------3.

My present occupation or job description is ----------------

4.

I have carefully read and understood the provisions of the Discovery

Confidentiality Order in this case signed by the Court, and I will comply with all provisions of
the Discovery Confidentiality Order.

STIPULATED DISCOVERY CONFIDENTIALITY ORDER
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5.

I will hold in confidence and not disclose to anyone not qualified under the

Discovery Confidentiality Order any Confidential Material or any words, summaries, abstracts,
or indices of Confidential h1formation disclosed to me.
6.

I will limit use of Confidential Material disclosed to me solely for purpose of

this action and the Arbitration.
7.

No later than the final conclusion of the case, I will return all Confidential

Material and summaries, abstracts, and indices thereof which come into my possession, and
documents or things which I have prepared relating thereto, to counsel for the party for whom I
was employed or retained.
I declare under penalty of petjury that the foregoing is tme and correct.
Dated: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
[Name]

STIPULATED DISCOVERY CONFIDENTIALITY ORDER
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this \1 day of April, 2015, I caused to be served a tme
copy of the foregoing AGREEMENT TO BE BOUND BY STIPULATED DISCOVERY
CONFIDENTIALITY ORDER by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the
following:
Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS,
CHTD
101 S. Capitol Blvd., lOth Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701-0829
[Attorneys for Plaintiffs]

191J.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Ovemight Mail
DE-mail: pmo@moffatt.com
ccg@moffatt.com
D Telecopy: 208.385.5384

~.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

James M. Mulcahy (Admitted pro hac vice)
Kevin A. Adams (Admitted pro hac vice)
Mulcahy LLP
4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
Irvine, Califomia, 92614
[Attorneys for Plaintiffs]

D Hand Delivered
D Ovemight Mail
DE-mail:
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
kadamas@ mulcahyllp.com
D Telecopy: 949.252.0090

Steven F. Schossberger
Tayler Tibbitts
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, Idaho 83701-1617
[Attorneys for Defendants]

~.S.

Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Ovemight Mail
DE-mail:
sschossberger@ haw leytroxell.com
ttibbitts@ hawleytroxell.com
D Telecopy: 208.954.5260

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the Court

SEAL.

EMILY CHILD
By ____________________________
__
Deputy Clerk

- 1-
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EXHIBIT 2
001901

NO.
A.M.

g;2J:t

FJL(;O •

P.M'----

SEP 16 2015
IN THE. DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DIST~l~J~:IfOPHEB D. RICH, Clerk
~y

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA .

EMJLYCHILD
OEPUTY

T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corpor~tion; and THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation,

Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV-OC-1416400

vs.

MEMORANDUMDECISION AND
ORDER ON DEFE.NDANTS' MOTION
TO ENFORCE. PROTECTlVE ORDE_R

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
INC., ~ Delaware corporation;
SAFEOUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a
Delaware corporation; TRESS
MCLAUGHLIN; an. individual;
MICHAEL DUNLAP, an indiv.idual;
IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC., an
Idaho corporation; JAMES DUNN, an
individual; JDBRS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; K.MMR, LLC, an Id(l\lo
limited liability company; and. DOES 1.-1 0,
Defendants.

I.

BACKGROUND
011 Apri117,

2015, the. Court ~ntered the parties' stipulation to a Protectivt;: Ord~r which

Rives each p!lrty and any third party:
the right to designate as "Confidential" and subject to this Order
any ... document. .. that.has not been revealed to tJ;le public .and that contains trade
secrets, competitively sensitive infor:mation regarding the development, :
,pro.duction, marketing, financial, sales or promotion of the proc;lucing party's
products or finances, the disclosure of which would have the .effect of caus_ing
harm to the. comp~titi ve positi9n of the person or entity from which the
information is obtained.
Order,~[

1.
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In addition, the Order states that the corrlidential material:
shall be used by the receiving party solely for the purposes of the prosecl,ltion or
defense of this ·action or th~ Afbitration, shall not be used by the receiving party
for any business, commercial, competitive, personal or other purpose, an.d shall
not be disclos~d by the receiving party to anyone other than ... outside counsel,
outside experts or consultants retained for purposes of this action, clerici.U :
personnel, the Court, the Arbitrators, deponents under speci~l qircq.mst&vces,
<,liscovery or trial preparation vendors, ll.qd the parties to his ljtigation and tpe ·
Arbitration.
·
I d. at fl~"3-4.

On June 1, 2015 ~ DefendEll)ts prQdu9ed certain documents to Plaintiffs via email. The
email stated that t.he documents production '~includes material. being produced !}.s
COl\IFIDENTIAL UI!d~r the terms of the protective order." However, allegedly due to _ap. error
by Defepdant's vendor, none of the documents were stan1ped as con_fi<,lential. 0I) June 17, 20 lS,
Defendants produced additional documents to Plaintiffs via email with the same alert that some
of the documents were marked as CONFIDENTIAL. Ag~n, none of the documents. w~re so
stamped. Defendants produced a third set of documents on July 2, 2015 via email.. Attached to
' .
the email was a letter alerting that some ofthe material included was de.signated as c~mfide1~ti~l.
Decl. Rosborough,~ 9, Exhs. C, E, F. Again, none of the docum~nt contai.ned.thc.staqtp. 1
Plaintiffs' counsel subsequently filed. some of1hese doctunents, both in this litigation and
as exhibits to an amended complaint in a collateral litigation in California? Aff:_Schossberget, ~
6, Exh. C. On July 8, 2015~ after Plaintiffs'

co~nsel

had already "filed the doc:um~nts in the two

litigations; defense counsel realized the ~rror and provided Plaintiffs a list ident_ifyi.n& the
documents which. sh9uld have beet) stamped as confidential, ·as well as reproduced SGt of those
documents with. the stamp. Decl. Rosborough, Exh. G, f.

Defens~

counsel also E!;Sked_t!1at

Pla.intiffs d~stroy all copies of documents nol bearing the- stamp. Id

Despite not containing tbe CONFIDENTIAL st~mp, the top P,ortion Qf some ofthe confidential documents
coi}tained a label previously affixed by the client that they were "CONFIDENTIAL AND .SENSITIVE",
1

2

the Califomia litigationis a breach of distributorship agreement/interference case by a CalifQf!lia based Safeguard
franchisee against many ofthe sam.~ defengants in this case and. the allegations are targeiy overiapping between the
two cases. Unites States Disrril?zMN ;J.~~ociation, Inc. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.! ~a~c No, 2:15-CV0~998-RSWJ.,-AJW, United State.s D.istrkt Court for tJie C~ntral District of California. PJaintifis' California counsel
represents "the plaintiff in the· California action as well.
·
2
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On July 23, 2015, the parties in this case executed and filed with this Court an. Amende.d
Stipulation Regarding Designation of Certain Confidential Documents ("Amended Stjp',), whicl,1
.includes an a1:,rreement that:
1.

·all documents· tl1at should have been stamped CONFIDENTIAL will be
now stamped "Designated by Defendants as CONFIDENTIAL
pursuant to the Protectiv~ Order", exct=?pt for those produced in the
California ljtigation.

2.

Plaintiffs shall temporarily seal the docUm.ehts used in the California
litigation;

3.

the documents shall remain designated as confidential and remain scaled
until this Court determines their confidentiality designation.

Defendants then filed a Motion to Enforce the Protective Order with regar<j to the
disclosed documents. On August 7, 20l5,:a hearing was ~ch~duled on the Motion &nd on .other
discovery motions. Ultimately1 the p<;trties agreed to limit this Court's· determination on the
motion to whether four exhibits filed in the Califoniia litigation were, in fact, confidential despite
not being stamped as such and, if so,. whether Plaintiffs breachec!- the Protective Order by
Qisclosing them. Oral atgliment regarding the confidential nature of the specific documents was
heard on that date and the matter taken under advisement. 3
II.

ANALYSIS
The fou.r exhibits at issue are Exhibits V, X, Z and VV attached to the "First Ame~dcd

Complaint filed i,.n the California litigation. Each will be discussed in turn.

Exhibit V: This document is described by Defendants as Safeguard's approval and
documentation req4irements for company acquisitions under i~ :SAM program-:According to
Safcg"Qard, the document is. not released to the public. Thjs Courj: agre~s with Defendartts that
the document is, in fapt, confidential It contains Safeguard's specific business strategie.s with.
regard to acquisition~ and could be used to Safeguard's detriment by a coi)lpe.titor.

Exh.ibU X: This document is an internal ·presentation .regarding thq status of companies
Safegu&rd acquired w1der its BAM progtarp betw~en one &nd four yea,rs ago. It includes
3

Speclfi'<ally, the p!J.rties sta,ted their positions and arguments during a meet and confer session ordered by the
Court. The !lfgl!ments \'{ere recorded by the Court's overhead audio recording system. The parties agreed, in.
chambe~s, to stand on thei~ arguments captured by the audio recording and their briefing, choosing J10t to have a
formal hearing· on the matter. The Co~ reviewed the ~udio recording and transcripts thereof submitted by the
parties in reaching its decision. The Court also reviewed the documents at issue, which were ·fil.ed !J.nder s_cal.
3
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Information abo-gt ea<;;h company's annual revenues, recent losses, employee cQnwosition ~q
C\lstom~r base.

Sp.feguar9.-suggests the doctiment is confidential because it could be us~d by~

competitor to ''pick off the employees" and exposes some of the companies' large acco1,1nts.
However, b~cause. the infqrmation contained iri the document is dated and is generally available
to the public, this Court fmds it is not confidential.

Exhibit Z: This Exhibit is a money wiring. confirmatjon {rom Deluxe to IBF for the_ asset
purchase. While it contains confidential information, such as bank account numbers, it is not
itself~ confidential

dpcument. Therefore_, redaction is more appropriate than designati~g the

document as- confidential. If and when Plaintiffs make this exhibit part of tb.e recorq in. this case,
or should the record be used for any purpose other than in this l.itigatio_~, ~l !?peci[lc acco~t
numbers, social security number and other sensitive identifying infonnation shall first be·
redacted.-

Exhibit VV: This doc.ument, d.ated August 2013, contains Deluxe's internal evaluation of
IBF's business and financial projectlqns for five years. Safeguard contends .it is a private
document would be harmful if it fell into a competitor's hands, while Plaintiffs cb~raptGrize it a
merely a ';pro forma." By default, a company's financial projegtioqs qyer a period of years
reveals, in some sense, its business strategies and internal work. product. Conceivably, its
disclosure could harm Saf~guard's-comp9t.itive position. Thus, this Court finds .it to be
confidential.
Having found three pf the docmnents either confidential or containing· con{ide_1,1tial
information1 the next determination is. whether Plaintiff breached the Protective Order by
disclosing them .in the Caiifornia litigation. 4 This Court finds that beGause the doc1,11nents were
not stamped as confidential, their subs~quent disclosure did nqt violate the tenns of the
Protective Orqer. While professional collegiality would suggest that Plaintiffs first inquire with
Defendc~.nts

about their coi1fidentiality given Ms. Rosborough's emails explaining that the

production includcd.cqnfidential documents .and Safeguard's o:wn internallabel.ingqfthe
docmnents as confidential, the Protective Order does not impose any: such obligation upon
Plaintiffs. Further,mercly because some ofthe di~clos_ed.documents contained-a,label of
Defendants suggestecl in briefing that this Court order Plaintiffs to withdtaw any documen~ found to be
confidential frpm the pleadings in the Ci!lifornia litigation. However, those documentS we Cl!fl"~.mtly sealed .and this
Court has no jurjsdiction to instruct a federal COUl-t to not reyievv docum!'lnts before that court or to order that. the
federal court's record be treated in any particular mann.er.
4

4
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"confidentia.l" as applied internally within Safeguard's business does not mea.n tpey quflllfieq C!S
confidential as the term is defin~d under the Protective Order or tha.t they were desig~ated as
such pursuant to the Protective Ordet. Consequently, this Cou,rtwjll not irp.poses~ctions upon
Plaintiffs for the disclosure of the documents as the Protective Order was. n9t violated.·
IT IS SO ORDERED

~~~of September, 2015.
Da.ted this __,...,day

. ....

te.ven J. ffi:ppler
District Judge

5
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that on this
.copy of the wit;hin instrument to:

I ifl...

dayofSeptember, 2015, I mailed (set:Ved) a true and correct

Patricia M. Olsson
Attorpey at Law
J;>O Box 829
B9ise ID 83701
James.MMulcahy.
Attorney at Law
4 Park Plaza, Ste.. 1230
Irvine CA 92614
Steven F Schossberger
Attorney at Law
POBox 1617
Boise IP 83701

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
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1

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

8

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

9

CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

10
11

12
13
14
15
16

UNITED SAFEGUARD
DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION,
INC., a Georgia
cor~oration; GREG SCHOB, an
indlvidual; VICKI SCHOB, an
individual; and SCHOB AND
SCHOB, INC., a California
corporation,

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Plaintiffs,
v.
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
INC., a Delaware
corporation; SAFEGUARD
ACQUISITIONS, INC., a
Delaware corporation;
DELUXE CORPORATION, a
Minnesota corporation; and
DOES 1-10,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

2:15-CV-03998 RSWL (AJW)
ORDER re: Stipulation
and Unop~osed
Applicat1on to
Tem~orarily Seal (1)
Exh1bits V, X, Z, and VV
to Plaintiffs' First
Amended Complaint; and
(2) All Allegations in
the First Amended
Com~laint Referencing
Exh1bits V, X, Z and VV
[37]

Currently before the Court is Plaintiffs United

26

Safeguard Distributors Association, Inc., Greg Schob,

27

Vicki Schob, and Schob and Schob, Inc.'s ("Plaintiffs")

28

Stipulation and Unopposed Application to Temporarily
1
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1

Seal (1) Exhibits V, X, Z, and VV to Plaintiffs' First

2

Amended Complaint; and (2) all allegations in the First

3

Amended Complaint referencing Exhibits V, X, Z, and VV

4

("Application")

5

Application and related papers, the Court DENIES

6

Plaintiffs' Application, for the reasons stated below.

7

[37].

Upon review of Plaintiffs'

Plaintiffs filed this Application seeking to

8

temporarily seal Exhibits V, X, Z, and VV to

9

Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint, and any references

10

to or discussions of Exhibits V, X, Z, and VV made in

11

Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint, including

12

paragraphs 182, 192, 195 and 281 ("the Affected

13

Allegations") .

14

Appl. ") 3:25-27.

15

temporary seal of the Exhibits at issue and the

Pls.' Appl. File Under Seal ("Pls.'
The parties stipulate to seek a

16 Affected Allegations pursuant to Local Rule 79-5.

Id.

17

The parties' request is based on stipulations regarding

18

litigation in the District Court of the Fourth Judicial

19

District of the State of Idaho, County of Ada, Case No.

20

CV-OC-1416400 (the "Idaho litigation"), which involves

21

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. and Safeguard

22

Acquisitions, Inc., also Defendants in the present

23

case.

24

Id. at 1:12-3:13.

In Plaintiffs' Application, the parties stipulated

25

to the following facts:

(1) In the Idaho litigation,

26

the parties entered into a Stipulated Discovery

27

Confidentiality Order ("Protective Order"), id. at

28

1:18-20;

(2) Defendants in the Idaho litigation
2
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1 produced to Plaintiffs documents including Exhibits V,
2 X, Z, and VV, id. at 1:21-27;

(3) Exhibits V, X, Z,

3

and VV were not stamped "CONFIDENTIAL", which

4

Defendants in the Idaho litigation contend was an

·5

inadvertent error, id. ;

6

litigation dispute whether the Exhibits at issue should

7

have been marked confidential and thus whether

8

Plaintiffs' counsel in the Idaho litigation violated

9

the Stipulated Discovery Confidentiality Order, id. at

( 4) The parties in the Idaho

10

2: 20-23;

11

confidentiality determination under submission and has

12

not yet ruled on this matter, id. at 2:24-28.

(5)

The Idaho court has taken the

13

In the present case, the parties stipulate to

14

temporarily seal Exhibits V, X, Z, and VV and the

15 Affected Allegations, pending a determination in the
16

Idaho litigation as to the confidentiality of the

17

Exhibits at issue.

18

Plaintiffs' Application, Plaintiffs contend that the

19

parties seek to protect what Defendants Safeguard

20

Business Systems, Inc. and Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc.

21

purport to be "confidential and sensitive information"

22

contained within Exhibits V, X, Z, and VV and the

23

Affected Allegations.

24

state that a compelling reason exists for this Court to

25

seal the Exhibits and Affected Allegations,

26

specifically, that "Defendants believe the documents to

27

contain confidential and sensitive information."

28

at 3:20-21.

Id. at 3:10-13, 4:2-4.

Id. at 3:14-16.

In

Plaintiffs

Id.

3
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Local Rule 79-5.1 provides the procedural

2

requirements for an application to file under seal and

3

states that, unless authorized by statute or federal

4

rule, filing any document under seal must have the

5

Court's

6

~written

7

Civ. L.R. 79-5.1.

approval" obtained by the movant's

application and a proposed order."

~Historically,

8
9

~prior

C.D. Cal.

courts have recognized a 'general

right to inspect and copy public records and documents,

10

including judicial records and documents.'"

11

v. City & Cnty. of Honolulu, 447 F.3d 1172, 1178 (9th

12

Cir. 2006)

13

U.S. 589, 597 (1978)).

14

presumption in favor of access" to judicial records.

15

Id.

16

Kamakana

(quoting Nixon v. Warner Commc'ns, Inc., 435
Accordingly, there is a

~strong

The Ninth Circuit has enumerated two different

17

standards that a moving party must meet for an

18

application to file judicial documents under seal to be

19

granted.

20

~dispositive

21

reasons" for sealing the specified judicial records.

22

Id. at 1178-81. 1

For judicial documents connected to a
motion," the movant must show

~compelling

For judicial documents connected to a

23
24
25
26
27
28

Generally, ~'compelling reasons' sufficient to outweigh
the public's interest in disclosure and justify sealing court
records exist when such 'court files might [be used as a] vehicle
for improper purposes,' such as the use of records to gratify
private spite, promote public scandal, circulate libelous
statements, or release trade secrets." Kamakana, 447 F.3d at
1179. The Ninth Circuit requires that the court ~conscientiously
balance the competing interests of the public and the party who
seeks to keep certain judicial records secret," but if the court
4
1
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1

"non-dispositive motion," the movant must show "good

2

cause" for sealing the specified judicial records.

3

at 1179-80.

4

showing' that 'specific prejudice or harm will result'

5

if the information is disclosed.

6

harm·, unsubstantiated by specific examples of

7

articulated reasoning' will not suffice."

8

Technologies, Inc. V. Wacker Chemie AG, Case NO: 5:13-

9

cv-05599-PSG, 2013 WL 6622904, at 1 (N.D. Cal. Dec. 16,

Id.

Both standards require a "'particularized

'Broad allegations of

Adema

10

2013)

11

Motors Corp., 307 F.3d 1206, 1210-11 (9th Cir. 2002);

12

Beckman Indus., Inc. v. Int'l Ins. Co., 966 F.2d 470,

13

476 (9th Cir. 1992)).

14

(quoting Phillips ex rel. Estates of Byrd v. Gen.

The Ninth Circuit has not yet specified whether a

15

party seeking to seal a complaint, or portions of a

16

complaint, must meet the "compelling reasons" or "good

17

cause" standard.

18

clear that a·party seeking to seal a judicial record

19

relating to the merits of the case bears the burden of

20

overcoming this presumption by articulating "compelling

21

reasons supported by specific factual findings that

22

outweigh the general history of access and the public

23

policies favoring disclosure."

24

reasoned that a judicial record relating to the merits

However, the Ninth Circuit has made

Id.

The Ninth Circuit

25
26
27
28

decides to seal the requested judicial records, the court's
decision must be based on "a compelling reason" and the court
must "articulate the factual basis for its ruling, without
relying on hypothesis or conjecture." Id. (internal quotation
marks omitted).
5
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1

of the case

at the heart of the interest in

2

ensuring the 'public's understanding of the judicial

3

process and of significant public events.'" Id.

4

(quoting Valley Broadcasting Co. v. U.S. Dist. Ct., 798

5

F.2d 1289, 1295 (1986)).

6

California have concluded' that the ~compelling reasons"

7

standard applies when a party is seeking to seal a

8

complaint, or portions of a complaint. 2

9

California Forensic Medical Group, Inc., Case No: 2:15-

As such, district courts in

10

cv-00579 KJN P, 2015 WL 1405567, at 1,

11

26, 2015) . 3

12

Harrell v.

(E.D. Cal. Mar.

The Ninth Circuit has not specified whether

13

exhibits attached to a complaint must meet the

14

~compelling

15

However, the Northern District of California has noted,

16

~[a]t

17

to the complaint must also meet the compelling reasons

18

standard."

reasons" or

~good

cause" standard.

least one court has held that exhibits attached

Adema Technologies, Inc. v. Wacker Chemie

19
2

20
21
22
23
24

"Under the Ninth Circuit's jurisprudence in Kamakana, a
request to seal all or part of a complaint must clearly meet the
'compelling reasons' standard and not the 'good cause' standard.
While a complaint is not, per se, the actual pleading by which a
suit may be disposed of, it is the root, the foundation, the
basis by which a suit arises and must be disposed of." In Re
NVIDIA Corp. Derivative Litig., Case No: 4:06-cv-06110-SBA, 2008
WL 1859067, at 3 (N.D. Cal. Apr. 23, 2008).
3

25
26
27
28

"[D]istrict courts considering the question have generally
concluded that the 'compelling reasons' standard applies in such
situation~, as a civil action necessarily arises out of
information pled in the complaint, and consequently the
complaint, 'is at the heart of the interest in ensuring the
public's understanding of the judicial process .... '" Id. at 1.
(quoting Kamakana, 447 F.3d at 1179 (internal quotation
ommitted)).
6
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1

AG, Case No: 5:13-cv-05599-PSG, 2013 WL 6622904, at 1

2

(N.D. Cal. Dec. 16, 2013).

3

law, the Court finds that the "compelling reasons"

4

standard applies to the Plaintiffs' request to

5

temporarily seal the Exhibits.

6

In light of the above case

As to Exhibits V, X, Z, and VV, the Court finds

7

that Plaintiffs did not meet their burden of providing

8

"compelling reasons" for why the Exhibits should be

9

filed under seal.

Plaintiffs merely state that "the

10

parties seek to protect what Defendants purport to be

11

confidential and sensitive information contained within

12

Exhibits V, X, Z, and VV."

13

Plaintiffs provide no "particularized showing" that

14

"specific prejudice or harm will result" if the

15

Exhibits are not sealed.

16

"articulate compelling reasons" to overcome the "strong

17

presumption" of public access to judicial records

18

relating to the merits of the case, the Court will not

19

seal the Exhibits at issue.

20

Pls.' Appl. 3:14-16.

Because Plaintiffs do not

As to the Affected Allegations, the Court finds

21

that Plaintiffs again did not meet their burden of

22

providing "compelling reasons" for sealing each stated

23

paragraph of Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint.

24

Plaintiffs generally assert that the portions of the

25

First Amended Complaint "making numerous references to

26

and discussing those Exhibits in the FAC's allegations,

27

including in paragraphs 182, 192, 195 and 281," should

28

be sealed because the Exhibits contain "confidential
7
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1

and sensitive information."

Pls.' Appl. 2:1-4, 3:14-

2

15.

3

as to why the Affected Allegations, themselves

4

constitute sensitive and confidential information or

5

what specific prejudice or harm will result if the

6

Allegations are not redacted.

Again, Plaintiffs do not provide any explanation

7

Because Plaintiffs did not overcome the strong

8

presumption in favor of access to judicial records, the

9

Court hereby DENIES Plaintiffs' Application to

10

Temporarily Seal (1} Exhibits V, X, Z, and VV to

11

Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint; and (2} all

12

allegations in the First Amended Complaint referencing

13

Exhibits V, X, Z, and VV.

14

leave to file the exhibits under seal, but should

15

supply the Court with sufficient facts to meet the

16

Ninth Circuit's above-discussed "compelling reasons"

17

standard.

Plaintiffs may re-apply for

18
19

IT IS SO ORDERED.

20
21

RONALD S.W. LEW

DATED: August 19, 2015

22

HONORABLE RONALD S.W. LEW

23

Senior U.S. District Judge

24
25
26

27
28
8
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1
2

7
8

MULCAHY LLP
James M. Mulcahy (SBN 213547)
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
Kevin A. Adams (SBN 239171)
kadams@mulcahyllp.com
Douglas R. Luther (SBN 280550)
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
4 Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Telephone: (949) 252-9377
Facsimile: (949) 252-0090

9

Attorneys for Plaintiffs

3
4
5
6

10
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

11

CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

12
13
14
15
16
17

UNITED SAFEGUARD
DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
INC., a Georgia co!'_Poration~gREG
SCHOB, an mdividual; VIC.LU
SCHOB~ an individual; and SCHOB
AND S\,;HOB, INC., a California
corporation,
Plaintiffs,

18
19

v.

20

SAFEGUARD BUSJNESS SYSTEMS,
INC. a Delaware comQ_ration·
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a
Delaware corporati<J,_ni ,
DELUXE CORPOKATION· a
Minnesota corporation; and DOE~ 1-10,

21
22
23
24

Case No. 2:15-CV-03998 RSWL (AJWx)
Hon. Ronald S. W. Lew

PLAINTIFF SCHOB AND SCHOB,
INC.'S RESPONSES TO
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD
BUSINESS SYSTEMS..z..INC.'S
AMENDED REQUEStS FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS,
SET ONE

Defendants.
11--------------l

25
26
27
28
SCHOB AND SCHOB, INC'S RESPONSES TO
SBS'S AMENDED REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION TO SET ONE
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1

Plaintiff Schob and Schob, Inc. hereby responds to Defendant Safeguard

2

Business Systems, Inc. requests for production. Plaintiff expressly reserves the

3

right to supplement, amend, or correct these responses.

4
5
6

TIMING OF PRODUCTION
Schob and Schob, Inc. is in the process of gathering the documents

7

responsive to the below requests. The production is an arduous endeavor that will

8

take significant time, labor and expense to be completed. The anticipated

9·

production date is January 22,2016. Schob and Schob, Inc. sets forth this

10

anticipated production date as a reasonable and diligent date fqr production of the

11

responsive documents. To the extent the production is completed prior to January

. 12

22,2016, it will be produced at that time.

13

GENERAL OBJECTIONS

14
15

Schob and Schob, Inc. objects to the majority of requests which ask Schob

16

and Schob, Inc. to compile Defendants' documents and produce them back to

17

Defendants. These documents are all at the very least equally available to

18

Defendants. Many of the responsive documents in Schob and Schob, Inc.'s

19

possession were produced to Schob and Schob, Inc.'s counsel by Defendants in the

20

corresponding Idaho litigation. Defendants cannot expect Plaintiffs to do their

21

~ork for

22

Vitale, 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 102090 (S.D. Cal. Aug. 4, 2015) ("A court may

23

refuse to order production of documents ... that are equally accessible to all

24

parties"); Walker v. Karelas, 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 94151 *4 (E.D. Cal. Sept. 18,

25

2009) ("the court will not compel the defendant to produce documents that are

26

equally available to plaintiff'); Keogh v. Pearson, 35 F.R.D. 20, 23 (D.D.C. 1964).

27
28

them and Plaintiffs have no legal obligation to do so. See e.g. Eusse v.

In most instances, where Defendant makes an intelligible request, it is the
Defendants who solely have the very documents they are requesting. "Rule 34 of
-2-

SCHOB AND SCHOB, INC'S RESPONSES TO
SBS'S AMENDED REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION TO SET ONE
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1

2

MULCAHYLLP

DATED: November 11,2015

3
4
5
6

By:

J&:t;e
Kevin A. Adams
Doug R. Luther
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

16
17

18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25

26
27

28
-51-

SCHOB AND SCHOB, INC'S RESPONSES TO
SBS'S AMENDED REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION TO SET ONE
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EXHIBIT 5
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Zyalyukova, Elena
From:

Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Bloch, Elan
Tuesday, December 01, 2015 8:54AM
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
Reeder, Christopher S.; Lew, Wesley W.
Summary of Telephonic Meet and Confer (November 23, 2015)

Dear Doug,
Please allow this correspondence to confirm your clients' agreement to supplement the following requests for
admissions, interrogatories and requests for production, with further responses and responsive documents, as well as
other related discovery matters, pursuant to the telephonic meet and confer between you, Kevin Adams and Chris
Reeder that took place on November 23, 2015:
As to Interrogatories 1, 7, 8 (propounded by SBS to Schab and Schob, Inc.) and Interrogatory 2 (propounded by SAl to
Schob and Schob, Inc.):
•

Defendants have agreed to allow Plaintiffs to limit the scope of time referenced in these discovery responses to
the period from 2011 to the present, provided that Plaintiffs indicate in their responses that this period of time
represents the exclusive period relating to Plaintiffs' claims and for which Plaintiffs are seeking recovery of
damages in this matter.

Interrogatories from SBS to Schob and Schob, Inc.:
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

Interrogatories 1, 7 and 8: Plaintiffs have agreed to supplement these responses to identify all information in
their custody, possession and control and to state they have no additional information other than what has been
stated in their responses.
Interrogatory 2: Plaintiffs have agreed to supplement this response to identify each instance where Plaintiffs
have allegedly been forced to use duplicate order entry systems, as alleged in paragraph 168 of the FAC, or to
the extent that they claim they have been forced to use duplicate order entry systems for every order placed
with QBS since the Schobs' acquisition, to state the same.
Interrogatory 3: Plaintiffs have agreed to supplement this response to provide responsive information regarding
the alleged "added labor costs, sourced fees, costs of invoices, envelopes and postage" Plaintiffs incurred in
each instance they claim they were forced to use duplicate order entry systems or to the extent that they do not
have such detailed information, to so state, and provide, separately, their alleged added labor cost; sourced
fees; costs of invoices; envelopes; and postage, associated with their utilization of duplicate order systems, as
alleged in paragraph 320 ofthe First Amended Complaint.
Interrogatory 4: Plaintiffs have agreed to supplement this response to identify each instance where Plaintiffs
have allegedly been forced to perform the referenced billing functions, as alleged in paragraph 168 of the FAC,
or to the extent that they claim they have been forced to perform the referenced billing functions for every
order placed with QBS since the Schobs' acquisition, to state the same.
Interrogatory 5: Plaintiffs have agreed to supplement this response to provide the billing functions they allege
are performed in each instance in which an order is placed with QBS and the cost of performing these functions.
Interrogatory 9: Plaintiffs have agreed to supplement this response and to the extent that they have no other
information at this time regarding the substance of this request, they will state the same.
Interrogatories 10, 11, 12 and 13: Plaintiffs have indicated that they will review these interrogatories and notify
Defendants' Counsel if they would be willing to provide a further response. As indicated during the parties'
telephonic meet and confer, Defendants' position remains that since the allegations referenced in these
Interrogatories relate specifically to contentions in Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint, Plaintiffs have an
1
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obligation to state on what basis these allegations were made. (See Federal Rule of Civil Procedure
11). Accordingly, to the extent that Plaintiffs have not based these allegations on any specific information,
Plaintiffs responses should so state. As indicated during the meet and confer, alternatively, Defendants would
allow Plaintiffs to strike the related paragraphs from the First Amended Complaint. Please let us know if
Plaintiffs intend to provide further responses to these interrogatories or wish to strike the related paragraphs
from their pleading.
Interrogatories from SAl to Schob and Schob, Inc.:
•

Interrogatories 2 and 3: Plaintiffs have agreed to supplement these responses to provide an amended response
and/or indicate that they have no additional information at this time relating to these allegations.

Requests for Admissions from SBS to Schob and Schob, Inc.:
•

RFA 29: This request for admission relates directly to an allegation made by Plaintiffs in their First Amended
Complaint. (See e.g. 1)162). However, Plaintiffs have responded to this request that they have insufficient
information to admit or deny it. As Plaintiffs have made this specific allegation in their First Amended Complaint
and must have a basis for every contention/allegation made in any pleading filed with the Court (pursuant to
FRCP 11(b)), Defendants request a further response to this request. Please let us know at your earliest
opportunity whether you intend to supplement this request.

Requests for Production of Documents from SBS to Schob and Schob, Inc.:
•
•

•

RFPs 34, 111, 115, 116, 135, 139: Plaintiffs have agreed to provide further responses to these requests and
produce all responsive documents.
RFP 13: During the telephonic meet and confer, Plaintiffs indicated that they would agree to produce all
documents relating to the acquisitions made by the Schobs, referenced in paragraph 67 of the First Amended
Complaint, between the period from 2011 to the present. Defendants agree to allow Plaintiffs to limit the
documents produced in response to this request to the period from 2011 to the present provided that Plaintiffs
amend their response to state that their claims and damages are limited to this time period.
RFP 143: Defendants agree to allow Plaintiffs to limit the documents produced in response to this request to the
period from 2011 to the present provided that Plaintiffs amend their response to state that their claims and
damages are limited to this time period.

Requests for Production of Documents from SAl to Schob and Schob, Inc.:
•

RFPs 4, 15, 16, 17, 36, 37, 60 and 63: Plaintiffs agreed to provide amended responses and responsive
documents for each of these requests.

Pursuant to the parties' telephonic meet and confer efforts, the parties have agreed that Plaintiffs will produce the
further responses, referenced above, on or before December 15, 2015. Additionally, Defendants agree to provide
Plaintiffs until January 22, 2015 to produce all documents relating to their responses. In light of the professional
courtesy accorded to Plaintiffs by Defendants' agreement to extend Plaintiffs' deadline to produce responsive
documents by more than 2 months, Defendants expect that they will be provided with a similar courtesy, if necessary, to
produce responsive documents or responses in connection with any future discovery requests or disputes, if any.
Please also allow this correspondence to confirm that in the Idaho litigation Plaintiffs have agreed to an Attorneys Eyes
Only provision relating to the production of documents. Accordingly, we will ask Counsel for SBS & SAl to provide a draft
of the proposed provision.

2
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Finally, Plaintiffs indicated that they would provide us, shortly, with a list of the search terms they utilized in their efforts
to produce ESI in this (the California) case. We look forward to receipt of same.
Thank you,

Elan Bloch
RQHl.NS.,l(t\.I'JLAN~~:t~

Robins Kaplan LLP I 2049 Century Park East I Suite 3400 I Los Angeles, CA 90067
D 310-229-5408 I F 310-229-5800 I EBloch@RobinsKaplan.com
RobinsKaplan.com

3
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EXHIBIT 6
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Steven F. Schossberge1·, lSB No. 5358
Dane Bolinger, ISB No. 9104
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5260
Email: sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com
Robins Kaplan LLP
Christopher S. Reeder, Admitted Pro Hac Vice
CReeder@RobinsKaplan.com
Wesley W. Lew, Admitted Pro Hac Vice
WLew@RobinsKaplan.com
2049 Century Park East, Suite 3400
Los Angeles, CA 90067-3208
Telephone:
310 552 0130
Facsimile:
310 229 5800
Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation;)
Case No. CV -OC-1416400
and THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC., an
)
STIPULATION FOR ENTRY OF
Idaho corporation,
)
)
PROTECTIVE ORDER RE
Plaintiffs,
)
CONFIDENTIAL DOCUMENTS -)
ATTORNEYS' EYES ONLY
vs.
)
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., a )
Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD
)
ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Delaware
)
corporation; TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, an
)
individual; JAMIE MCCORMICK, an
)
individual; MICHAEL DUNLAP, an individual;)
IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC. an Idaho
)
corporation; JAMES DUNN, an individual;
)
·JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
)
company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited
)
STIPULATION FOR ENTRY OF PROTECTIVE ORDER RE CONFIDENTIAL
DOCUMENTS --ATTORNEYS' EYES ONLY -1
47140.000 I.7838608.1
61139764.1
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liability company; FORM SYSTEMS INC. dba )
DOCUSOURCE PRINT MANAGEMENT, an )
Oregon corporation; DELUXE
)
CORPORATION, a Minnesota corporation; and)
DOES 1-10,
)
Defendants.

~

COME NOW Plaintiffs T3 Enterpl'ises, Inc. and Thurston Enterprises, Inc. ("Plaintiffs"),
by and through their undersigned counsel, and Defendants Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.,
Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc., Tressa McLaughlin, Jamie McCormick, Michael Dunlap; Idaho
Business Forms, Inc., James Dunn, JDHRS, LLC, KMMR, LLC, Form Systems Inc. dba
Docusource Print Management, Deluxe Corporation, ("Defendants") by and thmugh their
undersigned counsel, and hereby stipulate and agree to the following terms relating to Deluxe
Corporation's production of documents made on November I 3, 20 I5, and to Deluxe's future
document productions.
I.

When used herein, the following terms shall have the following meanings:
(a)

"Documents" shall be used in its broad and liberal sense and shall mean
written, typed, pl'inted, recorded or graphic matter, photogenic, video,
moving pictures and audio, however pi'Oduced or repmduced, of any kind
and description, and whether an original, maste1· or duplicate, including,
but not limited to, papers, notes, books, accounts, and correspondence,
memoranda, letters, documents, communications, including interoffice and
intraoffice communications, email, reports, studies, analyses, calculations,
projections, working papers, testing, bills, receipts, invoices, desk
calendars, employment books, diaries, diary entries and notes,

STIPULATION FOR ENTRY OF PROTECTIVE ORDER RE CONFIDENTIAL
DOCUMENTS --ATTORNEYS' EYES ONLY- 2
47140.0001.7838608.1
61139764.1
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photographs, videotapes, moving pictures, audio tapes, transcriptions m·
sound recordings of any type of personal o1· telephone conversations,
meetings or conferences or things similar to any of the foregoing and all
other papers, writings or physical things containing infonnation, including
p1·eliminmy drafts of or marginal notes appearing on, any document
however denominated or described by the parties to whom the particular
request is directed. "Documents" shall further collectively include the
original, duplicate original and any and all copies or reproductions of the
original document, to the extent that any or all of said documents are
within your possession, custody and control.
(b)

"Deluxe" shall refer to and include itself, its subsidiaries, its agents,
employees, independent contractors, and servants.

2.

Deluxe's highly sensitive, confidential documents shall be designated as "Highly

Confidential-- Attorneys' Eyes Only" if Deluxe has a good faith belief that the disclosure of
such material to any person, including to any adve1·se pa1ty, will have a competitively adverse
effect on Deluxe. Such designation shall be made by labeling or ma1·king the highly confidential
information with the legend "Highly Confidential-- Attomeys' Eyes Only."
3.

Upon designation of such highly confidential infonnation, access to it shall be

limited to:
(a)

The court and those employed by the court (in which event such highly
confidential infonnation shall be filed under seal as provided below);

STIPULATION FOR ENTRY OF PROTECTIVE ORDER RE CONFIDENTIAL
DOCUMENTS-- ATTORNEYS' EYES ONLY- 3
47140.0001.7838608.1
61139764.1
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(b)

The attomeys employed by the Plaintiffs in this action and all legal
assistants and employees working under the supe1-vision of such attorneys
to whom such highly confidential information is produced;

(c)

Court rep01ters and employees of court reporters engaged by counsel to
record and transcribe testimony in this action who have agreed in writing
to comply with and be bound by this stipulation as ordered by the court;

(d)

Experts who have been retained by Plaintiffs or the Defendants m· by their
counsel of record in this action and who have agreed in writing to comply
with and be bound by this stipulation and order by the court;

(e)

Any person of whom testimony is taken, except Plaintiffs m· theil·
affiliated witnesses, whe1·e such person was the author or specified
recipient of the designated material, was involved in the subject matter
described therein or is the present employee or expert witness for Deluxe
or if Deluxe consents in writing to such disclosure; provided, however,
that prior to the disclosure of any Highly Confidential- Attorney's Eyes
Only info1·mation pursuant to this subsection (e), such person shall be
instructed to abide by the terms of this stipulation, and fmther provided
that any testimony relating to any Highly Confidential- Attorney's Eyes
Only information shall be sealed;

(1)

Any person providing graphics or design services for pUI·poses of
preparing demonstratives or other exhibits in this action and any jmy or

STIPULATION FOR ENTRY OF PROTECTIVE ORDER RE CONFIDENTIAL
DOCUMENTS --ATTORNEYS' EYES ONLY- 4
47140.0001.7838608.1
61139764.1
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tl'ial consulting set'Vices, provided that they have agreed in writing to
comply with and be bound by this stipulation as ordered by the court. ·
4.

Any portion of a deposition which involves o1· refers to exhibits and/or testimony

relating to Highly Confidential Infol'llmtion and has been marked or designated, or is marked or
designated during a deposition itself, "Highly Confidential --Attorneys' Eyes Only" shall be
designated by the party producing said infonnation as being sealed. For any portion of a
deposition designated as being so sealed, the other provisions of the above paragraphs shall
apply. The comt rep01ter will separately mark and bind those portions of the deposition which
have been designated to be sealed, and will produce those portions designated as being sealed on
a separate diskette if a diskette is requested. The portions of the deposition which have been
designated as being sealed will be placed in an envelope, endorsed with the style of this case, the
description of the deposition by deponent and date of deposition, and will have attached to said
envelope a statement substantially in the following form:
HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL
This envelope contains documents designated as "HIGHLY
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION-- ATTORNEYS' EYES
ONLY" and is not to be disclosed to anyone other than as allowed
in the Stipulation and Order thereon.
DATED this _ _ day of _ _ _ _ _, 2016.

Court Reporter
The original and all copies of that portion of any deposition transcl'ipt (including any
diskette thereof) which involves exhibits and/or testimony relating to confidential information.
STIPULATION FOR ENTRY OF PROTECTIVE ORDER RE CONFIDENTIAL
DOCUMENTS --ATTORNEYS' EYES ONLY- 5
47140.0001.7838608.1
61139764.1
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that has been marked or designated in "Highly Confidential -- Attomeys' Eyes Only" shall,
within sixty days afte1· final disposition of this lawsuit, be returned to the party who produced the
highly confidential information that was contained in the exhibits and/or testimony of the
deposition.
5.

This order is intended to protect infmmation that if disclosed other than as

provided in the protective order, would cause serious ha11n to the disclosing party's business
operations or interests. In the event that Plaintiffs' counsel believes that information designated
"Highly Confidential -Attorneys' Eyes Only" should not be so designated, or that a different
designation should be employed, the following procedure shall apply:
(a)

Plaintiffs' counsel shall serve on the designating party a written objection
to such designation within 60 days of receipt of the designated documents,
which shall describe the documents or information in question and shall
state the grounds for objection. Deluxe's counsel shall respond in wl'iting
to such objection within 14 days, and shall state with pa1ticularity the
grounds for asse1ting that the document is "Highly ConfidentialAttorneys' Eyes Only". If no timely written response is made to the
objection, the challenged designation will be deemed to be void. If
Deluxe's counsel makes a timely response, the parties shall confet· in good
faith in an effott to resolve the dispute.

(b)

If the dispute cannot be resolved by agreement, either party may employ
the procedures ofldaho Rule of Civil Procedure 37 to resolve that dispute.
The designating party shall bear the burden of demonstrating that a

STIPULATION FOR ENTRY OF PROTECTIVE ORDER RE CONFIDENTIAL
DOCUMENTS --ATTORNEYS' EYES ONLY- 6
47140.0001.7838608.1
61139764.1
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"Highly Confidential -Attorneys' Eyes Only" designation is appropriate.
Until the Court enters an order changing the designation of the material
which is subject to the application, it shall be afforded the "Highly
Confidential -Attorneys' Eyes Only" designation described above.
6.

A form of the agreement to be bound by this stipulation and the order thereon for

any expert or court repotter is set fmth in Exhibit A and incorpomted herein by reference.
The Court is respectfully requested to enter its Ordet· RE Stipulation for Entry of
Protective Order RE Highly Confidential Documents - Attomeys' Eyes Only, incorporating
these terms of the foregoing stipulation.
Upon the Parties' execution of the foregoing stipulation, Deluxe will endeavor to produce
to Plaintiffs' counsel the highly confidential documents by December 23, 2015, and in any event,
shall produce the documents no latet· than December 28, 2015.

DATED THISj_, '

day ofDecember, 2015.
1-IAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

STIPULATION FOR ENTRY OF PROTECTIVE ORDER RE CONFIDENTIAL
DOCUMENTS-- ATTORNEYS' EYES ONLY -7
47140.0001.7838608.1
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DATED THIS 18 day ofDecember, 2015.
ROBINS KAPLAN LLP

DATED THIS /f.f'hday ofDecember, 2015.
MULCAHYLLP

By

~~~------

Douglas R. Luther
Attomeys for Plaintiffs

STIPULATION FOR ENTRY OF PROTECTIVE ORDER RE CONFIDENTIAL
DOCUMENTS-- ATTORNEYS' EYES ONLY- 8
47140.0001.7838608.1
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

2J

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of December, 2015, I caused to be served a
true copy ofthe foregoing STIPULATION FOR ENTRY OF PROTECTIVE ORDER RE
CONFIDENTIAL DOCUMENTS --ATTORNEYS' EYES ONLY by the method indicated
below, and addressed to each of the following:
Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS,
CHTD
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10°1 Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701-0829
[Attorneys for Plaintiffs]
James M. Mulcahy (Admitted pro hac vice)
Kevin A. Adams (Admitted pro hac vice)
Douglas R. Luther (Admitted pro hac vice)
Mulcahy LLP
4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
Irvine, Califomia, 92614
[Attorneys for Plaintiffs]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
~E-mail: pmo@moffatt.com
ccg@moffatt.com
D Telecopy: 208.385.5384

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
JOE-mail:
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
kadamas@mulcahyllp.com
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
D Telecopy: 949.252.0090

STIPULATION FOR ENTRY OF PROTECTIVE ORDER RE CONFIDENTIAL
DOCUMENTS -- ATTORNEYS' EYES ONLY- 9
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EXHIBIT A

Steven F. Schossberge1·, ISB No. 5358
Dane Bolinger, ISB No. 91 04
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5260
Email: sschossberger@haw leytroxell.com
dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com
Robins Kaplan LLP
Ch1·istopher S. Reeder, Admitted Pro Hac Vice
CReeder@RobinsKaplan.com
Wesley W. Lew, Admitted Pro Hac Vice
WLew@RobinsKaplan.com
2049 Century Park East, Suite 3400
Los Angeles, CA 90067-3208
Telephone: 3105520130
Facsimile:
31 0 229 5 800
Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation;)
and THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC., an
)
Idaho corporation,
)

Plaintiffs,

)
)

)
)

vs.

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., a )
Delaware co1·poration; SAFEGUARD
)
ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Delaware
)
corporation; TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, an
)
)
individual; JAMIE MCCORMICK, an
individual; MICHAEL DUNLAP, an individual;)
IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC. an Idaho )
corporation; JAMES DUNN, an individual;
)

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
AFFIDAVIT OF
AGREEING TO B=E"'""'·B=-o=UN=D=--='BY;;-;--STIPULATION FOR ENTRY OF
PROTECTIVE ORDER RE HIGHLY
CONFIDENTIAL DOCUMENTS -ATTORNEYS' EYES ONLY AND
ORDER THEREON

)

AFFIDAVIT OF
AGREEING TO BE BOUND BY STIPULATION
FOR ENTRY OF PROTECTIVEORDER RE HIGHLY CONFID4ENTIAL DOCUMENTS
--ATTORNEYS' EYES ONLY AND ORDER THEREON- l
47140.0001.7838608.1
61139764.1
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JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
)
company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited
)
liability company; FORM SYSTEMS INC. dba )
DOCUSOURCE PRINT MANAGEMENT, an )
Oregon corporation; DELUXE
)
CORPORATION, a Minnesota corporation; and)
DOES 1-10,
)
Defendants.

I,
I.

~
, being first duly sworn, depose and state:

I have been advised by counsel for the Plaintiffs and/or Defendants, of the terms

of the Stipulation for Entry of Protective Order RE Highly Confidential Documents-- Attorneys'
Eyes Only and the Order the1·eon, entered by the Court in this case on _ _ _ _ _ _ ____,
2015.
2.

I have reviewed the contents of that Stipulation and 01·de1· thereon and have

received a copy of it from counsel.
3.

I agree to be bound by all the te1ms of the Stipulation and Order thereon regarding

the restrictions on access to and permitted use of highly confidential information that has been
marked or designated by Plaintiffs' Counsel of Defendants Counsel as "Highly Confidential-Attorneys' Eyes Only."
4.

I agree to subject myself to the personal jurisdiction of this Court both during the

terms of this action and thereafter regarding any cha1·ge of disclosure of highly confidential
information designated as "Highly Confidential -- Attomeys Eyes Only" which may be brought
against me.

AFFIDAVIT OF
AGREEING TO BE BOUND BY STIPULATION
FOR ENTRY OF PROTECTIVEORDER RE HIGHLY CONFID4ENTIAL DOCUMENTS
--ATTORNEYS' EYES ONLY AND ORDER THEREON - 2
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5.

In the event of any breach by me of the Stipulation and Order thereon, I

unde1·stand that the Plaintiffs' or Deluxe Corporation may seek to hold me personally liable for
damages caused by that breach.
DATED this _ _ day of _ _ _ _ _ _ _, 2015.

Address:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
STATEOF _ _ _- J
) ss.
County of _ _ _ _ _),
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN befOI'e me this _ _ day of _ _ _ _, 2015.

Name:-------------Notary Public f o r - - - - - - - - - - Residing a t - - - - - - - - - - - - My commission e x p i r e s - - - - - - - - -

. AFFIDAVIT OF
AGREEING TO BE BOUND BY STIPULATION
FOR ENTRY OF PROTECTIVEORDER RE HIGHLY CONFID4ENTIAL DOCUMENTS
--ATTORNEYS' EYES ONLY AND ORDER THEREON - 3
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James M. Mulcahy
Kevin A. Adams
Douglas R. Luther
MULCAHYLLP
Four Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
kadams@mulcahyllp.com
Telephone (949) 252-93 77
Facsimile (949) 252-0090
Attorneys for Claimant

AMERICAN ARBITRATION ASSOCIATION
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation,

AAA No. 01 15 0002 6860

Claimant,
vs.

DECLARATION OF JAMES M.
MULCAHY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
TO COMPEL DEPOSITIONS

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.,
a Delaware corporation;

[EXHIBITS A, B, C, D, F AND G TO BE
KEPT UNDER SEAL]

Respondent.
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I, James M. Mulcahy, declare as follows:
1.

I am duly admitted to practice before all courts of the State of California and

Illinois, and am a member of federal district courts for the Central District of California and the
Northern District of Illinois. I am also admitted to practice before the United States Court of
Appeals for the Ninth and Seventh Circuits. I am the lead attorney for Claimant T3 Enterprises,
Inc. I file this declaration in support of Claimant's Motion to Compel Depositions.
2.

I have reviewed thousands of documents produced by Defendants Safeguard

Business Systems, Inc. ("SBS") and Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. ("SAl") (collectively, the
"Safeguard Defendants"), Idaho Business Forms, Inc., James Dunn and JDHRS, LLC
(collectively, the "IBF Defendants"), Tressa McLaughlin, Jamie McCormick and KMMR, LLC
(collectively, the "KMMR Defendants"), and Michael Dunlap's ("Dunlap"). Additionally, my
colleagues have provided with me with documents selected and culled from their review of over
150,000 pages of documents.
3.

Of the key documents in this case, I have marked at least 362 documents for use

in the deposition of Michael Dunlap, 232 documents for use in the McLaughlin deposition, 212
documents for use in the McCormick deposition and 58 documents for use in the Dunn
deposition. I expect this number may increase as the depositions come closer.
4.

Defendants have engaged in the frequent usc of privilege claims, excessive

redactions and Attorneys' Eyes Only designations to cover up key evidence that has been
produced. These tactics, in addition to the delays in the document productions, have made
discovery unbearably difficult and time consuming. Due to these obstacles the depositions of
certain key witnesses will inevitably take longer than would have otherwise occurred had the
documents in question had simply been produced to us.
5.

Redactions have covered up documents under the guise that portions are non-

responsive to the point that documents are indecipherable. For example, documents produced on
December 28, 2015 included an 84 page spreadsheet for which only a portion of a few pages is
visible. A true and correct copy ofthis document, labeled DELUXE_ID-0000174 is attached
hereto as Exhibit A. Another example is a 10 page powerpoint entitled "Safeguard BAM" for

-2-
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which only the cover page and a few lines of text remain. A true and correct copy of this
document, labeled DELUXE_ID-0000162 is attached hereto as Exhibit B.
6.

Privilege claims have also been used when there is no attorney-client

communication. Defendants' use of the privilege designation has been inconsistent. In
numerous occasions the same documents have been produced multiple times wherein one
contains privilege redactions and the other does not. In these instances, the unmarked (or nonredacted) document has been insightful. These unmarked documents show that Defendants are
incorrectly using the privilege designation. For instance, Defendants produced two versions of
an email correspondence, each containing the same underlying May 3, 2013 email from JJ
Sorrenti to Lee Schram. The email contains a schedule for the due diligence for the DocuSource
acquisition. In one document, DELUXE_ID-0000988, the text next to Monday, May 6 is
redacted. A true and correct copy ofDELUXE_ID-0000988 is attached hereto as Exhibit C. In
another email, DEFS0128014, the entire underlying email is included. The text reads "Monday,
May 6 - Final purchase agreement inserted, sent to legal team for review and additional
comments". A true and correct copy ofDEFS0128014 is attached hereto as Exhibit D. The fact
that an agreement was sent to a legal department does not constitute an attorney client privileged
communication.
7.

In other instance, the due diligence summary for the IBF transaction was

produced twice. In the first production, DEFS0003903, as there should be, there is no
confidentiality designation and no redactions. A true and correct copy ofDEFS0003903 is
attached hereto as Exhibit E. In the same document, DELUXE_ID-0003487, produced later by
Deluxe, it is marked "highly confidential" and the portions regarding Mike Dunlap are redacted.
A true and correct copy ofDELUXE_ID-0003487 is attached hereto as Exhibit F. The Dunlap
pages in the due diligence summary show a mere fact investigation regarding DocuSource.
There is no legal advice given or solicited. The nature of these documents suggest that other
documents have been erroneously marked attorney-client privileged. They also suggest that
anytime an individual mentions Dunlap's name in correspondence that information has been
redacted regardless of whether any attorney-client communication or advice was occurring.
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These redactions have made it more difficult to ascertain how certain events transpired. Since
we do not have all the documents related to certain events and actions it is necessary to obtain
the missing information through depositions.
8.

Defendants have used the confidential and highly confidential (or AEO)

designations frequently despite there being no highly sensitive information in many of the
documents containing the designation. This can be seen from Exhibit F, mentioned above,
which regards the 2013 acquisition ofDocuSource and certainly does not contain any currently
sensitive information. Indeed, blank pages have been marked confidential or given

an AEO

designation. A true and correct copy of some ofthese pages is attached hereto as Exhibit G.
These documents demonstrate that the confidential and AEO designations have been abused.
I declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the laws of the United States of America
and the State of Idaho that the foregoing is true and correct.
Executed thistj_ day of January, 2016, at Irvine, California.

1/,~~v::::t~Uq
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Due Diligence Summary-IBF, Inc.
The Due Diligence team conducted analysis across subject areas including:

Acct/Fimmce
Cassie Clark

Fit Analysis
Phil Odella

Target accounting practices, billing, inventory. write-offs, vendor payments, credit issuance and related policies and procedures
Revenue recognition impacllconsidcration related to system usage
Cash requirements
Financial audit and control environment

PFEP
Assessment of order specs against manufacturing capabilities and pricing structures
Evaluation of potential insource performance
Analysis of top suppliers to understand how our mfg capability compares

HR
Rex Jones

Third party payroll record information and review
Employment and related contract review
HR me/employee evaluation analysis

Sales & Marketing
Integration
Amy Tiller

Evaluation ofFD0/30/60/90 plan for going-forward operations
Evaluation of key human capital
Assessment of immediate support needs and follow-up
Sales growth strategies and implementation to meellexceed forecast

Redacted-Privileged
Modeling
Dewayne Ivy

Prior performance/actuals based upon monthly and annual financial information;
Expected variances in cost structure s and amounts through Company operation post-close

RiskMgmt

Background & credit checks on shareholders
UCC-1 investigation
DNB Report

Suzanna Savoie

Tax
Brian Nordling

Evaluation of historical tax return data
Assessment of provisions of purchase agreements related to tax impact
Historical tax payments/obHgations
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Due Diligence Findings Summary Reports
Accounting/Finance (Cassie (~lark)
Key Findings
• Revenue. Recogl).itipn- .IBP. is :o.ot currently accounting unde:r Bill an<f; Hold metho~ for r_evenue re~ogniti9n,
$234krevenue tumng-{3% of total annu:al.revenue). Potential operating Income, fmanctal modelnnpact m Year
1.
• Month End Close -Caretcike Model-To. account for under the caretake model we will maintain the modules
utilized today in eQuantum and .upload via journal entry to SAP.
• Reserves for Accounts Receivable- no process for recording reserves for accounts receivable. Write-offs <1%
and performed on specific identification method.
.
• Segr~gation ·of Duties and Controls-- 2.0 FfE's in Accounting Department, environment is weak due to size and
staffmg.
• Forecasting Process for P&L- no formal forecasting process exists today
• Mid-Month Close- uncertainty at this point ·of the systematic capability to close mid-month
• Credit and Collections -no formal credit approval or collections process .
Risks
~ ·~R~~~~;~·:R.ecognition- Potential that recording deferred revenue liability associated with Bill & Hold accounting
r~qriir~me~ts.
negatively impact Year 1 profit profile. Amount is expected to be approximately 3% total

will

,tr~yenue:,,;t,.

·~~-

.~··
}~1optp.
Erld''Clos~·-ability
to close transactions in 2 days.
,
,. _.,
.
. I
~

:~ ·~Aged'.A:cc9iints ~eceivable, expect to be minimal based on historical write-off's .
. ~·

..

..

..::·:

..· . : .: ~:
'

. :---..: ':.. ": ~·::' .~:.::..;: ,:·

..
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Diligence Findings Summary Reports
Accounting/Finance- cont'd (Cassie Clark)
·rusks - cont' d
• Segregation of Duties and Controls - identify, remediate and mitigate
• Forecasting Process for P&L- understand timing of revenue and expenses
• BankAccountll and Mer.chant Credit Card Processing-s~tup lockbox for customer AR deposits, AP via Safeguard
operating account and ability to accept credit card payment s on. accounts receivable.
• Mid-Month Close -ability to close general ledger for closing/opening balance sheet.
Credit and Collections - age'd uncollectible accounts 'receivable, not expected to have a material impact bas~d on
historical write-off's.
·

Mitigation:
• Revenue Recognition -setup proce.ss 'for deferred revenue & change go forward invoicing when inventory leaves
warehouse to customer.
• Month End Close- develop a method to close general ledger in 2 days. Utilize estimates in the interim
• Reserves -develop a process for. recording reserves .
• Segtega~~p::~~'J?~ti~s··~d Controls -·apply compensating controls and modify accounting duties to incorporate
.ofrie~;deJ>.8jj:ffi~nt:S<;~Ithin Safeguard/Deluxe, for example, Treasury departme~t/lockbox.
J:!.:"::' ;.-/
..'f,(·
.
• . FOtecastfug.'P.rocess.
for
P
&L
-·develop
a
process
for
standardized
forecasting
,JI'";t."':..,_
""!
~. Barik: A.s~9~nts:;and Merchant .Credit Card Processing - setup lockbox for customer AR cash~ identify merchant
. card acti:Vltles;,:
f.:
• ~Mid-Motth Close ~~p~n new instance ofEQuantum for Day 1, IBF closes pre-acquisition instance of EQuantum
• ·cr~ifif ~d Collections - develop a process for credit and collections
....··
: ...
.,..:..

.:·:··· ·~··

..

:

o

~

OoN

'(}':j~::.r~,

•j·

•.:':•

:

~.-··
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Due Diligence Findings Summary Reports
Fit Analysis (Brian Scargill)
..·

Key Findings
• Completed PFEP (supplier/product/customer) walkthrough to identify insource opportunity =
23%
• Based on location, freight expense generally had a negligible impact on the model
• Additional opportunity ·based on:
• The W2 processing business would require a specific program and related e-commerce
developmentto .capture (currently excluded 1 20% of total revenue)
• A specialty labels solution would provide an additional 7% of rev.
Risks
• Affiliated Caretake- focus on the general business transition with non-Safeguard Distributor
leadership may delay insource switch
• Existing Suppli~J;s - ctrrren:t supplier relationship with affiliated management could
,. ·..... , '·': ..:··c:omplicate. ·insource conversion
-.
• •
. :· .. ,.;.•-- "'!· Post.::car.e take- None
;:;.~( 't>·,·.¥-:~·.!~/.('.."~

: •'
-...

-~t\6~~,!.t~i;~:~~;:~.

!i· ·--?·-

··:;~.

'Mitbtanon·

\

;~.

:.. 'j
·<f:Cf~ar b~sl.ess objectives for the Affiliated Caretake leadership
:;.~ { _.,~;j~: ..c~~ar support structure. (Tiller) for the Affiliated owner, to keep focus o.n critical priorities

f/ '•

''·,,··:.::~:·;~,,./··.
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Due Diligence Findings Summary Reports
HR (Rex Jones)

Key Findings
• Stability of workforce and leadership - Tressa McLaughlin to create employee leasing firm and re-employ all
current employees
,
• Employeebandbook·consistent with expectations
•· Benefit plans reasonable I standard
• SllVIPLE IRA- no 5500 filing requirement

Risks
•

Q!l~oing :managemep.t
1\..lVlMR; .LLC.

of lBF staff will be managed by Tress a McLaughlin, through her HR staffing firm,

• Not all employees covered by noncompete I nondisclos:ure agreements

.

·. •.. :.:; ~.:, .

·'

.~tigat~~#t::;i:~,:" '\~.
• ·.Active1n:volvem~nt from Safeguard leadership to ensure alignment ofHR strategies and resolution of issues
. : with Tres·sa:McLaughlin
·~ Implement.a:tion ~f new noncompete I nondisclosure agreements for all key personnel upon transition to
McLaughlmleasmg company; KMMR, LLC.
•

••

•

0

:

.....

•••

;':-,• .-=~.-> :: ·:;_
to

{;.

.... ~~

··:·.~·.,>:-::,:~··•:,;:=:-f•:}:.'
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Due Diligence Findings Summaryr Reports ·
Sales And Marketing Integration (Amy.Tiller)
·;:

Key Findings
•
•
•
•

Management will remain with strong, long-term operational existing management team with Tressa
McLaughlin as President. She has 23 years history with IBF. Also includes CFO Jamie McCormick (14
years)
.
Primary verticals are statement .(w2) processing, government,healthcare
Consistent annual organic revenue growth year over year
70%+ of current business on. repeatable programs with inventory distribution components

Risks
• ·Sales Staff.:. curr~ntly no dedicated sales manager. Sales staff is spread out regionally throughout the
. .:'· ;.·.~.,~§.!~~.... ..1· ··.~ .. ,..;.::Pr~y.lo~.s owner- has sigilificant presence in statement processing business .
.~ '· .,_::"5·\. ·<:·~.·.M~jbritJ':of customer relationships reside with the individual sales associate.

/,J _ .:;<'.~;)

'

·-~

'

.. -; . ~·(:,__~', / /
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Due Diligence Findings Summary RePdfts · · .·.
Sales And ·Marketing Integration (Ariiy Tiller).:
...
Cont'd

<. •

:''

Mitigation:
• Creation of a sales manager role with specific expectations around sales forecast to bring the sales
staff into a more focused unit positionea for groWth.
• Clear expectations of the assignment of key accounts to other sales associates. Clear expectation
around fOrmer owner's role 'in..the statement processing business and the related sales.
• Leverage·care take period- Marketin~- aggressive marketing of expanded product line and
services through SG/DLX. Creation or quarterly campaigns on the local .level.
• Leverage care take period to support business objectives - support the development of additional
ecommerce sites to Cleliver added value to current customers., as well as attract new customers
• . :cci~~uity of lead~rship with Tressa McLau~blin an~ Jamie !'4cCormick cooperating with
. . . ....Saf~guard II1.tegration team to reach goals onnsourcmg, growmg revenue and reducmg costs and
.: / ··expenses ··~,,
·

_t·~~:: ·.,:_:_:;:}; )
,•..

'': .,: ',; ~~ ..'~···-=·M~~:. •'' :•
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Due Diligence Findings Summary Reports ··
Modeling (Dewayne Ivy)
Key Findings
•
·•
•
•
•

Marketing and other ser:vices (MOS) expected to be 43% of projected revenue
Intelilal Rate·of.Return (IRR).is projected to be 26%.
Fit Analysis reflects insourcing opportunities of 23%.
Operating Income (0I) is 1.;3".5% in year one, .11.3% in year five.
Customer metrits ate exceptional. Customer Retention 76%, 'Repeat Rate 92%, Top 20 Concentration
.30%, 1900 Customers
·

Risks
• Underperfonning oii le~ding insourcing opportunities
• Underperfonning management of costs and expenses
• Underperfonning on revenue generation arid expectations
Mitigation:
. _•, . . Retain current quality management team with history in the company (23 years) and current President
,·' ·· ..of.PSDA.
'. :·'· ~· /:.~·,. ··Tri .·i~~u~~:·goals are met with guidance of Safeguard Integration Team .
_.:·;·: ·::. ~ 'A~dtipa~ed}ev~ntual buyer ha;s historY. with business as President, is well-qualified to assume
· .. · ,..--:.oWnership ~d IS current President of mdustry group PSDA;
:. ", ...:·; :·::o-ML.(•:/
;. • ···c<mti:&ctual~ability to maintain rights to customers I control of operations on sale;
::: .. :·•·:·.'car~take sfructure allows Safeguard to control/manage expenses, gross margins and net profit.
~~

:·· ;:.o: .~::.:·:: ·.:: .... :·

~··"'

.
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Due Diligence Findings Summary Reports
Risk Management (Suzanna Savoie)
Key Findings
•Shareholder has clean background and good persona] credit.rating
• D&B report on .corporation favorable from a credit and historical payment standpoint
··Identified 2 UCC-1 liens filed by Mountain West Bank, one on enterprise which was terminated 8/2/.13 and the
second on specific equipment, as well as a US Bancorp lien on specific equipment

Risks
.
• Erosion of credit standing during due. diligence phase
• Outstanding liens against assets of the enterprise

Mitigation
• Purchase Agreement language requirements associated with change in operating procedures
.• Re-issuance of business and personal background and credit check authorization with protracted due diligence
Ptocess~-;;;:.;~Jr.;·..
··<'1'-

_,• UGG;:;1~1i~ns:'iO.,be released priot·to or at closing

t:['"~,; ~ i;~(' )
':

-.~-.-: : . . ·...,·~.: .. :· ,,:

::·;·'
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:C

Due Diligence Findings Summary Rep·orts ·
Tax (Brian Nordling)

Key Findings
• Asset purchase minimizes exposure to pre-acquisition income tax issues
• Business asset acquisitions in Idaho are exempt from sales tax
• Sales tax rate table can be implemented .in their (eQuantum) billing system @ .minimal cost

Risks
• Tirneframe for installing the necessary sales tax calculation module is unknown

Mitigation:
• Initially; invoices > $5K will be reviewed by Tax
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1 MULCAHY LLP
James M. Mulcahy (SBN 213547)
2 jmulcahy@mulcahyllp. com
3 Kevin A. Adams (SBN 239171)
kadams@mulcahyllp. com
4 Douglas R. Luther (SBN 280550)
5 dluther@mulcahyllp.com
6 Four Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
7 Telephone: (949) 252-9377
8 Facsimile: (949) 252-0090

9

Attorneys for Plaintiffs

10
11

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

12

CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

UNITED SAFEGUARD
DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION,
INC., a Georgia corporation; GREG
SCHOB, an individual; VICKI
SCHOB, an individual; and SCHOB
AND SCHOB, INC., a California
corporation,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. 2:15-CV-03998-RSWL-AJW
Hon. Ronald S. W. Lew

GREG SCHOB, VICKI SCHOB, AND
SCHOB AND SCHOB, INC.'S
NOTICE OF MOTION AND
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION
OF THE COURT'S NOVEMBER 17,
Plaintiffs,
) 2015 ORDER [D.E. 41]
)
v.
) Date: February 23, 2016
) Time: 10:00 a.m.
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, ) Dept.:21
INC., a Delaware corporation;
)
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.,) [Filed concurrently with Memorandum of
a Delaware corporation; DELUXE
) Points and Authorities; Declaration of
CORPORATION; a Minnesota
) Kevin A. Adams; Request for Judicial
corporation; and DOES 1-10.
) Notice and [Proposed] Order]
)
Defendants.
)

________________________)
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1

TO DEFENDANTS AND THEIR ATTORNEYS OF RECORD:

2

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that on February 23,2016 at 10:00 a.m., or as soon

3

thereafter as the Motion may be heard by Han. Ronald S. W. Lew at the United States

4

District Court, located at 312 N. Spring Street, Courtroom 21, Los Angeles, CA 90012,

5

Plaintiffs Greg Schab, Vicki Schob, and Schab And Schob, Inc. (collectively, the "Schab

6

Plaintiffs") will and hereby do move this Court, pursuant to Federal Rules of Civil

7

Procedure, Rules 60(a), 60(b)(1), 60(b)(2), 60(b)(6), and the Local Rules for the Central

8

District of California, Rule 7-18, for reconsideration of its November 17, 2015 Order

9

granting, in part, and denying, in part, Defendants Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.,

10

Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc., and Deluxe Corporation's (collectively, "Defendants")

11

Motion to Dismiss First Amended Complaint as to the Schab Plaintiffs pursuant to Fed.

12

R. Civ. P. 12(b)(2) and 12(b)(6). [D.E. 41.]

13

The Schob Plaintiffs move on the grounds that: (I) the Court's Order dismissed

14

with prejudice Counts 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 10 on the mistaken premise that the Schab

15

Plaintiffs had previously been granted leave to amend and had amended their claims; (2)

16

the Court prematurely dismissed with prejudice the Schab Plaintiffs' tortious interference

17

claims (Counts 4 through 7) on specific identifiable defects that can easily be cured; and

18

(3) the emergence of new material facts recently produced by Defendants in discovery of

19

a related case provides the factual substantiation the Court found to be lacking in the

20

Schob Plaintiffs' tortious interference claims.

21

This Motion is based upon this Notice ofMotion, the Memorandum ofPoints and

22

Authorities, the Declaration of Kevin A. Adams, the exhibits filed concurrently herewith,

23

the [Proposed] Order, the Court's file on this matter, and upon any further evidence and

24

argument that may be presented to the Court prior to or at the time of the hearing on this

25

Motion.

26

III

27

III

28

III

1
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1
2

This motion is made following the conference of counsel pursuant to L.R. 7-3
which took place on January 5, 2016 and again on January 15, 2016.

3
4

Dated: January 22, 20 16

MULCAHYLLP

5

6
7
8
9

Is/ Kevin A. Adams

By:

Kevin A. Adams
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
United Safeguard Distributors Association,
Inc., Greg Schob, Vicki Schob, and Schob
and Schob, Inc.

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22

23
24
25
26
27

28
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1

PROOF OF SERVICE

2

STATE OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF ORANGE

3

I am employed in the County of Orange, State of California. I am over the age of 18 and not
a party to the within action; my business address 4 Park Plaza, Suite 1230, Irvine, CA 92614.

4

5
6
7
8

9

On January 22, 2016, I served document(s) described as PLAINTIFFS GREG SCHOB,
VICKI SCHOB, AND SCHOB AND SCHOB, INC.'S MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND
AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF THEIR MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF THE
COURT'S NOVEMBER 17,2015 ORDER [D.E. 41]; PLAINTIFF'S GREG SCHOB, VICKI
SCHOB, AND SCHOB AND SCHOB, INC.'S NOTICE OF MOTION AND MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION OF THE COURT'S NOVEMBER 17,2015 ORDER [D.E. 41];
DECLARATION OF KEVIN ADAMS; REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE AND
[PROPOSED] ORDER on the following person at the addresses and/or facsimile number below:
Robins Kaplan LLP
Christopher S. Reeder
.WesleyW. Lew
2049 Century Park East, Suite 3400
Los Angeles, CA 90067
creeder@robinskaplan.com
wlew@robinskaplan.com

10

11
12
13

14

[ ]

VIA FACSIMILE - Based on an agreement by the parties to accept service by fax
transmission, I faxed the documents from a fax machine in Irvine, California, with the
number 949-252-0090, to the parties and/or attorney for the parties at the facsimile
transmission number(s) shown herein. The facsimile transmission was reported as complete
without error by a transmission report, issued by the facsimile transmission upon which the
transmission was made, a copy of which is attached hereto.

[X]

BY ELECTRONIC SERVICE- Based on a court order or agreement of the parties to accept
service by electronic transmission, I caused the documents to be sent to the persons at the
electronic notification addresses listed herein on the above referenced date. I did not receive,
within a reasonable time after the transmission, any electronic message or other indication
that the transmission was unsuccessful.

[ ]

BY MAIL - I am 11 readily familiar 11 with the firm's practice of collection and processing
correspondence for mailing. Under that practice it would be deposited with the U.S. postal
service on that same day, with postage thereon fully prepaid, at Irvine, California in the
ordinary course of business. I am aware that on motion of the party served, service is
presumed invalid if postal cancellation date or postage meter date is more than one day after
date of deposit for mailing in affidavit.

[ ]

BY CERTIFIED MAIL - I am 11 readily familiar 11 with the firm's practice of collection and
processing correspondence for mailing. Under that practice it would be deposited with the
U.S. postal service on that same day, with postage thereon fully prepaid, at Irvine, California
in the ordinary course of business. I am aware that on motion of the party served, service is

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

PROOF OF SERVICE
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presumed invalid if postal cancellation date or postage meter date is more than one day after
date of deposit for mailing in affidavit.

1

2

[ ]

BY FEDERAL EXPRESS- I am readily familiar with the firm's practice of collection and
processing correspondence for Federal Express. Under that practice it would be deposited
with Federal Express on that same day in the ordinary course of business for overnight
delivery with delivery costs thereon fully prepaid by sender, at Irvine, California.

[ ]

BY MESSENGER SERVICE- I served the documents by placing them in an envelope or
package addressed to the persons at the addresses listed herein and providing them to a
professional messenger service for service. A declaration by the messenger service will be
filed separately.

3
4
5
6

7
8

9

10

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California and the United
States of America that the above is true and correct.
Executed on January 22,2016 at Irvine, California.

11

12
13

By: Is/ Barbara Calvert
Barbara Calvert

14

15
16
17
18
19
20

21

22
23

24
25

26
27

28
PROOF OF SERVICE
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MULCAHY LLP
James M. Mulcahy (SBN 213547)
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
Kevin A. Adams (SBN 239171)
kadams@mulcahyllp. com
Douglas R. Luther (SBN 280550)
dluther@mulcahyllp. com
Four Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Telephone: (949) 252-9377
Facsimile: (949) 252-0090

9

Attorneys for P laintif.fs

2
3
4
5
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SCHOB, an individual; and SCHOB
AND SCHOB, INC., a California
corporation,
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)
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)
)
Plaintiffs,
)
)
v.
)
)
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, )
INC., a Delaware corporation;
)
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., )
a Delaware corporation; DELUXE
)
CORPORATION; a Minnesota
)
corporation; and DOES 1-10.
)
)
Defendants.
)

Case No. 2:15-CV-03998-RSWL-AJW
Hon. Ronald S. W. Lew
PLAINTIFFS GREG SCHOB,
VICKI SCHOB, AND SCHOB AND
SCHOB, INC.'S MEMORANDUM
OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES
IN SUPPORT OF THEm MOTION
FOR RECONSIDERATION OF
THE COURT'S NOVEMBER 17,
2015 ORDER [D.E. 41]
Date: February 23, 2016
Time: 10:00 a.m.
Dept.: 21
[Filed concurrently with Notic.e of
Motion and Motion; Declaration of
Kevin A. Adams; Request for Judicial
Notice; and [Proposed] Order]
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INTRODUCTION
Plaintiffs Greg Schab, Vicki Schab, and Schab and Schab, Inc. (collectively, the

2

3

"Schab Plaintiffs") have never amended or been provided an opportunity to amend their

4

claims. This lawsuit was initiated by Plaintiff United Safeguard Distributors Association,

5

Inc. (the "USDA") as a single count declaratory action against Defendants Deluxe

6

Corporation ("Deluxe") and Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. ("SBS"). [D.E. 1.] The

7

Schab Plaintiffs were not parties to the original Complaint. On July 2, 2015, the First

8

Amended Complaint ("FAC") was filed greatly expanding the scope of the action to

9

include the Schab Plaintiffs, Defendant Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. ("SAl"), and

10

various tort and contract claims (Counts 2 through 11) asserted by the Schab Plaintiffs

11

against Defendants. 1 [D.E. 17.]

12

On November 17, 2015, this Court entered an Order granting in part and denying

13

in part Defendants' motion to dismiss the Schab Plaintiffs' claims. [D.E. 41] As part of

14

its ruling, the Court dismissed with prejudice Counts 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 10 of the FAC,

15

thereby denying the Schab Plaintiffs leave to amend these claims. Now, the Schab

16

Plaintiffs respectfully move the Court to reconsider its November 17, 2015 Order

17

pursuant to F ede~al Rules of Civil Procedure, Rules 60( a), 60(b), and Central District of

18

California, Local Rule 7-18. 2

19
20

The Schab Plaintiffs' motion for reconsideration is warranted, and leave to amend
should be granted, on each of the following independent grounds:

First, the Court denied the Schab Plaintiffs leave to amend on the flawed premise

21
22

that they were pru.ties to the original Complaint and have already been provided an

23

opportunity to amend their claims. See D.E. 41, p. 41 ("The Court declines to give the

24

Schobsfurther leave to amend this claim, as Plaintiffs have previously been granted

25
26
27
28

1

The term "Defendants" collectively refers to Defendants Deluxe, SBS, and SAL
Unless otherwise indicated, any reference to "FRCP" will be to a Rule or Rules of
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. Likewise, any reference to "L.R." will be to the
Local Rules of the Central District of California.
2

- 1-
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1 leave to amend their original Complaint[ ... ]."); p. 44 ("[T]his Court declines to grant
2

the Schobsfurther leave to amend this claim."); p. 50 ("[T]his Court declines to grant

3

the Schobs further leave to amend their First Amended Complaint [ ... ]."); p. 56

4

("Plaintiffs put forth this claim in their original Complaint, and have already been

5 granted leave to amend and plausibly allege this claim."). Because the record clearly
6

shows that the Schob Plaintiffs were not parties to the original Complaint and were

7

never provided a prior opportunity to amend, reconsideration of the Court's Order

8

dismissing with prejudice of Counts 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 10 is warranted under L.R. 7-18(c),

9

and FRCP 60(a), 60(b)(1), and 60(b)(6).

10

Second, even if the Schab Plaintiffs had previously amended their claims, the

11

motion for reconsideration is still appropriate under FRCP 60(b)(6) because the Court

12

prematurely dismissed with prejudice the Schob Plaintiffs' tortious interference claims

13

(Counts 4 through 7) on specific identifiable defects that can easily be cured. See Breier

14

v. Northern California Bowling Proprietors' Ass'n, 316 F.2d 787, 790 (9th Cir. 1963)

15

(Leave to amend should be granted "if it appears at all possible that the plaintiff can

16

correct the defect."); Scott v. Eversole Mortuary, 522 F.2d 1110, 1116 (9th Cir. 1975)

17

(Leave to amend should not be denied if the court could "conceive of facts" that would

18

render the plaintiffs claim viable.).

19

Third, notwithstanding points one and two above, reconsideration of the Court's

20

Order is still justified due to the emergence of new material facts recently produced by

21

Defendants in discovery of a related case that provide the factual substantiation the

22

Court found to be lacking in the Schob Plaintiffs' tortious interference claims. See L.R.

23

7-18(b) and FRPC 60(b)(2).

24

·On each of these three independent grounds, reconsideration is warranted. The

25

Ninth Circuit has recognized a paramount policy that cases be decided on the merits and

26

that great liberality should be extended in granting leave to amend. See Morongo Band

27

of Mission Indians v. Rose, 893 F.2d 1074, 1079 (9th Cir. 1990) (leave to amend should

28

"be applied with extreme liberality"); C.F. v. Capistrano Unified Sch. Dist., 654 F.3d

-2-
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1 975, 985 (9th Cir. 2011) ("Absent prejudice, there exists a presumption under Rule 15(a)
2

in favor of granting leave to amend."); Simons v. United States, 497 F .2d 1046, 1049, n.

3

2 (9th Cir. 1974) ("If the underlying facts or circumstances relied upon by a plaintiff

4

may be a proper subject of relief, he ought to be afforded an opportunity to test his claim

5

on the merits."); see also FRCP 15(a)(2) (courts are to "freely give leave when justice so

6 requires"). The· Schob Plaintiffs are new to the action and would be greatly prejudiced if
7

not given a single opportunity to amend their claims before dismissal. Conversely, the

8

Defendants would suffer no countervailing prejudice in having to defend this case on the

9

merits.

10

For these reasons, set forth in detail below, the Schob Plaintiffs respectfully

11

request a ruling from the Court that grants this motion for reconsideration and provides

12

the Schob Plaintiffs with leave to amend the FAC.

13

II.

THE MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION IS WARRANTED

14

A.

15

Motions for reconsideration are justified where there is the availability of new

16

evidence or the need to correct a clear error or prevent manifest injustice. See Page v.

17

Something Weird Video, 960 F.Supp. 1438, 1440 (C.D.Cal.1996). L.R. 7-18 provides the

18

basis for bringing a motion for reconsideration in the Central District of California. The

19

Local Rule provides, in relevant part:

20
21
22
23
24
25

Standard On A Motion For Reconsideration

A motion for reconsideration of the decision on any motion may be
made only on the grounds of [... ] (b) the emergence of new material
facts or a change of law occurring after the time of such decision, or
(c) a manifest showing of a failure to consider material facts presented
to the Court before such decision.
L.R. 7-18 (December 1, 2015).
However, L.R. 7-18 does not serve as the exclusive grounds for reconsideration in

26

the Central District. See United States v. Lavender, 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 51805, at *2

27

(C.D. Cal. 20 15) (court considers motion for reconsideration under both L.R. 7-18 and

28

FRCP 60(b)); American Bullion, Inc. v. Regal Assets, LLC, 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS

- 3-
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1

178714, *3-4 (C.D. Cal. Dec. 30, 2014)(acknowledging that "under Federal Rule of Civil

2

Procedure 60(b), a party may seek reconsideration of a final judgment or court order for

3

any reason that justifies relief'); see also, NRDC v. Cnty. ofL.A., 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS

4

40761, at* 11 (C.D. Cal. 2015), citing Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe R.R. v. Hercules

5

Inc., 146 F.3d 1071, 1074 (9th Cir. 1998) ("A court's local rules have the force and effect

6

of law, so long as they are not inconsistent with statute or the Federal Rules."). FRCP

7

60(b) allows the Court to "relieve a party or its legal representative from a final

8

judgment, order, or proceeding for the following reasons:

9
10
11

( 1)

mistake, inadvertence, surprise, or excusable neglect;

(2)

newly discovered evidence that, with reasonable
diligence, could not have been discovered in time to
move for a new trial under Rule 59(b); [ ... ]or

( 6)

any other reason that justifies relief."

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Id.; see Dufour v. Allen, 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 168364, at *2 (C.D. Cal. 2015).
Additionally, under FRCP 60(a), "the court may correct a clerical mistake arising
from oversight or omission whenever one is found in a judgment, order, or other part of
the record."
Below, the Schob Plaintiffs demonstrate that they meet the requirements of L.R. 718 and FRCP 60(a) and (b) in bringing this motion. Moreover, the Schob Plaintiffs will
show that leave to amend is appropriate because ( 1) the Court failed to consider a
material fact when it found that the Schob Plaintiffs had filed a prior amended pleading,
(2) the stated defects in the FAC can be easily corrected, and (3) new material facts have
emerged in the case that support the Schob Plaintiffs' tortious interference claims. Each
of these arguments justifies the Court's reconsideration of its Order on the motion to
dismiss and a new ruling from the Court that grants the Schab Plaintiffs leave to amend
under FRCP 15(a)(2).

28
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1
2
3

B.

The Court Failed To Consider Material Facts In Dismissing The Schob
Plaintiffs' Claims With Prejudice

The record shows that the Court denied the Schab Plaintiffs leave to amend on the

4

misunderstanding that the Schab Plaintiffs had previously amended their claims. As

5

explained below, the Court's failure to consider the Schab Plaintiffs' actual (and limited)

6

participation in the lawsuit warrants reconsideration of its Order under L.R. 7-18( c), and

7

FRCP 60(a), 60(b)(l), and 60(b)(6).

8
9

1.

The Schob Plaintiffs were not parties to the original Complaint

The procedural history of this case is clear and not in dispute. The USDA initiated

10

this action by filing a Complaint on May 27, 2015. [D.E. 1.] The Complaint asserted a

11

single count for declaratory judgment by the USDA against Defendants SBS and Deluxe.

12

[Jd.] On June 26, 2015- and before Defendants responded to the Complaint- the parties

13

agreed, pursuant to FRCP 15(a)(2), that the USDA could amend its Complaint by July 2,

14

2015. [D.E. 13.] A joint stipulation reflecting the pa1ties' agreement was filed with the

15

Court. [!d.] On July 1, 2015, the Court entered an order granting the parties' joint

16

stipulation. [D.E. 16.]

17

On July 2, 2015, the FAC was filed with the Court and served on Defendants.

18

[D.E. 17.] Among other significant changes to the original pleading, the FAC added the

19

Schab Plaintiffs and SAl as parties to the lawsuit. [Jd.] The addition of the Schob

20

Plaintiffs also significantly expanded the nature and scope of the action. Most notably, in

21

addition to joining the USDA's claim for judicial declaration, the Schob Plaintiffs

22

asserted new claims for breach of contract (Count 2), breach of the covenant of good fai

23

and fair dealing (Count 3), tmtious interference with contractual relations (Counts 4 and

24

5), intentional interference with prospective economic advantage (Counts 6 and 7),

25

intentional misrepresentation (Count 8), negligent misrepresentation (Count 9),

26

conversion (Count 10), and requested an accounting (Count 11). [See D.E. 17.] The FAC

27

is the first and only pleading filed by the Schab Plaintiffs in this action.

-

28
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2.

1

The dismissal with. prejudice is expressly predicated upon the false

2

notion that the Schob Plaintiffs were parties to the original

3

Complaint

4

On July 20, 2015, Defendants filed two FRCP 12(b) motions to dismiss. [D.E. 24,

5

26.] The first motion was directed at the USDA's lone claim for a judicial declaration,

6

and the second motion challenged all eleven claims asserted by the Schob Plaintiffs.

7

[D.E. 24, 26.] After subsequent briefing by the parties, on August 13, 2015, the Court

8 took both motions to dismiss "under submission and off-calendar," finding them to be
9

"suitable for decision without oral argument." [D.E. 36.] Then, on November 17,2015,

10

the Court issued a separate Order on each of Defendants' motions to dismiss. [D.E. 41,

11

42.] This motion for reconsideration only concerns Docket Entry 41- the Court's Order

12

re: Defendants' motion to dismiss the Schob Plaintiffs' claims. 3

13

The Court's Order granted in part and denied in part Defendants' motion to dismis

14

the Schob Plaintiffs' claims. Most notably, the Court dismissed with prejudice Counts 1,

15

4, 5, 6, 7, and 10 of the FAC, thereby denying the Schob Plaintiffs any opportunity to

16

amend. The Court's stated grounds for refusing the Schob Plaintiffs leave to amend were

17

identified in the Order as follows:
• Declaratory Judgment (Count 1)- "Plaintiffs put forth this claim in
their original Complaint, and have already been granted leave to
amend and plausibly allege this claim." [D.E. 41, p. 56];

18
19

20
• Tortious Interference (Counts 4 and 6) - "[T]his Court declines to
grant the Schobsfurth.er leave to amend this claim." [!d. at p. 44];

21
22

• Tmtious Interference (Counts 5 and7) - "The Court declines to give
the Schobs further leave to amend this claim, as Plaintiffs have
previously been granted leave to amend their original Complaint
[ ... ]." [!d. at p. 41]. Also, "to avoid undue delay and prejudice to

23
24
25
26
27
28

3

A separate order was entered by the Court addressing Defendants' motion to dismiss
the USDA's declaratory judgment claim. [See D.E. 42.] The USDA is concurrently
pursuing its own motion for reconsideration ofD.E. 42 on separate and distinct grounds.
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1

the Defendants, this Court declines to give the Schobs further
leave to amend this claim [/d.]; and

2
3
4

5
6

• Conversion (Count 10)- "[T]his Court declines to grant the Schobs
further leave to amend their First Amended Complaint [... ]." [Id.
at p. 50.]
Notwithstanding these findings of the Court, the pleadings in the case clearly show
that the Schab Plaintiffs were not parties to the original Complaint and were !J:!J!.g!

7 provided a prior opportunity to amend their claims. The Court's ruling suggests that it
8
confused the Schab Plaintiffs' participation in the lawsuit with that of the USDA and is,
9 therefore, ripe for reconsideration.
10
11
12
13

3.

Reconsideration under these facts is warranted under L.R. 7-18
andFRCP60

-As reflected above, a motion for reconsideration is appropriate under L.R. 7-18( c)
when -it is clear from the record that the Court has failed to consider material facts in

14

reaching its decision. Likewise, reconsideration is justified Under FRCP 60(b) in the

15

event of a "mistake" or "any other reason that justifies relief." Dufour v. Allen, 2015 U.S.

16

Dist. LEXIS 168364, at *2 (C.D. Cal. 2015).

17

In Foman v. David, 371 U.S. 178 (1962), the Supreme Court identified a series of

18

factors- i.e. the "Foman factors"- district courts are to consider in deciding whether to

19

grant leave to amend. Id. at 182. One ofthese factors concerns the number oftimes the

20

party had already amended the pleading. !d. ("repeated failure to cure deficiencies by

21
22
23

amendments previously allowed"); see also, Zucco Partners, LLC v. Digimarc Corp., 55
F.3d ~81, 1007 (9th Cir. 2009) ("[W]here the plaintiff has previously been granted leave
to amend and has subsequently failed to add the requisite particularity to its claims, the

24

district court's discretion to deny leave to amend is particularly broad."); RDF Media Ltd.

25

v. Fox Broad. Co., 372 F. Supp. 2d 556, 561 (C.D. Cal. 2005) (repeated failure to cure

26
27

deficient pleadings provides the district court with grounds to deny leave to amend);

Pryor v. Warner/Chappell Music, Inc., 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 85930, at *23-24 (C.D.

28
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1

Cal. 2014) (same). A party's prior opportunity to amend its pleading is a material fact

2

that a court should consider in deciding whether to allow that patiy leave to amend.

3

Here, the Court denied the Schab Plaintiffs leave to amend under the mistaken

4

belief that the Schab Plaintiffs were parties to the original Complaint and had already

5

been provided an opportunity to amend their claims. [See D.E. 41, pp. 44, 50, 56.] This

6

mistake by the Court prevented it from considering the Schab Plaintiffs' limited pleading

7

history as required by Foman when evaluating whether to dismiss the claims with or

8

without prejudice. Because the Court failed to consider this material fact at the time it

9

dismissed the Schab Plaintiffs' claims, and its finding that the Schab Plaintiffs had

10

previously amended their claims is plain error, the Court's Order is ripe for

11

reconsideration under L.R. 7-18 and FRCP 60(b)(1) and 60(b)(6).

12

Further, because the error in the Court's Order appears to have likely been the

13

result of a clerical mistake, a separate ground exists under FRCP 60(a) for the Schab

14

Plaintiffs to bring this motion for reconsideration. FRCP 60(a) ("[T]he court may correct

15

a clerical mistake arising from oversight or omission whenever one is found in a

16

judgment, order, or other part of the record."). In Monaco v. Bear Stearns Cos., 2011

17

U.S. Dist. LEXIS 157803 (C.D.

18

for reconsideration under FRCP 60(a) is appropriate in this District when an oversight in

19

an Order is the result of a clerical mistake. !d., pp. *13-14 (motion for reconsideration

20

granted when the Court failed to consider the parties' tolling agreement when improperly

21

dismissing a plaintiff's claim as time-barred.) Because the Court's dismissal with

22

prejudice of the Schab Plaintiffs' claims in this case appears to be the result of a clerical

23

error or oversight, the motion for reconsideration is proper under FRCP 60(a).

24
25

~al.

2011), JudgeS. James Otero explained that a motio

Accordingly, reconsideration of the Court's Order under these facts is warranted
under L.R. 7-18 and FRCP 60.

26

C.

27

As shown above, the Schab Plaintiffs' motion for reconsideration should be

28

granted because of the Court's failure to properly consider the prior pleading history of

The Perceived Defects In The FAC Can Be Easily Corrected
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1 the case. However, even had the Schob Plaintiffs been granted prior leave to amend, the
2

motion for reconsideration is still appropriate under FRCP 60(b )(6) due to ease in which

3

the perceived pleading deficiencies in their tortious interference claims (Counts 4 through

4

7) can be corrected. See Chang v. Chen, 80 F.3d 1293, 1296 (9th Cir. 1996) ("[D]ismissal

5

without leave to amend is improper unless it is clear, upon de novo review, that the

6

complaint could not be saved by any amendment.").

7

Counts 4 and 6 of the FAC concern the Defendants' interference with the Schob

8

Plaintiffs' customer protection rights. 4 [D.E. 1, ~~ 278, 301.] In dismissing these claims,

9

the C<?urt found that "the Schobs failed to allege any facts to support its contention that

10

Defendants intentionally interfered with the Schob Distributor Agreement, as required by

11

element two of a tortious interference claim under Pennsylvania law." [D.E. 41, p. 43

12

(emphasis in original, internal citation omitted).] According to the Court, the Schob

13

Plaintiffs' allegations were "argue[d) in a conclusory fashion" and "mere recitations of

14

two claims' elements." [Jd. at p. 44.] If provided an opportunity to amend their tortious

15

interference claims, the Schob Plaintiffs would plead the following facts (among others)

16

to support the remaining elements of these claims:
• Deluxe is the parent company of SBS and is fully aware of the
contractual relationship between SBS and the Schob Plaintiffs, and the
Customer Protection rights granted to the Schob Plaintiffs as part of that
contract.

17
18
19
20

· • Beginning m 2008, Deluxe through its then-formed wholly-owned
subsidiary, SAl, launched its Business Acquisitions and Mergers
("BAM") program. Under the BAM program, Deluxe acquires
independent non-SBS distributor businesses in the small business forms,
supplies and services product market.

21
22
23
24

• Deluxe's BAM Program is designed to maximize Deluxe insourcing (the
percentage of products sold or manufactured by Deluxe), and to cross-

25
26
27
28

4

If provided an oppmtunity to amend Counts 4 and 6, the Schob Plaintiffs would
assert them as a single claim for tortious interference with contract under Pennsylvania
law for the reasons stated in the Court's Order [D.E. 41, pp. 36-37, 42.]
- 9-
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1

2
3
4

5
6

7

sell Deluxe products to new customers who used to buy from Deluxe's
competitors and expand Deluxe's range of products.
• Deluxe has undertaken at least five BAM transactions which have
knowingly eviscerated the Schob Plaintiffs' Customer Protection rights
guaranteed by their contract with SBS. These BAM transactions include,
but are not limited to, Deluxe's purchase of the assets of (1) Form
Systems Inc. doing business as DocuSource ("DocuSource"), (2) Idaho
Business Forms, Inc. ("IBF"), (3) Advent, (4) Team MHC, and (5) Fontis
(collectively, the Deluxe Distributors).

8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24

• The Deluxe Distributors have always been direct competitors of the
Schob in the same relevant geographic and product market, and
historically have sold a full line of products and services that compete
directly with Safeguard's products and services. As a result of this
competition, historically the Deluxe Distributors' customers overlapped
with - and are common to - the Protected Customers of the Schob
Plaintiffs.
• Deluxe knew of this customer overlap at the time it acquired the Deluxe
Distributors. As part of its pre-acquisition due diligence, Deluxe closely
examined the Deluxe Distributors' customer lists. Deluxe identified all
of the Deluxe Distributors' customers, evaluated the historical purchasing
and pricing activities relating to those customers, projected the future
sales of Safeguard Systems to those customers, calculated its ability to
cross-sell additional Deluxe-manufactured products to those customers,
conducted a "Fit Analysis" designed to evaluate Deluxe's ability to
"insource" the manufacture of all products to the Deluxe production
facilities post-acquisition, determined its ability to leverage the core
competencies of the acquired distributors so as to develop additional
Deluxe manufactured product capabilities, and evaluated its ability to
shift the acquired distributors' reliance on their current vendors and drive
additional traffic to Deluxe's "prefen·ed vendors," which would
substantially increase Deluxe's "rebate" revenue recognition.

25

26
27
28

• Deluxe then ran the Deluxe Distributors' customer lists against its own
accounting system to identify whether the customers it was buying were
those same customers that are protected under the Schab Parties'
Customer Protection rights. After completing this evaluation, Deluxe,
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1

2
3
4

5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17

18

19

knew that many of the Deluxe Distributors' customers were also the
Protected Customers of the Schab Plaintiffs.
• Deluxe officers J.J. Sorrenti and Teri Peterson were directly involved in
managing and running DocuSource. In the IBF Executive Summary
prepared by Deluxe, Deluxe noted in the section entitled "Risk
Mitigation" that "[r]esolution of account protection matches will be key
as some accounts do business with area Safeguard offices."
• Despite having knowledge of the crossover customers between the Schab
Plaintiffs and these newly acquired Safeguard distributors, Deluxe
intentionally concealed the Customer Protection issues and directed these
newly purchased Safeguard Distributors to directly compete with the
Schab Plaintiffs in violation of their contractual rights.
• Deluxe then managed and ran DocuSource and IBF as company operated
distributors for more than two years. For instance, Deluxe labeled
DocuSource "Safeguard by DocuSource" and IBF as "Safeguard by
IBF." During this time, at Deluxe's direction, the Deluxe Distributors
openly contacted, solicited and obtained orders for Safeguard Systems
from many of the customers for whom the Schab Plaintiffs have
Customer Protection rights.
• At no point did Deluxe, SAl, SBS or the Deluxe Distributors attempt to
adhere to or respect the Schab Plaintiffs' Customer Protection rights.
Instead, they have sought to conceal their sales of Safeguard Systems to
the Protected Customers of the Schab Plaintiffs.

20
21

22
23
24

25
26
27

• After Deluxe brought in the Deluxe Distributors, it engaged in a "war of
attrition" to wear down the Schab Plaintiffs. This lasted for
approximately two years during which time Deluxe, SAl, and the Deluxe
Distributors' employees repeatedly sought to threaten, coerce, and
intimidate the Schab Plaintiffs into sharing (or selling at an artificially
depressed price) many of the customers that are the subject of their
Customer Protection rights. At the same time, when asked by the Schab
Plaintiffs whether these parties were selling Safeguard Systems to their
Protected Customers, these employees repeatedly and falsely said - at
Deluxe's direction - that they didn't have information sufficient to

28
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answer these questions. The employees' statements were knowingly
false.

1
2

• Deluxe also coerced the Schob Plaintiffs into selling or sharing their
major and other protected Safeguard customers with the Deluxe
Distributors.

3
4

5
• As a result of Defendants' wrongful actions, the Schob Plaintiffs have
suffered substantial interference to its prospective economic relationship
with numerous protected customers as a result of (1) customers being
confused as to the Schob Plaintiffs' relationship with the Deluxe
Distributors, Deluxe and SBS; (2) customers believing that there are
supposed to place their orders for Safeguard Systems through the Deluxe
Distributors and Deluxe instead of the Schob Plaintiffs; (3) customers
believing that the Schob Plaintiffs are no longer a Safeguard Distributor;
and (4) customers mistakenly believing that the Schob Plaintiffs were
overcharging them because the Deluxe Distributors and Deluxe were
offering significantly lower prices on the same Safeguard Systems. These
protected customers including, but not limited to, HomeStreet Bank,
Spokane County Jail, PeaceHealth Clinics, SanMar, among others.

6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Because the above factual assertions will correct any pleading deficiencies the

16
17

this motion for reconsideration of the Court's Order is justified under FRCP 60(b)(6).

18

The Schob Plaintiff can also plead facts sufficient to revive their other tortious

Schob Plaintiffs' claims for tortious interference with their Customer Protection rights,

19

interference claims- i.e., the claims involving Deluxe and SBS's intentional interference

20

with certain acquisition agreements and economic relationships between the Schob

21

Plaintiffs and other Safeguard distributors (Counts 5 and 7). 5 [D.E. 1, ~~ 289, 293, 309,

22

311.] For these claims, the Court again found that the Schob Plaintiffs had merely stated

23

a conclusory position as to Deluxe's involvement "without providing any factual support

24

for this contention." [D.E. 41, pp. 39-40 ("the Schobs have failed to plausibly allege that

25

Deluxe committed the conduct at issue, or that it did so with the intention of interfering

26
27
28

5

Again, if provided an opportunity to amend Counts 5 and 6, the Schob Plaintiffs
would assert them as a single claim for tmtious interference with contract. [See D.E. 41,
pp. 36-37, 42.]
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I

with the Schobs' existing contractual relationships.")]. The Court also dismissed the

2

tortious interference claim as to SBS finding that the Schab Plaintiffs "merely stated in a

3

conclusory fashion" element two of their claim- i.e. "that SBS' actions were

4

'specifically intended to harm' the success or viability of the Schab Acquisition

5

Agreements or the existing relationship between SBS and the Schobs." [D.E. 41, 40.] If

6

granted leave to amend, the Schab Plaintiffs would include the following factual asserts,

7
8

among others:
• Deluxe has sought to force the Schab Plaintiffs to capitulate to SBS's
violation of the Customer Protection rights by mandating that they sign
an all-encompassing "General Release" of all claims that they have
against Deluxe and the other Defendants. The releases would bar the very
claims that are set forth in this action. By refusing, the Schab Plaintiffs
have been precluded from expanding their business through the
acquisition of other distributors.

9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25

26
27

28

• The Schab Plaintiffs have aggressively grown their business by acquiring
competitors and integrating those businesses. Since 2013, Deluxe has
mandated that the Schab Plaintiffs sign a general release in order to
acquire any additional distributorship.
• In the Spring of 2014, the Schab Plaintiffs notified Deluxe that it has
signed a letter of intent and was planning to close on the acquisition of
ValPrint, a distributor doing approximately $2 million in revenue a year.
• Despite having no contractual right to do so, Deluxe instructed SBS to
require that the Schab Plaintiffs sign a general release to complete the
ValPrint transaction. The Schab Plaintiffs, in turn, explained to Deluxe
and SBS that it could not sign the release because of the Customer
Protection violations that existed between the Schab Plaintiffs and SBS.
The Schab Plaintiffs explained that if they signed the release they would
be relinquishing their right to pursue very substantial commission dollars
that SBS had ·unlawfully collected from the Schab Plaintiffs' clients.
• Despite the Schab Plaintiffs' entreaties, Deluxe and SBS employee
Sutton insisted that the Schab Plaintiffs sign the release. The Schab
Plaintiffs were left with no recourse. On June 9, 2014, ValPrint notified
the Schab Plaintiffs that it did not want to continue the discussion and the
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deal was lost. As a conseq~ence, the Schob Plaintiffs were not able to
purchase the ValPrint distributorship.

2
3
4

5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18

19
20
21

22
23
24
25

26
27
28

• In early fall of 20 14 the Schob Plaintiffs once again notified Deluxe and
SBS that it had signed letters of intent with Roger Watennan and
Angelyn Pierce to purchase their Safeguard distributorships. All parties
were willing and ready to close the deal.
• In October 2014, Deluxe and SBS required the Schob Plaintiffs to
produce a detailed business plan, submit a financial statement, and agree
to a credit and background check. The Schab Plaintiffs collected all the
information and transmitted it. On November 7 and 18, 2014, SBS sent
the Schob Plaintiffs and the sellers' letters acknowledging SBS's
approval to move forward with the purchases.
• Notwithstanding SBS's approval, Deluxe reversed SBS's approval
without any justification for its reversal. On November 20, 2014, Greg
Schab informed Sutton that due to the unresolved Account Protection
issues they could not sign the release. Sutton responded noting that the
transaction could not go forward if the general release was not signed.
Sutton also acknowledged that the release would preclude the Schab
Plaintiffs from judicial remedies for the Customer Protection violations.
• In February of 2015, the sellers terminated the letters of intent with the
Schab Plaintiffs and began negotiations with another buyer. Pierce wrote
in a February 10, 2015 email that she had no choice but to terminate
negotiations due to the "excessive delays caused by Safeguard and their
(I believe) illegal demand that all parties involved in our deal sign their
'General Release."' As a consequence, the Schab Plaintiffs were not able
to purchase the Waterman and Pierce distributorships.
• In January of2015, the Schab Plaintiffs entered into a letter of intent with
Linda Christensen to purchase ·her business. Christensen's distributorship
did approximately $2.5 million in revenue a year. The letter of intent was
the culmination of nearly two years of negotiations. However, knowing
that Deluxe and SBS would require the general release, the seller has
notified the Schob Plaintiffs that she is no longer interested in moving
forward. As a consequence, the Schab Plaintiffs were not able to
purchase the Christensen distributorship.
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1

2
3
4

5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17

• In the summer of 2015 the Schob Plaintiffs' notified SBS that they had
entered into signed letters of intent to purchase the distributorships
owned and operated by Safeguard distributors Waterman & Pierce at a
purchase price of $850,000. The Schob Plaintiffs completed a very
detailed application process after which they received written
confirmation from SS that they had been approved for the purchase.
After proving verbal approval, and at the direction of Deluxe, SBS
informed the Schob Plaintiffs that they would be required to sign a
General Release before final approval would be provided. Again, the
Schob Plaintiffs refused to sign the release for concern over losing their
Customer Protection claim. After waiting for several months for Deluxe's
final approval, Waterman and Pierce terminated their letters ofint.ent.
• In 2015, the Schob Plaintiffs negotiated the purchase of The Advance
Group, an independent distributor in Fresno, CA. The Advance Group
did approximately $800,000 in annual revenue. Again, Deluxe and SBS
required that the Schob Plaintiffs sign a general release. As a result, the
Schob Plaintiffs were forced to call off the deal, resulting in a significant
loss to them.
• Consequently, the Schob Plaintiffs have lost the opportunity to purchase
distributors with over $6 million in annual revenues due to Deluxe's
unlawful insistence that they sign a general release.

18

19
20
21

22

• Deluxe had (and continues to have) no credible reason for killing the
Schob Plaintiffs' attempted acquisitions of the other distributorships.
Deluxe withheld consent of its appr<?val of these transactions in an
attempt to coerce the Schob Plaintiffs into releasing their claims in the
ongoing dispute with Defendants.

23
24

25

26

• These facts, detailing Deluxe and SBS' use of the General Release as
both a sword and shield - designed to hold the Schob Plaintiffs'
transactions hostage unless and until their viable Customer Protection
claims were released - provides the basis for the Schob Plaintiffs'
tmiious interference claims.

27
28

•

Deluxe's unreasonable refusal to consent to the transactions between the
Schob Plaintiffs and the other distributors has caused the Schob Plaintiffs
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to suffer damages in the form of the cash flow and business
improvements that the Schab Plaintiffs could have generated from the
above failed transactions.

1
2

3

These fact-based assertions go well beyond the "conclusory" allegations the Court

4

found to be lacking in Courts 5 and 7. They also satisfy all elements of the Schab

5

Plaintiffs' tortious interference claims. These facts demonstrate that, if provided an

6

opportunity to amend, the Schab Plaintiffs can (and will) revive their tortious

7

claims. Because the claims can easily be corrected, this motion for consideration is

interfere~c

8 justified under FRCP 60(b)( 6).
9

As set forth above, the Schab Plaintiffs' claims for tortious interference (Counts 4

10

through 7) can be supplemented to include the factual allegations the Court found to be

11

absent. Because it is possible for the Schab Plaintiffs to correct the defects in their

12

claims, the motion for reconsideration is warranted and leave to amend should be

13

granted. See Breier v. Northern California Bowling Proprietors' Ass'n, 316 F .2d 787, 790

14

(9th Cir. 1963) (Leave to amend should be granted "if it appears at all possible that the

15

plaintiff can correct the defect."); Scott v. Eversole Mortuary, 522 F .2d 1110, 1116 (9th

16

Cir. 1975) (Leave to amend should not be denied if the court could "conceive of facts"

17

that would render the plaintiffs claim viable.).

D.

18

New Evidence Has Come To Light In The Case That Warrants
Reconsideration Of The Court's Order

19
20

New critical evidence has come to light following the parties' briefing on

21

Defendants' motions to dismiss, previously unknown to the Schab Plaintiffs, and not yet

22

considered by this Court. These new facts substantiate the Schab Plaintiffs' tortious

23

interference claims (Counts 4 and 6) as to Deluxe. The discovery of this new material

24

evidence, even in the absence of the grounds for reconsideration set forth above, provides

25

ample support for the Schab Plaintiffs' motion for reconsideration under both L.R. 7-

26

18(b) and FRCP 60(b)(2).

27

III

28

III
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1.

1
2

Defendants' production of new documents in concurrent lawsuit

Defendants have recently produced documents in a concurrent lawsuit pending in

3

Boise, Idaho, involving claims by different Safeguard distributors against these same

4

Defendants. 6 (See Request for Judicial Notice ("RJN"), Ex. A.) Although the Idaho

5

Action involves different Safeguard distributors, the claims are nearly identical to those

6

of the Schab Plaintiffs and arise out of the same set of facts as those at issue here - most

7

notably, the Defendants' use of the BAM program and Deluxe's subsequent operation of

8

the recently acquired company-owned distributorships in direct competition with the

9

legacy distributors. (Id.) Because the issues in the two cases significantly overlap, the

10

overwhelming majority of documents, testimony and other sources of information

11

produced in, and relevant to, the Idaho Action are also relevant to this action. (See RJN,

12

Ex. A compared to D.E. 17.)

13

In September 2015 - nearly two months after the parties briefed this Comt on

14

Defendants' motions to dismiss- Defendants produced approximately 23,000 documents

15

(totaling 85,607 pages) in the Idaho.Action. (Declaration ofKevin A. Adams ("Adams

16

Decl."), ~ 7.) Then, during November and December 2015, Deluxe produced another

17

1,536 documents (totaling 13,144 pages) in the Idaho Action. (Id.,

18

contain new material evidence that help substantiate the Schab Plaintiffs' tortious

19

interference claims against Deluxe and SBS.

20

~

8.) These documents

The documents produced by Defendants in the Idaho Action have been produced

21

subject to a protective order and- notwithstanding their direct relevance to the Schab

22

Plaintiffs' claims and imminent production in this case- are restricted from use in this

23

case absent the prior written consent ofDefendants. (Adams Decl., ~ 10.) As is detailed

24
25
6

26
27
28

The action entitled T3 Enterprises, Inc., et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et
al., case number CV-OC-1416400, is pending before Judge Steven Hippler in the District
Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho (hereafter referred to as the
"Idaho Action"). Counsel for both the Schab Plaintiffs and Defendants also serve as
counsel in the Idaho Action.
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1 in the concurrently filed declaration of attorney Kevin Adams, the Schab Plaintiffs have
2

recently asked Defendants' counsel as part of the meet and confer before filing the instan

3

motion to either (1) produce these relevant documents subject to a protective order in this

4

action to be submitted as patt of this motion, or (2) waive the protective order restriction

5

as to these specified documents to allow them to be submitted undersea} in connection

6

with this motion. (Adams Decl., ~ 12, Ex. 1.) Tellingly, Defendants' counsel refused the

7

Schob Plaintiffs' requests in an attempt to keep these documents from the Court when

8

considering this motion. (Id.

9

contrary to Ninth Circuit precedent and should not be tolerated. See Karoun Dairies, Inc.

10

v. KarounDairies, Inc., 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 146431, *13-14 (S.D. Cal. Oct. 14, 2014)

11

(The "Ninth Circuit strongly favors access to discovery materials to meet the needs of

12

parties engaged in collateral litigation."); Foltz v. State Farm Mut. Automobile Ins. Co.,

13

331 F.3d 1122, 1131 (9th Cir. 2003) ("Allowing the fruits of one litigation to facilitate

14

preparation in other cases advances the interests ofjudicial_economy by avoiding the

15

wasteful duplication of discovery."); Id. ("[W]here an appropriate modification of a

16

protective order can place private litigants in a position they would otherwise reach only

17

after repetition of another's discovery, such modification can only be denied where it

18

would tangibly prejudice substantial rights of the party opposing modification.").

19

at~

14, Ex. 2.) This type ofhide-the-ball gamesmanship is

Nonetheless, out of concern that their use of the Idaho discovery- most notably,

20

documents identified as Bates Nos. DEFS0087022, DEFS0150053, Deluxe_ID-0004271,

21

DEFS0149927, DEFS0149944 DEFS0149977, and Deluxe_ID-0000340- will run afoul

22

of the protective order in the Idaho Action, the Schob Plaintiffs are not submitting these

23

documents to the Comt in connection with this motion. 7 (Adams Decl., ~ 16.) Generally,

24
25
26
27
28

7

In the event the Court denies the Schob Plaintiffs' motion for reconsideration and
request for leave to amend, Defendants' inevitable production of these relevant records in
the discovery in this action will provide future grounds for the Schab Plaintiffs to seek
leave to amend.
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1

however, the Schab Plaintiffs are now able to assert, upon information and belief, the

2

following facts in support of their torti(~ms interference claims:

3

4

5
6

• Deluxe was fully aware of the Customer Protection issues involving the
operation of the new company-owned distributorships and employed a
myriad of account protection mitigation strategies intended to mitigate
Customer Protection damages to Safeguard distributors (including the Schob
Plaintiffs);

7

8
9

• Deluxe and SBS executives worked together regarding the companies'
collective failure to take proper action to resolve the Customer Protection,
issues created by Deluxe's acquisition ofDocuSource;

10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

22

• Deluxe and SBS had knowledge of the overlapping customers between
DocuSource and the Schob Plaintiffs at the time Deluxe purchased
DocuSource, and had implemented a plan to force the distributors to share
their customers notwithstanding the Schob Plaintiffs' exclusive Customer
Protection contractual rights;
• ·Deluxe and SBS employees were actively monitoring the Customer
Protection violations that the Deluxe-owned distributors DocuSource, IBF,
Innovative and Prime were committing. This extensive monitoring of the
Customer Protection violations by Deluxe's employees shows that Deluxe
knew that interference was certain or substantially certain to occur from its
operation of the company-owned distributors;
• · Deluxe was not only aware of the initial infringement of the Schob
Plaintiff's Customer Protection rights, but was also directly involved in the
ongoing infringement through its continued operation of IBF and
DocuSource;

23
24

25

26
27

• · SBS and Deluxe jointly maintained a budget for Customer Protection
violations, including the significant sum that Deluxe put aside for Customer
Protection violations that resulted from the DocuSource acquisition;
• Deluxe built an Customer Protection mitigation budget into the modeling of
every BAM transaction;

28
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• Deluxe directed SBS, its subsidiary, to refrain from enforcing the Schab
Plaintiffs' Customer Protection rights and, instead, to keep a reserve put
aside in case the Schab Plaintiffs' pursue the related commissions in the
future; and
• Deluxe knew of DocuSource's sales to the Schab Plaintiffs' Protected
Customers before purchasing DocuSource. 8

6
As explained below, these new factual allegations- couple with the allegations an

7
8
9

exhibits to the FAC- satisfy all of the missing elements of the Schab Plaintiffs' tortious
interference claims as to Deluxe and SBS.

2.

10

interference claims

11

The Court dismissed the Schab Plaintiffs' tortious interference claims because the

12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

The new evidence supports the Schob Plaintiffs' tortious

allegations were "argue[d] in a conclusory fashion" and "mere recitations of two claims'
elements." [D.E. 41, p. 44.] To correct these deficiencies as to Deluxe, the Schab
Plaintiffs need to show that Deluxe took purposeful action specifically intended to harm
the existing relation between SBS and the Schab Plaintiffs or to prevent a prospective
relationship from occurring. See Skiff re Business, Inc. v. Buckingham Ridgeview, LP,
991 A.2d 956, 966 (Pa. Super. 2010). Notably, "[p]urposeful action intended to harm an
existing contract can exist where 'the actor does not act for the purpose of interfering
with the contract or desires it but knows that the interference is certain or substantially
certain to occur as a result of his action."' Odyssey Waste Servs., LLC v. BFI Waste Sys.

ofNorthamerica, Inc., 2005 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 28682 *15-16 (E.D. Pa. Nov. 18, 2005),
citing to the Restatement (Second) of Torts,§ 766, cmt. j.; see also, Int'l Diamond Imps.,

Ltd. v. Singularity Clark, L.P., 40 A.3d 1261, 1275 (Pa. Super. 2012), citing Restatement
(Second) of Torts, § 8A, cmt. B ("Intent is not[ ... ] limited to consequences which are

26
27
28

8

The brevity of the above factual allegations should not be held against the Schab
Plaintiffs in light of Defendants' refusal to allow the substantiating documents to be used.
(Adams Decl., Ex. 2.)
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1 desired. If the actor knows that the consequences are certain, or substantially certain, to
2

result from his act, and still goes ahead, he is treated by the law as if he had in fact

3

desired to produce the result.").

4

The newly discovered evidence produced during discovery in the Idaho Action,

5

coupled with the information already possessed by the Schab Plaintiffs, will allow the

6

Schab Plaintiffs to properly plead the factual allegations necessary to support the

7

elements of their tortious interference claims that the Court found to be lacking. For

8 instance, this new evidence shows that Deluxe's top employees knew the acquisitions
9

would result in the Customer Protection violations but proceeded nonetheless. (See Bates

10

Nos. DEFS0149927, DEFS0149977, Deluxe_ID-0004271; see also D.E. 17, ~~ 181-183,

11

Exs. U, V, W, AA, FF, HI-I.) Consequently, the Schab Plaintiffs can now show that

12

Deluxe knew that its interference with the Schab Plaintiffs' customer relationships and

13

Customer Protection was certain (or substantially certain) to occur from its acquisitions

14

of these various distributors and proceeded nonetheless.

15

Additionally, the new evidence shows that after the acquisitions, Deluxe monitored

16

the Customer Protection violations committed by its company-owned distributors and

17

worked with its subsidiary, SBS, to conceal them from the Schab Plaintiffs. (See Bates

18

No. DEFS0149944.) Again, by continuing to operate the company-owned distributors in

19

this manner, Deluxe knew that in~erference was certain or substantially certain to occur.

20

The new materials also show that Deluxe induced its subsidiary SBS not to enforce

21

the Schab Plaintiffs' Customer Protection rights, and that Deluxe's Customer Protection

22

mitigation strategy was intended to force the distributors (in particular, the Schab

23

Plaintiffs) to share customers in violation of the Schab Distributor Agreement. 9 (See

24
25

Bates Nos. Deluxe_ID-0000340, DEFS0087022, DEFS0149977.)

26
27
28

~
9

A parent company intentionally interferes where it directs the subsidiary not to
perform according to its agreement. See Asahi Kasei Pharma C01p. v. Actelion, Ltd., 222
Cal.App.4th 945, 961 (2013); see also PSC Info Group v. Lason, Inc., 681 F.Supp.2d
577, 595 (E.D. Pa. 201 0).
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1

The new evidence allows the Schab Plaintiffs to make factual assertions sufficient

2

to show that Deluxe intentionally interfered with their Customer Protection rights throug

3

Deluxe's (1) acquisitions ofDocuSource, IBF and other company owned distributors; (2)

4

management ofDocuSource, IBF and other company owned distributors; and (3)

5

inducement of SBS not to enforce the Schab Plaintiffs' Customer Protection rights.

6

Because the Schab Plaintiffs can now properly articulate the factual support the Court

7

found to be missing from their tortious interference claims against Deluxe, the Schab

8 Plaintiffs' motion for reconsideration is appropriate.

9 III.
10

THE SCHOB PLAINTIFFS SHOULD BE GRANTED LEAVE TO AMEND
The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure direct the Courts to "freely give leave [to

11

amend] when justice so requires." FRCP 15(a)(2). In the Ninth Circuit, this policy is "to

12

be applied with extreme liberality." Morongo Band ofMission Indians v. Rose, 893 F.2d

13

1074, 1079 (9th Cir. 1990); see C.F. v. Capistrano Unified Sch. Dist., 654 F.3d 975, 985

14

(9th Cir. 2011) ("Absent prejudice, there exists a presumption under Rule 15(a) in favor

15

of granting leave to amend."). The liberal policy favoring amendment is intended to

16

"facilitate decision[s] on the merits, rather than on the pleadings or technicalities." Unite

17

States v. Webb, 655 F.2d 977, 979 (9th Cir. 1981). "Ifthe underlying facts or

18

circumstances relied upon by a plaintiff may be a proper subject of relief, he ought to be

19

afforded an opportunity to test his claim on the merits." Simons v. United States, 497 F.2

20

1046, 1049, n. 2 (9th Cir. 1974).

21

It is within the Court's discretion to dismiss claims with prejudice and without

22

leave to amend when a plaintiff has previously been given the chance to amend to cure.

23

Chodos v. West Publ'g Co., 292 F.3d 992, 1003 (9th Cir. 2002). However, when no prior

24

opportunity to amend has been provided, leave to amend must be allowed "unless

25

amendment would cause prejudice to the opposing party, is sought in bad faith, is futile,

26

or creates undue delay." Yakama Indian Nation v. Wash. Dep't ofRevenue, 176 F.3d

27

1241, 1246 (9th Cir. 1999).

28
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In dismissing the Schab Plaintiffs' claims with prejudice, the Court cited to the

2

lone case of Eminence Capital, LLCv. Aspeon, Inc., 316 F.3d 1048 (9th Cir. 2003). [D.E.

3

41, pp.41, 44, 50, 56.] The Ninth Circuit's holding in Eminence Capital supports the

4

Schob Plaintiffs' request for leave to amend here. In Eminence Capital, plaintiff

5 Eminence initiated a securities action against the defendants before Judge Alicemarie H.
6

Stotler in the Central District of California. I d. at 1050. Eventually, eight separate

7

shareholder suits were filed against the defendants and Eminence was designated to serve

8

as lead plaintiff.Jd. at 1050-51. Following this designation, Eminence filed a

9

"consolid~ted

complaint." ld. at 1051. The defendants moved to dismiss Eminence's

10

consolidated complaint and, later, the first amended consolidated complaint. !d. Judge

11

Stotler granted both motions to dismiss. In granting the second motion to dismiss Judge

12

Stotler denied leave to amend. She reasoned that Eminence had been provided with

13

"three bites at the apple" and that no further opportunities were warranted.Jd. Eminence

14

appealed.

15

On appeal, the Ninth Circuit recognized that "the drafting of a cognizable

16

complaint can be a matter oftrial and error." ld. at 1052. Applying this logic to the facts

17

of the case, the Ninth Circuit found that Eminence had not had "three bites at the apple,"

18

and instead, the first amended consolidated complaint included additional theories not

19

previously alleged in the consolidated complaint.Jd. Reversing Ju_dge Stotler's dismissal

20

with prejudice, the Ninth Circuit found that:

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

[T]he district comt did not appropriately exercise its discretion by denying
plaintiffs leave to amend where, as here, plaintiffs' allegations were not
frivolous, plaintiffs were endeavoring in good faith to meet the heightened
pleading requirements and to comply with court guidance, and, most
importantly, it appears that plaintiffs had a reasonable chance of successfully
stating a claim if given another opportunity.

!d. at p. 1052.
The Ninth Circuit granted Eminence leave to amend under circumstances far less
compelling than are at issue here. As explained above, the FAC contained new parties
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1 and significantly expanded the legal theories asserted against Defendants (i.e., Counts 2
2

through 11 ). The Schob Plaintiffs have never been provided an opportunity to amend

3

their claims- much less given "three bites at the apple." Moreover, Defendants' recent

4

document production and corresponding flood of new facts has provided the Schob

5

Plaintiffs with sufficient information to conect any pleading deficiencies in the FAC. The

6

Schob Plaintiffs have (and continue to) endeavor in good faith to meet the pleading

7

standard for their claims. 10

8
9

Alternatively, Defendants cannot reasonably show that they will suffer any
prejudice by allowing the Schob Plaintiffs' leave to amend to test their claims on the

10

merits. This case is in its infancy and this Court's ruling took place before any discovery.

11

No trial date has been set and no critical deadlines have passed. Under circumstances

12

significantly more arduous than these, leave to amend has been freely granted. See e.g.

13

DCD Programs, Ltd. v. Leighton, 833 F.2d 183, 186 (9th Cir. 1987) (reversing denial of

14

leave to amend to add a new party in fourth amended complaint notwithstanding

15

defendants' arguments of undue delay and futility); Golden Hour Data Sys. v. Health

16

Servs.lntegration, 2008 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 75495 at* 4 (N.D. Cal. July 1, 2008) (grantin

17

leave to amend based on lack of prejudice and of futility and despite arguments that the

18

plaintiff unduly delayed in proposing amendments); Eminence Capital, 316 F .3d at 1052

19

(plaintiff allowed to amend after already provided "three bites at the apple"); Bowles v.

20

Read, 198 F.3d 752, 758-59 (9th Cir. 1999) (leave to amend should be freely granted at

21

all stages of an action, including during summary judgment proceedings). In light of case

22

law and the procedural posture of this case, Defendants cannot reasonably argue that they

23

would be substantially prejudiced by leave to amend at this early stage in the case.

24

Accordingly, the Schob Plaintiffs should be granted leave to amend.

25
26
27
28

10

Consequently, the Court in the Idaho Action found the Safeguard Distributors to
have properly pled claims for tortious interference against Deluxe, SBS, and SAl on facts
nearly identical to those now available to the Schob Plaintiffs. (See RJN, Ex. B.)
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1 IV.

CONCLUSION

2

For the foregoing reasons, the Court should reconsider its Order at D.E. 41 and

3

grant the Schob Plaintiffs leave to amend the F AC.

4

5

Dated: January 22, 2016

MULCAHYLLP

6
7

8

9
10

By:

Is/ Kevin A. Adams
James M. Mulcahy
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
United Safeguard Distributors Association,
Inc., Greg Schob, Vicki Schob, and Schob
and Schob, Inc.

11
12
13

14
15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25
26
27

28
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Zyalyukova, Elena
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Lew, Wesley W.
Tuesday, January 19, 2016 7:13 PM
Kevin Adams
Reeder, Christopher S.; James Mulcahy; Barbara Calvert; Doug Luther
RE: USDNSafeguard - Further Meet and Confer re Motions for Reconsideration

Kevin,
Paragraph 3 ofthe April17, 2015 Stipulated Discovery Confidentiality Order provides that Confidential documents shall
be used "solely for purposes of the prosecution or defense of [the Idaho] action or the [Idaho] Arbitration." Similarly,
paragraph 3 of the Stipulation for Entry of Protective Order re Confidential Documents- Attorneys' Eyes Only sets forth
who has access to AEO documents. Notably, the California Court is not identified (nor, is the arbitration panel for that
matter). As such, any Confidential or AEO documents that you propose to use in support of the Motions for
Reconsideration cannot be used in California. They are also not relevant to the remaining issues based on Judge Lew's
Orders on the Motions to Dismiss, are not responsive to any pending discovery and would not be discoverable in
California. Accordingly, Defendants cannot agree to allow the documents to be used in California, including in
connection with the Motions for Reconsideration.
Thanks,
Wes
From: Kevin Adams [mailto:kadams@mulcahyllp.coml

Sent: Friday, January 15, 2016 8:26 PM
To: Lew, Wesley W.

Cc: Reeder, Christopher 5.; James Mulcahy; Barbara calvert; Doug Luther
Subject: USDNSafeguard - Further Meet and Confer re Motions for Reconsideration
Wes: Thanks for speaking with me today to further meet and confer regarding our pursuit of separate motions for
reconsideration on behalf of the USDA and the Schob Plaintiffs. As I mentioned during our call, one of the grounds for
asking the court to reconsider its order dismissing the Schob Plaintiffs' claims with prejudice involves the new evidence
that has recently come to light from the discovery in the Boise action. We believe that several of the documents
produced by your clients in the Boise action (and relevant to this action) provide the factual underpinning the court
found to be missing from the Schob Plaintiffs' tortious interference claims. These documents include Bates No.
DEFS0087022, DEFS0150053, DEFS0149977, DEFS0149944, DEFS0149927, Deluxe_ID-0004271, and Deluxe_ID-0000340.
As you graciously pointed out during our call, there is a protective order in place in the Boise action that precludes us
from using these highly relevant documents in this action absent your permission or order of the court. Because these
documents will be required to be produced shortly in discovery in this action, and are of great significance to the court
in reviewing our motion for reconsideration, we ask that you waive the restrictions as to these documents and allow us
to present them to Judge Lew as part of our motion for reconsideration. If deemed necessary, we will file the documents
under seal and out of public view. Please let us know your decision by early next week as we intend to file the motion by
Friday, January 22, 2016. If you refuse or ignore our request, we will inform the court of the same.

As we finish our review of your clients' most recent production, we may find more documents that we will need to
present to the court in connection with the Schab Plaintiffs' motion for reconsideration. If this is the case, I will again
seek for your permission before moving forward.
If you have any questions, please let me know.
1

002011

Sincerely,
Kevin A. Adams

MulcahyLLP
4 Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, CA 92614
Telephone: {949) 252-9377
Facsimile: {949) 252-0090
E-mail: kadams@mulcahyllp.com
Website: www.mulcahyllp.com
PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION
This electronic transmission, and any documents attached hereto, may contain confidential and/or legally privileged information. The information included is
intended only for use by the recipient named above. If you have received this electronic message in error, please notify the sender and delete the electronic message.
Any disclosure, copying, distribution, or use of the contents of information received in error is strictly prohibited.
'
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EXHIBIT 10
002013

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho

)

corporation; and THURSTON

)

Case No.

ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho

)

CV-OC-1416400

corporation,

)

Plaintiffs,

)

vs.

)

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., a )
Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD

)

ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Delaware

)

corporation; TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN,

)

)

CAPTION CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

)
)

VIDEO 30(b) (6) DEPOSITION OF T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.,
TESTIMONY OF MIKAEL "DAWN" TEPLY
JANUARY 18, 2016

REPORTED BY:
COLLEEN P. ZEIMANTZ, CSR 345
Notary Public

002014

Mikael 'Dawn' Teply 30(b)(6)
January 18, 2016

T3 Enterprises v.
Safeguard Business Systems
13:33:34-13:34:50

Page 134 13:36:43-13:37:52

+

A. They are the corporation who owns Safeguard.
Q. What personal knowledge do you have that
Deluxe has treated the account protection rights as
provided in T3's agreement, Exhibit 2, like collateral
damage, in order to increase its own profits?
A. Is there a specific place you are referring to
in Exhibit 2?
Q. Answer the question, please. I really don't
want to play this game all afternoon with having to
repeat my questions. Okay? Please -A. I just -Q. -- as best you can-A. You are referring to an exhibit. So I am
asking you if there was a specific place you were
referring to.
Q. I'll repeat the question again. What personal
knowledge do you have that Deluxe has treated the
account protection rights provided in T3's agreement,
Exhibit 2, like collateral damage, in order to increase
its own profits?
A. I've seen documents that-- in the discovery,
that they were instrumental in funding, and providing
2~ information, and not honoring the crossover accounts
24 customer protection that I have in my contract.
25
Q. What documents?

2
3
4
5
6
1
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

13:34:52-13:36:38

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
'i
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
~.

4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

they sold to Tressa and Jamie. They have made sales to
customers of mine -Q. Deluxe?
A. -- in my protected accounts.
Q. Deluxe has made sales?
A. Deluxe is aware of it, and they have pushed
the closings of these deals, and ignored the customer
protection rights that I have.
Q. All right. When you were testifying, you say,
"they." It's important that you identify the pronoun
that you are using. Okay?
A. Specific to specific people, or what would you
like me to -Q. Right. Ifyoujust say, "they," then the
record is not clear as to who "they" are.
A. Lee Schram, Malcolm McRoberts, J.J. Sorrenti,
Michael Dunlap. Everyone over at Safeguard by IBF at
this point.
Q. Lee Schram has personally interfered with your
account protection rights; is that your testimony?
A. Yes.
Q. How?
A. He has given orders to close these deals, and
he's aware of issues that have happened that I have
brought to the table, that they have left unanswered at

Page 135 13:37:56-13:39:14

A. I -- I don't have numbers to them. Things
that were provided during discovery.
Q. Do you have a recollection of what the title
of the document was?
A. I don't.
Q. So other than a document that you looked at
that you just testified showed funding, what are
you -- you just testify as to funding by Deluxe?
A. Yes.
Q. As to, what? Funding, what?
A. Basically, helping pay for things within Idaho
Business Forms, and within the purchase ofldaho
Business Forms, and with regard to employees with Idaho
Business Forms. As well as I have customer lmowledge of
accounts, customers that have been solicited by the
people at IBF, of orders that they have placed, that I
have not received customer protection, or a rotation
notice, or commissions on.
Q. What firsthand personallmowledge do you have
that Deluxe has interfered with account protection
rights provided in T3's agreement, Exhibit 2?
A. They have -- I think I just answered that, but
they've sold to-- they've allowed Idaho Business Forms
employees to -- or KMMR, however you want to call them
now, Safeguard by IBF, Safeguard, themselves, before

:\:liu-U-Script®
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the corporate level.
Q. What personal knowledge do you have that Lee
Schram has given orders to do these deals?
A. Documents that were produced in the discovery,
emails.
Q. Can you identify those documents or emails?
A. Not off the top of my head.
Q. And it's your testimony that Malcolm McRoberts
has also interf~red with your account protection rights?
A. Yes.
Q. What do you base that personal knowledge on?
A. The same thing; emails between them, funding
they've provided to help the IBF group, and customers,
- again, that have gotten product from them that have
contacted me with -- excuse me -- invoice copies, and
concerns, and questions about who their distributor is,
and who they should be ordering from, and who they
should be paying.
Q. What is Lee Schram's title at Deluxe?
A. He's the CEO.
Q. What is Malcolm McRoberts' title?
A. I don't know off the top of my head.
Q. What was the name that you named after Malcolm
McRoberts?
A. J.J. Sorrenti.
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I, MIKAEL "DAWN" TEPLY, being first duly sworn, 2
3
depose and say:
4
That I am the witness named in the foregoing
deposition, Volume I, consisting of pages 1 through 273; 5
6
that I have read said deposition and know the contents
7
thereof; that the questions contained therein were
propounded to me; and that the answers contained therein 8
9
9 are true and correct, except for any changes that I may
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10 have listed on the Change Sheet attached hereto:
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REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE
I, COLLEEN P. ZEIMANTZ, CSR No. 345, Certified
Shorthand Reporter, certify:
That the foregoing proceedings were taken
before me at the time and place therein sat forth, at
which time the witness was put under oath by me;
That the testimony and all objections made were
recorded stenographically by me and transcribed by me or
under my direction;
That the foregoing is a true and correct record
of all testimony given, to the best of my ability;
I further certify that I am not a relative or
employee of any attorney or party, nor am I financially
interested in the action.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I set my hand and seal this
26th day of January, 2016.

COLLEEN P. ZEIMANTZ, CSR 345
Notary Public
P.O. Box 2636
Boise, Idaho 83701-2636
My commission expires September 7, 2017.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho

)

corporation; and THURSTON

)

Case No.

ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho

)

CV-OC-1416400

corporation,

)

Plaintiffs,

)

vs.

)

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., a )
Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD

)

ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Delaware

)

corporation; TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN,

)
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A. Now, should it? Yeah, probably. As an
example, if I was in there, and someone else sold within
another branch of it, you know. I do know there was
a -- Safeguard corporate tried to address this, and
wanted to change the policy because of this very issue.
Q. Who is Deluxe Corporation?
A. Deluxe Corporation is probably, I believe,
either the -- I think they are the largest check
manufacturing in the U.S. And again, I think it's like
2004, ballparking it, they purchased NEBS, which owned
Safeguard at that time.
Q. Is DeluXe a publicly traded company?
A. I believe it is.
Q. What personal knowledge do you have that
Deluxe has treated the account protection rights of
Thurston in its agreement, like collateral damage, in
order to increase its own profits?
A. I -- with the documents that we've seen in
discovery, we see a clear path that Lee Schram wanted to
increase -- he had to hit goals. He had to hit numbers.
And he sent a letter to Sorrenti, and said, look, we're
way behind. I'm going to call you every day, basically,
a butt kicking, and said, we've got to make things
happen. And that was part of the IDF issue, because
they were quote/unquote, "in the pipeline."
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a general question.
A. Right, uh-huh.
Q. If you have a recollection of whether or not
you reviewed that amended complaint prior to it being
filed with the court? And if you did review it, did you
make any changes, or revisions, or did you just -A. You know I would -Q. -- accept it as your attorneys gave it to you?
A. I pretty much try to review everything. And,
yeah, I'm not an attorney. So I will read through it.
And there is legal issues that psshhh (witness
indicating sound), you know. And so, yeah, I reviewed
it. Do I remember what's in there? Probably not. Like
yesterday, yeah, I -Q. Understood.
A. Anyway-Q. And then there is a second amended complaint
filed in this action, I believe in or about July, or
August of2015.
A. Uh-huh.
Q. The same questions, do you have a recollection
of whether you reviewed that second amended complaint -A. Yeah.
Q. --prior to it being filed?
A. Yeah, I would say that I probably did.

Page47 09:52:44-09:53:46

So they looked at that and go -- even though,
again, with my meeting with Mr. Dunlap in June, I
suggested that was a bad idea. He went away saying, I'm
going to, based on your-- anyway-- okay.
Q. We'll get there.
A. So where are we at? What was the question,
again?
Q. Okay. And-A. Oh, yeah. Okay. Yeah.
Q. Let me back up one step further.
When Thurston Enterprises became a plaintiff
to the first amended complaint, September of2014.
A. Uh-huh.
Q. Were you provided with a copy of that amended
complaint, and review it, and did you make any changes
prior to its filing with the court?
A. You know, I would really have to look at that,
honestly.
Q. Okay. Do you have a-A. Because there is so much information,
honestly.
Q. And I'm not asking you any specific
question-A. Right.
Q. -- as to it. This isn't a memory test. It's
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Q. And did you offer any suggested revisions to
any of the allegations on the second amended complaint
before it was filed?
A. You know, we would proof those, and look at
them. And so, you know, we would correct anything, and
add some things in there that would be revised. So I
would say, yes, we probably did.
Q. Okay. Do you have an understanding-- or
excuse me -- a recollection today of anything that
you've changed -A. I do not.
Q. -- or wanted your attorney to change?
A. I do not. Again, if I had the documents, I
could review them, and offer.
Q. Okay.
A. Yeah.
Q. What personal knowledge do you have that
Deluxe has interfered with the account protection rights
provided in Thurston's agreement?
A. I would say that by allowing this deal to go
through, and fmancing it, and getting Lee Schram, I
think, Malcolm McRoberts was there, as far as the
sign-off sheet, all of this, it was direct funding for
this.
There was in the -- I can't remember what they
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my knowledge, that it's there in the discovery
documents.
Q. Okay. Interacting with accounting -A. Yes.
Q. --saying, what?
A. Basically -Q. I mean, overriding Sue Lederach, or someone
within accounting saying -A. Let me-Q. -- no, we can't rotate this one or-A. I -- yeah, I'd have to go look.
Q. -- no, we're not going to acknowledge this?
A. Again, I would have to look at the documents.
Q. Okay.
A. Yeah.
Q. But nothing jumps out off the -A. Yeah.
Q. --top of your head right now?
A. Yeah, just -- you know, the overall impression
was, wow, this is crazy.
Q. All right. Fresh question. What personal
knowledge do you have that Deluxe has pressured
Safeguard distributors to submit their retail product
orders with Safeguard for Deluxe manufactured products?
A. Ifby saying, "Deluxe," Safeguard is part of
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Q.

Okay.
I'm sorry. You are going, again, beyond.
Oh, I'm sorry. No, that's why I stopped.
I appreciate you want to talk.
Is there a specific term in your agreement
that as a distributor Thurston Enterprises must use a
preferred vendor, as told to you by Safeguard?
A. My understanding is that we can use preferred
vendors, and we can use other vendors.
Q. Okay.
A. Depending on fee schedules, different fee
schedules, things like that, they want us to use
preferred, because there is that kickback. And again,
that's in the documentation.
Q. When you are soliciting an order with a
customer, and before you reach -- strike that.
How do you decide what the price is going to
be with that customer?
A. So let me give you an example. I go out to a
customer, and let's just say checks. That's a nice
round idea. And it depends on the customer of what it
is. If it's with a bank, as an example, we'll just do a
retail, because within that, if we have an agreement, we
have to kickback margin to that bank, maybe. If it's
another individual that wants a price quote, we'll ask

Page 55 10:01:46-10:03:00

Deluxe, and again, that's -Q. Safeguard is a wholly owned subsidiary of
Deluxe?
A. Right.
Q. Okay.
A. Right. And so Lee Schram has to make these
numbers. He has to in source in these BAM deals.
That's a huge thing. And so his pressuring, again, what
I've seen, Sorrenti, Malcolm McRoberts in emails, would
lead people to jump through hoops to get whatever done
to meet those -- to meet those goals.
Q. Okay. What is your understanding of who a
preferred vendor is?
A. My understanding of preferred vendor at this
time is -- with what I've seen -- a vendor that
Safeguard and Deluxe has approved. And basically has a
contract with them, in which that vendor has to provide
kickbacks, for lack of a better term, of upwards of
maybe seven percent.
As an example, Wright Business Graphics, they
are a preferred vendor, in my understanding. The reason
they signed up was the DocuSource issue. That was their
main customer, and they were pressured. They-- if they
lost DocuSource, they were screwed. They signed up.
Q. Is there a--
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them among several things, it's not just about price.
Traditionally, again, that's -- IBF's been a
very strong competitor regarding price. So what we
would have to offset that would be a little more
service. So we would ask them questions, well, what do
you need? Do you need the ability for TAM checks? Do
you need different colors? Do you need -- on, and on,
and on. So we'd present it as a package, price,
quality, delivery, things like that.
Q. Okay. What I was really asking -A. Okay.
Q. And I can phrase it better, hopefully. Is I
was wanting to go to the wholesale price structure, how
that is established, and whether or not you have
discretion to go lower to make the sale.
A. Okay.
Q. And how that works.
A. Right. Okay. Within Safeguard, they have a
suggested retail price, and a suggested -- well, not a
suggested -- it is a cost structure, where we have our
costs, and so-- anyway, so can we go lower, if we have
to? We can go lower. We can go higher. There is
premium pricing. I just don't do that, because I don't
feel like doing that for the customer.
Q. And if you go higher, you get a higher
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other accounts listed; correct?
A. Uh-huh.
Q. "Yes"?
A. Right. Sorry.
MR. MULCAHY: Okay. Steve, I think we need to
go.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Counsel have made a request
that we break at 2:00 for a 3:00 court hearing. We will
reconvene back here following the court hearing if there
is at least an hour left from 4:00 to 5:00. This will
be continued.
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Okay. To be continued.
The time is, approximately, 2:02. And we are off the
record.
(Deposition adjourned at 2:02p.m.)
(Signature requested.)
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2
I, COLLEEN P. ZEIMANTZ, CSR No. 345, Certified
2
1,30(b)(6) DEPOSITION OF THURSTON ENTERPRISES,
3 Shorthand Reporter, certify:
3 INC., TESTIMONY OF ROGER THURSTON, being first duly
4
That the foregoing proceedings were taken
4 sworn, depose and say:
5
before me at the time and place therein set forth, at
5
That I am the witness named in the foregoing
6 which time the witness was put under oath by me;
6 deposition, Volume I, consisting of pages 1 through 162;
7
That the testimony and all objections made were
7 that I have read said deposition and know the contents
8
recorded
stenographically by me and transcribed by me or
8 thereof; that the questions contained therein were
9 under my direction;
9 propounded to me; and that the answers contained therein
10
That the foregoing is a true and correct record
10 are true and correct, except for any changes that I may
11 of all testimony given, to the best of my ability;
11 have listed on the Change Sheet attached hereto:
I further certify that I am not a relative or
12
DATEDthls ___ dayof __________~·--- 12
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ROGER THURSTON
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this __ day
of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 20_
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13 employee of any attorney or party, nor am I financially
14 interested in the action.
15
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I set my hand and seal this
16 1st day of February, 2016.
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COLLEEN P. ZEIMANTZ, CSR 345
22
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23
P.O. Box 2636
24
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EXHIBIT 12
002022

EXHIBIT 12
The following identifies the documents for which Defendant Deluxe Corporation contends
were properly designated as ABO because they contain highly sensitive financial information
that would have a competitively adverse effect on Deluxe should the information be disclosed to
Deluxe's competitors or a Safeguard distributor:
Bates Number
DELUXE ID-0000292DELUXE ID-0000293
DELUXE ID-0000296DELUXE ID-0000297
DELUXE ID-0000298DELUXE ID-0000300
DELUXE ID-0000301DELUXE ID-0000303
DELUXE ID-0000304DELUXE ID-0000305
DELUXE ID-0000337
DELUXE ID-0000338
DELUXE ID-0000339
DELUXE ID-0000346DELUXE ID-0000348
DELUXE ID-0000350
DELUXE ID-0000367
DELUXE ID-0000418DELUXE ID-0000419
DELUXE ID-0000422DELUXE ID-0000423
DELUXE ID-0000425DELUXE ID-0000434
DELUXE ID-0000514
DELUXE ID-0000515DELUXE ID-0000521
DELUXE ID-0000523DELUXE ID-0000529
DELUXE_ID-0000531DELUXE ID-0000541
DELUXE ID-0000625DELUXE ID-0000626
DELUXE ID-0000712DELUXE ID-0000715
DELUXE ID-0000716DELUXE ID-0000722
DELUXE ID-0000751DELUXE ID-0000752

Comments

Redactions for privilege and work-product claims will be
withdrawn

Redactions for privilege and work-product claims will be
withdrawn

61172444.1

002023

DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE

ID-0000773ID-0000779
ID-0000864ID-0000865
ID-0000872ID-0000876
ID-0000878ID-0000883
ID-0000885
ID-0000887ID-0000888
ID-0000895ID-0000897
ID-0000898
ID-0000900ID-000090 1
ID-0000965ID-0000972
ID-0001010ID-0001013
ID-0001019ID-0001025
ID-0001053ID-0001059
ID-0001081
ID-0001146ID-0001149
ID-0001150
ID-0001151ID-0001154
ID-0001155
ID-0001160ID-0001169
ID-0001418
ID-0002441
ID-0002442
ID-0002445ID-0002455
ID-0002457ID-0002463
ID-0002469ID-0002481
ID-0002840ID-0002842
ID-0002848-

Redactions for privilege and work-product claims will be
withdrawn

Redactions for privilege and work-product claims will be
withdrawn

Redactions for privilege and work-product claims will be
withdrawn

Redactions for privilege and work-product claims will be
withdrawn

61172444.1
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DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE

ID-0002849
ID-0002854
ID-0002855ID-0002856
ID-0002857
ID-0002879ID-0002885
ID-0002888ID-0002889
ID-0002890
ID-0003035ID-0003036
ID-0003037
ID-0003050ID-0003051
ID-0003289
ID-0003295
ID-0003296ID-0003300
ID-0003301ID-0003306
ID-0003307
ID-0003309
ID-0003322
ID-0003324
ID-0003325
ID-0003326
ID-0003327
ID-0003329ID-0003341
ID-0003342ID-0003343
ID-0003344ID-0003353
ID-0003362ID-0003373
ID-0003380
ID-0003383
ID-0003384
ID-0003407ID-0003435
ID-0003436
ID-0003437
ID-0003458ID-0003460

Redactions for privilege and work-product claims will be
withdrawn

Redactions for privilege and work-product claims will be
withdrawn
Redactions for privilege and work-product claims will be
withdrawn

61172444.1
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DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE

ID-0003464
ID-0003467ID-0003471
ID-0003472
ID-0003473
ID-0003474ID-0003477
ID-0003478ID-0003481
ID-0003485
ID-0003487ID-0003497
ID-0004295
ID-0008637
ID-0009826ID-0009833
ID-0009834ID-0009847

Redactions for privilege and work-product claims will be
withdrawn
Redactions for privilege and work-product claims will be
withdrawn
Redactions for privilege and work-product claims will be
withdrawn

61172444.1
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EXHIBIT 13
002027

EXHIBIT 13

The following identifies the documents for which Defendant Deluxe Corporation contends
were properly redacted for non-responsiveness:
Bates Number
DELUXE ID-0000011
DELUXE ID-0000012DELUXE ID-0000019
DELUXE ID-0000020DELUXE ID-0000030
DELUXE ID-0000031DELUXE ID-0000032
DELUXE ID-0000033DELUXE ID-0000034
DELUXE ID-0000152DELUXE ID-0000161
DELUXE ID-0000162DELUXE ID-0000171
DELUXE ID-0000174DELUXE ID-0000174.0084
DELUXE ID-0000290DELUXE ID-0000290.0017
DELUXE ID-0000295DELUXE ID-0000295.0002
DELUXE ID-0000376DELUXE ID-0000378
DELUXE ID-0000379DELUXE ID-0000381
DELUXE ID-0000382DELUXE ID-0000384
DELUXE ID-0000385DELUXE ID-0000387
DELUXE ID-0000388DELUXE ID-0000391
DELUXE ID-0000392DELUXE ID-0000395
DELUXE ID-0000396DELUXE ID-0000397
DELUXE ID-0000398DELUXE ID-0000405
DELUXE ID-0000407DELUXE ID-0000410
DELUXE ID-0000416DELUXE ID-0000417
DELUXE ID-0000418-

Comments

Redactions for Attorneys' Eyes Only ("AEO") will be

61172457.1
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DELUXE ID-0000419
DELUXE ID-0000501DELUXE ID-0000501.0001
DELUXE ID-0000503DELUXE ID-0000503.0001
DELUXE ID-0000701DELUXE ID-0000702
DELUXE_ID-0000710DELUXE ID-0000711
DELUXE ID-0000836DELUXE ID-0000836.0007
DELUXE ID-0000854DELUXE ID-0000854.0007
DELUXE ID-0000861DELUXE ID-0000861.0007
DELUXE ID-0000862DELUXE ID-0000863
DELUXE ID-0000864DELUXE ID-0000865
DELUXE ID-0000911DELUXE ID-0000912
DELUXE ID-0000913DELUXE ID-0000914
DELUXE ID-0000915DELUXE ID-0000916
DELUXE ID-0000917
DELUXE ID-0000918
DELUXE ID-0000919
DELUXE ID-0000920
DELUXE ID-0000921
DELUXE ID-0000922
DELUXE ID-0000924DELUXE ID-0000933
DELUXE ID-0000947DELUXE ID-0000949
DELUXE ID-0000950DELUXE ID-0000951
DELUXE ID-0000952DELUXE ID-0000955
DELUXE ID-0000965DELUXE ID-0000972
DELUXE ID-0000976
DELUXE ID-0000978
DELUXE ID-0000994
DELUXE ID-0000995

maintained

Redactions for privilege or work-product will be replaced with
redactions for non-responsiveness
Redactions for privilege or work-product will be replaced with
redactions for non-responsiveness

Redactions for AEO will be maintained

Redactions for AEO will be maintained
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DELUXE ID-0000999
DELUXE ID-0001002
DELUXE ID-0001086
DELUXE ID-0001127
DELUXE ID-0001407DELUXE ID-0001408
DELUXE ID-0001451DELUXE ID-0001451.0006
DELUXE ID-0002043DELUXE ID-0002050
DELUXE ID-0002051DELUXE ID-0002061
DELUXE ID-0002062DELUXE ID-0002063
DELUXE ID-0002064DELUXE ID-0002065
DELUXE ID-0002082DELUXE ID-0002090
DELUXE ID-0002091DELUXE ID-0002102
DELUXE ID-0002103DELUXE ID-0002104
DELUXE ID-0002105DELUXE ID-0002106
DELUXE ID-0002151DELUXE ID-0002161
DELUXE ID-0002162DELUXE ID-0002172
DELUXE ID-0002174DELUXE ID-0002175
DELUXE ID-0002176DELUXE ID-0002186
DELUXE ID-0002187
DELUXE ID-0002188DELUXE ID-0002195
DELUXE_ID-0002199DELUXE ID-0002199.0049
DELUXE ID-0002200DELUXE ID-0002200.0146
DELUXE ID-0002202DELUXE ID-0002203
DELUXE ID-0002204DELUXE ID-0002206
DELUXE ID-0002207
DELUXE ID-0002208

Redactions for privilege or work-product will be replaced with
redactions for non-responsiveness

.
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DELUXE ID-0002209DELUXE ID-0002209.0003
DELUXE ID-0002211DELUXE ID-0002218
DELUXE ID-0002219DELUXE ID-0002200
DELUXE ID-0002221DELUXE ID-0002231
DELUXE ID-0002232
DELUXE ID-0002249DELUXE ID-0002256
DELUXE ID-0002257
DELUXE ID-0002258DELUXE ID-0002269
DELUXE_ID-0002270DELUXE ID-0002271
DELUXE ID-0002275DELUXE ID-0002282
DELUXE ID-0002283
DELUXE ID-0002284DELUXE ID-0002295
DELUXE_ID-0002296DELUXE ID-0002297
DELUXE ID-0002347
DELUXE ID-0002348DELUXE ID-0002348.0003
DELUXE ID-0002350DELUXE ID-0002351
DELUXE ID-0002352DELUXE ID-0002363
DELUXE ID-0002364- ·
DELUXE ID-0002371
DELUXE_ID-0002372DELUXE ID-0002375
DELUXE ID-0002376
DELUXE_ID-0002377DELUXE ID-0002388
DELUXE ID-0002390
DELUXE ID-0002391DELUXE ID-0002402
DELUXE ID-0002403DELUXE ID-0002410
DELUXE ID-0002411DELUXE ID-0002412
DELUXE ID-0002413
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DELUXE ID-0002420DELUXE ID-0002420.0015
DELUXE ID-0002437DELUXE ID-0002437.0024
DELUXE ID-0002439DELUXE ID-0002439 .0022
DELUXE ID-0002440DELUXE ID-0002440.0132
DELUXE ID-0002443DELUXE ID-0002443.0006
DELUXE ID-0002487DELUXE ID-0002661
DELUXE ID-0002662DELUXE ID-0002759
DELUXE ID-0002840DELUXE ID-0002842
DELUXE ID-0002847
DELUXE ID-0002848DELUXE ID-0002849
DELUXE ID-0002854
DELUXE ID-0002855DELUXE ID-0002856
DELUXE ID-0002857
DELUXE ID-0002858DELUXE ID-0002860
DELUXE_ID-0002861DELUXE ID-0002863
DELUXE ID-0002866DELUXE ID-0002867
DELUXE ID-0002888DELUXE ID-0002889
DELUXE ID-0002890
DELUXE ID-0002891DELUXE ID-0002892
DELUXE ID-0002893
DELUXE ID-0002894DELUXE ID-0002895
DELUXE ID-0002896DELUXE ID-0002899
DELUXE ID-0002900DELUXE ID-0002901
DELUXE ID-0002902DELUXE ID-0002905
DELUXE ID-0002909

Redactions for AEO will be maintained

Redactions for AEO will be maintained
Redactions for AEO will be maintained
Redactions for AEO will be maintained
Redactions for AEO will be maintained

Redactions for AEO will be maintained
Redactions for AEO will be maintained
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EXHIBIT 14
002033

EXIllBIT14
The following identifies the documents for which Defendant Deluxe Corporation has
agreed to withdraw its privilege and work-product claims:
Bates Number

PRIV00014
PRIV00015
PRIV00049
PRIV00050
PRIV00051
PRIV00052
PRIV00053
PRIV00054
PRIV00055
PRIV00056
PRIV00057
PRIV00058
PRIV00059
PRIV00060
PRIV00061
PRIV00062
PRIV00063
PRIV00064
PRIV00065
PRIV00066
PRIV00067

Comments
Will be produced without redaction
Will be produced as Attorneys' Eyes Only ("AEO") without
redaction
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product but with redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product but with redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product but with redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product but with redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product but with redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product but with redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product but with redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product but with redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product but with redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
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PRIV00068
PRIV00069
PRIV00070
PRIV00071
PRIV00072
PRIV00073
PRIV00074
PRIV00075
PRIV00076
PRIV00077
PRIV00078
PRIV00079
PRIV00080
PRIV00081
PRIV00082
PRIV00083
PRIV00084
PRIV00085
PRIV00086
PRIV00087
PRIV00088
DELUXE ID0000340DELUXE ID0000344
DELUXE ID0000425-

or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product but with redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product but with redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product but with redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product but with redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product but with redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product but with redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product but with redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product but with redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product but with redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product but with redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product but with redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced with same designation without redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without redaction
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DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE

ID0000434
ID0000531ID0000541
ID0000866ID0000869
ID0000987ID0000988
ID0000989ID0000990
ID0000991ID0000992
ID0000998

DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE

ID0001009ID0000992
ID0001010ID0001013
ID0001160ID0001169
ID0002445ID0002455
ID0002469ID0002481
ID0003329ID0003341
ID0003344ID0003354
ID0003362ID0003373
ID0003438ID0003457
ID0003474ID0003477
ID0003478ID0003481
ID0003487ID0003497

DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE

ID0003498ID0003507
ID0003508ID0003517
ID0005237ID0005250

Will be reproduced with same designation without redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without redaction for
privilege or work-product but with redactions for nonresponsiveness
Will be reproduced with same designation without redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without redaction
Although Plaintiffs did not indicate that they are challenging
this document, this will be reproduced with same designation
without redaction.
Will be reproduced with same designation without redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without redaction
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EXHIBIT 15
002037

EXIDBIT15
The following identifies the documents for which Defendant Deluxe Corporation has
agreed to de-designate as Attorneys' Eyes Only ("AEO") and re-designate as confidential should
its non-responsiveness redactions be upheld:
Bates Number
DELUXE ID-0000011
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE

ID-0000012ID-0000019
ID-0000020ID-0000030
ID-0000031ID-0000032
ID-0000033ID-0000034
ID-0000152ID-0000161
ID-0000162ID-0000171
ID-0000174ID-0000174.0084
ID-0000290ID-0000290.0017
ID-0000295ID-0000295.0002
ID-0000376ID-00003 78
ID-00003 79ID-0000381
ID-0000382ID-0000384
ID-0000385ID-0000387
ID-0000388ID-0000391
ID-0000392ID-0000395
ID-0000396ID-0000397
ID-0000398ID-0000405
ID-0000407ID-000041 0
ID-0000416-

Comments
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
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DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE

ID-0000417
ID-0000501ID-0000501.0001
ID-0000503ID-0000503.0001
ID-0000701ID-0000702

DELUXE_ID-000071 0DELUXE ID-0000711
DELUXE ID-0000836DELUXE ID-0000836.0007
DELUXE ID-0000854DELUXE ID-0000854.0007
DELUXE ID-0000861DELUXE ID-0000861.0007
DELUXE ID-0000862DELUXE ID-0000863
DELUXE ID-0000911DELUXE ID-0000912
DELUXE ID-0000913DELUXE ID-0000914
DELUXE ID-0000915DELUXE ID-0000916
DELUXE_ID-0000917
DELUXE_ID-0000918
DELUXE ID-0000919
DELUXE ID-0000920
DELUXE ID-0000921
DELUXE_ID-0000922
DELUXE_ID-0000924DELUXE ID-0000933
DELUXE ID-0000947DELUXE ID-0000949
DELUXE ID-0000950DELUXE ID-0000951
DELUXE ID-0000952DELUXE ID-0000955
DELUXE ID-0000976

non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with redactions for privilege
or work-product replaced with redactions for nonresponsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with redactions for privilege
or work-product replaced with redactions for nonresponsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
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DELUXE ID-0000978
DELUXE ID-0000994
DELUXE ID-0000995
DELUXE_ID-0000999
DELUXE ID-0001002
DELUXE ID-0001086
DELUXE ID-0001127
DELUXE_ID-000 1407DELUXE_ID-0001408
DELUXE ID-0001451DELUXE ID-0001451.0006
DELUXE ID-0002043DELUXE ID-0002050
DELUXE ID-0002051DELUXE ID-0002061
DELUXE ID-0002062DELUXE ID-0002063
DELUXE ID-0002064DELUXE ID-0002065
DELUXE ID-0002082DELUXE ID-0002090
DELUXE ID-0002091DELUXE ID-00021 02
DELUXE ID-0002103DELUXE ID-0002104
DELUXE ID-0002105DELUXE ID-0002106
DELUXE ID-0002151DELUXE ID-0002161
DELUXE ID-0002162DELUXE ID-0002172
DELUXE ID-0002174DELUXE ID-0002175
DELUXE ID-0002176DELUXE ID-0002186
DELUXE_ID-0002187

non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with redactions for privilege
or work-product replaced with redactions for nonresponsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
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DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE

ID-OOOi188ID-0002195
ID-0002199ID-0002199.0049
ID-0002200ID-0002200.0146
ID-0002202ID-0002203
ID-0002204ID-0002206
ID-0002207

DELUXE ID-0002208
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE

ID-0002209ID-0002209.0003
ID-0002211ID-0002218
ID-0002219ID-0002200
ID-0002221ID-0002231
ID-0002232

DELUXE ID-0002249DELUXE ID-0002256
DELUXE ID-0002257
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE

ID-0002258ID-0002269
ID-0002270ID-0002271
ID-0002275ID-0002282
ID-0002283

DELUXE
DELUXE
DELuXE
DELUXE
DELUXE

ID-0002284ID-0002295
ID-0002296ID-0002297
ID-0002347

DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE

ID-0002348ID-0002348.0003
ID-0002350ID-0002351

Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
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DELUXE ID-0002352DELUXE ID-0002363
DELUXE ID-0002364DELUXE ID-0002371
DELUXE_ID-0002372DELUXE ID-0002375
DELUXE ID-0002376
DELUXE ID-0002377DELUXE ID-0002388
DELUXE ID-0002390
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE

ID-0002391ID-0002402
ID-0002403ID-0002410
ID-0002411ID-0002412
ID-0002413

DELUXE ID-0002420DELUXE ID-0002420.0015
DELUXE ID-0002437DELUXE ID-0002437.0024
DELUXE ID-0002439DELUXE ID-0002439.0022
DELUXE ID-0002440DELUXE ID-0002440.0132
DELUXE ID-0002443DELUXE ID-0002443.0006
DELUXE ID-0002487DELUXE ID-0002661
DELUXE ID-0002662DELUXE ID-0002759
DELUXE_ID-0002847
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE

ID-0002858ID-0002860
ID-0002861ID-0002863
ID-0002866ID-0002867
ID-0002891ID-0002892
ID-0002893

Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with saine redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
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DELUXE ID-0002894DELUXE ID-0002895
DELUXE ID-0002896DELUXE ID-0002899
DELUXE ID-0002900DELUXE ID-0002901
DELUXE ID-0002902DELUXE ID-0002905
DELUXE_ID-0002909

Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same redactions for
non-responsiveness
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EXHIBIT 16
002044

ROBINS.KAPLANu.P

2049 CENTURY PARK EAST
SUITE 3400

310 552 0130 TEL
310 229 5800 FAX

LOS ANGELES CA 90067

ROBINSKAPLAN.COM

WESLEY W. LEW
310.229.5892 TEL
WLEW@ROBINSKAPLAN.COM

February 5, 2016

Via E-mail and First Class Mail

James M. Mulcahy, Esq.
MULCAHYLLP
Four Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
Clay Gill, Esq.
MOFFATI THOMAS
101 S. Capitol Blvd., lOth Fl.
Boise, Idaho 83702
CCG@moffatt.com
Re: T3 Enterprises, Inc., et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al.
Dear Counsel:
We are writing in regards to documents produced with the assistance of
our client, Deluxe Corporation ("Deluxe"), in response to the Court's September
15, 2015 Order Re: Agreed To Discovery During August 7, 2015 Hearing
("Discovery Order"). As you know, some of the documents were produced with
an Attorneys' Eyes Only (" AEO") designation and subject to the Stipulation For
Entry Of Protective Order Re Confidential Documents - Attorneys' Eyes Only,
which the Court entered on December 23, 2015 (" AEO Protective Order").
Assertions of attorney-client privilege and/ or work-product were also made to
certain documents, and they were either redacted or withheld.
A.

Privilege and Work-Product Claims

After reviewing the documents being challenged by Plaintiffs T3
Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston Enterprises, Inc. in their Motion to Challenge
Defendants' Designations and Redactions ("Motions"), Deluxe will agree to
withdraw its privilege and work-product claims, without waiving any claims of
privilege or work-product asserted over any other documents that are not being
withdrawn, as well as any future claims of privilege or work-product, as follows:
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Bates Number
PRIV00014
PRIV00015

PRIV00049
PRIV00050

PRIV00051
PRIV00052

PRIV00053
PRIV00054

PRIV00055
PRIV00056

PRIV00057
PRIV00058

PRIV00059
PRIV00060

PRIV00061
PRIV00062

PRIV00063
PRIV00064
61172615.1
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Comments
Will be produced without redaction
Will be produced as Attorneys' Eyes Only (" AEO")
without redaction
Will be produced as confidential without redaction
for privilege or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction
for privilege or work-product but with redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be produced as confidential without redaction
for privilege or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction
for privilege or work-product but with redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be produced as confidential without redaction
for privilege or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction
for privilege or work-product but with redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be produced as confidential without redaction
for privilege or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction
for privilege or work-product but with redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be produced as confidential without redaction
for privilege or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction
for privilege or work-product but with redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be produced as confidential without redaction
for privilege or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction
for privilege or work-product but with redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be produced as confidential without redaction
for privilege or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction
for privilege or work-product but with redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be produced as confidential without redaction
for privilege or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction
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PRIV00065
PRIV00066

PRIV00067
PRIV00068

PRIV00069
PRIV00070

PRIV00071
PRIV00072

PRIV00073
PRIV00074

PRIV00075
PRIV00076

PRIV00077
PRIV00078

PRIV00079
PRIV00080

61172615.1

Via E-mail and First Class Mail

for privilege or work-product but with redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be produced as confidential without redaction
for privilege or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction
for privilege or work-product but with redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be produced as confidential without redaction
for privilege or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction
for privilege or work-product but with redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be produced as confidential without redaction
for privilege or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction
for privilege or work-product but with redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be produced as confidential without redaction
for privilege or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction
for privilege or work-product but with redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be produced as confidential without redaction
for privilege or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction
for privilege or work-product but with redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be produced as confidential without redaction
for privilege or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction
for privilege or work-product but with redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be produced as confidential without redaction
for privilege or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction
for privilege or work-product but with redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be produced as confidential without redaction
for privilege or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction
for privilege or work-product but with redactions for
non-responsiveness
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PRIV00081
PRIV00082

PRIV00083
PRIV00084

PRIV00085
PRIV00086

PRIV00087
PRIV00088

DELUXE_ID0000340DELUXE ID0000344
DELUXE_ID0000425DELUXE ID0000434
DELUXE_ID0000531DELUXE ID0000541
DELUXE_ID0000866DELUXE ID0000869
DELUXE_ID0000987DELUXE ID0000988
DELUXE_ID0000989DELUXE ID0000990
DELUXE_ID0000991DELUXE ID0000992
DELUXE_ID0000998

DELUXE_ID0001009DELUXE ID0000992
DELUXE_ID0001010DELUXE ID0001013
DELUXE_ID000116061172615.1

Will be produced as confidential without redaction
for privilege or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction
for privilege or work-product but with redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be produced as confidential without redaction
for privilege or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction
for privilege or work-product but with redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be produced as confidential without redaction
for privilege or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction
for privilege or work-product but with redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be produced as confidential without redaction
for privilege or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction
for privilege or work-product but with redactions for
non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced with same designation without
redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without
redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without
redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without
redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without
redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without
redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without
redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without
redaction for privilege or work-product but with
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced with same designation without
redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without
redaction
Will be reproduced with same des~ation without
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DELUXE ID0001169
DELUXE_ID0002445DELUXE ID0002455
DELUXE_ID0002469DELUXE_ID0002481
DELUXE_ID0003329DELUXE ID0003341
DELUXE_ID0003344DELUXE ID0003354
DELUXE_ID0003362DELUXE_ID0003373
DELUXE_ID0003438DELUXE ID0003457
DELUXE_ID0003474DELUXE ID0003477
DELUXE_ID0003478DELUXE ID0003481
DELUXE_ID0003487DELUXE_ID0003497
DELUXE_ID0003498DELUXE ID0003507
DELUXE_ID0003508DELUXE ID0003517
DELUXE_ID0005237DELUXE ID0005250
B.

Via E-mail and First Class Mail

redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without
redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without
redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without
redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without
redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without
redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without
redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without
redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without
redaction
Although Plaintiffs did not indicate that they are
challenging this document, this will be reproduced
with same designation without redaction.
Will be reproduced with same designation without
redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without
redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without
redaction

AEO Designations

Additionally, Deluxe will agree to de-designate the following AEO
documents and re-designate them as confidential to the extent its nonresponsiveness redactions are upheld by the Court:
Bates Number
DELUXE_ID-0000011
DELUXE_ID-0000012DELUXE ID-0000019
DELUXE_ID-0000020DELUXE_ID-0000030
DELUXE_ID-000003161172615.1

Comments
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
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DELUXE ID-0000032
DELUXE_ID-0000033DELUXE ID-0000034
DELUXE_ID-0000152DELUXE ID-0000161
DELUXE_ID-0000162DELUXE_ID-0000171
DELUXE_ID-0000174DELUXE ID-0000174.0084
DELUXE_ID-0000290DELUXE ID-0000290.0017
DELUXE_ID-0000295DELUXE ID-0000295.0002
DELUXE_ID-0000376DELUXE ID-0000378
DELUXE_ID-0000379DELUXE ID-0000381
DELUXE_ID-0000382DELUXE ID-0000384
DELUXE_ID-0000385DELUXE ID-0000387
DELUXE_ID-0000388DELUXE ID-0000391
DELUXE_ID-0000392DELUXE ID-0000395
DELUXE_ID-0000396DELUXE ID-0000397
DELUXE_ID-0000398DELUXE ID-0000405
DELUXE_ID-0000407DELUXE ID-0000410
DELUXE_ID-0000416DELUXE ID-0000417
DELUXE_ID-0000501DELUXE ID-0000501.0001
DELUXE_ID-0000503DELUXE ID-0000503.0001
DELUXE_ID-0000701DELUXE_ID-0000702
DELUXE_ID-0000710DELUXE ID-0000711
61172615.1

Via E-mail and First Class Mail

redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with redactions
for privilege or work-product replaced with
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with redactions
for privilege or work-product replaced with
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DELUXE_ID-0000836DELUXE_ID-0000836.0007
DELUXE_ID-0000854DELUXE_ID-0000854.0007
DELUXE_ID-0000861DELUXE ID-0000861.0007
DELUXE_ID-0000862DELUXE_ID-0000863
DELUXE_ID-0000911DELUXE_ID-0000912
DELUXE_ID-0000913DELUXE ID-0000914
DELUXE_ID-0000915DELUXE_ID-00009l6
DELUXE_ID-0000917
DELUXE_ID-0000918
DELUXE_ID-0000919
DELUXE_ID-0000920
DELUXE_ID-0000921
DELUXE_ID-0000922
DELUXE_ID-0000924DELUXE_ID-0000933 DELUXE_ID-0000947DELUXE ID-0000949
DELUXE_ID-0000950DELUXE_ID-0000951
DELUXE_ID-0000952DELUXE ID-0000955
DELUXE_ID-0000976
DELUXE_ID-0000978
DELUXE_ID-0000994

61172615.1

redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
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DELUXE_ID-0000995
DELUXE_ID-0000999
DELUXE_ID-0001002
DELUXE_ID-0001086
DELUXE_ID-0001127
DELUXE_ID-0001407DELUXE_ID-0001408
DELUXE_ID-0001451DELUXE ID-0001451.0006
DELUXE_ID-0002043DELUXE ID-0002050
DELUXE_ID-0002051DELUXE_ID-0002061
DELUXE_ID-0002062DELUXE ID-0002063
DELUXE_ID-0002064DELUXE ID-0002065
DELUXE_ID-0002082DELUXE ID-0002090
DELUXE_ID-0002091DELUXE ID-0002102
DELUXE_ID-0002103DELUXE_ID-0002104
DELUXE_ID-0002105DELUXE ID-0002106
DELUXE_ID-0002151DELUXE ID-0002161
DELUXE_ID-0002162DELUXE_ID-0002172
DELUXE_ID-0002174DELUXE_ID-0002175
DELUXE_ID-0002176DELUXE ID-0002186
DELUXE_ID-0002187
DELUXE_ID-000218861172615.1

Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with redactions
for privilege or work-product replaced with
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
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DELUXE ID-0002195
DELUXE_ID-0002199DELUXE ID-0002199.0049
DELUXE_ID-0002200DELUXE_ID-0002200.0146
DELUXE_ID-0002202DELUXE_ID-0002203
DELUXE_ID-0002204DELUXE ID-0002206
DELUXE_ID-0002207
DELUXE_ID-0002208
DELUXE_ID-0002209DELUXE ID-0002209.0003
DELUXE_ID-0002211DELUXE ID-0002218
DELUXE_ID-0002219DELUXE ID-0002200
DELUXE_ID-0002221DELUXE ID-0002231
DELUXE_ID-0002232
DELUXE_ID-0002249DELUXE ID-0002256
DELUXE_ID-0002257
DELUXE_ID-0002258DELUXE_ID-0002269
DELUXE_ID-0002270DELUXE ID-0002271
DELUXE_ID-0002275DELUXE ID-0002282
DELUXE_ID-0002283
DELUXE_ID-0002284DELUXE_ID-0002295
DELUXE_ID-0002296DELUXE ID-0002297
DELUXE_ID-0002347

61172615.1

Via E-mail and First Class Mail

redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
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DELUXE_ID-0002348DELUXE ID-0002348.0003
DELUXE_ID-0002350DELUXE ID-0002351
DELUXE_ID-0002352DELUXE_ID-0002363
DELUXE_ID-0002364DELUXE ID-0002371
DELUXE_ID-0002372DELUXE_ID-0002375
DELUXE_ID-0002376
DELUXE_ID-0002377DELUXE ID-0002388
DELUXE_ID-0002390
DELUXE_ID-0002391DELUXE ID-0002402
DELUXE_ID-0002403DELUXE_ID-0002410
DELUXE_ID-0002411DELUXE ID-0002412
DELUXE_ID-0002413
DELUXE_ID-0002420DELUXE ID-0002420.0015
DELUXE_ID-0002437DELUXE_ID-0002437.0024
DELUXE_ID-0002439DELUXE ID-0002439.0022
DELUXE_ID-0002440DELUXE_ID-0002440.0132
DELUXE_ID-0002443DELUXE ID-0002443.0006
DELUXE_ID-0002487DELUXE_ID-0002661
DELUXE_ID-0002662DELUXE ID-0002759
DELUXE_ID-0002847
DELUXE_ID-0002858DELUXE_ID-0002860
61172615.1

Via E-mail and First Class Mail

Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
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DELUXE_ID-0002861DELUXE ID-0002863
DELUXE_ID-0002866DELUXE ID-0002867
DELUXE_ID-0002891DELUXE ID-0002892
DELUXE_ID-0002893
DELUXE_ID-0002894DELUXE ID-0002895
DELUXE_ID-0002896DELUXE ID-0002899
DELUXE_ID-0002900DELUXE ID-0002901
DELUXE_ID-0002902DELUXE ID-0002905
DELUXE_ID-0002909

Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness
Will be reproduced as confidential with same
redactions for non-responsiveness

However, Deluxe will not agree to remove the AEO designations to the
following documents, and they will be submitted to the Court for an in camera
review as part of Plaintiffs' Motion:

Bates Number
DELUXE_ID-0000292DELUXE ID-0000293
DELUXE_ID-0000296DELUXE ID-0000297
DELUXE_ID-0000298DELUXE_ID-0000300
DELUXE_ID-0000301DELUXE ID-0000303
DELUXE_ID-0000304DELUXE ID-0000305
DELUXE ID-0000337
DELUXE_ID-0000338
DELUXE ID-0000339
DELUXE_ID-0000346DELUXE_ID-0000348
DELUXE ID-0000350

61172615.1

Comments
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DELUXE_ID-0000367
DELUXE_ID-0000418DELUXE ID-0000419
DELUXE_ID-0000422DELUXE ID-0000423
DELUXE_ID-0000425DELUXE_ID-0000434
DELUXE ID-0000514
DELUXE_ID-0000515DELUXE_ID-0000521
DELUXE_ID-0000523DELUXE ID-0000529
DELUXE_ID-0000531DELUXE ID-0000541
DELUXE_ID-0000625DELUXE_ID-0000626
DELUXE_ID-0000712DELUXE ID-0000715
DELUXE_ID-0000716DELUXE_ID-0000722
DELUXE_ID-0000751DELUXE ID-0000752
DELUXE_ID-0000773DELUXE ID-0000779
DELUXE_ID-0000864DELUXE_ID-0000865
DELUXE_ID-0000872DELUXE ID-0000876
DELUXE_ID-0000878DELUXE_ID-0000883
DELUXE_ID-0000885
DELUXE_ID-0000887DELUXE_ID-0000888
DELUXE_ID-0000895DELUXE ID-0000897
DELUXE_ID-0000898
DELUXE_ID-0000900DELUXE ID-0000901
DELUXE_ID-0000965DELUXE_ID-0000972
DELUXE ID-0001010-

61172615.1

Via E-mail and First Class Mail

Redactions for privilege and work-product claims
will be withdrawn

'

Redactions for privilege and work-product claims
will be withdrawn

.

I

Redactions for privilege and work-product claims
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DELUXE ID-0001013
DELUXE_ID-0001019DELUXE ID-0001025
DELUXE_ID-0001053DELUXE_ID-0001059
DELUXE ID-0001081
DELUXE_ID-0001146DELUXE_ID-0001149
DELUXE ID-0001150
DELUXE_ID-0001151DELUXE ID-0001154
DELUXE ID-0001155
DELUXE_ID-0001160DELUXE ID-0001169
DELUXE ID-0001418
DELUXE ID-0002441
DELUXE ID-0002442
DELUXE_ID-0002445DELUXE ID-0002455
DELUXE_ID-0002457DELUXE ID-0002463
DELUXE_ID-0002469DELUXE ID-0002481
DELUXE_ID-0002840DELUXE ID-0002842
DELUXE_ID-0002848DELUXE ID-0002849
DELUXE ID-0002854
DELUXE_ID-0002855DELUXE_ID-0002856
DELUXE ID-0002857
DELUXE_ID-0002879DELUXE_ID-0002885
DELUXE_ID-0002888DELUXE ID-0002889
DELUXE ID-0002890
DELUXE_ID-0003035DELUXE_ID-0003036
DELUXE ID-0003037
DELUXE_ID-0003050DELUXE ID-0003051

61172615.1

will be withdrawn

Redactions for privilege and work-product claims
will be withdrawn

Redactions for privilege and work-product claims
will be withdrawn

Redactions for privilege and work-product claims
will be withdrawn

-
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DELUXE ID-0003289
DELUXE_ID-0003295
DELUXE_ID-0003296DELUXE ID-0003300
DELUXE_ID-0003301DELUXE ID-0003306
DELUXE_ID-0003307
DELUXE ID-0003309
DELUXE_ID-0003322
DELUXE ID-0003324
DELUXE ID-0003325
DELUXE ID-0003326
DELUXE ID-0003327
DELUXE_ID-0003329DELUXE ID-0003341
DELUXE_ID-0003342DELUXE ID-0003343
DELUXE_ID-0003344DELUXE ID-0003353
DELUXE_ID-0003362DELUXE ID-0003373
DELUXE ID-0003380
DELUXE ID-0003383
DELUXE ID-0003384
DELUXE_ID-0003407DELUXE ID-0003435
DELUXE_ID-0003436
DELUXE ID-0003437
DELUXE_ID-0003458DELUXE_ID-0003460
DELUXE ID-0003464
DELUXE_ID-0003467DELUXE_ID-0003471
DELUXE ID-0003472
DELUXE_ID-0003473
DELUXE_ID-0003474DELUXE ID-0003477
DELUXE_ID-0003478DELUXE ID-0003481
DELUXE_ID-0003485
DELUXE_ID-0003487-

61172615.1

Redactions for privilege and work-product claims
will be withdrawn

Redactions for privilege and work-product claims
will be withdrawn
Redactions for privilege and work-product claims
will be withdrawn

'

Redactions for privilege and work-product claims
will be withdrawn
Redactions for privilege and work-product claims
will be withdrawn
Redactions for privilege and work-product claims
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DELUXE ID-0003497
DELUXE_ID-0004295
DELUXE ID-0008637
DELUXE_ID-0009826DELUXE_ID-0009833
DELUXE_ID-0009834DELUXE_ID-0009847

C.

Via E-mail and First Class Mail

will be withdrawn

Non-Responsiveness Redactions

Deluxe will also not agree to remove the non-responsiveness redactions to
the following documents, and they will be submitted to the Court for an in camera
review as part of Plaintiffs' Motion:
Bates Number
DELUXE_ID-0000011
DELUXE_ID-0000012DELUXE ID-0000019
DELUXE_ID-0000020DELUXE_ID-0000030
DELUXE_ID-0000031DELUXE ID-0000032
DELUXE_ID-0000033DELUXE_ID-0000034
DELUXE_ID-0000152DELUXE_ID-0000161
DELUXE_ID-0000162DELUXE ID-0000171
DELUXE_ID-0000174DELUXE_ID0000174.0084
DELUXE_ID-0000290DELUXE_ID0000290.0017
DELUXE_ID-0000295DELUXE_ID0000295.0002
DELUXE_ID-0000376DELUXE ID-0000378
DELUXE_ID-0000379DELUXE ID-0000381
DELUXE ID-0000382-

61172615.1

Comments
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DELUXE ID-0000384
DELUXE_ID-0000385DELUXE_ID-0000387
DELUXE_ID-0000388DELUXE_ID-0000391
DELUXE_ID-0000392DELUXE ID-0000395
DELUXE_ID-0000396DELUXE_ID-0000397
DELUXE_ID-0000398DELUXE ID-0000405
DELUXE_ID-0000407DELUXE ID-0000410
DELUXE_ID-0000416DELUXE_ID-0000417
DELUXE_ID-0000418DELUXE ID-0000419
DELUXE_ID-0000501DELUXE_ID0000501.0001
DELUXE_ID-0000503DELUXE_ID0000503.0001
DELUXE_ID-0000701DELUXE ID-0000702
DELUXE_ID-0000710DELUXE ID-0000711
DELUXE_ID-0000836DELUXE_ID0000836.0007
DELUXE_ID-0000854DELUXE_ID0000854.0007
DELUXE_ID-0000861DELUXE_ID0000861.0007
DELUXE_ID-0000862DELUXE_ID-0000863
DELUXE_ID-0000864DELUXE ID-0000865
DELUXE_ID-0000911DELUXE_ID-0000912
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Redactions for Attorneys' Eyes Only (" AEO") will be
maintained

Redactions for privilege or work-product will be
replaced with redactions for non-responsiveness
Redactions for privilege or work-product will be
replaced with redactions for non-responsiveness

Redactions for AEO will be maintained
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DELUXE_ID-0000913DELUXE ID-0000914
DELUXE_ID-0000915DELUXE ID-0000916
DELUXE ID-0000917
DELUXE ID-0000918
DELUXE ID-0000919
DELUXE ID-0000920
DELUXE ID-0000921
DELUXE ID-0000922
DELUXE_ID-0000924DELUXE ID-0000933
DELUXE_ID-0000947DELUXE ID-0000949
DELUXE_ID-0000950DELUXE ID-0000951
DELUXE_ID-0000952DELUXE ID-0000955
DELUXE_ID-0000965DELUXE ID-0000972
DELUXE ID-0000976
DELUXE ID-0000978
DELUXE ID-0000994
DELUXE ID-0000995
DELUXE ID-0000999
DELUXE ID-0001002
DELUXE ID-0001086
DELUXE ID-0001127
DELUXE_ID-0001407DELUXE ID-0001408
DELUXE_ID-0001451DELUXE_ID0001451.0006
DELUXE_ID-0002043DELUXE ID-0002050
DELUXE_ID-0002051DELUXE ID-0002061
DELUXE_ID-0002062DELUXE ID-0002063
DELUXE_ID-0002064DELUXE ID-0002065
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Redactions for AEO will be maintained

Redactions for privilege or work-product will be
replaced with redactions for non-responsiveness
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Via E-mail and First Class Mail

DELUXE_ID-0002082DELUXE_ID-0002090
DELUXE_ID-0002091DELUXE ID-0002102
DELUXE_ID-0002103DELUXE ID-0002104
DELUXE_ID-0002105DELUXE_ID-0002106
DELUXE_ID-0002151DELUXE_ID-0002161
DELUXE_ID-0002162DELUXE ID-0002172
DELUXE_ID-0002174DELUXE_ID-0002175
DELUXE_ID-0002176DELUXE ID-0002186
DELUXE_ID-0002187
DELUXE_ID-0002188DELUXE ID-0002195
DELUXE_ID-0002199DELUXE_ID0002199.0049
DELUXE_ID-0002200DELUXE_ID0002200.0146
DELUXE_ID-0002202DELUXE ID-0002203
DELUXE_ID-0002204DELUXE ID-0002206
DELUXE_ID-0002207
DELUXE ID-0002208
DELUXE_ID-0002209DELUXE_ID0002209.0003
DELUXE_ID-0002211DELUXE ID-0002218
DELUXE_ID-0002219DELUXE_ID-0002200
DELUXE_ID-0002221DELUXE ID-0002231
DELUXE_ID-0002232
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DELUXE_ID-0002249DELUXE ID-0002256
DELUXE_ID-0002257
DELUXE_ID-0002258DELUXE ID-0002269
DELUXE_ID-0002270DELUXE_ID-0002271
DELUXE_ID-0002275DELUXE ID-0002282
DELUXE_ID-0002283
DELUXE_ID-0002284DELUXE_ID-0002295
DELUXE_ID-0002296DELUXE ID-0002297
DELUXE_ID-0002347
DELUXE_ID-0002348DELUXE_ID0002348.0003
DELUXE_ID-0002350DELUXE_ID-0002351
DELUXE_ID-0002352DELUXE ID-0002363
DELUXE_ID-0002364DELUXE_ID-0002371
DELUXE_ID-0002372DELUXE ID-0002375
DELUXE_ID-0002376
DELUXE_ID-0002377DELUXE ID-0002388
DELUXE ID-0002390
DELUXE_ID-0002391DELUXE_ID-0002402
DELUXE_ID-0002403DELUXE ID-0002410
DELUXE_ID-0002411DELUXE_ID-0002412
DELUXE_ID-0002413
DELUXE_ID-0002420DELUXE_ID0002420.0015
DELUXE_ID-0002437-
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DELUXE_ID0002437.0024
DELUXE_ID-0002439DELUXE_ID0002439.0022
DELUXE_ID-0002440DELUXE_ID0002440.0132
DELUXE_ID-0002443DELUXE_ID0002443.0006
DELUXE_ID-0002487DELUXE_ID-0002661
DELUXE_ID-0002662DELUXE ID-0002759
DELUXE_ID-0002840DELUXE_ID-0002842
DELUXE ID-0002847
DELUXE_ID-0002848DELUXE_ID-0002849
DELUXE ID-0002854
DELUXE_ID-0002855DELUXE_ID-0002856
DELUXE ID-0002857
DELUXE_ID-0002858DELUXE_ID-0002860
DELUXE_ID-0002861DELUXE_ID-0002863
DELUXE_ID-0002866DELUXE ID-0002867
DELUXE_ID-0002888DELUXE_ID-0002889
DELUXE ID-0002890
DELUXE_ID-0002891DELUXE_ID-0002892
DELUXE ID-0002893
DELUXE_ID-0002894DELUXE_ID-0002895
DELUXE_ID-0002896DELUXE ID-0002899
DELUXE_ID-0002900-
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Redactions for AEO will be maintained

Redactions for AEO will be maintained
Redactions for AEO will be maintained
Redactions for AEO will be maintained
Redactions for AEO will be maintained

Redactions for AEO will be maintained
Redactions for AEO will be maintained
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DELUXE ID-0002901
DELUXE_ID-0002902DELUXE_ID-0002905
DELUXE ID-0002909

Please let me know if you have any questions.

61172615.1
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Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Dane Bolinger, ISB No. 9104
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5260
Email: sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com

Clstk

6y SANTIAGO BARAJO.~
D!'rUTY

Christopher S. Reeder (Admitted Pro Hac Vice)
Wesley W. Lew (Admitted Pro Hac Vice)
ROBINS KAPLAN LLP
2049 Century Park East, Suite 3400
Los Angeles, CA 90067
Telephone: 310.552.0130
Facsimile: 310.229.5800
Email: CReeder@RobinsKaplan.com
WLew @RobinsKaplan.com
Attorneys for Defendant
DELUXE CORPORATION
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
)
corporation; and THURSTON
)
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation, )
Plaintiffs,
vs.

)
)
)
)
)

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., )
a Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD
)
ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Delaware
)
corporation; TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, an
)
individual; JAMIE MCCORMICK, an
)
)
individual; MICHAEL DUNLAP, an
individual; IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC.)
an Idaho corporation; JAMES DUNN, an
)
individual; JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited
)
liability company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho
)
limited liability company; and FORM
)

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND
AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF
DELUXE CORPORATION'S
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFS' MOTION
TO CHALLENGE DEFENANTS'
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
AND REQUEST FOR SANCTIONS
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SYSTEMS INC. dba DOCUSOURCE PRINT
MANAGEMENT, an Oregon corporation;
DELUXE CORPORATION, a Minnesota
corporation; and DOES 1-10,

)
)
)
)
)

Defendants.

)
)

---------------------------------

COMES NOW Defendant Deluxe Corporation ("Deluxe"), by and through its attorneys
of record, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP and Robins Kaplan LLP, and respectfully
submits this Opposition to Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston Enterprises, Inc.'s
(collectively, "Plaintiffs") Motion to Challenge Defendants' Designations and Redactions
("Motion").1

I.
INTRODUCTION
Unfortunately, Plaintiffs' Motion is nothing more than a rushed post hoc attempt to avoid
the consequences of their counsel's repeated violations of the Protective Orders entered by this
Honorable Court. Apparently, Plaintiffs' California counsel does not seem to understand that an
after the fact challenge to designations, no matter the outcome, does not cure or mitigate their
violations of the orders. While Defendant Deluxe is remiss to have to bring this conduct to the
Court's attention, it is duty bound to do so.
First, Plaintiffs' California counsel used information obtained from confidential
documents 'produced in this matter by Defendants in support of motions for reconsideration of

1 Deluxe's Opposition solely addresses the arguments made by Plaintiffs in connection with
the documents that were produced with the assistance of Deluxe specifically in response to
the Court's September 15, 2015 Order re: Agreed to Discovery During August 7, 2015
Hearing ("Discovery Order"). The remainder of Plaintiffs' arguments will be addressed in a
separate opposition filed by the non-Deluxe Defendants.
MEMORANDUM ISO DELUXE'S OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO CHALLENGE
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two orders issued by the Honorable Ronald S.W. Lew dismissing the large majority of those
plaintiffs' claims in a separate, but related matter in the Central District of California
("California Action") involving another Safeguard distributor and United Safeguard Distributors
Association, Inc., both of whom are represented by Plaintiffs' California counsel herein. The use
of this confidential information in California directly violates the April17, 2015 Stipulated
Discovery Confidentiality Order ("Confidential Protective Order") signed by this Court
preventing the use of such confidential material outside of this Court and the parallel Idaho
arbitration. (Declaration of Wesley W. Lew ("Lew Decl.") at Exh. 1, <J[ 3) ("All Confidential
material shall be used by the receiving party solely for purposes of the prosecution or defense of
this action or the Arbitration ... and shall not be disclosed by the receiving party to anyone other
than those set forth in Paragraph 4, unless and until the restrictions herein are removed either by
written agreement of counsel for the parties, or by Order of the Court.")
Second, approximately one week before the motions for reconsideration were filed,
Plaintiffs' California counsel used Attorneys' Eyes Only ("ABO") documents produced in this
matter in support of a motion to compel depositions in the Idaho arbitration, to which Deluxe is
not even a party, in violation of the Stipulation for Entry of Protective Order re Confidential
Documents- Attorneys' Eyes Only, which was entered as an order by this Honorable Court on
December 23, 2015 ("ABO Protective Order," and collectively with the Confidential Protective
Order, "Protective Orders"). (Lew Decl. at Exh. 6.) The ABO Protective Order correctly does not
include the arbitration panel in the list of persons that can see documents designated as ABO as
Deluxe is not a party to that proceeding. Rather, it limits access to the ABO documents to this
Court, Plaintiffs' counsel, court reporters, experts, any person of whom testimony is taken,
except Plaintiffs or their affiliated witnesses, and any person providing graphics or design
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services for purposes of preparing demonstratives or other exhibits in this action and any jury or
trial consulting services. (ld at Exh. 6, <[ 3.)
~hird,

and perhaps the most egregious conduct of all, it is apparent that Plaintiffs'

Californi.a counsel have shown AEO documents to their clients, despite the express provisions in
the AEO Protective Order prohibiting the disclosure of such documents to Plaintiffs or their
affiliated witnesses. Plaintiffs admitted during their depositions that they reviewed emails
containing information that could only have been learned from the AEO documents. (!d. at Exh.
10, 136:19-137:5 and Exh. 11, 46:14-25.)
If this conduct were not bad enough, it comes after Plaintiffs' California counsel has
already been admonished by this Court about its conduct in relation to confidential documents.

(ld. at Exh. 2, p. 4.) As the Court is well aware, Plaintiffs' California counsel previously used
confidential documents produced herein as exhibits to the First Amended Complaint in the
California Action, brought on behalf of a distributor and an association of distributors that are
not parties to this case. The Court properly admonished Plaintiffs for this conduct in its order.
Making matters even worse, while initially providing a substance-less request to the
Court in California prior to this Court's order, even after this Court designated certain of those
documents confidential and admonished Plaintiffs, they have taken no action in California to
remove those documents from the public record. Instead, Plaintiffs' California counsel has
embarked on a pattern and practice of violating literally every Protective Order entered by this
Court, by using those documents in other proceedings not involving Deluxe, in other proceedings
involving different clients, and in this proceeding by sharing AEO documents with their clients.
Plaintiffs' California counsel is now attempting to address their misconduct by an after the fact
challenge to confidential designations.
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Following this practice, Plaintiffs' California counsel now seek to de-designate the very
ABO documents that they leaked to their clients, among other documents, in a belated attempt to
justify their direct breaches of the Protective Orders. This type of behavior should not be
tolerated and Plaintiffs' California counsel should be substantially sanctioned and their pro hac
vice admissions to participate in this case revoked.

Notwithstanding the motives behind this Motion, it also substantively lacks merit. First,
Deluxe did not haphazardly designate any documents as ABO. Rather, only 208 out of 1,744
documents produced by Deluxe in response to the Discovery Order- or approximately 12%bear an ABO designation. These ABO documents contain highly sensitive financial and business
information, as well as documents and emails relating to the business strategy of Deluxe's most
senior executives, including its CEO, that would have a competitively adverse effect on Deluxe
should the information fall into the hands of Deluxe's competitors or a Safeguard distributor
(including plaintiffs) (A list of these documents is attached to the Lew Decl. as Exh. 12.)
Second, Deluxe's redaction of non-responsive documents and information was made in
accordance with the scope of information agreed to be provided (of which Deluxe had no input
as it was not a party at the time the scope of production was agreed upon), and not to conceal
relevant evidence as Plaintiffs' speculate. Notably, the Discovery Order, which was issued in
connection with an apparent agreement relating to discovery motions that were filed prior to
when Deluxe became a party to this action, involved only a very narrow and finite set of
documents.
Specifically, Defendants Safeguard Business Systems, fuc. ("SBS") and Safeguard
Acquisitions, fuc. ("SAl") agreed in paragraph 6 of the Discovery Order to search and produce
from certain identified Deluxe employees and executives only those documents "related to the
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due diligence, approval of and acquisitions of ffiF and DocuSource." (Declaration of
Douglas R. Luther ("Luther Decl.") at Exh. A, '.II 6 (emphasis added).) As a result, only those
documents relating to the call of the Discovery Order were produced, and all irrelevant
information, including information relating to BAM transactions other than IBF and DocuSource
as well as other non-BAM aspects of Deluxe's business, was redacted as non-responsive. Since
this information has absolutely nothing to do with "the due diligence, approval of and
acquisitions of IBF and DocuSource," it is not relevant and the Discovery Order did not require
it to be produced. (A list of these documents is attached to the Lew Decl. at Exh. 13.)
Nevertheless, in an effort to resolve at least some of the issues raised in the Motion,
Deluxe has agreed to withdraw its privilege and work-product claims, which documents Deluxe
will reproduce in non-redacted form, with the exception of certain documents previously
withheld on the basis of privilege or work-product that will be reproduced with either a
confidential or ABO designation with redactions to the non-responsive portions of the
documents. (A list of these documents is attached to the Lew Decl. at Exh. 14.) Additionally,
Deluxe has agreed to de-designate certain ABO documents and re-designate them as confidential
should its non-responsiveness redactions be upheld. (A list of these documents is attached to the
Lew Decl. at Exh. 15.)
Notwithstanding the above, the Motion should be denied as to the remainder of the
challenged documents. (See Lew Decl. at Exh. 12-13.)

II.

STATEl\tiENT OF RELEVANT FACTS
On April17, 2015, the Court entered the Confidential Protective Order. (Lew Decl. at
Exh. 1.) At the time, Deluxe was not a party to this litigation. (ld at '.II 3.) Paragraph 3 of the
Confidential Protective Order provides that "All Confidential material shall be used by the
MEMORANDUM ISO DELUXE'S OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO CHALLENGE
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receiving party solely for purposes of the prosecution or defense of this action or the Arbitration
... unless and until the restrictions herein are removed either by written agreement of counsel for
the parties, or by Order of the Court." (ld at Exh. 1 (emphasis added).) Notwithstanding this
provision, Plaintiffs' California counsel used confidential documents produced in this action by
the non-Deluxe Defendants as exhibits to the First Amended Complaint filed in the California
Action on July 2, 2015. (ld at <J[ 5.) As a result, the non-Deluxe Defendants filed a Motion for
Enforcement of Protective Order with this Court. (/d.)
On September 15, 2015, the Court determined that 3 of the 4 documents. at issue were
indeed either confidential or contained confidential information. (ld at Exh. 2, p. 4.) The Court
found that Plaintiffs did not technically violate the terms of the Confidential Protective Order
solely because the documents were inadvertently not stamped as confidential when produced.
(/d.) Nonetheless, the Court noted that "given emails explaining that the production included

confidential documents and Safeguard's own internal labeling of the documents as confidential,"
"professional collegiately would suggest that Plaintiffs [should have] first inquire[ d) with
Defendants about their confidentiality." (/d.) While prior to the Court's entry of its order,
Plaintiffs' California counsel submitted a substance-less request in the California action to seal
the documents, it did nothing after the Court deemed these documents confidential to remove
them from the public record despite being told by the Court in California exactly what such a
request should contain. (ld at EXh. 3.)
The Discovery Order was also entered by the Court on September 15, 2015. (Luther
Decl. at Exh. A). In paragraph 6 of the Discovery Order, SBS and SAl agreed to search the
Deluxe server and produce "all documents and correspondence related to the due diligence,
approval of and acquisitions of IBF and DocuSource" from certain identified Deluxe employees
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and executives. (/d.) However, since Deluxe did not appear in this action until September 22,
2015 and it was not a party at the time of the Discovery Order, it was not represented at the
underlying discovery conference and, consequently, did not get an opportunity to participate in
the discussion or be heard on any disputed issues that may have impacted it. (Lew Decl. at <J[ 8.)
For example, as a practical matter, only Deluxe and its employees would be able to
search and produce the documents responsive to paragraph 6 of the Discovery Order, not SBS or
SAl. (ld at <J[ 9.) Additionally, the September 18, 2015 deadline agreed to by SBS and SAl to
produce the documents was not realistic given the number of servers and documents involved
and the overall complexity of the task, among other issues. (!d.) As a result, Deluxe requested
and received an eight week extension to November 13, 2015 to comply with paragraph 6 of the
Discovery Order. (ld.) The extension was not requested as a delay tactic, but rather, because it
was physically impossible to comply with the Discovery Order in a mere three days. (/d.)2
Subsequently, on November 13, 2015, Deluxe produced 1,536 documents responsive to
paragraph 6 of the Discovery Order, some of which were marked confidential. (ld at <J[ 12.)
However, since a number of documents contained highly sensitive financial/business information
and business strategy of Deluxe's top executives, including its CEO, and because the
Confidential Protective Order (to which Deluxe was not a party) did not provide for a second tier

2

On the other hand, it appears that Plaintiffs' California counsel themselves acted in bad faith
in requesting a similar extension to produce documents in the California Action. Specifically,
Plaintiffs' California counsel requested, and SBS and SAl's counsel (the only remaining
defendants after the court granted defendants' motions to dismiss) granted, a two month
extension for the remaining California plaintiffs to produce documents responsive to
document requests because plaintiffs claimed that "[t]he production is an arduous endeavor
that will take significant time, labor and expense to be completed." (Lew Decl. at Exh. 4, 2:69 and Exh. 5.) Despite this extension, plaintiffs eventually only produced 256 pages of
responsive documents. (ld at <J[ 11.)
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of confidentiality for AEO documents, Deluxe withheld 208 documents until a revised protective
order allowing for an AEO designation could be negotiated. (/d.) On November 23, 2015, while
meeting and conferring regarding the California plaintiffs' deficient discovery responses,
Plaintiffs' California counsel agreed to an AEO provision and Deluxe's counsel agreed to
produce the AEO documents once the revised protective order was signed (as opposed to when it
was actually entered by the Court). (/d at Exh. 5.) Mter negotiations regarding the terms of the
AEO provision, the parties signed the AEO Protective Order on December 18, 2015. (/d at Exh.
6.) Thereafter, Deluxe produced the 208 AEO documents on December 28,2015, as agreed by
the parties. (!d at <J[ 13.)
Many of the AEO documents are spreadsheets containing highly sensitive financial
informatio:q. relating to Deluxe's method of pricing transactions such as IBF and DocuSource.
' (Declaration of Malcolm McRoberts ("McRoberts Decl.") at <J[ 4.) This information includes, but
is not limited to (1) manufacturing costs, margin percentages and gross margins for Safeguard
products; (2) complete order histories by Safeguard product and total amount of orders in dollar
figures for all of IBF and DocuSource' s customers; and (3) in-depth financial analyses providing
5 year projections for IBF and DocuSource under different scenarios and strategies. (/d at <J[ 5.)
Similarly, there are numerous PowerPoint presentations providing high-level business strategy
regarding (1) the rationale for entering into the IBF and DocuSource transactions; (2) ways to
improve profit; and (3) financial analyses and due diligence requirements for the BAM
transactions. (/d.) Furthermore, there are several emails between the most senior executives at
Deluxe, including its CEO, regarding similar strategic business decisions and analyses. (/d at <J[
6.)
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Although this information pertains to transactions that have closed, it is nonetheless still
highly sensitive and would cause extreme competitive harm to Deluxe if it got into the hands of a
competitor, not to mention a Safeguard distributor. (/d at<[ 7.) For example, a competitor would
be able to use the information to unfairly compete with Deluxe in connection with the
acquisitions of what are often the same companies in the small business products and services
sector. (/d.) Likewise, a Safeguard distributor would be able to use the comprehensive financial
information in the AEO documents to unfairly determine how Deluxe would value its
distributorship in an acquisition by utilizing the formula used for IBF and DocuSource. (/d.) As
such, these documents were designated as AEO. (Lew Decl. <[ 13.)
Despite the AEO designations, Plaintiffs' California counsel filed a motion to compel
depositions in an Idaho arbitration on January 14, 2015 using AEO documents in support thereof.
(ld at Exh. 7.) Deluxe is not a party to that arbitration and has no way to enforce its rights to

protect its sensitive financial and business information. (/d at<[ 14.) The arbitration panel is not
included in the AEO Protective Order as a person that is allowed access to documents designated
as AEO. (Id at Exh. 6, <[ 3.) Deluxe would have never agreed that its AEO documents could be
used in a proceeding where it is not even a party. (/d at<[ 14.)
At no time prior to the filing of the motion to compel depositions did Plaintiffs'
California counsel ever contact Deluxe's counsel regarding the use of the AEO documents in
connection with the motion to compel. (ld at<[ 15.) Nor did Plaintiffs' California counsel follow
the procedure set forth in the AEO Protective Order to challenge the AEO designation given to
those documents. (/d at<[ 15 and Exh. 6, <[ 5.) Notably, the AEO Protective Order provides that
"Until the Court enters an order changing the designation of [any AEO document], it shall be
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afforded the 'Highly Confidential- Attorneys' Eyes Only' designation." (Id at Exh. 6, <J[ 5.) No
such order has ever been entered by this Court. (Id at <J[ 15.)
Approximately one week later, on January 22, 2015, Plaintiffs' California counsel filed
motions for reconsideration in the California Action, in which Plaintiffs' California counsel
represents a different distributor and formerly a distributorship association, referencing
documents that had been designated confidential in support of a request to file a further amended
complaint. (Id at Exh. 8, 18:19-19:5.) Although the confidential documents themselves were not
attached to the motions for reconsideration, Plaintiffs' California counsel nevertheless used
information obtained from the confidential documents and put it in their pleading. (Id at <J[ 16.)
This was again done despite the provision in the Confidential Protective Order prohibiting the
use of confidential materials, which would include information obtained from confidential
documents, anywhere other than this Court and the Idaho arbitration. (Id at Exh. 1, <J[ 3.) While
Plaintiffs' California counsel met and conferred with Deluxe's California counsel on January 15,
2015 asking that they be allowed to use the confidential documents, the request was not agreed
to. (Id

a~

Exh. 9.) Plaintiffs' California counsel also failed to obtain an order from the Court

allowing them to use the confidential documents or information contained within those
documents prior to filing the motions for reconsideration. (Id at <J[ 18 and Exh. 1, <J[ 3.)
Most significantly, Plaintiffs' California counsel further violated the AEO Protective
Order by showing AEO documents to Plaintiffs herein, even though they are expressly
prohibited from having access to the documents. (Id at <J[ 19 and Exh. 6, <J[ 3.) Indeed, the AEO
Protective Order expressly prohibits "Plaintiffs or their affiliated witnesses" from having access
to AEO documents. (!d.) Nevertheless, Dawn Teply testified that she saw emails produced in
discovery showing that Deluxe's CEO, Lee Schram, "gave orders to close [the IBF and
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DocuSource] deals" (Id at Exh. 10, 136:19-137:5.) Similarly, Roger Thurston testified that there
were emails indicating that "[Mr.] Schram ha[d] to make his numbers ... so his pressuring ...
would

le~d

people to jump through hoops to get whatever done ... to meet those goals." (ld at

Exh. 11, 54:21-55:11.) Leaving no doubt that Plaintiffs were given access to AEO documents
and/or information, Mr. Thurston further testified that he saw emails from Mr. Schram to J.J.
Sorrenti indicating that he was "going to call [Mr. Sorrenti] every day" to ensure that the BAM
transactions at issue went through. (ld at Exh. 11, 46:14-25.) This quote was taken almost
verbatim from an AEO email. (ld at<]{ 20.)3 Significantly, this statement from Mr. Schram cannot
be found on any document that was produced other than this AEO email. (/d.) Plaintiffs'
California counsel numerous violations of this Court's orders, even after being admonished for
their past behavior, leaves no doubt that they cannot be trusted with confidential information and
have no regard for the Orders of this Honorable Court.

III.
ARGUMENT
A.

Plaintiffs' California counsel Should Be Sanctioned For Their Numerous Violations
Of The Protective Orders
IRCP 37(e) provides in relevant part that "any court may in its discretion impose

sanctions or conditions, or assess attorney's fees, costs or expenses against a party or the party's
attorney for failure to obey an order of the court." Similarly, FRCP 16(±) provides that the court
"may issue any just orders, including those authorized by Rule 37(b)(2)(A)(ii)-(vii), if a party or
its attorney ... fails to obey a scheduling or other pretrial order." There is also ample authority in
support ~fRule 37(b) sanctions for violation of Rule 26(c) protective orders. See, e.g., Smith &

3 A copy of the AEO document in question (DELUXE_ID-864-UR-DELUXE_ID-865-UR)
will be provided to the Court for an in camera review.
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Fuller, P.A. v. Cooper Tire & Rubber Co., 685 F.3d 486,489 (5th Cir. 2012); Instant Tech., LLC
v. DeFazio, No. 12 C 491,2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 160251, *3 (N.D. Ill. Nov. 8, 2013) ("this
court concludes that Rule 37(b) may be applied to violations of confidentiality orders.")
Indeed, courts have imposed monetary sanctions for violations of AEO protective orders. ·

See, e.g. SAS Institute Inc. v. World Programming Limited, 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 61455, *1920 (E.D. N.C. Apr. 30, 2014) (granting monetary sanctions for counsel's violation of an
attorneys' eyes only protective order and seriously considering, but failing to order, the
disqualification of counsel); Bead Filters Int., LLC v. Mills, 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 105930
(W.D. Texas Nov. 12, 2009) (monetary sanctions ordered because counsel allowed client to see
attorneys' eyes only document in violation of protective order, as well as for counsel's failure to
follow procedure for challenging confidential designation.) Other, more severe, sanctions are
also appropriate, including the revocation of an attorneys' pro hac vice admission, as well as
. terminating sanctions. See, e.g., Salmeron v. Enterprise Recovery Systems, Inc., (7th Cir. 2009)
(affirming dismissal of action when counsel leaked attorneys' eyes only document, prior to the
signing of a protective order and in the absence of a finding of good cause for the document's
confidentiality); Systemic Formulas, Inc. v. Kim, 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 119502 (D. Utah Dec.
23, 2009) (barring counsel from further participation in the case and from appearing pro hac vice
in that court for three years when counsel provided attorneys' eyes only materials to his client).
As set forth above, Plaintiffs' California counsel has violated the Protective Orders on
numerous and repeated occasions. Most glaringly, the evidence provided to the Court
demonstrates that AEO documents were shown to Plaintiffs by their counsel despite the
provision in the AEO Protective Order expressly prohibiting Plaintiffs from seeing any document
designated as AEO. (Lew Decl. at Exh. 6, <[ 3.) The similarity between Mr. Thurston's testimony
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that Mr. Schram was "going to call [Mr. Sorrenti] every day" until the BAM transactions closed
and the language actually used by Mr. Schram in the AEO email confirms that the AEO
Protective Order was violated. (Compare Lew Decl. at Exh. 11,46:14-25 with DELUXE_ID864-UR-DELUXE_ID-865-UR.)
It is also evident that Plaintiffs' California counsel violated the AEO Protective Order by

attaching AEO documents to the motion to compel filed in the Idaho arbitration to which Deluxe
is not even a party. (Lew Decl. at Exh. 7.) Similar to Bead Filters, since the arbitration panel is
not identified in the AEO Protective Order as a person that can access AEO documents, Plaintiffs
were required to follow the procedure set forth in the AEO Protective Order to challenge the
designations and first obtain an order changing the designations before using them in the
arbitration (or anywhere else not allowed). (ld at Exh. 6, <[ 5.) Until such an order is obtained, the
AEO document "shall be afforded the 'Highly Confidential- Attorneys' Eyes Only'
designation." (ld.) However, Plaintiffs' California counsel failed to even notify Deluxe's counsel
that they ,objected to any designation prior to submitting them in the Arbitration, and they
certainly did not obtain an order from this Court de-designating the AEO documents, before
attaching them to the motion. (ld at<[ i5.)
Plaintiffs' California counsel likewise violated the Confidential Protective Order by
referencing confidential documents and using information within those materials in support of
the motions for reconsideration filed in the California Action involving other clients of Plaintiffs'
California counsel. While the actual confidential documents were not attached to the motions for
reconsideration, the Confidential Protective Order does not limit its applicability to only
documents. Instead, it applies to "any Confidential material, including without limitation any

information, document, thing, interrogatory answer, admissions, pleading, or testimony." (Lew
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Decl. at Exh. 1, <J[ 1 (emphasis added).) Thus, the information in the confidential documents is
also subject to the Confidential Protective Order, and its use in support of the motions for
reconsideration violated the protective order.
Moreover, these violations occurred after the Court already cautioned Plaintiffs about
their previous use of confidential documents as exhibits to the First Amended Complaint in the
California Action. At the time, the only reason why the Court did not find that Plaintiffs violated
the Confidential Protective Order was because the documents at issue had inadvertently not been
stamped confidential when produced. (Lew Decl. at Exh. 2, p. 4.) Here, however, it is undisputed
· that each of the confidential and AEO documents used by Plaintiffs' California counsel in the
motion to compel and the motions for reconsideration, as well as the AEO documents shown to
Plaintiffs, were all properly designated as confidential or AEO when produced. As such, there is
no doubt that Plaintiffs' California counsel willingly violated the Protective Orders.
Systemic Formulas is instructive. There, the parties stipulated to a protective order and

agreed not to disclose to their clients information designated as AEO by the other party. Systemic
Formulas, supra, 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 119502, *2. During discovery, defendant Innovita

produced its customer list and designated it AEO. ld at *3. Thereafter, Systemic's counsel
compared Innovita's customer list with Systemic's customer list and created a third list
containing the customers that Innovita and Systemic had in common, which he thereafter sent to
his client. Ibid. The court found that the actions of Systemic's counsel violated the protective
order even though he did not show his client the actual AEO document, but rather a document
that contained AEO information. ld at *4-5. As a result, the court disqualified Systemic's
counsel and his firm from further participation in the case and prohibited any pro hac vice

.

appearance by Systemic's counsel in the court for a period of three years. ld at *9 .
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The actions here by Plaintiffs' California counsel in violating the Protective Orders on at
least three occasions, and in particular, in showing an AEO document to Plaintiffs, warrants
significant sanctions. Accordingly, the Court should consider disqualifying Plaintiffs' California
counsel and their firm from further participation in this case so that the parties may exchange
confidential information without fear that their confidential business and financial information
will be used in other proceedings (including those where they are not even parties) in violation of
this Court's Protective Orders. Additionally, monetary sanctions should be imposed against
Plaintiffs' California counsel for necessitating this Opposition.

B.

Deluxe's Use of AEO Designations Was Proper
Deluxe did not engage in "rampant" AEO designations as Plaintiffs claim. (Motion at p.

1.) As both IRCP 26(c) and FRCP 26(c) expressly provide, protective orders may be entered

providing that, in addition to trade secrets, "other confidential research, development or
commercial information not be disclosed or be disclosed only in a designated way." (emphasis

added.) "Courts commonly issue protective orders limiting access to sensitive information to
counsel and their experts." Nutratech, Inc. v. Syntech (SSPF) International, Inc., 242 F.R.D. 552,
555 (C.D. Cal. Mar. 20, 2007) (finding that FRCP 26(c) "does not limit its reach to 'trade
secrets,' but also allows for protection of 'confidential commercial information'" and ordering
that "customer and supplier lists as well as the revenue and sales information" be limited to
attorneys' eyes only); see also, A Major Difference, Inc. v. Well-Spring Products, LLC, 243
F.R.D. 415, (D. Col. May 26, 2006) (prohibiting sales, pricing and profits information, customer
information, marketing strategies and mechanisms, and other proprietary or confidential
information from being disclosed to plaintiff's corporate representative); see also, Vesta Corset
Co. v. Carmen Founds, Inc., 1999 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 124, *2-3 (S.D. N.Y. Jan. 12, 1999)
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(limiting disclosure ·of pricing, profits, costs, overhead, manufacturing specifications, customer
lists, priCe structure, and dealings with a common customer to counsel and experts).
Once the designating party shows that the disclosure of commercial information would be
harmful to the party's interest in the property, the burden then shifts to the party seeking
discovery to show that the information is relevant to a party's claims or defenses or the subject
matter of the lawsuit and is necessary to prepare the case for trial. Centurion Indus. Inc. v.
Warren Steurer & Assoc., 665 F.2d 323, 325-326 (lOth Cir. 1981). However, a plaintiff's claim
that its case will be impaired, without more, is not enough to show that the disclosure of AEO
information is needed. Nutratech, supra, 242 F.R.D. at 555 (declaration by plaintiff's president
indicating that he "must know the identity of [defendant's] suppliers and customers [in order to]
assist, advise and direct Nutratech's counsel with the direction and conduct of discovery, and
with litigation strategy" was an insufficient need to see AEO information); see also, Vesta
Corset, supra, 1999 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 124, *9 (concluding that defendant "failed to demonstrate
why limiting access to counsel and experts [was] inadequate for it to litigate its case.")
Here, the documents designated as AEO by Deluxe include spreadsheets containing
highly sensitive financial and business information relating to the IBF and DocuSource
transactions such as (1) manufacturing costs, margin percentages and gross margins for
Safeguard products; (2) complete order histories by Safeguard product and total amount of
orders in dollar figures for all of IBF and DocuSource's customers (which could be used by
another distributor to "formulize" Deluxe's acquisition pricing); and (3) in-depth financial
analyses providing 5 year projections for IBF and DocuSource under different scenarios and
strategies (which once again, could be formulized by another distributor and imported into their
own situation). (McRoberts Decl. at <JI 4.) Additionally, the AEO documents include PowerPoint
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presentations providing business strategy regarding (1) the rationale for entering into the IBF and
DocuSource transactions (which could be used by another distributor to gain a competitive
advantage in a negotiation with Deluxe); (2) ways to improve profit; and (3) financial analyses
and due diligence requirements for the BAM transactions. (ld at<[ 5.) Furthermore, there are
several emails between the most senior executives at Deluxe, including its CEO, regarding
similar strategic business decisions and analyses that were designated as AEO. (ld at<[ 6.) As set
forth above, these are the exact types of confidential commercial information entitled to a
protective order limiting access to counsel and experts as recognized by numerous courts.
While this information pertains to past transactions, it is nonetheless still highly sensitive
and would be extremely harmful to Deluxe if it got into the hands of a competitor or Safeguard
distributors such as Plaintiffs. (ld at<[ 7.) Indeed, a competitor would be able to use the
information to unfairly compete with Deluxe in connection with the acquisitions of what are
often the same companies in the small business products and services sector. (/d.) Similarly,
Safeguard distributors like Plaintiffs would be able to use the comprehensive financial
information in the AEO documents to unfairly determine how Deluxe would price an acquisition
of their distributorship. (!d.) Accordingly, since Deluxe would be harmed by the disclosure of its
highly sensitive commercial information, the burden shifts to Plaintiffs to demonstrate a need for
the information, which they have not shown and cannot show.
The only evidence offered by Plaintiffs is that from their California counsel, who states
that the AEO designations "has resulted in key evidence not being produced and has interfered
with [his] ability to communicate with [his] clients." (Declaration of James M. Mulcahy at<[ 3.)
However, similar to the determinations made in Nutratech and Vesta Corset, discussed above,
this is not a sufficient need to justify the disclosure of highly sensitive commercial information to
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anyone other than counsel and experts. Further, in light of the compelling evidence that the AEO
documents have already been leaked, the conclusory self-serving declaration lacks all credibility.
The cases offered by Plaintiffs are unpersuasive. Team Play, Inc. v. Boyer, which
Plaintiffs discuss at length for the proposition that the AEO designations should be removed
because the designations "essentially prohibited plaintiffs counsel from discussing damages
with their client," is certainly not applicable. Team Play, Inc. v. Boyer, 2005 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
3968, *4 (N.D. Ill. Jan. 31, 2005). There, the plaintiffs used "sweeping" AEO designations,
which included 4,173 out of 6,000 pages being marked highly confidential attorneys' eyes only.

Ibid. Here, Deluxe only designated 208 out of a total of 1,744 documents it produced as AEOfar less than that in Team Play. (Lew Decl. at <Jr)l12-13.) Additionally, while the court in Team

Play ultimately removed the AEO designations, it only did so on the condition that the defendant
had to file a declaration indicating that he was no longer involved in the relevant industry and his
lack of intention to reenter the field. Team Play, supra, 2005 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 3968, *6-7.
Similarly, while the courts in Fears v. Wilhelmina and In re Ullico Inc. Litigation also
found that AEO designations by the producing party were made in bad faith, and in the case of

Fears, removed the _confidential designations of all produced documents, the documents
designated as AEO in both of those cases vastly exceeded the amount of documents designated
by Deluxe as AEO. In fact, in In re Ullico, the counter-claimant designated "over 99% of the
roughly 60,000 documents (200,000 pages)" it produced as confidential. In re Ullico Inc.

Litigation, 237 F.R.D. 314, 317(D. D.C. 2006). In Fears, the designation was even more
egregious, with the defendant designating "its entire production as 'confidential- attorneys' eyes
only."' Fears v. Wilhelmina, 2003 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 12850, *6 (S.D. N.Y. July 22, 2003).
Deluxe's AEO designations do not even come close to these examples cited by Plaintiffs.
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Rather, Deluxe only designated those documents that truly constitute highly sensitive
commercial information. Additionally, based on the history of bad faith exhibited by Plaintiffs'
California counsel, Plaintiffs and their California counsel simply cannot be trusted with a lesser
degree of confidentiality over these documents. Accordingly, Plaintiffs' Motion should be denied
as to the AEO documents set forth in Exhibit 12 to the Lew Decl.

C.

Deluxe Properly Redacted Non-Responsive Information And Documents
The redaction of irrelevant, non-responsive information is an acceptable and appropriate

practice. See, e.g., Spano v. Boeing Co., 2008 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 31306, *8 (S.D. lll. Apr. 16,
2008) (redaction of information not relevant to the issues in the case and not reasonably
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence was acceptable); Schiller v. City of
New York, 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 88854, *19-24 (S.D. N.Y. Dec. 7, 2006) (motions to compel

production of redacted information were denied because information sought was not relevant to
any claim or defense in the litigation); Beauchem v. Rockford Prods. Corp., 2002 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 14879, *6 (N.D. lll. Aug. 13, 2002) (after in camera review, court determined that
redactions to board meeting minutes were proper).
Beauchem is directly on point. There, after the plaintiff filed a motion to compel

discovery requests, the court ordered limited discovery and required the defendant "to produce
board meeting minutes that convey information as to the Board's actions with respect to the
'creation, operation, and administration of the [Employee Stock Option Plan], the Savings and
Retirement Plan and Correlated Pension Plan."' Beauchem, supra, 2002 U.S. Dist. LEXIS

14879, *4 (emphasis added). Thereafter, the defendant redacted portions of documents it
produced in response to the court's order. Ibid. After being challenged on its non-responsiveness
redactions, the court concluded that "the portion of Minutes relating to the three retirement plans
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is small and that large portions of the Board Minutes relate to other aspects of the company's
operation and administration." Id at 6. As a result, the court held that good cause existed to
support the redactions because "[t]he information contained within the redacted portions of the
documents [did] not relate to the creation, operation or administration of the three retirement
plans." Ibid.
Here, like Beauchem, the Discovery Order required the production of those "documents
and correspondence related to the due diligence, approval of and acquisitions of IBF and
DocuSource." (Luther Decl. at Exh. A, err 6.) Thus, when Deluxe produced its documents,
information within the scope of the Discovery Order was produced. (Lew Decl. at err 12.) All
other information, including information relating to non-IBF and DocuSource transactions and
non-BAM aspects of Deluxe's business, was redacted because it was non-responsive to
paragraph 6 of the Discovery Order. Since this information does not relate to "the due diligence,
approval of and acquisitions of IBF and DocuSource," it is non-responsive to the Discovery
Order, irrelevant to this case, and did not have to be produced.

Wellin v. Wellin, cited by Plaintiffs, is inapposite. There, the court issued an order
requiring the producing parties to reproduce all responsive documents in their complete form.

Wellin v. Wellin, 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 95027, *12 (D. S.C. July 14, 2014). However, the
court's order was based on a finding that the producing parties "provided no explanation for their
redactions." Ibid. In contrast to Wellin, Deluxe has provided a justifiable reason for why it
redacted non-responsive information and documents.
Accordingly, the Court should deny Plaintiffs' Motion with respect to the document
redacted for non-responsiveness as set forth in Exhibit 13 to the Lew Decl.
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D.

Deluxe Has Agreed To Withdraw Its Privilege And Work-Product Claims And To
Re-Designate Certain AEO Documents

Mter a review of the challenged documents, Deluxe has agreed to withdraw its privilege
and work-product claims that were applied to certain information and documents. These
documents will be reproduced in non-redacted form, except for some documents previously
withheld on the basis of privilege or work-product that will be reproduced as either confidential
or AEO with redactions to the non-responsive portions of the documents. (A list of these
documents is attached to the Lew Decl. at Exh. 14.) Additionally, upon review and in an effort to
eliminate items in dispute, Deluxe has agreed to de-designate certain AEO documents and redesignate them as Confidential should its non-responsiveness redactions be upheld by this Court.
(A list of these documents is attached to the Lew Decl. at Exh. 15.)

IV.
CONCLUSION
For each of the above reasons, Deluxe respectfully requests that this Honorable Court
deny Plaintiffs' Motion to Challenge Defendants' Designations and Redactions as to the
remaining documents at issue and address Plaintiffs' California counsels' numerous violations of
its Protective Orders appropriately so the parties may engage in discovery without fear that their
sensitive business and financial information will be compromised.
Respectfully submitted,
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DATED THIS 5th day of February, 2016.

. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Dane Bolinger, ISB No. 9104
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY
LLP
Attorneys for Defendant
DELUXE CORPORATION
Christopher S. Reeder
WesleyW. Lew
ROBINS KAPLAN LLP
Attorneys for Defendant
DELUXE CORPORATION
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this .:L- day of February, 2016, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF
deluxe corporation's OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFS' motion TO CHALLENGE.DEFENANTS'
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS AND REQUEST FOR SANCTIONS by the method
indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:
Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS,
CHTD
101 S. Capitol Blvd., lOth Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701-0829
James M. Mulcahy (Admitted pro hac vice)
Kevin A. Adams (Admitted pro hac vice)
MulcahyLLP
4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
Irvine, California 92614

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
~E-mail:

pmo@moffatt.com
ccg@moffatt.com
D Telecopy: 208.385.5384

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail

f.l E-mail:

jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
kadamas@ mulcahyllp.com
D Telecopy: 949.252.0090

~7-e-rg....t:;;.~_r_(_----"'"'~=-------Dane A. Bolinger
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FILED

A.M. _ _ __.P.M

ORIGINAL

FEB- 9 2016
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By SANTIAGO BARRIOS
O:!?UTY

Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Dane Bolinger, ISB No. 9104
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5260
Email: sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com
Robins Kaplan LLP
Christopher S. Reeder, Admitted Pro Hac Vice
CReeder@ RobinsKaplan.com
Wesley W. Lew, Admitted Pro Hac Vice
WLew@RobinsKaplan.com
2049 Century Park East, Suite 3400
Los Angeles, CA 90067-3208
Telephone: . 310 552 0130
Facsimile:
310 229 5800
Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation;)
)
and THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC., an
Idaho corporation,
)
Plaintiffs,
vs.

)
)
)
)

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., a )
Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD
)
ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Delaware
)
corporation; TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, an
)
individual; JAMIE MCCORMICK, an
)
individual; MICHAEL DUNLAP, an individual;)
IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC. an Idaho
)
corporation; JAMES DUNN, an individual;
)
JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
)

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF
DANE A. BOLINGER IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD
BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S REPLY
IN FURTHER SUPPORT OF ITS
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS'
MOTION TO CHALLENGE
DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS
AND REDACTIONS

SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF DANE A. BOLINGER IN SUPPORT
OF DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S REPLY IN
FURTHER SUPPORT OF ITS OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO
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company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited
)
liability company; FORM SYSTEMS INC. dba )
DOCUSOURCE PRINT MANAGEMENT, an )
Oregon corporation; DELUXE
)
CORPORATION, a Minnesota corporation; and)
DOES 1-10,
)
Defendants.

1.

~

I, Dane A. Bolinger, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 7(d) and I.C. § 9-1406, declare under

penalty of perjury as follows:
2.

I am an attorney with the law firm of Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP,

counsel of record for Defendants in the above captioned case. I make this Declaration in Support
of Defendant Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.'s Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion to Challenge
Defendants' Designations and Redactions.
3.

I hereby certify pursuant to Idaho Rule of Evidence 901 that I have personal

knowledge that the docu~ents attached as Exhibits- to this declaration are true and accurate
copies of original documents produced and utilized by the parties to this litigation.
4.

I further certify that I am personally familiar with Hawley, Troxell, Ennis &

Hawley's record keeping process as part of its business as a law firm, and that the documents
attached to this Declaration are true and accurate copies of business records maintained by my
office.
5.

Attached to this Declaration as Exhibit A is a true and accurate copy of pages

137-139 of Volume I of Roger Thurston's deposition in this matter conducted on January 20,
2016.
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6.

Attached to this Declaration as Exhibit B is a true and accurate copy of pages

242-249 of Ms. Mikael "Dawn" Teply's Rule 30(b)(6) deposition conducted on January 18,
2016.
7.

Attached to this Declaration as Exhibit C is a true and accurate copy of Plaintiff

Thurston Enterprises, Inc.'s Amended First Request for Production of Documents to SBS and
SAl.
8.

Attached to this Declaration as Exhibit D is a true and accurate copy of Plaintiff

Thurston Enterprises, Inc.'s First Request for Production of Documents to Defendant Deluxe.
9.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the state of Idaho that I have

read this declaration, know its contents, and I believe the declaration is true.
DATED THIS 9th day of February, 2016.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

;~:u:

Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Dane A. Bolinger, ISB No. 9104
Attorneys for Defendants
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 9th day of February, 2016, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF DANE A. BOLINGER IN
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S REPLY IN
FURTHER SUPPORT OF ITS OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO CHALLENGE
DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS by the method indicated below, and
addressed to each of the following:
Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS,
CHTD
101 S. Capitol Blvd., lOth Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701-0829
[Attorneys for Plaintiffs]
James M .. Mulcahy (Admitted pro hac vice)
Kevin A. Adams (Admitted pro hac vice)
Douglas R. Luther (Admitted pro hac vice)
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4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
Irvine, California, 92614
{Attorneys for Plaintiffs]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
~E-mail:

pmo@moffatt.com
ccg@moffatt.com
D Telecopy: 208.385.5384

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
~E-mail:

jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
kadams @mulcahyllp.com
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
D Telecopy: 949.252.0090

Robins Kaplan LLP
Christopher S. Reeder, Admitted Pro Hac Vice
Wesley W. Lew, Admitted Pro Hac Vice
2049 Century Park East, Suite 3400
Los Angeles, CA 90067-3208

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
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WLew@RobinsKaplan.com
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.

I

an Idaho

)

corporation; and THURSTON

)

Case No.

ENTERPRISES, INC.

)

CV-OC-1416400

I

an Idaho

corporation,

)

Plaintiffs,

)

vs.

)

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., a )
Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD

)

ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Delaware

)

corporation; TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN,

)

_____________________________________ )
CAPTION CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

)

_____________________________________ )
VIDEO 30(b) (6) DEPOSITION OF THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.
TESTIMONY OF ROGER THURSTON
JANUARY 20, 2016

REPORTED BY:
COLLEEN P. ZEIMANTZ, CSR 345
Notary Public
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T3 Enterprises v.
Safeguard Business Systems
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an individual; JAMIE MCCORMICK,
an individual; MICHAEL DUNLAP, an
individual; IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS,
INC., an Idaho corporation; JAMES
DUNN, an individual; JDHRS, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability
company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; FORM
SYSTEMS INC., dba DOCUSOURCE
PRINT MANAGEMENT, an Oregon
corporation; DELUXE CORPORATION,
a Minnesota corporation; and DOES
1-10,
Defendants.

)
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INDEX
TESTIMONY OF 30(b) (6) DEPOSITION OF THURSTON
PAGE
ENTERPRISES, INC. TESTIMONY OF ROGER THURSTON
Examination by Mr. Schossberger
9

E XH I B I T S
DESCRIPTION
PAGE
110 - Copy of Letter to Roger Thurston from
11
Safeguard, 06/01/1987, TT 00004646-4665
111 - Copy of Regional Distributor Agreement
140
between Safeguard and Wilder Venture,
Effective April 20, 1998, TT 00004665
112 - Copy of Regional Distributor Agreement
143
between Safeguard and Wilder Venture,
Effective April 20, 1998
113 - Copy of Thurston Enterprises, Inc.,
144
Balance Sheet, As of December 31, 2012,
TT 00005950
114 - Copy of Thurston Enterprises, Inc.,
144
Profit & Loss, January through December 2012,
TT 00005954-5957
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THE VIDEO 30(b) (6) DEPOSITION OF THURSTON
1
2 ENTERPRISES, INC. TESTIMONY OF ROGER THURSTON was taken
3 on behalf of the Defendants, at the offices of Hawley
4 Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, 877 Main Street, Suite 1000,
5 Boise, Idaho, commencing at 9:05a.m., on January 20,
6 2016, before Colleen P. Zeimantz, Certified Shorthand
7 Reporter and Notary Public within and for the State of
8 Idaho, in the above-entitled matter.
9
APPEARANCES:
10 For the Plaintiffs:
11
MULCAHY LLP
12
BY MR. JAMES M. MULCAHY
13
4 Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
14
15
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
16 For the Defendants:
17
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
BY MR. STEVEN F. SCHOSSBERGER
18
19
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
20
Post Office Box 1617
21
Boise, Idaho 83701-1617
22
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
23 THE VIDEOGRAPHER: PATRICK RODEN
24 ALSO PRESENT: Michael Dunlap, Tressa McLaughlin, Jamie
25 McCormick, Dawn Teply, Michael Teply
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E X H I B I T S (Continued)
DESCRIPTION
PAGE
115 - Copy Thurston Enterprises, Inc.,
145
Corporation Form 1120S 2014 Tax Return,
TT 00006282-6305
116 - Copy of Document to Thurston
145
Enterprises from Distributor Accounting,
Subject: Distributor 1099 Totals,
01/25/2013, DEFS 0150607-609
117 - Copy of Document to Thurston
146
Enterprises from Distributor Accounting,
Subject: Distributor Accounting, 01/25/2013,
DEFS 0150610-612
118 - Copy of Email to Mike Dunlap from Roger
146
Thurston, Subject: Re: June 12, 05/08/2013,
TT 00005879
119 - Copy of Email to Mike Dunlap from Roger
148
Thurston, Subject: Re: June 12, 05/08/2013,
TT 00005876
120 - Copy of Email to Mike Dunlap from Roger
149
Thurston, Subject: Re: June 12, 05/08/2013,
TT 00005878
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E X H I B I T S (Continued)

3

DESCRIPTION

4

121 - Copy of Thurston Enterprises, Inc.,

5

6
7
8

9

PAGE

122 -Copy of Thurston Enterprises, Inc.,

151

Balance Sheet, As of December 31, 2012,
TT 00005951
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123 - Copy Thurston Enterprises, Inc.,

22

127 - Copy of Email to Roger Thurston from

23
24
25

150

Profit & Loss, January through December 2013,
TT 00005946-5947

151

Corporation For.m 1120S 2013 Tax Return,
TT 00006306-6337
124 - Copy of Email to Roger Thurston from

Mike Dunlap, Subject: Re:
02/10/2014, TT 00005871-72

151

Follow Up,

125 - Copy of Email to Roger Thurston from

Mike Dunlap, Subject: Re:
02/18/2014, TT 00005821-22

154

Follow Up,

126 - Copy of Email to Roger Thurston from

Mike Dunlap, Subject: Re:
02/19/2014, TT 00005823-25
Mike Dunlap, Subject: Re:
02/19/2014, TT 00005826-28

156

Follow Up,
159
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128 - Copy of Email to Roger Thurston from

5
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PAGE

Mike Dunlap, Subject: Re: Follow Up,
02/19/2014, TT 00005832-5835
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Follow Up,

I N D E X
E X H I B I T S (Continued) ,

1

09:03:40-09:05:32

161

THE VIDEOGRAPHER: We are on the record. This
is the 30(b)(6) deposition ofThurston Enterprises,
Incorporated, the testimony of Roger Thurston, in the
matter ofT3 Enterprises versus Safeguard Business
Systems, et al., in Ada County, Idaho, Case No.
CV-OC-1416400.
The deposition is being taken on behalf of the
defendants. Today's date is January 20th, 2016, and the
time is, approximately, 9:04. We are at the offices of
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley, LLP, 877 Main Street,
Suite 1000, Boise, Idaho 83701-1617.
This deposition is being reported and
videotaped by M&M Court Reporting Service in the US Bank
Plaza, 101 South Capitol Boulevard, Suite 503, Boise,
Idaho 83702. The court reporter is Colleen Zeimantz.
And Patrick Roden is the videographer.
Will counsel please identify themselves.
MR. MULCAHY: Jim -- Jim Mulcahy for the
plaintiffs.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Steven Schossberger with
the law firm Hawley Troxell, on behalf of the
defendants.
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Are there any stipulations?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: No.
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Could you please swear the

09:05:47-09:06:41
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1

witness?

2

ROGER THURSTON,
first duly sworn to tell the truth relating to said
cause, testified as follows:
EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS BY MR. SCHOSSBERGER:
Q. Good morning, Mr. Thurston.
A. Uh-huh, good morning.
Q. Would you please state your full name
on-- for the record.
A. My name is Roger Thurston.
Q. Mr. Thurston, have you had your deposition
taken before?
A. Several years ago, that was when Safeguard was
sued by Jim Alexander, the previous Safeguard
distributor, in a c~ntract litigation, and it was at
here, at Hawley Troxell.
Q. What role did y~u play as a witness in that
case?
A. I was a witness as in, what regard? What ,
role? I gave my deposition with a contract issue
between Safeguard and Jim Alexander, the original
distributor.
Q. Did that case go through a court trial or jury
trial?

3
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8
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11
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M & M Court Reporting Service
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EXHIBIT002096
A

Roger Thurston- 30(b)(6)- Vol. I
January 20, 2016

T3 Enterprises v.
Safeguard Business Systems
12:04:11-12:05:20

Page 134 12:06:31-12:07:43

Q. Okay. All right. Go ahead, please. So just
the two of you met at Rockies?
3
A. Right.
4
Q. The roller skates came up with the shakes?
5
A. Yeah.
6
Q. And tell me about the conversation.
7
A. We just discussed things in general about the
8 situation with IBF.
9
Q. And how did that meeting conclude?
10
A. You know, we just-- well, we left the place.
11
Q. Okay. And discussions would continue, I
12 assume?
13
A. Basically.
14
Q. How did you first come into contact with
15 Mr. James Mulcahy?
16
A. That was --you know, we were totally
17 frustrated -- let's see -- that would be 2014, because
18 we felt that we were being stonewalled.
19
Q. "We," meaning whom?
20
A. Myself, Dawn Teply. And then all of these
21 occurrences of sales to our customers, or our customers
22 saying, hey, can you match this? And it's like, wait a
23
minute.
24
Q. How did you first come in contact with him?
25
A. I contacted Mr. Mulcahy, because of, I
1

1

2

2

12:05:24-12:06:29
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A. Yeah, I'm going to say it was right in there;
March, April, May, somewhere in there.
Q. Did you, and Dawn Teply, and Fred and Linda
Flatt together -A. Have-Q. -- contact Mr. Mulcahy?
A. Not together.
Q. Have you-- do you have any recollection of
any correspondence having come from Mr. Mulcahy's office
at the same time to you, Dawn Teply, and Fred and Linda
Flatt, or their company, the Wilder Ventures, or Wild
Ventures?
A. Wilder Ventures.
Q. Wilder Ventures, yes.
A. In what regard?
Q. In or about the early-- the summer of June of
2014.
A. I know we discussed and -- you mean,
altogether, at one time?
Q. Right.
A. I can't say it was altogether one time.
Q. Do you recall ever seeing-A. I know that Linda and Fred, you know, they
were concerned about the whole issue, because they were,
I think, 79 and 80 years old, and they-- just that was

Page 135 12:07:49-12:08:41

contacted the USDA Board, and talked with Tom
Armbruster. And talked to him. And he's like, well,
you know, you should call him. And I said, but what do
I do? What do I do? And so he said, well, maybe you
can contact Mr. Mulcahy.
Q. Because he represents the USDA Board?
A. He basically knew contract -- well, franchise
law, and he said, that's a start.
Q. Did you have an understanding from-- I forget
the other-- I don't want to mispronounce the other
gentleman's name. You just said Tom Arm--A. Armbruster.
Q. Armbruster.
A. Uh-huh.
Q. Did he inform you that Mr. Mulcahy had
represented or did represent the USDA?
A. I knew that ahead of time.
Q. Okay. When did you first contact Mr. Mulcahy,
then?
A. That was-- you know, I'm going to say, it was
during discussions with the Platts, because I was really
worried with-- again, this is -- I'm going off of
memory here. That was part of it. And May -- so it was
April, May of-Q. 2014?

.Min-U-Srript~

3
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Page 137

it. They were done. They couldn't physically do it any
more. Anyway, they wanted to sell their thing. And
3 part of my issue -4
Q. Okay. Let me stop you.
5
A. Oh, okay.
6
Q. I was talking about-7
A. I'm sorry. I just-8
Q. Let me concentrate on just getting a time
9 frame on representation here.
10
A. Okay. Yeah.
11
Q. Have you seen any letter of engagement from
12 Mr. Mulcahy's office, that includes T3, Dawn Teply,
13 Roger Thurston, and Fred and Linda Flatt, or Wilder
14 Ventures, all within the same document?
15
MR. MULCAHY: I object to the question on the
16 ground that it is neither relevant, nor reasonably
17
calculated to lead to the discovery of relevant
18 information.
19
And I suggest that you need not answer this.
2 o As you know this is the subject of an objection that we
21 have to a document production request. And we are
22 standing on that objection, as you well know.
23
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: And, Mr. Mulcahy, it is
24 also subject to ongoing meet and confers between us,
25
where we have challenged your designation of privilege
1

2

M & M Court Reporting Service
(208)345-9611(ph) (800)234-9611 (208)-345-8800(fax)
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as to certain communications. And so I certainly have a
right within this discovery process to probe further to
see what knowledge this witness has, or not, to backup
the information that your associate attorney, Mr.
Douglas Luther has given to us about this.
Q. (BY MR. SCHOSSBERGER) And so, Mr. Thurston,
your counsel has suggested that you not answer it. He
has not directed -A. Right.
Q. --that you not answer it.
A. Uh-huh.
Q. You can make that choice. This is an issue
that I would suggest on the record is a proper question
as to simply whether or not you have seen a document,
which contains a signature line for Roger Thurston,
Thurston Enterprises, T3, Dawn Teply, and Fred and Linda
Flatt? That's the only question I'm asking you, whether
or not you've seen such a document.
MR. MULCAHY: Okay.
Q. (BY MR. SCHOSSBERGER) And ask that you please
answer that question.
MR. MULCAHY: With respect to that question,
you may answer it. But bear in mind, that it is a "yes"
or "no" answer.
THE WITNESS: I would say, don't know. And I

12:09:53-12:10:54
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don't think I've ever seen anything like that. I don't
know.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Okay. Thank you, Counsel,
that was-MR. MULCAHY: You can call me, Jim.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Thank you, Jim.
MR. MULCAHY: You're welcome.
Q. (BY MR. SCHOSSBERGER) The complaint in this
matter was filed August 26th, 2014, and Thurston
Enterprises was not a plaintiff to the original verified
complaint.
12
A. Uh-huh.
13
Q. Had you made a decision, prior to August 26,
14 2014, to not be included in the original complaint that
15 was filed solely on behalf of plaintiff T3 Enterprises?
16
A. Actually, we had to meet some deadlines, and
17 that was -- we had to get that in. And so then we put
18 me on later on.
19
Q. What do you mean that you had to meet some
2 o deadlines?
21
A. With Dawn's contract, she had to have a year
22 to establish a complaint against Safeguard based on her
23
franchise agreement. So she -24
Q. What does that have to do with whether or not
2 5 Thurston Enterprises was a plaintiff at the time the

1

2
3
4
5
6
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8
9
10
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2

Min-U-Script®

verified original complaint was filed?
A. Basically, it is a matter of getting the
paperwork in to establish that. We were going to do it.
We just didn't have all our information together at that
time to meet that, but it was going to happen.
Q. I see. And then once you get your paperwork
together, then that is when Thurston Enterprises wanted
the complaint to be amended in September to join this
lawsuit?
A. Yeah. Yeah, it was going to happen.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: All right. It's 10 after
12:00. We'll take an hour lunch break.
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Okay.
THE WITNESS: Is the court time -- when is the
court?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: The court hearing is at .
3:00.
MR. MULCAHY: Let's get off the record.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Off the record.
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: The time is, approximately,
12:11. And we are off the record.
(A lunch recess was had.)
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: We're back on the record.
The time is, approximately, 1:23.
(Exhibit 111 marked.)
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Page 140

Page 141

Q. (BY MR. SCHOSSBERGER) You've been handed what
is marked Deposition Exhibit 111, which is the "Regional
Distributor Agreement Between Wilder Venture, Inc.,"
dated April20, 1998.
Have you seen Exhibit 111 prior to today?
A. I have seen this document. Do I know if it's
in its entirety? I don't know, but this looks like it
is.
Q. And the parties to Exhibit 111, as identified
on page 15, are Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., and
it's signed by Alfred H. Flatt, president, Wilder
Venture, Inc.; correct?
A. Let's see. You are on page?
Q. Page 15.
A. I don't see page numbers on this. Oh, there
we are. Okay. There we go. Okay.
Q. Those are the two parties to the agreement;
agreed?
A. It looks like Alfred Flatt and Hal Rose, I'm
assuming.
Q. Thurston Enterprises is not a party to this
agreement; agreed?
A. Right, uh-huh.
Q. And so you would agree, that this agreement
only controls rights that are established within this

M & M Court Reporting Service
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TJ Enterprises v.
Safeguard Business Systems
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Page 164

l

other accounts listed; correct?
2
A. Uh-huh.
3
Q. "Yes"?
4
A. Right. Sorry.
5
MR. MULCAHY: Okay. Steve, I think we need to
6
go.
7
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Counsel have made a request
8
that we break at 2:00 for a 3:00 court hearing. We will
9
reconvene back here following the court hearing ifthere
10
is at least an hour left from 4:00 to 5:00. This will
ll
be continued.
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Okay. To be continued. 12
13
The time is, approximately, 2:02. And we are off the
14
record.
15
(Deposition adjourned at 2:02p.m.)
16
(Signature requested.)
17
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CERTIFICATE OF WITNESS

l

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1,30(b)(6) DEPOSITION OF THURSTON ENTERPRISES,
INC., TESTIMONY OF ROGER THURSTON, being first duly

Page 165

l
2

3

REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE
I, COLLEEN P. ZEIMANTZ, CSR No. 345, Certified

Shorthand Reporter, certify:

12

4
sworn, depose and say:
5
That I am the witness named in the foregoing
deposition, Volume I, consisting of pages 1 through 162; 6
7
that I have read said deposition and know the contents
8
thereof; that the questions contained therein were
propounded to me; and that the answers contained therein 9
10
are true and correct, except for any changes that I may
ll
have listed on the Change Sheet attached hereto:
DATED this _ _ day of _ _ _ _ _)_ _ 12

13

13

employee of any attorney or party, nor am I financially

14

interested in the action.

9

10
11

14

ROGER THURSTON

15

15

16

16

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this _ _ day

17

18

of

20

24

25
Min-U-Srript®

That the testimony and all objections made were
recorded stenographically by me and transcribed by me or

under my direction;
That the foregoing is a true and correct record
of all testimony given, to the best of my ability;
I further certify that I am not a relative or

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I set my hand and seal this

let day of February, 2016.

17

19

20

23

which time the witness was put under oath by me;

18

19

21
22

That the foregoing proceedings were taken
before me at the time and place therein set forth, at

NAME OF NOTARY PUBLIC

20
21
22

NOTARY PUBLIC FOR _ _ _ _ _ __

RESIDING AT _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES _ _ _ _ ____

23
24
25

COLLEEN P. ZEIMANTZ, CSR 345
Notary Public
P.O. Box 2636
Boise, Idaho 83701-2636
My commission expires September 7, 2017.

M & M Court Reporting Service
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EXHIBIT002099
A

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho

}

corporation; and THURSTON

}

Case No.

ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho

}

CV-OC-1416400

corporation,

}

Plaintiffs,

}

vs.

}

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., a }
Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD

}

ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Delaware

}

corporation; TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN,

}

______________________________________ }
CAPTION CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

}

__________________________________________________________ }

VIDEO 30(b} (6} DEPOSITION OF T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.,
TESTIMONY OF MIKAEL "DAWN" TEPLY
JANUARY 18, 2016

REPORTED BY:
COLLEEN P. ZEIMANTZ, CSR 345
Notary Public

EXHIBIT002100
8

Mikael 'Dawn' Teply 30(b)(6)
January 18, 2016

T3 Enterprises v.
Safeguard Business Systems
Page2

Page4

1
2

an individual; JAMIE MCCORMICK,
an individual; MICHAEL DUNLAP, an )

1
2

3

individual; IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, )
INC., an Idaho corporation; JAMES )

3

4
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8
9
10
11
12
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I N D E X
TESTIMONY OF 30(b) (6) DEPOSITION OF T3

PAGE
ENTERPRISES, INC., TESTIMONY OF MIKAEL "DAWN"

TEPLY
Examination by Mr. Schossberger

DUNN, an individual; JDHRS, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability

)
)

5

company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; FORM
SYSTEMS INC., dba DOCUSOURCE
PRINT MANAGEMENT, an Oregon
corporation; DELUXE CORPORATION,

)
)
)
)
)

7

10
11

DESCRIPTION
1 - Copy of Articles of Incorporation of T3
Enterprises, Inc., TT 00007489-7490

a Minnesota corporation; and DOES )
1-10,

12
13

2 - Copy of Distributor Agreement Between
Safeguard Business Systems and T3

14
15
16

Enterprises, TT 00000620-659
3 - Copy of Agreement between Thurston
97
Enterprises and Safeguard, August 1, 2006,

8

6

E X H I B I T S

8
9

Defendants.

15
16

PAGE
16
17

17
18

17
18

4 - Copy of Letter to All Distributors from

19
20

19
20

21
22
23

21

Hal A. Rose, 09/02/1999, Re: Revised Version
of Deceptive Business Practices Policy,
TT 00003467-3470
5 - Copy of Safeguard SafeNET New Bank
259
Policy, 12/03/2001, TT 00003732-3733

22

23
24
25

24
25

TT 00001205-1218
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THE VIDEO 30(b) (6) DEPOSITION OF T3

1

Page5

ENTERPRISES, INC., TESTIMONY OF MIKAEL "DAWN" TEPLY was
taken on behalf of the Defendants, at the offices of
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, 877 Main Street,
Suite 1000, Boise, Idaho, commencing at 9:05 a.m., on
January 18, 2016, before Colleen P. Zeimantz, Certified
Shorthand Reporter and Notary Public within and for the

2
3
4
5
6

8

State of Idaho, in the above-entitled matter.

8

APPEARANCES:
For the Plaintiffs:
MULCAHY LLP
BY MR. JAMES M. MULCAHY
4 Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com

16
17
18
19
20

For the Defendants:
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
BY MR. STEVEN F. SCHOSSBERGER
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
Post Office Box 1617

21
22
23
24
25

Boise, Idaho 83701-1617
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
THE VIDEOGRAPHER:
PATRICK RODEN
ALSO PRESENT: Michael Dunlap, Tressa McLaughlin, Jamie
McCormick, Roger Thurston, Michael Teply

:\lin-H-Scripl®

7

E X H I B I T S (Continued)
DESCRIPTION
6 - Copy of Exhibit "D" Personal Continuing
Guarantee to Thurston Enterprises,
07/28/2006, TT 00003326-3327
7 -Copy of Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.,
Open Territory Policy, 02/28/1998,

PAGE
262

262

12
13

TT 00006401-6403
263
8 - Copy of Safeguard Account Protection and
BAM, Effective June 15, 2011, TT 00003728-730
9 - Copy of Safeguard by Teply & Associates,
266
Balance Sheet, as of December 31, 2012,

14
15
16

TT 00007491
10 - Copy of Safeguard by Teply & Associates
267
Profit & Loss, January through December 2012,

17
18

TT 00007783-7785
11 - Copy of Email to T3 Enterprises from

19

22

Distributor Accounting, Subject: Distributor
1099 Totals, 01/25/2013, DEFS 0150604-606
12 - Copy of Email to Dawn Teply from Michael
267
Dunlap, 05/08/2013, TT 00006348

23
24

13 - Copy of Email to Dawn Teply from Michael
268
Dunlap, Subject: Re: New Idea, 05/31/2013,

9
10
11

12
13
14
15

I N D E X

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
9
10
11

258

20
21

25

267

TT 00000569-70
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1

I ND E X

2

E X H I B I T S (Continued)

3

DESCRIPTION

4

14 - Copy of Email to Dawn Teply from Michael

PAGE

Dunlap, Subject: Re:
TT 00007200-7202

5

6

7

270

New Idea, 06/05/2013,
271

Dawn Teply, Subject: Re: New Idea,
06/11/2013, TT 00000566-568

9

10

2
3

4
5

6

15 - Copy of Email to Michael Dunlap from

8

1

200 - Copy of Client List, 2 pages

7

8
103

11

9
10

24

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25

25

REQUESTED QUESTIONS MARKED

12
13

***

QUESTION NO. 1:

14
15
16

***
***

MARKED PAGE 76, LINE 6 (and)
PAGE 76, LINE 17

QUESTION NO. 2: MARKED PAGE 80, LINE 2
QUESTION NO. 3: MARKED PAGE 197, LINE 12

17
18
19
20
21
22

23

09:05:49-09:07:11
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3
4
5
6
7
8

9

10
11

12
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14
15
16
17
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21
22
23

24
25

Min-U-Srript:R)

MR. SCHOSSBERGER: No.
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Could you please swear the
witness?
MIKAEL "DAWN" TEPLY,
first duly sworn to tell the truth relating to said
cause, testified as follows:
EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS BY MR. SCHOSSBERGER:
Q. Please state your full name for the record.
A. Mikael Dawn Teply.
Q. Ms. Teply, have you ever had your deposition
taken before?
A. No, I haven't.
Q. All right. What I would like to do is go over
certain deposition guidelines. Everything that is being
said here today is being videotaped, and it's also being
recorded by the court reporter. And so it's very
important that you do your best to allow me to finish my
question before you start to answer. Okay?
A. Okay.
Q. And I'll do my best to allow you to finish
your answer before I start the next question. Okay?
A. Okay.
Q. It's very important that you answer audibly,
yeses, nos, full sentences, not nods ofthe head, or

Page 7 09:08:04-09:09:09

THE VIDEOGRAPHER: We are on the record. This
is the 30(b)(6) deposition ofT3 Enterprises,
Incorporated, the testimony of Dawn Teply. In the
matter ofT3 Enterprises, et al, versus Safeguard
Business Systems, et al, in Ada County, Idaho, Case No.
CV-OC-1416400.
The deposition is being taken on behalf of the
defendants. Today's date is January 18th, 2016. And
the time is, approximately, 9:07. We are at the offices
ofHawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, 877 Main Street,
Suite 1000, Boise, Idaho 83701-1617.
This deposition is being reported and
videotaped by M&M Court Reporting Service, US Bank
Plaza, 101 South Capitol Boulevard, Suite 503, Boise,
Idaho 83702. The court reporter is Colleen Zeimantz,
and Patrick Roden is the videographer.
Will counsel please identify themselves.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Steven Schossberger with
the law firm Hawley Troxell on behalf of the defendants.
MR. MULCAHY: My name is Jim Mulcahy, and I
represent the plaintiffs.
Is Mr. Reeder going to be attending?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: No.
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Okay. Are there any
stipulations?
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Page9

uh-huhs, or un-huhs. Okay?
A. Uh-huh, yes.
Q. So just what you did is going to be an
example. And as we start going on throughout the day,
you may get tired. You may just not answer yeses, or
nos. I'll do my best to try to remind you ofthat.
A. Okay. Yes, I understand.
Q. If at any time you need to take a break,
please let me know. We'll be going --I'll try to take
a break after about an hour-and-a-half. We'll have a
morning break. We'll also take a lunch break at noon
for an hour. We'll take some afternoon breaks. But if
you, for any other reason, need to take a break, just
let me know, and we'll do that. But what I do ask is
that if I have a question pending, that you answer the
question before we take the break; agreed?
A. Yes.
Q. If there is any reason that you do not
understand my question, I'd ask that you tell me. I'll
rephrase the question. The purpose of these questions
is to try and capture your testimony, your personal
knowledge. And it's not any type of a test, or to try
and trick you up. So again, if you feel that you don't
quite understand a question, let me know. And we'll do
our best so that we're on the same page. Okay?
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T3 Enterprises v.
Safeguard Business Systems
16:08:01-16:09:26

Mikaei'Dawn' Teply 30(b)(6)
January 18, 2016
Page 242 16:10:31-16:11:28

yet.
Q. Okay. Yet? When do you recall the frrst time
that you spoke with Roger Thurston about also being
4 represented by Mr. Mulcahy to sue Safeguard?
5
A. I don't remember for sure.
6
Q. Was it after the complaint was filed in this
7 action, in August of 2014?
8
A. No.
9
Q. Do you recall that the first complaint filed
10 in this action in August of2014 only listed T3
11 Enterprises as a plaintiff; correct?
12
A. Yes.
13
Q. Have you ever spoken with Fred or Linda Flatt
14 ofNew Mexico?
15
A. Yes.
16
Q. About what?
17
A. I can't remember everything that we discussed.
18
Q. What did you discuss?
19
A. They wished me --they wished me luck with my
2 o business. They said they were disheartened to what had
21 happened with them trying to sell their business to
22 Mr. Thurston. They were hoping that that would work
2 3 out, and it didn't.
24
Q. Did you first contact Fred and Linda Flatt?
25
A. I can't remember if they called me, or ifi
1
2
3

16:09:28-16:10:28
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MR. MULCAHY: I object to the question on the
ground that it is neither relevant, nor reasonably
3 calculated to lead to the discovery of relevant
4 information.
5
As you know, Mr. Schossberger, it is the
6 subject of an objection in response to a document
7 production request that you served on us. And I know
8 you have been dealing with another lawyer in my frrm on
9 that issue.
10
And I suggest to you, that you need not answer
11 the question.
12
Q. (BY MR. SCHOSSBERGER) Are you going to answer
13 the question?
14
A. My agreement with Mr. Mulcahy is a client
15 privileged agreement.
16
Q. Well, it's actually not. The price terms, the
17 parties to the agreement are not privileged. Are you
18 going to answer the question or not?
19
What is the payment arrangement term with
2 o Mr. Mulcahy; hourly or contingency? It goes to the
21 attorney/client representation, who, in fact, is a
22 client whether or not there are any conflicts.
23
MR. MULCAHY: I object.
24
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: That's the relevance of the
25 request.
1

2

Page 243 16:11:28-16:12:24

called them.
Q. Did you email them?
A. No.
Q. Why were you having any contact with Fred or
Linda Flatt?
A. Because they had considered filing a ,
complaint, as well.
Q. How do you know that?
A. Because they said so.
Q. Toyou?
A. Yes.
Q. Was Roger Thurston on the phone, or involved
in those conversations?
A. He was not on the -- no.
Q. Were you and Roger Thurston together talking
with the Flatts about all three of you being represented
by Mr. Mulcahy's law firm?
A. No.
Q. Do you recall being copied on any emails with
Roger Thurston, Mr. Mulcahy, and the Flatts about
representation?
A. I can't remember. I'd have to go back and
look.
Q. Does T3 have a contingency fee agreement with
Mr. Mulcahy?
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MR. MULCAHY: I object to the question on the
same ground.
And offer the same suggestion.
THE WITNESS: Okay.
Q. (BY MR. SCHOSSBERGER) To date, has the USDA
paid for your attorney fees in this action?
A. They have paid some fees.
Q. How much?
A. I don't know a total.
Q. How do you know that they've paid some fees on
there, though?
A. Because I was told that.
Q. By whom?
A. Mr. Mulcahy.
Q. I don't want to go into any conversations
you've had with your lawyer. To date, has T3 had to pay
Mr. Mulcahy for any attorney fees?
MR. MULCAHY: I object to the question on the
same ground.
And I suggest that you need not answer it.
THE WITNESS: Okay.
Q. (BY MR. SCHOSSBERGER) The USDA is not a
plaintiff in this present lawsuit in Idaho; correct?
A. Correct.
Q. Why then did the USDA pay for your attorney

M & M Court Reporting Service
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Page246 16:15:14-16:16:22

fees, some attorney fees that you've phrased it, in this
action to date?
A. I'm a member of a -- I pay annual dues for
membership with this group, because they actually talk
with Safeguard, and try to negotiate issues that arise
between distributors and Safeguard. So this is in the
best interest for the entire distributor network, since
there are multiple distributors that this is affecting.
Q. Do you know whether the USDA will continue to
pay for T3 or Thurston Enterprises' attorney fees in
this action?
A. I don't know.
Q. Do you know who from the USDA made the
decision to -- for the USDA to pay for T3 or Thurston
Enterprises' attorney fees in this action?
A. I don't.
Q. I believe, did you mention earlier, that Pat
Nemec-- is that his name? He's-A. That what?
Q. He's a member of the USDA Board?
A. He is a member.
Q. Have you spoken with Pat Nemec about the
subject?
A. Once or twice, when I was requesting the phone
number for Mr. Mulcahy.

16:13:50-16:15:13
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Mikael 'Dawn' Teply 30(b)(6)
January 18, 2016

Q. And why is it that-- you are married to
Mr. Teply; correct?
A. Yes.
Q. Why is he not a 50 percent owner of the
company?
A. Because I was going to be managing and
operating the business. And Mr. Dunlap and Mr. Skipper,
actually, advised us of those percentages when we signed
our contract.
Q. Is Mr. Teply employed by T3?
A. No.
Q. Other than being a 49 percent holder ofthe
shares, does he have any other involvement with the
business at all?
A. No, he-- I run everything, basically, and he
has another job.
Q. What are the names ofT3's current employees?
A. Jamie Sanchez and Sara Cooksey.
Q. Cooksey?
A. Yep.
Q. How do you spell that?
A. C-o-o-k-s-e-y.
Q. What does Jamie Sanchez do?
A. Customer service, order entry, add-on sales.
Q. What about Sara Cooksey?

Page247 16:16:33-16:17:57

Q. And what did you request with Pat Nemec?
A. I told him the trouble that we were having,
and told him that I felt like we needed to seek some
legal counsel, and I asked him for two attorneys' names
and phone numbers.
Q. Have you spoken with anyone from the
USDA-- from the USDA Board specifically, requesting
that the USDA cover the plaintiffs attorneys' fees in
this action?
A. No.
Q. What is Mike Teply's involvement in the
business, T3 Enterprises?
A. He is a part owner. And his title is
secretary/treasurer only for purposes if something were
to happen to me, that he could then continue, either
managing the business, or sell it.
Q. Is T3 Enterprises, Inc. an Idaho corporation?
A. Yes.
Q. Does Mr. Teply hold 50 percent of the stock of
the corporation?
A. No.
Q. What percentage of stock does Mr. Teply own?
A. 49.
Q. You hold 51 percent?
A. Correct.
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Page 249

A. Customer relations for Jamie, as well. Sorry.
Q. Who handles the sales for T3? Is that you?
A. Describe what you mean by "handles the sales."
Q. Who is the sales rep? Is that you?
A. I'm the sales manager. The girls who work for
me, are also -- have the capacity to add on sales to
customers, as well.
Q. Who reps the sales for T3?
A. We all do.
Q. To your knowledge does Jamie Sanchez or Sara
Cooksey have any knowledge that is material to T3's
claims in the arbitration, or this lawsuit?
A. They know that we are currently in a dispute,
in a lawsuit. They don't know the details. They know
there is conflict with current customer crossover,
because I have made them aware of how to handle issues
as they arise if we receive a phone call, or something
from a customer.
Q. So to your knowledge, neither Jamie Sanchez,
or Sara Cooksey hold any material information that they
could testify to in support of your claims; is that
right?
A. Only that they know that there is customer
controversy, and that there has been sales that have
been made by the defendants to our current customers.
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1
2

CERTIFICATE OF WI1NESS
I, MIKAEL "DAWN" TEPLY, being first duly sworn,'
3
depose and say:
4
That I am the witness named in the foregoing
5
deposition, Volume I, consisting of pages 1 through 273;
6
that I have read said deposition and know the contents
7
thereof; that the questions contained therein were
propounded to me; and that the answers contained therein 8
9
are true and correct, except for any changes that I may
10
have listed on the Change Sheet attached hereto:
11
DATED this _ _ day of _ _ _ _ _
_ J_ __

MIKAEL "DAWN" TEPLY

of

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this __ day
20
.

19

REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE
I, COLLEEN P. ZEIMANTZ, CSR No. 345, Certified

Shorthand Reporter, certify:
That the foregoing proceedings were taken
before me at the time and place therein set forth, at
which time the witness was put under oath by me;
That the testimony and all objections made were
recorded stenographically by me and transcribed by me or

under my direction;
That the foregoing is a true and correct record
of all testimony given, to the best of my ability;

12
I further certify that I am not a relative or
13 employee of any attorney or.party, nor am I financially
14 interested in the action.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I set my hand and seal this
15
26th
day
of January, 2016.
16
17
18
19

NAME OF NOTARY PUBLIC

20
21

20
21

NOTARY PUBLIC FOR _ _ _ _ _ __
RESIDING AT _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES------

22

23
24
25

22

23
24
25

COLLEEN P. ZEIMANTZ, CSR 345
Notary Public
P.O. Box 2636
Boise, Idaho 83701-2636
My commission expires September 7, 2017.
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Patricia M. Olsson, ISB No. 3055
C. Clayton Gill, ISB No. 4973
MOFFATT THOMAS
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10111 Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 345-2000
Facsimile: (208) 385-5384
Email: PMO@moffatt.com
CCG@moffatt.com
James M. Mulcahy (Ca. SBN 213547)- admitted pro hac vice

imulcahy@mulcahyllp. com
Kevin A. Adams (Ca. SBN 239171)- admitted pro hac vice

kadams@mulcahyllp. com
MULCAHYLLP
Four Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Telephone: (949) 252-9377
Facsimile: (949) 252-0090
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 .ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiffs,

SAF:~UARD

BUSINESS SYSTEMS,

l

Case No. CV-OC-1416400

l
ll

PLAINTIFF THURSTON ENTERPRISES,
INC.'S AMENDED FIRST REQUEST FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS TO
DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS
SYSTEMS, INC. AND SAFEGUARD
ACQUISITIONS, INC.

INC., a Delaware corporation;
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a
Delaware corporation; TRESSA
MCLAUGHLIN, an individual; JAMIE
MCCORMICK, an individual; MICHAEL ))
DUNLAP, an individual; IDAHO
~
BUSINESS FORMS, INC., an Idaho
corporation; JAMES DUNN, an individual;)
JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
)
company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited )

PLAINTIFF THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.'S AMENDED FIRST REQUEST FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS TO DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.
AND SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.

EXHIBIT002106
C

liability company; and DOES 1-10,
Defendants.

l

PROPOUNDING PARTY:

PlaintiffThurston Enterprises, Inc.

RESPONDING PARTY:

Defendants Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. and Safeguard
Acquisitions, Inc.

SET NUMBER:

ONE

Pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure ("IRCP") Rule 34(a), Plaintiff Thurston
Enterprises, Inc. ("Thurston") hereby requests that Defendants Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
and Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. (collectively "Safeguard") produce documents and things
responsive to the following requests at the offices of Mulcahy LLP, 4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230, Irvine,
California 92614, within thirty (30) days of service of these requests.

DEFINITIONS
1.

"Safeguard," "You," and/or "Your," mean Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. and

Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. and Safeguard Franchise Systems, Inc. and Safeguard Holding Corp.,
and Forms Systems, Inc., dba DocuSource Print Management and Deluxe Corporation, all
predecessors, successors, predecessors-in-interest, successors-in interest, subsidiaries, divisions,
parents and/or affiliates, past or present, any companies that have a controlling interest in
Safeguard, and any current or former employee, officer, director, principal, agent, consultant,
representative, or attorney thereof, including the Safeguard Named Individuals, or anyone acting
on their behalf, including Dunlap.
2.

"Answer" means "Defendants Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. and Safeguard

Acquisitions, Inc. Answer to Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial" for Case No. CVOC-1416400 filed on October 21,2014.
3.

"Amended Complaint" means "Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial"

for Case No. CV-OC-1416400 filed on September 16,2014.
4.

"Thurston" means Roger Thurston and Thurston Enterprises, Inc.
-2-

PLAINTIFF THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.'S AMENDED FIRST REQUEST FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS TO DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.
AND SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.
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5.

"SBS" means Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., and its current and former parents,

subsidiaries, affiliates, predecessors, successors, employees, managers, officers, directors, partners,
agents, representatives, attorneys, or anyone acting or purporting to act on its behalf or under its
control.
6.

"SBS Distributor" means any distributor that has entered into a distributor

agreement with SBS.
7.

"SFS" means Safeguard Franchise Systems, Inc., and its current and former parents,

subsidiaries, affiliates, predecessors, successors, employees, managers, officers, directors, partners,
agents, representatives, attorneys, or anyone acting or purporting to act on its behalf or under its
control.
8.

"SFS Distributor" means any distributor that has entered into a distributor

agreement with SFS.
9.

"SAl" means Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc., and its current and former parents,

subsidiaries, affiliates, predecessors, successors, employees, managers, officers, directors, partners,
agents, representatives, attorneys, or anyone acting or purporting to act on its behalf or under its
control.
10.

"Dunlap" means Michael Dunlap and his current and former agents,

representatives, attorneys, or anyone acting or purporting to act on his behalf or under his control.
11.

"Deluxe" means Deluxe Corporation and its current and former parents,

subsidiaries, affiliates, predecessors, successors, employees, managers, officers, directors, partners,
agents, representatives, attorneys, or anyone acting or purporting to act on its behalf or under its
control.
12.

"Safeguard Named Individuals" means the following Persons: Suzanne Savoie;

Dunlap; Shafina Hussain; Donald Averitt; R. Scott Sutton; DeWayne Ivy; Deno Scoular; Michelle
Popelka; Terry Peterson; Kellye Santos; Kevin Skipper; Susan Lederach; Barbara Alspach; Bea
Edwards (Sampson); Betsy McBride; Kyle Yates; Rose Maisano; Ruth Lohr; Sharon Spear; Amy
Tiller-Shumway; J.J. Sorrenti; Fritz Wuenzel; Sherry Birk; Tracey Barton; Cassie Clark; Phil

-3PLAINTIFF THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.'S AMENDED FIRST REQUEST FOR
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Odella; Bob Kirlin; Billie Jo Fogard; and Peter Goepfrich.
13.

"DocuSource" means Forms Systems, Inc., dba DocuSource Print Management and

its current and former parents, subsidiaries, affiliates, predecessors, successors, employees,
managers, officers, directors, partners, agents, representatives, attorneys, or anyone acting or
purporting to act on its behalf or under its control.
14.

"IBF" means Idaho Business Forms, Inc., and its current and former parents,

subsidiaries, affiliates, predecessors, successors, employees, managers, officers, directors, partners,
agents, representatives, attorneys, or anyone acting or purporting to act on its behalf or under its
control.
15.

"Dunn" means James Dunn and his current and former agents, representatives,

attorneys, or anyone acting or purporting to act on his behalf or under his control.
16.

"JDHRS" means JDHRS, LLC, and its current and former parents, subsidiaries,

affiliates, predecessors, successors, employees, managers, members, officers, directors, partners,
agents, representatives, attorneys, or anyone acting or purporting to act on its behalf or under its
control.
17.

"Dunn Defendants" means Dunn, JDHRS and IBF.

18.

"KMMR" means KMMR, LLC, and its current and former parents, subsidiaries,

affiliates, predecessors, successors, employees, managers, members, officers, directors, partners,
agents, representatives, attorneys, or anyone acting or purporting to act on its behalf or under its
control.
19.

"McLaughlin" means Tressa McLaughlin and her current and former agents,

representatives, attorneys, or anyone acting or purporting to act on her behalf or under her control.
20.

"McCormick" means Jamie McCormick and her current and former agents,

representatives, attorneys, or anyone acting or purporting to act on her behalf or under her control.
21.

"McLaughlin Defendants" means McLaughlin, McCormick, IBF/Safeguard, and

KMMR, including the McLaughlin Named Individuals.
22.

"McLaughlin Named Individuals" means the following Persons: Allan Cain;
-4-
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Brooke Allsup; Chad Wolf; Chris Wolf; Elaine Brazle; Falesha Baltierra; McCormick; Jeff Brown;
Julie Cotton; Lisa Church; Margo Parks; Matthew Elmore; Melissa Shively; Noreen Rannus; Ron
Young; Steve Rohm; Tracy Lay; McLaughlin; and Eric Gomez.
23.

"IBF a Safeguard Company," "IBF/Safeguard" or "IBF, A Safeguard Business

Systems Partner" means the Person or Entity for whom McLaughlin is representing as
"President/CEO" and "President and COO," as reflected in McLaughlin's business cm:d and
McLaughlin's "Dear Customer" letter announcement expressing "excite[ment] about our new
relationship with Safeguard." (See, Exhibits 12 and 16, Paragraph 83 of the Amended Complaint
and Your Answer thereto).
24.

"Flatts" means Fred and Linda Flatt and their current and former employees,

managers, partners, agents, representatives, attorneys, or anyone acting or purporting to act on
their behalf or under their control.
25.

"WVI" means Wilder Venture, Inc. and its current and former employees,

managers, partners, agents, representatives, attorneys, or anyone acting or purporting to act on its
behalf or under its control.
26.

"WVI Distributor Agreement" means Exhibit 31 to the Amended Complaint.

27.

"WVI's Assignment Rights" means the contractual rights granted to WVI by SBS,

pursuant to Paragraph 11 of the WVI Distributor Agreement.
28.

"Fiatt/Thurston Transaction" means the agreement between WVI and Thurston

Enterprises, pursuant to which the Flatts and WVI agreed to sell and assign all of their rights under
WVI's Distributor Agreement to Thurston Enterprises.
29.

"Den Bleyker/Flatt Transaction" means the agreement between WVI and Michael

Den Bleyker or any entity owned by him ("Den Bleyker"), pursuant to which the Flatts and WVI
agreed to sell and assign their rights under WVI's Distributor Agreement to Den Bleyker.
30.

"Thurston's Distributor Agreement" means Exhibit 3 to the Amended Complaint.

31.

"Thurston's Protected Customers" means all customers for whom Thurston has

"Account Protection Rights" under Section 3 and Attachment B of Thurston's Distributor
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Agreement.
32.

"Thurston's Common Customers" means all of Thurston's Protected Customers to

whom the Dunn Defendants or the McLaughlin Defendants or IBF/Safeguard or Safeguard or IBF
or DocuSow-ce also have offered or sold Business Products and Services at any time after January
1, 2010.
33.

"Software" means all forms of code including, but not limited to source code, object

code, firmware, compiled code, byte code, interpreted code, any form of code stored in any storage
medium (for example, ROM or Flash RAM chips) on any product, or code transmitted to products.
Software further includes files written in any programming language, including but limited to, "C",
"C++", assembler, VHDL, Verilog, digital signal processor ("DSP") programming language,
"make" files, "include" files, script files, link files, and other human-readable text files used in the
generation and/or building of software directly executed on a microprocessor, microcontroller,
and/orDSP.
34.

"SBS Information Systems" means any accounting and customer management

Software and computer system utilized by Safeguard, including the CMS 6.5, the CMS SafeNET,
CMS.net, e-Quantum, Demand Bridge, and any other Software System used by. Safeguard or
DocuSource and IBF prior to, or after, their acquisition by Safeguard; and, the AS/400 and the
OMS Systems.
35.

"Business Products and Services" means checks; 3-0n-A-Page products, financial

One-Write products; Safe Trak products; business stationary; laser products; FasTRAK products;
continuous checks and forms; business service products; printed forms, including offset printing,
full or multiple color printing, deposit tickets, billing forms, work orders, job proposals, purchase
orders, invoices, personnel forms, computer forms compatible with accounting software, deposit
tickets and check registers; accessories, including envelopes, office supplies, stamps and labels,
retail packaging supplies, checkbook covers and stamps; marketing solutions, including web
design, hosting and other web services, search engine optimization; marketing services, including
email, mobile, social media and other self-service marketing solutions, digital printing services,
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logo design, promotional products, postcards, brochures, apparel, greeting cards and business
cards; other services, including fraud protection, security services, health care enrollment
solutions, marketing solutions and other services offerings, brand awareness and positioning
initiatives; payroll and human resources services, including paperless I-9 management, compliance
posters, W2 and I 099 processing, payroll checks, envelopes, pressure seal systems, statement
processing, online payments, lockbox services and remote deposit.
36.

"Deluxe Products" means Business Products and Services manufactured or supplied

by Deluxe, including financial One-Write products (PL-01); Safe Trak products (PL-02);
envelopes (PL-04); business stationary (PL-05); laser products (PL-07); FasTRAK products (PL10); continuous checks and forms (PL-11); 3-0n-A-Page products (PL-33); and business service
products (PL-73).
37.

"Customer Order and Sales Data" means all software and other sales data, by

customer, from January 1, 2010 to the present, including the following information for each item
sold: (a) customer name; (b) customer address; (c) customer phone number; (d) customer number;
(e) other or additional customer numbers assigned to the same customer; (f) product number; (g)
product description; (h) order number; (i) order date; G) product code; (k) product description; (1)
order detail; (m) order quantity; (n) Sourced Fee; (o) "BODP" Fee; (p) other fees relating to
processing and collection of retail orders; (q) inventory charges; (r) Safeguard special pricing
quotes; (s) quote numbers; (t) requests for quotes from customer; (u) customer purchase orders; (v)
order number; (w) tax code; (x) invoice date; (y) invoice terms; (z) product name and description;
(aa) product quantity; (bb) product cost; (cc) product pricing; (dd) product discount pricing; (ee)
Safeguard special pricing; (ff) rebates or other preferred supplier payments; (gg) shipping and
handling; (hh) prepayments; (ii) sales tax; Gj) suggested retail price; (kk) invoice date; (11) invoice
terms; (mm) customer invoice price; (nn) vendor/supplier name; (oo) vendor/supplier invoice
number; (pp) vendor/supplier invoice amount charged; (qq) vendor/supplier freight amount
charged;(rr) customer payments; (ss) telephone logs and recordings; and (tt) GoldMine/ACT
Contact Management data.
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38.

"Financial Information" means general ledgers, distribution inventory, accounts

receivable, accounts payable, employee payroll and other independent contractor or subcontractor
payments or other form of compensation or remuneration, including W-2 and 1099 reports, and
customer order entry information; and monthly and annual cash flow statements, profit and loss
statements, balance sheets, journals, audits, and financial projections and forecasts.
39.

"Relevant Geographic Market" means the states ofldaho, Washington, Oregon,

Nevada, Utah, Wyoming and/or Montana.
40.

"Document" is defined to be synonymous in meaning and equal in scope to the

usage of this term in IRCP Rule 34(a) including, without limitation, electronically stored
information. A draft or non-identical copy is a separate document within the meaning of this term.
41.

"Litigation" means the above-reference action, CV-OC-1416400 in the District

Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Ada.
42.

"Communication(s)" means the transmittal of information in the form offacts,

ideas, inquiries, and any exchange or transfer of information whether written, oral, electronic, or in
any form, including any electronic recordings or other wire taps.
43.

"Person" means any natural person, and current or former agents, representatives,

attorneys or anyone acting or purporting to act on his behalf or under his control.
44.

"Entity" or "Entities" means, including without limitation, corporation, company,

firm, partnership, joint venture, association, governmental body or agency, or persons other that a
natural person.
45.

"Third Party" or Third Parties" means all persons who are not parties to this

Litigation, as well as their officers, directors, employees, agents and attorneys.
46.

"Correspondence" means both written and oral communications. Correspondence

includes any communication, whether in the form of a letter, note, memorandum, electronic mail
or other communication, whether You are the originator, the recipient, or third-patty observer of
such correspondence.
47.

"Identify" with respect to a natural Person means You are to provide such Person's
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full name, employer, last known address, and last known phone number.
48.

"Identify" with respect to an Entity means You are to provide the entity's full name,

state of incorporation or creation of entity, address of its principal place of business, its current and
former parents, subsidiaries, affiliates, predecessors, successors, employees, managers, members,
officers, directors, employees, partners, agents, representatives, accountants, attorneys, anyone
acting or purporting to act on its behalf, and the full name of the Person most knowledgeable of the
entity's involvement.
49.

"And" and "or" shall be understood as either conjunctive or disjunctive, whichever

is more inclusive in content. The term "any" or "each" should be understood to include and
encompass "all."
50.

"Relating to" means, in whole or in prut, constituting, containing, comprising,

referring to, embodying, connected to, reflecting, describing, analyzing, showing, evidencing,
discussing, identifying, illustrating, stating, regarding, supporting, refuting, rebutting, responding
to, commenting on, evaluating, about, in respect of, mentioning, dealing with, or in any way
pertaining to, either explicitly or implicitly.
51.

The use of a verb in ru1y tense shall be construed as including the use of the verb in

all other tenses.
52.

The singular form of any word shall be deemed to include the plural. The plural

form of any word shall be deemed to include the singular.
53.

"Including" shall be construed to mean "including, without limitation" or

"including, but not limited to."

INSTRUCTIONS
1.

Each document is to be produced with all non-identical drafts thereof in their

entirety, without abbreviation or redaction, and as maintained in the ordinary course of business.
If a document responsive to any request cannot be produced in full, it shall be produced to the
extent possible with an explanation stating why production of the remainder is not possible.
2.

If any part of a document is responsive to any of the following requests, the entire

document should be produced.
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3.

If You object to the scope or breadth of any of these requests for documents, You

should identjfy, to the extent possible, those documents that You will produce notwithstanding
Your objection.
4.

These requests are deemed to be continuing in character, so as to require YOU to

supplement Your responses in accordance with IRCP Rule 26(e) within a reasonable time if You
obtain or become aware of any further information responsive to these requests for documents.
5.

If You withhold any document or thing from discovery on the basis of attorney-

client privilege, work product protection, or other ground of privilege or immunity, then, for each
document withheld, You shall describe in accordance with IRCP Rule 26(b)(S)(A) the nature of
the information in a manner that will enable Thurston to assess the applicability of the claimed
privilege or immunity, including a statement of the claim of privilege and all facts relied upon in
support of that claim as required by IRCP Rule 26(b)(S)(A).
6.

Unless otherwise indicated in a particular request, these requests seek all responsive

documents during the time period January 1, 2010 to the present.
7.

Definitions or usages of words or phrases in these requests are not intended to be,

and shall not be, construed as admissions as to the meaning of words or phrases at issue in the
litigation, and shall have no binding effect on Thurston in this or in any other proceeding.
8.

Except as otherwise indicated, electronically stored infonnation shall be produced

as either: (1) searchable PDF format or (2) electronic TIFF images with associated OCR data or
extracted text files; and, as may be appropriate, with load files in Relativity, Concordance, !Pro,
and Summation formats.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION
REQUEST N0.1:

All documents relating to Your document retention or destruction guidelines, policies,
protocols or practices, including any notice that Safeguard's policies must be suspended and that
documents must be preserved pending the completion of this litigation.
REQUEST NO.2:

Documents sufficient to identify Safeguard, including all organizational charts and other
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documents relating to Safeguard's corporate structure and reporting relationships within
Safeguard's parents, subsidiaries, divisions and departments.

REQUEST NO.3:
Documents sufficient to identify Thurston's Protected Customers and Thurston's
Common Customers.

REQUEST NO. 4:
All documents, communications and correspondence by or between any Person or Entity,
including You, the Dunn Defendants, the McLaughlin Defendants or any other third-party,
relating to Thurston, his Protected Customers and Common Customers or any of the retail
customers that Thurston has offered to sell, serviced, or sold Business Products and Services.

REQUEST NO.5:
All documents relating to all offers to sell, or sales of, Business Products and Services to
Thurston's Common Customers and Thurston's Protected Customers, including Bledsoe
Construction, A&G Irrigation, and Cascade School District, by any Person or Entity, including
Thurston, the Dunn Defendants, the McLaughlin Defendants, and DocuSource, and including all
Financial Information and Customer Order and Sales Data.

REQUEST NO. 6:
All documents relating to Safeguard's purchase or other acquisition ofDocuSource or its
tangible or intangible assets, including its "due diligence" file, all financial terms and conditions,
in-house and outside valuations or other studies, financial data and cash flow projections, fair
value estimate or assessment of customer relationships and customer lists, impairment analyses,
or other qualitative analyses prepared by Safeguard or any third-party for reporting purposes or
otherwise.

REQUEST NO. 7:
All documents relating to Safeguard's purchase or other acquisition ofiBF or its tangible
or intangible assets, including its "due diligence" file, all financial tetms and conditions, in-house
and outside valuations or other studies, financial data and cash flow projections, fair value
estimate or assessment of customer relationships and customer lists, impairment analyses, or other
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qualitative analyses prepared by Safeguard or any third-party for reporting purposes or otherwise.
REQUEST NO. 8:

All documents relating to communications by or between all Safeguard current or former
employees, officers, directors, agents, consultants, and representatives, and/or any other person or
entity, including the McLaughlin Defendants and the Dunn Defendants relating to Safeguard's
purchase or other acquisition of IBF or its tangible and intangible assets.
REQUEST NO. 9:

All documents relating to Safeguard's accounting and customer relationship Software,
including the SBS Information Systems, and the e-Quantum and Demand Bridge accounting and
customer relationship Software acquired by Safeguard from DocuSource and IBF, including data
files reflecting its Customer Order and Sales Data and Financial Information, the integrated order
entry, distribution inventory, accounts receivable, accounts payable, general ledger, QUANTUM
NET E-Commerce Module, Q-SEND Electronic Communications Module, Crystal Reports
Writer, GoldMine/ACT Contact Management, and Pensoft, Goldmine, Crystal Reports, S.P.
Richards, and United Stationers interfaces.
REQUEST NO. 10:

All documents relating to Safeguard's efforts and activities relating to the integration of
IBF's e-Quantum Software and DocuSource's Demand Bridge Software with Safeguard's SBS
Information Systems or other accounting and customer relationship Software.
REQUEST NO. 11:

All documents, including agreements or understandings, relating to vendor and customer
relationships of the Dunn Defendants, the McLaughlin Defendants and DocuSource, including all
vendor and customer files.
REQUEST NO. 12:

All documents relating to Safeguard's guidelines, policies, protocols and practices relating
to any "account protection" and "account review process" in connection with Safeguard's
purchase or acquisition of distributors and other Persons or Entities pursuant to the BAM
Program.
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REQUEST NO. 13:

All documents relating to any "account protection" and "account review process" and
"scrub" reports that were- or have been at any time- conducted or prepared in connection with
Safeguard's purchase or acquisition oflBF and DocuSource and their tangible and intangible
assets.
REQUEST NO. 14:

All documents relating to any advertising plans, business plans, estimates, revenue
forecasts, marketing plans or efforts, promotional programs or strategies relating to the offer to
sell, or sales of, Business Products and Services in the Relevant Geographic Market.
REQUEST NO. 15:

All documents constituting or otherwise reflecting each and every version of the
Safeguard's "Business Acquisitions and Mergers Program under which non-Safeguard
distributor businesses are acquired," as stated in Your Answer to Paragraph 9 of the Amended
Complaint. (Referred to as the "BAM Program").
REQUEST NO. 16:

All documents and other information, including all Customer Information and Sales Data,
contained within the SBS Information Systems or other accounting and customer relationship
Software systems relating to Thurston, the Dunn Defendants, the McLaughlin Defendants, and
DocuSource.
REQUEST N0.17:

All documents relating to Thurston's Distributor Agreement, including but not limited to
all attachments, addendums, amendments, supplements, and guarantees.
REQUEST NO. 18:

All documents, communications and correspondence relating to any agreement or
understanding of any kind, whether oral or written, between or among Safeguard, the
McLaughlin Defendants, or the Dunn Defendants.
REQUEST NO. 19:

All documents relating to any communication, meeting or contact by or between any
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Safeguard current or former employee, officer, director, agent, consultant or representative,
and/or the Dunn Defendants and/or the McLaughlin Defendants relating to Thurston, the Dunn
Defendants or the McLaughlin Defendants.

REQUEST NO. 20:
All documents relating to any communication, meeting or contact by or between any
Safeguard current or former employee, officer, director, agent, consultant or representative,
relating to the Flatts.

REQUEST NO. 21:
All documents relating to any communication, meeting or contact between You and any
third party, including actual or potential vendors, retail customers, industry or trade participants,
and other persons, relating to Thurston, the Dunn Defendants or the McLaughlin Defendants. ,

REQUEST NO. 22:
All documents relating to any communication, meeting or contact between You and any
third party, including actual or potential vendors, retail customers, industry or trade participants,
and other persons relating to the promotion, marketing, offer or sale of Business Products and
Services within the Relevant Geographic Market.

REQUEST NO. 23:
All documents relating to Safeguard's or the McLaughlin Defendants' announcement or
other publication of Safeguard's purchase ofiBF or its tangible and intangible assets, including
announcements, speeches, press releases and internet communications of any kind.

REQUEST NO. 24:
All documents, communications and co.rrespondence relating to any potential or actual
indemnification of either or both the McLaughlin Defendants and the Dunn Defendants by
Safeguard for any potential claims, demands, damages or lawsuits asserted by any Person,
including the claims asserted by Thurston or Teply in this litigation.

REQUEST NO. 25:
Documents sufficient to identify all product names, descriptions and product code
definitions for each of the Business Products and Services, including the Deluxe Products.
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REQUEST NO. 26:
All documents, communications and correspondence by or between You and the
McLaughlin Defendants or the Dunn Defendants relating to wholesale product discounts or other
product pricing relating to the purchase or sale of Business Products and Services, including the
Deluxe Products.

REQUEST NO. 27:
For the period January 1, 2009 to the present, documents sufficient to identify all of
Deluxe's wholesale, retail and other price lists relating to the sale of the Deluxe Products to its
customers through each of its sales channels, including its wholly owned subsidiaries (e.g., SBS,
SAI, SFS, SFSI, Delforms, DFS, NEBS), wholesale distributors, retail dealers, small business
customers, and direct sales to retail customers.

REQUEST NO. 28:
All documents relating to the Financial Information and Customer Order and Sales Data
relating to sales of the Deluxe Products to SBS.

REQUEST NO. 29:
All documents relating to Deluxe's Financial Information and Customer Order and Sales
Data relating to sales of the Deluxe Products to: (a) the McLaughlin Defendants; (b) SBS for
resale to the McLaughlin Defendants; or (c) SBS for resale to retail customers pursuant to retail
orders obtained by the McLaughlin Defendants.

REQUEST NO. 30:
All documents relating to SBS's Financial Information and Customer Order and Sales
Data relating to its sales of Business Products and Services, including the Deluxe Products, to:
(a) the McLaughlin Defendants; or (b) retail customers pursuant to retail orders obtained by the
McLaughlin Defendants.

REQUEST NO. 31:
All documents relating to the McLaughlin Defendants' Financial Information and
Customer Order and Sales Data relating to sales of Business Products and Services, including the
Deluxe Products by: (a) SBS or Deluxe to retail customers pursuant to retail customer orders
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obtained by the McLaughlin Defendants; or (b) the McLaughlin Defendants to retail customers.

REQUEST NO. 32:
All documents relating to Deluxe's Financial Information and Customer Order and Sales
Data relating to sales of the Deluxe Products to: (a) the Dunn Defendants; (b) SBS for resale to
the Dunn Defendants; or (c) SBS for resale to retail customers pursuant to retail customer orders
obtained by the Dunn Defendants.

REQUEST NO. 33:
All documents relating to SBS's Financial Information and Customer Order and Sales
Data relating to its sales of Business Products and Services, including the Deluxe Products, to:
(a) the Dunn Defendants; or (b) to retail customers pursuant to retail orders obtained by the Dunn
Defendants.

REQUEST NO. 34:
All documents relating to the Dunn Defendants' Financial Information and Customer
Order and Sales Data relating to sales of Business Products and Services, including the Deluxe
Products, by: SBS or Deluxe to retail customers pursuant to retail customer orders obtained by
the Dunn Defendants; or, (b) the Dunn Defendants to retail customers.

REQUEST NO. 35:
All documents relating to SBS's Financial Information and Customer Order and Sales
Data relating to sales of Business Products and Services, including the Deluxe Products, by SBS
to retail customers pursuant to retail customer orders obtained by the SBS Distributors within the
Relevant Geographic Market, including Thurston and Teply.

REQUEST NO. 36:
All documents relating to Deluxe's Financial Information and Customer Order and Sales
Data relating to sales of the Deluxe Products to: (a) SBS for resale to DocuSource; or (b) SBS for
resale to retail customers pursuant to retail orders obtained by DocuSource.

REQUEST NO. 37:
All documents relating to SBS's Financial Information and Customer Order and Sales
Data relating to sales of Business Products and Services, including the Deluxe Products, to: (a)
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DocuSource; or (b) retail customers pursuant to retail orders obtained by DocuSource.

REQUEST NO. 38:
All documents relating to DocuSource's Financial Information and Customer Order and
Sales Data relating to sales of Business Products and Services, including the Deluxe Products,
by: SBS or Deluxe to retail customers pursuant to retail customer orders obtained by
DocuSource; or (b) DocuSource to retail customers.

REQUEST NO. 39:
Documents relating to the Financial Information and Customer Order and Sales Data for
Safeguard's sales of Business Products and Services, including the Deluxe Products, in the
Relevant Geographic Market for the period January 1, 209 to August 27,2013.
I

REQUEST NO. 40:,
All documents relating to Safeguard's marketing, promotion, sale or offer for sale of each
of the Business Products and Services on any website, including current and previous versions,
owned or controlled by Safeguard, including: http://www.goibf.com;
http://www.twitter.com/goiBF; http://www.faccbook.com/goibf;
http://www.goibf.espwebsite.com; http://www.linkedin.com/company/ibf 2; and
http://www.gosafeguard.com.

REQUEST NO. 41:
A sample of any promotional, marketing or advertising material that refers or relates to
Safeguard, the Dunn Defendants or the McLaughlin Defendants, including business cards,
stationery, announcements, trade show draping and other materials, pictures and photographs
depicting truck and other signage and other items, brochures, magazine and newspaper
advertisements, internet advertisements, television commercial campaigns, press releases,
interviews and responses, and in-store banners and displays.

REQUEST NO. 42:
All documents, communications and correspondence relating to "Tressa McLaughlin
(Franchisee)" or "Franchise ID: 0403-00" or Consultant No. 0403-00 through No. 0403-ZZ or
Customer No. 4BG300, or tmclaughlin@gosafeguard.com (See Safeguard's Answer to Paragraph
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84 of the Amended Complaint).

REQUEST NO. 43:
All documents, communications and correspondence relating to consulting activities of
any kind by the Dunn Defendants for the benefit of Safeguard, the McLaughlin Defendants or any
other person from June I, 2013 to the present.

REQUEST NO. 44:
All documents, communications and correspondence relating to the McLaughlin
Defendants' and the Dunn Defendants' continued solicitation and servicing of, sales to, or
development of relationships between, IBF's historical customers and Safeguard, the McLaughlin
Defendants or the Dunn Defendants.

REQUEST NO. 45:
All documents relating to the membership or participation of Safeguard, the McLaughlin
Defendants or the Dunn Defendants in the "Print Services Distribution Association" ("PSDA"),
including the PSDA's distributor benchmarking survey and comprehensive report, all completed
survey results and financial and operational data, and other data that relates to Safeguard, the
McLaughlin Defendants or the Dunn Defendants.

REQUEST NO. 46:
All documents relating to commissions, wages, independent contractor compensation,
I 099s, W-2s, or other payment or other form of compensation or remuneration paid by Safeguard
to the McLaughlin Defendants or the Dunn Defendants.

REQUEST NO. 47:
All guidelines, policies, protocols, practices, procedures or other Documents relating to
the "Safeguard Distributor Transfer" process, formerly known as Safeguard's "Buy-Sell" process,
including approval and consent requirements, for the period January I, 2007 to the present.

REQUEST NO. 48:
All Documc;:nts relating to communications between You and/or any other Person,
including the Flatts, Thurston, Rick Stallings, Michael Den Bleyker and other third-parties,
relating to the Fiatt/Thurston Transaction, the Den Bleyker/Flatt Transaction, WVI's Assignment
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Rights, or the possible sale or transfer of WVI' s rights under WVI' s Distributor Agreement.

REQUEST NO. 49:
All guidelines, policies, protocols, practices, procedures minutes, memoranda, notes or
other documents relating to any discussions, contacts, or meetings, including the "Action Review
Committee" meetings, relating to WVI's Assignment Rights, the Flattlfhurston Transaction and
the Den Bleyker/Flatt Transaction.

REQUEST NO. 50:
All Documents relating to Your decision to withhold consent and approval of the
Fiatt/Thurston Transaction, including all guidelines, policies, protocols, practices or procedures
that require that the putative transferor or transferee sign a "General Release" form prepared by
Safeguard and Deluxe relating to SBS Distributor and SFS Distributor transfers or buy-sell
transactions from January 1, 2007 to the present.

DATED: February 27, 2015

MOFFATT THOMAS

By:

t

hru&iu UMh

C. Clayto Gill, ISB No.4 73
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
T3 Enterprises, Inc. and
Thurston Enterprises, Inc.

DATED: February 27,2015

~

MULCAHYLLP

B).:
es M. Mulcahy - ro hac vice
K'evin A. Adams - p o hac vice
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
T3 Enterprises, Inc. and
Thurston Enterprises, Inc.
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Patricia M. Olsson, ISB No. 3055
C. Clayton Gill, ISB No. 4973
MOFFAIT THOMAS
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 101h Floor
P.O.Box829
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 345-2000
Facsimile: (208) 385-5384
Email: PMO@moffatt.com
CCG@moffatt.com
James M. Mulcahy (Ca. SBN 213547)- admitted pro hac vice
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp. com
Kevin A. Adams (Ca. SBN 239171)- admitted pro hac vice
kadams@mulcahyllp. com
MULCAHYLLP
Four Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Telephone: (949) 252-9377
Facsimile: (949) 252-0090
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiffs,

v.

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
PLAINTIFF THURSTON ENTERPRISES,
INC.'S FIRST REQUEST FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS TO
DEFENDANT DELUXE CORPORATION

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
INC., a Delaware corporation;
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a
Delaware corporation; TRESSA
MCLAUGHLIN, an individual; JAMIE
MCCORMICK, an individual; MICHAEL
DUNLAP, an individual; IDAHO
BUSINESS FORMS, INC. an Idaho
corporation; JAMES DUNN, an individual;
JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited
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liability company; FORM SYSTEMS INC.l
dba DOCUSOURCE PRINT
MANAGEMENT, an Oregon corpor~tion;
DELUXE CORPORATION, a Minnesota
corporation; and DOES 1-10,
Defendants.
PROPOUNDING PARTY:

PlaintiffThurston Enterprises, Inc.

RESPONDING PARTY:

Defendant Deluxe Corporation

SET NUMBER:

ONE

Pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure ("IRCP") Rule 34(a), PlaintiffThurston
Enterprises, Inc. ("Thurston") hereby requests that Defendant Deluxe Corporation produce
documents and things responsive to the following requests at the offices of Mulcahy LLP, 4 Park
Plaza, Ste. 1230, Irvine, California 92614, within thhty (30) days of service oftheserequests.

DEFINITIONS

1.

"Deluxe," "You," and/or "Your," means Deluxe Corporation and its current and

former parents, subsidiaries, affiliates, predecessors, successors, employees, managers, officers,
directors, partner~, agents, representatives, attorneys, or anyone acting or purporting to act on its
behalf or under its control.
2.

"SBS" means Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., and its current and former

parents, subsidiaries, affiliates, predecessors, successors, employees, managers, officers,
directors, partners, agents, representatives, attorneys, or anyone acting or purporting to act on its
behalf or under its control.
3.

"SAl" means Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc., and its current and former parents,

subsidiaries, affiliates, predecessors, successors, employees, managers, officers, directors,
partners, agents, representatives, attorneys, or anyone acting or purporting to act on its behalf or
under its control.
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4.

"Answer" means "Defendants Deluxe Corporation's Answer to Second Amended

Complaint" for Case No. CV-OC-1416400 filed on December 10,2015.
5.

"Second Amended Complaint" means "Second Amended Complaint and Demand

for Jury Trial" for Case No. CV-OC-1416400 filed on August26, 2015.
6.

"Thurston" means Roger Thurston and Thurston Enterprises, Inc.

7.

"SBS Distributor" means any distributor that has entered into a distributor

agreement with SBS.
8.

"Dunlap" means Michael Dunlap and his current and former agents,

representatives, attorneys, or anyone acting or purporting to act on his behalf or under his
control.
9.

"SFS" means Safeguard Franchise Systems, Inc., and its current and former

parents, subsidiaries, affiliates, predecessors, successors, employees, managers, officers,
directors, partners, agents, representatives, attorneys, or anyone acting or purporting to act on its
behalf or under its control.
10.

"SFS Distributor" means any distributor that has entered into a distributor

agreement with SFS.
11.

"Deluxe Executives" means the following persons: Lee Schram, Terry Peterson,

Michael Mathews, Malcolm McRoberts, John Filby, Tracey Engelhardt, Tony Scarfone, Julie
Loosbrock, Pete Godich, Jeffrey Bata, Susan Steen, Brian Nordling and Amanda Brinkman.
12.

"Safeguard Named Individuals" means the following Persons: Suzanne Savoie;

Dunlap; Shafina Hussain; Donald Averitt; R. Scott Sutton; DeWayne Ivy; Deno Scoular;
Michelle Popelka; Terry Peterson; Kellye Santos; Kevin Skipper; Susan Lederach; Barbara
Alspach; Bea Edwards (Sampson); Betsy McBride; Kyle Yates; Rose Maisano; Ruth Lohr;
Sharon Spear; Amy Tiller-Shumway; J.J. Sorrenti; Fritz Wuenzel; Sherry Birk; Tracey Barton;
Cassie Clark; Phil Odella; Bob Kirlin; Billie Jo Fogard; and Peter Goepfrich.
13.

"DocuSource" means DocuSource Print Management, Inc. and its current and

former parents, subsidiaries, affiliates, predecessors, successors, employees, managers, officers,
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directors, partners, agents, representatives, attorneys, or anyone acting or purporting to act on its
behalf or under its control.
14.

"Valli Information Systems" means Valli Information Systems, Inc. and its

cunent and former parents, subsidiaries, affiliates, predecessors, successors, employees,
managers, officers, directors, partners, agents, representatives, attorneys, or anyone acting or
pmporting to act on its behalf or under its control.
15.

"IBF" means Idaho Business Forms, Inc., and its CUfi'ent and former parents,

subsidiaries, affiliates, predecessors, successors, employees, managers, officers, directors,
partners, agents, representatives, attorneys, or anyone acting or purporting to act on its behalf or
under its control.
16.

"Dunn" means James Dunn and his cunent and former agents, representatives,

attorneys, or anyone acting or purporting to act on his behalf or under his control.
17.

"JDHRS" means JDHRS, LLC, and its current and former parents, subsidiaries,

affiliates, predecessors, successors, employees, managers, members, officers, directors, partners,
agents, representatives, attorneys, or anyone acting or purporting to act on its behalf or under its
control.
18.

"Dunn Defendants" means Dunn and JDHRS.

19.

"KMMR" means KMMR, LLC, and its current and former parents, subsidiaries,

affiliates, predecessors, successors, employees, managers, members, officers, directors, partners,
agents, representatives, attorneys, or anyone acting or purporting to act on its behalf or under its
control.
20.

"McLaughlin" means Tressa McLaughlin and her current and former agents,

representatives, attorneys, or anyone acting or purporting to act on her behalf or under her
control.
21.

"McCormick" means Jamie McCormick and her current and former agents,

representatives, attorneys, or anyone acting or purporting to act on her behalf or under her
control.
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22.

"McLaughlin Defendants" means McLaughlin, McConnick and KMMR.

23.

"McLaughlin Named Individuals" means the following Persons: Allan Cain;

Brooke Allsup; Chad Wolf; Chris Wolf; Elaine Brazle; Falesha Baltierra; McCormick; Jeff
Brown; Julie Cotton; Lisa Church; Margo Parks; Matthew Elmore; Melissa Shively; Noreen
Rannus; Ron Young; Steve Rohm; Tracy Lay; McLaughlin; and Eric Gomez.
24.

"IBF a Safeguard Company," "IBF/Safeguard" or "IBF, A Safeguard Business

Systems Partner" means the Person or Entity for whom McLaughlin is representing as
"President/CEO" and "President and COO," as reflected in McLaughlin's business card and
McLaughlin's "Dear Customer" letter announcement expressing "excite[ment] about our new
relationship with Safeguard." (See, Exhibits 12 and 16, Paragraph 83 ofthe Amended Complaint
and Your Answer thereto).
25.

"Flatts" means Fred and Linda Flatt and their current and fonner employees,

managers, partners, agents, representatives, attorneys, or anyone acting or purporting to act on
their behalf or under their control.
26.

"WVI" means Wilder Venture, Inc. and its current and fonner employees,

managers, partners, agents, representatives, attorneys, or anyone acting or purporting to act on its
behalf or under its control.
27.

"WVI Distributor Agreement" means Exhibit 31 to the Amended Complaint.

28.

"WVI's Assignment Rights" means the contractual rights granted to WVI by

SBS, pursuant to Paragraph 11 of the WVI Distributor Agreement.
29.

"Fiatt/Thurston Transaction" means the agreement between WVI and Thurston

Enterprises, pursuant to which the Flatts and WVI agreed to sell and assign all of their rights
under WVI's Distributor Agreement to Thurston Enterprises.
30.

"Den Bleyker/Flatt Transaction" means the agreement between WVI and Michael

Den Bleyker or any entity owned by him ("Den Bleyker"), pursuant to which the Platts and WVI
agreed to sell and assign their rights under WVI's Distributor Agreement to Den Bleyker.
31.

"Thurston's Distributor Agreement" means Exhibit 2 to the Second Amended
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Complaint.
32.

"Thurston's Protected Customers" means all customers for whom Thurston has

"Account Protection Rights" under Section 3 and Attachment B of Thurston's Distributor
Agreement.
33.

"Thurston's Common Customers" means all ofThurston's Protected Customers

to whom Dunn Defendants or the McLaughlin Defendants or IBF/Safeguard or Safeguard or IBF
or DocuSource also have offered or sold Business Products and Services at any time after
January 1, 2010.
34.

"Software" means all forms of code including, but not limited to source code,

object code, firmware, compiled code, byte code, interpreted code, any form of code stored in
any storage medium (for example, ROM or Flash RAM chips) on any product, or code
transmitted to products. Software further includes files written in any programming language,
including but limited to, "C", "C++", assembler, VHDL, Verilog, digital signal processor
("DSP") programming language, "make" files, "include" files, script files, link files, and other
human-readable text files used in the generation and/or building of software directly executed on
a microprocessor, microcontroller, and/or DSP.
35.

"SBS Information Systems" means any accounting and customer management

Software and computer system utilized by Safeguard, including the CMS 6.5, the. CMS
SafeNET, CMS.net, e-Quantum, Demand Bridge, and any other Software System used by
Safeguard or DocuSource and IBF prior to, or after, their acquisition by Safeguard; and, the
AS/400 and the OMS Systems.
36.

"Schob" means the SBS Distributor or distributors that have been assigned

Distributor Numbers within the following range: Dist. No. 4P9-00 through 4P9-ZZ.
37.

"Business Products and Services" means checks; 3-0n-A-Page products, fmancial

One-Write products; Safe Trak products; business stationary; laser products; FasTRAK. products;
continuous checks and forms; business service products; printed forms, including offset printing,
full or multiple color printing, deposit tickets, billing forms, work orders, job proposals, purchase
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orders, invoices, personnel forms, computer forms compatible with accounting software, deposit
tickets and check registers; accessories, including envelopes, office supplies, stamps and labels,
retail packaging supplies, checkbook covers and stamps; marketing solutions, including web
design, hosting and other web services, search engine optimization; marketing services,
including email, mobile, social media and other self~service marketing solutions, digital printing
services, logo design, promotional products, postcards, brochures, apparel, greeting cards and
business cards; other services, including fraud protection, security services, health care
enrollment solutions, marketing solutions and other services offerings, brand awareness and
positioning initiatives; payroll and human resources services, including paperless I-9
management, compliance posters, W2 and 1099 processing, payroll checks, envelopes, pressure
seal systems, statement processing, online payments, lockbox services and remote deposit.
38.

"Deluxe Products" means Business Products and Services manufactured or

supplied by Deluxe, including fmancial One-Write products (PL-01); Safe Trak products (PL02); envelopes (PL-04); business stationary (PL-05); laser products (PL-07); FasTRAK products
(PL-1 0); continuous checks and forms (PL-11 ); 3-0n-A~Page products (PL~33); and business
service products (PL-73).
39.

"Customer Order and Sales Data" means all software and other sales data, by

customer, from January 1, 2010 to the present, including the following information for each item
sold: (a) customer name; (b) customer address; (c) customer phone number; (d) customer
number; (e) other or additional customer numbers assigned to the same customer; (f) product
number; (g) product description; (h) order number; (i) order date; G) product code; (k) product
description; (I) order detail; (m) order quantity; (11) Sourced Fee; (o) "BODP" Fee; (p) other fees
relating to processing and collection of retail orders; (q) inventory charges; (r) Safeguard special
pricing quotes; (s) quote numbers; (t) requests for quotes from customer; (u) customer purchase
orders; (v) order number; (w) tax code; (x) invoice date; (y) invoice terms; (z) product name and
description; (aa) product quantity; (bb) product cost; (cc) product pricing; (dd) product discount
pricing; (ee) Safeguard special pricing; (ff) shipping and handling; (gg) prepayments; (hh) sales
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tax; (ii) suggested retail price; Gj) invoice date; (kk) invoice terms; (11) customer invoice price;
(mm) vendor/supplier name; (nn) vendor/supplier invoice number; (oo) vendor/supplier invoice
amount charged; (pp) vendor/supplier freight amount charged;(qq) customer payments; (rr)
telephone logs and recordings; and (ss) GoldMine/ACT Contact Management data.
40.

"Non-SBS Sourced Vendors" means all vendors or suppliers of Business Products

and Services other than SBS or Deluxe.
41.

"Financial Information" means general ledgers, distribution inventory, accounts

receivable, accounts payable, employee payroll and other independent contractor or
subcontractor payments or other form of compensation or remuneration, including W-2 and 1099
reports, and customer order entry information; and monthly and annual cash flow statements,
profit and loss statements, balance sheets, journals, audits, and fmancial projections and
forecasts.
42.

"Relevant Geographic Market" means the states ofldaho, Washington, Oregon,

Nevada, Utah, Wyoming and/or Montana.
43.

"Document" is defined to be synonymous in meaning and equal in scope to the

usage of this term in IRCP Rule 34(a) including, without limitation, electronically stored
information. A draft or non-identical copy is a separate document within the meaning of this
term.
44.

"Litigation" means the above-reference action, CV-OC-1416400 in the District

Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Ada.
45.

"Communication(s)" means the transmittal of information in the form of facts,

ideas, inquiries, and any exchange or transfer of information whether written, oral, electronic, or
in any form, including any electronic recordings or other wire taps.
46.

"Person" means any natural perSon, and current or former agents, representatives,

attorneys or anyone acting or purporting to act on his behalf or under his control.
47.

"Entity" or "Entities" means, including without limitation, corporation, company,

firm, partnership, joint venture, association, governmental body or agency, or persons other that
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a natural person.
48.

''Third Party" or Third Parties" means all persons who are not parties to this

Litigation, as well as their officers, directors, employees, agents and attorneys.
49.

"Correspondence'' means both written and oral communications. Correspondence

includes any communication, whether in the form of a letter, note, memorandum, electronic mail
or other communication, whether You are the originator, the recipient, or third-party observer of
such correspondence.
50.

"Identify" with respect to a natural Person means You are to provide such

Person's full name, employer, last known address, and last known phone number.
51.

"Identify" with respect to an Entity means You are to provide the entity's full

name, state of incorporation or creation of entity, address of its principal place of business, its
current and former parents, subsidiaries, affiliates, predecessors, successors, employees,
managers, members, officers, directors, employees, partners, agents, representatives,
accountants, attorneys, anyone acting or purporting to act on its behalf, and the full name of the
Person most knowledgeable of the entity's involvement.
52.

"And" and "or" shall be understood as either conjunctive or disjunctive,

whichever is more inclusive in content. The term "any" or "each" should be understood to
include and encompass "all."
53.

"Relating to" means, in whole or in part, constituting, containing, comprising,

referring to, embodying, connected to, reflecting, describing, analyzing, showing, evidencing,
discussing, identifying, illustrating, stating, regarding, supporting, refuting, rebutting, responding
to, commenting on, evaluating, about, in respect of, mentioning, dealing with, or in any way
pertaining to, either explicitly or implicitly.
54.

The use of a verb in any tense shall be construed as including the use of the verb

in all other tenses.
55.

The singular form of any word shall be deemed to include the plural. The plural

form of any word shall be deemed to include the singular.
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56.

"Including" shall be construed to mean "including, without limitation" or

"including, but not limited to."
INSTRUCTIONS
1.

Each document is to be produced with all non-identical drafts thereof in their

entirety, without abbreviation or redaction, and as maintained in the ordinary course of business.
If a document responsive to any request cannot be produced in full, it shall be produced to the

extent possible with an explanation stating why production of the remainder is not possible.
2.

If any part of a document is responsive to any of the following requests, the entire

document should be produced.
3.

If You object to the scope or breadth of any of these requests for documents, You

should identify, to the extent possible, those documents that You will produce notwithstanding
Your objection.
4.

These requests are deemed to be continuing in character, so as to require YOU to

supplement Your responses in accordance with IRCP Rule 26(e) within a reasonable time if You
obtain or become aware of any further information responsive to these requests for documents.
5.

If You withhold any document ot thing from discovery on the basis of attorney-

client privilege, work product protection, or other ground of privilege or immunity, then, for each
document withheld, You shall describe in accordance with IRCP Rule 26(b)(S)(A) the nature of
the information in a manner that will enable Thurston to assess the applicability of the claimed
privilege or immunity, including a statement of the claim of privilege and all facts relied upon in
support of that claim as required by IRCP Rule 26(b)(S)(A).
6.

Unless otherwise indicated in a pru.ticular request, these requests seek all

responsive documents during the time period January 1, 2012 to the present.
7.

Definitions or usages of words or phrases in these requests are not intended to be,

and shall' not be, constmed as admissions as to the meaning of words or phrases at issue in the
litigation, and shall have no binding effect on Thurston in this or in any other proceeding.
8.

Except as otherwise indicated, electronically stored information shall be produced

as either: (1) searchable PDF format or (2) electronic TIFF images with associated OCR data or
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and, as may be appropriate, with load files in Relativity, Concordance, IPro,

and Summation fmmats.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION
REQUEST NO. 1:

All documents relating to Your document retention or destruction guidelines, policies,
. protocols or practices.
REQUEST NO.2:

Documents sufficient to identify Deluxe, including all organizational charts and other
documents relating to Deluxe's corporate structure and reporting relationships within Deluxe's
parents, subsidiaries, divisions and departments.
REQUEST NO.3:

Documents sufficient to identify Deluxe's relationship with SAl, including all
organizational charts and other documents relating to SAl's role or position in Deluxe's
corporate structure and within Deluxe's parents, subsidiaries, divisions and departments.
REQUEST NO.4:

Documents sufficient to identify your office locations from 2012 to the present.
REQUEST NO. 5:

All documents relating to Deluxe's offers to sell, or sales of, Business Products and
Services to Thurston's Protected Customers, including all Financial Information and Customer
Order and Sales Data.
REQUEST NO. 6:

Documents sufficient to identify all Your employees, officers and directors involved in
the purchase or other acquisition offfiF or its tangible and intangible assets ..
REQUEST NO.7:

Documents sufficient to identify all Your employees, officers and directors purchase or
other acquisition of DocuSource or its t?Dgible or intangible assets.
REQUEST NO.8:

All documents relating to Deluxe's purchase or the acquisition ofDocuSource or its
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. tangible or intangible assets, including all financial terms and conditions, in-house and outside
valuations or other studies, financial data and cash flow projections or other. analyses prepared by
Safeguard or any third-party for reporting purposes or otherwise.
REQUEST NO.9:

All documents relating to Deluxe's purchase or the acquisition ofiBF or its tangible or
intangible assets, including all financial terms and conditions, in-house and outside valuations or
other studies, financial data and cash flow projections or other analyses prepared bY, Safeguard or
any third-party for reporting purposes or otherwise.
REQUEST NO. 10:

All Documents related to any financial analysis or valuation of the BAM Customer lists
from JanUlUy 1, 2012 to the present.
REQUEST NO. 11:

All Documents related to any analysis, financial or otherwise, ofiBF's and/or Dunn's W2 Processing Services product line.
REQUEST NO. 12:

All communications from or to Lee Shram relating to DocuSource.
REQUEST NO. 13:

All communications from or to Lee Shram relating to IBF.
REQUEST NO. 14:

All communications from or to Malcolm McRoberts relating to DocuSource.
REQUEST NO. 15:

All communications from or to Malcolm McRoberts relating to IBF.
REQUEST NO. 16:

All communications from or to J.J. Sorrenti relating to DocuSource.
REQUEST NO. 17:

All communications from or to J.J. Sorrenti relating to IBF.
REQUEST NO. 18:

All communications from or to Deluxe Executives or the Deluxe Board of Directors
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related to revenues or profits eamed or forecasted to be eamed from the operation ofiBF or its
tangible and intangible assets.
REQUEST NO. 19:

All communications from or to Deluxe Executives or the Deluxe Board of Directors
related to revenues or profits earned or forecasted to be eamed from the operation ofDocuSource
REQUEST NO. 20:

Any business plan, report, memorandum, powerpoint or similar document outlining or
regarding Deluxe's plans for Safeguard distributors insourcing products.
REQUEST NO. 21:

All communications from or to Deluxe Executives or the Deluxe Board of Directors
related to insourcing from the operation ofDocuSource or its tangible and intangible assets.
REQUEST NO. 22:

All communications from or to Deluxe Executives or the Deluxe Board of Directors
related to insourcing from the operation of IBF or its tangible and intangible assets.
REQUEST NO. 23:

All documents relating to any fair value estimate or assessment of insourcing in
connection with the IBF acquisition.
REQUEST NO. 24:

All documents relating to any fair value estimate or assessment ofinsourcing in
connection with the DocuSource acquisition.
REQUEST NO. 25:

Any business plan, report, memorandum, powerpoint or similar document outlining or
regarding Deluxe's plans for the BAM Program.
REQUEST NO. 26:

All communications from or to Lee Shram relating to insourcing.
REQUEST NO. 27:

All communications from or to Lee Shram relating to the BAM Program.
REQUEST NO. 28:

All communications from or to Lee Shram relating to the Business Acquisitions and
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Mergers Program.
REQUEST NO. 29:

All communications from or to Malcolm McRoberts relating to insourcing.
REQUEST NO. 30:

All communications from or to Malcolm McRoberts relating to BAM Program.
REQUEST NO. 31:

All communications from or to Malcolm McRoberts relating to Business Acquisitions
and Mergers Program.
REQUEST NO. 32:

All communications from or to J.J. Sorrenti relating to insourcing.
REQUEST NO. 33:

All communications from or to J.J. Sorrenti relating to BAM Program.
REQUEST NO. 34:

All communications from or to J.J. Sorrenti relating to Business Acquisitions and
Mergers Program.
REQUEST NO. 35:

Your board of director meeting minutes and resolutions from 201 0 to the present.
REQUEST NO. 36:

Your shareholder meeting minutes and resolutions from 2010 to the present.
REQUEST NO. 37:

All documents relating to communications between Deluxe and SAl relating to the
purchase or other acquisition ofiBF or its tangible and intangible assets.
REQUEST NO. 38:

All documents relating to communications between Deluxe and SAl relating to the
purchase or other acquisition ofDocuSource or its tangible and intangible assets.
REQUEST NO. 39:

All documents showing Deluxe's payment ofDocuSource expenses.
REQUEST NO. 40:

All documents showing Deluxe's payment offfiF expenses.
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REQUEST NO. 41:

All documents relating to any fair value estimate or assessment ofiBF's customer
relationships and customer lists.
REQUEST NO. 42:

All documents relating to any fair value estimate or assessment ofDocuSource's
customer relationships and customer lists.
REQUEST NO. 43:

All documents relating to the estimated future cash flows expected to be generated via the
acquisition ofiBF's customers and customer lists.
REQUEST NO. 44:

All documents relating to the estimated future cash flows expected to be generated via the
acquisition ofDocuSource's customers and customer lists.
REQUEST NO. 45:

All documents relating to any impairment analysis of the acquired IBF tangible and
intangible assets.
REQUEST NO. 46:

All documents relating to any impairment analysis of the acquired DocuSource tangible
and intangible assets.
REQUEST NO. 47:

All documents relating to any annual or other qualitative analyses or evaluations of the
IBF tangible and intangible assets, including economic factors, market conditions, cost factors
and financial performance results.
REQUEST NO. 48:

All documents relating to any annual or other qualitative analyses or evaluations of the
DocuSource tangible and intangible assets, including economic factors, market conditions, cost
factors and financial performance results.
REQUEST NO. 49:

All documents relating to Deluxe's "due diligence" file relating to its acquisition ofiBF
or its tangible and intangible assets.
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REQUEST NO. SO:

All documents relating to Deluxe's "due diligence" file relating to its acquisition of
DocuSource or its tangible and intangible assets.
REQUEST NO. 51:

Any business plan, report, memorandum, powerpoint or similar document outlining or
regarding Deluxe's plans for Safeguard distributors using preferred vendors.
REQUEST NO. 52:

All documents, including communications, from or to Deluxe Executives regarding the
use of preferred suppliers or vendors in connection with IBF.
REQUEST NO. 53:

All documents, including communications, from or to Deluxe Executives regarding the
use of preferred suppliers or vendors in connection with DocuSource.
REQUEST NO. 54:

All documents, including communications, from or to Deluxe Executives regarding
rebates in connection with IBF.
REQUEST NO. 55:

All documents, including communications, from or to Deluxe Executives regarding
rebates in connection with DocuSource.
REQUEST NO. 56:

All communications from or to Lee Shram relating to the use of Preferred Vendors or
Suppliers for SBS Distributors.
REQUEST NO. 57:

· All communications from or to Lee Shram relating to the Preferred Supplier Agreement
or Preferred Supplier Program.
REQUEST NO. 58:

All communications from or to Lee Shram relating to any "rebates" or other form of
compensation or remuneration made by Non-SBS Sourced Vendors.
REQUEST NO. 59:

All communications from or to Malcolm McRoberts relating to the use of Preferred
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Vendors or Suppliers for SBS Distributors.
REQUEST NO. 60:

All communications from or to Malcolm McRoberts relating to the Preferred Supplier
Agreement or Preferred Supplier Program.
REQUEST NO. 61:

All communications from or to Malcolm McRoberts relating to any "rebates" or other
form of compensation or remuneration made by Non-SBS Sourced Vendors.
REQUEST NO. 62:

All communications from or to J.J. Sorrenti relating to the use of Preferred Vendors or
Suppliers for SBS Distributors.
REQUEST NO. 63:

All communications from or to J.J. Sorrenti relating to the Preferred Supplier Agreement
or Preferred Supplier Program.
REQUEST NO. 64:

All communications from or to J.J. Sorrenti relating to any "rebates" or other form of
compensation or remuneration made by Non-SBS Sourced Vendors.
REQUEST NO. 65:

All documents, including communications, from or to Deluxe Executives regarding
"customer protection".
REQUEST NO. 66:

All documents, including communications, from or to Deluxe Executives regarding
"account protection".
REQUEST NO. 67:

All documents, including communications, from or to Deluxe Executives regarding the
requirement of a "general release" in connection with SBS Distributors.
REQUEST NO. 68:

All documents, including communications, from or to Deluxe Executives regarding
Deluxe's business strategy, forecast or outlook as to "SBS Distributors" from 2011 to present.
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REQUEST NO. 69:

All documents, including communications, related to profit margin or revenue
comparison between the SBS Distributors and/or Safeguard as compared to Deluxe's other
channels of distribution or subsidiaries.
REQUEST NO. 70:

All documents relating to Deluxe's "account protection" guidelines, policies, protocols
and practices.
REQUEST NO. 71:

All documents relating to Deluxe's guidelines, policies, protocols and practices relating
to its "account review process" in connection with the purchase or acquisition of distributors and
other Persons or Entities pursuant to.the BAM Program.
REQUEST NO. 72:

All documents relating to any "account review process" that was - or has been at any
time- conducted in connection with the purchase or acquisition of ffiF and its tangible and
intangible assets.
REQUEST NO. 73:

AU documents relating to "scrub" reports and lists addressing potential or .actual crossover customers or accounts in connection with the purchase or other acquisition of ffiF or its
tangible and intangible assets.
REQUEST NO. 74:

All documents relating to any "account review process" that was- or has been at any
time- conducted in connection with Safeguard's purchase or acquisition ofDocuSource and its
tangible and intangible assets.
REQUEST NO. 75:

All documents relating to "scrub" reports and lists addressing potential or actual crossover customers or accounts in connection with the purchase or other acquisition ofDocuSource
or its tangible and intangible assets.
REQUEST NO. 76:

Documents sufficient to identify all Persons involved in any "account review process"
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conducted at any time relating to the purchase or acquisition ofiBF or its tangible and intangible
assets.
REQUEST NO. 77:

Documents sufficient to identify all Persons involved in any "account review process"
conducted at any time relating to the purchase or acquisition ofDocuSource or its tangible and
intangible assets.
REQUEST NO. 78:

All Documents relating to Safeguard's and Deluxe's guidelines, policies, protocols,
practices or procedures regarding having SBS Distributors "trade" accounts fi:om January 1,
2007 to the present.
REQUEST NO. 79:

All docwnents related to any evaluation by Deluxe or Safeguard as to which customers
DocuSource was to keep, buy or trade (see Exhibit 15 to the Second Amended Complaint for
reference).
REQUEST NO. 80:

All Documents relating to Deluxe's guidelines, policies, protocols, practices or
procedures regarding marketing or soliciting SBS Distributors' customers from January 1, 2004
to the present.
REQUEST NO. 81:

All documents relating to the marketing or sale of the IBF tangible or intangible assets.
REQUEST NO. 82:

All documents relating to the marketing or sale of the DocuSource tangible or intangible
assets.
REQUEST NO. 83:

All agreements, whether oral or written, between Deluxe and IBF.
REQUEST NO. 84:

All agreements, whether oral or written, between Deluxe and Dunn.
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REQUEST NO. 85:

All agreements, whether oral or written, between Deluxe and JDHRS.
REQUEST NO. 86:

All agreements, whether oral or written, between Deluxe and DocuSource.
REQUEST NO. 87:

All agreements, whether oral or written, between Deluxe and McLaughlin.
REQUEST NO. 88:

All agreements, whether oral or written, between Deluxe and McCormick.
REQUEST NO. 89:

All agreements, whether oral or written, between Deluxe and KMMR.
REQUEST NO. 90:

All agreements, whether oral or written, between Deluxe and SAL
REQUEST NO. 91:

All documents, communications and correspondence between Deluxe and IDF relating to
w~olesale product discounts,

rebates or markdowns on Deluxe Products.

REQUEST NO. 92:

All documents, communications and correspondence between Deluxe and the
McLaughlin Defendants relating to wholesale product discounts, rebates or markdowns on
Deluxe Products.
REQUEST NO. 93:

All documents, communications and correspondence between Deluxe and KMMR
relating to wholesale product discounts, rebates or markdowns on Deluxe Products.
REQUEST NO. 94:

All documents, communications and correspondence between Deluxe and Inspired
Results relating to wholesale product discounts, rebates or markdowns on Deluxe Products.
REQUEST NO. 95:

All documents, communications and correspondence between Deluxe and the Dunn
Defendants relating to wholesale product discounts, rebates or markdowns on Deluxe Products.
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REQUEST NO. 96:

All documents, communications and correspondence between Safeguard and DocuSource
relating to wholesale product discounts, rebates or markdowns on Deluxe Products.
REQUEST NO. 97:

For the period January 1, 2009 to the present, documents sufficient to identifY all of
Deluxe's wholesale, retail and other price lists relating to the sale of the Deluxe Products to its
customers through each of its sales channels, including its wholly owned subsidiaries (e.g., SBS,
SAl, SFS, SFSI, Delforms, NEBS), wholesale distributors, retail dealers, small business
customers, financial institution clients, and qirect sales to retail customers
REQUEST NO. 98:

Documents sufficient to show the total amount of sales of the Deluxe Products pursuant
to retail customer orders obtained by KMMR, IBF, the Dunn Defendants and the McLaughlin
Defendants.
REQUEST NO. 99:

Documents sufficient to show the total amount of sales of the Deluxe Products pursuant
to retail customer orders obtained by DocuSource and Inspired Results.
REQUEST NO. 100:

Documents su:fflcient to show the total amount of sales of the Deluxe Products pursuant
to retail customer orders obtained by Thurston.
REQUEST NO. 101:

Documents sufficient to show the total amount of sales of the Deluxe Products pursuant
to retail customer orders obtained by Teply.
REQUEST NO. 102:

All documents relating to any "Safeguard Preferred Supplier Agreements" or other
related agreements between Safeguard and Wright.
REQUEST NO. 103:

All documents relating to any "Safeguard Preferred Supplier Agreements" or other
related agreements between Deluxe and Non-SBS Sourced Vendors.
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REQUEST NO. 104:

All documents showing the total amount of payment or other form of compensation or
remuneration made to Deluxe in connection with IBF, the Dunn Defendants, the McLaughlin
Defendants or KMMR's solicitation of retail customer orders, or retail customer orders obtained
for, the Deluxe Products.
REQUEST NO. 105:

All documents showing the total amount of payment or other form of compensation or
remuneration made to Deluxe in connection with DocuSource and Inspired Results' solicitation
of retail customer orders, or retail customer orders obtained for, the Deluxe Products.
REQUEST NO. 106:

All documents showing the total amount of payment or other form of compensation or
remuneration made to Deluxe in connection with Thurston's solicitation of retail customer
orders, or retail customer orders obtained for, the Deluxe Products.
REQUESTN0.107:

All documents showing the total amount of payment or other form of compensation or
remuneration made to Deluxe in connection with Teply's solicitation of retail customer orders, or
retail customer orders obtained for, the Deluxe Products.
REQUEST NO. 108:

Documents sufficient to identify all Deluxe Persons and Entities involved with the
marketing, promotion, offer for sale or sale of the Business Products and Services in the
Relevant Geographic Market from January 1, 2012 to the present.
REQUEST NO. 109:

All documents relating to "Sourced Fees" guidelines, policies, protocols and practices,
including all versions and related price schedules.
REQUEST NO. 110:

All documents, communications and correspondence relating to IBF's exemption from
the application of"Sourced Fees" guidelines, policies, protocols and practices, including all
versions and related price schedules.
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REQUEST NO. 111:

All documents, communications and correspondence relating to KMMR's exemption
from the application of"Sourced Fees" guidelines, policies, protocols and pmctices, including all
versions and related price schedules.
REQUEST NO. 112:

All documents, communications and correspondence relating to the McLaughlin
Defendants' exemption from the application of"Sourced Fees" guidelines, policies, protocols
and pmctices, including all versions and related price schedules.
REQUEST NO. 113:

All documents, communications and correspondence relating to the Dunn Defendants'
exemption from the application of"Sow·ced Fees" guidelines, policies, protocols and practices,
including all versions and related price schedules.
REQUEST NO. 114:

All documents, communications and correspondence relating to DocuSource's exemption
from the application of"Sourced Fees" guidelines, policies, protocols and practices, including all
versions and related price schedules.
REQUEST NO. 115:

All documents, communications and correspondence relating to Inspired Results'
exemption from the application of"Sourced Fees" guidelines, policies, protocols and practices,
including all versions and related price schedules.
REQUEST NO. 116:

All documents relating to "BODP Fees" guidelines, policies, protocols and pmctices,
including all versions and related price schedules.
REQUEST NO. 117:

All documents, including communications, from or to Deluxe Executives regarding
"BODP Fees".
REQUEST NO. 118:

All documents, communications and correspondence relating to IBF's exemption from
the application of"BODP Fees" guidelines, policies, protocols and practices, including all
~23 ~
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versions and related price schedules.
REQUEST NO. 119:

All documents, communications and correspondence relating_to KMRR's exemption
from the application of "BODP Fees" guidelines, policies, protocols and practices, including all
versions and related price schedules.
REQUEST NO. 120:

All documents, communications and correspondence relating to the McLaughlin
Defendants' exemption from the application of''BODP Fees" guidelines, policies, protocols and
practices, including all versions and related price schedules.
REQUEST NO. 121:

All documents, communications and correspondence relating to the Dunn Defendants'
exemption from the application of"BODP Fees" guidelines, policies, protocols and practices,
including all versions and related price schedules.
REQUEST NO. 122:

All documents, communications and correspondence relating to DocuSource's exemption
from the application of "BODP Fees" guidelines, policies, protocols and practices, including all
versions and related price schedules.
REQUEST NO. 123:

All documents, communications and correspondence relating to Inspired Results'
exemption from the application of"BODP Fees" guidelines, policies, protocols and practices,
including all versions and related price schedules.
REQUEST NO. 124:

All communications from or to Lee Shram relating to "Sourced Fees".
REQUEST NO. 125:

All communications from or to Lee Shram relating to "BODP Fees".
REQUEST NO. 126:

All communications from or to Malcolm McRobe1ts relating to "Sourced Fees".
REQUEST NO. 127:

All communications from or to Malcolm McRoberts relating to "BODP Fees".
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REQUEST NO. 128:

All communications from or to J.J. Sorrenti relating to "Sourced Fees".
REQU~ST NO.

129:

All communications from or to J.J. Son-enti relating to "BODP Fees".
REQUEST NO. 130:

AH documents relating to Deluxe or Safeguard's guidelines, policies, protocols, practices
and standards relating to Non-SBS Sourced Vendor approval criteria and other requirements in
connection with the qualification of the Non-SBS Sourced Vendors to supply Business Products
and Services to SBS's retail customers.
REQUEST NO. 131:

All documents relating to Deluxe or Safeguards guidelines, policies, protocols, practices
and standards relating to any review and approval procedures relating to the qualifications of
Non-SBS Sourced Vendors.
REQUEST NO. 132:

All documents relating to guidelines, policies, protocols and practices relating to the
product quality standards that a Non-SBS Sourced Vendor must meet or exceed for approval by
Deluxe or Safeguard.
REQUEST NO. 133:

All documents relating to guidelines, policies, protocols and practices, pursuant to which
the SBS Distributors are required to submit retail orders for the Deluxe Products rather than for
Business Products and Services supplied by Non-SBS Sourced Vendors.
REQUEST NO. 134:

All documents relating to guidelines, policies, protocols and practices, pursuant to which
the SBS Distributors are required to submit retail orders for Business Products and Services that
are supplied by SBS's "Preferred Suppliers" rather than other Non-SBS Sourced Vendors.
REQUEST NO. 135:

All documents relating to the NETSO or "Not Entitled to Say No" guidelines, policies,
protocols and practices.
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REQUEST NO. 136:

All Documents relating to communications between You and any other Person employed
by Safeguard, relating to WVI's Assignment Rights or the possible sale or transfer ofWVI's
rights under WVI's Distributor Agreement.
REQUEST NO. 137:

All Documents relating to communications between You and any other Person employed
by Safeguard, relating to the Flatt!fhurston Transaction.
REQUEST NO. 138:

All m~utes, memoranda, notes or other documents relating to any review by Deluxe
relating to WVI's Assignment Rights or the Fiatt/Thurston Transaction.
REQUEST NO. 139:

All Documents sufficient to identify the persons associated with Deluxe who reviewed or
discussed the Fiatt/Thurston Transaction.
REQUEST NO. 140:

All Documents including guidelines, policies, protocols or practices relating to any
requirement that Deluxe review and approve Safeguard distributor transfers or buy-sell
transactions, including the Flattfrhurston Transaction.
REQUEST NO. 141:

All Documents relating to the ·decision to withhold consent and approval of the
Flattfrhurston Transaction.
REQUEST NO. 142:

All Documents sufficient to identify all persons who participated in the decision to
withhold consent and approval of the Flattfrhurston Transaction.
REQUEST NO. 143:

All Documents relating to Safeguard's and Deluxe's policies and procedures that require
the signing of a "General Release" form prepared by Safeguard or Deluxe relating to Safeguard
distributor transfers or buy-sell transactions from January 1, 2007 to the present
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REQUEST NO. 144:

All Documents relating to Safeguard's and Deluxe's guidelines, policies, protocols,
practices or procedures that require the signing of a "General Release" form prepared by
Safeguard or Deluxe relating to SBS distributor transfers or buy-sell transactions from January 1,
2007 to the present.
REQUEST NO. 145:

All Documents relating to the valuations or other studies, fmancial data and cash flow
projections or other analyses relating to the fair value of SBS Distributorships in the United
States from January 1, 20 10 to the present.
REQUEST NO. 146:

All Documents related to any analysis, financial or otherwise, conducted by Deluxe as to
the Safeguard distribution channel from 2004 of the present.
REQUEST NO. 147:

All Documents relating to Safeguard's and Deluxe's guidelines, policies, protocols,
practices or procedures regarding buying SBS Distributors accounts from January 1, 2007 to the
present.
REQUEST NO. 148:

All Documents relating to Safeguard's and Deluxe's guidelines, policies, protocols,
practices or procedures regarding "Operation Backspin" or the buying of SBS Distributor
accounts.
REQUEST NO. 149:

All Documents, including communications, from or to Deluxe Executives regarding any
"resolution efforts" used to negate potential loss of sales from Cross-Over Customers.
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DATED: December

j1, 2015

MOFFArOMAS

~

By:

C. Clayton Gill, ISB No. 4973
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
T3 Enterprises, Inc. and
Thurston Enterprises, Inc.
DATED: December 23, 2015

MULCAHYLLP

By:~
Jame~ah;;r:hac

vice
Kevin A. Adams- pro hac vice
Douglas R. Luther- pro hac vice
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
T3 Enterprises, Inc. and .
Thurston Enterprises, Inc.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 28th day ofDecember, 2015, I caused to be served
a true copy of the foregoing PLAINTIFF THURSTON ENTERPRISES INC.'S FIRST
REQUEST FOR PRODUCfiON OF DOCUMENTS TO DEFENDANT DELUXE
CORPORATION by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:

5

Steven F. Schossberger
Dane Bollinger
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
Boise, ID 83701-1617
sschossberger@bawleytroxell.com
dbollinger@bawleytroxell.com
[Attorneys for Defendants]

6

7
8
9

Christopher S. Reeder
Wesley W. Lew
RobinsKaplan LLP
2049 Century Park East, Suite 3400
Los Angeles, CA 90067-3208
creeder@robinskaplan.com
wlew@robinskaplan.com

10
[ ]

VIA FACSIMILE

12

[X]

BY ELECTRONIC SERVICE

13

[ ]

BY MAIL

[ ]

BY CERTIFIED MAIL

[]

BY FEDERAL EXPRESS

[]

BY MESSENGER SERVICE

11

14
15

16
17
18
19

L

C. Clayton Gill

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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P.M.~

A.M.

FEB 10 2016

Patricia M. Olsson, ISB No. 3055
C. Clayton Gill, ISB No. 4973
MOFFATT THOMAS
101 S. Capitol Blvd., lOth Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83 702
Telephone: (208) 345-2000
Facsimile: (208) 385-5384
Email: PMO@moffatt.com
CCG@moffatt.com

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ALESIA BUTTS
DEPUTY

James M. Mulcahy (Ca. SBN 213547)- pro hac vice

;mulcahy@mulcahyllp. com
Kevin A. Adams (Ca. SBN 239171)- pro hac vice

kadams@mulcahyllp. com
MULCAHYLLP
Four Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Telephone: (949) 252-93 77
Facsimile: (949) 252-0090
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation
Plaintiffs,
~

)
) Case No. CV-OC-1416400
)
)
) REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
) CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS'
)
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS

~

)

)~)

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
INC., a Delaware corporation;
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a ~
Delaware corporation; TRESSA
MCLAUGHLIN, an individual; JAMIE
)
MCCORMICK, an individual; MICHAEL )
~
DUNLAP, an individual; IDAHO
BUSINESS FORMS, INC. an Idaho
)
corporation; JAMES DUNN, an individual;)
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ORIGINAL

;

.
JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; FORM SYSTEMS INC.
dba DOCUSOURCE PRINT
MANAGEMENT, an Oregon corporation;
DELUXE CORPORATION, a Minnesota
corporation; and DOES 1-10,
Defendants.

)
)

~

)
)

~
~
)

-------------------------I.

INTRODUCTION

Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises, Inc. ("T3 Enterprises") and Thurston Enterprises, Inc.
("Thurston") (collectively, "Plaintiffs") have been forced to bring another Motion before this
Court in order to get Defendants Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. ("SBS") and Safeguard
Acquisitions, Inc. ("SAl") (collectively, the "Safeguard Defendants"), Idaho Business Forms,
Inc., James Dunn and JDHRS, LLC (collectively, the "IBF Defendants"), Tressa McLaughlin,
Jamie McCormick, KMMR, LLC (collectively, the "KMMR Defendants"), Michael Dunlap
("Dunlap") and Deluxe Corporation to abide by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure or Evidence.
Defendants have flagrantly abused the attorney-client privilege and confidentiality
designations. As SBS's and Deluxe's Oppositions note, Defendants have now withdrawn their
privilege claims as to hundreds of documents; an implicit admission that the designation was
wrongly used and in bad faith. Unfortunately, it took Plaintiffs filing a Motion to Challenge
Defendants' Designations and Redactions and related Supplemental Brief for Defendants to
withdraw the hundreds of documents erroneously marked attorney-client privileged. It is
unfortunate that it takes the filing of a Motion before Defendants were willing to take this action.
There are, however, some remaining documents for which SBS and Deluxe are still claiming the
attorney-client and work product privilege. Plaintiffs respectfully request that the Court conduct
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an in-camera review of these documents to ascertain whether legal advice is being given or
solicited.
Plaintiffs also challenged SBS's production of documents pursuant to the Court's Order
requiring SBS to produce its parent company Deluxe's responsive documents. SBS, with the
assistance of Deluxe, produced a set of documents wherein 208 documents were unnecessarily
marked AEO and wherein many other documents were rendered indecipherable through "nonresponsive" redactions. Despite not being the producing party (which is SBS), Deluxe filed a.
separate and procedurally improper Opposition to the Motion. In its Opposition Deluxe spends
little time refuting that its AEO designations and "non-responsive" redactions were abusive,
unnecessary and not condoned by the vast majority of Courts. Instead, in conduct unbecoming
of the attorneys who wrote the Opposition, Deluxe accuses Plaintiffs' counsel of a litany of false
accusations. These false accusations will each be addressed in turn but Deluxe's counsel should
be admonished for lobbing such accusations without any basis in fact in an attempt to mislead
this Court.
There is no secret coca-cola formula, no patent, trade secret or similar competitive reason
for marking any document that has been produced by any Defendants as Attorney's Eyes Only
("AEO"). Defendants' withdrawal of the AEO designation as to many of the documents in
dispute is an implicit admission that Defendants wrongly used the AEO designation. As to the
remaining documents, Deluxe makes the conclusory argument that because it deems these
documents to contain "highly sensitive" financial information that they therefore should be AEO.
Such a conclusion does not necessarily follow. Defendants fail to demonstrate any likelihood of
harm from the documents being disclosed to Plaintiffs (as opposed to the general populace).
There is little basis for the documents being designated "confidential" let alone AEO.
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Fundamentally, there is no rationale that supports these documents being hidden from
Plaintiffs. Plaintiffs are Safeguard franchises. They are not competitors wherein the one side
risks damage to its competitive position from revealing information to the opposing party. There
is no risk of harm, let alone serious injury, from disclosing these documents to Plaintiffs. In
addition to the erroneous ABO designations, Deluxe has made frequent use of "non-responsive"
redactions. These redactions alter key evidence and prevent Plaintiffs from knowing the context
of the information they find or in some cases even understanding at all what a document
concerns. Defendants' use of the ABO and non-responsive redactions is not sanctioned by the
law. Plaintiffs respectfully request that the Court order that all "non-responsive" redactions and
AEO designations be removed.

II.

THE COURT SHOULD REVIEW THE REMAINING DOCUMENTS
MARKED ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGED TO ASCERTAIN
WHETHER THE PRIVILEGE WAS CORRECTLY APPLIED

In Plaintiffs' Motion, Plaintiffs Challenged the use of the attorney-client privilege
designation on documents which based on the privilege log provided or the redacted copy did not
appear to involve the facilitation or rendition of professional legal services under I.R.E. 502(b).
In the face of Plaintiffs' Motion, Defendants withdrew the privilege claim as to hundreds of
documents. Plaintiffs maintain this challenge as to the remaining documents marked privileged
by Defendants. Most of the remaining documents involve correspondence between Dunlap or
his fellow in-house counsel Kevin Skipper with Safeguard employees regarding account
protection.
Defendants argue that the remaining documents marked privileged include documents ,
concerning "the legal consequences and concerns of the acquisition of IBF and DocuSource, the
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legal consequences and concerns of customer sales; and the legal consequences of account
protection". (Opposition, p. 6.) The issue is whether in fact, Defendants' counsel Michael
Dunlap and Kevin Skipper are discussing "legal" consequences and providing legal services
under I.R.E. 502(b). Plaintiffs suspect they are not. Instead, the documents in question likely
regard Dunlap or Skipper providing business advice or factual findings as to cross-over sales and
commiSSIOns.
Dunlap has operated in a business role in at least three contexts: (1) the due diligence of
the IBF and DocuSource acquisitions; (2) monitoring cross-over customer sales and
commissions (including documents regarding customer scrubs); and (3) corresponding with
Plaintiffs and internally regarding whether there are cross-over customers (including documents
regarding account protection). He has been assisted in these roles by Skipper. Each of these
roles could have been completely handled by someone outside the legal department. They
typically were as Safeguard departments such as distributor accounting decide and resolve
account protection issues. Dunlap and Skipper's discussion of account protection or cross-over
customer sal~s is not privileged unless actual legal advice is being given.
Furthermore, in each of the above roles, Dunlap and Skipper primarily supervised the
collection of factual findings. Dunlap in particular also met with Plaintiffs individually and
discussed with them the cross-over customers. He would relay Plaintiffs' concerns to his
supervisors such as JJ Sorrenti. Merely relaying or summarizing factual findings are not
privileged communications under I.R.E. 502(b). See also In Re Human Tissue Products

Litigation, 255 F.R.D. 151, 161 (D. N.J. 2008) (noting that documents were not privileged due in
part to the fact that they did not contain any legal research or analysis).
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. .
Defendants' vast withdrawal of privilege claims casts doubt on every document they
marked privileged. Plaintiffs have specified particular documents which seem least likely to
concern the giving oflegal advice or analysis. If these documents do not concern legal advice_or
analysis, the privilege designation and corresponding redactions should be removed from these
documents and where the documents have been withheld, they should be produced.

III.

DEFENDANTS' AEO DESIGNATIONS AND NON-RESPONSIVE
REDACTIONS MUST BE WITHDRAWN

Defendants, under the guidance of Deluxe counsel, have obstructed discovery through the
use of AEO designations and non-responsive redactions. The evidence that has been hidden
constitutes the very same documents responsive to Plaintiffs' February 2015 discovery. The
Court ordered these documents produced at the August 7, 2015 hearing. (Declaration of Douglas
R.

Luther,~

3.) Defendants received an extension till November 13, 2015 to produce these

documents. This additional time was supposed to have been used to collect the documents.
Instead, Deluxe's counsel used this time to mark as AEO the documents that most strongly
showed its liability in this case and altered key evidence by covering up words, paragraphs and
columns with "non-responsive" redactions. Deluxe had no legal grounds for committing these
actions. These actions were not taken to protect financially sensitive information but instead to
try to restrict Plaintiffs' ability to establish its case against Deluxe. Thus, one year after
Plaintiffs requested these documents they have been deprived of their right to discovery.
Deluxe's Opposition presents a half-hearted argument in favor of the AEO designations
and "non-responsive" redactions, instead focusing on fabricated accusations. Deluxe's argument
in favor of the "non-responsive" redactions consists of citing to a few isolated Federal Court
cases outside of the mainstream holdings in this area oflaw. Defendants' cited cases are not
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persuasive. Fundamentally it comes down to this. What is the harm in removing these
redactions? There is none. What is their purpose if not to obstruct Plaintiffs' ability to
understand the context of responsive documents. Deluxe has no legal or practical rationale for
this behavior. Seen in light of the AEO designations and Deluxe's aggressive posturing, it can
only be inferred to be gameplaying on Deluxe's part.
Deluxe also provides little evidence or support for their use of an AEO designation for
208 documents. Plaintiffs question whether these documents should even be designated
"confidential," let alone AEO. To be afforded the AEO designation, the disclosure to Plaintiffs
(as opposed to the general populace) must work "a clearly defined and very serious injury".
United States v. International Business Matchines, Corp., 67 F.R.D. 40,46 (N.Y.S.D. 1975).
Deluxe demonstrates no reason why these documents cannot be made available to Plaintiffs and
designated merely "confidential". Instead, Deluxe's argument mainly concerns whether the
release of the documents to the general populace could potentially cause Deluxe harm.
(Deluxe's Opposition, pp. 16-18.)
Deluxe's one attempt to try to connect any potential harm in disclosure to Plaintiffs is to
speculate that "Plaintiffs would be able to use the comprehensive financial information in the
AEO documents to unfairly determine how Deluxe would price an acquisition of their
distributorship." (Deluxe's Opposition, p. 18.) Putting aside that the vast majority of AEO
documents, it not nearly all, do no concern the pricing involved in buying a distributorship,
Deluxe's curious hypothetical has no basis in fact. There has never been an approach by Deluxe
to buy Plaintiffs' distributorships nor would one ever be expected. Furthermore, Deluxe's sole
declarant on this issue, Malcolm McRoberts, provides no other evidence to demonstrate any
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possible harm to Deluxe from disclosing these documents to Plaintiffs. Thus, Deluxe fail to
meet its burden of showing any harm from the disclosure of these documents to Plaintiffs.
· IV.

DELUXE'S ACCUSATIONS OF MISCONDUCT ARE A RED HERRING
AND ARE FALSE

Deluxe peddles a number of false accusations claiming that Plaintiffs have violated the
Protective Orders entered by this Court. Not one of these accusations is true. Instead, the facts
demonstrate that Plaintiffs have bent over backwards to deal with Defendants, including
Deluxe's abusive designations and discovery obstruction. If anything, many of the accusations
demonstrate the absurdity of the designations in the first place.
A. Deluxe False Accusation No.1
Deluxe accuses Plaintiffs of violating the Confidential Protective Order by using
documents not marked confidential, but for which Defendants later claimed were confidential, as
exhibits to its First Amended Complaint in the related California Litigation 1• In reality, this
Court found that there was no violation of the protective order because the documents were not
marked confidential. (Lew Decl., ~ 6, Ex. 2.)
B. Deluxe False Accusation No.2
Deluxe accuses Plaintiffs of not heeding the Court's Memorandum Decision and Order
on Defendants' Motion to Enforce Protective Order. This is false. Plaintiffs' counsel filed a
Request to Seal the 3 documents filed in support of the First Amended Complaint in the
California Litigation. (Lew Decl, Ex. 3.) The court there rejected the stipulation finding no
harm from the disclosure ofthe documents. Id. Deluxe was invited to provide further evidence
1

Plaintiffs' counsel represents another Safeguard distributor who has been impacted by
the IBF and DocuSource acquisitions in the Central District of California.
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of harm and take part in preparing a request to the Court to seal the documents but has been
unwilling to do so. Plaintiffs do not have any evidence of harm and thus cannot make any
further requests.

C. Deluxe False Accusation No.3
Deluxe accuses Plaintiffs of violating the protective orders in using evidence in support
of two motions for reconsideration in the California Litigation. However, Plaintiffs did not use
any document marked confidential or AEO in support of the motions. Plaintiffs asked Deluxe if
it would agree to the use of these documents in the California Litigation as they were highly
relevant to the plaintiffs' claims there. (Lew Decl, ~ 18.) As Deluxe denied this request,
Plaintiffs' counsel set forth to the Court in the California Litigation what information it would
find in discovery in only the most general terms. (Lew Decl., ~ 16, Ex. E, pp. 19-20.) For
example, Plaintiffs' counsel wrote that the evidence will show that "Deluxe was fully aware of
the Customer Protection issues involving the operation of the new company-owned
distributorships and employed a myriad of account protection mitigation strategies intended to
mitigate Customer Protection damages to Safeguard distributors .... ". Id. Tellingly, Deluxe does
not point to any specific language used in the motions as being a violation.
The confidential and AEO documents were not used, quoted nor was any of the
information paraphrased. Thus, there cannot be a violation. Indeed, this Court specifically
noted during the August 2015 hearing that rather than use confidential documents, Plaintiffs
could simply allege the information contained in those documents on information and belief. To
assure that the protective order was not violated, Plaintiffs went a step further and only broadly
described the type of information that would arise in discovery.
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D. Deluxe False Accusation No. 4
Deluxe accuses Plaintiffs of violating the Confidential Protective Order by using AEO
documents in support of a Motion to Compel Depositions in the related Idaho arbitration of T3
Enterprises. However, the document production at issue was an SBS production at the Court's
behest regardless of the involvement of Deluxe counsel. (Lew Decl., ~ 8.) SBS has specifically
agreed that any information produced in the litigation could be used in the arbitration. See
Confidential Protective Order,~ 4(e). Furthermore, SBS and Deluxe's local counsel has agreed
that any "discovery taken in Court Action could be (and would be) used in the arbitration."
(Second Supplemental Declaration of Douglas R.

Luther,~

5, Ex B [Arbitration Scheduling

Order].) The AEO Protective Order does not alter these agreements. Further, such documents
were kept under seal in the arbitration. Thus, there cannot be a violation.
E. Deluxe False Accusation No.5
Lastly, in its most egregious claim, Deluxe accuses Plaintiffs' counsel of showing AEO
documents to its clients. This did not occur. Plaintiffs' counsel specifically restricted the
availability of the AEO documents such that Plaintiffs themselves could not see these
documents. (2nd Supp. Luther Decl., ~ 2.) No AEO documents were ever given to Plaintiffs in
their preparation for depositions or otherwise. (Supplemental Declaration of James M. Mulcahy,
~

2; 2nd Supp. Luther Decl., ~ 3.)
Instead, Plaintiffs testimony results from a multitude of documents marked confidential

or with no designation showing that Deluxe CEO Lee Schram told SBS President JJ Sorrenti that
the DocuSource and IBF

acquisitio~s

needed to close for Deluxe to hit i~s financial numbers and

goals. (2nd Supp. Luther Decl., ~ 4, Ex. A.) These documents specifically include an email,
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marked confidential (not AEO), DEFS0140849, from Schram to Sorrenti wherein Schram states
that "Would like to get an update on both [BAM Transactions] today as well as keep updates
happening every M-W-F until those are closed." Id. These documents provided a basis for
Plaintiffs' deposition testimony. Thus, Deluxe's speculative claim lacks any basis in fact.
Deluxe Counsel Wesley Lew testified to the following statement under penalty of
'
perjury: "Plaintiffs' California counsel further violated the AEO Protective Order by showing
AEO documents to Plaintiffs herein". (Lew Decl., ~ 19.) This statement was false. Lew had no
basis for it. Mr. Lew never saw Plaintiffs' counsel give any AEO documents to Plaintiffs. There
was no foundation for this statement. Instead, he chose to speculate as to the basis of Plaintiffs'
deposition testimony. Although Mr. Lew's statement perhaps may be attributed to ignorance, it
borders on perjury.
Deluxe's false accusations have no place in this Court or any court for that matter.
Deluxe should be admonished for its behavior and attempt to distract the Court from its
erroneous designations. Counsel should review the Standards for Civility in Professional
Conduct set forth by the Idaho State Bar and adhere to it from this point on.

V.

CONCLUSION

For these reasons, Plaintiffs respectfully request that the Court carry out an in camera
inspection of the remaining documents claimed by Defendants as privileged and order the AEO
designation and "non-responsive" redactions removed from all documents.
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I, Douglas R. Luther, declare as follows:
1.

I am duly admitted to practice in the State of California and am an associate with

the firm of Mulcahy LLP. I am an attorney for Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston
Enterprises, Inc. I file this declaration in support of Plaintiffs' Motion to Challenge Defendants
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. ("SBS") and Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. ("SAl")
(collectively, the "Safeguard Defendants"), Idaho Business Forms, Inc., James Dunn and
JDHRS, LLC (collectively, the "IBF Defendants"), Tressa McLaughlin, Jamie McCormick,
KMMR, LLC (collectively, the "KMMR Defendants"), Michael Dunlap's ("Dunlap") and
Deluxe Corporations' Designations and Redactions.
2.

I received Defendants' production of AEO documents, which we received in the

first week of January 2016. All the documents we have received in this matter are stored in a
relativity database for access by myself, my co-counsel, staff and clients. When the AEO
documents in question were uploaded to the relativity database I specifically instructed our
vendor to restrict access to the AEO documents. Based upon my direction, Roger Thurston,
Mike Teply and Dawn Teply were not given access to these AEO documents and had no way of
seeing them in the database. Instead, the AEO folder of documents only appears to attorneys and
staff pursu~t to the terms of the AEO Protective Order.
3.

At no point in time have I have ever given Roger Thurston, Mike Teply or Dawn

Teply or anyone on Plaintiffs' behalf any AEO documents or the information therein. The AEO
Protective Order has been strictly complied with despite the unwarranted use of that designat~on.
4.

In response to Deluxe's allegations I had my assistant do a quick search to pull

documents involving correspondence between Lee Schram and JJ Sorrenti. I have attached true
and correct copies of these documents as Exhibit A. I do not believe this is an exhaustive list of
documents produced by Defendants that would have been seen by my clients during deposition
preparation that concern this topic. However, the documents in Exhibit A show Deluxe CEO
Lee Schram telling SBS President JJ Sorrenti that the DocuSource and IBF acquisitions must
close for Deluxe to hits its financial numbers and goals. In particular, DEFSO 140849 is an email
from Schram to Sorrenti wherein Schram states: "Would like to get an update on both [BAM
- 1SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL LUTHER DECL. ISO
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Transactions] today as well as keep updates happening every M-W-F until these are closed."
Such documents and the information therein provide a basis for the Roger Thurston and Dawn
Teply testimony at dispute in Deluxe's Opposition.
5.

Steve Schossberger, counsel for both SBS and Deluxe agreed that any discovery

taken in this action could be used in the arbitration ofT3 Enterprises' claims against SBS. This
is memorialized in among other places, Section 2 of the Arbitration Scheduling Order. A true
and correct copy of the Arbitration Scheduling Order is attached hereto as Exhibit B.
I declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the laws of the United States of America
and the State of Idaho that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed this 101h day of February,
2016, in Boise, Idaho.

Douglas R. Luther
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sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
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Attorneys for Defendants

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
(X) E-Mail

Christopher S. Reeder (Pro Hac Vice)
Wesley W. Lew (Pro Hac Vice)
ROBINS KAPLAN LLP
2049 Century Park East Suite 3400
Los Angeles, CA 90067
Facsimile (310) 229-5800
WLew@RobinsKaplan.com
CReeder@RobinsKaplan.com
Attorneys for Deluxe Corporation

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
(X) E-Mail
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1

2
3

BEFORE THE TRIBUNALS OF
AMERICAN ARBITRATION ASSOCIATION

In the Matter of the Arbitration between
AAA No. 01 15 0002 6860

4

5

6

T3 Enterprises, Inc., an Idaho corporation,
SCHEDULING ORDER

Claimant,
Maureen Beyers, Chair
Hon. Kenneth Kato, Arbitrator
Van Elmore, Arbitrator

7
8
9

10

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., a
Delaware corporation,
Lance Tanaka, Case Manager
Respondent.

11

Arbitrators Honorable Kenneth Kato (Ret), Van Elmore and Maureen Beyers

.
....

12

conducted the telephonic initial preheating conference in this matter on May 11, 2015 at

13

9:00 MST under the Commercial Arbitration Rules of the American Arbitration

....
....
........

14

Association. James Mulcahy and Kevin Adams appeared for the Claimant. Steven

15

Schossberger appeared for Respondent. Ms. Dawn Teply was also in attendance .

;::"
c

-~

......•"'
::~

ziO

az
_,.
•a

a
~

16
17

By agreement of the parties and order of the Panel, the following schedule and
procedures are now in effect:

18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

,,.,..~

-"''-''

N ~xt Prehearing Conference
Dial-In#:
Passcode:

888.537.7715
82488112

Among other things, the parties will report on the status of
discovery and the length and location ofthe evidentiary
hearing.
Exchange and file initial list of witnesses whom the parties
intend to call at the arbitration
Seek leave to file dispositive motion
Objections to Discovery resolved by
Close ofFactDiscovery
Close of Expert Discovery

, August 14, 2015
9:00 am (AZ, CA & WA)
10:00 am (CO & ID)

Monday September 14,
2015
Friday, Nov. 13, 2015
Friday, Dec. 4, 2015
Friday, Dec. 4, 2015
Friday, Dec. 18, 2015

28
47140.0001.7405 99.1
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1

2
3
4

5
6

7
8

File any subpoenas to be issued for hearing witnesses
Exchange initial list of exhibits that the parties intend to use
at the arbitration
Exchange and file final list of JOINT exhibits
Exchange and file final list of witnesses, including an
estimated amount of time needed for direct examination
Exchange and file documents as to which no stipulation
could be reached regarding admission
. Exchange and file prehearing briefs (15 page maximum)
Hearing dates (3 weeks, if necessary) at a location to be
determined in Boise, Idaho.

9

10

Post-hearing briefs (if any)

11

12
13

14
15

16
17

18
19
20
21
22

23

24
25'

26
27
28

1.

Applicable Law and Rules.

Friday, Jan. 8, 2016
Friday,Jan.22,2016
Friday,Jan.29,2016
Friday, Jan. 29, 2016
Wednesday, Feb. 3,
2016
Wednesday,Feb.3,
2016
Weeks ofFeb. 8-26,
2016,butcorrunencing
on Tuesday Feb. 9,
2016.
Wednesday, March 16,
2016

The parties have agreed in the Distributor

Agreement that the arbitration will be governed by the Federal Arbitration Act ("FAA''),
and failing the FAA, the law of the State of Texas, and the AAA Rules for Commercial
Arbitration ("Commercial Rules").

2.

Discovery. This arbitration is on a concurrent track with a sister action

currently pending in Idaho state court entitled T3 Enterprises, Inc., et al. v. Safegutud

Business Systems, Inc., case no. CV-OC-1416400 (the "Court Action"). The Court Action
involves Claimant T3 Enterprises, Inc. ("Claunanf') and Respondent Safeguard Business
Systems, Inc. ("Respondent"), along with numerous other parties. As a result of the
arbitration provision in the Distributor Agreement between Claimant and Respondent,
their dispute has been moved to arbitration while the rest of the Court Action moves
forward on a parallel track to this arbitration.

A copy of the Idaho court's order

compelling arbitration of the Claimant's claims against Respondent and refusing to stay
the remainder of the Court Action is attached as Exhibit A.
A discussion involving the Court Action is necessary when identifying a proposed
discovery plan in this arbitration because much of the discovery that has occurred (and will
continue to occur) in the Court Action will be used in this arbitration. This includes the

2
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1

document request that have already been exchanged and the depositions that have yet to be

2

taken. Counsel for the parties agreed that the discovery taken in the Court Action could be

3

(and would be) used in the arbitration. This agreement is reflected in the stipulated

4

protective order that has since been entered in the Court Action. See Exhibit B. A similar

5

protective order will be submitted to the Panel for consideration and entry in this

6

arbitration.

7

Aside from the discovery in the· Court Action, it is necessary for the parties to

8

engage in additional discovery specific to their individual dispute in this arbitration. The

9

discovery in this arbitration will be limited to document requests, depositions, and

10
11

subpoenas. Each party's discovery plan is set forth below:

a.

Claimant's Discovezy Plan

12

Claimant seeks documents from Respondent and certain affiliates and subsidiaries

13

of Respondent, including Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc., Idaho Business Fonns, Inc.,

14

Deluxe Corporation, Docusource, Inc., and K1viMR, LLC, that are in Respondent's

15

possession, custody or control. Because these companies are all represented by Steven

16

Schossberger and the law firm of Hawley Troxell in the Court Action, Claimant should be

17

permitted to pursue all of the relevant materials through a single document request directed

18

to Mr. Schossberger.

19

In addition, Claimant will 1;1eed to depose several witnes$eS in order to preserve

20

testimony for the arbitration hearing. As indicated above, depositions will mostly take

21

place in connection with the Court Action. However, should the Court Action be slowed or

22

the deposition schedule interrupted, it is imperative that certain depositions be built into

23

the discovery plan in this arbitration. Necessary depositions include those of Scott Sutton,

24

Michelle Popelka, Susan Lederach, Amy Tiller-Shumway, Michael Dunlap, J.J. Sorrenti,

25

Tressa McLaughlin, James Dunnn, Jamie McCormick, and various other officers,

26

directors, and managing members of Respondent, Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc., Idaho

27

Business Fonns, Inc., Deluxe Corporation, Docusource, Inc., and K1viMR, LLC. A

28

3
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1

majority of these witnesses do not live within the jurisdiction of the arbitrators' authority

2

and cannot be compelled to attend the hearing by way of subpoena. Therefore, it is

3

necessary for Claimant to videotape these depositions in order to perpetuate the testimony

4

for the arbitration hearing. At this time, Claimant seeks to preserve the videotaped

5

deposition testimony of 15 witnesses.

6

Finally, Claimant will need to issue a currently unknown number of subpoenas to

7

many of its protected customers to obtain documents reflecting their purchase histories

8

from Safeguard, Safeguard distributors, and Safeguard affiliates.

9
10

11
12

Claimant may request the right to pursue additional discovery at a future time upon
unearthing additional information during the course of the arbitration or Court Action.
The parties were advised that the Panel will need briefing prior to issuing any third
party discovery subpoenas to satisfy itself that it has authority to do so under the FAA.
b.

13

Respondent's Discovery Plan

14

Respondent seeks documents from Claimant and its owner Dawn Teply that are in

15

Respondent's possession, custody or control. Claimant should be permitted to pursue all of

16

the relevant materi3.Is through a single document request directed to Claimant's coWlSel.

17
18

In addition, Respondent will need to depose Claimant, by and through its principal

Dawn Teply,
c.

19

R~sol~tion of Discovery Disputes

20

Any discovery dispute shall be raised in an email to the Panel with a short

21

description of the issue. Upon receipt of the email, the Chair will set a deadline for a

22

response to the email. Upon receipt of the responding email, the Panel will confer and

23

issue a ruling.

24

3.

Dispositive Motions: Any party seeking to file a dispositive motion shall

25

seek leave of the Panel to do so by filing a request (not to exceed 3 pages) setting forth

26

why the motion contemplated is likely to succeed and dispose of or narrow the issues in

27

the case. Upon receipt, the Panel may deny the request or seek a response from the party

28
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1

opposing the proposed motion. If the motion is allowed, the Panel will set a briefing

2

schedule.

3

4.

Presentation of Testimony. The parties may present testimony via video-

4

conference at the evidentiary hearing and shall make arrangements to ensure that the

5

location of the evidentiary hearing can accommodate video-conferencing.

6

5.

Direct Contact with Panel Forbidden. There shall be no direct oral or

7

written communication between the parties or party representative and members of the

8

Panel except via email, at the arbitration hearing or in any telephone conference· call in

9

which all parties are copied on or participating with the members of the Panel. No party or

10

party representative shall directly communicate with the Panel concerning settlement

11

negotiations, if any.

12
13
14
15

16
17
18

19·

20

Email communications among counsel for the partie$, the AAA and the Panel shall
be directed as follows:

Lance Tanaka
Maureen Beyers
Hon. Kenneth Kato
Van Elmore
Counsel for Claimant:
Counsel for
Responden~: _
6.

¥ •.

LanceTanaka@adr.org
mbeyers@omlaw.com; tmalmer@omlaw.com
khkato@comcast.net
velmore@elmorelaw.com
jmulcahy@mulcahyllu.com; kadams@mulcahyllQ.com
sschossberger@bawleyY:oxell.com;
lhiggiD:s@hawlemoxell.com
....
.
-"

..

,.

Form of Award. The parties request a reasoned award that includes written

21

findings of fact and conclusions of law. Additionally, the parties agree to jointly engage a

22

court reporter to transcribe the evidentiary hearing.

23

24
25

7.

Effectiveness of this Order. This order shall continue in effect unless and

until it is amended by subsequent order of the Panel.

8.

Ethical Disclosures by Panel. The Panel Members are attorneys admitted to

26

practice in their respective home states, and hereby disclose that they are not representing

27

any of the parties to this arbitration as a lawyer or advocate.

28
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9.

Continuing Disclosure Obligations: Each counsel and Party has a

2

continuing obligation to protect the integrity of the arbitration proceeding by promptly

3

providing the Panel the information necessary to allow them to comply with their ongoing

4

duties of disclosure pursuant to the Code ofEthics for Arbitrators in CommerciafDisputes

5

and the American Arbitration Association. Counsel, for themselves and for each of their

6

clients, acknowledge the continuing obligation to supplement the identification of potential

7

fact and expert witnesses, consulting experts, counsel participation and representation in

8

any capacity, and any other individual or entity interested in the outcome of the arbitration.

9

Any issues concerning disqualification of any Arbitrator shall be raised promptly with

10

11
12

Lance Tanaka.

10.

Panel Acceptance: The parties have accepted the arbitration panel in th_is

matter as constituted.

13

11.

14

strictly enforced.

15

permission of the Panel and the express consent of party representatives, and then only for

16

good cause shown.

Strict Enforceabilizy of Deadlines.

The deadlines in this order will be

The parties may not file any motion to continue except with the

17
18
19

20
21
22

DA1ED: May 12, 2015

ChairMameenBeyers:~4--:--

u/_n foe.

ArbitratorKennethKato: ~~

23

)!,~#

.

p:~
\

.r

24

25

26
27

28
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DEC 17 2014
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By EMILY CHILD
DEPUTY

W THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA R
T3 EN1ERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiffs,
vs.

ECEIVED

DEC 18 2014
Case No. CV-OC-1416400

MOtl=ATT, THOMAS, BARRETT.
~OCK & FIELDS, CHTD. '

lv.IEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER ON SBS'S MOTION TO
COMPEL ARBITRATION AND
STAY PROCEEDINGS

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
INC., a Delaware corporation;
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a
Delaware corporation; TRESS
MCLAUGHLIN, an individual;
MICHAEL DUNLAP, an individual;
IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC., an
Idaho corporation; JAMES DUNN, an
individual; JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; and DOES 1-10,
Defendants.

I.

BACKGROUND

'This action arises out of distributorship agreements between the Plaintiffs and Defendant
Safeguard Business Systems (SBS) for the distribution of Safeguard business forms, supplies and
services. Plaintiffs have alleged SBS breached its distributorship agreements with them by
failing to take ~teps to prevent other Safeguard distributors from soliciting or selling to Plaintiffs'
customers and for paying commissions to these interfering distributors which should have been
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~

paid to Plaintiffs. The interfering distributors, as well as others who purportedly facilitated the
interference, are also named as defendants.
The distributorship agreement between Plaintiff T3 Enterprises, Inc. ("T3") and SBS
contains the following arbitration clause:
EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE PROVIDED IN SUBPARAGRAPH
(A)
[(ADDRESSING
SBS'S
INTERNAL
DISPUTE
RESOLUTION PROCEDURES)], ALL CONTROVERSIES,
DISPUTES OR CLAIMS ARISING BETWEEN US . . . AND
YOU ... SHALL BE SUBMITTED FOR ARBITRATION TO BE
ADMINISTERED BY THE DALLAS, TEXAS OFFICE OF THE
AMERlCAN ARBITRATION ASSOCIATION ON DEMAND
OF EITHER PARTY. SUCH ARBITRATION PROCEEDINGS
SHALL BE CONDUCTED IN DALLAS, TEXAS AND,
EXCEPT
AS
OTHERWISE
PROVIDED
IN
THIS
AGREEMENT, SHALL BE CONDUCTED IN ACCORDANCE
WITH THE THEN CURRENT COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION
RULES
OF
THE
AMERJCAN
ARBITRATION
ASSOCIATION ....
In conjunction with the mandatory arbitration clause, the T3 Distributorship Agreement
includes the following choice oflaw provision:
All matters relating to arbitration will be governed by the Federal
Arbitration Act.. .. Except to the extent governed by the Federal
Arbitration Act, the United States Trademark Act of 1946, ... or
other federal law, this Agreement, the distributorship and the
relationship between you and Safeguard' will be governed and
construed under and in accordance with the laws of Texas, except
that the provisions of the Texas Deceptive Trade Practices Act ...
will not apply unless its jurisdictional requirements are met
independently without reference to this subsection.
In accordance with the following provisio~s, SBS seeks to compel the arbitration ofT3's
claims against it'in Texas. SBS contends the forum selection clause is valid under both federal
. and Texas law and should be enforced as written. SBS also seeks a stay of proceedings pending
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the arbitration of T3 's claims under 9 U.S.C. § 3, which is part of the Federal Arbitration Act
("FAA").

Initially, T3 conceded that it was bound to arbitrate its claims and sought only to sever
the choice of forum provision from the arbitration clause on the basis that it was unconscionable
and unenforceable under I.C. § 29-110 which renders void any forum selection clause which
requires a party to the contract to travel outside Idaho to enforce rights through litigation or
arbitration. 1 In supplemental briefing, T3 enhanced its argument, contending that the invalid
forum selection provision alone rendered the entire arbitration clause void and, consequently, T3
should not be compelled to arbitrate, either in Idaho or Texas. Regarding the stay, T3 and
Plaintiff Thurston Enterprises, Inc. ("Thurston") argue that if arbitration of T3 's claims proceeds,
this Court is not permitted to stay T3's non-arbitral claims and Thurston's claims.
A related issue on which this Court requested supplemental briefing was whether the
enforcement of a forum selection clause is a procedural matter for the. arbitrator to decide or
whether it qualifies as a substantive matter for the Court to detennine. SBS argues that whether
the forum selection clause is enforceable is a question of procedtrre for the arbitrator while T3
contends it presents a substantive question for this Court.
IT.

STANDARDS

Arbitrability is a question of law to be decided by the court. Wattenbarger v. A.G.

Edwards & Sons, Inc., 150 Idaho 308,315,246 P.3d 961, 968 (2010). When ruling on a motion
to compel arbitration, the district court applies the same standard as if ruling on a motion for

1

In support of its argument that the forum selection clause is procedurally unconscionable, D submitted the
affidavit of its President, Dawn Teply, setting forth facts suggesting she was in a substantially weaker bargaining
position than SBS at the time of contracting which compelled her to agree to arbitrate in Texas rather than Idaho.
Aff. Teply 1~ 8-14 (Nov. 12, 2014).She further states the costs of having to arbitrate in Texas would be
prohibitive. Id at'j~l5-16.
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summary judgment. Id. at 317, 246 P.3d at 970. Thus, a motion to compel arbitration is proper
granted when "the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if
any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact" and that the moving party is
entitled to compel arbitration as a matter oflaw. !d., quoting I.R.C.P. 56(c). The record must be
construed in favor of the nonmoving party, drawing all reasonable inferences in that party's
favor. Id. If reasonable minds could differ on conclusions drawn from the evidence presented,
the motion must be denied. Id. The burden of demonstrating the absence of a genuine issue of
material fact is on the moving party. Id.
Stays of proceedings pending arbitration are governed by§ 3 of the FAA, which states:

If a.J;lY suit or procee9ing be brought in any of f.Pe courts of the
United States upon any issue referable to arbitration under an
agreement in writing for such arbitration, the court in which such
suit is pending, upon being satisfied that the issue involved in such
suit or proceeding is referable to arbitration under such an
agreement, shall on application of one of the parties stay the trial
of the action until such arbitration has been had in accordance with
the terms of the agreement, providing the applicant for the stay is
not in default in proceeding with such arbitration.
For arbitrable issues, the stay is mandatory. Shearsonl American Express, Inc. v.

McMahon, 482 U.S. 220, 226 (1987). The decision to stay litigation of non-arbitrable claims or
issues pending the resolution of related arbitration proceedings is a matter within the court's
discretion. Moses H Cone Memorial Hospital v. Mercury Construction Corp., 460 U.S. 1, 21 n.
23 (1983).

ill.

ANALYSIS
A. Compelling Arbitration in Texas
1. Enforceability of the Forum Selection Clause Presents a Question of
Arbitrability.
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The FAA applies to all arbitrations involving commerce. 9 U.S.C. § 2. Section 2 of the
. FAA provides a written agreement to arbitrate a controversy "shall be valid, irrevocable, and
enforceable, save upon such grounds as exist at law or in equity for the revocation of any
contract." The U.S. Supreme Court interprets§ 2 to mean that, like other contracts, an arbitration
clause or portion thereof may be invalidated by "generally applicable contract defenses, such as
fraud, duress, or unconscionability." Doctor's Associates, Inc. v. Casarotto, 517 U.S. 681,
687, 116 S.Ct. 1652, 134 L.Ed.2d 902 (1996). Under § 4 of the FAA, the court must order
arbitration if it is satisfied that the making of the arbitration agreement is not at issue. 9 U.S.C. §

4.
The United States Supreme Court has termed this inquiry the "question of arbitrability."
Howsam v. Dean Witter Reynolds, Inc., 537 U.S. 79, 83 (2002). The Court has cautioned that

questions of arbitrability are narrow in scope and typically involve matters of a kind that
"contracting parties would likely have expected a court" to decide. ld. They include certain
g~~:teway

matters, such as whether the parties have a valid arbitration agreement at all or whether

a concededly binding arbitration clause applies to a certain type of controversy. Jd., citing John
Wiley & Sons, Inc: v. Livingston, 376 U.S. 543, 546-547 (1964) (whether an arbitration

agreement survives a corporate merger); AT & T Technologies, Inc. v. Communications Workers,
475 U.S. 643, 651-52 (1986)(whether a labor-management layoff controversy falls within the
scope of an arbitration clause); Atkinson v. Sinclair Refining Co., 370 U.S. 238, 241-243 (1962)
(whether a clause providing for arbitration of various "grievances" covers claims for damages for
breach of a no-strike agreement).
The "question of arbitrability" does not, however, extend to what the Court has termed
, "procedural questions" which "grow out of the dispute and bear on its fmal disposition." John
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Wiley, 376 U.S. at 557. Procedural questions are presumptively not for the judge, but for an
arbitrator, to decide. Id. They include whether prerequisites such as time limits, notice, laches,
estoppel, and other conditions precedent to an obligation to arbitrate have been met. Howsam,
537 U.S. at 84-85. They also include whether an arbitration agreement allows for class
arbitration. Green Tree Fin. Corp. v. Bazzle, 539 U.S. 444 452-53 (2003). In Green Tree, the
Court noted that issues regarding "what kind of arbitration proceeding the parties agreed to"
rather than "whether they agreed to arbitrate a matter," was presumptively for the arbitrator. Id.
at 452. (emphasis in original).

In light of T3's initially concession that its claims against SBS were arbitrable, SBS
characterizes the dispute over ~e forum selection clause as concerning "what kind of arbitration
proceeding that parties agreed to[,]" which must be determined by the arbitrator. While the U.S .
.Supreme Court has not specifically extended its definition of "procedural questions" to the
validity of a forum selection clause in an arbitration agreement, SBS's position enjoys support in
some federal circuits. The Second Circuit held, after determining the dispute was arbitrable, that
"venue is a procedural issue that [the] arbitrators should address in the first instance." UBS Fin.

Servs. v. W. Va. Univ. Hosps., Inc., 660 F.3d 643, 655 (2d Cir. 2011). Similarly, the First Circuit
held, "the dispute between the parties is concededly arbitrable, [therefore] determining the place
of the arbitration is simply a procedural matter and hence for the arbitrator." Richard C. Young &
\

Co. v. Leventhal, 389 F.3d I, 5 (1st Cir.2004).

2

2

See also, Cent. W. Va. Energy, inc. v. Bayer Cropscience LP, 645 F.3d 267, 274 (4th Cir.2011) (stating dispute
over which arbitration panel should decide issues was "far more akin to a venue dispute than a question of
arbitrability, and, as such, it [was] appropriate for arbitral resolution"); LodgeWorks, L.P. v. C.F. Jordan Canst.,
LLC, 506 F. App'x 747, 750 (lOth Cir. 2012)(after parties agreed dispute was arbitrable, court held question of
arbitral venue is matter of contract interpretation for arbitrator to decide).
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In none of these circuit cases, however, was the attack on the forum selection clause on
the basis that the clause was unenforceable under a generally applicable contract defense such as
unconsionability or violation of public policy. In UBS, the issue that was determined to be nonarbitrable was whether the parties' forum selection clause designating the County ofNew York
as the arbitral forum conflicted with Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA) rules
providing that the Director ofFlNR.A Dispute Resolution is to decide the hearing location for the
arbitration. Id. at 648, 654-55. In Richard C. Young, the issue was whether, after arbitration
proceedings were filed in Boston, the forum designated in the arbitration agreement, the
arbitrator could then transfer the arbitration proceedings to a California panel. 389 F.3d at 5. In
Bayer Cropscience,

aft~r

the parties

qo~enced

arbitration proceedjngs in separate venues

pursuant to two separate contracts, the court was asked to determine which of two arbitration
panels had jurisdiction to determine the validity of one of the parties' contract. 645 F.3d at 27374. Finally, in Lodge Works, where the plaintiff filed arbitration proceedings in Kansas as per the
agreement and the defendant filed arbitration proceedings in Texas, the issue was whether court
could enjoin the Texas proceeding in light of the fact the parties agreed their dispute was subject
to arbitration. 506 F. App'x at 749-750.
The circumstances presented in the foregoing cases rendered the forufn selection issues
purely procedural in the courts' eyes. The case which perhaps is the most factually on-point to
the case at bar is Lodge Works, but there is no mention in that case of the reason for the defendant
filing in a: forum other than that designated in the foriu:n selection clause. Without facts
suggesting the defendant challenged the Kansas forum selection clause under a contract defense
such as unconscionability, the case is not persuasive authority.
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What does persuade this Court is case law from the Ninth Circuit and other courts which
have analyzed the enforceability of forum selection clauses in arbitration agreements. That are
contrary to State Public Policy. For example, in the case of Nagrampa v. Mai!Coups, Inc., the
Ninth Circuit analyzed at length whether a forum selection clause in a franchise agreement
requiring the franchisee to arbitrate her claims in Massachusetts w.as contrary to California
public policy and unconscionable. 469 F.3d 1257, 1289-1293 (9th Cir. 2006). The court noted
that "if the 'place and manner' restrictions of a forum selection provision are 'unduly
oppressive,' or have the effect of shielding the stronger party from liability, then the forum
selection provision is unconscionable." Id at 1287 (citations omitted). Likewise, the Seventh
Circuit recently

considere~

whether a forum selection clause in an a;bitratiorr. agreement was

illusory and unenforceable. Jackson v. Payday Fin., LLC, 764 F.3d 765, 776-78 (7th Cir. 2014).
The court stated "[l]ike other contractual provisions, forum selection clauses-even those
designating arbitral fora-are not immune from the general principle that unconscionable
contractual provisions are invalid." Several other courts follow suit?
These cases suggest that where a forum selection clause is challenged pursuant to a
contract defense, the issue becomes a substantive one for the court to decide rathe~ than a matter
of procedure for the arbitrator. This Court fmds this approach to be most consistent with the U.S.
Supreme Court's statement in Howsam that "whether the parties are bound by a given arbitration
3

See, e.g., Saleemi v. Doctor's Associates, Inc., 292 P.3d 108, 112 (Wash, 2013) ("Washington courts have
regularly decided whether choice of law and forum selection clauses in arbitration clauses are enforceable.");
Quinn v. EMC Corp., 109 F. Supp. 2d 681, 686 (S.D. Tex. 2000)(considering whether forum selection clause
forcing Texas resident to arbitrate in Massachusetts was against public policy); Beery v. Quest Diagnostics, Inc.,
953 F. Supp. 2d 531, 545 (D.N.J. 2013Xconsidering whether forum selection clause contained in the arbitration
clause unduly impaired plaintiffs' efforts to vindicate their statutory rights under Title VII and EPA); Faulkenberg
v. CB Tax Franchise Sys.• LP, 637 F.3d 801, 807 (7th Cir. 2011)(evaluating the enforceability of a forum selection
clause in an arbitration agreement in light of illinois statute prohibiting out-of-state forum selection in
distributorship agreements); Jalee Consulting Grp., Inc. v. XenoOne, Inc., 908 F. Supp. 2d 387, 398
(S.D.N.Y 2012)(considering whether forum selection clause in arbitration agreement was unenforceable on
grounds of :fraud, inconvenience, unconscionablility, and violation of public policy).
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clause raises a 'question of arbitrability' for a court to decide." 537 U.S. at 84. Further, it is not
inconsistent with the decisions of the First, Second, Fourth and Tenth Circuit decisions discussed
herein.
T3 seeks a revocation of the entire arbitration clause or, alternatively, the forum selection
clause, based on a defense existing at law:; i.e., I.C. § 29-llQ which renders void any forum
selection clause which requires a party to the contract to travel outside Idaho to enforce rights
through litigation or arbitration. By advancing this public policy defense, T3 places the validity
of the entire arbitration clause at issue, effectively transforming the question into one of
substance rather than procedure. Further, this Court fmds the issue of forum enforceability in
light of Idaho public policy is SO¥tething the. "contracting parties w0uld likely have expe~teq a
court" to decide, not an arbitration panel in Texas. Howsam, 537 U.S. at 83. Thus, whether or not
the forum selection clause is enforceable in light ofl.C. § 29-110 and its effect on the overall
obligation to arbitrate is, therefore, a question of arbitrability which this Court will decide.
2. Texas Law Applies to the Enforceability of the Forum· Selection Clause.

In order to determine the validity of the forum selection clause, this Court must first
determine which law to apply. Idaho courts recognize and enforce choice-of-law provisions.
Gr~at

Plains Equipment, Inc. v. Northwest Pipeline Corp., 132 Idaho 754, 766, 979 P.2d 627,

639 n. 3(1999)("Choice-of-law provisions are recognized in Idaho both in commercial and
noncommercial transactions.") In the commercial realm, the parties to a contract have the power

to choose the applicable law. 4 I.C. § 28-1-301. Specifically, I.C. § 28-1-301(a) provides as
follows:
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Except as provided hereafter in this section, when a transaction bears a reasonable
relation to this state and also to another state or nation the parties may agree that
the law either of this state or of such other state or nation shall govern their rights
and duties. Failing such agreement the uniform commercial code applies to
transactions bearing an appropriate relation to this state.
Here, the parties designated "[a]ll matters relating to arbitration" as being governed by
the FAA and, to the extent not governed by the FAA, the U.S. Trademark Act of 1946 or "other
federal law," the agreement is to be governed by Texas law.

As mentioned, under § 2 ofFAA

arbitration agreements "shall be valid, irrevocable, and enforceable, save upon such grounds as
exist at law or in equity for the revocation of any contract." The U.S. Supreme Court has held
that "generally applicable contract defenses, such as fraud, duress, or unconscionability, may be
appJied to

invalid~te

arbitra?on agreements without contravening § 2." Doctor's Associates, Inc.

v. Casarotto, 517 U.S. 681, 687 (1996). Whether these defenses apply is grounded in state
contract law and, therefore, state law controls. Id
Here, T3 is challenging the forum selection clause as unconscionable due to its invalidity
under Idaho law. Thus, it is a matter to be resolved under state, not federal, law. Applying the
parties' choice-of-law provision as written, the issue is therefore to be resolved under Texas law.
However, this Court must first determine whether Texas law bears a reasonable relation to the
relationship "9etween T3 and SBS pursuant to I.C. § 28-1-803(a).
The Idaho Supreme Court addressed

reasonable relationship inquiry in the case of

Cerami-Kote, Inc. v. Energywave Corp., 116 Idaho 56, 59, 773 P.2d I 143, 1146 (1989). There,
the Court recognized that the law of Florida chosen by the parties bore a reasonable relationship
to the commercial transaction in dispute because: 1) the defendants were corporations organized
4
While T3 argues that§ 187 of the Restatement (Second) of Conflicts of Laws should apply to determine the choice
of law, the Court has stated this analysis only applies in non-commercial situations. Cerami-Kote, Inc. v.
Energywave Corp., 116 Idaho 56, 773 P.2d 1143, fu. 1 (1989). Since the distributorship agreement between T3 and
SBS is commercial in nature, I. C.§ 28-I-301(a) provides the analysis.
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.,

under the laws of Florida; 2) the defendants bad their principal place ofbusiness in Florida; and
3) performance of the plaintiff's obligations under the contract would take place, in part, in
Florida. Consequently, the Court found Florida law should have been applied to determine the
validity of the contract's forum selection clause. ld.
The difference between the facts of this case and those of Cerami-Kote is that the
performance of T3 's obligations under the distributorship agreement was confined to Idaho, not
Texas. Further, T3 is incorporated under the laws of Delaware. These differences, however, do
not tip the scale in favor of the application of Idaho law. The parties' relationship to Texas need
only be "reasonable" under the statute. In California, which has a statute very similar to § 28-130l(a), courts have held that the mere fact one of the parties resides in a foreign state, gives the
parties a reasonable ground for choosing that state's law. ABF Capital Corp. v. Berg/ass, 130
Cal. App. 4th 825, 834, 30 Cal. Rptr. 3d 588, 594 (2005). SBS's principal place of business is
located in Texas. Amend. Cmplt, , 24; SBS Ans., 'j 24. Moreover, the T3 distributorship
agreement was executed in Texas and T3 communicated with SBS's agents in Texas about
matters concerning the distributorship. Aff. Teply,

11

11, 21-55 and Exhs. 1-21. Under these

facts, this Court finds the distributorship agreement bears a reasonable relation to Texas and,
therefore, will uphold the parties' choice of Texas law. 5
3. The Forum Selection Clause is Unenforceable Under Texas Law.
Having determined tl1at Texas law governs, the question now is whether the forum
selection clause is enforceable under Texas law. The Idaho Supreme Court dealt with a sinrilar
forum selection clause in Cerami-Kote, although not in the context of arbitration. 116 Idaho at
57, 773 P.2d at 1144. The Court held that under Florida law, the forum selection clause at issue
5

Regardless, however, of whether this Court applies Texas or Idaho law to determine the validity of the forum
selection clause, the result is the same.
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would not be enforced in view of I. C. § 29-110, which voided such provisions. Id at 60, 773
P.2d at II47. Subsection I of the statute provides:
Every stipulation or condition in a contract, by which any party thereto is
restricted from enforcing his rights under the contract in Idaho tribunals, or which
limits the time within which he may thus enforce his rights, is void as it is against
the public policy of Idaho. Nothing in this section shall affect contract provisions
relating to arbitration so long as the contract does not require arbitration to be
conducted outside the state ofldaho.

In Cerami-Kote, the Court noted that the Florida Supreme Court had expressly adopted
the view regarding the enforceability of forum selection clauses and public policy enunciated by
the U.S. Supreme Court in The Bremen v. Zapata Off-Shore Co, 407 U.S. I (1972).

6

Id at 59,

773 P.2d at 1146. The Bremen imposes three conditions which must exist in order for forum
selection clauses to be enforceable, one of which includes:

.

Enforcement would not contravene a strong policy enunciated by statute or
judicial fiat, either in the forum where the suit would be brought, or the forum
from which the suit has been excluded.

The Bremen, 407 U.S. at 15
The Idaho Supreme Court held that the enforcement of the forum selection clause would
violate Idaho's public policy as expressed in I.C. § 29-110(1) and Florida courts would refuse to
enforce the clause under The Breme11. Id. at 60, 773 P.2d at 1147.
A similar result would follow under Texas law. As pointed out by SBS, Texas currently
follows the direction of The Bremen and recognizes that a forum selection clause is
unenforceable when the clause contravenes the public policy of the forum from which the suit
was excluded. In re AIU Ins. Co., 148 S.W.3d 109, 111-13 (Tex. 2004). See also,Jn re Lyon Fin.

Servs., Inc., 257 S.W.3d 228, 231-32 (Tex. 2008)("A trial court abuses its discretion in refusing

6

The Florida case adopting the view expressed in The Bremen is Manrique v. Fabbri, 493 So.2d 437 (Fla.1986).
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to enforce a forum-selection clause unless the party opposing enforcement of the clause can
clearly show that ... (3) enforcement would contravene a strong public policy of the forum
where the suit was brought[.]"). As I.C. 29-110(1) evinces Idaho's strong public policy against
forum selection clauses designating fora outside Idaho boundaries, this Court is convinced that
Texas courts would not enforce the forum selection clause in the T3 distributorship agreement.
Perhaps recognizing this outcome, SBS points out that Texas follows federal precedent
when decidfug the enforceability of forum-selection clauses and current federal precedent has
narrowed the exceptions enunciated in The Bremen. Citing to Atlantic Marine Const. Co. v. U.S.
Dist. Court for W. Dist. of Texas, 134 S. Ct. 568, 574 (2013), SBS characterizes the current

federal law as disallowing a plaintiff from litigating outside the chosen venue where the plaintiff
purposefully files suit in a state other than that agreed to in the contract then seeking that state's
protection from having to litigate elsewhere. SBS argues that since T3, in contravention of the
distributorship agreement, chose to bring its lawsuit in Idaho, which has a public policy against
enforcing forum selection clauses, its arguments against having to arbitrate in Texas should be
given no weight.
Atlantic Marine,_ however, regarded the analysis of the appropriate procedural method

under federal law to transfer venue to another federal court in the presence of a forum selection
clause. The Court held that under such circumstances, parties seeking transfer must move under
28 U.S.C. §1404(a), which requires a court to evaluate both the convenience of the parties and
various public-interests. The Court noted that "when a party bound by a forum-selection clause
flouts its contractual obligation and files suit in a different forum, a § 1404(a) transfer of venue
will not carry with it the original venue's choice-of-law rules." Id. at 574. The Court did not
overrule The Bremen, either expressly or impliedly and, in fact, it cited favorable to The Bremen
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON SBS'S MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION
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in one portion of the opinion. Id at 582.

Given Atlantic Marine's factual and procedural

dissimilarities to the proceeding at bar, this Court concludes that a Texas court would not feel
constrained by it in evaluating the enforceability of the forum selection clause in an arbitration
, agreement.
4. The Unenforceable Forum Selection Clause Is Severable.
The next question to address is the effect the invalid fonun selection clause has upon the
agreement to arbitrate. Under Texas law, whether or not the invalidity of a particular provision
affects the rest of the contract depends upon whether the remaining provisions are independent or
mutually dependent promises, which courts determine by looking to the language of the contract
itself. In re Poly-4-m., L.P., 262 S.W.3d 337, 360 (Tex. 2008), cites omitted. An illegal or
unconscionable provision of a contract may generally be severed so long as it does not constitute
the essential purpose of the agreement. Jd The relevant inquiry is whether or not parties would
have entered into the agreement absent the unenforceable provisions. Id Texas courts allow
severance of illegal contract provisions where the invalid provision was "only a part of the many
reciprocal promises in the agreement" and "did not constitute the main or essential purpose of
the agreement." Id, quoting Williams v. Williams, 569 S.W.2d 867,871 (Tex.l978).
SBS first contends the entire agreement to arbitrate must be rendered void due to the
invalid forum selection clause, but does not advance any argument suggesting the clause
constitutes "the main or essential purpose" of the distributorship agreement. This Court finds it is
not. The distributorship agreement is several pages long and contains numerous provisions not
challenged by T3 as imposing any unconscionable burdens. The fonun selection clause touches
on a discrete obligation, the severance of which leaves the essential purpose of the agreement
unaffected. This Court cannot say the parties would not have entered into the agreement absent
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON SBS'S MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION
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the forum selection clause. Furthermore, paragraph 15 of the distributorship agreement contains
a severability provision which provides that "[i]f any provision or part of this Agreement shall be
held invalid, the rest of the Agreement shall still be binding upon each of the parties, such invalid
provision or part being deemed severable in nature." T3 has not argued this provision should not
· be enforced.
Consequently, this Court finds the invalid forum selection clause to be severable under
Texas law and the parties' own contract and further finds that severance preserves the parties'
contractual obligations to arbitrate their claims.7

B.

Stay of Proceedings

Section 3 of the FAA instructs that district courts must stay proceedings as to any
arbitrable issue, but it is within the court's discretion whether to stay non-arbitrable claims. 8

McMahon, 482 U.S. at 226; Moses H. Cone, 460 U.S. at 21 n. 23, citing 9 U.S.C. § 3. The U.S.
Supreme Court has acknowledged that the FAA raises the prospect of "piecemeal litigation"
resulting from the stay of some issues and not others. Moses H. Cone, supra.
I'

Important factors to consider when determining whether the non-arbitrable issues should
proceed include the predominance of the arbitrable claims, the merit of the non-arbitrable claims,
a court's concern with controlling its own docket, and overall judicial economy. Id; Genesco,

Inc. v. T. Kakiuchi & Co., 815 F.2d_840, 856 (2d Cir. 1987). When there are several arbitrable
issues that are central to the overall matter and only one closely related non-arbitrable issue, it

7

Because this Court finds the forum selection clause is invalid under Texas law as being contrary to Idaho public
policy expressed in I. C. §29-110(1), it will not address T3's arguments that the clause should be rendered invalid
as substantively and procedurally unconscionable.

8

'While Plaintiffs argue the stay provision of the FAA is procedural in nature and, consequently, applies only to
federal courts and not state courts, this position is incorrect The U.S. Supreme Court held that "state courts, as
much as federal courts, are obliged to grant stays of litigation under§ 3 of the [FAA]." Moses H. Cone, 460 U.S.
at~.
-
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seems more reasonable for the court to stay the proceedings. On the other hand, if there is one
small arbitrable issue that will not affect several non-arbitrable issues, a court could conclude
that the proceedings should cont:irlue. D. Imp. & Exp. Corp. v. MIV REEFER SUN, 248 F. Supp.
2d 240,251 (S.D.N.Y. 2002).

In addition, the risk of inconsistent rulings should be considered if the pending arbitration
is "likely to resolve issues material to [the] lawsuit." AgGrow Oils, L.L.C. v. Nat'! Union Fire

Ins. Co. of Pittsburgh, 242 F.3d 777, 783 (8th Cir.2001). The factors that bear on this inquiry
include "the risk of inconsistent' rulings, the extent to which parties will be bound by the
arbitrators' decision, and the prejudice that may result from delays." Id. When these factors
~buse

its discretion

Of Am.,

Inc. v. Sud's

weigh in favor of staying the entire action pending arbitr.ation, the court may
I

in allowing the nonarbitrable issues to proceed absent a stay. Volkswagen

OfPeoria, Inc., 474 F.3d 966, 972 (7th Cir. 2007). In many instances, a court may prefer to stay
the balance of the case in the hope that the arbitration might help resolve, or at least shed some
i

light on, the issues remaining in court. Id., citing Hikers Indus. v. William Stuart Indus., 640
F.Supp. 175, 178 (S.D.N.Y.1986)( "A stay as to claims against a non-arbitrating defendant is
properly' granted where the arbitration of the plaintiff's claims against a defendant party to the
arbitration would at least partially determine the issues which form the basis of the claim against
that non-arbitrating defendant.")
SBS argues a stay is warranted because the arbitrable claims and non-arbitrable claims
are not "mutually exclusive." With the exception of Thurston's claim pertaining to the attempted
business purchase in New Mexico, SBS characterizes Thurston's claims as "identicaf' and
"turnO on the resolution of the key arbitrable issue" in T3 's claims. Thus, to preserve the
meaningfulness of the arbitration proceeding and preserve judicial resourced, SBS requests a
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stay of all proceedings. Plaintiffs contend that this Court is not permitted to stay the litigation of
claims of a non-signatory to an arbitration agreement under § 3 of the FAA. In addition to federal
. cases stating that § 3 of the FAA does not compel a court to stay proceedings involving a nonsignatory, they cite to two consolidated Idaho cases where the Idaho Supreme Court upheld the
trial court's decision to deny a stay of non-signatory claims pending arbitration. Lewis v. Cedu
Educ. Servs., 135 Idaho 139, 15 P.3d 1147 (2000); Accomazzo v. Cedu Educ. Servs., 135 Idaho
145, 15 P.3d 1153 (2000).
Addressing Plaintiffs' argument first, they are correct that § 3 of the FAA does not
compel a court to stay all litigation, including claims against or by parties who are not subject to·
an

~bitratio~

agreement, .but the Court does have the discretion to d_o s.o. Moses H Cone, 460

U.S. at 21. Case law. demonstrates that courts regularly stay proceedings involving nonsignatories if a weighing of the above-cited factors suggests a stay is in the best interests of all
involved.9 As for the consolidated Idaho cases cited by Plaintiffs, they, too, expressly recognized
.that the trial court has the discretion to order a stay of proceedings against a non-signatory party.
"While there are instances in which a district court may elect to stay litigation pending the
outcome of arbitration betwe~n other parties, there is no requirement that it do so." Lewis, 135
Idaho at 145, 15 P.3d at 1153. Holding that the trial court did not err in refusing the stay, the
Court did not engage in any significant analysis or otherwise comment on the ruling. It merely
acknowledged the trial court did not exceed its discretion. Jd

9

See, e.g., American Home Assurance Co. v. Vecco Concrete Construction Co., Inc., 629 F.2d 961, 964 (4th
Cir.l980X"[where) questions of fact co=on to all actions pending ... are likely to be settled during the ...
arbitration, ... all litigation should be stayed pending the outcome of the arbitration proceedings."); Money Point
Diamond Corp. v. Bomar Resources, Inc., 654 F.Supp. 634, 636-37 (E.D.Va.1987X where a non-arbitrable count
io a complaint is joined with arbitrable claims, the non-arbitrable claims may be stayed pending the outcome of
the arbitration.); Institute of Mission Helpers of Baltimore City v. Reliance Insurance Co., 812 F.Supp. 72, 76
(D.Md.l992) (where the Court stated, "[t]ime and again the Supreme Court and the Fourth Circuit have
emphasized a federal policy that favors expeditious resolution of disputes through arbitration").
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Thus, having established the Court has the discretion to stay all proceedings pending
, arbitration, the question is whether it should do so. Contrary, to SBS's argument, Thurston's
claims do turn on the resolution of T3 's arbitrable claims. Thurston's claims are not dependent
on the outcome of T3's arbitrable claims and the arbitrator's decisions with regard to those
claims are not binding on Thurston. Certainly, those claims share a common question regarding
the Plaintiffs' rights under their distributorship agreements with regard to customer protection
and commissions. 10 Thurston and T3 's contractual rights are, in all relevant respects, .the same.
However, the Plaintiffs do nbt share their protected customers. Whether the Defendant
Distributors solicited and sold to the Plaintiffs' protected customers, whether SBS took steps to
prevent the Defendant Distributors from .d9~g so, and

wh~ther

S.BS paid

commis~ions

to ·the

Defendant Distributors on sales to Plaintiffs' protected customers will all involve individualized
presentations of evidence as to each protected customer. Therefore, this Court fmds the
Thurston's claims and T3 's arbitrable claims have more differences than commonalities and the
arbitrable issues do not "predominate." In addition, this Court sees little sense in staying
Thurston's claims- a non-signatory to the arbitration agreement- when Thurston could easily
dismiss its claims in the current suit andre-file wl.thout T3 as a co-Plaintiff. Consequently, this
Court will not stay Thurston's claims.
Conversely, T3's non-arbitrable claims are dependent on the outcome of its arbitrable
claims. Whether the Distributor Defendants and Dunlap interfered with T3's contractual relations
and prospective economic advantage will depend on the arbitrator's findings regarding the scope
'of T3's rights under the distributorship agreement and whether those rights were violated by
SBS. A stay ofT3's non-arbitrable claims, howev~r, is not warranted. To avoid the possibility of
10
As SBS concedes, Thurston's claims regarding the attempted business purchase in New Mexico is distinct from
T3's claims.
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inconsistent results and to advance the interests of judicial economy, this Court will set the trial
date to a time when it is likely arbitration will have concluded. In the meantime, the two
proceedings can go forward on a dual track. In addition, to avoid duplicative efforts by the
parties, the parties can agree to consolidate their discovery efforts in the two proceedings.

IV.

ORDER

For the foregoing reasons, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, AND THIS DOES ORDER, that
SBS's Motion to Compel Arbitration and Stay Proceedings is DENIED, in part, and GRANTED,
in part. T3 and SBS are ordered to arbitrate T3's claims against SBS in accordance with their
distributorship agt:eement, but the forum selection provision designating Dallas, Texas as the
forum for arbitration is hereby severed from the agreement. Consequently, T3 shall subtpit its
.claims against SBS for arbitration in Idaho. Further, this Court will not impose a stay on the
remaining claims, but will not schedule a trial date until arbitration has been completed.
IT IS SO ORDERED.

0
Dated this/~ay of December, 2014.
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Business Systems, Inc., Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc., Tressa McLaughlin, Michael Dunlap,
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ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Delaware
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It appearing that discovery in the above-captioned action I is likely to involve the
disclosure of confidential infom1ation, it is ORDERED as follows:
I.

Any patty to this litigation and any third-party shall have the right to designate as

"Confidential" and subject to this Order any information, document, or thing, or pottion of any
document or thing that has not been revealed to the public and that contains trade secrets,
competitively sensitive information regarding the development, production, marketing, financial,
sales or promotion of the producing party's products or finances, the disclosure of which would
have the efiect of causing harm to the competitive posi Lion of the person or entity from which the
infonnation is obtained. Any party to this litigation or any third party covered by this Order, who
produces or discloses any Confidential material, including without limitation any information,
document, thing, intenogatory answer, admission, pleading, or testimony, shall mark the same
with the foregoing or similar legend: "CONFIDENTIAL" or "CONFIDENTIAL- SUBJECT
TO DISCOVERY CONFIDENTIALITY ORDER" (hereinafier "Confidential").
2.

To the extent it is practical to do so, the designating party must designate for

protection only those parts of material, documents, items or oral or written communications that
qualify- so that other portions of the material, documents, items, or communications for which
protection is i1ot ~\manted are not swept unjusti!iablywithih the ambit.ofth,is Order.
Mass, indiscriminate, or routinized designations are prohibited. Designations that are
shown to have been made for an improper purpose (e.g., to unnecessarily encumber or retard the

111e claim T3 Enterprises, Inc. vs. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., is pending before the
American Arbitration Association, Case No. 01-15-0002-6860 (the" Arbitration"), at1d the
parties will enter into a separate Stipulated Discovery Confidentiality Order to be signed by
the arbitrators in the Arbitration.
·
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case development process or to impose unnecessary expenses and burdens on the other parties)
expose the designating party to sanctions.
If it comes to a designating party's attention that information or items that it designated
for protection do not qualify for protection at all or do not qualify for the level of protection
initially asserted, that designating party must promptly notify all other parties Umt it is
withdrawing the mistaken designation.
3.

All Confidential material shall be used by the receiving party solely for purposes

of the prosecution or defense of this action or the Arbi !ration, shall not be used by the receiving
pruty for any business, commercial, competitive, personal or other purpose, and shall not be
disclosed by U1e receiving party to anyone other than those set fmth in Paragraph 4, unless and
until the reslTictions herein are removed either by Wiitten agreement of counsel for the parties, or
by Order of the Court.
4.

Confidential material and the contents of Confidential material may be disclosed

only to the following individuals under the following conditions:
a.

Outside counsel (herein defined as any attorney at the parties' outside law

b.

Out~ide

fi1ms);
experts or consuJtantS<retajped by outside com]sel for p,urposes of

this action or the Arbitration, provided they have signed a non-disclosure agreement in·U1e form
attached hereto as Exhibit A;
c.

Secretarial, paralegal, clerical, duplicating and data processing personnel

of the foregoing;
d.

The Court and court personnel;

e.

The Arbitrators and arbitration personnel in U1e Arbitration;
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f.

Any deponent may be shown or examined on any information, document

or thing designated Confidential if it appears that the witness authored or received a copy of it,
was involved in the subject matter described therein or is employed by the party who produced
the information, document or thing, or if the producing party consents to such disclosure;
g.

Vendors retained by or for the parties to assist in preparing for pretrial

discovery, trial, hearings and/or the Arbitration including, but not limited to, court reporters,
litigation support personnel, jury consultants, individuals to prepare denfonstrative and
audiovisual aids for use in the courtroom or in depositions or mock jury or arbitration sessions,
as well as their staff, stenographic, and clerical employees whose duties and responsibilities
require access to such materials; and
h.

The parties to this litigation and the Arbitration. In the case of parties that

are corporations or other business entities, "party" shall mean executives who are required to
participate in decisions with reference to this lawsuit or the Arbitration.
5.

Confidential material shall be used only by individuals permitted access to it

under Paragraph 4. Confidential material, copies thereof, and the information contained therein,
shall not be disclosed in any manner to any other individual, until and unless (a) outside counsel
.for the party asserting confid,cntiality waives the claim of confidentiality, or (b) the Court orders
such disclosure.
6.

With respect to any depositions that involve a disclosure of Confidential material

of a party to this litigation, such party shall either designate such portion and exhibits during the
deposition, or have until fourteen ( 14) days after receipt of the deposition transcript within which
to infonn all other parties that portions of the transcript are to be designated Confidential, which
period may be extended by agreement of the parties. Upon being informed that certain portions
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of a deposition are to be designated as Confidential, all parties shall immediat~ly cause each
copy of the transcript in its custody or control to be appropriately marked and limit disclosure of
the conJidential portion of that tmnscript in accordance with Paragraphs 3 and 4.
7.

If counsel for a party receiving documents or information designated as

Confidential hereunder objects to such designation of any or all of such items, the following
procedure shall apply:
a.

Counsel for the objecting patty shall serve on the design!}ting party or

third party a written objection to such designation, which shall describe the documents or
information in question and shall state the grounds for objection. Counsel for the designating
party or third party shall respond in writing to such objection within 14 days, and shall state with
'

'

particularity the grounds for assetting that the document or information is Confidential. If no
timely written response is made to the objection, the challenged designation ~ill be deemed to be
void. If the designating party or nonparty makes a timely response to such objection asserting the
propriety of the designation, counsel shall then confer in good faith in an effort to resolve the
dispute.
b.

If a dispute as to a Confidential designation of a document or item of

information cannot· be resolved by agreemept, the proP,onent of the desigpation being challeng~4
shall present the dispute to the Comt for an order regarding the challenged designation. The
document or information that is the subject of the Court filing shall be treated as originally
designated pending resolution of the dispute. The designating party shall bear the burden of
demonstrating that confidential treatment is appropriate.
8.

All requests to seal documents filed with the Court shall comply with Idaho Comt

Administrative Rule 32.

STIPULATED DISCOVERY CONFIDENTIALITY ORDER
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. 9.

If the need arises during trial or at any hearing before the Court for any party to

disclose Confidential information, it may do so only after giving notice to the producing party
and as directed by the Court pursuant to Idaho Court Administrative Rule 32.
10.

No infmmation that is in the public domain or which is already known by the

receiving party through proper means or which is or becomes available to a party from a source
other than the party asserting confidentiality or is rightfully in a party's possession on a nonconfidential basis, shall be deemed or considerei:l to be Confidential material under this
Discovery Confidentiality Order.
11.

This Discovery Confidentiality Order shall survive the termination of this action

and shall remain in full force and effect unless modified by an Order of this Court or by the
written stipulation of the parties filed with the Courl.
12.

Upon final conclusion of this litigation, each party or other individual subject to

the te1ms hereof shall be under an obligation to assemble and to retum to the originating source
all originals and unmarked copies of documents and things containing Confidential material;
provided, however, that counsel may retain complete copies of all transcripts and pleadings
including any exhibits attached thereto for archival purposes, subject to the provisions of this
Discovery Confidentiality Order. To the extent a party re_quests the re_turn of Gonfidential
material fTOm the Court after the final conclusion of the litigation, including the exhaustion of all
appeals therefrom and all related proceedings, the pm1y shall file a motion seeking such relief.

Ill
Ill
Ill

STIPULATED DISCOVERY CONFIDENTIALITY ORDER
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IT IS SO ORDERED.
DATED THIS _ _ day of April, 2015.

Honorable Steven J. Hippler
District Judge

STIPULATED DISCOVERY CONFIDENTIALITY ORDER
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EXHIBIT A

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
)
corporation; and THURSTON
)
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho coqJoration, )
)
)
Plaintiffs,
)
vs.
)
)
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., )
a Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD
)
ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Delaware
)
corporation; TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, an
)
)
individual; MICHAEL DUNLAP, an
individual; IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC.)
an Idaho corporation; JAMES DUNN, an
)
individual; JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited
)
liability company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho
)
limited liability company; and DOES 1-10,
)
)
Defendants.
)

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
AGREEMENTTOBEBOUNDBY
STIPULATED DISCOVERY
CONFIDENTIALITY ORDER

--------~--------------~)
I, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , being duly sworn, state that:

1.

My address i s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

2.

My present employer is _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ and the address of my

present employment i s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3.

My present occupation or job description i s - - - - - - - - -

4.

I have carefully read and understood the provisions of the Discovery

Confidentiality Order in this case signed by the Court, and I will comply with all provisions of
the Discovery Confidentiality Order.

STIPULATED DISCOVERY CONFIDENTIALITY ORDER
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5.

I will hold in confidence and not disclose to anyone not qualified under the

Discovery Confidentiality Order any Confidential Mate1ial or any words, summaries, abstracts,
or indices of Confidential lnfonnation disclosed to me.

6.

I will limit use of Confidential Material disclosed to me solely for purpose of

this action and the Arbitration.

7.

No later than the final conclusion of the case, I will return all Confidential

Material and summaries, abstracts, and indices thereof which come into my possession, and
documents or things which I have prepared relating thereto, to counsel for the party for whom I
was employed or retained.
I declare under penalty of pe1jury that the foregoing is true and conect.

Dated:-------[Name)

STIPULATED DISCOVERY CONFIDENTIALITY ORDER
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this_ day of April, 2015, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing AGREEMENT TO BE BOUND BY STIPULATED DISCOVERY
CONFIDENTIALITY ORDER by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the
following:
Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS,
CHTD
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10111 Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701-0829
[Attorneys for Plaintifls}

D
D
D
D

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Ovemight Mail
E-mail: pmo@moffatt.com
ccg@moffatt.com
D Telecopy: 208.385.5384

James M. Mulcahy (Admitted pro hac vice)
Kevin A. Adams (Admitted pro hac vice)
MulcahyLLP
4 Park Plaza; Ste. 1230
Irvine, California; 92614
[Attorneys for Plaintifls}

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Ovemight Mail
D E-mai.J:
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
kadamas@mulcahyllp.com
D Telecopy: 949.252.0090

Steven F. Schossberger
Tayler Tibbitts
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, Idaho 83 701-1617
[Attorneys for Defendants}

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
DE-mail:
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
ttibbitts@hawleytroxell.coJn
D Telecopy: 208.954.5260

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the Comt

By _____ _
Deputy Clerk
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C. Clayton Gill, ISB No. 4973
MOFFATT THOMAS
~ 101 S. Capitol Blvd., lOth Floor
i P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83 702
Telephone: (208) 345-2000
Facsimile: (208) 385-5384
Email: PMO@moffatt.com
CCG@moffatt.com

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Cieri<
By ALESIA BUlTS
DEPUTY

James M. Mulcahy (Ca. SBN 213547)- pro hac vice
;mulcahy@mulcahyllp. com
Kevin A. Adams (Ca. SBN 239171)- pro hac vice
kadams@mulcahyllp. com
MULCAHYLLP
Four Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Telephone: (949) 252-9377
Facsimile: (949) 252-0090
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation

)

~
~

SAF;~UARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,

l
l

Defendants.

~

Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF
JAMES M. MULCAHY IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS'
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS

INC., a Delaware corporation;
)
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a )
Delaware corporation; TRESSA
)
MCLAUGHLIN, an individual; JAMIE
)
MCCORMICK, an individual; MICHAEL )
DUNLAP, an individual; IDAHO
)
BUSINESS FORMS, INC. an Idaho
)
corporation; JAMES DUNN, an individual;)
JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
)
company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited )
liability company; FORM SYSTEMS INC. )
dba DOCUSOURCE PRINT
)
MANAGEMENT, an Oregon corporation; ))
DELUXE CORPORATION, a Minnesota )
corporation; and DOES 1-10,
)

MULCAHY SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION ISO MOTION TO CHALLENGE
002215
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS

ORIGINAL

I, James M. Mulcahy, declare as follows:
1.

I am duly admitted to practice before all courts of the State of California and

Illinois, and am a member of federal district courts for the Central District of California and the
Northern District of Illinois. I am also admitted to practice before the United States Court of
Appeals for the Ninth and Seventh Circuits. I am the lead attorney for Plaintiffs T3 and Thurston
Enterprises, Inc. I file this declaration in support of Plaintiffs' Motion to Challenge Defendants
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. ("SBS") and Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. ("SAl")
(collectively, the "Safeguard Defendants"), Idaho Business Forms, Inc., James Dunn and
JDHRS, LLC (collectively, the "IBF Defendants"), Tressa McLaughlin, Jamie McCormick,
KMMR, LLC (collectively, the "KMMR Defendants"), Michael Dunlap's ("Dunlap") and
Deluxe Corporation's Designations and Redactions.
2.

I prepared my clients Roger Thurston, Mike Teply and Dawn Teply (ofT3

Enterprises) for their depositions by meeting with them in person for several days beginning on
January 7, 2016. In preparation for their deposition we reviewed many hundreds of documents
that were among the more than 150000 pages of documents produced in this matter. At no point
in time did I ever show the clients any document marked AEO or repeat any information stated
therein. Furthermore, the preparation sessions for these clients occurred before my team had
even reviewed the AEO documents which were belatedly produced by Defendants in the first
week of January.
3.

As to the testimony at question in Deluxe's Opposition, I provided my clients

with a number of documents (marked either confidential or with no designation) wherein Deluxe
CEO Lee Schram is telling SBS President JJ Sorrenti that the DocuSource and IBF acquisitions
must close for Deluxe to hits its financial numbers and goals.

- 1MULCAHY SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION ISO MOTION TO CHALLENGE
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DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS

I declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the laws of the United States of
America and the State of Idaho that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed this 1Oth day of
February, 2016 in Boise, Idaho.

James M. Mulcahy
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this lOth day of February, 2016, I caused a true and correct copy
ofthe foregoing SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF JAMES M. MULCAHY IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND
REDACTIONS to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
(X) E-Mail

Steven F. Schossberger
Dane Bolinger
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main St., Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Facsimile (208) 954-5260
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com

Attorneys for Defendants
Christopher S. Reeder (Pro Hac Vice)
Wesley W. Lew (Pro Hac Vice)
ROBINS KAPLAN LLP
2049 Century Park East Suite 3400
Los Angeles, CA 90067
Facsimile (310) 229-5800
WLew@RobinsKaplan.com
CReeder@RobinsKaplan.com

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
(X) E-Mail

Attorneys for Deluxe Corporation

C. Clayton Gill
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

MAR 2 4 2016

THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADXHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

'
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O!!PUTY

T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiffs,
vs.

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER ON MOTIONS RE:
ATTORNEY CLIENT PRIVILEGE

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
INC., a Delaware corporation;
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a
Delaware corporation; TRESS
MCLAUGHLIN, an individual;
MICHAEL DUNLAP, an individual;
IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC., an
Idaho corporation; JAMES DUNN, an
individual; JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; and DOES 1-10,
Defendants.

I.

INTRODUCTION
Through their respective motions, Plaintiffs and Defendants each seek to compel the

production of documents withheld pursuant to the attorney-client privilege. 1 Pursuant to the
Court's request, the challenged documents were provided to the Court for an in-camera review.

2

A hearing on the motions was held on February 12, 2016 at which time the Court took the

1

Plaintiffs' "Motion to Challenge Defendants' Designations and Redactions" was filed on January 20, 2016.
Defendants' "Motion to Compel Production of Documents Identified in Plaintiffs' Privilege Log and for the Court to
Conduct an in Camera Inspection" was filed January 28, 2016.
2

Notably, after Plaintiffs' filed their motion, Defendants produced all but 41 communications previously withheld
as attorney-client privileged.

1
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motions, insofar as they pertained to challenges to the attorney-client privilege, under
advisement. 3

II.

STANDARD

Trial courts have broad discretion in determining whether or not to grant a motion to compel.
Kirk v. Ford Motor Co., 141 Idaho 697, 700-01, 116 P.3d 27, 30-31 (2005), citing I.R.C.P.
37(a)(2)(2004); Storm v. Spaulding, 137 Idaho 145, 149, 44 P.3d 1200, 1204 (Ct.App.2002)(trial
court's supervision of discovery is wholly discretionary). The court must, therefore, correctly
perceive the issue as one of discretion, act within the outer boundaries of its discretion and
consistently with the legal standards applicable to the specific choices available to it, and reach
its decision by an exercise of reason. Kirk, 141 Idaho at 701, 116 P.3d at 31, citing Sun Valley
Shopping Ctr. v. Idaho Power Co., 119 Idaho 87, 94, 803 P.2d 993, 1000 (1991).

III.

ANALYSIS

Rule 26(b), IRCP, allows parties to "obtain discovery regarding any matter, not privileged,
which is relevant to the subject matter involved in the pending action, whether it relates to the
claim or defense of the party seeking discovery or to the claim or defense of any other party[.]"
The burden of showing information is privileged exempt from discovery is on the party asserting
the privilege. Kirkv. Ford Motor Co., 141 Idaho 697, 704, 116 P.3d 27, 34 (2005). Idaho's
attorney-client privilege is described in I.R.E. 502(b), which states:
A client has a privilege to refuse to disclose and to prevent any other person from
disclosing confidential communications made for the purpose of facilitating the
rendition of professional legal services to the client which were made (1) between
the client or the client's representative and the client's lawyer or the lawyer's
representative, (2) between the client's lawyer and the lawyer's representative, (3)
among clients, their representatives, their lawyers, or their lawyer's
representatives, in any combination, concerning a matter of common interest, but
not including communications solely among clients or their representatives when
no lawyer is a party to the communication, (4) between representatives of the

3

Plaintiffs' Motion also involved challenges to Defendants' redactions for non-responsiveness and Defendants'
designation of documents as "Attorney-Eyes Only'', which documents were also provided to the Court for an incamera review. At the February 12, 2016 hearing, the Court ordered the redacted non-responsive documents to be
produced by Defendants in full and further ordered that the parties meet and confer regarding the ABO documents
within fourteen (14) days and report back to the Court if resolution was not reached. The parties have not contacted
the Court in the regard, so the Court assumes the issue has been resolved and hereby denies that portion of Plaintiffs'
motion as being moot. In addition, in responding to Plaintiffs' motion, Defendant Deluxe requested sanctions
against Plaintiffs for three alleged violations of the two protective orders in the action. Deluxe argued the sanctions
issue at the February 12, 2016 and the Court or~_lly denied the request.

2
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client or betwe~n the client and a representative of the client, or (5) among
lawyers and their representatives representing the same client.
I.R.E. 502(b).
For the attorney-client privilege to apply, the communication must be (1) confidential
within the meaning ofi.R.E. 502, (2) made between persons described in the rule, and (3) for the
purpose of facilitating the rendition of professional legal services to the client. I.R.E. 502(b);

State v. Allen, 123 Idaho 880, 885-86, 853 P.2d 625,630-31 (Ct.App.1993), overruled on other
grounds by State v. Jones, 127 Idaho 478, 903 P.2d 67 (1995) and State v. Gomez, 126 Idaho 83,
878 P.2d 782 (1994). Rule 502 defines a communication as "confidential" if it is "not intended to
be disclosed to third persons other than those to whom disclosure is made in furtherance of the
rendition of professional legal services to the client or those reasonably necessary for the
transmission of the communication."
With regard to communications between a corporation and its in-house counf;el, however,
the standard is stricter and such communications are not presumed to be made for the purpose of
obtaining legal advice. Dewitt v. Walgreen Co., 2012 WL 3837764, at *2 (D. Idaho Sept. 4,
2012), citing United States v. ChevronTexaco Corp., 241 F.Supp.2d 1065, 1076 (N.D.Cal.2002).
Communications with in-house counsel in the role of attorney-advisor are afforded the same
protection as outside counsel, but communications conveying business (as opposed to legal)
advice are not protected by the privilege. Upjohn Co. v. United States, 449 U.S. 383, 396 (1981).
"Because in-house counsel may operate in a purely or primarily business capacity in connection
with many corporate endeavors," courts will require that the party seeking to protect the
I

communications with in-house counsel make "clear showing" that the communications were
made for the purpose of obtaining or providing legal advice, rather than business advice. Dewitt,
2012 WL at* 3, quoting ChevronTexaco, 241 F.Supp.2d at 1076. "Extending protection to
communications primarily and sufficiently animated by some other purpose would not be
necessary to encourage forthright disclosures by clients to lawyers-so such communications
should not be privileged." !d.

It is pursuant to these standards that the Court reviews the disputed communications
submitted by the parties.

3
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A. Defendants' Motion
The documents at issue in Defendants' motion consist of two emails between Plaintiffs,
their counsel, and Fred Flatt ("Flatt"), as well as four attachments thereto, which were sent
between July 22, 2014 and July 24, 2014. 4 The attachments consist of unsigned engagement
letters to Flatt and each of the Plaintiffs, as well as an unsigned Conflict Waiver to be executed
collectively by Flatt and the Plaintiffs. The challenges raised by Defendants with regard to these
communications are whether Flatt was a client when the communications took place and, if so,
whether the communications "concern[ed] a matter of common interest" among Flatt and both
Plaintiffs.' IRE 502(b)(3). Defendants further assert that even if the communications ai:e
privileged: 1) the engagement letters by nature are not privileged communications, and 2)
Plaintiffs waived the privilege by placing the business transaction between Flatt and Thurston at
issue in the litigation. For the following reasons, this Court holds that the documents are
privileged and such privilege was not waived.

1. Flatt was a client.
Rule 502 defined "client" as including a prospective client who "consults a lawyer with a
view to obtaining professional legal services from the lawyer. IRE 502(a)(1). An attorney-client
relationship is generally formed by "assent by both the putative client and attorney." Berry v.

McFarland, 153 Idaho 5, 9, 278 P.3d 407, 411 (2012). "If a putative client seeks the attorney's
advice, and the attorney engages in conduct that could reasonably be construed as so agreeing,
then there is an attorney-client relationship." Id. The privilege over the correspondence between
a putative client and an attorney persists whether or not actual employment results. State v.

Iwakiri, 106 Idaho 618, 621, 682 P.2d 571, 574 (1984).
The evidence demonstrates Flatt was a "client" under IRE 502 at the time the
communications were made. Namely, Mr. Mulcahy's declaration submitted in opposition to
Defendants' motion asserts that Flatt reached out to him just prior to the correspondence at issue
to see if Mulcahy would represent him concerning possible litigation with Defendant Safeguard
Business Systems ("SBS") regarding SBS's refusal to consent to the sale of Flatt's Safeguard
distributorship to Thurston in the early summer of2014. Decl. J. Mulcahy,~ 3 (February 5,
2016). Mr. Mulcahy viewed Flatt as sharing a common legal interest with Thurston and Teply
and agreed to jointly represent all of them in anticipated litigation against SBS and Deluxe. !d.
4

These documents were produced to the Court in the unredacted from as TT00004361-UR through TT00004393.

4
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The engagement letter to Flatt and the conflict waiver attached to the emails at issue evidence
Flatt's interest in obtaining Mulcahy's legal services, despite later choosing not to engage in
litigation.·

2. Flatt, Teply and Thurston shared a common legal interest.
With regard to the common interest element, the parties dispute whether the interest'was
legal or business in nature. Defendants contend that the only common interest was a business
interest between Flatt and Thurston regarding the sale of Flatt's distributorship to Thurston.
Plaintiffs argue the three parties had a common legal interest in initiating joint litigation against
Safeguard and Deluxe. Case law on the common interest element instructs that the interest must
be legal rather than a business interest "that happens to include a concern about litigation." In re

Fresh & Process Potatoes Antitrust Litigation, 2014 WL 2435581, at *6-7 (D. Idaho May 30,
2014). 5 As explained in In reFresh,
The parties must demonstrate cooperation in formulating a common legal
strategy. And, even if the parties do share a common legal interest, for the
privilege to apply, the communication at issue must be designed to further that
legal effort.
2014 WL at* 7.
The standard governing the degree of commonality of interests, however, varies among
the federal courts. Rice, 1 Attorney-Client Privilege in the U.S. § 4:36 (2015)(noting there is "no
clear standard for measuring the community of interests that must exist for the privilege to
apply."). Some courts, such as the Ninth Circuit, merely require general common "issues" and
that the communication be intended to facilitate representation. I d., citing Hunydee v. United

States, 355 F.2d 183, 185 (9th Cir. 1965).6 Other courts, such as the Second Circuit, require that
the parties have "an identical legal interest" in the subject matter of the protected ·
communications. Id., collecting cases. As evidenced by In reFresh, Idaho federal courts appear
to align with the more liberal Ninth Circuit rule and, therefore, this Court will apply it here.

5

From this Court's review, it does not appear Idaho's appellate courts have undertaken to defined "common
interesf' as used in IRE 502(b)(3); therefore, this Court looks to federal law on the subject to guide its analysis.

6

See also, Callwave Commc'ns, LLC v. Wavemarket, Inc., 2015 WL 831539, at *4 (N.D. Cal. Feb. 23, 2015)("The
privilege does not require a complete unity of interests among the participants, and it may apply where the parties'
interests are adverse in substantial respects.")

5
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It is evident from the engagement letter to Flatt that the common business interest
between Flatt and Thurston (i.e., the purchase and sale of Flatt's distributorship) was no longer in
play by the time Flatt sought Mulcahy's advice. After weeks of communicating with Thurston
about the sale of Flatt's distributorship, SBS communicated its final decision declining approval
on July 3, 2014, three weeks before the communication at issue took place. 2nd Amend. Cmplt, ~
204 and Exh. 66 thereto. The documents before this Court- namely, the engagement letter to
Flatt - suggest that when Flatt approached Mulcahy, he had a legal interest in pursuing litigation
against SBS and Deluxe for their actions in connection with Flatt's distributorship.
While at first blush this legal interest appears to be common only to Thurston, the
allegations in this case are that SBS and Deluxe withheld consent to the sale of Flatt's
distributorship because Thurston refused to sign a release of claims against SBS and its affiliates.
2nd Amend. Cmplt, ~~ 190-204. By signing the release, Thurston would have waived his
customer protection rights claims, which he claims he shares in common with Teply. This is the
tie that binds Teply to Flatt. The customer protection rights issues are intertwined with the Flatt
distributorship issue. Therefore, this Court finds that Mulcahy correct concluded that the parties
had a common legal interest in pursuing joint litigation against against SBS and Deluxe and the
communications at issue were all directly related to furthering that common interest.
3. The engagement letters are privileged.
Idaho appellate courts have not squarely addressed whether engagement letters are
privileged communications under IRE 502. Noting this lack of Idaho precedent, both parties cite
to federal common law which generally holds that "the identity of the client, the amount of the
fee, the identification of payment by case file name, and the general purpose of the work
performed" are not protected, but "correspondence, bills, ledgers, statements, and time records
which also reveal the motive of the client in seeking representation, litigation strategy, or the
specific nature of the services provided, such as researching particular areas of law, fall within
the privilege." Paul v. Winco Holdings, Inc., 249 F.R.D. 643, 654 (D. Idaho 2008), citing Clarke
v. American Commerce Nat'! Bank, 974 F.2d 127, 129 (9th Cir.l992). Under this standard, the
court in Paul found the engagement letters between the client and counsel to be privileged. Id.
Other federal courts have reached the opposite conclusion. Montgomery Cty. v. Micro Vote Corp.,
175 F.3d 296, 304 (3d Cir. 1999)(holding the attorney-client privilege does not shield fee
agreement letter).

6
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Applying IRE 502, however, this Court finds the engagement letters at issue to be
privileged communications, even if the information contained therein is not confidential. In other
words, the parties may be compelled to testify to the fee arrangement itself and other generic
matters within the agreement which do not reveal particulars about the representation, but the
communication itself remains privileged. This result is more consistent with the idea that the
attorney client privilege "only protects disclosure of communications; it does not protect
disclosure of the underlying facts by those who commuiricated with the attorney." Truckstop.Net,
L.L.C. v. Sprint Commc'ns Co., L.P., 2007 WL 2480001, at *4 (D. Idaho Aug. 29, 2007), citing,
Upjohn Co. v. U.S., 449 U.S. 383,395-396 (1981).
~

In addition, this Court notes that, even if not protected under IRE 502, Plaintiffs correctly

note that the engagement letters need not be produced on relevance grounds because they are not
reasonably calculated to lead to admissible evidence under IRCP 26(b)(1). Behnia v. Shapiro,
176 F.R.D. 277, 281 (N.D. TIL 1997)(finding ::ee agreement was not relevant to issues in case and
need not be produced); Adams v. Gateway, Inc., 2005 WL 4705885, at *2 (D. Utah Nov. 2,
2005)(same).

4. Plaintiffs did not waive the privilege.
Defendants' final argument is that, if privileged, Plaintiffs waived the privilege over the
communications by placing the sale of Flatt's distributorship at issue in the litigation. This Court
disagrees. Under Idaho law, a privilege is waived when the holder of the privilege ''voluntarily
discloses or consents to disclosure of any significant part of the matter or communication." IRE
510. Waiver is based on the principle that "the attorney-client privilege is a defensive shield and
not an offensive sword." Skelton v. Spencer, 98 Idaho 417, 420, 565 P.2d 1374 (1977)). In
Skelton, the Idaho Supreme Court held that by testifying to the privileged communications with
her former attorneys regarding the settlement at issue at issue, the plaintiff waived the privilege
for all communications relevant to the settlement process. Id. As noted by Idaho's federal court,
however, Idaho courts have not squarely addressed whether putting information, rather than the
communications, at issue in a case amounts to a waiver." United Heritage Prop. & Cas. Co. v.
Farmers All. Mut. Ins. Co., 2011 WL 3204765, at *3 (D. Idaho July 26, 2011). Here, Plaintiffs
I

have placed neither the fact of Mulcahy's representation of Flatt nor Flatt's communications with
Mulcahy about representation at issue in the case. Therefore, the privilege stands.

7
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B. Plaintiffs' Motion
At issue in Plaintiffs' motion are 41 email communications and attachments thereto
between corporate representatives for SBS and its in-house counsel, Michael Dunlap and/or
Kevin Skipper. As discussed above, SBS bears the burden of making a "clear showing" that the
communications with Dunlap and/or Skipper were made for the purpose of obtaining or
providing legal advice, rather than business advice. Dewitt, 2012 WL at* 3. This Court notes
that Dunlap is not only in-house counsel for SBS, but also corporate secretary for SBS and
Defendant Safeguard Acquisitions Inc. The record in this case, including the 41 communications
before this Court, demonstrates Dunlap was extensively involved in business aspects of SBS,
including monitoring cross-over customer sales and commissions and corresponding with
Plaintiffs regarding the extent of Plaintiffs' cross-over customers. Having reviewed the
communications in-camera, this Court finds that the majority concerned factual matters and
business advice about the cross-over customers made in Dunlap's capacity as corporate secretary
rather than purely legal issues. As to the following communications, SBS has failed to satisfy its
burden:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PRIV 00411 - 00001 - UR
PRIV 00607- 00001 - UR
PRIV 00678_00001_UR through PRIV 00678_00002_UR
PRIV 00679 UR
PRIV 00773 _ 00001_UR through PRIV 00773 _ 00002_ UR
PRIV 00848_00001_UR through PRIV 00848_00002_UR
PRIV 00925- 00001 - UR
PRIV 01040_00001_UR through PRIV 01040_00002_UR
PRIV 01041 UR
PRIV 01170_00001_UR through PRIV 01170_00007_UR
PRIV 01234_00001_UR through PRIV 01234_00002_UR
PRIV 01235 UR
PRIV 01298_00001_UR through PRIV 01298_0002_UR, with the exception of the email
from Dunlap on the top of page PRIV 01298_00001_UR
PRIV 01469_ 0000 1_UR through PRIV 01469_ 00002_ UR
PRIV 01518_00001_UR through PRIV 01518_00002_UR
PRIV 00848_ 0000 1_UR through PRIV 00848_ 00002_ UR
PRIV 01535_00001_UR through PRIV 01535_00003_UR, with the exception ofthe first
two emails in the email exchange contained on page PRIV 01535_001_UR
PRIV 01596_00001_UR through PRIV 01596_00002_UR
PRIV 01597_OOOOI_UR through PRIV 01597_00002_UR
PRIV 01598_00001_UR through PRIV 01598_00002_UR
PRIV 01599 UR
8
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DEFS0028169 UR
DEFS0039350 UR
DEFS0039562_UR through DEFS0039563_UR
DEFS0039581_UR through DEFS0039582_UR, with the exception of the email from
Dunlap on the top of page DEFS0039581_UR.
DEFS00039837 UR-DEFS000039838
DEFS00039841 UR-DEFS000039844
DEFS00040116 UR-DEFS000040117
DEFS0057093 UR
DEFS0057153 UR
DEFS0057252- UR-DEFS0057253 - UR
DEFS0057273 UR
DEFS0087088 UR-DEFS0087089
DEFS0087092 UR-DEFS0087094
DEFS0039368
IV.

ORDER

For the foregoing reasons, it is hereby ordered that Defendants' Motion to Compel is
DENIED and Plaintiffs' Motion to Challenge Defendants' Designations and Redactions is
GRANTED, in part, and DENIED, in part, as set forth herein. Defendants are hereby ordered to
produce the documents listed in§ III(B) to Plaintiffs within seven (7) days of this Order.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
l

17

Dated this

2'1_ day of March, 2016.
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Attorneys for Plaintiffs

14

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

15

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

16

17
18

19

T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation
Plaintiffs,

20
21
22
23
24
25

26
27
28

v.

)
) Case No. CV-OC-1416400
)
)
) STIPULATION TO PERMIT FILING OF
) THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT AND TO
)

DISMISS WITH PREJUDICE DEFENDANTS
KMMR, LLC, TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN,
) JAMJE MCCORMICK, IDAHO BUSINESS
) FORMS, INC. MICHAEL DUNLAP, JAMES
) DUNN, AND JDHRS, LLC.
~

~

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
INC., a Delaware corporation;
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a )
Delaware corporation; TRESSA
)
)
MCLAUGHLIN, an individual; JAMIE
MCCORMICK, an individual; MICHAEL )
DUNLAP, an individual; IDAHO
~
BUSINESS FORMS, INC. an Idaho
)
corporation; JAMES DUNN, an individual;)
JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
)
company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited )
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2
3

4

liability company; FORM SYSTEMS INC.)
dba DOCUSOURCE PRINT
~
MANAGEMENT, an Oregon corporation; )
DELUXE CORPORATION, a Minnesota )
)
corporation; and DOES 1-10, ·
)
Defendants.
~

5

6

7

8
9

10

IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED AND AGREED by and between all current parties who
have appeared in this action (as indicated below), through their respective counsel, as follows:
(1)

Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston Enterprises, Inc. (collectively,

"Plaintiffs") may file the Third Amended Complaint attached hereto as Exhibit A;

11
(2)

12
13

As reflected in the Third Amended Complaint, Defendants Tressa McLaughlin

("McLaughlin"), Jamie McCormick ("McCormick"), KMMR, LLC ("KMMR"), Idaho Business

14

Forms, Inc. ("IBF'), JDHRS, LLC ("JDHRS"), Michael Dunlap ("Dunlap") and James Dunn

15

("Dunn"), only, are hereby dismissed with prejudice pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure

16

Rule 41(a)(l);

17

(3)

Plaintiffs, on the one hand, and KMMR, McLaughlin, McCormick, IBF, JDHRS,

18

Dunlap and Dunn, on the other hand, will bear his/her/its own attorneys' fees and costs with
19

20
21
22

respect to the claims of Plaintiffs against KMMR, McLaughlin, McCormick, IBF, JDHRS,
Dunlap and Dunn;
(4)

The Third Amended Complaint also includes claims by Plaintiff Thurston

23

Enterprises, Inc. against Defendant Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. ("SBS") for (a) breach of

24

the parties' March 6, 2014 agreement, and (b) fraud in the inducement of that same March 6,

25

2014 agreement.

26
(5)

As to the newly added claims for (a) breach of the parties' March 6, 2014

27

28

agreement, and (b) fraud in the inducement of that same March 6, 2014 agreement, the parties
- 1-
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1

hereby agree and stipulate that discovery will remain open as to these claims only for a period

2

not to exceed six (6) weeks after the current date for the close of discovery and allowing the

3

Defendants to issue interrogatories, requests for production, or any other appropriate written

4

discovery to Thurston Enterprises and also to depose Thurston Enterprises as necessary, on
5

6

7
8

9
10
11

these claims only. As to all other claims and issues, the current discovery closure date is not
affected or altered by this stipulation;
(6)

Defendants SBS, Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc., and Deluxe Corporation will have

20 days from service of the signed and filed Order permitting filing of the Third Amended
Complaint to file a response to the Third Amended Complaint; and
(7)

While the Defendants stipulate to the filing of the Plaintiffs' Third Amended

12
13
14

Complaint, the remaining Defendants continue to reserve all rights and defenses, whether at law
or in equity, as to the merits of that pleading.

15
16

SO STIPULATED.

17
18

DATED: June 13,2016

19

MOFFATT~O~
By:

"--.__

C. Clayton Gill, ISB No. 4973
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
T3 Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston
Enterprises, Inc.

20
21
22
23

l1 I

DATED: June 13, 2016

MULCAHYLLP

24
25

By:
James M. Mulcahy- pro hac vice
Kevin A. Adams -pro hac vice
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
T3 Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston
Enterprises, Inc.

26
27
28
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hereby agree nnd stipulate rhat discovery will remain open o.s to these claims only for a pl!riod
2
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not to exceed six (6} weeks afret the current d~te for the close of discowry ;mel a)Jowing the

Defendants to issue interrogurories, reqtJcsts tor pl'()dllction, or any other nppropria~e written

4

dL'icovery to Thurston Enterprises and al11o to depose Thurston Enterprises as necessary, on
5
6

7
8

9

lO
11

these: claims only. As TO all other claims and issues, the current discovery closure date is not
affected or alterecl by this stipulation;
(6)

Defendants SBS, Safeguard Acquisilion!i, Inc., and Deluxe Corporation will have

20 clays from service of the signed and flied Order permitting filing of the Third Amended
Complaint to file u response to the Third Amended Compluint: and

(7)

While th~ Defendants stipulat~: to the filing of thl:!l Plaintiffs' Third Amended

12
13

Complainr, the remaining DefeJldaats cominul;l ~o reserve all rlght!i and defc:nses, whether allaw
or in equity, as to the merits of that pleading.

15
16

SO STlFULATED.

: 17
18

DATED: June 13, 20l6
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MOFFATT THOMAS
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C. Clayton Gill, lSB No. 4973
Anorney.s for Plaintiffs
T3 Entell'rises, lnc. and Thurston

20
21

Enterprises~
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DArED: June 13,2016

Inc.
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By,_~~

.J~mes M. Mulcahy- pm hac: vice
Kevin A. Adams·· pro hac vice
Atlomeys for Plaintiffs
T3 Entt;lrprises, Inc. and Tlll•rsLon
Entet·prises, Jnc.
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Patricia M. Olsson, ISB No. 3055
C. Clayton Gill, ISB No. 4973
MOFFATT THOMAS
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 101h Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83 702
Telephone: (208) 345-2000
Facsimile: (208) 385-5384
Email: PMO@moffatt.com
CCG@moffatt.com
James M. Mulcahy (pro hac vice)
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp. com
Kevin A. Adams (pro hac vice)
kadams@mulcahyllp. com
Douglas R. Luther (pro hac vice)
dluther@mulcahyllp. com
MULCAHYLLP
Four Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Telephone: (949) 252-9377
Facsimile: (949) 252-0090
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
·
corporation; and THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiffs,

v.

)
)
) Case No. CV-OC-2014-1416400

~

) THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT AND
) DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

~

) EXHIBITS 8-10, 12, 16, 18-19,29,35,37
FILED UNDER SEAL

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
INC., a Delaware corporation;
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a
Delaware corporation; and DELUXE
CORPORATION, a Minnesota
corporation,
Defendants.

~
~
)

)
)

~

)
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Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises, Inc. ("T3 Enterprises") and Thurston Enterprises, Inc.
("Thurston Enterprises") allege as follows:
NATURE OF THE ACTION
1.

Roger Thurston ("Thurston") has been a distributor for Safeguard Business

Systems, Inc. ("SBS") for more than 27 years. SBS distributes products in the business forms,
supplies and services industry. On June 1, 1987, Thurston signed a franchise agreement and
became an SBS distributor. Thurston was assigned a geographic territory consisting of, among
other areas, 26 counties in the state ofldaho, including Ada County. On November 13, 1995,
with the consent of SBS, Thurston assigned his Safeguard franchise agreement to his corporate
entity, Plaintiff Thurston Enterprises.
2.

Dawn Teply ("Teply") either has been, or has worked for, an authorized SBS

distributor for more than 19 years. On August 1, 2006, after working for 11 years as an
employee ofThurston Enterprises, Teply purchased 1,863 Safeguard customer accounts then
owned by Thurston for the sum of almost $600,000. Teply then formed a close corporation
(Plaintiff T3 Enterprises) and became an authorized SBS distributor pursuant to a franchise
agreement. T3 Enterprises was assigned a geographic territory consisting of, among other areas,
33 counties in the state ofldaho, including Ada County.
3.

Chief among the various material provisions of Thurston Enterprises' and T3

Enterprises' franchise agreements with SBS were essential contractual provisions that granted to
them unbridled customer protection against competition by (1) Safeguard itself, (2) all Safeguard
distributors and franchisees, and (3) any other third party engaged in the offer and sale of
Safeguard products. SBS contractually promised that, ifT3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises
solicited or otherwise originated the first order by a customer - wherever located - for any
Safeguard product, then these two distributors were entitled to - and would receive -the
exclusive rights to all commissions generated from any and all sales to that customer for the next
36 months. And, every time they solicited a subsequent order from the customer, their 36 months
of exclusive rights to commissions started all over again.
TIDRD AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 2
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4.

Just as important, T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises- [whether with or

without cause - still possessed the unqualified right to participate in commissions generated
through sales to that customer for a period of up to five years after the termination of their
contracts with SBS]. These contractual rights, apply to all ofT3 Enterprises' and Thurston
Enterprises' customers for Safeguard products (the "Protected Customers"), and are known as
"Customer Protection."
5.

SBS grants its franchisees Customer Protection for the purpose of providing them

with the incentive to invest significant ongoing time, effort and money in the development of
customer relationships. Without Customer Protection, Safeguard's franchisees will not make this
business investment, particularly when- as in this case·_ defendants "free-ride" on- and
ultimately destroy- Thurston's 26 years- and Teply's 19 years- of hard work establishing and
maintaining their commercial relationships. Customer Protection represents the franchisee's
principal asset and the value of its SBS distributorship business is directly proportional to, and
dependent upon, the nature and extent of the franchisee's Customer Protection.
6.

SBS's parent company Deluxe Corporation ("Deluxe") has treated these

Customer Protection rights like collateral damage in order to increase its own profits. Deluxe
has interfered with these Customer Protection rights and caused SBS not to enforce or protect
them. Deluxe, a competitor of Safeguard, acquired SBS in 2004. Delbxe acquired SBS with the
intention of increasing its manufacturing capabilities and capacity utilization. Pursuant to this
strategy, following its acquisition by Deluxe, SBS discontinued all product manufacturing.
Thereafter, Deluxe has pressured the SBS distributors to submit their retail product orders with
SBS for Deluxe manufactured products.
7.

One major stumbling block for Deluxe was that it could not force the SBS

distributors to source their orders through Deluxe. Dating back to at least 1989, the SBS
distributors have utilized non-SBS vendors to augment and expand the Safeguard Systems for
which they obtain retail orders from their Protected Customers. And, pursuant to the SBS
distributor agreements, Deluxe could not require that the SBS distributors do otherwise. Nor

TIDRD AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 3
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could Deluxe do anything to change the SBS distributor agreements because they automatically
renew every five years or so and cannot lawfully be terminated by SBS absent good cause.
8.

In a concerted effort to defeat the terms of the SBS distributors' contractual rights,

and to relieve itself of SBS's Customer Protection obligations under the SBS distributor
franchise agreements, Deluxe has engaged in a strategy that is designed to pressure SBS
distributors to place their orders both with SBS for products manufactured by Deluxe and, where
Deluxe does not itself manufacture the product, for products manufactured or supplied by
vendors that Deluxe has designated as "preferred." These Deluxe "preferred vendors" pay to
Deluxe "kick-backs." These "kick-back" payments which Deluxe refers to as "rebates," equal
and exceed 7% of the "preferred vendors"' gross sales. The SBS distributors have resisted doing
so because Deluxe has implemented anti-competitive price increases annually, and its "preferred
vendors" also have initiated price increases in an effort to recoup the "rebates" that they must
pay Deluxe.
9.

Because of the SBS distributor resistance to these matters, and because Deluxe

cannot lawfully terminate the SBS franchise agreements, Deluxe formulated a different approach
that has been designed by Deluxe to achieve the same result- i.e. the destructive termination of
the SBS distributor businesses. If Deluxe brought in new distributors they could ensure that the
new distributors sourced their products from Deluxe and the "preferred vendors," thus increasing
Deluxe's profits. Consequently, beginning in 2008, Deluxe through its then-formed whollyowned subsidiary, Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. ("SAl"), launched its Business Acquisitions and
Mergers ("BAM") program. Under the BAM program, Deluxe acquires independent non-SBS
distributor businesses in the small business forms, supplies and services product market.
10.

Deluxe's BAM Program is designed to maximize Deluxe insourcing (the

percentage of products sold or manufactured by Deluxe), and to cross-sell Deluxe products to
new customers who used to buy from Deluxe's competitors and expand Deluxe's range of
products. In operating this BAM program, Deluxe has rode roughshod over SBS's contractual
relations with its distributors.
THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL- 4
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11.

For example, Deluxe has undertaken two BAM transactions in Idaho which have

eviscerated T3 Enterprises' and Thurston Enterprises' Customer Protection rights. In April
2013, as part of its BAM Program, Deluxe purchased the assets ofForm Systems Inc. doing
business as DocuSource ("DocuSource"), consisting primarily of its customer list and customer
relationships. On August 27, 2013, Deluxe similarly purchased the assets ofldaho Business
Forms, Inc. ("IBF"). DocuSource and IBF have always been direct competitors of both Thurston
Enterprises and T3 Enterprises in the same relevant geographic and product market, and
historically have sold a full line of products and services that compete directly with Safeguard's
products and services. As a result of this competition, historically the DocuSource and IBF
customers overlapped with- and are common to- the Protected Customers ofT3 Enterprises
and Thurston Enterprises.
12.

As part of Deluxe's pre-acquisition due diligence, Deluxe closely examined IBF's

and DocuSource's customer lists. Deluxe identified all of the IBF and DocuSource customers,
evaluated the historical purchasing and pricing activities relating to those customers, projected
the future sales of Safeguard Systems to those customers, calculated its ability to cross-sell
additional Deluxe-manufactured products to those customers, conducted a "Fit Analysis"
designed to evaluate Deluxe's ability to "insource" the manufacture of all products to the Deluxe
production facilities post-acquisition, determined its ability to leverage the core competencies of
the acquired distributors so as to develop additional Deluxe manufactured product capabilities,
and evaluated its ability to shift the acquired distributors' reliance on their current vendors and
drive additional traffic to Deluxe's "preferred vendors," which would substantially increase
Deluxe's "rebate" revenue recognition. Deluxe then ran IBF and DocuSource's customer lists
against its own accounting system to identify whether the customers it was buying were those
same customers that are protected under other distributors' Customer Protection rights (hereafter
referred to as the "Common Customers" or "Cross-Over Customers"). After completing this
evaluation, Deluxe, knew that many ofDocuSource's and IBF's customers were also the
Protected Customers ofT3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises, as well as at least 34 other SBS
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•.

distributors.
13.

Deluxe was fully aware that many Cross-Over Customers were subject to the

Customer Protection rights of T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises. Despite having a list of
the Cross-Over Customers of these new Safeguard distributors, Deluxe, SAl and SBS did not
make any efforts to inform T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises of the details of these
transactions. Instead, Deluxe intentionally concealed the Customer Protection issues and caused
its subsidiary SBS to violate T3 Enterprises' and Thurston Enterprises' contractual rights.
14.

Deluxe completed the IBF and DocuSource asset sales transactions after having

determined that they would result in the violation of the Customer Protection rights of T3
Enterprises, Thurston Enterprises and at least 34 other SBS distributors. Deluxe purchased both
DocuSource's customer list for a dollar figure in excess of$10 million, and IBF's customer list
for an additional $2.2 million dollars.
15.

Deluxe then managed and ran DocuSource and IBF as company operated

distributors for more than two years, labeling the entities "Safeguard by DocuSource" and
"Safeguard by IBF." During this time, DocuSource and IBF openly contacted, solicited and
obtained orders for Safeguard Systems from many of the customers for whom T3 Enterprises and
Thurston Enterprises have Customer Protection rights. At no point did Deluxe, SAl, SBS,
DocuSource or IBF attempt to adhere to or respect the SBS distributors' Customer Protection
rights. Instead, they have sought to conceal their sales of Safeguard Systems to the Protected
Customers of the SBS distributors, including T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises.
16.

After Deluxe brought in the two new distributors, DocuSource and IBF, it

engaged in a "war of attrition" to wear down both Teply and Thurston. Deluxe, SAl,
DocuSource and IBF's employees have repeatedly sought to threaten, coerce, and intimidate
Teply and Thurston into sharing (or selling at an artificially depressed price) many of the
customers that are the subject of their Customer Protection rights. At the same time, when asked
by Teply and Thurston whether these parties were selling Safeguard Systems to their Protected
Customers, these employees repeatedly and falsely said that they didn't have information
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sufficient to answer these questions. These statements were knowingly false.
17.

Deluxe has not just unleashed DocuSource and IBF to destroy Plaintiffs'

Customer Protection rights. Deluxe has also engaged in predatory pricing in an attempt to
eliminate T3 Enterprises' and Thurston Enterprises' distributorship businesses in favor of
DocuSource and IBF. Toward that end, DocuSource and IBF have been offering quotes and
taking orders from T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises' Protected Customers at retail prices
that have been lower than- or just marginally above- T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises'
wholesale costs. This, in many instances, has eliminated their ability to compete with
DocuSource and IBF and has furthered damaged T3 Enterprises' and Thurston Enterprises'
ongoing relationships with their customers.
18.

Deluxe has also sought to force the SBS distributors to capitulate to Deluxe's

violation of the Customer Protection rights by having them sign an all-encompassing "General
Release" of all claims that they have against Deluxe and its many subsidiaries. The releases
would bar the very claims that are set forth in this complaint. If the distributor refuses, it is not
allowed to expand its business by acquiring other distributors. Thus, pursuant to Deluxe's
scheme to rid itself of the SBS distributors, on the front end, Deluxe acquires non-Safeguard
distributors, converts them to Safeguard distributors, operates them in competition with the
"targeted" SBS distributors, provides them with a cost-structure that undercuts the SBS
distributors, destroys their retail market competitiveness, and usurps the SBS distributors'
Protected Customers. And, on the backend, Deluxe refuses to allow the SBS distributors to grow
through the acquisition of other SBS distributor businesses unless the SBS distributor signs allencompassing "general releases" that excuse Deluxe's unlawful conduct. In this fashion, and just
as Deluxe has planned, the SBS distributors' businesses atrophy to the pint of non-viability and
the distributors' ability to. grow through acquisition or, alternatively, exit the business and recoup
its intrinsic value are entirely foreclosed.
19.

As a result of the conduct of the defendants, the SBS distributorship businesses of

T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises have suffered severe damage. The principal assets of
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their SBS distributorship businesses consist of their customer relationships. Those relationships,

'
and all potential additional customer
relationships, have been harmed. And, the damage to T3
Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises is only increased by the fact that, pursuant to their franchise
agreements with SBS, SBS has contractually prohibited Thurston, Teply, her husband, and their
companies from, directly or indirectly, engaging in any other business activity that competes
with the offer and sale of Safeguard products.
20.

Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises seek damages against the

defendants pursuant to theories of: (1) breach of contract, (2) breach of the implied covenant of
good faith and fair dealing, (3) tortious interference with contractual relations, (4) tortious
interference with prospective economic advantage, (5) fraud in the inducement, and (6) an
accounting.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE
21.

This Court has jurisdiction and venue over this matter by virtue of Idaho Code §5-

514 and Idaho Code §5-404 because Defendants have conducted and continue to conduct
business in this state, and because Defendants have committed the acts and omissions
complained ofherein in the State of Idaho.

PARTIES
22.

PlaintiffT3 Enterprises is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of

the State ofldaho with its principal place of business in Meridian, Idaho. T3 Enterprises is
wholly owned and operated by Teply and her husband, Michael Teply.
23.

Plaintiff Thurston Enterprises is a corporation organized and existing under the

laws of the State ofldaho with its principal place of business in Kuna, Idaho. Thurston
Enterprises is wholly owned and operated by Thurston.
24.

Defendant SBS is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State

of Delaware with its principal place of business in Dallas, Texas.
25.

Defendant SAl is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State

of Delaware with its principal place of business in Dallas, Texas.
26.

Defendant Deluxe is a corporation organized and existing under the State of
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Minnesota with its principal place of business in Shoreview, Minnesota. SBS and SAl are direct
or indirect wholly-owned subsidiaries of Deluxe.

COMMON ALLEGATIONS
History of Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. and The Safeguard Distributor Model
27.

All allegations herein are made on information and belief.

28.

SBS distributors own and operate independent Safeguard businesses through

which they solicit orders for products and services that carry the Safeguard trademarks, including
printed business forms and products, one-write account and other financial systems, nonfinancial one-write systems like gift certificates and visitor pass systems, continuous and laser
computer forms and checks, envelopes, tax forms, computer software, records management, fullcolor printing, business apparel, promotional products, office products, web and design services
and related business supplies, W-2 processing and other employee tax reporting services
(hereinafter collectively referred to as "Safeguard Systems").
29.

Each distributor is responsible for soliciting customer orders for the Safeguard

Systems and, if those orders are accepted, places the orders through SBS. SBS then administers
the billing and direct shipping to the customers, and processes all accounts receivable.
Commissions are then paid by SBS to the distributor on all sales which are made to that
distributor's customers.
30.

During the period of 1956 through 2004, SBS manufactured many of the

aforementioned printed business forms and products. Since at least 1989, SBS distributors have
augmented and expanded the Safeguard Systems product lines that they offer to customers in the
small business market by using other manufacturers and suppliers. Consequently, SBS
distributors supplemented their product offerings by developing commercial relationships with
hundreds of large and small approved vendors. This has allowed the SBS distributors to source
their customers' orders through more efficient and competitively-priced vendors.
31.

In 1998, the California Appellate Court, in Gentis v. Safeguard Business Systems,

Inc., 60 Cal. App. 4th 1294 (Cal. App. 2d Dist. 1998), found that SBS's relationship with its
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distributors was really that of a franchisor/franchisee, subject to federal and state franchise laws. 1
SBS's announcement to its distributors of its status as a franchisor is attached hereto as
Exhibit 1.
32.

In light of the decision in Gentis, SBS and Deluxe discontinued selling franchises

through SBS and, in 2007, formed Safeguard Franchise Services, Inc. ("SFS") to serve as the
franchisor for the Safeguard brand. SFS is an indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of Deluxe, and
has been selling Safeguard franchises since May 2, 2007. Sometime prior to 2015, SFS stopped
selling franchises as a consequence of certain regulatory deficiencies. However, since early
2015, Deluxe has also been selling franchises through a third franchisor entity, Safeguard
Franchise Sales, Inc. ("SFS II").
33.

As a result of this corporate restructuring, all Safeguard "legacy" distributors (i.e.,

those with distributor agreements which were entered into prior to May 2007) have contractual
agreements with SBS, and all new SBS distributors (i.e., post-May 2007) have contractual
agreements with SFS or SFS II. The terms and condition of the "legacy" or SBS distributor's
agreements are much more favorable to the distributors. Conversely, the terms and conditions of
the SFS and SFS II distributors' agreements are draconian and are much more favorable to SFS
and SFS II. Since at least early 2013, Deluxe has considered the terms of the SBS distributor
agreements to be its "Achilles" heel and has sought either to terminate those agreements or to
convert the SBS distributors to SFS or SFS II distributors.
The Idaho Safeguard Distributorships of Thurston and Teply

34.

On June 1, 1987, Thurston and SBS entered into a Safeguard Interim Regional

Distributor Agreement (the "Thurston RDA"). A true and accurate copy of the Thurston RDA is
attached hereto as Exhibit 2. On November 13, 1995, with the consent ofSBS, Thurston

1

The Gentis Court found that all elements of a franchise relationship were present- i.e., (1) SBS's
distributors were operating under a marketing plan or system prescribed in substantial part by SBS; (2)
the operation of their businesses pursuant to such plan or system was substantially associated with SBS's
trademark, service mark, trade name, logotype, advertising or other commercial symbol; and (3) the
distributors were required to pay a franchise fee. Gentis v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., 60 Cal. App.
4th at 1304-1305.
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assigned the Thurston RDA, along with all rights and obligations thereunder, to Plaintiff
Thurston Enterprises.
35.

In 1995, Thurston hired Teply to serve as a sales representative for Thurston

Enterprises. During the summer of 2006, after working for Thurston Enterprises for
approximately 11 years, Teply opened discussions with Thurston about purchasing Thurston
Enterprises' Customer Protection rights to certain of its customers.
36.

Thereafter, Thurston and Teply agreed that Thurston Enterprises would assign to

Teply's newly formed entity, T3 Enterprises, a large number of Thurston Enterprises' customers
and referral sources. The agreement was then presented to SBS for approval.
· 37.

SBS thereafter approved the assignment and prepared all of the necessary

documents, including, an Assignment Agreement, Perso11:al Continuing Guarantee and Safeguard
Distributor Agreement. Each of these agreements was signed by the parties.
38.

Pursuant to the Assignment Agreement, T3 Enterprises agreed to pay Thurston

Enterprises $598,118.32, in 120 monthly installments of$4,984.32 in return for T3 Enterprises'
"rights to solicit, and receive commissions on" more than 1,863 of Thurston Enterprises'
Protected Customers, and the rights to a list of referral sources from whom Thurston had
obtained leads and assistance. A true and accurate copy of the Assignment Agreement is attached
hereto as Exhibit 3.
39.

Teply also provided Thurston Enterprises with a "Personal Continuing

Guarantee" in which she "unconditionally" guaranteed payment of the $598,118.32. A true and
accurate copy of the Personal Continuing Guarantee is attached hereto as Exhibit 4.
40.

Contemporaneous with the parties' execution of the Assignment Agreement, T3

Enterprises and SBS entered into an SBS distributor agreement (the "Teply Distributor
Agreement"). A true and accurate copy of the Teply Distributor Agreement is attached hereto as
Exhibit 5.
41.

During the 24-month period following T3 Enterprises' execution of the Teply

Distributor Agreement, Teply- through hard work and diligence- was able to grow her SBS
distributorship from the 1,863 Protected Customers that she purchased from Thurston in August
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2006 to 2,033 Protected Customers by December 31,2008, and thereby increased the value of
her SBS distributorship business.

Thurston and Teply's Customer Protection Rights
42.

After Thurston or Teply solicit an order from a customer- and the order is later

invoiced by SBS and paid by the customer- SBS contractually guarantees Thurston and Teply
the exclusive right to the commissions generated from all sales to that customer for the next 36
months. This exclusive right to commissions is referred to herein as "Customer Protection."
(See Ex. 2 [Thurston RDA], § 3, titled Account Protection Rights, & Attachment B. ["the
exclusive right to the commissions on sales of Safeguard Systems to: (i) each customer in [its]
sales [territory] whose first order of Safeguard Systems is directly a result of [Thurston's] efforts
and credited to [him]. .. "].); see also Ex. 5 [Teply Distributor Agreement], Exhibit B [granting
"the exclusive right to the commissions" generated on sales to Protected Customers.].)
43.

Further, anytime a new sale is made by Thurston or Teply to one of their

customers, the 36 months of exclusive rights to commissions for that Protected Customer starts
over. The Thurston RDA provides that Thurston's "exclusive right to commissions on sales of
Safeguard Systems to any customer shall expire [only] if that customer has not purchased any
Safeguard System and paid in full for such purchase, within thirty-six (36) months after the
invoice date of such customer's last prior purchase of any Safeguard System." (See Ex. 2,
Attachment B.) The Teply Distributor Agreement provides for the same rights. (See Ex. 5, § 4.)
44.

Importantly, if the Protected Customer is only purchasing one product from

Thurston and Teply, for example, envelopes, Thurston and Teply's Customer Protection rights
prohibit other SBS distributors from offering any Safeguard Systems- e.g., tax forms, computer
software, full-color printing, business apparel, etc.- to that Protected Customer. This allows
Thurston and Teply to provide complementary and other add-on Safeguard Systems to the
Protected Customer, and provides additional cash-flow to the distributor.
45.

Customer Protection is provided for in every SBS distributor agreement and is the

contractual responsibility of SBS to oversee and enforce. SBS has implemented and utilizes the
SBS Information Systems, which incorporates SBS's AS/400 computer database ("CMS")
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software, in order to track and manage the activity of its distributors. The SBS Information
Systems, among other things, includes a database of all SBS distributor sales activities,
customers, referral sources and prospective customers. Generally, distributors are required to
run all sales activities through the SBS Information Systems and, in turn, are then able to track
and manage their own customer information, order history, sales activity and commission
payments? Distributors are also able to run prospective new customers through the SBS
Information Systems in order to learn whether the potential customer has already been assigned
to another distributor in the Safeguard network. If the prospect already purchases through
another SBS distributor, then the searching distributor is prohibited from soliciting or selling any
Safeguard Systems to that customer.
46.

Because Customer Protection is recognized by SBS as the principal and most

valuable SBS distributor asset, SBS has developed and distributed to all SBS distributors a
"Deceptive Business Practices Policy" ("SBS's DBPP"), which expressly addresses the
importance of Customer Protection rights. A true and accurate copy ofSBS's DBPP is attached
hereto as Exhibit 6.
47.

Pursuant to SBS's DBPP, any solicitation of orders for Safeguard Systems from

the protected customers of any other SBS distributor is explicitly deemed to be a "deceptive
business practice." And, according to SBS's DBPP, any SBS distributor that engages in these
deceptive business practices will be subject to both the assessment of fines by SBS, and the
potential termination of its franchise agreement.
48.

In addition to enforcing Customer Protection rights, SBS is also required to

forward all inquiries and correspondence related to their Protected Customers and the distributor
notify "with reasonable promptness" of any "event that may be reasonably be expected to have a
material adverse effect upon the sale of Safeguard Systems to the Protected Customers. (See Ex .
.2_ [Teply Distributor Agreement] § 7.)

2

Each customer is assigned a specific customer identification number by SBS, and all sales activity
generated by that customer is then stored in the SBS Information Systems.
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The Deluxe Takeover Of Safeguard

49.

SBS' relationship with its distributors, including T3 Enterprises and Thurston

Enterprises, was amicable and worked to the benefit of all parties from 1972 up until 2004. This
changed in 2004 when Deluxe purchased SBS. Deluxe, a conglomerate entity with annual
revenues in excess of$1.6 billion dollars, is one of the two largest check printers in the United
States. Deluxe provides, through its numerous subsidiaries, various personalized products and
services to small businesses, financial institutions, and consumers, including but not limited to,
design services, website services, print marketing, promotional products, and fraud protection
services.
50.

Deluxe was a competitor of SBS and remains a competitor of SBS Distributors in

terms of selling many products. Deluxe acquired SBS for, among other reasons, the opportunity
to drive additional orders to its production facilities and thereby facilitate the expansion of its
manufacturing capacity utilization, capabilities and revenue. As a result, after being acquired by
Deluxe, SBS discontinued all manufacturing operations, and Deluxe sought to compel the SBS
distributors to place their retail orders with SBS for products that were - or would bemanufactured by Deluxe.
51.

Deluxe's main obstacle in achieving this goal are the SBS distributors'

agreements. These perpetual agreements do not allow Deluxe to unilaterally require that products
be purchased from it and not other vendors. Instead, the agreements allow the SBS distributors
to source their customers' orders through any of many previously approved vendors.
52.

For this reason, Deluxe would like nothing better than to terminate these

distributor agreements or otherwise rid itself of the SBS distributors who do not get with
Deluxe's program. Deluxe has engaged in a multi-tiered strategy designed to ensure that SBS
Distributors source products from Deluxe rather than the other approved vendors.
53.

First, Deluxe tripled the amount of fees that SBS distributors must pay when they

source products from other previously approved manufacturers. These fees are not consistent
with SBS's actual administrative costs in handling these orders. Instead, the fees are "penalties"
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designed to penalize the SBS distributors that purchase Safeguard Systems from vendors rather
than place their orders with SBS for Deluxe manufactured products or other vendors sanctioned
by Deluxe.
54.

Where Deluxe doesn't manufacture a Safeguard product, it has implemented a

scheme to recognize additional revenue by classifying some vendors as "preferred." These
"preferred" suppliers are to (1) pay Deluxe "kickbacks" or what Deluxe refers to as "rebates";
and (2) agree not sell any product type to the SBS distributors that Deluxe also manufactures.
The end result of this tactic is that these manufacturers, ifthey want to keep Deluxe's business,
have to correspondingly increase the cost of their products in order to pay these rebates.
Consequently, Deluxe insists that the SBS distributors place retail orders with SBS for products
manufactured by Deluxe and its "preferred" suppliers where Deluxe does not manufacture the
product. This results in a supra competitive wholesale cost structure for the SBS distributors
because Deluxe has consistently raised its prices and the "preferred" suppliers must also do so to
compensate for the "rebates" that they must pay to Deluxe.

Deluxe's Business Acquisitions & Mergers Program
55.

Beginning in 2008, Deluxe launched its BAM program. The BAM program was

designed to expand the sales of Deluxe manufactured products through the acquisition of or
merger with existing independent non-SBS distributorships that offer and sell.products and
services that compete with Deluxe and the SBS distributors. Deluxe's purchase of these non-SBS
distributors through the BAM program is hereafter referred to as the "BAM Transactions."
56.

Deluxe's BAM program has three primary objectives: (1) maximize insourcing

among distributors; (2) cross-sell Deluxe products to new customers who previously purchased
from Deluxe's competitors; and (3) expand Deluxe's range of products. Deluxe has treated SBS
and its contractual relationship with its distributors as secondary to these goals and collateral
damage.
57.

Deluxe refers to the strategy of pushing sales of its own manufactured products to

SBS distributors as insourcing. Deluxe intends that the new distributors, which are brought in
through the BAM program, will insource more products than the SBS distributors. For example,
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Deluxe would rather have an acquired distributor who insources 25% of its products than an SBS
distributor who insources only 10% of its products. Also, Deluxe intends to expand the ultimate
number of customers who buy its products and thus increase its market share. The value of these
acquired distributors is directly tied to its customer list ("BAM Customer List").
58.

Through its use of SAl to acquire these BAM Customer Lists, Deluxe has been

able to expand market penetration of the Safeguard brand at the expense - and to the detrimentof the SBS distributors and bring the business of customers identified in the BAM Customer
Lists into the Deluxe manufacturing plants. This then permits Deluxe to achieve non-trivial
additional revenue by insourcing orders for products that are manufactured and sold by Deluxe
and, if Deluxe does not manufacture the particular Safeguard System, by sourcing the now
Deluxe-owned Safeguard distributor's orders through Deluxe's "preferred" vendors and other
vendor sources that contractually are required to pay Deluxe substantial "rebates." This activity
has been designed to (and, in fact has) substantially increased revenue for Deluxe. But Deluxe's
increased revenue comes at the direct expense of the SBS distributors, destroys their Customer
Protection rights and, ultimately, the intrinsic value of their SBS distributor businesses.
59.

Sutton, the director and vice president of franchise development for SAl, and the

vice president of franchise development for both SBS and SFS, is responsible for the oversight of
the BAM program and related launch of the conversion-focused Business Development Funding
strategy- which has reportedly resulted in "record growth" for Deluxe in 13 of the past 15
quarters. For example, Deluxe estimates that the carrying value of the BAM Customer Lists held
for sale, as of December 31, 2013, exceeds $25 million- a $24.5 million increase compared to
the value of the BAM Customer Lists held for sale as of December 31, 2102.
60.

According to Sutton, "[SAl has] actually completed nearly 90 transactions in the

last five and a half years, so [BAM has] been an evolving strategy that the company is committed
to." Also, Deluxe publicly praises the BAM program as being the "most aggressive and
successful acquisition and conversion strategy in company history."
61.

By bringing in new distributors, Deluxe also hopes to capture new product

markets. For instance, IBF was heavily involved in promoting a W-2 Processing Services
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product line. Deluxe did not provide these services. By bringing IBF under the Safeguard
brand, Deluxe was able to expand its product categories and thereby increase its revenues.
62.

Deluxe has a significant financial interest in ensuring the success of these new

distributors and in continuing the BAM Program. To insure this success Deluxe has "targeted"
various legacy distributors throughout the country, and seeks to introduce Safeguard intra-brand
competition with them so as to saturate those markets. A true and accurate copy of a draft list or
these "targeted" distributors is attached as Exhibit 7. Among other SBS distributors, Deluxe has
"targeted" Teply and Thurston. Deluxe considers legacy distributors' rights that conflict with its
goals expendable. Consequently, Deluxe has operated the BAM Program in conscious disregard
of the legal rights of the SBS distributors. Among other reasons, Deluxe has done so because it
has concluded that the benefits to Deluxe outweigh the risks associated with the remote
possibility that it will someday be required to compensate the SBS distributors for destroying
their businesses.
Deluxe Investigates Acquiring DocuSource And IBF Through BAM Program

63.

Prior to 2013, the Idaho relevant market for Safeguard Systems was serviced by

Thurston Enterprises, T3 Enterprises and a third SBS distributor - Craig Empey ("Empey").
Historically, the geographic market served by these three distributors has been among the topfive in the Safeguard system with respect to per capita market penetration. At one point, they
collectively sold approximately $1.82 million per year within Idaho.
64.

A part of its BAM program- Deluxe looked into acquiring DocuSource and

IBF's customer list in early 2013. DocuSource and IBF had sales of business products and
services to retail customers in excess of$23 million annually. DocuSource and IBF are, and
always have been, direct competitors ofT3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises in the same
relevant geographic market in Idaho, and historically have sold a full line of products that
compete directly with the business products and services. As a result, T3 Enterprises and
Thurston Enterprises have a high volume of Cross-Over Customers with DocuSource and IBF.
65.

Deluxe performed a "fit analysis" for both DocuSource and IBF. The fit analysis

involves an "evaluation of potential insource performance." See IBF's "Due Diligence
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Summary," a true and correct copy which is attached as Exhibit 8. Deluxe performed this
analysis by conducting an "[a]nalysis of the [distributor's] top suppliers to understand how
[Deluxe's] mfg capability compares." Deluxe's revenues are increased to the extent the new
distributor can buy a high percentage of products from Deluxe and its "preferred" vendors.
66.

Deluxe found for IBF that the "Fit Analysis reflects insourcing opportunities of

23%." (See Exhibit 8 [Deluxe's IBF "Due Diligence Summary"]; see also Exhibit 9 [IBF's
"Value Capture Summary"] ["Manufacturing to ramp up to a 23% run rate by year end."].) On
information and belief, similar due diligence documents were completed for the DocuSource
transaction. Based upon the 23% insourcing, Deluxe believed it could make a significant profit
from acquiring IBF and DocuSource.
67.

Another reason Deluxe wanted to purchase DocuSource and IBF was to increase

the amount of revenue it obtained from rebates. (See Exhibit 9 [IBF's Value Capture Summary]
[noting as one of its "Key Assumptions" that there is a "Focus on non-manufactured products to
key strategic vendors"].) In particular, Deluxe had in mind a potential "preferred vendor,"
Wright Business Graphics. (See Exhibit 10 [IBF Executive Summary "Profit Improvement
Strategies"] [noting the "Addition of Wright as strategic source resulting in product shift from
current vendors to wright"].)
68.

Wright was a large vendor used by both DocuSource and IBF. Attached as

Exhibit 11 is a true and correct copy of a list ofiBF's top vendors. It shows that IBF sent up to
$260,000 in business a year to Wright. DocuSource was and is Wright's biggest customer.
Wright, on the other hand, is one of Deluxe's "preferred," vendors and pays to Deluxe "rebates"
on all orders for Safeguard Systems. By acquiring DocuSource and IBF, Deluxe would have the
ability to significantly increase the volume of its "rebates" paid by Wright. The additional
rebates gave Deluxe a strong financial incentive to promote DocuSource and IBF to the
exclusion of the other SBS distributors, including T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises.
69.

The BAM transactions also allowed Deluxe to expand the products it offered.

The IBF deal brought to Deluxe a new services offering, W-2 Processing Services. W-2
accounted for approximately 25% of the annual revenue ofthe IBF business or $1 million. (See
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Exhibit 11 [IBF Top Vendor List] [showing over one million in annual sales).) This rationale
was outlined in a September 4, 2013 powerpoint for IBF entitled "After Action Report" which
identified as a strategic rationale that the deal "[B]rings to Safeguard new services offering, W-2
Processing Services, which accounts for -25% of the annual revenue of the business." A true
and correct copy of the IBF "After Action Report" is attached hereto as Exhibit 12.
70.

Prior to IBF, Deluxe had unsuccessfully tried to use Apex, an outside vendor, for

W-2 processing. By adding IBF and James Dunn's ("Dunn") W-2 technology, capabilities and
knowledge, Deluxe would be able to roll out its own improved W-2 processing. This point was
made clear in the IBF Value Capture Summary, Exhibit 9, which states under "Operational
Objectives" that "Jim Dunn to effectively transition his responsibilities and knowledge about the
EIS/Payroll services aspect." Dunn had been a shareholder in Electronic Imaging Services
("EIS"), which worked to fulfill customer orders for W-2 processing. IBF had done business
with EIS in regard to the W-2 products. EIS services included creating the electronic images of
the W-2s submitted to IBF customers. IBF paid EIS $1.3 million for these services in the year
prior to it being acquired by Deluxe. See Exhibit 11 [IBF Top Vendor List] [showing over one
million in annual sales].)
71.

Deluxe received two benefits in regard to the W-2 processing. First, it could

utilize IBF's and Dunn's background to create its own W-2 processing services. By bringing the
W-2 processing services in house (rather than through Apex), Deluxe would increase its profit
margins and revenues from such transactions. Second, Deluxe could obtain the $1.3 million in
yearly business that IBF sourced to EIS. This is noted in the IBF Value Capture Summary,
Exhibit 9, which notes among its "Operational Objectives" that "New Deluxe Electronic Tax
Filing competency to replace W-2 Processing service currently offered by IBF."

Deluxe Becomes Aware of The Teply and Thurston Customer Protection Issues During The
Due Diligence Phase Of Its Acquisitions Of DocuSource And IBF
72.

As part of the BAM due diligence process, Deluxe obtained significant amounts

of documentation regarding DocuSource and IBF. This included profit and loss statements,
balance sheets, descriptions and statements of accounts, customer billing addresses and contact
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information, customer shipping addresses and contact information, customer order history, sales
and costs by vendor, sales and margins by product line, sales and margins by customer, copies of
organizational charts, tax returns, vendor pricing and terms, employee and business contracts
among others. A true and correct copy of the due diligence documents Deluxe acquires through
the BAM process is attached hereto as Exhibit 13.
73.

Deluxe also reviewed the customer lists and information within DocuSource's

Demand Bridge software and IBF's EQuantum software. These accounting databases reflected
DocuSource's and IBF's sales activities and customer order history. The databases include
records and reports on customer sales, receivables, inventory general ledgers, etc.
74.

As a part of its pre-sale due diligence in connection with Deluxe's purchase of

DocuSource's and IBF's assets, Deluxe reviewed the new distributors' customer lists and
analyzed the potential for conflict with the Customer Protection rights of all SBS Distributors,
including T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises. The Franchise Development BAM Process,
Exhibit 14, explicitly states that a "Customer Scrub" is completed. This "scrub" identifies for
Deluxe, which of the customers that they are buying and, of those, which customers also are the
Protected Customers of all other SBS distributors such as Thurston Enterprises and T3
Enterprises. Deluxe identified the Common Customers of T3 Enterprises and Thurston
Enterprises by reviewing DocuSource's customers in the Demand Bridge computer database and
IBF's customers in its EQuantum computer database. Deluxe then ran those same customers
through the Safeguard Information Systems.
75.

Through this reconciliation process, or "scrub," Deluxe knew that many of

DocuSource and IBF's customers were Common Customers ofT3 Enterprises and Thurston
Enterprises. Deluxe and SAl prepared a worksheet of the IBF sales that were impacted by
Common Customers. This list showed that at least $1 million ofiBF's revenue over a 12 month
period- and almost $3 million over the prior 36 month period- came from the Common
Customers of36 SBS distributors. A true and correct copy ofthe list is attached hereto as
Exhibit 15. The list also identified who had greater sales to the Common Customer, the SBS
Distributor or IBF. To the extent that IBF had greater sales, it noted that Deluxe would force the
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SBS distributor to either sell or share the account. On information and belief, a similar list exists
for DocuSource's customers.
76.

Deluxe also knew that by acquiring DocuSource and IBF it was violating T3

Enterprises' and Thurston Enterprises' Customer Protection rights. In Deluxe's IBF "Due
Diligence Summary," Exhibit 8, Michael Dunlap ("Dunlap"), general counsel for SBS and
corporate secretary for SBS, SAl, and SFS, wrote that "[t)here is an above normal number of

account protection issues due to the area in which the targeted business is located. These
potential account protection issues have been identified. Resolution efforts are underway to
negate potentia/loss ofsales." Similarly, in Deluxe's IBF Executive Summary, Exhibit 10,
Deluxe noted that "Resolution of account protection matches will be key as some accounts do
business with area Safeguard offices." In a "Value Capture Summary" it was also noted that a
key assumption of the deal's financial projections was the "resolution of key account protection
issues." A true and correct copy of the "Value Capture Summary" is attached hereto as Exhibit
.2_. On information and belief, similar documents exist for the DocuSource transaction.

Deluxe Management Approves The DocuSource and IBF Acquisitions Knowing That They
Will Result In Customer Protection Violations
77.

Deluxe was intricately involved in the review of the due diligence documentation

for the IBF and DocuSource deals. The highest levels of Deluxe's management must both
review and approve the BAM transactions. For transactions larger than $500,000, such as IBF
and DocuSource, the following individuals and departments must review this information and
sign off on the transaction: the Deluxe tax department, the Deluxe accounting department, Scott
Sutton (Vice President at SBS), Terry Peterson (CFO and Senior Vice President at Deluxe),
Malcolm McRoberts (Senior Vice President of Small Business Services at Deluxe), Jeffrey Bata
(Chief Accounting Officer, Vice President and Controller at Deluxe), Brian Nordling (Executive
Director or Corporate Tax at Deluxe), Cassie Clark (Executive Director of Finance for SBS), JJ
Sorrenti (Vice President of Strategic Channel Sales at Deluxe), Susan Steen (Vice President of
Finance at Deluxe), Lee Schram (CEO at Deluxe) and the Deluxe Board of Directors. A true and
correct copy of the Safeguard BAM Approval and Documentation Requirements is attached
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hereto as Exhibit 16.
78.

A BAM transaction cannot be completed without Deluxe's approval. A true and

correct copy of the Franchise Development BAM Process is attached hereto as Exhibit 14. The
Franchise Development BAM Process explicitly notes that all BAM transactions must "Obtain
Final Deluxe Approval."
79.

Deluxe acquired DocuSource's customer list and other tangible and intangible

assets on April 30, 2013; and, Deluxe acquired IBF's customer list and other tangible and
intangible assets on August 27, 2013. A true and accurate copy of SAl's standard form Asset
Purchase Agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit 17. Deluxe, as with all BAM transactions,
paid the sellers for the purchase ofDocuSource and IBF. Without this funding, DocuSource and
IBF would not have become Safeguard distributors. A true and correct copy of domestic wire
transfer receipts of $1.6 million and $195,069 in the IBF transaction are attached hereto as
Exhibits 18-19. On information and belief, similar wire transfers were completed for the
DocuSource transaction.
80.

Deluxe knew that the DocuSource and IBF transactions would violate T3

Enterprises' and Thurston Enterprises' Customer Protection rights. Nevertheless, Deluxe, SAl,
DocuSource, IBF, Tressa McLaughlin ("McLaughlin"), Jamie McCormick ("McCormick") and
Dunn knowingly and purposefully completed the asset sale, with Deluxe purchasing IBF's
· customer list for $2.2 million dollars and DocuSource's customer list for more than $10 million.
Deluxe's top executives and officers approved the transactions and were fully aware of these
details. A true and correct copy of the IBF BAM Transaction Approval Form, showing these
officers signatures, is attached as Exhibit 20. In doing so, Deluxe and the other defendants acted
in conscious disregard of T3 Enterprises' and Thurston Enterprises' legal rights.
81.

Even prior to Deluxe's acquisition ofDocuSource and IBF, the market for

Safeguard Systems within the Idaho relevant geographic market was already over-represented
and saturated, and there was - and still is - very little room for growth. Given this competitive
market reality, Deluxe's introduction of the new DocuSource and IBF Safeguard distributor
entrants has had the effect of materially foreclosing the ability of Thurston Enterprises and T3
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Enterprises to generate material additional sales of Safeguard Systems to new customers within
that geographic market.

Deluxe Manages DocuSource And IBF As Company Operated Distributors Until
May,2015
82.

For two years, Deluxe monitored and managed DocuSource and IBF as company

operated distributors. The companies were marketed and referred to as "Safeguard by
DocuSource" and "Safeguard by IBF." Deluxe ran these distributors and used the former
employees of these companies as Deluxe's consultants and employees.
83.

DocuSource was managed by J.J. Sorrenti, President at SBS and Vice-President at

Deluxe, and Terry D. Peterson, the Chief Financial Officer and Senior Vice President at Deluxe.
These individuals are identified as DocuSource management by the Oregon Secretary of State.
A true and correct copy of the Oregon Secretary of State's entry for DocuSource is attached
hereto as Exhibit 21. Furthermore, the mailing address for DocuSource is identified as Deluxe
corporate headquarters, 3680 Victoria Street N., Shoreview, MN 55126. Deluxe insiders Amy
Tiller-Shumway, Senior Director of New Franchise Sales & Support at SBS and Phil Odella,
Executive Director of Operations Integration for Small Business Services at Deluxe both
participated in the management, supervision and direction ofDocuSource. On information and
belief, Deluxe also employed former DocuSource employees.
84.

"Safeguard by IBF" was managed by former IBF employees under the

supervision and direction of Deluxe. On July 31, 2013, less than a month before Deluxe
acquired IBF's assets, Dunn, the former president, secretary and director for IBF formed JDHRS.
As part of Deluxe's purchase ofiBF's customer list, Deluxe, JDRHRS and Dunn also agreed that
Dunn would continue to solicit- and obtain orders for Safeguard Systems from - certain
customers which were identified by Dunn and Deluxe in a five-page memorandum. Among the
customers identified in the five-page memorandum were customers for whom T3 Enterprises and
Thurston Enterprises have Customer Protection rights, including some of T3 Enterprises' largest
and most important customers- e.g. Employers Resource, Hayden Beverage Co., and St. Luke's
Regional Medical Center, among others. A true and accurate copy ofiBF's January 13, 2014
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Idaho Annual Report Form is attached hereto as Exhibit 22.
85.

On August 21, 2013, six days before Deluxe's close on the purchase ofiBF's

assets, IBF executives McLaughlin and McCormick formed KMMR, LLC ("KMMR") in
anticipation of their eventual acquisition ofiBF's customer list from Deluxe. A true and accurate
copy ofKMMR's Certificate of Organization with the State of Idaho is attached hereto as
Exhibit 23. KMMR's principal place of business is identified as 910 W. Amity, Boise, Idaho
83705, the same address as IBF. See 2014 Annual Report for KMMR, dated August 18, 2014,
and attached hereto as Exhibit 24.
86.

As part of their agreement with Deluxe (See Ex. 25), McLaughlin and

McCormick [either directly, or indirectly through KMMR, were] allowed to manage IBF under
the names, "Safeguard by IBF," and "IBF, a Safeguard Company." True and accurate copies of
McLaughlin and McCormick business cards identifying McLaughlin as President/CEO and
McCormick as CFO of"IBF, a Safeguard Company," are attached hereto as Exhibit 26.
Following Deluxe's purchase ofiBF's customer list, SBS assigned to McLaughlin/
McCormick!KMMR a Safeguard distributor number (#4G3) and designated it as a Safeguard
"franchisee" in the SBS Information Systems. True and accurate copies of SBS's documents
identifying them as a Safeguard "franchisee" of SBS are attached hereto as Exhibit 27. In
addition to McLaughlin and McCormick, Deluxe also has granted to 16 of their employees direct
access to SBS's internal intranet, referred to as the SafeNET.
87.

First and foremost among those responsible for the collaboration, management,

direction and supervision ofDocuSource (including John Curtin, Jeff Scott and Brian
Wiedenmann) and IBF (including Tressa McLaughlin, Jamie McCormick and Jim Dunn) was
Amy Tiller Shumway ("Shumway"). With respect to IBF, for example, Exhibit 28 is a true and
accurate copy of the "Organizational and Management Structure" for the IBF "Corporate
Caretaker Model" during the initial two year period of operation under Deluxe's ownership.
Upon information and belief, the DocuSource organizational and management structure was
similar, with Shumway exercising the same fundamental responsibilities pursuant to Deluxe's
authorization and assignment.
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Deluxe Admits That DocuSource and IBF Violated Customer Protection Rights
88.

For nearly two years, Deluxe ran Safeguard by DocuSource and Safeguard by IBF

as Deluxe company operated distributors. Both distributors were funded and run under Deluxe's
direction and supervision. Deluxe paid DocuSource's and IBF's payroll and expenses. For
example, a true and correct copy of one ofiBF's Cash Transfer Request[s] is attached as Exhibit
29. On information and belief similar documents exist as to DocuSource.
89.

During this holding period, Deluxe and SBS caused and/or took no action to

prevent DocuSource, IBF, Tiller-Shumway, McLaughlin, McCormick, KMMR and Dunn from
obtaining orders for Safeguard Systems from the customers ofT3 Enterprises and Thurston
Enterprises. This includes, for a small example, DocuSource interfering with Thurston
Enterprises' protected customer Western Construction, Inc. and T3 Enterprises' protected
customers Neighborhood Housing Services, Inc., Hayden Beverages Co. and Baird Oil Co. True
and correct copies of the invoices showing these Customer Protection violations are attached
hereto as Exhibits 30-33. It also includes IBF interfering with the Protected Customers. True
and accurate copies of printouts of pages from Safeguard's SafeNET, identifying T3 Enterprises'
customers Apache River, LLC (dba Double L), Hayden Beverage, and Meridian High School as
being shared between Teply, McLaughlin, McCormick, and KMMR, are attached hereto as
Exhibit 34. These Common Customers are the Protected Customers ofT3 Enterprises and
Thurston Enterprises and should not be serviced by any other Safeguard distributor.
90.

Deluxe concealed, and participated and acquiesced in, the violation ofT3
I

Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises' Customer Protection rights. Deluxe failed to notify T3
Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises that such sales continued after IBF and DocuSource were
purchased. Instead, Deluxe concealed the Customer Protection violations. Although Deluxe can
- and does - identify Cross-Over Customers as a function of its pre-sale due diligence for the
BAM Transactions, Deluxe and its subsidiaries SBS and SAl have misrepresented to both
Thurston and Teply that this cannot be done.
91.

Instead, Deluxe's approved "resolution efforts ... to negate potentia/loss ofsales"

(See, Exhibit 35 at DEFS 0003912) impose upon the distributors the impossible task of
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identifying -without providing the SBS distributors with the BAM Customer List- which of the
customers acquired as part of the BAM Transaction are Cross-Over Customers. By doing so,
Deluxe seeks to delegate to its distributors the impossible task of performing SBS' obligationnot the distributor's obligation- of identifying who the Cross-Over Customers are in the first
instance, and thereafter imposes upon the SBS distributor the obligation of enforcing its
Customer Protection rights against the infringing party. By doing so, Deluxe knowingly intends
that the market confusion that it purposefully "unleashes" will overtake the SBS distributor, who
then will recognize the futility of any possible corrective action and capitulate to a known or
unknown sharing of its Cross-Over Customers with Safeguard's new distributor in that
geographic market.
92.

Deluxe recently has admitted that it has engaged in these unlawful practices.

When confronted by another distributor earlier this year, Schob and Schob, Inc. ("Schob"),
Deluxe and SBS finally admitted that the DocuSource and IBF transactions have resulted in
Customer Protection violations. SBS and SAl President and Deluxe Vice President JJ Sorrenti
finally conceded to Schob that four company owned distributors, including DocuSource and IBF,
have violated Schob's Customer Protection rights. Sorrenti admitted that the value of these
previously unreported violations was over $300,000.00. Despite the undisputed fact that Dunlap,
Sorrenti, Shumway, SBS, SAl, Deluxe- and even McLaughlin- could - and should -have done
the same for Teply and Thurston, each of them instead chose to employ Deluxe's approved
"resolution efforts ... to negate potential loss of sales" by fulfilling Deluxe's prevarication,
denial and obfuscation scheme. Deluxe and SBS have refused to do so. A true and correct copy
of Sorrenti's May 15,2015 email and spreadsheet identifying the $300,000.00 in commissions is
attached hereto as Exhibit 36.
93.

Deluxe's scheme has not been limited to Idaho. A true and correct copy of

Deluxe's nationwide BAM acquisitions map is attached hereto as Exhibit 37. Throughout the
country, Deluxe continues to steamroll over the SBS distributors' Customer Protection rights.
94.

Compounding the damage to T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises,

DocuSource, IBF, McLaughlin, McCormick, KMMR and Dunn acquired all of the benefits
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associated with being an authorized SBS distributor- e.g., name recognition, support, full line of
Safeguard Systems, etc. - without the burden of the contractual restrictions which are imposed
upon the existing SBS distributors. These restrictions, which put T3 Enterprises and Thurston
Enterprises at a distinct competitive disadvantage, include among other things: (a) the
assessment of "sourced fees" charged by Safeguard to its distributors, calculated as a percentage
of the dollar value of the customer's order; (b) requirements that SBS distributors place their
customers' orders through Deluxe and other "preferred" or "sourced" suppliers many of whomand, specifically, Deluxe- are inefficient vendors because they charge insuperably supracompetitive prices; and (c) the requirement that Safeguard's distributors pay warehousing and
inventory charges. DocuSource, IBF, McLaughlin, McCormick, KMMR and Dunn have been
allowed to capitalize on their non-trivial and unfair competitive advantage over the existing SBS
distributors, including T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises, as a consequence of their ability
to competitively source products and services through Deluxe.
95.

Furthermore, on information and belief, DocuSource and IBF have been selling

products to the T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises Protected Customers at retail prices that
are below the T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises wholesale cost structure. DocuSource
and IBF achieve this result because the Deluxe manufactured products are sold by Deluxe to the
newly acquired SBS distributor at prices that are well below the prices offered to T3 Enterprises
and Thurston Enterprises. By doing so Deluxe and its BAM distributors are able to not only
increase their insourcing but position DocuSource and IBF as the "go to" distributors in the area.
96.

And because of this unfair competitive advantage, DocuSource, IBF,

McLaughlin, McCormick, KMMR and Dunn have obtained orders from the Protected Customers
and prospective customers of Thurston Enterprises and T3 Enterprises by quoting prices that are
lower than the cost structure that is imposed upon Thurston and Teply.
97.

Deluxe's approved and authorized plan to "resolve" the Account Protection issues

was simple: its employees - and the employees of the Safeguard subsidiary companies -together
with Dunn, McLaughlin, McCormick, - and even Dunlap (the lawyer) would- and did- operate
IBF and DocuSource as Safeguard distributors just as they had been operated before Deluxe
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acquired them. In other words, it was "business as usual." They simply ignored the Customer
Protection rights of the SBS distributors and sold to their Protected Customers without any
regard for those rights. As outlined below, Deluxe and its subsidiaries planned to wage a "war of
attrition" to get T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises to abandon their Customer Protection
rights in favor of DocuSource and IBF. Among other things, if an SBS distributor did happen to
learn that DocuSource or IBF had sold a Safeguard System to one of its Protected Customer,
Deluxe's plan was to pressure the SBS distributor to sell or share that Protected Customer.
Otherwise, Deluxe would just over-run the SBS distributor in the marketplace.

Deluxe Implements Its Approved "Resolution Efforts ....To Negate Loss of Sales:" The
"War of Attrition" Against Teply and Thurston
98.

At the end of August 2013- and after learning ofDeluxe's acquisition ofiBF's

customer list- Teply, Thurston and Empey each asked Dunlap about the possibility of
purchasing- and splitting up amongst themselves -the customers of IBF that were not Common
Customers. They did so because they were concerned about (a) the anti-competitive intra-brand
effects resulting from introducing another SBS distributor into the small Idaho geographic
market - a market that already was oversaturated with the three existing SBS distributors and
Safeguard's new distributor, DocuSource; and (b) the fact that Dunn, McLaughlin and
McCormick intended to interfere with- and misappropriate -their Protected Customers.
99.

Dunlap summarily denied their requests. Thurston and Teply later learned that

Dunlap denied their requests because SBS, McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn had
already "entered into a relationship" whereby, among other things,
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn were granted permission by Deluxe to operate as a

de-facto SBS distributor- under the names, "Safeguard by IBF," and "IBF, a Safeguard
Company"- and to service and sell Safeguard Systems to the customers identified in IBF's
customer list, among others.
100.

On October 3, 2013, Dunlap flew to Boise to meet with Teply to discuss the

Common Customers between T3 Enterprises and the IBF customer list. During their meeting,
Dunlap insisted that Teply give up or sell to SAl- for servicing by
McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR or Dunn (or both)- all of her Protected Customers that Dunlap
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claimed had historically generated more business through IBF, because this was "best for
business:"
101.

Teply refused, and explained to Dunlap that what he was insisting upon violated

her Customer Protection rights, as set forth in the Teply Distributor Agreement. In response,
Dunlap, in "lawyer-like" fashion threatened that, "Oh, you want to talk contract? You want to go
to court and fight over the contract. We can go to court all day."
102.

Because Dunlap pressured and intimidated Teply with his "lawyer-like" conduct

and presence, together with his implied threat to use Deluxe's economic superiority to force
Teply's

~apitulation,

Teply suggested that she would consider his requests, but asked Dunlap to

give her a complete list of the Common Customers, together with IBF's history of sales to those
customers, so that she might better understand what was at stake.
103.

On October 7, 2013, Dunlap emailed Teply a list of 108 ''potential conflicts"-

suggesting that he was not able to identify the actual Common Customers between Teply and
IBF. Dunlap later blamed IBF' s use of the EQuantum Software for his inability to identify the
Common Customers between Teply and IBF. He claimed to have "no idea of what IBF was
selling and to whom and how much the sales were." In truth, in November 2013, McLaughlin
provided Dunlap with the Common Customers and McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR's sales- as
reflected by the EQuantum Software to those Common Customers. Dunlap's disingenuously
contrived lack of knowledge was nothing more than his attempt to keep from Teply and Thurston
information that they were entitled to under their contracts with SBS.
104.

Teply later asked Dunlap to identify who could provide her with some clarity as

to the identity of the actual Common Customers. Dunlap answered, that the information was
"with accounting and they won't talk to you unless I tell them to do so[ ... And,] unless you
want me to share your information with [McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR], then I will not share
their information with you."
105.

Instead of providing Teply with the requested information on the Common

Customers, Dunlap insisted that Teply meet with McLaughlin and McCormick to discuss this
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issue directly. This, however, was the commercial equivalent of telling Teply to ask for
assistance from her new Safeguard competitor.
106.

Sometime in early October 2013, McLaughlin- with Dunlap's assistance-

circulated a solicitation letter to all ofiBF's former customers- including T3 Enterprises and
Thurston Enterprises' Protected Customers. The letter informed the customers that (1)
McLaughlin!McCormick/KMMR had "recently entered into a relationship with [SBS]"; (2) as a
result of the new relationship, the customers would "now have access to an even more diverse
offering of [Safeguard] products and services;" (3) "[McLaughlin], who has been with IBF for
23 years and [McCormick], who has been with IBF since 1999" would remain with
McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR and continue to service the customers' needs; and (4) that
someone at McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR would be following up with the customers soon to
"share exciting details about the new solutions that are now available to [their] organization" as a
result ofMcLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR's new relationship with Safeguard. A true and
accurate copy of McLaughlin's letter is attached hereto as Exhibit 25.
107.

Following the circulation ofMcLaughlin's solicitation letter, several of Teply's

and Thurston's Protected Customers contacted them and expressed confusion. Specifically, the
customers inquired (1) whether Teply and Thurston were still with Safeguard; (2) whether IBF
was now a part of Teply's and Thurston's companies; and (3) whether they now were supposed
to order through McLaughlin!McCormick!KMMR.
108.

After learning about McLaughlin's letter, Teply contacted Dunlap to voice her

concerns and frustration about the letter. In response, Dunlap stated that the letter never should
have gone out to T3 Enterprises' Protected Customers, and that the "marketing department" did
not "clear" the letter with him before sending it. Dunlap falsely offered to send out a follow-up
letter to all of the Common Customers (notwithstanding the fact that he had told Teply earlier
that he could not identify the Common Customers) that received the solicitation letter informing
them ofMcLaughlin!McCormick!KMMR's error, and reminding them to continue to place their
orders with Teply. Dunlap also "offered" to include with the retraction letter, a 20% off coupon
good for the customer's next order with Teply. Teply accepted this, but neither Dunlap nor
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anyone else at Safeguard followed through, and nothing was done to mitigate the damage to
Teply and Thurston.
109.

Despite his initial assignment of blame to the "marketing department," Dunlap

later admitted that he was at fault for directing the "marketing department" to send the
solicitation letter to a list of customers that he, himself, had provided. This list, of course,
contained all of the Common Customers between Thurston Enterprises and T3 Enterprises, on
the one hand, and IBF, on the other.
110.

On December 17, 2013, Teply and McLaughlin met to discuss Teply's forced co-

existence with McLaughlin as SBS distributors. During the meeting, Teply explained to
McLaughlin that she (Teply) had the contractual rights to Customer Protection, and asked that
McLaughlin follow the same rules that apply to every other SBS distributor. In response,
McLaughlin made very clear that she (McLaughlin) had already discussed the situation with
Dunlap, and boldly advised Teply that "different rules" applied to McLaughlin and other
distributors that were associated with the BAM Transactions. McLaughlin also made clear to
Teply that there would be "no interruption" in McLaughlin's Safeguard business operations;
instead, according to McLaughlin, it would be "business as usual" for

'

McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn.
111.

During December 2013, Thurston also spoke with McLaughlin about her

interference with Thurston Enterprises' Protected Customers. When Thurston objected to
McLaughlin's violation of his contractual rights to customer exclusivity, McLaughlin repudiated
his objections, telling him: (a) that she "operated under different rules;" (b) that "Safeguard's
guidelines didn't matter;" and (c) that, for McLaughlin, McCormick and Dunn, it was "business
as usual."
112.

In late January 2014, Teply learned that a SBS distributor- recently introduced to

the Idaho geographic market by way of a different BAM Transaction- had been taking orders
for Safeguard's laser checks from one of Teply's long-time Protected Customers, Payette County
Title. Teply learned about this distributor's infringing sales when the customer placed a new
order with Teply for a form of Safeguard laser check that had been sold to the customer by
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Safeguard, but not through Teply. Teply also learned from the customer that the other SBS
distributor was selling these laser checks at prices much lower than those than could be offered
by Teply. The lower prices were the result of"special [wholesale] pricing" that SBS had
extended to the other SBS distributor, but not to Teply. As a result, the other SBS distributor was
able to earn a higher commission and/or undercut Teply's pricing, which it did with Payette
County Title.
113.

On January 24, 2014, Teply emailed Dunlap to voice her concerns about this SBS

distributor's infringing sales, the "special [wholesale] pricing" it had been offered by SBS and,
generally, SBS's failure (and potential inability) to control or regulate the new SBS
distributorships created through the BAM Transactions. In response to Teply's email, Dunlap
stated as follows:
Thanks, let me get some folks to research the [special] pricing. I will get
back to you ....
I am not sure it is accurate that Safeguard doesn't have any idea on what is
being sold when we bring in outside bases, but I do agree it brings
challenges, different things we have to do. But bringing in outside
business does provide growth, new people and new ideas.
How can we provide account protection and support? I didn't say we
couldn't get the information, I stated I don't have all the information I feel
I need to have a quality, new conversation with you. You have been
patient, way more patient than me and I appreciate it.

Dawn, I don't have all the answers, but I do have the responsibility to fix
as much as I can.... Please let me know your thoughts on the
[McLaughlin's] IBF/Safeguard mailer, like the list of target customers and
what kind of offer would be best.
114.

Dunlap never did get back to Teply regarding the lower prices that SBS was

offering the other SBS distributor. Instead, Dunlap focused his future communications with
Teply on his continued push for Teply to sell the Common Customers to
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR.
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115.

On February 6, 2014, Dunlap emailed Teply a new list of"56 Common

Customers" that, according to Dunlap, represented the sum total of "what we show got orders
fulfilled through [McLaughlin!McCormick!KMMR and Dunn] since late August, that appear to
be matches with some accounts in your base." He then asked Teply to "examine these [Common
Customers] and then you and I can have a conversation about possible resolutions." In truth,
Dunlap's February 6, 2014list did not identify all of the Common Customers between Teply and
McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR. Instead, Dunlap's new list of"56 Common Customers"
represented a continuation of his "war of attrition" scheme and blatant misrepresentations, all of
which were designed to dissemble and prevaricate until Teply finally turned many of her
Protected Customers over to Deluxe for servicing by McLaughlin!McCormick/KMMR and
Dunn.
116.

Responding to Dunlap's email, Teply began by asking Dunlap whether he had

completed his promised research "into the questions regarding the other SBS distributor's special
pricing on the laser checks for Payette Title?" Then, turning her attention to Dunlap's list of"56
Common Customers," Teply, among other things, questioned whether she would be receiving
any commissions from the sales that McLaughlin!McCormick!KMMR and Dunn had made (and
would continue to make) to her Protected Customers. Dunlap ignored Teply's questions.
117.

On February 10, 2014, Dunlap emailed Thurston a list of"45 Common

Customers" between Thurston Enterprises and McLaughlin!McCormick/KMMR and Dunn.
According to Dunlap, this list of customers would serve as "a great starting point" to discuss
Thurston's release or sale of these accounts to SAl to be serviced by
McLaughlin!McCormick!KMMR and Dunn.
118.

Then, on February 14,2014, Dunlap sent Thurston another email, this time
I

identifying "55 Common Customers" between Thurston and McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR
and Dunn. According to Dunlap, this new list was supposed to represent the grand total of all
Common Customers. In the email, Dunlap wrote, next to each customer account, he identified
"what I suggest we should/could do with each account." From the list of 55, Dunlap indicated
.that: (1) McLaughlin!McCormick!KMMR should be allowed- either through sale or a sharing
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arrangement- to continue servicing 24 of the Common Customers; (2) Thurston should keep 10
of the Common Customers; and (3) that Dunlap was not sure who should continue to service the
remaining 21 Common Customers.
119.

Despite Dunlap's representation that his February 14, 2014list of 55 customer

accounts reflected all of the Common Customers between Thurston Enterprises and
McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR and Dunn, Thurston quickly realized that the list was not
complete and asked Dunlap for (1) a more complete listing from
McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR, and (2) whether SBS had performed a "market penetration
review of the area." Notwithstanding his initial representations, Dunlap responded by stating that
he knew the list "isn't 100% complete," but he wanted to start with it anyway. A complete list
was never provided to Thurston.
120.
Enterpri~es'

In February 2014, Dunlap engaged Thurston in negotiations regarding Thurston
potential sale of certain Protected Customers to SBS for servicing by

McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR. During the negotiations, Dunlap represented to Thurston that
Dunlap was working off of a "client list" containing all of Thurston Enterprises Protected
Customers also serviced by McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR and Dunn. Dunlap also
represented to Thurston that the sales figures for those Protected Customers identified on the
"client list" reflected all sales from all Safeguard distributors - including
McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR and Dunn- to those Protected Customers after August 27,
2013. This representation was significant as the sales figures identified in the "client list" were
relied upon by Thurston in reaching an acceptable sales price for his account protection rights to
Protected Customers Bench Sewer District, Buck's Bags, Inc., Ennis Furniture Co., Idaho
Independent Bank, Norco, Omnipure Filter Co., SAMG Family Practice, SAMG Occupational
Med., and Treasure Valley Steel.
121.

In truth, however, the sales figures represented by Dunlap and identified in the

"client list" were not accurate and did not correctly reflect the significant sales made by
McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR and Dunn, on behalf of SBS, to those Protected Customers.
122.

While Dunlap was pushing Thurston to sell many of his Protected Customers to
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McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn, Dunlap continued his "war of attrition" against
Teply. Following numerous communications between Dunlap and Teply as to the division of the
"56 Common Customers" listed on Dunlap's February 6, 2014 email- and in light ofDunlap's
representation that the "56 Common Customers" represented the sum total of all Common
Customers between Teply and McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR- the two were able to reach an
agreement on 48 of those 56 customers.
123.

On February 20, 2014, Dunlap sent an email to Teply memorializing their

agreement on these 48 Common Customers. As is reflected in Dunlap's email, Teply would sell
20 of the Common Customers to SAl, for servicing by McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and
Dunn, and "keep" the following 28 Common Customers for herself:
19. Contract Floors,

1. Hayden Beverage,

11. Quality Thermistor,
Inc.,

20. On Demand,

3. Employers Resource,

12. Hillcrest Country
Club,

21. Mindoka County
Treasurer,

4. West Vet,

13. The Car Park,

5. Southwest Idaho
Surgery Center,

14. Santos Metals &
Recycling,

22. Orthopedic
Association,
23. Shird's Inc.,

6. Lee Read Jewelers,

15. TriState Beauty
Supply,

2. St. Luke's Regional
Medical,

7. Debt Reduction
Services, Inc.

16. ApacheRiver, LLC
(dba Double L),

24. Rambo Sand &
Gravel,
25. Eberle, Berlin &
Associates,
26. Kitchens by Design,

8. Rock Mountain
Agronomics,
9. Sun Valley Ski Tools,
10. Caldwell Auto,

17. Minidoka County,
18. Dykman Electric,
Inc.,

27. Pioneer Family
Medicine, and
28. Elam & Burke.

A true and accurate copy ofDunlap's February 20, 2014 email is attached as Exhibit 38.
124.

In truth, Dunlap had no intention ofletting Teply "keep" any of these Protected

Customers. Within a matter of weeks he resumed his coercive tactics in an attempt to get all of
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T3 Enterprises' Protected Customers listed above transferred to SAl for the benefit of
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn.
125.

Between February 21, 2014 and February 22, 2014, Dunlap continued pushing

Thurston to sell or "share" certain Common Customers with McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR
and Dunn, stating that "this would work best and give us the best chance ofgrowing sales. I
know it is different, but I think with all of us motivated to move the business forward, it presents
more positive things than negative ones. "
126.

During the sale negotiations, Dunlap also represented to Thurston that he would

receive the "IBF files" from McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR and Dunn on all of the Protected
Customers that Thurston did not agree to sell. Access to the IBF files on Thurston's Protected
'

Customers would have been a significant acquisition as it would have allowed him to learn the
"particulars on vendors, specific products, etc. that have been sold into these accounts" to
provide Thurston the opportunity to expand his sales portfolio to his Protected Customers. This,
of course, was a significant consideration for any agreement by Thurston to agree sell Protected
Customers to SBS for servicing by McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR and Dunn.
127.

On March 3, 2014, Dunlap sent Teply a draft of an assignment letter reflecting her

agreement to sell 20 of the Common Customers to SAl. The assignment letter provided that, in
exchange for $7,340, "you have agreed to transfer and assign your commissions [sic] rights
associated with future sales to the [20] cu·stomers listed below." The letter further provided that,
"the account protection rights to these accounts will be owned by Safeguard and serviced by
[McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR]. In the event there is an order placed by any of these
customers with you or your distributorship or you are contacted by any of the customers, please
direct them to [McLaughlin!McCormick!KMMR] ."
128.

On March 6, 2014, Thurston, on behalf of Thurston Enteprises, entered into a

one-page agreement drafted by Dunlap in which Thurston agreed to sell to SBS his future
account protection rights to Protected Customers Bench Sewer District, Buck's Bags, Inc., Ennis
Furniture Co., Idaho Independent Bank, Norco, Omnipure Filter Co., SAMG Family Practice,
SAMG Occupational Med., and Treasure Valley Steel in exchange for $32,600 and the receipt of
the IBF files on Thurston's Protected Customers. As discussed below, the promised IBF filed
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were never transferred to Thurston thereby resulting in a breach of the March 6, 2014 agreement.
129.

Also, Thurston ultimately agreed to share his Protected Customer Silicon

Mountain Contract Services in light of the fact that McLaughlin!McCormick/KMMR and Dunn
had been interfering with his Protected Customers for more than six months at this point, and
that nothing was going to change, given Dunlap's ultimatum that sharing them was "a good

moving forward type thing to do."
130.

On March 7, 2014, Teply contacted Dunlap to discuss where they were with

McLaughlin!McCormick!KMMR, and to express her concern that
McLaughlin!McCormick!KMMR, who was placing Safeguard orders with Teply's Protected
Customers for more than seven months, was harming Teply's relationships with- and sales toher bank customers and referral providers. In response to Teply's email, Dunlap asked her to
identify a list of the banks that she currently services.
131.

Teply complied with Dunlap's request, and on March 11, 2014, sent him an email

identifying (1) the banks that she purchased as part of the August 2006 purchase of certain
Protected Customers from Thurston, and (2) a number of the Protected Customers that she
earned through her di~tributorship operations since that time.
132.

On March 17, 2014, both Teply and Thurston sent almost simultaneous emails to

Dunlap letting him know that they had not gotten anywhere with McLaughlin regarding their
attempts to exchange files with McLaughlin!McCormick/KMMR. Dunlap responded to Teply,
acknowledging that he had spoken with McLaughlin about the "file exchange," and that it

"could be done between you two." Similarly, Dunlap told Thurston: "[t]he actual transfer of files
can be handled with [McLaughlin] at [McLaughlin!McCormick!KMMR] as you two deem best. "
133.

By the end of March 2014, Dunlap again was pushing Teply and Thurston to turn

over more of their Protected Customers to SAl for servicing by
McLaughlin!McCormick/KMMR and Dunn, including many of those that Dunlap represented
Teply would be allowed to "keep."
134.

One of the customers Dunlap was pressing Teply to release was Employers

Resource- an important customer for Teply's future operations.
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR, JDHRS and Dunn were providing Employers Resource with
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Safeguard W-2 processing services that should have been turned over to Teply consistent with
her Cust<?mer Protection rights. Notwithstanding this, McLaughlin!McCormick!KMMR, JDHRS
and Dunn continued to service Employers Resource, and Dunlap continued to put pressure on
Teply to release the customer account.
135.

On March 31,2014, Teply sent Dunlap an email following up on her March ih

email regarding the "financial institution protection request." In typical fashion, Dunlap had
completely ignored Teply's prior request. However, in response to Teply's new email, Dunlap
wrote:
We don't protect referral sources like bank accounts. What we try to do is
get an agreement where the distributors agree to service certain branches
and stay out of those branches serviced by other distributors. Having
stated the rules, I don't envision having any issue with getting the
cooperation you and I envision.
136. Addressing Teply's further request that the agreement be put in writing (like the
agreement between Teply and Thurston), Dunlap replied, "[i]fthere needs to be an agreement at
some point we can approach it then. " In truth, there needed to be an agreement immediately as
McLaughlin!McCormick!KMMR already were soliciting Teply's financial institution Protected
Customers, including those that Teply purchased from- and still was making payments toThurston as part of August 2006 purchase of certain of Thurston's Protected Customers.
Dunlap's continued disregard for Teply's Customer Protection rights was part and parcel of his
"war of attrition" against Teply and Thurston. By his continued conduct on behalf of SAl,
McLaughlin!McCormick!KMMR and Dunn, Dunlap was able to facilitate their interference with
-and accretion of- Thurston's and Teply's Protected Customers.
13 7. Realizing that her attempts to get action out of Dunlap were futile, at end of March
2014, Teply reopened the dialogue with McLaughlin suggesting that they meet, exchange files
and discuss the Common Customers. When McLaughlin refused to cooperate, on April 1, 2014,
Teply again emailed Dunlap asking him for assistance. In her email to Dunlap, Teply wrote:
I reached out to [McLaughlin] last week to set up a time to exchange files
and tried to arrange a meeting for today. Her response a couple of days
later was that she was booked for this week and didn't have time to meet
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until next week. I responded and asked if she wanted to take time to go
over the files or if she was just planning on swapping them and have not
received any response. [ ... ]
My question to you is, has [McLaughlin] signed off on the files coming to
me? Also, is she making sure her people are staying out of those accounts
and directing them to us at this point if the customer contacts them?
A true and correct copy of Teply's April1, 2014 email to Dunlap is attached hereto as Exhibit
39. Dunlap never responded to the questions raised in Teply's April1, 2014 email. He also never
made any effort to facilitate a file exchange of any kind between Teply and McLaughlin, as he
earlier had represented he would do.
138.

In early April, Dunlap continued to press Teply to sell or otherwise release the

Employers Resource account in favor of McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn. On April
6, 2014, Dunlap sent Teply an email identifying four new Common Customers (Redfish Sensor
Products, Evans & Paulson CPAs, Ada Pediatrics P .A. and Total Waste Management) that were
not included as part ofhis February 6, 2014list of 56 Common Customers that supposedly
represented the sum total of all Common Customers between Teply and
McLaughlin/McCormicki.KMMR. Dunlap was now pushing Teply to allow
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR to service these four newly identified Common Customers as
well. A copy of an email chain containing Dunlap's April6, 2014 email is attached as Exhibit
40.
139.

In the same email, and in response to Teply's continued request for a written

agreement identifying her rights to the referral financial institutions, Dunlap told Teply that he
"just [didn't} know

if McLaughlin ha[d] the same approach with banks as referral sources as

[Teply] and [Thurston] do or if McLaughlin has an approach at all." At this point, Dunlap knew
that McLaughlin/McCormicki.KMMR were soliciting and servicing T3 Enterprises' referral
sources, and Dunlap was going out ofhis way to facilitate this infringement.
140.

On April10, 2014, Teply met with McLaughlin to exchange Common Customer

files. During the meeting, McLaughlin continued to insist that she was doing (and would
continue to do) "business as usual." McLaughlin also told Teply that at least one of Teply's
Protected Customers, Employers Resource, was included in the five-page memorandum of
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customers that Deluxe allowed Dunn to continue servicing as part of its BAM program purchase
ofiBF's customer list. After Teply advised McLaughlin that Employers Resource was Teply's
Protected Customer, and that she had no intention of giving it up, McLaughlin stated that she
would not stop selling to these customers and, if necessary, Dunn would just run the sales
directly to Teply's Protected Customers through his new company, JDHRS.
141.

Upon information and belief, Dunn and JDHRS are operating in the manner

McLaughlin described and, in doing so, are intentionally interfering with T3 Enterprises'
contractual and business relationships with SBS and with T3 Enterprises' Protected Customers.
142.

By the end of the meeting, and after turning her Common Customer files over to

McLaughlin, Teply learned that she was not going to get McLaughlin's files. When questioned
about the file exchange, McLaughlin stated that she was still pulling the files together, and would
give them to Teply at a later time. McLaughlin's response also suggested that she was not clear
on what files she might provide Teply. In any event, McLaughlin has never produced any files
whatsoever to Teply.
143.

After the meeting, Teply emailed Dunlap asking, "[w]as [McLaughlin] provided

and informed of the list of customers that she was supposed to transfer files to me?" Dunlap
immediately wrote back, "Yep. Having said that I encouraged her to talk to you about any and
all accounts. She has more information than me. Thought it best for you two to talk. I specifically
told her to speak with you about Employers Resource and St. Luke's. " A true and accurate copy
of this April2014 chain of emails between Teply and Dunlap is attached as Exhibit 41. This, like
all of Dunlap's communications with Teply and Thurston, was both untrue and part and parcel of
his "war of attrition" against Teply and Thurston, which had for its purpose and intent the
misappropriation of their Protected Customers for the benefit ofDeluxe, SAl, McLaughlin,
McCormick, KMMR, IBF, JDHRS, and Dunn.
144.

Teply then emailed McLaughlin asking her to identify "when can I expect the rest

of the files on the list that you were provided from Mike Dunlap. Please let me know when we
can make arrangements to exchange them." A true and accurate copy ofTeply's April10, 2014
email to McLaughlin is attached hereto as Exhibit 42. McLaughlin Never responded.
145.

Frustrated by Dunlap's continued insistence that it would be "best" for Teply and
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McLaughlin to work this out, Teply also wrote Dunlap the following: "[McLaughlin] is not even
a distributor at this point and owns account rights to nothing so any negotiating needs to be done
between Safeguard and I, not [McLaughlin] and I." Teply then asked Dunlap, "I need to know if
you have made any contractual promises in your purchase from [Dunn] or your planned sale to
[McLaughlin] that allows them to continue servicing any accounts that I currently service" alluding to McLaughlin's comments regarding Employers Resource. (See Ex. 41.)
146.

Dunlap falsely responded, "I know of no contractual promises with [Dunn} or

with [McLaughlin} that relate to servicing of accounts. " Teply immediate replied, "[o]k, so what
do I need to do to collect the files and information from the list that you and I have already
discussed that are supposed to come to me?" (See Ex. 41.) Dunlap never responded to this
request.
147.

By mid-April2014, almost eight months after McLaughlin!McCormick/KMMR,

IBF, JDHRS and Dunn began taking orders for Safeguard Systems form his Protected
Customers, Thurston continued to email Dunlap in an attempt to obtain the information relating
to his Protected Customers that Dunlap had agreed to produce more than one month earlier. In
typical fashion, Dunlap simply ignored Thurston's requests.
148.

On April14, 2014, Dunlap sent another email to Teply stating, "I thought and

still do think that it is afar better, [sic} for the three ofyou [i.e., Teply, McLaughlin and
McCormick] to talk about the handling ofspecific accounts, than for me to make decisions from
a spreadsheet. Wltat we are trying to promote is a way of growing sales, all sales yours, IBF,
all." A true and correct copy of an email chain containing Dunlap's April14, 2014 email is
attached hereto as Exhibit 43. This, of course, said it all: Dunlap, Deluxe, SAl, McLaughlin,
McCormick and Dunn never had any intention of honoring the Customer Protection rights ofT3
Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises. Instead, together, they all hatched a "war of attrition"
scheme to see to it that everyone would sell to any or all of those Protected Customers - without
regard for whether Teply and Thurston liked it or not.
149.

On April16, 2014, Dunlap called Teply and offered to pay her $20,000 to "get

closure and to promote peace between [Teply}, Safeguard and McLaughlin for the 'messy' deal
they had done. " During the call, Dunlap acknowledged that the BAM Transaction with IBF was
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a "mistake" and that he didn't know "if they would ever be able to get this all figured out."
Teply denied Dunlap's offer and informed him that she could not (and would not) share her
Protected Customers with McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR or Dunn because doing so would
damage the value of her business and adversely affect her ability to continue operating as a SBS
distributor.
150.

On April18, 2014, after almost eight months of Dunlap's prevarication and

avoidance, Teply sent another email to McLaughlin. Voicing her irreconcilable frustration, at
this point, Teply wrote:
I was under the impression that you and I were going to exchange the files
from a list that [Dunlap] had provided me. I brought the files to you that I
agreed to provide you and was confused as to why you did not provide me
the same. I soon came to the realization that you had intended on sharing
all accounts that cross over between us.[ ... I]t was never my intention to
share all of the accounts. I have been paying for many accounts in my base
for over seven years and have added in other customers as I have
continued in my career. I was promised account protection in my contract
with Safeguard and expected to grow my business. As I mentioned when
we met, I also had to sign an additional contract that guarantees payment
to the distributor from whom I purchased my base. If I give up my account
protection rights and lose business because of it, I put myself at risk of not
meeting my contractual obligations. I will assume that you will be
promised account protection on your accounts and you will have to
commit to the same guarantees for growth and payment of your base.
Therefore, I do not know how Safeguard can promise account protection
on the same account to two different distributorships and expect it to
work.
A true and accurate copy of Teply's April18, 2014 email is attached hereto as Exhibit 44.
McLaughlin simply ignored Teply's April18, 2014 email.
151.

The next day, on April19, 2014, Dunlap sent Thurston another email identifying

a new list of 46 of Thurston's Protected Customers that Dunlap identified as "common accounts,
or accounts that we think are common [with McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR], that we haven't
resolve [sic] totally. "
152.

Following receipt of Dunlap's newest Common Customer list, Thurston requested

(1) the sales numbers, product offerings, and dollar and product comparisons for these Common
Customers, and (2) a copy of the list of Common Customers that Dunlap had used during their
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initial discussions following Deluxe's acquisition ofiBF. Prolonging his interference with
Thurston's Customer Protection rights, Dunlap ambiguously responded to Thurston's requests
with the following: "/hope I do at the office. Didn't have all the details with me at home. "
153.

A few days later, on April24, 2014, Thurston again emailed Dunlap for "the

information regarding what [McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR] is selling into these [Common
Customers] and what the potential is for me to cover those items or if it is better to allow
[McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR] to buy those rights from me. I would like to see the products
and dollar amounts on them." Again, Dunlap ignored Thurston's request.
154.

The next day, on April25, 2014, Teply- at this point paralyzed by Dunlap's utter

failure to provide any Common Customer information whatsoever- sent Dunlap a letter
pleading with him to resolve Teply's concerns about McLaughlin, McCormick and Dunn. In her
letter, Teply wrote:
I appreciate the fact that you offered me a payoff for the hassles and to
'wipe the slate clean,' but until you can get the sales information to me
and we can reach a resolution to this ongoing problem, the slate will never
be clean. [ ... ] What I am requesting of you is hard sales numbers and
product information sold to my customer base by Safeguard/Deluxe's IBF
employees from August 2013 through the current dates. I can then decide
how I want to pursue my interests, whether it be to request some payment
of sales or sell accounts. I need to know the values we are dealing with in
order to make these decisions. While there may be a couple of special
situations that we need to finalize discussion on, it is not my intent to
share all of the accounts and never has been. There is no possible way that
sharing accounts will ever work to my benefit given the current situation.
Please provide me with the information I am requesting by May 5, 2014.
A true and accurate copy of Teply's April25, 2014 email to Dunlap with the accompanying
letter is attached hereto as Exhibit 45.
155.

Amazingly, notwithstanding Teply's numerous clear and unambiguous requests

for the "hard sales numbers and product information" sold by McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR
and Dunn to Teply's Common Customers, Dunlap responded, "I will call next week to gather
from you what information you feel you need." An almost identical dynamic was simultaneously
playing out between Dunlap and Thurston.
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156.

During May 2014, it was more of the same from Dunlap. On May 1st, he emailed

Teply suggesting that they "start fresh" in their communications relating to the Common
Customers. Then, instead of providing the requested sales numbers and product information for
these accounts, Dunlap included in his email a new list of"36 Common Customers" between
Teply and IBF that Dunlap identified as needing "resolution." A true and accurate copy of
Dunlap's May 1, 2014 email identifying this new list of"36 Common Customers" is attached as
Exhibit 46.
157.

Incredibly, Dunlap's new list included all28 Customer Accounts that he agreed

Teply would "keep" as part of their February 2014 negotiations and agreement. (See Ex. 38.)
Also, Dunlap's email again contained five new Common Customers not identified in his
February 6, 2014list of 56- the list that was supposed to reflect the sum total of all Common
Customers between Teply and McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR and Dunn.
158.

Following receipt of Dunlap's new list of Common Customers, Teply and Dunlap

exchanged a series of emails. In this exchange, Teply questioned Dunlap's ever changing list of
Common Customers and made clear that she relied upon the earlier list to "determine the
accounts which [she] was currently interested in selling." Dunlap replied, "I did represent to you
several times that we are continuing to examine the records so that we only have to deal with
accounts that are in common. I did not represent to you that the first lists were lists ofaccounts
that commissions were paid to IBF. "A true and accurate copy of Teply and Dunlap's May 9,

2014 email chain is attached as Exhibit 4 7. Dunlap's new position was in stark contrast to his
February 6, 2014 representation that the list of 56 customers represented all of the Common
Customers serviced by McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn since late August 2013.
159.

On May 2, 2014, Dunlap sent an email to Thurston. In his email, Dunlap claimed

that he could not get any additional information on the Thurston's Common Customers. This too
was a pure fabrication. Nevertheless, Dunlap again pressed Thurston to turn over certain
Protected Customers to SAl, McLaughlin and Dunn. For example, although Thurston previously
had made clear to Dunlap that he would not "sell" or "share" these two Protected Customers,
Dunlap continued to insist that Thurston must sell Protected Customer A Scott Jackson for
"$1 00," and "share" the Protected Customer Somerset Pacific with
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McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn.
160.

In response, Thurston again informed Dunlap that he wanted to keep A Scott

Jackson because he (Thurston) "did over $1,000 with A Scott Jackson this past year," and could
provide the exact same Safeguard products and services as McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and
Dunn. Thurston also stated that he would not share Somerset Pacific because he has a strong
relationship with that Protected Customer. Notwithstanding Thurston's protestations, Dunlap
continued to pressure him.
161.

On May 8, 2014, Teply again met with McLaughlin to discuss the Common

Customers. McCormick was also present. During the meeting, Teply once more made clear that
she had no intention of sharing all of the Common Customers, and further explained that she did
not have to do so pursuant to the Customer Protection rights under the Teply Distributor
Agreement. McLaughlin and McCormick again rebuffed Teply.
162.

With the continued help of Dunlap and SAl, McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR's

misappropriation ofTeply's Protected Customers continued in full force. On May 15, 2014,
Teply learned that McLaughlin and McCormick were selling to another one of her protected
Customer Accounts, Meridian High School. This customer, however, was never identified by
Dunlap as an actual (or "potential") Common Customer between Teply and IBF. Upon learning
this new information, Teply sent an email to Dunlap asking him to "check into this and let me
know the status." The following email exchange ensued:
Dunlap: "Did you ask [McLaughlin] about this already?"
Teply: "No, I did not. According to [McLaughlin], you have all the
information on their customer base so I thought I would start with you."
Dunlap: "According to [McLaughlin]? Oh well. I will check when I get
back to Dallas."
A true and correct copy of the May 15, 2014 email chain is attached as Exhibit 48. Also, attached
as Exhibit 49 is a true and accurate copy of a printout ofiBF's website identifying that
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR still are currently servicing Meridian High School.
163.

After being ignored as usual, on May 19, 2014, Teply again emailed McLaughlin

to find out where she was "at on the list of accounts that [McLaughlin] provide[d] a monthly data
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processing service" to. A true and correct copy of the May 19, 2014 Teply email is attached
hereto as Exhibit 50. Nine days later, on May 28, 2014, McLaughlin wrote back, telling Teply
that "[Dunlap} has all ofthe information and we are going to schedule a time to talk."
164.

On May 23, 2014, Dunlap emailed Teply representing that he "didn't have any

new information on the Meridian High School situation, can't explain why it was or is a miss. "
Dunlap then reopened his pursuit of Teply's remaining Common Customers with
McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR and by suggesting that they "get on the phone next week, [to]
see where we are?"
165.

The following week, Teply and Dunlap spoke over the phone. During the call,

Dunlap offered Teply $10,000 to "move on and forget about" the sales by
McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR and Dunn to her Protected Customers. Teply rejected the offer
and instead insisted that Dunlap provide her with "a complete report identifying all Common
Customers between [Teply] and IBF at the time SAl purchased IBF." Dunlap pursuant to his and
SAl's "war of attrition" against Thurston and Teply, boldly and falsely responded, "I don't think
we have a complete report to provide you. "
166.

On June 5, 2014, Dunlap sent Teply another email, this time containing a new list

of 17 of Teply's Protected Customers that he described as a "list of possible common accounts
from May 27." Of this list of 17, 14 of these Common Customers were omitted from Dunlap's
original February 6, 2014list that was supposed to contain all of the Common Customers
between Teply and IBF. A true and accurate copy ofDunlap's June 5, 2014 email is attached
hereto as Exhibit 51. Teply again refused Dunlap's attempts to pry these customers from her
distributorship in favor of SAl, McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR and Dunn.
167.

In July 2014, Teply learned that one of McLaughlin's sales representatives had

recently approached her Protected Customer, Idaho Central Credit Union, offering
McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR's services to the account. The sales representative informed
the customer that he was now a Safeguard representative and would be happy to take any orders
for the account. This confused Idaho Central Credit Union, who later contacted Teply to ask
what was going on with her SBS distributorship.
168.

On December 9, 2014, Teply called Amanda Cammarota, a Commission Analyst
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with Safeguard to discuss a potential conflict list with IBF. A true and accurate copy of
Dunlap's December 9, 2014 email is attached hereto as Exhibit 52. When Teply asked for
commissions related to an order IBF had obtained from one of her Protected Customers, Pioneer
Family Medicine, Cammarota dodged her questions by stating that she would "pull some files
and would get back to her." When Cammarota reported this conversation to her superiors, they
all congratulated her on the continued prevarication and refusal to respect the Customer
Protection rights. Incredibly, Sorrenti, the President of both SAl and SBS, and Vice President of
Deluxe, told her "Well done Amanda!" and Dunlap chimed in "Expertly handled by Amanda,
many thanks." These glib comments evidence the outright dismissal of any concern for Teply or
Thurston contractual rights.

Deluxe Sells DocuSource And IBF To Its New Safeguard Distributors
169.

After two years, Deluxe completed its transition process and sold IBF and

DocuSource. On April30, 2015, Deluxe finalized the sale of the company owned distributors
Safeguard by DocuSource and Safeguard by IBF. Safeguard by DocuSource along with two
other distributors purchased through BAM, Advent Print Resources and Formit Print
Management, were sold to Inspired Results, LLC. A true and correct copy ofSBS's press release
is attached hereto as Exhibit 53. Safeguard by IBF was sold to KMMR. A true and correct copy
ofSBS's press release is attached hereto as Exhibit 54.
170.

Inspired Results was formed on March 19, 2015, by Deluxe and SBS company

insiders Tiller-Shumway, formerly the Senior Director ofNew Franchise Sales & Support at SBS
and Phil Odella, formerly the Executive Director of Operations Integration for Small Business
Services at Deluxe. They are co-presidents and owners oflnspired Results.
171.

On information and belief, Deluxe sold the entire BAM Customer Lists to

KMMR and Inspired Results regardless of the existence of the Cross-Over Customers. Thus,
Deluxe sold Thurston's and Teply's primary assets, the Protected Customers, for its own
financial benefit. And Inspired Results and KMMR now have signed franchise agreements with
SFS II -they are now SFS II franchisees.
172.

Since acquiring DocuSource, Inspired Results and Tiller-Shumway have

continued to solicit and obtain commissions from T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises'
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Protected Customers. Since acquiring IBF, KMMR, McLaughlin and McCormick have
continued to solicit and obtain commissions from T3 Enterprises' and Thurston Enterprises'
Protected Customers. Deluxe and SBS continue to support- and conceal -these violations.
Plaintiffs' Businesses Have Been Damaged By Defendants' Conduct

173.

As a result of the conduct of the parties to this complaint, T3 Enterprises' and

Thurston Enterprises' SBS distributorship businesses have suffered severe damage. The principal
asset of these enterprises is their longstanding attention to - and establishment of- customer
relationships. Those relationships, and all potential additional customer relationships, have been
harmed.
174.

The loss of Customer Protection has caused (and will continue to cause) Teply's

and Thurston's companies to lose business, and ultimately destroy the intrinsic value of their
SBS distributorships. This will not only destroy Plaintiffs' current means of earning a living, but
it also will put Teply at risk of not meeting her contractual obligations under the sales agreement
with Thurston- payments which Teply personally guaranteed.
Deluxe Attempts To Coerce Thurston To Release All Claims

175.

After having steamrolled over the SBS distributors' contractual rights, Deluxe

developed its "risk mitigation" strategic scheme. According to this risk mitigation scheme,
Deluxe required that the distributors, including Thurston Enterprises, sign a general release
before selling or buying another Safeguard distrioutor. In doing so, Deluxe has pinned the
distributors in a comer. The SBS distributors have no choice but to either sign the release or lose
an opportunity to expand their businesses. In addition, if the SBS distributor seeks to sell his
business, it too cannot do so unless it signs Deluxe's "general release." Deluxe's conduct has for
its purpose the construction of a dead end for the SBS distributors. And, Deluxe has "targeted"
certain SBS distributors, including T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises with the intention of
running their businesses into the ground.
a. Deluxe purchases non-Safeguard distributors, converts them to Safeguard
distributors, and then releases them in the relevant geographic markets assigned to
the "targeted" SBS distributors. The new market entrants then saturate the
geographic market and compromise the Protected Customers of the "targeted"
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SBS distributors;
b.

When confronted with the threatened and ongoing destruction of the business as
an ongoing concern, coupled with the concomitant loss of the intrinsic residual
value of the business, the SBS distributor then is faced with two options: (i) sell
the business to another SBS, SFS or SFS II distributor with the hoped-for consent
ofSBS; or (ii) seek to buy another SBS distributor's rights under its SBS
distributor agreement; but

c. Deluxe, pursuant to its "war of attrition" against the "targeted" distributors then
precludes the viability of both alternatives. Deluxe has mandated that both the
selling Safeguard Distributor and the buying Safeguard distributor must execute
broad and general "releases" as a pre-condition to Deluxe's consent to either
transaction. The result, as Deluxe surreptitiously has intended, is that the
"targeted" SBS distributor cannot either sell its distributorship or buy another
distributorship because it cannot do so without releasing is claim against Deluxe
for destroying its SBS distributorship in the first instance. Thus, Deluxe thereby
\

has achieved its goal of terminating the SBS distributor agreements without
incurring liability for wrongful termination.
176.

With the introduction of Safeguard by IBF and Safeguard by DocuSource as new

SBS distributors into the already crowded Idaho market, Thurston Enterprises' business
effectively was "ring-fenced." Thurston therefore actively began searching for an existing, outof-state, SBS distributorship to acquire in order to grow his business. In or around March 2014,
Thurston learned of a SBS distributorship for sale in New Mexico (the "New Mexico
Distributorship").
177.

The New Mexico Distributorship had been owned and operated since April1998

by Alfred and Linda Flatt (the "Platts"), through their corporation Wilder Venture, Inc. ("WVI").
178.

Pursuant to section 11 ofWVI's Regional Distributor Agreement with SBS (the

"WVI RDA"), WVI was given the right to transfer the New Mexico Distributorship to any thirdparty that was "approved" by SBS, and "[SBS] agrees not to unreasonably withhold its
approval." A true and accurate copy of the WVI RDA is attached hereto as Exhibit 55.
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179.

The WVI RDA also contained "examples" of"reasonable grounds" for SBS to

withhold approval of the transfer of the WVI RDA. These examples included the following:
1. the third party had inadequate sales and management experience, or
inadequate financial resources to operate a Distributorship of this size
and complexity, or refuses to provide information about his
qualifications or financial condition as requested by Safeguard;
11. the third party is a representative of a competitive company at the time
of the proposed transfer and either (a) does not agree to relinquish such
position at the time of the transfer, or (b) is subject to binding
noncompetition or non-solicitation covenants with the competitor;
111. the third party will not agree to devote his best efforts to the business of
the Distributorship, and actively participate in its sales activities and
management;
IV.

the third party has a history of poor credit experience or has been
convicted of a felony;

v. the third party is at the time of the proposed transfer a Safeguard
Distributor or was a Distributor or Associate Distributor whose contract
was terminated or a Safeguard employee whose employment was
terminated;
VI.

the third party fails to submit a satisfactory business plan to Safeguard,
or fails to agree to accept reasonable net sales quota requirements and
the terms and conditions of Safeguard's then existing non-exclusive
distributor contract;

v11. the third party insists upon being assigned Rights in and to a larger base
of existing customer accounts than Safeguard in its sole discretion
deems appropriate; or
vm. the financial terms (i.e., price and payback) are not fair and reasonable to
the third party (i) in terms of providing him or her with adequate cash
flow with which to operate as a Safeguard Distributor, or (ii) in
comparison with the financial terms of assignments of rights by
comparable distributors at or about that time.
(See Ex. 55,§ 11(B).)

180.

In or around November 2013, the Platts decided to retire and sell their New

Mexico Distributorship. Thereafter, on November 26, 2013, the Platts contacted SBS, notified it
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of their decision to sell the New Mexico Distributorship, and asked that SBS list the New
Mexico Distributorship for sale on the Safeguard SafeNET.
181.

In or around February 2014, Thurston learned that the New Mexico

Distributorship was for sale and contacted SBS to obtain additional details on the business. A
series of communications between both Thurston and SBS and Thurston and the Platts followed.
182.

At Thurston's request, on March 7, 2014, Suzanne Savoie ("Savoie"), an

employee with SBS franchise development department, emailed Thurston a packet of materials
concerning Thurston's potential acquisition of the New Mexico Distributorship. True and
accurate copies of the March 7, 2014 email and packet of materials are attached hereto as Exhibit
56.
183.

Then, in April2014, Thurston visited the Platts in New Mexico to discuss

purchase terms and to get better acquainted with the operation of the New Mexico
Distributorship. Over the next month, the parties reached an agreement on the sale and
subsequent transition of the WVI' s customers to Thurston Enterprises. The culmination of the
parties' agreement- that was still subject to SBS's approval- required Thurston Enterprises to
pay WVI $318,000 for the New Mexico Distributorship. The parties' transition plan involved
Thurston's hiring of a qualified sales person in New Mexico to assist him with his anticipated
operation of the New Mexico Distributorship.
184.

On May 27, 2014, Thurston sent an email to Savoie notifying her and SBS that

the parties had reached an agreement concerning Thurston's intended acquisition of the New
Mexico Distributorship, and to inquire as to "what the next stage will be in regards to [his]
purchasing [WVI's] New Mexico base of business." A true and accurate copy ofThurston's
May 27, 2014 email is attached hereto as Exhibit 57.
185.

At this point, Savoie and Shafina Hussain ("Hussain"), a business transaction

service specialist for SBS, notified Thurston that he needed to complete and return the March 7,
2014 packet of materials along with certain financial information to Deluxe and SBS for its
consideration ofhis purchase request. (See Ex. 56.)
186.

In response to Savoie and Hussain's request, Thurston timely provided nearly all

of the requested materials- including but not limited to, a completed background/credit check
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form, a completed purchase terms form, a comprehensive business plan, tax returns, a completed
business name identification form, a spreadsheet identifying various down payment options, cash
flow, standard costs basis, costs, profit and loss statements, a 2013 balance sheet, and other
financial records of Thurston Enterprises.
187.

In fact, the only document that Thurston did not complete and return to Savoie

and Hussain was the general release. By executing the general release, Thurston and his
company would:
[U]nconditionally release[ ] and forever discharge[ ] Safeguard, and each
of its affiliates, [ ... ], of an from any and all debts, liabilities, claims,
demands, actions or causes of action, suits, judgments or controversies of
any kind whatsoever, that now exist or may arise in the future, out of any
matter, transaction or event occurring on or prior to the date hereof[ ... ],
including without any limitation: (i) Claims by Distributor or Owners
based upon, arising out of or in any way connected with the Agreement, or
any other agreement to which Distributor or Owners is a party, occurring
on or prior to the date hereof, and (ii) any other right, title or interest in, to
and under any agreement, arrangement or understanding to which
Distributor or Owners is a part. Each of Distributor and Owners further
agrees not to file or bring any claim, suit, civil action, complaint,
arbitration or administrative action in any city, state or federal court or
agency or arbitration tribunal with respect to any Claim.
(See Ex. 56, General Release.)

188.

Pursuant to the above language, by signing the general release, Thurston would

have released Thurston Enterprises' claims against SBS and Deluxe (and each of its affiliates)
relating to its Customer Protection rights, as set forth above.
189.

On May 30, 2014, Thurston sent an email to Hussain to inquire whether she

received his materials. As part of the email, Thurston also notified Hussain that he would not be
signing the general release for the following reasons:
Based on my understanding of the language on [the general release], I
couldn't sign that at this time due to current discussions that have been
ongoing with Mike Dunlap and the Safeguard purchase of IBF in Boise.
We are trying to negotiate out the customers on this issue and since that
particular amendment would force me to give up my rights on all these
type of items to date, I couldn't really sign off on that particular document
at this time. Can we go forward with the purchase without that item?
A true and accurate copy of Thurston's May 30, 2014 email to Hussain is attached hereto as
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Exhibit 58.
190.

While awaiting SBS's approval of the proposed transaction, Thurston, with the

assistance of the Platts, posted several advertisements for an outside sales person to assist
Thurston with his anticipated acquisition and operation of the New Mexico Distributorship. After
much due effort, and vetting numerous candidates, in late May 2014, Thurston found Lesley
Adams ("Adams"), an ideal candidate to serve as the new sales representative for the New
Mexico Distributorship. Barring SBS's approval ofhis purchase of the Platts' business, Thurston
was prepared to hire Adams. Time was of the essence for Thurston's purchase of the New
Mexico Distributorship as Thurston did not want to lose Adams to another job offer.
191.

When Hussain did not timely respond to Thurston's May 30, 2014 email, the next

day, on May 31, 2014, Thurston sent another email to Hussain. In his second email, Thurston
wrote:
I need to know if the general release form that was included in the sales
packet is a necessary item to complete this transaction. As I had
mentioned before, I am currently in negotiations with Mike Dunlap on
another item and this provision would interfere with those discussions. If
this is a new standard item that all distributors have to sign at this time
then I will be unable to complete the purchase for the Flatt base of
business.
If it is at all possible, I need to have something in writing allowing us to
go ahead with the Flatt transaction without this general release form as I
have a highly qualified salesperson waiting for a job and time is of the
essence. If we have to wait two weeks I am afraid that that person will
have to take another job elsewhere and I will again have to pass on the
Flatt purchase until I am able to find another qualified person.
Let me know as soon as you can regarding this matter as time is definitely
critical on this matter.
A true and accurate copy of Thurston's May 31, 2014 email is attached hereto as Exhibit 59.
192.

Seventeen days later, on June 17,2014, Savoie emailed both Thurston and the

Platts to inform them that their ''proposed transaction was reviewed by the [SBS] Action Review
Committee earlier today, and is approved to move forward. " Both Dunlap and Sutton, among

others, are members of the SBS Action Review Committee. In her email, Savoie also informed
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Thurston and the Flatts that the "documents will also need to go through Deluxe review, so final
documents will not be available until all reviews have been completed. " A true and accurate

copy of Savoie's June 17, 2014 email is attached hereto as Exhibit 60.
193.

Following receipt of Savoie's June 17, 2014 approval letter, Thurston retained the

services of Adams and began working with the Flatts to transition the ownership of the New
Mexico Distributorship from WVI to Thurston Enterprises.
194.

Thereafter, on June 18, 2014, SBS -sent Thurston a draft amendment to the

Thurston RDA to memorialize Thurston Enterprises' anticipated acquisition of the New Mexico
Distributorship. A true and accurate copy of the amendment to the Thurston RDA is attached
hereto as Exhibit 61.
195.

Although SBS had approved of the transaction between Thurston and the Flatts,

neither Savoie nor Hussain had responded to Thurston's numerous emails concerning his
unwillingness to sign the general release. In light of the decision of the SBS Action Review to
approve the transaction, Thurston assumed that his unwillingness to sign the general release was
not going to hold up the transfer of the New Mexico Distributorship.
196.

However, on or around June 18, 2014, Savoie notified Thurston that he would

have to sign the general release before the transaction involving the New Mexico Distributorship
could go forward. In response, on June 18, 2014, Thurston sent Savoie an email again advising
her that, based upon his understanding of both the Thurston RDA and the WVI RDA, "there is
no clause requiring [Thurston or the Platts] to sign off on a general release document." A true
and accurate copy of Thurston's June 18, 2014 email is attached hereto as Exhibit 62.
197.

In the June 18, 2014 email, Thurston also informed Savoie that he had "left a

voice message" for Dunlap regarding this issue, and that "time is of the essence regarding our
potential sales employee in New Mexico and if this drags out, she will take another job and I will
be unable to pursue this purchase." (See Ex. 62.) Dunlap ignored Thurston's voice mail message,
and no one at Deluxe or SBS responded to Thurston's email.
198.

Thereafter, on June 27, 2014, Thurston sent Savoie an email attaching (i) a

purchase agreement between Thurston Enterprises and WVI identifying all terms agreed to by
Thurston and the Flatts for the sale of the New Mexico Distributorship, and (ii) a draft
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amendment to the Thurston RDA reflecting Thurston Enterprises' acquisition of the New
Mexico Distributorship. While unsigned, both Thurston and the Flatts considered (and still
consider) the purchase agreement and related correspondence to represent a binding contract
between them. Further, in the body ofhis email, Thurston wrote:
[N]either mine nor the Flatts' contracts contain provisions that state that a
general release form is needed. The contracts only stipulate that Safeguard
has the right to approve a buyer based on financial, former experience, and
a proven track record. Since the [Action Review Committee] has approved
my purchase of the Flatts' contract/distributorship that would allow for the
purchase to go forward with the two documents that are attached. If the
purchase is denied without the general release, that would suggest that the
transaction is being denied outside of the criteria of both our contract.
True and accurate copies ofThurston's June 27, 2014 email and attachments are attached hereto
as Exhibit 63.
199.

After receiving no response from anyone at SBS to his June 2, 2014 email, three

days later, on June 30,2014, Thurston again emailed Savoie "[c]hecking in on the process with
the contract approval," and to request an update from SBS. Less than one hour later, Savoie
responded and notified Thurston that, "[d]ue to your suggested changes to the documents and
your concerns about the general release, they will [again] be reviewed by the Action Review
Committee at their meeting tomorrow[, July 1, 2014]." A true and accurate copy of the June 30,
2014 email change between Thurston and Savoie is attached hereto as Exhibit 64.
200.

On July 2 and 3, 2014, Thurston sent additional emails to Savoie and Hussain

inquiring as to the Action Review Committee's meeting and their decision on the proposed
transaction between Thurston and the Flatts. True and accurate copies of Thurston's July 2 and 3,
2014 emails are attached hereto as Exhibit 65.
201.

Once again, neither Savoie nor Hussain responded to Thurston's emails. Instead,

on July 3, 2014, Sutton emailed Thurston to inform him that "transactional approval was not
achieved given your disclosure that you intend not to sign the General Release form as prepared
by Safeguard." In his email, Sutton described Thurston's execution of the general release as "the
fair and right thing to do." A true and accurate copy of Sutton's July 3, 2014 email is attached
hereto as Exhibit 66.
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202.

Thurston immediately notified the Flatts of Sutton and Deluxe' decision. As a

consequence, Thurston was not able to purchase the New Mexico Distributorship.
203.

Although SBS approved Thurston's purchase of the New Mexico Distributorship

without requiring that Thurston sign a "general release," Deluxe reversed SBS's approval.
Deluxe had (and continues to have) no credible reason for refusing Thurston Enterprises'
purchase of the New Mexico Distributorship. Simply stated, Thurston met all financial,
operational, and experience qualifications of a new Safeguard Distributor. Further, since joining
the Safeguard network of distributors, Thurston has continuously been considered by SBS to be
one if its top performing distributors. From 1989 to present, Thurston has received more than 30
awards from SBS, including, but not limited to, awards for: (1) special recognition for
outstanding sales performance; (2) highest percentage growth personal new sales; (3) highest
percentage growth on new sales for total distributorship on all products; (4) President's Club
Awards, reflecting top 5% of all sales people in Safeguard; (5) special recognition of
distributorship consistent growth; (6) numerous Eagles Club Awards, reflecting over $100,000 in
personal new sales; (7) Milestone Award, reflecting $750,000 in total sales; (8) several Golden
Eagle Club Awards, reflecting over $250,000 in new personal sales; (9) Top Performer Award
among distributors with $1 million to $1.5 million in sales; (10) Master's Club Member,
reflecting consecutive years of over $1,000,000 in sales; and (11) Foundation's Club Member,
reflecting over 10 years of continuous growth in total sales. By all accounts, Thurston's has been
(and continues to be) an outstanding distributor for SBS.
204.

Deluxe was not justified in refusing to approve Thurston Enterprises' purchase of

the New Mexico Distributorship but still withheld consent in an attempt to coerce Thurston to
release his ongoing dispute with Deluxe and SBS concerning his Customer Protection rights.
205.

Because all of the evidence reveals that Thurston would have successfully

operated and grown the New Mexico Distributorship and the sales it generated, Deluxe's refusal
to approve the transfer was unreasonable, and constitutes tortious interference with Thurston's
agreement with the Flatts.
206.

Deluxe's unreasonable refusal to consent to the transaction between Thurston

Enterprises and WVI has caused Thurston to suffer damages in the form of the cash flow and
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business improvements that Thurston could have generated from the New Mexico
Distributorship.
FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Breach of Contract- Thurston RDA
(Thurston Enterprises against SBS)
Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

207.

this Third Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
On June 1, 1987, Thurston and SBS entered into the Thurston RDA. The

208.

Thurston RDA was later assigned to Thurston Enterprises.
209.

Pursuant to Section 3 and Attachment B of the Thurston RDA, Thurston

Enterprises has "the exclusive right to the commissions on sales of Safeguard Systems to: (i)
each customer in [its] sales [territory] whose first order of Safeguard Systems is directly a result
of[Thurston's] efforts and credited to [him] ... " (See Ex. 2.)
210.

As a result of the Thurston RDA, Thurston Enterprises has Customer Protection

rights - against competition by SBS, all SBS distributors, and any other third party engaged in
the offer and sale of Safeguard Systems
211.

Thurston Enterprises has performed all things required of it under the terms of the

Thurston RDA, unless otherwise excused by SBS' s breach.
0

212.

SBS has breached the Thurston RDA by (1) failing to take action to prohibit other

distributors from selling to Thurston Enterprises' protected customers pursuant to the Customer
Protection rights identified in the Thurston RDA; (2) paying other distributors commissions
generated on sales to Thurston Enterprises Protected Customers; and (3) unreasonably refusing
to consent to the transfer of the Flatt's SBS agreement to Thurston Enterprises.
213.

0

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result ofSBS's numerous breaches of the

Thurston RDA, Thurston Enterprises has incurred damages in an undetermined amount.
SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Breach of the Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing
(Thurston Enterprises against SBS)
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:-

214.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Third Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
215.

Incorporated into the Thurston RDA described above was an implied covenant of

good faith and fair dealing, including an obligation by SBS to take action to stop other SBS
distributors from soliciting and selling to Thurston Enterprises' protected customers.
216.

Thurston Enterprises performed all obligations required of it under the Thurston

RDA, other than obligations as to which performance was excused (if any).
217.

SBS breached the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing by acting in a

manner so as to deprive Thurston Enterprises of the benefits of the Thurston RDA, the transfer
of the Flatt's distributor agreement, and to encourage other SBS distributors to solicit and sell to
Thurston Enterprises' protected customers.
218.

Thurston, on behalf of Thurston Enterprises, made numerous requests to Dunlap

and others at SBS that SBS take action to stop other SBS distributors from soliciting or selling to
Thurston Enterprises' protected customers. SBS has refused Thurston's numerous requests and
continues to encourage other distributors to sell to Thurston Enterprises' protected customers in
disregard for the Customer Protection rights implicit in the Thurston RDA
219.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result of SBS' s breach of its duty of good

faith and fair dealing, Thurston Enterprises has been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial,
but in no event less than the lost commissions, the lost business profits and the business
devaluation suffered by Thurston Enterprises.
TIDRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Tortious Interference with Contractual Relations- T3 Enterprises' RDA
(T3 Enterprises against SAI and Deluxe)
220.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Third Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
221.

As set forth above, T3 Enterprises had a valid, existing contract with SBS in the

form of the Teply Distributor Agreement. The Teply Distributor Agreement granted T3
Enterprises certain Customer Protection rights.
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222.

SAl and Deluxe each had knowledge of the Teply Distributor Agreement between

T3 Enterprises and SBS, and also knew ofT3 Enterprises' Customer Protection rights.
223.

Notwithstanding the existence of the Teply Distributor Agreement and T3

Enterprises' Customer Protection rights, SAl and Deluxe took actions adverse to T3 Enterprises'
contractual relationship with SBS, including, but not limited to:
a. Continuing to solicit, service and supply T3 Enterprises' protected
customers in total disregard for T3 Enterprises' Customer Protection
rights;
b. Refusing to notify T3 Enterprises of any events that may reasonably be
expected to have a material adverse effect upon T3 Enterprises future sales
of Safeguard Systems to its protected customers;
c. Engaging in pervasive and repeated activity designed to threaten, coerce,
dissemble and intimidate Teply into sharing (or selling at an artificially
depressed price) the accounts that are the subject of T3 Enterprises'
Customer Protection rights;
d. Refusing to identify for T3 Enterprises which lBF and DocuSource
customers are "cross-over" Safeguard customers with account protection,
and when repeatedly asked for information on this subject, have engaged
in abject prevarication; ·
e. Confronting Teply directly and boldly, announcing that McLaughlin,
McCormick and others will continue to sell to all T3 Enterprises'
protected "cross-over" customers because there would be no interruption
in Safeguard product sales to all of lBF's prior customers - e.g.,
McLaughlin and McCormick "would be conducting business as usual;"
and
f. Pressuring Teply that her only alternative was to "share" her major and
other protected Safeguard customers with lBF, KMMR, McLaughlin,
McCormick, Dunn, JFHRS, DocuSource and Deluxe.
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224.

Dunlap's interference with the Teply Distributor Agreement was adverse to the

interests of SBS.
225.

For a two year period, Deluxe managed, oversaw and funded Safeguard by IBF

and Safeguard by DocuSource. Deluxe approved of and reviewed the acquisitions of IBF and
DocuSource. Deluxe reviewed IBF and DocuSource's customer lists. Deluxe officers Sorrenti
and Peterson were directly involved in managing and running DocuSource. Deluxe was fully
aware that there were account protection issues. In the IBF Executive Summary prepared by
Deluxe, Deluxe noted in the section entitled "Risk Mitigation" that "[r]esolution of account
protection matches will be key as some accounts do business with area Safeguard offices." A
true and correct copy of the IBF Executive Summary is attached hereto as Exhibit 10.
226.

Deluxe oversaw McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, JDHRS, KMMR, Dunlap and

Tiller-Shumway. Under Deluxe's direction and approval, these individuals solicited and
obtained orders for, Safeguard Systems from many of the customers for whom T3 Enterprises
have Customer Protection. Deluxe concealed, participated, approved and acquiesced in this
violation ofT3 Enterprises' Customer Protection Rights. During this time Deluxe caused and/or
took no action to prevent DocuSource and IBF from obtaining orders for Safeguard Systems
from the customers of T3 Enterprises. Deluxe failed to notify T3 Enterprises that such sales
continued after DocuSource and IBF were purchased. Instead, Deluxe developed and approved
of its "resolution efforts .... to negate potential loss of sales" by authorizing Dunlap, TillerShumway, McLaughlin and the Defendants to wage a "war of attrition" against Teply and
Thurston so as to defeat their Customer Protection rights.
227.

At the time SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS, KMMR,

DocuSource and Deluxe have solicited and made sales to T3 Enterprises' protected customers,
each of the Defendants knew that these activities were materially interfering with and damaging
T3 Enterprises' contractual relationship with SBS because of the loss of customers that had
resulted from SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS, KMMR,
DocuSource, Deluxe and each other's conduct.
228.

These actions by SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS,

KMMR, DocuSource and Deluxe were intended and designed solely and wrongfully to induce a
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;

breach of or disruption in the Teply Distributor Agreement with SBS, resulting in a material
breach of the Teply Distributor Agreement by SBS.
229.

SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS, KMMR,

DocuSource, and Deluxe's intentional, wrongful actions have resulted in the breach of the Teply
Distributor Agreement by SBS to the detriment of T3 Enterprises.
230.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result, T3 Enterprises has been damaged in

an amount to be proven at trial, but in no event less than its lost commission, lost business profits
and any business devaluation it has suffered. Further, SAl and Deluxe have acted with
oppression and malice. As a result, T3 Enterprises is entitled to recover damages from SAl and
Deluxe for their wrongful and unlawful interference with the Teply Distributor Agreement.
FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Tortious Interference with Contractual Relations- Thurston RDA
(Thurston Enterprises against SAl and Deluxe)
231.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Third Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
232.

As set forth above, Thurston Enterprises had a valid, _existing contract with SBS

in the form of the Thurston RDA. The Thurston RDA granted Thurston Enterprises certain
Customer Protection rights.
233.

SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS, KMMR,

DocuSource and Deluxe each had knowledge of the Thurston RDA between Thurston
Enterprises and SBS, and also knew of Thurston Enterprises' Customer Protection rights.
234.

Notwithstanding the existence of the Thurston RDA and Thurston Enterprises'

Customer Protection rights, SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS,
KMMR, DocuSource and Deluxe took action adverse to Thurston Enterprises' contractual
relationship with SBS, including, but not limited to:
a. Continuing to solicit, service and supply Thurston Enterprises' protected
customers in total disregard for Thurston Enterprises' Customer Protection
rights;
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b. Refusing to notify Thurston Enterprises of any events that may reasonably
be expected to have a material adverse effect upon Thurston Enterprises
future sales of Safeguard Systems to its protected customers;
c. Engaging in pervasive and repeated activity designed to threaten, coerce,
dissemble and intimidate Thurston into sharing (or selling at an artificially
depressed price) the accounts that are the subject of Thurston Enterprises'
Customer Protection rights;
d. Refusing to identify for Thurston Enterprises which IBF and/or
DocuSource customers are Common Customers with Thurston Enterprises
and subject to its account protection, and when repeatedly asked for
information on this subject, have engaged in abject prevarication;
e. Confronting Thurston directly and boldly, announcing that McLaughlin,
McCormick and others will continue to sell to all Common Customers
because there would be no interruption in Safeguard product sales to all of
IBF's prior customers- e.g., McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR "would be
conducting business as usual;" and
f.

Pressuring Thurston that his only alternative was to "share" his major and
other protected Safeguard customers with IBF, KMMR, McLaughlin,
McCormick, Dunn, JDHRS, DocuSource and Deluxe.

235.

Dunlap's interference with the Thurston RDA was adverse to the interests of

236.

For a two year period, Deluxe managed, oversaw and funded Safeguard by IBF

SBS.

and Safeguard by DocuSource. Deluxe approved of and reviewed the acquisitions ofiBF and
DocuSource. Deluxe reviewed IBF and DocuSource's customer lists. Deluxe officers Sorrenti
and Peterson were directly involved in managing and running DocuSource. Deluxe was fully
aware that there were account protection issues. In the IBF Executive Summary prepared by
Deluxe, Deluxe noted in the section entitled "Risk Mitigation" that "[r]esolution of account
protection matches will be key as some accounts do business with area Safeguard offices." A
true and correct copy of the IBF Executive Summary is attached hereto as Exhibit 10.
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237.

Deluxe oversaw McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, JDHRS, KMMR, Dunlap and

Tiller-Shumway. Under Deluxe's direction and approval, these individuals solicited and
obtained orders for, Safeguard Systems from many of the customers for whom Thurston
Enterprises have Customer Protection. Deluxe concealed, participated, approved and acquiesced
in this violation of Thurston Enterprises' Customer Protection Rights. During this time Deluxe
caused and/or took no action to prevent DocuSource and IBF from obtaining orders for
Safeguard Systems from the customers of Thurston Enterprises. Deluxe failed to notify Thurston
Enterprises that such sales continued after DocuSource and IBF were purchased. Instead,
Deluxe developed and approved of its "resolution efforts ... to negate potential loss of sales" by
authorizing Dunlap, Tiller-Shumway, McLaughlin and the Defendants to wage a "war of
attrition" against Teply and Thurston so as to defeat their Customer Protection rights.
238.

At the time SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS, KMMR,

and DocuSource knew or should have known that Thurston Enterprises would not (and could
not) continue its contractual relationship with SBS because of the loss of customers that had
resulted from SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS, KMMR, DocuSource
and Deluxe, and each other's, conduct.
239.

These actions by SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS,

KMMR, Tiller-Shumway, DocuSource and Deluxe were intended and designed solely and
wrongfully to induce a breach of or disruption in the Thurston RDA, resulting in a material
breach of the Thurston RDA by SBS.
240.

SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS, KMMR, Tiller-

Shumway, DocuSource and Deluxe's intentional, wrongful actions have resulted in the breach of
the Thurston RDA by SBS to the detriment of Thurston Enterprises.
241.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result, Thurston Enterprises has been

damaged in an amount to be proven at trial, but in no event less than its lost commission, lost
business profits and any business devaluation it has suffered. Further, SAl and Deluxe have
acted with oppression and malice. As a result, Thurston Enterprises is entitled to recover
damages from SAl and Deluxe for their wrongful and unlawful interference with the Thurston
RDA.
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FIFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Tortious Interference with Contractual Relations-Thurston/Fiatt Agreement

(Thurston Enterprises against SBS and Deluxe)
242.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Third Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein
243.

As set forth above, Thurston Enterprises had a valid, existing agreement with

WVI concerning the sale of the New Mexico Distributorship from WVI to Thurston Enterprises
(hereafter referred to as the "Thurston/Fiatt Agreement").
244.

SBS and Deluxe had knowledge of the Thurston/Fiatt Agreement.

245.

SBS and Deluxe also knew that Thurston was fully qualified to take over the New

Mexico Distributorship, that the Thurston/Fiatt Agreement would result in significant value to
Thurston, and that the transaction required SBS's consent, which could not be unreasonably
withheld.
246.

SBS and Deluxe had no credible reasons for refusing the transfer of the New

Mexico Distributorship to Thurston.
247.

Notwithstanding these facts, SBS and Deluxe took action adverse to the

Thurston/Fiatt Agreement by unreasonably withholding its consent to the transaction.
248.

At the time SBS and Deluxe refused to consent to the Thurston/Fiatt Agreement,

SBS knew that Thurston Enterprises would not (and could not) continue its contractual
relationship with WVI.
249.

This refusal by SBS and Deluxe was intended and designed solely and wrongfully

to induce a breach of or disruption in the Thurston/Fiatt Agreement.
250.

SBS's and Deluxe's intentional, wrongful withholding of consent to the

transaction has resulted in the termination of the Thurston/Fiatt Agreement to the detriment of
Thurston Enterprises.
251.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result, Thurston Enterprises has been

damaged in an amount to be proven at trial, but in no event less than the anticipated gains it
would have made through the operation of the New Mexico Distributorship. As a result,
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Thurston Enterprises is entitled to recover damages from SBS for its wrongful and unlawful
interference with the Thurston/Fiatt Agreement.
SIXTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Tortious Interference with Prospective Economic Advantage- Thurston/Fiatt Agreement
(Thurston Enterprises against SBS and Deluxe)
252.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Third Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
253.

As set forth above, Thurston Enterprises had an economic expectancy with WVI

concerning the sale of the New Mexico Distributorship to Thurston Enterprises.
254.

SBS and Deluxe were aware of Thurston Enterprises' economic expectancy with

WVI and were aware that Thurston Enterprises had signed the Thurston/Fiatt Agreement to
purchase the New Mexico Distributorship.
•

255.

Notwithstanding the existence of the Thurston Enterprises' economic expectancy

with WVI, SBS and Deluxe have wrongfully and without privilege interfered with the economic
expectancy. This interference involved improper means, including but not limited to, demanding
and misrepresenting to both Thurston Enterprises and WVI that Thurston Enterprises must sign a
general release to complete the acquisition. This interference was conducted with the improper
purpose, including but not limited to, forcing Thurston Enterprises to give up its valid legal
claims against SBS and Deluxe.
256.

SBS and Deluxe's conduct was intended to disrupt the acquisition of the New

Mexico Distributorship. The conduct resulted in the termination of the Thurston/Fiatt
Agreement and consequently, the economic expectancy.
257.

As a result, Thurston Enterprises lost the opportunity to purchase the New

Mexico Distributorship. Thurston Enterprises has been damaged in an amount to be proven at
trial, but in no event, less than the anticipated gains it would have made through the operation of
the New Mexico Distributorship.
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SEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Intentional Interference With Prospective Economic Advantage

(T3 Enterprises against SAl and Deluxe)
258.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Third Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
259.

T3 Enterprises has existing, economic relationships with its protected customers

that were likely to benefit T3 Enterprises economically in the future based upon its ability to
service those protected customers as a SBS distributor without any competition from other SBS
distributors.
260.

Defendants, and each of them, were aware ofT3 Enterprises' economic

relationships with its protected customers as T3 Enterprises' sales activity was readily available
to all Defendants in SBS' s Information Systems, made known to McLaughlin, Dunlap,
McCormick, Dunn, IBF and KMMR by Teply and others, and known to McLaughlin,
McCormick, Dunn, IBF, JDHRS, KMMR, DocuSource and Deluxe through their direct
competition with T3 Enterprises and discussions with and solicitation of T3 Enterprises'
protecte4 customers.
261.

Notwithstanding the existence ofT3 Enterprises' Customer Protection rights,

Defendants have deliberately, wrongfully and without privilege interfered with these economic
relationships. This interference by Defendants includes, but is not limited to, the following:
a. Announcing to all of McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR customers - all of
whom are current or potential T3 Enterprises' customers - that
McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR now are Safeguard's "go-to people" for
the servicing of all of the customers' Safeguard business needs;
b. Engaging in predatory pricing, offering quotes and taking orders from T3
Enterprises' protected customers at retail prices that are much lower than
T3 Enterprises' wholesale costs;
c. Attending business functions in the Boise community and handing out
their McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR business cards, while announcing
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.,

to members of the audience that McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and its
16 employees could assist the customers with all of their Safeguard needs;
d. Encouraging T3 Enterprises' protected customers that they should write
letters to Safeguard instructing Safeguard that the customers want their
accounts reassigned from T3 Enterprises to McLaughlin/McCormick/
KMMR, telling those customers that McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR
will sell Safeguard products to them at the lower (predatory) prices;
e. Continuing to solicit, service and supply T3 Enterprises' protected
customers in total disregard for T3 Enterprises' Customer Protection
rights;
f.

Refusing to notify T3 Enterprises of any events that may reasonably be
expected to have a material adverse effect upon T3 Enterprises future sales
of Safeguard Systems to its protected customers;

g. Engaging in pervasive and repeated activity designed to threaten, coerce,
dissemble and intimidate Teply into sharing (or selling at an artificially
depressed price) the accounts that are the subject of T3 Enterprises'
Customer Protection rights;
h. Refusing to identify for T3 Enterprises which IBF and/or DocuSource
customers are Common Customers With T3 Enterprises, subject to account
protection, and when repeatedly asked for information on this subject,
have engaged in abject prevarication;
1.

Confronting Teply directly and boldly, announcing that McLaughlin/
McCormick/KMMR will continue to sell to all T3 Enterprises' protected
"cross-over" customers because there would be no interruption in
Safeguard product sales to all of IBF's prior customers -

e.g.,

McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR "would be conducting business as
usual;" and
J.

Informing Teply that her only alternative was to "share" his major and
other protected Safeguard customers with IBF, DocuSource and Deluxe.
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262.

As a result of Defendants' wrongful actions, T3 Enterprises has suffered

substantial interference to its prospective economic relationship with its protected customers -

e.g., Employers Resource, Hayden Beverage Co., and St. Luke's Regional Medical Center, Idaho
Central Credit Union, among others- including but not limited to the following: (1) customers
being confused as to T3 Enterprises' relationship with McLaughlin, McCormick, KMMR,
DocuSource, Deluxe and SBS; (2) customers believing that there are supposed to place their
orders for Safeguard Systems through McLaughlin, McCormick, JDHRS, KMMR, DocuSource
and Deluxe instead ofT3 Enterprises; (3) customers believing that T3 Enterprises is no longer a
Safeguard Distributor; and (4) customers mistakenly believing that T3 Enterprises was
overcharging them because McLaughlin, McCormick, JDHRS, KMMR, DocuSource and
Deluxe were offering significantly lower prices on the same Safeguard Systems.
263.

SBS distributors are granted Customer Protection for the purpose of providing

them with the reward and incentive to invest significant ongoing time, effort and money in the
development of commercial customer relationships. Defendants' interference was contrary to
this established standard of trade and profession as it relates to customer exclusivity and contrary
to the established standard of trade identified in the Teply Distributor Agreement and adhered to
by the SBS distributor network.
264.

Further, Defendants have acted with malice, oppression and fraud in wrongfully

and intentionally diverting customers from T3 Enterprises.
265.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result of these wrongful actions, T3

Enterprises has been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial, but in no event less than lost
commission, lost business profits and business devaluation suffered by T3 Enterprises.
EIGHTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Intentional Interference With Prospective Economic Advantage

(Thurston Enterprises against all Defendants)
266.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Third Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
267.

1

Thurston Enterprises has existing, economic relationships with its protected

customers that were likely to benefit Thurston Enterprises economically in the future based upon
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its ability to service those protected customers as a SBS distributor without any competition from
other SBS distributors.
268.

Defendants, and each of them, were aware of Thurston Enterprises' economic

relationships with its protected customers as Thurston Enterprises' sales activity was readily
available to all Defendants in CMS, made known to McLaughlin, Dunlap, McCormick, Dunn,
IBF and KMMR by Thurston and others, and known to McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, IBF,
JDHRS, KMMR, DocuSource and Deluxe through their direct competition with Thurston
Enterprises and discussions with and solicitation of Thurston Enterprises' protected customers.
269.

Notwithstanding the existence of Thurston Enterprises' Customer Protection

rights, Defendants have deliberately, wrongfully and without privilege interfered with these
economic relationships. This interference by Defendants includes, but is not limited to, the
following:
a. Announcing to all of McLaughlin!McCormick!KMMR customers - all of
whom are current or potential Thurston Enterprises customers - that
McLaughlin!McCormick!KMMR now are Safeguard's "go-to people" for
the servicing of all of the customers' Safeguard business needs;
b. Engaging in predatory pricing, offering quotes and taking orders from
Thurston Enterprises' protected customers at retail prices that are much
lower than Thurston Enterprises' wholesale costs;
c. Attending business functions in the Boise community and handing out
their McLaughlin!McCormick!KMMR business cards, while announcing
to members of the audience that McLaughlin!McCormick!KMMR and its
16 employees could assist the customers with all of their Safeguard needs;
d. Encouraging Thurston Enterprises' protected customers that they should
write letters to Safeguard instructing Safeguard that the customers want
their accounts reassigned from Thurston Enterprises to McLaughlin/
McCormick!KMMR,

telling

those

customers

that

McLaughlin/

McCormick!KMMR will sell Safeguard products to them at the lower
(predatory) prices;
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e. Continuing to solicit, service and supply Thurston Enterprises' protected
customers in total disregard for Thurston Enterprises' Customer Protection
rights;
f. Refusing to notify Thurston Enterprises of any events that may reasonably
be expected to have a material adverse effect upon Thurston Enterprises
future sales of Safeguard Systems to its protected customers;
g. Engaging in pervasive and repeated activity designed to threaten, coerce,
dissemble and intimidate Thurston into sharing (or selling at an artificially
depressed price) the accounts that are the subject of Thurston Enterprises'
Customer Protection rights;
h. Refusing to identify for Thurston Enterprises which IBF and/or
DocuSource

customers

are

Common

Customers

with

Thurston

Enterprises, subject to account protection, and when repeatedly asked for
information on this subject, have engaged in abject prevarication;
1.

Confronting

Thurston

directly

and

boldly,

announcmg

that

McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR will continue to sell to all Thurston
Enterprises' protected "cross-over" customers because there would be no
interruption in Safeguard product sales to all of IBF's prior customers e.g., McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR "would be conducting business as
usual;" and
J.

Informing Thurston that his only alternative was to "share" his major and
other protected Safeguard customers with IBF, DocuSource and Deluxe.

270.

As a result of Defendants' wrongful actions, Thurston Enterprises has suffered

substantial interference to its prospective economic relationship with its protected customers
including, but not limited to, the following: (1) customers being confused as to Thurston
Enterprises' relationship with McLaughlin, McCormick, KMMR, DocuSource Deluxe and SBS;
(2) customers believing that there are supposed to place their orders for Safeguard Systems
through McLaughlin, McCormick, KMMR, DocuSource and Deluxe instead of Thurston
Enterprises; (3) customers believing that Thurston Enterprises is no longer a Safeguard
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Distributor; and (4) customers mistakenly believing that Thurston Enterprises was overcharging
them because McLaughlin, McCormick, KMMR, DocuSource and Deluxe were offering
significantly lower prices on the same Safeguard Systems.
271.

SBS distributors are granted Customer Protection for the purpose of providing

them with the reward and incentive to invest significant ongoing time, effort and money in the
development of commercial customer relationships. Defendants' interference was contrary to
this established standard of trade and profession as it relates to customer exclusivity and contrary
to the established standard of trade identified in the Thurston RDA and adhered to by the SBS
distributor network.
272.

Further, Defendants have acted with malice, oppression and fraud in wrongfully

and intentionally diverting customers from Thurston Enterprises.
273.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result of these wrongful actions, Thurston

Enterprises has been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial, but in no event less than lost
commission, lost business profits and business devaluation suffered by Thurston Enterprises.
274.

In addition to the Defendants' above tortious interference with Thurston

Enterprises' prospective economic relationship with its Protected Customers, SBS and Deluxe
have also tortuously interfered with Thurston Enterprises' prospective economic relationship
with WVI arising out of Thurston Enterprises attempt to purchase the New Mexico
Distributorship.
275.

SBS and Deluxe had no credible reasons for refusing Thurston Enterprises'

purchase of the New Mexico Distributorship other than to force Thurston Enterprises to release
its claims involving commission to the protected customers.
276.

SBS's and Deluxe's interference with Thurston Enterprises purchase of the New

Mexico Distributorship ship by insisting that Thurston Enterprises, the buyer, release all of its
claims against SBS and its affiliated parties, is contrary to the established standard of trade and
profession and contravenes the WVI RDA which states that the consent of SBS for such a
transfer will not be unreasonably withheld.
277.

Further, SBS and Deluxe have acted with malice, oppression and fraud in

wrongfully and intentionally withholding consent for the transaction between Thurston
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Enterprises and WVI by using this transaction to attempt to coerce Thurston Enterprises to
release all unrelated claims related to its customer protection rights.
278.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result of these wrongful actions, Thurston

Enterprises has been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial, but in no event less than lost
commissions, lost business profits and business devaluation suffered by Thurston Enterprises for
both the Idaho distributorship and the New Mexico Distributorship.
NINTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Accounting
(T3 Enterprises against SAl and Deluxe)
279.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Third Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
280.

Defendants are indebted to T3 Enterprises for the reasons set forth above.

281.

The exact amount of monies due from Defendants to T3 Enterprises is unknown

to T3 Enterprises and cannot be ascertained without an accounting of Defendants' operations.
282.

Accordingly, the Court should order that there be an accounting of Defendants'

operations and order that Defendants pay over to T3 Enterprises all amounts due and owing to
T3 Enterprises, plus interest thereon, as well as attorneys' fees and costs.
TENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Accounting
(Thurston Enterprises against All Defendants)
283.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Third Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
284.

Defendants are indebted to Thurston Enterprises for the reasons set forth above.

285.

The exact amount of monies due from Defendants to Thurston Enterprises is

unknown to Thurston Enterprises and cannot be ascertained without an accounting of
Defendants' operations.
286.

Accordingly, the Court should order that there be an accounting of Defendants'

operations and order that Defendants pay over to Thurston Enterprises all amounts due and
owing to Thurston Enterprises, plus interest thereon, as well as attorneys' fees and costs.
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ELEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF

Breach of Contract- March 6, 2014 Protected Customer Transfer Agreement
(Thurston Enterprises against SBS)
287.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Third Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
288.

On March 6, 2014, Thurston, on behalf of Thurston Enterprises, and SBS entered

into an agreement whereby Thurston Enterprises agreed to assign and transfer to SBS - for
servicing by "IBF"- Thurston Enterprises' commission rights to Protected Customers Bench
Sewer District, Buck's Bags, Inc., Ennis Furniture Co., Idaho Independent Bank, Norco,
Omnipure Filter Co., SAMG Family Practice, SAMG Occupational Med., and Treasure Valley
Steel.
289.

In exchange for the assignment of the commission rights to these Protected

Customers, SBS agreed to pay Thurston Enterprises the sum of $32,600 and to transfer to
Thurston Enterprises the "IBF files" on Thurston Enterprises' Protected Customers that were
also being serviced by McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn.
290.

Thurston Enterprises has performed all things required of it mi.der the terms of the

March 6, 2014 agreement, unless otherwise excused by SBS's breach.
291.

SBS has materially breached the March 6, 2014 agreement by failing to transfer

the IBF files to Thurston Enterprises, thereby precluding Thurston Enterprises a substantial
benefit ofthe March 6, 2014 agreement.
292.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result ofSBS's breach of the March 6,

2014 agreement, Thurston Enterprises has incurred damages in an undetermined amount, but in
no event less than $475,000.
TWELFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF

Fraud in the Inducement
(Thurston Enterprises against SBS)
293.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Third Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
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294.

Dunlap, in his role as General Counsel of SBS, made material false

representations and omissions to Thurston in an effort to, and with the intent to, induce Thurston
Enterprises to enter into the March 6, 2014 agreement whereby Thurston Enterprises would
transfer and assign to SBS its commission rights to certain Protected Customers. The material
false representations and omissions concerned false sales information on the Protected
Customers that was intentionally provided to Thurston with the intent to induce action or
forbearance on the part of Thurston Enterprises, and did in fact induce such action or
forbearance.
295.

Specifically, Dunlap represented to Thurston that the sales information on the

"client list" used in the parties' negotiation of the March 6, 2014 agreement for the transfer of
certain Protected Customers accurately reflected all sales information to these Protected
Customers after August 27, 2013. In truth, however, the sales information contained on the
"client list" did not include the post-August 27, 2013 sales by SBS- through the efforts of
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn- to the Protected Customers. This inaccurate sales
information was provided by SBS in an attempt to trick Thurston into believing that the
commissions generated through sales to these Protected Customers were trivial and not worth his
time so he would be inclined to go forward with the proposed transfer.
296.

Thurston Enterprises justifiably relied upon what was presented to be accurate

sales information by Dunlap, the General Counsel for SBS. Thurston Enterprises ·would not have
agreed to transfer and assign the Protected Customers had he been provided with accurate sales
information reflecting much higher sales activity by SBS -through the efforts of
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn- to the Protected Customers.
297.

Thurston Enterprises was without knowledge, and did not have cause to believe,

that the sales information provided by SBS was inaccurate.
298.

SBS knew through the EQuantum Database and its communications with

McLaughlin, McCormick, and Dunn that SBS's sales- generated by
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn- to Thurston Enterprises' Protected Customers far
exceeded those sales figures Dunlap provided to Thurston during the negotiations.
299.

As a result of the fraudulent conduct of SBS, Thurston Enterprises sold the
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Protected Customers as a significantly depreciated value and lost out on the opportunity to earn
significantly higher commissions for sales to those Protected Customers.
300.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result ofSBS's fraudulent conduct

described above, Thurston Enterprises has incurred damages in an amount to be proven at trial,
but in no event less than $475,000.
ATTORNEY FEES

21.

T3 Enterprises has been required to obtain the assistance of counsel in the

prosecution of this matter, and has agreed to pay counsel a reasonable fee. T3 Enterprises is
entitle to recover its reasonable costs and attorney fees incurred in this matter pursuant to Rule
54, Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Sections 12-120 and 12-121, Idaho Code, Section 17.49,
Texas Business & Commercial Code, or other applicable law.
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

Plaintiffs hereby respectfully demand a jury trial by not less than 12 jurors,
pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 38.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray as follows:
1.

On the First Claim for Relief, for compensatory damages in amounts to be

proven at trial;
2.

On the Second Claim for Relief, for compensatory damages in amounts to

be proven at trial;
3.

On the Third Claim for Relief, for compensatory damages in amounts to

be proven at trial;
4.

On the Fourth Claim for Relief, for compensatory damages in amounts to

be proven at trial;
5.

On the Fifth Claim for Relief, for compensatory damages in amounts to be

proven at trial;
6.

On the Sixth Claim f0r Relief, for compensatory damages in amounts to

be proven at trial;
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7.

On the Seventh Claim for Relief, for compensatory damages in amounts to

be proven at trial;
8.

On the Eighth Claim for Relief, for compensatory damages in amounts to

be proven at trial;
9.

On the Ninth Claim for Relief, for an accounting;

10.

On the Tenth Claim for Relief, for an accounting;

11.

On the Eleventh Claim for Relief, for breach of the March 6, 2014

agreement, for compensatory damages in amounts to be proven at trial;
12.

On the Twelfth Claim for Relief, for fraud in the inducement, for

compensatory damages in amounts to be proven at trial;
13.

On All Claims for Relief, for attorneys' fees, expenses and costs of suit, as

may be allowed by law, including, without limitation, Rule 54, Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure and Sections 12-120 and 12-121, Idaho Code;
14.

For pre-judgment interest as allowed by law; and

15.

For such other relief as may be available and as justice requires.

DATED: June 13, 2016

MOFFATT THOMAS
By:
Clayton Gill
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
T3 Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston
Enterprises, Inc.

DATED: June 13, 2016

MULCAHYLLP

By:
Kevin A. Adams -pro hac vice
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
T3 Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston
Enterprises, Inc.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 13th day of June, 2016, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR
JURY TRIAL to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Steven F. Schossberger
Taylor Tibbitts
& HAWLEY LLP
877 Main St., Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Facsimile (208) 954-5260
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
ttibbitts@hawleytroxell.com
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS

(
(
(
(
(

) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile
) E-Mail

Attorneys for Defendants

C. Clayton Gill
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk ~
By EMILY CHILD
DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
)
corporation; THURSTON
)
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation~
)
Plaintiffs,
v.
)

Case No. CV-OC-1416400

ORDER GRANTING STIPULATION TO
PERMIT FILING OF THIRD AMENDED
COMPLAINT AND TO DISMISS WITH
PREJUDICE DEFENDANTS KMMR, LLC,
~ TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, JAMIE
) MCCORMICK, IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS,
) INC. MICHAEL DUNLAP, JAMES DUNN,
) AND JDHRS, LLC

~

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
INC., a Delaware corporation;
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a
Delaware corporation; TRESSA
~
MCLAUGHLIN, an individual; JAMIE
MCCORMICK, an individual; MICHAEL )
DUNLAP, an individual; IDAHO
)
BUSINESS FORMS, INC. an Idaho
)
corporation; JAMES DUNN, an individual;~
JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
)
company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited ·)
liability company; FORM SYSTEMS INC. )
~
dba DOCUSOURCE PRINT
MANAGEMENT, an Oregon corporation; )
DELUXE CORPORATION, a Minnesota )
corporation; and DOES 1-10,
)
)
)
Defendants.
)
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This Court, having considered the parties' Stipulation to Permit Filing of Third Amended
Complaint and to Dismiss With Prejudice Defendants Tressa McLaughlin ("McLaughlin"),
Jamie McCormick ("McCormick"), KMMR, LLC ("KMMR"), Idaho Business Forms, Inc.
("IBF"), JDHRS, LLC ("JDHRS"), Michael Dunlap ("Dunlap") and James Dunn ("Dunn") (the
"Stipulation") hereby GRANTS the parties' Stipulation.
The Court Orders that Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston Enterprises, Inc.'s
(collectively, "Plaintiffs") Third Amended Complaint, attached as Exhibit A to the Stipulation,
shall be filed by Plaintiffs following the issuance of this Order.
The Court further Orders that Defendants KMMR, McLaughlin, McCormick, IBF,
Dunlap, Dunn, and JDHRS are hereby dismissed from this case with prejudice. Plaintiffs, on the
one hand, and KMMR, McLaughlin, McCormick, IBF, JDHRS, Dunlap and Dunn, on the other
hand, will bear his/her/its own attorneys' fees and costs with respect to the claims of Plaintiffs
against KMMR, McLaughlin, McCormick, IBF, JDHRS, Dunlap and Dunn.
The Court further orders that, as to the newly added claims for (a) breach of the parties'
March 6, 2014 agreement, and (b) fraud in the inducement of that same March 6, 2014
agreement, the parties hereby agree and stipulate that discovery will remain open as to these
claims only for a period not to exceed six (6) weeks after the current date for the close of

.
,

discovery and allowing the Defendants to issue interrogatories, requests for production, or any
other appropriate written discovery to Thurston Enterprises and also to depose Thurston
Enterprises as necessary, on these claims only. As to all other claims and issues, the current
discovery closure date is not affected or altered by this Order.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

DATED:

6~

;6 -~~
..

r
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this J1_ day of June, 2016, I caused a true and
correct copy ofthe foregoing ORDER GRANTING STIPULATION TO PERMIT FILING OF
THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT AND TO DISMISS WITH PREJUDICE DEFENDANTS
KMMR, LLC, TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, JAMIE MCCORMICK, IDAHO BUSINESS
FORMS, INC. MICHAEL DUNLAP, JAMES DUNN, AND JDHRS, LLC to be served by the
method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Steven F. Schossberger
Dane A. Bolinger
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main St., Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Facsimile (208) 954-5260
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendants
Christopher S. Reeder (Pro Hac Vice)
Wesley W. Lew (Pro Hac Vice)
ROBINS KAPLAN LLP
2049 Century Park East Suite 3400
Los Angeles, CA 90067
Facsimile (310) 229-5800
WLew@RobinsKaplan.com
CReeder@RobinsKaplan.com
Attorneys for Deluxe Corporation
Patricia M. Olsson, ISl3 No. 3055
C. Clayton Gill, ISB No. 7979
MOFFATT THOMAS
101 S. Capitol Blvd., lOth Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83702
Facsimile: (208) 385-5384
PMO@moffatt.com
CCG@moffatt.com
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

(.{U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
( ) E-Mail

(~.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
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(
(

) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile
) E-Mail

({u.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid
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) Overnight Mail
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James M. Mulcahy -pro hac vice
Kevin A. Adams -pro hac vice
MULCAHYLLP
Four Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Facsimile: (949) 252-0090
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp. com
kadams@mulcahyllp. com
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
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( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
( ) E-Mail
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!cia M. Olsson, ISB No. 3055
C. Clayton Gill, ISB No. 4973
MOFFATT THOMAS
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 1Oth Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 345-2000
Facsimile: (208) 385-5384
Email: PMO@moffatt.com
CCG@moffatt.com
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JUN 2 1 2016
CHR.STOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By AUSTIN LOWE
DEPUTY

James M. Mulcahy (pro hac vice)
imulcahy@mulcahyllp. com
Kevin A. Adams (pro hac vice)
kadams@mulcahyllp. com
Douglas R. Luther (pro hac vice)
dluther@mulcahyllp. com
MULCAHYLLP
Four Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Telephone: (949) 252-9377
Facsimile: (949) 252-0090
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiffs,

v.
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
INC., a Delaware corporation;
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a
Delaware corporation; and DELUXE
CORPORATION, a Minnesota
corporation,
Defendants.
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·Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises, Inc. {"T3 Enterprises") and Thurston Enterprises, Inc.
{"Thurston Enterprises") allege as follows:
NATURE OF THE ACTION
1.

Roger Thurston ("Thurston") has been a distributor for Safeguard Business

Systems, Inc. ("SBS") for more than 27 years. SBS distributes products in the business forms,
supplies and services industry. On June 1, 1987, Thurston signed a franchise agreement and
became an SBS distributor. Thurston was assigned a geographic territory consisting of, among
other areas, 26 counties in the state ofldaho, including Ada County. On November 13, 1995,
with the consent of SBS, Thurston assigned his Safeguard franchise agreement to his corporate
entity, Plaintiff Thurston Enterprises.
2.

Dawn Teply ("Teply") either has been, or has worked for, an authorized SBS

distributor for more than 19 years. On August 1, 2006, after working for 11 years as an
employee of Thurston Enterprises, Teply purchased 1,863 Safeguard customer accounts then
owned by Thurston for the sum of almost $600,000. Teply then formed a close corporation
(PlaintiffT3 Enterprises) and became an authorized SBS distributor pursuant to a franchise
agreement. T3 Enterprises was assigned a geographic territory consisting of, among other areas,
33 counties in the state of Idaho, including Ada County.
3.

Chief among the various material provisions of Thurston Enterprises' and T3

Enterprises' franchise agreements with SBS were essential contractual provisions that granted to
them unbridled customer protection against competition by (1) Safeguard itself, (2) all Safeguard
'

distributors and franchisees, and (3) any other third party engaged in the offer and sale of
Safeguard products. SBS contractually promised that, if T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises
solicited or otherwise originated the first order by a customer- wherever located -for any
..

Safeguard product, then these two distributors were entitled to - and would receive- the

I

exclusive rights to all commissions generated from any and all sales to that customer for the next
I

36 months. And, every time they solicited a subsequent order from the customer, their 36 months
of exclusive rights to commissions started all over again.
THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL- 2
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4.

Just as important, T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises - [whether with or

without cause - still possessed the unqualified right to participate in commissions generated
through sales to that customer for a period of up to five years after the termination of their
contracts with SBS]. These contractual rights, apply to all ofT3 Enterprises' and Thurston
Enterprises' customers for Safeguard products (the "Protected Customers"), and are known as
"Customer Protection."
5.

SBS grants its franchisees Customer Protection for the purpose of providing them

with the incentive to invest significant ongoing time, effort and money in the development of
customer relationships. Without Customer Protection, Safeguard's franchisees will not make this
business investment, particularly when - as in this case- defendants "free-ride" on- and
ultimately destroy- Thurston's 26 years- and Teply's 19 years- ofhard work establishing and
maintaining their commercial relationships. Customer Protection represents the franchisee's

.,

principal asset and the value of its SBS distributorship business is directly proportional to, and

..

dependent upon, the nature and extent of the franchisee's Customer Protection.
6.

SBS's parent company Deluxe Corporation ("Deluxe") has treated these

Customer Protection rights like collateral damage in order to increase its own profits. Deluxe
has interfered with these Customer Protection rights and caused SBS not to enforce or protect
them. Deluxe, a competitor of Safeguard, acquired SBS in 2004. Deluxe acquired SBS with the
intention of increasing its manufacturing capabilities and capacity utilization. Pursuant to this
strategy, following its acquisition by Deluxe, SBS discontinued all product manufacturing.
Thereafter, Deluxe has pressured the SBS distributors to submit their retail product orders with
SBS for Deluxe manufactured products.
7.

One major stumbling block for Deluxe was that it could not force the SBS

distributors to source their orders through Deluxe. Dating back to at least 1989, the SBS
distributors have utilized non-SBS vendors to augment and expand the Safeguard Systems for
which they obtain retail orders from their Protected Customers. And, pursuant to the SBS
distributor agreements, Deluxe could not require that the SBS distributors do otherwise. Nor
THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL- 3
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could Deluxe do anything to change the SBS distributor agreements because they automatically
renew every five years or so and cannot lawfully be terminated by SBS absent good cause.
8.

In a concerted effort to defeat the terms ofthe SBS distributors' contractual rights,

and to relieve itself of SBS 's Customer Protection obligations under the SBS distributor
franchise agreements, Deluxe has engaged in a strategy that is designed to pressure SBS
distributors to place their orders both with SBS for products manufactured by Deluxe and, where
Deluxe does not itself manufacture the product, for products manufactured or supplied by
vendors that Deluxe has designated as "preferred." These Deluxe "preferred vendors" pay to
Deluxe "kick-backs." These "kick-back" payments which Deluxe refers to as "rebates," equal
and exceed 7% of the "preferred vendors"' gross sales. The SBS distributors have resisted doing
so because Deluxe has implemented anti-competitive price increases annually, and its "preferred
vendors" also have initiated price increases in an effort to recoup the "rebates" that they must
pay Deluxe.
9.

Because of the SBS distributor resistance to these matters, and because Deluxe

cannot lawfully terminate the SBS franchise agreements, Deluxe formulated a different approach
that has been designed by Deluxe to achieve the same result- i.e. the destructive termination of
the SBS distributor businesses. If Deluxe brought in new distributors they could ensure that the
new distributors sourced their products from Deluxe and the "preferred vendors," thus increasing
Deluxe's profits. Consequently, beginning in 2008, Deluxe through its then-formed whollyowned subsidiary, Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. ("SAl"), launched its Business Acquisitions and
Mergers ("BAM") program. Under the BAM program, Deluxe acquires independent non-SBS
distributor businesses in the small business forms, supplies and services product market.
10.

Deluxe's BAM Program is designed to maximize Deluxe insourcing (the

percentage of products sold or manufactured by Deluxe), and to cross-sell Deluxe products to
new customers who used to buy from Deluxe's competitors and expand Deluxe's range of
products. In operating this BAM program, Deluxe has rode roughshod over SBS's contractual
relations with its distributors.
THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL- 4
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11.

For example, Deluxe has undertaken two BAM transactions in Idaho which have

eviscerated T3 Enterprises' and Thurston Enterprises' Customer Protection rights. In April
2013, as part of its BAM Program, Deluxe purchased the assets of Form Systems Inc. doing
business as DocuSource ("DocuSource"), consisting primarily of its customer list and customer
relationships. On August 27, 2013, Deluxe similarly purchased the assets ofldaho Business
Forms, Inc. ("IBF"). DocuSource and IBF have always been direct competitors ofboth Thurston
Enterprises and T3 Enterprises in the same relevant geographic and product market, and
historically have sold a full line of products and services that compete directly with Safeguard's
products and services. As a result of this competition, historically the DocuSource and IBF
customers overlapped with- and are common to- the Protected Customers ofT3 Enterprises
and Thurston Enterprises.
12.

As part of Deluxe's pre-acquisition due diligence, Deluxe closely examined IBF's

and DocuSource's customer lists. Deluxe identified all of the IBF and DocuSource customers,
evaluated the historical purchasing and pricing activities relating to those customers, projected
the future sales of Safeguard Systems to those customers, calculated its ability to cross-sell
additional Deluxe-manufactured products to those customers, conducted a "Fit Analysis"
designed to evaluate Deluxe's ability to "insource" the manufacture of all products to the Deluxe
production facilities post-acquisition, determined its ability to leverage the core competencies of
the acquired distributors so as to develop additional Deluxe manufactured product capabilities,
and evaluated its ability to shift the acquired distributors' reliance on their current vendors and
drive additional traffic to Deluxe's "preferred vendors," which would substantially increase
Deluxe's "rebate" revenue recognition. Deluxe then ran IBF and DocuSource's customer lists
against its own accounting system to identify whether the customers it was buying were those
same customers that are protected under other distributors' Customer Protection rights (hereafter
referred to as the "Common Customers" or "Cross-Over Customers"). After completing this
I

.

evaluation, Deluxe, knew that many ofDocuSource's and IBF's customers were also the
I

Protected Customers ofT3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises, as well as at least 34 other SBS
1
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distributors.
13.

Deluxe was fully aware that many Cross-Over Customers were subject to the

Customer Protection rights ofT3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises. Despite having a list of
the Cross-Over Customers of these new Safeguard distributors, Deluxe, SAl and SBS did not
make any efforts to inform T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises ofthe details of these
transactions. Instead, Deluxe intentionally concealed the Customer Protection issues and caused
its subsidiary SBS to violate T3 Enterprises' and Thurston Enterprises' contractual rights.
14.

Deluxe completed the IBF and DocuSource asset sales transactions after having

determined that they would result in the violation of the Customer Protection rights ofT3
Enterprises, Thurston Enterprises and at least 34 other SBS distributors. Deluxe purchased both
DocuSource's customer list for a dollar figure in excess of$10 million, and IBF's customer list
for an additional $2.2 million dollars.
15.

Deluxe then managed and ran DocuSource and IBF as company operated

distributors for more than two years, labeling the entities "Safeguard by DocuSource" and
"Safeguard by IBF." During this time, DocuSource and IBF openly contacted, solicited and
'

obtained orders for Safeguard Systems from many of the customers for whom T3 Enterprises and
Thurston Enterprises have Customer Protection rights. At no point did Deluxe, SAl, SBS,
DocuSource or IBF attempt to adhere to or respect the SBS distributors' Customer Protection
rights. Instead, they have sought to conceal their sales of Safeguard Systems to the Protected
Customers of the SBS distributors, including T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises.
16.

After Deluxe brought in the two new distributors, DocuSource and IBF, it

engaged in a "war of attrition" to wear down both Teply and Thurston. Deluxe, SAl,
DocuSource and IBF's employees have repeatedly sought to threaten, coerce, and intimidate
Teply and Thurston into sharing (or selling at an artificially depressed price) many of the
customers that are the subject of their Customer Protection rights. At the same time, when asked
by Teply and Thurston whether these parties were selling Safeguard Systems to their Protected
Customers, these employees repeatedly and falsely said that they didn't have information
TIDRD AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL- 6
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sufficient to answer these questions. These statements were knowingly false.
17.

Deluxe has not just unleashed DocuSource and IBF to destroy Plaintiffs'

Customer Protection rights. Deluxe has also engaged in predatory pricing in an attempt to
eliminate T3 Enterprises' and Thurston Enterprises' distributorship businesses in favor of
DocuSource and IBF. Toward that end, DocuSource and IBF have been offering quotes and
taking orders from T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises' Protected Customers at retail prices
that have been lower than- or just marginally above- T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises'
wholesale costs. This, in many instances, has eliminated their ability to compete with
DocuSource and IBF and has furthered damaged T3 Enterprises' and Thurston Enterprises'
ongoing relationships with their customers.
18.

Deluxe has also sought to force the SBS distributors to capitulate to Deluxe's

violation of the Customer Protection rights by having them sign an all-encompassing "General
Release" of all claims that they have against Deluxe and its many subsidiaries. The releases
would bar the very claims that are set forth in this complaint. If the distributor refuses, it is not
allowed to expand its business by acquiring other distributors. Thus, pursuant to Deluxe's
scheme to rid itself of the SBS distributors, on the front end, Deluxe acquires non-Safeguard
distributors, converts them to Safeguard distributors, operates them in competition with the
"targeted" SBS distributors, provides them with a cost-structure that undercuts the SBS
distributors, destroys their retail market competitiveness, and usurps the SBS distributors'
Protected Customers. And, on the backend, Deluxe refuses to allow the SBS distributors to grow
through the acquisition of other SBS distributor businesses unless the SBS distributor signs allencompassing "general releases" that excuse Deluxe's unlawful conduct. In this fashion, and just
as Deluxe has planned, the SBS distributors' businesses atrophy to the pint of non-viability and
the distributors' ability to grow through acquisition or, alternatively, exit the business and recoup
its intrinsic value are entirely foreclosed.
19.

As a result of the conduct of the defendants, the SBS distributorship businesses of

T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises have suffered severe damage. The principal assets of
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their SBS distributorship businesses consist of their customer relationships. Those relationships,
and all potential additional customer relationships, have been harmed. And, the damage to T3
Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises is only increased by the fact that, pursuant to their franchise
agreements with SBS, SBS has contractually prohibited Thurston, Teply, her husband, and their
companies from, directly or indirectly, engaging in any other business activity that competes
with the offer and sale of Safeguard products.
20.

Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises seek damages against the

defendants pursuant to theories of: ( 1) breach of contract, (2) breach of the implied covenant of
good faith and fair dealing, (3) tortious interference with contractual relations, (4) tortious
interference with prospective economic advantage, (5) fraud in the inducement, and (6) an
accounting.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE

21.

This Court has jurisdiction and venue over this matter by virtue of Idaho Code §5-

514 and Idaho Code §5-404 because Defendants have conducted and continue to conduct
business in this state, and because Defendants have committed the acts and omissions
complained ofherein in the State of Idaho.
PARTIES

22.

Plaintiff T3 Enterprises is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of

the State ofldaho with its principal place of business in Meridian, Idaho. T3 Enterprises is
wholly. owned and operated by Teply and her husband, Michael Teply.
23.

Plaintiff Thurston Enterprises is a corporation organized and existing under the

laws of the State ofldaho with its principal place ofbusiness in Kuna, Idaho. Thurston
Enterprises is wholly owned and operated by Thurston.
24.

Defendant SBS is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State

of Delaware with its principal place ofbusiness in Dallas, Texas.
25.

Defendant SAl is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State

of Delaware with its principal place of business in Dallas, Texas.
26.

Defendant Deluxe is a corporation organized and existing under the State of
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Minnesota with its principal place of business in Shoreview, Minnesota. SBS and SAl are direct
or indirect wholly-owned subsidiaries of Deluxe.

COMMON ALLEGATIONS
History of Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. and The Safeguard Distributor Model
27.

All allegations herein are made on information and belief.

28.

SBS distributors own and operate independent Safeguard businesses through

which they solicit orders for products and services that carry the Safeguard trademarks, including
printed business forms and products, one-write account and other financial systems, nonfinancial one-write systems like gift certificates and visitor pass systems, continuous and laser
computer forms and checks, envelopes, tax forms, computer software, records management, fullcolor printing, business apparel, promotional products, office products, web and design services
and related business supplies, W -2 processing and other employee tax reporting services
(hereinafter collectively referred to as "Safeguard Systems").
29.

Each distributor is responsible for soliciting customer orders for the Safeguard

Systems and, if those orders are accepted, places the orders through SBS. SBS then administers
the billing and direct shipping to the customers, and processes all accounts receivable.
Commissions are then paid by SBS to the distributor on all sales which are made to that
distributor's customers.
30.

During the period· of 1956 through 2004, SBS manufactured many of the

aforementioned printed business forms and products. Since at least 1989, SBS distributors have
augmented and expanded the Safeguard Systems product lines that they offer to customers in the
small business market by using other manufacturers and suppliers. Consequently, SBS
distributors supplemented their product offerings by developing commercial relationships with
hundreds of large and small approved vendors. This has allowed the SBS distributors to somce
their customers' orders through more efficient and competitively-priced vendors.
31.

In 1998, the California Appellate Court, in Gentis v. Safeguard Business Systems,

Inc., 60 Cal. App. 4th 1294 (Cal. App. 2d Dist. 1998), found that SBS's relationship with its
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distributors was really that of a franchisor/franchisee, subject to federal and state franchise laws. 1
SBS' s announcement to its distributors of its status as a franchisor is attached hereto as
Exhibit 1.
32.

In light of the decision in Gentis, SBS and Deluxe discontinued selling franchises

through SBS and, in 2007, formed Safeguard Franchise Services, Inc. ("SFS") to serve as the
franchisor for the Safeguard brand. SFS is an indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of Deluxe, and
has been selling Safeguard franchises since May 2, 2007. Sometime prior to 2015, SFS stopped
selling franchises as a consequence of certain regulatory deficiencies. However, since early
2015, Deluxe has also been selling franchises through a third franchisor entity, Safeguard
Franchise Sales, Inc. ("SFS II").
33.

As a result of this corporate restructuring, all Safeguard "legacy" distributors (i.e.,

those with distributor agreements which were entered into prior to May 2007) have contractual
agreements with SBS, and all new SBS distributors (i.e., post-May 2007) have contractual
agreements with SFS or SFS II. The terms and condition of the "legacy" or SBS distributor's
agreements are much more favorable to the distributors. Conversely, the terms and conditions of
the SFS and SFS II distributors' agreements are draconian and are much more favorable to SFS
and SFS II. Since at least early 2013, Deluxe has considered the terms of the SBS distributor
agreements to be its "Achilles" heel and has sought either to terminate those agreements or to
convert the SBS distributors to SFS or SFS II distributors.
The Idaho Safeguard Distributorships of Thurston and Teply

34.

On June 1, 1987, Thurston and SBS entered into a Safeguard In_terim Regional

Distributor Agreement (the "Thurston RDA"). A true and accurate copy of the Thurston RDA is
attached hereto as Exhibit 2. On November 13, 1995, with the consent of SBS, Thurston

1

The Gentis Court found that all elements of a franchise relationship were present- i.e., (1) SBS's
distributors were operating under a marketing plan or system prescribed in substantial part by SBS; (2)
the operation of their businesses pursuant to such plan or system was substantially associated with SBS 's
trademark, service mark, trade name, logotype, advertising or other commercial symbol; and (3) the
distributors were required to pay a franchise fee. Gentis v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., 60 Cal. App.
4th at 1304-1305.
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assigned the Thurston RDA, along with all rights and obligations thereunder, to Plaintiff
Thurston Enterprises.
35.

In 1995, Thurston hired Teply to serve as a sales representative for Thurston

Enterprises. During the summer of2006, after working for Thurston Enterprises for
approximately 11 years, Teply opened discussions with Thurston about purchasing Thurston
Enterprises' Customer Protection rights to certain of its customers.
36.

Thereafter, Thurston and Teply agreed that Thurston Enterprises would assign to

Teply's newly formed entity, T3 Enterprises, a large number ofThurston Enterprises' customers
and referral sources. The agreement was then presented to SBS for approval.
37.

SBS thereafter approved the assignment and prepared all of the necessary

documents, including, an Assignment Agreement, Personal Continuing Guarantee and Safeguard
Distributor Agreement. Each of these agreements was signed by the parties.
38.

Pursuant to the Assignment Agreement, T3 Enterprises agreed to pay Thurston

Enterprises $598,118.32, in 120 monthly installments of$4,984.32 in return for T3 Enterprises'
"rights to solicit, and receive commissions on" more than 1,863 of Thurston Enterprises'
Protected Customers, and the rights to a list of referral sources from whom Thurston had
obtained leads and assistance. A true and accurate copy of the Assignment Agreement is attached
hereto as Exhibit 3.
39.

Teply also provided Thurston Enterprises with a "Personal Continuing

Guarantee" in which she "unconditionally" guaranteed payment of the $598,118.32. A true and
accurate copy of the Personal Continuing Guarantee is attached hereto as Exhibit 4.
40.

Contemporaneous with the parties' execution of the Assignment Agreement, T3

Enterprises and SBS entered into an SBS distributor agreement (the "Teply Distributor
'

Agreement"). A true and accurate copy of the Teply Distributor Agreement is attached hereto as
Exhibit 5.
41.

During the 24-month period following T3 Enterprises' execution of the Teply

Distributor Agreement, Teply- through hard work and diligence- was able to grow her SBS
distributorship from the 1,863 Protected Customers that she purchased from Thurston in August
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2006 to 2,033 Protected Customers by December 31, 2008, and thereby increased the value of
her SBS distributorship business.

Thurston and Teply's Customer Protection Rights
42.

After Thurston or Teply solicit an order from a customer- and the order is later

invoiced by SBS and paid by the customer- SBS contractually guarantees Thurston and Teply
the exclusive right to the commissions generated from all sales to that customer for the next 36
months. This exclusive right to commissions is referred to herein as "Customer Protection."

(See Ex. 2 [Thurston RDA], § 3, titled Account Protection Rights, & Attachment B. ["the
exclusive right to the commissions on sales of Safeguard Systems to: (i) each customer in [its]
sales [territory] whose first order of Safeguard Systems is directly a result of [Thurston's] efforts
and credited to [him] ... "].); see also Ex. 5 [Teply Distributor Agreement], Exhibit B [granting
"the exclusive right to the commissions" generated on sales to Protected Customers.].)
43.

Further, anytime a new sale is made by Thurston or Teply to one of their

customers, the 36 months of exclusive rights to commissions for that Protected Customer starts
over. The Thurston RDA provides that Thurston's "exclusive right to commissions on sales of
Safeguard Systems to any customer shall expire [only] if that customer has not purchased any
Safeguard System and paid in full for such purchase, within thirty-six (36) months after the
invoice date of such customer's last prior purchase of any Safeguard System." (See Ex. 2,
Attachment B.) The Teply Distributor Agreement provides for the same rights. (See Ex. 5, § 4.)
44.

Importantly, if the Protected Customer is only purchasing one product from

Thurston and Teply, for example, envelopes, Thurston and Teply's Customer Protection rights
prohibit other SBS distributors from offering any Safeguard Systems- e.g., tax forms, computer
software, full-color printing, business apparel, etc. -to that Protected Customer. This allows
Thurston and Teply to provide complementary and other add-on Safeguard Systems to the
Protected Customer, and provides additional cash-flow to the distributor.
45.

Customer Protection is provided for in every SBS distributor agreement and is the

contractual responsibility of SBS to oversee and enforce. SBS has implemented and utilizes the
SBS Information Systems, which incorporates SBS's AS/400 computer database ("CMS")
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software, in order to track and manage the activity of its distributors. The SBS Information
Systems, among other things, includes a database of all SBS distributor sales activities,
customers, referral sources and prospective customers. Generally, distributors are required to
run all sales activities through the SBS Information Systems and, in tum, are then able to track
and manage their own customer information, order history, sales activity and commission
payments? Distributors are also able to run prospective new customers through the SBS
Information Systems in order to learn whether the potential customer has already been assigned
to another distributor in the Safeguard network. If the prospect already purchases through
another SBS distributor, then the searching distributor is prohibited from soliciting or selling any
Safeguard Systems to that customer.
46.

Because Customer Protection is recognized by SBS as the principal and most

valuable SBS distributor asset, SBS has developed and distributed to all SBS distributors a
"Deceptive Business Practices Policy" ("SBS's DBPP"), which expressly addresses the
importance of Customer Protection rights. A true and accurate copy of SBS 's DBPP is attached
hereto as Exhibit 6.
47.

Pursuant to SBS's DBPP, any solicitation of orders for Safeguard Systems from

the protected customers of any other SBS distributor is explicitly deemed to be a "deceptive
business practice." And, according to SBS's DBPP, any SBS distributor that engages in these
deceptive business practices will be subject to both the assessment of fmes by SBS, and the
potential termination of its franchise agreement.
48.

In addition to enforcing Customer Protection rights, SBS is also required to

forward all inquiries and correspondence related to their Protected Customers and the distributor
notify "with reasonable promptness" of any "event that may be reasonably be expected to have a
material adverse effect upon the sale of Safeguard Systems to the Protected Customers. (See Ex.
~

[Teply Distributor Agreement] § 7 .)

2

Each customer is assigned a specific customer identification number by SBS, and all sales activity
generated by that customer is then stored in the SBS Information Systems.
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The Deluxe Takeover Of Safeguard

49.

SBS' relationship with its distributors, including T3 Enterprises and Thurston

Enterprises, was amicable and worked to the benefit of all parties from 1972 up until2004. This
changed in 2004 when Deluxe purchased SBS. Deluxe, a conglomerate entity with annual
revenues in excess of $1.6 billion dollars, is one of the two largest check printers in the United
States. Deluxe provides, through its numerous subsidiaries, various personalized products and
services to small businesses, financial institutions, and consumers, including but not limited to,
design services, website services, print marketing, promotional products, and fraud protection
services.
50.

Deluxe was a competitor of SBS and remains a competitor of SBS Distributors in

terms of selling many products. Deluxe acquired SBS for, among other reasons, the opportunity
to drive additional orders to its production facilities and thereby facilitate the expansion of its
manufacturing capacity utilization, capabilities and revenue. As a result, after being acquired by
Deluxe, SBS discontinued all manufacturing operations, and Deluxe sought to compel the SBS
distributors to place their retail orders with SBS for products that were - or would be manufactured by Deluxe.
51.

Deluxe's main obstacle in achieving this goal are the SBS distributors'

agreements. These perpetual agreements do not allow Deluxe to unilaterally require that products
be purchased from it and not other vendors. Instead, the agreements allow the SBS distributors
to source their customers' orders through any of many previously approved vendors.
52.

For this reason, Deluxe would like nothing better than to terminate these

distributor agreements or otherwise rid itself of the SBS distributors who do not get with
Deluxe's program. Deluxe has engaged in a multi-tiered strategy designed to ensure that SBS
Distributors source products from Deluxe rather than the other approved vendors.
53.

First, Deluxe tripled the amount of fees that SBS distributors must pay when they

source products from other previously approved manufacturers. These fees are not consistent
with SBS's actual administrative costs in handling these orders. Instead, the fees are "penalties"
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designed to penalize the SBS distributors that purchase Safeguard Systems from vendors rather
than place their orders with SBS for Deluxe manufactured products or other vendors sanctioned
by Deluxe.
54.
sche~e

Where Deluxe doesn't manufacture a Safeguard product, it has implemented a

to recognize additional revenue by classifying some vendors as "preferred." These

"preferred" suppliers are to ( 1) pay Deluxe "kickbacks" or what Deluxe refers to as "rebates";
and (2) agree not sell any product type to the SBS distributors that Deluxe also manufactures.
The end result of this tactic is that these manufacturers, if they want to keep Deluxe's business,
have to correspondingly increase the cost of their products in order to pay these rebates.
Consequently, Deluxe insists that the SBS distributors place retail orders with SBS for products
manufactured by Deluxe and its "preferred" suppliers where Deluxe does not manufacture the
product. This results in a supra competitive wholesale cost structure for the SBS distributors
because Deluxe has consistently raised its prices and the "preferred" suppliers must also do so to
compensate for the "rebates" that they must pay to Deluxe.
Deluxe's Business Acquisitions & Mergers Program

55.

Beginning in 2008, Deluxe launched its BAM program. The BAM program was

designed to expand the sales of Deluxe manufactured products through the acquisition of or
merger with existing independent non-SBS distributorships that offer and sell products and
services that compete with Deluxe and the SBS distributors. Deluxe's purchase of these non-SBS
distributors through the BAM program is hereafter referred to as the "BAM Transactions."
56.

Deluxe's BAM program has three primary objectives: (1) maximize insourcing

among distributors; (2) cross-sell Deluxe products to new customers who previously purchased
from Deluxe's competitors; and (3) expand Deluxe's range of products. Deluxe has treated SBS
and its contractual relationship with its distributors as secondary to these goals and collateral
damage.
57.

Deluxe refers to the strategy of pushing sales of its own manufactured products to

SBS distributors as insourcing. Deluxe intends that the new distributors, which are brought in
through the BAM program, will insource more products than the SBS distributors. For example,
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Deluxe would rather have an acquired distributor who insources 25% of its products than an SBS
distributor who insources only 10% of its products. Also, Deluxe intends to expand the ultimate
number of customers who buy its products and thus increase its market share. The value of these
acquired distributors is directly tied to its customer list ("BAM Customer List").
58.

Through its use of SAl to acquire these BAM Customer Lists, Deluxe has been

able to expand market penetration of the Safeguard brand at the expense - and to the detriment of the SBS distributors and bring the business of customers identified in the BAM Customer
Lists into the Deluxe manufacturing plants. This then permits Deluxe to achieve non-trivial
additional revenue by insourcing orders for products that are manufactured and sold by Deluxe
and, if Deluxe does not manufacture the particular Safeguard System, by sourcing the now
Deluxe-owned Safeguard distributor's orders through Deluxe's "preferred" vendors and other
vendor sources that contractually are required to pay Deluxe substantial "rebates." This activity
has been designed to (and, in fact has) substantially increased revenue for Deluxe. But Deluxe's
increased revenue comes at the direct expense of the SBS distributors, destroys their Customer
Protection rights and, ultimately, the intrinsic value of their SBS distributor businesses.
59.

Sutton, the director and vice president of franchise development for SAl, and the

vice president of franchise development for both SBS and SFS, is responsible for the oversight of
the BAM program and related launch of the conversion-focused Business Development Funding
strategy- which has reportedly resulted in "record growth" for Deluxe in 13 of the past 15
quarters. For example, Deluxe estimates that the carrying value of the BAM Customer Lists held
for sale, as of December 31, 2013, exceeds $25 million- a $24.5 million increase compared to
the value of the BAM Customer Lists held for sale as of December 31, 2102.
60.

According to Sutton, "[SAl has] actually completed nearly 90 transactions in the

last five and a half years, so [BAM has] been an evolving strategy that the company is committed
to." Also, Deluxe publicly praises the BAM program as being the "most aggressive and
successful acquisition and conversion strategy in company history."
61.

By bringing in new distributors, Deluxe also hopes to capture new product

markets. For instance, IBF was heavily involved in promoting a W -2 Processing Services
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product line. Deluxe did not provide these services. By bringing IBF under the Safeguard
brand, Deluxe was able to expand its product categories and thereby increase its revenues.
62.

Deluxe has a significant financial interest in ensuring the success of these new

distributors and in continuing the BAM Program. To insure this success Deluxe has "targeted"
various legacy distributors throughout the country, and seeks to introduce Safeguard intra-brand
competition with them so as to saturate those markets. A true and accurate copy of a draft list or
these "targeted" distributors is attached as Exhibit 7. Among other SBS distributors, Deluxe has
"targeted" Teply and Thurston. Deluxe considers legacy distributors' rights that conflict with its
goals expendable. Consequently, Deluxe has operated the BAM Program in conscious disregard
of the legal rights of the SBS distributors. Among other reasons, Deluxe has done so because it
has concluded that the benefits to Deluxe outweigh the risks associated with the remote
possibility that it will someday be required to compensate the SBS distributors for destroying
their businesses.

Deluxe Investigates Acquiring DocuSource And IBF Through BAM Program
63.

Prior to 2013, the Idaho relevant market for Safeguard Systems was serviced by

Thurston Enterprises, T3 Enterprises and a third SBS distributor - Craig Empey ("Empey").
Historically, the geographic market served by these three distributors has been among the topfive in the Safeguard system with respect to per capita market penetration. At one point, they
collectively sold approximately $1.82 million per year within Idaho.
64.

A part of its BAM program- Deluxe looked into acquiring DocuSource and

IBF's customer list in early 2013. DocuSource and IBF had sales ofbusiness products and
services to retail customers in excess of$23 million annually. DocuSource and IBF are, and
always have been, direct competitors ofT3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises in the same
relevant geographic market in Idaho, and historically have sold a full line of products that
compete directly with the business products and services. As a result, T3 Enterprises and
Thurston Enterprises have a high volume of Cross-Over Customers with DocuSource and IBF.
65.

Deluxe performed a "fit analysis" for both DocuSource and IBF. The fit analysis

involves an "evaluation of potential insource performance." See IBF's "Due Diligence
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•
Summary," a true and correct copy which is attached as Exhibit 8. Deluxe performed this
analysis by conducting an "[a]nalysis of the [distributor's] top suppliers to understand how
[Deluxe's] mfg capability compares." Deluxe's revenues are increased to the extent the new
distributor can buy a high percentage of products from Deluxe and its "preferred" vendors.
66.

Deluxe found for IBF that the "Fit Analysis reflects insourcing opportunities of

23%." (See Exhibit 8 [Deluxe's IBF "Due Diligence Summary"]; see also Exhibit 9 [IBF's
"Value Capture Summary"] ["Manufacturing to ramp up to a 23% run rate by year end."].) On
information and belief, similar due diligence documents were completed for the DocuSource
transaction. Based upon the 23% insourcing, Deluxe believed it could make a significant profit
from acquiring IBF and DocuSource.
67.

Another reason Deluxe wanted to purchase DocuSource and IBF was to increase

the amount of revenue it obtained from rebates. (See Exhibit 9 [IBF's Value Capture Summary]
[noting as one of its "Key Assumptions" that there is a "F~cus on non-manufactured products to
key strategic vendors"].) In particular, Deluxe had in mind a potential "preferred vendor,"
Wright Business Graphics. (See Exhibit 10 [IBF Executive Summary "Profit Improvement
Strategies"] [noting the "Addition of Wright as strategic source resulting in product shift from
current vendors to wright"].)
68.

Wright was a large vendor used by both DocuSource and IBF. Attached as

Exhibit 11 is a true and correct copy of a list of IBF' s top vendors. It shows that IBF sent up to
$260,000 in business a year to Wright. DocuSource was and is Wright's biggest customer.
Wright, on the other hand, is one of Deluxe's "preferred," vendors and pays to Deluxe "rebates"
on all orders for Safeguard Systems. By acquiring DocuSource and IBF, Deluxe would have the
ability to significantly increase the volume of its "rebates" paid by Wright. The additional
rebates gave Deluxe a strong financial incentive to promote DocuSource and IBF to the
exclusion of the other SBS distributors, including T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises.
69.

The BAM transactions also allowed Deluxe to expand the products it offered.

The IBF.deal brought to Deluxe a new services offering, W-2 Processing Services. W.-2
accounted for approximately 25% of the annual revenue of the IBF business or $1 million. (See
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Exhibit 11 [IBF Top Vendor List] [showing over one million in annual sales].) This rationale
was outlined in a September 4, 2013 powerpoint for IBF entitled "After Action Report" which
identified as a strategic rationale that the deal "[B]rings to Safeguard new services offering, W -2
Processing Services, which accounts for -25% of the annual revenue of the business." A true
and correct copy of the IBF "After Action Report" is attached hereto as Exhibit 12.
70.

Prior to IBF, Deluxe had unsuccessfully tried to use Apex, an outside vendor, for

W-2 processing. By adding IBF and James Dunn's ("Dunn") W-2 technology, capabilities and
knowledge, Deluxe would be able to roll out its own improved W -2 processing. This point was
made clear in the IBF Value Capture Summary, Exhibit 9, which states under "Operational
Objectives" that "Jim Dunn to effectively transition his responsibilities and knowledge about the
EIS/Payroll services aspect." Dunn had been a shareholder in Electronic Imaging Services
("EIS"), which worked to fulfill customer orders for W -2 processing. IBF had done business
with EIS in regard to the W-2 products. EIS services included creating the electronic images of
the W-2s submitted to IBF customers. IBF paid EIS $1.3 million for these services in the year
prior to it being acquired by Deluxe. See Exhibit 11 [IBF Top Vendor List] [showing over one
million in annual sales].)
71.

Deluxe received two benefits in regard to the W -2 processing. First, it could

utilize IBF's and Dunn's background to create its own W -2 processing services. By bringing the
W -2· processing services in house (rather than through Apex), Deluxe would increase its profit
margins and revenues from such transactions. Second, Deluxe could obtain the $1.3 million in
yearly business that IBF sourced to EIS. This is noted in the IBF Value Capture Summary,
Exhibit 9, which notes among its "Operational Objectives" that "New Deluxe Electronic Tax
Filing competency to replace W-2 Processing service currently offered by IBF."

Deluxe Becomes Aware of The Teply and Thurston Customer Protection Issues During The
Due Diligence Phase Of Its Acquisitions Of DocuSource And IBF
72.

As part of the BAM due diligence process, Deluxe obtained significant amounts

of documentation regarding DocuSource and IBF. This included profit and loss statements,
balance sheets, descriptions and statements of accounts, customer billing addresses and contact
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information, customer shipping addresses and contact information, customer order history, sales
and costs by vendor, sales and margins by product line, sales and margins by customer, copies of
organizati~nal

charts, tax returns, vendor pricing and terms, employee and business contracts

among others. A true and correct copy of the due diligence documents Deluxe acquires through
the BAM process is attached hereto as Exhibit 13.
73.

Deluxe also reviewed the customer lists and information within DocuSource's

Demand Bridge software and IBF's EQuantum software. These accounting databases reflected
DocuSource's and IBF's sales activities and customer order history. The databases include
records and reports on customer sales, receivables, inventory general ledgers, etc.
74.

As a part of its pre-sale due diligence in connection with Deluxe's purchase of

DocuSource's and IBF's assets, Deluxe reviewed the new distributors' customer lists and
analyzed the potential for conflict with the Customer Protection rights of all SBS Distributors,
including T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises. The Franchise Development BAM Process,
Exhibit i4, explicitly states that a "Customer Scrub" is completed. This "scrub" identifies for
Deluxe, which of the customers that they are buying and, of those, which customers also are the
Protected Customers of all other SBS distributors such as Thurston Enterprises and T3
Enterprises. Deluxe identified the Common Customers of T3 Enterprises and Thurston
Enterprises by reviewing DocuSource's customers in the Demand Bridge computer database and
IBF's customers in its EQuantum computer database. Deluxe then ran those same customers
through the Safeguard Information Systems.
75.

Through this reconciliation process, or "scrub," Deluxe knew that many of

DocuSource and IBF's customers were Common Customers ofT3 Enterprises and Thurston
Enterprises. Deluxe and SAl prepared a worksheet of the IBF sales that were impacted by
Common Customers. This list showed that at least $1 million ofiBF's revenue over a 12 month
period - and almost $3 million over the prior 36 month period- came from the Common
Customers of 36 SBS distributors. A true and correct copy of the list is attached hereto as
Exhibit 15. The list also identified who had greater sales to the Common Customer, the SBS
Distributor or IBF. To the extent that IBF had greater sales, it noted that Deluxe would force the
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SBS distributor to either sell or share the account. On information and belief, a similar list exists
for DocuSource's customers.
76.

Deluxe also knew that by acquiring DocuSource and IBF it was violating T3

Enterprises' and Thurston Enterprises' Customer Protection rights. In Deluxe's IBF "Due
Diligence Summary," Exhibit 8, Michael Dunlap ("Dunlap"), general counsel for SBS and
corporate secretary for SBS, SAl, and SFS, wrote that "[t]here is an above normal number of
account protection issues due to the area in which the targeted business is located. These
potential account protection issues have been identified. Resolution efforts are underway to
negate potentia/loss of sales." Similarly, in Deluxe's rBF Executive Summary, Exhibit 10,

Deluxe noted that "Resolution of account protection matches will be key as some accounts do
business with area Safeguard offices." In a "Value Capture Summary" it was also noted that a
key assumption of the deal's financial projections was the "resolution of key account protection
issues." A true and correct copy of the "Value Capture Summary" is attached hereto as Exhibit

2.

On information and belief, similar documents exist for the DocuSource transaction.

Deluxe Management Approves The DocuSource and IBF Acquisitions Knowing That They
Will Result In Customer Protection Violations
77.

Deluxe was intricately involved in the review of the due diligence documentation

for the IBF and DocuSource deals. The highest levels of Deluxe's management must both
review and approve the BAM transactions. For transactions larger than $500,000, such as IBF
and DocuSource, the following individuals and departments must review this information and
sign off on the transaction: the Deluxe tax department, the Deluxe accounting department, Scott
Sutton (Vice President at SBS), Terry Peterson (CFO and Senior Vice President at Deluxe),
Malcolm McRoberts (Senior Vice Presid_ent of Small Business Services at Deluxe), Jeffrey Bata
(Chief Accounting Officer, Vice President and. Controller at Deluxe), Brian Nordling (Executive
Director or Corporate Tax at Deluxe), Cassie Clark (Executive Director of Finance for SBS), JJ
Sorrenti (Vice President of Strategic Channel Sales at Deluxe), Susan Steen (Vice President of
Finance at Deluxe), Lee Schram (CEO at Deluxe) and the Deluxe Board of Directors. A true and
correct copy of the Safeguard BAM Approval and Documentation Requirements is attached
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hereto as Exhibit 16.
78.

A BAM transaction cannot be completed without Deluxe's approval. A true and

correct copy of the Franchise Development BAM Process is attached hereto as Exhibit 14. The
Franchise Development BAM Process explicitly notes that all BAM transactions must "Obtain
Final Deluxe Approval."
79.

Deluxe acquired DocuSource's customer list and other tangible and intangible

assets on Apri130, 2013; and, Deluxe acquired IBF's customer list and other tangible and
intangible assets on August 27, 2013. A true and accurate copy of SAl's standard form Asset
Purchase Agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit 17. Deluxe, as with all BAM transactions,
paid the sellers for the purchase ofDocuSource and IBF. Without this funding, DocuSource and
IBF would not have become Safeguard distributors. A true and correct copy of domestic wire
transfer receipts of$1.6 million and $195,069 in the IBF transaction are attached hereto as
Exhibits 18-19. On information and belief, similar wire transfers were completed for the
DocuSource transaction.
80.

Deluxe knew that the DocuSource and IBF transactions would violate T3

Enterprises' and Thurston Enterprises' Customer Protection rights. Nevertheless, Deluxe, SAl,
DocuSource, IBF, Tressa McLaughlin ("McLaughlin"), Jamie McCormick ("McCormick") and
Dunn knowingly and purposefully completed the asset sale, with Deluxe purchasing IBF's
customer list for $2.2 million dollars and DocuSource's customer list for more than $10 million.
Deluxe's top executives and officers approved the transactions and were fully aware of these
details. A true and correct copy of the IBF BAM Transaction Approval Form, showing these
officers signatures, is attached as Exhibit 20. In doing so, Deluxe and the other defendants acted
in conscious disregard ofT3 Enterprises' and Thurston Enterprises' legal rights.
81.

Even prior to Deluxe's acquisition ofDocuSource and IBF, the market for

Safeguard Systems within the Idaho relevant geographic market was already over-represented
and saturated, and there was - and still is -very little room for growth. Given this competitive
market reality, Deluxe's introduction of the new DocuSource and IBF Safeguard distributor
entrants has had the effect of materially foreclosing the ability of Thurston Enterprises and T3
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Enterprises to generate material additional sales of Safeguard Systems to new customers within
that geographic market.

Deluxe Manages DocuSource And IBF As Company Operated Distributors Until
May,2015
82.

For two years, Deluxe monitored and managed DocuSource and IBF as company

operated distributors. The companies were marketed and referred to as "Safeguard by
DocuSource" and "Safeguard by IBF." Deluxe ran these distributors and used the former
employees of these companies as Deluxe's consultants and employees.
83.

DocuSource was managed by J.J. Sorrenti, President at SBS and Vice-President at

Deluxe, and Terry D. Peterson, the Chief Financial Officer and Senior Vice President at Deluxe.
These individuals are identified as DocuSource management by the Oregon Secretary of State.
A true and correct copy of the Oregon Secretary of State's entry for DocuSource is attached
hereto ~s Exhibit 21. Furthermore, the mailing address for DocuSource is identified as Deluxe
corporate headquarters, 3680 Victoria Street N., Shoreview, MN 55126. Deluxe insiders Amy
Tiller-Shumway, Senior Director of New Franchise Sales & Support at SBS and Phil Odella,
Executive Director of Operations Integration for Small Business Services at Deluxe both
participated in the management, supervision and direction ofDocuSource. On information and
belief, Deluxe also employed former DocuSource employees.
84.

"Safeguard by IBF" was managed by former IBF employees under the

supervision and direction ofDeluxe. On July 31,2013, less than a month before Deluxe
acquired IBF's assets, Dunn, the former president, secretary and director for IBF formed JDHRS.
As part ofDeluxe's purchase ofiBF's customer list, Deluxe, JDRHRS and Dunn also agreed that
Dunn would continue to solicit- and obtain orders for Safeguard Systems from- certain
customers which were identified by Dunn and Deluxe in a five-page memorandum. Among the
customers identified in the five-page memorandum were customers for whom T3 Enterprises and
Thurston Enterprises have Customer Protection rights, including some of T3 Enterprises' largest
and most important customers- e.g. Employers Resource, Hayden Beverage Co., and St. Luke's
Regional Medical Center, among others. A true and accurate copy ofiBF's January 13, 2014
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Idaho Annual Report Form is attached hereto as Exhibit 22.
85.

On August 21, 2013, six days before Deluxe's close on the purchase ofiBF's

assets, IBF executives McLaughlin and McCormick formed K.MMR, LLC ("K.MMR") in
anticipation of their eventual acquisition ofiBF's customer list from Deluxe. A true and accurate
copy ofK.MMR's Certificate of Organization with the State ofldaho is attached hereto as
Exhibit 23. KMMR's principal place ofbusiness is identified as 910 W. Amity, Boise, Idaho
83705, the same address as IBF. See 2014 Annual Report for KMMR, dated August 18,2014,
and attached hereto as Exhibit 24.
86.

As part of their agreement with _Deluxe (See Ex. 25), McLaughlin and

McCormick [either directly, or indirectly through KMMR, were] allowed to manage IBF under
the names, "Safeguard by IBF," and "IBF, a Safeguard Company." True and accurate copies of
McLaughlin and McCormick business cards identifying McLaughlin as President/CEO and
McCormick as CFO of"IBF, a Safeguard Company," are attached hereto as Exhibit 26.
Following Deluxe's purchase ofiBF's customer list, SBS assigned to McLaughlin/
McCormick!KMMR a Safeguard distributor number (#4G3) and designated it as a Safeguard
"franchisee" in the SBS Information Systems. True and accurate copies ofSBS's documents
identifying them as a Safeguard "franchisee" of SBS are attached hereto as Exhibit 2 7. In
addition to McLaughlin and McCormick, Deluxe also has granted to 16 of their employees direct
access to SBS's internal intranet, referred to as the SafeNET.
87.

First and foremost among those responsible for the collaboration, management,

direction and supervision ofDocuSource (including John Curtin, Jeff Scott and Brian
Wiedenmann) and IBF (including Tressa McLaughlin, Jamie McCormick and Jim Dunn) was
Amy Tiller Shumway ("Shumway''). With respect to IBF, for example, Exhibit 28 is a true and
accurate copy of the "Organizational and Management Structure" for the IBF "Corporate
Caretaker Model" during the initial two year period of operation under Deluxe's ownership.
Upon information and belief, the DocuSource organizational and management structure was
similar, with Shumway exercising the same fundamental responsibilities pursuant to Deluxe's
authorization and assignment.
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Deluxe Admits That DocuSource and IBF Violated Customer Protection Rights

88.

For nearly two years, Deluxe ran Safeguard by DocuSource and Safeguard by IBF

as Deluxe company operated distributors. Both distributors were funded and run under Deluxe's
direction and supervision. Deluxe paid DocuSource's and IBF's payroll and expenses. For
example, a true and correct copy of one of IBF's Cash Transfer Request[s] is attached as Exhibit
29. On information and belief similar documents exist as to DocuSource.
89.

During this holding period, Deluxe and SBS caused and/or took no action to

prevent DocuSource, IBF, Tiller-Shumway, McLaughlin, McCormick, KMMR and Dunn from
obtaining orders for Safeguard Systems from the customers ofT3 Enterprises and Thurston
Enterprises. This includes, for a small example, DocuSource interfering with Thurston
Enterprises' protected customer Western Construction, Inc. and T3 Enterprises' protected
customers Neighborhood Housing Services, Inc., Hayden Beverages Co. and Baird Oil Co. True
and correct copies of the invoices showing these Customer Protection violations are attached
hereto as Exhibits 30-33. It also includes IBF interfering with the Protected Customers. True
and accurate copies of printouts of pages from Safeguard's SafeNET, identifying T3 Enterprises'
customers Apache River, LLC (dba Double L), Hayden Beverage, and Meridian High School as
being shared between Teply, McLaughlin, McCormick, and KMMR, are attached hereto as
Exhibit 34. These Common Customers are the Protected Customers ofT3 Enterprises and
Thurston Enterprises and should not be serviced by any other Safeguard distributor.
90.

Deluxe concealed, and participated and acquiesced in, the violation ofT3

Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises' Customer Protection rights. Deluxe failed to notify T3
Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises that such sales continued after IBF and DocuSource were
purchased. Instead, Deluxe concealed the Customer Protection violations. Although Deluxe can
- and does - identify Cross-Over Customers as a function of its pre-sale due diligence for the
BAM Transactions, Deluxe and its subsidiaries SBS and SAl have misrepresented to both
Thurston and Teply that this cannot be done.
91.

Instead, Deluxe's approved "resolution efforts ... to negate potentia/loss ofsales"

(See, Exhibit 35 at DEFS 0003912) impose upon the distributors the impossible task of
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identifying- without providing the SBS distributors with the BAM Customer List- which of the
customers acquired as part of the BAM Transaction are Cross-Over Customers. By doing so,
Deluxe seeks to delegate to its distributors the impossible task of performing SBS' obligationnot the distributor's obligation- of identifying who the Cross-Over Customers are in the first
instance, and thereafter imposes upon the SBS distributor the obligation of enforcing its
Customer Protection rights against the infringing party. By doing so, Deluxe knowingly intends
that the market confusion that it purposefully "unleashes" will overtake the SBS distributor, who
then will recognize the futility of any possible corrective action and capitulate to a known or
unknown sharing of its Cross-Over Customers with Safeguard's new distributor in that
geographic market.
92.

Deluxe recently has admitted that it has engaged in these unlawful practices.

When confronted by another distributor earlier this year, Schab and Schab, Inc. ("Schab"),
Deluxe and SBS finally admitted that the DocuSource and IBF transactions have resulted in
Customer Protection violations. SBS and SAl President and Deluxe Vice President JJ Sorrenti
finally conceded to Schab that four company owned distributors, including DocuSource and IBF,
have violated Schab's Customer Protection rights. Sorrenti admitted that the value of these
previously unreported violations was over $300,000:00. Despite the undisputed fact that Dunlap,
Sorrenti, Shumway, SBS, SAl, Deluxe- and even McLaughlin- could- and should- have done
the same for Teply and Thurston, each of them instead chose to employ Deluxe's approved
"resolution efforts ... to negate potential loss of sales" by fulfilling Deluxe's prevarication,
denial and obfuscation scheme. Deluxe and SBS have refused to do so. A true and correct copy
of Sorrenti's May 15,2015 email and spreadsheet identifying the $300,000.00 in commissions is
attached hereto as Exhibit 36.
93.

Deluxe's scheme has not been limited to Idaho. A true and correct copy of

Deluxe's nationwide BAM acquisitions map is attached hereto as Exhibit 37. Throughout the
country, Deluxe continues to steamroll over the SBS distributors' Customer Protection rights.
94.

Compounding the damage to T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises,

DocuSource, IBF, McLaughlin, McCormick, KMMR and Dunn acquired all of the benefits
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associated with being an authorized SBS distributor- e.g., name recognition, support, full line of
Safeguard Systems, etc.- without the burden of the contractual restrictions which are imposed
upon the existing SBS distributors. These restrictions, which put T3 Enterprises and Thurston
Enterprises at a distinct competitive disadvantage, include among other things: (a) the
assessment of "sourced fees" charged by Safeguard to its distributors, calculated as a percentage
ofthe dollar value ofthe customer's order; (b) requirements that SBS distributors place their
customers' orders through Deluxe and other "preferred" or "sourced" suppliers many of whomand, specifically, Deluxe- are inefficient vendors because they charge insuperably supracompetitive prices; and (c) the requirement that Safeguard's disti:_ibutors pay warehousing and
inventory charges. DocuSource, IBF, McLaughlin, McCormick, KMMR and Dunn have been
allowed to capitalize on their non-trivial and unfair competitive advantage over the existing SBS
distributors, including T3 Enterprises and Thur.ston Enterprises, as a consequence of their ability
to competitively source products and services through Deluxe.
95.

Furthermore, on information and belief, DocuSource and IBF have been selling

products to the T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises Protected Customers at retail prices that
are below the T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises wholesale cost structure. DocuSource
and IBF achieve this result because the Deluxe manufactured products are sold by Deluxe to the
newly acquired SBS distributor at prices that are well below the prices offered to T3 Enterprises
and Thurston Enterprises. By doing so Deluxe and its BAM distributors are able to not only
increase their insourcing but position DocuSource and IBF as the "go to" distributors in the area.
96.

And because ofthis unfair competitive advantage, DocuSource, IBF,

McLaughlin, McCormick, KMMR and Dunn have obtained orders from the Protected Customers
and prospective customers of Thurston Enterprises and T3 Enterprises by quoting prices that are
lower than the cost structure that is imposed upon Thurston and Teply.
97.

Deluxe's approved and authorized plan to "resolve" the Account Protection issues

was simple: its employees - and the employees of the Safeguard subsidiary companies - together
with Dunn, McLaughlin, McCormick, - and even Dunlap (the lawyer) would- and did- operate
IBF and DocuSource as Safeguard distributors just as they had been operated before Deluxe
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acquired them. In other words, it was "business as usual." They simply ignored the Customer
Protection rights of the SBS distributors and sold to their Protected Customers without any
. regard for those rights. As outlined below, Deluxe and its subsidiaries planned to wage a "war of
attrition" to get T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises to abandon their Customer Protection
rights in favor ofDocuSource and IBF. Among other things, if an SBS distributor did happen to
learn that DocuSource or IBF had sold a Safeguard System to one of its Protected Customer,
Deluxe's plan was to pr~ssure the SBS distributor to sell or share that Protected Customer.
Otherwise, Deluxe would just over-run the SBS distributor in the marketplace.

Deluxe Implements Its Approved "Resolution Efforts .... To Negate Loss of Sales:" The
"War of Attrition" Against Teply and Thurston
98.

At the end 'of August 2013- and after learning of Deluxe's acquisition ofiBF's

customer list- Teply, Thurston and Empey each asked Dunlap about the possibility of
purchasing - and splitting up amongst themselves - the customers of IBF that were not Common
Customers. They did so because they were concerned about (a) the anti-competitive intra-brand
effects resulting from introducing another SBS distributor into the small Idaho geographic
market - a market that already was oversaturated with the three existing SBS distributors and
Safeguard's new distributor, DocuSource; and (b) the fact that Dunn, McLaughlin and
McCormick intended to interfere with - and misappropriate - their Protected Customers.
99.

Dunlap summarily denied their requests. Thurston and Teply later learned that

Dunlap denied their requests because SBS, McLaughlin!McCormick/KMMR and Dunn had
already "entered into a relationship" whereby, among other things,
McLaughlin/McCormickiKMMR and Dunn were granted permission by Deluxe to operate as a
de-facto SBS distributor- under the names, "Safeguard by IBF," and "IBF, a Safeguard

Company"- and to service and sell Safeguard Systems to the customers identified in IBF's
customer list, among others.
100.

On October 3, 2013, Dunlap flew to Boise to meet with Teply to discuss the

Common Customers between T3 Enterprises and the IBF customer list. During their meeting,
Dunlap insisted that Teply give up or sell to SAl- for servicing by
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR or Dunn (or both)- all of her Protected Customers that Dunlap
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claimed had historically generated more business through IBF, because this was "best for
business."
101.

Teply refused, and explained to Dunlap that what he was insisting upon violated

her Customer Protection rights, as set forth in the Teply Distributor Agreement. In response,
Dunlap, in "lawyer-like" fashion threatened that, "Oh, you want to talk contract? You want to go
to court and fight over the contract. We can go to court all day."
102.

Because Dunlap pressured and intimidated Teply with his "lawyer-like" conduct

and presence, together with his implied threat to use Deluxe's economic superiority to force
Teply's capitulation, Teply suggested that she would consider his requests, but asked Dunlap to
give her a complete list of the Common Customers, together with IBF' s history of sales to those
customers, so that she might better understand what was at stake.
103.

On October 7, 2013, Dunlap emailed Teply a list of 108 "potential conflicts"-

suggesting that he was not able to identify the actual Common Customers between Teply and
IBF. Dunlap later blamed IBF's use of the EQuantum Software for his inability to identify the
Common Customers between Teply and IBF. He claimed to have "no idea of what IBF was
selling and to whom and how much the sales were." In truth, in November 2013, McLaughlin
provided Dunlap with the Common Customers and McLaughlin/McCormick!K.MMR's sales- as
reflected by the EQuantum Software to those Common Customers. Dunlap's disingenuously
contrived lack of knowledge was nothing more than his attempt to keep from Teply and Thurston
information that they were entitled to under their contracts with SBS.
104.

Teply later asked Dunlap to identify who could provide her with some clarity as

to the identity of the actual Common Customers. Dunlap answered, that the information was
"with accounting and they won't talk to you unless I tell them to do so [... And,] unless you
want me to share your information with [McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR], then I will not share
their information with you."
105.

Instead of providing Teply with the requested information on the Common

Customers, Dunlap insisted that Teply meet with McLaughlin and McCormick to discuss this
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issue directly. This, however, was the commercial equivalent of telling Teply to ask for
assistance from her new Safeguard competitor.
106.

Sometime in early October 2013, McLaughlin- with Dunlap's assistance-

circulated a solicitation letter to all ofiBF's former customers- including T3 Enterprises and

Thurston Enterprises' Protected Customers. The letter informed the customers that (1) · .
McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR had "recently entered into a relationship with [SBS]"; (2) as a
result of the new relationship, the customers would "now have access to an even more diverse
offering of [Safeguard] products and services;" (3) "[McLaughlin], who has been with IBF for
23 years and [McCormick], who has been with IBF since 1999" would remain with
McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR and continue to service the customers' need.s; and (4) that
someone at McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR would be following up with the customers soon to
"share exciting details about the new solutions that are now available to [their] organization" as a
result ofMcLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR's new relationship with Safeguard. A true and
accurate copy of McLaughlin's letter is attached hereto as Exhibit 25.
107.

Following the circulation of McLaughlin's solicitation letter, several ofTeply's

and Thurston's Protected Customers contacted them and expressed confusion. Specifically, the
customers inquired (I) whether Teply and Thurston were still with Safeguard; (2) whether IBF
was now a part of Teply's and Thurston's companies; and (3) whether they now were supposed
to order through McLaughlin/McConnick!KMMR.
108.

After learning about McLaughlin's letter, Teply contacted Dunlap to voice her

concerns and frustration about the letter. In response, Dunlap stated that the letter never should
have gone out to T3 Enterprises' Protected Customers, and that the "marketing department" did
not "clear" the letter with him before sending it. Dunlap falsely offered to send out a follow-up
letter to all of the Common Customers (notwithstanding the fact that he had told Teply earlier
that he could not identify the Common Customers) that received the solicitation letter informing
them ofMcLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR's error, and reminding them to continue to place their
orders with Teply. Dunlap also "offered" to include with the retraction letter, a 20% off coupon
good for the customer's next order with Teply. Teply accepted this, but neither Dunlap nor
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anyone else at Safeguard followed through, and nothing was done to mitigate the damage to
Teply and Thurston.
109.

Despite his initial assignment of blame to the "marketing department," Dunlap

later admitted that he was at fault for directing the "marketing department" to send the
solicitation letter to a list of customers that he, himself, had provided. This list, of course,
contained all of the Common Customers between Thurston Enterprises and T3 Enterprises, on
the one hand, and IBF, on the other.
110.

On December 17,2013, Teply and McLaughlin met to discuss Teply's forced co-

existence with McLaughlin as SBS distributors. During the meeting, Teply explained to
McLaughlin that she (Teply) had the contractual rights to Customer Protection, and asked that
McLaughlin follow the same rules that apply to every other SBS distributor. In response,
McLaughlin made very clear that she (McLaughlin) had already discussed the situation with
Dunlap, and boldly advised Teply that "different rules" applied to McLaughlin and other
distributors that were associated with the BAM Transactions. McLaughlin also made clear to
Teply that there would be "no interruption" in McLaughlin's Safeguard business operations;
instead, according to McLaughlin, it would be "business as usual" for
McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR and Dunn.
111.

During December 2013, Thurston also spoke with McLaughlin about her

interference with Thurston Enterprises' Protected Customers. When Thurston objected to
McLaughlin's violation of his contractual rights to customer exclusivity, McLaughlin repudiated
his objections, telling him: (a) that she "operated under different rules;" (b) that "Safeguard's
guidelines didn't matter;" and (c) that, for McLaughlin, McCormick and Dunn, it was "business
as usual."
112.

In late January 2014, Teply learned that a SBS distributor- recently introduced to

the Idaho geographic market by way of a different BAM Transaction - had been taking orders
for Safeguard's laser checks from one of Teply's long-time Protected Customers, Payette County
Title. Teply learned about this distributor's infringing sales when the customer placed a new
order with Teply for a form of Safeguard laser check that had been sold to the customer by
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Safeguard, but not through Teply. Teply also learned from the customer that the other SBS
distributor was selling these laser checks at prices much lower than those than could be offered
by Teply. The lower prices were the result of"special [wholesale] pricing" that SBS had
extended to the other SBS distributor, but not to Teply. As a result, the other SBS distributor was
able to earn a higher commission and/or undercut Teply's pricing, which it did with Payette
County Title.
113.

On Janua1y 24, 2014, Teply emailed Dunlap to voice her concerns about this SBS

distributor's infringing sales, the "special [wholesale] pricing" it had been offered by SBS and,
generally, SBS's failure (and potential inability) to control or regulate the new SBS
distributorships created through the BAM Transactions. In response to Teply's email, Dunlap
stated as follows: ·
Thanks, let me get some folks to research the [special] pricing. I will get
back to you ....
I am not sure it is accurate that Safeguard doesn't have any idea on what is
being sold when we bring in outside bases, but I do agree it brings
challenges, different things we have to do. But bringing in outside
business does provide growth, new people and new ideas.
How can we provide account protection and support? I didn't say we
couldn't get the information, I stated I don't have all the information I feel
I need to have a quality, new conversation with you. You have been
patient, way more patient than me and I appreciate it.

Dawn, I don't have all the answers, but I do have the responsibility to fix
as much as I can.... Please let me know your thoughts on the
[McLaughlin's] IBF/Safeguard mailer, like the list of target customers and
what kind of offer would be best.
114.

Dunlap never did get back to Teply regarding the lower prices that SBS was

offering the other SBS distributor. Instead, Dunlap focused his future communications with
Teply on his continued push for Teply to sell the Common Customers to
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR.
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On Febmary 6, 2014, Dunlap emailed Teply a new list of"56 Common

Customers" that, according to Dunlap, represented the sum total of "what we show got orders
fulfilled

thro~gh

[McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn] since late August, that appear to

be matches with some accounts in your base." He then asked Teply to "examine these [Common
Customers] and then you and I can have a conversation about possible resolutions." In truth,
Dunlap's February 6, 2014list did not identify all of the Common Customers between Teply and
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR. Instead, Dunlap's new list of"56 Common Customers"
represented a continuation of his "war of attrition" scheme and blatant misrepresentations, all of
which were designed to dissemble and prevaricate until Teply finally turned many of her
Protected Customers over to Deluxe for servicing by McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and
Dunn.
116.

Responding to Dunlap's. email, Teply began by asking Dunlap whether he had

completed his promised research "into the questions regarding the other SBS distributor's special
pricing on the laser checks for Payette Title?" Then, turning her attention to Dunlap's list of"56
Common Customers," Teply, among other things, questioned whether she would be receiving
any commissions from the sales that McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn had made (and
would continue to make) to her Protected Customers. Dunlap ignored Teply's questions.
117.

On Febmary 10, 2014, Dunlap emailed Thurston a list of"45 Common

Customers" between Thurston Enterprises and McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn.
According to Dunlap, this list of customers would serve as "a great starting point" to discuss
Thurston's release or sale of these accounts to SAl to be serviced by
McLaughlin/McCormick/K.MMR and Dunn.
118.

Then, on February 14, 2014, Dunlap sent Thurston another email, this time

identifying "55 Common Customers" between Thurston and McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR
and Dunn. According to Dunlap, this new list was supposed to represent the grand total of all
Common Customers. In the email, Dunlap wrote, next to each customer account, he identified
"what I suggest we should/could do with each account." From the list of 55, Dunlap indicated
that: (1) McLaughlin/McCormickJKMMR should be allowed- either through sale or a sharing
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arrangement- to continue servicing 24 of the Common Customers; (2) Thurston should keep 10
of the Common Customers; and (3) that Dunlap was not sure who should continue to service the
remaining 21 Common Customers.
119.

Despite Dunlap's representation that his February 14, 2014list of 55 customer

accounts reflected all of the Common Customers between Thurston Enterprises and
McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR and Dunn, Thurston quickly realized that the list was not
complete and asked Dunlap for ( 1) a more complete listing from
McLaughlin/McConnick!KMMR, and (2) wl:).ether SBS had performed a "market penetration
review of the area." Notwithstanding his initial representations, Dunlap responded by stating that
he knew the list "isn't 100% complete," but he wanted to start with it anyway. A complete list
was never provided to Thurston.
120.

In February 2014, Dunlap engaged Thurston in negotiations regarding Thurston

Enterprises' potential sale of certain Protected Customers to SBS for servicing by
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR. During the negotiations, Dunlap represented to Thurston that
Dunlap was working off of a "client list" containing all of Thurston Enterprises Protected
Customers also serviced by McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn. Dunlap also
represented to Thurston that the sales figures for those Protected Customers identified on the
"client list" reflected all sales from all Safeguard distributors - including
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn- to those Protected Cnstomers after August 27,
2013. This representation was significant as the sales figures identified in the "client list" were
relied upon by Thurston in reaching an acceptable sales price for his account protection rights to
Protected Customers Bench Sewer District, Buck's Bags, Inc., Ennis Furniture Co., Idaho
Independent Bank, Norco, Omnipure Filter Co., SAMG Family Practice, SAMG Occupational
Med., and Treasure Valley Steel.
121.

In truth, however, the sales figures represented by Dunlap and identified in the

"client list" were not accurate and did not correctly reflect the significant sales made by
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn, on behalf of SBS, to those Protected Customers.
122.

While Dunlap was pushing Thurston to sell many of his Protected Customers to
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McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn, Dunlap continued his "war of attrition" against
Teply. Following nwnerous communications between Dunlap and Teply as to the division of the
"56 Common Customers" listed on Dunlap's February 6, 2014 email- and in-light of Dunlap's
representation that the "56 Common Customers" represented the sum total of all Common
Customers between Teply and McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR- the two were able to reach an
agreement on 48 of those 56 customers.
123.

On February 20, 2014, Dunlap sent an email to Teply memorializing their

agreement on these 48 Common Customers. As is reflected in Dunlap's email, Teply would sell
20 of the Common Customers to SAl, for servicing by McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and
Dunn, and "keep" the following 28 Common Customers for herself:
1. Hayden Beverage,

19. Contract Floors,
11. Quality Thermistor,
Inc.,

20. Qn Demand,

3. Employers Resource,

12. Hillcrest Country
Club,

21. Mindoka County
Treasurer,

4. West Vet,

13. The Car Park,

5. Southwest Idaho
Surgery Center,

14. Santos Metals &
Recycling,

22. Orthopedic
Association,
23. Shird's Inc.,

6. Lee Read Jewelers,

15. TriState Beauty
Supply,

2. St. Luke's Regional
Medical,

7. Debt Reduction
Services, Inc.

16. Apache River, LLC
(dba Double L),

24. Rambo Sand &
Gravel,
25. Eberle, Berlin &
Associates,
26. Kitchens by Design,

8. Rock Mountain
Agronomics,
9. Sun Valley Ski Tools,
10. Caldwell Autq,

17. Minidoka County,
18. Dykman Electric,
Inc.,

27. Pioneer Family
Medicine, and
28. Elam & Burke.

A true and accurate copy of Dunlap's February 20,2014 email is attached as Exhibit 38.
124.

In truth, Dunlap had no intention ofletting Teply "keep" any of these Protected

Customers. Within a matter of weeks he resumed his coercive tactics in an attempt to get all of
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T3 Enterprises' Protected Customers listed above transferred to SAl for the benefit of
McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR and Dunn.
125.

Between February 21,2014 and February 22,2014, Dunlap continued pushing

Thurston to sell or "share" certain Common Customers with McLaughlin!McCormick/KMMR
and Dunn, stating that "this would work best and give us the best chance ofgrowing sales. I
know it is different, but I think with all of us motivated to move the business forward, it presents
more positive things than negative ones. "

126.

During the sale negotiations, Dunlap also represented to Thurston that he would

receive the "IBF files" from McLaughlin!McCormick!KMMR and Dunn on all of the Protected
Customers that Thurston did not agree to sell. Access to the IBF files on Thurston's Protected
Customers would have been a significant acquisition as it would have allowed him to learn the
"particulars on vendors, specific products, etc. that have been sold into these accounts" to
provide Thurston the opportunity to expand his sales portfolio to his Protected Customers. This,
pf_course, was a significant consideration for any agreement by Thurston to agree sell Protected
Customers to SBS for servicing by McLaughlin!McCormick/KMMR and Dunn.
127.

On March 3, 2014, Dunlap sent Teply a draft of an assignment letter reflecting her

agreement to sell20 ofthe Common Customers to SAl. The assignment letter provided that, in
exchange for $7,340, "you have agreed to transfer and assign your commissions [sic] rights
associated with future sales to the [20] customers listed below." The letter further provided that,
"the account protection rights to these accounts will be owned by Safeguard and serviced by
[McLaughlin!McCormick/KMMR]. In the event there is an order placed by any of these
customers with you or your distributorship or you are contacted by any of the customers, please
direct them to [McLaughlin!McCormick/KMMR]."
128.

On March 6, 2014, Thurston, on behalf of Thurston Enteprises, entered into a

one-page agreement drafted by Dunlap in which Thurston agreed to sell to SBS his future
account protection rights to Protected Customers Bench Sewer District, Buck's Bags, Inc., Ennis
Furniture Co., Idaho Independem"Bank, Norco, Omnipure Filter Co., SAMG Family Practice,
SAMG Occupational Med., and Treasure Valley Steel in exchange for $32,600 and the receipt of
the IBF files on Thurston's Protected Customers. As discussed below, the promised IBF filed
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were never transferred to Thurston thereby resulting in a breach of the March 6, 2014 agreement.
129.

Also, Thurston ultimately agreed to share his Protected Customer Silicon

Mountain Contract Services in light of the fact that McLaughlin/McCormick/K.MMR and Dunn
had been interfering with his Protected Customers for more than six months at this point, and
that nothing was going to change, given Dunlap's ultimatum that sharing them was "a good
moving forward type thing to do."
130.

On March 7, 2014, Teply contacted Dunlap to discuss where they were with

McLaughlin/McConnick/KMMR, and to express her concern that
McLaughlin/McCormick/K.MMR, who was placing Safeguard orders with Teply's Protected
Customers for more than seven months, was harming Teply's relationships with- and sales toher bank customers and referral providers. In response to Teply's email, Dunlap asked her to
identify a list of the banks that she currently services.
131.

Teply complied with Dunlap's request, and on March 11,2014, sent him an email

identifying (1) the banks that she purchased as part of the August 2006 purchase of certain
Protected Customers from Thurston, and (2) a number of the Protected Customers that she
earned through her distributorship operations since that time.
132.

On March 17,2014, both Teply and Thurston sent almost simultaneous emails to

Dunlap letting him know that they had not gotten anywhere with McLaughlin regarding their
attempts to exchange files with McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR. Dunlap responded to Teply,
acknowledging that he had spoken with McLaughlin about the "file exchange," and that it
"could be done between you two." Similarly, Dunlap told Thurston: "[t]he actual transfer of files
can be handled with [McLaughlin] at [McLaughlin/McCormick/K.MMR] as you two deem best. "
133.

By the end ofMarch 2014, Dunlap again was pushing Teply and Thurston to turn

over more of their Protected Customers to SAl for servicing by
McLaughlin/McCormick/K.MMR and Dunn, including many of those that Dunlap represented
Teply would be allowed to "keep. "
134.

One of the customers Dunlap was pressing Teply to release was Employers

Resource- an important customer for Teply's future operations.
McLaughlin/McCormickiK.MMR, JDHRS and Dunn were providing Employers Resource with
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Safeguard W-2 processing services that should have been turned over to Teply consistent with
her Customer Protection rights. Notwithstanding this, McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR, JDHRS
and Dunn continued to service Employers Resource, and Dunlap continued to put pressure on
Teply to release the customer account.
135.

On March 31, 2014, Teply sent Dunlap an email following up on her March

ih

email regarding the "financial institution protection request." In typical fashion, Dunlap had
completely ignored Teply's prior request. However, in response to Teply's new email, Dunlap
wrote:
We don't protect referral sources like bank accounts. What we try to do is
get an agreement where the distributors agree to service certain branches
and stay out of those branches serviced by other distributors. Having
stated the rules, I don't envision having any issue with getting the
cooperation you and I envision.
136. Addressing Teply's further request that the agreement be put in writing (like the
agreement between Teply and Thurston), Dunlap replied, "[i]fthere needs to be an agreement at

some point we can approach it then. " In truth, there needed to be an agreement immediately as
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR already were soliciting Teply's financial institution Protected
Customers, including those that Teply purchased from- and still was making payments toThurston as part of August 2006 purchase of certain of Thurston's Protected Customers.
Dunlap's continued disregard for Teply's Customer Protection rights was part and parcel of his
"war of attrition" against Teply and Thurston. By his continued conduct on behalf of SAl,
McLaughlin!McCormick/KMMR and Dunn, Dunlap was able to facilitate their interference with
-and accretion of- Thurston's and Teply's Protected Customers.
13 7. Realizing that her attempts to get action out of Dunlap were futile, at end of March
2014, Teply reopened the dialogue with McLaughlin suggesting that they meet, exchange files
and discuss the Common Customers. When McLaughlin refused to cooperate, on April I, 2014,
Teply again emailed Dunlap asking him for assistance. In her email to Dunlap, Teply wrote:
I reached out to [McLaughlin] last week to set up a time to exchange files
and tried to arrange a meeting for today. Her response a couple of days
later was that she was booked for this week and didn't have time to meet
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until next week. I responded and asked if she wanted to take time to go
over the files or if she was just planning on swapping them and have not
received any response.[ ... ]
My question to you is, has [McLaughlin] signed off on the files coming to
me? Also, is she making sure her people are staying out of those accounts
and directing them to us at this point if the customer contacts them?
A true and correct copy of Teply's April I, 2014 email to Dunlap is attached hereto as Exhibit
39. Dunlap never responded to the questions raised in Teply's Aprill, 2014 email. He also never
made any effort to facilitate a file exchange of any kind between Teply and McLaughlin, as he
earlier had represented he would do.
138.

In early April, Dunlap continued to press Teply to sell or otherwise release the

Employers Resource account in favor ofMcLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR and Dunn. On April
6, 2014, Dunlap sent Teply an email identifying four new Common Customers (Redfish Sensor
Products, ·Evans & Paulson CPAs, Ada Pediatrics P .A. and Total Waste Management) that were
not included as part ofhis February 6, 2014list of 56 Common Customers that supposedly
represented the sum total of all Common Customers between Teply and
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR. Dunlap was now pushing Teply to allow
McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR to service these four newly identified Common Customers as
well. A copy of an email chain containing Dunlap's April 6, 2014 email is attached as Exhibit
40.
139.

In the same email, and in response to Teply's continued request for a written

agreement identifying her rights to the referral fmancial institutions, Dunlap told Teply that he

"just [didn't] know ifMcLaughlin ha[d} the same approach with banks as referral sources as
[Teply} and [Thurston] do or ifMcLaughlin has an approach at all. At this point, Dunlap knew
II

that McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR were soliciting and servicing T3 Enterprises' referral
sources, and Dunlap was going out of his way to facilitate this infringement.
140.

OnAprillO, 2014, Teply met with McLaughlin to exchange Common Customer

files. During the meeting, McLaughlin continued to insist that she was doing (and would
continue to do) "business as usual. McLaughlin also told Teply that at least one of Teply's
II

Protected Customers, Employers Resource, was included in the five-page memorandum of
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customers that Deluxe allowed Dunn to continue servicing as part of its BAM program purchase
ofiBF's customer list. After Teply advised McLaughlin that Employers Resource was Teply's
Protected Customer, and that she had no intention of giving it up, McLaughlin stated that she
would not stop selling to these customers and, if necessary, Dunn would just run the sales
directly to Teply's Protected Customers through his new company, JDHRS.
141.

Upon information and belief, Dunn and JDHRS are operating in the manner

McLaughlin described and, in doing so, are intentionally interfering with T3 Enterprises'
contractual and business relationships with SBS and with T3 Enterprises' Protected Customers.
142.

By the end of the meeting, and after turning her Common Customer files over to

McLaughlin, Teply learned that she was not going to get McLaughlin's files. When questioned
about the file exchange, McLaughlin stated that she was still pulling the files together, and would
give them to Teply at a later time. McLaughlin's response also suggested that she was not clear
on what files she might provide Teply. In any ~vent, McLaughlin has never produced any files
whatsoever to Teply.
143.

After the meeting, Teply emailed Dunlap asking, "[w]as [McLaughlin] provided

and informed of the list of customers that she was supposed to transfer files to me?" Dunlap
immediately wrote back, "Yep. Having said that I encouraged her to talk to you about any and
all accounts. She has more information than me. Thought it best for you two to talk. I specifically
told her to speak with you about Employers Resource and St. Luke's. " A true and accurate copy

of this April20 14 chain of emails between Teply and Dunlap is attached as Exhibit 41. This, like
all of Dunlap's communications with Teply and Thurston, was both untrue and part and parcel of
his "war of attrition" against Teply and Thurston, which had for its purpose and intent the
misappropriation of their Protected Customers for the benefit of Deluxe, SAl, McLaughlin,
McCormick, KMMR, IBF, JDHRS, and Dunn.
144.

Teply then emailed McLaughlin asking her to identify "when can I expect the rest

of the files on the list that you were provided from Mike Dunlap. Please let me know when we
can make arrangements to exchange them." A true and accurate copy ofTeply's Apri110, 2014
email to McLaughlin is attached hereto as Exhibit 42. McLaughlin Never responded.
145.

Frustrated by Dunlap's continued insistence that it would be "best" for Teply and
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McLaughlin to work this out, Teply also wrote Dunlap the following: "[McLaughlin] is not even
a distributor at this point and owns account rights to nothing so any negotiating needs to be done
between Safeguard and I, not [McLaughlin] and I." Teply then asked Dunlap, "I need to know if
you have made any contractual promises in your purchase from [Dunn] or your planned sale to
[McLaughlin] that allows them to continue servicing any accounts that I currently service"alluding to McLaughlin's comments regarding Employers Resource. (See Ex. 41.)
146.

Dunlap falsely responded, "I !mow ofno contractual promises with [Dunn] or

with [McLaughlin] that relate to servicing of accounts. Teply immediate replied, "[o]k, so what
II

do I need to do to collect the files and information from the list that you and I have already
discussed that are supposed to come to me?" (See Ex. 41.) Dunlap never responded to this
request.
147.

By mid-April2014, almost eight months after McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR,

IBF, JDHRS and Dunn began taking orders for Safeguard Systems form his Protected
Customers, Thurston continued to email Dunlap in an attempt to obtain the information relating
to his Protected Customers that Dunlap had agreed to produce more than one month earlier. In
typical fashion, Dunlap simply ignored Thurston's requests.
148.

On April14, 2014, Dunlap sent another email to Teply stating, "I thought and

still do think that it is afar better, [sic] for the three ofyou [i.e., Teply, McLaughlin and
McCormick] to talk about the handling of specific accounts, than for me to make decisions from
a spreadsheet. What we are trying to promote is a way ofgrowing sales, all sales yours, IBF,
all." A true and correct copy of an email chain containing Dunlap's April 14, 2014 email is

attached hereto as Exhibit 43. This, of course, said it all: Dunlap, Deluxe, SAl, McLaughlin,
McCormick and Dunn never had any intention of honoring the Customer Protection rights of T3
Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises. Instead, together, they all hatched a "war of attrition"
scheme to see to it that everyone would sell to any or all of those Protected Customers- without
regard for whether Teply and Thurston liked it or not.
149.

On Aprill6, 2014, Dunlap called Teply and offered to pay her $20,000 to "get

closure and to promote peace between [Teply], Safeguard and McLaughlin for the 'messy' deal
they had done. During the call, Dunlap acknowledged that the BAM Transaction with IBF was
II
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a "mistake" and that he didn't know

"if they would ever be able to get this all figured out."

Teply denied Dunlap's offer and infonned him that she could not (and would not) share her
Protected Customers with McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR or Dunn because doing so would
damage the value of her business and adversely affect her ability to continue operating as a SBS
distributor.
150.

On Apri118, 2014, after almost eight months of Dunlap's prevarication and

avoidance, Teply sent another email to McLaughlin. Voicing her irreconcilable frustration, at
this point, Teply wrote:
I was under the impression that you and I were going to exchange the files
from a list that [Dunlap] had provided me. I brought the files to you that I
agreed to provide you and was confused as to why you did not provide me
the same. I soon came to the realization that you had intended on sharing
all accounts that cross over between us.[ ... I]t was never my intention to
share all of the accounts. I have been paying for many accounts in my base
for over seven years and have added in other customers as I have
continued in my career. I was promised account protection in my contract
with Safeguard and expected to grow my business. As I mentioned when
we met, I also had to sign an additional contract that guarantees payment
to the distributor from whom I purchased my base. Ifl give up my account
protection rights and lose business because of it, I put myself at risk of not
meeting my contractual obligations. I will assume that you will be
promised account protection on your accounts and you will have to
commit to the same guarantees for growth and payment of your base.
Therefore, I do not know how Safeguard can promise account protection
on the same account to two different distributorships and expect it to
work.
A true and accurate copy of Teply's April18, 2014 email is attached hereto as Exhibit 44.
McLaughlin simply ignored Teply's April18, 2014 email.
151.

The next day, on April19, 2014, Dunlap sent Thurston another email identifying

a new list of 46 of Thurston's Protected Customers that Dunlap identified as "common accounts,
or accounts that we think are common [with McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR}, that we haven 't
resolve [sic] totally. "
152.

Following receipt of Dunlap's newest Common Customer list, Thurston requested

( 1) the sales numbers, product offerings, and dollar and product comparisons for these Common
Customers, and (2) a copy of the list of Common Customers that Dunlap had used during their
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initial discussions following Deluxe's acquisition ofiBF. Prolonging his interference with
Thurston's Customer Protection rights, Dunlap ambiguously responded to Thurston's requests
with the following: "I hope I do at the office. Didn't have all the details with me at home. "
153.

A few days later, on April24, 2014, Thurston again emailed Dunlap for "the

information regarding what [McLaughlinJMcc_ormick/KMMR] is selling into these [Common
Customers] and what the potential is for me to cover those items or if it is better to allow
[McLaughlin/McCormick!K.MMR] to buy those rights from me. I would like to see the products
and dollar amounts on them." Again, Dunlap ignored Thurston's request.
154.

The next day, on April25, 2014, Teply- at this point paralyzed by Dunlap's utter

failure to provide any Common Customer information whatsoever- sent Dunlap a letter
pleading with him to resolve Teply's concerns about McLaughlin, McCormick and Dunn. In her
letter, Teply wrote:
I appreciate the fact that you offered me a payoff for the hassles and to
'wipe the slate clean,' but until you can get the sales information to me
and we can reach a resolution to this ongoing problem, the slate will never
be clean.[ ... ] What I am requesting of you is hard sales numbers and
product information sold to my customer base by Safeguard/Deluxe's IBF
employees from August 2013 through the current dates. I can then decide
how I want to pursue my interests, whether it be to request some payment
of sales or sell accounts. I need to know the values we are dealing with in
order to make these decisions. While there may be a couple of special
situat~ons that we need to fmalize discussion on, it is not my intent to
share all of the accounts and never has been. There is no possible way that
sharing accounts will ever work to my benefit given the current situation.
Please provide me with the information I am requesting by May 5, 2014.
A true and accurate copy ofTeply's April25, 2014 email to Dunlap with the accompanying
letter is attached hereto as Exhibit 45.
155.

Amazingly, notwithstanding Teply's numerous clear and unambiguous requests

for the "hard sales numbers and product information" sold by McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR
and Dunn to Teply's Common Customers, Dunlap responded, "I will call next week to gather
from you what information you feel you need." An almost identical dynamic was simultaneously
playing out between Dunlap and Thurston.
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156.

During May 2014, it was more of the same from Dunlap. On May 1st, he emailed

Teply suggesting that they "start fresh" in their communications relating to the Common
Customers. Then, instead of providing the requested sales numbers and product information for
these accounts, Dunlap included in his email a new list of"36 Common Customers" between
Teply and IBF that Dunlap identified as needing "resolution." A true and accurate copy of
Dunlap's May 1, 2014 email identifying this new list of"36 Common Customers" is attached as
Exhibit 46.
157.

Incredibly, Dunlap's new list included all28 Customer Accounts that he agreed

Teply would "keep" as part of their February 2014 negotiations and agreement. (See Ex. 38.)
Also, Dunlap's email again contained five new Common Customers not identified in his
February 6, 2014list of 56- the list that was supposed to reflect the sum total of all Common
Customers between Teply and McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR and Dunn.
158.

Following receipt ofDunlap's new list of Common Customers, Teply and Dunlap

exchanged a series of emails. In this exchange, Teply questioned Dunlap's ever changing list of
Common Customers and made clear that she relied upon the earlier list to "determine the
accounts which [she] was currently interested in selling." Dunlap replied, "I did represent to you
several times that we are continuing to examine the records so that we only have to deal with
accounts that are in common. I did not represent to you that the first lists were lists of accounts
that commissions were paid to IBF. "A. true and accurate copy of Teply and Dunlap's May 9,
2014 email chain is attached as Exhibit 47. Dunlap's new position was in stark contrast to his
February 6, 2014 representation that the list of 56 customers represented all of the Common
Customers serviced by McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR and Dunn since late August 2013.
159.

On May 2, 2014, Dunlap sent an email to Thurston. In his email, Dunlap claimed

that he could not get any additional information on the Thurston's Common Customers. This too
was a pure fabrication. Nevertheless, Dunlap again pressed Thurston to tum over certain
Protected Customers to SAl, McLaughlin and Dunn. For example, although Thurston previously
had made clear to Dunlap that he would not "sell" or "share" these two Protected Customers,
Dunlap continued to insist that Thurston must sell Protected Customer A Scott Jackson for
"$1 00," and "share" the Protected Customer Somerset Pacific with
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McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR and Dunn.
160.

In response, Thurston again informed Dunlap that he wanted to keep A Scott

Jackson because he (Thurston) "did over $1,000 with A Scott Jackson this past year," and could
provide the exact same Safeguard products and services as McLaughlin/McCormick/K.MMR and
Dunn. Thurston also stated that he would not share Somerset Pacific because he has a strong
relationship with that Protected Customer. Notwithstanding Thurston's prptestations, Dunlap
continued to pressure him.
161.

On May 8, 2014, Teply again met with McLaughlin to discuss the Common

Customers. McCormick was also present. During the meeting, Teply once more made clear that
she had no intention of sharing all of the Common Customers, and further explained that she did
not have to do so pursuant to the Customer Protection ri~hts under the Teply Distributor
Agreement. McLaughlin and McCormick again rebuffed Teply.
162. · With the continued help of Dunlap and SAl, McLaughlin!McCormick!KMMR's
misappropriation ofTeply's Protected Customers continued in full force. On May 15, 2014,
Teply learned that McLaughlin and McCormick were selling to another one of her protected
Customer Accounts, Meridian High School. This customer, however, was never identified by
Dunlap as an actual (or "potential") Common Customer between Teply and IBF. Upon learning
this new information, Teply sent an email to Dunlap asking him to "check into this and let me
know the status." The following email exchange ensued: ·
Dunlap: "Did you ask [McLaughlin] about this already?"
Teply: "No, I did not. According to [McLaughlin], you have all the
information on their customer base so I thought I would start with you."
Dunlap: "According to [McLaughlin]? Oh well. I will check when I get
back to Dallas."
A true and correct copy of the May 15,2014 email chain is attached as Exhibit 48. Also, attached
as Exhibit 49 is a true and accurate copy of a prin!out ofiBF's website identifying that
McLaughlin/McCormick/K.MMR still are currently servicing Meridian High School.
163.

After being ignored as usual, on May 19,2014, Teply again emailed McLaughlin

to fmd out where she was "at on the list of accounts that [McLaughlin] provide[d) a monthly data
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processing service" to. A true and correct copy of the May 19, 2014 Teply email is attached
hereto as Exhibit 50. Nine days later, on May 28, 2014, McLaughlin wrote back, telling Teply
that "[Dunlap} has all ofthe information and we are going to schedule a time to talk."
164.

On May 23, 2014, Dunlap emailed Teply representing that he "didn't have any

new information on the Meridian High School situation, can't explain why it was or is a miss. "
Dunlap then reopened his pursuit of Teply's remaining Common Customers with
McLaughlin/McConnick/KMMR and by suggesting that they "get on the phone next week, [to]
see where we are?"
165.

The following week, Teply and Dunlap spoke over the phone. During the call,

Dunlap offered Teply $10,000 to "move on and forget about" the sales by
McLaughlin/McConnick!K.MMR and Dunn to her Protected Customers. Teply rejected the offer
and instead insisted that Dunlap provide her with "a complete report identifying all Common
Customers between [Teply] and IBF at the time SAl purchased IBF." Dunlap pursuant to his and
SAl's "war of attrition" against Thurston and Teply, boldly and falsely responded, "I don't think
we have a complete report to provide you. "
166.

On June 5, 2014, Dunlap sent Teply another email, this time containing a new list

of 17 of Teply's Protected Customers that he described as a "list of possible common accounts
from May 27." Ofthis list of 17, 14 ofthese Common Customers were omitted from Dunlap's
original February 6, 20141ist that was supposed to contain all of the Common Customers
between Teply and IBF. A true and accurate copy ofDunlap's June 5, 2014 email is attached
hereto as Exhibit 51. Teply again refused Dunlap's attempts to pry these customers from her
distributorship in favor of SAl, McLaughlin/McConnick/KMMR and Dunn.
167.

In July 2014, Teply learned that one ofMcLaughlin's sales representatives had

recently approached her Protected Customer, Idaho Central Credit Union, offering
McLaughlin/McConnick/K.MMR's services to the account. The sales representative informed
the customer that he was now a Safeguard representative and would be happy to take any orders
for the account. This confused Idaho Central Credit Union, who later contacted Teply to ask
what was going on with her SBS distributorship.
168.

On December 9, 2014, Teply called Amanda Commarota, a Commission Analyst
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with Safeguard to discuss a potential conflict list with IBF. A true and accurate copy of
Dunlap's December 9, 2014 email is attached hereto as Exhibit 52. When Teply asked for
commissions related to an order IBF had obtained from one of her Protected Customers, Pioneer
Family Medicine, Commarota dodged her questions by stating that she would "pull some files
and would get back to her." When Commarota reported this conversation to her superiors, they
all congratulated her on the continued prevarication and refusal to respect the Customer
Protection rights. Incredibly, SoiTenti, the President ofboth SAl and SBS, and Vice President of
Deluxe, told her "Well done Amanda!" and Dunlap chimed in "Expertly handled by Amanda,
many thanks." These glib comments evidence the outright dismissal of any concern for Teply or
Thurston contractual rights.

Deluxe Sells DocuSource And IBF To Its New Safeguard Distributors
169.

After two years, Deluxe completed its transition process and sold IBF and

DocuSource. On April30, 2015, Deluxe finalized the sale of the company owned distributors
Safeguard by DocuSource and Safeguard by IBF. Safeguard by DocuSource along with two
other distributors purchased through BAM, Advent Print Resources and Fonnit Print
Management, were sold to Inspired Results, LLC. A true and correct copy of SBS 's press release
is attached hereto as Exhibit 53. Safeguard by IBF was sold to KMMR. A true and coiTect copy
ofSBS's press release is attached hereto as Exhibit 54.
170. ·Inspired Results was formed on March 19, 2015, by Deluxe and SBS companyinsiders Tiller-Shumway, formerly the Senior Director ofNew Franchise Sales & Support at SBS
and Phil Odella, formerly the Executive Director of Operations Integration for Small Business
Services at Deluxe. They are co-presidents and owners of Inspired Results.
171.

On information and belief, Deluxe sold the entire BAM Customer Lists to

KMMR and Inspired Results regardless of the existence of the Cross-Over Customers. Thus,
Deluxe sold Thurston's and Teply's primary assets, the Protected Customers, for its own
financial benefit. And Inspired Results and KMMR now have signed franchise agreements with
SFS II- they _are now SFS II franchisees.
172.

Since acquiring DocuSource, Inspired Results and Tiller-Shumway have

continued to solicit and obtain commissions from T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises'
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Protected Customers. Since acquiring IBF, KMMR, McLaughlin and McCormick have
continued to solicit and obtain commissions from T3 Enterprises' and Thurston Enterprises'
Protected Customers. Deluxe and SBS continue to support- and conceal -these violations.

Plaintiffs' Businesses Have Been Damaged
.. By Defendants' Conduct
•~

173.

As a result of the conduct of the ·parties to this complaint, T3 Enterprises' and

Thurston Enterprises' SBS distributorship businesses have suffered severe damage. The principal
asset of these enterprises is their longstanding attention to - and establishment of- customer
relationships. Those relationships, and all potential additional customer relationships, have been
harmed.
174.

The loss of Customer Protection has caused (and will continue to cause) Teply's

and Thurston's companies to lose business, and ultimately destroy the intrinsic value of their
SBS distributorships. This will not only destroy Plaintiffs' current means of earning a living, but
it also will put Teply at risk of not meeting her contractual obligations under the sales agreement
with Thurston- payments which Teply personally guaranteed.

Deluxe Attempts To Coerce Thurston To Release All Claims
175.

After having steamrolled over the SBS distributors' contractual rights, Deluxe

developed its "risk mitigation" strategic scheme. According to this risk mitigation scheme,
Deluxe required that the distributors, including Thurston Enterprises, sign a general release
before selling or buying another Safeguard distributor. fu doing so, Deluxe has pinned the
distributors in a comer. The SBS distributors have no choice but to either sign the release or lose
an opportunity to expand their businesses. In addition, if the SBS distributor seeks to sell his
business, it too cannot do so unless it signs Deluxe's "general release." Deluxe's conduct has for
its purpose the construction of a dead end for the SBS distributors. And, Deluxe has "targeted"
certain SBS distributors, including T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises with the intention of
running their businesses into the ground.
a. Deluxe purchases non-Safeguard distributors, converts them to Safeguard
distributors, and then releases them in the relevant geographic markets assigned to
the "targeted" SBS distributors. The new market entrants then saturate the
geographic market and compromise the Protected Customers of the "targeted"
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SBS distributors;
b.

When confronted with the threatened and ongoing destruction of the business as
an ongoing concern, coupled with the concomitant loss of the intrinsic residual
value of the business, the SBS distributor then is faced with two options: (i) sell
the business to another SBS, SFS or SFS II distributor with the hoped-for consent
ofSBS; or (ii) seek to buy another SBS distributor's rights under its SBS
distributor agreement; but

c. Deluxe, pursuant to its "war of attrition" against the "targeted" distributors then
precludes the viability ofboth alternatives. Deluxe has mandated that both the
selling Safeguard Distributor and the buying Safeguard distributor must execute
broad and general "releases" as a pre-condition to Deluxe's consent to either
transaction. The result, as Deluxe surreptitiously has intended, is that the
"targeted" SBS distributor cannot either sell its distributorship or buy anoth~r
distributorship because it cannot do so without releasing is claim against Deluxe
for destroying its SBS distributorship in the first instance. Thus, Deluxe thereby
has achieved its goal of terminating the SBS distributor agreements without
incurring liability for wrongful termination.
176.

With the introduction of Safeguard by IBF and Safeguard by DocuSource as new

SBS distributors into the already crowded Idaho market, Thurston Enterprises' business
effectively was "ring-fenced." Thurston therefore actively began searching for an existing, outof-state, SBS distributorship to acquire in order to grow his business. In or around March 2014,
Thurston learned of a SBS distributorship for sale in New Mexico (the "New Mexico
Distributorship").
177.

The New Mexico Distributorship had been owned and operated since Apri11998

by Alfred and Linda Flatt (the "Platts"), through their corporation Wilder Venture, Inc. ("WVI").
178.

Pursuant to section 11 ofWVI's Regional Distributor Agreement with SBS (the

"WVI RDA''), WVI was given the right to transfer the New Mexico Distributorship to any thirdparty that was "approved" by SBS, and "[SBS] agrees not to unreasonably withhold its
approval." A true and accurate copy of the WVI RDA is attached hereto as Exhibit 55.
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179.

The WVI RDA also contained "examples" of "reasonable grounds" for SBS to

withhold approval of the transfer of the WVI RDA. These examples included the following:
the third party had inadequate sales and management experience, or
inadequate financial resources to operate a Distributorship of this size
and complexity, or refuses to provide information about his
qualifications or financial condition as requested by Safeguard;

1.

ii. the third party is a representative of a competitive company at the time
of the proposed transfer and either (a) does not agree to relinquish such
position at the time of the transfer, or (b) is subject to binding
noncompetition or non-solicitation covenants with the competitor;
111.

the third party will not agree to devote his best efforts to the business of
the Distributorship, and actively participate in its sales activities and
management;

iv. the third party has a history of poor credit experience or has been
convicted of a felony;
v. the third party is at the time of the proposed transfer a Safeguard
Distributor or was a Distributor or Associate Distributor whose contract
was terminated or a Safeguard employee whose employment was
terminated;
v1. the third party fails to submit a satisfactory business plan to Safeguard,
or fails to agree to accept reasonable net sales quota requirements and
the terms and conditions of Safeguard's then existing non-exclusive
distributor contract;
vii. the third party insists upon being assigned Rights in and to a larger base
of existing customer accounts than Safeguard in its sole discretion
deems appropriate; or
viii. the financial terms (i.e., price and payback) are not fair and reasonable to
the third party (i) in terms of providing him or her with adequate cash
flow with which to operate as a Safeguard Distributor, or (ii) in
comparison with the financial terms of assignments of rights by
comparable distributors at or about that time.
(See Ex. 55,§ ll(B).)

180.

In or around November 2013, the Flatts decided to retire and sell their New

Mexico Distributorship. Thereafter, on November 26,2013, the Flatts contacted SBS, notified it
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of their decision to sell the New Mexico Distributorship, and asked that SBS list the New
Mexico Distributorship for sale on the Safeguard SafeNET.
181.

In or around February 2014, Thurston learned that the New Mexico

Distributorship was for sale and contacted SBS to obtain additional details on the business. A
series of communications between both Thurston and SBS and Thurston and the Flatts followed.
182.

At Thurston's request, on March 7, 2014, Suzanne Savoie ("Savoie"), an

employee with SBS franchise development department, emailed Thurston a packet of materials
concerning Thurston's potential acquisition of the New Mexico Distributorship. True and
accurate copies of the March 7, 2014 email and packet of materials are attached hereto as Exhibit
56.
183.

Then, in April2014, Thurston visited the Flatts in New Mexico to discuss

purchase terms and to get better acquainted with the operation of the New Mexico
Distributorship. Over the next month, the parties reached an agreement on the sale and
subsequent transition ofthe WVI's customers to Thurston Enterprises. The culmination of the
parties' agreement- that was still subject to s:es·s approval- required Thurston Enterprises to
pay WVI $318,000 for the N~w Mexico Distributorship. The parties' transition plan involved
Thurston's hiring of a qualified sales person in New Mexico to assist him with his anticipated
operation of the New Mexico Distributorship.
184.

On May 27, 2014, Thurston sent an email to Savoie notifying her and SBS that

the parties had reached an agreement concerning Thurston's intended acquisition of the New
Mexico Distributorship, and to inquire as to "what the next stage will be in regards to [his]
purchasing [WVI's] New Mexico base ofbusiness.".b- true and accurate copy ofThurston's
May 27, 2014 email is attached hereto as Exhibit 57.
185.

At this point, Savoie and Shafina Hussain ("Hussain"), a business transaction

service specialist for SB S, notified T4urston that he needed to complete and return the March 7,
2014 packet of materials along with certain financial information to Deluxe and SBS for its
consideration of his purchase request. (See Ex. 56.)
186.

In response to Savoie and Hussain's request, Thurston timely provided nearly all

of the requested materials- including but not limited to, a completed background/credit check
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fonn, a completed purchase tenns fonn, a comprehensive business plan, tax returns, a completed
business name identification fonn, a spreadsheet identifying various down payment options, cash
flow, standard costs basis, costs, profit and loss statements, a 20 13 balance sheet, and other
financial records of Thurston Enterprises.
187.

In fact, the only document that Thurston did not complete and return to Savoie

and Hussain was the general release. By executing the general release, Thurston and his
company would:
[U]nconditionally release[ ] and forever discharge[ ] Safeguard, and each
of its affiliates, [ ... ], of an from any and all debts, liabilities, claims,
demands, actions or causes of action, suits, judgments or controversies of
any kind whatso·ever, that now exist or may arise in the future, out of any
matter, transaction or event occurring on or prior to the date hereof[ ... ],
including without any limitation: (i) Claims by Distributor or Owners
based upon, arising out of or in any way connected wl.th the Agreement, or
any other agreement to which Distributor or Owners is a party, occurring
on or prior to the date hereof, and (ii) any other right, title or interest in, to
and under any agreement, arrangement or understanding to which
Distributor or Owners is a part. Each of Distributor and Owners further
agrees not to file or bring any claim, suit, civil action, complaint,
arbitration or administrative action in any city, state or federal court or
agency <?r arbitration tribunal with respect to any Claim.

(See Ex. 56, General Release.)
188.

Pursuant to the above language, by signing the general release, Thurston would

have released Thurston Enterprises' claims against SBS and Deluxe (and each of its affiliates)
relating to its Customer Protection rights, as set forth above.
189.

On May 30, 2014, Thurston sent an email to Hussain to inquire whether she

received his materials. As part of the email, Thurston also notified Hussain that he would not be
signing the general release for the following reasons:
Based on my understanding of the language on [the general release], I
couldn't sign that at this time due to current discussions that have been
ongoing with Mike Dunlap and the Safeguard purchase of IBF in Boise.
We are trying to negotiate out the customers on this issue and since that
particular amendment would force me to give up my rights on all these
type of items to date, I couldn't really sign off on that particular document
at this time. Can we go forward with the purchase without that item?
A true and accurate copy of Thurston's May 30, 2014 email to Hussain is attached hereto as
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Exhibit 58.
190.

While awaiting SBS's approval of the proposed transaction, Thurston, with the

assistance of the Platts, posted several advertisements for an outside sales person to assist
Thurston with his anticipated acquisition and operation of the New Mexico Distributorship. After
much due effort, and vetting numerous candidates, in late May 2014, Thurston found Lesley
Adams ("Adams"), an ideal candidate to serve as the new sales representative for the New
Mexico Distributorship. Barring SBS's approval of his purchase of the Platts' business, Thurston
was prepared to hire ~dams. Time was of the essence for Thurston's purchase ofthe New
Mexico Distributorship as Thurston did not want to lose Adams to another job offer.
191. .- When Hussain did not timely respond to Thurston's May 30, 2014 email, the next
day, on May 31,2014, Thurston sent another email to Hussain. In his second email, Thurston
wrote:
~ need to know if the general release form that was included in the sales
packet is a necessary item to complete this transaction. As I had
mentioned before, I am currently in negotiations with Mike Dunlap on
another item and this provision would interfere with those discussions. If
this is a new standard item that all distributors have to sign at this time
then I will be unable to complete the purchase for the Flatt base of
business.

If it is at all possible, I need to have something in writing allowing us to
go ahead with the Flatt transaction without this general release form as I
have a highly qualified salesperson waiting for a job and time is of the
essence. If we have to wait two weeks I am afraid that that person will
have to take another job elsewhere and I will again have to pass on the
Flatt purchase until I am able to find another qualified person.
Let me know as soon as you can regarding this matter as time is definitely
critical on this matter.
A true and accurate copy of Thurston's May 31,2014 email is attached hereto as Exhibit 59.
192.

Seventeen days later, on June 17,2014, Savoie emailed both Thurston and the

Platts to inform them that their "proposed transaction was reviewed by the [SBS] Action Review
Committee earlier today, and is approved to move forward. " Both Dunlap and Sutton, among

others, are members of the SBS Action Review Committee. In her email, Savoie also informed
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Thurston and the Flatts that the "documents will also need to go through Deluxe review, so final
documents will not be available until all reviews have been completed. "A true and accurate

copy of Savoie's June 17,2014 email is attached hereto as Exhibit 60 .
. 193.

Following receipt of Savoie's June 17,2014 approval letter, Thurston retained the

services of Adams and began working with the Flatts to transition the ownership of the New
Mexico Distributorship from WVI to Thurston Enterprises.
194.

Thereafter, on June 18, 2014, SBS sent Thurston a draft amendment to the

Thurston RDA to memorialize Thurston Enterprises' anticipated acquisition of the New Mexico
Distributorship. A true and accurate copy of the amendment to the Thurston RDA is attached
hereto as Exhibit 61.
195.

Although SBS had approved ofthe transaction between Thurston and the Flatts,

neither Savoie nor Hussain had responded to Thurston's numerous emails concerning his
unwillingness to sign the general release. In light of the decision of the SBS Action Review to
approve the transaction, Thurston assumed that his unwillingness to sign the general release was
not going to hold up the transfer of the New Mexico Distributorship.
196.

However, on or around June 18, 2014, Savoie notified Thurston that he would

have to sign the general release before the transaction involving the New Mexico Distributorship
could go forward. In response, on June 18, 2014, Thurston sent Savoie an email again advising
her that, based upon his understanding of both the Thurston RDA and the WVI RDA, "there is
no clause requiring [Thurston or the Flatts] to sign off on a general release document." A true
and accurate copy of Thurston's June 18,2014 email is attached hereto as Exhibit 62.
197.

In the June 18, 2014 email, Thurston also infonned Savoie that he had "left a

voice message" for Dunlap regarding this issue, and that "time is of the essence regarding our
potential sales employee in New Mexico and if this drags out, she will take another job and I will
be unable to pursue this purchase." (See Ex. 62.) Dunlap ignored Thurston's voice mail message,
and no one at Deluxe or SBS responded to Thurston's email.
198.

Thereafter, on June 27,2014, Thurston sent Savoie an email attaching (i) a

purchase agreement between Thurston Enterprises and WVI identifying all tenns agreed to by
Thurston and the Flatts for the sale of the New Mexico Distributorship, and (ii) a draft
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amendment to the Thurston RDA reflecting Thurston Enterprises' acquisition of the New
Mexico Distributorship. While unsigned, both Thurston and the Flatts considered (and still
consider) the purchase agreement and related correspondence to represent a binding contract
between them. Further, in the body of his email, Thurston wrote:
[N]either mine nor the Flatts' contracts contain provisions that state that a
general release form is needed. The contracts only stipulate that Safeguard
has the right to approve a buyer based on financial, former experience, and
a proven track record. Since the [Action Review Committee] has approved
my purchase of the Flatts' contract/distributorship that would allow for the
purchase to go forward with the two documents that are attached. If the
purchase is denied without the general release, that would suggest that the
transaction is being denied outside of the criteria of both our contract.
True and accurate copies of Thurston's June 27, 2014 email and attachments are attached hereto
as Exhibit 63.
199.

After receiving no response from anyone at SBS to his June 2, 2014 email, three

days later, on June 30,2014, Thurston again emailed Savoie "[c]hecking in on the process with
.

,.,

,.......

the contract approval," and to request an update from SBS. Less than one hour later, Savoie
responded and notified Thurston that, "[d]ue to your suggested changes to the docwnents and
your concerns about the general release, they will [again] be reviewed by the Action Review
Committee at their meeting tomorrow[, July I, 2014]." A true and accurate copy of the June 30,
2014 email change between Thurston and Savoie is attached hereto as Exhibit 64.
200.

On July 2 and 3, 2014, Thurston sent additional emails to Savoie and Hussain

inquiring as to the Action Review Committee's meeting and their decision on the proposed
transaction between Thurston and the Flatts. True and accurate copies of Thurston's July 2 and 3,
2014 emails are attached hereto as Exhibit 65.
201.

Once again, neither Savoie nor Hussain responded to Thurston's emails. Instead,

on July 3, 2014, Sutton emailed Thurston to inform him that "transactional approval was not
achieved given your disclosure that you intend not to sign the General Release form as prepared
by Safeguard." In his email, Sutton described Thurston's execution of the general release as "the
fair and right thing to do." A true and accurate copy of Sutton's July 3, 2014 email is attached

hereto as Exhibit 66.
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202.

Thurston immediately notified the Flatts of Sutton and Deluxe' decision. As a

consequence, Thurston was not abl~ to purchase the New Mexico Distributorship.
- 203.

Although SBS approved Thurston's purchase ofthe New Mexico Distributorship

witlz.out requiring that Thurston sign a "general release," Deluxe reversed SBS's approval.
-.......

-----

Deluxe-had (and continues to have) no credible reason for refusing Thurston Enterprises'
purchase of the New Mexico Distributorship. Simply stated, Thurston met all fmancial,
operational, and experience qualifications of a new Safeguard Distributor. Further, since joining
the Safeguard network of distributors, Thurston has continuously been considered by SBS to be
one if its top performing distributors. From 1989 to present, Thurston has received more than 30
awards from SBS, including, but not limited to, awards for: (1) special recognition for
outstanding sales performance; (2) highest percentage growth personal new sales; (3) highest
percentage growth on new sales for total distributorship on all products; (4) President's Club
Awards, reflecting top 5% of all sales people in Safeguard; (5) special recognition of
distributorship consistent growth; (6) numerous Eagles Club Awards, reflecting over $100,000 in
personal new sales; (7) Milestone Award, reflecting $750,000 in total sales; (8) several Golden
Eagle Club Awards, reflecting over $250,000 in new personal sales; (9) Top Performer Award
among distributors with $1 million to $1.5 million in sales; (10) Master's Club Member,
reflecting consecutive years of over $1,000,000 in sales; and (11) Foundation's Club Member,
reflecting over 10 years of continuous growth in total sales. By all accounts, Thurston's has been
(and continues to be) an outstanding distributor for SBS.
204.

Deluxe was not justified in refusing to approve Thurston Enterprises' purchase of

the New Mexico Distributorship but still withheld consent in an attempt to coerce Thurston to
release his ongoing dispute with Deluxe and SBS concerning his Customer Protection rights.
205.

Because all of the evidence reveals that Thurston would have successfully

operated and grown the New Mexico Distributorship and the sales it generated, Deluxe's refusal
to approve the transfer was unreasonable, and constitutes tortious interference with Thurston's
agreement with the Platts.
206.

J?eluxe's unreasonable refusal to consent to the transaction between Thurston

Enterprises and WVI has caused Thurston to suffer damages in the form of the cash flow and
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business improvements that Thurston could have generated from the New Mexico
Distributorship.

FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Breach of Contract- Thurston RDA
(Thurston Enterprises against SBS)
207.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Third Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
208.

On June I, 1987, Thurston and SBS entered into the Thurston RDA. The

Thurston RDA was later assigned to Thurston Enterprises.
209.

Pursuant to Section 3 and Attachment B of the Thurston RDA, Thurston

Enterprises has "the exclusive right to the commissions on sales of Safeguard Systems to: (i)
each customer in [its] sales [territory] whose first order of Safeguard Systems is directly a result
of [Thurston's] efforts and credited to [him]. .. " (See Ex. 2.)
210.

As a result of the Thurston RDA, Thurston Enterprises has Customer Protection

rights- against competition by SBS, all SBS distributors, and any other third party engaged in
the offer and sale of Safeguard Systems
211.

Thurston Enterprises has performed all things required of it under the terms of the

Thurston RDA, unless otherwise excused by SBS's breach.
2I2.

SBS has breached the Thurston RDA by (I) failing to take action to prohibit other

distributors from selling to Thurston Enterprises' protected customers pursuant to the Customer
Protection rights identified in the Thurston RDA; (2) paying other distributors commissions
generated on sales to Thurston Enterprises Protected Customers; and (3) unreasonably refusing
to consent to the transfer of the Flatt's SBS agreement to Thurston Enterprises.
213.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result ofSBS's numerous breaches ofthe

Thurston RDA, Thurston Enterprises has incurred damages in an undetermined amount.

SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Breach of the Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing
(Thurston Enterprises against SBS)
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214.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Third Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
215.

Incorporated into the Thurston RDA described above was an implied covenant of

good faith and fair dealing, including an obligation by SBS to take action to stop other SBS
distributors from soliciting and selling to Thurston Enterprises' protected customers.
216.

Thurston Ente~prises performed all obligations required of it under the Thurston

RDA, other than obligations as to which performance was excused (if any).
217.

SBS breached the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing by acting in a

manner so as to deprive Thurston Enterprises of the benefits of the Thurston RDA, the transfer
of the Flatt's distributor agreement, and to encourage other SBS distributors to solicit and sell to
Thurston Enterprises' protected customers.
218.

Thurston, on behalf of Thurston Enterprises, made numerous requests to Dunlap

and others at SBS that SBS take action to stop other SBS distributors from soliciting or selling to
Thurston Enterprises' protected customers. SBS has refused Thurston's numerous requests and
continues to encourage other distributors to sell to Thurston Enterprises' protected customers in
disregard for the Customer Protection rights implicit in the Thurston RDA
219.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result of SBS' s breach of its duty of good

faith and fair dealing, Thurston Enterprises has been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial,
but in no event less than the lost commissions, the lost business profits and the business
devaluation suffered by Thurston Enterprises.

THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Tortious Interference with Contractual Relations- T3 Enterprises' RDA
(T3 Enterprises against SAl and Deluxe)
220.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Third Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
221.

As set forth above, T3 Enterprises had a valid, existing contract with SBS in the

form of the Teply Distributor Agreement. The Teply Distributor Agreement granted T3
Enterprises certain Customer Protection rights.
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222.

SAl and Deluxe each had knowledge of the Teply Distributor Agreement between

T3 Enterprises and SBS, and also knew of T3 Enterprises' Customer Protection rights.
223.

Notwithstanding the existence of the Teply Distributor Agreement and T3

Enterprises' Customer Protection rights, SAl and Deluxe took actions adverse to T3 Enterprises'
contractual relationship with SBS, including, but not limited to:
a. Continuing to solicit, service and supply T3 Enterprises' protected
customers in total disregard for T3 Enterprises' Customer Protection
rights;
b. Refusing to notify T3 Enterprises of any events that may reasonably be
expected to have a material adverse effect upon T3 Enterprises future sales
of Safeguard Systems to its protected customers;
c. Engaging in pervasive and repeated activity designed to threaten, coerce,
dissemble and intimidate Teply into sharing (or selling at an artificially
depressed price) the accounts that are the subject of T3 Enterprises'
Customer Protection rights;
d. Refusing to identify for T3 Enterprises which IBF and DocuSource
customers are "cross-over" Safeguard customers with account protection,
and when repeatedly asked for information on this subject, have engaged
in abject prevarication;
e. Confronting Teply directly and boldly, announcmg that McLaughlin,
McCormick and others will continue to sell to all T3 Enterprises'
protected "cross-over" customers because there would be no interruption
in Safeguard product sales to all of IBF's prior customers - e.g.,
McLaughlin and McCormick "would be conducting business as usual;"
and
f.

Pressuring Teply that her only alternative was to "share" her major and
other protected Safeguard customers with IBF, KMMR, McLaughlin,
McCormick, Dunn, JFHRS, DocuSource and Deluxe.
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224.

Dunlap's interference with the Teply Distributor Agreement was adverse to the

interests of SBS.
225.

For a two year period, Deluxe managed, oversaw and funded Safeguard by IBF

and Safeguard by DocuSource. Deluxe approved of and reviewed the acquisitions of IBF and
DocuSource. Deluxe reviewed IBF and DocuSource's customer lists. Deluxe officers Sorrenti
and Peterson were directly involved in managing and running DocuSource. Deluxe was fully
aware that there were account protection issues. In the IBF Executive Summary prepared by
Deluxe, Deluxe noted in the section entitled "Risk Mitigation" that "[r]esolution of account
protection matches will be key as some accounts do business with area Safeguard offices." A
true and correct copy ofthe IBF Executive Summary is attached hereto as Exhibit 10.
226.

Deluxe oversaw McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, JDHRS, KMMR, Dunlap and

Tiller-Shumway. Under Deluxe's direction and approval, these individuals solicited and
obtained orders for, Safeguard Systems from many of the customers for whom T3 Enterprises
have Customer Protection. Deluxe concealed, participated, approved and acquiesced in this
violation ofT3 Enterprises' Customer Protection Rights. During this time Deluxe caused and/or
took no action to prevent DocuSource and IBF from obtaining orders for Safeguard Systems
from the customers ofT3 Enterprises. Deluxe failed to notify T3 Enterprises that such sales
continued after DocuSource and IBF were purchased. Instead, Deluxe developed and approved
of its "resolution efforts .... to negate potential loss of sales" by authorizing Dunlap, TillerShumway, McLaughlin and the Defendants to wage a ''war of attrition" against Teply and
Thurston so as to defeat their Customer Protection rights.
227.

At the time SAI, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS, KMMR,

DocuSource and Deluxe have solicited and made sales to T3 Enterprises' protected customers,
each of the Defendants knew that these activities were materially interfering with and damaging
T3 Enterprises' contractual relationship with SBS because of the loss of customers that had
resulted from SAI, McLaughlin, McConnick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS, KMMR,
DocuSource, Deluxe and each other's conduct.
228.

These actions by SAI, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS,

KMMR, DocuSource and Deluxe were intended and designed solely and wrongfully to induce a
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breach of or disruption in the Teply Distributor Agreement with SBS, resulting in a material
breach of the Teply Distributor Agreement by SBS.
229.

SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS, KMMR,

DocuSource, and Deluxe's intentional, wrongful actions have resulted in the breach of the Teply
Distributor Agreement by SBS to the detriment of T3 Enterprises.
230.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result, T3 Enterprises has been damaged in

an amount to be proven at trial, but in no event less than its lost commission, lost business profits
and any business devaluation it has suffered.

Further~

SAl and Deluxe have acted with

oppression and malice. As a result, T3 Enterprises is entitled to recover damages from SAl and
Deluxe for their wrongful and unlawful interference with the Teply Distributor Agreement.

FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Tortious Interference with Contractual Relations - Thurston RDA
(Thurston Enterprises against SAl and Deluxe)
231.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Third Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
232.

As set forth above, Thurston Enterprises had a valid, existing contract with SBS

in the form of the Thurston RDA. The Thurston RDA granted Thurston Enterprises certain
Customer Protection rights.
233.

SAl, McLaughlin, McC01mick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS, KMMR,

DocuSource and Deluxe each had knowledge of the Thurston RDA between Thurston
Enterprises and SBS, and also knew of Thurston Enterprises' Customer Protection rights.
234.

Notwithstanding the existence of the Thurston RDA and Thurston Enterprises'

Customer Protection rights, SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS,
KMMR, DocuSource and Deluxe took action adverse to Thurston Enterprises' contractual
relationship with SBS, including, but not limited to:
a. Continuing to solicit, service and supply Thurston Enterprises' protected
customers in total disregard for Thurston Enterprises' Customer Protection
rights;
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b. Refusing to notify Thurston Enterprises of any events that may reasonably
be expected to have a material adverse effect upon Thurston Enterprises
future sales of Safeguard Systems to its protected customers;
c. Engaging in pervasive and repeated activity designed to threaten, coerce,
dissemble and intimidate Thurston into sharing (or selling at an artificially
depressed price) the accounts that are the subject of Thurston Enterprises'
Customer Protection rights;
d. Refusing to identify for Thurston Enterprises which IBF and/or
DocuSource customers are Common Customers· with Thurston Enterprises
and subject to its account protection, and when repeatedly asked for
information on this ·subject, have engaged in abject prevarication;
e. Confronting Thurston directly and boldly, announcing that McLaughlin,
McCormick and others will continue to sell to all Common Customers
because there would be no interruption in Safeguard product sales to all of
IBF's prior customers- e.g., McLaughlin/McCormickiKMMR ''would be
conducting business as usual;" and
f.

Pressuring Thurston that his only alternative was to "share" his major and
other protected Safeguard customers with IBF, KMMR, McLaughlin,
McCormick, Dunn, JDHRS, DocuSource and Deluxe.

235.

Dunlap's interference with the Thurston RDA was adverse to the interests of

236.

For a two year period, Deluxe managed, oversaw and funded Safeguard by IBF

SBS.

and Safeguard by DocuSource. Deluxe approved of and reviewed the acquisitions ofiBF and
DocuSource. Deluxe reviewed IBF and DocuSource's customer lists. Deluxe officers Sorrenti
and Peterson were directly involved in managing and running DocuSource. Deluxe was fully
aware that there were account protection issues. In the IBF Executive Summary prepared by
Deluxe, Deluxe noted in the section entitled "Risk Mitigation" that "[r]esolution of account
protection matches will be key as some accounts do business with area Safeguard offices." A
true and correct copy of the IBF Executive Summary is attached hereto as Exhibit 10.
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237.

Deluxe oversaw McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, JDHRS, K.MMR, Dunlap and

Tiller-Shumway. Under Deluxe's direction and approval, these individuals solicited and
obtained orders for, Safeguard Systems from many of the customers for whom Thurston
Enterprises have Customer Protection. Deluxe concealed, participated, approved and acquiesced
in this violation of Thurston Enterprises' Customer Protection Rights. During this time Deluxe
caused and/or took no action to prevent DocuSource and IBF from obtaining orders for
Safeguard Systems from the customers of Thurston Enterprises. Deluxe failed to notify Thurston
Enterprises that such sales continued after DocuSource and IBF were purchased. Instead,
Deluxe developed and approved of its "resolution efforts ... to negate potential loss of sales" by
authorizing Dunlap, Tiller-Shumway, McLaughlin and the Defendants to wage a "war of
attrition" against Teply and Thurston so as to defeat their Customer Protection rights.
238.

At the time SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS, KMMR,

and DocuSource knew or should have known that Thurston Enterprises would not (and could
not) continue its contractual relationship with SBS because of the loss of customers that had
resulted from SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS, K.MMR, DocuSource
and Deluxe, and each other's, conduct.
239.

These actions by SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS,

KMMR, Tiller-Shumway, DocuSource and Deluxe were intended and designed solely and
wrongfully to induce a breach of or disruption in the Thurston RDA, resulting in a material
breach ofthe ThurstonRDA by SBS.
240.

SAl, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS, KMMR, Tiller-

Shumway, DocuSource and Deluxe's intentional, wrongful actions have resulted in the breach of
the Thurston RDA by SBS to the detriment of Thurston Enterprises.
241.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result, Thurston Enterprises has been

damaged in an amount to be proven at trial, but in no event less than its lost commission, lost
business profits and any business devaluation it has suffered. Further, SAl and Deluxe have
acted with oppression and malice. As a result, Thurston Enterprises is entitled to recover
damages from SAl and Deluxe for their wrongful and unlawful interference with the Thurston
RDA.
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FIFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF

Tortious Interference with Contractual Relations -Thurston/Fiatt Agreement
(Thurston Enterprises against SBS and Deluxe)
242.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Third Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein
243.

As set forth above, Thurston Enterprises had a valid, existing agreement with

WVI concerning the sale of the New Mexico Distributorship from WVI to Thurston Enterprises
(hereafter referred to as the "Thurston/Fiatt Agreement").
244.

SBS and Deluxe had knowledge of the Thurston/Fiatt Agreement.

245.

SBS and Deluxe also knew that Thurston was fully qualified to take over the New

Mexico Distributorship, that the Thurston/Fiatt Agreement would result in significant value to
Thurston, and that the transaction required SBS's consent, which could not be unreasonably
withheld.
246.

SBS and Deluxe had no credible reasons for refusing the transfer of the New

Mexico Distributorship to Thurston.
247.

Notwithstanding these facts, SBS and Deluxe took action adverse to the

Thurston/Fiatt Agreement by unreasonably withholding its consent to the transaction.
248.

At the time SBS and Deluxe refused to consent to the Thurston/Fiatt Agreement,

SBS knew that Thurston Enterprises would not (and could not) continue its contractual
relationship with WVI.
249.

This refusal by SBS and Deluxe was intended and designed solely and wrongfully

to induce a breach of or disruption in the Thurston/Fiatt Agreement.
250.

SBS' s and Deluxe's intentional, wrongful withholding of consent to the

transaction has resulted in the termination of the Thurston/Fiatt Agreement to the detriment of
Thurston Enterprises.
251.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result, Thurston Enterprises has been

damaged in an amount to be proven at trial, but in no event less than the anticipated gains it
would have made through the operation of the New Mexico Distributorship. As a result,
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Thurston Enterprises is entitled to recover damages from SBS for its wrongful and unlawful
interference with the Thurston/Fiatt Agreement.
SIXTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Tortious Interference with Prospective Economic Advantage- Thurston/Fiatt Agreement

(Thurston Enterprises against SBS and Deluxe)
252.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Third Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
253.

As set forth above, Thurston Enterprise~ had an economic expectancy with WVI

concerning the sale of the New Mexico Distributorship to Thurston Enterprises.
254.

SBS and Deluxe were aware of Thurston Enterprises' economic expectancy with

WVI and were aware that Thurston Enterprises had signed the Thurston/Fiatt Agreement to
purchase the New :Mexico Distributorship.
255.

Notwithstanding the existence of the Thurston Enterprises' economic expectancy

with WVI, SBS and Deluxe have wrongfully and without privilege interfered with the economic
expectancy. This interference involved improper means, including but not limited to, demanding
and misrepresenting to both Thurston Enterprises and WVI that Thurston Enterprises must sign a
general release to. complete the acquisition. This interference was conducted with the improper
purpose, including but not limited to, forcing Thurston Enterprises to give up its valid legal
claims against SBS and Deluxe.
256.

SBS and Deluxe's conduct was intended to disrupt the acquisition of the New

Mexico Distributorship. The conduct resulted in the termination of the Thurston/Fiatt
Agreement and consequently, the economic expectancy.
257.

As a result, Thurston Enterprises lost the opportunity to purchase the New

Mexico Distributorship. Thurston Enterprises has been damaged in an amount to be proven at
trial, but in no event, less than the anticipated gains it would have made through the operation of
the New Mexico Distributorship.
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SEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Intentional Interference With Prospective Economic Advantage

{T3 Enterprises against SAl and Deluxe)
258.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Third Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
259.

T3 Enterprises has existing, economic relationships with its protected customers

in the future based upon. its ability to
that were likely to benefit T3 Enterprises economically
.
service those protected customers as a SBS distributor without any competition from other SBS
distributors.
260.

Defendants, and each ofthem, were aware ofT3 Enterprises' economic

relationships with its protected customers as T3 Enterprises' sales activity was readily available
to all Defendants in SBS 's Information Systems, made known to McLaughlin, Dunlap,
McCormick, Dunn, IBF and KMMR by Teply and others, and known to McLaughlin,
McCormick, Dunn, IBF, JDHRS, KMMR, DocuSource and Deluxe through their direct
competition with T3 Enterprises and discussions with and solicitation ofT3 Enterprises'
protected customers.
261.
D~fendants

Notwithstanding the existence ofT3 Enterprises' Customer Protection rights,
have deliberately, wrongfully and without privilege interfered with these economic

relationships. This interference by Defendants includes, but is not limited to, the following:
a. Announcing to all of McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR customers - all of
whom are current or potential T3 Enterprises' customers -

that

McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR now are Safeguard's "go-to people" for
the servicing of all of the customers' Safeguard business needs;
b. Engaging in predatory pricing, offering quotes and taking orders from T3
Enterprises' protected customers at retail prices that are much lower than
T3 Enterprises' wholesale costs;
c. Attending business functions in the Boise community and handing out
their McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR business cards, while announcing
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to members of the audience that McLaughlin!McCormick!K.MMR and its
16 employees could assist the customers with all of their Safeguard needs;
d. Encouraging T3 Enterprises' protected customers that they should write
letters to Safeguard instructing Safeguard that the customers want their
accounts reassigned from T3 Enterprises to McLaughlin/McCormick/
KMMR, telling those customers that McLaughlin/McCormick!K.MMR
will sell Safeguard products to them at the lower (predatory) prices;
e. Continuing to solicit, service and supply T3 Enterprises' protected
customers in total disregard for T3 Enterprises' Customer Protection
rights;

£ Refusing to not_ify T3 Enterprises of any events that may reasonably be
expected to have a material adverse effect upon T3 Enterprises future sales
of Safeguard Systems to its protected customers;
g. Engaging in pervasive and repeated activity designed to threaten, coerce,
dissemble and intimidate Teply into sharing (or selling at an artificially
depressed price) the accounts that are the subject of T3 Enterprises'
Customer Protection rights;

h. Refusing to identify for T3 Enterprises which IBF and/or DocuSource
customers are Common Customers with T3 Enterprises, subject to account
protection, and when repeatedly asked for information on this subject,
have engaged in abject prevarication;
1.

Confronting Teply directly and boldly, announcing that McLaughlin/
McCormick!KMMR will continue to sell to all T3 Enterprises' protected
"cross-over" customers because there would be no interruption in
Safeguard product sales to all of IBF's prior customers -

e.g.,

McLaughlin/McCormick!K.MMR "would be conducting business as
usual;" and
j.

Informing Teply that her only alternative was to "share" his major and
other protected Safeguard customers with IBF, DocuSource and Deluxe.
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262.

As a result of Defendants' wrongful actions, T3 Enterprises has suffered

substantial interference to its prospective economic relationship with its protected customers -

e.g., Employers Resource, Hayden Beverage Co., and St. Luke's Regional Medical Center, Idaho
Central Credit Union, among others- including but not limited to the following: (1) customers
being confused as to T3 Enterprises' relationship with McLaughlin, McCormick, KMMR,
DocuSource, Deluxe and SBS; (2) customers believing that there are supposed to place their
orders for Safeguard Systems through McLaughlin, McCormick, JDHRS, KMMR, DocuSource
and Deluxe instead ofT3 Enterprises; (3) customers believing that T3 Enterprises is no longer a
Safeguard Distributor; and (4) customers mistakenly believing that T3 Enterprises was
overcharging them because McLaughlin, McCormick, JDHRS, KMMR, DocuSource and
Deluxe were offering significantly lower prices on the same Safeguard Systems.
263.

SBS distributors are granted Customer Protection for the purpose of providing

them with the reward and incentive to invest significant ongoing time, effort and money in the
development of commercial customer relationships. Defendants' interference was contrary to
this established standard of trade and profession as it relates to customer exclusivity and contrary
to the established standard of trade identified in the Teply Distributor Agreement and adhered to
by the SBS distributor network.
264.

Further, Defendants have acted with malice, oppression and fraud in wrongfully

and intentionally diverting customers from T3 Enterprises.
265.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result of these wrongful actions, T3

Enterprises has been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial, but in no event less than lost
commission, lost business profits and business devaluation suffered by T3 Enterprises.
EIGHTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Intentional Interference With Prospective Economic Advantage

(Thurston Enterprises against all Defendants)
266.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Third Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
267.

Thurston Enterprises has existing, economic relationships with its protected

customers that were likely to benefit Thurston Enterprises economically in the future based upon
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its ability to service those protected customers as a SBS distributor without any competition from
other SBS distributors.
268.

Defendants, and each of them, were aware of Thurston Enterprises' economic

relationships with its protected customers as Thurston Enterprises' sales activity was readily
available to all Defendants in CMS, made known to McLaughlin, Dunlap, McCormick, Dunn,
IBF and KMMR by Thurston and others, and known to McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, IBF,
JDHRS, KMMR, DocuSource and Deluxe through their direct competition with Thurston
Enterprises and discussions with and solicitation of Thurston Enterprises' protected customers.
269.

Notwithstanding the existence of Thurston Enterprises' Customer Protection

rights, Defendants have deliberately, wrongfully and without privilege interfered with these
economic relationships. This interference by Defendants includes, but is not limited to, the
following:
a. Announcing to all of McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR customers - all of
whom are current or potential Thurston Enterprises customers - that
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR now are Safeguard's "go-to people" for
the servicing of all of the customers' Safeguard business needs;
b. Engaging in predatory pricing, offering quotes and taking orders from
Thurston Enterprises' protected customers at retail prices that are much
lower than Thurston Enterprises' wholesale costs;
c. Attending business functions in the Boise community and handing out
their McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR business cards, while announcing
to members of the audience that McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and its
16 employees could assist the customers with all of their Safeguard needs;
d. Encouraging Thurston Enterprises' protected customers that they should
write letters to Safeguard instructing Safeguard that the customers want
their accounts reassigned from Thurston Enterprises to McLaughlin/
McCormick/KMMR,

telling

those

customers

that

McLaughlin/

McCormick/KMMR will sell Safeguard products to them at the lower
(predatory) prices;
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e. Continuing to solicit, service and supply Thurston Enterprises' protected
customers in total-disregard for Thurston Enterprises' Customer Protection
rights;
f. Refusing to notify Thurston Enterprises of any events that m.ay reasonably
be expected to have a material adverse effect upon Thurston Enterprises
future sales of Safeguard Systems to its protected customers;
g. Engaging in pervasive and repeated activity designed to threaten, coerce,
dissemble and intimidate Thurston into sharing (or selling at an artificially
depressed price) the accounts that are the subject of Thurston Enterprises'
Customer Protection rights;
h. Refusing to identify for Thurston Enterprises which IBF and/or
DocuSource

customers

are

Common

Customers

with

Thurston

Enterprises, subject to account protection, and when repeatedly asked for
information on this subject, have engaged in abject prevarication;

i.

Confronting

Thurston

directly

and

boldly,

announcing

that

McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR will continue to sell to all Thurston
Enterprises' protected "cross-over" customers because there would be no
interruption in Safeguard product sales to all of IBF's prior customers e.g., McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR "would be conducting business as
usual;" and
J.

Informing Thurston that his only alternative was to "share" his major and
other protected Safeguard customers with IBF, DocuSource and Deluxe.

270.

As a result of Defendants' wrongful actions, Thurston Enterprises has suffered

substantial interference to its prospective economic relationship with its protected customers
including, but not limited to, the following: (1) customers being confused as to Thurston
Enterprises' relationship with McLaughlin, McConnick, K.MMR, DocuSource Deluxe and SBS;
(2) customers believing that there are supposed to place their orders for Safeguard Systems
through McLaughlin, McCormick, K.MMR, DocuSource and Deluxe instead of Thurston
Enterprises; (3) customers believing that Thurston Enterprises is no longer a Safeguard
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Distributor; and (4) customers mistakenly believing that Thurston Enterprises was overcharging
them because McLaughlin, McCormick, KMMR, DocuSource and Deluxe were offering
significantly lower prices on the same Safeguard Systems.
271.

SBS distributors are granted Customer Protection for the purpose of providing

them with the reward and incentive to invest significant ongoing time, effort and money in the
development of commercial customer relationships. Defendants' interference was contrary to
this established standard of trade and profession as it relates to customer exclusivity and contrary
to the established standard of trade identified in the Thurston RbA and adhered to by the SBS
distributor network.
272.

Further, Defendants have acted with malice, oppression and fraud in wrongfully

and intentionally diverting customers from Thurston Enterprises.
273.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result of these wrongful actions, Thurston

Enterprises has been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial, but in no event less than lost
commission, lost business profits and business devaluation suffered by Thurston Enterprises.
274.

In addition to the Defendants' above tortious interference with Thurston

Enterprises' prospective economic relationship with its Protected Customers, SBS and Deluxe
have also tortuously interfered with Thurston Enterprises' prospective economic relationship
with WVI arising out of Thurston Enterprises attempt to purchase the New Mexico
Distributorship.
275.

SBS and Deluxe had no credible reasons for refusing Thurston Enterprises'

purchase,?fthe New Mexico Distributorship other than to force Thurston Enterprises to release
its claims involving commission to the protected customers.
276.

SBS's and Deluxe's interference with Thurston Enterprises purchase of the New

Mexico Distributorship ship by insisting that Thurston Enterprises, the buyer, release all of its
claims against SBS and its affiliated parties, is contrary to the established standard of trade and
profession and contravenes the WVI RDA which states that the consent of SBS for such a
transfer will not be unreasonably withheld.
277.

Further, SBS and Deluxe have acted with malice, oppression and fraud in

wrongfully and intentionally withholding consent for the transaction between Thurston
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Enterprises and WVI by using this transaction to attempt to coerce Thurston Enterprises to
release all unrelated claims related to its customer protection rights.
278.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result ofthese wrongful actions, Thurston

Enterprises has been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial, but in no event less than lost
commissions, lost business profits and business devaluation suffered by Thurston Enterprises for
both the Idaho distributorship and the New Mexico Distributorship.
NINTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Accounting

(T3 Enterprises against SAl and Deluxe)
279.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorpo~ate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Third Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
280.

Defendants are indebted to T3 Enterprises for the reasons set forth above.

281.

The exact amount of monies due from Defendants to T3 Enterprises is unknown

to T3 Enterprises and cannot be ascertained without an accounting of Defendants' operations.
282.

Accordingly, the Court should order that there be an accounting of Defendants'

operations and order that Defendants pay over to T3 Enterprises all amounts due and owing to
T3 Enterprises, plus interest thereon, as well as attorneys' fees and costs.
TENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Accounting

(Thurston Enterprises against All Defendants)
283.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Third Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
284.

Defendants are indebted to Thurston Enterprises for the reasons set forth above.

285.

The exact amount of monies due from Defendants to Thurston Enterprises is

unknown to Thurston Enterprises and cannot be ascertained without an accounting of
Defendants' operations.
286.

Accordingly, the Court should order that there be an accounting of Defendants'

operations and order that Defendants pay over to Thurston Enterprises all amounts due and
owing to Thurston Enterprises, plus interest thereon, as well as attorneys' fees and costs.
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ELEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Breach of Contract- March 6, 2014 Protected Customer Transfer Agreement
(Thurston Enterprises against SBS)

287.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Third Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.

288.

On March 6, 2014, Thurston, on behalf of Thurston Enterprises, and SBS entered

into an agreement whereby Thurston Enterprises agreed to assign and transfer to SBS - for
servicing by "IBF" - Thurston Enterprises' commission rights to Protected Customers Bench
Sewer District, Buck's Bags, Inc., Ennis Furniture Co., Idaho Independent Bank, Norco,
Omnipure Filter Co., SAMG Family Practice, SAMG Occupational Med., and Treasure Valley
Steel.

289.

In exchange for the assignment o~ the commission rights to these Protected

Customers, SBS agreed to pay Thurston Enterprises the sum of $32,600 and to transfer to
Thurston Enterprises the "IBF files" on Thurston Enterprises' Protected Customers that were
also being serviced by McLaughlin/McCormick/K.MMR and Dunn.

290.

Thurston Enterprises has performed all things required of it under the terms of the

March 6, 2014 agreement, unless otherwise excused by SBS's breach.

291.

SBS has materially breached the March 6, 2014 agreement by failing to transfer

the IBF files to Thurston Enterprises, thereby precluding Thurston Enterprises a substantial
benefit of the March 6, 2014 agreement.

292.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result ofSBS's breach ofthe March 6,

2014 agreement, Thurston Enterprises has incurred damages in an undetermined amount, but in
no event less than $475,000.

TWELFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Fraud in the Inducement
(Thurston Enterprises against SBS)

293.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Third Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
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294.

Dunlap, in his role as General Counsel of SBS, made material false

representations and omissions to Thurston in an effort to, and with the intent to, induce Thurston
Enterprises to enter into the March 6, 2014 agreement whereby Thurston Enterprises would
transfer and assign to SBS its commission rights to certain Protected Customers. The material
false representations and omissions concerned false sales information on the Protected
Customers that was intentionally provided to Thurston with the intent to induce action or
forbearance on the part of Thurston Enterprises, and did in fact induce such action or
forbearance.
295.

Specifically, Dunlap represented to Thurston that the sales information on the

"client list" used in the parties' negotiation of the March 6, 2014 agreement for the transfer of
certain Protected Customers accurately reflected all sales information to these Protected
Customers after August 27, 2013. In truth, however, the sales information contained on the
"client list" did not include the post-August 27, 2013 sales by SBS- through the efforts of
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn - to the Protected Customers. This inaccurate sales
information was provided by SBS in an attempt to trick Thurston into believing that the
commissions generated through sales to these Protected Customers were trivial and not worth his
time so he would be inclined to go forward with the proposed transfer.
296.

Thurston Enterprises justifiably relied upon what was presented to be accurate

sales information by Dunlap, the General Counsel for SBS. Thurston Enterprises would not have
agreed to transfer and assign the Protected Customers had he been provided with accurate sales
information reflecting much higher sales activity by SBS -through the efforts of
McLaughlin/McCormick!KMMR and Dunn- to the Protected Customers.
297.

Thurston Enterprises was without knowledge, and did not have cause to believe,

that the sales information provided by SBS was inaccurate.
298.

SBS knew through the EQuantum Database and its communications with

McLaughlin, McCormick, and :Qunn that SBS 's sales - generated by
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn - to Thurston Enterprises' Protected ~ustomers far
exceeded those sales figures Dunlap provided to Thurston during the negotiations.
299.

As a result of the fraudulent conduct ofSBS, Thurston Enterprises sold the
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Protected Customers as a significantly depreciated value and lost out on the opportunity to earn
significantly higher commissions for sales to those Protected Customers.
300.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result of SBS 's fraudulent conduct

described above, Thurston Enterprises has incurred damages in an amount to be proven at trial,
but in no event less than $475,000.
ATTORNEY FEES
21.

T3 Enterprises has been required to obtain tl1e assistance of counsel in the

prosecution of this matter, and has agreed to pay counsel a reasonable fee. T3 Enterprises is
entitle to recover its reasonable costs and attorney fees incurred in this matter pursuant to Rule
54, Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Sections 12-120 and 12-121, Idaho Code, Section 17.49,
Texas Business & Commercial Code, or other applicable law.
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
Plaintiffs hereby respectfully demand a jury trial by not less than 12 jurors,
pursuant to ~daho Rule of Civil Procedure 38.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray as follows:
1.

On the First Claim for Relief, for compensatory damages in amounts to be

proven at trial;
2.

On the Second Claim for Relief, for compensatory damages in amounts to

be proven at trial;
3.

On the Third Claim for Relief, for compensatory damages in amounts to

be proven at trial;
4.

On the Fourth Claim for Relief, for compensatory damages in amounts to

be proven at trial;
5.

On the Fifth Claim for Relief, for compensatory damages in amounts to be

proven at trial;
6.

On the Sixth Claim for Relief, for compensatory damages in amounts to

be proven at trial;
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7.

On the Seventh Claim for Relief, for compensatory damages in amounts to

be proven at trial;
8.

On the Eighth Claim for Relief, for compensatory damages in amounts to

be proven at trial;
9.

On the Ninth Claim for Relief, for an accounting;

10.

On the Tenth Claim for Relief, for an accounting;

11.

On the Eleventh Claim for Relief, for breach of the March 6, 2014

agreement, for compensatory damages in amounts to be proven at trial;
12.

On the Twelfth Claim for Relief, for fraud in the inducement, for

compensatory damages in amounts to be proven at trial;
13.

On All Claims for Relief, for attorneys' fees, expenses and costs of suit,

a~

may be allowed by law, including, without limitation, Rule 54, Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure and Sections 12-120 and 12-121, Idaho Code;
14.

For pre-judgment interest as allowed by law; and

15.

For such other relief as may be available and as justice requires.

DATED: June 21, 2016

MOFFATT THOMAS
By:

t·~
~ )r1 cJ~Y..-Patricia M. Olsson
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
T3 Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston
Enterprises, Inc.

DATED: June 21, 2016

MULCAHYLLP
By:
Kevin A. Adams -pro hac vice
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
T3 Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston
Enterprises, Inc.
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7.

On the Seventh Claim for Relief: for compensatory damages in amounts to

be proven at trial;
8.

On the Eighth Claim for Relief, for· compensatory damages in amounts to

be proven at trial;
9.

On the Ninth·Ciaim for Relief, for an accounting;

10.

On the Tenth Claim for Relief, for an accounting;

11.

On the Eleventh Claim for Relief: for breach of the March 6, 2014

agreement, for compensatory damages......in amounts to be proven at trial;
12.

On the Twelfth Claim for Relief, for fraud in the inducement, for

compensatory damages in amounts to be proven at trial;
13.

On All Claims for Relief, for attorneys' fees, expenses and costs of suit, as

may be allowed by law, including, without limitation, Rule 54, Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure and Sections 12-120 and 12-121, Idaho Code;
14.

For pre-judgment interest as allowed by law; and

15.

For such other relief as may be available and as justice requires.

DATED: June 21,2016

MOFFA'IT THOMAS

By:
Patricia M. Olsson
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
T3 Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston
Enterprises, Inc.

DATED: June21, 2016

By:L2::
MULCAHYLLP

Attorneys for Plaintiffs
T3 Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston
Enterprises, Inc.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 21st day of June, 2016, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR
JURY TRIAL to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Steven F. Schossberger
Taylor Tibbitts
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main St., Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Facsimile (208) 954-5260
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
ttibbitts@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendants
Christopher S. Reeder (Pro Hac Vice)
Wesley W. Lew (Pro Hac Vice)
ROBINS KAPLAN LLP
2049 Century Park East Suite 3400
Los Angeles, CA 90067
Facsimile (31 0) 229-5800
WLew@RobinsKaplan.com
CReeder@RobinsKaplan.com
Attorneys for Deluxe Corporation

(
(
(
(

) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile

~E-Mail

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
.}<JE-Mail

PatriciaM.Olsson
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RECEIVED

JUN 2 t 2016
Ada county Clerk
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~SAf-EGUARD~
Date:

June 14, 2007

To:

All US Distributors

From: Michael P. Dunlap, General Counsel

RE:

~ranchise registration

On May 2, 2007, Safeguard sent applications to ·register as a franchise with the Federal Trade
Commission and all franchise registration states.
Whvdid we.take.tbis action?
From a historical perspective, a California court in 1996, ruled that the way we do business is as a
franchise, even though no up-front franchise fee is paid to the Safeguard coxporation by incoming
Distributors (franchisees), as is commonly a practice with typical franchise organizations. In response to
this decision and after many years of overcoming issues, we have filed the necessary documentation that
would comply with the judge's opinion in 1996. The action to register as n fraocbise does not impact
our day to day operations or tbe operations of our existing distributor network.
The Franchise Offering Circular is a document that is required by the FTC and certain franchise
registration states, like California, of all franchisors and is intended to give prospective new distributors
(also referred to as franchisees) sufficient notice of what to expect as a Safeguard Distributor. We
provide this document to prospective purchasers of Safeguard distributorships.
What does this mean to you as an existing Safeguard distributor?
While this action has no impact on your daily operations, it should have a positive impact on how we

advertise and market the Safeguard distributor opportunity. We believe our business model is sound, and
continues to work well in the marketplace. Every day that an engaged, hard working, successful
Safeguard Distributor phones. in, sends an email, or enters an order, reminds all of us that this is a vibrant,
financially sound business.
And since we (Safeguard corporate and Safeguard Distributors) all benefit from the common goal of a
growing, solid Safeguard, now and in the future, we want to use all the tools available to us to help make
that happen. Advertising and marketing the Safeguard Distributorship opportunity is a pari of making
Safeguru:d better, more vibrant. Letting potential distributors know we are registered as a franchise helps
with establishing Safeguard as an attractive entrepreneurial opportunity for those interested in. owning
their own business, in connection with a strong company.

Existing Safeguard disu·ibutors will continue to keep their existing Safeguard Distributor Agreement. No
further action is needed on your part. The franchise registration process is just that, a process. We will
be taking the steps necessary to comply with the regulatory requirements associated with our franchise
registration.
This article isn't intended to answer all questions, so we invite any of you to contact Mike Dunlap,
Safeguard's General Counsel (214-640-3927), mdunalp@gosafeguard.com or Kevin Skipper, Safeguard's
Director·ofLegal Services, (214-640-3916), ksk.ipper@gosafeguard.com, with any question you may
have. We know this is a positive development for Safeguard, our distributors, our future.
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SAFEGUARP BUSINESS SYSTEMS, :INC.
14661 franklin avenue • tUstin,
(714) 730~8-112

california. g·2Q8'0

June· 1,

R.o~r~r

5$:7

s.

1987

G-:. ThuFs·ton

Boise- .I

Curt-is. ~fB.

rn

·l337c)5.

Bear· 'Rog:er :.
We he>.ve ~h.ts· da't.e ~'n.te;r~tl into :e,n Ih·t·er:i;cl) ·R~g··i:Qh.o\1 .Dis·tr:i,bAgr.eemen·.t
CT.h·e
Ag,r-eemer.rt.> l..lfl8·er which
you· will
soli.ci t
ot-ser·s o·f tho·se Safe.gw::.rd product.s and serviees ·which are· desEribed
in the Agreement·.
BLtbpal"'agr.aph 7(,b) of
the. Agreement
sp.ec1'fies c:~rt~il'l c:it·cu.(l}'st.ances unt!~?r. Which ·tl'ie.f'gt·eemer.d: may be
te-t-minatec;l 'l:iy L(S,
inc:lud'lfiQ yc;;ur faqure to meet specified S'i;Hes
quotas.

ut.or

Agt~eement is intended to supplement subj;;aragraph
and t~ forma,lize qLU- .Llndet-sta.nd.ing that the Agreement shall
aJ.s·o t·erminG~'te e ..ff·t,;!ctivl;! imm~d'ia·tely upon writt.Fh noi:ice 1;o· YGlU
if you £hDuld ~~il to:

This Letter

7tl;:oi

succes.sfull y camp l·ete the Saf aguard Trco.i ni nj;j School
Fort I>Jl3shi:ngton, Pa., ol-

2)

cmmp·ly

(!.Ji·tt-. the terms <:>.nd. condition? set fcu-.th in

_...
"'·'the

Agre·e·ment, or
3)

c;l:imp.ly
p0l i t:i es.,

w-ith
or

Safeguard's

.o>.pplicable

c.dmi ni strati ve

.4/

~Jot-k
fu.l.l
time a.s a Safeguan:l Di·'.:!tr.it>•-ltot- dLWiRg
the
p·er-iop J't,me 1, 1987 through December 31, i9B7 .and.br-ing
aP.o•.tt sc>.l es o·F Safeguard SystF-ms tha.t generate $ 28,958
ill c:oritm·issions, (net of uf:lcollectable accounts, returns
and allow~nces)
to you. during such period, or·

5)

demonstrate the personal
work
habits and attitude
necessary to become a successful SafeQuard Distributor.

29. CC!i~
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In the ·evettt .of termination o-f Agre!=men.t for ar,y of the
reasons set forth in this Letter, Paragraph 9 of the Agreement
.shall gov.err:t the pest termination cibligat.ions. of the parties.
:rn
the event of any incons~stencies between tme Agreement and this
Letter, the ter-ms and c.onditions..of this Letter shall prevail.
If

th~

foregoing als·o repr·esents yaur under-star-ading,
kindiy sign
ef this Letter.
By ·~igning this L~tter·cmd "'.gt-ee.ing
to
i·ts tet-ms,
Y·OLt ac;knowl e"dge that no con:tr-<?.ry
oral representations have been mc;.de to y.o.u..

.:,11

~::opies

Very truly yat.tr.$. 1·
SAF.E:Gt!ARD BUS.INESS SYSTEMS, IND.

Agreed and Confirmed;

~~----------Da1:e·: _

_.G}22/§] ______________

29.con
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SAFEGUARD BUSI.NESS SYSTEMS, INC
14661 franklin avenue • Mtiri, qiif"orni'! 926!\0
(714) 730-81i 2

'

Juh~

! , 1987 .

·l-N'fERII1 Rr;;:Gi.m..tAL D.ISTRIB.UTCIR AGREEt-l!it-.!T
BETt•JEtt~ SAF!;:GUARD· BUSIN~SS 'S'i'STE-11~, INC. AND

You are ap.p.Gi l'lted a Di'str-i:blltGF of. those Saf·.eg.t:tard

interim

basis,

I!Ji th

customers 1 oc:;ated in

the
yow~

the,m

td

tot-y described i'n- Attachment A

as.

right
tet~t-i

to

p.rodt:u::ts

SOliCit

~ali;?.S

·of

an independent agent, on the following terms:

Ybu •halJ have the right in your territory to act as our
sales di.stt-i but·qr.- (repr.ese·ntati ve> ti.o soi"i.ci t t.he ?ale o:f
thqse
pt-oducts and services de-f·ined i.n tb.e ·Adcl~n·d?- att~.ch!=!d
hereto
("Safegllat-d Systems") in a.cc:c:--.da.1;1ce with thl;? pF'ice·
sc::.hedul e.s pub! i shed by Safeguard and Ql'l the tet-ms .~.nd
conditions set by S<3:feguard from· time to time..

Your
territory
is the g~;?ographi~al
area de~cri~ed
in
A.ttachment A.
You .ou-e n.ot a.Ld:;horized to represent SafegLlard
or
sel i cit
sales of
SafegL!ard Systems autsi de
this
territory,
and Safeguard may appoint additional persons to·
solicit sales of Safeguard Sy~tems insid~ the t~rrltory

For so long as is specified in Atta.chment a·,
you ·shall have
the excl•_tsiv.e right to the commissions generated an sales of
Safegu-20.rd Systems to c>.ny ct.tstomer listed on A-l;:tac:hment B.
This
eMc:lusive right to commissions applies to all new and
repeat Safeguard Systems sales to each such customer until
this Agreement is terminated (see paragraph 7).

-1-
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The r~?LatHmshi'p betwe.er-J you and S9·f"eguartl shan b"e· that o-f
.principal and ctQJen·t,
and not empl{:!yer and ~mployee or b!-tyetand se:I"h~r-.
Safegt.lal"d ·wj 11 endeavor to prcwide pr-oduct and
sales training a~~ suppqrt to you; hdwe~e~ any sUe~ training
and
suppot-t
mus"t
be:t
constt""O;li"ni:li;l by
your
st.atus as .an·
i ndel!lt;!lld'emt
sal ~s:· ~~~lit and by ct.~r commitments
to
other
d-"is·tri-butors.
Ybr.J. sh:aU have the -right to solicit orders,
ahd ytlLI shall use? ycaur best effort-s to ·do so.
All orders
a:r·e si:.tbje~::t ·to acc.ept-anc.e, py a. n au:!:J:!ori~·ed representati.v.lF! of
Sa-fegua'rd.
Ycjl:..\ j;h~l.l n:ot quot·e Fu-'i·c·es .or b;~n:11s other
than
·those. s·et
f"ot-th ~.ri aut- price scb.e.dL~les i..tilles·s you
rec:e·ive
o:ur i:OfHol'!nt to· do ·so., ·anif yElu shall na-t· m-ake any st·atements·~
P.rom.J.s~s
otr~eP.rE!$entations to the C"Ont·r-m-y flor
me:ke
~.hY
c"oti'unitme.rrts .on ow· befual"-f' without ou.r prior wr:-;i.t."tli!n cons.e.nt.,

5·

Q!;§E:BIIQ~

fA>

:f'lt:!P.

e@~fr!sfj:t

QE

!;Q~t!:!~§Iill~§;_.

An or.o.erp 1!ih.i~t:l yon r-'eE:"ei ve ant1 5.e!'l"d. ·to :us

shall

p:.Wd"t:~ss~d: by 1..\"l'i in" SLtJ:;h. ·manner' as ~Je ae:t·ermi.ne.
"Except:
O!-l.r' pr.iorr wr.-·i·tt./;?li) .C.Gmserrtt
y-ou· st:l.ovli not submit orders

be
wi:th

!and
·Sa-f eguat-d· shall not -a~:;c~pt themi where the $afegua.t:d Syste.ms
.::>.re at- app.ear t!J be :i"ntJ?f.ld"e!=l to be resol.EI b.y tlie ct-~stt!lmer,
q~)

sh~,.11
b-ill
the t\-tst 0 .mers
d;i.rectly
for
orders
to ybq and 'the customer shall pay us d·irectly.
Yor.t
sh,a·ll t-ecei ve •::.ommissi on pay·ments pursuant t.o 'tf.le commission
rat-e
specified
in the· Addendum appl~cable .to the product
Nh'ic.h has
been sold·;
tJowe'.l'et- 1
commission rates
may
be
changed
at Pt.tr sql,e d~ sct-eti on due to a !=hang!= "in
economic
.or !;;Q01PEt.it~.ve .cont)}..t~o(l.s; but ·sucb ~;;hanges can only be ma:de
ir,;
cohnection. llri th
a. I::Jroad pol.icy ch.ange
affecti·ng
all
Sa;feg.t..tat-d
Busines.s Sy,stems Distributors who a~-e
sol.i ci.ti ng
s~.l·es oi' Sa·Feguar-d ·s.y.stems ~
and provided f·w-th¥t- tho3t
such
chahge sh.al1 only a'ffect sales made a-ftet- an ann·our.t=el'r•ent by
Sa-t eg.1..1:ar d.

·\oJe

c:r~ditl'!d

We wi 11 pa.y t:omini ssicins on or abaLtt the 15th day of
mp·nth
few Safegt.•.~r-d Systems sales bi lied .during the
previous month and c:redi.t:ed to yot.!.
l f we have ·nqt r-eceived.
p~.yment
i-n ·full for any of the Safeguat-d Systems s'ales
for·
whi.ch
yot.t have been paid a commission within
ninety
(90)
days
of
the billing date,
you shall
repay us an
amount
EQuivalent to your commission on the unpaid portion,
unless
we ded~ct the amount from payments which we owe you.
If we
are later paid by the customer,
we will then pay to you
an
amount
equal to the amount collected less the out-of-pocket
costs of
colle~tion times your rate
of
commission.
You
shall
have no
responsibility
for
errors or
omissions
resulting
from
any action
of
Safeguard,
its
machines,
operator-s or programmers,
and we agree to save you ha.rml ess
from c:>.ny such error or ami ssi on.
<C·>

e~.ch

-2-
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<D> Put·suant t.o -this Agreement, WE? ~hall withhold each month
from payments
due you a sum equal to 10Z of the
n~t
OneWr:i. te sa•les and 30'l. m-f gross cornmi ssi ons :for all sal ~-s· of
8~-fegua.r(:l Systems other than One-Writes credited t-o you
and
billed b-y us during the priot~ tnoni:.h to t:l,.lf;tom~r-s for- whom
ther·e :is· nQ agreerilent tq hti t,hhol r:! commi ssi ens on behalf
of
SafegL!~!d
attr;ibuted to the ''Close" dis·tributorship rights
·an·d
interests
Ltn:ti 1
we have coll·ec:ted on behalf
~;>f
the
t-r·ansfer-rbr· of the "Close" distributorship rig.hti
and
ir.fterests the sum pf $ 1§8,213.04, w.hich is the price of the
l-ights a"trd inter-e·sts being a.s·s-igmO!p t.o y:o•.t; also pU:r5(.!.;>.ht to
this Agreein:er:~t, ~e .sh.all also w!i.thhold 1~1.* of net .on~~Wr-ite
s"'l"es
atutl :JO'l. .gr·oss ·commi.ss-a:ons for .all s·aies of
s:afegLtartl
Sy~tems. -":lthel- than Dn.e-!llrites a.ttl'""ib~:t·t'ed t.o ·t.he "A"~exan·de:r"·

dist.t'".,ibi..tforship rignt:s and i.nte.t.'~~:ts t;~·edi·i:_;;;_d to Y,£>1:\ C~.nd·
billed ey us duriog t.he pr~qF .QlQ["lt'h to c·ustt!!mer·s fer 1-1hom
:there· is ·n.b agr.eement to wi tii_hci";l !=I b·omm-i'-ss.~ on. ·on bel<lal.f
GJf
Sa-fegu.;:,r-d
lint~ 1
t-1~
ha-ve .ct,oll.e-wted· on·· b.eha·lf
of
tf'f!?
tran!?-f·~rrm·of t·He ''A-a. e>~at:~der·~ d-i str-i' b1xbm•.ship
ri·gh:l:s and
inter-e:sst!;; t·h·e sum of $. l:S7·.,so::t.:z:;;, -which -i\3 the pri·ce r;:~f the
r"igh'ts
and
interest·s of the' "Alex-and.eir" di:s·b·ibutorshi.p
,b.e:i 8~ hereby a.ss1 Q"fl-e!d t:o yoLi·.

·*

Of Ur!3 a.iioltnt sp Hi thhl?l d,
10/. o-f net System·s sales shall
be P"'·i·d to James A.
A·le:{ander antl the balane:e t.o sa:feguard
f.or ll\Ofl:ies OI-led to Safegu.ard.
At S1:.U:h t:i,me as Safegua.rd h·as
t:reen
j::r<?.id $
18,052.78 we shall only wi·thhol.d tO'l. of
ne-t
Systems sales and 30% of gn;Jss i:om.n.i ssi ens for- all s.l;:>.:l es
of
Safeguard
Systems
other than One~Wri t:es u.nti l
the
enti.re
amount has been paid.

s.hall
comply with adinir~istra·tive
Cl.nd commi.!?sion
not in conflict ~ith this Agreement which are now
ir.~
e-ffect or which Ne may is?t,IE -from time to time- fm·
your
tet-rj.t·or~·y,
or any metropolit"'.n ar-eii>. included within 'l'aut-

<E>

Y.i;>Ll

policies

·!;:.err i

~ar:y.

S~feguard,
as
part of this Agreement,
grants you a
none:-;clusive license,
Nhic.h may be revoked at any time, to use
the
nam:e "Sa.fegua.rd" ar1d the Safeguard logotyp-e
solely
in
conn.ecti ott with your represent.ati on of Sa.f·eguard under this
Agn?ement.
I ·f .this Agr-eemeht i s term~ na ted fqr a.ny r-eason,
all yoLu- rights to use the name "Safegua.rd" and the logotype
automatically revert bacl.: to us a.nd yoLt may no
longer- LISe
s•-tch
name or 1 ogotype.
In such event,
t-ie shall have
the
,- i ght t·o reqt.test you to advise in wt· i·ti ng any person whom we
designate
that you are no 1 anger aLlthori ze·d to use the name
"Safeguard" and the Safeguar~ logotyp~.
You agree promptly
to comply with such r-eqLtest.
VoLt must,
Cl.s a condition o·f
this
Agraement,
adopt a fictitious name UMder which
you
will do business.
This name must be approved by us
before

you commence doing business under that name.

-:~-
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(A)
This Agreement .shall rema·i.n in effect for an
in·i.tial
term .of five (5) years,
unles!? i t is terminated earlier lor
t.h~ reasohs described· herein.

<B>
Safeguard ma.y terminate this Agreement by giving. you
sixty
(60) days written notice if the commissions
(net of
uncollectible accownts, returns and allowan~es)
on the sale
of "SC\fegL•.ard Syst~rils: credited to yoLt do not equal or exceed
the
amounts se·t forth
below f·or- the ahm.ial
pe"riod;:;
indicated:
06/01/8:7

1)5/31/~

0"6"/01/Bi:l
06/01/!39

05.!31/B9
05/3.119"0

·obt.oi /'9'~

05/31191

O:b/,)i/91

05/31/9.2

$

·v-our ~.iinLt~l cG"$m~-s.s·i on qt,iot.~. sha:ll i.ncr~a~e: ann.J.tal i"y J:)y .suc;n
-ani6llp.t ~s Bii!f E?:guarcj· rea.$or.iab"l y cl:etertni ne·s· bi\sed. :Ltpqn an_.y
pot~i.t:,E? i.ncr.eases fdr s:afeguai"d S'(ste.ms: dur i n9 the p·.et-i od.-.
A:t
the end of ten years your annual commission quat;;o: shall
no
1 OI!<J~I- 1 ncrea.se e>:~-ep·t to t:he extent such increase r:ef l ects
any s·ales pt-ice increases for Safeguard Systems insti t•-lt~q

b•>' sateg.uar:d.
In add.i t i o.n "!;o th.e .;~bove annual .co.mmi ssi on qL•.otas,
your net
commissions for each q•-larter from the be.ginning of the ye.;~·r
to the end o.f ea.ch qL1arter mo...tst. <.'.t least equal, your
net
comm-issions- for the- s.ame pet-iod during the prior yec:u-.
C"C)
Saf.e.c;Jue>.rd may ter·mi nate thi ?- Agre1=ment b.y
1-lt-il.:te:n notice if the follo"Jing should occur:

giVing

yeLl

(i)
You sell or solicit sales for any produtts,
set-vices "'hich Safeguat-d deter-·rtli nes
in
its
g.oads orsole discretion to be competitive with any. Safeguard
Systems.
seller- of
nonCi i)
You sell
or represent a
goods or services wi t·hout .our·
competitive products,
wri tt.e.n consent.
We will not unreasonablY withhQld
this consent.
!iii)
You materially fail to perform any of the terms
and conditions of this Agreement other than failure to
earn the commissions set forth in paragraph· 7
<B>
above.

<iv)
You
conduct yourself or you~ business in an
unethical
or disreputable manner or engage
in trade
practices
which directly or
indirectly
discredit
Safeguard,
Safeguard customers, Safeguard distributors
or Safeguard products or services.
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<D> This Agn2ement wi 11 also term1.hatE\ sixty <60·> days a-rt·er
ei·thet- oi the following events occur:
!i)
Y.ou give us ·~.oJritten notice -that you have
to t-en-mi nate this Agreement.
Cii)

You~

death or

perm~nent

elected

d~sability.

CE·)
You may renew the term of this· Agr·eement for additional
peri,ods .o:f five <·5) years each by·giv:ing \'15.1'/n~tten
notice
at
l·eas·t si!{t·y (bOi days pr.·ior tQ the .end a.-f. the ci,Jt;rer.t
term, .and
settJ,ng
f·ot-th the ~nhu.;ll net s~.feg~:.~,a:rd
Sy~tems
t:·qm(lli S$i pns. which yqll pr-o~a·se to ea:r.n i :f tne Agreement i 5
'eJ:tej1d~,
H'
yot.tr:' pr-o·posl¥!.;1
anr-lual
1f.1cre~ses·
ref~.ec;:t
,S!.,IEC.ess'i ve :ann~:,!a-1
i r.•.c·re?ases of at 1 ea?'t ~0/. .d.Y,ei:" th.e .Qil!t
coinm'is·sion
req!-d,remgnt, of
tne pl"ece!;l.inl!l Y$.ar- cif t-1)~
A9r-eemen.t,
r-eAetval
sh.all ba· auto.matlc.
i:F yQur &:!FCZ!POsal
, de~es not ·r·ef-l•e~::t SL!ch· a:n i nc~·ease ,.
t.hen the Agr<eement sh·all
·r:erm'in'ate w.nless ·SafegL!ard appr9ve~ th~ r-e:r;ie~a~ ih wdt,ing.
Af.tet· ·t-ti.e tent.h year,· yor.ir .arifiti..:rl t·Grnmi s:si ori. Qt:~:c:r!iia ·shC~.ll r.ie't:
i ncr.- ease further e;<cept to the ·e:·:t.enf e;-:;pl,ained in 'Par:ag.raph
7 03) .

This Agt-e·ement may not be .;lssi·gned or- b-ansfer'r'l:!~;l' py you, or
by operatibn of law, ln part.
You ~ust t~a~sfer all of yourrights ei thetto 5a-fegu.ou-d or ar~oth·et- person.
You shall
have no r-ight to· ass.ign or trans'fet~ your r-ight.,
title and
i ntet·est i·b th~ s AgreEltnent within tlie i.n~ ti-al f i y·e C5·>
yeatterm. If you wish to t~ansfer you~ riqhti t i t l e and interest
in
this Agt-eement,
subsequent to tlie ,initial five <5> ye;;~r
term, the following must fir-st occur:

<A>

fit-·st
off.et- Sa.fegua.rd your t-ight·,
ti·tle and
in
th'i s
Agr-eeme'r'lt
on the ten-·ms 9est:ribed
in
Pat-c>.graph 9 <B> belol'1.
This 'Offer- to !:!a:fegLia.rd !ll!~tst .be in
wt·iting and i t mLtst ir.u:::lL!de a :rist of all of tll'e customers
in
r-espect of Nhom yo.u h~.ve a. right to r-ecei v.e ·commissions..
If l-Je do not accept the ass·i gnment .o·F your i nt:erests in this
Agreement
within
thirty (30) days after· we rec:eive your
offer-, then
Yc::;u

i nter-·est

CBJ
You may transfer- your right,
title and
interest in
this Agreement
to a third person who must be ~pproved by
Sc.f eg•-lard 1 bu.t Safeguar-d agrees not to unr-easonably withhold
its approval.
The following shall be examples o~ reasonable
grounds for- withholding approval:
(i)
Iii)

the thir-d per-son has inadequate sales exper-ience;
the third party is a distributor of

products or

competitive

supplie~;

-!5-
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p.arty wi;tl nat agree to ctevote full
·<iii>· the thit-d
time to t/'le bu!;;ihess of the distr-ibutorship,
and
active:.J.y participate in its sales activities
,!>.nd
efforts.;
(iv>
the third party has poor credit
has be1'!;1n convicted of a felony;

e~:perience

or

!v)
the third party_ is a ·s·afeguard distr-ibutot·, was a
Safegu,;trd .di.st-ri.bLLtor- .or assoc:i'e.te ·di.stributor whose
a:ontr.-act was t.ermina·ted,
or a Safeguard employee whose
e·(lip 1 aynient 1-1a.s t'i:nrd ncOl.t·ed;

<vi)
the third p~rt;Y. fai l:s to agree to accept ne~>J IJ~t
(;: oimill,.ssi dn ~:"·aquirement·S' f hl'e.d by Sa-f·eg,!Jar-d and tlje
t·et·.ms
and
c·oJMJ-it.ioms.
of
Saf.eguar.d's
eKist·i·ng
d·i st:ri tll.ltGr agr·eement.

Safeg'i..tt:i,rc,t

~i

me.~~ payin~nts

11

on
of
circum<;>tancJ?s:

·tenn;i,~:~i:l'!:i

this

t_q yoLt or your. est.:Ite aft:·er
Agree~ent L.lnd~r
th~
~oLlb~ing

('A)
I f H) You term.inate the Agreement;
(i i l you
die or
become pe~manently disabled during the initial
five-year
t·erm.;
or (iii' Safeguard t·ermi nates this Agr·eement for a.ny
of
th.e reasons set forth in paragraphs 7 CBl
or 7
CC),
Safeguard will
pay you Cmr ybur estatel for two (2)
years
after- th·e .ef-fective date pf termination 50% of
the then
current c.omm.ission P'ayment sched•.1le on ·all r~pea.t sales of
Safeguar.-.d S.ystems to cttstC;imers from l'lhom you were entitled
to ·receive cqmmissic::nis whi:le this Agreement \'Ia? still
in
ef f e.c·t.
Safeguard l"'i :).1 not, ho~:jeyet-, make any SL!CI:l payments
if
dLW-i ng the t~>Jo-yeat· p·et·iod yo!.! sell or .attempt to se'll
services,
pt·aduc.ts, or sup·plies l'lhit:h e.re competitive Nith
Safeguar-d ser'vic;;!.s, pt·oducts or- supplies, eithet- on yo1...tt- own
~~half or on beMAlf of others,
or if ~ou fail to deli~er tous
within ten (10) ~ays of the date of termination all
of
the Safegl!ta-r-d trade sec1·ets aod -confidential
information
list~d
in
paragraph 10, and cooperate with us in the
~ransfer
of
th~
customer accounts to us or
to
our
r-epn:?sentat ive.
<B>
If,
a·ft-et· this Agreement lias been in effect for
mot·e
than five
(5)
yea~s
(i) you die or become permanently
disabled;
ot(ii>
you transfer yoLtr rights under the
Agreement to Safeguard,
S.?.feguard wi 11 pay you
Cot· your
estate>
for
four
(4 > yeat·s a-fter the effective date of
termination
50% of the then current commission schedule on
all repeat sales of Safeguard Systems to customers from whom
you
were .entitled to receive commissions while
this
Agreement was still in effect.
Safeguard will not, however,
make any such paym~nts if during the tour year period you

-b-
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sell or attempt to sell servi~es, products o~ supplies which
are
~ompetitive
with Safeguard servic~s,
products or
sUpplies either on your own behalf or ~n behalf of others,
or if yo~ fail to deliver to us within te~ (10> days of the
date .of termination all of the Safeguard trade secrets and
confi·denti.;~l
infor·mation listed in paragraph 1.0,
and
t:oopet-ate with us in the transfer of these customer accounts
to us or to our representative.
(G:)
Safeguat·d wi 11 make addi ti oAal p.ayments ta yo~t
<ot~
y8ur
est.a·te)
if Safeg.t.tard sells the r.·i~hb; to receive
C!:lmmi·ssion.s to wh·ich yoLt WEIUl·d have been: entitled exc:ept for
'i:el"'m!i:na:t:ion and you· m· your estate ..:rn2 then ent.itled to
p-ayments
under <B> ab·o.ve.
Tliese addi t:ion:ai p.ayments wi 11
·.eqma-1 :tt.re· di·f.'ference, if al'ly, b'e:tl-leen the am·ount r·eceived by.
Safe.gLrard on th& sale af sl:t!::.h rights an.;j t.he -amount pa~.;.:bl'e
:!:·o .y:o-u utldl:lr-- <B> ab!l¥e.
·saf..eg.!Ja,rcj h:as and ·.;\ss•.:Line's no duty
>t:o 11\B:ke· "'· .s·a·).e o.f ti;Je right? .-af'ld i.f the ri.QIVt's ai-·e sold
and
.t.·l;l~n
P·.eac·qi.!i.t-·e.d :by St>.+e9Ltar:d;
Ba,t:~gL!iWcl's only ob.l;igatio~;~
w.iJ.l
be to make tl:i.e payments clLte t:m.der th·e first
sale.
SafeguaFd· may sell' th.e rig.hts on. su.ch t·en!le ~nd ctml:j±tions
as it oe·~ i e·ves to l:!e in its q~m be.st i nte;!re.st a.m:l sui tabl ~
for
its b1<1n purpo~es whether" or not this ymul.d aff.ec·t the
}'"etw·n to you C:H" yc;>LII'' estate.

(0)
lf this Agt·eement is tet·min•ated for any reason
before
we co1lect the full amount remaining with ~espect
to the
customer ·account rights being a.ssi gned to y.ou,
y.ou shall
nave no fur·ther liabilit')'' for· additional p.;..yments,
but
you
~hall
also receive no paymen~s tinder ~his
Paragraph 9,
wntil
the r•mainder of such amount set ~orth in Paragraph
5<0) is paid in full.

In
consideration· of Safeguan:l's ·appointing you as
a
distributor of Safeguard Systems, and in recogl'lition that a.s
a
sales a!Jen.t you have an oblig.ation to your principal
to
r·eturn
all
of Safeguard· s· :trade
sel!:.rets
or
sthet·
confidential information upon the termin~tion of the agericy,
yot..t agn"e that upon the termination of this A·greement
fot~.ny
r€le.son you will immediately retLn-n to Safe.guard aLl
originals and copies of Safeguard's:
customer files
and
records
(including past ordering history,
samples and
imprints),
customer lists,
price books or price lists,
referral
source lists,
product manuals or other
product
training materials in your possession,
custody or control;
and all sales aids,
sales brochures, design form trays,
de·monstration boards,· and other Safeguat·d sales mo?.terials
which were given to you by Safeguard.
You agree that these
are trade secrets and confidential information belonging
to
Safeguard and you will
not disclose any of
such trade
secrets or confidential information about Safeguard or the

-7-
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nature of its business to. any tr•ird
yse .any such i.nfor-mation othet- than
,set-vice as a Sa.feguat-d distributor.

.parti~s

and you will not
in connection With your-

Upor.l te.-rrtina.tion of this Agreement for any r·eason you also
agree. th.at ym.1 shall assign to Safeguard or its de.signee the
.bLI~.i·n,ess tei e·phone number ( s > and post o-ff i !=.e box
n\-lmber <s>
used .in connec;t ion with you.r Saf.e.guard di str-i butot-shi ID. · V.ou
agr-s:e that you will sign such documents as may be requir-ed
by the· telephone company or post off i t:e to effec:tuat·e the
~ssi gn!l)ent
~n.d that if ydu f.ai 1 or refu!?e to d0 :50 by
t_h.;i!::!
"AgrEi_S>:rtier:~t
y<;>u ap.p.oint and consen-t; to Saf.eguard 's serv~ng a~
ymur .repr·esentat i ve to exe·c:Ltte any su.cl:l doc:u.ment.s on YOL,I!heha)f.
Al-so.,
for a per.i od of two C:2.>- y.e.ars a:ft1=r tti.is Agre.emen-1! is
i!erminated,
L-Ji:t:h'in the terri·tory, described in A:ttae:tunent A
Y.S!-1 ·~gt-~e t.hat ~:1.~ t-e-!=tl y or i ndi r.ectl y, on y~t~r o"m benai f or
btl bietia~f :qf any oth~t- j:Jen:?Orl,
c:.dmpi'tAY or entity.~. yo"U ·wi.'H
not so.licit,
se'll
or· atte(l\!'l:t :to s.e·n to any Sa:f~~Ltal""d
cust·omet-s., .at- p,en~s.c:m·s who wer.e cGntac:-l!.ed b.y yo!-t for- the
p.urp:ose El:f their- be.comi ng .a SafegL•.e>.l'"d ·customer'
sys.tel}"iS orsen-vices,
sLfpplies or products .c·amp-e'bitive with syst·ems.,.
~erviaes, supplies or products availab~e from Safegu•rd.
1:f you. viol at.e any 9f the a.bove agreements,
you ackno..-Jl edge
t·bat the t-emedy at law f1m- viol.a,tion ·cannot be tompensated
only by ·money dam-ag;:;s.
Safeguarcl wi 11 be en·ti t-l.ep to
temporary and permanent equitable relief to prohibit you
f1~olri.
continLting t.o violate your Agreement even if no mor.~ey
damages tan b~ prmvan.

lr.. the event any of the provi s·i uns of para.graph
10 ar~?
:cleem.ed
to e:·:ceed the time or geographic
1 imi ta·tions
perm.itted by applicable laws,
you and we ·agree that tfrle
provisions are essent,al for Safv~uard's protection and that
they shall be reformed to the .m~ximu.m time or g~ograph~c:
limitation permitte~ by app1icable laws.

This

Agreement

covering

the

sh~ll

supersede and replace

products

and

services

any

covered

agr-eement
by
th.i 5

Agreement, previously signed by you.

If
any provisio.n or part of this Agreem!=nt shall
be held
invalid,
the r~st of the Agreement sh~ll still be binding
upon each of the parties,
such invalid provision or part
being deemed severa.ble in nature.
In addition, if Safeguat-d
elects not to enforce any of the terms of the Agreement at
any time,
its failure to do so shall not be deemed a waiver
of its right to enforce that or any other part at some later

time.
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Thi.s Agreemsnt
shall
be bi.nding
nat
Safeguat-d,
but
also an each ef
t:he
successors and assigns of bath parties.

only an
ya.u.
and
heirs,
e:< ep. tt or s,

By signing th.is
Agreement you: acknowl-edge tl:lat no ora-1
representations c-ontrary to any of the. wt-i tten terms of this
Agreement
have been made· ·to yo4 ·by ~nybr:~e employed· by· 01representing SafeQuard.
You s·pE:!C::!.fic~.l;ly· ~cknowledge. th.at
~afeguard
h-as
e:<P.lair-red
to yo,,.~· tha.t:
H
carinot prdvide
assur-.ances that i t ~i 11. pr·ov.id.e. y.cl,\ wi.th unl i.mi ted
or
any
preeetenn.ined level of support or training,
t.h.?.t. any of the
.i:ust·omet-s identified
in
Attq.!=h:mer.rt I? w~ 11: .t-onti nus
b:J
·t-ec:lt-der.- :the same pro!:h:.tct or s·iJiJ.i !.ar ?n:!t:Jf..m'j::s. i.n t.t"ll= f!-\:t!4r~,
Glr
tti.o.>.t ~ny pu.ct) c~rS<tolner- stll.l r~mc>S·hs :!. n =ttct:si·::ne=i5 or may
not app,ear mdr-!'! th~n Of).C:e on -l:lj_e ~:ist, p:cjs.sibly under
dj,.f:fen\mt
hamas..
Yoq unaer.-·st.ao.d "-that SafegL•.ard·· Oflly
t-epres-ents to you that :tl'le cusfome.trs wJ,os.~ names a.re on
th.e
1 i st
have
in· the
past
bGug"ht. Safeguard products
and
services,
and they w~re attrib~ted to a fo~mer
distributor
l'lhose
Safeguard
acc:ouni;s ar-e .b-~ing qss·igned tEJ. you.
You
also ..acknow.l e.dge that you have recei Y.ad an e:q:il an at ian
of·
how the pt'-ice of the ri.ghts an.d intet-.E.sts beinClJ assigned to
you
set fot-th in paragraph 5 (0) aRd t.he c>.nmu\'1
csmmi ssi on
quotc>.s
set
forth in paragraph 7(8) have been
calculated.
Having
reviewed
the Agreement carefully
and
having
been
given
the
opportuni·ty to discu.ss i t \'lith ar:o ..;..ttm·ney madvi sor of your choi c:e, you accept thi·s Agreement and agt-.ee
to be bound by its terms.

SAFE.GWARD ·BUSINESS SYSTEMS,

Agreed

and

'·

If~C.

accepted:

~~
By~~~~------~--------U I
..
J:v7

I_., /''"'""'
Date: --JG/f.Z'~.L~'-....(..
________ _

-9-
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Attachment A

You shall .have the non-el<clusi ve right to ca.ll
users of Safeguard Systems in the geographical
b.elow.

on prospective
area descri b.ed

'' ALEX·ANDER" .BAS.E:

Ad'a, Adams., .B'annoc.k, Bear Lal{e, Bi rig ham,
Co.un:t.i.e.s in Idaho:
Bl.ai ne,. .Bo:i..se,
Bmnnevi;l.le-1
But·te, Camas 1 Cia'nyoo 1 Car'i bdt,r,
Cassia.,
1;-l.;;>.r·k, ·GL~,ster ,. El·m.ore, .Proilnlcl in,. Fr~mo11t;
G~m.,
13~;>-qd.i.n:g,. .;;Je.:f.fers.on,.
JElrome:, T.e1;en, Twtr.a Fail.s.., V~ll!;!y, an.d
Wa.!;ihingi.;.on.•
C.aunti es in Or·eg.cm r t'lal huer.

"J.

C.LOSE" BAf!>IE::

Got:tn.ties

in Idaho:· Bannock,
Bear Lake,
Bingham·,
Blaine
th'e cities of St..m Va-lley, Hailey and Ketcham [see
At:taGhment C for exact bot..tndar-iesJ and Bellievt..!e ~- Sta!)ley>·,
Bonneville~ Butte, Caribou, Cassia, Clark, Custer, Franklin,
Fremont,
Goo.<;ling rthat part whi c:h 1 ies on a horizontal 1 ine
pb.t,~th
of
the city of Gooding and Bliss,
lda.ho e):cepted) 1
Jeffmrson,
Jerome,
Lemhi,
Ltncoln,
Madison,
Minidoka,
bneida 1 Pamer, Teton, and Twin Falls.
(e;~ceptillg

002408

Attachment B

You shall have the exclusive right to the cOmmissions on sales of
S'afeguard Sys·tems to:
Ci)
each customer
in your saLes territory described in
Attachment A whose first order df Safeguard Systems is
direct! y a t-esul t of your effot-ts c...nd ·c:redi ted to yoL1; a.nd
Cii)

the following Safeguard

custome~s:

<P.er A.ttached)

however,
you sha-ll
not receive ca·mnrissions from repeat orders
·ft-om custdmer~ originally lt!'-c:ated in yaLtr tet-ri·toFy or:~ce they
have moved from the territory.
In ~d~ition, your exclusive right
to commissions on sales of S.afe~uard Systems to any customer
shall
expire if that customer has not purchased any Safegu.;;.rd
S';.'Stem and paid in fLtll fot- sLII;:h purchase, within thirty-six (36)
months after the invoice date of such customer's last prior
purchase of any Safeg~ard Sy•t~m.

INT
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ADDENDUM NO. 1

NAME

DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE

AND

One-w~-

i te Accounting Syst-ems-manu.al systems in whi c:h s.everal
for
different
r·ecord'ing
func:tior.s
al""e
hel'c:l
in
.alignment on compact writing boar·ds so t-hat a single writing
on the top form produces the s~me entry on the forms .l:lenef'th
throt,.lr.Jh l.lse of ca~-bon 01- "no-c<?-~-ban required"
pap.el"".
Al ~o
inc:ludecl in ·th'is product line are the writing b'Oard.:s, tray.s,
l;l·inders
and other non~pap.er itE;?ms sold .?.n. cor:Uu.nctimn witli
~e f al-.loE?.
fa~-ms

CDMt·HBSIDN RAT&: AN'D TERNS OF PA.Vt1'ENT TO VGJU.
35% ·of n?t !:;al.es 1
su.b,jec;t to ttie terms of t!;-1:1 payment
~hargeback p1-.ovisions d.escr.~bed Hr Paragr.-aph G(C).

Effec:t·ive Date:

and

June 1, 1987
SAFEGUARD BUS I NESS SYSTEI1S,

INC.

Accepted:

'"·

~fLO_

By:\-~~~-----UDistributor

Da.te:

, j

t

/.."Jt>->

~;-"J-.?-f-9.)__________,___ _

!~IT
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ADDENDUM NO. 2

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SE;RVI.CE
a.
Financial Repo~ting Program - a batch-mode computerized
General
Ledger system used to prepar·e Fi r.tanc:i a~
Statements
for sm~ll and medium s1 ze !n.!si,ne.sses.
The basic Fina.ncial
Stc:>.tements include a Balam;e Sh.ee.t+ Ear-ning-s Sta.tement and
th·e General Ledger.
b.
Professibn?-1
T.j,:meke·eping .Sy,;ste(ll p. batch
prc;ll:.f'!ssing.
service avc>.i lable tGJ acc.buntants~ architects, er,g·ine!;'!rs anti
to othet- professi onai s 'th<¥t pro:vi.des th·em wit-h d~tai l.eci
i-nformation on the uti liza1;~on of ti'.me f.Cll'" b.i 11 ing anti
management purpos~s .•
COMt'liSS~ON

RATE AND ·Tr=:RMS OF PAYNE.NT TO YOU

15/. of
net sales f-or- each pr:bd.t.Jt;t,, subject to the terms
.of payment .:>.nd chargeback. p.rovisiC!ns desc.r-ibeg in f'a.ragraph

5<C>.

SET UP

POLl CY

Commission of 157. on all charges bill~d ~o the customer
Financial Reporting Program set up charges.

fbr

With respect to the Professional Timak~eping System, if a
Sa-feguard Account Repr-esentative does the set LIP,
Safegt.t&n:i
will
keep the $200.00 base charge as well as all additional
fees.
Hm·1ever, if an Accou.n i.: ReRresentati v.e emp 1 ay.ed by the
distributor and certified by Safeguard does the set up,
the
distt-ibL•.tor shall
be ~ntitle:d to t!re base charge,
and
Safeguard shall be ent~tled to all additipn~l fees.
Effective Date: June 1, 1987

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.
Accepted:

Ety~~~-----c:Joi~tributor
....

o~te:_~~~~~:.f___________ _

lNT
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ADDENDUM NO... 3
NAME: AN.U DESCRIPTION PF PRODUCT DR SERVICE
Dental Practice System - a batch-mode computerized business
system for d~ntists that generates weekly and
monthly
inf9rmation
on
prbductio~,
collections,
receiv•~lesl
insLu:--ahc.e, t-eca~l and other !=!ental busin.ess indic.;~.tors.
DDMt11SSION RATE AND TER'MS 8F PAYMENT TO YOU
15·%
of' net
s<;~les,
~<:hargeback p·revisions

SE;;1 UF'

subjec:t to the terms of
pay(ne11t
desc:t-:i.b'ed in F:aragrapn 5. (C).

and

P.m.. ICY

1-f

a

Saf.e~ua~-a.

up ,:

the ·set
5af. eg,H-c.n:i.

Account Repre.s;'~nt.ati ve haridl es the set.
ar:ltl conver·si.on fee wt 11
be ret·a.i ned by

up.
·

if. atT ,At:.co1:.1n.t f:ep~-~sent;ati ve employed by the distributor an-d
cer-tified -by 'Saf~g:u~rd handles the set up,
the dis.tributot;;;ha.ll be e.nti tle.i:l. to the set up and conversion fee.
~ffective

Date: June 1

1

1987
SAFE13UARD BUSINESS S¥STEJ:15,

By:

INC<

/~ ()~12'

_./ktJ.llt_A,-.f
r;) ( .,
7
F't

-~

..

_L _____ _

s1den

-Accepted:

~

By:~~~---~~-----(JDi stri b•-ltor
()

Date:_~~~~~~~-----------
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ADDENDUM NO. 4

NAME AND DESCRIPTI"Ot-.1 OF PRODUCT DR" SERVICE
t1e.di cal Practice System - a b.·atch-mode computeri:zed accounts
receiva)Jle system -for the l?hysi·cian's office or medica.lrelat·ed firms.
I t pt-ovid.e? weekl:y and monthly infot-mation
on production,
collections, recei_vables, insur!3nce, l:)illing
statement.s, and other financial management reports.
CDI'11'liSS:WN

15%

RATE AND TER1'15 'OF PAYMENT- TO YOU

of

sales, subject to the terms o.f
pt-ovisions descori be:d in Paragraph 5

ri.at

chargebacl~

payment

and

<Dl.

SET I..!P POLlC:Y:
H
a Safeguard AccGI.lA t Rep ~-e.s.errt·a t ·~ ve. handles the set
up,
the set Lfp and conversio~ fee will be retained by
Sa·-fegLiai'"tl.
If an Account Represgntative employed by the distributor and
by Safeguard handles the set up,
the distributor
shall be entitled to the set up and conversion fee.

~ertified

E;ffecti:Ve Date: June 1,

1987

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.

By:

~~h~±_l
__~~·!;9t__-,i. _____ _
Pre~i.dent
I

Accepted;
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ADDENDUM NO.

5

NAt1E AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT DR SERV'lCE

Short Run Continuous Forms - forms that fit the requtrements
pf.

personal

and business computet-s and \>Jh i r;::h are

quantities of 500 to 10,000.

The forms consist of

s.ol d

1.1"!

F'r-e-~et

f..orm.s
wh.i t:h are stock
i terns
designed. to fit. numer.all"f/
hardware and soft·war-e combi nati o·fl~;
Semi·-c.!-lS1;oip forms w~ic;f::l

are sold when there is not enough v6lu~e in an it*m to s~ptk
i t ai;; a Pr.e-set; Custom Fot:""ms 1-'l.hich a.re desi-gned t~;r Cl,.ls:t.omer.
pr·efer-ei'I.CE5j
envelop-es
t-un
in
COI'ItinllDUS
-f,sshian;
1etterhead; and c:he.cks run iro continuo•~ls fashion.
'C1Jt1t1J.SS!O_N·
30'Y.

R~TE

of

AND T[::'RMS OF PAYt1ENT TD \1.01::.1

net sco.l es,
st:.!b j ect t.o th.e terms
i:Jf
pay.ment
provisions described in Paragraph 5(C).

a·nd.

cha~geback

EffEctive Date: June 1, 1987
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,

INC.

Accepted:

By:q_,~~h
_____
. _""........,(Ji;tribLttor

Date:_~~~:?.~~~-----------
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ADDENDUM NO. 6

NAME ANF> DESCRIPTION OF

F'RODUCT DR

SERV!"GS:

Col m- Coded Fi 1 i ng Systems - A sy.stem uti 1 iz i ng p)len · shelf
filing with end tab file folder~ so·ld under the nr.o.me
Safeguard Color Sentt-y ~n·d de,;;igned around a series of
labels.
Each label ha!:; .?.n arei'\. !for its own color code and
SP.ac:e for a· lettet- or ·nt.rrc.ber.
These l.ati.el:s are then .;lpplied
·l:o
the end tabs of the -fi1.e .Prolders in S!?qt-ter.u::e det1;1rmined
by the u.ser - .eitl:}et.- A'lphabet'i.;:., NLtmeric or Terminal Digit.
CDt1t·1I SS I QI\J RATE. AND TERt·1S r:!F F'AVti!EN.f TO YOU

3$7; of net sales of
labe;l:·s, ·'fo.lden~,
pr_qt.ectors,
sheif
gt.noes,
envelope folr;i"ers a.m;l s.IJ.elving subje_ct to t-he
terms
of
payment and chc>.rgeba·=k prdvi·s·ions descr~ibed in F'a(agr-c>.pti
5CC>.

Effective Date:

June 1,

1987
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,

INC.

By~~----unistrib•_ttor

Date=--~~~~~~----------

I
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ADDENDUt·i NO. 7

NAt·1E

AND ·DESCRIPTION OF

P.RODUCT DR SERVICE

Color Ma-ster
FiHng System - A sy.stem Lltilizing custom
cabinet·s
with
drawe~-s
that
accommodate
files
that are
susp·ended
by plasti(;: hangers and col-•;:;r coded
with
top
ioadi'fig
tabs.
These tabs ar-e utilized ·t·o color
cod.e
the
.alph.abei;.,
client
ir'tfot-mati·or.J and a recall system accor-ding
to. a· C:t.ls·toinet- 's neecfs .

.GOt.-1tHSS-ION

RATE

"AI'lD TER!,1S· OP PA·YMENt

25'l. o-F ne-t sal-es of l·ab·els,

t;_abs, folders, enVfl!).ope poLtahe·s·

and s"heh.d ng sLtbjec·t to :the ter-ms of .paYnient anti
provisiorrK described in Para@raph 5(01.

charg~I:Ja<::.k

DEFINITIONS AND OTHEF: COt1t1ENTS:

entitled to p~yment
under
customer mt.•.st h;?.Ve purchased
ColotMa:ster Filing S·rs-tems from you prior to the
date of
your tsrmination.

In

ord•r

Para-grap.h.s

Effective Date:

to
9

receive

<A>

and be

or 9 CB> ,

a

June 1, 1987

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.

Accepted:

Date:_~~~~~=z __________ _
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AGREEMENT

This Agreement, made effective as of August 1, 2006 among Thurston Enterprises, Inc., an
Idaho corporation having it principal place of business in Boise, Idaho {"Seller"), T3 Enterprises, Inc.,
an Idaho corporation ("Buyer"), and SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. ("Safeguard"), a
Delaware corporation having its principal place of business in Dallas, Texas.
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, Seller and Safeguard are parties to a Regional Distributor Agreement dated June
2, 1987 (the "Distributor Agreement"), under which Seller is acting as a sales agent in the territory set
forth therein (the "Territory") for Safeguard One-Write Systems, and other printed materials and
supplies sold to customers in the TelTitory therewith; and
WHEREAS, Seller desires to assign Seller's rights under the One-Write Agreement and Data
Processing Agreement (the "Agreements"), to solicit, and receive commissions on, orders of Systems in
respect to the customers listed in Safeguard's computer under Distributor# 445-03 and XRT-03, 44703, XRG-03 (collectively, the "Rights"); and
WHEREAS, Seller also desires to tum over to Buyer a list of referral sources such as bankers,
accountants, attorneys, consultants, bookkeepers, software developers, resellers, installers and the like
(collectively, the "Influence Keys") from whom Seller has obtained leads or assistance in soliciting
Safeguard business within the counties listed within this agreement as shown on the attached Exhibit
"A"; and

WHEREAS, subject to the conditions stated herein, Safeguard desires to approve the
assignment of Rights to Buyer on the terms and conditions set f01ih below; and
WHEREAS, Seller represents that the customers listed under Distributor Distributor # 445-03
and XRT-03, 447-03, XRG-03 (the "Customers") are customers fi·om whom Seller has solicited orders
of Systems within the Territory; and
WHEREAS, Seller represents that Exhibit "B" is a list ofinfluence Keys from whom Seller has
obtained leads or assistance in soliciting Safeguard business.
NOW THEREFORE, the parties, intending to be legally bound, and in reliance upon the
representations, wananties and other terms set fo11h herein, agree as follows:
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1.

Sale and Assignment. Subject to the terms and conditions hereinafter set forth, Seller

hereby assigns to Buyer all of Seller's llights to solicit, and receive commissions on, orders of Systems
from the Customers listed under distributor Distributor # 445-03 and XRT-03, 447-03, XRG-03, and
turns over to Buyer the list ofinfluence Keys shown on Exhibit "B," and sells, transfers and conveys to
the Buyer the office equipment shown on Exhibit "C.".

2.

Effective Date. This agreement shall be effective as of the close of business on July 31,

3.

Purchase Price and Payment Terms.

2006.
Buyer shall pay to the Seller the sum of

$598,118.32 (total price includes interest at 7%) as the total consideration (hereinafter called "Purchase
Price") for all of the Seller's rights described herein, said sum to be payable by the Buyer to the Seller
as follows:
(a) The Buyer shall pay the Purchase Price to the Seller in equal monthly installments

of

$4,984.32 per month for 120 months, including interest at the rate of 7% per annum, commencing on
the lst day of August, 2006, flrst initial payment on the 15 111 day of September 2006 and on the 15 1h day
of each and every month thereafter, until the entire remaining unpaid balance, plus interest, has been
paid in full.
(b) All payments shall be credited flrst to accrued interest, then to principal.
(c) Buyer shall be entitled to make principal prepayments at any tirne without penalty. Partial
prepayments shall not excuse the Buyer's obligation to make regular monthly payments as set forth
herein.
In view of the inherent business risks in a transaction of this nature, which risks Buyer has
fi·eely elected to assume, Buyer understands and agrees that no Monthly Payments made by Buyer prior
thereto shall be returned to Buyer in the event Buyer's Regional Distributor Agreement with Safeguard
te1minates for any reason, whether voluntary or involunta1y.

2
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(d) Payment of principal

an~

interest shall be govemed by the amortization schedule shown on

exhibit D.
4.

Manner of Payments

(A)

Buyer promises to pay to Seller each Monthly Payment at the time the same is due. For

the purpose of providing funds for t~e making of the Monthly Payments, and for so long as any amount
shall be owed by Buyer to Seller under this agreement, Buyer authorizes Safeguard to withhold from
mont11ly commissions otherwise payable by Safeguard under Buyer's Regional Distributor Agreement
an amount equal to the applicable Monthly Payment, and to remit such Monthly Payment directly to
Seller. Buyer will assume and cover the cost of Safeguard providing this payment service.
(B)

At such time as Buyer's obligations to Seller are fully satisfied, the authorization for

Safeguard to withhold commissions shall cease. Nothing stated herein shall be interpreted to relieve
Buyer of the obligation to pay each Monthly Payment as and when due regardless of whether or not
Buye1Js net commissions on the applicable Safeguard sales for the month in question arc sufficient to
cover the amount of such Monthly Payment, or regardless of whether or not any one or more of the
Customers have ceased ordering fi·om Safeguard, have gone out of business, or have moved out of the
Territ01y.
(C)

Buyer hereby authorizes Safeguard to deduct the Monthly Payments from Buyer's gross

monthly commissions and remit the Monthly Payment directly to Seller or Seller's designated account,
and Buyer agrees to pay Safeguard's annual charges in connection therewith. As of the effective date of
this agreement these charges equal $250.00 annually.
5.

Termination of Buyer's Regional Distributor Agreement.
(A)

The payment obligations of Buyer to Seller under this agreement and the assignment of

Rights to Buyer by Seller shall continue only so long as Buyer's Regional Distributor Agreement is in
effect and shall expire upon any termination of such Regional Distributor Agreement. In the event of
any such termination, Safeguard shall, as Seller's authorized agent, with reasonable promptness, at
Safeguard's discretion, either:

3
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(1)

Reassign to a subsequent Assignee the Rights previously assigned to Buyer, to the extent
then possible, subject to an obligation on the part of any subsequent Assignee of such
Rights to assume the unfulfilled payment obligations to Seller; or

(2)

assume the unfulfilled payment obligations of Buyer; or

(3)

reassign, to the extent then possible, the Rights to Seller.

In the event Safeguard proceeds under option (1), Safeguard shall attempt to reassign the Rights
for the then outstanding balance of the Purchase Price due to Seller so long as Safeguard shall not be
required to lower its standards for the selection of distributors just to recruit an Assignee who is willing
to assume the entire outstanding balance of the Purchase Price that is then due to Seller. In the event
Safeguard proceeds under option (3), Seller shall reintegrate the customer base in question under the
Seller's current Distributor Agreement. Any reassignment of Rights to a subsequent Assignee or to
Seller shaH include the conunission rights to any other customers for whom Buyer has placed orders of
Systems within the Ten·itory after the effective date.
(B)

In the event Buyer's Regional Distributor Agreement terminates for any reason,
whether voluntaty or involuntary, Buyer acknowledges and agrees that Buyer shall have
no further rights to the Customers or interest in and to the Rights. Since the Rights to
the Customers will either be reassigned to a subsequent Assignee, assumed by
. Safeguard, or reassigned to Seller, Buyer acknowledges and agrees that it would deprive
Seller, Safeguard and any such subsequent Assignee of the anticipated benefit of that
transfer if Buyer were to compete against them. Accordingly, in such event Buyer
agrees until Seller's Purchase Price is fully paid, or, if sooner, for a period of two (2)
years after the date of Buye1Js te1mination, Buyer, directly or indirectly, will not sell,
solicit, attempt to sell or assist others to sell or attempt to sell products or services
competitive with products or services available from Safeguard to any of the Customers,
to any of the Influence Keys, or to any other customers for whom Buyer has placed
orders of Systems within the Territmy after the effective date. In addition, in such event
Buyer shall promptly tum over to Safeguard and any subsequent Assignee all
Confidential lnfonnation relating to the Customers, to any other Safeguard customers,
4
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and to such Influence Keys, and Buyer agrees not to use any such Confidential
Infonnation for Buyer's own benefit or to disclose such Confidential Infonnation to any
third parties. Finally, in such event Buyer shall execute all fonns of agreements or other
documents necessaty or appropriate so as to assign or transfer to Safeguard and such
Assignee further use of all telephone numbers, facsimile machine numbet'S, and post
office box mailing addresses previously used by Buyer to receive communications,
orders and telephone messages from any of the Customers, other Safeguard customers
and such Influence Keys. Buyer shall, thereafter, promptly refer to Safeguard and such
Assignee all communications, orders and telephone messages fi·om any of the
Customers, other Safeguard customers and such Influence Keys about Safeguard or its
products. As used in this paragraph, the tenns "directly or indirectly," "competitive" and
"Confidential Information" as to Buyer shall have the same definition to that set forth in
section 13 as to Seller, and section 13 shall also serve to define the range of products and
services available from Safeguard. Buyer recognizes that the restrictions contained in
this section S(B) are reasonable and necessary and that any violation will result in
substantial and irreparable injury to Safeguard and Seller. Accordingly, Buyer agrees
that any violation of these provisions by Buyer shall entitle Seller or Safeguard, in
addition to any other rights either of them may have, to prelimina1y and permanent
injunctive relief and other equitable relief in any court of competent jurisdiction. In the
event that any of the provisions of this section 5(B) shall be deemed to exceed the scope
pe1mitted by applicable laws, then such provisions shall be deemed refonned to the
maximum scope pe1mitted by the applicable laws.

If for any reason any term or

provision of this section 5(B) is ever held to be invalid or unenforceable, all other valid
provisions herein shall remain in full force and effect and all terms, provisions and
paragraphs of this section 5(B) shall be deemed to be severable in nature.

(C)

In the event Buyer fails to pay any Monthly amount, when due, without good cause, to

Seller, and if Buyer's default shall continue for a period of (10) days after written notice from Seller to
both Buyer and Safeguard, Seller .shall in addition to any other remedies, be entitled to cause Buyer to
5
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reassign to Safeguard all of Buyer's rights, title and interest pursuant to the Regional Distributor
Agreement entered into by and between Buyer and Safeguard.
6.

Buyer's Continuing Obligation To Seller.

Notwithstanding the provisions of

Paragraph 5 herein, the Buyer shall remain obligated to the Seller until such time as the Seller has been
paid the entire Purchase Price due and payable hereunder. The Buyer shall receive appropriate credits
against the unpaid balance for any amounts received by the Seller in the event Safeguard proceeds
pursuant to Paragraphs 5 (A) (I) or (2). The Buyer's obligations to the Seller shall be unaffected by
any future changes in the corporate structure, ownership or existence of Safeguard or any of its
subsidiaries, owners or related entities, including, without limitation, NEBS or Deluxe.
7.

No Exclusive Rights.

Nothing contained in this agreement shall be construed as

granting to Buyer the exclusive right to act as a distl'ibutor of Systems or any other Safeguard products
or services in the Territory or in any portion ofthe Territory.
8.

Representations and Warranties of Seller and Buyer.

(a)

ln addition to any other representations and wan·anties contained in this agreement,

Seller represents and warrants to Safeguard and Buyer that:
(I)

There is no provision of any existing contract (inclucling contract with any of Seller's
past or present associate distributors) or agreement binding on Seller or affecting Selle1Js
prope1ty or the Rights, which would conflict with or in any way prevent the execution,
de!ive1y or carrying out of the te1ms of this agreement.

(2)

Seller is the sole owner of all of the Rights, and has the complete and unrestricted right,
power and authority to assign the Rights and to turn over the list of Influence Keys fi·ee
of all liens, pledges, claims or other encumbrances of any kind or nature whatsoever,
including but not limited to claims of other Safeguard distributors to having rights in and
to any of the Customers.

(3)

Neither Seller nor Safeguard has any liability or obligation to any person who is or was
previously an associate distributor or sales representative of Seller.

(4)

The Rights and the business and operations of Seller's distributorship have not been, and
are not threatened to be, materially adversely affected in any way.
6
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(5)

Prior to the effective date, Seller (i) has conducted the business related to the Rights
solely in the ordinary course, (ii) has used Seller's best efforts to maintain the relations
and goodwill with the Customers, with the Influence Keys, and with any others having
business relations with Seller, and (iii) has not made any extraordinary or unusually
large sales to the Customers, or entered into ·any other kind of business arrangements
with the Customers which create a risk of prejudice or unfairness to Safeguard or Buyer.

(6}

No Customer and no Influence Key has infonned Seller that it is not prepared to deal
with Safeguard or Buyer after the effective date, and Seller knows of no reason why the
pattern of repeat sales of Systems after the effective date wil1 differ materially from the
pattern during the time when Seller was a Safeguard distributor.

(7)

Prior to the effective date, Seller has not disclosed any Confidential Infmmation (as
defined in paragraph 13(a) below) relating to the Customers and the Influence Keys to
any third patiy who is not affiliated with Safeguard, nor has Seller permitted any third
party who is not affiliated with Safeguard to observe or have access to such Confidential
Information for any reason.

(b)

ln addition to any other representations and warranties contained in this agreement,

Buyer represents and wan·ants to Safeguard and Sellet· that:
(1)

In executing this agreement Buyer relies solely on Buyer's own judgment, belief and
knowledge, and

~uch

advice as Buyer may have received from Buyer's own counsel.

Buyer acknowledges that Buyer has had the oppottunity to consult with advisors of
Buyer's choice. Except for representations of Seller expressly set forth herein, Buyer has
not been influenced by any representations or statements, including, for example,
representations or statements about future earnings or equity, made by or on behalf of
any persons or entities, including Seller and Safeguard.
(2)

Buyer has, at Seller's and Safeguard's urging, conducted Buyer's own diligent
investigation of the estimated revenues that Buyer can project himself to earn under
Buyer's Regional Disttibutor Agreement with Safeguard as compared to the obligations
Buyer is assuming under this agreement and Buyer's anticipated business expenses.
7
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Buyer has had the opportunity to contact and consult with as many current Safeguard
distributors as Buyer deemed appropriate. As part of Buyer's diligent investigation,
Buyer has become knowledgeable about the value of commission rights that have
previously been sold by other Safeguard distributors, Buyer has had access to
infonnation to enable Buyer independently to verify that Seller's Rights have a value that
is comparable to the commission rights sold in such prior transactions, and other than the
Confidential Information described in section 13 below, there is no information available
to Seller and Safeguard that Buyer has requested to enable Buyer to evaluate this
transaction which Seller and Safeguard have refused to provide to Buyer. Buyer is
freely and voluntarily entering into this transaction and executing this agreement based
solely upon Buyer's own full and diligent investigation, and not upon promises or
representations made by or on behalf of Seller or Safeguard. Buyer has carefully read
Buyer's Regional Distributor Agreement with Safeguard, and Buyer clearly understands
that Buye1•s right to enter into a "buy-sell" agreement such as this in the future is subject
to strict compliance with all terms and conditions of that Regional Distributor
Agreement.
(3)

Any financial data or other information submitted by Buyer to Seller and Safeguard is
accurate, complete and not materially misleading.

(4)

Until Seller's Purchase Price is fully paid, Buyer shall at all times devote Buyer's best
efforts to the sales, management and operation of Buyer's Safeguard Distributorship.

9.

Conditions to this Agreement. This agreement and the parties' perfonnance of their

respective obligations hereunder shall be subject to the following conditions, which may be waived by
the other parties but only in a writing that makes specific reference to this paragraph 9:
(a)

The representations and wan·anties set forth in paragraph 8 hereof shall be true as of the

effective date, and Seller and Buyer shall have performed all obligations required to be performed by
them hereunder.
(b)

Safeguard and Buyer shall have executed, as of the effective date hereof, a Regional

Distributor Agreement containing such terms, conditions and provisions as shall be agreed upon by
8
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Safeguard and Buyer, and Buyer shall have also executed such other documentation as Safeguard may
reasonably request.
(c)

Seller, Safeguard and Buyer shall have entered into mutually satisfactory agreement or

I
I

agreements relating to (i) Seller's assignment of, and the use by Safeguard and Buyer (after the effective
date) ofthe telephone number(s), facsimile machine number(s) and post office box(es) previously used
in connection with Seller's business as a Safeguard distributor, and (ii) the disposition of mail, orders
and other conununications of any kind from any ofthe Customers, and from any of the Influence Keys,
relating to Safeguard business and directed to any of Seller's office or home addresses after the
effective date.
(d)

Buyer shall have furnished Seller and Safeguard with all information reasonably

requested by them concerning (i) Buyer's financial condition, (ii) Buyees future plans as a Safeguard
Distributor, including a business plan for the three (3) to five (5) years following the effective date, and
(iii) Buyer's proposed sales organization.
10.

Indemnification.

Seller shall indemnify and hold Safeguard and Buyer harmless

against and in respect of any and all damage, loss, liability, deficiency, cost or expense resulting from
any misrepresentation or breach of warranty of Seller contained herein, or the nonfulfillment of any
agreement or covenant of Seller hereunder, any such amounts may be set off against the Monthly
Payments otherwise due to Seller over the months next succeeding the event, and any such set off shall
reduce the Monthly Payments and the Purchase Price due to Seller hereunder accordingly. Buyer shall
indemnify and hold Safeguard and Seller harmless against and in respect of any and all damage, loss,
liability, deficiency, cost, or expenses arising out of or resulting from any misrepresentation or breach
of wan·anty of Buyer contained herein, the nonfulfillment of any agreement or covenant of Buyer
hereunder, or any debt or expense incuJTed by Buyer after the effective date.
11.

Seller's Cooperation with Buyer and Safeguard. Seller will cooperate with Safeguard

and Buyer in informing the Customers and the Influence Keys of the assignment of Rights from Seller
to Buyer. Such cooperation shall include a letter of introduction, in a form previously agreed to by
Safeguard and Buyer, mailed at Buyer's expense to the Customers, and a personal and/or written
introduction of Buyer by Seller to the Influence Keys. Notwithstanding such letters and introductions,
9
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I

Buyer acknowledges and agrees that neither Seller nor Safeguard represents that such Customers will
continue to place orders, or that such Influence Keys will continue to provide referrals to Buyer after
the effective date.
Seller shall also execute all forms of agreements or other documents reasonably necessary or
appropriate so as to assign or transfer to Safeguard and Buyer, as of1 the effective date, use of all
telephone numbers, facsimile machine numbers anc! post office box mailing addresses used by Seller to
receive communications relating to Seller's business as a distributor of Safeguard's products and
services. Seller shall, after the effective date, promptly (i.e. within 24 hours) refer to Safeguard and
Buyer all communications, orders, referrals and telephone messages from any of the Customers or
Influence Keys about Safeguard or its products. Seller shall remain solely liable for all bills for
telephone or postal services provided to Seller, and any white or yellow page advertising placed by
Seller, in connecti9h with any of the foregoing numbers or boxes prior to the effective date; however,
Buyer shall assume the liability for such advertising covering the period following the effective date.
12.

Business Risks Assumed by Seller.
(A)

Seller understands tl:!at there are business risks in agreeing to receive installment

payments over an extended period of time. Seller has elected to assume such risks and was not induced
to do so by any representations, watTanties, assurances or guarantees by either Safeguard or Buyer to
the extent not explicitly set forth in this agreement.

Insofar as Buyer has made specific written

pJomises to Seller in this agreement, Seller agrees that it is Seller's responsibility, and not Safeguard's
responsibility, to seek to enforce such promises.
(B)

Nothing contained herein shall be construed to impose liability to Seller upon

Safeguard for any business decisions or actions taken or not taken by Safeguard with regard to Buyer;
nor shall this agreement impose upon Safeguard any obligation to consult with Seller before making
such decisions or taking (or not taking) such actions.
13.

Confidential Information, Non-Competition. Seller covenants and agrees as follows:

(a)

Seller recognizes and acknowledges that customer lists, including without limitation any

list of Customers; the list of Influence Keys; customer files, cards and records, including without
limitation, customer samples, imprints and ordering histories; methods of doing business; proprietaty
10
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computer software licensed from Safeguard; price lists and price books; sales volume figures;
information as to new developments in the business; and similar proprietary inf01mation in respect of
Seller's business as a Safeguard distributor or relating to Safeguard products and services, regardless of
whether in documentary fonn on other media (such as, without limitation, computer hard disk, diskette,
magnetic tape, microfiche, etc.) (collectively, the "Confidential Information") are valuable, special and
unique attributes of the Rights and the business of Safeguard. Accordingly, Seller shall not, directly or
indirectly, disclose or show to any person or entity or use for either of Se1lds own benefit, or for the
benefit of any business in which Seller has, or may hereafter have, an interest, any Confidential
Information, without the prior written permission of the President of Safeguard.

(b)

Until the Seller has received the final Monthly Payment hereunder, Seller agrees not,

directly or indirectly, to solicit sales from, or sell to (i) any Safeguard customer including any
Customer, or (ii) any Influence Key or (iii) any Safeguard distributor, any accounting systems, filing
systems, computer forms, business fmn1s or any data processing services, products or supplies,
including automated payroll processing, computer software or microcomputer-related products or
supplies, competitive with services, products or supplies offered by Safeguard.
(c)

Until the Seller has received the final Monthly Payment hereunder, Seller agrees not to

sell, directly or indirectly, to any person or entity listed under the distributor numbers # 445-03 and
XRT-03, 447-03, XRG-03 any type of accounting system, data processing service, filing· system,
computer form, business form, or any other type of product or supply competitive with any product,
service or supply offered by Safeguard. Seller acknowledges, without limiting the generality of the
foregoing, that the following types of products, services and supplies are competitive with products,
services and supplies sold by Safeguard as of the effective date: One-Write Systems and supplies,
automated payroll processing systems and supplies, financial rep01ting and general ledger systems and
supplies prepared on a batch processing application, batch processing or setvice bureau preparation of
accounts payable and accounts receivable systems, processing, including electronic claims.processing,
for dental, medical, chiropractic and veterinary offices, professional timekeeping systems, collection
letter services, accounting software programs designed for sale to the small business or professional

II
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market, computer forms including laser cut sheets, filing systems, and flat sheet printing and business
fonns such as snap-sets, stock tab paper, deposit tickets, envelopes, letterheads and the like.
(d)

As used in this paragraph 13,

(i)

the tenn "directly or indirectly" shall include the actions of SeHer acting in

Seller's individual or in any other capacity, the actions of any business, other than
Safeguard, in which Seller or Seller's spouse, directly or indirectly owns more than a 1%
interest or which Seller or Sel1er's spouse, directly or indirect1y, manages, conducts,
operates,

co~trols,

joins, finances, licenses or is otherwise connected with as an officer,

consultant, employee, partner or othe1wise, and the actions of any agents of any such
other business;
(ii)

the term "customer" as used in paragraph 13(b) shall mean a person or entity who

bought or used services, products or supplies from Safeguard under the distributor
numbers# 445-03 and XRT-03, 447-03, XRG-03 at any time prior to the effective date;
(iii) the term "competitive" shall include, by way of illustration without limiting the

meaning thereof, the characteristic of (1) having one or more applications substantially
the same as applications of Safeguard products, services and supplies, or (2) performing
one or more functions capable of being performed by Safeguard products, services and
supplies.
(e)

Seller shall not in any mann~r disparage Safeguard or its distributors, products, services

or supplies.
(f)

In the event that any of the provisions of this paragraph 13 shall be deemed to exceed the

scope pem1itted by applicable Jaws, then such provisions shall be deemed reformed to the maximum
scope permitted by the applicable laws.
(g)

If for any reason any term or provision of this paragraph l3 is ever held to be invalid or

unenforceable, all other valid provisions herein shall remain in full force and effect and all tenns,
provisions and paragraphs of this agreement shall be deemed to be severable in nature.
(h)

The pa1ties hereto recognize that the restrictions contained in this paragraph l3 are

reasonable and necessary and that any violation will result in substantial and ineparable injmy to
12
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Safeguard and Buyer. Accordingly, it is agreed that any violation of these provisions by Seller shall
entitle Safeguard or Buyer, in addition to any rights either of them may have, to preliminary and
permanent injunctive relief and other equitable rC?Iief in any court of competent jurisdiction.
14.

Specific Performance. The pa1ties hereto recognize that the Rights are of a unique and

special nature. Accordingly, in addition to alJ other remedies at law or in equity, Safeguard and the
B~yer

shall be entitled to specific perfonnance of the provisions relating to the assignment of the

Rights and the consummation of the transactions relating thereto.

15.

Security and Personal Guaranty. Dawn Teply and Michael Teply and shall execute a

personal guarantee in favor of the Seller in the form attached hereto as Exhibit "D" personally
guaranteeing all obligations of the corporate Buyer hereunder.
16.

Entire Agreement. This agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the patiies

pertaining to the subject matter contained herein, and supersedes all prior agreements, representations
and understandings of the parties. No modification shall be binding unless executed in writing by the
parties. No waiver of any provisions shall be deemed, or shall constitute, a waiver of any other
provision whether or not similar, nor shall any waiver at 011e time constitute a continuing waiver. No
waiver shall be binding unless executed in writing by the party making such waiver.

17.

Binding Effect.

This agreement shall be binding on the parties hereto, their heirs,

executors, successors in interest and pe1mitted assigns. Neither Seller nor Buyer shall have the right to
assign any of their respective lights or obligations under this. agreement without Safeguard's prior
written consent.

18.

Governing Law.

This agreement shall be considered

111

accordance with and be

govemed by the laws ofthe State ofldaho.

19.

Survival of Representations and Warranties.

All

representations,

warranties,

covenants and agreements made by each party herein shall survive the date of execution of the
agreement and any investigation made by or on behalf of the other pa1ty prior to or after such date.

13
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this agreement as of the day and year
first above written.
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.
DISTRIBUTOR# 445-03 and XRT-03, 447-03,
XRG-03

(j.

T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.

By

~t\.l!J(1

DAWN TEPLY,

By

IYVJ

SIDENT,

~[hj
1~,~
LTEPllY:SlfRETARY/TREASURER

MICH

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.

14
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EXHIBIT 4
002432

EXIIIlllT "D"

PEn80NALCONTnnrrNGGUARANTE~

TO: Thurston Enterpl'ises, Inc.

The undersigned request you to extend credit to or otherwise do business with T3 Enterprises,
Inc, an Idaho corporation, hereinafter referred to as the "Debtor", and to induce you to· do so and in
consideration thereof and of the benefitS to accrue to the undersigned therefrom. the undersigned, as
primacy obligo.x:s, jointly and severally and unconditionally guarantee to you that the Debtor will fully
and promptly and faithfully pexfonn, pay and discharge all of its present and future obligations to you,
as set forth in that certain Agreement between Thurston Enterprises. Inc., T3 Enterprises, lno. and
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc, irrespective of any invalidity therein, the unenforceabillty thereof or
the insufficiency, invalidity o.r unenforceability of any security therefore; and agree without: your first
having to proceed against the Debtor or to liquidate paper or any security therefore, to pay on demand
all sums due and to become due to you from the Debror and any and all losses, costs, attorney's fees or
expenses wbich·may be suffered by you by reason of Debtor's default or default of the undersigned
hereunder; and further agree to be bound by and on demand pay any deficiency established by a sale of
paper and/or security held, with or without notice ro the undersigned.
No termination hereof shall be effected by the death of the undersigned. The undersigned waive
notice of acceptance hereof and presentment, demand, protest and notice of non-payment or protest as
to any note or obligation signed, accepted, endorsed or assigned to you by said Debtor, and· all
exemptions and homestead laws and any other demands and notices required by law, and waive all setoffs and coWlterclaims. You may, without notice to the undersigned, renew or extend any obligations
of the Debtor, you may accept partial payments thereon or settle, release, compound, compromise,
collect or otherwise li_quidate any portion thereof and/or security therefore in any manner, consent to the
mmsfer of such security and bid and purchase at any sale without affecting o;r impairing the obligation
of the undersigned..
This Guarantee shall bind the heirs, administrators, personal representatives, successors and
assigns of the undersigne~ and shall inure to your successors and assigns. All of your rights hereunder
are cumulative and not alternative.

Dated this

0.'1 day of_,~'--..!>lr-----• 2006.
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EXHIBIT 5
002435

DISTRIBUTOR AGREEMENT
BETWEEN
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,JNC. ("WE" or "SAFEGUARD")
AND
T3 ENTERPRISES, lNC. ("YOU" or "DISTRIBUTOR")

You are appointed our sales agent ("Distributor") for those Safeguard products and
services defined in the attached Addenda, under the terms set forth in such Addenda, plus any
new Safeguard Systems (pursuant to Paragraph 3 below) which are designed for sale to business
and professional markets which you accept by signing the applicable product addendum and
complying with its te1ms (collectively "Safeguard Systems"), on the following terms:
1.

PRODUCTS.

You shall have the right, in the ten·itory described in Exhibit A (the "Territory"),
to solicit orders of Safeguard Systems, as an independent agent, in accordance with the
price schedules published by Safeguard from time to time, and in accordance with other
terms and conditions including, for example, with respect to submitting orders
electronically and filling out design f01ms, as Safeguard may specify from time to time.
2.

TERRlTORY.

You are not authorized lo represent Safeguard or solicit orders of Safeguard
Systems outside the Territo1y except pursuant to our written policies or guidelines lo the
contrary that are in effect from time to time such as, for example, those pertaining to outof-tetTitO!y sales fi·om refen-al sources. Your TetTitory is non-exclusive and this
Agreement does not prevent Safeguard from selling Safeguard Systems inside the
Territory through other persons or means.

3.

II

I
I

I

FUTURE PRODUCTS

I
I

From time to time Safeguard may offer to you the right to offer and sell new
Safeguard Systems within the Ten·itory of any future office supplies and accessories, or
data processing products or services which are either: (a) manufactured by Safeguard; or
(b) made available by Safeguard through strategic alliances with selected vendors.
Products manufactured by Safeguard or made available through strategic alliances
established by Safeguard as well as Safeguard-approved sourced products, which are
identified as of the date of this Agreement and/or added from time to time are collectively
refcn·ed to as the "Safeguard Systems". You may accept Safeguard's offer by signing the
applicable addendum, whkh will contain the terms and conditions, such as quotas,
commission rates, upon which Safeguard is willing to permit you to represent it with
respect to such new Safeguard System, when it is offered to you. You shall only have the
right to represent Safeguard with respect to such new Safeguard Systems on a nonexclusive basis.
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4.

ACCOUNT PROTECTION RIGHTS.

You shall have the exclusive right to the commissions generated on sales of
Safeguard Systems to any customer listed on Exhibit B. This exqlusive right to
commissions applies to Safeguard Systems sales to each such customer for so long as is
specified on Exhibit B or until this Agreement is terminated; however, your exclusive
right to commissions oil sales of Safeguard Systems to any customer shall expire if that
customer has not purchased any Safeguard System within thirty-six (36) months after the
invoice date of such customer's Jast prior_purchase of any Safeguard System.

5.

RELATIONSHIP :BETWEEN SAFEGUARD AND YOU AS AN
INDIVJDUAL OR CORPORATION.

(A)
The relationship between Safeguard and you shall be that of principal and
independent sales agent, and not employer and employee or buyer and seller. You shall
use your best efforts to solicit orders for Safeguard Systems. All orders are subject to
acceptance by Safeguard. You shall not quote prices or terms other than those set forth in
our price schedules unless you receive our consent to do so, and you shaH not make any
statements, promises or representations to the contrary nor make any commitments on
our behalf without our prior written consent.
If you are now, or at any time in the future, a corporation, partnership,
(B)
limited liability company or other business entity, you agree and represent, and you agree
to provide us with any documentation to verify, that:
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(i)

You have or will have the authority to execute, deliver and perform
your obligations under this Agreement, are or will be duly
organized and formed and validly existing in good standing under
the laws of the state of your incorporation or formation, and are or
will be duly qualified to do business as a foreign business entity in
each state where such qualification is necessary to operate your
Safeguard business;

(ii)

Your organizational documents or partnership agreement recite or
will recite that the issuance and transfer of any ownership interests
in you are restricted by the terms of this Agreement, and all
certificates and other documents representing ownership interests
in you will bear a legend refeJTing to the restrictions of this
Agreement;

(iii)

Exhibit E to this Agreement will completely and accurately
describe all of your owners and their interests in you, and you, as
the individual approved by us, shall at all times own at least a fifty
percent (50%) interest in any corporation, partnership, limited
liability company or other business entity operating the Safeguard
business; and
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(iv)

Any and all of your owners as we may designate, at any time
during the term of this Agreement, will execute an agreement in
the fonn that we prescribe undertaking to be bound jointly and
severally by al1 provisions of this Agreement and any ancillary
agreements between you and us. You and your owners agree to
execute and deliver to us such revised Exhibits 'E as may be
necessary to reflect any changes in the information contained in
Exhibit E and to furnish such other information about your
organization or formation as we may request.

6.

OPERATION AND PAYMENT OF COMMISSIONS.

(A)
All orders which you solicit and send to us pursuant to this Agreement
shall be processed by us in our normal and customary manner. Except pursuant to
written administrative policies then in effect, or with our prior written consent, you shall
not submit orders (and Safeguard shall not accept them) where the Safeguard Systems are
or appear to be intended to be resold by the customer.
(B)
We shall bill and ship to customers directly for orders credited to you and
the customer shall pay us directly. You are expressly prohibited from converting to your
own account any customer payments issued to Safeguard. For your services hereunder
you shall receive commission payments pursuant to the commission rate specified in the
applicable product Addendum on the net sales of Safeguard Systems credited to you;
l10wever, commission rates may be changed, upon ninety (90) days written notice, at our
sole discretion due to a change in economic or competitive conditions; but such changes
can only be made in connection with a broad policy change affecting all distributors
(except those, if any, whose contracts provide otherwise) and provided further that any
such change in conunission rates shall only affect sales made after an announcement by
Safeguard. For the purpose of calculating the commission payable to you, net sales of
Safeguard Systems means the amount actually received by us with respect to sales
credited to you, Jess:
(i)

all taxes applicable thereto;

(ii)

all transportation and freight costs applicable thereto;

(iii)

all handling costs applicable thereto;

(iv)

all returns and allowances.

(C)
We will pay commissions on or about the 15th day of each month for
Safeguard Systems sales billed during the previous month and solicited by you according
to the terms and conditions of this Agreement. If we have not received payment in full
for any of the Safeguard Systems sales for which you have been paid a commission
within one hundred twenty (120) days of the billing date, you will be subject to
commission chargebacks according to the then applicable Accounts Receivable
Procedures Manual or similar policy manual. In the typical instance, this means that you
will be required to repay us an amount equivalent to your commission on the unpaid
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portion, unless we deduct the amount from payments which we owe you. If we are later
paid by the customer, we will then pay to you an amount equal to the amount collected
less the out-of-pocket costs of collection times your rate of conunission.
(D)
We will withhold each month from commissions due you under this
Agreement a sum equal to the fixed monthly amount specified in the schedule which is
then in effect, plus a handling fee. This amount shall be collected on behalf of the
transferor(s) of the account protection rights (described in Paragraph 4 above) to the
existing Safeguard customers identified in Exhibit B, subsection (ii). This amount
represents the future monthly commission deductions which you have voluntarily
authorized to be withheld from your net commissions in consideration of such account
protection rights to previously-established customers being assigned to you. You
acknowledge and agree that the foregoing amount would not be collected :fi·om you
unless you had knowingly and freely elected, after such prior investigation as you
deemed appropriat!'!, to acquire the account protection rights to the existing customers
identified in Exhibit B, subsection (ii).

7.

SAFEGUARD'S DUTIES AND OBLIGATIONS

In addition to those duties and obligations described elsewhere in this Agreement,
Safeguard shall:
(A)
Use its best efforts, consistent with yom status as an independent sales
agent, our obligations to other distributors, and our financial and personnel limitations, to
assist you in the solicitation of orders of Safeguard Systems within the Ten·itory by
fumishing to you, upon terms not less favorable to you than are generally offered to other
comparable distributors, such samples, technical and descriptive information as you may,
at your discretion, reasonably request from time to time.
(B)
Forward to you, with reasonable promptness, copies of all inquiries and
other conespondence relating to Safeguard Systems received by Safeguard from
.customers identified on Exhibit B, together with copies of Safeguard's reply to such
inquiries or conespondence.

I
;

(C)
Notify you with reasonable promptness upon becoming aware of any
liability claim by any of the customers identified on Exhibit B relating to Safeguard
Systems or of any other event that may reasonably be expected to have a material adverse
effect upon the sale of Safeguard Systems to such customers.

i

!

I

(D)
Indemnify and hold you harmless from and against all loss, damage,
liability, cost or expense of any nature whatsoever which may be asserted against you by
a third pa1ty (a "Loss") arising out of or in connection with the manufacture, marketing,
sale, distribution or use of Safeguard Systems except a Loss resulting in whole or in part
from your breacl1 of the Agreement, violation of Jaw, or other wrongful conduct.

I

(E)
Use its best efforts to ensure customer satisfaction with the Safeguard
Systems (including their use, sale and delive1y), subject to your cooperation in following
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up on customer complaints in a prompt and comieous fashion and keeping Safeguard
informed regarding such matters.
(F)
Have sole responsibility for billing and the collection of customer
accounts in the Territory, subject to your reasonable cooperation, where requested, in
assisting Safeguard in pursuing its collection efforts.

8.

DISTRIBUTOR'S DUTIES AND OBliGATIONS.

In addition to those duties and obligations described elsewhere in this Agreement,
you shall:
(A)
Refi·ain from soliciting orders of Safeguard Systems from customers as to
whom other Safeguard distributors then hold account protection rights, including to use
best efforts to dete1mine that prospective customers are not already registered in
Safeguard's computer to another Safeguard distributor, and to avoid taking any actions
intended to, or having the effect of, incorrectly identifying the name, address, or identity
of the customer in orders submitted to Safeguard .
. (B)
Refrain from soliciting orders of Safeguard Systems outside the Territory,
except where pennitted pursuant to written Safeguard guidelines or policies and to avoid
taking any actions intended to, or having the effect of, incon·ectly identifying the name,
address or identity of the customer in orders sllbmitted to Safeguard.
(C)
Cooperate with Safeguard to the extent reasonably requested in attempting
to establish, maintain, comply with and/or expand relationships with (1) private label
suppliers or suppliers selected by Safeguard to create strategic alliances for the
production of other products; (2) Major Accounts or Banks; (3) Accountants or other
refen·al sources in the Territory, including to promptly follow up on leads/referrals
provided by Safeguard and comply with any other requirements established for a
particular lead or refen·al program and to otherwise comply with the tenns of the
applicable Addenda..
(D)
Maintain all customer and financial records (including, for example,
computerized records and books of original entry) pertaining to Safeguard and your
distributorship in an orderly and organized fashion, and, upon reasonable prior notice, to
make such customer and financial records available for audit by Safeguard (at
Safeguard's sole expense) during normal business hours.
(E)
Comply witl1 administrative and commission policies not in conflict with
this Agreement which are now in effect or which we may issue from time to time for all
distributors within your Ten·itory, or any metropolitan area included within the Territmy.
You acknowledge receipt of a copy of Safeguard's cunent administrative policies and
business operations manuals including accounts receivable procedures manual, customer
management system order entry manual and other manuals.
(F)
If you, in your sole discretion, choose to appoint other sales and office
management personnel to assist you in carrying out your duties and respol1Sibilities under
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this Agreement, you must obtain Safeguard's prior written consent which will not be
unreasonably withheld. By way of example, Safeguard may withhold its consent if the
associate distributor or such other personnel fails to sign a written agreement, in such
form attached hereto as Exhibit C, or a similar written agreement, promising to respect
and protect the trade secrets and confidential information of Safeguard.
(G)
Attend and successfully complete Safeguard's training program relating to
any Safeguard System which you are authorized to offer from time to time. The
Safeguard business you operate must, at aU times during the tetm of this Agreement, be
under the direct supervision of you or a trained and competent manager should you
choose not to be the p1imary manager of the Safeguard business. If you choose to
appoint a manager, such manager must attend and successfully complete the initial
training program. You shall be responsible for the applicable training fee charged by
Safeguard and you must pay the expenses incurred by you and all of your managers and
employees attending the training programs, including travel, room, board; transportation
expenses and wages.

9.

USE OF NAME AND LOGOTYPE.

Safeguard, as part of this Agreement, grants you a non-exclusive license, which
may be revoked at any time in which Safeguard believes that you are in violation of any
of the terms and conditions of this Agreement, to use the name "Safeguard" and the
Safeguard logotype and other names and logos we identifY from time to time, solely in
connection with your representation of Safeguard under this Agreement. You must use
the name "Safeguard," and other marks and logos we license to you, in compliance with
our specifications, standards and operating procedures. Any unauth01ized use of our
marks will constitute infringement of our rights in and to the marks. You agree that your
use of our marks and any goodwil1 established thereby will inure to our exclusive benefit
and you acknowledge that this Agreement does not confer any goodwill or other interest
in and to the marks upon you. No statement in this Agreement shall be construed to
prevent us from granting to other persons or entities the right to use the name
"Safeguard." If this Agreement is tetminatcd for any reason, all your rights to use the
name "Safeguard" and the logotype automatically revert back to us and you may no
longer use such name or logotype. In such event, we shall have the right to request you
to advise in writing any person whom we designate that you are no longer authorized to
use the name "Safeguard" and the Safeguard logotype. You agree promptly to comply
with such request. You should adopt a fictitious name incorporating the name
"Safeguard" under which you will do business. This name must be approved by us in
writing before you commence doing business under that name.

10.

TERMINATION OJt' AGREEMENT.

(A)
This Agreement shall remain in effect for an initial tem1 of five (5) years
unless it is terminated earlier for the reasons described herein.
(B)
Safeguard may terminate this Agreement immediately, without prior
waming, by giving you written notice if any of the following should occur:
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(j)

You abandon your Distributorship by failing to consistently se:rvice
customers by returning phone caBs, processing orders or otherwise.

(ii)

You or any of your agents or employees sell or solicit sales of any
products, services or supplies: (a) not approved by Safeguard; (b)
which are detennined by Safeguard in its discretion to be
competitive with any other Safeguard Systems or products that are
manufactured by Safeguard or made available through a strategic
alliance or otherwise. The term "competitive" shall include, by
way of illustration without limiting the meaning thereof, the
characteristic of (1) having one or more applications substantiaHy
the same as applications of Safeguard products, services and
supplies, or (2) perfonning one or more functions capable of being
perfonned by Safeguard products, services and supplies.

(iii)

You or any of your agents or employees sell or represent a seller of
non-competitive products, services or supplies without obtaining
our prior writt"en consent, which wil1 not be unreasonably withheld
and which, if granted, may be revoked by Safeguard due to a
subsequent change in circumstances.
Without limiting the
generality of the foregoing, Safeguard will not normally grant its
consent unless (i) the product, setvice or supply is ancillary to
Safeguard Systems, (ii) is not manufactured by or otherwise
available from Safeguard, and (iii) you are then satisfying the
quotas set forth in Paragraph IO(D) below. If you receive
Safeguard's consent to sell or represent a seller of then noncompetitive products, services or supplies and Safeguard
subsequently makes available new Safeguard Systems which are
competitive with such previously non-competitive items, you agree
that, if you decide to sign the applicable product addendum, you,
your agents and employees shall take all reasonable and
appropriate actions to convert the customers to Safeguard's product
lines within a reasonable period of time.

(iv)

You or any of your agents or employees conduct yourselves or
your business in a consistently unethical or disreputable manner or
engage in a pattern of trade practices which directly or indirectly
discredit Safeguard, Safeguard customers, Safeguard distributors
or Safeguard products or services.

(v)

You or any of your agents or employees breach or materially fail to
perfonn any of the terms and conditions of this Agreement for
sixty (60) days or more afier written notice from Safeguard (other
than a breach of any of the foregoing subsections of this Paragraph
IO(B) as to which immediate tem1ination is authorized). Prior to
the expiration of such sixty (60) day period, Safeguard shall have
the option to take such other actions, such as, for example,
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withholding the app1icable commissions, or assigning another
distributor to service the applicable customer accounts, as
Safeguard may deem appropriate in its discretion. After the
expiration of such sixty (60) day period, Safeguard, in its
discretion, may elect not to declare you to be in material breach of
this Agreement, but rather to continue such other remedies as are
authorized by the previous sentence.

(vi)

You become insolvent, make an assignment for the benefit of
creditors or an admission of your inability to pay your or your
distributorship's obligations as they become due, or have a petition
filed for banlauptcy or corporate, partnership or other dissolution
(in which case tennination is effective automatically upon the
occurrence of any of these events without delivery of notice).

(C)
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in Paragraph lO(B) above,
Safeguard shall give you sixty (60) days prior written notice and an opportunity to cure if
any breach of Paragraph lO(B) is committed by any of your agents and employees
without your previous approval, knowledge, involvement or acquiescence:

(D)
Set forth below are your annual net sales quotas for the initial five (5) year
te1m of this Agreement. Safeguard may terminate this Agreement by giving you sixty
(60) days written notice if the net sales (net of uncollectible accounts, returns and
allowances) of Safeguard Systems credited to you do not equal or exceed the amounts set
f01th below for any of the annual periods indicated (or any annual renewal period):
8/1/2006 to 7/30/2007
8/1/2007 to 7/30/2008
8/1/2008 to 7/30/2009
8/1/2009 to 7/30/2010
8/1/2010 to 7/30/2011

$618,000.00
$649,000.00
$681,000.00
$715,000.00
$750,000.00

The foregoing annual net sales quotas may, at Safeguard's option, be reason'ably
increased based upon any price increases for Safeguard Systems during the pedod, and
shall be reasonably decreased by Safeguard in the event of material price decreases for
Safeguard Systems.
In addition to the above annual net sales quotas, Safeguard may tem1inate this
Agreement by giving you sixty (60) days written notice if the net sales of Safeguard
Systems credited to you for each calendar year do not at least equal the net sales of
Safeguard Systems credited to you for lhe prior calendar year. ·
(E)
This Agreement will also tenninate sixty (60) days after the occurrence of
any of the following events:
(i)

5GOGS.OO.OO i/<160237 .6

You give us written notice that you have elected to teiminate this
Agreement.
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(ii)

Your death or permanent disability, unless your executor,
administrator, conservator, guardian or other personal
representative, or remaining shareholders, partners, members or
similar individuals, appoints an interim manager, approved by
Safeguard for the distributorshlp. Permanent disability means your
inability to fully perform all of the duties and responsibilities
hereunder to the full extent required by this Agreement by reason
of illness, injury or incapacity for twenty-six (26) consecutive
weeks. In the event of any dispute under this subparagraph, you
shall submit to a physical examination by a licensed physiciaq
selected by us, who must also be approved by you so long as your
consent is not unreasonably withheld or delayed.

(iii)

If an inte1im manager is not appointed within ten ( l 0) days of such
death or disability, we may, but are not required to, appoint a
manager to operate your distributorship until the intedm manager
is appointed or an assignee is approved according to the te1ms and
conditions below.
If we appoint a manager for your
distributorship, the manager will be compensated in accordance
with our then-applicable guidelines for existing and new business
generated by distributors. Our appointment of a manager shall not
relieve you of your obligations under this Agreement, and we shall
not be liable for any debts, losses, costs or expenses incurred while
our appointed manager is operating your distributorship. Further,
the transfer of this Agreement by the executor, administrator,
conservator, guardian or other personal representative must be
completed within twelve (12) months from the date of death or
pennanent disability.

(F)
As long as you are then in compliance with all of its terms and conditions,
and we mutually agree upon minimum annual net sales for the renewal te1m, you may
renew the lerm of this Agreement for additional periods of five (5) years each by giving
us written notice at least sixty (60) days prior to the end of the cun·ent te1m. To
accomplish renewal, you must sign our then-current form of standard distributor
agreement and all other agreements and documents we then customarily use in granting
distributorships or renewal distributorships such as a general release of claims against us,
our affiliates and their respective officers, directors, shareholders, agents and employees.
If you fail to timely sign the then-current agreement, this Agreement shall continue in .full
force and effect on a month-to-month basis until the new agreement is signed or this
Agreement is te1minated by us.
(G)
Safeguard shall have the right, upon written notice to you, to rescind any
sixty (60) day period prior to termination otherwise provided for i11 this paragraph and to
declare the ten11ination to be effective immediately if during that sixty (60) day period (or
any portion thereof) you or any of your agents or employees fail to continue to solicit
orders on behalf of Safeguard and otherwise perform your obligations under this
Agreement in good faith.
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11.

ASSIGNMENT OF RIGHTS.

Your rights under this Agreement may not be assigned or transferred by you, or
by operation of Jaw, in part. A transfer of ownership, possession or control of any of
your commission rights hereunder may be made 'only in conjunction with a transfer of
this Agreement. You must transfer all of your rights either to Safeguard or another
person. If (i) you have been a Distributor for at least five (5) years, (ii) have satisfied the
requirements set forth below in Paragraph 12(D), and (iii) you are in compliance with all
tetms and conditions of this Agreement, and you wish to transfer your rights to solicit
orders of Safeguard Systems to the customers indicated on Exhibit B and to earn
commissions from such sales (the "Rights"), the following must first occur:
(A)
You must first offer Safeguard your Rights on the te1ms described in
Paragraph 12(B) below. This offer to Safeguard must be in writing and it must include a
list of all of the customers in respect of whom you have Rights. Safeguard shall have
ninety (90) days from the date it receives such written offer to either accept or reject it.
NO WAIVER BY SAFEGUARD OF THE PROCEDURES SET FORTH IN THE
PRECEDING SENTENCES SHALL BE EFFECTIVE UNLESS IN WRITING SIGNED
BY AN OFFICER OF SAFEGUARD. If we do not accept the assignment of your Rights
within ninety (90) days after we receive your offer, then;
(B)
You may transfer your Rights to a third party or parties who must be
approved by Safeguard in w1iting, and Safeguard agrees not to unreasonably withhold its
approval. The following shall be examples of reasonable grounds for withholding
approval:
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(i)

the third party: (a) had inadequate sales and management
experience, or inadequate financial resources to operate a
distributorship of this size and complexity, (b) refuses to provide
information about his qualifications or financial condition as
requested by Safeguard, or (c) refuses to complete Safeguard's
initial training program and pay the requisite fee, provided,
however, that if the third party is an existing Safeguard distributor,
he or she may not need to complete such training;

(ii)

the third party is a representative of a competitive company at the
time of the proposed transfer and either (a) does not agree to
relinquish such position at the time of the transfer, or (b) is subject
to binding non-competition or non-solicitation covenants with the
competitor;

(iii)

the third pa1iy will not agree to devote his best effo1ts to the
business of the distributorship, and actively participate in its sales
activities and management;

(iv)

the third pa1ty has a history of poor credit experience or has been
convicted of a felony;
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(v)

the third party is at the time of the proposed transfer a Safeguard
distributor or was a distributor whose contract was terminated or a
Safeguard employee whose employment was terminated;

(vi)

the third party fails to submit a satisfactory business plan to
Safeguard, or fails to agree to accept reasonable net sales quota
requirements and the terms and conditions of Safeguard's then
existing non-exclusive distributor contract;

(vii)

the third party insists upon being assigned Rights in and to a larger
base or" existing customer accounts than Safeguard in its sole
discretion deems appropriate; or

(viii)

the financial terms (i.e. price and payback) are not fair and
reasonable to the third party (i) in te1ms of providing him or her
with adequate cash flow with which to operate as a Safeguard
Distributor, or (ii) in comparison with the financial terms of
assignments of rights by comparable distributors at or about that
time.

If you fail to assign and transfer your Rights to a third party who has been
apprpved by Safeguard in writing within ninety (90) days of the date Safeguard rejected
your offer, then your right to transfer the Rights to third parties shall lapse and shall not
become effective until you have again offered your Rights to Safeguard as described
above ~nd Safeguard has again rejected your offer.
(C)
In no event will you be permitted to assign your ·Rights or to receive any
payments under this paragraph unless you or your personal representative executes a
written agreement with Safeguard and the third party containing such te1ms and
conditions as Safeguard may reasonably request.
(D)
For the purpose of this paragraph, as well as Paragrapl1s 10 and 12, this
Agreement shall be deemed to have commenced on August 1, 2006.
12.

PAYMENTS AFTER TERMINATION.

Safeguard wm make payments to you after termination of this Agreement under
the following circumstances:
(A)
If Safeguard terminates this Agreement for any of the reasons set forth in
Paragraph 10, other than Paragraphs IO(B)(i) through (iv) or you die or become
permanently disabled within the first five (5) years, or if you terminate this Agreement,
Safeguard will, subject to Paragraph 12(D), pay you (or your beneficiaries), for two (2)
years after the effective date of termination, fifty percent (50%) of the commissions
generated on all repeat sales of Safeguard Systems that are made during such period to
customers from whom you were entitled to receive commissions while this Agreement
was still in effect. Safeguard will not, however, make any such payments if, during the
two (2) year period within the Tenitory, you or your agents or employees, directly or
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indirectly, sell, attempt to sell, or assist others in selling or attempting to sell services,
products, or supplies which are competitive with Safeguard services, products or
supplies, either on your own behalf or on behalf of others or if you fail to deliver to us
within two (2) business days of the date of termination of this Agreement all of the
Safeguard trade secrets and confidential information listed in Paragraph 13, and
cooperate with us (as described in Paragraph 13) in the transfer of the customer accounts
to us or to our representative.

(B)
lf after this Agreement has been in effect for more than five (5) years (i)
you die or become pennanently disabled; or (ii) you transfer your Rights to Safeguard
pursuant to Paragraph ll(A), Safeguard will, subject to Paragraph 12(D), pay you (or
your beneficiaries), for four (4) years after the effective date of termination, fifty percent
(50%) of the commissions generated on all repeat sales of Safeguard Systems that are
made during such period to customers from whom you were entitled to receive
commissions while this Agreement was still in effect. Safeguard will not, however, make
any such payments if, during the four (4) year period within the Territory, you or your
agents or employees, directly or indirectly, sell, attempt to sell, or assist others in selling
or attempting to sell services, products or supplies which are competitive with Safeguard
services, products or supplies either on your own behalf or on behalf of others, or if you
fail to deliver to us within two (2) business days of the date of tennination of this
Agreement all of the Safeguard trade secrets and confidential infonnation listed in
Paragraph 13, and cooperate with us (as described in Paragraph 13) in the transfer of
~ese customer accounts to us or to our representative.
(C)
You (or your beneficiaries) will also be entitled to additional payments if
you are entitled to payments under subparagraph (B) and if a third party is recruited, who
meets Safeguard's reasonable standards for selection as a distributor then in effect,
including, without limitation, the criteria described in Paragraph ll(B) above, and who
agrees to purchase your Rights. These additional payments will equal the difference
between the amount which the third party agrees to pay for the purchase of such Rights
and the amount payable to you under subparagraph 12(B) above. Safeguard has and
assumes no duty to assist you or yom· estate to make such a sale of the Rights or to recruit
or approve such a third patty, except under our then current and reasonable standards. If
the Rights arc sold to a third party who subsequently defaults, Safeguard's only obligation
will be to pay to you the balance, if any, that would be due under subparagraph 12(B).
If this Agreement is terminated for any reason before all of the monthly
(D)
commission deductions set forth in Paragraph 6(D) have been withheld fi·om you, you
shall have no personal liability for the remaining balance, but, conversely, you shall not
be entitled to a refund or recoupment of any monthly deductions previously made, and
you shall also receive no payments under Paragraph 11 or 12 unless arrangements are
made in writing, that are approved by Safeguard in its discretion, under which the
remainder of such amount set f011h in Paragraph 6(D) is collected in full, as well as any
loan or other balances owed by you to Safeguard.

56068.00.00 l/460237.6
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13.

NON~DISCLOSURE

OF CONFJDENTIAL INFORMATION AND NON-

COMPETITION.
In consideration of Safeguard's appointing you as a distributor of Safeguard
Systems, and in recognition tl1at as a sales agent you have an obligation to your principal
to return all of Safeguard's trade secrets or other confidential information upon the
tetmination of the agency, you agree that upon the termination of this Agreement for any
reason you (for purposes of this paragraph "you" includes you, your agents and
employees, individually as welJ as collectively) will immediately return to Safeguard all
originals and copies of all customer files, cards and records (including past ordering
history, samples and imprints), all customer lists, proprietary computer software and
related documentation, price books and/or price lists, product manuals or other product
training materials in your respective possession, custody or conn·ol; and all sales aids,
sales brochures, design form trays, demonstration boards, and all other Safeguard sales
materials developed or used in the course of operating your Safeguard business. You
agree that these are trade secrets and confidential information belonging to Safeguard and
neither you nor any of your agents or employees will (i) disclose any of such u·ade secrets
or confidential information about Safeguard or the nature of its business to any third
parties, (ii) permit any such confidential information to become known by a·ny such third
party, or (iii) retain or use any such information other than in cmmection with serving as
a Safeguard Distributor.
Upon tennination of this Agreement for any reason or expiration you agree that
you will not disparage Safeguard, its products or its distributors and that you shall assign
to Safeguard or its designee further use of all business telephone number(s), facsimile
machine number(s), and post office box number(s) previously used in connection with
your Safeguard distributorship in accordance with Exhibit D attached hereto. You agree
that upon termination or expiration of this Agreement (or, if requested by Safeguard, at
any time prior thereto in which event such documents may be postdated by Safeguard),
you will sign such documents as may be required by the telephone company or post
office to effectuate such assignment. If you fail or refuse to do so by this Agreement you
appoint and consent to Safeguard's serving as your representative to execute any such
documents on your behalf. You agree that you shall promptly forward to Safeguard (or
its designee) all mail, orders or other correspondence received by you at any of your
home or business addresses after the date of termination or expiration that are addressed
to or otherwise relate to Safeguard, and that you shall advise persons who call your home
or business telephone numbers asking for Safeguard of the new telephone numbers at
which Safeguard (or its designee) can be reached.

I

I
I

Also, for a period of two (2) years after this Agreement is terminated or expires,
within the Tenitory, you agree that neither you nor any of your agents or employees shall
directly or indirectly, on your or their own behalf or on behalf of any other person,
company or entity, solicit, sell, attempt to sell, or assist others in selling systems or
services, supplies or products competitive with systems, services, supplies or products
available from Safeguard to any Safeguard customers from whom you had solicited
orders or with whom you had otherwise done business prior to such termination or
expiration date.

56068.00.001/460237.6
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If either you or your agents or employees violate any of the above agreements,
you acknowledge that Safeguard's remedy at law for violation will be inadequate.
Safeguard will be entitled to temporary and pennanent equitable relief to prohibit you or
them from continuing to violate this Agreement even if no money damages can be
proven; provided, however, that nothing stated herein shall be construed so as to preclude
Safeguard to recover appropriate monetary damages.

!

I
I

In the event any of the provisions ofParagraph 13 are deemed to exceed the time
or geographic limitations pe1mitted by applicable laws, you and we agree that the
provisions are essential for Safeguard's protection and that they shall be refonned to the
maximum time or geographic limitation pennitted by applicable laws.
14.

I
I

RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER AGREEMENTS.

I

This Agreement is the sole understanding and agreement of the pa1ties with
respect to its subject matter and shall supersede and replace any agreement covering the
products and services covered by this Agreement previously signed by us, as well as all
prior or contemporaneous understandings and agreements, written or oral.

15.

I

NOW AIVERJNO IMPLIED COVENANTS.

I

!

'i

If any provision or part of this Agreement shall be held invalid, the rest of the
Agreement shall still be binding upon each of the parties, such invalid provision or part
being deemed severable in nature. In addition, if either party elects not to enforce any of
the terms of this Agreement at any time, its failure to do so shall not be deemed a waiver
of its right to enforce that or any other part at some later time. SAFEGUARD'S
ELECTION NOT TO ENFORCE ANY OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF ITS
SIMILAR AGREEMENTS WlTH OTHER DISTRIBUTORS SHALL NOT
PREJUDICE NOR AFFECT ITS RIGHT TO ENFORCE SUCH TERMS AND
CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT AGAINST YOU.
16.

I
!

BINDING EFFECT OF THIS AGREEMENT.

This Agreement shall be binding not only on you and Safeguard, but also on each
of the heirs, executors, successors and assigns of the pa1ties.

i

.I

17.

MISCELLANEOUS.

(A)
Amendment. Neither this Agreement nor any of its provisions may be
amended or waived except by a writing signed by the party against whom enforcement of
the amendment or waiver is sought.
(B)
Default by Safeguard. Safeg<mrd shall not be deemed to have committed a
breach or default of any obligation or provision of this Agreement unless it shall have
been given written notice by you designating the specific act or provision of which there
has been a failure of performance, and Safeguard shall have failed to perf01m such act or
comply with such provision within thirty (30) days after receipt of such notice.

56063.00.001/460237.6
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(C)
Limitation of Damages.
THE DAMAGES RECOVERABLE BY
EITHER PARTY HERETO FOR ANY CONTROVERSY OR CLAIM, WHETHER
FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT, TORT, VIOLATION OF STATUTE, OR
OTHERWISE, BASED UPON, ARISING OUT OF, OR RELATED TO THIS
AGREEMENT, A BREACH THEREOF, OR THE COMMERCIAL OR ECONOMIC
RELATION BETWEEN THE PARTIES, SHALL BE LIMITED TO ACTUAL
DAMAGES FOR COMMERCIAL LOSS. NEITHER PARTY HERETO SHALL BE
LIABLE TO THE OTHER FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES, OR FOR COMPENSATORY
DAMAGES FOR EMOTIONAL DISTRESS.
(D)
Limitation of Actions. THE PARTIES MUTUALLY AGREE THAT
ANY CLAIM OF ANY KIND BASED UPON, ARISING OUT OF, OR RELATED TO
THIS AGREEMENT, A BREACH THEREOF, OR THE COMMERCIAL OR
ECONOMIC RELATION BETWEEN THE PARTIES, SHALL BE BARRED UNLESS
ASSERTED BY THE COMPLAINING PARTY BY THE COMMENCEMENT OF AN
ACTION WITHIN ONE YEAR AFTER THE FIRST INACTION OR ACTION TO
WHICH THE CLAIM RELATES.
18.

GOVERNING LAW.

This Agreement shall become effective when executed and accepted by us in
Texas. All matters relating to arbitration will be governed by the Federal Arbitration Act
(9 U.S.C. §§ I et seq.). Except to the extent governed by the Federal Arbitration Act, the
United States Trademark Act of 1"946 (Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. Sections 1051 et seq.) or
other federal law, this Agreement, the distributorship and the relationship between you
a11d Safeguard will be governed and construed under and in accordance with the laws of
Texas, except that the provisions of the Texas Deceptive Trade Practices Act (and the
regulations thereunder) will not apply unless its jurisdictional requirements are met
independently without reference to this subsection.

19.

RELIANCE UPON OWN .TUDGMENT.

Each of the parties acknowledges that in executing this Agreement it relies solely
on his, her or its own judgment, belief and knowledge, and such advice as he, she or it
may have received from his, her or its own counsel, an.d, except for representations
expressly set fmih herein, that party has not been influenced by any representations or
statements made by the other party or his, her or its counsel.
20.

FULL DISCLOSURE/NO ORAL REPRESENTATIONS.

BY SIGNING THIS AGREEMENT YOU ACKNOWLEDGE T.HA T NO ORAL
REPRESENTATIONS CONTRARY TO ANY OF THE WRJTTEN TERMS OF THIS
AGREEMENT HAVE BEEN MADE TO YOU BY ANYONE EMPLOYED BY OR
REPRESENTING SAFEGUARD. You specifically acknowledge that Safeguard has
explained to you that (1) it cannot provide assurances that it will provide you with
unlimited or any predetern1ined level of support or training, (2) that any of the Safeguard
customers identified in Exhibit B, subsection (ii) will continue to reorder the same
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product or similar amounts in the future, (3} that any such customer still remains in'
business_or may not appear more than once on the list, possibly under different names, or
(4) that you will attain the net sales quotas set forth in Paragraph lO(D), or achieve any
other sales or earnings forecasts that have been developed by Safeguard and you. You
understand that Safeguard only represents to you that the customers whose names arc
listed in subsection (ii) to Exhibit B have in the past bought Safeguard products and
services. YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT ANY DISCUSSIONS YOU MAY HAVE
HAD WITH SAFEGUARD ABOUT ANY EXPECTATION OF FUTURE ORDERS
FROM SUCH CUSTOMERS HAVE INVOLVED ESTIMATES ONLY. You aJso
aclmowledge that you have received an explanation of how the price of the account
protection rights set forth in Paragraph 6(D) and how the annual quota set forth in
Paragraph 1O(D) has been calculated, that these computations are satisfactory, and that
the quotas are reasonable and attainable by you. You have read this Agreement carefully
and have been encouraged by Safeguard to review it with an attorney of your choice, and
you agree to be bound by its tenns.
21.

I
I

DISPUTES/ARBITRATION/WAIVER OF JURY TRIAL.

(A) Any dispute between you and another Safeguard distributor, including, for
example, disputes relating to claims that you (or any of your agents or employees) have
violated subparagraphs (A) and (B) of Paragraph 8 above or your claim that another
Safeguard distributor has violated similar covenants or obligations arising fi·om his or her
distributor agreement(s) with Safeguard, may be resolved. by Safeguard pursuant to its
written policies then in effect. You agree to obide by the decision of Safeguard, which, in
the absence of clear and convincing evidence of fraud or conflict of interest, will be final
and binding and not appealable to any court of law or otherwise, and you agree that you
shall not file, claim, sue or cause or pennit to be filed or claimed any action for legal or
equitable relief (including for damages, injunctive, declaratory, monetaty or other relief)
against Safeguard involving any dispute submitted to or adjudicated by Safeguard.

l

-!
I

I

!

(B)
EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE PROVIDED IN SUBPARAGRAPH (A)
ABOVE, ALL CONTROVERSIES, DISPUTES OR CLAIMS ARISING BETWEEN
US, (OUR OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, AGENTS, EMPLOYEES AND ATTORNEYS
(IN THEIR REPRESENTATIVE CAPACITY) AND YOU (YOUR OWNERS AND
GUARANTORS, IF APPLICABLE) ARJSING OUT OF OR RELATED TO: (1) THIS
AGREEMENT OR ANY PROVISION THEREOF OR ANY RELATED
AGREEMENT; (2) THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE PARTIES HERETO; (3) THE
VALIDITY OF THIS AGREEMENT OR ANY RELATED AGREEMENT, OR ANY
PROVISION THEREOF; OR (4) ANY SPECIFICATION, STANDARD OR
OPERATING PROCEDURE RELATING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OR
OPERATION OF THE SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SHALL BE SUBMITTED FOR
ARBITRATION TO BE ADMINISTERED BY THE DALLAS, TEXAS OFFICE OF
THE AMERICAN ARBITRATION ASSOCATION ON DEMAND OF EITHER
PARTY. SUCH ARBlTRATION PROCEEDINGS SHALL BE CONDUCTED IN
DALLAS, TEXAS AND, EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE PROVIDED IN THIS
AGREEMENT, SHALL BE CONDUCTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH TI-IE THEN
CURRENT COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION RULES OF THE AMERICAN

56063.00.001/460237.6
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ARBITRATION ASSOCIATION BY A PANEL OF THREE (3) ARBITRATORS.
THE ARBITRATORS SHALL HAVE THE RIGHT TO AWARD OR INCLUDE IN
THEIR AWARD ANY RELIEF WHICH THEY DEEM PROPER IN' THE
CIRCUMSTANCES, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, MONEY DAMAGES
(WITH INTEREST ON UNPAID AMOUNTS FROM DATE DUE), SPECIFIC
PERFORMANCE, INJUNCTIVE RELIEF. PROVIDED THAT THE ARBITRATOR
DOES NOT HAVE THE RIGHT TO AWARD EXEMPLARY OR PUNITIVE
DAMAGES.
THE PARTIES ARE PROHIBITED FROM SUBMITTING
SETTLEMENT DISCUSSIONS OR OFFERS TO THE ARBITRATORS FOR
CONSIDERATION IN THE CONTEXT OF ANY ARBITRATION. THE AWARD
AND DECISION OF THE ARBITRATORS SHALL BE CONCLUSIVE AND
BINDING UPON ALL PARTIES HERETO AND JUDGMENT UPON THE AWAJID
MAY BE ENTERED IN ANY COURT OF COMPETENT JURISDICI'ION, AND
EACH PARTY WAIVES ANY RIGHT TO CONTEST THE VALJDITY OR
ENFORCEABILITY OF SUCH AWARD. THE PARTIES FURTHER AGREE TO BE
BOUND BY THE PROVISIONS OF ANY APPLICABLE LIMITATION ON THE
PERIOD OF TIME IN WHICH CLAIMS MUST BE BROUGHT. THE PARTIES
FURTHER AGREE THAT IN CONNECTION WITH ANY SUCH ARBITRATION
PROCEEDING EACH SHALL FILE ANY COMPULSORY COUNTERCLAIM (AS
DEFINED BY RULE 13 OF THE FEDERAL RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURES)
WITHIN THIRTY (30) DAYS .OF THE DATE OF THE FILING OF THE CLAIM TO
WHICH IT RELATES. THIS PROVISION SHALL CONTINUE IN FULL FORCE
AND EFFECT SUBSEQUENT TO AND NOTWITHSTANDING EXPIRATION OR
TERMINATION OF THIS AGREEMENT. SAFEGUARD AND DISTRIBUTOR
AGREE THAT ARBITRATION SHALL BE CONDUCTED ON AN INDIVIDUAL,
NOT A CLASS-WIDE BASIS. THE PARTIES FURTHER AGREE THAT CLAIMS
BY OR AGAINST EITHER OF THEM (AND TIIEIR OFFICERS, DIRECTORS,
EMPLOYEES, SHAREHOLDERS, GUARANTORS OR AFFILIATES) WlLL BE
HEARD ON AN INDIVIDUAL BASIS AND NOT CONSOLIDATED WITH THE
CLAIMS OF ANY THIRD PARTIES. NOTWITHSTANDING ANYTHING TO THE
CONTRARY CONTAINED J;NTHIS PARAGRAPH, WE AND YOU EACH HAVE
THE RIGHT IN A PROPER CASE TO OBTAIN TEMPORARY RESTRAINING
ORDERS OR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTIVE RELIEF FROM A COURT OF
COMPETENT JURISDICTION; PROVIDED, HOWEVER, THAT WE AND YOU
MUST CONTEMPORANEOUSLY SUBMIT OUR DISPUTE FOR ARBITRATION
ON THE MERITS AS PROVIDED IN THIS PARAGRAPH.

I
I

I
!

I

I

i'
i

I

(C)
IN THE EVENT OF ANY DISPUTE BETWEEN YOU AND
SAFEGUARD BASED UPON, ARlSING IN CONNECTION WITH, OR
RELATED TO THE INTERPRETATION OF THIS AGREEMENT OR A
CLAIMED BREACH THEREOF, THE PA~TIES' RESPECTIVE RIGHTS AND
OBLIGATIONS UNDER THIS AGREEMENT, OR FROM ALLEGED
TORTIOUS CONDUCT OR STATUTORY VIOLATIONS RELATED IN ANY
WAY, DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, EITHER TO THIS AGREEMENT OR TO
THE PARTIES' COMMERCIAL OR ECONOMIC RELATIONSHIP, AND
EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE PROVIDED IN SUBPARAGRAPH (A) ABOVE, YOU
AND WE AGREE THAT THE ISSUES THAT WILL BE RAISED IN SUCH
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DISPUTE WILL BE DIFFICULT AND COMPLEX SO THAT ANY LAWSUIT
RESULTING FROM SUCH A CONTROVERSY WILL BE TRlED BEFORE A
COURT OF COMPETENT JURlSDICTION BY A JUDGE SITIING WITHOUT
A JURY.
YOU HEREBY KNOWINGLY, VOLUNTARILY AND
INTENTIONALLY WAIVE ANY RIGHT YOU MAY HAVE To" A TRIAL BY
JURY JN RESPECT TO LITIGATION RELATIVE TO ANY OF THE
FOREGOING MATTERS, AND YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THIS
PROVISION IS A MATERIAL INDUCEMENT FOR SAFECUARD'S
ENTERING INTO THIS AGREEMENT WITH YOU.
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.

T3 ENTERPIUSES, INC•

. B~,~&?ckt==4_
'

~·----------
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EXHIBIT A
TO THAT CERTAIN DISTRIBUTOR AGREEMENT
BETWEEN SAFEGVARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND

TI 6t-ktprises. -!VIe.-.

You shall have the non-exclusive right to call on prospective users of Safeguard Systems
in the geographical area described below.
The following counties in the State ofidaho:
Ada
Adams
Bannock
Bear Lake
Bingham
Blaine
Boise
Bonneville
Butte

Camas
Canyon
Caribou
Cassia
Clark
Custer
Elmore
Franklin
Fremont
Gem
Gooding
Jefferson
Jerome

Lemhi
Lincoln
Madison
Mindoka
Oneida
Owyhee

Power
Teton
Twin Falls
Valley
Washington
The follwing counties in the State of Oregon:
Malheur
The following counties in the State of Wyoming:

Lincoln
Teton
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EXHIBITB
TO THAT CERTAIN DISTRIBUTOR AGREEMENT
BETWEEN SAFEGUJ\RD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND

i
I

I

U &lterpr1'ses. Xv1 C/.

You shall have the exclusive right to the applicable commissions on sales of Safeguard

I
I
!

Systems to:
(i) each customer in the Territoty whose first order of Safeguard Systems is directly the
result of your effmis and is credited to you, except National Accounts, Banks (and Bank
referrals) and other refen·al sources with respect to which you have failed to comply with
Paragraph 8(C); and

(ii) the Safeguard customers listed in Safeguard computer under Distributor #04F7-XX.

Jn addition, your exclusive right to commissions on sales of Safeguard Systems to any
customer shall expire ifthat customer has not purchased any Safeguard System within thilty-six
(36) months after the invoice date of such customer's last prior purchase of any Safeguard
System.

¥/ If no list of customers is physically attached hereto, you should initial this page to indicate
Ihat such a list was previously furnished to you. You should not sign the Agreement or initial
this page unless such a list is being or has been furnished to you by Safeguard. These customers
were formerly in Safeguard's computer under Distributor #TBD and #TBD.

~~7-a.?j ~15-03, XI<.T-03,

X!<.G-tJ3
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EXIDBITC
TO THAT CERTAIN DISTRIBUTOR AGREEMENT

BETWEEN SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND

13

&t-kqri~. :tfJQ,.

NON-SOLICITA TION/NON-DlSCLOSURE COVENANTS OF MANAGER

In consid,eration of my [employment/continued employment] as a Manager for
C., ("Distnoutor'') a distributor of Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.,
("Safeguard" ana ne Dollar ($1.00), receipt of which is acknowledged, I aclmowledge and agree
that:

th ··tULrJ.. Ted - ·
1.

Safeguard has developed: price lists, customer lists, customer files and records
(such as samples, imprints, past ordering histmies, key contact personnel and the
like), lists of referral sources, methods of doing business, sales volume figures
and other similar infonnation. If my status as a Manager terminates for any
reason, I agree to (I) deliver to Distributor, the originals and all copies of the
foregoing confidential materials (whether documentaty or on computerized media),
plus any and all mock ups, brochures and sales materials fumished to me by
Disnibutor or Safeguard; and (2) purge from my computer all references to the
foregoing lists and infmmation, including customers of Distributor or Safeguard
and their identities (collectively refened to as the "Confidential Information").

2.

As an employee of Distributor, I will receive valuable Confidential Infmmation,
disclosure of which would be dettimental to Disttibutor, Safeguard, other Safeguard
distributors and Safeguard businesses.

3.

I will hold in strict confidence the Confidential lnf01mation and any other
inf01mation designated by Distributor or Safeguard as confidential. I will not
disclose any portion or all of the Confidential Infonnation to non-Safeguard
employees, and I wi11 use it only in connection with my duties as a Manager of
Distributor, unless Safeguard othelWise agrees in wrili11g. My promise not to
disclose the Confidential Information is a condition of my employment by
Distributor and continues even after I leave the employ ofDistJibulor.

4.

I agree that I will not compete with Distributor or with Safeguard duting the time
that I am employed by or am an agent of Distributor. More specifically, l agree that
during that time I will not do any of the following things for myself or for anyone
else: (a) encourage customers to do business with any competitor of Distributor or
Safeguard; (b) acquire an interest in, or promote, aid or assist, any business that is
of the same general type as Distributor or Safeguard; (c) encourage employees or
agents ofDistlibutor or Safeguard to quit their jobs or relationships with Distributor
or Safeguard; and/or (d) directly or indirectly on my own behalf or on behalf of

002456
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any other person, entity or film, solicit, sell, attempt to sell, or assist others in
selling to any Safeguard customers printed business products, one-write
accounting and other financial systems, non-financial one-write systems such as
gift certificates and visitor pass systems, continuous and laser computer forms and
checks, envelopes, tax forms, computer software, records management and related
business supplies, and certain lines of products manufactured or supplied for SBS
by outside vendors. I agree that my obligation in (c) and (d) directly above shall
continue beyond the termination date of my employment or agency for an
additional period oftwo (2) years.
5.

Safeguard is a third-party beneficiary of this Agreement and may enforce it. My
violation of this Agreement will cause Safeguard irreparable ha1m; therefore, I
acknowledge and agree that Safeguard or Distributor may apply for the issuance of
an injun~tion preventing me from violating this Agreement and agree to pay
Safeguard and Distributor an the costs it/they incur(s), including attomeys' fees, if
this Agreement is enforced against me. I agree that Distributor and/or Safeguard
may also get a judgment against me for money damages that result fi·om my
violation of those duties if Distributor and/or Safeguard are/is able to prove the
amount of those damages. Due to the importance of Ibis Agreement to Safeguard,
any claim I have against Distributor or Safeguard is a separate matter and does not
entitle me to violate, or justify any violation of this Agreement. If any part of this
Agreement is held invalid by a court or agency, the rest of the Agreement is still
enforceable and the part held invalid is enforceable to the extent found reasonable
by the court or agency.

I acknowledge that these covenants arc reasonable and appropriate in view of the access to
Safeguard Confidential Information that I will have as a Manager, and that Distributor would not
be willing to appoint me as a Manager unless I agree to sign this document. Ifl violate any of
the above covenants, I acknowledge that money damages will be an inadequate remedy and that
Safeguard will be entitled to specific performance and/or injunctive relief even if no money
damages can be proven, and that the customer non-solicitation covenants shall continue in effect
for two (2) years after the date of my last violation of the customer non-solicitation provisions
herein.

l
\ Hp ~
( J

Date

56068.00.001/4602) 7.6
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EXHIBITD
TO THAT CERTAIN DISTRIBUTOR AGREEMENT
BETWEEN SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND

l3 ffle.q>fi?f£1 ;J;nc_,,

COLLATERAL ASSIGNMENT OF TELEPHONE NUMBERS AND LISTINGS
THIS ASSIGNMENT is entered into this 1st day of August, 2006, in accordance with
the tetms of that certain Distributor Agreement (the "Distributor Agreement") between T3
Enterptises, Inc., ("Distributor") and Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. ("Company"), executed
concurrently with this Assignment Agreement, under which Company granted Distributor the
right to own and operate a Safeguard business in Idaho(the "Business").
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, Distributor hereby assigns to Company all of Distributor's
right, title and interest in and to those certain telephone numbers and regular, classified or other
telephone directory listings (collectively, the "Telephone Numbers and Listings") associated
with Company's trade and service marks and used from time to time in connection with the
operation of the Business. This Assignment is for collateral purposes only and, except as
specified herein, Company shall have no liability or obligation of any kind whatsoever arising
from or in connection with this Assignment, unless Company shall notify the telephone company
and/or the listing agencies with which Distributor has placed telephone directory listings (all
such entities are collectively: refeiTed to herein as the "Telephone Company") to effectuate the
assignment pursuant to the tenns hereof.
Upon termination or expiration of the Distribtttor Agreement (without renewal or
extension), Company shall have the right and is hereby empowered to effectuate the assignment
of the Telephone Numbers and Listings, and, in such event, Distributor shall have no further
right, title or interest in the Telephone Numbers and Listings and shall remain liable to the
Telephone Company for all past due fees owing to the Telephone Company on or before the
effective date of the assignment hereunder.
Distributor aclmowledges and agrees that as between Company and Distributor, upon
termination or expiration of the Distributor Agreement (without renewal or extension), Company
shall have the sole right to and interest in the Telephone Numbers and Listings, and Distributor
appoints Company as Distributor's true and lawful attorney-in-fact to direct the Telephone
Company to assign same to Company, and execute such documents and take such actions as may
be necessary to effectuate the assignment. Upon such event, Distributor shall immediately notify
the Telephone Company to assign the Telephone Numbers and Listings to Company. If
Distributor fails to promptly direct the Telephone Company to assign the Telephone Numbers
and Listings to Company, Company shall direct the Telephone Company to effectuate the
assignment contemplated hereunder to Company. The parties agree that the Telephone
Company may accept Company's written direction, the Distributor Agreement or this
Assignment as conclusive proof of Company's exclusive rights in and to the Telephone Numbers
and Listings upon such termination or expiration and that such assignment shall be made
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automatica1ly and immediately effective upon T~lephohe Company>s receipt. of such notice from
Company or Distributor. The parties further agree that if the Telephone Company requires that
the parties execute the Telephone Company's assignment forms or other documentation at the
time of termination or expiration of the Distributor Agreement, Company's execution of such
fonns or documentation on behalf of Distributor shall effectuate Distril:iutor's consent and
agreetne11t to the assignment. The parties agree that at any time after the date hereof, they will
perform such acts and execute and deliver such docnments as may be necessary to assist in or
accompJislt the assignment described herein upon tem1ination or expiration of the Distributor
Agreement.
ASSIGNEE:

ASSIGNOR

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.

T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.

B>:~Wr~_
Its:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

By:_&w~." "_ti!LJ;V)L. . . l(>. .L:.}QlFp~,_·- - - Its:._..!..J(}~~S::J.!jJ!=I\i-~----
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EXHIBlTE
TO THAT CERTAIN DISTRIBUTOR AGREEMENT
BETWEEN SAFE~I}USJN§§S SYSTEMS, INC. AND

TJ

.'

t&tt..~

Jjuy,

Effective Date: This Exhibit E Is current and complete
As of August 1, 2006
The Distributor and Its Owners

I.

Form ofDistributor.
(a)

Proprietorship. The owner(s) of the Distributor (is) (are) as follows:

(b)
Corporation, Partnership, Limited Liability Company or other Business
Entity. The Distributor was incorporated or formed on {\1\D,.M I 9 I aooltJ, under the laws of
the State of
::t:Ja.y\'0
. The Distributor has not condu ed business under any name other
than its corporate, company or pa11nership name and
. The following is
a list of the Distributor's directors and/or officers as of the effective date shown above:

Name of Each Director/Officer

Position(s) Held

J\nwl) Tip\~

INITIALS

~6068
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OWNER'S GUARANTY AND ASSUMPTION OF
DISTRIBUTOR'S OBLIGATIONS

In consideration of, and as an inducement to, the execution of the Distributor Agreement
(the "Agreement") by SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. ("Company"), each of the
undersigned ("Guarantors") hereby personally and unconditionally (1) guarantees to Company
and its successors and assigns, for the term of the Agreement and thereafter as provided in the
Agreement, that Dawn Teply ("Distributor") shall punctually pay and perform each and every
undertaking, agreement and covenant set forth in the Agreement and (2) agrees to be personally
bound by, and personally liable for the breach of, each and every provision in the Agreement.
Each Guarantor hereby waives:

(1)

acceptance and notice of acceptance by Company of the foregoing undertakings;

(2)
notice of demand for payment of any indebtedness or nonperf01mance of any
obligations hereby guaranteed;
(3)
protest and notice of default to any party with respect to the indebtedness or
nonpe1formance of any obligations hereby guaranteed;
(4)
any right he may have to require that an action be brought against Distributor or
any other person as a condition of liability; and

(5)
entitled.

any and all other notices and legal or equitable defenses to which he may be

Each Guarantor consents and agrees that:

(1)

his direct and immediate liability under this guaranty shall be joint and several;

(2)
he shall render any payment or performance required under the Agreement upon
demand if Distributor fails or refuses punctually to do so;
{3)
such liability shall not be conditioned upon pursuit by Company of any remedies
against Distrib_utor or any other person; and
(4)
such liability shall not be diminished, relieved or otherwise affected by any
extension of time, credit or other indulgence which Company may from time to time grant to
Distributor or to any other person, including without limitation the acceptance of any partial
payment or performance, or the compromise or release of any claims, none of which shall in any
way modify or amend this guaranty, which shall be continuing and irrevocable during the te1m of
the Agreement.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, each of the undersigned has hereunto affixed his signature on
the same day and year as the Agreement was executed.
GUARANTOR(S)

Al aJ&V/

Clqp~

PERCENTAGE OF OWNERSHIP OF DISTRJBUTOR

51

%

if~

%

_________________%
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ADDENDUM NO. I
NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
One-Write and Safe-Trak Systems - manual systems, including financial
accounting and non-financial systems, in which several fmms for different financial or
non-financial recording functions are held in alignment on compact writing boards so that
a single writing on the top form produces the same entry on the forms beneath through
use of carbon on "no-carbon required" paper. Also included in this product line are the
writing boards, trays, binders and other non-paper items sold in conjunction with the
forms.

COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT TO YOU

35% of net sales, subject to the terms of the payment and chargeback provisions
described in the Distributor Agreem~nt.
COMMISSION AND TERRITORY PROVISIONS
Distributor acknowledges that all commission 1ights, account protection and territory provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
of NEBS.
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ADDENDUM NO.2

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Computer Forms and Checks- laser, continuous and other computer forms and
checks that fit the requirements of personal and business computers and which are
generally sold in quantities of 500 to 50,000. The fotms consist of Pre-set forms which
are stock items designed to fit numerous software combinations; Semi-custom forms
which are sold when there is not enough volume in an item to stock it as a Pre-set;
Custom Forms which are designed to customer preferences, envelopes run in continuous
fashion; letterhead; and checks run in continuous fashion.

COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT TO YOU
Safeguard shall sell and, pursuant to the Distributor Agreement, bill to the customer
computer forms orders only at the price agreed to and accepted by Safeguard. Safeguard
shal1 maintain a schedule, which may from time to time be changed by Safeguard at its
sole discretion upon written notice, setting forth for each computer form product line the
minimum price at which Safeguard is willing to sell the product. Your commission will
be the difference between the price agreed to and accepted by Safeguard for the sale of
any computer forms hereunder and the minimum price for such product on the schedule
then in effect, subject to the terms ofpaymen.t and chargebaclc provisions described in the
Dist1ibutor Agreement.
COMMISSION AND TERRlTORY PROVISIONS
Distributor acknowledges that all commission rights, account protection and tetTitory provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Syste~s, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
of NEBS.
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ADDENDUM NO.3

NAME AND DESCRlPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Color Coded Records Management - A systematic approach by which to retain
vital media through shelving, folders, indexes, labels and accessory products. Designed
around the use of color to designate, classifY and organize records, Safeguard offers two
proprietary systems, Color Sentry and Color Master, as well as systems compatible with
other otiginal equipment manufacturers. The Color Sentry system is an end tab system
with unique colored labels, both alpha and numeric, being applied to folders. Color
Master provides records to suspend from plastic hangers, using plastic colored tabs
instead of unique colored labels.

COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT TO YOU
Records Management products are a combination of based priced and fixed price. Fixed
p1ice products yield a 35% commission on net sales. Based priced products covered by
this Addendum shall be sold and billed to the customer only at the price agreed to and
accepted by Safeguard. Safeguard shall maintain a schedule, which may from time to
time be changed by Safeguard, at its sole discretion upon written notice setting fo1th the
minimum price for which Safeguard is willing to sell the product. Your commission for
such products will be the difference between the price agreed to and accepted by
Safeguard for the sale of any such products and the minimum price for such product or
the schedule then in effect. Both based and fixed price products are subject to the te1ms
of payment and chargeback provisions described in the Distiibutor Agreement.

COMMISSlON AND TERRITORY PROVISIONS
Distributor acknowledges that all commission rights, account protection and territ01y provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply ·only to orders that are invoiced·and collected by Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders pwcessed by any other affiliate
of NEBS.
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ADDENDUM NO.4

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Personal System (PS-3)- A simplified check-writing one-write system for home
and personal use. Included in this product line are the f01ms which comprise the system
and the wtiting boards, envelopes, binders and other non-paper items sold in conjunction
with the forms.

COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OFPAYMENTTO YOU
25% of net sales, subject to the terms of the payment and chargeback provisions
described in the Distributor Agreement.

COMMISSION AND TERRlTORY PROVISIONS
Distributor acknowledges that all commission rights, account protection and territory provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
of NEBS.
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ADDENDUM NO.5

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Sow·ced Products- Ancillary business fonns or office supplies not manufactured
by Safeguard or offered through a Safeguard standard program with a third party
supplier, but which will, from time to time, be made available for sale by Safeguard
through Distributors to the professional and small business markets traditionally served
by Safeguard. Such products will not carry the Safeguard name, and many include, for
illustration purposes, stock tab paper, snap-out forms and envelopes. Safeguard reserves
the right to revise, expand or decrease the list of products covered by this Addendum
fi·om time to time upon written notice to Distributors, and you aclmowledge Safeguard's
right to do so.

COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT
Each product covered by this Addendum shall be sold and billed to the customer only at
the price agreed to and accepted by Safeguard. Safeguard shall maintain a schedule,
which may from time to time be changed by Safeguard upon written notice, setting forth
for each product the minimum price at which Safeguard is willing to sell the product.
Your commission will be the difference between the price agreed to and accepted by
Safeguard for the sale of any product hereunder and the minimum price for such product
on the schedule then in effect, subject to the terms of payment and chargeback provisions
described in your Distributor Agreement, except that chargebacks shall until further
notice be detetmined on the following basis: If we have not received payment in full for
any of the Sourced Product sales which have been processed within one hundred and
twenty (120) days of the billing date, you shall repay us for the appropriate percentage of
the minimum price, or unpaid balance of the minimum price. Instead of requiring you to
repay any amount, we may deduct the amount fi·om payments which we owe you. If we
are later paid by the customer, we will then pay to you an amount equal to the amount
collected, Jess the out-of-pocket costs of collection.

COMMISSION AND TERRITORY PROVISIONS
Distributor acknowledges that all commission rights, account protection and tetTitory provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
of NEBS.
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ADDENDUM NO.6

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Standard Programs -These arc ancillary business products and office supplies not
manufactured by Safeguard provided by third party suppliers through an established
standard program including standard pricing. Such products may not carry the Safeguard
name, and may include, for iUustration purposes, tax forms, three-on-a-page checks, and
envelopes. Safeguard reserves the right to revise, expand or decrease the list of products
covered by this Addendum from time to time upon written notice to Distributors, and you
·
acknowledge Safeguard's right to do so.

COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT
Each product covered by this Addendum shall be sold and billed to the customer only at
the price agreed to and accepted by Safeguard. Safeguard shall maintain a schedule,
which may from time to time be changed by Safeguard upon written notice to
Distributors, setting forth for each product the minimum price at which Safeguard is
willing to sell the product. Your commission will be the difference between the price
agreed to and accepted by Safeguard for the sale of any product hereunder and the
minimum price for such product on the schedule then in effect, subject to the terms of
payment and chargeback provisions described in your Distributor Agreement.
COMMISSION AND TERRITORY PROVISIONS
Distributor acknowledges that all commission rights, account protection and terdt01y provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
ofNEBS.
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ADDENDUM NO.7

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Computer Software- Computer Software (which may or may not have been
developed by Safeguard or bear the Safeguard name) which will, from time to time, be
made available for sale by Safeguard through Distributors to the professional and small
business markets traditionally served by Safeguard. Such products may include
upgrades, maintenance contracts and technical support. Safeguard reserves the light to
revise, expand or decrease the list of products covered by this Addendum from time to
time upon written notice to Distributors.
COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT
Safeguard shall sell and bill to the customer orders for Computer Software at the price
proposed by you and accepted by Safeguard. Safeguard shall maintain a schedule, which
may fi·om time to time be changed by Safeguard upon written notice to Distributors,
setting forth for each Computer Software product the minimum price at which Safeguard
is willing to sell the product. Your commission will be the difference between the p1ice
agreed to and accepted by Safeguard for the sale of any Computer Software product and
the minimum price for such product and the schedule then in effect, subject to the terms
of payment and chargeback provisions desctibed in your Distributor Agr!!ement.
DEFINITIONS AND OTHER COMMENTS
Where expressly authorized in writing by Safeguard, you will be pennitted to solicit bulk
orders for Computer Software from retail software resellers. You will not be pem1itted to
solicit bulk orders for Computer Software products as to which such written authorization
has been withdrawn. Jn the event of any resale of a Computer Software product by such
reseller to an existing Safeguard customer whose account is assigned to another
Distributor, that assigned Distributor, and not you, shall be entitled to the commissions on
any sales of computer forms on other Safeguard printed products.

COMMISSION AND TERR1TORY PROVISIONS
'

Distributor acknowledges that all commission rights, account protection and teuitory provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
B11siness Systems, lnc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
of NEBS.
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ADDENDUM NO. 8
NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Sourced or Brokerage Product<;--Bill Only Distributor Paid ("BODP"): Ancillary business
forms, checks or other business products that are not manufactured or offered by Safeguard,
including those through their preferred sourced relationships, but which will, from time to time,
be made available for sale by Safeguard through Distributors to the small business marketplace.
BODP orders, as defined in this addendum, occur when the Distributor pays the vendor invoice
directly and Safeguard bills the customer, collects the customer payment, and pays the
Distributor the appropriate conunission.
COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT
Each product covered by this Addendum shall be sold and billed to the customer at the price
agreed to by the Distributor and communicated to Safeguard. Safeguard shall maintain a
schedule of handling and processing charges for BODP orders, which may from time to time be
changed by Safeguard. Your commission will be 1) the amount billed to the end-user customer,
as agreed to between the customer and the Distributor and communicated to Safeguard, less 2)
the applicable processing charge as determined by the schedule then in effect, and ·less 3) sales
tax, subject to applicable reversal provisions for Sourced or Brokerage orders. Commissions on
BODP orders shall be paid after Safeguard receives payment for the applicable order from the
customer. Commissions on BODP orders shall be paid weekly after receipt of payiJ1ent from the
customer. For customer payments received by Safeguard between Monday and Friday,
commissions shaH be transmitted to Distributors the following Monday for receipt on Tuesday
(or the next business day in the event either of these days is a business or banking holiday).
ANNUAL QUOTA
You will have no separate quota for any of the products covered by this Addendum, but any
commissions (or sales) remitted from BODP will count toward the commission (or sales)· quota
in your Distributor Agreement with Safeguard.
RATES APPLICABLE TO PAYMENTS AFTER TERMINATION, AND METHOD OF
PAYMENT
Rates and terms applicable to payments after termination shall be identical to those (if any) in the
Sourced or Brokerage Products Addendum between Distributor and Safeguard, or, if absent from
the Sourced or Brokerage Products Addendum, then rates and tenns applicable to payments after
termination shall be identical to those in the Regional Distributor Agreement between Distributor
and Safeguard.
DELINQUENT VENDOR PAYMENTS
In the event the Distributor has failed to pay any vendor invoice and that vendor invoice remains
unpaid for a period that exceeds 100 days from the date of the original invoice, or if any vendor
puts Safeguard or Safeguard-affiliated accounts on credit hold or takes further action against
Safeguard or any distributor as a result of Distributor's failure to pay amounts when due, then
Safeguard reserves the right to prohibit Distributor fi·om processing orders pursuant I~ this
56068.00.0011460237.6
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Addendum. In addition, if any of the above events occur, Safeguard reserves the right to pay
amounts outstanding directly and deduct the amount from commissions otherwise due that
Distributor.
COMMISSION AND TERRITORY PROVISIONS

'

Distributor aclmowledges that all commission tights, account protection and territory provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
ofNEBS.

I
I
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ADDENDUM NO. 9
NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Promotional Products: Promotional products or "ad specialties" include, but are not
limited to, apparel or wearables, drinkware, writing instruments, calendars, bags or desk
accessories that may be but are not necessarily manufactured by Safeguard, including those
through preferred alliance relationships, but which wil1, from time to time, be made available for
sale by Safeguard through Distributors to the business marketplace. Promotional products
subject to this addendum are those orders for products to be used in conjunction, in connection or
in furtherance of a customer's business, charitable organization or fund raising entity.

COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT TO YOU
Safeguard shall sell and, pursuant to the Disttibutor Agreement, bill to the customer promotional
product orders only at the price agreed to and accepted by Safeguard and subject to the terms,
conditions and policies then in effect for promotional products. Safeguard shall maintain a
schedule, which may from time to time be changed by Safeguard at its sole discretion upon
written notice to Distributors, setting forth for each promotional product, the minimum price at
which Safeguard is willing to sell the product. Your commission will be the difference between
the price agreed to and accepted by Safeguard for the sale of any pmmotional product hereunder
and the minimum price for such product on the schedule then in effect, subject to the tem1s of
payment and chargeback provisions described in the Distributor Agreement.
ANNUAL QUOTA
You will have no separate quota for any of the products covered by this Addendum, but any
commissions (or sales) remitted fi·om Promotional Products, as defined in this addendum, will
count toward the commission (or sales) quota in your Distributor Agreement with Safeguard.
COMMISSION AND TERRITORY PROVISIONS
Distributor acknowledges that all commission rights, account protection and territmy provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
of NEBS.

JNTTJALS
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ADDENDUM NO. 10

I
I

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE

I

Sourced or Brokerage Products-Holiday Greeting Cards, Calendars, and related
ancillary products "Holiday Cards"): Ancillary holiday greeting cards, calendars or other
business products that are not manufactured or offered by Safeguard, including those ilirough
their preferred sourced relationships, but which will, from time to time, be made available for
sale by Safeguard through Distributors to the small business ma~:ketplace. Holiday Card orders,
as defined in this addendum, occur when the Distributor submits an order pursuant to a Holiday
Card product offering made by Safeguard through the DFS group, a wholly owned subsidiary of
New England Business Service "NEBS", or through any other affiliate ofNEBS.

i

I
I

I

I

COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT
Each product covered by this Addendum shall be sold and billed to the customer at the price
agreed to by the Distributor and communicated to Safeguard. Safeguard shall maintain a
schedule of handling and processing charges for Holiday Card orders, which may from time to
time be changed by Safeguard. Your commission will be I) the amount billed to the end-user
customer, as agreed to between the customer and the Distributor and communicated to
Safeguard, less 2) the applicable processing charge as dete1mined by the schedule then in effect,
and less 3) sales tax, subject to applicable chargeback and reversal provisions for Holiday Card
orders. Commissions on Holiday Card orders shall be paid on or about the 151h of the month
following invoice of the product to the customer.
·ANNUAL QUOTA
You will have no separate quota for any of the products covered by this Addendum, but any
commissions (or sales) remitted from Holiday Cards will count toward the commission (or sales)
quota in your Distributor Agreement with Safeguard.
RATES APPLICABLE TO PAYMENTS AFTER TERMINATION, AND METHOD OF
PAYMENT
Rates and terms applicable to payments after termination shall be identical to those (if any) in the
Sourced or Brokerage Products Addendum between Distributor and Safeguard, or, if absent from
the Sourced or Brokerage Products Addendum, then rates and tenns applicable to payments after
termination shall be identical to those in the Regional Distributor Agreement between Distributor
and Safeguard.
COMMISSION AND TERRITORY PROVISIONS
Distributor acknowledges that all commission rights, account protection and tenitory provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
of NEBS.
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AGREEMENTANDACKNOWLEDGEMENT
The undersigned distributor ("Distributor'') and Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. ("Safeguard")
have previously entered into a Regional Distributor Agreement or similar agreement governing
the business relationship between the two parties ("Agreement"). Safeguard intends to expand
the offering of products for which distributors may solicit orders that are processed through, and
invoiced and billed by, Safeguard, and are fulfilled directly by Safeguard or for Safeguard by one
of its affiliates ("Expanded Products").
Distributor will have no separate quota for any of the Expanded Products covered by this
acknowledgment, but any sales (or commissions) will count toward the sales (or commission)
quota in the Agreement.
Distributor and Safeguard acknowledge that all terms of the Agreement remain in effect and
applicable to orders for Expanded Products processed through Safeguard. Distributor
aclmowledges and agrees that commission rights, account protection and territory provisions of
the Agreement apply only to orders that are originated through Safeguard and invoiced and
collected by Safeguard or any entity on behalf of Safeguard and do not apply to sales made or
orders originated and invoiced by New England Business Service, Inc. ("NEBS") or any other
affiliate ofNEBS.
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. · Decep.tiveBusfness Practices,icy

Page 1 of4

To; All PistriQ\rtors
F.t:mn: Hal A..Ro.s~. Senior Vice· .President Distributor Devc;;lo.pn'l.elit
D.nte: Septel'llber ·f• 1999
RE: Revised Version ofD~cet>tive Busin¢SsPK¥tices Poucy

Below -is atopy o.f th{) Deceptive Busiuess Praotices Policy that lias. been.r.ev.fsed. Y:ov. mn.y, recnll thnt
this poli~y was originally put into plaqe E:ffecttve·Feb.runry 1991. B..as.sd UJ)Q~ cathiut Qllanges over th~
past twa years nud distributor input, tbe Di~l;11,~r Development O:lm.'fl1itt~ te~iew¢ tha p()Jicy and
~ugg~ted revisions that are inclnded in t~~ T~sed poliGy. The rev.ised -policy will repla~e the
pn'Mmts v~rsio.n nnd go. into -effect immediately.
Dll:CEPTlVE BUSI'i\'ESS. PRACTICES POl..IC\'

The fo1J<:>wing d:i:C1.}ptive business practices by a Safeguard distributor ate pr.o.bil;lited both undertb~
terms oftltis policy nod fhe- Dishibutorship .Agr~ement. "Dismbutor" includes distributors, associate
distributors, sales r?prescntatives, and all otll~r agents or employees of tho Dlstrlbntor. AmoUllts
collected by Safeguard under this policy for penalties in excess ofthe nctua·J anmunt Gf n commiBsion
.reversal or oU1e1wise will be psed to offset costs incurred by Sa:f!llguard. P.cceptive business praclices
nre defined to include, but are not Hmited to, the following actions taken by a Safeguard distributor.

a. Distributors are prohibjted from soliciting orders of products or services
in violation of the existing Out of Territory 'Policy.

a. The first time a Distributor solicits an order in viot·ation of the Out of
Territory Policy, the amount of the commission ga.nera~ed in connection
with such order will be reversed ond paid to the appropriate clislributor, and
a warning letter will be issued hy Safeguard.

filc://C:\WINDOWS\Tl~MP\Dcccptivc

Business Prac1iccs Policy.h.llll
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Deceptive Business Practices

a. The ~econd time .a 'Distot>utQr soli~its :<~11 order in vi<>latio.n of Out of Territory P-olicy. the
amount of'the:.comm,isruon generated in connection witl1 such order will he reversed and
paid to the appropriate distributor. In addition, the distributor will be fined an amount
equal to tl~ con1.1ni.ss.~ou genf;lt.~ttld in conqectlon wJtl1 such ord.!,:t or $500.00, whichever
is greater1 through a red\\ction·oftbe next-month's commissions.
b. The. third' ti.m.a ilist.ribut¢r.JJQJioits an or~erin vi oJatioo of l11e Out ofTerritory Policy,
the amol!ftt ·of the C0lll1JJ~ssion gen:etaled ·hi tronne'ctio11 with sucl1 order will be reversed
a:11d paid tQ the apPropri~!" ~istrib~tQr. Jn·additiotl, the distrioutor will b~ fined llfi
amount equal to two (2} tiines the i:01nirpssion genemted ln cmmection with such order
or $1000.00, wht®.ev.er-·!s greata.r. through a reductio.~\ of tbe .uext mo.nth,s commissions.
Further, tlt,e·rus'bi~ut~t's.Distrlbuf<>ll!4iP· Agreement will be subject to l'eview and

a

t~rmination.

:4;•. SoJ~i!!r.til!1l Qf Orders .o~Q:tltic1S 'Witlt~'tilllifitngjl~rhxct~ .fl\' Serv:i~...Ih;r!'l..nglJ
~i!lru:d.

n. :Oistri:butors are llTohibited from solicitiug any order for a pro,duct or
service ~t is coinpetitivc, mnnufactured or otherwise avaH'nblc througl1
Snfegunrd will'to.uf billing the order through Safeg11ard.

a. The first time that~ 4istribtttor solicits any order for product or service that is
competitive, ruanufachm:d. Qr otherwise available through Safeguard without billing the
order through Snfeguard, u warnfJ,lg lettet will be issued by Safeguard.
b. The sec~~d time ·that a:disti·ibuto~ ~.~1\~1~{~~v:order for a produc1 or service that is
compclltiYe, rruumfacturod or·\)~~S~1tvaila~l~ ibrougb Safeguard without billing the
order through Safeguard, the d!·sti'jbutor will be 1inod an amount equal to [:he amoun.t of
such oTdex or $5{)0.00, wlrloh~ver 1s greater, through a r.eduction of the next rnot~th ts
cornmissions.l!urther'l.he-distribntor's Dist.ribuiorship Agreement will be subject to
c.

revi·~w nnd termination.
'11H~ thjrd time that a distributor

soJicits any order .foJ' H product or ser"Vicc that is
competitive, manufactured or othetwise available through Safeguard witlmut billing the
order through Safegugrd, the distribut0rwill be filled on nrnount equal to two (2) times
!he amount of such or<ter o.r lSI 000.00, w.hichover is greater, through. a reduction of. the
nex! month's commls.siot1S. Further, tl1e distrilnstor's Distributorship Agrcemerit ~viii be
subject t:o review and tem1inalion.

J:ile://C:\WINDOWS\TEMP\Deceptivo Business
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a. Distributors are prol1ibited fium rotainl:ng and/or cashina ·customer
payments that are properly payabia to Safeguard.

·a. TI1e first time a <listributor retains and/or c.ashcs a cnstomer pn]lllent that is properly
payable lo Safegunrd; the distribu.tormu_.st pay tQ Sa~guard the fu11 amount.affhe
payment retained by the distributor~ $250.00 thtougb u redu.~lion -of the next" month's
commissions, and the distributor's Distn'butorship Agr~ement willl>.e subject to
termination.
b. 'rbe second time thai a Oistrjbutor t~tains:·and/c;>r- casbes.a -customer p.l:);ym!)nt that is
properly payable to Safegtl!!rd, tlieDistributor m~st pa.y tO $..aiegoard'I;Wo (Z) times the
full amount of the ·paymenlrcta.lned by the distributor D.1.Jm $500,00 thtoogb a reduction
of the next mon~h 's commissions, and tbe distributor1s :PislribUiorsh.ip.AgL·eement. will
be !tubj®t to termination.

a. ·A distribu.tor may not send direct mail outside oftheil"'ferrilocy for gtmeral solicitation

purpbses. However, a distributor may.send direct mrul fot soUcitatio11.purposas outside
oftheir Territory to customers of n.ny registered rcferml source •vith a reforral oode or to
existing cuslt)mcrs of s.ttch distributor based on the guideline.s set forth in the Open
Territory 1>o!icy. Further, a distributor may send direct moil outside ofthdr Territory for
free or dlscountcd producls .QllJY.1n connection with Saie_gunrd endorsed froe ·or
discounte<I p1·oduct promotions.
b. A Distn1mtor is prohibited from sending dir~cl mail advertising offering free or
discounted products, other tlmn Safeguard endorsed free or discounted prockucl
promotions, wi!hin a metro without obtaining the prior tm.animous approval of all
Distributors wi.thin the metro..However, a distributor mn.y send direct mail advertising
offering free or discounted pr()ducts within a metro to customers ofnny referral source
with a reterral code or to existing customers ofsuch Distributor based on the gLddelines

set forth in the Open Tet·ritory P()}icy.

a. The firs! lime n distributor sends direct mail advertising violnling the above policies. the
Jea<:fs or orders aild commissions generated .as u t·cault ofsntb mailing will be rotated to
the approprinic distributor following standard Safeguard rotation procedures.
b. The second time a distributor sends direct mnil advertising violating the above policies,
the lends or orders and commissions generated ns a res·u)t of such mailing will be roln.tcd
to the <!ppropriate distributor following stundard Snfegl!ard rotation procedures, and the
distributor's Distributorship Agreement wjlj be. subject to nwiew and tem1ination.

filc://C:\WJNDOWS\TEJVJP\Dcc!!plive Business Practices Policy.htm

ll17i0l
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a. In addition to the above penalties, ifn ilistributor violates any provision of ·
th~ abo-ve pQJjc~~·.a~d is pentllized t1uee (3) or more separate times within
the same ~alendar year1 tbe11. the Distrjbutor>s Distributo·rship Agreement.
will be.subje.ct to r.~vie:w and tenninatio11.

a. The .first tinw a dis:tl'ibntot. violates llll.Y9f t.be above pQli.cies in a given ca1e.ndar year and
i-s penalizedi .tb.e Disf.P:b\ttor~ll be ini)li,gible fQr P.atticipation in any of Safeguard's
·r~,gffitibn prowaril's 'f<~:t:·that oo}-endar~ar.

b. The Stlo.ond time. -a <li~ttj~~1or:~fclales any of the above policies io a giv.e11 onl~idar·~.ar.
and is penalized, the dis.tributor wilhbe. inellgibl~ .fur .participation in any of Sa&go:.:u:d)s
ineentive programs, i.e., ~~\1'¢.Q\l~ 'Ro:u·nd-Up or .flnyotl)er incentive program tlmu.in
placo, for the 6 n1onl:li 'p~nod in Wliicl1 the violation occurred.

bM~:M~.Smlli!:A I k9.ni<lct Center l.Corn91.{1J.PJu.H~ I D.~Y.S:19P.In.I}D! I P._T.<:J I l;@~iliJ~11 E~-~db!lck I

l!C?..~.!ii:Wc~ llmn:tq IM.!!rl<~ting

M. m:k9.~s 1-Neh'!.Qrk.furn.!!Dsi.o,ll :P.Mnet.ist~ I l?t:Qd!19LG I !~£l.~li9-2l S.ill~!i I S$;!!.r_~h I Tpchpo.logy I
D..illn:iM I :!Ys;.R.mnstc:r

filc:i/C:\WlNDOWS\TEMP\Deceptive Business Practices Policy.hlm

1117/01
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EXHIBIT 7
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Targeted Distributors- Draft
Distributors

Priority

Geographic
Area

Priority

EastSnyder, John - PA
Langer-CT
Wright
J. Martin
Jackson
Mackes
Mabry

NYC area
Pittsburgh, PA

Central - Deno

I

Krause-MN
A
-- ---:--Mock-OH
A
Price-GA
A
Sowers-TN
A
Stallings - GA
A
For AR, TN, FL
Wilkin-LA
A
Chilton -MO
B
Cox-GA
B
Ellsworth - TX
B
Kress-IN
B
Marquette- LA
B
Pomerantz - lL
B
Portogallo -lL
B
Benton-GA
c

Cleveland

Orlando,FL
All ofTXexcept Austin

West -Anders
Beavers-CA
Francis-WA
Maxwell-NV
Pierpoint - CA
Schob-CA

A
A
A
A
A

Arrillo-CO
Cameron- UT
DenBleyker- NM
Henne-CO
Kern-AZ
Niemic-CA
Teply-ID
Thurston - ID
Waterman- OR

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

Denver
Seattle
San Francisco

Portland
Phoenix

No.CA

DEFS0007867
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EXHIBIT 11
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Top Vendors 2010-2012

Expenditures
2013 YTD

I:ELECTRQNIC.It':1~Git'l~
. .
I
.. $.~R,~~-~- .... J ..
VendQ!'.]'Jam~

:ENNIS/FORME~~y B~9C~ .. .. . .. __

__..

I

Revenues
2013 YTD

I

95731(.QQj_ _ J11685_-:-oo!

t. _____ . ~30Q~~.35i ___·_, ______ j_

:wRIGHT IMAGII':JG SOU,JlJO~S, I_I':J~:.l ........ _ JJ8147!Qgt____ _
!
.ACTION QUALITY PRI~J"ERS. . .. L...._ ..... ).1~~~.?.:??.i. __ ........ J:.26?.ooj
'Wilmer
:
104972.00i
:
:STERUNG BUSINESS FORMS ... - .... ~.-.. . ... l1483o~oo;-··--·- -·--·--·i
'soiSE PRINT, INC.
. ..-.... . -... :... .'.~ ..·.:· :J~}§s~Q.9T~~=~= -=--7j:ooi .MACKAY MITCH~.LL Efi!VELOP.~.,<:;q.. ..
.. .. ~~?J]:.9.9L .. _. ,___,____j_
WRIG!j~ BUSIN~S_S GR_A~HIC~. .
..L............. ~~§~-~.:.9QI_ __,__ _ 1434.001
.LES BOIS PRINTING
;
47286.00j'
l
;us~-~i:y.su~·~~~s~·f.<2~·t1~.~::_·. .=-:Y ~~-:~.. )92.~7~60',-~----·---·r
!SANMAR
t.
28877.001
i
iJos~YN,-rvioR.~?. .':. _ ~ ---~-~~:.--· .. ·--!·~=~~=:~163.001
14s.ooi
'INFOSEAL, LLC.
i
12270.00i
i
.CENVE9 . .. :..... ·... :~ ..... ·.:~·-'_. .-~-j_~ ~~-~- ~]_863.0Ql_=-~-I

.

___

Expenditures
2012

I Revenues IExpenditures'

1332168.161
365281.551
260421.891
250031.91\
236927.53i
223226.14!
159437.291
132970.511
113859.01!
108666.851
105744.04\
67575.101
58537.801
39068.42!
36401.521

2012

340370.001
0.001
0.00
o.OO!
0.00
0.00
150.00
0.00
2147.00
0.00
o.oo
0.00
305.oo
0.00
0.00

2011

Revenues
2011

IExpenditures'

976688.24 --274658.00
403758.92
251439.72
211932.31
o.oo
224637.39
248539.50
174564.81
18.00
89377.32
108722.88
1670.00
117168.40
110543.44
1
· 63220.55'
91627.94
193.oo
51152.44
68985.73

2010

1024824.001
512608.00
114528.001
197283.ool
264020.00
221816.00
205981.00
0.00
106485.00
85665.13
90345.oo
57010.00
98454.oo
74632.001
65305.00

RevenuesJ
2010

288786.00j
__)

j
12o.oo:

i

-l
2954.0-0!

l

1171.Q9..1
:
~
:
33iooj
.
_.j
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· EXHIBIT 13
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Safeguard
BAM Initiative
Due Diligence Documents

Documentation Obtained

Time Frame

Confidential Safeguard
Questionnaire

Financial Statements

Preferred
Format

Description of Information

Submitted
(Yes, No,
Incomplete)

Operational information about the business -Word Doc
General Info, Sales Info, Product Vendor
info, Customer Info, Business ServicesSpecial Handling, Technology/Systems,
Employee, Office spec's

3 Years plus YTD

@I

Credit & Background Check

Profit and Loss Statements, Balance
sheets, StatemenUDescription of Accounts

Excel

Form to be provided.

PDF or Fax

Customer Billing Address/Contact
Information

Minimum 3 years

Customer number, name, address, phone,
fax, e-mail, sales rep (if applicable) Template Provided

Excel

Customer Order History

2 Years & YTD

Order/Line item historical sales/cost
information by customer, with vendor and
product detail -Template Provided

Excel

Sales & Cost by Vendor (may be
included in Order History)

3 Years plus YfD

Where are they obtaining product - Sales,
expense related to each

Excel

Sales and Margins by Product Line 3 Years plus YTD
(may be included in Order History)

Sales and margins by high level product
categories - i.e. Commercial Print,
Envelopes, Promotional Items, Business
Forms

Excel

Sales and Margins by Customer
(may be included in Order History)

Typically by customer name - sometimes by Excel
!)Orne form of customer id at this stage

3 Years plus YTD

Fulfillment Questionnaire
Provide details of customer and
1 year
vendor invoices, purchase orders
and product samples for products
provided by your top 20 vendors to
your top 10 customers.

Form to be provided.

.....

Copies of organizational
documents, including certificate-or
articles of Incorporation, and all
amendments thereto
Business license.
Certificates of authority for all states
where business is conducted.

002490

Any local licenses/permits required, Any local licenses/permits required,
such as occupancy, software, etc) such as occupancy, software, etc)

2 most recent years Income Tax

2 most recent years Income Tax
Returns

2 Years

Returns

2 most recent years Sales Tax

2 most recent years Sales Tax

2 Years

Returns

Returns

Month to Month P&L Statements

Month to Month P&L Statements

1 Year & YTD

AIR Aging Reports, Customer write- AIR Aging Reports, Customer write- Current
offs
offs
AlP Aging Reports

AlP Aging Reports

Current

Customer Shipping
Address/Contact Information

Customer Shipping
Address/Contact Information

Minimum 3 years

Vendor Address & Contact List

Vendor Address & Contact List

Active Vendors

Vendor Pricing and Terms,
Contracts, Special Terms

Vendor Pricing and Terms,
Contracts, Special Terms

Customer Contracts

Customer Contracts

Referral Agreements

Referral Agreements

Employee Contracts including non- Employee Contracts including noncompete/non-disclosure
compete/non-disclosure
agreements, compensation
agreements, compensation
specifics, job descriptions
specifics, job descriptions
Business Contracts including
Business Contracts including
office/building lease, insurance,
office/building lease, insurance,
utilities, e-mail, Internet, phone, etc. utilities, e-mail, Internet, phone, etc.
Other Contracts (purchase
Other Contracts (purchase
agreements, loan agreements, legal agreements, loan agreements, legal
settlements, auto/vehicle
settlements, auto/vehicle
information, non-compete
information, non-compete
agreements with former employees agreements with former employees
or other third parties)
or other third parties)
Detail of all current litigation, loan
guarantees, judgments or liens
relative to the business
Asset List to include Furniture,
/Fixtures & Equipment, Vehicles,
Software, etc.

Detail of all current litigation, loan
guarantees, judgments or liens
relative to the business
Asset List to include Furniture,
Fixtures & Equipment, Vehicles,
Software, etc.

Inventory- Billed as Shipped

Inventory- Billed as Shipped

Inventory- Customer Owned &
Warehoused

Inventory - Customer Owned &
Warehoused

List of Key Influences

List of Key Influences
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Safeguard
BAM Initiative
Due Diligence Documents

Documentation Obtained

Description of Information

Preferred
Format

Confidential Safeguard
Questionnaire

Operational information about the business -Word Doc
General Info, Sales Info, Product Vendor
info, Customer Info, Business ServicesSpecial Handling, Technology/Systems,
Employee, Office spec's

Financial Statements

Profit and Loss Statements, Balance
sheets, StatemenUDescription of Accounts

Excel

Credit & Background Check

Form to be provided.

PDF or Fax

Customer Billing Address/Contact
Information

Customer number, name, address, phone,
fax, e-mail, sales rep Of applicable) Template Provided

Excel

Customer Order History

Order/Line item historical sales/cost
information by customer, with vendor and
product detail -Template Provided

Excel

Sales & Cost by Vendor (may be
included in Order History)

Where are they obtaining product- Sales,
expense related to each

Excel

Sales and Margins by Product Line Sales and margins by high level product
(may be included in Order History) categories - i.e. Commercial Print,
Envelopes, Promotional Items, Business
Forms
Sales and Margins by Customer
(may be included in Order History)

Submitted
(Yes, No,
Incomplete)

Excel

Typically by customer name - sometimes by Excel
some form of customer id at this stage

Form to be provided.
Fulfillment Questionnaire
Provide details of customer and
vendor invoices, purchase orders
and product samples for products
provided by your top 20 vendors to
your top 10 customers.
Copies of organizational
documents, including certificate or
articles of incorporation, and all
amendments thereto
Business license.
Certificates of authority for all states
where business is conducted.

002492

Any local licenses/permits required,
such as occupancy, software, etc)
2 most recent years Income Tax
Returns

PDF or Fax

2 most recent years Sales Tax
Returns

PDF or Fax

Month to Month P&L Statements

Month by month P&L records

Excel

NR Aging Reports, Customer write- An updated one will need to be provided at PDF or Fax
offs
close as well.
NP Aging Reports

An updated one will need to be provided at PDF or Fax
close as well.

Customer Shipping
Address/Contact lnfC?rmation

Customer number, name, address, phone,
fax, e-mail, sales rep

Vendor Address & Contact List

Vendor name, contact, address, phone, fax, Excel
e-mail, website

Excel

Vendor Pricing and Terms,
Contracts, Special Terms

PDF or Fax

Customer Contracts

PDF or Fax

Referral Agreements

PDF or Fax

Employee Contracts including noncompete/non-disclosure
agreements, compensation
specifics, job descriptions

PDF or Fax

Business Contracts including
office/building lease, insurance,
utilities, e-mail, Internet, phone, etc.

PDF or Fax

Other Contracts (purchase
agreements, loan agreements, legal
settlements, auto/vehicle
information, non-compete
agreements with former employees
or other third parties)

PDF or Fax

Detail of all current litigation, loan
guarantees, judgments or liens
relative to the business
Asset List to include Furniture,
Fixtures & Equipment, Vehicles,
Software, etc.

Should inlcude book value of assets, age of PDF or Fax
key assets- Template provided

Inventory- Billed as Shipped

Seller/distributor owned Inventory that is
billed as shipped with description, cost,
selling price, date received/replenished,
previous replenishment date- Template
Provided

Excel

Inventory - Customer Owned &
Warehoused

List of customer-owned, warehoused
materials with description, cost, selling
price, date received/replenished, previous
replenishment date- Template Provided

Excel

List of Key Influences

Lead generation sources, referral sources, PDF or Fax
networking groups, any key sources of new
business/customers

002493

Samples of Communications w/
Customers

Marketing Materials, sample invoices, email blasts, reorder reminders, etc.

Copies or
Mail
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EXHIBIT 14
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M PROCESS- REDEVELOPMENT SEL:.L'
STING or NEW DISTRIBUTOR
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EXHIBIT 15
002498

NAME
BRUCE CAMERON
CHARLIE MARQUETTE
CRAIG EMPEY
DANA HENNE
DAWN TEPLY
DENHARDTSAFEGUARD
DOCUSOURCE
ED LEISTAD
FRANK MCKENZIE
JAN FRANCIS
JEFF HAULBROOK
JERRY MARTIN
KAREN PRICE
KATHLEEN WILKIN
KEVIN LLOYD
MIKE RATCHFORD
NANCY WILSON
PAT NIEMIC
PATRICK RYAN
PAUL CARRILLO
PRINT CONCEPTS
RICK STALLINGS
ROGER THURSTON
ROGER WATERMAN
SCHOB - NORTHWEST SAFEGUAR!
SCHOB - QBS SAFEGUARD
STEVE MOCK
STEVE VENTURA
SWAG
TED MABRY
TRACI STRONG
WALTER RAY
Grand Total

Count
SG Lose

I

I

IBF Keep
Sales SG Count IBF
Lose
Keep

2 13,209.50
1 3,336.36
16 11 ,256.57
162.14 .
1
35 11,777.17
2 11,223.09
1

242.00

1

2,049.20

I

,I

Count IBF
Count
Keep
SG Keep

4 21,543.62
1 49,642.25
34 108,343.98
6,895.47
1
55 164,172.71
2 10,974.54
2 17,214.65
7,265.44
1
1
919.50
1
168.00
2,558.01
1

2
336.90
1
115.76
2 14,324.89
1
160.00

1
2
1
2
1
1

1,970.32
5,985.61
2,213.66
23,179.46
1,995.68
2,469.90

52.96

1

248.00

1

40 19,194.69
1
354.75
9 2,374.47
4 2,539.03

2 1,861.86
1
130.50
2 3,866.09
1
585.20
126 99,153.13

1
75.00
64 459,246.37
1
892.00
19 37,682.33
5,454.98
5
125.30
1
1
402.40
8,329.27
3
2 ~9.781.27
2 10,541.43
2,862.86
1
212 973,154.01

I

1

SG Distributor Keep
Sales SG Count IBF
Keep
Lo~e

15

53,876.44

15

25

58,905.29

25

1

518.09

1

2

4,331.22

2

1

826.83

1

3

15,009.18

3

1

16,898.07.

1

1
1
25
1
10
6
3

6,180.66
16,282.25
37,465.70
715.66
19,052.96
23,711.47
39,078.00

1
1
25
1
11
6
3

1

166.00

1

96 293,017.82

97

Sales IBF
Lose

SG Distr+
or (-)

I

(13,209.50)
(3,336.36)
5,150.92
16,407.49
(162.14)
20,378.71
8,601.54
0.00
306.00 (1 0,917.09)
0.00
(242.00)
2,187.70
2,187.70
(2,049.20)
323.24
323.24
0.00
6,577.58
6,240.68
(115.76)
(14,324.89)
(160.00)
0.00
3,140.98
3,140.98
(52.96)
1,055.42
1,055.42
6,547.56
6,547.56
(7,520.20)
11,674.49
259.25
614.00
10,942.93
8,568.46
4,843.86
2,304.83
28,687.89 28,687.89
0.00
(1 ,731.86)
130.00
(130.50)
(3,866.09)
(585.20)
113,817.~ ~1.6~4.72

IBF + or (-)

13,209.50
3,336.36
(5,150.92)
162.14
(8,601.54)
0.00
10,917.09
0.00
242.00
(2,187.70)
2,049.20
(323.24)
0.00
(6,240.68)
115.76
14,324.89
160.00
0.00
(3.140.98)
52.96
(1,055.42)
(6,547.56)
7,520.20
(259.25)
(8,568.46)
(2,304.83)
(28,687.89)
0.00
1,731.86
130.50
3,866.09
585.20
(14,664.72\

We have 2 types of situations- we have opportunity for a ''Trade" of customers, or we have situation where there is no opportunity for a trade; in which case it is a "Buy''.
There is opportunity for them to agree to share the account in both scenarios.
In a trade scenario a distributor gets 2 lists- one which lists what he/she would get from IBF- One that lists what we propose he/she would give to IBF.
If the distributor is in the hole, there would be some form of compensation from SG.
In a buy scenario there are no customers to trade, thus we're looking at either an agreement to share the customer or SG agreeing to buy the account.
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Obviously all would depend upon the distributor agreeing to cooperate.

SG Buy
SG
or Trade MakeBuy
Buy
Trade
Buy
Trade
Buy
Make-up
Trade
Buy
Buy
Trade
Buy
Trade
Buy
Trade
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Trade
Buy
Trade
Trade
Make-up
Trade
Trade
Trade
Trade
Trade
Buy
Make-up
Trade
Buy
Buy
Buy

EstSG
Expense

(13,209.50)
(3,336.36)
0.00
(162.14)
0.00
0.00
(10,917.09)
0.00
(242.00)
0.00
(2,049.20)
0.00
0.00
0.00
(115.76)
(14,324.89)
(160.00)
0.00
0.00
(52.96)
0.00
0.00
(7,520.20)
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
(1,731.86)
(130.50)
(3,866.09)
(585.20)
(58,403.75)

!

'

NAME
BRUCE CAMERON
CHARLIE MARQUEITE
CRAIG EMPEY
DANA HENNE
DAWN TEPLY
DENHARDTSAFEGUARD
DOCUSOURCE
EDLEISTAD
FRANK MCKENZIE
JAN FRANCIS
JEFF HAULBROOK
JERRY MARTIN
KAREN PRICE
KATHLEEN WILKIN
KEVIN LLOYD
MIKE RATCHFORD
NANCY WILSON
PATNIEMIC
PATRICK RYAN
PAUL CARRILLO
PRINT CONCEPTS
RICK STALLINGS
ROGER THURSTON
ROGER WATERMAN
SCHOB • NORTHWEST SAFEGUARD
SCHOB- QBS SAFEGUARD

IBF Keep
Count SG I Sales SG I Count IBF I Count IBF
lose
Lose
Keep
Keep

2 13,209.50
1 3,336.36
16 11,256.57
162.14
1
35 11,777.17
2 11,223.09
1

242.00

1 ,2,049.20

21,543.62
49,642.25
108,343.98
6,895.47
164,172.71
10,974.54
17,214.65
7,265.44
. 919.50
168.00
2,558.01

2
336.90
1
115.76
2 14,324.89
1
160.00

1
1,970.32.
2
5,985.61
1
2,213.66
2 23,179.46
1
1,995.68
1
2,469.90

1

1

52.96

40 19,194.69
1
354.75
9 2,374.47
4 2,539.03

~TEVEMOCK

STEVE VENTURA
SWAG
TED MABRY
TRACI STRONG
WALTER RAY
Grand Total

4
1
34
1
55
2
2
1
1
1
1

2 1,861.86
1
130.50
2 3,866.09
1
585.20
126 99,153.13

Count SG
Keep

I

SG Distributor Keep
Sales SG I Count IBF I_ Sales IBF
Keep
Loso
Lose

15

53,876.44

15

16,407.49

25

58,905.29

25

20,378.71

1

518.09

1

306.00

2

4,331.22

2

2,187.70

1

826.83

1

323.24

3

15,009.18

3

6,577.58

1

16,898.07

1

3,140.98

248.00

75.00
1
64 459,246.37
892.00
1
19 37,682.33
5,454.98
5
1
125.30
1
402.40
8,329.27
3
2 19,781.27
2 10,541.43
1 2.862.86
212 973j§<J.01

1
6,180.66
1 16,282.25
25 37,465.70
715.66
1
10 19,052.96
6 23,711.47
3 39,078.00
1

----

166.00

1,055.42
6,547.56
25 11,674.49
1 .
614.00
11 1-0,942.93
4,843,86
6
3 28,687.89
1

1

1

~93,017,8_2_ _ .. ~97_

130.00

113,817.85

SG Olstr+
or(-)

I

IBF + or(·)

(13,209.50)
13,209.50
(3,336.36)
3,336.36
(5,150.92)
5,150.92
(162.14)
162.14
(8,601.54)
8,601.54
0.00
0.00
10,917.09
(10,917.09)
0.00
0.00
(242.00)
242.00
2,187.70
(2,187.70)
(2,049.20)
2,049.20
323.24
(323.24)
0.00
0.00
6,240.68
(6,240.68)
(115.76)
115.76
(14,324.89)
14,324.89
(160.00)
160.00
0.00
0.00
3,140.98
(3,140.98)
(52.96)
52.96
1,055.42
(1,055.42)
6,547.56
{6,547.56)
(7,520.20)
7,520.20
(259.25)
259.25
8,568.46
(8,568.46)
(2,304.83)
2,304.83
28,687.89
(28,687.89)
0.00
0.00
1,731.86
(1,731.86)
(130.50)
130.50
(3,866.09)
3,866.09
(585.20)
585.20
14.664.72 _(H,664.72)

We have 2 lypes of situations· we have gpportunity for a "Trade" of cuslomers. or we have situation where there is no opportunity for a trade, in which case it is a "Buy".
There is opportunily for them to agree to share the accounl in both scenarios.
In a trade scenario a distributor gets 2 lists • one which lists what he/she would get from IBF -·one that lists what we propose he/she would give to IBF.
If the distributor is in the hole, there would be some form of compensation from SG.
In a buy scenario there are no customers to trade, lhus we're looking at either an agreement to share the customer or SG agreeing to buy the accounl
Obviously all would depend upon lhe dislributor agreeing to cooperate.

SG'Buy
or Trade
Buy
Buy
Trade
Buy
Trade
Buy
Trade
Buy
Buy
Trade
Buy
Trade
Buy
Trade
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Trade
Buy
Trade
Trade
Trade
Trade
Trade
Trade
Trade
Buy
Trade
Buy
Buy
Bll}'
-----

-

SG i'y)!Jkeup$

Est.SG ·
Expense

Make-up

(13,209.50)1
(3.336.36)
0.00
(162.14)1
0.00
0.00
(10,917.09)1

j

o.oo I

Make-up

Make-up

(242.00),
0.00.
(2,049.20)
0.00
0.00
0.00
(115.76)
(14,324.89)
(160.00)
0.00
0.00
(52.96)
0.00
0.00
(7,520.20)
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
(1,731.86)
(130.50)
(3,866.09)
(585.20\
~03.751
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Data
NAME
BRUCE CAMERON
CHARLIE MARQUETTE
CRAIG EMPEY
DANA HENNE
DAWN TEPLY
DENHARDTSAFEGUARD
DOCUSOURCE
ED LEISTAD
FRANK MCKENZIE
JAN FRANCIS
JEFF HAULBROOK
JERRY MARTIN
KAREN PRICE
KATHLEEN WILKIN
KEVIN LLOYD
MIKE RATCHFORD
NANCY WILSON
PATNIEMIC
PATRICK RYAN
PAUL CARRILLO
PRINT CONCEPTS
RICK STALLINGS
ROGER THURSTON
ROGER WATERMAN
SCHOB - NORTHWEST SAFEGUARD
SCHOB-QBSSAFEGUARD
STEVE MOCK
STEVE VENTURA
SWAG
TED MABRY
TRAGI STRONG
WALTER RAY
Grand Total

MAJOR
OWNER
Sum of SG 36mos Sales Sum of SG 12mos Sales Sum of IBF 36mos Sales Sum of IBF 12mos Sales VARIANCE
($8,334) IBF
$21,544
$67,901
$28,358
$13,210
($46,306) IBF
$49,642
$3,336
$52,095
$3,336
($59,618) IBF
$301,438
$65,133
$366,017
$124,751
($6,733) IBF
$7,890
$162
$16,766
$6,895
($113,869) IBF
$184,551
$190,640
$70,682
$495,670
($10,975) IBF
$10,975
$33,657
$2,888
($5,779) IBF
$17,521
$11,741
$47,870
$18,355 .
($7,265) IBF
$7,265
$442
$17,952
($678) IBF
$242
$242
$3,089
$920
$1,976 SG
$2,356
$10,223
$4,331
$6,108
($509) IBF
$2,558
$7,762
$2,049
$5,849
$504 SG
$323
$827
$323
$2,009
($1 ,970) IBF
$5,751
$1,970
$329
$2,783 SG
$12,563
$42,663
$15,346
$34,491
($2,098) IBF
$2,214
$116
$116
$6,976
($8,855) IBF
$23,179
$35,241
$39,845
$14,325
($1 ,836) IBF
$1,996
$5,093
$160
$226
($2,470) IBF
$2,470
$3,986
$393
$13,757 SG
$3,141
$9,250
$53,278
$16,898
($195) IBF
$744
$248
$357
$53
$5,125 SG
$1,055
$6,181
$4,203
$9,276
$9,660 SG
$6,623
$13,985
$16,282
$36,279
($414,260) IBF
$470,921
$56,660
$1,204,397
$153,033
($436) IBF
$10,244
$1,506
$1,070
$3,173
($27,198) IBF
$149,169
$48,625
$90,375
$~1,427
$15,952 SG
$10,299
$20,805
$84,297
$26,251
$10,265 SG
$28,813
$83,439
$73,827
$39,078
($402) IBF
$402
$624
$1,339
($6,431) IBF
$8,459
$2,028
$18,490
$2,130
($19,651) IBF
$19,781
$131
$56,541
$813
($6,675) IBF
$10,541
$31,595
$15,710
$3,866
($2,278) IBF
$2,863
$9,091
$2,473
$585
($694,801) IBF
$1,086,972
$1,183,514
$392,171
$2,811A14_ _ _
--
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NAME
ADVENT PRINTING RESOURCES
ANN BROCKWELL
BRAD MCCRUM
BRUCE CAMERON
CHARLIE MARQUETIE
CRAIG EMPEY
DANA HENNE
DAWN TEPLY
DAWN TEPLY/ROGER THURSTON
DENHARDT SAFEGUARD
DOCUSOURCE
ED LEISTAD
FRANK MCKENZIE
GERIDERMAN
GREG & VICKI SCHOB
JAN FRANCIS
JEFF HAULBROOK
JERRY MARTIN
KAREN PRICE
KATHLEEN WILKIN
KEVIN LLOYD
MIKE RATCHFORD
NANCY WILSON
PATNIEMIC
PATRICK RYAN
PAUL CARRILLO
PRINT CONCEPTS
RICHARD LINDSTROM
RICK STALLINGS
ROBERT BISSEY/CRAIG EMPEY
ROGER THURSTON
ROGER THURSTON
ROGER THURSTON/CRAIG EMPEY
ROGER THURSTON/DAWN TEPLY
ROGER WATERMAN
SCHOB - NORTHWEST SAFEGUARD
SCHOB - NORTHWEST SAFEGUARD/ROGER THURSTON
SCHOB-QBSSAFEGUARD
STEVE MOCK
STEVE VENTURA
SWAG
TED MABRY
TRACI STRONG
WALTER RAY
Grand Total

Data
Sum of SG 36mos Sales Sum of SG 12mos Sales Sum of IBF 36mos Sales Sum ofiBF 12mos Sales
$2,613
$1,231
$125
$3,731
$978
$748
$1,268
$237
$1,017
$30,300
$13,644
$68,071
$21,544
$3,336
$3,336
$52,095
$49,642
$325,956
$68,899
$372,468
$124,751
$7,890
$162
$16,766
$6,895
$250,481
$89,882
$530,882
$184,551
$1,045
$188
$446
$2,888
$33,657
$10,975
$43,425
$50,792
$51,757
$17,521
$442
$17,952
$7,265
$242
$242
$3,089
$920
$102
$30
$300
$12,185
$5,333
$90
$10,223
$4,331
$6,108
$2,356
$5,849
$7,762
$2,049
$2,558
$2,009
$827
$323
$323
$329
$5,751
$1,970
$42,863
$15,446
$38,591
$12,563
$6,976
$116
$2,214
$116
$46,329
$14,325
$37,541
$23,179
$226
$160
$5,093
$1,996
$393
$3,986
$2,470
$53,278
$16,898
$9,250
$3,141
$357
$744
$53
$248
$9,276
$6,181
$4,203
$1,055
$1,848
$496
$6,631
$16,282
$36,793
$14,356
$6,623
$527
$30
$1,046
$198,611
$73,159
$1,262,011
$470,921
$15
$15
$6,347
$1,220
$138
$58
$128
$59
$967
$1,070
$3,173
$10,244
$1,506
$130,786
$31,759
$154,518
$48,625
$2,225
$539
$1,202
$26,251
$20,805
$10,299
$84,297
$73,827
$39,078
$83,439
$28,813
$1,339
$624
$402
'
$2,130
$2,028
$18,490
$8,459
$56,541
$19,781
$813
$131
$15,710
$3,866
$31,595
$10,541
$2,473
$585
$9,091
$2,863
$1,427,128
$484,809
$2,945,710
$1,086,972
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1

ASSET PURCHASE AGREEMENT

Th1s Asset Purchase Agreement (this "Agreement") 1s made and entered mto as of
, 20_, by and
between SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Texas corporatiOn havmg 1ts pnnc1pal place of
busmess in Dallas, Texas, ("Seller") and
a
a Safeguard
D1stnbutor ("Buyer'')
Seller des1res to sell to Buyer, and Buyer des1res to purchase from Seller, certam assets of 1ts busmess, on
the terms and cond11tons descnbed m this Agreement
The parties therefore agree as follows
AGREEMENT
Purchase and Sale
At Closmg, Buyer hereby agrees to purchase from Seller, and Seller hereby agrees to sell to
Buyer effectzve
20_ ("Closmg'' or "Ciosmg Date"), on the terms and
condzuons con tamed herem, all of the followmg {collectzvely, the "Acqmred Assets")

2

(a)

Busmess assets consistmg of certain fum1ture, fixtures and equipment, computer systems
and software, and busmess and office supplies on Exh1b1t _, and webs1te, software, data
tiles, and goodwill,

(b)

all of Seller's mterest in those certain customer comm1ss1on rights, as further defined
Within "the Distributor Agreement currently in existence by and between Buyer and
Safeguard Busmess Systems, Inc. ("Safeguard"), assocmted with the Customer L1sts
(Exh1b1t _) and histoncal sales records of the busmess formerly or currently known or
Inc , a
corporatiOn
referred to as
(hereinafter
referred
to
as
"
"),
whose
address
1s
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · c i t y , state z1p,

(c)

all of Seller's right, title and mlcrest m and to those agreements that are hsted on Ex.h1b1t
____, attached hereto and mcorporated herem

Purchase Pnce
SubJect to the terms and conditions contamed herem, the total purchase pnce for the Acquired
Assets shall total $
("Purchase Price"). At the Closmg, Buyer hereby agrees to
pay to Seller a down payment m the amount of$
(the "Down Payment")

3

Monthly Payments
At the Closmg, Buyer shall remtt to Seller the Down Payment wh.lch shall be apphed toward the
Purchase Pnce m accordance w1th SectiOn 2 herem Buyer agrees that 1t wtll sat 1st)' the payment
of the resultmg remammg balance of the Purchase Pr1cc of$
(the "Loan
Amount") m accordance w1th the followmg·
(a)

by makmg to Seller __ equal monthly payments of$_ _ _ _ per month wh1ch
mcludcs mtcrest of _% per annum assessed on the dechnmg balance for __
consecutive months These _ _ equal consecuttve monthly payments Will commence
on or a b o u t - - - - - - -

DAI.OI 17.26017 4
079687 0101
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;

(b)

For the purpose of prov1dmg funds for the makmg of the Monthly Payments, and for so
long as any amount shall be owed by Buyer to Seller under th1s agreement, Buyer
authonzes Safeguard to wtthbold from monthly comm1ss1ons otherw1se payable by
Safeguard under Buyer's D1stnbutor Agreement an amount equal to the apphcable
Monthly Payment At such time as Buyer's obligatmns to Safeguard for the purchase of
the R1ghts are fully satisfied, the authorization for Safeguard to Withhold commiSSIOns
shall cease

(c)

Nothmg stated herem shall be mterpreted to reheve Buyer of the obligation to pay each
Monthly Payment as and when due regardless of whether or not Buyer's net commissions
on the applicable Safeguard sales for the month m quest1on are sufficient to cover the
amount of such Monthly Payment, or regardless of whether or not any one or more oft he
Customers have ceased ordermg from Safeguard, have gone out of busmess, or have
moved out ofthe Terntory

4
Allocation of Purchase Price Unless otherw1se agreed to by Seller and Buyer, the Purchase Pnce
shall be allocated for accountmg and tax reportmg purposes in accordance With Exhibit __ attached
hereto Seller and Buyer covenant and agree that they will not take a pos1tion on any mcome tax return,
before any governmental agency charged With the collection of any mcome tax, or m any JUdlcJal
proceedmg that ISm any way mcons1stentw1th such allocations
5

Cond1t1onal ReqUirements
The parties acknowledge and agree that this Agreement to sell the Acquired Assets to Buyer 1s
conditional on the accomplishment ofthe followmg events

6

(a)

Seller being successful in fully consummating and completmg the transaction w1th
_______....;on or prior to the Closmg Date ofth1s Agreement; and

(b)

Buyer agreemg to and executmg an Amendment to the Distributor Agreement w1th
Safeguard, on or before the Closmg Date ofth1s Agreement, and

(c)

Buyer agreemg to accept the assignment of the rights to and in the agreements more fully
set forth on Exhibit---' attached hereto and referenced above, and

(d)

s'uyer agreemg to and executmg a General Release With Safeguard, on or before the
Closmg Date ofth1s Agreement.

Condtt1on of Property
All ofthe Acqmred Assets are useful 111 the conduct of the contemplated bus mess and IS 111 good
conditton and repa1r, except for normal wear and tear Buyer has mspected the Acqu1red Assets
and accepts them "as IS"

7

Seller's Cooperat1on w1th Buyer
Seller shall also execute all fonns of agreements or other documents reasonably necessary or
appropriate so as to ass1gn or transfer to Buyer, as of the effectiVe date, use of all telephone and
fax numbers and· post office box ma1lmg addresses, 1f any, used by Seller to rece1ve
commumcat1ons relatmg to Seller's busmess under the Agreement and Seller's nghts to the
webs1te and Email addresses related to th1s busmess

DALOJ 122GOl7 4
0796870101
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8

Representahons and Warranties of Seller and Buyer

In executing this agreement, Buyer rehes solely on Buyer's own JUdgment, behef and knowledge,
and such advtce as Buyer may have rece1ved from the1r own counsel Buyer acknowledges that
they have had the opporhm1ty to consult w1th adv1sors of the1r choosmg Except for
representations of Seller expressly set forth herem, Buyer has not been rnfluenced by any
representatiOns or statements about future earnings or equ1ty, made by or on behalf of any persons
orenttt1es
Buyer has, at Seller's request, conducted Buyer's own d1hgent invest1gat1on of the estimated
revenues that Buyer can proJect himself to earn under Buyer's D1str1butor Agreement wtth
Safeguard as compared to the obligations Buyer 1s assummg under th1s agreement and Buyer's
antictpated business expenses. As part of Buyer's diligent mvestigatton, Buyer has
become knowledgeable about the value of commiSSIOn r1ghts that have previously been sold by
other Safeguard d1stnbutors and/or purchased by Buyer There IS no mformatlon available to
Seller that Buyer has requested to ass1st in the evaluation of th1s transactiOn which Seller has
refused to prov1de to Buyer Buyer ts freely and voluntanly entering mto this transaction and
executing thts Agreement based solely upon Buyer's own full and diligent mvestigatJOn, and not
upon promtses or representations made by or on behalf of Seller and Safeguard Buyer has
carefully read Buyer's Distrtbutor Agreement With Safeguard, ami Buyer clearly understands that
Buyer's nght to enter mto a an agreement such as th1s m the future 1s subject to stnct comphance
wtth all terms and conditJons of that D1str1butor Agreement
Add1t1onally, Buyer acknowledges that as it relates to the ass1gnment of the rights m and to the
agreements listed on Exhibit ___, 1t rehes solely on 1ts own judgment, behef and knowledge.
Buyer acknowledges that it has expcnence and knowledge of these agreements having been
materially mvolved m the operation of the relat10nsh1ps that are the subject of the agreements
referred to Exhibit _ _ prior to these rights being ass1gned to the Seller
9

Miscellaneous ·
9.1

Confidenhahty
Ne1ther party hereto shall 1ssue, nor cause to be made or tssued, any announcement or
wntten statement concerning th1s Agreement or the transactions contemplated hereby for
dissemmation to the general public without the pnor consent of the other party Seller and
Buyer shall mamtain the confidenllahty of mformatmn relatmg to the cons1deratJon patd
under this Agreement except to the extent necessary to prepare relevant tax returns
Buyer further agrees not to d1sclosc any mformahon obtamed fTom Seller or Seller's
agents m the course of Buyer's due dthgence mvestigat1on of Seller's busmess Without
Seller' consent, except (a) where such information becomes publicly ava1lable other than
through Buyer's breach of this Agreement, (b) where disclosure 1s compelled by legal
process, or (c) in connection with the mterpretat1on or enforcement of this Agreement or
other documents relating to the transactions contemplated by th1s Agreement.

92

Entire Understandmg
The terms set forth m th1s Agreement (mcludmg ~xh1btts and schedules hereto) supersede
all previous dtscuss1ons, understandmgs and agreements among the parttes w1th respect
to the subject matter hereof, and are mtended by the parttes as a final, complete and
exclus1ve expression of the terms of thc1r agreement and may not be contradicted,
explamed or supplemented by evtdcnce of any pr1or agreement, any contemporaneous

DALOI 1226017 4
079687 0101
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oral agreement or any additional terms. Th1s Agreement shall be bmdmg on the part1es
hereto, the1r he1rs, successors and ass1gns, mcludmg but not hm1ted to any md1vtdual or
entity that may purchase the Rtghts under
Buyer's D1str1butor Agreement from Buyer m the future. The parttes acknowledge and
agree, should there be any mconsistency between or omission rcgardmg the nghts
ass1gned pursuant to this Agreement and the Dtstr1butor Agreement currently ex1sting by
and between the parties, the terms of Distributor Agreement shall control
93

Wa1vers
Any terms, covenants, representations, warranties or agreements of any party hereto may
be waJVed at any time by an mstrument m writing executed by the party for whose benefit
such terms ex 1st The fa1lure of any party at any hme or times to requtre performance of
any prov1s1ons hereof shall in no manner affect 1ts nght at a later t1me to enforce the
same No watver by any party of any cond1t1on or of any breach of any terms, covenants,
representations, warranties or agreements contamed m this Agreement shall be effective
unless m wntmg, and no wa1ver m any one or more mstances shall be deemed to be a
further or contmumg wa1ver of any such cond1t1on or breach m other msrances or a
wa1ver of any other cond1tion or any breach of any other terms, covenants,
representatiOns, warrant1es or agreements

9.4

Release
As it pertains to any or all of the agreements listed on Exhibit _ , Buyer agrees to
release Seller, its officers, affihated compames, representatives regardmg any past or
present claim, representation or prom1se Buyer acknowledgmg the relattonsh1p Seller
had wJth any of the part1es in the agreements more fully identified on Exhibit _ was
hm1ted, does funher acknowledge the release of any and all c!a1ms was made m
exchange for valuable considera!Jon

95

Counterpar1s
Thrs Agreement may be executed m any number of counterparts, each of wh1ch shall be
deemed an ongmal, but all of which together shall constitute one and the same
mstrument

96

Headmgs
The headmgs precedmg the text of the SectiOns of th1s Agreement are for conventence
only and shall not be deemed parts thereof.

DALOI

12260174
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97

Applicable Law
Th1s Agreement. mcludmg all matters of construction, valid1ty and performance, shall be
governed by and construed and enforced in accordance with the laws of the State of
- - - - - - - - · a s apphed to contracts executed and to be fully performed m
such state by c1t1zens of such state

SELLER

BUYER:

SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC
By -----------------------John J Sorrenti, ll, Pres1dent

By·-------------------NAME.
____________________
TITLE

DALOI
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SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS
BAM TRANSACTION APPROVAL
SF.LLER: IWAE NID N\1/.IBER

Idaho Business Forms, Inc.

Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc.
lEVEL

DATliPI1£PAAED

IIWISACTIOH EFFEOTI'JE DATE

Ollii!CTOR

APA Signed: B/5/201
Closing: On or about
0!1/22/2013
DISTRIBUTOR INFORMATION
TBD

Rcdovclopmvnl

Lovol 6

B/27/201

Donald Avorltl

TRANSACTION TERMS;
Pleas• see the oUached deck.

DETAilED pURPOSE SWEMENI/KEYASSUMPIIONS:

Gain approval for Deluxe lo lund the assol acqulslllon or Idaho Business Forms, Inc. The business will bo operated by Safeguard for an lnlorlm period prior to baing sold
to Trossa Mclaughlin.
BI!V:SII:!I:i IliBM§
Purchase Prk:o
Purchase Type
Hold Back
Hold Back Period
AddiUonal Costs
Payable via:

below
Asset Purchaso
See below
sco below
Broker Foo: $01,593
Wlro Transfer
Soa

SEll S(DE IERMl!
Soll!ngPrico
Down Paymcnl
Note Payable
Term & lnleresl
Monlhly Paymon~
Fhsl Paymenl Dale:
Payable via:

NIA
NIA
NIA
N/A
NIA
N/A
N/A

PURCilA§E PRICE
Assol Purcboso prk:o: $2. 128,0~~
•closing: $1,600,000
•Balance Payment #2: $139,833 by December 31,2013 (Hold Back)
•Balance Paymcnl #3: $300,000 by May 1, 2014 (amount lobe ~tducod by percentag& or any shortfall from benchmark gross margin or $436,544 for tho IBF onllty's
W21HR sorvlces product line. No addiUonal payment will be duo for any Increase In benchmark gross margin.)
NOTE: Asset purchase prlco to bt reduced bY the cash surrender value of the 2 whole life Insurance policies covering Jim llunn (approx. $88,200).

APPROVALS!

O•lo: ____ ... .
O•kx

-·--·- •

..!./2-7./I.Z___ ..._
08/27/13

'?/.;>.~/13
VP fiAn<~IIO D~plo R;lll:ull~

DEFS0009861
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2010
$6,230

2011
$6,032

Revenue
Historical EB
$378
Expected EBIT/01

$323

2012YTD 06/13 Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
$6,334
$3,849 $6,344 $6,661 $6,994
$395
$344
$841
$602
$750

r ..

ss,ooo·:
'

$7,000

i

•

(6 230

T~

$6,032

O

$6,000 \

$6,661

$6,994

$6,344

$6,334
..

.

!

<

I

$5,000 -~

<

$3,000

1!!1 Revenue

. $3,849

$4,000 1
!

1111 Historical EBITDA

'

15 Expected EBIT/01

!

$2,000 ·;
$1,000 ~
l

!

..

78

23

95

2010

2011

2012

44

so.:
YTD 06/13

$Ml.

.1
Year 1

$602

$750

I.. I
Year 2

Year 3
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Business Registry Business Name Search

6/19/2015

OREGON SECRETARY OF STATE

._ Corporation Divisi:on

Business Name Search
New Search

Registry Nbr

Printer Friendly

Entitl{

Entit~

~

Status

Next

Jurisdiction

Registry Date

142966-10
DBC
ACT
OREGON
Entity Name FORM SYSTEMS, INC.
Foreign
Name

New Search

Printer Friendly

02-29-1980

Renewal

Renewal
Date
03-01-2016

Due?

Associated Names

PRINCIPAL PLACE OF
BUSINESS
Addrl 15575 SW SEQUOIA PARKWAY
Addr2 SUITE 180 BUILDING 3
csz PORTLAND lOR j97224 I
Type

06-19-2015
11:38

Business Entity Data

PPB

I Country !UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Please click -here for general information about registered agents and service ofprocess.
06-03Type AGT REGISTERED AGENT
Start Date
Resign Date
2013
158720Of
CORPORATION SERVICE COMPANY
.8_8_
Record
Addrl 1127 BROADWAY STREET NE STE 310
Addr 2
csz SALEM
lOR j97301
JCountryJUNITED STATES OF AMERICA
I
Type
Addrl
Addr2
csz

MALfr\1AILING ADDRESS
DELUXE CORP
3680 VICTORIA STREET N
SHOREVIEW IMN 155126

I

I
I

I country IUNITED STATES OF AMERICA
I

Type PREJPRESIDENT
J
Name JOHN
!SORRENTI
IJ
Addrl 8585 STEMMONS FREEWAY
Addr2

I

I

I

III

I

Resign Date

J

I
I

http://egov.sos.state.or.uslbr/pkg_web_name_srchjnq.show_detl?p_be_rsn=471835&p_srce=BRJNQ&p_print=FALSE
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6/19/2015

Business Registry Business Name Search

csz

!DALLAS

ITX

j Country !UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

175247

SECISECRETARY
I
Name TERRY
ID !PETERSON
Addrl 3680 VICTORIA STREET N

l

Type

I

Resign Date

.I

I.

Addr2

csz

SHOREVIEW

New Seat·ch

IMN 155126

Printer Friendly

I

Tcountrv-IUNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Name History
Name Name
Start Date End Date
~ Status
EN
CUR 02-29-1980

Business Entity Name
I

WORM SYSTEMS, INC.

Please read before ordering Copies.
New Search Printer Friendly
- Summary History
Transaction Effective Status Name/Agent
Image
Action
Date
Date
Change
Available
CHANGE OF
FI
03-24-2015
REGISTERED
!AGENT/ADDRESS
!AMENDED ANNUAL
FI
02-03-2015
REPORT
IAMENDEDANNUAL
02-27-2014
FI

e
0
0
0

0.

Dissolved

By

~PORT

CHANGE OF
!REGISTERED
!AGENT/ADDRESS
!AMENDED ANNUAL
!REPORT
AMENDED ANNUAL
REPORT
!ANNUAL REPORT
!PAYMENT
ANNUAL REPORT
PAYMENT
;RESTATED
!ARTICLES
CHANGE OF
REGISTERED
!AGENT/ADDRESS
ANNUAL REPORT
PAYMENT
CHANGE OF

06-03-2013

FI

02-20-2013

FI

02-03-2012

FI

02-14-2011
02-08-2010

02-112011
02-052010

SYS
SYS

05-04-2009

FI

04-10-2009

FI

02-23-2009

02-202009

Agent

SYS

http://egov.sos.state.or.uslbr/pkg_web_name_srchjnq.show_detl?p_be_rsn=471835&p_srce=BR_INQ&p_print=FALSE
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Business Registry Business Name Search

6119/2015

REGISTERED
AGENT/ADDRESS
ANNUAL REPORT
PAYMENT
REINSTATEMENT
AMENDED
ADMINISTRATIVE
DISSOLUTION
NOTICE LATE
ANNUAL
REINSTATEMENT
STRAIGHT
CHANGE OF
REGISTERED
AGENT/ADDRESS
ADMINISTRATIVE
DISSOLUTION
NOTICE LATE
ANNUAL
ANNUAL REPORT
PAYMENT
~NNUAL REPORT
~AYMENT

!ANNUAL REPORT
~AYMENT

ANNUAL REPORT
PAYMENT
ANNUAL REPORT
PAYMENT
STRAIGHT
~NEWAL

STRAIGHT
rR£NEWAL
STRAIGHT
~NEWAL

STRAIGHT
RENEWAL
STRAIGHT
~NEWAL

STRAIGHT
RENEWAL
NOTICE
AMENDED
RENEWAL
AMENDED
RENEWAL
NOTICE
STRAIGHT

12-15-2008
02-29-2008

FI
02-282008

SYS

05-02-2007

FI

04-27-2007

SYS

03-02-2007

SYS

07-12-2006

FI

07-07-2006

FI

04-28-2006

SYS

03-03-2006

SYS

02-10-2005

SYS

01-26-2004

SYS

02-07-2003

SYS

01-24-2002

SYS

01-24-2001

SYS

01-20-2000

FI

01-26-1999

FI

01-21-1998

FI

02-11-1997

FI

01-16-1996

FI

03-29-1995

FI

03-14-1995

SYS

01-21-1994

FI

03-18-1993

FI

03-09-1993

SYS

Agent

http://egov.sos.state.or.us/br/pkg_web_name_srch_inq.show_detl?p_be_rsn=471835&p_srce=BR_INQ&p_print=FALSE
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6/19/2015

Business Registry Business Name Search

RENEWAL
STRAIGHT
RENEWAL
AMENDED
RENEWAL
STRAIGHT
RENEWAL
STRAIGHT
RENEWAL
AMENDED
RENEWAL
~MENDED

RENEWAL
STRAIGHT
RENEWAL

02-07-1992

FI

02-19-1991

FI

02-02-1990

FI

02-07-1989

FI

02-08-1988

FI

02-11-1987

FI

02-27-1986

FI

04-01-1985

FI

About Us 1 Announcements I Laws & Rules I Feedback
Policy 1 SOS Home I Oregon Blue Book 1 Oregon.gov
For comments or suggestions regarding the operation of this site,
please contact·: corooration.division@state.or.us
(i;) 2015 Oregon Secretary of State. All Rights Reserved.

hltp:l/egov.sos.state.or.uslbr/pkg_web_name_srch_inq.show_dell?p_be_rsn=471835&p_srce=BR_INQ&p_print=FALSE
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EXHIBIT 22
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Annual Report for C 74433

8/25/2014

No. C74433
Return to:
SECRETARY OF STATE
700 WEST JEFFERSON
PO BOX83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0080

Due no later than Dec 31, 2013

Annual Report form
:r. ~1~!ling t:.dt~:·~ss: (t;~ ·:r!tt ~fl :t.h}5 b~-::;~

:r ,'it~~"i"'·..{:

IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC.
JIM DUNN
910WAMITY
BOISE ID 83705

2. Registered Agent and Address
(OOPOBOX}
JAMES T DUNN JR
910 WEST AMITY
BOISE ID 8370S

3. New Registered Agent Signature:*

NO FlUNG FEE IF
RECEIVED BY DUE DATE

4. Corporations: Enter Names and Business Addresses of President, Secretary, and Directors. Treasurer (optional) •
Office
Held .. ... . ... -~-~-~- ,....-........ _. .... _........................~~r-~~!.9!..P9..M~r.~~- .....................f.~.Y.........................~~t~- .....~~!!.!r.Y .......~gg~!. ~Pf!.e:..
··-··
..........
JIM DUNN
910W, AMilY
BOISE
PRESIDENT
ID
USA
83705
JIM DUNN
BOISE
910W. AMITY
83705·
SECRETARY
ID
USA
JIM DUNN
910W. AMITY
BOISE
ID
83705
DIRECTOR
USA

5. Organized Under the Laws of:
ID
C74433

Processed 01/13/2014

6. Annual Report rrust be signed.*
Signature: Jim Dunn
Name (type or print): Jim Dunn

Date: 01/13/2014
Title: Owner/CEO

* 8ectronically provided signatures are accepted as original signatures.

hltp:/IIWWI.sos.idaho.gO\(senleVTransformXMLDoc?URL=%5C20140113%5CXMLPORTS_14013045.)0711

1/1
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251

CERTIFICATE OF ORGANIZATION FilED EFFE
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
zo13 AUG 21 CTIV;
(Instructions on. back of application}
SECR£
AH II: 53

•

STA t~RO~
/OOFASH70ATE
r

1. The name of the limited liability company is:

Kmmrz LLC-

(Stteet

dress)

(Mailing Addres!l, if different than street address)

3. The name and complete street address of the registered agent:

4. The name and address of at least one member or manager of the limited liability
company:
.
A.ll.!ltirml

ctiO 1J. ~Ml bl Qnf\t 'r::D ~3105
qw iJ. ~yortq (dot't TI) ~37D S

5. Mailing address for future correspondence (annual report notices):

q1D W. ibn1.fy

~o fst

m

~ ~105

6. Future effective date of filing (optional): - - - - - - - - - - - Signature of a manager, member or authorized
person.

' TI!{rnMUGt-.
Signature ~10\J.P.
Typed Nam;

,~a m1·t

vw. Corvm!U.

S~nawre~~
3,~\it/hV\

Typed Naill(;
WZ112012

~~~3~~5:08
CK: 311~ Cl: ~ Bll: 1386926
1 I! ~8.68 = 48.118 ORGAN LlC I i!

IDllllll SfCR£TMY llF STATE
..:t&/21/2013 05:99

CK: 21-\8 CT: 286663 Bll: 1386927
1 ! 611.e3 : 61,88 ORGAlt LLC I 2

con.oru...uc Rll't. 07!;1010

002523

EXHIBIT 24
002524

8125/2014

Amual Report for W128458

No. W128458
Retumto:
SECRETARY OF STATE
700 WEST JEFFERSON
POBOX83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0080

2. Registered Agent and Address
(NO POBOX)

Due no later than Aug 31, 2014
Annual Report Form

1. ~\~afiir:g f\f.i:r-=:ss; £c-rr:'~Ct in t !1:~ :?t-:;~t.

JAMIE MCCORMICK
910WAMITY
BOISE ID 83705

~r ;H:-t:df'~~-.

KMMR, LLC
JAMIE MCCORMICK
910WAMITY
BOISE ID 83705

3. ~Registered Agent Signature:*

NO FlUNG FEE IF
RECEIVED BY DUE DATE

4. Lifrited Uability COI11)anies: Enter Names and Addresses of at least one Merrber or Manager.

9..ffi.~~. ~!?...
MANAGER

. .........~~.~......._............. .......... . ............ _§g:~~-q~..~9..fl.~~~~-~~ . . ... ...... ...<::.~Y......................~~~~~---···~.9!!~~-~-. -~9~..t!'!IS.~.~
TRESSA MCLAUGHUNE

5. Organized Under the Laws of:

ID

w 128458
Processed 08/18/2014 ·

910 W. AMITY RD.

BOISE

5. Annual Report rrust be signed.*
Signature: Jarrie McCorrrick
Narne (type or print): Janie McCornick

ID

USA

83705

Date: 08/lB/2014
Title: Cfo

* Electronically provided signatures are accepted as original signatures.

http://wMV.sos.idaho.go\l'ser\let/TransformXMLDoc?URL=%5C20140B18%5CXMLPORTS_14230027.xml

1/1
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EXHIBIT 25
002526

G

ibf
t}sateguard"
';\

~i"":t

Dear Customer,
First of all, we want to thank you for being a loyal IBF customer! As a valued customer, we want you to be
one of the first to know that we have recently entered into a relationship with Safeguard Business Systems.
In addition to receiving the customer care excellence that you have come to expect from I BF, you will now
have access to an even more diverse offering of products and services.
IBF constantly pursues ways to better serve our customers, and we believe that our new relationship
provides the perfect blend of nationwide manufacturing and distribution capabilities, along with cross channel
marketing solutions to help your business grow and prosper. You should also know that IBF will remain a
locally operated business comprised of cu"rrent members of the executive team, Tressa Mclaughlin, who has
been with I BF for 23 years and Jamie McCormick a~ Controller, who has been with IBF since 1999. IBF
employees are known as the "go-to people" and the team is made up of long term employees with vast
industry knowledge and experience. As a company, IBF leverages those skill sets to maximize efficiencies
and improve the customer experience.
Safeguard is part of Deluxe Corporation; one of the largest providers of service solutions in the world, and
has been serving businesses and organizations similar to yours for over fifty years. The benefits from our
added products, services, and solutions will help you build your brand and improve the results of your
marketing campaigns. Additionally, our world class technology solutions will help you cost effectively manage
your marketing resources and printed materials supply chain.
Your Client Services Representative, <Name>, will be following up with you soon to share exciting details
about the new solutions that are now available to your organization.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. All of us at IBF are excited about our new
relationship with Safeguard, and are confident that it will bring additional value to our business relationship.
Best Regards,

Tressa Mclaughlin
President & COO
IBF
A Safeguard Business Systems Partner
tmclauqhlin@goibf.com

208.342.3676

0 910 l-'cs; Arn:ty

Bo•sc.ld~h;

83705 208 342.36761

fo~:

208.345.5740 gclof".co1"

002527

EXHIBIT 26
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Tr<>S.sa Mc;t..aughr.,
P>o~orclcs>1
910W.I'n<ty

ScGe,IO 83705
101-ln>o

sOo!l88!!&;o

@)Safeguard

phon<! :108.342.367il
~

208.631.&301
""' 208.345.57.0

®

.Jamlo McCormick

CfO

@)Safeguard"

002529

EXHIBIT 27
002530

8'2312014

Franchise Sy.;tem

User Details

TRESSA McLAUGHUN (Franchisee)
910 W. Arrity

Boise, Idaho , 83705, USA
Franchise ID : 04G3-00
Phone : (208) 342-3676
Time Zone : GMT -07:00 US/Canada/Mountain
Email: trn:laughlln@gosafeauard.com

https:/Mrginia2.1ll)(ranconnecl.comlsafeguardlcontrd/dirShoiMJetails?userno=1529636434&userNo=682679835&userTwe=Ow1er&franchisei0=04G3-00

111

002531

8123/2014

Franchise S}Stem

User Details
01"lth1!

JAMIE McCORMICK (Franchisee)

910W. Am1y
Boise, Idaho , 83705, USA

Franchise ID: 04G3-00
Phone : {800) 388-365~
Time Zone : GMT -06:00 US/Canada/Central

Email : !arrie.mccornick@qosafequard.com

https:/Nrginia2.m)'franconneclcom/safeguard/control/dirSh<MOetalls?userno=1766230784&userNo=1027287590&userTwe=OIMler&franchiseiD=04G~OO

1/1
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EXHIBIT 28
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Organizational and Management Structure
Corporate Caretake Model

t)safeguard·

Amy Tiller
Sr. Director, New Franchise
Sales & Support

I
General Manager
Tressa Mclaughlin

I
I

I

Idaho Business Forms, Inc. dba IBF

...•II
I

-

lnsourcing/Quoting
Kevin Griffies

I

I

I

Training
Holly Adams

Accounting
Oversight
Cassie Clark

I

''
i

I

II

W2 Processing
Jim Dunn

I
I

I

Sales Rep
Allan Cain
Chad Wolf
· JeffBrown
Elaine Brazle
Ron Young
ChrisWoif
Heather Orr
Tressa McLaughlin

Graphics
Tracy lay
Steve Rohm
Vicki Ross (PT)

I

Accounting
Jamie McCormick
Noreen Villaneuva
..

.I

I
CUstomer Service
Margo Parks
Julie Cotton
Lisa Church
Brooke Allsup
Vicki Ross (PT)
Kris Margheim (PT)
.. - ...

-~

Marketing/Prjct
Mgmt/Admin
Melissa Shively

,

I

IT
Steve Rohm

,I.
:

I

I

Warehouse/
Fulfillment
Matthew Elmore

002534

·-~

CONFIDENTIAL

rev. 08/21/2013

DEFS0005793

EXHIBIT 29
I

Filed Under Seal

002535

I

RECEIVED

JUN 2·.~ 2016
Ada County Clerk

EXHIBIT 30
002536

I~;JVO~·CE

f) safeguard·

NUMBER

0526761

DATE

04/23/2015

CUSTOMER

02-WCI

P.O.#

N213865

by DocuSource 1 Formit

DocuSource Print Management #233437"
3437 Momentum Place
Chicago, IL 60689-5334
Phone: (503) 906-4046 Email: accounting@docu-source.com

ORDERED BY BILL HARDY

SOLD TO

SHIPPED TO

Western Construction, Inc.
PO Box 15569
Boise, ID 83715

'

BILL HARDY
Western Construction
10139 Federal Way
BOISE, ID 83716

PLEASE PAY FROM THIS INVOICE. WE SINCERELY APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS.

OURORD.

~

DATE SHIPPED

SHIPPED VIA

04/10/2015

02-83767

BEST WAY

QTYORDERED QTYSHIPPED
100

100

1

1

SALESPERSON

TERMS

Brian Wiedenmann

CATEGORY

Net30

DESCRIPTION /ITEM CODE

UNIT PRICE

U/M

7.00

EACH

700.00

12.04

EACH

12.04

SERVICE RECORD LABEL LOT/1 00
SERVRECLAB
Freight

EXTENSION

•

.

RE CE.\VE

~A~-

p

4 2015

WESTE ·iN CO~!STRUCilO

;OqY

posTED
M~~- 5 ?..U\~

~,INC.

•

(JJ90
COMMENTS:
Invoices not paid within 30 days of Invoice
date will be charged a service charge
of 1.5% per Month

Net Sale:

712.04

Customer Copy

Sales Tax:
-·- ...
42.00

Freight:

.00

Total:

754.04')

Page 1 of 1
002537

EXHIBIT 31
002538

•.

..

INVOICE

tj)Safeguarcf
by~II'On"ril

DocuSource Print Managemontl233437
3437 Momeruum Place
Chlcago,IL 606811-6334
Phone: (503) 906-4046 Email: accauntlng@clocu-source.ccm

~

SOLD TO
NHS COMMUNITY SERVICES
POBOX8223
Boise, ID 83707

'

jNUMBER

0504440

!DATE

·--

0504440

NUMBER
NET

!

10130/2014

SALe

I

:CUSTt

02-NHS

COST

~~BV..

EMIL.Y

3,630.00

INV

2,561.60

rap-

-··
EmDy Pohlman

128.08

ADJUST

1,068.40

PROFIT

SHIPPED TO
Emily Pohlman
NHS COMMUNilY SERVICES
3380 W Americana Terrace
Suite 120 Attn: Emily
BOISE, ID 83706

,,···<60' .

COMM.

'

DO NOT GIVE Tlil9 COPY TO lKE CUBTOIIERI

PuR ORO, OATE BHlPPED

I

SHIPPED VIA

02·83481 1012112o14 1 OS Sales Deliv
QTYORD.

QTYSHIP

600

-· -i

SALESPERSON
-Brian
-·· -·-·- --··- .....
WISdenmenn
.~

TERMS

Net30

DESCRIPnON /ITEM CODE

UNIT PRICE U/M

BLACK EMBROIDERED BEANIE
CP91

600

CATEGORY

~--------·--···----

EXTENSION
·r-..
w• ·--.;;.
3,630.00

EACH

6.05

GP%

I-. .£9.!T~

1,074.00

70.41

1,487.00

.00

I

I
i
I

!
I
:
'

i
I

I
!
I

i

•

'

I
Freight:

Net Sale: Sales Tax:

3,630.00

Internal Copy

.00

-

.00

TottJI:

·-··

3,630.00

Total Cost

GPIJ£

2,561.£< 29.43

-·-·

Page 1 of 1

DEFS0001082

002539

V( ctt.ctc~'":
.g\-d. 4f e{t tf'

Jennifer Johnson

I

bruce@gamefaceathletics.com
Monday, October 27, 201410:53 AM
Brian Wiedenmann; Jennifer Johnson; doug@gamefaceathletlcs.com;
dave@gamefaceathletics.com
order no. 260384 RAKE UP BOISE

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

HI JENNIFER

I CORRECTED YOUR CUSTOMER NAME AND ADDED YOUR ORDER #.
THANK YOU
GAMEFACE ATHLETICS
1396 E. IRON EAGLE DRIVE
SUITE 100
EAGLE 10 83616
Phone: 208-939-3466 I FAX: 208-939-3672
Email: doug@gamefaceathletlcs.com

INVOICE No. 260384
For: DOCU..SOURCE PRINT MANAGEMENT (per PO no. 02·83481) Invoice Date: 27-0ct-14
Bill To

Ship To

DOCU-50URCE PRINT MANAGEMENT
BRIAN WIEDENMANN
947 E. WINDING CREEK DRIVE, SUITE 200
EAGLE, ID 83616
UNITED STATES
Phone: 208-938-7870
FAX: 208-938-3782

DocuSource Print Management Docusource
PO BOX 230759
TIGARD, OR 97281-0759
UNITED STATES
Phone: 208-938-7870

Account No.

Ship Date

Ship Method

'Terms

Account Executive

A123629

27-0ct-14

Pick Up Personally

On Receipt

Doug Victor

Preview

· Color Size Qty Rec'd

Description
Product: CUSTOMER SUPPLIED BEANIES
Cat. No.: BEANIES
Imprint:
Type:
Location:
Notes:

embroidery run charge:

(art to follow)
embroidery
FRONT
Imprint color(s): WHITE

Unit Price

Subtotal

$

$

$ 2.40

$1437.60

embroidery set-up fee:

$50.00

Subtotal:

$1487.60

Shipping:
Handling:

$0.00
$0.00

TOTAL PAYABLE:

$1487.60

Customer Notes:
PLEASE DETACH AND RETURN BOTTOM PORTION WrrH PAYMENT

·································•·····························•·•··························································································································
1

DEFS0001 083

002540

Customer Sales and Service
Toll Free: (800) 426-6399
FAX: (800) 828-0554

Seattle, WA
Reno, NV
Cincinnati, OH
Cranbury, N/
jacksonville, FL
Dallas, TX

I
PAGE

l

I

DOCUSOURCE PRINT MANAGEMENT
PO BOX 230759
PORTLAND OR 97281-0759

CUSTOMER P.O. NO.

DUE DAT£

5HII'I'£DVIA

10/02/14 12/01/14 UPS

02-B3481

STYLE NO.

ORDER DATE

COLOR

DOCUSOURCE PRINT MANAGEMENT
%ADGEAR ATTN: DOUG
1396 E IRON EAGLE DR STE 100
EAGLE ID 83616

DESCRIPTION

By placing your order, you agree to SanMar's Terms & Conditions

~ET 60

SSAQUAH WA
SIZE

CP91
Black
Port and Co Knit Beanie Cap
FREIGHT S~VINGS OF $120.97

and Brand Sales Policies, available for review at
http: I lwww. san ma r.com labout{te rmsofuse. shtm I# brand.

TERNS

f.O.B.

OSF~

WEIGHT
TOTAL CASES

REMIT:SANMAR CORP
PO BOX 34060
SEATTLE WA 98124-1060

AAA

PIECES PRICE

600

76

s

DEPT.NO

l. 7~

SUB
TOTAL
SALES
TAX

AMOUNT

1074.00

1074.00

SHIPPING
&
HANDLING

TOTAL

1074.00

DEFS0001084

002541

Ad gear

1
SEE BELOW

FOR
QUANTnY
TO BE SHIPPED

2

2 • NEGS ENCL #
3 • PLANT HAS NEGS.
4 ·SEE NOTES TO PLANT
5 ·STOCK ITEM
6 ·MODEM ED TO PLANT

SEE BELOW
FOR
QUANTITY
TO BE SHIPPED

ITEM NO

CP91
Black

QUANTITY

ORnER EO

FORM NAME I DESCRIPTION

600

Black Beanie

1.
3.
5.
7.

2.
4.
·6.

8.
UPC
H

UNIT SELL

$2.25/Ea

~

BLL

FREIGHT

$6.05/Ea
No freight

Ea

I

NO

BILLING NOTES (ACCOUNTING)

Rcv/a/12197

DEFS0001 085

002542

· ·· Docusource ·
.QRDER~AT~

·oocusoi.irca. ,.
PR!WJ.Ol!~:-~0 .· .:

10/2/14

02-83481

San Mar
Account#83572

Athletics (Adgear)
1396 E Iron Eagle #1 oo
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Attn: Doug

c;;::~lrnl'>t::~,...,.
SEE BELOW

FOR
OUANTllY
TO BE SHIPPED

2

ITEM NO

QUANTilY
ORDERED

FORM NAME I DESCRIPTION

UNIT COST

CP91
Black

600

Black Beanie

$1.79/ea

I

PUNCHING

PLY

NO. HOLES

1.
3.
5.
7.

2 • NEGS ENCL #
3 ·PLANT HAS NEGS.
4 • SEE NOTES TO PLANT
5 • STOCK ITEM
6 • MODEMED TO PLANT

SEE BELOW
FOR
QUANTITY
TO BE SHIPPED

DIAMETER

C TO C

POsmoN

4.

6.

8.
UPC

UIM

YIN

UNIT SELL

LOW
LEVEL

H

%

BILL
FREIGHT

Ea

BINDING
NO. OF SETS

2.

TYPE OF COVER

I

PADDING

NO. OF SHEETS

I

! WHERE

I

CELLO

NO. OF SHEETS/SETS
YES
NO

BILLING NOTES (ACCOUNTING)

Rev/a/12197

DEFS0001086
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ST 101

STOOB21

Idaho State Tax Commission

SALES TAX RESALE OR EXEMPTION CERTIFICATE

04-26-04

Buyots Namo

Sellor's Name

AtMr..a

Stolo

Qly

1. Buying for Resale. I will seQ, rent or lease the goods I am buying In the regular course of my business.
a. Primary nature of business -4-::i!ei~:>Lo!;;;rqt--....::l.a=.=- Describe products soldneasedfrented
b. Check the biotic that applies:

0

(Useifu? :3-.&ae5

Idaho registered retailer, sellefs permit number _ _ _.....-:-::-:-.;::-:;-:-::-:-;=--.:,...-:-:---(requlred -see lnstrucllons)
Wholesale only, no retail sales
Out-of-state retailer, no Idaho business presence

2. · Producer Exemptions. I wiU put the goods purchased to en exempt use In the bUSiness Indicated below.
Check the block that applies and complete lhe required lnformalion.
Logging Exemption
D Broadcasting Exemption
Publishing Free Newspapers
D Production Exemption- check one: D Farming D Ranching D ManufaCIUrlng D Processing

D

D

D

D

FabrlcaUng

Mining

Usttheprcduclsyouproduce: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

3. Exempt Buyer. All purchases are exempt. Check the block that applies.

0 American Indian Tribe
D American Red Cross
0 Amtrak
0 Blind ServlcesFoundat!on, Inc.
0 Cenlerfor Independent Uving

0 Emergency Medical Service Agency
D Federal Government
D Forest ProtectlveAssoclatlon
D ldeltoCommunltyAcllonAgency
D Idaho FoodbankWarehouse, Inc.

0
0
0
0

0

Idaho Government Entity
Nonprofit Canal Company
Nonprofit Hospital
Nonprofit School
Senior Citizen Center

D Slate/Fedeta! Creditunion
D Qualifying Health OrganlzaUon

D

Volunteer Fire Department

4. Contractor Exemptions. This exemption claim eppDes to lhofol!owing Invoice, purchase order, or job number.
a. Invoice, purchase order or job number to which this claim e p p l i e s · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - b. Cityandstatewherejobislocated _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
c. Projectownername _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

d. This exempt project Is: (check appropriate box)
D In a nontaxlng &tate. (Only materials lhat become part of the real property quali~)
agr!culturaltrrrgauon proJect.
D For production equipment owned by a producer who quaRfles for the producUon exemption.

DAn

5. other Exempt Goods and Buyers (see Instructions).

D Aircraft used to traneport passengers or freight for hire

D Aircraft purchased by nonresldentfor out-of·stete use

0

American Indian buyerholdlngTrlbali.O. No.
•Tho
goods must be delivered within the boundaries of tho reservation.

0
0
0
0

Church buying goods for rood bank or to san meals to members
Food bank or soup kllchen buying food or food service goods
Heating rueland other utllllles
Uvestock sold at a public livestock market

0

Other goods or enUty exempt by law under the following
statute _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(required -see Instructions)

D Pollution control equipment required by law

0

0
0

Quaflfylng medical Items to be administered/distributed
by a licensed practiHoner
Research and development goods for use at INEEL
Snow making or grooming equipment, or aerial tramway component

Buyer: Read and sign. I certlly that all statements I have made on this form are true and corroct to the best ofmy knowledge. I understand that falsification ofthis certlflcata for the purpose of evading payment ofttrKI:J e misdemeanor. Olherpenelti11s may efso apply.

Attention Seller: Each of lhe exemptions a customer may claim on this form has special ruleS (see instructions on back}. Ills your responslbnlty toleam
the rules and charge lax to any customere and on any goods that do not qualify for a claimed exemption and are taxable as a matter oflaw. You may accept thi!l
certificate from the buyer prior to the time of sale, at the time of sale, or at any reasonable time after the sale to document the exempuon claim.

* This form may be reproduced.

* This form is valid only if all information is complete.

* The seller must retain this form.

* See lnstrucUons on back.

DEFS0001 087
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Brian Wiedenmann
Emily Pohlman <epohlman@nhsid.org>
Wednesday, October01,201411:35AM
Brian Wiedenmann; 'Sam SWenson'
Carly Gray; Curtis, John
RE: NHS Promotional Items

From:

Sent:

To:

Cc:

Subject:
Hi Brian,
Can you:

Ship to: 3380 W. Americana Terrace Suite 120 Boise ID, 83706
Bill To: PO Box 8223 Boise iD, 83707
Primary Phone##: 208·258·6229
EIN: 82·0372645

Thanks,

Ernily Pohlman
Community Outreach Coordinator

.•, ;,·····

.

. ·: .' .

direct: 208.258.6229! fax 208.343.4963

3380 W. Americana Tutace, Suite 120 I Boise, Idaho 33706
PO Box l\H3

I Bol~e. ld.'lho 83707

From: Brian Wledenmann [mailto:brian.wledenmann@docu-source.com]
Sent: Wednesday, October 01, 201411:27 AM
To: 'Sam Swenson'
Cc: Emily Pohlman; Carly Gray; Curtis, John
Subject: RE: NHS Promotional Items
HI Sam/Emily,

Perfect.........l'll get everything started.

While I am doing that, can one of you send me the following so I can get you set up in our system?
Ship to address
Bill to address
Primary phone If
Assume this is a nonprofit so can you email me your tax exempt documents?

1
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Page 1 of 1

SanMar Online Ordering
~

Saved Shoppl"g OovoJ

MySonMor

SANMAR
PRODUCTS

I

SALE

RESOURCES

MARKETING

II

Seardl

Prod~s and Inventory

~~~

CP91- Black
Vaew Spec Sheet
Pricing

OSFA

Piece PriCe: 11

!.79

Dozen Prlcoa '

1.79

Coso Price: $

1.79

CnscSize

144

w~rchousas

OSPA

Robbinsville, NJ
(•nm~ry

"

Athletic oxrorll,leleck

·'::::,~:/

500+

~;·.~ .....

500+

Warehouse)

Seattle,WA

Athletic O>lford

vj

l!ii£in:!!!.ln1011 51'1111$ evlll>ble

Port & Company'• • Beanie Cap. CP91 Product Description

II lack

Looout

Wel4:9mel GOSAPI!GUARD

Doll as, TX

SOO•

Reno, NY

SOD•

a''

e

~ /p.f9t

~~~)

,_,I

~'~
(; l·"<f

vtff

~~·

'~
~~.il

Bleck/NDIIR'!ll

Cornel

Jocksonvllle, FL

:.x::>i(

500+

Minneapolis, MN

>'II ..

500+

UQht Pink/White

Nal\Jral
Noturoi/Navy
Novv

Cincinnati, OH

Novv/Natui'ZII

Neon DIUI

•

SOOt

Neon Green
OSFA

Company JnrormaUon

About San Mar !Terms of txo !Contact Us !Careers at SanMar iSupply Cha1n Disclosure

copynght «l ZOI4SIIllMarCOJp. All

Connect

@ f) @)

6

r"lhtsr~s.lvod.

https://www.sanmar.com/cs/OnlineOrdering?todo=addtocart&iscatalogsearch=&id= 17690... 9/29/2014
bEFS0001089
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NEW CUSTOMER
INFORMATION
NEEDED

PRINT MANAGEMENT

Company Name:
Bill to Address:

N H S Cavvtwli.A.-"t i

f. 0 · Bca=
S3o\~

Primary Ship To Location:

1

n-;

:S::e.<r ~CJZ_ .S

CO Z, 2 ~
l d ... <:£~ 7o

37-; i'0

c....v .

7: ·

A(\() -LI/' ,·C-a.elt

s~+e.. l :zo
0oi<;e l (d. g1]71JL£;
a_~ ~

cc..~ ~

T evv-~ ~

,:L

I «j

Any Additional Ship to Locations or Cost C e n t e r s ? - - - - - - - - (Will Set up as needed)
Phone:

Z,o-z3- zs8 -(oz_-z_ Cf

AlP Contact
Terms:

Fax: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Z; V\1'- ; l y (f6 fA ( \1\.A.. 0--V\

'? 0

Webec Customer?._ _ _ _ _ _ __

Summary Bill Needed?._____ FMS Customer?_ _ _ _ _ __
DSI Salesperson

D \-U

Special Commission rates Used?
Tax Exempt?

jtf;_

DSI CSR:

J A-- IL-

Letter of Credit Needed?_ _ __

Provide Tax ID, resale certificate, non-profit info.

l; p~

we-v(L-

t-o

-A ltdl-0

z: (!--' : -nz~ o7?TZloY 5'
DEFS0001090
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EXHIBIT 32
002548

12/0812009

ource

or

INVOICE NUMBER

INVOICE DATE

INVOICE

0287047

CUSTOMER NUMBER

CUSTOMER ORDER NO.

SOLD TO

6--/ ~~,.•rt

<-of'-

RICHARD

02-HB

ORDERED BY:

"(·

TOTAL:

SHIPPED TO

Hayden Beverage
POBox15619
Boise, /D 83115-5619

Hayden Beverage
1445 Commerce Are
Boise, ID 83705
Richard Rfgg

A FINANCE CHARGE OF (112% PER IAONTH(rB'!f.PER \'FAIU WJLL BE ADDED 10 INVOICES NOT PAID tNStl DAYS.

OUR ORDER NO
02-CC0282

QTYORDERED
16,000

DAn: SHIPPED
11/3012009

QTYSHTPPED
16,000

SHIPPED VIA

SALESPERSON

BEST WAY

Craig Chaney

DESCRIPTION
SHELF LABEL
SHELFLABEL

TERMS
Net30

UNTTPRICE
22.50

UNIT
M

AMOUNT
360.00

Profit/Commission Analysis
15.04
240.64

1-.l')IS\ II~ }/"
~f"J
"l

,..s ~

002549

. .·•'

COM1'dENTS:

-4)

Invoices not paid within 30 days ollnvolca
dale wiD be charged a service charge
of 1.5% per month

FILE COPY

FREIGHT

29.76

SALES TAX

21.60

TOTAL

411.36

Net Sale:
Total Cost:
GP$:
Commission:

Totallnv. Gpofo

360.00
240.64
119.36
64.40
33.16

DEFS0001047

' 4

Packing List

Shipped From

70775

HAYDEN BEVERAGE

--

..

.

- ... _ .

-

Item

A092152

ll/20/2009

1445 COMMERCE AVENUE
A.TTN:RICHARD RIGG
BOISE , ID 83705

Tigard, OR 97281-0759

..

Sales Order N...

Ship To

DocuSource, Inc.
PO Box 230759 ·

~

Date

Description

2X6-1
PN: SHELF LABEL
1,000/ROLL

Ship Date

Ship VIa

Jr-~~
-~·-~-.....

'N'_cl
13fl
~t"eft,O•

Ord Qty/m

15

-

-

Shpd Qty/m

II rA"'l

-··

FWO

-·

.... .

.

AR095184
#Boxes

'I

.

Shipped By
z::;f
Date
//-Y··e'C..
/

Total Inner Boxes
Outer Boxes_f_

I
DEFS0001048

002550

AbboU Labe~ Inc.

Invoice

P.O.Box551627
Dallas, TX 7S3SS·1627
(469) 330.0100 Phone
(469) 330·0210 Fax
en1To

Date

Invoice#

ll130120G9

'10775

Ship To.

Docl&urte. Ina.

HA'Yt)ENBEVERAGE

PO Box 230759

l~SCO~CEAvanffl

Tlgpd, Oil 9'12.81..()75!1

AT1N:RICHARI> RIGG
BOIS!!, m 83705

..
P.O. No.

Terms

Due Date

Ship Date

Ship Via

FWO

02-ccMBl·A

Nct:ZO

12/2012009

11130/2009

FediDCGrnd

ARO!ISI84

Item

Descrfptian

A0921S2

2.X6•1
PN: SHELF LABEL

Fllli~ht

F1clght• Tracklngt'I351S61460SmB1,

ShpdQtyhn

16

Costfm

\!.04 IS

OrdQtyfm

Amount
240.64

1,000/kOLL
24.80

24.10

l$1567460!59918,35156746055!1925,
351567460559932

j Total

80'd

6VSI..9

S26S.44

cz : tz eraec-sa-::>30
DEFS0001049
002551

PURCHASE ORDER

--

.IIUIIII<Ii

OUR ORDER NUMBER

PO Box 230759
Ttgard. OR 97281

SHIP TO

Richard Rigg
1445 Commerce Ave

Hayden Beverage
PO Box 16619
Boise,ID 83715·5619

DESCRIPTION

16,000

Abbott Label, Inc
10865 Sanden Drive
Dallas, TX 75283

~~"?(
ORDER TYPE

CUSTOMER NO

Exact repeat

02·HB

LABEL SPECIFICATIONS

ROLL: Y

DIE CUT:
COMPOSmON
NUMBERING
FASTENING
BINDING

I

1.

LABEL REPEAT:

2.

CARRIER WIDTH:

3.

LABELS ACROSS:

4.

FOLD AT:

ADHESIVES:

1. THERMAL TRANSFER

1. PERMANENT

2.

2.

3.
4.

SOUD TINT COLOR:

002552

I CRC I NEG SUPPLED I NOOEM AAT I SET SCREENS MAKE ADJ.
ART I NEGS I CRC I DESTROY OlD I
I REQUIRED I CARSON DUMMY SANPLES I IMPRINT
~AN
I
I
I
PROOFS I
I
I
I
I
I
STAATING NUMBER
QUANTitY PER CARTON
PRESS
I MOO I NO. 01' POsmONS
COLOR
cou..
AAAeiC
GUAR. l
UST
I MICA I STATIC CONSEC. I OlHiiR
I
I
I
I
I
NO. OF HOLES
DIAMETER
GLUELEFT
I GLUERIGIIT I CRIMP RIGHT J CR!MPLEFT I OTHERS I
. I NUMBEROFPLYS I POSITION
I CENTER TO CEnTER
I
I
I
I
!PUNCHING'
I
I
BOOKS
PRINTER
DECOLLAtoR
BURSTER
I PADS I NO. 01' SETS PER I WRAP AROUND I m!AD 1 OPEN END 1PARTS LEFT POLY WRAP 1
I
I
I
I
lm~
___ L _ L _
I
I
I
I

COMMENTS Auy qucstloD5. please can : (208) 938-7870
3"CORE

MAKE & MODEL:
MATERIALS

PLANT

1000 WHITE LABELS/ROLL
8"0.0;

TYPE:

BLANK

SCREENS:

HORIZONTAL SPACING:

RICHARD

PRINTER INFORMATION

REVERSES:

VERTICAL SPACING:

240.64

240.64
TOTAL>
CUSTOMER P.O. NUMBER

cc

INKS

LABEL DEPTH: Er

FANFOLD:

SALES REPRESENTATIVE

JAK

LABEL WIDTH: 2"

STYLE

BUTTCUT:

CUSTOMER SERVICE REP.

M

15.04

SHELF LABEL
SHELFU.BEL

VENDOR

SHEETED:

l

Boise, 10 83705

QUANTITY

II

QUOTE DATE
QUOTE NUMBER
ORDER DATE
11/1812009
11/19/2009
61080
VENDOR CODE I
F.O.B
PREVIOUS JOB
PU\NT
ABBOT
62552
HOW TO SHIP
INSIDE DELIVERY
PREPAID
SHIP VIA
SHIP WITH
BEST WAY
TOTAL
UNIT COST
UJM

Hayden Beverage
SOLD TO

PEN FED:

DATE REQUIRED

02·CC0282-A

aDd ask for

Jennifer

Please Mail Invoices To:
PO Box 230759
Tigard. OR 97281

DEFS0001050

DS PO#

V or-- '- L

v cr-o

Customer
{IJt:~
*
Date
0
PO#
ll/C/11!?h ,

~act Repeat

D Copy Chg 0

Spec. Chg

CfJ>f

v1

t/VbtAit:

l

Quantity 1
vv
,
Print Cost:S: Dt//JArtCost
.
Print Sell
d-:J. S'O/M
Art Sell
Vendor at#1iLO({)J2.

!

ffi1 max.$

Charge.tft

!ted
IN]

[Y] ~
S pTo:
Ocustomer
D arehouse
Other _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Form Name

Seu Jvd- au

lt~,r

ff?.w

(Ll ~)

Starting#------ Date Req . _ _ __
ge Frt

Jtf 1), &v

~~1f'tA. TO

AfC

CIIP-J<

10 v~;JA..

S!!elf {MeL

DescofChanges------------------------

002553

Additional Instructions _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Vendor F a x # - - - - - - - - - -

DEFSOOO 1051

..
Jennifer Johnson
Usa Hinton [Usah@abbottlabel.com]
Wednesday, November 18,2009 3:13PM
jennifer.johnson@docu-source.com
Your Quote(# 61060) from Abbott Label

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:
ABBOTI LABEL
Custom Price Quotation

Quote# 61060
Size: 2 X 6 - 1 -Across - (Standard RCR)
Perforations: Horiz-; VertRepeat Length: 6.125" ·
Liner Width: 2.125"
Number Across: 1
Material: THERMAL TRANSFER, PERM 1
Print Colors: o
Art:
Finishing: Rolls- Qty per roll1,000; Core ID 3.000
16,000

$15.0400/M

$240.64

First Order Charge : $0.00
Rush Charge : $0.00

Freight Is FOB Abbott Label Dallas, Texas or Santa Fe Springs, California (our choice unless specified). Production time
is 5-7 working days or sooner, unless otherwise noted. Quantity shipped can vary +/-10%. Price is good for 30 days.
Please send artwork on disk - preferred is Adobe: CS3. Also Illustrator, In Design, Photoshop, Freehand and Pagemaker
(Quark usually does not work). •convert all fonts to paths•. Please also provide hard copy. Creating and/or re-creating
artwork will be charged to you at $75.00/hour with a 1/2 hour minimum. Additional 3% added to all credit card purchases
(Visa, MasterCard & Discover).
Thanks,
Usa Hinton
Abbott Label, Inc.
(469) 330-0100 Phone
(866) 228-0100 Toll Free
(469) 330~0210 Fax

1

DEFS0001 052
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INVOICE DATE

INVOICE

INVOICE NUMBER

1112412009

source
. ,., .........,

0285503

CUSTOMER NUMBER

~\7-L.flp

CUS10MER ORDER NO.
RICHARD

02·HB

TOTAL:

ORDERED BY:

SHIPPED TO

SOLD TO

Hayden Beverage
1445Commerr:eAve
Sollie, ID 83705

Hayden Beverage
POBoX15619
Boise, ID 83715-6619

Richard Rlgg
ARNAI/CfZCHARGEOF{f/2% PERJICNTH/1/lSPER YEAR) W!U. BE ADDED TO INVOICES NOTPAJD IN:JD DAYS.

OUR ORDER NO

02·CC0281
QTYORDERED

12

DATE SHIPPED

11/1812009
QTYSHIPPED

12

SHIPPED \IIA

SALESPERSON

BEST WAY

Craig Chaney

TERMS
Nel30

UNIT PRICE
5.00

DESCRIPTION
ZR·53-300CS THERMAL TRANSFER RIBBON
THeRMALRIB

a"-J{.

~(;

yl

~~

UNIT

I
Profit/Commission Analysis
3.16
37.92

AMOUNT
60.00

EACH

QP"

~14\o
... 1,.~

y

I

~e.....c..,

~

~

*~
FREIGHT

002555

COMM, '=NTS:

Invoices not paid within 30 days of invoice
data wiD be charged a sanrica charge
of 1.5% per month

SAt.ESTAX
TOTAL

FILE COPY

10.30
3.60

73.90

Net Sale:
Total Cost:
GP$:

Commission:
Totallnv. GP%

60.00
37.92

22.08
12.11
36.80

~

DEFS0001053

OS PO#

-

""

..., -

-

-

~~:omb]J~[N_·= ~-·~~~~tity /dPO#

RtCiiiAb

~act Repeat

0

Copy Chg

D Spec. Chg

G9

Print Cost
3,/lPA
Art Cost
~dd4.
Print Sell
Art Sell
Vendor Qt# _ __

Co':JI

3~92..

Sftt

{,o.co

PloYt r

JJ.~o 8'

Starting#------ Date Req . _ _ __

F,

r e Frt
Charge Art
~ma~$
~
lp To:
Ocustomer
Other
Form Name

¥-

!oted
~
D arehouse
·

2R -.s-3 .:.Joo CS T/

-R!Mo4S

DescofChanges ________________________

-

c}e.JJlfbA.

,., !'¥
*'70

(tli>J..

J(;' tJA~il

002556

Additional Instructions----------------Vendor-Fax#------------

(raaJ l./<1' .. SSI/if
DEFS0001 054

'·

11•

PAGE a2
P. Ot/OJ

"""
... _ _ _ _._....,_ _ _ _,.._,_.....,.
• • ______o:o-_

6e ~ · .a#ach e d

""

0

1n vo 1

f4t e.opy, ·
P...

--rrian ~ Yo~ ·
(6lan~.

002557
DEFS0001055

11/19/2999 97:19

WESTERN DATA
..!'

WESTERN DATA LABEL

1-999-446-5544

BEL

Invoice Date

2248 STAGECOACH ROAD

FINISHED GOODS

INVOICE

STOCKTON CA 85215

ww.v.data-label.com
IIIXHI48-5544
800446-5644

24 llaur

Order Numbi!r 0351206

SOLD TO:

12
1

11/19109

lnvorce Number

0351370

Ship VIa
&hlp Date

UPSGmd

FREIGHT TYPE

I

11/19/09
FOB our Plant

line

02..CC0281-A
Cust.P
03-22842
DOCU
RCE PRINT MGMT.
6955 SW NDBURG STREET
POBOX 30759

TIGARD, R 97281-0759

001

PAGE Ell

l

EA750.m-5 301)CS
12
!

SHIP TO;

PO# RICHARD
HAYDE!N BE!VERAGE!
1446 COMMERCE AVE
BOISE, 10 83705

ATTN:

RICHARD RIGG

CLeAN START THERMAL RIBBONS

I

3.1600

12

37.92

8

II

Sub-tot.l:
37.82
Freight: _ _____,,..,8-=.se:Total:
46.!0

I

i

i
I
II

tiPkgs

1

Weight
6.0

Tracking/PRO Number
1Z7856640343002368

j
If palcl by 11129109 deduct $.38 and pay only 46.12
StandardJermB are.1%10 Net30. ALL Invoices beyond terms will be upchsrged 1·112% when paid
l

I

Pre-paid orders are charged a 3% surcharge, minimum S3.00

If you are Interested It receiving your lnVDieP ""' email, pteasa eonrscr Lorte Snow at lsnoW@data-label.com.
Ptontt Include your companyniUTJ•eoun"' & email arltlreaa.

i

i
Pleaae Remit To:

DATA~BEL
1000 s ruce st

Term

03·2264264
OOCUSOURCE· PRINT MGMT.
Invoice Data 11/19/09
lnvol~ Number 0361370
Invoice Amount 48.50
If paid by 11129109 deduct $.38 end pay only 46.12

ute. IN 47807

.
I

I
i

DEFS0001056
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1'-l.{)

0

.......

.....
Q

.... \l

~.
o_'\J

Q.

19 B1:»C 2j01S!J
Ti~. OR 972BJ

0 ,.,
~

...,

..J~

CUS'tOMat~

02-HB

.

CUANYn'Y
12

-·

DRO!ml'tPE

- -.. Exact repellt

-

VENDOR

32&5511

WOl

I
I

F.D.B

PUtlf

HOWfOSHIP

lNSlDF. CA NEW

PREPAID
!lfiJ' VIA.
BEGTWAY

SMPwmt

. •. -

·;;..:;..,-Eoi~

-~
I

VMr..T-ST !
;J.1G

ll:?>l

t...~·

l
I

...oi-Al. ·.;.

:-

TOTAl>

37.921./

ctJ..'fl'Oiofi:A SSMCI!! REP.

SALfS R&~SENTAnvE

CUSTOMER P.O. NUMBER

JAK

cc

RICHARD

b~~

ID

..:r
..:r

~~

·-----·--·--··-··----··-·---·--·. ··-··....,..._-::._ ___

...

-

002559

171 •

IS) ..
IS)>

Anr~ple~~Me&~:
S1:BRA CCfilPA11BLE

COMaiENTS

~ . 'T'hey
.....
.... p

~.:.

arf.

fz>r Zekm

CZ48J 9:JII-"11170 lllldaJdar

FJiJ,fer.s @

:r-1•-

·-

\b\aflvCCA

·- ·-·--·-·- -···- ·- ·-- -----· ··-· ····-··

··- .............

CD

~

Cl

I ;lCJ ~

?

a;~
IS)-

w

II
QUOTE;o.t.'TE

2f-53-300C.~

..:r
..:r

,--

FAEVIOU&J09

DESC~

nV,.).SOOC":sTHliRIIUii.
TR§IiiJ1RJB

t

!I

~1-A
OOOTE Nt1M9ER
OROSRDATE

111WJOIIO

i445 Commerce Ave
boise. ID B9706

WESTERN DATA lABEL
2248 STAGEOQACH ROAD
STOcKTON. Cl\ 95215

i
ffi
i

I

JtflPlO

u..

. DATE REClsiRED

OUR MOeAMJUaER

Richafd Rlgg

VENi:JoR

1---

PUIICBAD OimBR

\IJ

Hayden Ba\refage

tlayden Bever.!ge
POBc»t 15619
&lise, ID 83715-5619

Cf

o'-

~;_;.

sot.DlO

r---

~~
..J-

~'tl-.. -~..

..,
1 ';).~

0
0
0
(f)

----Pleue Malt rrwolcn To:
PO Box 230759
Tlganf. CR 91211

·-

PURCHASE ORDER

-~"· .. ···~···

OUR ORDER NUMBER

DATE REQUIRED

PO Box 230759

02..CC02S1·A

II
QUOTE DATE

d

•

7'.Lgcll.r'

I

O.R

SHIP TO

97281

ORDER DATE

1--:~1~1~/1~91200:.=.=:.::9=--+-:-==--,r---'-__,.~~-----

Hayden Beverage
Richard Rigg
1445 Commerce Ave
Boise, ID 83705

SOLD TO
Hayden Beverage

POBox15619
•
BoJse,ID 83715-5619

QUOTE NUMBER

PREVIOUS JOB
VENDOR
326558
WDL
HOW TO SHIP

II

F.O.B
PLANT
INSIDE DBJVERY

~--~P~R~E~PA~I~D----~~--------------~
-

SHIP VIA

SHIP WITH

,n~'5::3lH~I)) BESTWAY
QUANTITY

r11

N

~ .1...1~,4)'{)

ZR-53-300CS THERMAL TRANSFER RIBBON '

12

VENDOR
WESTERN DATA LABEL
2248 STAGECOACH ROAD

,

v

UNJTCOST
3.16

•

UIM

TOTAL

EACH

37.92

THERMALRIB

STOCKTON, CA 95215

CUSTOMER NO

02-HB

ORDER TYPE

CUSTOMER SERVICE REP.

Exact repeat

TOTAL>
37.92
CUSTOMER P.O. NUMBER

SALES REPRESENTATIVE

JAK

CC

RICHARD

'·

----

COMMENTS Any questions, please call:

002560

SEBRA COMPATIBLE

..

(208)

---

938-7870 ancl ask fer

----

.70Dnifer

-----

---

--

Please Mail Invoices To:
PO Box 230759
Tigard, OR 97281

\'

DEFS0001058

INVOICE DATE

INVOICE

Source
,.,., .....,.. "

INVOICE NUMBER

06/0512009

0260930

CUSTOMER NUMBER

CUSTOMER ORDER NO.

RICHARD

02-HB
ORDERED BY:

SOLD TO

TOTAL:

SHIPPED TO

Hayden Beverage
POBox15S19
&lse, ID 83715-5619

Hayden Beverage
1445 Commerce Ave
&Jlse, ID 83705
Richard Rleg

AFINANCECHAIIGEOF(f~PEFIMONTH{t67ftPERYEARJWIU.BEADDEDJ'OINVOICESNOTPAJDIN3QDAI'$.

OURORDERNO

02.000164
QTYORDERED
6

DATE SHIPPED

0010112009
QTYSHIPPED
6

SHIPPED VIA

SALESPERSON

UPS Ground

Craig Chaney

DESCRIP7TON
ZA·53-300CS THERMAl TRANSFER RIBBON
THERMALRIB

TERMS

Net30

UNIT PRICE
5.00

FREIGHT

002561

COM, !AENTS:

-·

Invoices not paid within 30 days of invoice
data will b9 charged a seNicEI charge
of 1.5% par month

FILE COPY

UNIT
EACH

AMOUNT
30.00

8.00

SALES TAX

1.60

TOTAL

39.80

ProfiVCommission Analysis
3.l6
18.96

··Net Sale:
Total Cost
GP$:

Commission:
Totallnv. GPo/o

JO.OO
18.!16
11.04
6.05
36,80

DEFS0001059

·-

I:~TcRN

DATA LABEL , . . - - - - - - - FINISHED GOODS

INVOICE

Invoice Dato

06/01/09

Invoice Number
Ship VIa
Ship Date
FREIGHT TYPE

0326868
UPSGmd
06/01109
FOB Our Plant

24 hour rex lin&

111!(1~16-5544

rder Number 0326401

Cust PO#

SHIPTO: PO#
HAYDEN BEVERAGE
~f'5 COMMERCE AVE.
~ISE, 1083705

02..CC0164-A

03-2264264
DOCUSOURCE PRINT MGMT.
6955 SW SANDBURG STREET
PO BOX 230759
TIGARD, OR 97261.0759
I UM
ITEM NUMBER
II of PKGS /QTV/CARTON

001

6
1

~ELDESCRIPnON

I

LINE QTV

EA750..zR-53-300CS
6

UNIT

WT

.PRICE

CLEAN START THERMAL RIBBONS

3.1600

v'

QTV

SHIPPED

TOTAl. PRICE

QTV
B/0

18.96

6

3
Sub-total:

#Pkgs
1

Wetght
3.0

18.96

Freight:

6.67

Total:

25.63

Tracking/PRO Number
1Z396E85034695B817

REC'D JUN 0 5 2009

If paid by 6/11/09 deduct $.19 and pay only 25.44
Standard terms are 1%10 Net30. ALL Invoices beyond terms will be upcharged 1·112% when paid
Pre-paid orders are charged a 3% surcharge, minimum $3.00
'-----

-----------------·
.. -··-··---,--------------are
-··

If you

Interested in recelvfng your Invoices via email, please contact Lorle Snow at lsnoW@data·labe/.com.
PU!A8I! RI!1\IRNTIIIS PORTJOHWITH /PAYMENT

'I1!AR HI!RI!

T£AR Hellll

Ploaso Include your companyname/account# &email address.

Please Remit To:
DATA LABEL
1000 SpruceSt
Terre Haute, IN 47807

03-2264264
OOCUSOURCE PRINT MGMT.
lrivolce Date 06/01/09
lnvofce Number 0326558
Invoice Amount 25.63
If paid by 6111/09 deduct $.19 and pay only 25.44

DEFS0001060

002562

0 ~:r 52fo:3o I /22l.o4~4

N

~;~
PURCJIASB DllDKR ~ -rf1
I

lSI

~
a..,...
ci

OUR CRD.ER tiUMBER

~DUB

PO Bn:t 230759

!'islorrl.

oa nael

r==

sQ[OTO

I Hayden

N

_Ji

wen

IXI8
<[N
-J..-

Bolse,IDS3705

--

~

Boise. 10 83715-5619

!

PREV.D.ISJOB

Ai:twd RlGG.
144S t:ommerce Ave

. PO Box 15619

N
I ,.......__

I

liSIX)R

WIX.

-

I
l

f.O.S
PlANT
I~ OEIJVE'Ri

HOWlOSHF
PREPAID
SHIP VIA
LPS GRI!!ncl

-=---=~

VENCOR

WESTERN DATA LABEL
2248 STAGECOACH ROAD

~OTEDAlE

C

l (} '{

J ~fr!

~

Hayden Beverage

--

-

DATE REaJlREI)-

a:~

ORDERDA~NmmR

stte_To

-ss 4L{

5HlPwmt

twiT COST

..J!!!'_
EACH

3.111

mAL
la.s&

STOCI<TON. CA 9$!15

z

ffi

1-

mtAl> I

~

CUST'OMF.RNO

ORDr:Rrn>E

New

02·HB

~~SBMCEREP.

I

SALESRF.PRESflnATM _

ec

JAK

t------11..-._ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - ·

f}u} tJU ~(!k."17"
"17"

1£)
1£)

'!l ~

rJ

{!(ill

ShfJ ~~

....

1£)

a;

.....
..........

ISI"o

..... c:.
:g~

"

1

-.1..-----------t
mCHARD

& - /:2 ~ 0 9
1/Jn

~

'

~{;.MJ (_)$ '11-/;AUJ~
'
*~

Q

c

~~

m.98

cusm.tifr.o.NUMt&

;!!lP i tfU tvd?&L ~

~o

ico gB

lSI~
CTIO
lSI.-

U n:I.J

1

COMMENTS

~1 qucst~ona, Ff-CIIItc

2E&MC:OMPA11BlE

en•• 11n-n'o aft4at~w

~!Or

"--"'"""-

.

'

PIN• Milt llnYOIOe8 r~
PO Box Z3D1G!I
Tlganl. CHI9721t1

~

N\

~

""-.,.

..co
...--

002563

-6co-'--fL(Lo

0

0
0
0
C/)

u..

w

Q

-·-

PURCHASE ORDER

.. --~··

1'0 Box 230759
'l'igard, OR 97281

SHIP TO
Hayden Beverage
Richard RiGG
1445 Commerce Ave
Boise, ID 83705

SOLD TO
Hayden Beverage

PO Box 15619
Boise, ID 83715·5619

QUANTITY

New

002564

COMMENTS

Anyquestlons,pleasecall:

CUSTOMER SERVICE REP.

3.16

(208) 938-7870 andaskfor

Je=ifer

F.O.B
PLANT
INSIDE DEUVERY

UJM

TOTAL

EACH

18.96

Cif\"'

SALES REPRESENTATIVE

cc

JAK

I

DATE REQUIRED
II
QUOTE DATE

SHIP WITH

UNIT COST

6+~(1

ORDER TYPE

2EBRA COMPATIBLE

HOWTOSHIP
PREPAID
SHIP VIA
UPS Ground

ZR-53-300CS THERMAL TRANSFER RIBBON
THERMALRIB

VENDOR
WESTERN DATA LABEL
2248 STAGECOACH ROAD
STOCKTON, CA 95215

02-HB

WDL

DESCRIPTION

6

CUSTOMER NO

OUR ORDER NUMBER
02.CC0164-A
ORDER DATE
QUOTE NUMBER
05126/2009
PREVIOUS JOB
VENDOR I

18.96
TOTAL>
CUSTOMER P.O. NUMBER

RICHARD

Please Mall Invoices To:

PO Box 230759
Tigard, OR 97281

~·

DEFS0001 062

SALES~I

STOCK FORM SALES ORDER

SALESSEJMCE II

REPRESENI'AllVE I REPRfSENI'AllVE

O=r

I COST I M

FREIGHT

2-R.-5.3- 3oo

~Q?

t0a~u.J

3D ...

002565

REPEATDATE:
•

I

IREPEATCHANGES:

REPEATEXACT
JOB t: -SPEC'S
- - -COPt
AEPUT

FOAM 1002

CHG.

REV.~

CHG.

u-...: ·-

I

....

I

I

I

I

I

I

;!,~COUNTING:CUSTOMER FILE

DEFS0001063

I

<jill

11om

N

......

~
~

~
0

tbl-'

Hayden Beverage
Ridlard R166

SOLD TO
POBox15519

.rsN

0

VENDOR

Dallas. TX 75283

\._~S{o

0

~

QISTOMEANO

New

02-HB

j

SHEETED:

....
....0

PENFED:

:8
<

~

I

auncur:

..
COMI'OSITICN
NUMBERING

0

..,
~

002566

~
r$

~
<J:;

~
N,.

FASTENING
BttmiNG
C~TS

fUM" j O'IC

•

I

s•com:

TOTAl.

M

15.88

.

234.90

I
I

1101>

I
ow!:JIIGHT

t

r«t.QI' PDSmam;

I

1au&IPRIGHI 1
I

MD$

~·

I

tii!MPLEFT

1
I

L

RICHARD

.

I

IIUI'W

ADttESIVES:
1. PERMANSfl'

f>IJNI.!.

2.

2.

3.
4,

AAA9IC

D1liBIQ

/

1, THEllMAl TRANSFER

REIUI!H

llO\Cll

234.90
TOTAb
"CUSTOMER P.O.NUMBEA

I

MATERIALS

SCUD "TINT CQWR:
1/A!Q:JIDJ.

d.

~TI..:>

cc

4.
REVERSES:
SCREENS:

I HO.OFS&tS PER ' WIW>AADIJiiJ) I TIUAO
____
I
I
I
~ queatJOZUJ, »!eaae can: (208) 98&-7870
aa4 uk tus-

10DO WHITE LABEt.9IROLL

8"0.0.

f
I

IJI.Uf:IDT

I

~-nr:..,o\f.ll \

2.

INEOSUPf>LIEI>I IIIODBIAilT I &ETSCf&IG
I
I
I

UI'NmNONLJM81iR

KQOlCS

UR.I

\JNJTcosr

TVPE:
MAKE & MODEL:

3.

f-lOAI20NTALSf'ACING:
FOlD AT:

DIECVT:

OG~6~rtr.l~

I. BlANK

LA8a. REPE'AT;
CARRIER WIDTH:
LABB.SACROSS:
VERTICAL SPACING;

~y

ID

INKS

LABEL WIDTH: 2"
LABEL CE?TH: 8"

FANFOLD:

\

SALES REPRESENTATIVE

~

JAK

LABCLSPECDACA~ONS

.-8
_,

CUSTOMER SERVICE~-

OlmERTYPE

STYLE

"'-

f..~¥- ~~'\1...~ ~ ""Y

10865 Sandsn Drive

..,..,
~

·---

B.FlABEL

Abbott Label, Inc

I

I

UPS Ground

ta

15.1l()l)

SHIPWJTH

~

./

QUANTITY

N

!e
~

.

•/"

F.O.B
PtANJ'

INSIDE DBJVS\Y

HOW TO SHIP
PREPAID
SHIP VIA

Boise. tO 83705

DATEREOUIREO
II
QUOTE DATE

J

ABBOT

1445 Commerce Ave

Boise, ID 83715·5619

J

OLIR OODEA NUMBER
02·GC0163-A
QUOTE NUMBER
ORDER DATE
~612009
18559
VEralOR COllE I
JIREVlOUS JOB

SHIP TO

n.Jcud. on 97281 "
Hayden Beverage

N
......

PURCHASE ORDER

-J-

PO Be« 230769

a.

~\lit

,~.. l) .. D.)l 0

·:+

I

1

I IIEGS I eltC Im!IIROY ClJ)J PROOFS I.RECillRiiD I cmiOH D\Mft
I
I
I
I
I
I
MICII I 8WIC CCIIS£C._( 01'Ke\
PIB6 I cou.. I CUAR. 1 uar
I
I
I
I
I
I
ART

r

NIIIGSBOI'P1.Y5

1

~

I P1JI!Q!IIUI I
I
I Ol'tfti:MJ IPMJ'SUFTI POLYURAP I
L ___ L_ _
I
Etl1lll'NENf
.r~

JIO. CI>IQ.Ii$
l'fUHTEl'l

~

I
I

llECOUATOil

SAlfii1ES

I
I

IL!Pnlln'

!

GIIAIITIJY PER CNUOif

I
I

CEMDITO CODFR

I

0JR91l:R

_L

I

I

Please MailiDvulc:es To:
PO Box 280759
Tigard, OR 97Z81

DEFSOOO 1064

'

1.0

(.0

....
0

...

(g

lNVOZCE DATil

INVOICE

...

...'

lSI

rL.

026094!

-d

0810512009

'CB

lSI
0..

lNVDlC£ NUMBER

CUS'roMER NUMBI:R

g

ClJS'TOMEIIORDER NO•

") ( ,_.//)LJ

RICHARD
7DTAL:

02·HS
ORDERED BY:

C»fitf

~

fa

SOLD7D

SHIPPED'ro

L 6 u~'
.7f t_ (l,.,lllfiiJr vrv

HaY*n Beverage
Pt1~1SSt8

Balae,lD BS71U61S

A FfHANCE~OF(fmC Pmt.rOHrHrf"' PSI t'EAI!Jtm.L Ill!'~ YO

OUR ORDERIKJ I IMTESHJPI'EO

02-CC01S3

I

Q11' ORDERED

I

1s,orm

r

0610112009
QTYSHIPPED
18,000

7f .

('

:'":)\

7

~

I
I

SHIPPED VlA

f

SAlESPERSON

UPS Groll!ld

I

Craig C1tanay

llliSt:RlPnDN
SHELF LABEL

77!RMS
Nat30

lJNJT PRICE I UNIT
22.50
IM

AMOUNT
3SO.aO

Pn:lfiriComtnlsn Analysi&
15.6&
2S0.$6

SHB.Fl.ABEL

~
ou
\ 01\0

\

~~
~
~

~

~
I

FREJflHT

~1!/lm

~

I

SSAB

•

lrwofcss not peldwlthfn30 days of ln¥Clce

SAI.ESTAX

I

21.60

TOTAL

I

418.08

d!!te will brlcharged a aervlc8 c:harg9
_ of 1.5% permonlh

,.._

ALECOPY r

I INetSaJO:

Total Cost

I IGP$:
Commission:

I ITotallnv. GP'Io

360.00
2SO.S6"
109.44

SB.lS
~0.-40

0
0
(/)

tt0

002567

0

...

.

..

Packing List

Shipped From

Date

Sates Order N.•.

512712009

62552

Ship To

DocuSource, Inc.
PO Box 230759
Tigard, OR 97281-0759

HAYDEN BEVERAGE

1445 COMMERCE AVENUE
ATTN:RICHARD RIGG
BOISE, ID 83705

Ship Date

Ship Via

5-2.y.{)4 ~lty.&l~ ~-;#
Item

A092152

OrdQty/m

Description

2X6-1
PN: SHELF LABEL
1,000/ROLL

15

ShpdQty/m

II~

FWO

A0921S2
#Boxes

l/

RF.C'U J\J ~ 0 4 2.G0~

Shipped By
Date

e-g
5".-29~9

Total Inner Boxes
Outer Boxes1__

I
DEFS0001066

002568

. .,
Abbott Label, Inc.

Invoice

P.O. Box 551627

Dallas, TX

Date

Invoice tl

6129/2009

62652

75355~1627

(469) 330·01 00 Phone
(469) 330..0210 Fax
Ship To

Bill To

Docusource, Inc.
PO Box 230769
Tigard, OR 97281..0769

HAYDEN BEVERAGE

144& COMMERCE AVENUE
ATTN:RICHARD RIGG
BOISE, ID 83705

P.O. No.

Tenna

Duo Data

ShlpDato

Ship VIa

FWO

02..CC0163·A

Net20

6/1812009

5129/2009

FedEXGmd

A092162

Itom

A092162

Deacrtptlon

2XS·1
PN: SHELF LABEL

1,000/ROLL
Freight

Freight ·Tracking #'s

351567460646677,
361687460645684,
361667460645591,
351567460646607

I

ShpdQtyhn

16

~

Coatfm

15.66

OrdQty/m

15

30.40

Amount

260.56
30.40

·RtCD J~ ~ 0 4. lt\~~

I Total

$280.86

"An addltlona/3% will he added to all credit card payment9, (Visa, MasterCard, Discover)"

DEFS0001067

002569

.

1!9~

PURCHASE ORDER

(Jt,q) J:!,b-0)10

PO Box 230759
Tigard, OR 97281

OUR ORDER NUMBER

02-CC0163-A
SHIP TO

Hayden Beverage
PO Box 15619
Boise, ID 83715-5619

QUANTITY

ORDER TYPE

New

LABEL SPECIFICATIONS

ROLL: Y
SHEETED:

BUTTCUT:
DIE CUT:
COMPOSffiON
NUMBERING
FASTENING

002570

. BINDING

I

1.

LABS. REPEAT:

2.

CARRIER WIDTH:

3.

LABELS ACROSS:

4.

VERTICAL SPACING:

REVERSES:

FOLD AT:

UIM

TOTAL

234.90

234.90
TOTAl>
CUSTOMER P.O. NUMBER

RICHARD

PRThiTERINFORMAnON
BLANK

TYPE:

MAKE & MODB.:
MATERIALS

2.

I

ADHESIVES:

1. THERMAL TRANSFER

f'l)ff'!.

1. PERMANENT

I

2.

3.

SCREENS:

HORIZONTAL SPACING:

F.O.B
PLANT
INSIDE DELIVERY

M

cc

· INKS

LABEL DEPlli: 6"

FANFOLD:

SALES REPRESENTATIVE

II

SHIP WITH

15.66

JAK

LABEL WIDTH: 2"

STYLE

PEN FED:

CUSTOMER SERVICE REP.

VENDOR COOE

HOW TO SHIP
PREPAID
SHIP VIA
UPS Ground
UNIT COST

SHB.FLABEL
SHELRABEL

VENDOR
Abbott Label, Inc
10865 Sanden Drive
Dallas, TX 75283

QUOTE NUMBER
18559
ABBOT

DESCRIPTION

15,000

02-HB

05126/2009
PREVIOUS JOB

Hayden Beverage
Richard A~66
1445 Commerce Ave
Boise, ID 83705

SOLD TO

CUSTOMER NO

ORDER DATE

DATE REQUIRED
II
QUOTE DATE

4.

SOUD nNT COLOR:

_I CRC INEG SUPPIJEI) I MODEM ART I SET SCREENS MAKE ADJ. RETURN ART I NEGS I CRC I DESTROY OlD I
I AEQUII'IEO I CARBON DUMMY SAMPLES I III'J'RINT
I
I
I
PROOFS I
I I
I
I
I
STARTING NUMSCR
CUANTI1Y PER CARTON
I MOO I NO.OFPOSfTlONS COl.OR ARABIC PRESS cou. GIJAR. I UST I MICA I STATIC CONSEC. I OlHER
I
I
I
I
I
J
NO. OF HOLES
DIAMETER
GWELEFT
I GWERIGHT I c:R!MPRIGHT I CRIMPI..EFT I OlHERS I
I NUMBEROFPI.YS I POSmoN
I cem:R TO CENTER
I
I
I
_I
I PUNCHING I
I
I
BOOKS
PRINTeR
DECOLLATOR
euFtsn:R
I PADS I NO.OFSETSPER I WRAPAROIJNI) I TIIIAD I OPEN END I PARTS LEFT POLYWRAPJ
I
I
I
I
I
I
__ I
I
I E<ltJJPMENT
I
I
I

PLANT

COMMENTS Any questlons, please call : (208) 938-7870
1000 WHITE LABELS/ROLL
3• C::ORE
9• o.o.

and ask for

Jemdfer

I
I

i

I

Please Mall Invoices To:
PO Box 230759
Tigard, OR 97281

DEFS0001068

690~0008=130

.

SALES ORDER

002571

RePEAT DATE:
REPEATJOBI:
EXACT •

AfPEAT •

0

1
Sf£CS
CttG

0

1

~ai.Q
"""•o•o&~o;,;ex

%

-

o~rrn;

.

..•

lg=,.,-FLYI.EN'aei!.wla·-·--·

EO:

COI'1
Cl(l

0

ACCOUNTING/CUSTOMER FILE

I

I

r··--- 1

ABBOTT LABEL, INC.
Wednesday, May 20, 2009
KDP-R

- Custom Price Quotation
Customer Name: Docusource Print Management

Quote Number:

CustomerContact: Craig Chaney

Abbott label CSR: Krista! Potts

Customer Phone: 208-938-7870
Customer Fax:
208-938-3782

I

qli~

18559

~~~~~~- .,...... ~'--- .. \
/•L t t.A J

JIA,JS(b(

{f1~
----------~--------------------------------~:-----.~~~,,~t-_-. ---------------------Email Address:

Size (W X L -#Across}: 2.000 X 6.000
Material:
THERMAL TRANSFER, PERMANENT 1
Print colors:
0
Finishing:
Rolls
labels per roll:
Core Inside Diameter:

1,000

Folds length:

0.000

labels per Pack:

0

Labels per Case:

4,000

3.000

:.

.tl J, ~ . · .

·,

..·
Repeat:
Gap Across:
Carrier Width:
Gap Down (Around):

6.125
0.125
2.1250
0.125

Horizontal Perforation at:
Vertical Perforation at:

Approximate Lead Time: Production time 9 to 12 workdays unless otherwise noted."" See exceptions below
Price Per M
J
14
$15.66 ..l:J..
$11.76
('l.rl"f..,
$9.44
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

Quantity
15,000
25,000
50,000
0
0
0

so

Extended Price
$235.04
$294.21
$472.05
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

First Order Charges*
Base Charges: 0.00
ArtCharges:
0.00
Rush Charges: 0.00
~First order Charges are a one-time expense
unless otherwise noted

Quote Notes:

Notes:
*Freight Is FOB manufacturing plant. Quantity shipped can vary +/-10% (+/-20% on special order materials}.
*Price Is good for 30 days. However, we reserve the right to increase our quoted price any time to reflect raw material
price increases.
*We do not warrant or guarantee product for an application unless we have sufficient application specifications.
*Please send artwork on disk - preferred Is Adobe: CS3. Also Illustrator, In Design, Photoshop, Freehand, and
Pagemaker (Quark usually does not work). *Convert all fonts to paths*. Please also provide hard copy..
*Creating and/or re-creating artwork will be charged to you at $75.00/hour with a % hour minimum charge. This must be
completed for all "camera ready art" and negatives.
•An additional 3% Is added to all credit card purchases (Visa, MasterCar~ & discover).
""Special materials, numbering, large production runs and special tooling may require longer lead times.
Abbott Label, Inc (www.abbottlabel.com)
Dallas *10865 Sandon Dr. • Dallas, Texas 75283 *PH: 469·330-0100 • FX: 469-330-0210 • TF: 866-228·0100
LA* 14430 Best Ave.* Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670 • PH: 562-802-0600 * FX: 562-802-0603 *TF: SSS-468-4661
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Performance

Urgency

Responsiveness

Results

Kill'
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2321 Siempra Viva Ct. Suite I0 I
San Diego, CA 92154
(619)449-4457 (800)556-2600 (800)227-8108 (InCA) FAX {619}449-8549
QUOTATION
May20,2009
DOCUSOURCE PRINT MANAGEMENT
6JOOW. STATEST, # 110
BOISE ID 83703
We are pleased to submit the following estimate.
Repeat Job#:
Estimated By:

48878
Estimate
Estimate Date:
5/20/2009
2X6
Part/Form Number:

NEW
SANDY

THERMAL TRANSFER PERMANENT ADHESIVE

Material Specification;
Finished Product:

2" X 6" BLANK LABEL
THERMAL TRANSFER PERMANENT ADHESIVE
2.125" CARRIER ONE ACROSS
3" CORE I 00/ROLL (8" OD)
NEW
NO PERF
Label Size Specifications:

Size Across:
Space Across:

2.000
0. I25

Size Around:
Space Around:

6.000
0.125

Estimate Totals;
15,000

25,000

50,000

Prlcc/M;

15.70

13.01

10.94

Price;

235.50

325.25

547.00

Quantity:

Quotations are based on the accuracy of the specifications provided. KLC can requote a job at the time of
submission ifspecifications or other input materials do not conform to the information on which the original
quotation was based.
~-

- Shipments are subject to quantity increase or decrease of I 0%.
• This quotation remains firm for 30 days.
• F.O.B. San Diego. CA.
- Current Prod. Schedule: 7 Working Days.

Please call if you have any questions or need to make changes.
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c;aig Chaney
Craig Chaney [cralg.chaney@docu-source.com]
Thursday, May 21, 2009 11:06 AM
·
'Richard Rlgg'
thermal label quote

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Hi Richard,
Here are the details for the selflabeling application:

_______

Direct thermallabel2" wide x 6, deep, 3" core, 8, OD, blank. Direct thermal has a 1 year shelf life and is
darkened by sunlight and fluorescent light.
·
.....

.....--·

Thermal transfer label, same size as above. Unlimited shelf life and ribbon required to print. Image is more
durable and cleaner(sharper clear image) than direct thermal printing method.
15,000 labels
25,000 labels

$
$

22.50/l 000
17.00/1000

2" ribbons x 985 feet in length (prints 1970 labels)
6 per order $ 5.00 each
Freight to be added for all items.
Craig Chaney
Office 208.938.7870
Fax 208.938.3782
Cell208.585.7685
craig.chaney@docu-source.com
Docusoure Print Management
6100 W. State St. Ste. 110, Boise ID 83703

1
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NEW CUSTOMER INFORMATION NEEDED

J./A~.:. .L ·>1. :;: ~. :. e4_. . .:.&~ !. :.~-fA~ .:.!- e_ _ _ _ _ _ __

CompanyName:._ _

_ _;~=. . =.!.0~- - "/:. . :=~:. . . . ;~L!. ,/. !,_9_ _ _ _ _ __
Eo1sc t.D ~:37/S--S/.P/9

Bill to Address: _ _.L..,P____,;O=-·

Primary Ship To Location:

-~/_L'f___;l./=--~-~C=o=--"""-=-M-~
__IJ_;_~_'E_ __
6o1se- /D
g3?o.5

Any Additional Ship to Locations or Cost C e n t e r s ? - - - - - - - - (Will Set up as needed)
Phone:

{c;2 o!) ?J!S- i./IPOo

AlP Contact

Terms:

f2.1611W> R.J66

f'fer 3o

WebecCustom.er?_ _ _,J_i>____

DSICSR:
Special Commission rates Used?
Freight to be Charged, Marked up?

tJ0

v

~er of Credit Needed?

(!5[_e;

/VI)
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ABBOTT LABEL, INC .

..

Wednesday, May 20, 2009
KDP-N

Custom Price Quotation
Customer Name: Docusource Print Management
CustomerContact: Cralg Chaney

Quote Number:

18552

Abbott Label CSR: Krista! Potts

Customer Phone: 208-938-7870
Customer Fax:
208-938-3782

~lp..ticJ~

Email Address:

/h'bf)ilil

Size (W X L- #Across): 2.000 X 6.000
Material:
Print colors:
Finishing:

UNCOATED DIRECT THERM, PERM. 2
0

labels per roll:
Core Inside Diameter:

1,000

Folds Length:

0.000

Labels per Pack:

0

Labels per Case:

4,000

Rolls
3.000

Repeat:
Gap Across:
Carrier Width:
Gap Down (Around):

6.125
0.125
2.1250
0.125

Horizontal Perforation at:
Vertical Perforation at

Approximate Lead Time: Production time 9 to 12 workdays unless otherwise noted.** See exceptions below

Sit/

Quantity
15,000
25,000
50,000
0
0
0

Price Per M
$17.53
():S.::il"
$13.48
/i ,!P/~
$11.04
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

Extended Price
$262.95
$337.08
$552.31
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

First Order Charges*
Base Charges: 0.00
Art Charges:
0.00
Rush Charges: 0.00
*First Order Charges are a one-time expense
unless otherwise noted

Quote Notes:

Notes:
•Fr~lght Is FOB manufacturing plant. Quantity shipped can vary_ +/-1 O% (+/-20% on special order materials).
*Price is good for 30 days. However, we reserve the right to Increase our quoted price any time to reflect raw material
price increases.
~e do not warrant or guarantee product for an application unless we have sufficient application specifications.
*Please send artwork on disk- preferred is Adobe: CS3. Also Illustrator, In Design, Photoshop, Freehand, and
Pagemaker (Quark usually does not work). *Convert all fonts to paths*. Please also provide hard copy.
*Creating and/or re-creating artwork will be charged to you at $75.00/houi' with a % hour minimum charge. This must be
completed for all "camera ready art" and negatives.
*An additional 3% is added to all credit card purchases (Visa, MasterCard & discover).
••special materials, numbering, large production runs and special tooling may require longer lead times.

Abbott label, Inc (www.abbottlabel.com)
Dallas* 10865 Sanden Dr. • Dallas, Texas 75283 *PH: 469-330-0100 * FX: 469-330-0210 * TF: 866-228-0100
LA* 14430 Best Ave. *Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670 * PH: 562-802·0600 • FX: 562-802-0603 * TF: 866-468-4661
:•:•>

Performance

Urgency

Responsiveness

Results

KUI'
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2321 Siempra VIva Ct. Suite 101
San Diego, CA 921 S4
(619)449-4457 (800)556-2600 (800)227-81 08 (In CA) FAX (6 I9)449-8549

QUOTATION
May20, 2009
DOCUSOURCE PRINT MANAGEMENT
6100 W. STATEST,# 110
BOISE lD 83703
We are pleased to submit the following estimate.
Repeat Job #:
Estimated By:

48879
Estimate
5/20/2009
Estimate Date:
Part/Fonn Number:
2X 6

NEW
SANDY

DIRECfTHERMAL PERMANENT ADHESIVE

Material Specification:
Finished Product:

2" X 6" BLANK LABEL
DIRECT THERMAL PERMANENT ADHESIVE
2.125" CARRIER ONE ACROSS
3" CORE 100/ROLL (8" OD)
NEW
NO PERF

Label Size Specifications:
Size Across:
Space Across:

2.000
0.125

Size Around:
Space Around:

6.000
0.125

Estimate Totals:
15,000

:zs,ooo

50,000

Prlce/M:

1.7.67

14.89

12.72

Price:

265.05

372.25

636.00

Quantity:

Quotations are based on the accuracy of the specifications provided. KLC can requote a job at the time of
submission if specifications or other input materials do not conform to the information on which the original
quotation was based.
Terms:.
- Shipments are subject to quantity increase or decrease of I 0%.
-This quotation remains firm for 30 days.
- F.O.B. San Diego, CA.
-Current Prod. Schedule: 7 Working Days.
Please calllfyou have any questions or need to make changes.
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2401 Cooper Stroot

lABllS

Fo11 Scott, KS. 66701
Phone: 600-821-4021 x4102
Fax: 877·612.0148

4.

~• Ks Labels
g
, Product:

HU
Quote:

AccLI:
Dial:
S1r001:

Custom Roll

305-20·2284

I

Forms RIO II

By:
Motk Chrbty,
IIICI1rllly@Wardl<ralt.comElel4102

Allamala:
Conlacl:

2894
DOCUSOURCE

CRAIG CHANEY

0
Dlla:

01/00/00

7
Workir1_g_ D~ys

Ship Date:

6100 W STATE ST STE 110

Ref.#

0

Prev.Job:

City/Stale/ Zip:

BOISE

83703

ID

Phone: (208) 938-7870

F1x: 208-938-3782

Label camar Size
PeoorSiza:
Labell Biro·

Ovar All size.
ApplltdTo:

~
c

''
'
t)

.)

)

2 118
0
2

6 1/8
0
6

X
X
X

0
Please Advise

StorTemp_.:

0

NOMisslnn:

NeIPI
r ce P!!r M

1)

15000

$20.80

2}

25000
50000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

$17.75
$15.97
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

6)

6)
9)

10)

WA

Samples:
0

~

7)

0

0

$0.00

4)

0

I#NIA

Winding Direction:

Horlz•.OIE CUT AND STRIPPED

l

5)

0
0

Color:

0

Resets:
0
I
. Horiz.·NO PERFS

KS. 66701
Fold I Shoot:

Printer Spec.'s:

Applied Temp.:

Numbe~ng:

3)

FOB: Fort ScoH,

0

X

S.r~:ocll/

Perf@:
Additional
Perfs:
Face/Back
Slits:

Email: cralg.chaney@docu-source.com
Cuslomar:
Form flame: 2 X B DIRECT THERMAL PERMANENTLABEtS

1

,Wide·

ISHIPVIA:
Est.Shpg &
Hndl110 Cost

fl!.r1.lt

Descrlp!lon
DIRECT lliERMAL 99T74ARA

1)

0

2)
0

3)

0

4)
Qly/Wrsp:
outside Die.:

0

0
8

Core Size:

3

Qty/Roll:

1000

... Frohlls not Included Jq prlce/M

PLUS0N£TIM£CHARG£!

$0.00

Artwork :Artwork may be sent via e-mail to labalscomp@
wardkratt.com. Pleasalncludo native flies, Unks
fonts.

and

I

Ink Colors:(lsce) NO E,O,O, ' ' ' '

mN~ON~E~
....-,------------------Ink Colors:(back)

•""Minimum Dollar amount per LQTfor NARROW WEB Is $100,00 •••
Total Number or Inks:..__~_ __,
comments·
•••• A TRIAL RUN IS REQUIRED ON ANY ORDER $10000.00 & OVER.
PRICE IS PERM INDIVIDUAL LABELS. BASED ON RUNNING DIRECT THERMAL PERMANENT LABELSTOCK, DIE CUT TO 2 X 6 ON A 2·1/8 X 6·
118 CARRIER, NO PRINTING, NO PERFS, 1000 LABELS (8" OD) ON A 3"10 CORE.

Markellnn/Promollftnallnlo!

$$$Intimidated by the LARGE dcllor ardors? Don't bot Ward/Kraft Is here for ycul Wllh ccmpellllve pricing and our Form & Labat experts, we
will help you land these orders! Call uaat BOD-821-4021 x 4102 with large opportunltleund aee what we can do for youl $$$
.... A
mJAL RUN IS REQUIRED ON ANY ORDER $10000.00 & OVER. '""Minimum Dollar amount per LOTfor NARROW WEB Ia $100.00 ""

2 days and subject to c:redll approval before they win be schedulod.
Review our Standard Terms and CondlUons lor the purchase and sale ol goods and SliiV!oes aty.w.ywardkraH,ooml!eans.htm,
We appreciate lhls opportunity to quots ·let us know what It takes fer uslo earn your order.
By requiiS!lng quotes andlcr doing business with Ward/Kraft, Inc., you are consenting to reca!va any and all electronic communications from
Ward/Krait. Inc., In reference to their products and seJVlces.
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PRICES QUOTED ARE
WH<::lLESALE- PLEASE
ADD YOUR MARKUe_

ATTENTION:
CRAIG

STICKERMAN, INC.
19309 West Valley Hwy
StoR108
Kent WA 98032
800-242-7202
800-825-5770
emaU art to stlckennan@stlckerman.com
Label For. INDOOR

QUOTE#: 34496
DATE: 05/19/2009
QUOTED BY: EMY

SHIPPING INFO: GROUND
**ORDER TYPE: Type
TERMS: NET 30

AppUedTo:

DOCUSOURCE PAINT MANAGEMENT
6100 WSTATE ST

ID

BOISE
208-938·7870

(ALWAYS TEST)
AppUed By: Hand ~ Machine

ID1016K

0

Test all materials/adhesives prior to live use for project success.
Quote is valid for 30 days. Regular ground freight· FREE. (One Location)
Other quoted shipping costs are estimates. Your cost may differ based on weight and
s~pplng mode. ~~er ~heels excluded. $3.00 h~l~g fee applies pe~ ~fl!er Onvolce)

83703·
208-938-3782

All materials matched to conlc:tcrmanent adhesive unless otherwise lndicMcd.'
PMS guide except Srnutlgcproo
Normal adhesive anchor time Is 24 hours.

~

~------~(LABEL SIZE_}______ _ _ _INK_£~~~--

Die#
Label Size

RCA

Plate Cylinder 49

Quantity 5

Around

1

Acros

LAMINATED

-·------M-~------

10

BLANK

W·393M
2 X6
Count Per M 613

I

DIRECTTHERMAL

w

__ .. _. J.. .~...~-E~~E~

__·.:

..

TRIMMED LINER TO 1/16' EACH SIDE (ROLL WIDTH 21/8"}
3'CORESARESTANDARD
8'MAXOD
UNWIND DIRECTION 113
NO PERFORATION QUOTED
• Min 500 p~r copy on Ca~log C~m~o. Orden:, .~~c~~~ ~~~ .~.L:a~~.r Shoe~ ~~~h ~ 1M:. ~OP¥. ~~a!!~.~-~. ~!...:'.~~!!.r.~1.1.~_c~n. ~~-~~ t~mo.

$395.84
$570.18
$938.18

$26.39
$22.81
$18.76
$0.25
$3.00

15,000
25,000
50,000
100 SHOAT ROLLS 500+
1 HANDLING CHARGE

$25.00

$3.00

L
10 standprd Inks; Black, Red, Rellex Blue, Green 354, Burgundy 202, Pantone Yellow, Orange 165, Process Blue, 469 Brown, Pantone Purple
Non-Standard Inks <SS.Uo); Red 185, Yellow-Gold 137, Mad Blue 300, Dk Green 342, Lt Green 368, Grey 430, Warm Red, Pantone VIolet, Ivory 9161, WhHe
The following charges will be
PMS Color Match...$25.00/each
Non-standard Ink Charges...$6.00/each
Bleeds........" ....$8.00/each
assessed as they pertain:
Screens.................$8.00/each Plate Changes.............. $8.00/each (minimum) Ink Changes......$8.00/each
• Catalog Items wllh standard catalog malarlab aro exact qty, up lo 25.000. OVer 25,000 quanUUelllor custom quolea are +/-100.1. over-runlunder-run.

Ill ffi fli

II Proor I$ re!lulred o_r requeato~, a~.~s ox~ da.~ !~ .~~~o~~ ~!!!~·.:':~-~~~un~~~~c!l.~n ~!.~.~_!l.ln~.~.~-r.~~~~ ~~!:'!'!.~.!'.~.T-~~.!!~~!!1.~!..~~~:....

Unwind Direction: 3 3
l!!m!!!!!!!lll Please Indicate tho unwind dirocUon
number on your Purchase Order or Ordllt Form

II you do not designate an unwind direction,
"'·cretlon
We WI'"" use the compan"•
1 ~""'
• 3" diameter cores are lltanderd.
• Rolls of 1.000 aro alandard.

LABEL 1 / I 1
SIDE
::

OUT

LABEL
SIDE
I~

.q

s-a;
::

2

•

VS.
'tii.7

3

•

'1.~'/11•
e· •

4

• l:atfl"•
111

6!1J 7(jj
!!,lk afij
•
•

~

_,

•

"

'!_li

..,.

.

LIABILITY: Customers assume tolalllablllty f«
services/products manufactured lo specffi~tlons
wbmRiad to printing manufacturer and wlll defend,
tlold hannlese, and Indemnify manufacturer rrom
dalms of copyright, patant, and Intellectual rights
Infringement. LlabiUty for any mistake on a label
order Is llmllad to the cost of lholabals.

• Permanen\mlheslve does not mean tamperp100f.
Inquire II tamperproof Is required.
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Zebra Zip.Ship Media
Tabletop Printers
Z-Perform 10000
3"10

a· oo

31~ 4(1-

3"10

J~.vltt

:;,

Z-Perform 20000

a· oo

';>'"dt 4(-f
l~tH

sJ1.@

For lnfonnt1Uon on your pt/nfermed/a :;per:iflcat/ons. please reft~rto pa[Jfl 6.
Stoclc- ships within one buslnes:t dBy, Mt1de to order· ships within 8 bu:;lness d11ya.
Pdces effective January II' 2009 ·AR prices subject to chsfi(J& without notice.

J9.z4t~

PageS

Need a customaolution? CaU fora quote today: +1886 230 9496

Zebra Technologies

333 Corporate Woods Parkway

Vernon Hlll&,IL6DD81

www.zebra.com

Part #13748L

DEFS0001078
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Zebra Zip Ship Media
Genuine Zebra Supplies make a superior Impression. Our media Is specially engineered to optimize the performance of Zebra
printers, which moans less wear and tear on your prlnthoads and reduced cost of maintenance. No single label or tag Is right for
every application. Whether you need labels for chemical drums or clrcuH boards. tickets for a shuttle bus, or labels that wllhstand
chemicals and solvents, Zebra has the right media solution.

•

Zebra's Zip Ship stocking program Includes popular sizes of the most frequently ordered media for Zebra thermal printers. This price
list offers media for Zebra tabletop, desktop and mob He printers. Our po!lcy Is to ship "Stock" product Zip Ship orders within the next
work!ng business day. Products that are listed "MTO" era made.to.order and will be ready to ship wlth!n four working business days.
Zebra also has hundreds of other media soruuons to meet your unique appUcaUons.
There Is a minimum Invoice amount of $50 per shipment desUnatlon (waived for Sample Program orders). Products purchased In Jess than

run Inner carton quantiUes are subject to a $75 broken carton charge, per destination. The chart below highlights materials that are available
In Zebra's Zip Ship program. For price quotations on custom sizes, materials or preprlntlng, please contact your Zebra Supplies Specialist.
Product Descriptions
Z.Seleet 4000T
A thermal transfer, bright white, coated, ultra-smooth, paper label with a permanent acrylic adhesive. Offers excellent adhesion
on corrugated packaging. Specialty coated for use wUh compatible Zebra Ribbons for superior durabUity and Image quality.
Recommended for a wlda variety of applications, such as shipping, receiving, and work-In-process labels,
Z.Select 4000T AII·Temp
A thermal transfer, bright white, coated, ultra-smooth, paper label with an all-temp permanent ac:tYIIC adhesive that allows label
to be applied to surfaces as cold as -200 F. Offers excellent adhesion on corrugated paCkaging. Specially coated for use with
compatible Zebra Ribbons for superior durablllty and Image quaHty. Recommended for a wide variety of applications, such as
shipping, receiving, and work-In-process labels.
z-satect 40000
A direct thermal, bright white, coated paper Iabat far printing high-contrast, blaCk, visible light Images in cold temperatura
applications. It has a special acJYilc-based cold temperature adhesive that survives at temperatures as low as .as• F and applied
at temperatures as tow as -20° F. Ideal for use with freezer-grade materials. Not recommended far appficatlans involving
exposure to sunlight or extreme heaL
Z..Select4000T Removable
A bright white, thermal transfer paper label wHh a removable acJYIIC adhesive. Suggested applications include:
general purpose product, bin, shelving, and food labeling; applications requiring clean removablfity of label, and labeling of corrugate, metal and glass.
Z.Select40000 Removable
A bright white, direct thermal paper label with a removable acrylic adhesive. Suggested applications Include;
general purpose product, bin, shelving, and food !abel!ng; appUcatlons requ!rlng clean removability of label, and labeling of corrugate, metal and glass.
Z.Select4000T 7.0 mil Tag
A thermal transfer, whfte, coated, 7.0 mil. white thermal transfer paper lag stock. Speclatry designed for use with compaUble Zebra
Ribbons to produce outstanding print quality. Recommended for use In retail and Industrial applications, Including price tags,
shop floor tracking tags, and Inventory control.
Z..Select 40000 7.5 mil Tag
A direct thermal, whHe, coated, 7.5 mil, paper tag stock that produces high-quality black bar codes and human readable fonts.
Suggested applications Include: general purpose ticketing, shop floor tracking tickets, and retail hang tags.
Z-5elect 40000 3.2 mil Receipt
A direct thermal, white, coated, 3.2 mil receipt paper that provides an Ideal solution for direct thermal paper appUcatlons
requiring limlled durability. Not recommended for applications Involving exposure to sunlight or extreme heat.
Z·Perfonn 2000T
A white, coated paper label offering excellent print quality for thermal transfer printing up to 8 Inches per second.

Pennanent acryftc adhesive offers high Initial tack and adhesion to corrugated surfaces. Recommended for a wide variety of
applications, such as box, compliance, work-ln-procass and Indirect food labeling.
Z-Perfonn 20000
A white, coated direct thermal paper label Ideal for printing appllcatlons up to 8 Inches per second. An all-temp
pennanent Bc:tYI!c adhesive that offer. adhesion In a wide temperature range. Ideal for use In a variety of Industrial applications.
Not recommended for applications Involving exposure to sunDght or extreme heat.

For lnforma6on on your printer mecla speri8cetlons. fiease refer to pago 6.
Stock -ships within one business day, Made to order- shlpswlthln 4 busness days.
Prices effectlo.e JUly 14. 2008 -AU pdces subject to change w/lhout notice.
Need a custom mlutlon? can for a quote today: +1 868 230 9495
Zebra Technologies 333 Corporate Woods Parkway Vemon Hllls,JL60061

Page3
www.zebra.com

Part #13746L
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Zebra Zip Ship Media
Z-Perfonn 10000
An uncoated, direct thermal, paper facestock with a permanent acrylic adhesive. Ideal for direct thermal paper applications
that require Hmlted durability. Suitable for use In a wide variety of Industrial applications, especially shlpplng!malllng labels.

•

Z-Perfonn 1000T 7.5 mil Tag
A thermal transfer, white, uncoated, 7.5 mil, white paper tag stack for printing on Zebra desktop printers. Provides excellent Ink receptivity. Speclally
designed for use with compatible Zebra Ribbons to produce outstanding print quality, Ideal for general purpose ticketing, shop floor tracking tickets,
retail hang tags, and inventory control tags.
·
Z-Perfonn 10000 2.4 mil Receipt
A direct therma~ white, uncoated, 2.4 mil paper receipt that provides an ideal solution for direct thermal paper applications requiring limited durability.
Not recommended for applications Involving exposure to sunlight or extreme heat
80000 Kiosk 3A mil Receipt
A direct therma~ white, uncoated, 3.4 mil paper receipt that provides excellent print quality for kiosk applications. Not recommended for applications
involving exposure to sunlight or extreme heat
80000 Llneriess
A 3 mU white direct thermalllnerlesslabel stock that produces high-quality black bar codes and human readable fonts. Features a permanent aaylic
adhesive. Designed for flnerless printer applications (more labels per roll
and lower shipping costs), with specially formulated silicone coating for easy release.
80000 Near IR
A coated, white, direct thermal, paper label stock that produces high-contrast black Images with Zebra thermal printers. Images are scannable In both
the visible and near-Infrared ranges. Its permanent aayllc adhesive Is excellent for adhering to a wide variety of surfaces. Not recommended for
applications Involving exposure to sunlight or extreme heat.
Z.Supreme 4000T
A white gloss, polymlcle label with a hlgh·temp permanent acrylic adhesive that provides resistance to harsh environments up to 500"F. Recommended
for printed circuit board (PCB) labeling.
Z-UlU mate 4000T High-Tack
A pearl white, gloss polyester thermal transfer label with a high-tack parmanent acrylic adhesive. Ideal for applications that require outstanding print
quality and unparalleled smear and scratch resistance. Top coaling Is suitable for fanfoldlng appllcaUons. UL recognized for Indoor and outdoor use
. when used with compaUble Ze!;lra Resin Ribbons. Recommended for use In a wide variety of applications, Including shell or. scan-pallet labels, waterImmersed labels, or labels in contact with moving pans. Offers high resistance to chemicals and UV exposure.
Z-UIUmate 4000T
A pearl white, gloss polyester thermal transfer label with a high performance parmanent aayllc adhesiVe. Ideal for applications that require outstanding
print quality and unparalleled smear and scratch resistance. Top coating Is suitable for fan folding applications. UL recognized for Indoor and outdoor
use when used with compatible Zebra Resin Ribbons. Recommended for use In a wide variety of appl!cetlons, Including shelf or scan-pallet labels,
water-immersed labels, or labels In contact with moving parts. Offers high resistance to chemicals and UV exposure.
· Z-Ultlmate 3000T
.
A pearl white, gloss polyester thermal transfer label with permanent aaylle adhesive. Ideal for applications that require outstanding print quality and
unparalleled smear and scratch resistance. UL recognized for Indoor and outdoor use when used with compatible Zebra Resin Ribbons.
Recommended for use In a wide variety of applications, Including shelf or scan-paUetlabels, water-immersed labels, or labels In contact with moving
parts. Offers high resistance to chemicals and UV exposure.
Z-Uitlmate 2000T
A pearl white, gloss polyester thermal transfer label with a permanent acrylic adhesive. Ideal for applications that
.
require outstanding print quality and unparalleled smear and scratch resistance. UL recognized for Indoor and outdoor use when used with compatible
Zebra Resin Ribbons. Top coating is suitable for fanfold log, Recommended for use In a wide variety of applications. Offers some resistance to
chemicals and UV exposure.
Poly Pro 4000T
A white, matte polypropylene thermal transfer label that produces high-quality black bar codes and human

readabl~ fonts when used with compatible Zebra ribbons. CompaUble with a wide range of surfaces and temperature ranges. Features a highperformance permanent acrylic adhesive. Offers superior performance and Ia compatible with a wide variety of surfaces and temperature ranges.

Poly Pro 3000T
A while, matte polypropylene thermal transfer label that produces high-quality black bar codes and human readable
fonts when used wnh compatible Zebra ribbons. Features a high-performance permanent aayllc adhesive. Suggested applications Include: chemical
drum labeling, product labeling and retail applications.

For lnformafon on your printer mecla sped6cat/ons, pleats refer to page 6,
Slocl< -ships within one business dey, Made to order- ships within 4 business days.
Prices e/fect/'18 JtJy 14. 2008 ·AD prices subject to change wflhout notlcs.
Need a custom solution? Csll fore quote today: +1 886 230 9495
Zebra Technologies 333 Corporate Woods Parkway Vernon Hills, IL 60081
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Zebra Zip Ship Media
PolyPro 40000 ·
A white, matte dlrectthermat polypropylene label that produces high-quality black bar codes and human readable bnls
wtth Zebra printers. Features a hlgh-perfonnante acrylloadhesiVe.ldeal tbrappllcaUonsthat require a durabte·molsture
resistant label stock.

PolyPro 40000 3.8 mi Receipt
A direct thermal, white, matte polypropylene 3.8 mil receipt. Provides excellent prlntquaUty and good scratch and smear
resistance.
8000T Tuff Tag

A thermal transfer, white, V-Max polyolefin 7.5 mll tag that provides tear strength and outdoor use up to 1-2 years. Offers
good durablllly and chemical reslstante.

8000T Jewelry
A tllermaltransrer, whl!e, polypropylene,label vdth a permanent aayllc adhesllle. Offers excellent durability and ehamlcal
resistance. Suggested app Ice Uo ns InclUde; jewelry tags arxl r1 rg labels.

8DOOTalng

A thermaltransrer, oDng vinyl material. Offers excellent adheson to glass and plastics. Specially coated for use with
compatible Zebra Ribbons ror excellent durability end Image quality. Recommended for a wide variety or applications,
such as oil change and preventative ma lntena nee. Available In whlte and dear.
80000 Jewelry

Awhite, polypropylene, dJ reot therma II abel stock that produces hlgh-conlraet Images with Zebra the nnal printers.
Provides excaDent resistance to ultra violet light. SUggested appllcallonsinclude;jewefJy tags and ring labels.

.

80000 High-Ten., 3.2 rril Receipt
A direct thermal, white, coated, 3.2 mil recalpl paper thai pnwldes temperature resistance up to 194' F; of!'ers superior
durability under nuorescent bulbsard par6al UV e>qx>sure Qhrough a window).
.
Next GeneraUon Z-Band® Direct Wristbands
Direct thermal white polyprowlene wlslband with a pennanent acrylic adhesive paper tab for securement. Fealuresour
patent-pendli'(J antimicrobial coating, which test resufls show effectively protects the wristband against
·
S. eureus, P. aerug!nosa, and E. coli. Also features tamper-evident slifs. Available In several lei'(Jths andwldlhs for
adults. children ard Infants, asweU as colors.

Z-Band QulckCHp™ Wristbands
A 6.0 mil. white, coated, direct thermal, polypropylene tag stock. This material is corwerted Into a direct thermal, bar code
Identification, clip wristband. Clips are available In munlple colora. The Z-Band Quick Clip Image Ia resistant tosmea rand
abrasion as weD as v.ater, a loohol, mUd deaners, blood, etc.
Z-Band®4000 Kit
A high-performance polyesler,latex.free, thennallransferwrlstband brprlntfng quality text and barcodes. Prints Images
that resist smears and atxaslon as well as water, alcohol, mild cleaners, and blood. A time-tested and proven pelformer
ror patient Identification end patron management applications. A tamper-evident VOID verson vdth adhesive closure
avaDable ror applications In which secwity Is a priority.
Infant Foam Wristband
A foam wristband that Includes a "hook and loop• Velcro o!osure for comfort These wft wrlslbands heve a blank panel
that alloWs you 10 attach our Infant Foam Wristband Label (Z-5elect 40000) for ldenllllcatfon purposes.
Z.SIIp
A dlract thermal, coated, uHilHIIllooth paper and polypropylene combfnaUon label wnh a permanent acrylic adheslw,
Offers excellent adhesion to corrugated packaging. Recommended ror a wide variety or applications, for eJ~ample,
endoslng packing slips, Invoices, material safety data sheets, and certificates of conformance.
8000T tilat Seal Kit
A glos9f, whl!a, lhennoplastfc label with e>eellert smearlscratt:h resistance that can v.lthstand heat up to 2000 F. This kit
comes with a specla lly matched resin ribbon that wiN survive 50 Industrial bleach v.a5h cycles.

Z-Xtren-e 6DODT Kit
A thermaltransrer, coated label that Is combined wHh the hlgh-durabllfly Image LockTM resin ribbon. Made wllh a hightack acrylic adhesive that will slay put on dlrflcult-to..fabel rurfaces, making It the right choice brthe toughest and harshest
application a
For informaUM on your prlntermecta:spettficlltlons. peam refer to page (J,
Stoolc ·Ships within OtJo business day, Made to ord9r- shlpswllhln 4 busness days.
Priess elfaclill9 July 14, 2008 ·AO prices subject to change without nolice.
Need a custom wlutlon? Call for a quote today: +1 888 230 9495
Zebra Technologies 333 Corporate Woods Parkway Vernon Hills, IL 60081
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INVOICE

@Safeguard
Dy OocuSou'Co I Fotm~

NUMBER

0506849

DATE

11/17/2014

CUSTOMER

02·BAIRD
~---------+----------------4
P.O.U
shauna

Docusource Print Management #233437
3437 Momentum Place
Chicago, IL 60689·5334
Phone: (503) 908-4046 Email: accountlng@docu·sourco.com

··-------t----------1
ORDERED BY shauna

SOLD TO

SHIPPED TO
SHAUNA PRATT
Baird Oil
21071ndustrlal
NAMPA,ID 63687

Baird Oil
PO Box400
Nampa, ID 83653-6400

PLEAS I! PAY FROM T!IISIHVOICE.We 81HCERELY IIPPRECtATE YOUR BUSINESS.

OUR ORD.

#I DATE SHIPPED I

o2-a3s34 1 1111712o14

1

SHIPPED VIA

I

SALESPERSON

I

BEST WAY

j

Brian Wiedenmann

j

TERMS

BUSINESS CARD-GENERIC FUEL LOT/1,000
BUSCARD2S

!cATEGORY

I

Nel30

103.00

BOX

12.22

EACH

. .·.

freight
,•,

12.22

:r.~

....

..••1'"•·

COMMENTS:
Invoices no! paid within 30 days of Invoice
date will be charged a service charge
ol1.5% per Month

.. _____ Ne~-~-~~~~ ..... Sa~e~. ~~~~ ·---~reiY_!}~tJ..__
115.22

6.18

.00

-----------·-- --·-·----·-·-··- -·------Customer Copy

Total:
121.40

--------Page 1 of 1
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INVOICE

@)Safeguard"
by DocuSourcG I

NUMBER

0507469

DATE
CUSTOMER

11/20/2014
-02-BAIRD

P.O.#

SHAUNA

----

Form~

Docusaurc:o Print Management 11233437
3437 Momentum Place
Chlc:ago, IL 60669·5334
Phone: (503) 906-4046 Email: occountlng@docu-sourc~t.com

f-·

ORDERED BY SHAUNA
SHIPPED TO

SOLD TO

SHAUNA
Baird Oil
21071ndustrlal
NAMPA, ID 83687

Baird 011
POBox400
Nampa, ID 83653..0400

PLEASE PAY FROM TillS IHVOICE.WE SINCERELY APPRECIAlE YOUR BUSlHESG.

I

OUR ORO.# DATE SHIPPED

1

o2.a3542

11/20/2014

I

SHIPPED VIA

I

BEST WAY

I

I

DESCRIPTION liTEM CODE

QTYORDERED QTYSHIPPED

1

1

1

I

TERMS

BUSINESS CARD·BOX/500 RAND HERRING
BUSINESSCD
Freight
••.t.'
1ST RUN W/0 CELL NUMBER

..

.. ·

!cATEGORY

-

Ne130

- UNIT PRICE

.

"\"

1

I ·-·--

SALESPERSON
Brian Wledenmann

T
U/M

EXTENSION

50.00

BOX

50.00

12.44

EACH

12.44

I
I

I

I

!

!

....
.

-

l
I

I

I
COMMENTS:
Invoices not paid within 30 days of invoice
dale wiH ba chBtged a service charge
1.5% per Monlh

or

Net Sale:

Sales Tax:

I

I
Freight:

------------- -- -------··-··- -·------~--

oO

62.44
-· 00 •••- ·-NO

---~-·-·-

Customer Copy

-·-~M

I

Total:

3.00
.00
65.44
-- _______ ,,_ ····-·--··--O .. oO•o•oo ---··----------Page 1 of 1
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INVOICE

@safeguard·
by Do<:uSo\.Yco I

rNurvii3ER···-105ii8116-··-···-········ ....... .

·-:....--:---...---·---··-·-··"·-----PATE
' 11/25/2014

FcrrM

CUST.O~~~--- ~~~lf2__·--·-·-· -----

DocuSourc;o. Print .Manngomont #233437
3437 Momentum Place

P..O. #

Chlcngo, JL 60069·5334
Phpno: (503).906'4046' em11ll: accountlng@dticu-sovrco:com
.
SOLDTO
.

SH.AUNA

O'RDERED· BY SHAUNA:
SHJPPEO·TO
·'si-IAUNA

Bnlrd:on

po ·a·o.x Aci.tf
Nampa, ID

.

02-8366(.

2107 industrial

NAMPA, io ajiJa7

.~3653~400·

PL~IISS

OUR OR_D •. #

B3!rd.OII

.

+-______

Pf!,Y FROI.I·TIUSINVOICC.We SINCeRELY APPRECIATe YOUR DUSINESS,

I OAT~ :~HIP~ED_)__2!:!!~1;~ VI~.--__! ______ -~~_E§PE~J>.!L_ ____
j ~ 1/20/2014· j . 'BEST ~-?-.Y
!
Brian Wicdonmann
1

_T.~RM~----------l-9!<TEGO~~
j

Nc!'JO

______

QTv ORDERED -----------QTY ~HiP.PEO --~-----··-----·--·
DESCRIPTION .liTEM coo·E~
·'
UNIT PRICE
U/M
EXTENSION
-------·-------- .. "·---··----·--------··--··..--- --·-------"~~---";
1

1.

BUSINESS.C.ARD·BOX/500 RAND HERRING

50.00

BOX

12.44

'EACH

50.00

BU~INE~~CD

1

1

Freight
2ND RUN WITH CELt NUMBER • ! .
., .

COMMENTS:
Invoices not poitl wilhin 30 d;1ys of Invoice
date will be chorgod o service charge
of 1.5% per Month

I
I

N~t Sale:·;--Sales
. . ... ..

I.. . .

~~-44

....
I

..

.Tax:!

r·.

3.00_ .. ..1 ...

Frelgllt: 1

12.•14

Total:

......... '"i"

.00

i

65.44

....... !. ...

~----------------------·---------------------------------------------------------------·-

Customer Copy

Page 1 of 1
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EXHIBIT 34
002588

Search Resu·Jts ~ Matchtng Customer's Phone # ():

Name:

·t B F SAFEGUARD

Address:
Cily1 State, Zip :

910W.AMITY
BOISE, fD 83705

Phone:
Fax:

(800 )388-3650

(208)345""'5740

Email:

04G3

Name:

DAWN TEPLY

Address:
City, State, Zip :

P.O. BOX 627

Phone:

(208)429-o8282

Fax:

(208)429--8354

Email:

04T5

MERIDIAN, ID 83680

002589

Search Res.ults- Matching Customer's Phone#():
~-·--------~·-~~-·-····--·-------~-------·--·----

Name·:

DAWN TEPLY

Address:

P.O. BOX 627

City1 State, Zip :

MERIDIAN, ID 83680

Phon·e:
Fax:

{208)429-8282

Email:

04T5

___...

.,·-~··-----

..--··--·--·-·-·---·---·-·"-

{208)429·8354
. -···---..·--...... _. __......_.......

·-~

..-.

---.....--..........-...·--·-·...·---............. ,..,_ "-·----·-....

~.:.-

Name:

I 8 F SAFEGUARD

Address:

910 W. AMITY

City, State, Zip :

BOISE, ·ID 83705

Phone:
Fax:
Email:

(800)388-3650

.... -- .. -· --~. ·-···--· ........

{208)345-5740

04G3
002590

•

_.,..,,,., "-""''••- ,•• .,• .. - .... -

o..-~

•••-

....~-· ..- - - - - - - - · - • ..- ..- · - · • -............. _, ____ ~.. ~-~- ..- · - -.... _ - -...--.--... -

... - L.....,

Search Results -Matching Customer's Phone

Name:

DAWN TEPLY

.Address :

P.O. BOX 627

City, State, Zip : MERIDIAN, 10 83680
Phone :

(208)429 ..8282

Fax :

(.208)429-8354

Email :

04T5

Back

tact Center I C·orporate Info 1 0-evelopm.ent I DT·G I Err
Network iExpansion 1 Phone Lists I. Products l Releas
Training 1 Webmaster f LogOff I Feedback
~002

Safegu.ard Business Systems. All rig'hts rese1
Page Last E-dited 1/16/2014 2:03:51 PM
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Search Resutts - Matching Customer•s Phone# (
----------------·---·----··

Name:

I B F SAFEGUARD

Address:

910W. AMITY

City, Sta-te, Zip :

BOISE, ID 83705

Phone:

(800 )388-3650

Fax:
Eman:

(208)345-5740
04G3

Back

ontact C.e.nte.r I Corporate Info 1 Development 1 DT·G 1 Em.ail
ts 1 Network Expansion 1 Phone Lists 1 Products 1 Releases
·Training 1W-eb master 1 LogOff l Feedback
9~2002

Safeguard Business Syst·ems. All rights re·.serve
Page Last Edited 1/16/2014 2:03:51 PM
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EXHIBIT 35
I
.

Filed Under Seal

002593
.

I

EXHIBIT 36
002594

From: J Sorrenti <j.sorrenti@gosafegua
Jm>
Date: Friday,.May 15, 2015 at 10:07 AM
To: "gschob@gosafeguard.com" <gschob@gosafeguard.com>
Subject: Schob/COD Account Protection list May 2015
Greg,
Thanks for the conversation yesterday. I enjoy speaking with you, learning more insight from you, and how we can
continue to improve our business.
·

•

Attached is a listing in response to our discussion on account protection. To be clear, this information has been provided
to me upon request for a detailed list of all accounts contained in the databases of all Safeguard company owned
distributor businesses (COD) that have company names, phone numbers, m~il to addresses and ship to addresses that
match those of any Schob accounts that would have commissions for the past 36 months. We were also sure to use your
distributor numbers you provided to us. In short, I believe this to be a comprehensive list of business that has occurred
within the accounts where you have recorded business in the past 36 months. Nothing has been "interpreted" or
removed.
I do want to highlight a few clarifications on the information here. You will see Blue highlighted customers where we
show multiple listings for you that show up multiple times in the COD database. We have only entered the COD
customer commission amounts once, to avoid duplicating the COD "commissions".
We have also included two customers in the "Advent" section that are a property management company and a bank. As
you know, banks and property management companies may have more than one distributor assigned, so while we
included them here, they may not be considered overlap.
Also, in the MHC section, the PeaceHealth customer for you actually has a different suite number than MHC, but we
included it here regardless. For this customer, we do not have a telephone number in the MHC database. The same
thing occurs in the Docusource section, since they too have PeaceHealth in their customer listing.
As we discussed, our next steps will be to discuss these accounts and how we agree on proceeding with each one. We
can schedule some time to do that the week of May 26 1hm, but I also know how busy that last week of the month is for
you/your business. In the end, I would like to do this as soon as possible, so we can set a clear disposition for each
customer shown, and start whatever process we agree to.
Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions.
Thank you,

J.J. Sorrenti

1

002595

C~<>mmls>i<!!Ll>Y

Ac:c::ount lnformcrllon

Schob

Comrnlsslons bv Gfea Sehob

Sofeauard COD

Schob

SG COD Loc:aHon

SG COD Customer Name

Olsfrfbutor Customer
Number Number

Advent Print Resources

American Property Monogement

APA

QY6KHC

7/2014.4/2015
10,685.72

Advent Print Resources
Advent Print Resources
Advent Print Resources

HomeStreet Sank
Kenworth Northwest, In<:
MotorTrucks, Inc.

4P4
4P4
4P4

PJl 1!64
QY6DMO
QY6K5!.

20.356.96
5.555.63
1,537.77

72123.44

Advent Print Resources
Advent Print Resources

Bothell Munlclpol Court
High line Pubic Schools

4P9
4P3

SONIOS
QY 69T2

613.14
( 14,045.70)

976.64

Docvscurce
Doeusource
Docusource

SPOKANE COUNTY JAIL
LEWIS COUNTY SHERIFFS OFFICE
Teton Trees

4P9
4P9
4P9

030644
PMN30N
PMN5C6

Last 12 months

Last 24 months

Last 12 months

13,656.79

Lost 24 months

Last 36 months

•

20.24

133

~~~'~ia1~~~32:f~~~~J~s~twi!1{~k0i~;~~?f5~~:~1~!~01.}~~~~~~~~~t:: :~;~~if::~1~~;{~~fi:!:~ft?~,~~~:~~,:. ·,:t~ :r:.:~,:~ ~:::.~;.;:,;:\~;~.;g~~::_:;~~~·
1.773.83

3.891.39
23.51
117.92

6.387.59
23.51
140.99

810.30

1.537.83

44.88
2.468.50

2097.70
67.15

4.334.39
130.20
67.15

2466.37

~~~§;~~~J@~@ff~~t~~~ff; ~§~f~\,:]ctf'\&;:;;:t~~! : ; ~:1J't~r::,{;,}i!;:i;ffJ£
4/2013.4/2015
2419.00
776.73

~~:~\_::>:~:;.::'::·. ~~~~;.:~::~~~:~:~~~.~·.~··.:·. )>. <;·.:~~~·,.::/·': ~~:V7t;"/-::). <.;, ·. ·. : .:'::··.-·:~ :· ··<·~~~~~.k,tsome g:~¢i;_,~:o:·::::

D09osource. ~ ::·: :,_.': ...:~ ScnMor .AI In: Stcca"ylhomos ,; • • . ' ."· ···.~P4• '. • : QY6FZF .
Docusource
BroodwaterCounlySherlffsOfflce
4P3
S080H9

·' • :• :;·.:

,., •

"

:

>.:polenliclsoriie os QY6FVB', ''. .• • ·

·{<_:;.~·~·~~:~·-·.
445.73

135.14

6,413.38
193.25

~~- ~~...~F-~~:
944.58

1,391.46

~~·'.it:~]·;L;:~m~~E~~a~~~l~ ~~~::;;r;~;<T~~~ ·~-?\\:~JE·if~ja;,. . ;:~ ·r:·:J. ~: ·:~ }. :~·;· :~~.:~t~::~f~r~·~t~~1r~r.i.;: ·<'I :W~Yi:~~-)>.·:. :.~~1~ :·-~ , ~ .:~:84~ !~

Docu'?~rce; ·, ·:f::,\:;.-_PeoceHecllh/PeaceHeollhCI<nlc:s:. .. : . ;>. :.4P4'.-; :. ·QY6MJC.; :-::.·.; ./.. ; .
;: .. : 4P~ :: ·:. QY6N2M-' :.' ··: ·....
Docusource .·;:;'::..-·.:. PeoceHealthtpeoceHeolthCUnlcs · ,

lllf Soteguord
City of Pullman
4P9
QZG034
S2WOK7
ISF Soleguord
CloaiWOh>r County Lend Title Co
4P9
ISF Sofeguotd
CQ-OP Supply,lnc • CdA
4P9
PMN3:ZW
ISF Soleguotd
Hohn Supply, Inc
4P9
801203
4P9
lllf Sofeguord
Holstcrt Inc
PMN1SC
ISF Sofeguord
Idaho County Title Co.
4P9
695141
lllf Sofeguord
Kootenai Medical Cenler
4P9
QZG091
lllf Sofeguotd
MOLDED FABRIC PRODUCTS INC.
4P9
881685
lllf Sofeguord
Northwest Speciolly Hcspltal
4P9
. 663939 .
lllf SclegVcrd ;:·
:~ ~ .. Poycheci<Connecllori. LLC • ..·'~·; ·, / .• ; 4P9~··
lllf Solegucrd · ;' " :..:. · . ::PaycheCk Conn<iction. 'lie
~~·~·-4P9 ••
lllf Soleguord
Post Falls Fomny Medldne
4P9
889095
lllf Scleguord
RAGAN EQUIPMENT
4P9
890602
ISF Solagucrd
Ross Point Water Dlstricl
PMN36B
4P9
4P9
ISF Scfeguord
Topmotlc
PMN6GV
QZG076
4P9
IBF Soleguord
VANDERVERT HOTELS
ISF SofeguOfd
City of Declo
4P3
S080PS
lllf Saleguord
Crty or Priest R1ver
4P3
SDGOIL
ISF Solegucrd
City of Troy Monlono
S080TV
4P3
ISF Sofeguord
Clly ot w.tder
SOG06B
4P3
..
4P3
ISF Scfeguord =· •.. - .: · .. ·MOdem Machinery .. •
· 4P4·
ISFSofeguorc'i'..',~;:,:; .••.. MOc!emMoc:nine,Y.; .:;.. · :. :. ·•·
IBF Soleguord
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EXHIBIT 37
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Filed Under Seal
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EXHIBIT 38
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•

e.
Yes, tomorrow is good. What time?
Dawn Teply

.

On Feb 20, 2014, at 4:07PM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>
wrote:
Got your voice mail and left one but probably best to jump on the
phone. We have worked so hard, Ijust want us to feel completely
secure in understanding where we are and where we hope to go.
Tomorrow?
·
From: Dunlap, Michael
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 201412:19:42 PM
To: 'teply3@msn.com'
Subject: from yesterday
Here are my notes, sorry for the delay:
You keep the accounts:
Hayden Beverage
St. luke's Regional Medical
Employer's ResourceWest Vet
Southwest Idaho Surgery Center
lee Read Jewelers
Debt Reduction Services, Inc.
Rocky Mountain Agronomics
Sun Valley Ski Tools
Caldwell Auto
Quality Thermistor, Inc.
Hillcrest Country Club
The Car Park
Santos Metals & Recycling
TriState Beauty Supply
Apache _River, llC dba Double L
Minidoka County
Dykman Electric, Inc.
Contract Floors
On Demand
Minidoka County Treasurer
Orthopedic Association
Shird's Inc.
Rambo Sand & Gravel
Eberle, Berlin & Associates
Kitchens by Design
Pioneer Family Medicine
2
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Elam & Burke
I will get the files on each from IBF, sent over to you.
You agreed to sell the commission rights to the following:
Spurwing the Club $100
Minidoka Irrigation $300
Ringert Clark $100
Diamond line
AlO Capital
Ultra Clean
Pasco
CPM3
Snake River Pool & Spa
Arid Club $300
Best Western Vista $100
Interior Systems $100
Commercial Home Furnishings $100
Goode Motor Auto Group $450
TMC$50
The Florist at Edwards $300
Treasure Valley Coffee $50
Central Paving $100
Paul's Market $150
For the commission rights you sell, we will execute a document of
assignment, it will have the list, a commitment of confidentiality,
a commitment of working together with us on a transfer, if we
need it.
I know some of the commission rights that are being sold to us
don't reflect a dollar amount, but I think we didn't agreed an
assigned num~er on each.
You wer~ thinking of selling the rights to:
Wayne Blauer, MD
And I'm not sure what we ended up with on the City of Eagle.
Take a gander at this and let's discuss first chance you get. I know
we have a lot of work ahead, but I think this is an awesome start
and I think you have shown great patience and professionalism,
thanks for working with me.

3
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•
> From: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com
>To: teply3@msn.com
>Subject: Re: IBF
>Date: Tue, 1 Apr 2014 15:56:27 +0000

>
> I will reconnect on your questions by week's end.
> __________________________________
> From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
>Sent: Tuesday, April 01, 2014 8:34:42 AM
>To: Dunlap, Michael
>Subject: IBF

>
>Mike,

>
>I forgot to tell you that I reached out to Tressa last week to set up a time to exchange files and tried to
arrange a meeting for today. Her response a couple of days later was that she was booked for this week and
didn't have time to meet until next week. I responded and asked her if she wanted to take time to go over the
files or if she was just planning on swapping them and have not received any response since. If we are just
swapping files I guess I don't understand why she can't just have th~m pulled and ready for me to pltk up. I .
will address her, again, and go forward from here.
>
•
>My question to you is has she signed off on the files coming to me? Also, is she making sure her people are
staying out of those accounts and directing them to us at this point if the customer contacts them?
>
>Thanks,
>Dawn Teply
>

>

1
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EXHIBIT 40
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> From: teply3@msn.com
'>Subject: Re: Employers Resource
>Date: Mon, 7 Apr 2014 08:44:47 -0600
>To: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com
>
>Yes please. Either 208-429-8282 or 208-850-0381.
>
>Thanks,
>Dawn Teply
>
>

>>On Apr 7, 2014, at 8:34AM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
>>
>>sure what me to call?
>>

>>---Original Message-->> From: Dawn Teply [mailto:teply3@msn.com]
>>Sent: Monday, April 07, 2014 9:27AM
>>To: Dunlap, Michael
>>Subject: Re: Employers Resource
>>
>>
>>Do you have time for a phone call?
>>

>>Dawn Teply
>>
>>
>»On Apr 6, 2014, at 9:35AM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
>>>
> » ok, combing through the latest spreadsheets of data, besides the continuing conversations regarding
Employer's Resource, I wanted to ask you about the following:
> >>
> >> Redfish Sensor Products
>»Evans & Paulson CPAs
> »Ada Pediatrics P.A.
> »Total Waste Management
> >>
>»We may have talked about the first two. The second two !llay not even be conflicts, but out of the
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abundance of caution, I want to sec if you have heard of either.
>>>
>»Also, i think it would be a good idea to explore with Tressa their approach to referral sources, like banks,
to see what their approach is. I just don't know if they have the same approach with banks as referral sources
as you and Roger do or if IBF has an approach at all.
>>>
> » I don't think it will be a problem especially considering it hasn't come up in the last 7 months and the
situation you and Roger have developed has worked out well.
>>>
> >>
>>> ____________________________________
> » From: Dawn Teply <teplv3@msn.com>
> »Sent: Friday, April 04, 2014 1:21 PM
>>>To: Dunlap, Michael
> »Subject: Re: Employers Resource
>>>
> »Yes. Call me at 208-850-0381.
>>>
>>>Thanks,
>>>Dawn Teply
>>>
>>>
> »> On Apr 4, 2014, at 12:20 PM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
>>>>
> »> I think I can help. Got a minute for a call?
>>>> ____________________________________
> »> From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
>»>Sent: Friday, April 04, 2014 1:18:27 PM
> >>>To: Dunlap, Michael
>>>>Subject: Employers Resource
>>>>
> »> Hi Mike,
>>>>
>>»I am meeting with Tressa at the beginning of the week and would like to see numbers on the last year of
their sales to Employers Resouce. I need to be able to make an informed decision on whether I want to try to
keep that account or sell it. Please let me know if you can get those details to me or who I need to talk to if
you are unable to provide me the information.
>>>>
>>>>Thanks,
> >» Dawn Teply
>>
>>

2
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>From: teply3@msn.com
>Subject: Re: IBF
> Date: Mon, 14 Apr 2014 13:00:36 -0600
>To: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com
>
>
> Ok, so what do I need to do to collect the files and information from the list that you and I have already
discussed that are supposed to come to me?
>
> T~anks,
>Dawn Teply
>
>
>>On Apr 14, 2014, at 12:29 PM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
>>
> > I know of no contractual promises with Jim Dunn or with Tressa and Jamie that relate to servicing of
accounts.
>>
>>--Original Message-->> From: Dawn Teply [mailto:teply3@msn.com]
>>Sent: Monday, April14, 2014 1:11PM
>>To: Dunlap, Michael
>>Subject: Re: IBF
>>
>>Mike,
>>
>>When I met with Tressa on Thursday I provided her the available files and samples on the accounts 1sold
to you. She provided me with nothing.'She seems to think that we are going to continue business as usual and
share all accounts. While I agreed to "consider" the option on Employers Resource and St. luke's, sharing all
accounts is not what I agreed to with you. Furthermore, she is not even a distributor at this point and owns
account rights to r:~oth!ng so any negotiating needs to be done between Safeguard and I, not Tressa and I. She
stated that we don't need to involve you or corporate Safeguard and since this is Idaho we can do whatever
we want. She also informed me that if the customers want to order from IBF they will find a way to make the
sale even if it means running it through a different system so that it is not detected. This Is exactly why I didn't
want Safeguard to do this business deal. I knew this was what would happen and knew that it would interfere
with my sales opportunities. I need to know If you have made any contractual promises in your purchase from
Jim or your planned sale to Tressa and Jamie that allows them to continue servicing any accounts that I
currently service.
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>>
>>Thank you,
> >Dawn Teply
>>
>>
>»On Apr 10, 2014, at 1:22PM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
>>>
>»Yep. Having said they I encouraged her to talk to you about any and all accounts. She has more info than
me. Thought it best for you two to talk. I specifically told her to speak to you about Employers Resource and St
Lukes.
>>> __________________________________
>»From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
>»Sent: Thursday, AprillO, 2014 1:09:23 PM
>»To: Dunlap, Michael
>»Subject: IBF
>>>
>»Mike,
>>>
>»Was Tessa provided and informed of the list of customers that she was supposed to transfer files to me?
>>>
>>>Thanks,
>»Dawn Teply
>>
>> ~

~·-~--~~:

2
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EXHIBIT 42
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From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dawn Teply" <admin@safeguard-teply.us>
Thursday, AprillO, 2014 4:05 PM
'IBF - Mclaughlin, Tressa'
Meeting Today

Hi Tressa,
Thank you for your time and infonnation today. Per our discussion, we will revisit the accounts for
Employers Resource and St. Luke's. Otherwise, I am wondering when I can expect the rest of the
files on the list that you were provided from Mike Dunlap. Please let me know and we can make
arrangements to exchange them.

Thank you,

Vcvww r e:pl(y
Safeguard By Teply & Associates
(208) 429-8282 local phone
(8 77) 4 29-8181 toll free phone
(208) 429-8354 fax line
adrnin@safeguard-teply.us
www.gosafeguard.com/dteply
Check out our website for more products{

1
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>>> ____________________________________
>»From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
> »Sent: Tuesday, AprillS, 2014 4:19:44 PM
>»To: Dunlap, Michael
> »Subject: Re: IBF
>>>
>»Tomorrow would be good. What time works for you?
>>>
>»Dawn Teply
>>>
>>>
>>»On Apr 15, 2014, at 2:37PM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
>>>>
> »> Have been in an off-site meeting but the good thing is I got a ton of good ideas to bounce off of you.
Would you have time to discuss after this meeting or tomorrow?
>>>> ____________________________________
>»>From: Dunlap, Michael
> >»Sent: Monday, April i4, 2014 1:55:05 PM
> >>>To: 'Dawn Teply'
>>»Subject: RE: IBF
>>>>
> >» I have always thought that the sharing of information related to specific accounts is the best approach.
In the current situation IBF isn't a distributor, but Tressa and Jamie are managing the business and have the
most knowledge for specific accounts. I thought and still do think that it is a far better, for the three of you to
talk about the handling of specific accounts, than for me to make decisions from a spreadsheet.
>>>>
>>>>What we are trying to promote is a way of growing sales, all sales, yours, IBF, all.
>>>>
>>»Now, I would also like to explore alternative, creative approaches that may involve agreements to share
(and hopefully grow sales) so long as all involved understand what is involved. That is why consistent ongoing
dialog between the three or you feels like it would be more productive than conversations with me on
accounts. I have some of those ideas if you would like to get on the phone to e~plore the same.
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
> >»-----Original Message---->»> From: Dawn Teply [mailto:teply3@msn.com]
>>»Sent: Monday, April14, 20141:11 PM
>>»To: Dunlap, Michael
> >» Subject: Re: IBF
>>>>
>>>>Mike,
>>>>
>>»When I met with Tressa on Thursday I provided her the available files and samples on the accounts I sold
to you. She provided me with nothing. She seems to think that we are going to continue business as usual and
share all accounts. While I agreed to "consider" the option on Employers Resource and St. Luke's, sharing all
accounts is not what I agreed to with you, Furthermore, she is not even a distributor at this point and owns
account rights to nothing so any negotiating needs to be done between Safeguard and I, not Tressa and I. She
2
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stated that we don't need to involve you or corporate Safeguard and since this is Idaho we can do whatever
we want. She also informed me that if the customers want to order from IBF they will find a way to make the
sale even if it means running it through a different system so that it is not detected. This is exactly why I didn't
want Safeguard to do this business deal. I knew this was what would happen and knew that it would interfere
with my sales opportunities. I need to know if you have made any contractual promises in your purchase from
Jim or your planned sale to Tressa and Jamie that allows them to continue servicing any accounts that I
currently service.
> >>>
> >>>Thank you,
>>»Dawn Teply
> >>>
>>>>
>>>»On Apr 10, 2014, at 1:22PM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
>>>>>
>»»Yep. Having said they I encouraged her to talk to you about any and all accounts. She has more info
thim me. Thought it best for you two to talk. I specifically told her to speak to you about Employers Resource
and St Lukes.
>>>>> ___________________________________
>»»From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
>»»Sent: Thursday, April10,20141:09:23 PM
>»»To: Dunlap, Michael
>»»Subject: IBF
>>>>>
>>>>>Mike,
>>>>>
>»»Was Tessa provided and Informed of the list of customers that she was supposed to transfer files to
me?
>>>>>
> >>>> Thanks,
>»»Dawn Teply
>>
>>
>

3
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EXHIBIT 44
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From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

. Dawn Teply <admin@safeguard-teply.us>
Friday, Aprill8, 2014 9:24 AM
'IBF - Mclaughlin, Tressa'
RE: Meeting

Hi Tressa,
Due to ongoing conversation with Mike Dunlap and the meetil)g that you and I had scheduled at your
office, I was under the impression that you and I were going to exchange the files from a list that Mike
had provided me. I brought the files to you that I agreed to provide you and was confused as to why
you did:not provide me the same. I soon came to the realization that you had intended on sharing all
accounts that cross over between us. While I believe that we do need to continue discussing
accounts like Employers Resource, St. Luke's and maybe a few other special accounts it was never
my intention to share all of the accounts. I have been paying for many accounts in my base for over
seven years and have added in other customers as I have continued in my career. I was promised
account protection in my contract with Safeguard and expected to grow my business. As I mentioned
when we met, I also had to sign an additional contract that guarantees payment to the distributor from
whom I purchased my base. If I give up my ac9ount protection rights and lose· business because of it,
I put myself at risk of not meeting my contractual obligations. I will assume that you will be promised
account protection on your accounts and you will have to commit to the same guarantees for growth
and payment of your base. Therefore, I do not know how Safeguard can promise account protection
on the same account to two different distributorships and expect it to work.
Please give me a call when you return and we will move forward from here.

Thank you,

VawYllre:p~
Safeguard By Teply & Associates
(208) 429-8282 local phone
(877) 429-8181 toll free phone
(208) 429-8354 fax line
admin@safeguard-teply.us
www.gosafequard.com/dteply
Check out our website for more products
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From: teply3@msn.com
Subject: IBF Sales
Date: Fri, 25 Apr 2014 18:15:41-0600
To: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com
Mike,
Please see the attached document and provide me a response.
Thank you,
Dawn Teply

[0

This email is free from viruses and malware because avast! Antivirus protection is active.

1
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April 24, 2014

Mike Dunlap
Safeguard I Deluxe
Re: IBF Sales

Mike,
Since August 2013, Safeguard/Deluxe has been paying employees to compete
with me for business in several accounts. They even were so bold as to send out
a letter to my customers, without my knowledge, promoting their employees and
announcing their purchase of the company of which those employees work. I
have been with Safeguard for just over 19 years, 11 Y2 as an associate of Roger
Thurston and over 7 '!12 as a distributor who has been paying for my customer list
ever since. I have sold as many Safeguard products as possible and promoted
the fact that I am a distributor of Safeguard products. I have always supported
the Safeguard/Deluxe plants, employees and ideas.
When I purchased my distributorship I bought in with the idea that I would have
account protection in the customers that I was paying for in my purchase. Over
the years when another distributor placed an .order for one of my customers we
both received a rotation notice and commission rights were paid to me as the
owning distributor. The same applied for me if I sold to another distributor's
protected account. Since the BAM deals and the purchase of IBF it appears now
that my accounts are no longer protected. Safeguard/Deluxe now allows new
distributors to process their sales outside of the system that the legacy
distributors were all forced to use to enter their sales. By using the same system, .
the account protection was enforced and properly applied. Now, it seems that
Safeguard/Deluxe has no control over what is being sold and to whom.
Therefore, they have no way of honoring account protection. IBF has no
intention of ever entering their sales through our system. In fact, it has been told
to me by Tressa at IBF that if I don't share the accounts they will just run the
sales through another system and make the sale anyway.

I appreciate the fact that you offered me a payoff for the hassles and to "wipe the
slate clean'' but until you can get the sales information to me and we can reach a
resolution to this ongoing problem the slate will never be clean. By purchasing
IBF and promoting their sales over mine Safeguard/Deluxe is taking money and
potential sales opportunities away from me in their own interest. This is causing
a devaluation of the business that I have been purchasing for over the past 7 '!12
years of a 10 year payoff plan. The Boise area is not a metro area and the more
distributors you bring into this area the smaller the piece of the pie gets for each
distributor who is obligated to grow their base.
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What I am requesting of you is hard sales numbers and product information sold
to my customer base by Safeguard/Deluxe's IBF employees from August 2013
through the current date. I can then decide how I want to pursue my interests,
whether it be to request some payment of sales or sell accounts. I need to know
the values we are dealing with in order to make these decisions. While there
may be a couple of special situations that we need to finalize discussion on, it is
not my intent to share all of the accounts and never has been. There is no
possible way that sharing accounts will ever work to my benefit given the current
situation. Please provide the information I am requesting by May 5, 2014.

Sincerely,

Vw.vVliTepo/
Safeguard By Teply & Associates
(208) 429-8282
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From: teply3@msn.com
Subject: Re: IBF Sales
Date: Thu, 1 May 2014 14:35:13 -0600
To: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com

I will take a look and compare to the other two lists you provided me.
Thanks,
Dawn Teply

On May 1, 2014, at 9:50AM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
How about starting fresh? We kind of go back to a clear picture of where we find ourselves. I think the
list below is accurate of what we have "in common". I'm not totally sure, but as sure as I can be that this
is an up to date Jist. How about you take a look and let me know what you think. I'm looking for accuracy
or any other accounts that you think could/should be on this list.
After we get the list we go back at each to get resolution. Sound like a plan?
Redfish Sensor Products
Evans & Paulson CPAs
Ada Pediatrics P.A. (not showing IBF has sales, this may not be a common account)
Total Waste Management
Employer's Resource (just update me on where we are here)

Read Jewelers (would like to
share)
St. Luke's (bracelets)
Hayden Beverage
Caxton Printers, LTD.
West Vet
Southwest Idaho Surgery Center
Lee Read Jewelers
Debt Reduction Services, Inc.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
AGRONOMICS
1
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SUN VALLEY SKI TOOLS
Caldwell Auto
Quality Thermistor, Inc.
Hillcrest Country Club
The CarPark
Santos metals & recycling
Tri State Beauty Supply
Apache River, LLC. dba Double L
Minidoka County
Dykman Electric, Inc.
Contract Floors
City of Eagle
On Demand
MINIDOKA COUNTY

TREASURER
Brent Mitchell Constructions
Orthopedic Association
SHIRD'S INC.
Rambo Sand & Gravel Inc.
EBERLE, BERLIN &
ASSOCIATES
Kitchens by Design
Pioneer Family Medicine
Elam&Burke
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From: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com
To: teply3@msn.com
Subject: RE: IBF Sales
Date: fri, 9 May 2014 20:03:39 +0000
ok, let me know when you would like to discuss any possible resolution
From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
Sent: Friday, May 9, 201411:35 AM
To: Dunlap, Michael

·----·-------. --·---

Subject: Re: IBF Sales

The second list was the one that you had said was accounts that commissions had been paid between
September and January. That is the list we used to determine the accounts which I was currently interested in
selling.
Thanks,
Dawn Teply

On May 9, 2014, at 9:38AM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
i
First, the original list were accounts we thought might be in common. I did not represent that it was
100% accurate. I did represent several times that we are continuing to examine the records so that we
only have to deal with accounts that are in fact in common. I did not represent to you that the first lists
were lists of accounts that commissions were paid to IBF.

l

I think the better approach is to discuss resolution of accounts in smaller batches.

i

I appreciate you responding.

I

·..

From: Dawn Teply [mailto:teply3@msn.coml
Sent: Friday, May 09, 2014 10:31 AM
To: Dunlap, Michael
SUbject: Re; IBF Sales

Mike,
The original and second list you provided me had 114 "in common" accounts which you said
commissions had been paid to IBF for sales. This most recent list only shows 34 "in common"
accounts. I sold 20 ofthc "in common" accounts from the previous list to you which leaves 94
accounts of concern. I am still sorting through them and will let you know what I deGide.
1met with Tressa and Jamie yesterday and they are to provide a list of "special" accounts which
they are providing a monthly data processing service. This way I may be able to better assess
wliat is on the table and look out for my best interest.
Thanks,
Dawn Teply
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From: IBF- Mclaughlin, Tressa [mailto:TMclauqhlin@goiBF.coml
Sent: Wednesday, May 28, 2014 2:01 PM
To: Dawn Teply
Subject: RE: Monthly Data Processing

Dawn,

Mike has all of the information and we are going to schedule a time to talk.

Thanl< you,

Tressa Mclaughlin 1President and CEO
IBF I the go-to peopfeT"'

208.342.3676 ext 12261 800.388.3650 1 fax: 208.345.5740

Goods That Do Good!
Ask Us How Social Giving Can Boost Your Business.
CREATE AWARENESS
PARTNERS

Cl

SUPPORT YOUR COMMUNITY • RECOGNIZE BUSINESS

Visit our website today at GoiBF.com

1
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J!'rom: "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>
Date: May 15, 2014 at I 0:55:39 AM MDT
To: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
Subject: Re: IBF
According to Tressa? Oh well. I will check when I get back to Dallas.
From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
Sent: Thursday, May 15, 2014 9:50:34 AM
To: Dunlap, Michael
Subject: Re: IBF
No, I did not. According to Tressa, you have all of the infonnation on their customer base so I
thought I would start with you.
Thanks,
Dawn Teply

On May 15, 2014, at 10:15 AM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
Did you ask Tressa about this already?
From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
Sent: Thursday, May 15, 2014 9:04:05 AM
To: Dunlap, Michael
Subject: IBF
Mike,

I noticed that IBF has a promo/apparel store for Meridian High School on theft
website. Meridian High is a good customer of mine and I noticed that their name
has never been on any customer list that you have provided me. Please check into
this and let me know the status.
Thanks,
Dawn Teply

002627
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-Meridian High School Apparel

Page 1 ofl

Who We Serve
EducaUon
Earn Boldops lot :~GUt
School
L1erfdlsn High School

~

Flnandaf

MDnllf•C11uing
MdiiOI'/

fJ2009 IBF. AIJ r':ohls rD.Scnrcd.

http://www.goibf.com/meridian-high-school-apparel

7/25/2014
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From: Dawn Teply [mailto:admin@safeguard-teplv.us)
Sent: Monday, May 19, 2014 9:19AM
To: IBF - Mclaughlin, Tressa
Subject: Monthly Data Processing

Hi Tressa,

I was checking to see where you are at on the list of accounts that you provide a
monthly data processing service. Please let me know so we can move forward.

Thank you,

Safeguard By Teply & Associates
(208) 429-8282 local phone
(877) 429-8181 toll free phone
(208) 429-8354 fax line
admin@safeguard-teply. us
www.gosafeguard.com/dteplv
Check out our website for more products!

rnf'ovostf This email is free from viruses and malware because avast! Antivirus protection is active.

~

toot-..

2
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From: "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>
Date: June 5, 2014 at 11:56:18 AM MDT
To:'"'teply3@msn.com'" <teply3@msn.com>
Subject: requested information
I appreciate you returning my calls. 1am trying to effectuate a reasonable resolution to this matter. I still
remain optimistic. Attached please find the list of possible common accounts from May 27. Also please
find attached a list that we identified as possible accounts In August of last year. Some from the original
list were resolved, others may not be in business, others you may have questions about. Thanks for
taking a look at these lists.
Calls me with questions.
Thanks again.
Michael P. Dunlap I General counsel
Safeguard Business Systems, lnc.J www.gosafeguard.com
8585 S!emmons Freeway, Suite SOON f Dallas, TX 75247
Ph: (214} 64D-39271 cell: (972) 213-5765
E-mail: mdunlap@gosareguard.com

1
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DAWN TEPLY

Brent Mitchell Constructions
Ada Pediatrics P.A.
All West Aviation Service
B & D Foods
Brent Mitchell Constructions
Caxton Printers, LTD.
· Evans & Paulson CPA's
Golden West Produce
Idaho State Department Of Agricu
Idaho Surgical Partners
Independent School Dist. Boise
J & D HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING
MaQuire Financial Services
MASTER ROOTER
Northwest Precast
Red fish Sensor Products, LLC.
WILSON & McCOLL

002634

cust_name
A 10 Capital
ACME Insulation, Inc.
Acoustical Supply and Dist.
Advance or Die
All West Aviation Service
Apache River, llC. dba Double l
ARC
Arid Club, Inc.
B & D Foods
Belle Boutique
Benefit Managers Company. Inc.
Best Westem Vista Inn
Blauer, Wayne Dr. M.D.
Block 22. lLC
Boise Centre
Boise Refrigeration Service Co.
Boise School District Foundation
Brent Mitchell Constructions
Caldwell Auto
Camp Oil Company
Carpet One
Caxton Printers, LTD.
Central Paving
Challenger Company
Christian Hardee LLC
City of Eagle
Commercial Home Furnishings
Connolly & Smyser Chartered
Contract Floors
.CPM3 Corporation
Creamer Healing & Air Conditioni
CRI Advantage, Inc.
·
D & J Transporl
Dailey, Tom Accounting
DB Fitzpalrick
Debt Reduction Services. Inc.
Designer Floors, Inc.
Diamond Une
Dr. Brewster
Dykman Electric, Inc.
EBERLE. BERliN & ASSOCIATES
Edwards Greenhouse
ESA Credit Union
ESI Construction
Evans & Paulson CPA's
Fisher's Technology
Gem Floor Supply
Golden Wesl Produce
GOODE MOTOR AUTO GROUP
Habitat For Humanity

.\.
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Hayden Beverage
HERCULEAN CONCRETE SYSTEMS
Hillcrest Country Club
Idaho Sporls Medicine Institute
Idaho Surgical Partners
i.~~~Wm'~"u.;~M;'j\'lf<""l·~~,ifl>~l!i:r.S~Wl'.f.;:t:r.~.,:·:~{!~

J
~~~~~~~At.dA~~~~tltt~~~~~<-.iro:.a~:t:.:.r.~

... :

Interior Systems, Inc.

J & D HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING
KATHLEEN ROMA & ASSOCIATES. PLLC
Kitchens by Design
Koenig Distillery & Winery
lee Read Jewelers
Lone Star Middle School
Maguire Financial Services
MAHONEY LAW OFFICE
MEULEMAN MOlLERUP LLP
Minidoka County
MINIDOKA COUNTY DISTRICT CT.
MINIDOKA COUNTY TREASURER
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Mountain States Group
Northwest Precast
Old Ranch House Seasonings. LLC.
Orthopedic Assocation
PASCO, Inc.
Paul's Market
PICKUP. A. SCOTT D.M.D.
POMERELLE MOUNTAIN RESORT
Qualify Concrete
Qualify Thermistor, Inc.
RADIX CONSTRUCTION
Rambo Sand & Graveline.
Redfish Sensor Products. LLC.
RINGERT CLARK CHARTERED LAWYERS
ROCKY MOUNTAIN AGRONOMICS
Rocky Mountain Ob-Gyn
Santos metals & recycling
SHIRO'S INC.
Snake River Pool & Spa. Inc
Solution Pro
Southwest Idaho Surgery Center
Spurwing The Club
ST. Luke's Family Health
ST. Luke's Idaho Family Phys.
Sf. Luke's Regional Medical
STUCCO SYSTEMS.INC
Summit Dental Group
Summit Dental Group
SUN VALLEY SKI TOOLS
The Florist AI Edwards
TITLE ONE
TMC,INC.
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Treasure Valley Coffee Co.
TriState Beauty Supply
Ultra Clean
WestVet
WILSON & McCOLL
YANKE MACHINE SHOP, INC.
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Message
From:

Sorrenti, J (j.sorrenti@gosafeguard.com)

Sent:

12/9/2014 10:03:49 PM

To:

Dunlap, Michael [mdunlap@gosafeguard.com]; Cammarota, Amanda [amanda.cammarota@gosafeguard.com];
Burget, Erich [erich.burget@gosafeguard.com]; lederach, Sue [slederach@gosafeguard.com]; Kirlin, Bob
[bob.kirlin@deluxe.com)

CC:
Subject:

Skipper, Kevin [kskipper@gosafeguard.com]
R.E: Dawn Teply/IBF- PKT4TB PIONEER FAMILY MEDICINE

Well done Amanda I
J.J.

From: Dunlap, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, December 09,2014 3:59PM
To: Cammarota, Amanda; Burget, Erich; Lederach, Sue; Kirlin, Bob
Cc: Skipper, Kevin; Sorrenti, J
Subject: Re: Dawn Teply/IBF - PKT4TB PIONEER FAMILY MEDICINE
Expertly handled by Amanda, many thanks.
From: Cammarota, Amanda
Sent: Tuesday, December 9, 2014 3:16:54 PM
To: Dunlap, Michael; Burget, Erich; Lederach, Sue; Kirlin, Bob
Cc: Skipper, Kevin
Subject: RE: Pawn Teply/IBF- PKT4TB PIONEER FAMILY MEDICINE
I'm available the rest ofthe day, until 5.

)'lmatufa Cammarota
commission Analyst
215-631-7q00 ext 402923

tJsatasu~d.·
From: Dunlap, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, De.cember 09, 2014 3:42PM
To.: Cammarota, Amanda; Burget, Erich; Lederach, Sue; Kirlin, Bob
Cc:· Skipper, Kevin
Subject: Re: Dawn Teply/IBF - PKT4TB PIONEER FAMILY MEDICINE
Thanks. Got time for a telephone conversaticm7
From: Cammarota, Amanda
Sent: Tuesday, December 9, 2014 2:36:31 PM
To: Dunlap, Michael; Burget, Erich; Lederach, Sue; Kirlin, Bob
Cc: Skipper, Kevin
Subject: Dawn Teply/IBF- PKT4TB PIONEER FAMILY MEDICINE

DEFS0003729
002639

Mike,
I received a call today from Dawn "Teply regarding a customer on our potential conflict list with IBF. PIONEER
FAMILY MEDICINE called Dawn because they have a past due invoice (IBF inv# 342302) from IBF and they were
not sure what they had ord!=!red. Dawn .realized that this was not her order and called Distributor
Accounting. PIONEER FAMILY MEDICINE shows in BPCS as starting in 9/12/02 under Dawn, and their last
invoice date through Dawn was 10/09/2014. I am currently working on updating the IBF file through
November so that you have updated figures for IBF.
Dawn's first concern was being able to answer the customer (what was the invoice for). Her second concern
was that she get the commissions for this ·order. I know that this has been a heated issue in the past so I just
simply told Dawn that I would have to pull some files and would get back to her. I wanted to touch base with
you before I do anything else and see where we shou~d go from here. We would need to get the invoice detail
from 1!3F since I can't see what the customer orders, but wanted to get your input before contacting them.
Thank you,

)fmarufa Cammarota
Commission Analyst
Phone: 800-523-6660 option 2
Direct Phone: 215-631-7500 ext 402023
Fax: 215-631-7772

fBsafeg~~d·

DEFS0003730
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Promotional Plts Distributors: Selling My Bt.Jsiness: Promotional Prod.Supplier: Newsroom

Safeguard Leaders Achieve Dream of Business
Ownership

May 01, 2015
DALLAS- Safeguard Business Systems is pleased to announce the sale of three
company-operated entitles, Safeguard by Docusource/Formit and Safeguard by
Advent, to Amy Tiller-Shumway, Senior Director of New Franchise Sales &
Support at Safeguard, and Phil Odella, Executive Director of Operations
Integration for Small Business Services at Deluxe. The resulting entity is now
called Safeguard by Inspired Results, LLC.
Safeguard by Inspired Results Is the product ofthree previous mergers and
acquisitions Involving Advent, Formlt and DocuSource. These transactions were
completed by the Safeguard Business AcqulsiUons & Mergers (BAM} team, In
which Shumway and Odella played instrumental roles.
Safeguard first acquired Seattle-based Advent Print Resources In 2013. Next,
Safeguard acquired Pacific Northwest powerhouse DocuSource Print
Management, which atthe time was the 16th largest U.S. print distributor,
according to Print Solutions Top Distributors of2013. The compa':ly's BAM team
went on to help DocuSource acquire Formit Print Management, also located in
the Pacific Northwest, in 2014.

..

-

~;

r::

......

:·.:

Following each acquisition, Safeguard operated the businesses as companyoperated units. Eventually, the enterprises were combined to form the largest
Safeguard business In the network.

Whether you are Interested In selling
your business to Safeguard or ]airing our
organization, our free information guides
provide more in-depth information on how
Safeguard can help grow your future.

..·

·'
·'

LEARN ABOUT
OUR CULTURE

"·!

Hear what distributors have to say about
Safeguard's 55-years of market
leadership:

"Phil and I both have an entrepreneurial spiril and were drawn to the exciting
growth opportunities In the Pacific Northwest," said Tiller-Shumway, co-president
and owner of Safeguard by Inspired Results. 'We got to know these businesses
intimately during the acquisition process. It was truly the Ideal way to move into
an ownership role."

.,

Safeguard by jnspired Results is poised for further growth and equipped with the
ulUmate combination of experienced leadership, corporate support and industryleading product and service offerings •

.....

"if ever there were an example of the American Dream coming true, this would be
it,• said Odella, co-president and owner of Safeguard by Inspired Results. 'Amy
and I have both worked realty hard to get to this point in our careers, and our
experie(lce, coupled with lhe support of the Safeguard team, created the perfect
path toward business ownership."
The sale of Safeguard by Inspired Results was completed as part of Safeguard's
BAM program, which provides opportunities for Safeguard distributors to grow
their businesses through acquisition and merger transactions. The network also
creates opportunities for those in leadership roles within distributorships o.r other
areas of the Safeguard/Deluxe family who have an end goal of ownership.
"To say we're excited for Phil and Amy would be an understatement,'' said
Safeguard Vice President R. ScoH Sutton. "The whole team is grateful to have
helped two deserving professionals achieve the dream of business ownership.
It's even more special that Amy and Phil were already part qflhe Safeguard
family prior to completing the transaction.•
With Shumway and Odella's extensive knowledge ofthe Safeguard supply chain
and network resources, they willie ad Safeguard by Inspired Results on a path of
continued innovation and superior service for Safeguard customers.

;...

http://www.safeguarddevelopment.com/View-news.php?ld=66
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SUpplier: Newsroom

ABOVT SAFEGl)ARD

For more than 59 years, Safeguard. through its network of distributors. has been
providing the products, services and expertise needed by business owners to
help their businesses grow. Through Innovation. dedication and a commitment to
quality and lnlegrlly, Safeguard has transformed itself fi'om a small check printing
business to a fully diversified business solutions enterprise. To Jearn more about
Safeguard, please visit www.safeguardbam.com, or follow us on Twitter at
www.twitter.com/safeguardgrowth.

« Back to News Page

Cl2015 Safeguard. AU Rights Reserved
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Promotional.ucts Distributors: Selling My Business:

6/9/2015

Pro~otional

Pr.s Supplier: Newsroom

Safeguard BAM Paves Way to Business Ownership
for Company Duo

April30, 2015
DALLAS- The Safeguard Business Acquisitions & Mergers (BAM) team has
completed yet another monumental transaction, this time through the sale of a
company-operated business to ~o talented leaders.
In 2013, Safeguard acquired Idaho Business Forms Inc. (IBF), a Boise, idahobased company specializing In all aspects of print on paper, as well as extended
services such as electronic programs, promotional products and graphic design.
The company's leadership team at the time of the purchase by Safeguard
Included veterans Tress a Mclaughlin and Jamie McCormick. Folfowlng
Safeguard's purchase of the business and integration into its company-operated
structure, both Mclaughlin and McCormick decided to stay on board and lead
the operatlons and growth of the newly formed Safeguard by IBF enterprise.
On April30, 2015, Safeguard completed the sale of the Safeguard by 16F
business to Mclaughlin and McCormick, allowing them to' take the reins of the
company they'd been leading and achieve t~elrdream of business ownership.

·!·

·.:

··:

"I've wanted to own my own business since I was about 16 years old,"
Mclaughlin said. "I've been here for 25 years -I know the team, the customers
and the capabilities. We bring a wealth of knowledge and many years of
experience Into ownership and with the support of Safeguard, we are destined
for success."

IMlether you are Interested n selling
your business to Safeguard or joining our
organlzaUon, 6ur free Information guides
provide more in-depth Information on how
Safeguard can help grow your future.

LEARN ABOUT
OUR CUlTURE
Hear what distributors have to say about
Safeguard's 55-years of market
leadership:

Prior to their purchase of the business from Safeguard, Mclaughlin and
McCormick were able to utilize the resources available through the Safeguard
network while innovating Internally and nurturing rising talent within the
organization.
"By operating for a few years as a ~ompany-owned location, we had the
opportunity to really dive In and learn the systems and supply chain available
through the Safeguard network and figure out how to best apply them to
customers," said MclaughUn, Who is also the immediate past president of the
Print Services and Distribution Association (PSDA) Board. 'We truly had the
ability to place laser focus on providing the best product possible and offering
unparalleled service."

.·•·.

From financial support to Increased manufacturing and training capabilities, the
team Is able to utilize the resources and strong relationships Safeguard has built
over the years.
The sale of Safeguard by IBF was completed as part of Safeguard's BAM
program, which provides opportunities for Safeguard distributors to grow their
businesses through acquisition and merger transactions. The network also
creates opportunities for those In leadership roles within distributorships or other
areas of the SafeguardfDeluxe family who have an end goal of ownetshlp.

...

"Helping businesses grow and achieve financial success through merger and
acquisition activity is only part of what we do her!! at Safeguard," said Safeguard
VIce President R. Scott Sutlon. 'We're also committed to helping others achieve
the American dream and to open up new opportunities for hardworking
Americans Interested in making a difference as business owners.•
Since lhe program's inception in 2008, the BAM team has been able to
successfully complete more than 95 transections,lncluding mergers and
acquisitions of some of the largest and most respected companies In the print

http:Jiwww.safeguarddevelopment.com/view-news.php?id=65
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and promo industry.
Now, with the knowledge and expertise provided by Safeguard and the drive of
its new owners, Safeguard by tBF is well poised for further growth.

....
.. ,

ABOUT SAFEGUARD

"
For more than 59 years, Safeguard, through its network of distributors, has been
providing the products, services and expertise needed by business owners to
help their businesses grow. Through innovation, dedication and a commitment to
quality and integrity, Safeguard has transformed itself from a small check printing
business to a fully diversified business solutions enterprise. To learn more about
Safeguard, please visit www.safeguardbam.com, or follow us on Twitter at
www.twitter.com/safeguardgrowth.

###
« Back to News Page
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REGIONAL DJSTRIB:UTOR AGli:EEIV!ENT

BETWEEN
S.AFE"GUARD BUSINES$ S:YST.EMS, INC. ("WE" !>r "S~EGUj\.R))'\)
AND

WJLDER. VENTURE., lNC., A NEW' MEXICO CORPORATION
EFFECTIVE APRIL Z(), 1'998
Yo111 ·!!:t~ ~~pofuti#i our sales ~gent (r'Distn.bu'tor'?

f0F

those Safegu~d pFOducts ~·nd'

services Cjefined in .the·attaahed Add~da plus' any New Products (4e:fihed in .paragraph 3 b.eJ0w}

whicb. we 'hereafte:F offer ·to you l!t1d which you. ·a:cc~pt by signing the applic:able product
addend~ ;;u;r!'l ·c:o:JP.Ftyh'i~ Willi its t~ (colle.Pti.Vely,. ''S'a.f~guard Sy$t~~"), t>.ti

the· feUow.jng

terms:
1.

'P.RODlJCTS.t

Yo\1 s}lfi]l .have the ri~t, in ·the territory desGrib.ed in Attachment A (the
"T~ritpcy"), te soticit· orders of Safeguard Systems, as an independent agent, in
!l.G.tlbtd~nce With tlie ,price sch~4\lletl pub~hed by S'afeguar.d from time· to time, and.
in accordanc;e with·othene.rms and·cQnd:irio·os including, for example, with respect
fo submitting ord~s and filling out design forms, as Safeguard may specify from
time 'to time.
2.

TElUIT.tORY:
You ate Mt authorized to rep:resent Safl::gilatd ot .solicit orqers of Saf~guard
Syst~ms .otUside the Tetritory ex~.ept pursuant to our written pQiicies or guidelines
to the contrary tl~;tt are i.o effeol :from time to time such ~s, for example, those
pertaming to out-of-tertito.r:y .~al!':s 'from fuflu~ce k~y referrals. Your tertitocy. is
non•exclusive :a'!ld tlris Agreerrie.trt does npt prevent Safeguard from selling
Safeguard Systems inside the. Territocy tbrougb. other persons oi means. ·

3.

F'UTUR'E
PRODUCTS:
.
.
Sa::fugu~r.d shall offer you the right to scrlicit orders ef any future office supplies
·and acpessories, oT data prdcessiilg products or services, offered for sale by
Saff!guard within the· Territory whlch are designed for sale to the small business
and profes.sibnal markets that traditionally have been .customers for Safegt.Jatd
Systems ('"New Ptoducts"). You may accept Safeguard's offer by signing the
applicllble addendum, which will contain the terms and conditions, such as quotas,
c.on1mission rates and certificatibn procedures, upon which Safeguard is willing to
permit you to ·repres·ent it with respect to such New Product, when it is offered to

1

unless the context otherwise requires "you" or "Distributor" includes your
shareholders. individually and collectively.
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you. You "shall only have the "right to represent Safeg1,1ard with respect to such
New Product on-a non.exclm;ive basis.
·

4.

ACCOUNT PROTECTION RIGHtS,
You sbaU have ·the exclusive ·right to the GGl11.lllj$~ions generated ~n sales <>f
Safeguar!i Systems to any cu~mer1isted-ou Attachment B. Tj:ljs- e~c,;lusive right
:to commissions applies. fQ Safeguard_ -8yst¢.tris: Sa,}es to e.ach S).lcll cu.s.femer f.er sQ
lpng as -is ·spe-cified. on· Attacbm~~t ~ ·ot .,untJ1 th.is .Agrefulent .is t~nnirtgt~;
however, ypur e)l:clusive right. to· CGiilmissions :on sales o.f=Safegpard S.ystei'l:JS .t.o
~Y <lu$~C)mer sball expire ifthatj)u.ston16r·fu!s ngt putchas.ed ruiy·8afqg\lwd· SysteM
w~thiu tlliqy--s'ix (3"6) mo.J;lths ai}.er. the. iuyojc~ dale !:)f such Cl:IS1:0m.~t's .last prior.
plJtebase of"any Safegui!Xd S.ysteJP..

RELK.l'lO:NSIItP BETwEENJj:.{F.EGUA1ID. A:Nll:Y'(jtJ:
j

• •

•

~

o

•

"•"

•

o

•

I

';r~e reia~ougbW betwe~Q Saff;l"gugr.q ·and ·yqu· shall. 'l!e tMt .·af P.tlncjp~ ;mel
Wf~e~d~iit. ~es agep.t, $d. oot emjii~?>~~r -~d. ~mpln;ve"""¢~. b~~r.. a.n~ fl~llet o•·

~ll.JJ.t!hisot aiid :francl.\i~~, Y.!1U. "$~U: us~ ·yo\fr b.~~ :efforts i~ :s~lMt 0t'der:S .for
:Safegu.ru:d '&y~e$.. .MI ·or.d"eis ar~ ~~j~9~ t9 4ti~et'1fane~by:·S~giJi)x.d, You "$b;all
ll!i>l quote pci9~ or ltl:tnlS .tltller ·:U\a'Q:.t;Q:~.s.~ a~. foith in 'OU.t'pficye ~e]jedules U:t)J.~~s
yon-reoeiv~ ow: ~;o:BSeil1tb do $9• ~yol1-.Shall-not-wake=~y.sratements, prol)Jises
or re];'ir~entations to the .eg&~· ·,t)or lili!ke any. cc:r.mblitments 0n c;;:ur- beh.~lf'
without out prior writti:!D ooilS~nt.
6~

:OPERATION~ PAYMENT OF·'C"QMM~SSI~NS:

·(A)

All.orders which you so~ci' ~nd ·sertti t.o us .,pw-suant tti'·tms Agre(::ment
shall be processed by u~ ~ ·our normal and cus.to~ iminner. Except
purlruant to wrjtten ad.JniW~tmtiy~ j).olicies then .iD. effetlt, or- Wl}h our. prior
wrltten consent, y6u shall nut S"ubmi.t. orders €$ld Safe-mtar<;! shall not
a~cept-them) wher.e the Safeguard Sys~em.s. ar.e or appear to be mtetlded. to
b~ resold by the custom~.

(B)

We shall biJl.and ship to cu.s~?m~$ dlrectly·fer orjj.ers cr~dit~ to you~d·
the r:rostomeyr shall pay \1~ dl!~ctly~ Yeu are.. ~;xpressly.p.tobJ."biled :fj:om
~onv.~rting to yo.u:r- own a:l:.cpunt any .cul!tQlll~f. .paymeJilts issued ~o
Sa:fezua:rc1!. For your .s~i;vices hereu1;1tler you .l!Mli receive coirlinission
payments putsuant to. the commission rare specified in the applic;1ola
product Addendum on the net sales ofSafegi)atd Systems credit~d to you;
however, commission rates may be cmwg.ea at our sole. dis~r~tioh due to a
change in economic or comp~titive ca.nQiUons; but suc.li p)lap.g~ can only
be made in conp.ection with a broa~ p<:ilicy ehange afff!pt~g all ilistributors
("except those, if any, wl:i.o.~. conu·accs provide i:ifher:\vise) and provid8d ·
further that .any such chang~ in co~ion ra.t.es shall only ~ffect sale&
made after an ;mnouncemeJ1t by Sa(eguard. For the purpos~ .of c.alcrtlatihg
the commission payable to you, net sales of Safeguard Systems means t'he
amount actually received by us with respeot to sales credited to you, less:
(i) all taxes applicabl~ thereto; ·
(ii) all transportation and freight costs applicable thereto;

(iii) all handling costs applicable thereto;
2
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(iv) all returns ap_d allowances.
(C)

7.

We wiil pay commissions on or about the 15th day of e~ch :month fur
Safemtard SystemS· sales bille.d during the previous month a:ild solicited by
yop accorcfu'lg to the tenns a,nd conditions of tbis Agreement. If w.e ha-lle
nol te<;eived payment in .fi!ll fur -any of the Safeguard Syst(lmS sal!:l~ fot
Whiph yoil bavl! 9e~n .paid a ~()mmission within one hundred twenty .(12Q)
days df the billing date,. you will he subject to. commission chargebaeks
according lo ~he then -appJic~ble ;f\ccounts Recet'vable Procedures Mannal
.or·aimil!ll' :gplicy·manual. In the typical .instanee, this means that yotJ. will be
r~qu~-~d tO -repa.y. us an ~mb.llllt ~quivalent to your co:imnissio,tr ~:~n ~
liDJ?a,rd portion, ··unless w~ .dedu~t t:li.e amou.nt frQri:J. pa'y.r:nents w~~h we- owg
...Jqu. 1f we ar:e la~r :p~id by the :cu,c;tgmet, we will then pa.;y io ycru an
nmeunt :equal to the :amt:mnt -collect~.d less the out-of-pocl<.e~ .9ost~ ef
~ollec~on 1iirnes yo.uHate. of conuni"ssidn.

.

SAFE"GIIARIJ'S
...
. D'U'l'JES AND. .O:SLIG\T.lO.NS;·
.
In add;i'tibA.·t~ -tho(;e dl;rlies -an(i.~bligati~ns desGribBd. els(\whete in the

Agr!3~l'nem,

s.a:fegilatd shall;.

(A}

Us~ jts. be:?t ~ffa,rts, consistent with your
~g~Y,. ow Qbligations to pth~r distributors,

status as an independent ~!iles
and our financiat.imd .P~t:..stmpel
14oitatiQJlS; le .assist you· in· tb:e solieitation of orde-rs of SafeguarQ ·$..ys.tei:tlS
WiU!ih tbe. Territory.· Q~ fur:Qisbing to you, upon terms not les~ :fliv.oJ..able to
y.o"Q. t_fum are ganerl\Uy· offered to other compiiiable distn"b"!ltors, such
sai'nptes, te.G~oal and descl'iptive infOrmation as you r:nay, a.t yGmr
discretiqn, . r~ason(lbly request frp'm time to time. You acl<nowledg_e tb!lt
th~ l.lSe !Jild, where· applicab1e, purchase of such materials is your o:wn
vel~IJtary .d.~«isitm.

{B)

".fonvl,!rd "lo :ygu ·with reasonable. prompt.Q.e_ss copies of all inCJlliri,es and
-:o.ther correspont:lence relating to Sl!fe,gu~d Systems received l;ly Safeguard
from CU$towers iden'tined on Att~"C<hment B, together with. copies ot~e~
.gu(lrd'~ r~ply to such inquiries or cprtespondence.

(C)

Not¥)' yCi\1. With reason11b1e -promptness upon becoming aware of any.
paQiltt;ydaim by any.ofthe c~stomers identified on Atta!!hrnent B re1at~g
t9. S:afeguar.il S.yst~ms or of any other evept that may reasonq."Qly he
~xp~cted to have a material adverse effect upon the sale of Sitf.eguaz:d'
Systems to such customers.

(D)

·rnde.rnn:ifY ·a:nd hold _y0u harm!e.ss from and against aU loss, damage,
liabllit:y, cost or expense of my· nat:ure whatsoever which may be asserted
against you by a third party (a ''Loss') arising out of or in connection with
the manufacture, marketing, sale, clistribution or use of Safeguard Systems
.exc~pt a Loss resulting in whole or in part from your breach of the
Agreement, violation of law, or other wron~ conduct.

(E)

Use its best efforts to insure customer satisfaction with. the Safeguard
Systems (including their use, sale and delivery), subject to you:r

3
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follo~g ·up on cilstomer co.mplaints in a prontpt and
fashion and keepfug Safeguard informed re$arding su~h matters.

cooperation in
~ourteous

(F)

Have sole responsibility for billing and the collectio~ Qf customer -acco\l!lts

mthe Territory, subjeet to yow rea8.onabJe coop~~ati:o.i:J, where .req\lellted,
in assisting Safeguard in putsu:i:ng its collection effOrts.

(G}

~se r~onable e1fo~s (1) .tQ.. ihv~~~te all~ga:tr?-ns that otlle~ Saf.e~rd
d!l;tn'butors may be JJ:llProper.ly soli~.I~g .Saf~gl}.ard SystetDS orders m "the
Territory or to the pustom~.t;s ~de;ntifie'd.m Attachment and (ll} to p~".the
applicable connn:iS'sions -on su$. sales to the propen:lis'tri:b.iltor.

:a

8.

DlSTIUlHJTOlrS DUT.IES ANn "O'BLiGATlQNS:lb. a.do1tion to those d1ltie& and obligatiops_ 9~sctif>.ed e1Si!.w1l:ere· fu fu~ Aro:eement,
you shall:

(A.)·

·

Refrain :&~m soliciting. order~ p:f'Sf!feguiu'd. Syste~· frmn cusftlmers ~ t9" •

w..hotP.:. other ·SafeguiJ,td ·W,strlhlitOf.s then. ~olQ: a-c,qount- j:>tat€EtiPn rights~
ihdii:i:ling t0 us-e. b.est ~ft:o& to deteanln<:! 'tlia~ ptospeetive- cu-si:o:m,ets .-are
n~t already r!fgiqt~.te):l in :ilafeguar~s- ~~mptlt'ei' ·to ~tj.other ·Sf;\ie,g~d

distdbutor,:;tn4 to a'voii:l taking:~y ~wf.i~s-intencledto, :qr ~vihg the effect
of,. incon-eptly ~i:lenti:!Wfg the·nr:m1e, address, or ide.J;lJtty of':the tl.istotrier .in
orders-submi;tttil.'to Safeguard.
·

(B)

Refr.ain '(except wbe;:e. per.mi'tted ,pursuant to wr#t~n Safeguard ~ic:leJines
i:>r policies) from soli~'itiQg· orders of $afe~ard Sys~ems ou~side \he
T!lrritory, including to use"'.best :etrorts to. deteri:nihe that prospective
customers have a: boJl!l; :fide office lo(O{atiQn within the TerrJtory ~d to .avoid
taking any actjo.os. intended to, QJ: having the effect of, incorrect'!J
identifYing t~e nanlt\ addre.s,s or ·identity of the ~l)stomer in or.ders
submitted to Safeguard.
·

(C)

Cooperate with Safe~ara to the extent waso~blyrequested mattemptfug
to establish, maiiita41 and/or expand r¢),atfbn~hips witn National Acco'Ui!.ts,
Banks, Accou.ntants or other ~:fi1nal sources (influence keys) m the
Territory, including fo pr.omp.tly·ro,ilow up on leads/referrals provided by
Safeguard, and to refrain, wher.e tequ~sted by Safegua,r:d, ftom inter:furing
wit)l referral relationships established ·by or assigped to other Safeguard
ilistributors.

(D)

Maintain all customl'!r and fuiancial records (including, for expmple;
computerized records and books of or:iginal entry) pertain~g to Safeguard
and your Distributorsl:iip in an orderly ahd organized fashion, and, upon
reasonable prior notice~ to make such eustomer and financial records
available for audit by Safeguard (at Safeguard's sole expense) during
normal business hours.

(E)

Comply with national or divisional adm,inistrative .and cornn:tission policies
not in conflict with this Ag1·€:eroent whlch are now .i.n effect or which we
may issue from time to time for aU distributors within your Territory, or
any metropolitan area included within the Territory. You acknowleqge
receipt of a copy of Safeguard's current administrative policies, one-\"'rite

4
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and computer fonns procedures manuals, and accounts receivable
pz:ocedures manual.
(F)

9.

App~jnt assot;~a~e dis~ri~utors ~r other sales ~d offi~e man.agc~~nt
personnel to assiSt you. m. carrylPg out your dques and responsi\?iliues
under ·this Agreement only with .Safeguard's prior written consent whiGll.
will not ?e unteasOna.bly withheld. By w.ay of example, Safeguard rt:iaY
wi~hhold its;cons.ent if·the ass0ci~te distribqtQr or.si.rch otber pe.rsqnn:el fails
to .sigiJ. a. written 3;grt~ement} m.".form satiSf.a:ctory to Safeguard., pronrising.tq .
resp·eet and protect 11ie trade s~crets and confidential inforinati~ -of
Safeguard.

USE. OF N.L\ME ANJ>.:LOG.O'l'Y:P.E:

S,U:eW,Jard, as ;par.cof t~W; Awt~ent.. grants you a non-ex:clusiye .Iie<e.os~. which

may l:ie t~vo.ked at any tim.'a in w.fu'ch Safegua;rd·neiieves that you at~ :in. violation Qf11
!)lly t>f the te$., f!!!.d. ·~on.ditiotiS ·of -thiS Agt;eefll~n~, to us.e the name "Sategua.r.d

~lid flie £af~g,qli:r~J. ~.Q~O:tw.e ·sol~ly ~ tbn:n:ection with your tepr.esentfl~i~I). of

this Agreement shml oe.
or entities t1w rig'bt to :uSe
"tb~·nru::tJ.e '':SM~guard.'' If tqis A,greem~nt is t~.rminat-ed for any.· reason~ aU yow.:
rig»ts·to·tis.e tlie na:tnt!r "Si),feguat:d." and the logOtype automat}~y·ieVbrt. back ·tq
us and yon ·l'ilay,n:o lt;~pg~.r \18~ su.ch na!l!e o,: Jugoty.pe. In -suGh event, we shall ha:ve·
th-e right. to ·r~u~st yoJl" fo >ctdvise in writing an.y person wbQw we designate: that
yo.u are nq longer ·authorized to use the name ''Safegum-d" and the Safegu!\td
logotype. You a-gr-ee prompt1y to comply with sqch re.quest. You should adopt a
iictitieus nam;e .iocotp"Orat.it).g the .name· "Safeguard" .under whicll you will ~o
busiz!_ess. This name m.ust be ~pproved by us in writing befm·e you CO.tnn.l€D<i.e
doing bu!liriess un(ler that name.
Sa~a~ l)Ud~t· 't)J3S ·Agre"tll;Jlel;lt, hf.o .statement in
ei::ms~~d t.<?.j">:t:.eveb.t us from m.rttiJlg·to ather p~.<;ons

ltl.

TE~Il'l.ATION OF AGMEMENT:

an

(A)

This Agreement shall repJ,a:in in effect for
initial term of five (5) years
unless it is tenninated.~d~er for tJ;le reasons described herem.

(B)

Safeguard maY: te!J'D4lale tills Agreem~t iinmediately,. w.ithouf pr-ior·
warning, by giving-you written .notice if any oftne followit:lg should occur:
(i) You !l'l:!ru:i.don :your I>ist.n'bl,ltorship.
(ii) You or any ·o.f y~>Ur shareholders, agents or employees sell or solicit
sales of any P.r-oducrs:. setYices or supplies which Safe:guard determines n1
its diseretion to be .competitive with any Safeguard Sy;;tems t~t are
manufactured by or ilre otherwise available from Safeguard. Th.e term
"compet1tive" s~all include, b.y way of illustration without limiting the
meanlllg the~.e;of, tha cbaracterisqc qf(l) having one or more applications
sub.stanti{tlly the salhe as applications of Safeguard products, services and
supplies, or (.2) perfonning one or more functions capable of being
perfQ.nned by SafegQard products, services and supplies.

(iii) You or any of y011r shareholders, agents or employees sell or represent
a seller of non-competitive-products, services or supplies without obtaining
our prior written consent which \Vill not be unreasonably withheld and
which, if granted, ffi3.}' be revoked by s·afeguard due to a subsequent .
5
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change in circumstances. Without limitjng t~e generality o:f the foregoing,
Safeguard will not nonnally .grant ifs col1Sent uriless (i) the praduct1 serviGe
or supply is ancillary to Safeguard Systems, (ii) is not manu:fu.ctured by Qr
otherwise available from S~gul!.fd, and (i#) Y~!l ar-e then sati~fyipg th.e
quotas set forth in paragraph IO(D) below. If"y.ou receive Safegu~d's
consent to sell or repr~t:lnt a sellel,' of tl;ien no:ii-~<>mpetitive products,
services or supplies and Safeg_tlafd subsequently ~~s a:vaillible New
Produ~ts which ~re cQrpP,etitive With ·Stich ·pz:~YiQusl:t li.on-competitiye
it~~. y<>u agree that, if yoi;l decide tQ sign th~. ~pplicab~e .J?IOdll.ct.
!id~endum, yol,l, y0ur ~W:elm.klers, ·!!'g~ :and emploY.ees ·~b.1!Jl .tak~. all
i:~as~mahle 8.l'lQ !lppropriate actiens to PO'P.,V.~ the tilistomers to $lffegua.rd's
product lines within a reasonable p.eriod of tinte:
-

(iv) You Qr any of your :;ha.rehoJ.qers, age~~ q~ :e;rpplo.Y,~ eondQet
- yoursel~s O.J. ydut buaip.ess .m. a eoliNi~tep~ly- WJ.~t.l:!l.<iai -0t dislleptit~l;Jle
mat~~wn>r !'ngage-in a paf;i~tt:! i:if:.t;tcide,pr.a:c~lie$ .w~eh .dfre.GUy or·~9lrectly
~credit Safegu.ard, Saf~gua;a cust(jtJi_e.r~. $F{fegqlrid -cliStrlov.ti:>rs: or
$afeguaid pmdq.ct~ o.r s-eM.cei.
{v) You m: f.l!iY Qf.yout shi!,t'~;:l:pl~~rs·, .~gents .er. e.II!P!«;>y~oo ·~x~ach er
.mat~a:ll.y :fa,il. t!J perfor,m :'anY ,~fth~ tems .aM ·~o:q(ij.tigf;l& ef:t!M .Agr,~~p.t
for six:~ (69) :ila.Ys- or-mgr~ ~ltQr v;:dtten. noti~ :tro:n ·sllfllmiJ!iil !t?~er·!han
:It .bte:ach. $!if atiy of lh~ fofegQing .slibsectiqru; :of ·ims p.~gr-a:ph 10(B.). a$ ~o

whiob io:lmediate temilim(ion is authorize¢). ptlp:r 't<I tlie·exp~tian·of such
six:ty (60) day-period, Safeguax:d shall h~vr;; :the ·op..t.l.on. to take .sueh ot:her,·
actions, such as, fur .example, willibQldiug the ajl.Plieable eoti)IJ)issiQDS, or
assigning ;;tne(h.er diStdbntqr ~o ~.e.Mc¢ tlie appliS!!b~~ .Cl.lstdntei: acaeunts, _
as S.afegu.ard may deem ~pprppri;lte in its diseretion.. Aft~r- the expiration
of such sixty (60) d~y per.iodl Sa~epd,_. in ~~ ~liscr~t!~n~ ~Y elect not to
declare you to be m matena{ breach ·of tbis Agreemen~, but ;rather to
continue SUG~ other remedi~·as are au~l;tprized·~y·the·prevaous sentence.

{vi) You or any of your sharehol!fers, !!'gents br .employeflS or any person
on your behalf files any banlaupt~y petition et de~~ res insolvency (by any
definition).
·
(C)

Notwithstanding anything tQ the centracy in ·p.aragraph 1O(B.) above,
Safeguard shdll give you :siXty (60) naws prior written notic-e and an
opportunity to cure if any ·breach o.f paragraph .lO(B)' is commiitetl by fiily
of your shareholde-rs, agents and el'i)plpye.es without your pr,evi,ous
approval, knowledge, involvement or acql.Jiescence.
·

(D)

Set forth below are your {lnnuill n~t sales quotas for t~e ini6al three -(3)
year term of this Agreement. Safeguard may·fermil)ate this Agreement by
giving you sixty (60) days written n<,>tice If the net sales (net of
uncollectible aCGounts, retums and a~oWahc~} -of. Safeguard Systems
credited to you do not eqlial or exceed the amounts set forth below for any
of the annual periods indiaated (or any annual ren~wal period):
511198-12/31/98
1/1/99-12/31/99
1/1./00 -12/31/.00

.. $1:42,70.0 . ·--· -- $243,40{)·
$288,800
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The foregoing annual net sales quotas roay at Safeguard's option be
,r~onably increased based upon any price increases for Safeguar.d Systert')S
durihg ·the perjQd, and shall be reasonably decreased by Safeguard in the
eveint ofmaterif:l,l pric.e decreases for Safeguard Systems.
~ additian to. the aoove annual net sales quot~s, Safeguard may. tetr.nlnate
this Agreemen~ l:>y giving; you sixty (60) days \Vrltten.notice if the net sal~&
ofSafeguar~ ·S:ysteh:!s.cte'dited to you for each l::alendar year do·not at least
equal thlil n~t ~ales 0f Safeguard Systems credited to you for t~e prtor
calendai'y~.

'r.J:iis Agr.ee.m.ent will aJSo tenninate sixty (60) days after &ny of the
followirig ·events·oct:tw.
·

(E)

-·(i)

You :give 1lS written notice that you have .elected to terinlnate t41S
Agr~~~ilt

(ii) ·Y~u.f ;death o.r- p~~ent disability. Penna.IJ.ent disability .tne.~ an
llul.'Dility fullr to· :P..etform all of the dtities and respo:osibilities
,heteunger.to· tlre.full .em-ent:req\l~.ed 'fiy this Ag~;e~ment by re.aSon of
illneB!!; Wjucy. ·~.r.itJ.capadty for twenty-s~ (26~ conse~utiv~. we.eks. In.
the ey.~tlt ~fatly dispute 1ll!4er this subparagrap}l, you shall submi~ to.
a plzy~~§l~i~aliJ.inatioll by- a lii3ensed physi9ia,n selected by l}s, who
mu&t !lls~· be approved by you so long as your consent is not
u.nte~oniliSly withheld. or delayed.

(in) Alfred lt. :E~att or. Lmda Wilder Flatt q€ases to be your majority
sbareho~qer{&) without our prior written consent.
So kmg as you a;;e th~n in compliliilc.e with all of its terms and conditiops,
you.rwLy.reil~w t)le tenn of.tbis Agreement fon:-ddition.al periods offiv~ (5)

(F)

yearll each by giving us written riotice at least sixty (60} days prl!J.r t0 the
.end o'f the curr~nt tl(tm, aiid negotiating in. good faith with Safeguard
duri)lg .tnat. ~ixty (60) day peripd to establish. the annual net sales of
S.afeguar.d Syst:~. W.lii.ch ·you propose to generate if the Agreement is
extended. Reti.¥W<J1 shall be ·aut<:>ma~ic if the annual increases ha;ve been
mutu~lly·~gre.ed ·upon in writing. I;n the absence of such mutual <J;gr.eement,
renewal shall :still be automatic if your prQpos~d annual increases rejl.;:ct
~~c.cessiV.e ·amiual inereases of a't least 5% per year over the .requiretne:pts
of ea~h prec-~g-·year. If y.our proposal does not meet these criteria or if
ybu f~il to submit a prop.osal, then, unless Safeguard has approved S'!Jch
renewal in writi:pg, ti1e Agreement sb:aU be terminable by Safeguard upori
Written notice to you. In the absence of such written notice of temtination
from Safegua,ri:l t-o you,· the Agreem~nt shall be deemed to be renewed, at
Safeguard's option, on either an annual or at will basis.
(G)

Safeguard shall have the right upon written notice to you to rescind any
s~ty (60) day period prior to termination otherwise provided for in this
paragraph and to declare the t~nnination to be effective immediately if
during that sixty (60) day period (or any portion thereof) you or any of
your shareholders, agents or employees fail to continue to solicit orders on
behalf of Safeguard and otherwise perfonn in good faith under this
Agreement.

7
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11.

ASSIGN.lVIENT OF RIGHtS;

Your commission rights to the Cl)$tO!Ilt;is identified an Attac}linent B ffii!-Y nut be
assigned or transferred ~y you, or by op~Pnition·oflaw, in part. Yo:ta-~ushtriUlsfer
all e>f y(:mr z;gbts either fo ·Sltfegp.\l~d: (:)tr.anotb,e.r ~S9!;!: If (i) you have been a
Distributor for at least '!l~e (5) years, (ii) have ~atisned fue requiremcmtS' set forth
below in p~agraph 12{D), and. (ili) YClll: are in .complianGe with ~· tenns ~d
~nditroiiS oflhis Agreeip.~~t, and y0u wish te tranSfer y~~r ~ghts to so-licjt ~:mmrll
Qf S.afuguard SystepJS tQ t:he custE?t:r.tei:s ;indicated on Atta~hment B and to- ~m
commissions fi:Qm sllch-Sa1es {th¢ "Right~~). the follow.irtg tri\lllt· first ~ce-gt:
(A)

Yo11 must first off~t. S:afe.~ard Y.OllT Rights on the t<r.~ d!3~~~ in
PaFagtaph 12(B} ~~{6\V. 'ThiS offit tQ' S.flfe.guar-d m,ust b51 in. wn1i:ng and tt
.JnUst ·inci~d~ .a list ef all: .;>f:tM· ·~"S:tome:ts :in. re-~p~t .~fWhom .YOU have
Rights. ~ategu:u'.ii sbal1 ~~e run"ety f9-Q:) Vzy.S tf~m. the date :it ·~c-~iv.es
such ymttel:} o:ff"er to· pjt®.~ ~coopt. :.or· reJe.~t Jt: NO W;AIY$R 'BY
SAFEGUARD tW TEE ..:PRQCE!>'CJ:RE$ SE.T ·FORTH ;tN. T.HE
).?RECEDING .SlU..fl'Bl(CES S·a:At.L EB EFFECTIVE l.J}.U:.ESS 1N
Vl.R,tr.IN'G 8IGNW f'.:Y ''!'FIE P~:S1D!®T ·oF MEE<1.UARD, NORTH
~RICAN ·S$.S· & ~f:j}f;t;~ D.i'Vl~to"'t,l. , f(-we- d6 no.t: ~ccept
ilie·asslgi)Illent..¢Y911r Rights m£1:ilil i:llfie1y.(90) ~~ '!1--ti~t we :re<>ej:ve yo.lir
offer, -tli.em~

(B)

Yoll m.ay transfer- yo.Jlf .R,.ights to a thi\d PartY W· pauties. who must be
;ippJ:oved by Safegoard. in WJ!itiirg;,. a)ld ·S-afeguard agre~s not, to
unreasonablY w.ithbold·. its ~pprov.a!. The r<>"llowin"g ·sl:!aU be, examples of
reasonable gro:undS for witbb.oklin.g ap_l1ro'va1:
(i) the tbird party had: in,a,d~-uate. sales; and mat.la.geme.nt exr.erie,p.ce, or
inadequate :financial r.espwce-s to <!lperate ·a· Dist,ribt!Oi:ship of ~his l:lize and
.Gomple;Oty, ar refu~.s- to provide il'lfo.nnatlolj about Ws qua.lifications er
financial condition a;s. teq1.1ested by SafegQ<t.rd;

(ii) 'the thir~ party Is. a r.epr.esentative ofa compet'itiv~ C0.1Jl:pan.y at the ·ti.t;p.~
of the proposed .transfer and ¢ith~.r (.<~) d0es· not agree· to .rel.inGI.uis)l. sut:h
·position at the 'titt\.e· of the !t~ns.fer~ or (b) .~s ·s.!lbjeGt ~Q ·binding no.ncomp·etition or non--sollci~m.i'Oil co'lle1Jants with the eompetitor;
(ill) tbe third party wi;ll not agree to·de:vote his b0st .efforts to ~he b:USiness
of the .D1stribut0rship, and acti"':ely ·pa~icipate in its sale;s activities ahd
mana.g.ement;

(iv) fue tlrird party bas a history nf paqr c1;edi.t
ofa felany;

e~q:~erie1we

or .lUJ..s been

convic~ed

(v) the third party is at thJ; time of the proposed transfer a Safeguard
Distributor or was a Distributor or Associate Distributor whose contract
was terminated or a Safeguard employee whose- employment was
terminated;

(vi) the third party fails

~o

submit a. satisfactory business plan to

Saf~guard,

or fails to agree to accept reasonable n~t s.ales quota ·n::quirements and the

terms and conditions of Safeguard's then existing non-exclusive distributor
contract;
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(vii) th~ third ·party ~ists upon being assigned Rights in and to a larger
base of existing cm~tpmcr accounts than Safeguard in its sole discretion

d.eems appr-opriate; or

(viii) tf,le :Qnancial teoos (i.e,. pric-e and payback) are not fair ancl reasallilble
to the ~~d p~ (i) in terms· 0f .P.roviding 'him or h~ with adequat~ ·~h
f!,ow W1th 'whi~h tp pp~r;'!te as· a Safeguard D1Stn"butor, or (U) m
cotnpar.ls0n With th!" firulndal terms of assigrlments ofrigb:ts by .eoinpru:~ble
distributoFS at or i\bout that time.
If yo.u fail to ·llsslgn and tran~.fer y(?ur Eights tQ a third p.arty who has J;>e.en
:appmved by Sf#:eiuard in wtitUlg within ninety (90) days of the dl\te Safegi:lard.
r~ept~d. your offel:; then :your .right to transfet tb,e Riglits to third parti~.S shall laps~
.~9 shall n.c>t. b.ecome. 'et:f~ti:ve until y~ .h~v.e again offered ;ro'Qr Rights t!l
'~egt;l.aJ'd ·as:desCL'lb¢. above an·cf Safegu~d haS a~ rejected yo~ offer.
Ifyour sha,rebflidct(s)' die -or beG;ame :Petmanently d~aOle"d at. a time whe..il
yo'li.. wer,e il:! .t:lP!llP.IJail.ce wi,th..all. ten:ns and ~ondifioP:S .of this· Agreetqent,
'thls Ag~;~!:lit..~hall'-t~t~ ~d you or yDur ·qesi~ee shall h~vt; !l 'p'enQ'd:
~?f ~>ne .4UP.dtecl twenty (1:2.0} d~ thereafter tQ enter into an ~gte<::ttl.elit
with:;lt tlifrd pility·tO' ass~ your Rights upon such price and ,pa-ym~.pf' t~.rins
~· m;J.y be agree~ -upo:tl by your dB:?ignee and the tbirq ,P.at.ty; pro'\dded,
howevet, that Y.9ut -deeignee and/pr the third party must arrange t6 .pay off
'the balanqe ofthe amount set fQrtb in paragraph .6(D).
Notwi'ths~1lcnfflng the for~go.ing, ;my tr{U!Sfer to a third part¥ s}?.all.r~quire
S'afe.gua.rd's wt:itten appro:vaJ, which will not be unreasonably Witlilield.
T.Q.e criteria set forth in paragraph Il(B) above shall be examples· of
reasonable ground;s for Sll.fegaard's withholding consent.

liup.dred ~w.enty (120). days ofyaur shareholder(s) d~ath ·or
disability, yc>:ur designee is unable to transfer all ..of your Rigl;J.ts
as outlined aq.ove,. Bafeguard.s!J,a!l, subject to paragraph 12(B), p~y tp you
(Qr yout designee) ncr anr~up.t equal t-o 50% of tbe net D}~W. and repeat
Safe~W;~rd Systems sal~s to the custom«rs credited to you qurlng·¢e l'W.elve
tndnth. p.eriod jn,un~d:ia:teiy preceaing your sbareholder(s) dtflth or
permanent c1i~ability and collected by us Within one hundr~d twenty (120)
days of the bill~g ~ate. These payments will. be made over a ten y!llar
period, in one h\lflpred twenty ( 120) equal monthly payments commencing
fo'llr (4) months after the date of your sharebolder(s) death or pennanen~
disability. Ydu (or your designee) will also be entitled to additioual
paymems if.a third party i:! recruited, who meets Safeguard's st8Jldat:ds for.
seJectioi1 as a distributor then in effect, including,without limitation; the
criteria desc;:ribed in paragraph 11 (B) ~bove, and who agrees to :eurchase
your Rights. Thes~ additional payments will equal the difference between
the amoUJlt which the third party agrees to pay for the purchase of such
Rig!J.ts and the amount payable to you or your designee und~r ~
subparagraph. Safeguard bas and assumes no duty to assist you or your
designee to make such a sale of the Rights or to recruit or approve such a
thi,rd party, and will not be acting as your fiduciary in any such efforts. If
the Rights are sold to a third pa1ty who subsequently defaults, Safeguard's
only obligation will be to pay to you or your designee the balance, if any,

If, wi1hin

~>ne

perm~ent

;

9
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tlJat would be due und~r this subparagraph. Safe~a:rd rilay, without any
legal obligation and solely in its discretipp, attempt to'.fucate another third
party willing to assume the obl_igatiotlS due .to. you under ~ first sale.., to
the extent then possible; howev.~r, .in all iiiStances Safeguard may transfer
the Rights on such telll1$ and conditia:os. ~s .it b:cifulves· be in its
best
interest and suitable for its awn p~rpOSC$ whetMr dr·not this would affect
the return to you or ybur designee.

to

(D)

.own

In no event will you be p~r:t.nitte_d to as~gn your Righ~ Qt. to. receive any
payments under this paragra:p!J. unle$ :yqu -er -your p!(i'S'QI\al tepiesen.tative
execute: a writt~n agreement wi.th Safeguar.p ~q til:~ ·-nur<r par~Y, cGntajning
SU!;;h tenn.s and c.on.ditio.n.s as Saf~auar~ may;r~a:s<;;Uihiy r~quesl
·
For ·the. purpa.se of aDs paramrapb, ll~ w,~ll. 11.& p-a;t&gtap.l:tS. Hl ang 12, this
AgJiE;JeU1et\t -shaU be .d!'l.eni~i!Jo ba~e: et>~~~~.Q. ~n.Apii12'0-, -1!99~.

'12:.

PAYMENTS .AFTER: Tl£'RM1MATJON•

.Safeguard will make parments to you i'lft~r .te.onirta.tiQ'ti .of this Agreru:nent 1U.t<:ter
the follO'r'Vhlg ¢irolitl1stant::es:
(A)

If Safeguar.d temililates· this Agree,ni-el1t. f'qr- any. .0fthe re!l~PllS ~E~t .fo_rtli in
paragraph I 0, if ~ou die or ~.ecpme ,P&ti~anently cJi.sa~~ee! Within· the. fust
five (5) year~ or ~f you term~te this· .Agree.me~t, .Saf~guatd_. wlll, subject
to paragraph 12(0), pay ydu (O'i' your beneficiar~~) fqr two {2.) yeaus after
the effective dati! 9f tef.minatibn .50% Qf fu.e :~o.nll'ni8sio11s· generated on all
repeat sales of Safegulil:d Systems thFlt ai.'Y. ti;md.t:: duting such pepod. to
customers from wh0m you -we~~ entif!~ ~Q j!}cei:v.e commissions white this
Agre.ement was s'tiU in effect. Safegua:rd.wiJl not, hmveve.r,- 'Qlak~ MY such
paytrients if during -the two ye!lr pei'iod w.i!liin the- T~nito:ry yo'U ~r- :your
shareholders, ageo:ts ot employ¢es; directly or -in'EiiJ:ec.tly, self, atfeinp:t to
sell, or a_ssist others in ~elling r:ir· attempt:il:rg tq ~ell s~rvJ~es. products, or
supplies whicli are c-ompetitive with Sa'fegw!(d. sel'Yi.c.es, products or
supplies, either on.yo11r own behalfp_r qn l:leb!!Ifq!O'the~;s lfJr if'you fa:~ to
deiiv~r to us within. two (2) pusip~s~ gays, effP,e date ·of.te.tlllinaticm, all of
the Safe_gtiard trade ser;:r.ets aM col}fi~e~~'<JllnfQhnation list~d in P.!i,ragraph
13, and co.operate with l:ls (a~ des.crjb.ed .in paril~aph -13) ·In the tr;msfet of
the customer accounts. to us ttr to our representative.

(B)

If after this Agreement has bee.n fu. effect for mo.re than. five (.;5) y~ars .(i)
you die or become permanently-O.iiiabl~d; .or (ii) you ·transfer your R1ghts to
Safeguard pursuant to- pai:agtij.ph l1(AJ, Sa:fti:guard Will, subject to
.paragraph _12(D), pay you (or yo-ar benefici~ries) for four (4) years.a:'ftet· the
effective date of tcnnination .50% of th.e commissions generated on all
repeat sales of Sa:feiDJard Systems ~haJ are in~de during such period to
customers from whom you were entitle.d tb r~cei.ve commissions while this
Agreement was still in effect. Safeguard will net, h_owever, make any such
payments if during the four year period with~ the Territory you or your
shareholders, ~gents or employees, directly or ind4'ectly, selJ, attempt to
sell, or assist others in selling or attempting to sell seFVices, ·products or
supplies which are competitive with Safeguard services, products or
supplies either on your own behalf or on behalf of others, or if you fail to
deliver to us within two (2) business days of the date of tennination all of
10
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the SafegJiard trl!de s_eerets and confidential infonnation listed in paragraph
13, ·and cooP,etate With us (!IS described in paragra~h q) in the transfer ·of
the_s~ customer-accounts to us or to ~mr repres.eht~ve.

(C)

Yo-Q. (or your beneficiaries) will also be entitied to atlditional p-ayments if
you 3:r~ .entitled to payments under subparagraph (B) ami ifa third party is
J;'~CJ:!llte_(J, who m:~ets Bateguard's tea5onable standm:ds for selectjon ·as a
distnbuWt lhen in ·e:ff&lt, including, without limitation, the. criteria ·
'descnl:i!:ld ill _piii:a:~pli ll(B) above, and wb.o agrees to purchase your
Rights. Th~ -additiGma! ;payments will equal the difference between the:
amount which tht;: thll:!1 party -agrees to pay fot tlie p\ltchase of s.uch .Rights
~d lae @:!Olin'!; :pa:Y.!lbf~ to J.{).U under -SUb,Ijar.agfaph 12(B) :~"\Ji:>¥e•
.e;'a,~gJ.Jatd has ~d. i!SSUilXetJ no du'ty te assist you o:r· yo.ur. estate to JPa.ke
--s:uc!J_ a: sal~ (lFfhe Rights.. oi'fo r.ecr.uit.or approve 51,1ch a_1hlnr p_a:tty,.:e'(tce,lJt·
unQei::~ll.rJlrerf c:wt~nt.imdre~onable-~tf!lldqrds. If the Rights' 1,1te sold loa
~lm.d 'party· -who subsequen~lydefaults, Safeguaf,d:s· oniy oblig-atiQn will· be
-te I?a.Y t~ ypu ~~· bal$1t:e, 1f~y, .~t wbUli:l b.e due under sub'paiagraph
1'1(8).

(D)

B.

.

If t~. ~~~~mcr~t- ~_~~at~ f~r. -~y reason. -before all of the n:QDllilY.
<;Qtl'li'nl.SSJP"ll .d~.al!-ettons -set forth :m paragraph 6(D) have .been WI~Pbeld
:frpm ytilJ, y~u. -Sh!l.ll. bav~ l'lb. pers.onal liability for the r~maioir!g bal~ce,
b:U.(, conv~rsely; you shall.·no.t be entifl~d to a re:fun:d or. r~Ql.1p.bi¢1it:!5f Jl~y
monthly dedu~tions previou~ly made, 8+1~ you s)laU a)s.o :teceiV.~ J10
paymmts uncler pru;~graph 11 or 12 unless a{l'lii).gsmieots are rn.adl!: m
Wl'iting, that ar~ ~ppl:oVe'd oy ~afeguard in its discretion, und~' whic.h the
·reffi!l'incler of'suph-~tnfnmt set forth in paragraph 6(D) is co'ilected in :full;_ as
well as .any l~an balanees owed by you to Safeguard.

NON-lJtSCi..O~U!Ui: .OF CONFIDEDttiAL INFORMATION AND NON-

·aoMPETITlON.

. .

In .consjderation: c>f .Safeguard's appointing you as ~ dlstribt)to;r of Safeguard
Systems, al'!d in reeogni'tlon- that as· a sales agent you have ~n .obligation to yom;
principal to return all'.of=Safeguar~'s trade secrets er other con:fiqeJ;l,tjal iti:fqnnation.
upo-n ti;r~: te-rmlrJat.ion o_f the ttge.ncy_, you agre6 that upQn the ·termination of this
Agt~-em~.t f<?t any _rea11onyo~ (fo:r purposes ofthls paragraph "you" inciludes.yeu,
y.o\lt-sl:lal'ehol!:f~rs, ag~-!ltS ana emPloyees, indi:vidiially as well as co1lecl:'ively) will
im:rr_rediately r~tur!J to .Saf~gt)ard all originals and copies of Safeguard customer
filE!$, c~tls anq reqprds- (inpludll)g _past ordering history, sa.mples and :imprints),
Safegt\ard customer lists, proprietary computer softw~e ~nd related·
doc::umeatatidn, price boo~ or price lists, product manuals or o_ther prod~lCt
training-.matedals in your r~pec!ive possession, custody or contro'l;' :md au sales
aids, :'!ales brochures; dE:sign form trays, demonstration boards, a·nd other
s_a.f~gua:r.d sales JJ'laterials which w{lre given to you by Safeguard. You agree that
these .are trade secre.t:s and confide_ntial information belonging to Safeguard and
neither you nor any of your shareholders, agents or employees will (i) djsclose any
of su.eh trade secrets or confidential iofonnation about Safeguard or the .na:tur;e of
its busmess to any third- parties, (Ii) permit any such confidential i.Qformatipn to
become known by any such third party, or (iit) retain or use any sucli'irifonnation
other than in connection with se-rving as a Safeguard Distributor.

II
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Upon tennination of this Agr.eement. for .ap;y rc~on you agree that you will not
disparage Safeguard, its products or its distn1mtois and .that you shall assign to:
Safeguard or its designee :furthe:r use of all b:usinBSs telephone number(s), :fu<:simile
machine numbet(s), and post office bo~ 11\milier(s-) pte.viously·used in cdnnection
with yo.ur Safeguard distributorsrup. Ya:q \lgret( tb.4t ;tipo.rr tefllli:nation ·of this
Agreement (or, if requested ·b;y Safegt,tard, .at.!lllY time priQr .tb.ereto fu which event
such docurp.eiJ.tS may be postdated by·Sa{i;lguil(g), you will.sign such documents a;s.
may be required by .the telephone cornpan,y br post e:ffice to effeGtuate such
assignment. If you fail.or refuse to do .So .by this Agreement you "a!"poiht and
consent. to &lfe.guard~ senfuig as your. represent~1~ve. to exepute ~y such.
dooli1nents on your behalf. You agree· that yo~ .ShAll prali:fl:)tly roJ:Ward tb
S.afeguard (or its desjgnee.) all -rn~, o_t4~xs pr. o~et cetr~pohi;l.enee :teeeiv~d b;y
you at ~y o:fyour ~omE: or bMin~s ad<li;~li!ll~lHlft~t·tb.e date·o.f termination 'that
are addressl!l! to or o~ t~late to .Sa!egulli"d, .ari<i: that y0u sha;ll adv.is~t
persd.ns· who .call your howe .telE:phone numb.e~s asking :fQ~ Sa!egu~t'<il, of the rt~w
teieph0ne nlll:i:J.bers at w.blch Safeg\lard {er "its d~gn;ee) can be r.e-aoh~d.
Als~,

for .a period af two f?>: y.e¥s ~~ th1s A,gr.e~~ent js te~ted, withih the

Territory~ y.ou agre~ that ;qeifu~r .Yl:>~. ~;~:Or :my Q.f y6.1lr shat~hq.ld~rs, a~ents or·
etnploy,~~:~b.cdl djrect!y ·ot:ijldire~f.ly.. ·OJ?. ).o)lr -9i' tliejr m.wn ;"!J·e:lialf ot on 6c~l.f of

any of1;t$'·p~rson, <lOnipany o~ ·elitit:J.;. solicit,. scl11 -attempt 'to sell1 or assist oili~rs in
sellfug $.y.s"tems or serVices, supplies or :product!!. ·c<5m.p~titi:ve With !lyg!'ltqs,
serviees, supplies or produc~s available ~om Safegp~d i6 any: Sa.feguard
customers :from whom y.ol!- had se!i<;ited qroers. or with whom.ybu ha.d otherwise
done bus.Iness·prior to such ferroiQ._ati"on date.

1f either you or your shai:(!hotder!l, .agent~ pr eil)plo;¥ees violate ~Y 0f the abpve
·!l.greements, you acknowledge that Safeguard's remeay·at "la,w for violation w.ill be
inadequa,te. Safeguard will be entitled to te"'.U!porary arid permanent equitable relief
to prohibit you or them from continu·ing to ·violate "this Ag~<ee.rpent even if no
money· damages can be proven;· provic,lt:d, howe:ver, ·tli.at na~g .stared herein shall
be construed so as to preclnde Safegua;rd ~o· reaover app,ropriate mtinetary
damag~s.

In the e:V~nt any of the provisions ofparagF_a~ 13 are deemea to exceed the time
or geographic limitationS pei1:ilj,tted by app.liMble laws, you ·and we agr-ee that the
prov.isiOI!s are essential for Safegi.lard~s pretecti0n and that. they l!ball be ref9rme!1
to the maximum time or geog:raphic"limitation pe:rmitted by applicable law~.

14.

RELATIONSHIP TO OT.HER AGREEMENTS:
This Agreement is the sole underst,an.diog and agre~ment of the parties with"
respect to its subject matt~t and shall supers~de and .replace any. agreement_
covering the products and servic.es covered b.y this Agreement prev1.0usly slgned
by us, as well as all prior or contemporaneous und!;lrstandings and agreements-,
written or oral.
·

15.

NO WAIVER/NO IMPLIED COVENANTS:
If any provision or pan of this· Agreement sbatl.be.held inY.alid, .the rest. of. the..
Agreement shall still be binding upon each of the parties, such invalid provision or
part being deemed severable in nature. Jn addition, if either party elects not to
enforce any of the terms of the Agreement at any time, its fail1,1re to do so shall not
be deemed a waiver of its right to enforce that or any other part at some later time.
12
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SAFEGUARD'S ELECTION N:OT TO ENFORCE ANY OF THE TERMS AND
COfn)lTIONS OF ITS Slli.flLAR AGREEMENTS WITH OTHER
OIST:RIJ3UTQRS SHALL NOT PREidDIC~ NOR AFFECT ITS lUGHT TO
ENFO.RCB SUCH TERMS AN"P CONDITIONS OF TillS AGREEMENT
AGAINST YOU.
1:6.

BINDIN:G EFFECT OF THiS. AGREEMENT:

This Agreem.~nt.'l!Mll be .binding not only 6n you and Safeguard, but also on each
ofth!'l' heirs; ex~¢utor.s, su<;cessors and assigns of the parties:
1'7.

MlSCELLANE.O,US:
f\menc:Iment. tfeitJret. UJ..e: Agree~ep~ 'U?r any of its pr~v.isio~ may tle
.~e,nd.e~ Q,r W,?1Ve€f e:X~p~ by .8, WiltJ.ng Slgtted by the party a.gafust whom
.enf.O~\:ie'tn~t of:t,h~$Up.~i:J.dme.Dt or waiV.er .is sought.
(B):

pefaU:l(~;\f'Sa'f'e.gyard. .Safeguard sha:ll-not be deemed to have eo.~tteP-•9
br.e~~h .et.·i;Jefau1t c:>f iuiy.ebligatio.n or pr,o:visi~.n, of thi!; Agr~~m!3nt· "Q.til~$ It
sh!lll bav~ b'ec:;q,give~· wri!:t~n :poiio~ by ,you 'O~ignating j:he sp~qifi¢ aat .ot
pr~'fisifln: !!>(wliib.h:the~(l h~ been a fa:jlu;re ·qfpe~omia~ce, an~ ~afe@alXJ
spa:lJ, M'V~~:ta.iled to ;p:erfopn sue;h act 'or comply w1th such proV'lSmn w1tliin
.thJtty (~QJ .~ay{l.a:aet.re~~ip:t ofsuch ·notice.

(C)

t.irmtation Gff Damages. The damages ·recoverable by either party J;rereto
for .any e<>Iitroversy or claim; whether for breach of contract, tort, v.io.Iation
.of statute, ·or otherw.i.s;,..based upo11, !!rising out o£: or·rel!).ted ~9 tl;rls
Agret:.n;~yn~, a brea~h thereof, or the commercial or economic r:Sla.t~GlJ.
·.b'e.tween tb,e p.afties, S:ftALL BE IJMlTED TO ACTUAL 01\MAGES

FQ'R. ·C'O~RCIAL LOSS. NEITBER PARTY HERETO SHALL BE
'J.O Tl:"EE· OTEER FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES,. OR 'FO'R
COMPENSATORY DAMAGES FOR EMOTIONAL DISTRESS.

J. .IA:BLE
(D)

Limitation Df Actions. The parties mutually agree that any claim of a.q.y
k~ ·based l!P0!!1, arising out ot: or related. to this Agreement, a br.eaqh
tiJ.et~~f; or ·th~ ·(:QlJiine,t*l 9r ecoJ).omi,c rel~tion between the pat.des,

+>HAJ.J. ~E ·~AAF;ED '(JNI;.E~S AS.SERTED :BY THE COMPLA!NING

PARTY ~y T~ COMMENCE'MENT OF AN ACTION WITHIN ONE

YEAR AFrER T:t!E FIRST INACTION OR ACTION TO WHICH THE
CLAIM MLATES.

18.

GOVERNJN.G LAW:
This Agreement ~h~ beco.Jlle effec~ive when executed and accepted qy us ip,P(}pnsylvania and it ~hall b~ governed and construed under and in ac.cotchmce with
the law:s of P.en:osylvania.

19.

RELIANCE UPON OWN JUDGMENT:
Each pfthe parties acknow.ledges that in executing this Agreement it relies solely
on his, her or its own judgment, belief and knowledge, and such advice as he, 'sb.e
or it may have received from his, her or its own counsel, and, except f0r
representations expressly s~t forth ·herein, that party has nol been influenced by any
representations or statemenls made by the other party or his, her or its counsel.
13
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20..

FULL DlS.CLOS.UREJN.O·ORAL_REPRESENTATlONS:
By

signfug

this

Agreement

:you

acknoWledge

that

NO

ORAL

'REPRESENTATIONS CONTRARY TO ANY 0F THE WRITTEN TERMS OF
THIS AGREEMENT HAVE BEEN MADE TO YOU BY ANYONE
ElyiPLOYED BY OR REPRES.EN.r'rnG SAFEGUARJ). You. specifically
aolmowledge that Safeguarq ·has e»pl~ip.ed f9 you. that (1) it cannot provide
assurances that ·it will proyide Y91l: wlth ll)lli.mit.~a :Qt any·predetemiin.ed.level of
S¥PPO~ ·or tra4$Jg, (2:) ~t .lJ.P.Y of ·rhe "S-afegtiard· custGmeli8. id~ntlfie~ it!
Attaohment B, subsection (.ii.) willto:etiilue.to teorde:r the same pr~tJ.~t or s:im,ilar
amounts .iJ;l the future, (3) tl:iat any su~h custonmr ·!!~JU ~e}D~ ·m blJsines~ Ot' may
n.!:it app~.ar ~or.«<. tban.ance on the :list, ,P9s~'i)Jlyqnder .qjff~e.n~ .i:J.amt$, or .(4} tha:t
ybu :will a'ttflm the·net .sales q'!lot.~ s.et !lliJ;t~ .ii) .P..ar~~:v.~·lOQ.l), Qt -mili:ieve any
other ·sales or earnings fQrecasls J:J;ra.t.J;Ia.ve· b·e~.4e-V:el~p~ii ey Sate,gJlitrd .and y.ou.
You unde~;stand ·.~at SafegUIU"i:l: .O.tily·-t~p.r:~iftS l@ ·y.o\1. .tJlat the eilstt>mers who$'e·
nam¢s are list~d iii ::;ubsection ·(il) to 4tra;cbmert B-. hav.e i;n ~l}:e Pl'IS~ b!:>\lg)lt.
·SafegJ.lat-d pr.o.(lu.c~-s . ~d servlees. ·yzqrr .At:Jrpil_OW!f:;Bp~B. 1l:IAT. ANY·

DISCUSSIONS ¥0~ 'MAY HA-VE. ~ WIT~ $AF.'E.GU~ .~OW .A:Wf
BXP.ECI'ATION OF FUTTJ.RE 0~f;R~ FltON{.S"Ut.!:ff CU:S!.QMER$ HA-VE
JNVOLVEJ? ESTIMAT~ Q~Y; ·J~~ als.e a;~kno~ie~~~ ihat ~Q~ 'timl.e reeeiv.~d

an el!planation of how the ·pn!le 9! .th~ .ac;co"Qn~ :pr.dteot1on :qglits· set forth ·m:
patagraph 6(0) t41<1 how the !Ulll.JJal. quota ··set fo$1n para.gta'ph,l O(D) bas been
calcUI!)ted, that these cornpjjtafiohs are satisfaQto.cy, ·and that the quotas are
.rE:"asonable and ll.tlainable by you. You have re~d tbe .A.grtil~iil~J;I.t carefully attd
hir~e been encouraged by Safeguard to revl~w .it wfth an attorn~y ofy,our cboice,
and you agree to be bound by !tste~,
21.

DISPUTES/ARBITRATION'/\V..AlVE~ OF .JURY TRIAL:

(A)

Al1y di~pute b~tween. you· iind ~qther Safeguard distributor, ·inaluding, fur
example, disputes relatmg .to claims =£hat you (or any ef your agents or
employees) have violated &UOpa~:a·grcwhs (A} and (B) 0fparagraph 8 above
or your claim that anathei ·S-afeiDJard aistri_b\)tor .bas violated similar
covenants or obligations, arising -fro.m his 91: lrer Distribti.tQr Agreement(s)
with Safeguard~ ~ay be r~plv,'f1Q by Sategul!Id P.Urs!JAll1t, 'to its written
policies then in effeat, t>:r i~ l;Olly·b.e submitt~ ~o a·_p~el ofat least three· (3)
disinterested an.<l neutral Di~tq.'bli.tOI:s .(to b.6 ~elected :fr0m a list provided by
Safeguard). You agree to.abid~ by.the.d~~ision·ofeit'her Safeguard or such
panel, w.bich, in the absenc._e of cle.ar and. convincing evidence of fraud or
conflict of inten~st, will be final and 'binding· and ~o t appealable to any court
of law or otherwise, and you agree that you shall not file, claim, sue or·
cause or permit to be filed.or olairn~d acy action fo'r legal or equit~ble relief
(including for damages, izijun!!tive, declar~;~tory, monetary or other relief)
against either Safegttal'd or any member(~) of such panel involving ·any
dispute submitted to or adjudicated by Safeguard or the panel. ·

(B)

In the event of any dispute between you and Safeguard based upon, arising
in connectioa with, or related to the interpretation af this Agreement or a
claimed br.each ther~of, the. parti·es• resp~tive rigb.ts (\;Ud obligatjons unde(
this Agreement, or from ·alleged· tortious conduct or statutory violations·
related in any way, directly or indirectly, either to this Agreement or to the
parties' commercial or economic relationship, and except as otherwise
provided in subparagraph (A) above, you and we agree that THE ISSUES
14
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THAT WILL BE RAISED IN SUCH DISPUTE WILL BE DIFFictJtT
AND COMPLEX SO THAT~ LAWSUIT RESULT~G FROM
SUCH A CONTR.OVERBY WILL BE TRIED BEFORE A COURT OF
CQM;PETB_NT JURlSDICTION BY A JUJ)GE Sfi'TING wiTHOUT A
ilJ.RY.
YbU HEREBY KNOWINGLY, VOLUNTARILY AND.
INTENTIONALLY WAiVE ANY RIGHT YOU MAY HAVE TO A
:rRlf.tC. BY JUR:Y JN RESPECT TO LITIGATION RELATI~ TO ANY
OF THE FOREGOING MAITBRS, AND YOU ACKNOW.:U:DGE
'IllA:T 'I;'HlS 'PROVISIO;N IS A MATERIAL DIDUCEMENT :Fb:R;
SAFEGU~·s.-mn'ERING INTO TfllS AGREEMENT WITH 'YOlL
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC,.
J;;o"

Date,:

.

.

LL.,r.\1,\1\~1
\j
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Attachment A

You shall ha-ve the non-exclusive rigb~ to 9all 0n prospective users of Safeguard Systems
iri..the geographical area descnbed below.

ALL COUNTIES IN THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO WITII THE EXCEPTION OF THE
FOLLOWlNG:

.

mt>ALGO

.LUNA

·GRANT

smRAA
Q"F.aRP

OONAANA

L$AEDDY

16
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Att~chment

B

You slial! bl!!ve the e(.{clusiv.e right to tb.e applicable corn'rl'lissions on ·sales of Safeguard
Systemsta:
.
(i) .each £.ustomer in the Temtory whose fiist order .of Safeguard Systems is direc;tly tll,e
result :of :your 6fforts an~ is credited. to you, except National Accounts, Banks (and B:mk
referrals):. ;:md ofu.er inflpen!l(e keys :with r~ect to which you have failed to comply with
paragra,ph ~(C); .and
(.ii) tli:e Safe~atd g_usto:mers Us.ted. in Safegliatli computer under Distributor# 4R3. '!}

In .~dd]tion>. your ~xclusiv.e right to iz.ommissions on sales of Safeguard Syst~il:IS to am''
customer shall ·exp.ir.e if·that customer· has .n0t p\lr<ihased any S~feguard ~ystem withiQ .th~s~
(36) mon~~ n:(t'er: the fnvoi~e d.ilte of sueh ~ustomer's last prior purch11Se of any Safeigua,rd
System.

*'

I frio If~t pf ~u~tomers is physically attaches:] hereto, you should.iruTial this page to indicate that
such a list was previ'ously fumi~hed to you. You should not sib'll the Agreement or initial this··
page unless such a list is being or bas been furnished to you by Safeguard.

DISTRIBUTOR AGREEMENT .u.S
corporarion

17
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ADDENDUM NO. 1

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCf OR SERVICE
One-Write Accounting Systems - manual system in which severaJ formS fo:r
di~ent rec(mling functions are held in alignment ori compact \'Y.riti!1g bp.aJ;gs SP
that a si:qgle writing on the top form prodilc~s .the satne entry OJ! tb.e forms ~l.ie.a.tb.
througti use of carbon of "no-carbon required;, p~per. .Also- .included in this
pro.duqt lip.e are the ~iting boards, tr~ys, bin.ders and other non-paper·items sold
in conjunction -.,vitb the forms.

COMMISSI.ON RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT TO YOU
3·5% of net s~les·, subject to the terms .ci£ ilie payment and ehar:geoack pt6:viSio:fis
desc:ribed in the Distrtbutor Agreement.
·
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ADDENDUM NO.2

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF.PRODUCT OR SERVICE
a.

Financial Reporting Program "" .a batch-mode computerized Genera:l
Ledger system used t-o prepa~;e Financial Statements for smaU ·and medium
.sized busihe~ses, The basic Fitianciru Statements include a Balance Sheet,
Ear.i)ings "Statement and the GeQeral Ledger.

b.

Pr0fessional Timekeeping Svstem "" a batch process~g service available. to
a:c~o:untants, arcliiteGts,, ~nglneers-~nd t9 either profes:;ionals that provides
them with detailed ·inf0rmatibn on .the utilization of time for billing and
mali.agement pUrpOseS.

-

COMMISSION-RATE A.ND TERM$ 0F.PAYMENT TO YOU
15% of n:~t s.al~ for. ~ch pz:oduct; subje~t to ·the terms. Qf the payment and
char~eback provisions aeseriaed.m:the "Distributor Agreement.

SET UP POLICY:
Commission of l_lli on all cbarge,s billed to the customer for Financial Reporting
Program set up cb.lu;g~.
With respect to the ProressiQnal Timekeeping System, if a Safeguard Account
Represent:;ttive -does t:he set up, Safeguard will keep the $200.00 base charge as
well as all additional fees. However, if an Account Representative employed by
the Distributor and certffi.ed by Safeguard does the set up, the Distributor shall be
entitled to tl1e base C:harge, and Safeguard.shall be entitled to all additional fees.
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ADDENDUM NO.3
NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Dental Practice System - a batch-mode computerized busi:o~s syst~ro for dentistS
that generates weekly. and monthly infotm<~-tion on pl'oduction, collections,
receivables, insurance, recall and other dental bu~iness indicaters.

-G0;MM1SSION ~TE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT TO YOU
15% of net sales, subject to the t.erms of the payment and cbatgeba,~k prQvisions~el!cribed in the Distributor Agre~tnent.
·

SET TJP POLICY
If a Safeguatd Account Representative handl~s the set up, the- set up and
conversion· :tee will be retained by Safeguard.

If an Account Representative employed by the

Dis~ibutor and certified by
Safeguard handles the set up, the Distributor shall be entitled to the set up and
conversion fee.
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ADDENl)UM NO. 4
NAME AND DESC.RIPTION Of' PRODUCT QR SERVICE

Medical Practice System -- a batch-mode e0mputerized accounts receivable system
for the physician's office or m~dical~r~lated 'finns. It provides weekly and monthly
infonnation on production, c.ollections, rec-eivables, insurance, billing statements,
ahd other financial ffilUl!lgement rc:ports.
CO:MMISSTON RATE AND TERMS OF P.A:YMENT TO YOU
.1§% of net sales, subje~t 'to the ter;ms ¢ tb.e payment .and chargeback provisions
qescribed in the DistributQr J\:gr.eel;nefit.

SET UP POLICY
If a Safeguard Account Representative handles the set up, the set up and
conversion fee will be retained by SafeguaF.d.
If an Account Representative employed by the Distnbutor and certified by
Safeguard handles the set up, the Dis.tributo.r shall be entitled to the set up and
conversion fee.
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ADDENDUM NO.5

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT ·OR SERVICE
Computer Forms -- forms that fit the reqliiretnents of perspijitl and busin~~s
<:omp.uters and which are generally sold in quantities of .500 to 10,000.. The foiiDS
consist of Pre-set fonns which are stock items desigQed to fit n~erol!ls h;u:d,v.are
and software combinations; Semi-cus.tom tQr:rps whiab, ~e s.old wh~ Ui«;lt:e is not
enough volume in an item to stock 1~ as a P-re-s~i:; Cus.tpm Fonns which are
designed iO customer preferenc~, envelopes run in:continuous fashiGn; letterheai:l;
arid. ~ltiecks run in coutinuous fusbioiL

·C"OMMISStQN RATE .AND TERMS OF PAYMENT TO Y.OU .
.Safeguard shall sell and, pursuant to .the Distnbutor Agreement, bill teD tl;te
c~stomer- computer forms orders only at :the pric;:e agreed tp and a,~cepl:eQ oy
Safeguard. Saflilguard shall maintain a schedule, whid:i. rna:y :fron:1 time to tiq~,e be
changed by Safeguard at its sole disGFetion upon written :no~ce ·to Distnl;J"j.ltors,
setting f0rth for each computer form prod.uct line the IIiin.i:m~ price at which
Safeguard is willing to Sell the product. Your commission will be ~he difference·
between the price agreed to and accepted by Safeguard for the sale of any
cornputer fonns hereunder ~nd the minimum price for such product on the
sch~dule then in effect, subj~ct to the terms of payment and chargeback provisions
described in the Distributor Agreement.
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ADDENDUM NO.6

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE

Color Co.e:led Filing $yl;ten1 -- A SyStem utilizing open shelf filing with end tab file
folders sold under tQ.e '!ia:tne Saff!gilard' Color Sentry and designed around a series
of labels. Each label bas aii a:rea for its own ·color code and space for a letter or
num):>er_ These laools are ~~ ·applied to the en:d tabs of the file folders in
sequence Qeten;nin¢"d bytb..e·W¢r - ~ftlier Alphabetic, Numeric or Terminal Digit_
CO:MMISSION RATE.AND TERMS OF PA)'1y.m.NT TO YOU
3S%. of net sales of lab~Js, :fOlders, pr.ote<ttors-, she'lf guides, envelope folders and
shelving subject to tilEr terms ~fpaymen't atld chai'gcback provisions described in
the Distributor Agre~i:i:le.nt.
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ADDltNDUM NO, 7

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Color Master Filing System -- A system utilizing custom cabinets With drawers
that accommodate :files that are suspended by' plastic hangers and color .Qo.ded witlt
tep loading tabs. These tabs are utilized te coler · code th~ alph~bet, dieo.t
inferinat:i~:m and a recall system according to a customer's nee&.

C-0MMJS.SION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT TO YOU
35% .of.net sales of labels, tabs, folclers, envelope poueh~s, and shelvir!g subject ta
th.e t~~ of pl_lyment and ellf!l"geback provisions· desetibed rfi -the Distdbuto~·
.A,gt~~ment.

DEFINITIONS AND OTHER C0l\1MENTS

Ih.order to receive and be entitled to pa'Y.Jllent under Paragraph!l12(A) o:r 12(B), a
customer must have purchased Color Master Filing Systems from you prior to tl1e
date o·fyour termination.
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•
ADDENDUM NO.8

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Personal System (PS-3) --A simplified C.)leak;-writing one-write system' for home
and personal use. Included :in this pr-04Jtqt li:Q,e are the fo.rms which comprise the
system and the writing boards, envelopes, binders and other non-paper items sold
in conjunction with tlie fotms.

COMMISSION RATE AND T~RMS GF·PAYMENT T0 YOU
25% of net sales, subject to ·fulil tenns or tM pa}'lll.en.t
described ih the Distributor Agreem~:t;~t.

and ehnrgeback provisions
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'
ADDENDUM NO. 9

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE

Automated Pavroll Services (Safe-Pay, Safe-Pay Connection, Safe--Pay Plus)-- the
.Plio·cessing of clients' :payroll, inG!uding

~becks

and dir.ect {!eposits,.

wh~re

available, and tax reports, based on teleph:one, mail or ele'ctromc input.
At the client's option, payroll tax filing services are
cha:rge.

avaifabl~

ror an ,additil:mal

C01vllv.IISS10N RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT TO YOU

15%
50%
20%

net Payroll Processing reventie (inciuding tax: filing. and W-2
processing)
on net client set-up charges (fur either payroll processing or tax:
filing)
on ancillary products (payroll binders, e!)Velope$)
0n

Subject to the cbargeback and terms of payment provisions of the Distributor Agreemep.t.
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Kevin' A. Adams (Ca. SBN 239171)- pro hac vice
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MULCAHYLLP
Four Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Telephone: (949) 252-9377
Facsimile: (949) 252-0090
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
)
corporation; THURSTON
)
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation~
)
Plaintiffs,
)
)
v.
)
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
INC., a Delaware corporation;
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a
Delaware corporation; DELUXE
CORPORATION, a Minnesota
corporation,
Defendants.

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR LEAVE TO
AMEND TO ADD PRAYER FOR PUNITIVE
DAMAGES

~
)
)

~

)
)
)
)
)

__________________________)

PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND TO ADD PRAYER
FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES
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Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises, Inc. ("T3 Enterprises") and Thurston Enterprises, Inc.
("Thurston") (collectively, "Plaintiffs"), respectfully move the Court to enter an Order allowing
leave to Plaintiffs to amend their complaint to add a prayer for punitive damages for the First
Claim for Relief (Breach of Contract by Thurston against Safeguard); Second Claim for Relief
(Breach of the Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing by Thurston against Safeguard); Third
Claim for Relief (Tortious Interference with Contractual Relations by T3 against Deluxe); Fomih
Claim for Relief(Tortious Interference with Contractual Relations by Thurston against Deluxe);
Seventh Claim for Relief (Tortious Interference with Prospective Economic Advantage by T3
against Deluxe); Eighth Claim for Relief(Tortious Interference with Prospective Economic
Advantage by Thurston against Safeguard and Deluxe); Eleventh Claim for Relief (Breach of
Contract re March 6, 2014 Protected Customer Transfer Agreement by Thurston against
Safeguard) and Twelfth Claim for Relief (Fraud in the Inducement by Thurston against
Safeguard).
An amendment to add punitive damages should be permitted because there is a
reasonable likelihood that Plaintiffs can prove facts at trial sufficient to support an award of
punitive damages against Defendants Safeguard, Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. ("SAl")
(Safeguard Business Systems and SAl to be collectively referred to "Safeguard" hereinafter) and
Deluxe on each ofthe aforementioned claims.

First, Safeguard and Deluxe blatantly and willfully breached and interfered with the
Plaintiffs' distributor agreements knowing full well the effects of their actions. When Deluxe and
Safeguard approved the acquisitions of Idaho Business Forms ("IBF") and DocuSource they
knew that the acquisitions would result in violations of Plaintiffs' contractual right to exclusively
sell to its protected customers. Nevertheless, Deluxe and its' wholly owned subsidiary Safeguard
willfully and knowingly ran rough-shod over those rights because they considered those to be
- 1PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND TO ADD PRAYER
FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES
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merely incidental and entirely subordinate Lo the multi-faceted benefits to Deluxe and Safeguard
in connection with its acquisitions ofDocuSource and IBF.

Second, punitive damages are merited in that Safeguard and Deluxe fraudulently
concealed and misrepresented the contractual breaches and customer confusion. Safeguard
employees, most prominently its general counsel Michael Dunlap (acting on behalf of his clients
Safeguard and Deluxe) and IBF management Tressa McLaughlin and Jamie McCormick, all
worked to conceal the Safeguard services and products sales that were being made to Plaintiffs'
Protected Customers. When later confronted by Plaintiffs, they misrepresented what they knew
about the sales and denied they were occurring.

Third, Defendants' behavior is more egregious in light of the franchisor-franchisee
relationship with the Safeguard distributors. Defendants, with the express knowledge that
Plaintiffs are :financially vulnerable distributors, have intentionally sought to harm their
distributorship businesses. Defendants thereby attempted to damage the businesses that Plaintiffs
had spent decades building. Defendants' conduct was an extreme deviation from any reasonable
standard of conduct and was committed with an utter disregard for the consequences that would
be inflicted upon Plaintiffs.

Fourth, Deluxe and Safeguard, along with their executives, directly profited fi·om their
illicil actions. The acquisitions ofiBF and DocuSource increased Safeguard's revenue and
profits. Its executives' bonuses, tied to revenue, were increased and/or obtained as a direct result.
r

furthermore, Deluxe was able to profit from these acquisitions through the sales that the
conveited IBF and DocuSource sales representatives drove into the Deluxe manufacturing plants.
Punitive damages are merited when a party disregards the contractual rights and customer
relations of another for its own :financial benefit.

-2PLAINTIPFS' MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND TO ADD PRAYER
FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES
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Fifth, actual damages will not deter Deluxe and Safeguard from continuing their
behavior. Defendants' conduct is not confined to hamting Plaintiffs. Deluxe and Safeguard have
violated tht: contractual rights anJ interfered with the protected customers of over 300 Safeguard
distributors by making similar acquisitions across the cottntry. Paying actual damages to the two
distributors who had the resolve to fight back against Defendants' illegal actions is 1wthing more
than a drop in the b\lcket !or Defendants. Punitive damages are a necessity if Defendants are to
be deterred
This motion is based upon the record belbre the CouJt, including the supporting
memorandum orlaw and declarations of counsel James M. Mulcahy, Roger Thurston and Dawn
Teply, and exhibits thereto, lilcd contemporaneously herewith. The factual and legal suppon for
this motion is set forth in the accompanying memonmdum of law.

DATED: July 5, 2016

MOFFATT THOMAS

By:

t~

C. Clayton Gill, 1Sl3 No. 4973
Attorneys for Plaintiff
T3 Enterprises, Inc. nnd Thurston
Enterprises, Inc.

L)ATP.D: July 5, 2016

MtJl.CAH Y LLP

By:
James M. Mulcahy· pro
Dougla:il R. Luther- pro
Attorneys for Plaimiffs
T3 Enlr.:rpr·ises, lnc. and Thurston
Emcrprises, Inc.
-3PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND TO ADD PRAYER
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 5th day of July, 2016, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND TO ADD
PRAYER FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES to be served by the method indicated below, and
addressed to the following:
Steven F. Schossberger
Dane A. Bolinger
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main St., Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Facsimile (208) 954-5260
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendants

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
( -t"E-Mail

Christopher S. Reeder (Pro Hac Vice)
Wesley W. Lew (Pro Hac Vice)
ROBINS KAPLAN LLP
2049 Century Park East Suite 3400
Los Angeles, CA 90067
Facsimile (310) 229-5800
WLew@RobinsKaplan.com
CReeder@RobinsKaplan.com
Attorneys for Deluxe Corporation

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
(0'E-Mail

(iP

C. Cfayton Gill

PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND TO ADD PRAYER FOR PUNITIVE
DAMAGES- 4
Client:3594445.1
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Telephone: (208) 345-2000
Facsimile: (208) 385-5384
Email: PMO@moffatt.com
CCG@moffatt.com
James M. Mulcahy (Ca. SBN 213547)- pro hac vice

jmulcahy@mulcahyllp. com
Kevin A. Adams (Ca. SBN 239171)- pro hac vice

kadams@mulcahyllp. com
Douglas R. Luther (Ca. SBN 280550)- pro hac vice

dluther@mulcahyllp. com
MULCAHYLLP
Four Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Telephone: (949) 252-9377
Facsimile: (949) 252-0090
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

D ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho

)

corporation; THURSTON
. ~ Case No. CV-OC-1416400
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporatiOn)
Plaintiffs,

~

V.

~~~~g~~~a~~~!~!~t~o~~STEMS,
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a
Delaware corporation; DELUXE
CORPORATION, a Minnesota
corporation,
Defendants.

l

DECLARATION OF DAWN TEPLY ISO
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR LEAVE TO
AMEND TO ADD PRAYER FOR PUNITIVE
DAMAGES

)

~
)

~

)
)~
)

----------------------------~
TEPLY DECL. ISO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR LEAVE TO
ADD PUNITIVE DAMAGES
-1-
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I, Dawn Teply, declare as follows:

1.

I make this affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge, and I am

competent to testify to the matters stated herein if called upon to do so. I file this declaration in
support of the Plaintiffs' Motion for Leave to Amend to Add Punitive Damages.

A.

History as a Safeguard Distributor
2.

I have been a Safeguard Sales Associate/Distributor for a combined total of more

than 21 years. In 1995, I began working with Roger Thurston and his distributorship, Thurston
Enterprises. Dtrring the summer of 2006, after working for Thurston Enterprises for
approximately 11 years, I opened discussions with Roger about purchasing Thurston Enterprises'
exclusive rights to commission on all sales to almost 2000 ofhis protected customers.
3.

In 2006, I purchased 1,863 Safeguard customer accounts. Under my newly

formed corporation, T3 Enterprises, Inc., I agreed to pay Thurston Enterprises $598,118.32, in
120 monthly installments of $4,984.32 in return for T3 Enterprises' "rights to solicit, and receive
commissions on" more than 1,863 of Thurston Enterprises' protected customers, and the lights to
a list of referral sources from whom Thurston had obtained leads and assistance. Attached as
Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of the Assignment Agreement. I also provided Thurston with
a personal guaranty. A true and correct copy of the "Personal Continuing Guarantee" is attached
hereto as Exhibit 2. Pursuant to the Assignment Agreement, T3 has been making payments
continuously for the last 10 years on the customer rights that were purchased from Thurston.
4.

In conjunction with the purchase of 1,863 of Thurston Enterprises' Protected

Customers, Safeguard and I (through T3 Enterprises) entered into a Safeguard distributor
agreement (the "Teply Distributor Agreement"). Attached as Exhibit 3 is a true and cmTect copy
of the Teply Distributor Agreement.Since then, 1 have worked diligently to develop my business

-2TEPLY DECL. ISO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR LEAVE TO
ADD PUNITIVE DAMAGES
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by building new customer relationships and servicing my customers. My protected customer

base has grown to about 3,000 customers.
5.

My distributor agreement grants me exclusive customer protection rights to my

Safeguard customers. The customer protection rights protect me from competition even from
Safeguard itself and its company owned distributors. Moreover, the distributor agreement grants
me the right to earn commissions from the sales to customers subject to my customer protection
rights for five years after the termination of my contract. The intrinsic value of my business is
directly tied to these customer protection rights.
6.

For this reason, I have always treated each of my thousands of customers as the

life-blood of my business; for each customer that I lose business from or lose entirely, my
business is greatly damaged. Furtl1ermore, Safeguard's relationship to my customers is
completely-by contract-through me alone as the exclusive Safeguard distributor; and my
incentive to protect my relationship with them serves to Safeguard's benefit.

B.

Learning of the Contractual Violations and Customer Confusion
7.

As a result of information I have received, I learned that Deluxe Corporation

(Safeguard's parent company) purchased Fonns Systems Inc dba. DocuSource ("DocuSource")
in May, 2013 and Idaho Business Forms, Inc ("IBF") in August, 2013. Deluxe converted IBF
and DocuSource to Safeguard distributors and operated them in my market areapost-acquisition.
DocuSource and IBF are, and always have been competitors of mine in the same relevant
geographic market in Idaho. Prior to the acquisition, they only sold non-Safeguard products.
8.

Soon after the acquisitions I came across information suggesting that Safeguard,

through both of these distributors,was selling Safeguard products and services to my protected
customers. I requested from Safeguard and Deluxe that they give me information relating to their
sales to my protected customers. I have repeatedly made these requests both before this lawsuit
-3TEPLY DECL. ISO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR LEAVE TO
ADD PUNITIVE DAMAGES
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was filed and afterwards through formal discovery in this litigation. However, I have received
very little, if anything at all, that reflects purchase orders, requests for price quotations, invoices
or other evidence of the extent of my protected customers' payments to the Safeguard lock-boxes
established in Chicago, Illinois for these two distributors.
9.

Despite the fact that Defendants have not produced information, I have learned

from some of my protected customers and other Safeguard distributors that Safeguard, through
JBF and DocuSource, have beenconsistently interfering with my relationship with my customers
since 2013. These sources have given me certain purchase orders and invoices. The invoices
reflect that "Safeguard by IBF" and DocuSource have consistently and repeatedly been selling
Safeguard products to my protected customers. What is both startling and unforgivable to me is
that I am certain that these invoices represent no more than a small fraction of the total amount of
business that has wrongfully been taken from me.
10.

Safeguard uses an electronic database called SafeNET as one of its programs to

track which distributors have customer protection over each customer. When a distributor
obtained an order from a new customer, they could go into the Customer Look-Up feature on
SafeNET to find whether that customer was subject to customer protection rights of another
distributor. Distributors could conduct this search by entering a phone number. For example, on
SafeNET, Meridian High School shows that I am the Distributor, and thus have customer
protection rights over it. A true and correct copy of Meridian High School's customer profile on
SafeNET is attached hereto as Exhibit 4. This feature on SafeNET has since been removed from
my view.
11.

According to the SafeNET profile of Pioneer Family Medicine, a long-time

customer of mine, Safeguard unilaterally decided that Safeguard by JBF and I will share them as
a customer. This, of course, goes against my contractual customer protection rights, and goes
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against my business' interests. "Safeguard by IBF" has made sales to my customers, like Pioneer
Family Medicine, more than a year after it was acquired by Safeguard. A true and correct copy
of Pioneer Family Medicine's customer profile on SafeNET is attached hereto as Exhibit 5. A
true and correct copy of an invoice showing a sale to Pioneer Family Medicine by "Safeguard by
IBF" is attached hereto as Exhibit 6.
12.

I have also leamed ofDocuSource's sales to my protected customers from the

customers themselves. Baird Oil has been a protected customer of mine since I began as a'
distributor in 2006, but I have been selling to them in my capacity as a salesperson for Thurston
Enterprises since 2001. As a result, I had built a long-standing relationship going back 14 years.
13.

In 2015, Shauna Pratt, my contact at Baird Oil, called me wondering if my system

showed that their invoices had been paid because they received notice from Safeguard that they
were past due. She forwarded a check stub showing the individual invoiced amounts Baird Oil
had paid for using a single check, which she also sent me, for sales in February, 2015. A true and
correct copy of the check stub showing individual invoiced amounts and the check Baird Oil
used to pay for the invoices is attached hereto as Exhibit 7. Upon closer review, I noticed that
some of the orders paid for with the check were orders from me but most were for infringing
sales from DocuSource. The only reason I leamed about DocuSource, Deluxe and Safeguard
violating my customer protection rights over Baird Oil is because the customer used the same
check to pay for invoices from me and DocuSource.
14.

Baird Oil informed me that they had ordered from Brian Wiedenmann from

DocuSource because DocuSource had offered much lower prices than what I could offer, and
that they would be ordering from the distributor with the lowest prices from then on. Since then,
DocuSource has made several sales to Baird Oilbecause oflower cost structures offered to them
by Safeguard that are not offered to me. I can assume I have lost this customer to DocuSource as
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a result of these lower prices. Baird Oil has sent me some Safeguard invoices for sales to them
by DocuSource. The invoices they provided were for sales from August, 2014 to February, 2015,
more than a year and a half after Safeguard's purchase of DocuSource. True and correct copies
of invoices of sales to Baird Oil by DocuSource are attached hereto as Exhibit 8. This means
that "DocuSource," again, is able to eliminate me as a competitor, violating my customer
protection rights, because of lower costs. This is yet another of many examples of my customer
relationships being damaged-if not destroyed-by Defendants.
15.

Neighborhood Housing Services ("NHS")has been a protected customer of mine

since I began as a distributor in 2006, but I have been selling to them in my capacity as a
salesperson for Thurston Enterprises since 2003. Consequently, I had built a long-standing
relationship going back 12 years.
16.

On January 20, 2015, Marc Brown, who is my contact at NHS contacted a former

employee of mine, Kylie Clayton, after hearing from Brian Wiedenmann ofDocuSource about a
past_due invoice. A true and correct copy ofthe e-mail string between DocuSource, NHS staff
and my former employee is attached hereto as Exhibit 9. NHS sent me a copy of a Safeguard
invoice for a sale to them by DocuSource in October, 2014, more than a year after Safeguard's
purchase of DocuSource. A true and correct copy of the invoice showing a sale by DocuSource
to NHS is attached hereto as Exhibit 10. NHS had paid the invoice and reached out to me as
their Safeguard contact person and Safeguard distributor. I had to spend my sales time
straightening out this accounting mistake by Safeguard. I only learned about this sale because of
the accounting mistake made by Deluxe and Safeguard because they are allowing their
distributor to compete with me.
17.

"Safeguard by IBF" is even using information they can only get if Deluxe and

Safeguard allow them to access my protected customer account files.On June 25,2015, I
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received an invoice to my account from Calibrated Forms, one of the vendors we use, for a June
24, 2015 sale by "Safeguard by IBF" to my protected customer, ESA Credit Union. ESA Credit
Union has been a protected customer of mine since I began as a distributor in 2006, but I have
been selling to them in my capacity as a salesperson for Thurston Enterprises since 2002. ESA
Credit Union makes yearly bulk purchases for teller receipts which are sourced from Calibrated
Forms. A true and correct copy of the _invoices showing my sale to ESA Credit Union is attached
hereto as Exhibit 11. "Safeguard by IBF" had the audacity to use my

'~job

number" and state on

the order form that it was an "exact repeat" of my former orders that detail the specific design for
the receipts. A true and correct copy of the purchase order form from "Safeguard by IBF" to
Calibrated Forms Co., Inc. is attached hereto as Exhibit 12. Moreover, "Safeguard by IBF"
billed their sale to my protected customer, to which they would claim commissions for, to my
account with the vendor. A true and correct copy of the invoice to my company for "Safeguard
by IBF's" order from Calibrated Forms Co., Inc. is attached hereto as Exhibit 13.
18.

This Calibrated Forms invoice suggests that Deluxe and Safeguard are not only

giving "Safeguard by IBF" the sales history to my protected customers such that they can sell an
"exact repeat" of my former sales, but they are allowing "Safeguard by IBF" to look at my
protected customer account files such that "Safeguard by IBF" can use my "job numbers" and
my vendor account number when ordering from Safeguard. As Defendants continue to
accumulate bills under my accounts, my business' credit and reputation are damaged with
vendors as well as my protected customers.
19.

In 2015, I also learned that Safeguard inadvertently sent a "Scratchpad" report

dealing with my protected customcrsto another Safeguard distributor. The Scratchpad provided a
limited list of customers that Safeguard by IBF had made sales to after Deluxe acquired IBF. As
a result of this list, other invoices showing sales to my protected customers by "Safeguard by
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IBF" have come to light. The Scratchpad, however, is but a small fraction of the potential
infringing sales because it only deals with situations where credits are requested on various
individual transactions. In addition, the Scratchpad contains information which only spans five
and a half months out of the almost two years that Deluxe has been operating "Safeguard by
IBF" and DocuSource as distributors, and only shows sales by "Safeguard by IBF" and not
DocuSource. Scratchpad reports generally only encompass changes to an order, which represent
a small minority of all orders.
20.

From my initial investigation I obtained 94 invoices for sales fi·om Safeguard by

IBF to 50 of my protected customers. True and correct copies ofthe 94 invoices are attached
hereto as Exhibit 14. The attached invoices show sales spanning from August, 2014 to February,
2015. The customers included in this limited batch of invoices are:A Scott Pickup D.M.D,
Billing Document Specialists, Burks Tractor, Capitol Distributing, Caxton Printers, Cobalt
Truck, Custom Manufacturing Inc., Foothills School, Foster Land and Cattle Co., Hayden
Beverage, Hillcrest Country Club, Prestiege Property, Quality Thermistor Inc., RMH Company,
Saint Alphonsus Spine Care, SAMG Billing Department, SAMG Boise OBGYN, SAMG
CBO/Goldstone, SAMG- Eagle Health Plaza, SAMG- Eagle OB/GYN, SAMG Ear Nose and
Throat, SAMG- Family Medical- Elm, SAMG Family Medical-Garrity,

SA~G

Garrity Medical,

SAMG General Surgery Boise, SAMG Heart Care-Nampa, SAMG Internal Medicine, SAMG
Iowa, SAMG- Nampa Health Plaza, SAMG- Nampa Health Plaza Family Practice, SAMGNampa OB-GYN, SAMG- Nueroscience Institute, SAMG Nuerosurgery, SAMG- Oasis Medical
Center, SAMG Orthopedics, SAMG Outpatient Trauma Service, SAMG- Overland, SAMG Pain
Center, SAMG- Pediatrics, SAMG- Pulmonary and Sleep Med, SAMG Vascular and
Endovascular, SAMG-Dallon Woods, Southwest Idaho Ear Nose and Throat, Southwest Idaho
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Surgery Center, St. Alphonsus Medical Credit, St. Lukes, St. Lukes/Baise, Summerwinds
Nursery, Title One and Valley Argonomics.
21.

The invoices, attached as Exhibit 14, reflect sales that I cannot compete with as a

direct result of Safeguard assisting "Safeguard by JBF" and DocuSource by offering lower costs.
Despite my contractual rights, I have not received any commissions for these sales by Safeguard
by IBF and DocuSource.
C.

Discussions with Safeguard regarding Sales to Protected Customers
22.

On June 12, 2013 I met with Mike Dunlap at my office to discuss the possibility

of Safeguard purchasing Idaho Business Forms(IBF) and the handling of possible cross-over
accounts with my distributorship. I informed him that I was against the purchase due to the fact
that the market was not big enough to handle more Safeguard distributors and that Safeguard by
IBF had always been unethical in the way they did business in the way of pricing in the market
and unfavorable things they had said about Safeguard to some of our customers. I was told there
were some accounts that we would have to work something out on and other accounts that would
no doubt stay with my distributorship. I asked if they would consider breaking up Safeguard by
IBF and selling accounts to the Idaho distributors (including myself) instead of selling to the two
interested patties within Safeguard by IBF. Dunlap said that anything was possible and that it
was all on the table. He showed me a list of accounts that he believed to be cross-overs with
Safeguard by IBF and told me that if I wanted to keep them under my distributorship I needed to
"hurry" and make more sales to them so that the numbers were in my favor before they
purchased the company. He told me that Safeguard would keep Safeguard by IBF under them for
approximately 9 months for tax purposes and then sell it, either to interested distributors or to the
two interested parties at Safeguard by IBF, meaning part of Safeguard by IBF's former
management, Tressa McLaughlin and Jamie McCormick.
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. 23.

After August 27, 2013, I received phone calls from a few of my customers who

were confusedby a mass mailing Safeguard by IBF had sent to all Safeguard by IBF customers
announcing the acquisition and informing the customers that Safeguard by IBF could now
service all of their needs. The customers asked if Safeguard by IBF was now part of my
company and if they were supposed to order from them. I also received a copy of the letter which
was labeled with Safeguard and IBF's logos. When I questioned Mike Dunlap about the letter he
told me that it should have never gone out to my Protected Customers and that the marketing
team never cleared with him the customer list it was being mailed out to. He told me he was
sorry and offered to send an additional mailing out to my cross-over customers which would
inform them of the error and remind them that they would continue to place their orders with my
distributorship. He said that he could use the Tl Campaign to do this and provide my cross-over
customers with a 20% off their next order or some other type of coupon to help resolve the issue.
In a later conversation with Mike Dunlap he admitted to me that he provided the customer list to
the marketing team for the Safeguard by IBfletter to be mailed out.
24.

On October 3, 2013, Dunlap flew to Boise to meet with me to discuss which of

my Protected Customers that Safeguard by IBF was selling to. During the meeting, Dunlap
insisted I give up or sell to Safeguard- for servicing by TBF- all of my protected customers that
Dunlap claimed had historically generated more business through Safeguard by IBF, because this
was "best for business." I refused, and explained to Dunlap that what he was insisting upon
violated my customer protection rights, as set forth in the Teply Distributor Agreement. In
response, Dunlap, in "lawyer-like" fashion threatened that, "Oh, you want to talk contract? You
want to go to court and fight over the

contr~ct.

We can go to court all day."To try to defuse the

situation, I suggested that I would consider his requests, but asked him to give me a complete list
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of the protected customers Safeguard by IBF was selling to, together with Safeguard by IBF's
history of sales to those customers, so that I might better understand what was at stake.
25.

On October 7, 2013, Dunlap emailed me a list of 108 "potential conflicts"-

suggesting that he was not able to identify the actual Common Customers between Safeguard by
IBF and myself. Dunlap later blamed Safeguard by IBF's use of theE-Quantum Software for his
inability to identify the Common Customers. He claimed to have "no idea of what Safeguard by
IBF was selling and to whom and how much the sales were."
26.

I later asked Dunlap to identify who could provide me with some clarity as to the

identity of the actual Common Customers. Dunlap answered, that the information was "with
accounting and they won't talk to you unless I tell them to do so [... And,] unless you want me
to share your information with [IBF], then I will not share their information with you." Instead of
providing me with the requested information on the Common Customers, Dunlap insisted that I
meet with McLaughlin and McCormick to discuss this issue directly.
27.

On December 17,2013, I met with McLaughlin to discuss Safeguard by IBF's

sales. During the meeting, I explained to McLaughlin that I had Customer Protection contractual
rights and asked that McLaughlin follow the same rules that apply to every Safeguard distributor.
In response, McLaughlin made very clear that she had already discussed the situation with
Dunlap, and told me that "different rules" applied to McLaughlin and other distributors that were
associated with the BAM Transactions. McLaughlin also made clear to me that there would be
"no interruption" in Safeguard by IBF's business operations; instead it would be "business as
usual".
28.

On January 24, 2014, 1 emailed Dunlap to voice my concerns about this

Safeguard distributor's infringing sales, the "special [wholesale] pricing" it had been offered by
Safeguard and, generally, Safeguard's failure to control or regulate the new Safeguard
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distributorships created through the BAM Transactions. In response to myemail, Dunlap stated
among other items: "Thanks, let me get some folks to research the [special] pricing. I will get
back to you .... " Dunlap never got back to me regarding the lower prices that Safeguard was
offering customers through DocuSource and IBF. A true and correct copy of the January 24,
2014 email is attached hereto as Exhibit 15.
29.

On February 6, 2014, Dunlap emailed me a new list of"56 Common Customers"

that, according to Dunlap, represented the sum total of"what we show got orders fulfilled
through [IBF] since late August, that appear to be matches with some accounts in your base." He
then asked me to "examine these [Common Customers] and then you and I can have a
conversation about possible resolutions." In responding to Dunlap's email, I asked Dunlap
whether he had completed his promised research "into the questions regarding the other
Safeguard distributor's special pricing on the laser checks for Payette Title?" I then questioned
whether I would be receiving any commissions from the sales that Safeguard by IBF had made
(and would continue to make) to the56 protected customers. Dunlap ignored my questions.
30.

On March 7, 2014, I contacted Dunlap to discuss where they were with Safeguard

by IBF, and to express my concern that Safeguard by IBF, who was placing orders with my
Protected Customers for more than seven months, was harming my relationships with- and sales
to - my bank customers and referral providers. In response to my email, Dunlap asked me to
identify a list of customers. I complied with Dunlap's request, and on March 11,2014, sent him
an email identifying (1) the banks that I purchased or had identified as a referral source as part of
the August 2006 purchase of certain Protected Customers/Referral Sources from Thurston, and
(2) a number of the Protected Customers that I earned through my distributorship operations
since that time.
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31.

On March 17, 2014, I sent an email to Dunlap letting him know that I had not

gotten anywhere with McLaughlin regarding my attempts to get herto exchange the customer
files to my protected customers. Dunlap responded acknowledging that he had spoken with
McLaughlin about the "file exchange," and that it "could be done between you two."
32.

By the end of March 2014, Dunlap again was pushing me to turn over more of

myprotected customers to Safeguard for servicing by Safeguard by IBF, including many of those
that he had represented to me 1 would be allowed to "keep." One of the customers Dunlap
pressured me to release was Employers Resource - an important customer for my future
operations.
· 33.

On March 31, 2014, I sent Dunlap an email following up on my March 7th email

regarding the "financial institution protection request." In typical fashion, Dunlap had
completely ignored my prior request. However, in response to my new email, Dunlap wrote:
We don't protect referral sources like bank accounts. What we try to do is get an
agreement where the distributors agree to service certain branches and stay out of
those branches serviced by other distributors. Having stated the rules, I don't
envision having any issue with getting the cooperation you and I envision.

I requested that any agreement be put in writing (like the agreement between Thurston and 1).
Dunlap replied, "[i]fthere needs to be an agreement at some point we can approach it then." In
truth, there needed to be an agreement immediately as Safeguard by IBF was soliciting my
financial institution protected customers, including those that I purchased from- and still was
making payments to -Thurston as part of my August 2006 purchase of ce11ain of Thurston's
Protected Customers.
34.

I realized that my attempts to get action out of Dunlap were futile and at the end

of Ma1:ch 2014 I reopened the dialogue with McLaughlin suggesting that we meet, exchange files
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and discuss the Common Customers. When McLaughlin refused to cooperate, on April1, 2014, I
again emailed Dunlap asking him for assistance. In my email to Dunlap, Teply wrote:

I reached out to [McLaughlin] last week to set up a time to exchange files and
tried to arrange a meeting for today. Her response a couple of days later was that
she was booked for this week and didn't have time to meet until next week. I
responded and asked if she wanted to take time to go over the files or if she was
just plamting on swapping them and have not received any response. [ ... ]
My question to you is, has [McLaughlin] signed off on the files coming to me?
· Also, is she making sure her people are staying out of those accounts and
directing them to us at this point if the customer contacts them?

A true and correct copy of the email is attached as Exhibit 16. Dunlap never responded to the
questions I raised. He also never made any effort to facilitate a file exchange of any kind
between McLaughlin and myself, as he earlier had represented he would do.
35.

In early April, Dunlap continued to press me to sell or otherwise release the

Employers Resource account in favor of Safeguard by IBF. On April 6, 2014, Dunlap sent me an
email identifying four new Common Customers (Redfish Sensor Products, Evans & Paulson
CPAs, Ada Pediatrics P.A. and Total Waste Management) that were not included as part ofhis
February 6, 2014list of 56 Common Customers that supposedly represented the sum total of all
Common Customers between Safeguard by IBF and myself. A true and coiTect copy of the email
is attached hereto as Exhibit 17. In the same email, and in response to my continued request for
a written agreement identifying my rights to the referral financial institutions, Dunlap told me
that he "just [didn't] know if McLaughlin ha[ d) the same approach with banks as referral sources
as [Teply] and [Thurston] do or if McLaughlin has an approach at all."
36.

On April 10, 2014, I met with McLaughlin again to exchange protected customer

files. During the meeting, McLaughlin continued to insist that she was doing (and would
continue to do) "business as usual." McLaughlin also told me that at least one of my protected
customers, Employers Resource, was included in the five-page memorandum of customers that
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Deluxe allowed former IBF owner James Dwm to continue servicing as part of its BAM program
purchase of Safeguard by IBF's customer list. After I advised McLaughlin that Employers
Resource was my protected customer, and that I had no intention of giving it up, McLaughlin
stated that she would not stop selling to these customers and, if necessary, Dunn would just run
the sales directly to Teply's protected customers through his new company, JDHRS.
37.

By the end of the meeting, and after turning over my Common Customer file

contents to McLaughlin (to some customers I had sold), I leamed that I was not going to get
McLaughlin's files. When questioned about the file exchange, McLaughlin stated that she was
still pulling the files together, and would give them to me at a later time. McLaughlin has never
produced any files whatsoever.
38.

After the meeting, I emailcd Dunlap asking, "[w]as [McLaughlin] provided and

informed of the list of customers that she was supposed to transfer files to me?" A true and
correct copy of the email is attached hereto as Exhibit 18. Dunlap immediately wrote back,
"Yep. Having said that I encouraged her to talk to you about any and all accounts. She has more
information than me. Thought it best for you two to talk. I specifically told her to speak with you
about Employers Resource and St. Luke's."
39.

I then emailed McLaughlin asking her to identify "when can I expect the rest of

the files on the list that you were provided from Mike Dunlap. Please let me know when we can
make aiTangements to exchange them." A true and correct copy of AprillO, 2014 email is
attached hereto as Exhibit 19. McLaughlin never responded.
40.

On April 14, 2014, Dunlap sent another email to me stating, "I thought and still

do think that it is a far better, [sic] for the three of you [i.e., Teply, McLaughlin and McCormick]
to talk about the handling of specific accounts, than for me to make decisions from a spreadsheet.
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What we are trying to promote is a way of growing sales, all sales yours, Safeguard by IBF, all."
A true and correct copy of the email is attached hereto as Exhibit 20.
41.

On April16, 2014, Dunlap called me and offered to pay me $20,000 to "get

closure and to promote peace between [Teply], Safeguard and McLaughlin for the 'messy' deal
they had done." He also offered me a letter that would state that I did not have to meet my sales
quotas with Safeguard for the next 3 years. During the call, Dunlap acknowledged that the BAM
Transaction with Safeguard by IBF was a "mistake" and that he didn't know "if they would ever
be ab~e to get this all figured out." 1 denied Dunlap's offer and informed him that I could not
(and would not) share myprotected customers with Safeguard by IBF because doing so would
damage the value of my business and adversely affect my ability to continue operating as a
Safeguard distributor.
; 42.

On April18, 2014, after almost eight months ofDunlap's prevarication and

avoidance, I sent another email to McLaughlin. Voicing my frustration, I wrote:

1 was under the impression that you and I were going to exchange the files from a
list that [Dunlap] had provided me. I brought the files to you that I agreed to
provide you and was confused as to why you did not provide me the same. I soon
c~me to the realization that you had intended on sharing all accounts that cross
over between us.[ ... I]t was never my intention to share all of the accounts. I have
been paying for many accounts in my base for over seven years and have added in
other customers as I have continued in my career. I was promised account
protection in my contract with Safeguard and expected to grow my business. As I
mentioned when we met, I also had to sign an additional contract that guarantees
payment to the distributor from whom I purchased my base. If I give up my
account protection rights and lose business because of it, I put myself at risk of
not meeting my contractual obligations. I will assume that you will be promised
· account protection on your accounts and you will have to commit to the same
guarantees for growth and payment of your base. Therefore, 1 do not know how
Safeguard can promise account protection on the same account to two different
distributorships and expect it to work.
A true and correct copy of the Ap1il 18, 201 4 email is attached hereto as Exhibit 21.
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43.

The next day, on April25, 2014, I sent Dunlap a letter asking him to resolve my

concerns about Safeguard by IBF. In my letter, I wrote:
I appreciate the fact that you offered me a payoff for the hassles and to 'wipe the
slate clean,' but until you can get the sales information to me and we can reach a
resolution to this ongoing problem, the slate will never be clean.[ ... ] What I am
requesting of you is hard sales numbers and product information sold to my
customer base by Safeguard/Deluxe's IBF employees from August 2013 through
the current dates. I can then decide how Twant to pursue my interests, whether it
be to request some payment of sales or sell accounts. I need to know the values
we are dealing with in order to make these decisions. While there may be a couple
of special situations that we need to finalize discussion on, it is not my intent to
share all of the accounts and never has been. There is no possible way that sharing
accounts will ever work to my benefit given the current situation. Please provide
me with the information I am requesting by May 5, 2014.
A true and conect copy of the letter is attached hereto as Exhibit 22. Dunlap responded, "I will
call next week to gather from you what information you feel you need."
44.

During May 2014, it was more ofthe same from Dunlap. On May 1st, he emailed

me suggesting that we "start fresh" in our communications relating to the protected customers
Safeguard by IBF was selling to. Instead of providing the requested sales numbers and product
information for these accounts, Dunlap included in his email a new list of"36 Common
Customers" withSafeguard !Jy IBF that Dunlap identified as needing "resolution." Incredibly,
Dunlap's new list included all 28 customer accounts that he agreed I would "keep" as part of our
February 2014 negotiations and agreement. Also, Dunlap's email again contained five new
Common Customers not identified in his February 6, 2014 list of 56- the list that was supposed
to reflect the sum total of all. Common Customers between Safeguard by IBF and myself. A true
and correct copy of the email is attached hereto as Exhibit 23.
45.

Following receipt of Dunlap's new list of Common Customers, I exchanged a

series of emails with Dunlap. In this exchange, I questioned Dunlap's ever changing list of
protected customers that Safeguard by IBF was selling to and made clear that I relied upon the
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earlier list to "determine the accounts which I was cmTently interested in selling." Dunlap
replied, "I did represent to you several times that we are continuing to examine the records so
that we only have to deal with accounts that are in common. I did not represent to you that the
first lists were lists of accounts that commissions were paid to Safeguard by IBF." A true and
correct copy of the email exchange is attached hereto as Exhibit 24. Dunlap's new position was
in stark contrast to his February 6, 2014 representation that the list of 56 customers represented
all of the Common Customers serviced by Safeguard by IBF since late August 2013.
46.

On May 8, 2014, I again met with McLaughlin to discussthe protected customers

that Safeguard by IBF was selling to. Jamie McCormick, IBF's Chief Financial Officer, was also
present. During the meeting, I once more made clear that I had no intention of sharing all of the
protected customers, and further explained that I did not have to do so pursuant to the customer
'
protection rights under the Teply Distributor Agreement. McLaughlin and McCormick rebuffed
my assertions.
4 7.

On May 15, 2014, I learned that McLaughlin and McCormick were selling to

another one of my protected Customer Accounts, Meridian High School. This customer,
however, was never identified by Dunlap as an actual (or "potential") Common Customer
withSafeguard by IBF. Upon learning this new information, I sent an email to Dunlap asking him
to "check into this and let me know the status." The following email exchange ensued:
Dunlap: "Did you ask [McLaughlin] about this already?"
Teply: "No, I did not. According to [McLaughlin], you have all the information
on their customer base so I thought I would start with you."
Dunlap: "According to [McLaughlin]? Oh well. I will check when I get back to
Dallas."
A true and correct copy of the email is attached hereto as Exhibit 25.
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48.

On May 19, 2014, I again emailed McLaughlin to find out where she was "at on

the list of accounts that [McLaughlin] provide[d) a monthly data processing service" to. Nine
days later, on May 28,2014, McLaughlin wrote back, stating that "[Dunlap] has all of the
information and we are going to schedule a time to talk." A true and correct copy of the email
exchange is attached hereto as Exhibit 26.
49.

On May 23,2014, Dunlap emailed me representing that he "didn't have any new

infonnation on the Meridian High School situation, can't explain why it was or is a miss."
Dunlap then reopened his pursuit of my Protected Customers by suggesting that we "get on the
phone next week, [to] see where we are?"
50.

On May 27, 2014, Dunlap and I spoke over the phone. Dming the call, Dunlap

offered me $10,000 to "move on and forget about" the sales by Safeguard by IBF to my
protected customers. I rejected the offer and instead insisted that Dunlap provide me with "a
complete report identifying an Common Customers between [Teply] and Safeguard by IBF at
the time SAl purchased Safeguard by IBF." Dunlap, responded, "I don't think we have a
complete rcpmi to provide you."
51.

On June 5, 2014, Dunlap sent me another email, this time containing a new list of

17 impacted protected customers that he described as a "list of possible common accounts from
May 27." Of this list of 17, 14 of these Common Customers were omitted ti·om Dunlap's original
February 6, 2014 list that was supposed to contain all of the Common Customers withSafeguard
by IBF.A true and correct copy ofthe email is attached hereto as Exhibit 27.
52.

In July 2014, I learned that one of McLaughlin's sales representatives had

recently approached myprotected customer, Idaho Central Credit Union, offering Safeguard by
IBF's services to the account. The sales representative informed the customer that he was now a
Safeguard representative and would be happy to take any orders for the account. This confused
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Idaho Central Credit Union, who later contacted me to ask what was going on with my
Safeguard distributorship.
53.

On December 9, 2014, I called Amanda Cammarota, a Commission Analyst with

Safeguard to discuss a potential conflict list with Safeguard by IBF. When I asked for
commissions related to an order Safeguard by IBFhad obtained from one of rny Protected
Custom~rs. Pioneer

Family M~dici.ne, Cammarora stated that she would ''pull .some files and

would get back to me."
54.

In total Mike Dunlap has only met with me in person two times to discuss the

contractual violations that Safeguard has committed in conjunction with Deluxe's acquisition
and operation ofSaf~::guard by IBF and DocuSource.
55.

The information 1 have l'eceived from my customers and other distrjbutors shows

the damage that my business has suffered as a result of Safeguard's infTlngement of my customer
protection righrs. It is not onJy the sales I am concerned with, however; but also the ongoing
and irreparable damage to my over 3,000 custou1er relationships and entire business.

I declare under penalty ofpetjury purs\.lnnt to the laws ofthe United States of America
and Ihe State ofldabo that the foregoing is nue and correct.

Executed this

S

day of July, 2016, at MeriJitV/...

Idt~ho.

DaVIrn Teply

• 20"
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be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Steven F. Schossberger
Dane A. Bolinger
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main St., Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Facsimile (208) 954-5260
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendants

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
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Christopher S. Reeder (Pro Hac Vice)
Wesley W. Lew (Pro Hac Vice)
ROBINS KAPLAN LLP
2049 Century Park East Suite 3400
Los Angeles, CA 90067
Facsimile (31 0) 229-5800
WLew@RobinsKaplan.com
CReeder@RobinsKaplan.com
Attorneys for Deluxe Corporation

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
(0-'E-Mail

C. Clayton Gill
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AGREEMENT

This Agreement, made effective as of August 1, 2006 among Thurston Enterprises, Inc., an
ldaho corporation having it principal place of business in Boise, Idaho ("Seller"), T3 Enterprises, Inc.,
an Idaho corporation ("Buyer"), and SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. ("Safeguard"), a
Delaware corporation having its principal place of busine..~s in Dallas, Texas.
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, Seller and Safeguard are parties to a Regional Distributor Agreement dated June

2, 1987 (the "Distributor Agreement"), under which Seller is acting as a sales agent in the territory set
forth therein (the "Territory") for Safeguard One-Write Systems, and other printed materials and
supplies sold to customers in the TelTitory the1·ewith; and
WHEREAS, Seller desires to assign Seller's rights under the One-Write Agreement and Data
Processing Agreement (the "Agreements"), to solicit, and receive commissions on, orders of Systems in
respect to the customers listed in Safeguard's computer under Distributor # 445-03 and XRT-03, 44703, XRG-03 (collectively, the "Rights"); and
WHEREAS, Selle'r also desires to turn over to Buyer a list of referral sources such as bankers,
accountants, a1tomeys, consultants, bookkeepers, software developers, resellers, installers and the lil<e
(collectively, the "Influence Keys") fi·om whom Seller has obtained leads or assistance in soliciting
Safeguard business within the counties listed within this agreement as shown on the attached Exhibit
"A"; ond

WHEREAS, subject to the conditions stated herein, Safeguard desires to approve the
assignment of Rights to Buyer on the terms and conditions set forth below; and
WHEREAS, Seller represents that the customers listed under Distributor Distributor fl 445-03
• Hnd XRT-03, 447-03, XRG-03 (the "Customers") are customers from whom Seller has solicited orders

of Systems within the Territory; and
WHEREAS, Seller represents that Exhibit "B" is a list of Influence Keys from whom Seller has
obtained leads or assistance in soliciting Safeguard business.
NOW THEREiroRE, the parties, intending to be legally bound, and in reliance upon the
representations, wammties and other terms set forth herein, agree as follows:

002701

1.

Sale and Assignment. Subject to the terms and conditions hereinafter set forth, Seller

hereby assigns to Buyer all of Seller's llights to solicit, and receive commissions on, orders of Systems
fi·om the Customers listed under distributor Distributor tl 445-03 and XRT-03, 447-03, XRG-03, and

tums over to Buyer the list oflnfluence Keys shown on Exhibit "B," ond sells, transfers and conveys to
the Buyer the office equipment shown on Exhibit "C.".
2.

Effective Date. This agreement shall be effective as of the close of business on July 31,

3.

Purchase Price

2006,
a11d

Payment Tel'ms.

Buyer shall pay to the Seller the sum of

$598,118.32 (total price includes interest at 7%) as the total consideration (hereinafter called "Purchase
Price") for all of lhe Seller's rights described herein, said sum to be payable by the Buyer to the Seller
as follows:
(a) The Buyer shall pay the Purcl1ase Price to the Seller in equal monthly installments

of

$4,984.32 per month for 120 months, including interest at the rate of 7% per annum, commencing on
the 1st day of August, 2006, first initial payment on the I 51h day of September 2006 and on the 15'h day
of each nnd eve1y month thereafter, until the entire remaining tmpaid balance, plus interest, has been
paid in full.
(b) All payments shall be credited first to accrued interest, then to principal.
(c) Buyer shall be entitled to make principal prepayments at any time wHliout penalty. Partial
prepayments shall not excuse the Buyer's obligation to make regtdar monthly payments as set forth

l

I

herein.
ln view of the inherent business risl<s in a transaction of this nature, which risks Buyer has
freely elected to assume, Buyer understands and agrees that no Monthly Payments made by Buyer prior
thereto shall be returned to Buyer in the event Buyer's Regional Distributor Agreement with Safeguard

I
I

I
!
!

te1minates for any reason, whether voltmtaty or involuntmy.
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(d) Payment of principal and interest shall be governed by the amortization schedule shown on
exhibit D.
4.

Mnnner ofPDyments

(A)

Buyer promises to pay to Seller each Monthly Payment at the time the same is due. For

the purpose of providing funds for the making of the Monthly Payments, and for so long as any amount
shall be owed by Buyer to Seller under this agreement, Buyer authorizes Safeguard to withhold from
monthly commissions otherwise payable by Safeguard under Buyer's Regional Distributot· Agreement

an amount equal to the applicable Monthly Payment, and to remit such Monthly Payment directly to
Seller. Buyer will assume and cover the cost of Safeguard providing this payment service.
(B)

AI such time as Buyer's obligations to Seller are fully satisfied, the authorization for

Safeguard to withhold commissions shall cease. Nothing stated hel'ein shall be interpreted to relieve
Buyer of the obligation to pay each Monthly Payment as and when due regardless of whether or not
Buyer's net commissions on the applicable Safeguard sales for the month in question are sufficient to
cover the amount of such Monthly Payment, or regardless of whether or not any one or more of the
Customers have ceased ordering from Safeguard, have gone out of business, or have moved out of the
TeiTitoiy.
(C)

Buyer hereby authorizes Safeguard to deduct the Monthly Payments from Buyer's gross

monthly commissions and remit the Monthly Payment directly to Seller or Seller's designated account,
and Buyer agrees to pay Safeguard's annual charges in connection therewith. /l.s of the effective dote of
this ngreement these charges equal $250.00 annually.
5.

Termination of l3uyer's ReJlliw.al Distributor A_g~.

(A)

The payment obligations of' Buyer to Seller under this agreement and the assignment of

Rights to Duyer by Seller shall continue only so long as Buyer's Regional Distributor Agreement is in
effect and shall expire upon any termination of such Regional DistriblJtor Aereement. In the event of
any such tc1mination, Safeguard shall, as Seller's authorized agent, with reasonable promptness, at
Safeguard's discretion, either:

J
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(I)

Reassign to a subsequent Assignee the Rights previously assigned to Buyer, to the extent
then possible, subject to an obligation on the part of any subsequent Assignee of such
Rights to assume t!Je unfulfilled payment obligations to Seller; or

(2)

assume the unfulfilled payment obligations of Buyer; or

(3)

reassign, to the extent then possible, the Rights to Seller.

In the event Safeguard proceeds under option (1), Safeguard shall attempt to reassign the Rights
for the then outstanding balance of the Purchase Price due to Seller so long as Safeguard shall not be
required to lower its standards for the selection of distributors just to l'ecntit an Assignee who is willing
to assume the entire outstanding balance of the Purchase Price that is then due to Seller. In the event
Safeguard proceeds under option (3), Seller' shall reintegrate the customer base in question under tl1e
Seller's current Distributor Agreement. Any reassignment of Rights to a subsequent Assignee or to
Seller shall include the commission rights to any other customers for whom Buyer has placed orders of
Systems within the Ten'ilory after the effective date.
(B)

In the event Buyer's Regional Distributor Agreement terminates for any reason,
whether voluntary or involuntary, nuyer acknowledges and agrees that Buyer shall have
no further rights to the Customers or interest in and to the Rights. Since the Rights to
the Customers will either be reassigned to a subsequent Assignee, assumed by
. Safeguard, or reassigned to Seller, Buyer acknowledges and agrees that it would deprive
Seller, Safeguard and any such subsequent Assignee of the anticipated benefit of that
transfer if Buyer were to compete ngainst them. Accordingly, in such event Buyer
agrees until Seller's Purchase Price is fully paid, or, if sooner, for a period of two (2)
years after the date of Buyer's termination, Buyer, directly or indirectly, will not sell,
solicit, attempt to sell or assist others to sell or attempt to sell products or services
competitive with products or services available from Safeguard to any of the Customers,
to any of the Influence Keys, or to any other customers for whom Buyer hns placed
orders of Systems within the Territo1y after the effective date. In addition, in such event
Buyer shall promptly tum over to Safeguard and any subsequent Assignee all
Confidential Information relating to the Customers, to any other Safeguard customers,
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and to such Influence Keys, and Buyer agrees not to use any such Confidential
Information for Buyer's own benefit or to disclose such Confidential lnfonnation to any
third parties. Finally, in such event Buyer shall execute all forms of agreements or other
documents necessary or appropriate so as to assign or transfer to Safeguard and such
Assignee further use of all telephone numbers, facsimile machine numbers, nnd post
office box mailing

addrcsse~

previously used by Buyer to receive communications,

orders and telephone messages fi·om any of the Customers, other Safeguard customers
and such Influence Keys. Buyer shall, thereafter, promptly refer to Safeguard and such
Assignee all communications, orders and telephone messages fi·om any of the
Customers, other Safeguard customers and such Influence Keys about Safeguard or its
products. As used in this pam graph, the tenns "directly or indirectly," "competitive" and
"Confidential Information" as to Buyer shall have the same definition to that set forth in
section 13 as to Sellm·, and section 13 shall also serve to define the range of products and
services available from Safeguard. Buyer recognizes that the resttictions contained in
this section 5(B) are reasonable and necessary and that any violation will result in
substantial and irreparable injury to Safeguard and Seller. Accordingly, Buyer agrees
that any violation of these provisions by Buyer shalt entitle Seller or Safeguard, in
addition to any other rights either of them may have, to preliminary and pennanent
injunctive relief and other equitable relief in any court of competellt jurisdiction. In the
event that any of the provisions of this section 5(B) shall be deemed to exceed the scope
permitled by applicable laws, then such provisions shall be deemed refonned to the
maximum scope pe1mitted by the applicable laws. If for any reason any term or
provision of this section 5(B) is ever held to be invalid or unenforceable, all other valid
provisions herein shall remain in full force and effect and all terms, provisions and
paragraphs of this section S(B) shall be deemed to be severable in nature.
(C)

In the event Duycr fails to pay any Monthly amount, when due, without good cause, to

Seller, ancl if Buyer's default shall continue for a period of (10) days at\er written notice from Seller to
both Buyer and Safeguard, Seller ~hall in addition to any other remedies, be entitled to cnuse Buyer to
5
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reassign to Safeguard all of Buyer's rights, title and interest pursuant to the Regional Distributor
Agreement entered into by and between Buyer and Safeguard.
6.

Buyer's Continuing Obligation To Seller.

Notwithstanding the provisions of

Paragraph 5 herein, the Buyer shall remain obligated to the Seller until such time as the Seller has been
paid the entire Purchase Price due and payable hereunder. The Buyer shall receive appropriate credits
against the unpaid balance for any amounts received by the Seller in the event Safeguard proceeds
pursuant to Paragraphs 5 (A) (J) or (2). The Buyer's obligations to the Seller shall be unaffected by
any future changes in the corporate structure, ownership or existence of Safeguard or any of its
subsidiaries, owners or related entities, including, without lhnitation, NEBS or Deluxe.
7.

NoExclusivcRights.

Nothing contained in this agreement shall be construed as

granting to Buyer the exclusive right to act as a distributor of Systems or any other Safeguard products
or services in the Territory or in any portion ofthe Territory.
8.

Representa~ions

(a)

Jn addition to any other representations and wan-anties contained in this agreement,

and Warranties of ScHer and Buyer.

Seller represents and warrants to Safeguard and Buyer that:
(I)

There is no provision of any existing contract (including contract with any of Seller's
past or present associate distributors) or agreement binding on Seller or affecting SeHer's
property or the Rights, which would conflict with or in any way prevent the execution,
delivcty or carrying out of the terms ofthis agreement.

(2)

Seller is the sole owner of all of the Rights, and has the complete and unrestricted right,
power and authority to assign the Rights and to tum over the list oflnfluence Keys free
of all liens, pledges, claims or other encumbrances of nny kind or nature whatsoever,
including but not limited to claims of other Safeguard distributors to having rights in and
to any of the Customers.

(3)

Neither Seller nor Safeguard has any liability or obligation to any person who is o1· was
previously an associate distributor or sales representative of Seller.

(4)

The Rights and the business and operations of Seller's distributorship have not been, and
are not threatened to be, materially adversely affected in any way.
6
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(5)

Prior to the effective date, Seller (i) has conducted the business related to the Rights
solely in the ordinary course, (ii) has used Seller's best efforts to maintain the relations
and goodwill with the Customers, with the Influence Keys, and with any others having
business relations with Seller, and (iii) has not made any extraordinary or unusually
large sales to the Customers, or entered into· any other kind of business anangements
with the Customers which create a risk of prejudice or unfairness to Safeguard or Buyel'o

(6)

No Customer and no Influence Key has informed Seller that it is not prepared to deal
with Safeguard

Ol'

Buyer after the effective date, and Seller knows of no reason why the

pattem of repeat sales of Systems after the effective date will differ materially from the
pattern during the time when Seller was a Safeguard distributor.
(7)

Prior to the effective date, Sel1er has not disclosed any Confidential Infom1ation (as
defined in paragraph 13{a) below) relating to the Customers and the Influence Keys to
any third pmiy who is not affiliated with SAfeguard, nor has Selle1· permitted any third
party who is not affilia·ted with Safeguard to observe or have access to such Confidential
Information for any reason.

(b)

1n addition to ony other representations and warranties contained in this agreement,

Buyer represents and wan·ants to Safeguard and Selle1· that:
(1)

ln executing this agreement Buyer relies solely on Buyer's own judgment, belief and
knowledge, and

~uch

advice as Buyer may have received from Buye1Js own counsel.

Buyer acknowledges that Buyer has had the opportunity to consult with advisors of
Buyer's choice. Except for representations of Seller expressly set forth herein, Buyer hns
not been influenced by any representations or statements. including, for example,
representations or statements about future earnings o1· equity, made by or on behalf of
any persons or entities, including Seller and Safeguard.
(2)

Buyer has, at Seller's and Safeguard's urging, conducted Buyer's own diligent
investigation of the estimated revenues that Buyer can project himself to earn under
Buyer's Regional Distdbutor Agreement with Safeguard as compared to tbc obligations
Buyer is assuming under this

a~reement

flnd Buye1's anticipated business expenses.

7
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Buyer has had the opp01tunity to contact and consult with as many current Safeguard
distributors as Buyer deemed appropriate. As part of Buyer's diligent investigation,
Buyer has become knowledgeable about the value of commission rights that have
previously been sold by other Safeguard distributors, Buyer has had access to
infonnation to enable Buyer independently to verify that Seller's Rights have a value that
is comparable to the commission rights sold in such prior transactions, and other than the
Confidential Information described in section 13 below, there is no information available
to Seller and Safeguard that Buyer has requested to enable Buyer to evaluate this
transaction which Seller and Safeguard have refused to provide to Buyer. Buyer is
freely and voluntarily entering into this transaction and executing this agreement based
solely upon Buyer's own full and diligent investigation, and not llpon promises or

i
!

representations made by or on behalf of Seller or Safeguard, Buyer has carefully read

I

lI

Buyer's Regional Distributor Agreement with Safeguard, and Buyer clearly understands
that Buyer's right to enter into a "buy-sell" agreement such os this in the future is subject
to strict compliance with all terms and conditions of that Regional Distributor
Agreement.
(3)

Any financial data or other infom1ation submitted by Buyer to Seller and Safeguard is
accurate, complete nnd not materially misleading.

(4)

Until Seller's Purchase Price is fully paid, Buyer shall at all times devote Buyer's best
efforts lo the sales, management and operation of Buyer's Safeguard Distributorship.

9.

Conditions to this Agreement. This agreement and the parties' perfonnance of their

respective obligations hereunder shall be subject to the following conditions, which may be waived by
the other parties but only in a writing that makes specific reference to this paragraph 9:
(o)

The representations and warranties set forth in paragraph 8 )Jercofshall be true as of the

I
I

I

I
!I

I
I

effective date, and Seller and Buyer shall have perfbnned all obligations required to be performed by
them hereunder.
(b)

Safeguard and Buyer shall have executed, as of the effective date hereof, a Regional

Distributor Agreement containing such terms, conditions and provisions us shall be agreed upon by
8
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Safeguard and Buyer, and Buyer shall have also executed such other documentation as Safeguard may
reasonably request.
(c)

Seller, Safeguard and Buyer shall have entered into munJally satisfactory agreement or

agreements relating to (i) Selle1JS assignment of, and the use by Safeguard and Buyer (after the effective

I·

date) of the telephone number(s), facsimile machine number(s) and post office box(es) previously used
in connection with Seller's business as a Safeguard distributor, and (ii) the disposition of mail, orders
and other communicatiOllS of any kind from any of the Customers, and from any of the Influence Keys,
relating to Safeguard business and directed to any of Seller's office or home addresses after the
effective date.
(d)

Buyer shall have furnished Seller and Safeguard with all infonnation reasonably

requested by them concerning (i) Buyer's financial condition, (ii) Buye1Js future plans as a Safeguard
Distributor, including a business plan for the three (3) to five (5) years following the effective date, and
(iii) Buyer's proposed sales organization.
10.

Indemnification.

Seller slJall indenmify and hold Safeguard and Buyer harmless

against and in respect of any and all damage, loss, liability, deficiency, cost or expense resulting from
any misrepresentation or breach of wa!Tanty of Seller contained herein, or the nonfulfillment of any
agreement or covenant of Seller hereunder, any such amounts may be set off against the Monthly
Payments otherwise due to SeJier over the months next succeeding the event, and any such set off shall
reduce the Monthly Payments and the Purchase Price due to Seller hereunder accordiiigly. Buyer shall
indemnify and hold Safeguard and Seller hannless against and in respect of any and all damage, Joss,
liability, deficiency, cost, or expenses arising out of or resulting from any misrepresentu!ion or breach
of wa1Tanty of Buyer contained herein, the nonfulfillment of any agreement or covenant of Buyer
hereunder, or any debt or expense incuned by Buyer after the effective date.
11.

Selle1·'s Cooperation with Buyet· and Safeguard. Seller will cooperate with Safeguard

and Buyer in informing the Customers and the Jnfluence Keys of the assignment of Riehls from Seller
to Buyer. Such cooperation shall include a Jetter of introduction, in a form previously agreed to by
Safeeuard and Buyer, mailed at Buyer's expense to the Customers, and a personal and/or written
introduction of Buyer by Seller to the Influence Keys. Notwithstanding such letters and

introduction~,

9
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Buyer acknowledges and agrees that 11either Seller nor Safeguard represents that such Customers will
continue to place orders, or that such Influence Keys will continue to provide referrals to Buyer after
the effective date.
Seller shall also execute all forms of agreements or other documents reasonably necessary or
appropriate so as to assign or transfer to Safeguard and Buyer, as of the effective date, use of all
telephone numbers, facsimile machine numbers and. post office box mailing addresses used by Seller to
receive communications relating to Seller's business as a distributor of Safeguard's products and
services. Seller shall, after the effective date, promptly (i.e. within 24 hours) refer to Safeguard and
Buyer all communications, orders, referrals and telephone messages from any of the Customers or
Influence Keys about Safeguard or its products. Seller shall remain solely liable for all bills for
telephone or postal services provided to Seller, and any white or yellow page advertising placed by
Seller, in connecti9h with any of the foregoing numbers or boxes pri01· to the effective date; however,
Buyer shall assume the liability for such advertising covering the period following the effective date.
12.

I

Dusiness Risks Assumed by Seller.
(A}

Seller understands that there are business risks in agreeing to receive installment

payments over an extended period of time. Seller has elected to assume such risks and was not induced
to do so by any representations, warranties, assurances or guarantees by either Safeguard or Buyer to
the extent not explicitly set forth in this agreement. Insofar as Buyer has made specific written
promises to Seller in this agreement, Seller agrees that it is Seller's responsibility, and not Safeguard's
responsibility, to seek to enforce such promises.
(B)

Nothing contained herein shall be consh11ed to impose liability to Seller upon

I
I

I
I

Safeguard fol' any business decisions or actions taken or not taken by Safeguard with regard to Buyer;
nor shall this agreement impose upon Safeguard any obligation to consult with Seller before m:Jking
such decisions or taking (or not to king) such actions.

13.

Confidential Jnformntion, Non-CompetitiQ!.~. Seller covenants and agrees ns follows:

(n)

Seller recognizes and acknowledges that customer lists, including without limitation any

list of Customers; the Jist of Influence Keys; customer files, cards and records, including without
limitation, cttstomer samples, imprints and ordering histories; methods of doing business; proprietaty
10
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computer software licensed ft·om Safeguard; price lists and price books; sales volume figures;
information as to new developments in the business; and similar propl'ietnry infmmation in respect of
Seller's business as a Safeguard distributor or relating to Safeguard products and services, regardless of
whether in documentary form on other media (such as, without limitation, computer hard disk, diskette,
magnetic tape, microfiche, etc.) (collectively, the "Confidential Jnformation") are valuable, special and
unique attributes of the Rights and the business of Safeguard. Accordingly, Seller shall not, directly or
indirectly, disclose or show to any person or entity or use for either of Seller's own benefit, or for the
benefit of nny business in which Seller has, or may hereatler have, an interest, any Confidential
Information, without the prior written permission of the President o:f Safeguard.
(b)

Until the Seller has received the final Monthly Payment hereunder, Seller agrees not,

directly or indirectly, to solicit sales from, or sell to (i) any Safeguard

~;ustomer

including any

Customer, or (ii) any Influence Key or (iii) any Safeguard distributor, any accounting systems, filing
systems, computer forms, business forms or any data processing se1vices, products or supplies,
including automated payroll processing, computer software or microcomputer-related products or
supplies, competitive with services, products or supplies offered by Safeguard.
(c)

Until the Seller has received the final Monthly Payment hereunder, Seller agrees not to

sell, directly or indirectly, to any person or entity listed under the distrib\Jtor numbers # 445·03 and
XRT-03, 447-03, XRG-03 any type of accounting system, data processing service, filing' system,
computer form, business form, or any other type of product or supply competitive with any product,
service or supply offered by Safeguard. Seller acknowledges, without limiting the generality of the
foregoing, that the following types of products,
se1viccs and

~upplies

servic~

and supplies are competitive with products,

sold by Safeguard as or the effective date: One-Write Systems and supplies,

automated payroll processing systems and supplies, financial repo11ing and general ledger systems and
supplies prepared on a batch processing application, batch processing or service bureau preparation of
accounts payable and accounts receivable systems, processing, including electronic claims. processing,
for dental, medical, chiropractic and veterinary offices, professional timekeeping systems, collection
letter services, accounting. sofiwarc programs designed for sale to the small business or professional

II
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market, computer forms including laser cut sheets, filing systems, and flat sheet printing and business
fonns such as snap-sets, stock tab paper, deposit tickets, envelopes, letterheads and the like.
(d)

As used in this paragraph 13,
(i)

the tenn "directly or indirectly" shall include the actions of Seller acting in

Seller's individual or in any other capacity, the actions of any business, other than
Safeguard, in which Seller or Seller's spouse, directly or indirectly owns more than a 1%
interest or which Seller or Seller's spouse, directly or indirectly, manages, conducts,
operates, controls, joins, finances, licenses or is otherwise connected with as an officer,
consultant, employee, partner or otherwise, and the actions of any agents of any such
other business;
(ii)

the term "customer" as used in paragraph l3(b) shall mean a person or entity who

bought or used services, products or supplies from Safeguard under the distributor
numbers# 445-03 and XRT-03, 44 7-03, XRG-03 at any time prior to the effective date;
(iii) the term "competitive" shall include, by way of illustration without limiting the
meaning thereof, the characteristic of (I) having one or more appl!cations substantially
the same as applications of Safeguard products, services and supplies, or (2) performing
one or more functions capable of being performed by Safeguard products, services and
supplies.
(e)

Seller shall not in any manner disparage Safeguard or its distributors, products, services

or supplies.
(f)

In the event that any of the provisions of this paragraph 13 shall be deemed to exceed the

scope pcm1ittcd by applicable laws, then such provisions shall be deemed reformed to the maximum
scope permitted by the applicable laws.
(g)

If for any reason any term or provision of this paragraph 13 is ever held to be invalid or

. unenforceable, all other valid provisions herein shall remain in full force and effect and all terms,
provisions and ,,aragraphs of this agreement shall be deemed to be severable in nature.
(b)

The parties hereto recognize !hat the restrictions contained in this paragraph 13 are

reasonable ami necessary and thHt any violntion will result in substantial and ineparable injury to
12
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Safeguard and Buyer. Accordingly, it is agreed that any violation of these provisions by Seller shall
entitle Safeguard or Buyer, in addition to any rights either of them may have, to preliminary and
permanent injunctive relief and other equitable relief in any court of competentjudsdiction.

14.

Specific Performance. The parties hereto recognize that the Rights are of a unique and

special nature. Accordingly, in addition to all other remedies at law or in equity, Safeguard and the
B~yer

shall be entitled to specific perfmmance of the provisions relating to the assignment of the

Rights and the consummation of the transactions relating thereto.

15.

Security and Personal Guaranty. Dawn Teply and Michael Teply and shall execute a

personal guarantee in favor of the Seller in the fonn attached hereto as Exhibit "D" personally
guaranteeing all obligations ofthe corporate Buyer hereunder.

16.

Enth·e Agreement. This agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the patiies

pertaining to the subject matter contained herein, and supersedes all prior agreements, representations
and understandings of the parties. No modification shall be binding unless executed in writing by the
parties. No waiver of any provisions shall be deemed, or shall constitute, a waiver of any other
provision whether or not similar, nor shall any waiver at one time constitute a continuing waiver. No
waiver shall be binding unless executed in writing by the party making such waiver.
17.

Binding Effec_t.

This agreement sball be binding on the parties hereto, their heirs,

executors, successors in interest and permitted assigns. Neither Seller nor Buyer shall have the right to
assign any of their respective rights or obligations under this agreement without Safeguard's prior
written consent.
18.

GO.Y.'l.!:!!IngLal"!.

This agreement shall be considered in accordance with and be

govemed by the laws of the State of Idaho.
19.

Survival of Representnlions· and Warr:mtles.

All

representations,

warranties,

covenants Hnd agreements made by each party herein shall survive the date of execution of the
agreement ancl auy investigation made by or on behalf of the other party prior to or after such date.

13
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, tile parties hereto have executed this agreement as of the day and yeilr
first above written.
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.
DISTlUDUTOR # 445-03 nnd XRT-03, 447-03,
XRG-03

T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.

ny

By

&\ruoo (JQ~

DAWN TEPLY,} ~SIDENT,

/l'Vl ~l 11red

1un'~A'*'=.~=~

MICHAEl~ TEPTI~CRETARY/TREASURER

14
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EXHIBIT2
002715

PE:RSONAL CONTINUING GUARANTEE

TO: l'hun>ton Enterprises, Inc.
.
The undersigned request yon to extend credit to or otherwise do business with T3 Enterprises,
Inc, an Idaho corporation, hereinafter refen-ed to as the "Debtor", and to induce you to ·do so and in
consideration the:reof and of the benefirs to accrue to the undersigned therefrom, the undersigned, as
primazy obligors, jointly and severally and unconditionally guarantee {0 you that the Debtor will fully
and promptly and faithfully pe.lioxxn, pay and discharge all of its present and future obligations to you,
as set forth 'in that certain AgJ:'Ce.ment between Thurston Enterprises, Inc., T3 Enterprises, Xno. and
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc, in:espective of ru1y invalidity therein, the unenforceabllity thereof or
the insufficiency, invalidity or unenforccability of any security thereforej and agree without your first
hav.lng to proceed against the Debtor or to liquidate paper or any security therefore, to pay on demand
all sums due and to become due to you from the Debtor and any and all losses, costs, attorney's fees or
expenses wbicb· may be suffered by you by reason of Debtor's default or default of the unde1:Signed
hereunde:tj and further agree to be bound by and on demand pay any deficiency established by a sale of
llaper and/or security held, with or without notice to the undersigned.
No termination hereof shall be effected by the death of the undersigned. The undersigned waive
notice of acceptance hereof and presentment, demand, protest and notice of non-payment or protest as

to any note or obligation signed, accepted, endorsed or llSsigned ~o you by said Debtor, and· all
exemptions and homestead laws and any other demands and notices required by law, and waive all setoffs and countercln.ims. You may, without notice to the undersigned, renew or extend any obligations
of the Debtor, you may accept partial payments thereon or settle, release, compound, compromise,
collect or otherwise U_quidate any portion thereof and/or security therefore ill any manner, consent to the
u-ansfer of such security and bid and purchase at any sale without affecting or impairing the obligation
of the undersigned ..
.
This Guarantee shall hind tb.e heirs, administrators, personal representatives, succes5ora and
assigns of the undersigned, and shall :inuxe to your successors and assigns. All of your righr.s hereunder
are cumulntive and not altematlve.

Dated this f1l_ day of~W4j~'l------• 2006.

15
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EXHIBIT 3
002718

DISTRl.DUTOR AGREEMENT

DETWEEN
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, JNC. ("W:E" or "SAFEGUARD")
AND
T3 ENTERPRISES, lNC. ("YOU" or "DlSTRIBUTOR")

You are appointed our sales agent ("Distributor") for those Safeguard products and
services defined in the attached Addenda, under !be terms set forth in such Addenda, plus any
new Safeguard Systems (pursuant to Paragraph 3 below) which are designed for salt: to business
and professional markets which you accept by signing the applicable product addendum and
complying witl1 its te1ms (collectively "Safeguard Systems"), on the following terms:

1.

PRODUCTS.

You shall have the right, in the ten'itory described in Exhibit A (the "Territory"),
to solicit orders of Safeguard Systems, as an independent agent, in accordance with the
price schedules publisl1ed by Safeguard from time to lime, and in accordance with other
terms and conditions including, for example, with respect to submitting orders
electronically and filling out design forms, as Safeguard may specify fi·om time to time.
2.

TERRITORY.

You are not authorized to represent Safeguard or solicit orders of Safeguard
Systems outside the Ten·ito1y except pursuant to our written policies or guidelines to the
contrary that are in effect fi·om time to time such as, for example, those pertaining to outof..tenitOly sales fi·om refennl sources. Your Territory is non-exclusive and this
Agreement does not prevent Safeguard from selling Safeguard Systems inside the
Te!Titory through other persons or means.

3.

FUTT:JRE PRODUCTS

From time to time Safeguard may offer to you the right to offer and sell new
Safeguard Systems within the Territory of any future office supplies and necessaries, or
datu processing products or services which are either: (a) manufactured by Safeguard; or
(b) made available by Safeguard through strategic alliances with selected vendors.
Products manufactured by Safeguard or made available through strategic alliances
established by Safeguard as well as Safeguard-approved sourced products, which are
identified as of the date of this Agreement and/or added from tirne to time an: collectively
refc.-red to as the "Safeguard Systems". You may accept Safeguard's offer by signing the
applicable addendum, which will contain the terms and conditions, such as quotas,
commission rates, upon which Safeguard is willing to pt!rmit you to represent it with
respect to such new Safeguard System, when it is offered to you. You shall only have the
right to represent Safeguard with respect to such new Safeguard Systems on a nonexclusive basis.
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4.

ACCO.UNT PROTECTION RIGHTS.

You shall have the exclusive right to the commissions generated on sales of
Safeguard Systems to any customer listed on Exhibit B. This exclusive right to
commissions applies to Safeguard Systems sales to each such customer for so Jong as is
specified on Exhibit B or until this Agreement is terminated; however, your exclusive
right to commissions oh sales of Safeguard Systems to any customer shall expire if that
customer has not purchased any Safeguard System within thirty-six (36) months after the
invoice date of such customer's last prior_purchase of any Safeguard System.

5.

RELATIONSHIP DETWEEN SAFEGUARD AND YOU AS AN
lNDIVIDUAL OR CORPORATION.

(A)
The relationship between Safeguard and you shall be that of principal and
independent sales agent, and not employer and employee or buyer and seller, You shall
use your best efforts to solicit orders for Safeguard Systems. All orders are subject to
acceptance by Safeguard. You shall not quote prices OJ' terms other than those set forth in
our price schedules unless you receive our consent lo do so, and you shall not make any
statements, promises or representations to the contrary nor make any commitments on
our behalf without our prior written consent.
If you are now, or at any lime in the future, a corporation, partnership,
(B)
limited liability company or other business entity, you agree and represent, and you agree
to provide us witb any documentation to verify, that:

S6068.00.00JH602J7.6

(i)

You have or will havCl the authority to execute, deliver and perform
your obligfltions under this Agreement, are or will be duly
organized ond formed and validly existing in good standing under
the Jaws of tl1e state of your incorporation or fomJfltion, and are or
will be duly qualified to do business as a foreign business entity in
each state where such qualification is necessary to operate your
Safeguard business;

(ii)

Your organizational documents or partnership agreement recite or
wiJJ recite that the issuance und transfer of any ownership interests
in you arc restricted by !be terms of this Agreement, and all
certificates and other documents representing ownership interests
in you will bear a legend refc1Ting to the restrictions of this
Agreement;

(iii)

Exhibit E to this Agreement will completely and accurately·
describe all of your owners and their interests in you, and you, as
the individual npproved by us, shall at all times own at leas! a fifty
percent (50%) interest in any corporation, pa11nership, limited
liability company or other business entity operating the Safeguard
business; and

2
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(iv)

6.

Any and all of your owners as we may designate, at any time
during the term of this Agreement, will execute an agreement in
the form that we prescribe undertaking to be bound jointly and
severally by all provisions of this Agreement and any ancillary
agreements between you and us. You and your owners agree to
execute and deliver to us such revised Exhibits ·E .as may be
nece.qsary to reflect any changes in the information contained in
Exhibit E and to furnish such other information about your
organization orfonnation as we may request.

OPERATION AND PAYMENT OF COMMISSIONS.

(A)
All orders which you solicit and send to us pursuant to this Agreement
shall be processed by us in our nonnal and customary manner. Except pursuant to
written administrative policies then in effect, or with our prior written consent, you shall
not submit orders (and Safeguard shall not accept them) where the Safeguard Systems are
or appear to be intended to be resold by the customer.

(B)
We shall bill and ship to customers directly for orders credited to you and
the customer shall pay us directly. You are expressly prohibited from converting fo your
own account any customer payments issued to Safeguard. For your services hereunder
you shall receive commission payments pursuant to the commission rate specified in the
applicable product Addendum on the net sales of Safeguard Systems credited to you;
however, commission rates may be changed, upon ninety (90) dnys written notice, at our
sole discretion due to a change in economic or competitive conditions; but such changes
can only be made in connection with a broad policy change affecting all distributors
(except those, if any, whose contracts provide otherwise) and provided fUJ1her that any
such change in commission rates shall only affect sales made after an announcement by
Safeguard. For the purpose of calculating the commission payable to you, net sales of
Safeguard Systems means the amount actually received by us with respect to sales
credited to you, Jess:
(i)

all taxes applicable thereto;

(ii)

all transportation Hnd freight costs applicable thereto;

(iii)

all handling costs applicable thereto;

(iv)

all returns and allowances.

(C)
We will pay commissions on or nboul the 15th day of each month for
Safceuard Systems sales billed during the previous month and solicited by you according
to the terms and conditions of this Agreement. If we have nol received payment in full
for any of the Safeguard Systems sales for which you have been paid a commission
within one hundred twenty (120) days of the billing date, you will be subject to
commission chargebncks according Lo the then applicable Accounts Receivable
Procedures Manual or similar policy manual. In the typical instance, this means thnl you
will be required lo repay us an amount equivalent lo your commission on the unpaid

l60GA.OO 001/•1601.37.6
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portion, unless we deduct the amount from payments which we owe you. If we are la1er
paid by the customer, we will then pay to you an amount equal to the amount collected
less the out-of~pocket costs of collection times your rate of commission.
(D)
We will withhold each month from commissions due you tmder this
Agreement a sum equal to the fixed monthly amount specified in the schedule which is
then in effect, plus a handling fee. This amount shall be collected on behalf of tlte
transferor(s) of tbe account protection rights (described in Paragraph 4 above) to the
existing Safeguard customers identified in Exhibit B, subsection (ji). This amount
represents tl1e future monthly commission deductions which you Jmve voluntarily
authorized to be withheld from your net commissions in consideration of such account
protection rights to previously-established customers being assigned to you. You
acknowledge and agi·ce that the foregoing amount would not be collected from you
unless you had Imowingly and fi·eely elected, after such prior investigation as you
deemed appropriat~, to acquire the accmmt protection rights to the existing customers
identified in Exhibit B, subsection (ii).

7.

SAFEGUARD'S DUTIES AND OBLIGATIONS

Jn addition to U10se duties and obligations described elsewhere in this Agreement,
Safeguard shall:
(A)
Use its best efforts, consistent with your status as an independent sales
agent, our obligations to other distributors, and our financial and personnel !imitations, to
assist you in the solicitation of orders of Safeguard Systems within the Ten·ito1y by
fumishing to you, upon terms not Jess favorable to you than are generally offered to other
comparable distributors, such samples, technical and descriptive information as you may,
at your discretion, reasonobly request from time to time.
(D)
FoJWard to you, with reasonable promptness, copies of all inquiries and
other con·cspondence relating to Safeguard Systems received by Safeguard from
customers identified on Exhibit B, together with copies of Safeguard's reply to such
inquiries or colTcspondence.
(C)
Notify you with reasonable promptness upon becoming aware of any
liability claim by any of the customers identified on Exhibit B relating to Safeguard
Systems or of any other event that may reasonably be expected to have a material adverse
effect upon the sale of Safeguard Systems to such customers.

(D)
Indemnify and hold you harmless from and against all loss, damage,
liability, cost or expense of any nature whatsoever which may be asserted against yon by
a third party (a "Loss") orising out of or in connection with the manufacture, marketing,
sale, distribution or use of Safeguard Systems except a Loss resulling in whole or in part
from your breach of the Agreement, violation oflaw, or other wrongful conduct.
(E)
Use its best efforts to ensUJe customer satisfaction with the Safeguard
Systems (including their use, sale and delive1y), subject to your cooperation in following

56068.00.001/•16023"/.6
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up on customer complaints in a prompt and com1eons fashion and keeping Safeguard
informed regarding such matters.
(F)
Have sole responsibility for billing and the collection of customer
accounts in the Territory, subject to your reasonable cooperation, where requested, in
assisting Safeguard in pursuing its collection efforts.

8.

DISTRIBUTOR'SDUTIESAND OBLIGATIONS.

In addition to those duties and obligations described elsewhere in this Agreement,
you shall:
Refi'ain from soliciting orders of Safeguard Systems from customers as to
(A)
whom other Safeguard distributors then hold account protection rights, including to use
best efforts to dete1mine that prospective customers are not already registered in
Safeguard's computer to another Safeguard distnbutor, and to avoid laking any actions
intended to, or having the effect of, incorrectly identifYing the name, address, or identity
of the customer in orders submitted to Safeguard .
.(B)
Refrain from soliciting orders of Safeguard Systems outside the Territory,
except where permitted pursuant to writ1cn Safeguard guidelines or po(jcies and to avoid
taking any actions intended to, or having the effect of, incon·cctly identifying the name,
address or identity of the customer in orders Sllbmitted to Safeguard.
(C)
Cooperate with Safeguard to the extent reasonably requested in attempting
to establish, maintain, comply with nnd/Ol' expand relationships with (I) private label
suppliers or suppliers selected by Safeguard to create strategic alliances for the
production of other producls; (2) Major Accounts or Banks; (3) Accountants or other
referral sources in the Territory, including to promptly follow up on leads/referrals
provided by Safeguard and comply wilh any other requirements established for a
particular lead or rcfen·al program and to otherwise comply with the tenns of the
applicable Addenda.
(D)
Maintain all customer and financial records (including, for example,
computerized records and books of original enhy) pertaining to Safeguard and your
distributorship in an orderly and organized fashion, and, upon reasonable prior notice, to
make such customer and financial records available for audit by Safeguard (at
Safeguard's sole expense) during normal b11Siness hours.
(E)
Comply with administrative and commission policies not in conflict with
this Agreement which are now in effect or which we may issue from time to time for all
distributors within your Ten-ito•y, or any metropolitan area included within the Territmy.
You acl01owledge receipt of a copy of Safeguard's cuJTent administrative policies and
business operations manuals including accounts receivable procedures manual, customer
management system order entry manual and other manuals.

·I
I
I!
I

If you, in your sole discretion, choose to appoint other sales and office
(F)
management personnel to assist you in cnnying out your duties and responsibilities unde1·

16068.00.00 1/4602)7.6
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this Agreement, you must obtain Safeguard's prior written consent which will not be
unreasonably withheld. By way of example, Safeguard may withhold its consent if the
associate distributor or such other personnel fails to sign a written agreement, in such
form attached hereto as Exhibit C, or a similar written agreement, promising to respect
and protect the trade secrets and confidential information of Safeguard.
(G)
Attend and successfully complete Safeguard's training program relating to
any Safeguard System which you are authorized to offer from time to time. The
Safeguard business you operate must, at all times during the te1m of this Agreement, be
under the direct supervision of you or a trained and competent manager should you
choose not to be the p1imary manager of the Safeguard business. If you choose to
appoint a manager, such manager must attend and successfully complete the initial
training program. You shall be responsible for the applicable training fee charged by
Safeguard and you must pay the expenses incurred by you and all of your managers and
employees attending the training programs, including travel, room, board, transportation
expenses and wages.
9.

USE OF NAME AND LOGOTYPE.

Safeguard, as part of this Agreement, grants you a non-exclusive license, which
may be revoked at any time in which Safeguard believes that you are in violation of any
of the terms and conditions of this Agreement, to use the name "Safeguard" and the
Safeguard logotype and other names and logos we identify from time to time, solely in
connection with your representation of Safeguard under this Agreement You must use
the name "Safeguard," and other marks and logos we license to you, in compliance with
our specifications, standards and operating procedures. Any unauthorized use of our
marks will constitute infringement of our rights in and to the marks. You agree tbat yollr
use of our mi!rks and any goodwill established thereby will inure to our exclusive benefit
and you acknowledge that this Agreement does not con1er any goodwill or other interest
in and to the marks upon you. No statement in this Agreement shall be construed to
prevent us from granting to other persons or entities the right to use the name
"Safeguard." If this Agreement is te1minated for any reason, all your rights to use the
name "Safeguard" and the logotype automatically revert back to us and you may no
longer use such name or logotype. Jn such event, we shall have the right to request you
to advise in writing any person whom we designate that you are no longer authorized to
usc the narne "Safeguard" and the Safegnard logotype. You agree promptly to comply
with such request. You should adopt a fictitious name incorporating the nome
"Safeguard" under which you will do business. This name must be approved by us in
writing before you commence doing business under that name.

10.

I
I
i

I
I

TERMINATION OJ.' AGREEMENT.

(A)
This Agreement s)Jall remain in effect for an initial term of five (5) years
unless it is terminated earlier for the reasons described herein.
(B)
Safeguard may terminate this Agreement immediately, without prior
waming, by giving you written notice if any of the following should occur:

5606S.OO.OOi/oi602J7 6
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(i)

You abandon your Distributorship by failing to consistently service
customers by returning phone calls, processing orders or othenvise.

(ii)

You or any of your agents or employees selJ or solicit sales of any
products, services or supplies: (a) not approved by Safeguard; (b)
which are determined by Safeguard in its discretion to be
competitive with any other Safeguard Systems or products that are
manufactured by Safeguard or made available through a strategic
alliance or otherwise. The term •competitive" shall include, by
way of Illustration witltout limiting the meaning thereof, the
characteristic of (1) having one or more applications substantially
the same as applications of Safeguard products, services and
supplies, or (2) performing one or more functions capable of being
performed by Safeguard products, services and supplies.

(iii)

You or any ofyour agents or employees sell or represent a seller of
non-competitive products, services or supplies without obtaining
our pdor written consent, which will not be unreasonably withheld
and wltich, if granted, may be revoked by Safeguard due to a
subsequent change in circumstances.
Without limiting the
generality of the foregoing, Safeguard will not normally grant its
consent unless (i) the product, service or supply is ancillary to
Safeguard Systems, (ii) is not manufactured by or otherwise
available fi·om Safeguard, and (iii) you are then satisfying the
quotas set forth in Paragraph l O(D) below. If you receive
Safeguard's consent to sell or represent a seller of then noncompetitive products, services or supplies and Safeguard
subsequently makes available new Safeguard Systems which are
competitive with such previously non-competitive items, you agree
that, if you decide to sign the applicable product addendum, you,
your agents and employees shall take all reasonable and
appropriate actions to convert the customers to Safeguard's product
Jines within a reasonable period of time.

(iv)

You or any of your agents or employees conduct yourselves or
your business in a consistently unethical or disreputable manner or
engage in a pallem of trade practices which directly or indirectly
discredit Safeguard, Safeguard customers, Safeguard distributors
or Safeguard products or se1·viccs.

(v)

You or any of your agents or employees breach or materially f.1il to
perform any of the terms and conditions of this Agreement for
sixty (60) days or more after written notice from Safeguard (other
than a breach of any of the foregoing subsections of this Paragraph
I O(B) as to which immediate termination is authorized). Prior to
the expiration of such sixty (60) day period, Safeguard shall have
the option to take such other actions, such as, for example,

.I
I
j

I

I,.
II
I
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withholding the applicable commissions, or ass1gmng another
distributor to service the applicable customer accounts, as
Safeguard may deem appropriate in its discretion. After the
expiration of such sixty (60) day period, Safeguard, in its
discretion, may etcct not to declare you to be in material breach of
this Agreement, but rather to continue such other remedies as are
authorized by the previous sentence.
(vi)

You become insolvent, make an assignment for the benefit of
creditors or an admission of your inability to pay your or your
distributorship's ~bligations as they become due, or have a petition
filed for banlcntptcy or corporate, partnership or other dissolution
(in which case tennination is effective automatically upon the
occurrence of any of these events without delivety of notice).

(C)
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in Paragraph IO(B) above,
Safeguard shall give you sixty (60) days prior written notice and an opportunity to cure if
any breach of Paragraph lO(B) is committed by any of your agents and employees .
without your previous approval, knowledge, involvement or acquiescence:
(D)
Set fOJih below are your annual net sales qt1otas fo1 the initial five (5) year
te1m of this Agreement. Safeguard may terminate this Agreement by giving you sixty
(60) days written notice if the net sales (net of nncollectible accounts, returns and
allowances) of Safeguard Systems credited to you do not equal or exceed the amounts set
fo11h below for any of the annual periods indicated (or any annual renewal period);

8/l/2006 to 7/30/2007
8/1/2007 to 7/30/2008
8/1/2008 to 7/30/2009
811/2009 to 7/30/2010
8/1/2010 to 7/30/2011

$618,000.00
$649,000.00
$68 I ,000.00
$715,000.00
$750,000.00

The foregoing nnnual net sales quotas may, at Safeguard's option, be reasonably
increased based upon any price increases for Safeguard Systems during the period, and
shall be reasonably decreased by Safeguard in the event of material price decreases for
Safeguard Systems.
In addition to the above annual net soles quotas, Safeguard may tem1inatc this
Agreement by giving you sixty (60) days written notice if the net sales of Safeguard
Systems credited to you for each calendar year do not at least equal the net sales of
Safeguard Systems credited to you for the prior Clllendar yt:ar. ·

i

i

II
I
!
I

.,I
!
I

l
I

(E)
This Agreement will also terminate sixty (60) days after the occurrence of
any of the following events:
(i)

5606S.OO.OOIN60?.J7.6

You give us written notice that you have elected to terminate this
Agreement.
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(ii)

Your death or permanent disability, unless your executor,
administrator, conservator, guardian or other personal
representative, or remaining shareholders, pa1tners, members or
similar individuals, appoints nn interim manager, approved by
Safeguard for the distributorship. Permanent disability means your
inability to fully perfonn all of the duties and responsibilities
hereunder to the full extent required by this Agreement by reason
of illness, injury or incapacity for twenty-six (26) consecutive
weeks. In the event of any dispute under this subparagraph, you
shall submit to a physical examination by a licensed physicia11
selected by us, who must also be approved by you so long as your
consent Is not unreasonably withheld or delayed.

(iii)

If an interim manager is not appointed within ten ( 10) days of such
death or disability, we may, but are not required to, appoint a
manager to operate your distributorship until the interim manager
is appointed or an assignee is approved according to the tetms and
conditions below.
If we appoint a manager for your
distributorship, the manager will be compensated in accordance
with our then-applicable guidelines for existing and new business
generated by distributors. Our appointment of a manager shall not
relieve you ofyom· obligations under this Agreement, and we shall
not be liable for any debts, losses, costs or expenses incUJTed while
our appointed manager is operating your distributorship. Furtlter,
the transfer of this Agreement by the executor, administrator,
conservator, guardian or other personal representative must be
completed within twelve (12) months from the date of death or
permanent disability.

(F)
As long as ym1 arc then in compliance with all of its tcnns and conditions,
and we mutually agree upon minimum annual net sales for the renewal te1m, you may
renew the term of this Agreement for additional periods of five (5) years eacb by giving
us written notice at least sixty (60) days prior to the end of the cun·ent term. To
accomplish renewal, you must sign our then-cuncnt form of standard distributor
agreement and all other agreements and documents we then customarily use in granting
distributorships or renewal distributorships such as a general release of claims ugainst us,
our affiliates and their respective officers, directors, shareholders, agents and employees.
lfymt fail to timely sign the then-cun·ent agreement, this Agreement shall continue in full
force and effect on a month-to-month basis until the new agreement is signed or this
Agreement is te1minated by us.
(G)
Safeguard shall have the rigltt, upon wrillen notice to you, to rescind any
sixty (60) cli'ly period prior to termination otherwise provided for in this parag1aph and to
declare the tennination to be effective immediately if during !hal sixty (60) day period (or
any portion thereof) you or any of your agents or employees fail to continue to solicit
orders on behalf of Safeguard and otherwise perform your obligations under this
Agreement in good faith.

S606S 00.0011<160237.6
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11.

ASSIGNMENT OF RIGHTS.

Your rights under this Agreement may not be assigned or transferred by you, or
by operation of law, in part. A transfer of ownership, possession or control of any of
your commission rights hereunder may be made.only in conjunction with a transfer of
this Agreement. You must transfer all of your rights either to Safeguard or another
person. If (i) you have been a Distributor for at least five (5) years, (ii) have satisfied tln:
requirements set forth below in Paragraph 12(D), and (iii) you arc in compliance with all
terms and conditions of this Agreement, and you wish to transfer your rights to solicit
orders of Safeguard Systems to the customers indicated on Exhibit B and to earn
commissions from such soles (the "Rights"), the following must first occur:

I
I
I
I
I

I

(A)
You must first offer Safeguard your Rights on the terms described in
Paragraph 12(B) below. This offer to Safeguard must be in writing and it must include a
list of all of the customers in respect of whom you have Rights. Safeguard shall have
ninety (90) days from the date it receives such written offer to either accept or reject it.
NO WAIVER BY SAJ?EGUARD OF THE PROCEDURES SET FORTH IN THE
PRECEDING SENTENCES SHALL BE EFFECTIVE UNLESS IN WRITING SIGNED
BY AN OFFICER OF SAFEGUARD. If we do not accept the assignment ofyour Rights
within ninety (90) days after we receive your offor, then;
(B)
You may transfer your Rights to a third party or parties who must be
approved by Safeguard in Wliting, and Safeguard agrees not to unreasonably withhold its
approval. The following shall be examples of reasonable grounds for withholding
approval:

S6068.00.00J/1G02J"/.6

(i)

the third party: (a) had inadequate sales and management
experience, or inadequate financial resources to operate a
distributorship of this size and complexity, (b) refuses to provide
information about l1is qualifications or financial condition as
requested by Safeguard, or (c) refuses to complete Safeguard's
initial training program and pay the requisite fee, provided,
however, that if the third party is an existing Safeguard distributor,
he or she may not need to complete such training;

(ii)

the third party is a representative of a competitive company at the
time of the proposed transfer and either (a) does not agree to
relinquish such position ot the time of the transfer, or (b) is subject
to binding non-competition or non-solicitation covenants with the
competitor;

(iii)

the third party will not agree to clevota his best efforts to the
business of the distributorship, and actively participate in its sales
activities and management;

(iv)

the third pmiy has a history of poor credit experience or has been
convicted of a felony;

I0
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(v)

the third party is at the time of the proposed transfer a Safeguard
distributor or was a distributor whose contract was terminated or a
Safeguard employee whose employment was terminated;

(vi)

the third party fails to submit a satisfactory business plan to
Safeguard, or fails to agree to accept reasonable net sales quota
requirements and the terms and conditions of Safeguard's then
existing non-exclusive distributol· contract;

(vii)

the third party insists upon being assigned Rights in and to a larger
base of existing customer accounts than Safeguard in its sole
discretion deems appropriate; or

(viii)

the financial terms (i.e. price and payback) are not fair and
reasonable to the third party (i) in tenns of providing him or her
with adequate cash flow with which to operate as a Safeguard
Distributor, or (ii) in comparison with the financial terms of
assigrunents of rights by comparable dist1ibutors at or about that

time.
If you fail to assign and transfer your Rights to a third party who has been
apprpved by Safeguard in writing within nincly (90) days of the date Safeguard rejected
your offer, then your right Ia transfer the Rights to third parties shall lapse and shall no1
become effective until you hnve again offered your Rights to Safeguard as described
above ~nd Safeguard has again rejected your offer.
(C)
In no event will you be permitted to assign your ·Rights or to receive any
payments under this paragrapl1 unless you or your personal representative executes a
written agreement with Safeg\zord and the third party containing such terms and
conditions as Safeguard may rensonably request.
(D)
For the purpose of this paragraph, as well as Paragraphs 10 and 12, this
Agreement shall be deemed to have commenced on August 1, 2006.

12.

PAYMENTS AFTER TERMINATION.

Safeguard will make payments to you after termination of this Agreement under
the following circumstances:
(A)
If Safeguard terminates this Agreement for any of the reasons set forth in
Paragraph 10, other tJum Paragraphs JO(B)(i) through (iv) or you die or become
permanently disabled within the first five (5) years, or if you terminllte this Agreement,
Safeguard will, subject to Paragraph 12(D), pay you (or your beneficiaries), for two (2)
years after the effective date of termination, fifly percent (50%) of the commissions
generated on all repeat sole:; of Safeguard Systems that are made during such period to
customers from whom you were entitled to receive commissions while this Agreement
was still in effect. Safeguard will not, however, make any such payments if, during the
two (2) year period within the Tr.rritory, you or yo\zr agents o1· employees, directly or

.lG068.00.01ll/4602l7.r.
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indirectly, sell, attempt to sell, or assist others in selling or attempting to sell services,
products, or supplies which Are competitive with Safeguard services, products or
supplies, either on your own behalf or on behalf of others or if you fail to deliver to us
within two (2) business days of the date of termination of this Agreement all of the
Safeguard trade secrets and confidential information listed in Paragraph 13, and
cooperate with us (as described in Paragraph 13) in the transfer of the customer accounts
to us or to our representative.
(B)
lf after this Agreement has been in effect for more than five (5) years (i)
you die or become pe1manently disabled; or (ii) you transfer your Rights to Safeguard
pursuant to Paragraph ll(A), Safeguard will, subject to Paragraph l2(D), pay you (or
your beneficiaries), for four (4) years after tbe effective date of termination, fifty percent
(50%) of the commissions generated on all repeat sales of Safeguard Systems that ore
made during such period to customers from whom you were entitled to receive
commissions while this Agreement was sti11 in effect. Safeguard will not, however, make
any such payments if, during the four (4) year period within the TelTito:ry, you or your
agents or employees, direclly or indirectly, sell, attempt to sell, or assist others in selling
or attempting to sell services, products or supplies which are competitive with Safet,>uard
serv:ices, products or supplies either on your own behalf or on behalf of others, or if you
fail to deliver to us within two (2) business days of the date of tem1ination of this
Agreement all of the Safeguard trade secrets and confidential information listed in
Pamgmph 13, and cooperate with us (as described in Paragraph 13) in the transfer of
t~ese customer accounts to us or to our representative.
(C)
You (or your beneficiaries) will also be entitled to additional payments if
you are entitled to payments under subparagraph (B) and if a third party is recruited, who
meets Safeguard's reasonable standards for selection as a distributor then in effect,
including, without limitation, the criteria described in Paragraph I l(B) above, and who
agrees to purchase your Rights. These additional payments will equal the difference
between the 11mount wJtich the third pa1ty agrees to pay for the purchase of such Rights
and the amount payable to you under subpnrngrnph 12(B) above. Safeguard has and
assumes no duty to assist you or your estate to make such a sale ofthe Rights or to recntit
'or approve such a third party, except under our then current and reasonable standards. If
the Rights are sold to a third party who subsequently defau11s, Safeguard's only obligation
will be to pay to you the balance, if any, that would be due under subparagraph 12(B).
(D)
If this Agreement is terminated for any reason before all of the monthly
commission deductions set forth in Paragraph 6(D) llave been withheld fi·om you, you
shall have no personal liability for the remaining balance, but, conversely, you shall not
be entitled to n refund or Jccoupment of any monthly deductions previously made, and
you shall also receive no payments under Paraeraph I I or 12 unless arrangements are
made in writing, that are approved by Safeguard in its discretion, under which the
remainder of such amount set forth in Paragraph 6(D) is collected in full, as well as any
lmm or other balances owed by you to Safeguard.

5606S.00.00114602J7 6
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13.

NON~DISCLOSURE OF CONF.lDENTIAL INFORMATION AND NON"
COMPETITION.

In consideration of Safeguard's appointing you as a distributor of Safeguard
Systems, and in recognition that as a sales agent you have an obligation to your principal
to return all of Safeguard's trade secrets or other confidential infonnation upon the
tennination of the agency, you agree that upon the termination of this Agreement for any
reason you (for purposes of this paragraph "you" includes you, your agents and
employees, individually as well as collectively) will immediately return to Safeguard all
originals and copies of all customer files, cards and records (including past ordering
history, samples and imprints), all customer lists, proprietary computer software and
related documentation, price books and/or price lists, product manuals or other product
training materials in your respective possession, custody or contl'ol; and all sales aids,
sales broclmres, design form trays, demonstration boards, and all other Safeguard sales
materials developed or used in the course of operating your Safeguard business. You
agree that these are trade secrets and confidential information belonging to Safeguard and
neither you nor any of your agents or employees will (i) disclose any of such trade secrets
or confidential infonnation about Safeguard or the nature of its business to any third
parties, (ii) permit any such confidential information to become known by a"ny such third
party, or (iii) retain or use any such information other than in connection with serving as
a Safeguard Distributor.
Upon termination of this A~:.rreement for any reason or expiration yon agree that
you will not disparage Safeguard, its products or its distributors and that you shall assign
to Safeguard or its designee further use of all business telephone number(s), facsimile
machine number(s), and post office box number(s) previously used in connection with
your Safeguard distributorship in accordance with Exhibit D auached hereto. You agree
that upon termination or expiration of this Agreement (or, if requested by Safeguard, at
any time prior thereto in which event such documents may be postdated by Safeguard),
you will sign such documents as may be required by the telephone company or post
office to effectuate such assignment. If you fail or refuse to do so by this Agreement you
appoint and consent t9 Safeguard's serving as your representative to execute any such
documents on your behalf. You agree that you shall promptly forward to Safeguard (or
its designee) all mail, orders or other correspondence received by you al any of your
home or business addresses after the date of termination or expiration that ore addressed
to or otherwise relate to Safeguard, and thllt you shall advise persons who call your home
or business teh:phone numbers asking for Saleguard of the new telephone numbel·s at
which Safeguard (or its designee) can be reached.
Also, for a period of two (2) years after this Agreement is terminated or expires,
within the Territory, you agree that neither you nor any of your agents or employees shnll
directly or indirectly, on your or their own behalf or on behalf of any other person,
company or entity, solicit, sell, attempt to sell, or assist others in selling systems or
services, supplies or products competitive with systems, services, supplies or products
available from Safeguard to any Safeguard customers from whom you had solicited
orders or with whom you had otherwise done business prior to such termination or
expiration date.
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If either you or your agents or employees violate any of the above agreements,
you acknowledge that Safeguard's remedy at law for violation wiJI be inadequate.
Safeguard will be entitled to temporary and permanent equitable relief to prohibit you or
them from continuing to violate this Agreement even if no money damages can be
proven; provided, however, that nothing stated herein shall be construed so as to preclude
Safeguard to recover appropriate monetary damages.

In the event any of the provisions of Paragraph 13 are deemed to exceed the time
or geographic limitations pem1itted by applicable laws, you and we agree that the
provisions are essential for Safeguard's protection and that they shall be refonned to the
maximum time or geographic limitation permitted by applicable laws.

I
I
I

;RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER AGRREMENTS.

14.

This Agreement is the sole understanding and agreement of the patties with
respect to its subject matter and shall supersede and replace any agreement covering the
products and services covered by this Ag1·eement previously signed by us, as well as all
prior or contemporaneous understandings and ag1·eemcnts, written or oral.
NO WAIVER/NO IMPLIED COVENANTS.

15.

I

!
I

If any provision or part of this Agreement shall be held invalid, the rest of the
Agreement shall still be binding upon each of the parties, such invalid provision or part
being deemed severable in nature. In addition, if either pa1ty elects not to enforce any of
the terms of this Agreement at any time, its failure to do so shall not be deemed a waiver
of its right lo enforce thai or any olber part al some later time. SAFEGUARD'S
ELECTION NOT TO ENFORCE ANY OF THE TERMS AND CONDJTIONS OF ITS
SIMILAR AGREEMENTS WlTH OTHER DISTRIBUTORS SHALL NOT
PREJUDICE NOR AFFECT ITS RJGHT TO ENFORCE SUCH TERMS AND
CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT AGAINST YOU.
16.

BINDING EFFECT OF TfllS AGREEMENT.

This Ag1·eement shall be binding not only on you and Safeguard, b\lt also on each
of the heirs, executors, successors and ~ssigns of the parties.
17.

I

.I
i

MIS~)l~LLANEOUS.

I

(A)
Amendment. Neither this Agreement nor any of its provisions may be
amended or waived except by a writing signed by the party againsfwhom enforcement of
the amendment or waiver is sought.
(B)
Default by Safeguard. Safeguard shall not be deemed to ltave committed a
breach or defoult of any obligation or provision of this Agreement unless it shall have
been given written notice by you designating the specific act or provision of which there
has been a failure of perfimnanr:e, rwrl Safeguard shnll have failed to perfonn sur.h act or
comply with such provision within thirty (30) days aHer receipt of such notice.

S606S.OO.OOI/4602:ri.6
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(C)
Limitation of Damages. THE DAMAGES RECOVERABLE BY
EITHER PARTY HERETO FOR ANY CONTROVERSY OR CLAIM, WHETHER
FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT, TORT, VIOLATION OF STATUTE, OR
OTHERWISE, BASED UPON, ARISING OUT OF, OR RELATED TO THIS
AGREEMENT, A BREACH THEREOF, OR THE COMMERCIAL OR ECONOMIC
RELATION BETWEEN THE PARTIES, SHALL BE LlMITED TO ACTUAL
DAMAGES FOR COMMERCIAL LOSS. NEITHER PARTY HERETO SHALL BE
LIABLE TO TIIE OTHER FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES, OR FOR COMPENSATORY
DAMAGES FOR EMOTIONAL DISTRESS.
(D)
Limitation of Actions. THE PARTIES MUTUALLY AGREE THAT
ANY CLAIM OF ANY KIND BASED UPON, ARISING OUT OF, OR RELATED TO
TRIS AGREEMENT, A BREACH THEREOF, OR THE COMMERCIAL OR
ECONOMIC RELATION BETWEEN THE PARTIES, SHALL BE BARRED UNLESS
ASSERTED BY THE COMPLAINlNG PARTY BY THE COMMENCEMENT OF AN
ACTION WITHIN ONE YEAR AFTER THE FIRST INACTION OR ACTION TO
WHICH THE CLAIM RELATES.
GOV:ERNING LAW.

18.

This Agreement shall become effective when executed and accepted by us in
Texas. All matters relating to arbitration will be governed by the Federal Arbitration Act
(9 U.S.C. §§ 1 et seq.). Except to the extent governed by the Federal Arbitration Act, the
United Stales Trademark Act of !'946 (Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. Sections 1051 et seq.) or
other federal law, this Agreement·, the distributorship and the relationship between you
and Safeguard will be govemed and construed under and in accordance with the Jaws of
Texa8, except that the provisions of the Texas Deceptive Trade Practices Act (and the
regulations thereunder) will not apply unless its jurisdictional requirements· are met
independently without reference to this subsection.

19.

RELIANCE UPON OWN JUDGMENT,

Each of the parties acknowledges that in executing this Agreement it relies solely
on his, her or its own judgment, belief and knowledp,e, and such advice as he, she or it
may have received from his, her or its own counsel, and, except for represenlations
expressly set fo11h herein, that party has not been influenced by any representations or
statements made by the other party or his, her or ils counsel.

I
i

1
20.

FULL DISCLOSURE/NO ORAL REPRESENTATION~.

BY SJGNING THIS AGREEMENT YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT NO ORAL
REPRESENTATIONS CONTRARY TO ANY OF THE WRITTEN TERl\tlS OF THIS
AGREEMENT HAVE BEEN MADE TO YOU BY ANYONE EMPLOYED BY OR
REPRESENTING SAFEGUARD. You specifically acknowledge that Safeguard has
explained to you that (I) it cannot provide assurances that it will provide you with
unlimited or ony prcdctemlinccl level of support or traini11g, (2) tho! any of! he Safeguard
customers identified in Exhibit B, subseclion (ii) will continue to reorder the same
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product or similar amounts in the future, (3) that any such customer still remains in
business .or may not appear more than once on tho list, possibly under different names, or
(4) that you will attain the net sales quotas set forth in Paragraph lO(D), or achieve any
other sales or earnings forecasts that have been developed by Safeguard ancl you. You
understand that Safeguard only represents to you that the customers whose names are
listed in subsection (ii) to Exhibit B have in the past bought Safeguard products and
services. YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT ANY DISCUSSIONS YOU MAY HAVE
HAD WITH SAFEGUARD ABOUT ANY EXPECTATION OF FUTURE ORDERS
FROM SUCH CUSTOMERS HAVE INVOLVED ESTIMATES ONLY. You also
acknowledge that you have received an explanation of how the price of the account
protection rights set forth in Paragraph 6(D) and how the annual quota set forth in
Paragraph 1O(D) has been calculated, that tllese computations are satisfactory, and that
the quotas are reasonable and attainable by you. You have read this Agreement carefully
and have been encouraged by Safeguard to review it with an attorney of your choice, and
you agree to be bound by its terms.

21.

DISPUTES/ARBI'l'RATIONIWAlV.E:R OF JURY TRIAL.

(A)
Any dispute between you and another Safeguard distributor, including, for
example, disputes relating to claims that you (or any of your agents or employees) have
violated subparagraphs (A) and (B) of Paragraph 8 above or your claim that another
Safeguard distributor has violated similar covenants or obligations arising fi·om his or her
distributor agreement(s) with Safeguard, may be resolved. by Safeguard pursuant to its
written policies then in effect. You ogree to abide by the decision of Safeguard, which, in
the absence of clear and convincing evidence of fraud or conflict of interest, will be final
and binding and not appealable to any court of Jaw or othe1wise, and you agree that you
shalf not file, claim, sue or cause or permit to be filed or claimed any action for legal or
equitable relief (including for damages, injunctive, declaratory, monet31y or other relief)
against Safeguard involving any dispute submitted to or adjudicated by Safeguard.

I

l
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(B)
EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE PROVIDED IN SUBPARAGRAPH (A)
ABOVE, ALL CONTROVERSIES, DISPUTES OR CLAIMS ARISING BETWEEN
US, (OUR OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, AGENTS, EMPLOYEES AND ATTORNEYS
(IN THEIR REPRESENTATIVE CAPACITY) AND YOU (YOUR OWNERS AND
GUARANTORS, IF APPLICABLE) ARISING OUT OF OR RELATED TO: (I) THIS
AGREEMENT OR ANY PROVISION THEREOF OR ANY RELATED
AGREEMENT; (2) THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE PARTIES riER.ETO; (3) THE
VALIDITY OF TI-lJS AGREEMENT OR ANY RELATED AGREEMENT, OR ANY
PROVISION THEREOF; OR (4) ANY SPECIFICATION, STANDARD OR
OPERATING PROCEDURE RELATING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OR
OPERATION OF THE SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SHALL BE SUBMITTED FOR
ARBITRATION TO BE ADMINISTERED BY THE DALLAS, TEXAS OFFICE OF
THE AMEIUCAN ARBlTRATION ASSOCATION ON DEMAND OF EITHER
PARTY. SUCH ARBITRATION PROCEEDINGS SHALL BE CONDUCJ'ED IN
DALLAS, TEXAS AND, EXCEPT 1\.S OTHERWISE PROVIDED JN THIS
AGREEMENT, SHALL BE CONDUCTED JN ACCORDANCE WITH 11-IE THEN
CURRENT COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION RULES OF THE AMEIUCAN
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ARBITRATION ASSOCIATION BY A PANEL OF THREE (3) ARBITRATORS.
THE ARBITRATORS SHALL HAVE THE RIGHT TO AWAJID OR INCLUDE IN
THEm. AWAJID ANY RELIEF WHICH THEY DEEM PROPER IN THE
CIRCUMSTANCES, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, MONEY DAMAGES
"(WITH INTEREST ON UNPAID AMOUNTS FROM DATE DUE), S~ECIFIC
PERFORMANCE, INJUNCTIVE RELIEF. PROVIDED THAT THE ARBITRATOR
DOES NOT HAVE THE RIGHT TO AWARD EXEMPLARY OR PUNITIVE
DAMAGES.
THE PARTIES ARE PROHIBITED FROM SUBMIITJNG
SETTLEMENT DISCUSSIONS OR OFFERS TO THE ARBITRATORS FOR
CONSIDERATION IN THE CONTEXT OF ANY ARBITRATION. THE AWARD
AND DECISION OF THE ARBITRATORS SHALL BE CONCLUSIVE AND
BINDING UPON ALL PARTIES HERETO AND JUDGMENT UPON THE AWARD
MAY BE ENTERED IN ANY COURT OF COMPETENT JURISDICTION, AND
EACH PARTY WAIVES ANY RIGHT TO CONTEST THE VALIDITY OR
ENFORCEABILITY OF SUCH AWAKD. THE PARTIES FURTHER AGREE TO BE
BOUND BY THE PROVISIONS OF ANY APPLICABLE LIMITATION ON THE
PERIOD OF TllviE 1N WHICH CLAIMS MUST BE BROUGHT. THE PART1ES
FURTHER AGREE THAT IN CONNECTION WITH ANY SUCH ARBITRATION
PROCEEDING EACH SHALL FILE ANY COMPUI.SORY COUNTERCLAIM (AS
DEFINED BY RULE l3 OF THE FEDERAL RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURES)
WITHIN THIRTY (30) DAYS .OF THE DATE OF THE FILING OF THE CLAIM TO
WHICH IT RELATES. THIS PROVISION SHALL CONTINUE IN FULL FORCE
AND EFFECT SUBSEQUENT TO AND NOTWITHSTANDING EXPIRATION OR
TERMINATION OF THIS AGREEMENT. SAFEGUARD AND DISTRIBUTOR
AGREE THAT ARBITRATION SHALL BE CONDUCTED ON AN INDIVIDUAL,
NOT A CLASS-WIDE BASIS. TilE PARTIES FURTHER AGREE THAT CLAIMS
BY OR AGAINST EITHER OF THEM (AND THEIR OFFICERS, DIRECTORS,
EMPLOYEES, SHARniiOLDERS, GUARANTORS OR AFFILJA TES) WILL BE
HEARD ON AN INDIVIDUAL BASIS AND NOT CONSOLIDATED WITH THE
CLAIMS OF ANY THIRD PARTIES. NOTWITHSTANDING ANYTHING TO THE
GONTRARY CONTAINiiD INTHIS PARAGRAPH, WE AND YOU EACH HAVE
THE RIGHT IN A PROPER CASE TO OBTAIN TEMPORARY RESTRAINING
ORDERS OR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTIVE RELIEF FROM A COURT OF
COMPETENT JURISDICTION; PROVIDED, HOWEVER, THAT WE AND YOU
MUST CONTEMPORANEOUSLY SUBMIT OUR DISPUTE FOR ARBITRJ\TION
ON THE MERITS AS PROVIDED IN THIS PARAGRAPH.
(C)
IN THE EVENT OF ANY DISPUTE BETWEEN YOU AND
SAI•'EGUARD BJ\SED UPON, J\RISING IN CONNECTION WITH, OR
RELATED TO THE INTEHPllliTATJON OF THIS AGREEMENT OR A
CLAIMED BHEACH THEREOF, THE PARTIES' RESPECTIVE RIGHTS AND
OBLIGATIONS UNDER THIS AGREEMENT, OR FROM ALLEGED
TORTIOUS CONDUCT OR STATUTORY VIOLATIONS RELATED IN ANY
WAY, DIRECTLY ORINDIRECTLY,ElTHER TO TI-llS AGREEMENT OR'.fO
THE PARTJES' COMMERCIAL OR ECONOMIC RELATIONSHIP, AND
EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE PROVIDED IN SUBPARAGRAPH (A) ABOVE, YOU
AND WE AGREE THAT THE ISSUES THAT WILL B&: RAISED IN SUCH
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DlSPUTE WILL BE DIFFICULT AND COMPLEX SO THAT ANY LAWSUIT
RESULTING FROM SUCH A CONTROVERSY WILL BE TlUED DEFORE A
COURT OF COMPETENT .JURISDICTION BY A JUDGE SITTING WITHOUT
A JURY.
YOU HEREBY KNOWINGLY, VOLUNTARILY AND
INTENTIONALLY WAIVE ANY RIGHT YOU MAY HAVE TO. A TRIAL BY
JURY IN RESPECT TO UTIGATION RELATIVE TO ANY OF' THE
FOREGOING MATTERS, AND YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT TlUS
PROVISION IS A MATERIAL INDUCEMEN'T FOR SAii'EGUARD'S
ENTERING INTO THIS AGREEMENT WITH :YOU.
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.

T3 ENTF..RPRlS.ES, INC.

Bl(~R
dr!si:&L
~·-{U{j
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date:

~606S.00.0011<1602J7.C>
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EXHIDlTA
TO THAT CERTAIN DISTRIBUTOR AGREEMENT
BETWEEN SAFE9\]ARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND

TI E!!1trprises. ,])1<!/.

You shall have the non-exclusive right to call on prospective users of Safeguard Systems
in the geographical area described below.
The following counties in the State ofidaho:
Ada
Adams
Bannock
Bear Lake
Bingham
Blaine
Boise
Bonneville
Butte
Camas
Canyon
Caribou
Cassia
Clark
Custer
Elmore
Franklin
Fremont
Gem
Gooding
Jefferson
Jerome
Lemhi
Lincoln
MAdison
Mindoka
Oneida
Owyhee
Power
Teton
Twin Fnlls
Valley
Washington
The foil wing counties in the Swte of Oregon:
Malheur
The following counties in the State of Wyoming;
Lincoln
Teton
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EXIDBITB
TO THAT CERTAIN DISTR1BUTOR AGREEMENT
BETWEEN SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND

i

U 61te(j>(l'ses. %11 C/.

You shall have the exclusive right to the applicable commissions on sales of Safeguard
Systems to:

(i) each customer in the Territory whose first order of Safeguard Systems is dil'ectly the
result of your efforts and is credited to you, except National Accounts, Danks (and Bank
referrals) and other referral sources with respect to which you have failed to comply with
Paragraph 8(C); and
(ii) the Safeguard customers listed in Safeguard computer under Distributor t/04F7-XX.

I
I

I

Jn addition, yom· exclusive right to commissions on sales of Safeg11a1·d Systems to any
customer shall expire if that customer has not purchased any Safeguard System within thhiy-six
(36) months after the invoice date of such customer's last prior purchase of any Safeguard
System.

;./ If no list of customers is physically attached hereto, you should initial this page to indicate
fhat such a list was previously furnished to you. You should not sign the Ag~ecment or initial
this page uuless such a list is being or has been furnished to you by Safeguard. These customers
were formerly in Safeguard's computer under Distributor #TBD and #TBD.

'N7- 6:J,

~15-0.3 1 XIZT-o3,

Xf\G-1)3
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EXHIBJTC
TO THAT CERTAIN DISTIUBUTORAGREEMENT
BETWEEN SAFEGJARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND

l3 ftl- trpn'~,

:Id·Jtl..

NON-SOLICITATION/NON-DISCLOSURE COVENANTS OF MANAGER

In consicf.eration of my [employment/continued employment] as a Manager for

&.~3tmrA. 8~. Tegl~-1 A~:,oc,, ("Distributor") a dist.dbutor of Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.,
("Safeguard") ana ne Dollar ($1.00), receipt of which is acknowledged, I acknowledge and agree
that:
1.

Safeguard has developed: price lists, customer lists, customer files and records
(such as samples, imprints, past ordering histmies, key contact personnel and the
like), lists of referral sources, methods of doing business, sales volume figures
and other similar inf01mation. If my status as a Manager terminates for any
reason, I agree to (1) deliver to Distributor, the originals and all copies of the
foregoing confidential materials (whether documentary or on computerized media),
plus any and all mock ups, brochures and sales materials :fumished to me by
Distdbutor or Safeguard; and (2) purge from my computer all references to the
foregoing lists and information, including customers of Distribt1tor or Safeguard
and their identities (collectively refen·ed to as the "Confidential Information").

2.

As an employee of Distributor, I will receive valuable Confidential Infonnation,
disclosure of which would be dettimentalto Distributor, Safeguard, other Safeguard
distributors and Safeguard businesses.

3.

I will hold in strict confidence the Confidential Information and any other
infmmation designated by Distributor or Safeguard as confidentiaL I will not
disclose any portion or all of the Confidential Infonnation to non-Snfeguard
employees, and I will use it only in connection with my duties as a Manager of
Distributor, unless Safeguard othe1wise agrees in writing. My promise not to
disclose the Confidential Information is a condition of my employment by
Distributor and continues even after I leave the employ of Distributor.

4.

J agree lhat I will not compete with Distributor or with Safeguard duling the time
that I am employed by or am an agent ofDistributor. More specifically, I agree that
during that time I will not do any of the following things for myself or for anyone
else: (a) encourage customers to do business with nny competitor of Distributor or
Safeguard; (b) acquire on interest in, or promote, aid or assist, any business that is
of the same general type as Distributor or Safeguard; (c) encomage employees or
agents ofDistributor or Safeguard to quit their jobs or relationships with Distributor
or Safeguard; and/or (d) directly or indirectly on my own behalf or on behalf of
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any other person, entity or film, solicit, sell, attempt to sell, or assist others in
selling to any Safeguard customers printed business products, one-Wlile
accounting and other financial systems, non-financial one-write systems such as
gift certificates and visitor pass systems, continuous and laser computer forms and
checks, envelopes, tax forms, computer software, records management and related
business supplies, and certain lines of products manufactured or supplied for SBS
by outside vendors. I agree that my obligation in (c) and (d) directly above shall
continue beyond the termination date of my employment Ol' agency for an
additional period of two (2) years.

5.

Safeguard is a third-party beneficiary of this Agreement and may enforce it. My
violation of this Agreement wm cause Safeguard lrrepamble ba1m; therefore, l
aclmowledge and agree that Safeguard or Distributor may apply for the issuance of
an injunqtion preventing me from violating this Agreement and agree to pay
Safeguard and Distributor all tbe costs iVIhey incur(s), including attomeys' fees, if
this Agreement is enforced against me. l agree that Distributor and/or Safeguard
may also get a judgment against me for money damages that result from my
violation of those duties if Distributor and/or Safeguard are/is able to prove the
amount of those damages. Due to the importance of this Agreement to Safeguard,
any claim I have against Disllibutor or Safeguard is a separate matter and does not
entitle me to violate, or justify any violation of this Agreement. lf any part of this
Agreement is held invalid by a court or agency, the rest of the Agreement is still
enforceable and the part held invalid is enforceable to the extent found reasonable
by the court or agency.

I acknowledge that these covenants are reasonable and appropriate in view of the access to
Safeguard Confidential Information that I will have as a Manager, and that Distributor would not
be willing to appoint me as a Manager unless I agree to sign this document. If I violate any of
the above covenants, I acknowledge that money damages will be an inadequate remedy and that
Safeguard will be entitled to specific performance and/or injunctive relief even if no money
damages can be proven, and that the customer non-solicitation covenants shall continue in effect
for two (2) years after the date of my last violation of the customer non-solicitation provisions
herein.

~.ot=x.lu~,--_ _

....&""',ll""'.!!Vu..l___,..,L.uf

Date
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EXHIBITD
TO THAT CERTAINDISTR.IDUTORAGREEMENT
BETWF..EN SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND

1.3

~6~/SJ

:tn~,

COLLATERAL ASSIGNMENT OF TELEPHONE NUMBERS AND LISTINGS

THIS ASSIGNMENT is entered into this 1st day of August, 2006, in accordance with
the terms of that certain Distributor Agreement (the "Distributor Agreement") between T3
Enterprises, Inc., ("Distributor") and Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. (''Company"), executed
concurrently with this Assignment Ag~·eement, under which Company granted Distributor the
right to own and operate a Safeguard business in Idaho( the "Business").
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, Distributor hereby assigns to Company all of Distributor's
right, title and interest in and to those certain telephone numbers and regular, classified or other
telephone directory Iislings (collectively, the "Telephone Numbers and Listings") associated
with Company's trade and service marks and used from time to time in connection with the
operation of the Business. This Assignment is for collateral purposes only and, except as
specified herein, Company shall have no liability or obligation of any kind whatsoever arising
from or in connection with this Assignment, unless Company shall notify the telephone company
and/or the listing agencies with which Distributor has placed telephone direct01y listings (all
such entities are collectively refcJTcd to l1ercin as the "Telephone Company") to effectuate the
assignment pursuant to the terms hereof.
Upon termination or expiration of the Distribtttor Agreement (without renewal m·
extension), Company shall have the right and is hereby empowered to effectuate the assignment
of the Telephone Numbers and Listings, and, in such event, Distributor shall have no further
right, title or interest in the Telephone Numbers and Listings and shall 1·emain liable to the
Telephone Company for all past due fees owing to the Telephone Company on or before the
effective date of the assignment hereunder.
Distributor ackJlowledges and agrees that as between Company and Distributor, upon
termination or expiration ofthe Distributor Agreement (without renewal or extension), Company
shall have the sole right to and interest in the Telephone Numbers and Listings, and Distributor
appoints Company as Distributor's tnte and lawful attorney-in-fact to direct the Telephone
Company to assign same to Company, and execute such documents and lake such actions as may
be neccssaty to effectuate the assignment. Upon such event, Distributor shall immediately notify
the Telephone Company to assign !he Telephone Numbers and Listings to Company. If
Distributor fails to promptly direct the Telephone Company to assign the Telephone Numbers
and Listings to Company, Company shall direct the Telephone Company to effectuate the
assignment contemplated hereunder to Company. The pn1ties agree that the Telephone
Company may accept Company's written direction, the Distributor Agreement or this
Assignment as conclusive proof of Company's exclusive rights in and to the Telephone Numbers
and Listings upon such termination or expiration and that such assignment shall be made
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automatically and immediately effective upon T~lepholle Company's recei,Pt.of such notice from
Company or Distributor. The parties fmiher agree that if the Telephone· Company requires that
the parties execute the Telephone Company's assignment fom1s or- other documentation at the
thnc of termination or expiration of the Distributor Agreement, Company's ex~cution of such
forms o1· documentation on behalf of Distributor shall effectuate Distriliuior's consent antl
agreetneJlt to the assignment. The parties agree that at any time after the date hereof, they will
perform such acts and execute and deliver sucl1 docnments as may be necessary to Qssist in or
accomplisl1 the assignment described herein upon termination or expiration of the Distributor
Agreement.
ASSIGNEE:

ASSIGNOR

SAFll:GUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.

T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.

By:~if~
Its:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

By:

I~.LV) civ>~

Its:

(}Mj~t\i-

S6068.00.0011•1G0237.6
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EXHlBITE
TO THAT CERTAIN DISTRIBUTOR AGREEMENT
BETWEEN SAFEGU RD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND

T3

. .

""'C),

Effective Date: This Exhibit E is current and complete
As of August 1, 2006
The Distributor and Its Owners

I.

Form ofDistributor.

(a}

Proprietorship. The owner(s) of the Distributor (is) (are) as follows:

(b)
Corporation, l>:n·tnership, Limited Liability Company or othe1· Dnsiness
Enlity. The Distributor was incorporated or fmmed on _j'fjp._u I q • aool&, under the laws of
the State of
:ttkho
. The Distributor has not condu~~1ess under any name other
than its corporate, company or partnership JJame and
• The following is
H

list of the Distributor's directors and/or officers as of the effective date shown above:

Name of Each Director/Officer

...bauuLTipJL"'~I----

Position(s) Held

Pm·)G~cl

J\j.droa.\.,,__.JJ!...L.:e:pf~,_f---

INITIALS
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OWNER'S GUARANTY AND ASSUMPTION OF
DISTRIBUTOR'S OBLIGATIONS

In consideration of, and as an inducement to, the execution of the Distributor Agreement
(the "Agreement") by SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. ("Company"), each of the
undersigned ("Guarantors") hereby personally and unconditionally (1) guarantees to Company
and its successors and assigns, for the te1m of the Agreement and thereafter as provided in the
Agreement, that Dawn Teply ("Distributor") shall punctually pay and perform ench and every
1mdertaking, agreement and covenant set forth in tha Agreement and (2) agrees to be personally
bound by, and personally liable for the breach of, each and every provision in the Agreement.
Each Guarantor hereby waives:
acceptance and notice of acceptance by Company of !he foregoing undertakings;

( 1)

(2)
notice of demand for payment of any indebtedness or nonperf01mance of any
obligations hereby guaranteed;
(3)
protest and notice of default to any party with respect to the indebtedness or
nonperformance of any obligations hereby guaranteed;
(4)
any right he may have to requhe that an action be brought against Distributor or
any other person as a condition of liability; and
any and all other notices and legal or equitable defenses to which he may be

{5)

entitled.
Each Guarantor consents and agrees that:
(1)

his direct ~md immediate liability under this guar!Jnty shall be joint and several;

(2)
he shall render any payment or perf01mance required under the Agreement upon
demand if Distributor fails or refuses punctually to do so;
(3)
such liability shall not be conditioned upon pursuit by Company of any remedies
against Distrib_utor o1· any other person; and
(4)
such liability shall not be diminished, relieved or otherwise affected by any
extension of time, credit or other indulgence which Company may from time to time grant to
Distributor or to any other person, including without limitation the acceptance of any partial
payment or perfmmance, or the compromise or release of any claims, none of which shall in any
way modify or amend this guaranty, which shall be continuing and irrevocable during the te1m of
the Agreement.

l606S.OO.OOIH60ZJ7.6
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, each of the undersigned has hereunto affixed his signature on
the same day and year as the Agreement was executed.

GUARANTORfS}

1J aJA)a

Uo/>li

PERCENTAGE OF OWNERSHJP OF DJSTRJBUTOR

5/

%

1~%
__________________ %
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ADDENDUM NO. 1

NAl\llE AND DESClUPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
.9ne-Write and Safe-Trak Systems - manual systems, including financial
accounting and non-finan~ial systems, in which several f01ms for different financial or
non-financial recording functions are held in alignment on compact Wl'iting boards so U1at
a single writing on the top form produces the same entry on· the forms beneath through
use of carbon on "no-carbon required" paper. Also included in this product line are the
writing boards, trays, binders and other non-paper items sold in conjunction with the
forms.

COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT TO YOU
35% of net sales, subject to the tenns of the payment and chargeback provisions
described in the Distributor Agreempnt.

COMMISSION AND 'rEIUUTORY PROVISIONS
Distributor acknowledges that all commission rights, account protection and territory provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
of NEBS.

.

__ _

_ii_-~,.1._
INITIALS
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ADDENDUM NO. 2

NAME AND DESCRIPTION Qli' PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Computer F01ms and Checks- laser, continuous and other computer forms and
checks that fit the requirements of personal and business computers and which are
generally sold in quantities of 500 to 50,000. The forms consist of Pre-set forms which
are stock items designed to fit numerous software combinations; Semi-custom forms
which are sold when there is not enough volume in an item to stock it as a Pre-set;
Custom Forms which are designed to customer preferences, envelopes run in continuous
fashion; letterhead; and checks run in continuous fashion.

COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT TO YOU
Safeguard shall se11 and, pursuant to the Distributor Agreement, bill to the customer
computer forms orders only at the price agreed to and accepted by Safeguard. Safeguard
shall maintain a schedule, which may from time to time be changed by Safeguard at its
sole discretion upon written notice, setting fo11h for caclt computer form product line the
minimum price at which Safeguard is willing to sell the product. Your commission will
be the diflerence between the price agreed to and accepted by Safeguard for the sale of
any computer forms hereunder and the minimum price for such product on the schedule
then in effect, subject to the terms ofpaymen.l and chnrgebnck provisions described in the
Distributor Agreement.
COMMISSION AND TERRlTORY PROVISIONS
Distributor acknowledges that all commission rights, account protection and letTitory provisions
of tbe Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and colleetcd by Safeguard
Business SystCf!lS, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
of NEBS.

i
I
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ADDENDUM NO.3

NAME AND DESCRlPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Color Coded Records Management - A systematic approach by which to retain
vital media tlu·ougl! shelving, folders, indexes, labels and accessory products. Designed
around the use of color to designate, classify and organize records, Safeguard offers two
proprietary systems, Color Sentry and Color Master, as well as systems compatible with
other original equipment manufacturers. The Color Sentry system is an end tab system
with unique colored labels, both alpha and numeric, being applied to folders. Color
Master provides !'ecords to suspend from plastic hangers, using plastic colored tabs
instead ofunique colored labels.

COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT TO YOU
Records Management products are a combination of based priced and fixed price. Fixed
ptice products yield a 35% commission on net sales. Based priced products covered by
this Addendum shall be sold and billed to the customer only at the price agreed to and
accepted by Safeguard. Safeguard shall maintain a schedule, which may from time to
time be changed by Safeguard, at its sole discretion upon written notice setting forth the
minimum price for which Safeguard is willing to sell the product. Your commission for
such products will be the difference between the price agreed to and accepted by
Safeguard for the sale of any such products and the minimum price for such product or
the schedule then in effect. Both based and fixed price products are subject to the te1ms
of payment and chargebacl< provisions described in the Distributor Agreement.
COMMISSION AND TERRITORY PROVISIONS

Distributo1· acknowledges that all commission rights, account protection and territ01y provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply ·only to orrlers that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
of NEBS.

Q\,6
----~·-

JNJTJALS
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ADDENDUM NO.4

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE

.Personal System (P~-3)- A simplified check-writing one-write system for home
and personal use. Included in this product line are the f01ms which comprise the system
and the wtiting boards, envelopes, binders and other non-paper items sold in conjunction
with the fonns.
COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF J! AYMENT TO YOU

25% of net sales, subject to the terms of the payment and ehargeback provisions
described in the Distributor Agreement.
COMMISSION AND TERRITORY l'ROVISlONS

Distributor acknowledges that all commission rights, account protection and territory provisions
of the Dislributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
of NEBS.

INITIALS
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ADDENDUM NO.5

NAME AND DESCRlPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Sourced Procl.4.Q!§ --Ancillary bubiness forms or office supplies not manufactured
by Safeguard or offered through a Safeguard standard program with a third party
supplier, but which will, from time to time, be made available for sale by Safeguard
through Distnbutors to the professional and small business mm·kets traditionally served
by Safeguard. Such products will not carry the Safeguard name, and many include, for
illustration purposes, stock tab paper, snap-out forms and envelopes. Safeguard reserves
the right to revise, expand or decrease the list of products covered by this Addendum
from time to time upon written notice to Distributors, and you aclmowledge Safeguard's
right to do so.
COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT

Each product covered by this Addendum shall be sold and billed to the customer only at
the price agreed to and accepted by Safeguard. Safeguard shall maintain a schechlle,
which may from time to time be changed by Safeguard upon written notice, setting forth
for each product the minimum price at which Safeguard is willing to sell the product.
Your commission will be the difference between the price agreed to and accepted by
Safeguard for the sale of any product hereunder and the minimum price for such product
on the schedule then in effect, subject to the te1ms of payment and cbargeback provisions
described in your Distributor Agreement, ex:cept that chargebacks shall until further
notice be determined on the following basis: If we have not received payment in full for
any of the Sourced Product sales which l1ave been processed within one hundred and
twenty (I 20) days of the billing date, you shall repay us for the appropriate percentage of
the minimum price, or unp11irl balance of the minimum price. lnstelld of requiring you to
repay any amount, we may deduct the amount from payments which we owe you. If we
nre later paid by the customer, we will then pay to you an amount equal to the amount
collected, Jess the out-of-pocket costs of co!Jection.
COMMISSION AND TERRITORY PROVlSlONS

Distributor acknowledges that all commission rights, account protection and territory provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply only to orders tbnt are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. and do not apply to sales mode or orders processed by any other affiliate
ofNEBS.

-~&__
INJTIALS
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ADDENDUM NO. 6

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SE:RVICF.
Standard Progt·ams- These are anciilaty business products and office supplies not
manufactured by Safeguard provided by third party suppliers through an established
standard program including standard pricing. Such products may not carry the Safeguard
name, and may include, for illustration purposes, tax forms, three-on-a-page checks, and
envelopes. Safeguard reserves the right to revise, expand or decrease the list of products
covered by this Addendum from time to time upon written notice to Distributors, and you
·
acknowledge Safeguard's right to do so.

COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT
Each product covered by this Addendum shall be sold and billed to the customer only at
the price agreed to and accepted by Safeguard. Safeguard shall maintain a schedule,
which may from time to time be changed by Safeguard upon written notice to
Distributors, setting forth for each product the minimum price at which Safeguard is
willing to sell the product. Your commission will be the difference between the price
agreed to and accepted by Safeguard for the sale of any product hereunder and the
minimum price for. such product on the .~chedule then in effect, subject to the terms of
payment and chargeback provisions described in your Distributor Agreement.

COMMISSION AND TERRITORY PROVISIONS
Distributor acknowledges that all commission rights, account protection and territmy provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Systems, lnc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
ofNEBS.

JNlTJALS
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ADDENDUM NO.7
NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Computer Software- Computer Software (which may or may not h<IVe been
developed by Safeguard o1' bear the Safeguard name) which will, from time to time, be
made available for sale by Safeguard through Distributors to the professional and small
business markets traditionally served by Safeguard. Such products may include
upgrades, maintenance contracts and technical support. Safeguard reserves the right to
revise, expand or decrease the Jist of products covered by this Addendum from time to
time upon written notice to Distributors.
COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT
Safeguard shall sell and bill to the customer orders for Computer Software at the price
proposed by you and accepted by Safeguard. Safeguard shn11 maintain a schedule, which
may :fi·om time to time be changed by Safeguard upon written notice to Distributors,
setting forth for each Computer Software product the minimum price at which Safeguard
is willing to sell the product. Your commission will be the difference between the price
agreed to and accepted by Safeguard for the sale of any Computer Software product and
the minimum price fo1· st1ch product and the schedule then in effect, subj.cct to the tenns
of payment and chargeback provisions desclibed in your Distributor Agr~cment.
DEFINITIONS AND OTHER COMMENTS

Where expressly authorized in writing by Safeguard, you will be penni!tcd to solicit bulk
orders for Computer Sofiware fi·om retail software resellers. You will not be pem1itte<l to
solicit bulk orders for Computer Software products as to which such written authorization
has been withdrawn. ln the event of any resale of a Computer Software product by such
rescUer to an existing Safeguard customer whose account is assigned to another
Distributor, th<Jt assigned Distributor, and not yo11, shall be entitled to the commissions on
any sales of computer forms on other Safeguard printed products.
COMMISSION AND TERRJTORY PROVISIONS
Distributor acknowledges that all commission rights, account protection and ten·itmy provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Systems, lnc. and clo not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
of NEBS.

56063.00.001/•160137.6
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ADDENDUM NO. 8
NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Sourced or Brokerage Products--Bill Only Distributor Paid ("BODP"): Ancilla1y business
forms, checks or other business products that are not manufactured or offered by Safeguard,
including those through their preferred sourced relationships, but which will, from time to time,
be made available for sale by Safeguard through Distributors to the small business marketplace.
BODP orders, as de.fined in this addendum, occur when the Distributor pays the vendor invoice
directly and Safeguard bHis the customer, collects the customer payment, and pays the
Distributor the appropriate commission.
COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT
Each product covered by this Addendum shall be sold and billed to the customer at the plice
agreed to by the Dislributor and communicated to Safeguard. Safeguard shall maintain a
schedule of handling and processing charges for BODP orders, which may from time to time be
changed by Safeguard. Your commission will be !) the amount billed to the end-user customer,
as agreed to between the customer and the Distributor and communicated to Safeguard, less 2)
the applicable processing charge as determined by the schedule then in effect, and.less 3) sales
tax, subject to applicable reversal provisions for Sourced or Brokerage orders. Commissions on
BODP orders shall be paid after Safeguard receives payment for the applicable order from the
customer. Commissions on BODP orders shall be paid weekly after receipt of payment from the
customer. For customer payments received by Safeguard between Monday and Friday,
commissions shall be transmitted to Distributors the following Monday for receipt on Tue-.sday
(or the next business day in the event either ofthese days is a business or banking ltoliday).
ANNUAL QUOTA
You will have no separate quota for any of the products covered by this Addendum, but any
commissions (or sales) remitted from BODP will count toward the commission (or sales)· quota
in yom Distributor Agreement with Safeguard.
RATES APPLICABLE TO PAYMENTS AFTER TERlY.llNATION, AND M.ETHOD OF
PAYMENT
Rates and terms applicable to payments after termination shall be identic:al to those (if any) in the
Sourced or Brokerage Products Addendum between Distributor and Safeguard, or, if absent from
the Sourced or Brokerage Products Aduenclum, then rates and tem1s applicable to payments after
termination shall be identical to those in the Regional Distributor Agreement between Distributor
and Safeguard.
DELINQ1JENT VENDOR PAYMENTS
In the event the Distributor has failed to pay any vendor invoice and thut vendor invoice remains
unpaid for a period that exceeds 100 days fi·om the date of the original invoice, or if any vetJdor
puts Safeguard or Safeguard-affilinted accounts on Cledit hold or takes further action against
Safeguard or any distributor as a result of Distributor's failure to pay amounts when due, then
Safeguard reserves U1e right to prohibit Distributor from processinr. orders pursuant to tbis
S6068.00.00I/460237.6
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Addendum. In addition, if any of the above events occur, Safeguard reserves the right to pay
amounts outstanding directly and deduct the amount from commissions otherwise due that
Distributor.
COMMISSION AND TERRITORY PROVISIONS

Distributor acknowledges that all commission rights, account protection and territory provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
ofNEBS.
.

INITIALS
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ADDENDUM NO. 9

NAME AND DESCIUPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Promotional Products: Promotional products or "ad specialties" include, but are not
limited to, apparel or wearables, drinkware, writing instruments, calendars, bags or desk
accessories that may be but are not necessarily manufactured by Safeguard, including those
through preferred alliance relationships, but which will, from time to time, be made available for
sale by Safeguard through Distributors to the business marketplace. Promotional products
subject to this addendum are those orders for products to be used in conjunction, in connection or
in fu11herance of a customer's business, chal'itable organization or fund raising entity.
COMMJSSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT TO YOU

Safeguard shall sell and, pursuant to the Distdbutor Agreement, bill to the customer promotional
product orders only at the price agreed .to and accepted by Safeguard and subject to the teuns,
conditions and policies then in effect for promotional products. Safeguard shall maintain a
schedule, which may from time to time be changed by Safeguard at its sole discretion upon
written notice to Distributors, setting forth for each promotional product, the minimum price at
which Safeguard is willing to sell the product. Your commission will be the difference between
the price agreed to and accepted by Safeguard for the sale of any promotional product hereunder
and the minimum price for ~ucb product on the schedule then in effect, subject to the tem1s of
payment and chargeback provisions described in the Distributor Agreement.
ANNUAL QUOTA

You will have no separate quota for any of the products covered by this Addendum, but any
commissions (or sales) remitted fi·om Promotional Products, as defined in this addendum, will
count toward the commission (or sales) quota in your Distributor Agreement with Safeguard.
COMMlSSJON AND TERRJTORY PROVJSIONS
Distributor acknowledges thnt all commission rights, account protection and territOJy provisions
of tho Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that are invoiced and collected by Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
ofNEBS.

&ct
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ADDENDUMNO.lO
NAME AND DESCIUPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Sourced or Brokerage Products-Holiday Greeting Cards. Calendars, and related
ancillary products "Holiday Cards"): Ancillary holiday greeting cards, calendars or other
business products that are not manufactured or offered by Safeguard, including those tlu·ough
their preferred sourced relationships, but which will, from time to time, be made available for
sale by Safeguard through Distributors to the small business ma(ketplace. Holiday Card orders,
as defined in this addendum, occur when the Distributor submits an order pursuant to a Holiday
Card product offering made by Safeguard through the DFS group, a wholly owned subsidiary of
New England Business Service "NEBS", or through any other affiliate of NEBS.
COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT
Each product covered by this Addendum shall be sold and billed to the customer at the price
agreed to by the Distributor and communicated to Safeguard. Safeguard shall maintain a
schedule of handling and processing charges for Holiday Card orders, which may from time to
time be changed by Safeguard. Your commission will be 1) the amount billed to the end-user
customer, as agreed to between the customer and the Distributor and communicated to
Safeguard, less 2} the applicable processing charge as detelmined by the schedule then in effect,
and less 3) sales tax, subject to applicable cbargeback and reversal provisions for Holiday Card
orders. Commissions on Holiday Card orders shall be paid on or about the 15 1h of the month
following invoice of the product to the customer.
ANNUAL QUOTA
You will have no sepan~te quota for any of the products covered by this Addendum, but any
commissions (or sales) remitted from Holiday Cards will count toward the commission (or sales)
quota in your Distributor Agreement with Safeguard.
RATES APPLICABLE TO PAYMENTS AFTER TERMINATION, AND METHOD OF
PAYMENT
Rates and terms applicnble to payments after termination shall be identical'to those (if any) in the
Sourced or Brokerage Products Addendum betwe;en Distributor and Safeguard, or, if absent ii·om
the Sourced or Brokerage Products Addendum, then rates and terms applicable to payments after
termination shall be identical to those in the:: Re::gional Distributor Agreement between Distributor
and Safeguard.

COMMISSION AND TERRlTORY PROVISIONS
Distributor acknowledges that all commission rights, account protection and tenitory provisions
of the Distributor Agreement apply ouly to orders that are invoiced and collected l>y Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. and do not apply to sales made or orders processed by any other affiliate
of NEBS.

~j__
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AGREEMENT AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
The undersigned distributor ("Distributor") and Safeguard Dusiness Systems, Inc. ("Safeguard")
have previously entered into a Regional Distributor Agreement or similar agreement governing
the business relationship between the two parties ("Agreement"). Safeguard intends to expand
the offel'ing of products for which distributors may solicit orders that are processed through, and
invoiced and billed by, Safeguard, and are fulfilled directly by Safeguard or for Safeguard by one
of its affiliates ("Expanded Products").
Distributor will have no separate quota for any of the Expanded Products covered by this
acknowledgment, but any sales (or commissions) will count toward the sales (or commission)
quota in the Agreement.
Distributor and Safeguard acknowledge that all tenns of the Agreement remain in effect and
applicable to orders for Expanded Products processed through Safeguard. Distl'ibutor
acknowledges and agrees that commission rights, account protection and territory provisions of
the Agreement apply only to orders that are originated through Safeguard and invoiced and
collected by Safeguard or any entity on behalf of Safeguard and do not apply to sales made or
orders originated and invoiced by New England Business Service, Inc. ("NEBS") or any other
affiliate of NEBS.

INITIALS

S6063.UO.OO 1/~60237.1•
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EXHIB.IT 4
002759

-·

· - - - - - ---·-------:Customer~s

. Searc-h ·R.esuilts ... Matchi:ng

Nam·e:

DAWN. TEPLY

Add·ress ~

P~O.

P·hone

BOX 627

City, -State, Z.ip· : MERIDlAN.t f:D 836.80
Phone :

(208.)429 .. 8282

Fax :

{208)429-~8354

Email! .:

04T5

10 ,t ,. C..,JijCNJJ4 ti.fd :XC JlC J;J.C!lfi!A

JJICIKh~ISJ.c<ttiit!J

Cit

; C:

.t <: •• C I .;C. ;

• C: (.,),.;.

i 1

•

; .,,

,J

4

••

••

c..

itJa:L

Back
.. . .

.c ...

~

•.••. (.•••..

. . . . . . . t ....... .I ••• I ............ l .... :.!t •• : .. ,f,,, •.. t .... l.t•.l.}i.l .,( .•.••• 1..

. I.

.

...

:t

t

.I i •• • •••

•

••• '

.. •

• )l .

.( .. 1.• t ...... ~...

• • .'

~t

Center 1 Corporate l!nfo 1 D;evelopment f DTG j Err
letwork Expanswon l Phone L:ists I. Prod.ucts f Releas
; Training ( Webmas.ter 1.LQgO:ff ~ Feedbaqk
.

0~2

.

S.a.feguard B:us.i.n.ess S-y.stems~ .All: ri:ghts re.ser
P·age Last Edite-d 1/16/2():14 2:03.:5~1 P·M
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EXHIBIT 5
002761

Search Results- Matching Customer's Phone#():

Name :

I B F SAFEGUARD

Address :

910W. AMITY

City, State, Zip :

BOISE, ID 83705

Phone :

(800)388-3650

filx:

(208)345-5740

Email:

0403

~Jli~lltfi~11~11i
Name :

DAWN TEPLY

Address :

P.O. BOX 627

City, State, Zir :

MERIDIAN, ID 83680

Phone :

(208)429-8282

Fax :

(208)429-8354

Em,.il:

04T5

CMS Messages 1Contact Center 1Corporate Info 1Development 1DTG 1Email List 1
News/Resources 1Home 1Marketing 1Markets 1Network Expansion 1Phone Lists 1
Products 1Releases 1Sales 1Search 1Technology 1Training 1Webmasteq LogOfft
Feedback
© 1999"2002 Safeguard Business Systems. All rights reserved. Terms of Usc.
Page Last Edited 1/16/2014 1:03:51 PM
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EXHIBIT 6
002763

12/0~/2014

TUE

·~])

ibf "

S!54

20~9383664

FAX

Pion~er

Family Medicine

li:l!002/00:l

I ~Safeguard'·

STATEMENT

tho go-lb p~bpla'

9·1 0 W. Amity • ~3olse. ID e:37m;
·.·Order st 800.~388.8650 or golbf.com

-

Address Service Requested
SHOW

AMOUNl'

$

PAID I-lENE::

REMIT TO:

ADDRESSEE:

-,
i

3631

11 t•uu~o

'SINGLE-PIECE 83708

' I l•1'l'11 •I•JJI·'·III •• ,.,ruJ••J•II'''''''''IIIIallf l•ll11l•11

11111".111 iii•IJIJII•I' 1h11 I' •l1•lh lll 1ll1 1111 1hII 1l•llalllfl•
IBF..~, A

Pioneer Family Medicine.
13150 W PERSIMMON LN

Safeguard Company-233439

34J9 Momentum Place

Chicago, IL 60689-5334

BOISE ID 83713·1996

./\ Please dotach. and ret1.1rn top pbrtlo'fl with yollr rjaymenL A
o

I

"'

•

o

o

0

o

0

i,

o

I , , • , , \ 00\ , 0

•, ' , '

0

'

,

'

•

:

•

:

o

0

•••

o

I

ot

of

o ooO oo'

~

•"'

•

to

0

Invoice

Refer~nce

OB/29/2014

3423g2

0/E Direct ,..

1 I 1/2014
12/02/2014

344169
345077

Finance hg

Date
18/~1/2014

3'432 8

I

t

~

t

I

I

I

•

0

"'

•

•

•

0

0

•

o

0

0

•

•

•

0

I

0

Charges

I

0

'

'

'

'

'

•

'

'

'

Credits

'

'

Finance hg

o

•

•

Balance

44.52
0.78
0.7~
0.7

Flnonce~hg

•

o

I

44.52

8.78
.1~
.7

i

I
I

r

I
Over
Current

30 Days

0.78

0.78

over
60 Days

0.78

Over

9o Days

o.oo

Accnunt #

---

iO'J'AL DUE

010942

$46.86

Need to thank a customer? Reward an employee for a job well done?
Call ·J-800-388-3650 or click www.goiBF.com to find the perfect item to meet your needs.

Tl!AMB:

l).J'I!

"''0'1 l'llll<ilpl of an••oioll. A FINANCIO 01-JARGE Of1 q/4% Pt:n MO~J1'!-i 121% ANNUAL) wir.t>o t.:llctrl)tJf.l ('lo1 r.;H J;w~lc:<Jw not pnlcf '" r,oll wltblo1 30 d~yll.
Q7616.HJOI))J6S
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EXHIBIT 7
002765

-

,

.,, ,

,,

_,

___

·

@Safeguard·

·-

_____ ____ ___....___ ·------· ..... .. ..

·

INVOIC.E.

·

---·

-·-·

~

I

! 0517304

NUMBER

---------!·-----------·-·-····--··--··-

b:; 6c-c.u.'iovn::o'/ FQrlllit

DATE

I 02/10/2015
--·--rI .. - ..·-------··-·----·-CUSTOMER ! 02-BAIRD

DocuSourcc Print Management 11233437
3437 Momentum Place
Chicago, IL 60(l69-5334
Phone: (503) 906-4046 Email: nccountl.ng@docu~source.com

________

P.Q."I!

,
...

..

SOLD-TO

·.

:

..

·.
.

SHIPPED TO

..

-:,

'

i

..

PLEA~5 PAY FRQI.I Tti)S JNVOICE.\Vf;.SitlCI;RELY.APPIHiCIATE YOUR BUSINESS:

g~l!_~!:l!?;.!l..~~l~3HIPPE~+-~--~~I:!IPP5_~ ViA
"" ""'"~" J

QROERED BY! SHAUNA

,SHAUNA PRATT
~alrd Oil
311 ~:curtis_ Rd.
· BOI.SE,.ID 83706

..

Baird Oil
PO Box'1658
.Bofs.e, ID 83701'

..

·.

:

-------------·--

I

j·---·SH/\UNA
..··------··----·· ---·-·-·-·

.1'\11?71?1'11"

.1

BI=ST WAY.

I

!
'
i.

..

SALESPERSON' .

E!iian'Wicdcmmann

.· -f-··_.:_::..:_: :·Te:~~-:a ----------~~~Ieao~y-

BAIRD OIL CO.

'1030

2117/2015
2/18120
5
.2f10f4Q 5
~tfoJ_2q

'6.

21·10/20 5
2116/2015

.·· ;: .

224.3.5
195.62
106.63
323.50

·.:.···.·

52:39

57Ui8

.·
. ·.·.
!: • •

.

:

.

. ::.

-r-·-:..··-----,-.r·-----"T-------..----..:.:.:.....:.::..---;--.,.....:...:.:-_:_...,.......::.. .,. -·------

COMMENTS:
lr:wolces.not·pafd Wflh(n GO d11ys of'lnvolce
date will be cliargod !1 service 'charge'
on.s% per Monih .
·

:$a~es, Tax_:'

!:Je(Sale:.
1o1 :!n

r---·-- ---------·- ,_

·.r.telf!ht::

Total:

~~--~--~··~--------4---

. 4'.92

.oo

1'Q6.a3

~~~------~~------------~------------------------·

.customer.....
.copy

_Page 1 of 1
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Site

VIEWPOINTE

Paid Date

03042015

Serial No

1030

Routing

1241 0379

Account

3983866074

PC

000060

Amount

1474.57

Sequence

8759813954

Capture
Source

00008078

Front Black & White Imago
1.030'~

·

'~FAOOO""'HK

··OAIRD.OIL'CO.

P.O.JIOX.t&Sa•.DOfSEJIOA!lOM1lll'

.

.

Pl471~14\

~=·t>•..f;.
liLt~dl!.

-~)971i-Tl67

_,:

! ·~IO\Inr

•PAY;•oNEfftt0USANO·FOUR'I;il:JNQRED'·~eVE.N'F.f;fr0UB ~[>"51·'/i~ uv.

_-·:. ...______.........
.
__

Cll!cal)o;IL'~':
...

·-

·

..

,1;474;67• ..
. ·

. '

1

;liJ,

j

I

..,:....,·-~~·-~~·
~~-~=-::::;·'
'·7... .;;..,.__.
. . ... /·.,~)
·~}

·l>ocuSOum! Prlnlf,lt\j)R\111233437
343'7./M!mon:u~P.hiCQ • ·

!

: !D.\I(!~2?/?015

·

-···.

""1:1-"---

•

.~.-.~......--.-:-..-=--~-~-~~1

.;. ...

·.:

Back Black'& White Image

... ·:

..

.•'•

··~,

.. .

.

·:~
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EXHIBIT 8
002768

INVOICE

@)Safeguard"

r-NUMBER

t>y 0ocuSo<.rco I Fotrnit

DocuSourco Print Management 11233437
3437 Momentum Place
Chicago, IL 60689-5334
Phono: (503} 908-4048 Email: occountlng@docu-sourco.com

0506849

DATE

11/17/2014

CUSTOMER

02-BAIRD

P.O.#

shauna

r--··

ORDERED BY shauna

!

SOLD TO

SHIPPED TO

I

SHAUNA PRATT
Baird Oil
21071nduslrlal
NAMPA, ID 63667

Baird on
PO Box400
Nampa, ID 63653-0400

PLEASE PAY fROM llfiSIHVOICE.WE SINCERELY J\PI'RECIATE YOUROUBINESS.

SHIPPED VIA

OUR ORD.II_I DATE SHIPPED

I

02-83534

BEST WAY

11/17/2014

I

SALESPERSON

t

Brian Wiedenmann

DESCRIPTION /ITEM CODE

QTYORDERED QTYSHIPPED

I

I

-----···--·-·· ·--·-

1

1

BUSINESS CARD-GENERIC FUEl, LO_f/1,000
BUSCAR02S

1

1

Freight

TERMS

_!cATEGORY

I

Nel30
UNIT PRICE

UIM

103.00

EXTENSION

BOX

12.22

103.00

EACH

12.22

:6
.·. ·.··

I

.

!

lI
i

!

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

. : .,1~···

!

'

;

;

--

··ri

I

i
i
i
I

COMMENTS:
Invoices nol paid within 30 days of Invoice
date will be charged a service charge
of 1.5% per Monlh

Net Safe:

Safes Tax:

·--------- -·----- ·-·········· - - .. ·--115.22

6.18

'---·------- --------·
Customer Copy

Freight:

I

.0~

Total:
121.40

Page 1 of 1
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INVOICE

@Safeguarcf

---

NUMBER

0507469

by Ooct.JSoo.KI:o I Fomlit

DocuSource Print Management #233437
3437 Momentum Place
Chicago, IL 60689-5334
Phone: (503) 906-4046 Email: occountlng@docu-source.com

_I
1

1

1

1

SHAUNA

PAY FROJ.I TIUS INVOICE-WE SINCERELY APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS.

I

SHIPPED VIA

I

BEST WAY

QTYORDERED QTYSHIPPED

02-BAIRD

SHIPPED TO

P~EASE

02-83542

CUSTOMER
P.O.#

SHAUNA
Baird 011
2107 Industrial
NAMPA,ID 83667

Baird 011
PO Box400
Nampa,ID 83653.0400

11/20/2014

11/20/2014

ORDERED BY SHAUNA

SOLD TO

OUR ORO. "'DATE SHIPPED

DATE

I

I

SALESPERSON
Brian Wiedenmann

DESCRIPTION I ITEM CODE

I

TERMS

I

!CATEGORY

I

Net30

-

., ..

UNIT PRICE

EXTENSION

U/M

BUSINESS CARD-BOX/500 RAND HERRING
BUSINESSCD

50.00

BOX

50.00

Freight

12.44

EACH

12.44

1ST RUN W/0 CELL NUMBER

·:

.........,

..

. . . ·

I

I

I

.. .·

..

!
I

I

COMMENTS:
Invoices not paid wllhin 30 days or Invoice
date will be charged a service charge
ol1.5"1o per Month

Sales Tax:

Net Sale:

I
Freight:

· - - - - - · - -r - - 62.44
~--

3.00

--··- ··-----·-··

Customer Copy

.00

Total:
65.44

-- --·------Page 1 of 1
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INVOICE

@Safeguard:

__,__________ -r::-----------·----.,--·---..
NUMBER

.I ~50811~

----------1-.-------------------~-112~/2014
--------f-----·---------------Gl,I_ST.OMER ~02~BAI8D
------------------·----.-----P..o: #
_.SHAI:JNA
f-------,..----------

·ll'/ DciciJSoo..A-cO I Fcm'\11

.

1QATE

DocuSourc;o Prlnt-_Man·llgor:nont 11233437
3437 Morryonturo P.!ncc
Ghlcago.--IL 60669-·533;; Phorio: (50_3}-!106'-4046" 'Eronll:." accountl_ng@docu-l!QUi"co:_coif!

soi.:i:i""r:O

·

-- · ·

9RDE,R~~

BY. ;SH~l:JNA

· · -- 'j
!:!HAUNA

Baliti oif
po-8o~:4oo:

-1

~_a.Ji:ipa,. i.~- )\~-~-~~~-1>-4PQouR-bRo_.-pj DATE·S"I-I!RPEoj:

_o2-s3s~t_ I...J~I2?izo:tL"J

. ~i"I;IIP.P.E;Q)J.f~.~

___ -··:~:~$r.-.wf.:f _ -

·Balrd·oii
:2"1.07 lndus'ii-lril

~-~-AM~~. i_o--ii~6~(

J
I

-sAtE~.PERSON.

(-_---~~~ary ~~oci~~-IT!_an~

J:

· · ·r:E.RM_s·

ci1Y-.oRqE~~o ·Qfr'$.Hi"r:'P.EQ- --p_gs"f~RJ"PT!_o~!tr~~-:~~Pfit:
.·'------------:---.--~l_f~PRI.C_~
·:t;
B!JSINES~,C.A~D:.BQ).U5.P:0 .RP.>NQ HER~ING
50.00:
-1

-- · .. ~~:cl\tE~_oRY .

1-----_-~-:~~;-i"~---- _- f-_-_-__-_UJM:

:s:ox..

EXT.E~_&IbN·
:5().00"

~JJ.~I~!=-?-l'?.~J;>
Freight:

~Np -~o-~'·'{\'ll:J-1 _/;?Ell_ NUMBE~ <_ i .
... ;. .
~

COMMENtS:
Invoices nol paid \'iilhin 30 days of Invoice
dale will be charged a service charge
of 1.5% per Month

Net Safe: j
Tax:!
Freight-:j_
Total:
--------------. . . Sales
. . . -.. ____
l ___,______________
_

t-------·---·-----·--·-···--- -------- ... -·~ ----l------------··------j_____. ____
62.44

1

Customer Copy

3.oo

.oo

65.44

Page "1 of 1
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EXHIBIT 9
002772

From: Marc Brown [mailto:MBrown@nhsid.org]
Sent: Tuesday, January 20, 2015 12:12 PM
To: admin@sareguard-teply.us
Subject: FW: Past due
Hi Kylie,
Its Marc Brown from NHS, I have attached a copy of the invoice we
received for $3,630.00 from Safeguard. We processed checklt 544 for
this amount on 11/19/14 and was cashed on 12/01/14. I have also
included the e-mail we received from Brian Wiedenmann in regards to
the payment being past due.
Please let me know if there are any other items you may need and I
would be happy to provided them for you.
Thanks for you help.
Marc

From: Emily Pohlman
Sent: Tuesday, January 20, 2015 8:51 AM
To: Marc Brown
Subject: FW: Past due
Do we have this hiding somewhere??

From: Brian Wiedenmann (mailto:brian.wiedenmann@docu-source.com]
Sent: Monday, January 19, 2015 9:54 AM
To: Emily Pohlman
Subject: Past due
Hi Emily,
Hopefully, you remember me ........ l am the guy who did the Rake up
Boise Beanies for you.
Say, accounting just called to see if I could check on the payment. Looks
like invoice #0504440 for $3,630.00 is past 60 days now.
2

002773

Can you ch

. into that for me??

Thanks,

Brian

Brian Wiedenmann

I

Vice President of Business Development

Office 208.938.7870 1 Cell 208.484.2697 1 Fax 208.938.3782

3
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EXHIBIT 10
002775

INVOICE

~@)Safeguard·

!NUM8ER--To5o~·«-o·----·-------·

I

by DocuSovrca I Formit

i 10/30/2014

DATE

I CUSTOMER
~

Docusource Print Management 11233437
3437 Momentum Place
Chicago, IL 60689-5334
Phone: (503) 906·4046 Email: accountlng@docu-source.com

-·

I02-NHS
!EMILY

IORDERED svj Emily Pohln:an

-

SHIPPED TO

SOLD TO

Emily Pohlman

NHS COMMUNITY SERVICES
PO BOX8223
Eloise, 10 83707

NHS COMMUNITY SERVICES
3380 W Americana Terrace
Suite 120

Attn: Emily

BOISE, 10 83706
PLEASE PAY FROM THIS IHVOICE.WE SINCERELY APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS.

I

:. OUR ORO.## DATE SHiPPED

02-83481

10127/2014

SHIPPED VIA

I

SALESPERSON

DS Sales Deliv

j

Brian Wiedenmann

I
I

TERMS

CATEGORY

Net30

UNffPAICE .....;:=-!·.:.=:.:..:.:::.:.::~:,...:..-l
1 _Q~"fV~O_fi~D_,.E;R_E_u...,·.t-:?-TY...:.·.·_s_H_I..._PP_E_D-t--D"'-.·E""".~?Ri.PT.I~N I ~!E~...~i::·.· ,-=::"'"·.~..:-"·.-.I~~~:.:.:...:..::.....
1 · U/M . EXTENSION··.. .
·... •:.
6.05
600
600
BLACI< EMBROiDERED BEANIE
: : ;i ,l,j/~ r_ '?r.
EACH
3,630.00
10 t.V
CP91
~. :""· 1f ,:YV
·<7.:·."'·

'•

COMMENTS:
Invoices no! paid wilhin 30 days ol Invoice
dale will be charged a seJVice charge
of 1.5% per Monlh

Net Sale:
Sales Tax:
Freight: I
Total:
----------··
-·------------+---.
.
------3,630.00
.oo
.oo 1
3,63o.oo
_,. __ ,._

-----·-----'-·..----·---· -------·-----·-·--···"--·-

Customer Copy

Page 1 of 1
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EXHIBIT 11
002777

Calibrated Forms Co., Inc.
.-:r . . .,.

537 NE Avenue

Columbus, KS 66725
Phone: 800-237-7576

Fax: 800-752-4396

Email: calibrated@ennis.com

SM;Q~~~- ;;· .;.:;:ht.in:g:;~+·~·.o.iim·~.aW,:~~n\.~~ii.:.~;;~~}i~~~~~;..~::::;F\:5:; ii·~\tiittliP,il'N.~iil.~·ei::~H: i;:-:;::~li\y¥~~-Q~·,e Z<:~. :~:.:;./ ~;::\~-~!.~~-;~: o.r~er: f!~m~e{:: P.iiii~: ·1:: ·.

33157~

S'af~guard 8~ Teply & A~s~ci~tes.

.

449.16845

--~

HY7KHL

07/31/13

.

.

.

.

·.h;~~ftl~!ii~~r//~\ ~,-:p'f!'ftNd!r.e~\\~H@,P.~f~i~h)Jlp~!f?::~,\HW;]_P~:P.p·i~':~/M ~(<'E:~!:~~.:t~iiifi;:~JifPP.·N;Y.~.~:~{:.~;::::;~~~:~i:~ ::.· 0:~-.!'.:::j;,-~):::.!:J~i~~Y-7:~0
3917066

07/23/13

I

07i30/13

I

UPS C-Wgt.

2% 15 Days Net 30 FOB Plant

:::,::=.!''{>:.\!';:·~!I. <llern:Nulntiet:;;~l>.'f.$?;{~ .'·t::~. :<1)!~'':: ~.:J,'?~i'>"'::,'~:,,,i~::'f;';.; mak·crip\lori~-'~;~;;:~::;~~<;::-';·.~·;;t·-;i, :.,,.,nuali!!lY:;-:'.!:~ :'.UJM.': 1:..~;

CFORMS

.

.•..,.-

-

.R~CEIPTS_

22,000

.

. ST

I

tlet Unil~Pricli ~si <;u/M., :.~,-::;. :~ eXIeiidcil'.i:.. ,:::
14.5420~ ~ M
.
319.92

I

'--------------'---------------'----·1---ESA CREDIT UNION

ESA CREDIT UNION

ATTN: LOYAL
355 S 3RD STREET
Boise ID 83702

120.12

rax·

0,00

--:---:-----------t-------1
Invoice Amount
440.04

-------

'--·--··----

To pny by credll card call: 800.7.95.4763

II Paid By _o_81_1_51_13

Thank You For Your Order!

Dcducl ___ ~---

(Prompt {JJJ' t:isca:mt i:; not i#JP!fcaota rNr Cietht t3Jtl {Jt:}TJJet;ts.)

PLEASE RETURN THIS PORTION WITH PAYMENT

PlEASE REMIT-PA'itriEIIT Til:

---·-·---...l--f------1

Shipping & Handling

IIU/~~ ~:.___-

INVOICE
PlAIIT UIIAIICH

---

ACCOUIIT HUMBER

Ennis Inc
P 0 Box 841741
Dallas TX 75284-1741

Terms: 2% 15 Days Net 30 FOB Plant

44916845 .
3601
331575
"67/31/13

------

-iNVOICE DATE

::;~'""""1___ ~
~ :~OUNT --=--=~-- ------------'
·------=-4'1~::
IHVOICE
~-------

To pay by cr.;d!t ~ard
06/15/13

~a:l: 80ll.~9!i.oli63

6 40

II P~id B y - - - - - -.. Deduct______ _-______
{Prompt J).1Y fi:sto:.mt i:. r.lCJt c:pp.rlca&e 0:1 CtrJd,"f c2:C JJily.ncrJs.)

Ship To: ESA CREDIT UNION
ATTN: LOYAL
355 S 3RD STREET

Boise 10 83702

002778

Calibrated Forms Co., Inc.
537 NE Avenue
Columbus KS 66725.

canbrated "forms c

·Order
Acknowledgement

Phone: ·aoo-237·7576 Fax: 800·752-4396

. - ._:-:::: ... :: ·. ··. .-:-:' ....... ::-:.:

·:.:·. ~~.~: . "l.~~~e.r.I,<?~9~.r:·Dif.~~~!.}~P.·~O.·~'~.~J?.a.t.~t :S.Pt;.ci.~.'.:.~.~~.PI?.!n.qt.~tW~.ety:~!'"~~r~~ti~J.l~/:·:.::.;· :·::·/: :·:.:·." ..·:·.:. :·:· ..
3917oss

J

o7t23/13 1

o~o6/13

1

Mc~u:nt: ..N~.I"!)b~.rl: :·o.r.g:Or~~~)'!O.'·.'I:". ·.::·":"-.":·.: ·=:...;:::·::: ·.

I

331s1s

1144811

. . · :::...:·:_. :. :~:: ·, ":-_ ·::·:·;.~L{·:(:".P!frc.has~·gr?el". ~u_.~~·~~ .·.'·. ··:1 :': .

I

I m---

THA~K VOU F~ UPS CROER. WRITE

. :I

·.: ·freigllt

HY7KHL -----:-~~T

····_..Ship VIA

l

ttltiPJ.K)'IIi US AT O.~C£: lt:TIIGS:U $r'f:Cil-'lC/,TIOi~S AAf! INCffiRECT.

UPS C-Wgt.

WE DO NOT CUolllANll!EDEUVERY O~TT<G /,I!O\IE SPiiClFIEO SHIP DI•TE.IlUTWilL M~ET 1HSAPPROXJW,11; :>141P DAlllAS >IF./\~Y AS PCI.>SIBIF..
PLEASE OJRECTCOI.IMlJ~IC.\llONS REGMOIN<.!li~S ORDER TO CXJR CUSI"O\IIiR SC-itvlC€ UEPI\I!TV.(I\'T.

Sold To:

Safeguard By Te-ply & Associates
p 0 Box·627
Meridian ID 83q80

Ship To: ESA CREDIT UNION
ATIN: LOYAL
355 S 3RD STREET

Phone: 208-429-8282

Fax: 208. 429 _8354

Boise ID 83702

Repeat

:·: :· ·::: .J.)~'~· :.1 . ·;t~!'~·frlc;e.

~-~:::::·:·; :'::J?.~~!Pt!!''!.~.:~a!"li>n . M~r.~(ngs. ;.:_.:.: ·.::

~I

·:.~~-a_l~·.

,·..Pre.Press·l.nt!'.· . ·~·.:.·.·.~::·: ·:- :· . :::·.:··::._. ..:.. :·..::.--..··:.:.·:.:.. :·:"··

N

. ."vii/·: :·:.if~Pr:'coc··:

.·plinp·:·: ltlne."GI~e:j-spot-Giu.i-F'·.\sllt\V~n:t;>a·t:is:.:..: .---~-:.}

.

=

r~r__:::_.-

c:o1Pi.(w(~:r"Y~e)':.,:: :·
LSR MO

:···:c!'.n~~uuv~

. · :.::. ~?~·.~(i!q~s·: ::·:. ::::~~~~t Hol_es :::.. ::o~~:.:·:<·. ·. : · .~;;\~·:i:. ;.:·.;~~~·~"ohl! ·. ·:.:::\·. :~~~s:. ··:con·: :..
0

__1__

1

· ··. ?ft,~r:::; ;:;:·:~·(::·.:::/p~~ :o/_;~ <o"A>' ·:

·c;;;;: . ::·~!~.~~~~d.T...:~~(j~:.::.j·. · :. : .: :::~ov.ers·.
o
o
1
2soorcrN
1
:·}a.~~·'=:>.~::'~/:·;,:;::. : .,;: .;,-: :=: ,·:...'~~ :::;.:=:;~=:;,':~;;c=k;· ·:::.:::. :

OND 24# WI:IT

CARTON SIZE:95/8 X7112X ~1 • PCT: FULLHORIZONTALPERF3518" FROMTOP10 CPI

14.04

'·· ·;· :;·,. ;;.:.-

.. . .

Fr!c~.~~~ .l··~~nd~}:ffce.
fvl

~

ello · .

:sirn ·or.H."oles · ·: ·' ·:: ·· ·.: Which ?i~ . . void·Panto
:: :: .·.: j:~· .· Leff.~a.~.9m PertRight.· T. ·. up ~!~•.ng In

T?

H_L__1!2 _ _ !/2 __ _l
,
71/3
~\.:fc~ i. ~;~;{e~ ::~~~ .':c=.~.r.: .... :_ ·Pdd )ri!L (oA>: · .

>

002779

INVOICE
029066345

·safe·guard~

REPRINT

Safeguard B~s.il)es$ Systems, Inc .
.PO Box 880.43.
Chtc~g·p, IL 60680 ...1043

For lnq.ulries Call: 208-429-8282

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE; CHARGE: 1 Y.% per Month or Maximum Allowable
Rate Minimum of $.50 Per Month

I·

i

I

[cof.isuCiA'Nf.MESSAGEE'-----·----1

I

!!
I

~§:E'Av
'

·sv· ;::::::::=::::-·:::·:c·::.·-:::-:::':'::-:=·.::·: ;-;-";;::-:-;:;~;:;;.:;-;';=:-.;:;;;;.;.--·-----·---+·-------=:-:::·:·::..-::::·.:.-,.,.,,__:.-.. 5-4-6-.6...,.2-1·
• •••

:

••

0

••

- · - ·- -· ... _......_ ..,,...- ---·-·-·-·-·------ --------------- ·---'·-·--'--''·· :..:.::.::.~-~:.;. .::...::.:..:.:.1....;..........:._:._.:.......~

002780

EXHIBIT 12
002781

Page:1

I~URCHASE

208.342.3676
Fax 2.08.31.5.5740

14150446

Ordor.Dato: 6/24/2015

P.O. 0"" I~ 35?
~~...

ORDER:

Tlmo:·

Date.Requlred:
Cllont PO; loyal Perry
Consultant: 14
.KP

10 C.311~-H~9

I<P

KATELYN PERRY

Manufacturer lnfonnaUon
Prov•.Job: 391.7066
Quote:' '2024146
Pllo~o:· (800)231·7576
Fax: (800) 752-4396
E·Mall: ~llbratod@ennl~.com

EXACT REPEAT

Ordor Cla10:

V

To: (CALB)

E

CALIBRATED

.
0

P.O. BOX 841741

. .oo
.... S: (012220).
....···l:l ATIN;
·I ESA· C1edi1 Unlcn· ·

~: G/0. 'ENNIS, INC.
R

TX

DALLAS.

9:38:14AM

p

:~ss ·sooth 3(d

't Boi$e 10 63702

76284-1741 ·

0

.·.
utirt

QUANTITY

. Miio()o· .

10

ITEM#.

DESCRIPTION

F'REGEWT·

ESA'CREDIT UNiON RECEIPT

UNIT COST

.···.

Speo#: 607.~7'·
Papot"

.I Pop<>r Color.

wr.

. I_Paper s1z11
l~k. Color 2 ·

. F.eco. ·1
8aCI\

I·

. IBoild.

1White

24

LS~.MOCR

...
'

PMS:.209 .

..

I. Romatk•

I P.or:f~llon• .'
Foldod 'l'y'po:

JNONE

· 1Fold<!d St~:

1

I

Sp.c!lll lnotsuctlon•:

PO lnstrllcllons:

1 Slnglo Part Flllf

jllofF<ild5:

1

.1

..

I·

. . ·.
J
l .. :. :· ..

Silt PoaiUon • _, .._. . :.

.

. Packaging

'I .

lnk.~iors

lnkColor:J

.

Silts ... ·.

~...

..

o.
:o

I

·continuous form· ·

•••THIS INFORMATION IS FO~ IBF'S GRAPHICS DEPARTME,NT-'ONL Y- VENDORS DO NOT USE•"':

002782

EXHIBIT 13
002783

Calibrated Forms Co., Inc.
537 N East Avenue
Columbus, KS 66725

C/\fdBRP~rED

Phone: 800-237-7576 Fax: 800-752-4396
Em9il: calibrated@ennis.com

SIW.l TOWN f1\INTING. NATIONWIDES!"j:1~~e

Safeguard B_y~ Teply & Associates

331575

461-94376

07/01/15

1

14150446

·?:j_a'6 ~N~m~ii.C~ :~ :~: :· >!P~.ie: 9f~~i~_F:: ;.~: :o:a~~;'~-~fiiP~~~/. :~:.:.;.:~j)p}l::£!a)~~::~;;:;;:: ~;~·~ }:~)fj.~~(i~!:~fii~~~li:Y..fal~~i.~;<i~:i?i~~~~ i}~~l::~~?~:,;~:~~:~I~1Xe!fri~~~i~:f:f.:tiiO~:;{:;r
RECEIPTS

.CF.ORM$

:H,OOO

CPO#: LOYAL PERRY

1Q.88000

ST

M

218.68

.. .-.-::-:: •.•

~

··~··.

126916680342473337

.:.,

For Your Records

ESA CREDIT UNION

Shipping Info: 5 pl<g

·t?.i;.,

~

TQtal Wt 110..00

.~.·

'-,,

.•,

. ·.;.":"

.

. .
.
.ShJpplng & Handling

Order.Shlppe~.To:

99.10

fax

ESA CRE.DIT UNION
355 SOUTH 3RD
Boise 10 83702

O.Ob

lnvQice Al)lou.nt

317.78
To pay ~y crodll card call; 800.2.9.5.4763

GrQUnd

If P~ld

'hank You .For Your Order!

py --'Q'-"7./:...:.1.;;.;6/...:...15=--_Jleduct _ _--....:;4.:..::.37'-._ _

(PromP.I p~y d,lscountls not appHcable on cmdil card payments.)

PLEASE RETURN THIS PORTION WITH PAYMENJ

INVOICE .HUMBER

461911376

PLAIIT BRANCH

EASE REMIT PAYMENT TO;

3601

Accourn NurnilER
Calibr_a~ed ~orrri~ Co~; .ln.c.

.

P·b

8QX

INVPICE.DAiE

B41741.

331575
07/01/15

DUE DATE

Qall~s TX 7528~-1741

SHIPPING & HAHOllllG

99,1Q_

TAX

0.00
317.78

INVOICE AMOUfiT

Terms: 2% 15 Days Net·30 FOB Plant

To pay by crcdll card call: 800.295.4763
07116115
If Paid By
Deduct
4.37
(Prompt pay discount is not applicable on credit card payments.)

. Ship To:

ESA CREDIT UNION
355 SOUTH 3RD

Boise ID 83702

002784

EXHIBIT 14
002785

INVOICE
Safeguard Business Sy~tems, Inc.
PO Box88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

"8

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 %% per Month or Maximum Allowable
Rate Minimum of $.50 Per Month

· ..· ..

.... s

· -: .. ,.. H ·. ·.cOBALTTRUCK
I 8 ·F ·sAFEGUARD
1·.. . EQUIPI'iiiENT/NAMPA ·
...· .:13q;r1o~SQJt·~!=~S FORM~>::,:::·
: :p· :· .. .-· ........ :·
·.
· ... ·. ·83318 AMITY RD
.
.
:·:·.
·.:
.:~45' KARCHER ROAD.:. . . . . .
· . · soisE _;: io \s37os ·' /:.: · · ·
T
NAMPA 1 ll;f ~ -~_3687 · ' . :. i .. ::. ·: ·.
T0
···:· :' .:.:. · .... ::··.:···.··:
·.
o. . .. .. .·.... ·

...I ..
.L
. . L,.

.. . . . .
PO 04G3 14140542

114.44

0.00
0.00
26.80
0.00

141.24

002786

INVOICE
Safeguard~ -•....~...u,~~idi01ol~•----o3_oo_9o_7s_9____,

~~~~~----------~~!~~~

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60.680-1043

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

8

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 %% per Month or Maximum Allowable
Rate Minimum of $.50 Per Month

.

:

.I· : : · · ·.' .,· 8··i=:~AF~G'l.JAR~ · ::' .. : :. :::·, ·.

·t.· . . . ..·1303100501NESS
FORMS.;·.·
·s331a· AMITY RD · :.. ·
. T.. .

..

.>: q :.: ... :,_...

s·olsE· ID_: .8~705 ·.. .

..

..

REPRINT

. . ...

s

<'· '· H:'' · ·' ~URKS TRAcTbR
·. ·. I
· p.
T

... .,: ·.. ;:.::;·:· ,· ....,... .. .

.MARY ANN
'
.3140 KIMBERLY ROAD
TWIN i=AL:~:S·, _I? ?3,~?,1_

G::· .... :

..
PO 04.G3' 4140803.

.

.:· .-::::· :· . : .. :: ....·..· ..
.. .. . ... .. ..

·o·.oo·:
152.68
0.00
0.00

ULTANT MESSAGE:

22.78
0.00

i75.46

002787

INVOICE
Safeguard' ........~.~i. .....lii.Wil,.
___o_3o_11_51_41_

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

L

.L ·.. .: :

L..
. T

. ..

6 ·:. ·...

REPRINT

~~~~~--~~----~~~~!~

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

. B.

_.J

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 %% per Month or Maximum Allowable
Rate Minimum of $.50 Per Month

. :. ..... .. . .. .. .. . .
1 s. F SAFEGUARD · . :·

. _.,:13.031 oo5oiNEsS 'F:oRivi~(
:··83318=-AIIiiiTY ·Ro :.

·

·. · ·

BOISE-\JD '83105 .. ·:.=:·'::~-:

·; ·.:s
·8'
. .r

. . · P.·

'.· ':' . : T

... ..:. , : ...

VALLEy· AGRO~!JMIC,~;. LL.9 .

..

.

· . 910 ~QUT:H ONE!DA.:

.

>:. :

:~l!P~R.J' '10' ·83350·:·.- ...· .· .. .

. :: ..: .. :. ·,' : ::=~·, :. :.· ;.: .. , ; :':. . : . . :. : 0 : -.:.:: . ..

..

.. . .. .. ...

.. .. .

58.18
0.00
0.00
MESSAGE:

15.73
0.00

·-

..

,.

002788

INVOICE

~r~a·~.rr~t>'::Jlt~''P.'< fl.o'~\'1 W'"<l'"''ij·' I

030134279
INVOICE NUMBER:
'-·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '

~.~} ;. U~':,;-~..J.lt.{lftAU
·~.....~
'V:.JI
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

REPRINT

INVOICE DATE

CONSULTANT NO.

ORDER
NUMBER

09/24/2014

04G3

C4J7WK

CUST. P.O

LORI
For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 %%per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Month

s

B
I
L
L

H

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

T
0

PRODUCT NAME

QUANTITY

I
p
T
0

I

DESCRIPTION

I

CK7S08112SRB1P
SFSL2GSRB1
BAMP07
1
BAMP07
ADD INK
1500
ADDINK
SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

1500

I
I

I

TITLE ONE
211 W13TH ST
BURLEY ID 833181601

~MOUNT
I
65.67

0.00

0

65.67

PO 04G3 4140898

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

ADDITIONAL INK COLOR LASER

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

TRUST ACCTG FORMS BURLEY

I
.I

~~~v-~:_~~~:~Ro, s~~~:._c:_~:~~j~-:~~=~:-~~~---:~~~=--==~
_ __,I8_Uio_o_-3_88-3650____ .. 1_!3 F SAFEG~-~~~-..
~·····

.... ·-- .....

~.

P~~Ducrl____ 65.6~
0.00

DISCOUNT!

PREPAYMENrO.OO

10.63

~HIPPIN~:L::L;~I

I.
....,, _____

TOTAL

t-I

rONSULTANT MESSAGE;

--~-

DISCOUNT % AMOUNT
DUE

.

.,..~--

1

I

0.00

PLEASE PAYIITHIS AMOUNT

...................... -··- ... ·······-····· ·- ......... ····--·--···--··

-···~

76

I

3~-~

-==_]

........... _____ ..

.

002789

INVOICE
Safeguard®

030140535

REPRINT

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

. For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 %% per Month or Maximum Allowable
Rate Minimum of $.50 Per Month

34.53

0.00
0.00
E:

11.26
0.00

4~.79

002790

INVOICE
REPRINT

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 %%per Month or Maximum Allowable
Rate Minimum of $.50 Per Month

.

..

..

...

o:oo

0.00

252.70
0.00
0.00
IPPING/HAND

0.00

0.00
4-52.7.0

002791

INVOICE
REPRINT

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

,

·.··

. ·-s.. ·. .
...
. l
..
·L

.

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 %%per Month or Maximum Allowable
Rate Minimum of $.50 Per Month

·: =·: ···:

H

I B·.F."SAFEGU:ARD

·1·3o3100501NESS FORMS ·
8.33-i~:AJ:VIITY.~D.

T . ·.=: . ·.B:dJSE.": . iD· ~~79~

o:.

.. : S:.

. . · ··· ...

·sAMG-P.ULMONARY&.sL:.EEP MED

·..1'

STJ;·ioo '·

.. ·P

T
·. 0

;.

107~ N: CURTIS

· ·'

Bbi~E

. ID.

···· · '· ··

.. ·

::8~7-PE?·

·.··. ·:,. :

0.00

60.36
0.00
0.00
~CONSULTANT M

7.60

i
I

0.00

67.96

002792

a0

INVOICE

Safeguard'.

INVOICE

1
L___:N-=-=-u.:..:.:..:MB.:..:.:..:ER..:..:....=_ _ _
o3_o1_s_ss_s2_

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

INVOICE DATE

CONSULTANT NO.

ORDER
NUiVJBI::R

10/02/2014

04G3

Z43H1S

CUSTOMER NO.

4BG300

L

L

T

I

GUST. P.O

L .- - - - - - - - '

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 Y.% per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: S00-388-3650

8
I

REPRINT

__j

s
I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE 1D 83705

H
I
p

T

SAMG-PULMONARY & SLEEP MED
STE 200
1075 N CURTIS
BOISE 1D 83706

0

0
QUANTITY PRODUCT NAME
SPSCCSTM
SPCUST
BAMPOS
1
BAMP05
pAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

500

DESCRIPTION

AMOUNT

DISCOUNT

%

AMOUNT
DUE

MEDI-FILE CARDS

60.36

0.00

0

60.36

PO 04G3 5141127

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

poNSULTANT MESSAGE:

0 PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

18o0-388-36SO

I B F SAFEGUARD

TOTAL PRODUCT

60.36

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

SHIPPING/HANDLING

7.60

SALES TPJI

0.00

PLEASE PA'I
THISAMOUNl

67.96

002793

INVOICE
030161491

Safeguard~
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
.
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

··.) :~..;:l

.. ·

~~~~~--~------~~~~~~
INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 Yz% per Month or Maximum Allowable
Rate Minimum of $.50 Per Month

>'::· :·.: ;·;~.......:: ,;.;:·... : <:: . :': . : :. ::.'... ·. : .. :s: ...·. ..::, .. . . :.. ·.: . . . .
:'·;· ·. · 18 F.·sAFEGUA~o. ·::.: '·.. ·.= · · . .' :·· =·7.-: .'_.Ht.~~P.~:~~i.~~u~+R~:.~L~~ ..

..·.:.·LL. : .. .
·

REPRINT

·:.1.~0~10~501N.E.SS FORMS
.·.:: :8~.318·'J\I\J.IIJY R~ ... · ·
· ·BOISE.: ID 83705 . .

.

.:~ : .· :'. ·:·. . . .. . . . . . . ... .. ..... :. .

.

.. p

.

.. :

: ·... · .. 4610-HllLCRESTROAD ..
. .
....... _: .. :~o-ISE. ,: ~0:. ~~7os·

.

.

.: ·.

·:··:·. ·.; . ..·: ..

. ·.;b. :.: ;.:·.· :. ·. ·.: ...·... :.'. :·:·.:. :'' ;: : ..' ·.

o.oo:

· b.a·o

.

..

0.00
111.05
0.00
0.00
27.07
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Safeguard~11-~W~~~i~~•~---o3_o1_67_s3_o~
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
9hicago, IL 60680-1043

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650
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INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 Yz% per Month or Maximum Allowable
Rate Minimum of $.50 Per Month
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INVOICE
afeguard~ .....
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Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, JL 60680-1043

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650
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INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 %%per Month or Maximum Allowable
Rate Minimum of $.50 Per Month
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TOTALPRODU
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0.00
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002796

INVOICE
REPRINT

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 %%per Month or Maximum Allowable
Rate Minimum of $.50 Per Month

. 'PO 04G3 141"40674
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0.00
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002797

INVOICE
REPRINT

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650
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INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 %% per Month or Maximum Allowable
Rate Minimum of $.50 Per Month
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INVOICE
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030188914

REPRINT

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043 ·

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650
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INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 %% per Month or Maximum Allowable
Rate Minimum of $.50 Per Month
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INVOICE
INVOI~E

feguard~

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650
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REPRINT

~~~~~----------~~!f~~

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

a

030198343

NUMBeR;

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 W/o per Month or Maximum Allowable
Rate Minimum of $.50 Per Month
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INVOICE
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~!~~~

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650
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INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 %%per Month or Maximum Allowable
Rate Minimum of $.50 Per Month
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INVOICE
INVOI,CE

Safeguard~
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

For Inquiries Call:

· B: · .·

r · '·

. .

800~388-3650

NUMB,E~:

030199209

REPRINT

10/2112014

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 X% per Month or Maximum Allowable
Rate Minimum ·of $.50 Per Month
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INVOICE
SafeguardQ-•~~~~~f~ll~__o_3o_2o4_64_7~
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680~1 043
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REPRINT

•

130010468
For Inquiries Call:

800~88"3650

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 %%per Month or Maximum Allowable
Rate Minimum of $.50 Per Month
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0.00
0.00
· ONSULTANT M

SAGE:

13.88

0.00

002803

(

INVOICE
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt

LATE CHARm~: 1 %%per Month or Maximum Allowable
Rate Minimum of $.50 Per Month

ONSULTANT MESSAGE:
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INVOICE
Saf.eguard·II~~-'~Mj~ll~___o3_o2_os_39_3~
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650
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INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 %% per Month or Maximum Allowable
Rate Minimum of $.50 Per Month
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TOTALPRODU
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0.00
0.00
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HIPPING/HAND

0.00

0.00
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INVOICE
REPRINT

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650
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INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 Y.% per Month or Maximum Allowable
Rate Minimum of $.50 Per Month
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INVOICE
REPRINT

·safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, ll60680-1043

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 Y:z% per Month or Maximum Allowable

Rate Minimum of $.50 Per Month
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INVOICE
Safeguard' Ml&•
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030209075

REPRINT

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650
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INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 %%per Month or Maximum Allowable
Rate Minimum of $.50 Per Month
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INVOICE
Safeguard~ -•. .m
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Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650
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10/26/2014

04G3

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 %%per Month or Maximum Allowable
Rate Minimum of $.50 Per Month

4,267.00
0.00
0.00
262.59
0.00

4,529.59

002809

INVOICE
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For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

INVOICE DATE

CONSULTANT NO.

ORDER
NUMBER

10/28/2014

04G3

Z43KCZ

CUSTOMER NO.

CUST. P.O

4BG300

SILVIA

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 Y.% per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Month
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I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
· BOISE 10 83705

T
0

/QUANTITY
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REPRINT
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Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

I
I

030219664

INVOICE NUMBER:

~~

I

p

T
0

SAINT ALPHONSUS SPINE CARE
STE 204
901 N CURTIS ROAD
BOISE ID 83706

PRODUCT NAME

DESCRIPTION

AMOUNT

EN4CCSTPPR
EN4CCSTPPR

#10 REGULAR ENVELOPE

49.98

PO 04G3 5141225

0.00

BAMP04
BAMP04
SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

l

I
I

F

%

AMO~~NT

1

0.00

~a·l

49.98

1

o.oo

o

o.oo

TOTAL PRODUCT

49.98

DISCOUNTi

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

~~---------~~~-----------------+----------~---~--1
CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

I

!SHIPPING/HANDLING!

0.00

I

0.00

I

-----------!I

~f-co_PA_~_Bv__cR_~,--~-~~-~-~--o-~-~~-~--Pt:_Y_c__AL__L-~-~-~-~-~-~-~5-.~-~-~-1'-·

,...

SALES TAX

I

I

T~I~E~~~~~~~~

49.98

002810

INVOICE
030219704

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

INVOICE DATE

CONSULTANT NO.

ORDER
NUMBER

10/28/2014

04G3

Z43K78

CUSTOMER NO.

CUST. P.O

4BG300

TINA

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 Y2% per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Month

8
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L
L

H
I
p

I B F SAFEGUARD
130310050INESS. FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

T

T
0

0

I

PRODUCT NAME

QUANTITY

EN4CCSTPPR
EN4CCSTPPR
BAMP04
1
BAMP04
SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

6000

I

I

REPRINT

TITLE ONE
STE 1131
1411 FALLS AVE EAST
TWIN FALLS ID 83301

DESCRIPTION

I

#10 STD WINDOW ENV TWIN
FALLS

I

PO 04G3 4141025

AMOUNT

DISCOUNT %

166.20

I

0.00

I

AMOUNT
DUE

0.00

0

166.20

0.00

lol

0.00

166.20

TOTAL PRODUCT

0.00

DISCOUNT

1---·--··-~ONSULTANT

MESSAGE:

'"REPAYMENT

0.00

SHIPPING/HANDLING

46.87

SAL~Tr
I
l
i

~0 PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY

I

18o0-388-3650

CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

I B F SAFEGUARD

PLEASE PAYI
THIS AMOUNT

213.07

····---·······-···-···· .. ··---···--·-··-···· --····· -···- ···-·-· .... -r· .... - ....

002811

INVOICE

S. .,_,
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For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

T
0

QUANTITY

INVOICE DATE

CONSULTANT NO.

ORDER
NUMBER

10/28/2014

04G3

Z43K73

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 %%per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Month

s
H
I

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

PRODUCT NAME

EN4CCSTPPR
EN4CCSTPPR
BAMP04
1
BAMP04
SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

2000

p
T
0

DESCRIPTION
#10 STD WINDOW ENVELOPE
RUPERT
PO 04G3 4141024

TITLE ONE
710 G. STREET
RUPERT ID 83350

I

AMOUNT

I
I

0.00

.. .............

-~----··--

0.00

0

81.08
0.00
-

0.00

PREPAYMENT!

0.00

ISHIPPING/HANDLINGI

17.29

I

I

.. ....

Io I

DISCOUNT!

I

I B F SAFEGUARD

0.00

81.08

I

~00-388-3650

I

AMOUNT
DUE

TOTAL PRODUCT!

I
I

~0 PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

DISCOUNT %

81.08

I

!CONSULTANT M~SSAGE:

I

REPRINT

L - ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

B
I
L
L

030219701

'INVOICE NUMBER:

~-afeg~Jarc~·

0.00

SALES TAXI

I
i

PLEASE PAYI
THIS AMOUNT

98.37

.. ....... ----- .................·-·-------------·----------------- ..

_- -------· ................

002812

INVO~CE

s.,~.,~~ nu,.,
'Y"'~,-I;NVOICE
,af.l.JJ
._____________
NUMBER:

%.Jcdt:B~u

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

8
I
L
L

T

INVOICE DATE

CONSULTANT NO.

10/28/2014

04G3

CUSTOMER NO.
4BG300

CUST. P.O

REPRINT

__J

ORDER
NUMBER
Z43K6R

TINA

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 Y.% per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Month

s
H
I
p

I B; F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

T

TITLE ONE
237 N. LINCOLN
JEROME ID 83338

0

0

QUANTITY

030219697

PRODUCT NAME

EN4CCSTPPR
EN4CCSTPPR
BAMP04
1
BAMP04
~AFEGUARD MESSAGE;
5000

I

DESCRIPTION
1

I

AMOUNT 10\SCOUNTF.

1#10 STDWINDOW ENVE JEROME

I

AMOUNT
DUE

144.50

0.00

0

144.50

0.00

0.00

Io I

0.00

PO 04G3 4141023

TOTAL

PRODUC~

DISCOUNT~
PREPAYMENT!

0.00
0.00

SHIPPING/HANDUNG~---38.82

CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

I
ITo PAY BY cREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR coNSULTANT
1800-38S-3650

144.50

I 8 F SAFEGUARD
•••

I
I
I

I

,-

SALES TAXI

0. DO

PLEASE PA1
THISAMOUN!

183.32

I

'!'''"'"'"'".

002813

INVOICE

S

~

~.v

030219693
___________
___.

'INVOICE NUMBER:

~~Grueguara ~--Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

INVOICE DATE

CONSULTANT NO.

ORDER
NUMBER

10/28/2014

04G3

Z43K5T

' GUST. P.O

CUSTOMER NO.

4BG300
For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

s

I
L
L

H
I

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

T
0

p
T

TITLE ONE
706 MAIN STREET
GOODING ID 83330

0

I

PRODUCT NAME

QUANTITY

EN4CCSTPPR
2000
EN4CCSTPPR
BAMP04
1
BAMP04
SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

I

DESCRIPTION
#10 WINDOW ENVELOPE
GOODING

-

DISCOUNT %

81.08

I

0.00

~
I
I

I B F SAFEGUARD

·r

--

I
I
I
j

AMOUNT
DUE

0.00

0

81.08

0.00

lo

0.00

TOTAL PRODUCT

81.08

DISCOUNT'

0.00

PREPAYMENT~
17.29

FHIPPING/HANDLING

TO PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

jsoo-388-3650

I

AMOUNT

PO 04G3 4141022

CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

l

TINA

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 Y.% per Month or Maximum Allowabl.e Rate
Minimum of$.50 Per Month

B

I
I

REPRINT

0.00

SALES TAXI

I
PLEASE PAY!
THIS AMOUNT
000

•-·---·---NNO

00

98.37
·-·--

OOoOo------·-····-

ONoNoooOo- • • :. . . . _ _

..... O

002814

INVOICE
,.w~

g

~Safegt~ara

I

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

1

INVOICE DATE

CONSULTANT NO.

ORDER
NUMBER

10/28/2014

04G3

Z43K5M

CUSTOMER NO.

CUST. P.O

4BG300

TINA

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 %%per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Month

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

T

0

QUANTITY

H
I

p

T
0

PRODUCT NAME 1-ESCRIPTION

EN4CCSTPPR
EN4CCSTPPR
BAMP04
1
BAMP04
SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

5000

I

I
I

#10 STD WINDOW ENVELOPE
BURLEY
PO 04G3 4141021

..

..

TITLE ONE
211 WEST 13TH
BURLEY ID 83318

I

AMOUNT

I
I

CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

jTo PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

iB00-388-3650

I B F SAFEGUARD

DISCOUNT %

144.50
0.00

I
I

I

0.00

ol

0.00

lol

TOTAL PRODUCT!
DISCOUNT!

AMOUNT
DUE
144.50
0.00

144.50
0.00.

PREPAYMENT'

0.00

ISHIPPING/HANDLINGI

38.82

I

I

REPRINT

s

B
I
L
L

I

03021 9692

INVOICE NUMBER:

L - .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '

I
I
I

I

SALES

TAX~

0.00

I

I

PLEASE PA~I
THIS AMOUNT

183.32

.......... ··--···-····-- .... -·-·· .. ·--·--···· ···--·-······· ......... ·····-,-·-······ ···-····· .... ·- ... ··············--·····--··-····--··-··· ··-··· ..... --········· ...... .

002815

INVOICE
C
~
~~
~a1eguara·

I

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

_

_

_

_

INVOICE DATE

CONSULTANT NO.

ORDER
NUMBER

10/30/2014

04G3

Z43KJG

CUSTOMER NO.

CUST.P.O

4BG300

STEPHANIE

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 %%per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Month

H

I 6 F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
8331 B AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

L

T
0

EN4CCSTPPR
EN4CCSTPPR
BAMP04
1
BAMP04
SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

I

p

T
0

DESCRIPTION

PRODUCT NAME

1500

I

I
I

#10 REGULAR ENVELOPE
PO 04G3 5141281

SAMG-OASIS MEDICAL CENTER
3217 W BAVARIA ST
EAGLE ID 83616

I
I
I

AMOUNT

I

0.00

I

~0 PAY !=~Y CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

'---

--- ----

.

--- . ---··. --

....

,

AMOUNT
DUE

0.00

lo

84.75

0.00

Ia

0.00

TOTAL PRODUCT

84.75

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

jsHIPPING/HANDLINGI

0.00

I

0.00

I
CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

IDISCOUNTF

I

84.75

I

I

REPRINT

__ _ _ _ _ ,

s

B
I
L

QUANTITY

030228025

INVOICE NUMBER:

L - ._

I
I

SALES TAXI

I

...

~.~E~~~~~~~~

84.75

002816

INVOICE

S ~-s:a~« ~~·~"'ft~''
~-!J,a~'!:1~a! ~~,.4j

CONSULTANT NO.

ORDER
NUMBER

04G3

Z43KKT

11/01/2014

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

REPRINT

L ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

CUSTOMER NO.

CUST. P.O

4BG300

JOY RIDDLE

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 %%per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Month

s

8
I
L.
L

H
I

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

T
0

I

030232363

I;NvolcE NUMBER:

p
T
0

SAMG PEDIATRICS
STE203
1072 N. LIBERTY
BOISE ID 83706

(

PRODUCT NAME

QUANTITY

I 1000 I
I
I

EN4CCSTPPR
EN4CCSTPPR
BAMP04
1
BAMP04
SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

AMOUNT

#10 REGULAR LIBERTY STE 203

66.50

0.00

0

66.50

PO 04G3 5141266

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

I

66.50

DISCOUNT!

0.00

PREPAYMENT!

0.00

jsHIPPI NG/HANDLINGI

0.00

SALES TAXI

0.00

I

ITOPAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

----·----·---

I

f

I
I

...

DISCOUNTF

TOTAL PRODUCT!

I
I

CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

. . . . -- -- --

AMOUNT
DUE

DESCRIPTION

I
PLEASE PAYI
TUIC> A •nr'IIIMT

66.50

002817

INVOICE

Safeguard"

ENVorce._N_u_M_B_ER_=_ _ _
o3_o_2_3_23_6_s_

INVOICE DATE

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

Z43KKZ

CUSTOMER NO.

CUST. P.O

4BG300

SANDY SMAR

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 Yz% per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Month

s

I
L
L

H
I
p

QUANTITY

ORDER
NUMBER

. 04G3

B

T
0

REPRINT

CONSULTANT NO.

11/01/2014

For Inquiries Call: 600-388-3650

____,

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

T

SAMG FAMILY MEDICAL-ELM
SANDY SMART STE 100
315 E ELM STREET
CALDWELL ID 83605

0

PRODUCT NAME

EN4CCSTPPR
EN4CCSTPPR
BAMP04
1
BAMP04
!SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

2500

AMOUNT
DUE

AMOUNT

#10 WINDOW ENVELOPE

122.50

0.00

0

122.50

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

~0

04G3 5141274

I
I

!CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

DISCOUNT %

DESCRIPTION

I

·--·

0 PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

TOTAL PRODUCT'

122.50

DISCOUNT'

0.00

PREPAYMEN~

[sHIPPING/HANDLING

0.00

SALES TAX
,-------~

0.00

I

I
PLEASE PAY'
"rUtC" A ftll:l""\1 I hiT

r·.

122.so

I

002818

INVOICE

'---='..:....:·:>~_··-.,:=:;~--·~~·-~·-_ _ _o3_0_2_38_4_5_5_ __;1

l

: 1: ·:::

s

B
I

I B F SAFEGUARD
13031 00501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

L
L

T
0

.. :.-· ·..,. . .
2000

1

L-----~--------~

.:~:-~!::!J.::r:

:" . :_::.~::-:=~::. ~.
Z43KNJ

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 X% per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of$.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

:'~

04G3

11/04/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

-

REPRINT

H
I
p

T

SAMG MERIDIAN HEALTH PLAZA
STEB
3025 WEST CHERRY LANE
MERIDIAN ID 83642

0
·~

:::. ·. '·":::; :. . ...•....
EN4CCSTPPR
EN4CCSTPPR
BAMP04
BAMP04

.... ..

#10 REGULAR ENVELOPE

98.00

0.00

0

98.00

PO 04G3 5141264

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

~ONSULTANTMESSAGE:

jro PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT
Jao0-388·3650

I B F SAFEGUARD

TOTAL PRODUCT

98.00

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

[sHIPPING/HANDLING

0.00

SALESTAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

98.00

002819

INVOICE
-:.''i'• '• ••••... -:-=-

.:

030238457

-:-;::.:::.::.'··.

04G3

11/04/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

REPRINT

Z43KNM

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 Yz% per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

s

8
I

H
I

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

L
L
T

p

T
0

0
-:: .:..',.7. ~:·:·: ·:·· ..

2000
1

:::_.:,'.~-:~ ..=.;·:. ~:\i.~f:

:·:

EN4CCSTPPR
EN4CCSTPPR
BAMP04
BAMP04

l·. . :·r~::.1 : •• ~ i :r

f.=:.ivl . :.-~...~f·t·!·

;:=-.::.'-:.._. ·. :t~·; ·r

·.:;,

#10 WINDOW ENVELOPE STE.
#B

104.50

0.00

0

104.50

PO 04G3 5141265

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

·:J.~.:

-:; ::. r·! ,}··· ~·h·.· :.;

SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

~ONSULTANT MESSAGE:

~0 PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

~00-388-3650

SAMG MERIDIAN HEALTH PLAZA
STEB
3025 WEST CHERRY LANE
MERIDIAN ID 83642

I B F SAFEGUARD

•• I" • • •

G:.;=~.

TOTAL PRODUCT

104.50

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

~HIPPING/HANDLING

0.00

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

104.50

002820

INVOICE

I

INVOICE

~Cif~~LJ~r(]0 L~N=ur=~s=e~R=~_____o3_o_24_9_73_2__~
~ONSUL TANT

INVO!CE DATE

ORDER
NUIV!BER

NO.

Z43KZ5

04G3

11/07/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

REPRINT

CUSTOMER NO.

4BG300

I
L ._

GUST. P.O

___;_;K:;.:_IM. :.:B:. : E: . :. .R.;.:;L:. ;_Y_R_ _,

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipl ·
LATE CHARGE: 1 Yz% per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of$.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

s

B
I
L
L

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

T

H
I
p

T

SAMG EAGLE 08/GYN
323 E. RIVERSIDE DRIVE
EAGLE ID 83616

0

0
QUANTITY PRODUCT NAME
EN4CCSTPPR
EN4CCSTPPR
BAMP04
1
BAMP04
SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

1000

~ONSULTANT

AMOUNT

#10 REGULAR ENVELOPE

66.50

0.00

0

66.50

PO 04G3 5141299

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

MESSAGE:

I B F SAFEGUARD

DISCOUNT %

TOTAL PRODUCl

66.50

DISCOUNl

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

SHIPPING/HANDLING

0.00

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PA'r
THISAMOUNl

66.50

!ro PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT
18o0-388-365o

AMOUNT
DUE

DESCRIPTION

....

002821

INVOiCE

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

INVOICE
NUMBER:

030257042

INVOICE DATE

CONSULT Al\IT NO.

ORDER
NUl\qBER

11/11/2014

04G3

Z43L06

CUSTOMER NO.

4BG300

T
0

GUST. P.O

LISA

~--------------~

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 Yz% per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 600-388-3650

B
I
L
l

I

REPRINT

s
H
I

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

QUANTITY PRODUCT NAME
FM9F0811XNWH2P
CS8112
BAMP07
1
BAMP07
SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

3300

p

T
0

A. SCOTT PICKUP D.M.D
1905 HILAND AVENUE
BURLEY ID 83318

DISCOUNT %

ft.MOUNT

CF CHARGE FORMS

181.63

0.00

0

181.63

PO# 04G3 4141033

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

TOTAL PRODUCT
DISCOUN

CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

- .. .

.

0.00

0.00

SHIPPINGIHANDLJNG

46.64

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

228.27

0 PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

...............

181.63

PREPAYMEN1

:

!soo-388-3650

AMOUNT
DUE

DESCRIPTION

I B F SAFEGUARD

................................. --·-······-------------~ .......... __ ........ ...... . . .... . ... . ....

. .

. ... --·-··--·--------···-···-------------·---······-··- ....... .

002822

INVOICE

f!'~t:'":?~=fd,':;i\r'f';l~

Ma
.. :

ll't~·Od. a~~,\\...,. ~)Jo~~

••

_i·~_i;:";:_:~.~;_,;~.~-·_ _0_30_27_22_75_

w"'rf"
~

._I

~A

..

,,

~ ~·_.'.:-:~R:s

.::·.:'-:·:·:::

11/17/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

REPRINT

___.·1

I

••

~-.•··•.·:.,.·~. •..~..•.._.,;.-.·.-.-·.·.····'
··=·- .·.·. •·..:,.
.
~·04G3

GRi:--;::~

i\!Uilf!8:Eio{

Z43L16

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 Y2% per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of$.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800-388·3650

s

8
I

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

L
L

T

0

H

I
p

T

FOSTER LAND & CATTLE CO.
CENTURY AG,INC.-STE 2
400 MARKET STREET
RIRIE ID 83443

0

·C~t; .:.\i··~-::·~·}-·{

33
1

f.:.~~iJi:.:·~.J~:;·: :~u~!\:~~:.

FM9BCSTMMV
BKCUSTMV
BAMP07
BAMP07

::~f:::";'(!~-:~;~: ·:-~~ . . ;·~

..·\.\;' :~}(..~!'•!'{'

CATTLE INVENTORY

114.74

PO# 04G3 9141020

0.00

.!sAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

.

]i,f!JlOU,\fT
DLlE

0.00

0

114.74

0.00

0

0.00.

ui·tr

TOTAL PRODUCT

114.74

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

SHIPPING/HANDLING

13.61

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

128.35

'

CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

0 PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

~00-388-3650

''lo

!.;!.::·~~o

I B F SAFEGUARD

002823

INVOICE

_;. :. 1.;:=~/~i;,:. ,: ;.~·~-~:_ _o_3o2_76_o?_s---~

Safeguard'')

.,

I

4BG300

.____ _L_A.;_U.;_R.;_A'-----'

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 %%per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Month

s

B
I
L
L

H

I B F SAFEGUARD
13031 00501NESS'FO RMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

T

I
p

T
0

0

1

"·II

Z43LWL

.. :'·:
, ...
·--· .. ::···~.-·
•..• : :v--·
~-=::: ·-.:

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

500

04G3

11/18/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

-~·.:-~.!:~; j -,

REPRINT

.__I

;·;-y ·?·::,:(-:.::;!_iCT

;-.,:.-:.·.:·~,.;~;

EN4CCSTPPR
EN4CCSTPPR
BAMP04
BAMP04

SAMG OVERLAND
10255 W. OVERLAND ROAD
BOISE ID 83709

#10 REGULAR ENVELOPE

49.98

0.00

0

49.98

PO 04G3 5141242

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

MESSAGE:

....___,. __________

I B F SAFEGUARD
~-------··

---·-··-··· ·-·-··-4··------ ......

......... ... ..

t;.~}:~:· C!~):·;

~~~-

DUE

TOTAL PRODUCT

49.98

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

SHIPPING/HANDLING

0.00

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

49.98

!TO PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

~00-388-3650

:2.l=::1G-J...i;--!~--

_!:. ;-===~~ t:;!.~--;

SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

~ONSULTANT

·r

.:J':?:;3G '::~,-~ ;t_):-~:

. ..

'I .......... ..

002824

INVOICE
030273736

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

11/18/2014

04G3

4BG300

MELISSA WI

C4LVOZ

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 Yz% per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of$.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800·388·3650

s

B

I
L
L

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

T

H
I
p

T

RMH COMPANY
11 01 W RIVER ST STE 300
BOISE ID 837027075

0

0
,.·_~::

REPRINT

:_; .::. ~·\ T\~~\.~

4000
1

f'~:·:)::::~:Jt::':' ~·t.::

. :. :..:·.

CK2C0907NXWH3P
SGCC973
BAMP011
BAMP011

"!!:-

407.88

0.00

0

407.88

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

.:~, !~~)-~} !) ; ....~ ·;

NP ACCOUNTING FORMS
PO 04G314140754

SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

.!~.:~.:~C:!.; ;"~-:

.. ::::.::.!.'•.=;·.."!'

:::-:::-::: ..:·.?.;:·.:···!::::.·.

~

rJ!,;==.

TOTAL PRODUCT

407.88

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

SH IPPINGIHAN DUNG

55.53

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

463.41

!

lro PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT
poo-388-3650

I B F SAFEGUARD
...... 1' .

002825

-

INVOICE
J

~~~'-\:~ f(• t:=

c~

·~

~

gu

iY'f"j

~.J.i
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. rr.::

ORin:;'t

r ~Jf).

NUi~1BEf~

04G3

cw···-,
.. IV'r.!O::. ~I~'.,
... 4 8·~~~0!
I,,'

Z43LNX

CU~ST. P.O
LOU/INV NA

1

TAX CODE

I

130270220

INVOICE TERMS: Payabl e Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 34% ~ er Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of$.50 Per Mon h

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

s

B
I
L
L

H
I

I B F SAFEGUARD
130310050JNESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

T

·)~ ·!('!.:~~ .i -:~

t

~--: . .

FM7C0811XLWH1 P
SFCUSTOMF
BAMP07
BAMP07·

3£ 5 .KARCHER ROAD
N MPA ID 83687

T
0

,;:! ~ ;.

'7:; !\MOIHIT

\lJ~;.'J~. ~~·-r·!'"

~)C:i;.C': (~ :~li.i ·;-

LASER INVOICE

114.44

0.00

0

114.44

PO 04G3 14140768

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

~)(,:~:/;~ ~ il ~ ~..

:=..,1~-:

c DBALTTRUCK EQl)IPMENT/NAMPA

p

0

1

l -t)f;ii;_~tiiOl ·r(~~'!

11/19/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1 043

6600

REPRINT

V.s;,~

-;f·-~vfJ;Cft ::~l-~

:.::: !, .~ ..:~~ t·~·~·r1··\1 •

030279770

!·~ <-~ ~:~:;~ ~:-:r;~:

I'=•"!)

SAFEGUARD. MESSAGE:

TOTAL PRODUCT

114.44

DISCOUNT

0.00

...

!CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

OUE

..

. . .

... ·-·- ..

0.00

HIPPING/HANDLING

41.65

SALES TAX
.

.

..

.

. _I_B

~- s_AFE~ ~~~o.
. . . .. . . . . .

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

.. .

'

I

.

·- .

·.

0.00
. ..

..

jro PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

l:. : ...: .@oo~38S-36·5·~

..

PREPAYMENT

156.09

.

l.cJ.ick.JJ..eJ:e..:far.REillR1L.S.I(J.R___
· __

002826

INVOICE
REPRINT

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

T

04G3

Z43MOW

4BG300

#10 REG.EN

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 ~%per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of$.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

8
I
L
L

11/20/2014

s
H
I

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

p

T

SAMG NAMPA OB-GYN
STEB
160312THAVE.ROAD
NAMPA ID 83686

0

0
·~:~ :.~.rrr·~·!-~··

500

1

.

;-:-~:) ":.:~.~-~~··~~-

::.;t ::.·,~'::

EN4CCSTPPR
·EN4CCSTPPR
BAMP04
BAMP04

f.tf\.~f;:Jf·!T

'. t:: -':-:~·-R.~~.: 'i ~--~. :~~·

:·;. :·:··.)~..!:·~ -;-

#10 REGULAR ENVELOPES

49.98

0.00

0

49.98

PO 04G3 5141352

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

!SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

[CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

tro PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

[ ___ -····-· ·--~~~~:.~~--~~~?........ ~.-~.:.~~~~~~~~~ .

T .....

:·::s::;(·;:.:.-~

':'

~,;

~~L:~:

TOTAL PRODUCT

49.98

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

jsHIPPING/HANDLING

0.00

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

49.98

002827

INVOICE
~gu~ ~d"o:lo
v

---==~,.:_;)_:,:;:;:. : . :~:_. :.~o: o:_ _ _o_3_o2_s_ss_eo_r::._ ___,

REPRINT

Ll

o·Qtll
::-.: .:·.;-:. . ..: :

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1 043

...

:':.

Z43LYN

11/20/2014

04G3

4BG300

JOY RIDDLE

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 Y2% per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of$.50 Per Month
0

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

s

B

I
L
L

T

H
I

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

p

T

SAMG PEDIATRICS
STE203
1072 N. LIBERTY
BOISE ID 83706

0

0

....~:,;-.; ·::-rr·:·

-~::i

1000
1

::..:·::.:~.~:.-~

. .Jr..;: ~.!!/~}.i:~-:

EN4CCSTPPR
EN4CCSTPPR
BAMP04
BAMP04

·::~::::.·~..

•t:;= ·:·-n~. :~:··.:

~)~~-:. ~:~jf·~'T ·:-ii
00,

.:.~~.:10 ~...::·iT

..::::

.)·.

#1 0 REG LIBERTY STE 203

66.50

0.00

0

66.50

PO 04G3 5141357

0.00

OoOO

0

0.00

!SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

!CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

tro PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT
jsoo-388-3650

.~·~ :~:; ;;-: •.: ;. £-.·

I B F SAFEGUARD

o

I

o ... o .

TOTAL PRODUCT

66.50

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

!sHIPPING/HANDLING

0.00

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

66.50

002828

INVO~CE
REPRINT
c~~--Z)EF-:
NL~~\!~BE~.:r.

T

Z43M3D

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
.
LATE CHARGE: 1 W/o per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of$.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

B
I
L
L

04G3

11/22/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago,IL 60680-1043

s
I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

H
I
p

T

SAMG CBO/GOLDSTONE
C/0 IBF
910 W.AMITY
BOISE ID 83705

0

0
(if.}..!'.. ~..! ~r; tY

5000
1

=?;=~ c:.-J

ur;·~· P;.:.:;;~;~:

EN4CCSTPPR
EN4CCSTPPR
BAMP04
BAMP04

r 1~

~~-.R~CVf\l"'~

!);:~;c i~:? T! :::- i'L

l:f\~OUh:·r

!J!.SCC}:J~·r

#1 0 REG ENV ADA COUNTY
CENTRAL

31.05

0.00

0

31.05

PO 04G3 5141343

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

!SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

lfo PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT
~00-388·3650 I B F SAFEGUARD
I

..... r

DUE

TOTAL PRODUCT

31.05

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

~HIPPING/HANDLING

0.00

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

31.05

002829

INVOICE

('!) Safeguard'

_. :. ;.,~·.; _ ;~:~:,:~.: . ;,.;,;i;.·;-~ :

L-1

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
·.Chicago, IL 60680-1043

\k'·.=,:,;::-:.;:: ~.\h ·:~:;:

•.;("; "'::.;;,:;. ·:.-'...·.: ·; ;,_,.....,..

I

11/22/2014

04G3

.

4BG300

HOLLY HUFF

s

B
I
L
L

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

T
0

·;n-·{

2500
1

Z43M63

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 %%per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

;_:i~JJ-\.~..~

REPRINT

__
o3_o2_88_296_]

~~<.t:">~)=-~c·r t··It~.riiE

EN4CCSTPPR
EN4CCSTPPR
BAMP04
BAMP04

p

T
0

SAMG BOISE OBGYN
STE 100
1072 LIBERTY STREET
BOISE ID 83704

!J~:~CRf?riC·f~:

i.;f.JlODf·i'~:

iJ~SC;f;.t)i··JT

"',.,

AMO\Ji'f:
DUE

#10 REG ENV SAMG OBGYN

115.15

0.00

0

115.15

PO 04G3 5141358

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

!SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

!CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

tro PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOURCONS':'L'J.:ANT
!Soo-388-3 sso

H
I

I B F SAFEGUARD

...... I

TOTAL PRODUCT

115.15

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

jsHIPPINGJHANDLING

0.00

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

115.15

:

002830

INVOICE
REPRINT

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

11/22/2014

04G3

4BG300

STACY RICH

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt ·
LATE CHARGE: 1 ~%per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of$.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

B

s

I
L
L

H
I

I B F SAFEGUARD
13031 00501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

T

p

T

SAMG BILLING DEPARTMENT
3340 E GOLDSTONE
MERIDIAN ID 83642

0

0

c::u .·~:..:·= r~·;-y
5000
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1

Z43M77

~.:::..'(c~D

u;.::··:· ~.:;,;.,..r;:i::

EN4CCSTPPR
EN4CCSTPPR
BAMP04
BAMP04

l:. r·.~:~)~;~-:i·;

':liSC-CitJf.f}

Jj/

'"

DlJE

#1 0 WINDOW W/INSIDE TINT

35.44

0.00

0

35.44

PO 04G3 5141344

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

fSAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

TO PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

jsoo-388-3650

P.. ~;iC1 !~H·iT

)r;:,!J:c~~!~':.Ti~:!~!

I B F SAFEGUARD

I"···--··-··.

TOTAL PRODUCT

35.44

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

SHIPPING/HANDLING

0.00

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

35.44

002831

INVOICE
REPRINT
{.:)Ff:DEt~
l~Ui\iH3EH

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

DENA

H
I
p

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

L
L

T
0

. r·11 rr·!·

1

4BG300

Z43MKK

s

B
I

2500

04G3

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 W/o per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of$.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

~ u.~

12/01/2014

~: 1 ;-:::t:JDU·C:T

T
0

;:, =

:l!}:,!l=!E

2026 MAIN STREET
SALMON ID 83467

.AMOUNT

.·==::,::(>t~~xt-r

OJSC:..)tJ~.~T

%

#9 BLUE RETURN SALMON
VALLEY

60.84

0.00

0

60.84

PO 04G3 4141125

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

:~ ::.~ ~~.f:.,:':M~O: ') :·.~

EN4N0009GNBLXP
NWE9B
BAMP04
BAMP04

VALLEY AGRONOMICS,L.L.C.

~AFEGUARD MESSAGE:

Dt;E

TOTAL PRODUCT

60.84

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00
1

CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

lro PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

~00-388-3650

I B F SAFEGUARD
.

SHIPPING/HANDLING

18.04

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

78.88

. ...... ·-T·..·-· .......... . . ..................... - ............._.-... - ........ - ...... ________.........._ .................................. - ........ ..

002832

INVOICE
lNVQiCE

030307729

NU!c:iFJEi~:

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1 043

CUSTCli:iER NO.
4BG300

(:t!.ST . ?.0

Z43MKH

DENA

s

B
I
L

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

L

T
0

i"T"{ F· F:: C1?:: Ut:·T

2500
1

04G3

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 %%per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

~::I,}}, i'•,: _J,.

12/02/2014

REPRINT

T
0

VALLEY AGRONOMICS,L.L.C.
2026 MAIN STREET
SALMON ID 83467

~·~:Vi()tiNT

/:. ;ti(~·l) i'·.tT

)~$~;{,-::. . ;~\:-1~

#10 STD WINDOW STMT ENV
SALMON

82.00

0.00

0

82.00

PO 04G3 4141124

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

~AFEGUARD MESSAGE:

CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

iTo PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT
f00-388-3650

p

D~:.~:t.:Ri?Tf\:: ":-;

~~~.~.f·i~~

EN4CCSTPPR
EN4CCSTPPR
BAMP04
BAMP04

H
I

I B F SAFEGUARD

..

.

"/{I

...... 1 -

Ui..:~

TOTAL PRODUCT

82.00

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

SHIPPING/HANDLING

19.41

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

101.41

. .. ,.................... .

002833

INVOICE
030309041

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago,IL 60680-1043

12/03/2014

04G3

488300

DANA

REPRINT

C4MWDZ

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 %%per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

s

8
I
L
L

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

T.
0

-.:! :..:f.\.i•·!·:~~·b'(
2000
1

? ..~::~-:~.;~..:·~:· ~..· :~.:J:.~

::c

CK7S08113LGN1 P
SFSL3G1
BAMP07
BAMP07

H
I
p

T
0

~::;;.::::cF~~r ~-!.:~;-.:

4610 HILLCREST ROAD
BOISE ID 837052886

~. ~:;.t:.·~;f

.J ;;;· .;

:.;~:,~t>f.) ~J :~.:.!.

~--~

i1.!Vi":~ UN~

::tUS

P/R ACCOUNTING FORMS
GREEN

65.30

0.00

0

65.30

PO# 048314140791

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

jsAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

1..0NSULTANT MESSAGE:

0 PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SJMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

~00-388-3650

HILLCREST COUNTRY CLUB

I B F SAFEGUARD

TOTAL PRODUCT

65.30

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

iSH IPPING/HANDLING

11.13

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

76.43

. -··--·--·.- ········----·----··- -r··-····· -----....... ···--·--·· .

002834

INVOICE

Safeguard 1~=·.:;-'- ~;·{; -"- -~ ;.;. .;_~·_ _

REPRINT

o_3o3_1o_s7_4____,

12/03/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago,IL 60680-1043

4BG300

.___S=A.. :.;.R. .:c.A. .:. ;. H. ;_;H_.:.;.A. . :. ;S::.. .:B:_.___.

s

8
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L

H
I
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I 8 F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

T
0
::~ t).t:.?;Tff"{

1

•'

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 %%per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of$.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: B00-388-3650
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.....: ...=~-,·.........

I

Z43MMX

04G3

~'::.::

c:-::._;c. ::; ·~- ~. .1/t. a~:::

EN4CCSTPPR
EN4CCSTPPR
BAMP04
BAMP04

T
0

~;s.:::~.; :·=:.;;.-.. T;~ ~-:

SAMG EAR, NOSE & THROAT
901 N. CURTIS ROAD, STE 104
BOISE ID 83706

.?-\

=~~ -~.:.

·. ;rtf

D:-~;-c c: iJh:-;

~}~

t-. Jt.::(:- :) i'l T
;:-.u~

ENV 10R#10 REGULAR
ENVELOPE

66.50

0.00

0

66.50

PO 04G3 00140202

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

!SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

TOTAL PRODUCT

66.50

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

SHIPPING/HANDLING

0.00

SALES TAX

0.00
:

0 PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

~00-388-3650

I B F SAFEGUARD

I ......

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

66.50

002835

INVOICE

Safeguard~

;_.~:;~:.;_ ~ ~_;_;.:~:

L - - 1_ ,
..

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

T
0

1

12/03/2014

04G3

4BG300

SARAH HASB

REPRINT

Z43MPO

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 Y2% per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of$.50 Per Month

H
I

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

L

500

o3_o3_1o_s8_2____.
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: .: ;. ~ J~·-;-·.~

_

CUST.?.. t)

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

c~ ~~

_
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T
0

SAMG OUTPATIENTTRAUMA SERVICE
999 N. CURTIS, STE 415
BOISE ID 83706

... .:e.J.,'LC t}!l.::
. ; ,._,.,
');JE

::-·-;..~(:~~:·~:{:";" -:-: ..~.;'-::i~

:0:: :-;..~:..: .'!:.:P 'i·:-:.~; f.:

::.~!\=:·:~~-=::·~ 'f

EN4CCSTPPR
EN4CCSTPPR
BAMP04
BAMP04

ENV 10R#10 REGULAR
ENVELOPE

49.98

0.00

0

49.98

PO 04G3 5141386

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

~ONSULTANT

MESSAGE:

lfO PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

00-388-3650

I B F SAFEGUARD

. r ...

:...:.~sec~~.::

TOTAL PRODUCT

49.98

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

SHIPPING/HANDLING

0.00

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
TI-llS AMOUNT

49.98

002836

INVOICE

Safeguard·~

_.: .: ·~.: ,_;~i :~. :. :. .: ·.~ .: . :. :. .~=

L--1

04G3

12/08/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043
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4BG300
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I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

0
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1000
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EN4CCSTPPR
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BAMP04
BAMP04
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0

SAMG OVERLAND
10255 W. OVERLAND ROAD
BOISE ID 83709

:) !Sr~>()tJ~<·T cy~

.~fi:1'JU?·~·!

DEBC:fi.:r:. T;:):;~

P-..itA·:·;:u~iT

#1 0 WINDOW ENVELOPE

69.50

0.00

0

69.50

PO 04G3 5141436

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

fl-ONSULTANT MESSAGE:

lfo PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT
~00-388-3650

Z43MVH

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 ~%per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of$.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800-388·3650

T

REPRINT

__
o_3o3_21_71_8___,

IB F SAFEGUARD

~-r. • '":""'
...
tv~=

TOTAL PRODUCT

69.50

DISCOUN1

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

isH IPPING/HAN DUNG

0.00

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

69.50

002837

INVOICE

@)Safeguard'

- '-';·-~ '; ~;~. ;.:;c_;~;~;~" -'~-~:_ _ _o3_03_21_72_o-~

~~:~\i((;:.:E

l.1 ..:"::.TJ:~

04G3

B

s

I
L

H
I

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

1

p

T

SAMG NEUROSURGERY
DR. ZIMMERMAN'S OFFICE-STE 503
901 N. CURTIS ROAD
· BOISE ID 83706

0

\.Jttj.\!'·1-rr;---t

1000

Z43MXD

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 Y2% per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800-388·3650

T
0

(;()~:S.U~.:i f:J,~T ~l!:).

12/08/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

L

REPRINT.

.__I

;==.~(>£~;J~~T !{:~!:;1E

EN4CCSTPPR
EN4CCSTPPR
BAMP04
BAMP04

~!==s(;~;i :P"'~·~t-){·.;

:~-.?~!;<._; U'~~T

Dis(·; ot:r..rr

%

.i\iiJ!OUNT
DU<:

!#1 0 REG FOR 901 N. CURTIS STE

66.50

0.00

0

66.50

PO 04G3 5141424

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

TO PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

~00-388-3650

I B F SAFEGUARD

,.

TOTAL PRODUCT

66.50

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

$HIPPING/HANDLING

0.00

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

66.50

002838

INVOiCE

Safeguard·~ _:.: /i~.:.:. . .: ~ ;~ =~ : . : .:. . :~:_ _o_3o_325_66_o
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

REPRINT

____!

'--I

12/09/2014

04G3

Z43N08

4BG300

RHIANNA CO

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 ~% per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800-388·3650

s

B
I
L
L

H
I

I 8 F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
8331 B AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

T
0

p

T

SAMG GARRITY MEDICAL OFF BLDG
STE 110
4424 E. FLAMINGO
NAMPA ID 83687

0

:_::. ;,_,. :::.N ·rrr. :-

1000

1

f···~~f)t···...:~-r

,., . .:\!!:i:::.

EN4CCSTPPR
EN4CCSTPPR
BAMP04
BAMP04

:._ ;.~ :· :::-:J ;·.J'f

#10 REGULAR ENVELOPE

66.50

0.00

0

66.50

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

I

PO 04G3 5141400

!SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

~:(~..;(;;};_;~~{

·:

-~--~

_.......

:-'!;::c

TOTAL PRODUCT

66.50

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

• jsHIPPING/HANDLING

0.00

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

66.50

:

!CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

tro PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT
~00-388-3650

.\j.• flf!C~)~':.:--r

.~ :·:.:; ·.::. :· ~::··:--~:) ;·.:

. I 8 F SAFEGUARD

. I.

_.._________. __________..._..

_,

____ .. ·······- ---· .. --. ·····-· ....

..

002839

INVOICE
REPRINT
c.~

Rf) I::;::,

:·~ :}~~iiEH:}t

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.

12/10/2014

04G3

4BG300

95S23

Z43MNY

PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 }S% per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

s

B
I
L
L

H
I
p

I B F SAFEGUARD
130310050INESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

T

CAXTON PRINTERS, LTD
312 MAIN STREET
CALDWELL ID 83605

T

0

0

t.."";•t.J.~NTrtl

10000
1

.

PF~=.)f:·\.1-(;'t" ~··i:~ :..i!:~~

FM2CCSTM
FM2CCSTM
BAMP011
BAMP011

:~~ Ef:i ::.

:::.;:=. ·r)~.: ::.~

.=-~!:·~~J :.,.;?·r·;

J~~rvi{J u \-.: ~

DLH;:

SUPERIOR-ORDER SUPERIOR
PAINT

428.00

0.00

0

428.00

PO 0483·14140812

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

!sAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

0 PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

~00-388-3650

DlSC(>!~;!~!T .;,;.:

I B F SAFEGUARD
i' ..

0
0

M•"l

0

TOTAL PRODUCT

428.00

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

SHIPPING/HANDLING

69.30

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

497.30

•••••,••,-•_t-••-•••••----------

,,.,,~••••••

.,--•

-u•oo

0

•••••••

, . , , . , ,. .

002840

0

INVOICE

SafegLiard')l.____--~-~-'---):;__~;::_;.;_____o_3_o3_46_2_92_
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

12/16/2014

04G3

4BG300

KALI

REPRINT

Z43NF8

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 Y2% per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of$.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

s

B
I
L
L

H
I

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMilY RD
BOISE ID 83705

T

p

T
0

a
!:.·,1 :J . ~J·rrrr

___,

\.

~!=:.~1

::::-uc ·;· :~.t•.fr·;:::

EN4CCSTPPR
EN4CCSTPPR
BAMP04
BAMP04

1000

1
~AFEGUARD

4424 E. FLAMINGO STE 200
NAMPA ID 83687

A~~;!OUNT

~}~~ :=:: c:~=~:r··f~c :·-~

:-·. ·.:;(; i}~-r:

#10 REGULAR ENVELOPES

69.50

0.00

0

69.50

PO# 04G3 5141422

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

MESSAGE:

pONSULTANT MESSAGE:

~0 PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

00-388-3650

SAMG NAMPA OB-GYN

·-----·· ,._,,_, _________ .........--·-··-·-·· ... ··-··-··-·· ·-

I B F SAFEGUARD
-··~··

-r-···

.. .........

D~:~::.::\.."1U~7 ~{,

":Ji..;c

TOTAL PRODUCT

69.50

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

!sHIPPING/HANDLING

0.00

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT
. ... . .......... ··- . . -· .. ..

69.50

002841

INVOICE

Safeauard·~ _ ;_ ;~:.; . :.;i~; c.; :;_:~ :. .: . :.c:~
.__I

o3_o3_so_7a4_

___

__,

REPRINT

v
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

12/17/2014

04G3

4BG300

MARYLYN

Z43NKX

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 X% per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of$.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

s

8
I
L
L

T
0

I 8 F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

1

I
p

T

SAMGIOWA
211 W.IOWAAVE.
NAMPA ID 83686

0
::.: :-.~:.. :: ·..·

1000

H

.. : ;:r;o=.s~~·r

.·.• .-!.:-.· ::

EN4CCSTPPR
EN4CCSTPPR
BAMP04
BAMP04

~)!.):::

#10 REGULAR ENVELOPE

66.50

0.00

0

66.50

PO 04G3 5141478

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

!sAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

... ONSULTANT MESSAGE:

lfO PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

.. r· ··-···

TOTAL PRODUCT

66.50

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

SHIPPING/HAN DUNG

0.00

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

66.50

002842

INVOICE
REPRINT

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

·Z43NKV

12/17/2014

04G3

4BG300

MARYLYN

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 W/o per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of$.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

s

B
I
L

H
I

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

L

T

p

T

SAMG IOWA
211 W.IOWAAVE
NAMPA 10 83686

0

0
~~;. :l":· ~-~1'."'~"':"

1500
1

::.-:.:.);~:~:.::.;

. ~-::~;:·::.:~

EN4CCSTPPR
EN4CCSTPPR
BAMP04
BAMP04

::.:- ·.:: :.?=~·:::.: ·.:

.....

;; r·.·~c~ :.; :·J ~

;.~ ;-:;.~~Gt·:·~·": ·'

:):Jt:

88.50

0.00

0

88.50

PO 04G3 5141477

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

'

pONSULTANT MESSAGE:

'fO PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY, CALL YOUR CONSULTANT
I R f=

·.. ::.:~--~·~·

ENV 10W#10 WIN ENV

SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

ktnn_·:uu~-~~<;n

>.~-:

~.O.f:I=~II.O.

Rn

TOTAL PRODUCT

88.50

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

isH IPPING/HANDLJNG

0.00

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

88.50

002843

INVOICE
REPRINT

12/17/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 ~%per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

B

s

I
L
L

H
I

I B F SAFEGUARD
130310050JNESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

T
0
~:tt: _,~i··J·:·:·r··J·

1500
1

~;·K\) ~.:i...t!:·T ;.~;.:;~-..~~-:

p

T
0

69.09

0.00

0

69.09

PO 04G3 5141481

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

~0 PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT
Q

r:

Af.::C:'L~ ~·i ·;

6X9 CATALOG ENVELOPE

[cONSULTANT MESSAGE:

I

6500 W. EMERALD
BOISE ID 83704

.6.. f.:f~)t;r·~tr

!sAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

'HIO_ 'lt:t:n

SAMG ORTHOPEDICS

:)2.~'(:~~:.p·;:()~\;

'

EN4L0609GNWHXP
EN69WIP1
BAMP04
BAMP04

1onn

Z43NKS

04G3

<::.0. l:l=~llli.RO

I ..

D~~C\.)iJ~\~

-:-

·~·~

;:;~.~::;:

TOTAL PRODUCT

69.09

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENl

0.00

~HIPPING/HANDLING

0.00

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

69.09

002844

INVO~CE
REPRINT

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

4BG300

AMY

Z43NKY

s

B
I
L
L

H
I

I B F SAFEGUARD ,
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

T
0
!);J.-:\r.;.Tn·y

1

04G3

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 W/o per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of$.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

1000

12/17/2014

Pft(;;::~,;c:·:· ~~~;_;,;~:::

EN4CCSTPPR
EN4CCSTPPR
BAMP04
BAMP04

p

T
0

..

6500 W. EMERALD
BOISE 10 83704

i~.f\;10;..f?.:T

·~:::~sc.::-;;:~; ~1:. ·:: ..!

l .. :~i(i\!1--lT

#1 0 REGULAR ENVELOPE

66.50

0.00

0

66.50

PO 04G3 5141480

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

fSAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

0 PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

~00-388-3650

SAMG ORTHOPEDICS

I B F SAFEGUARD

.....

I

Ji5:(:-::,~~.t:··E"'l ~·~

~u~~

TOTAL PRODUCT

66.50

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

SHIPPING/HANDLING

0.00

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

66.50

002845

INVO~CE
030352463

REPRINT
Ct:~DEP=i

rJ.Uf,ltDE!{

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

12/18/2014

04G3

CUS'f(.<Mf-R t,:o.

CUErr. ?.t.1

4BG300

LORI

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 %%per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of$.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800~388-3650

s

B
I
L
L

H
I

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

T

p

T
0

0
~~;

...:.,;-1-rrr-·::·

500
1

500

C4X08C

~~:;~(-"{.;t.Jt·:· ~'-~.t.}i1E

... :·~c N

~)==~~~;;_;:

CK7S08112SRB1 P
TRUST ACCTG FORMS BURLEY
SFSL2GSRB1
BAMP07
PO 04G3 4141208
BAMP07
AD DINK
ADDITIONAL INK COLOR LASER
AD DINK

!sAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

iro PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT
roo-388-3650

I B F SAFEGUARD

TITLE ONE
211 W 13TH ST
BURLEY ID 833181601

f.\ :\;1(; ~.:·i\r;·

./·.. ~:·R(";-U}~T

~;;·S{.::~) iJ ~~ "i

%

47.80

0.00

0

47.80

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

!)~):.~

TOTAL PRODUCT

47.80

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

SHIPPING/HANDLING

6.05

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

53.85

. . ......... -·----..... ·--------··-.. ···-r ............................... ----.... - ____..............·----......... ··-·

002846

INVO~CE
REPRINT

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

12/18/2014

04G3

4BG300

1034300

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt .
LATE CHARGE: 1 %%per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of$.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

B

s

I

H
I

I B FSAFEGUARD
130310050INESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

L
L

T

Z43NNP

p

T

ST. LUKE'S /BOISE
512 S 11TH STREET
BOISE ID 83702

0

0
{).t:.i-\~~Trf'Y

1000
1

P~:OC·tl~~;T ~~lt-\i\·:r::

EN4CCSTPPR
EN4CCSTPPR
BAMP04
BAMP04

i)~-5~~;::d::;··(~.:: ..:

!.'.: ?C:L;~··:M

r; :s ~: (:~ !... ;-~· ! ':,;, ..::".r~.~i:)UHT
DUE

#10 REGULAR ST LUKES CLINIC

44.81

0.00

0

44.81

PO 048314140862

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

!sAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

TOTAL PRODUCT

44.81

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

~HIPPING/HANDLING

11.21

SALES TAX

0.00

rro PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

PLEASE PAY
56.02
THIS AMOUNT
I B F SAFEGUARD
........ ··---· ..... __ ..... .,., _______ ... ----·-· -. ·--.. -. - ......_____............T.--.. ··---.. ---··.........-.... .. . ······· . - ......... ·- ·······-·-··--·-------~----- ..·-----·------- .. -· .. .

l

~00-388-3650

002847

INVOICE
INVOICE
1
NUII. BER:

030375049

INVOICE DATE

CONSULTANT NO.

12/29/2014

04G3

Safeguar,d'! I
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

CUSTOMER NO.,

4BG300

.

REPRINT
ORDER

t-!UMBER

Z43NYC

GUST. P.O

SHANNON

~----------------~

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 %%per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

s

13
I

H
I

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

L
L
T
0

p

T

SOUTHWEST IDAHO EAR NOSE
AND THROAT P.A.
900 N. LIBERTY STE-400
BOISE 1D 83704

0

QUANTITY PRODUCT NAME

DESCFHPTION

AMOUNT

FM7C0811XLWH1P SURGERY CARD DONT EAT OR
11000
SFCUSTOMF
DRINK
BAMP07
PO 04G3 5141488
1
BAMP07
SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

~ONSULTANT

MESSAGE:

~0 PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

lsoo-388-3650

I B F SAFEGUARD

·····--- .. ·-·-·-·-----.. ·····-·-····- .. ----~---·-·-··-r---·-·····......

DISCOUNT %

ArVIOU!-IT

DUE

79.53

0.00

0

79.53

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

TOTAL PRODUC1

79.53

DISCOUN1

0.00

PREPAYMEN1

0.00

SHIPPING/HANDLING

19.53

SAL~STAX

0.00

PLEASE PA'(
THISAMOUN1

99.06

..

002848

INVOICE

~ ~eguarcf
,~a.

INVOiCE
NUMBER:

030376810

INVOICE DI>.TE

CONSULTANT NO.

12/30/2014

04G3

I

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

CUSTOMER NO.I

4BG300

C4XVTK

CUST. P.O

RACHEL LOY

s

B

T
0

ORDER
NUMBER

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 Yt% per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Month

For"lnquiries Call: 800-388-3650

I
L
L

REPRINT

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

H
I
p

T

PRESTIEGE PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
SUITE 140
1045 ANCONA AVE
EAGLE ID 836166374

0

AMOUNT
DUE

QUANTITY PRODUCT NAME

DESCRIPTION

AMOUNT

CK7S08111 SMV1 P
SFSL1GSMV1
BAMP07
1
BAMP07
!SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

PACIFIC HEIGHTS HOA INC
ACCOUNT FORMS

49.22

0.00

0

49.22

PO 04G3 2140325

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

1000

!CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

lfo PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLV CALL YOUR CONSULTANT
18o0-388-3650

I 8 F SAFEGUARD

DISCOUNT %

TOTAL PRODUCl

49.22

DISCOUNl

0.00

PREPAYMEN1

0.00

SHIPPING/HANDLING

13.53

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PA'I
THJSAMOUNl

62.75

··-:-··· --··- .. ----·· .... :... --· ___________..____. ____ ··----....- ....-r............_____ ............ ·-.. . . ... . . .

002849

INVOICE
INVOiCE
NUMBER:

030386835

INVOICE DATE

CONSULTANT NO.

ORDER
NUMBER

01/05/2015

04G3

Z43P4D

feg~~arcr
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.

PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

CUSTOMER NO.

4BG300

T

GUST. P.O

MELANIE

~----------------~

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 ~%per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

B
I
L
L

I

REPRINT

s
H

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

I
p

T
0

0
QUANTITY PRODUCT NAME
EN4CCSTPPR
EN4CCSTPPR
BAMP04
1
BAMP04
SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

5000

SAMG BILLING DEPARTMENT
3340 E GOLDSTONE
MERIDIAN ID 83642

AMOUNT

#10 WIN W/INSIDE TINT
W/IMPRIN

177.20

0.00

0

177.20

PO 04G3 5141522

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

DISCOUNT %

TOTAL PRODUCT

CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

tro PAY 13Y CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT
lsmo-~RR-3~>~>o

I

AMOUNT
DUE

DESCRIPTION

R F SAFEGUARD

I"

•••

177.20

DISCOUN

0.00

PREPAYMEN

0.00

SHIPPING/HANDLING

0.00

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

177.20

002850

INVOICE
INVOICE

SalfeglH£lrtf I~-_.:.;:_NU=M=B=ER:....:..:.:
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043.
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

_ _ _o_3_o_3s_3_99_7_

___.

REPRINT

INVOICE DATE

CONSUL T1\NT NO.

ORDER
NUMBER

01/05/20'15

04G3

Z43NG5

CUSTOMER

NO.I

4BG300

CUST. P.O

ROBIN
L------------------'

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
_LATE CHA~GE: 1 %% ·per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum .of .$.50 P~r" Mo.nth

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

s

8
I

I B F .SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE" ID 83705

L
L

T
0

1-i
I
p
T

BILLING DOCUM!=NT SPECIALISTS
CALL ROBiN #208-649-1450
710 MAIN STRE-ET
CALDWELL ID 83605

0

QUANTITY PRODUCT NAME

30000
1
87500
1

55000
1
1
1

1
15000

1

1
180000
1
1

80000

FM7CCSTM
SFCSTMF
BAMP07
BAMP07
fM7CCSTM
SFCSTMF
BAMP07
BAMP07
FM7CCSTM
SFCSTMF
BAMP07
BAMP07
SFEXQTY
SFEXQTY
SFEXQTY
SFEXQTY
SFEXQTY
SFEXQTY
FM7CCSTM
SFCSTMF
BAMP07
BAMP07
SFEXQTY
SFEXQTY
FM7CCSTM
SFCSTMF
BAMP07
BAMP07
SFEXQTY
SFEXQTY
FM7CCSTM
SFCSTMF

DESCRIPTION

AMOUNT

DISCOUNT

%

AMOUNT
DUE

STATEMENTS-CITY OF
BONNERS

336.90

0.00

0

336.90

PO 04G3 5"141430

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

CITY OF CALDWELL WATER
STMNT

982.63

0.00

0

982.63

PO 04G3 5141431

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

ST.LUKE'S STATEMENTS

617.65

0.00

0

·617.65

PO 04G3 514'1437

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

0.00

0.00

0

·o.oo

168.45

0.00

0

168.45

PO 04G3 5141474

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

EXACT QUANTITY RUN CUSTM
LASER

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

LASER STATEMENT (PM I)

2,021.40

0.00

0

2,021.40

PO 04G3 5141473

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

898.40

0.00

0

898.40

EXACT QUANTITY RUN CUSTM
LASER
EXACT QUANTITY RUN CUSTM
LASER
EXACT QUANTITY RUN CUSTM
LASER
SIMPLOT CREDIT UNION
STATEMENT

EXACT QUANTITY RUN CUSTM
LASER
STATEMENT-COMMERICIAL
TIRE

... i ·-· _.,,, - ........____ ....... --· . - . .

002851

INVOICE

Safeguard~~!~i~=~=~~~~:_ _ _ _o_3o4_15_s1_9~
04G3

01/14/2015

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

REPRINT

Z43R1F

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 %% per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of$.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

s

B
I

H
I

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE 10 83705

L
L
T
0

SAMG PAIN CENTER
6TH FLOOR
1055 N CURTIS RD
BOISE ID 83706

p

T
0

:.:t :)J'. :·-~. '1'f-'"'{

1000
1

;;:.·;:.~ ~:..:.,; :_;·.::-~:

:-;j·. :·~~::.

EN4CCSTPPR
EN4CCSTPPR
BAMP04
BAMP04

.::.:~=:~ ~~-:;-:-::::;

·:·:-.:, ~. .

:=~~\·:(1(;:..-\

Grs~·;ou};T

'l:,

Ai\i10:.!i'-~T

DUC

#10 REGULAR ENVELOPE

66.50

0.00

0

.66.50

PO 04G3 5150026

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

jCONSULTANT MESSAGE;

TOTAL PRODUCT

66.50

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

!sHIPPING/HANDLING

0.00

SALES TAX

0.00

frO PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

~00-388·3650

r

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

I B F SAFEGUARD

--·--· .......................................... -· .............

.

I

0000

0

000

OHO

0

0

-···-

00

~-

0

0

~

0

ooOO-oO

Oo

oOOO

000

....... _

.....

_ _ _ ..

Oo0

Oo-

00.

66.50
·-·. ·-··-· -·-·

002852

INVOICE
REPRINT

'··~:: :·-.-~.·.

~·~

s

I

H
I

T

I B F SAFEGUARD
130310050INESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

p

T
0

0

-::tUf\i·,·-:r;·v·

500
1

~-::-<c:)u:::·r

'".~~-;;::..;;.

EN4CCSTPPR
EN4CCSTPPR
BAMP04
BAMP04

_.:~j·~!.C,LJ{·l

)!S(;t;;_:;.; ..!

#10 REGULAR ENVELOPE

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

PO 04G3 5141386R

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

1'-0NSULTANT MESSAGE:

PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT
10

SAMG OUTPATIENT TRAUMA SRVS
STE415
999 N. CURTIS
BOISE ID 83706

;:... !\~t: t=· ;-.rr

·

~)?.: 8-::~ ~~. ;~-:TK: ~ ~

SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

lonn.'loo.·H~t:n

__,

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 Y:z% per Month or Maximum Allowable. Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Month

B

L
L

Z43R4H

..... ····· ... , ··-·:·.·...·=.....····11
.___--=-S_A_R_A_H_H_A_S_B_
1 4BG300
•,.

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

0

0483

01/14/2015

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

C~l\CCI':IIl\Dr\

i:,~

-,) ,.-

.

:-·;..<::

TOTAL PRODUCT

0.00

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

~HIPPING/HANDLING

0.00

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

0.00

002853

INVOICE
REPRINT
.::1

t!.DL=:R

:·~Ui'./1BEF'~

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

01/15/2015

04G3

4BG300

SHANNON

cu::~·r. ~::.'-1

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 X% per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of$.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

B

s

I

H
I

I B F SAFEGUARD
13031 00501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

L
L

T
0
:;~!.~.t\~-flTY

1100
1

YR(Jt)LlC~r i\:;~1Wit-:

FM9BSNAPMMV
SNPCUSTMV
BAM PO?
BAMP07

p

T
0

DESCR~PTl()f\t

SOUTHWEST IDAHO EAR NOSE
AND THROAT P.A.
900 N. LIBERTY --STE 400
BOISE ID 83704

==:. i'i~~;

u~,rr

D!SCi)L:N"f %

-~~t;j(.-:;jj\!

105.53

0.00

0

105.53

PO 04G3 5150035

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

0 PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

I 8 F SAFEGUARD

. ···--··-···-······ . ······-·-· ···--···--··-.. . .

.T

.. .

f

DeE

SURGICAL CHARGE FORMS

fsAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

~00-388-3650

Z43R29

TOTAL PRODUGT

105.53

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

SHIPPING/HANDLING

17.65

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

123.18

·······-···- ............ --·· ...... ··----·-

. ..

.. .

.

.

..

- ··-···-

~

002854

.......... .

INVOICE
REPRINT

04G3

01/16/2015

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. ·
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 %%per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of$.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

B

s

I
L
L

H
I

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

T

Z43R6V

0

p

T

COBALT TRUCK EQUIPMENT/NAMPA
345 KARCHER ROAD
NAMPA ID 83687

0

.::::J.·~!,:rrn'

6000
1

?;~.o;::~:;£:T

f-L,·. . ::-rl:::

FM7C0811XLWH1P
SFCUSTOMF
BAMP07
BAMP07

;:;.~\:!·()~J~~-;·

~;;z.·;ci_;r:·rr

•:•I)

LASER INVOICE

104.03

0.00

0

104.03

PO 04G3 14150024

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

isAFEG UARD MESSAGE:

CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

TO PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

~00-388-3650

J>.~"'110tl~·:-~-

:JES-:.:Rt?-;~c~;·.~

I B F SAFEGUARD

z:. uE

TOTAL PRODUCT

104.03

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

pHif:'PING/HANDLING

41.65

SALES TAX

0.00,

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

145.68

002855

INVO.ICE
030425233

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

4BG300

GARY

C4Z156

s

B
I
L

H
I

I B F SAFEGUARD
13031 OOSOINESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

L

T
0

p
T

CUSTOM MANUFACTURING,INC
3604 ARTHUR ST
CALDWELL ID 836056059

0

:).J.Ai·~:=-rtt

1

04G3

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 %% per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of$.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

250

01/19/2015

REPRINT

F·';;:·Df..:U·(:·r :-!f.: i;:~f:
CK7S08112VDB1P
SFVL2DB1
BAM PO?
BAMP07

~D,fv~OUJ.!

');:.~~c~:t:r·T··;::-~.:

.:-~:\~~~ '::·:·~-

;;~i·~::::.t:f.:'T

%

ACCOUNTING FORM

25.44

0.00

0

25.44

PO 04G3 00140238

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

!sAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

i

D~!;

TOTAL PRODUCT

25.44

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

SHIPPING/HANDLING

11.87

SALES TAX

0.00
'

0 PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

~00-388-3650

I B F SAFEGUARD

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

37.31

.r

002856

INVOICE
030433621
___
S an.f.'egL~arl~.J:e ._________
I;NVOICE NUMBER:

~

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

B
I
L
L
T

INVOICE DATE

CONSULTANT NO.

ORDER
NUMBER

01/21/2015

04G3

Z43RGW

CUSTOMER NO.

CUST. P.O

4BG300

CARRIE MAY

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 W/o per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Month

s
H
I

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

p
T

0

I

QUANTITY

I

REPRINT

_J

QUALITY THERMISTOR,INC
2108 CENTURY WAY
BOISE ID 83709

0

PRODUCT NAME

EN4CCSTPPR
EN4CCSTPPR
BAMP04
1
BAMP04
SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

500

DISCOUNT %

AMOUNT
DUE

DESCRIPTION

AMOUNT

9X12 CATALOG SELF SEAL ENV

93.51

0.00

0

93.51

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

PO 04G3 5150054

I

PRODUC~I

93.51

r--·----;;;-;~ouNTI

0.00

TOTAL

PREPAYMENT~·
~NSULTANT MESSAGE:

0.00

SHIPPING/HANDLING!

28.37

SALES TAXI

0.00

I

--1

1:------------li----_lf---l
ITO PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

I

~00-388-3650

I 8 F SAFEGUARD

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

--····· ..

-·~·

121.88

.. . . .. ··-. ·-··---· --·-···· . .. - ·---·- ..... '

002857

INVOICE
REPRINT

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

INVOICE DATE

CONSULTANT NO.

ORDER
NUMBER

01/22/2015

04G3

Z43RM1

CUSTOMER NO.

4BG300

L

CUST. P.O

DENA

----

For Inquiries Call: 800·388-3650

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 Y.% per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Month

s

B

I
L
L

T
0

·p
T

4750 s. 15 w.
IDAHO FALLS

DESCRIPTION

PRODUCT NAME

EN4CCSTPPR
EN4CCSTPPR
BAMP04
1
BAMP04
~AFEGUARD MESSAGE:

2000

I

#10 REGULAR ENV IDAHO FALLS

I

PO 04G3 4150049

CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

jro PAY BY CREOIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

I

VALLEY AGRONOMICS,IDAHO FALLS

ID

83405

0

QUANTITY

I

H
I

I B F SAFEGUARD
130310050INESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

foo-388-3650

1 sF SAFEGUARD

AMOUNT

I

DISCOUNT %

64.50

l

0.00

I

AMOUNT
DUE

0.00

0

64.50

0.00

iol

0.00

TOTAL PRODUCT!

64.50

~----·~ls;ou.Nrl

0.00

~-PR;~AYMENTI

0.00

F;~ING/HANDLINGI

17.38

I

SALES TAxf

I
I

PLEASE PAY'
THIS AMOUNT

I

0.00.

I
81.88

I

..................-T..............._...... -···-··· ...... _................. ···-·-··-·. -· -··-·--·---···-·

002858

INVOICE
REPRINT

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

04G3

4BG300

NICOLE ROS

lNVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 %%per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of$.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

s

B
I
L
L

H
I
p

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

T
0
.

Z43S7C

01/30/2015

..

:~ :.~ -~·-.·M ;-;-~ \#'

::·~:·::r::: :.:c1~ :t!f.!.r;:.~::

EN4CCSTPPR
EN4CCSTPPR
BAMP04
BAMP04

1000
1
~AFEGUARD

T
0

1200 GARRITY BLVD
NAMPA ID 83687

,~.. fu!OUr..:T

f:JES£.~ f-t~P· i ~..:;~;

J~:-:,1::~ iJi-rt

#1 0 WINDOW ENVELOPES

69.50

0.00

0

69.50

PO 04G3 5150112

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

MESSAGE:

jVONSULTANT MESSAGE:

0 PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

~00-388-3650

SAMG FAMILY MEDICAL-GARRITY

I B F SAFEGUARD

... 1. . . . .

~.~sc~oti:·~-:- ~~~

n~~

TOTAL PRODUCT

69.50

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

fsHIPPING/HANDLING

0.00

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

69.50

002859

INVOICE

SafegtJard·~ _:··-~~,~-~.~:i_~:;_
. : __o_3o_46_os_13_
.__I

__.

REPRINT
ORDE~
~\~VfuJBSF~

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1 043

02/02/2015

04G3

CUSTC'"lVlER Nt1 .

CUST. P.O

4BG300

GARY

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 %%per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

B

s

I
L
L

H
I

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID. 83705

T
0

1

p

T

CUSTOM MANUFACTURING,INC
3604 ARTHUR ST
CALDWELL ID 836056059

0

t:.lliAl'l1'1T)'

1000

C5084K

F.:r<.CJD!Jt~T i\;.b.,N~!:

CK7S08112VD81 P
SFVL2DB1
BAMP07
BAMP07

f)=Sc~::~1PT!Cil·J

,;:'.;:i;OtJ~\i""f

uc:scou;·~T

C'

ft.i;.1CJUt,rr

ACCOUNTING FORM

50.69

0.00

0

50.69

PO 04G3 00140239

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

!sAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

TO PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

~00-388-3650

I B F SAFEGUARD

~">

DUE

TOTAL PRODUCT

50.69

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

~HIPPING/HANDLING

7.14

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

57.83

002860

INVOICE
INVOICE

Safeguard~ I'----'N..:..::U~MB=E=R:_ _ _
o3_o4_6_41_92_
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

INVOICE DATE

CONSULTANT NO.

ORDER
NUMBER

02/03/2015

04G3

Z43SGO

CUSTOMER NO.I

L

T
0

L-.

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 ~%per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

L

CUST. P.O

---=-8"-'HA:....:.N_E-'-'E"----

4BG300

B
I

REPRINT

___.

s
I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
·BOISE ID 83705

QUANTITY PRODUCT NAME
EN480609GNWHXF
EN69WBIP1
BAMP04
1
BAMP04
SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

500

H
I
p

T
0

SAMG VASCULAR & ENDOVASCULAR
STE 102
.6140 CURTISIAN.
BOISE ID 63704

AMOUNT

6X9 ENVELOPE

45.09

0.00

0

45.09

PO 04G3 5150125

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

DISCOUNT %

TOTALPRODUC
DISCOUN1
PREPAYMEN
CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

tro PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL. YOUR CONSULTANT
IROO-~RR-~RfiO

IR F

AMOUNT
DUE

DESCRIPTION

~AFF.Gl!ARD

45.09

0.00
0.00

SHIPPING/HANDLING

9.49

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

54.58

002861

INVOICE
REPRINT

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 %%per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of$.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

s

8
I
L

H

I 8 F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

L
T
0

c= ~-- .:.·\~·,-;~ rt {
1000
1

Z43SN1

04G3

02/05/2015

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

??:(tt:"J!jCT N.::,::tiE

EN4CCSTPPR
EN4CCSTPPR
BAMP04
BAMP04

I
p

T
0

214 MIDLAND BLVD
NAMPA

ID

83686

GESC~.;.:;--:lT£Or·:

J.. . ~l[:;,)t;?·,~T

D~S{;~~:.:r..rr

::,:,

t.'.i:tiCUi'-~?

#1 0 WINDOW ENVELOPE

69.50

0.00

0

69.50

PO 04G3 5150133

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

~AFEGUARD MESSAGE:

~ONSULTANT MESSAGE:

jro PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

._:_~00-388-3650

SAMG-DALLAN WOODS

I 8 F SAFEGUARD

"I

•

OLiE

TOTAL PRODUCT

69.50

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

jsHIPPING/HANDLING

0.00

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

69.50

002862

INVOICE
REPRINT

For

lnquirie~

__,

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 Yz% per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Month

s
H
I

I 8 FSAFEGUARD
13031 00501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

T

p

T

SAMG BOISE OBGYN
SUITE 100
1072 LIBERTY STREET
BOISE ID 83704

0

0

·:i~J.J ~~·Jl~!-~l

1

Z43RWC

~c~;~~~~~~f··~~ ·I .____A-'-M_ck_L~-s~-"-~-~_E_D_

Call: 800-388-3650

8
I
L
L

2200

04G3

02/05/2015

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1 043

..

:::~:~;;.;..·:tJ ~·; ~~-~).:i.E::

FM9F0811XNWH3P
CS8113
BAMP07
BAMP07

.l>o

Y .. ; ...... ,~ \ •l'o'•

0

o 0 o: :

·.·:7':"\·•'\.t: .. :: .•.·••·

f

=;-~

}.. fy~ 0 ;,.: :·~ -~
Gt.:E:

134.10

0.00

0

134.10

PO 04G3 5150057

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

MESSAGE:

0 PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

~00-388-3650

~:~.;::::<2-:U:-.:

PATHOLOGY REQUISITION

SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

~ONSULTANT

..:.~ .:::·.;c~;~.J-;·

I B F SAFEGUARD

TOTAL PRODUCT

134.10

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

SHIPPING/HANDLING

38.68

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

172.78

:
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INVOICE.

feguard·~ L_C_:.:. .:. : .~· :. .:.: : ; ~ :~; ...:.;_:_ _ _o3_o4_7o_s2_o_--~

REPRINT
~'~UM8ER

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

02/05/2015

04G3

4BG300

LIZ HOOPES

GUST. Y.V

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 %%per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800-388·3650
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I B FSAFEGUARD
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83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705
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#10 REGULAR ENVELOPES

66.50

0.00

0

66.50

PO 04G3 5150132

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

CREDIT.CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT
IRon.:utR-3650

SAMG -DALLAN WOODS

fJCSC~~iPTi(~ i··i

!sAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

~0 PAY BY

Z43SMX

I B F SAFEGUARD

• I" • •

I!?SCOt;i'.;·r%

DUE

TOTAL PRODUCT

66.50

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

[sHIPPING/HANDLING

0.00

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

66.50
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INVOICE

IL-~;-~_.:..:.:;:;t~~~~~----i~·_ _o_3o4_7o_51_9_____,

@)Safeguard·
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

:t;:Vi.'?:Cf. D~.·~~5~

::;c~;-~~~:...iL·r~.~~;T ~-~\:.:·.

02/05/2015

04G3

REPRINT

Z43SMW

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 Yz% per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650
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83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705
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PO 04G3 5150134
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SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

n~(~CU¥·~ 7%

~0 PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT
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TOTAL PRODUCT

84.75

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

SH IPPIN G/HANDL lNG

0.00

SALES TAX
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PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

0.00.

84.75
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INVOICE
REPRINT

02/09/2015

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

0483
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4BG300
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1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705
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DENISE

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 Y.% per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650
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jsAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

166.20

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

~HIPPING/HANDLING

46.87

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

213.07'

I B F SAFEGUARD
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TOTAL PRODUCT
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INVOICE

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

T
0

04G3

CUE.:TOMER NO.

CUST.P.O

4BG300

96959

C50JLL

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 %%per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of$.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

B
I
L
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02/11/2015

s
I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 8370.5
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CAXTON PRINTERS, LTD.

312 MAIN STREET
CALDWELL ID

836053299

_.t).}/:():J!. . !T

Oli2

2500
1

CK2C0907N.XWH2P
SGCC972
BAMP011
BAMP011

ACCOUNTING FORM NP
CONTINUOUS

279.08

0.00

0

279.08

PO 04G3 14150049

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

!sAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

tCONSULTANT MESSAGE:

TOTAL PRODUCT

279.08

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

~HIPPING/HANDLING

20.31

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

299.39

lfo PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT
~00-388-3650

I B F SAFEGUARD
... "'-1""'"""-·-· ....... ··--· ....,.. _, __________ ,
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INVOICE

Safegu

REPRINT
ORDER
l'lU\\~2Ei=:

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

02/17/2015

04G3

4BG300

RESTOCK

Z43SWT

CUS!. :P.C:

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 Y:.% per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650
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TRANSFUSION TAG BOISE
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PO 04G314150075
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0

0.00

EXACT RUN QUANTITY
PRESTIGE
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0.00

0
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!sAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

TOTAL PRODUCT

~ONSULTANT MESSAGE:

l

f00-388-3650

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

SHIPPING/HANDLING

lfo PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT
I B F SAFEGUARD

I·····-·····

...

374.30 .

1

101.58 l

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

475.88

.. .......... ·---·-·-·-·-·---................ - .............._ ..........._..........
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INVOICE
REPRINT

02/17/2015

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

GUST. P.O

4BG300

RESTOCK

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705
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INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 !12% per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of$.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650
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BOISE ID 83701
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0.00

0
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PO 04G3 14150075
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0

0.00

EXACT RUN QUANTITY
PRESTIGE
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0

0.00

jsAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

DiSCOUNT %

TOTAL PRODUCT

263.52

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

iSHIPPINGIHANDLING

0.00

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

263.52

~0 PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

~00-388-3650

AMOUNT
DUE

DESCR~PTlOt'!

I B F SAFEGUARD
.. ·-··· .. ·--·---·-···-··T··- .. -· -···-····-- .......... ,... _ ... .
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EXHIBIT 15
002871

C( J

Exh.No,

~ntc

1/)

I

Name
1
Ill\ ~ '1M & llf Court Reporting

Message
From:

"J/q /If:~

Dunlap, Michael [/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPbLT}/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AEA53BD2E43F40CAB886FF9964206100-T201832)

Sent:

1/24/2014 8:37:09 PM

To:
CC:
BCC:
Subject:

Teply, Dawn (Safeguard Partner} [dteply@gosafeguard.com]
dawn@safeguard-teply.us
Skipper, Kevin [kskipper@gosafeguard.com]; Sorrenti, J U.sorrenti@gosafeguard.com]
RE: Sales Concerns

Thanks, let me get some folks to research the pricing. I will get back to you.
Also thanks for the time today, appreciate it

I am not sure it is accurate that Safeguard doesn't have any idea on what is being sold when we bring in outside bases,
but I do agree it brings challenges, different things we have to do.
But bringing in outside business does provide growth, hew people and new ideas.
How can we provide account protection and support? I didn't say we couldn't get the information, I stated I don't have
all the information I feel! need to have a quality, new conversation with you. You have been patient, way more patient
than me and I appreciate it.
Distributors are held accountable for their actions by honoring their contractual commitments, observing the proper
trademarks and growing sales, to name three things off the top of my head.
Dawn, I don't have all the answers, but I do have the responsibility to fix as much as I can. I apologize for any
inconvenience. I hope to have new information soon.
Please let me know your thoughts on the mailer, like the list of target customers and what kind of offer would be best.

From: Dawn Teply [mailto:admin@safeguard-teply.us]
Sent: Friday, January 24, 2014 2:16PM

To: Dunlap, Michael
Cc: dawn@safeguard-teply.us
Subject: Sales Concerns

I recently received a new order from my customer, Payette County Title, customer#QN6201 for laser
checks. I have been providing checks for this customer for years but had not provided the check they were
requesting .. Upon review I found that this check was a Safeguard laser check provided by another distributor in
2012. Greg Schob recently acquired this company through one of his purchases and has some kind of
software deal with this title company, as well as a couple of others, who have been customers I have been
supplying products for years. I told Greg that I did not want to give up this customer more than once and
reported to Kevin Skipper and you regarding the issue. In researching the check order I found that Greg's
distributorship sold the laser check to my customer at a lot lower price than I have currently been selling
checks to them. On qreg's order J297GS dated 12/19/12, under customer #S2W4LR, he sold 1000 quantity
laser checks to my customer for a retail price of $114.50 with a base price quoted by the Safeguard Distributor
Services team of $65.32. In comparison, on my order HY7GHB dated 11/06/12, under customer #QN62D1, 1

DEFS0040298
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sold 1000 quantity laser checks to my customer for a retail price of $128.62 with a base price of $83.60. This
"special" pricing allowed Greg to make a 43% commission to my 35% for the same product. Why has Greg
continued to be allowed to sell to this customer and get "special" pricing that will potentially ruin my relationship
with this customer, who I am still paying Roger Thurston for in my purchase agreement?
Another incident I learned of recently is another order Greg placed for Payette County Title for the forms that
he is providing through the software company. DTG shows the order J29GCB as Greg's order and
commissions to be paid to Greg but it is under my customer #S2W4LR. According to DTG this customer
number was rotated to me and I own it under my distributorship. Apparently it has been decided without my
knowledge that Greg will continue to receive the commissions from these orders. I would like to know the
breakout of items that has been structured by Safeguard that Greg will continue to get the commissions for on
this customer.
Awhile back Greg made a sale that was billed through his business, Q Business Forms after he was supposed
to have rolled everything into Safeguard. My customer, Idaho Digital Learning Academy informed me of the
invoice they received from Greg Schab doing business as Q Business Forms and placed an order back
through me after clarifying that he is not part of my company. When I questioned Kevin Skipper about this he
told me that he can only control what Is sent through CMS and that he had no knowledge of any order being
ran outside of Safeguard. That is as far as the discussion went.
These examples are huge issues in my book with any crossover customers in any distributorship, as we
discussed on the phone today regarding the tracking of IBF sales. The point being is that Safeguard doesn't
appear to have any idea of what is being sold when distributors are allowed to run their sales through systems
outside of CMS. How can you provide the account protection and support that is supposed to be provided
when you can't even get the information? How are distributors being held accountable for their actions? How
are existing distributors supposed to establish depth with current customers if they are competing against
Safeguard and other distributors in the network who are offering a more competitive price?
Please look into this information and provide me some feedback as to how it will relate to our future
relationship and the way we do business.
Thank you,
Vawwrep~
Safeguard By Teply & Associates
(208) 429-8282 local phone
(877) 429-8181 toll free phone
(208) 429-8354 fax line
admin@safeguard-teply.us

www.gosafeguard.com/dteply
C/1eck out our website for more products!

DEFS0040299
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EXHIBIT 16
002874

> From: mqunlap@eosafeguard.com
>To: teply3@msn.con:\
>Subject: Re: JBF
>Date: Tue, 1 Apr 2014 15:56:27 +0000
>
> I will reconnect on your questions by week's end.
> __________________________________
>From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
>Sent: Tuesday, April 01, 2014 8:34:42 AM
>To: Dunlap, Mlchael
>Subject: JBF

>
>Mike,

>
> I forgot to tell you that I reached out to Tressa last week to set up a time to exchange files and tried to
arrange a meeting for today. Her response a couple of days later was that she was booked for this week and
didn't have time to meet until next week. I responded and asked her if she wanted to take time to go over the
files or if she was just planning on swapping them and have not received any response since. If we are just
swapping files I guess I don't understand why she can't just have tlwm pulled and ready for me to pltk up. 1 .
will address her, again, and go forward from here.
>
•
> My question to you is has she signed off on the files coming to me? Also, Is she making sure her people are
staying out of those accounts and directing them to us at this point If the customer contacts them?
>
>Thanks,
>Dawn Teply
>

>

002875

EXHIBIT 17
002876

> From: teply3@msn.com
>Subject: Re: Employers Resourc~
> Date: Mon, 7 Apr 2014 08:44:47 -0600
>To: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com

>
>Yes please. Either 208-429-8282 or 208-850-0381.

>
>Thanks,
>Dawn Teply
>
>
>>On Apr 7, 2014, at 8:34AM, "Dunlop, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
>>
>>sure what me to call?
>>
>>-----Original Message---->> From: Dawn Teply [mailto:teply3@msn.com]
>>Sent: Monday, April 07, 2014 9:27AM
>>To: Dunlap, Michael
> >Subject: Re: Employers Resource
>>
>>
> > Do you have time for a phone call?
>>
> > Dawn Teply
>>

>>
>»On Apr 6, 2014, at 9:35AM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
> >>
> » ok, combing through the latest spreadsheets of data, besides the continuing conversotions regarding
Employer's Resource, I wanted to ask you about the following:
> >>
> >>Red fish Sensor Products
>>>Evans & Paulson CPAs
>»Ada Pediatrics P.A.
>»Total Waste Management
> >>
>»We may have talkf'd about the first two. The second two ~<lY not even be conflicts, but out of the

002877

abundance of caution, I want to see if you have heard of either.
> >>

>»Also, i think it would be a good idea to explore with Tressa their approach to referr<JI sources, like banks,
to see what their approach is. I just don't know if they have the same npproach with banks as referral sources
as you and Roger do or if IBF has an approach at all.
>>>
>»I don't think it will be a problem especially considering it hasn't come up in the last 7 months and the
situation you and Roger have developed has worked out well.
>>>
>>>
>>> ____________________________________
>»From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
> »Sent: Friday, April 04, 201'1 1:21 PM
>»To: Dunlap, Michael
> »Subject: Re: Employers Resource
> >>
> »Yes. Call m.e at 208-850-0381.
>>>
>>>Thanks,
>»Dawn Teply
>>>
>>>
>>»On Apr 4, 2014, at 12:20 PM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com.> wrote:
>>>>
>>»I think I can help. Got a minute for a calf?
>>>> ___________________________________
>>»From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
> >»Sent: Friday, April 04, 2014 1:18:27 PM
>>»To: Dunlap, Michael
>>»Subject: Employers Resource
>>>>
>»>Hi Mike,
>>>>
>>»I nm meeting with Tressa at the beginning of the week and would like to see numbers on the last year of
their sales to Employers Resouce. I need to be able to make an informed decision on whether I want to try to
keep that account or sell it. Please let me know if you can get those details to me or who I need to talk to if
you are unable to provide me the information.
> >>>
>>>>Thanks,
> »> Duwn Teply
>>
>>
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EXHIBIT 18
002879

>From: teply3@msn.com
>Subject: Re: IBF
> Date: Mon, 14 Apr 2014 13:00:36 -0600
>To: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com

>
>
> Ok, so what do I need to do to collect the files and Information from the list that you and I have already
discussed that are supposed to come to me?
>

> T~anks,
>Dawn Teply
>

>
>>On Apr 14, 2014, at 12:29 PM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
>>
> > 1 know of no contractual promises with Jim Dunn or with Tressa and Jamie that relate to servicing of
accounts.
>>
> > -----Original Messase----> > From: Dawn Teply (mailto:teply3@msn.com.J
>>Sent: Monday, April14, 2014 1:11PM
>>To: Dunlap, Michael
>>Subject: Re: IBF

>>
>>Mike,
>>
> >When I rnet with Tress a on Thursday I provided her the available files and samples on the accounts I sold
to you. She provided me with nothing.' She seems to think that we are going to continue business as usual and
share all accounts. While I ugreed to "consider" the option on Employers Resource and St. luke's, shming all
accounts is not what I agreed to with you. Furthermore, she is not even a distributor at this point and owns
account rights to nothing so any negotiating needs to be done between Safctguard and I, not Tressa and I. She
stated that we don't need to involve you or corpomte Safeguard and since this is Idaho we can do whatever
we want. She also informed me that if the customers want to order from IBF they will find a way to make the
sale even if'rt means running it through a different system so that it is not detected. This is exactly why I didn't
want Safeguard to do this business deal. I knew this was what would happen and knew that it would interfere
with my sales opportunities. I need to know if you have made any r.ontractual promises in your purchase from
Jim or your planned sale to Tressil nnd Jamie that allows them to continue servicing any accounts that I
currently service.

002880

• :> >

>>Thank you,
> > Dawn Teply
>>
>>
> » On Apr 10, 2014, at 1:22PM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
>>>
>»Yep. Having said they I encouraged her to talk to you about any and all accounts. She has more info than
me. Thought it best for you two to talk. I specifically told her to speak to you about Employers Resource and St
Lukes.
>>> ___________________________________
>»From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
>»Sent: Thursday, April10, 2014 1:09:23 PM
> »To: Dunlap, Michael
>»Subject: IBF
>>>
>»Mike,
>>>
>»Was Tessa provided and Informed of the list of customers that she was supposed to transfer files to me?
>>>
>>>Thanks,
>>>Dawn Teply
>>
>>
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EXHIBIT 19
002882

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dawn Teply·<admin@safeguard-teply.u»
Thursday, AprillO, 2014 4:05 PM
'IBF - Mclaughlin, Tressa'
Meeting Today

Hi Tressa,
Thank you for your time and information today. Per our discussion, we will revisit the accounts for
Employers Resource and St. Luke's. Otherwise, I am wondering when I can expect the rest of the
files on the list that you were provided from Mike Dunlap. Please let me know and we can make
arrangements to exchange them.

Thank you,

Vcvw Jl\/ T'e:p ~
Safeguard By Teply & Associates
(208) 429-8282 local phone
(877) 429-8181 toll free phone
(208) 429-8354 fax line
ndmin@safeguard:lcmly.us
www.gosafequa~d.com/dteply

Check out our website for more products/
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EXHIBIT 20
002884

> >> ----·····- - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - >»From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
>»Sent: Tuesday, April15, 2014 4:19:44 PM
>»To: Dunlap, Michael
> »Subject: Re: 113F
>>>
>»Tomorrow would be good. What time works for you?
> >>
>»Dawn Teply
>>>
> >>
>>»On Apr 15,2014, at 2:37PM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
>>>>
>>»Have been in an off-site meeting but the good thing is I got a ton of good ideCJs to bounce off of you.
Would you have time to discuss after this meeting or tomorrow?
>>>> _______________________________
>>»From: Dunlap, Michael
>»>Sent: Monday, April i4, 2014 1:55:05 PM
>>>>To: 'Dawn Teply'
>>»Subject: RE: IBF
> >>>
>>»I have always thought that the sharing of information relat~d to specific accounts is the best approach.
In the current situation 113F isn't a distributor, but Tressa and Jamie are managing the business and have the
most knowledge for specific accounts. I thought and still do think that it is a far better, for the three of you to
talk about the handling of specific accounts, than for me to make decisions from a spreadsheet.
>>>>
>>»What we are trying to promote is a way of growing sales, all sales, yours, IBF, ail.
>>>>
>>»Now, I would also like to explore alternative, creative approaches that may involve agreements to share
(and hopefully grow sales) so long as all involved underst<tnd what is involved. That Is why consistent ongoing
dialog between the three of you feels like it would be more productive than conversations with me on
accounts. I have some of those ideas if you would like to get. on the phone to explore the same.
> >>>
> >>>
> >>>
> >>>-----Original Message---->>» From: Dawn Teply [mailto:teply3@msn.corn]
>»~·Sent: Monday, Aprill4, 2014 1:11 PM
>>>>To: Dunlap, Michael
>>»Subject: Re: IBF
> >>>
>>>>Mike,
> >>>
>>»When I met wilh Tressa on Thursday I provided her the available files ond svmples on the accounts 1sold
to you. She provided me with nothing. She seems to think that we are going to continue business as usu<JI and
share all accounts. While I agreed to "consider" the option on Employr.rs Resource and St. Luke's, sharing all
accounts is not wh<Jt I agreed to with you. Furthermore, she is not even a distributor at this point und owns
acc.ount rights to nothinp, so any negoti<~ting needs to be done between Safegunrd nnd I. not Tressa and I. She
2
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stated that we don't need to involve you or corporate Safeguard and since this is Idaho we can do whatever
we want. She also informed me that if the customers want to order from IBF they will find a way to make the
sale even if it means running it through a different system so that it is not detected. This is exactly why I didn't
want Safeguard to do this business deal. I knew this was what would happen and knew that It would interfere
with my sales opportunities. I need to know if you have made any contractual promises in your purchase from
Jim or your planned sale to Tressa and Jamie that allows them to continue servicing any accounts that I
currently service.
> >>>
>>>>Thank you,
>»>Dawn Teply
> >>>
> >>>
>»»On Apr 10, 2014, <Jt 1:22 PM, "Dunlap, Michael'' <mdunlnp@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
>>>>>
>>»>Yep. Having said they I encouraged her to talk to you about any and all accounts. She has more info
than me. Thought it best for you two to talk. I specifically told her to speak to you about Employers Resource
and St Lukes.
>>>>> ___________________________________
> »» From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
>>»>Sent: Thursday, AprlllO, 2014 1:09:23 PM
>»»To: Dunlap, Michael
>>»>Subject: IBF
>>>>>
>»»Mike,
>>>>>
>»»Was Tessa provided and informed of the list of customers that she was supposed to transfer files to
me?
>>>>>
> ?»>Thanks,
>»»Dawn Teply
>>
>>
>

3
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EXHIBIT 21
002887

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dawn Teply <t>dmin@safeguard-teply.us>
Friday, April 18, ·2014 9:24AM
'IBF - Mclaughlin, Tressa'
RE: Meeting

Hi Tressa,
Due to ongoing conversation with Mike Dunlap and the meetir)g that you and I had scheduled at your
office, I was under the impression that you and I were going to exchange the files from a list that Mike
had provided me. I brought the' files to you that! agreed to provide you and was confused as to why
you did:not provide me the same. I soon came to the realization that you had intended on sharing all
accounts that cross over between us. While I believe that we do need to continue discussing
accounts like Employers Resource, St. Luke's and maybe a few other special accou.nts it was never
my intention to share all of the accounts. I have been paying for many accounts in my base for over
seven years and have added in other customers as I have continued in my career. I w.as promised
account protection in my contract with Safeguard and expected to grow my business. As I mentioned
when we met, I also had to sign an additional contract that guarantees payment to the distributor from
whom I purchased my base. If I give up my account protection rights and lose· business because of it,
I put myself at risk of not meeting my contractual obligations. I will assume that you will be promised
account protection on your accounts and you will have to commit to the same guarantees for growth
and payment of your base. Therefore, I do not know how Safeguard can promise account protection
on the same account to two different distributorships and expect it to work.
Please give me a calf when you return and we will move forward from here.

Thank you,

VCWJ I'll I e:p 7(;
Safeg\lard By Teply & Associates
(208) 429-8282 local phone
(877) 429-8 I 8 I toll free phone
(208) 429-835<1 fax line
adn].i_Q@safeguard-tlillJy.us
www.qosafeguard.com/dfeply
C/Jeck out our website for more products
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EXHIBIT 22
002889

From: teply3@msn.com
Subject: IBF Sales
Date: Fri, 25 Apr 2014 18:15:41 -0600
To: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com

Mike,
Please see the attached document and provide me a response.
Thank you,
Dawn Teply

[0

This email is free from viruses and malware because avast! Antivirus protection is active.
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'

'

April24, 2014

Mike Dunlap
Safeguard I Deluxe
Re: IBF Sales

Mike,
Since August 2013, Safeguard/Deluxe has been paying employees to compete
with me for business in several accounts. They even were so bold as to send out
a letter to my customers, without my knowledge, promoting their employees and
announcing their purchase of the company of which those employees work. I
have been with Safeguard·for just over 19 years, 11 ~as an associate of Roger
Thurston and over 7 %as a distributor who has been paying for my customer list
ever since. I have sold as many Safeguard products as possible and promoted
the fact that I am a distributor of Safeguard products. I have always supported
the Safeguard/Deluxe plants, employees and ideas.
When I purchased my distributorship I bought in with the idea !hall would have
account protection in the customers that I was paying for in my purchase. Over
the years when another distributor placed an _order for one of my customers we
both received a rotation notice and commission rights were paid to me as the
owning distributor. The same applied for me if I sold to another distributor's
protected account. Since the BAM deals and the purchase of IBF it appears now
that my accounts are no longer protected. Safeguard/Deluxe now allows new
distributors to process their sales outside of the system that the legacy
distributors were all forced to use to enter their sales. By using the same system,
the account protection was enforced and properly applied. Now, it seems that
Safeguard/Deluxe has no control over what is being sold and to whom.
Therefore, they have no way of honoring account protection. IBF has no
intention of ever entering their sales through our system. In fact, it has been told
to me by Tress a at IBF that if I don't share the accounts they will just run the
sales through another system and make the sale anyway.
I appreciate t11e fact that you offered me a payoff for the hassles and to "wipe the
slate clean'' but until you can get the sales information to me and we can reach a
resolution to this ongoing problem the slate will never be cleon. By purchasin~
IBF and promoting their sales over mine Safeguard/Deluxe is taking money and
potential sales opportunities away from me in their own interest. This is causing
a devaluation of the business that I have been purchasing for over the past 7 ~
years of a ·ro year payoff plan. The Boise area is not a metro area and the more
distributors you bring into this area the smaller the piece of the pie gets for each
distributor who is obligated to grow their base.
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What I am requesting o.f you is hard sales numbers and product information sold
to my customer base by Safeguard/Deluxe's IBF employees from August 2013
through the current date. I can then decide how I want to pursue my interests,
whether it be to request some payment of sales or sell accounts. I need to know
the values we are dealing with in order to make these decisions. While there
may be a couple of special situations that we need to finalize discussion on; It is
not my intent to share all of the accounts and never has been. There is no
possible way that sharing accounts will ever work to my benefit given the current
situation. Please provide the information I am requesting by May 5, 2014.

Sincerely,

VW!vvvTe;p0'
Safeguard By Teply & Associates
(208) 429-8282
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EXHIBIT 23
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From: ~@msn.com
Subject: Re: IBF Sales
Date: Thu, 1 May 2014 14:35:13-0600
To: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com

1will take a look and compare to the other two lists you provided me.

Thanks,
Dawn Teply

On May 1, 2014, at 9:50AM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
How about starting fresh? We kind of go back to a clear picture of where we find ourselves. I ihink the
list below Is CJccurate of what we have "in common". I'm not totally sure, but as sure as I can be thCJt this
is an up to date list. How about you take a look and let me know what you think. I'm looking for accuracy
or any other accounts that you think could/should be on this list.
After we get the list, we go back at each to get resolution. Sound like a plan?
Redfish Sensor Products
Evans & Paulson CPAs
Ada Pediatrics P.A. (not showing IBF has sales, this may not bP. a common account)
Total Waste Management
Employer's Resource (just update me on where we are here)
Read Jewelers (would like to
share)
St. Luke's (bracelets)
Hayden Beverage
Caxton Printers, LTD.
WestVet
Southwest Idaho Surgery Center
Lee Read Jewelers
Debt Reduction Services, Inc.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN
AGRONOMICS
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SUN VALLEY SKI TOOLS
Caldwell Auto
Quality Them1istor, Inc.
Hillcrest Country Club
The Car Park
Santos metals & recycling
Tri State Beauty Supply
Apache River, LLC. dba Double L
Minidoka County
Dykman Electric, Inc.
Contract Floors
City of Eagle
On Demand
MINIDOKA COUNTY

1REASURER
Brent Mitchell Constructions
Orthopedic Associ~tion
SH1RD'S INC.
Rambo Sand & Gravel Inc.
EBERLE, BERLIN &
ASSOCIATES
Kitchens by Design
Pioneer Family Medicine
Elam& Burke
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EXHIBIT 24
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·---·----------

From: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com
To: teply3Crumsn.com
Subject: RE: JBF Sales
Date: Fri. 9 May 2014 20:03:39 +0000

ok, let me know when you would like to discuss any possible resolution

From: Dawn Teply <teply3@ms.I!£Qffi>
Sent: Friday, May 9, 201411:35 AM
To: Dunlap, Michael
Subject: Re: IBF Sales

·---·--·------·

The second list was the one that you had said was accounts that commissions had been paid between
September and January. That is the list we used to determine the accounts which I was currently interested in
selling.
Thanks,
Dawn Teply

On May 9, 2014, at 9:38AM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mduni<JJ?_@gosafeguard.com> wrote:
First, the original list were accounts we thought might be In common. I did not represent that it was
100% accurate.! did represent several times that we are continuing to examine the records so that we

only have to deal with accounts that are in fact in common. I did not represent to you that the first lists
were fists of accounts that commissions were p<Jid to IBF.
I think the better appro<Jch is to discuss resolution of accounts in smaller b<Jtchcs.
I appreciate you responding.

·-.

From: Dawn Teply [mailto:teR.Iy3@msn.comJ
Sent: Friday, May 09, 2014 10:31 AM
To: Dunlap, Michael
Subject: Re; IIJF Sales

Mike,
The original and second list you provided me had 114 "in common" accounts which you saitl
commissions had been paid to IBF for sales. This most recent list only shows 3'1 "in common"
accounts. 1solcl20 of the "in common" accounts from the previous list to you which leaves 94
accounts of concern. I am still sorting through them and will let you know what I dec.ide.
1 met with Tressn and Jamie yesterday <Jnd they are to provide a list of "special" accounts which
they are providing a monthly data processing service. This w-ay I may be able to better assess
wliat is on the table and look out for my best interest.

Thanks,
Dawn Teply
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From: IBF- McLaughlin, Tressa [mailto:TMclaughlin@goiBF.com)

Sent: Wednesday, May 28, 2014 2:01 PM
To: Dawn Teply
Subject: RE: Monthly Data Processing

Dawn,

Mike has all of the information and we are going to schedule a time to talk.

Thank you,

Tressa Mclaughlin I President and CEO

IBF flhe go-to people Tr.
208.342.3676 ext.12261 800.388.3650 1fax: 208.345.5740

Goods That Do Good!
Asl< Us How Social Giving Can Boost Your Business.
CREATE AWARENESS o SUPPORT YOUR COMMUNITY • RECOGNIZE BUSINESS
PARTNERS

Visit our website today at GoiBF.com
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EXHIBIT 25
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J.i'rom: "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlao@gosafeguard.com>
Date: May 15,2014 at 10:55:39 AM MDT
To: Dawn Teply <~phl@!illln,Qom>
Subject: Re: InF
According to Tressa? Oh well. I will check when I get back to Dallas.
From: Dawn Teply <teply3@msn.com>
Sent: Thursday, May 15, 2014 9:50:34 AM
To: Dunlap, Michael
Subject: Re: IBF
No, l did not. According to Tressa, you have all of the information on their customer base so I
thought I would statt with you.
Thanks,
Dawn Teply

On May 15,2014, at 10:15 AM, "Dunlap, Michael" <mdunlap@gosafeguard.com.> wrote:
Did you ask Tressa about this already?

From: Dawn. Teply <teply3@.msn.com>
Sent: Thursday, May 15,2014
To: Dunlap, Michael
Subject: IBF

9:0 1 ~:05

AM

Mike,
f noticed that IBF has a promo/apparel store for Meridian High School on thelr
website. Meridian High is a good customer of mine and I noticed that their name
has never been on any customer Jist that you have provided me. Please check into
this and let me know the status.

Thanks,
Dawn Teply
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EXHIBIT 26
002901

From: Dawn Teply [mailto:admin@safeguard-teply.us]
Sent: Monday, May 19, 2014 9:19AM
To: IBF- Mclaughlin, Tressa
Subject: Monthly Data Processing

Hi Tressa,

I was checking to see where you are at on the list of accounts that you provide a

monthly data processing service. Please let me know so we can move foiWard. ·

Thank you,

Safegual'd By Teply & Associates
(208) 429-8282 local phone
(877) 429-8181 toll free phone

(208) 429-8354 fax line

wvvw.gosafeguard.com/dteply
Check out our website for more products(
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This (~mail is free from viruses and malwarc because ~vast! Antivirus protection is active.
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EXHIBIT 27
002903

From: "Dunlap, Michael" <.mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>
Date: June 5, Z014 at 11:56:18 AM MDT
To;''"teply3@1J1Sn.com"' <teply3@msn.com>
Subject: requested information
I appreciate you returning my calls. I am trying to effectuate a reasonable resolution to this matter. 1still
remain optimistic. Attached please find the list of possible common accounts from May 27. Also please
find attached a list that we identified as possible accounts In August of last year. Some from the original
list were resolved, others may not be in business, others you may have questions about. Thanks for
taking a look at these lists.
Calls me with questions.
Thanks again.
Michael P. Dunlap 1General counsel
Safegu~rd Business Systems, Ina. I www.gosafeguard.com
8505 Stcmmons Freeway, Suite GOON 1Dallas, TX 75247
Ph: (214) 640-39271 cell: (972) 213-5765
E-mail: mdunlap@go§afcquard.com
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DAWN TEPLY

Brenl MilcheU Conslructlons
Ada Pedialrics P.A.
AU Wesl Aviation Service
B & DFoods
Brent MilcheU Conslruclions
Caxlon Printers. LTD.
Evans & Poulson CPA's
Golden West Produce
Idaho Stale Deporfmenf Of Agrlcu
Idaho Surgical Partners
Independent School Dlst. Boise
J & D HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING
Maguire Financial Services
MASTER ROOTER
Norlhwest Precast
Red fish Sensor Products. lLC.
WILSON & McCOLL
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cust_name
A lOCapilal
ACME Insulation, Inc.
Acoustical Supply and Dis!.
Advance or Die
All West Aviation Service
Apache River. I.LC. dba Double L
ARC
Arid Club, Inc.
B & D Foods
Belle Boutique
Benefit Managers Company. Inc.
Best Western Vista Inn
Blauer. Wayne Dr. M.D.
Block 22. LLC ·
Boise Centre
Boise Refrigeration Service Co.
Boise School Disfricl Foundalion
Brent Milchell Constructions
CaldWell Auto
Camp Oil Company
Carpel One
Caxton Printers, LTD.
,Central Paving
Challenger Company
Christian Hardee LLC
City of Eagle
Commercial Home Furnishings
Connolly & Smyser Chartered
Contract Floors
.CPM3 Corporation
Creamer Healing /1. Air Condilioni
CRI Advantage. Inc.
·
D & J Transport
Daijey. Torn Accounting
DB Fifzpolrick
Debt Reduction Services. Inc.
Designer Floors. Inc.
Diamond line
Dr. Brewster
Dykman Eleclric. Inc.
EBERLE. BERLIN & ASSOCIATES
Edwards Greenhouse
ESA Credit Union
ESI Construction
Evans & Poulson CPA's
Fisher's Technology
Gem Floor Supply
Golden West Produce
GOODE MOTOR AUTO GROUP

Hobitotl'or Humanity
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Hayden Beverage
HERCULEAN CONCRETE SYSTEMS
Hillcrest Country Club
Idaho Sports Medicine lns!ilute
Idaho Surgical Partners

1
u.~~~Jfl~~~ti!!~£m:~~~~~~i.a\)~~:.!l~r.~~1i~~i~Jm{~\-k~J':t:.:
·;.~

:r~J,'iii1-11~.aril!ifi§'~r.r.~:.r:f.i~*'f.t\\i'}W:'ff'm"l'€lft:~c-·~r.:r.'-c-::l-s~

·.,:

Interior Systems, Inc.
J & D HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING
KATHLEEN ROMA & ASSOCIATES, PLLC
Kitchens by Design
Koenig Distillery & Winery
Lee Read Jewelers
Lone Star Middle School
Maguire Financial Services
MAHONEY LAW OFFICE
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP
Minidoka County
MINIDOKA COUNTY DISTRICT CT.
MINIDOKA COUNTY TREASURER
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Mountain Stales Group
Northwest Precasl
Old Ranch HousP. Seasonings, LlC.
Orthopedic Assocalion
PASCO, Inc.
Paul's Market
PICKUP. A. SCOTT D.M.D.
POMERELLE MOUNTAIN RESORT
Quality Concrete
Quality Thermistor. Inc.
RADIX CONSTRUCTION
Rambo Sand & Graveline.
Redfish Sensor Produds. LLC.
RINGERT ClARK CHARTERED LA WYERS
ROCKY MOUNTAIN AGRONOMICS
f~ocky Moun loin Ob·Gyn
Santos melals & recycling
SHIIW'SINC.
Snake River Pool & Spa. Inc
Solution Pro
Soulhweslldoho Surgery Center
Spurwing The Club
ST. Luke's Fomily Heollh
SI. luke's Idaho Family f'l1ys.
Sl. Luke's Regional Medico!
STUCCO SYSTEMS. INC
Surnrnil Denial Group
Summit Denial Group
SUN VALLEY SKI fOOI.S
rile Floris! AI Edwards

TITLE ONE
TMC,INC.
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Treasure Valley Coffee Co.
Tri Slate Beauty Supply
Ultra Clean
WestVel
WILSON & McCOll
YANKE MACHINE SHOP. INC.
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-

Patricia M. Olsson, ISB No. 3055
C. Clayton Gill, ISB No. 7979
MOFFATT THOMAS
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10111 Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 345-2000
Facsimile: (208) 385-5384
Email: PMO@moffatt.com
CCG@moffatt.com
James M. Mulcahy (Ca. SBN 213547)- pro hac vice
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp. com
Kevin A. Adams (Ca. SBN 239171) -pro hac vice
kadams@mulcahyllp. com
Douglas R. Luther (Ca. SBN 280550)- pro hac vice
dluther@mulcahyllp. com
MULCAHYLLP
Four Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Telephone: (949) 252-9377
Facsimile: (949) 252-0090
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
)
) Case No. CV-OC-1416400
corporation; THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation~
) DECLARATION OF ROGER THURSTON
Plaintiffs,
IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR
) LEAVE TO AMEND TO ADD PRAYER FOR
v.
PUNITIVE DAMAGES

~
~

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
)
)
INC., a Delaware corporation;
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a )
)
Delaware corporation; DELUXE
)
CORPORATION, a Minnesota
)
corporation,
)
Defendants.

~

)
)

___________________________)
THURSTON DECL. ISO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR LEAVE TO
ADD PUNITIVE DAMAGES
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I, Roger Thurston, declare as follows:
1.

I make this affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge, and I am

competent to testify to the matters stated herein if called upon to do so. I file this declaration in
support of the Plaintiffs' Motion for Leave to Amend to Add Punitive Damages.
A.

History as a Safeguard Distributor
2.

I entered into a distributor agreement with Safeguard Business Systems

("Safeguard") on June 1, 1987. Attached as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of the
agreement. On November 13, 1995, with the consent of Safeguard, I assigned the Thurston
Distributor Agreement, along with all rights and obligations thereunder, to Plaintiff Thurston
Enterprises.
3.

I have been an authorized Safeguard distributor for more than 29 years.

Throughout my time as a distributor, I have worked diligently to develop my business by
building new customer relationships and servicing my customers.
4.

My distributor agreement grants me exclusive customer protection rights to my

Safeguard customers. My protected customer base has grown to over 4,000 customers. The
customer protection rights protect me from competition even from Safeguard itself and its
company owned distributors. Moreover, the distributor agreement grants me the right to earn
commissions from the sales to customers subject to my customer protection rights for five years
after the termination of my contract. The intrinsic value of my business is directly tied to these
customer protection rights.
5.

For this reason, I have always treated each of my thousands of customers as the

life-blood of my business; for each customer that I lose business from or lose entirely, my
business is greatly damaged. Furthermore, Safeguard's relationship to my customers is
-I -

THURSTON DECL. ISO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR LEAVE TO
ADD PUNITIVE DAMAGES
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completely-by contract-through me alone as the exclusive Safeguard distributor; and my
incentive to protect my relationship with them serves to Safeguard's benefit.

B.

Learning of the Contractual Violations and Customer Confusion
6.

As a result of information I have received, I learned that Deluxe Corporation

(Safeguard's parent company) purchased Forms Systems Inc. dba. DocuSource ("DocuSource")
in May, 2013 and Idaho Business Forms, Inc ("IBF") in August, 2013. Deluxe converted IBF
and DocuSource to Safeguard distributors and has been operating them in my market area postacquisition. DocuSource and IBF are, and always have been competitors of mine in the same
relevant geographic market in Idaho. Prior to the acquisition, they only sold non-Safeguard
products.
7.

After coming across information suggesting that both of these distributors have

been selling Safeguard products and services to my protected customers, I requested from
Safeguard and Deluxe that they give me information relating to their sales to my protected
customers. I have repeatedly made these requests both before this lawsuit was filed and
afterwards through formal discovery in this litigation. However, I personally have received very
little, if anything at all, that reflects purchase orders, requests for price quotations, invoices or
other evidence of the extent of my protected customers' payments to the Safeguard lock-boxes
established in Chicago, Illinois for these two distributors .
. 8.

Despite the fact that Defendants have not produced information, I have learned

from some of my protected customers and other Safeguard distributors that Safeguard by IBF
and DocuSource, have been-and are-consistently interfering with my relationship with my
customers since 2013. These sources have given me certain purchase orders and invoices. The
invoices reflect that "Safeguard by IBF" and DocuSource have consistently and repeatedly been
selling Safeguard products to my protected customers. What is both startling and unforgivable to
-2THURSTON DECL. ISO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR LEAVE TO
ADD PUNITIVE DAMAGES
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me is that I am certain that these invoices represent no more than a small fraction of the total
amount of business that has wrongfully been taken from me. Defendants consistently refused to
disclose what sales they were making to my protected customers and what sales they "siphoning"
away from me
9.

Safeguard uses an electronic portal called SafeNET as one of its programs to track

which distributors have customer protection over each customer. When a distributor obtains an
order from a new customer, they can go onto SafeNET to find whether that customer is subject to
customer protection rights of another distributor. Distributors can search using different criteria
for a new customer, such as by phone number. Distributors can also call the Safeguard corporate
office to get more information based on more broad search criteria. For example, on SafeNET,
A&G Irrigation shows that I am the Distributor, and thus have customer protection rights over it.
A true and correct copy of A&G Irrigation's customer profile on SafeNET is attached hereto as
Exhibit 2. This SafeNET portal has since been discontinued as of the cunent time.
'·

I 0.

I learned from another Safeguard distributor of an invoice showing a sale to A&G

Irrigation by "Safeguard by IBF." A true and correct copy of the invoice showing a sale by
"Safeguard by IBF" to A&G Irrigation is attached hereto as Exhibit 3. There are numerous
troubling facts that I can discern from this invoice. Defendants sold to them in June, 2014,
almost a year after Deluxe acquired JBF. This sale was also directly billed to "Safeguard by IBF"
and shipped to the customer, which shows that Safeguard and IBF may be trying to circumvent
the SafeNET using a separate order entry and accounting system- eQuantum. Additionally, the
price sold to "Safeguard by IBF" was more than half the price at which those same products have
historically been sold to me. The lower price allows "Safeguard by lBF" to give lower price
quotations to my protected customers, thereby damaging my business in two ways. I lose the
commissions on each sale. More troubling, however, my customer relationship is damaged by

- .., .)

THURSTON DECL. ISO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR LEAVE TO
ADD PUNITIVE DAMAGES
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virtue of a lower price quote from another Safeguard distributor. My customer will begin to not
only order from the lower priced "Safeguard by IBF" distributor, but will begin to doubt my
integrity as a distributor. The goodwill I have built in my business is in direct jeopardy of
irreversible harm resulting from this conduct.
11.

A protected customer of mine, Bledsoe Construction Inc., also reached out to me

letting me know that "Safeguard by IBF" had given it a price quotation, and that they would
choose us if we would meet or beat the quoted price. The quote sent to them by "Safeguard by
IBF" was troubling for two reasons. First, it was sent in July, 2014, almost a year after
"Safeguard by IBF" was acquired by Deluxe. Second, the quoted price was almost half of the
price that is historically offered to us by Safeguard. This again shows that Defendants are
blatantly diluting my customer protection rights. A true and correct copy of the quote sent to
Bledsoe Construction, Inc. by IBF is attached hereto as Exhibit 4.
12.

Cascade School District ("Cascade"), another of my protected clients,

inadvertently sent me a copy of the IBF remittance and the payment check. A true and correct
copy of the IBF remittance showing a sale to Cascade and Cascade's payment is attached hereto
as Exhibit 5. The sale occurred in September, 2014, more than a year after Deluxe acquired IBF.
As the payment shows, Cascade ordered checks for $99.05. This price is about 2/3 of the price
that I was able to sell checks to Cascade six years ago before Deluxe's price hikes. A true and
correct copy of an invoice for a sale from me to Cascade School District is attached hereto as
Exhibit 6. This means that "Safeguard by IBF," again, is able to eliminate me as a competitor,

violating my customer protection rights, because of lower costs. This is yet another of many
examples of my customer relationships being damaged-if not destroyed-by Defendants.
13.

DocuSource has sold to my protected customers even after Safeguard

acknowledges they are my customers. Western Construction, a protected customer of mine,
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contacted me to have me correct a payment they had mistakenly sent to my office that was for an
invoice for another distributor. It turned out that the payment was for a sale by DocuSource. The
sale was invoiced in April, 2015, two years after Deluxe acquired DocuSource, and after
Safeguard acknowledged that Western Construction is my protected customer. A true and correct
copy of the invoice for a sale to Western Construction by DocuSource is attached hereto as

Exhibit 6A. This clearly means that, although Defendants confirm to me that I have customer
protection, they are-and have been for more than two years-selling Safeguard products to
those very customers behind my back.
14.

In 2015, I also learned that Safeguard inadvertently sent a "Scratchpad" report

dealing with my protected customers to another Safeguard distributor. The Scratchpad provided
a limited list of customers that Defendants had made sales to after Deluxe acquired IBP. As a
result of this list, other invoices showing sales to my protected customers by "Safeguard by IBF"
have come to light. The Scratchpad, however, is but a small fraction of the potential infringing
sales because it only deals with situations where accounting changes are noted by Safeguard on
various individual transactions. In addition, the Scratchpad contains information which only
spans five and a half months out of the almost two years that Deluxe has been operating
"Safeguard by IBF" and DocuSource as distributors; and only shows sales by "Safeguard by
IBF" and not DocuSource. Scratchpad reports generally only encompass changes to an order,
which represent a small minority of all orders.
15.

From my investigation into IBF's sales to my protected customers I found 59

invoices for sales from "Safeguard by IBF" to 28 of my protected customers. True and correct
copies of the invoices are attached as Exhibit 7. The attached invoices show sales spanning from
August, 2014 to April, 2015. My protected customers included in this limited batch of invoices
are: Alloway Electric, Airport Chevron, Alexander Davis, The Allergy Group, The
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Amalgamated Sugar Co., Artisan Carpets, Assisting Hands, Axiom, Bairds Dry Cleaners, BPA
Business Psychology Assoc., Boise Family Medicine Center, Bledsoe Construction Inc., Cascade
School District, Concrete Placing Co., Carols Design House, Crane Creek Country Club,
Farmers National Bank, Genesis Real Estate Group, Grace Assisted Living, Granite Excavation,
Esp Printing and Mailing, Idaho Pacific Lumber, Interior Systems Inc., Jerome High
School/Jerome School District, Moyle Mink Farms, NS Support LLC, Quality Art, Skico Inc.,
Greenwoods Ski Haus, Software Outfitters and Stucco Systems Inc. The invoices, attached as
Exhibit 7, reflect sales that I cannot compete with as a direct result of Safeguard assisting
"Safeguard by IBF" and DocuSource by offering lower costs.

C.

Discussions with Safeguard regarding Sales to Protected Customers
16.

Sometime in the Spring or Summer 2013, Safeguard General Counsel Michael

Dunlap approached me to discuss possible cross-over accounts in which Docusource had sold
into my accounts in the past. In our telephone discussion, Dunlap said that all of the accounts
that he showed as cross-over accounts could "stay" with me due to the level of sales in them. In
hindsight, Mr. Dunlap really didn't have the discretion to "divvy" us sales between myself and
DocuSource. These were all accounts that belonged to me. This "setting the stage" methodology
was pm1 of the negotiations tactics that Dunlap used later on against me.

17.

In May 2013,1 was contacted by Dunlap who informed me that Safeguard was

conducting acquisitions in the area. He requested a time to meet in the next few weeks to discuss
business issues.
18.

In June 2013, I met for an in-person discussion with Dunlap. I provided

information to Dunlap as to what I knew or guessed in regards to IBF m1d their operations. I gave
an opinion regarding IBF pricing strategies, based upon historical pricing and fees
communicated to the legacy distributor network by Safeguard management, that IBF's pricing
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structure was too low for Safeguard to make any profit on that part of their business. Dunlap's
response to this was that Deluxe/Safeguard figured that they could lose 25% of IBF's business
because of this and that they were modeling for that. I also told Dunlap that I knew there were
going to be a large number of customer overlaps between myself, other legacy distributors and
IBF. Based on competing against them for over two decades, I knew that we were both in the
same accounts and there were many customer overlaps. Dunlap left the meeting with the
statement that he would tell others at Safeguard corporate that this was probably a deal
that they should not do. He further stated that this deal, if it went through, would probably
result in a lawsuit.

19.

I met again in October 2013 with Dunlap in person regarding the IBF purchase by

Deluxe/Safeguard. I reiterated again that the legacy distributors would probably like to purchase
the assets of IBF and that that could be considered an option for Safeguard due to the large
number of common accounts between legacy distributors and IBF. This would get rid of the
issue of common accounts.

20.

I again asked for account information and told Dunlap that this shouldn't be an

issue for Safeguard as Safeguard owns the company, IBF uses EQuantum software (which I am
somewhat familiar with), and that they have complete information in the EQuantum database as
to the customer list. I mention that 1 would offer to go over and help him run the reports.
Dunlap's excuse was that "the numbers keep changing", we "can't get a solid report fi·om them
(IBF)", etc. I felt at the time that he was either lying or that Safeguard was completely
incompetent. I knew from working with corporate Safeguard in the past in business purchases
that I had done that they always recommend a due diligence process that identified current
customers of a business as well as the product mix, and volumes of sales for all sales. This was
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standard procedure that they recommended legacy distributors follow when they made purchases
themselves of independent forms brokers like IBF in the past.
21.

In October 2013, I heard from two of my protected customers in regard to a letter

IBF had mailed out declaring that it was doing business with Safeguard. The customers initially
asked me what was going on and I had to explain to them that Safeguard corporate had
purchased IBF and was now bringing them in as pati of Safeguard. It was very confusing to the
customers. (Farmer's National Bank was one of them). Since then I have had other customers
ask me if we are a part ofiBF.
22.

Starting in the fall of2013 and moving forward through the 'first months of2014,

Dunlap contacted both Dawn Teply, Craig Empey (another Safeguard distributor in the area) and
myself to discuss cross-over accounts and to get us to either sell, share or have them roll over to
us. During these discussion I asked Mike Dunlap several times for sales numbers, products sold,
complete customer lists of cross-over accounts. Dunlap's responses include "the numbers keep
changing", "we can't get good information", "let's just stati with this list of customers",
complete avoidance or sidestepping the issues, telling us that we can keep most of the customers
on a list and then going back later and saying that we need to "buy" or "share" those customers.
These discussions were on the phone, in person, and in cmails.
23.

In hindsight and in reviewing the emails between Dunlap and myself, I see that I

was dealing with Safeguard based on my perspective of the goodwill that 1 had with the prior
executive team before the Deluxe purchase of Safeguard. Dunlap was operating from a
completely legalistic and quite possibly hostile negotiating position in order to manipulate
myself and Dawn Teply to sell critical accounts while holding out "carrots" and misinformation
as well as withholding critical information to us. Things such as implying in meetings that IBF
would be operating under the same rules as legacy distributors regarding fee structures, that "all
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things were on the table" in regards to the legacy distributors possibly buying the IBF assets. I
also assumed that IBF would have to honor customer account protection as it was historically
done within Safeguard.
24.

In December 2013, I spoke with McLaughlin about Safeguard by IBF's

interference and sales to my protected customers. When I informed Ms. McLaughlin of my and
other legacy distributor's contractual right to customer exclusivity, McLaughlin repudiated the
objections, telling me: (a) that she "operated under different rules;" (b) that "Safeguard's
guidelines didn't matter;" and (c) that, for Safeguard by IBF, it was "business as usual."
25.

On February 10, 2014, Dunlap emailed me a list of"45 Common Customers"

with IBF. According to Dunlap, this list of customers would serve as "a great starting point" to
discuss my release or sale of these accounts to Safeguard to be serviced by IBF.
26.

On February 14, 2014, Dunlap sent me another email, this time identifying "55

Common Customers" with IBF. According to Dunlap, this new list was supposed to represent the
grand total of all of my protected customers that IBF was selling to. Jn the email, Dunlap wrote,
next to each customer account, he identified "what I suggest we should/could do with each
account." From the list of 55, Dunlap indicated that: (1) JBF should be allowed- either through
sale or a sharing arrangement- to continue servicing 24 of the Common Customers; (2) I should
keep 10 of the Common Customers; and (3) that Dunlap was not sure who should continue to
service the remaining 21 Common Customers.
27.

Despite Dunlap's representation that his February 14, 2014list of 55 customer

accoUJ1ts reflected all of the protected customers IBF was selling to, I quickly realized that the
list was not complete and asked Dunlap for (1) a more complete listing and (2) whether
Safeguard had performed a "market penetration review of the area." Notwithstanding his initial
representations, Dunlap responded by stating that he knew the list "isn't 100% complete," but he
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wanted to start with it anyway. A complete list was never physically given to me even Hfter it
was requested during a face to face meeting with Mr. Dunlap.
28.

Between Februm-y 21,2014 and February 22, 2014, Dunlap continued pushing me

to turn over or "share" ce1tain Common Customers with IBF, stating that "this would work best
and give us the best chance of growing sales. I know it is different, but I think with all of us
motivated to move the business forward, it presents more positive things than negative ones." I
ultimately agreed to share one of my protected customers in light of the fact that IBF had been
interfering with my protected customers for more than six months at this point, and it appeared
that nothing was going to change.
29.

In order to try to work out an arrangement with Safeguard and its IBF sales

operations, I discussed selling certain of my protected customers with Dunlap. In exchange for
the assignment of the commission rights to these protected customers it was imperative that
Safeguard by IBF stop selling to my many remaining protected customers and the customer files
be handed over.
30.

Dunlap gave me certain sales information on the "client list" of customers

Safeguard was offering to buy. In truth, as I later found out, the sales information contained on
the "client list" did not include the post-August 27, 2013 sales by Safeguard- through the efforts
of IBF sales agents - to the protected customers. Had I known the tme sales data, I would not
have entered into the agreement.
31.

On March 6, 2014, Safeguard and I entered into an agreement whereby Safeguard

would purchase the commission rights to protected customers Bench Sewer District, Buck's
Bags, Inc., Ennis Furniture Co., Idaho Independent Bank, Norco, Omnipure Filter Co., SAMG
Family Practice, SAMG Occupational Med., and Treasure Valley Steel. Safeguard agreed to pay
me the sum of $32,600 and to transfer to me the "IBF files" on my protected customers that were
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also being serviced by Safeguard by IBF. However, at no point were the customer files Dunlap
had said McLaughlin would hand over to me ever transferred to me.
32.

On March 17,2014, I sent an email to Dunlap inquiring about exchanging

customer files. Dunlap responded stating that"[t]he actual transfer of files can be handled with
[McLaughlin] at [IBF] as you two deem best."
33.

On March 26,2014, I again ask Dunlap for more information on customers. He

avoids the issue and just asks ifl handed off the files to IBF.
34.

By mid-April2014, I continued to email Dunlap in an attempt to obtain the

information relating to my protected customers that Dunlap had agreed to produce more than one
month earlier. In typical fashion, Dunlap simply ignored my requests.
35.

On April 19, 2014, Dunlap sent me another email identifying a new list of 46 of

my protected customers that Dunlap identified as "common accounts, or accounts that we think
are common [IBF], that we haven't resolve [sic] totally." Following receipt of Dunlap's newest
Common Customer list, I requested (1) the sales numbers, product offerings, and dollar and
product comparisons for these Common Customers, and (2) a copy of the list of Common
Customers that Dunlap had used during their initial discussions following Deluxe's acquisition
ofiBF. Dunlap evaded by responding: "I hope I do at the office. Didn't have all the details with
me at home."
36.

A few days later, on April24, 2014, I again emailed Dunlap for "the information

regarding what [IBF] is selling into these [Common Customers] and what the potential is for me
to cover those items or if it is better to allow [IBF] to buy those rights from me. I would like to
see the products and dollar amounts on them." Again, Dunlap ignored my request.
37.

On May 2, 2014, Dunlap sent another email to me. In his email, Dunlap claimed

that he could not get any additional information on which of my protected customers IBF was
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selling to. This too was a pure fabrication. Nevertheless, Dunlap again pressed me to turn over
certain protected customers to IBF. For example, although I previously had made clear to Dunlap
that I would not "sell" or "share" these two protected customers, Dunlap continued to insist that I
just sell A Scott Jackson for "$1 00," and "share" Somerset Pacific with Safeguard by IBF.
38.

In response, Thurston again informed Dunlap that he wanted to keep A Scott

Jackson because he (Thurston) "did over $1,000 with A Scott Jackson this past year," and could
provide the exact same Safeguard products and services as IBF. Thurston also stated that he
would not share Somerset Pacific because he has a strong relationship with that Protected
Customer. Notwithstanding Thurston's protestations, Dunlap continued to pressure him.
39.

On May 5, 2014, I reach out to Dunlap explaining that in my two meetings with

Tressa McLaughlin that she stated that she would continue to do business as usual. Despite the
fact that I had given McLaughlin the customer files to customers I had sold McLaughlin refused
to give me Safeguard by IBF' s customer files for the protected customers of mine that Safeguard
by IBF had sold to. In response, Dunlap told me that he doesn't speak for McLaughlin even
though he knows that she works for Safeguard as a subcontractor and as a result does what
Safeguard tells her to do.
40.

On May 6, 2014, I again ask for clarification on IBF's relationship with

Safeguard. Dunlap brushes my questions aside and tries to continue discussions to wear me
down and have me sell more accounts to Safeguard. I ask ifiBF is operating at lower cost
margins then legacy distributors arc directed to as well as if they are being allowed to go into our
customer accounts to sell items into those accounts. I did not receive answers to my questions.
41.

In total, I have met with Dunlap in person two times to discuss the contractual

violations that Safeguard has committed in conjunction with Deluxe's acquisition of the
operations of IBF and Safeguard.
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JUL-05-16

ll:45AM

42.

FROM-Law Firm Of James Mulcahy

+949 Z5Z 0090

T-256

P.OOZ/008

F-840

The very limited information l have rect:ivccl from my customers and other

distributors flhows Lhe durnage that my business has suffered as a result of Safcg\Ull"d 's

infringemem of my customer protection rights. As Safeguard, IBF and DocuSourcc make sales
\0

my customers, they a1·c not merely taking those sales from me; they are: di111ini~hing the very

customer relationships that my Distribmor Agreement protects. It is not onl)" tbc sales I am
concerned with, howcvc•·, but nlso the damage to my over 4,000 ongoing customca·

relationships and entire business.
I declan: under penalty ofpe1jury pLu·suant to the laws (lfthe Uniled States of America
and lhc State of Jdaho that the foregoing is true and correct.
Executed this

Q'J~y of July, 2015, at fBe>JS.C, Idaho .

THURSTON

-----·
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 5th day of July, 2016, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing DECLARATION OF ROGER THURSTON IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND TO ADD PRAYER FOR PUNITIVE
DAMAGES to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Steven F. Schossberger
Dane A. Bolinger
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main St., Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Facsimile (208) 954-5260
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
(...}E-Mail

Attorneys for Defendants
Christopher S. Reeder (Pro Hac Vice)
Wesley W. Lew (Pro Hac Vice)
ROBINS KAPLAN LLP
2049 Century Park East Suite 3400
Los Angeles, CA 90067
Facsimile (310) 229-5800
WLew@RobinsKaplan.com
CReeder@RobinsKaplan.com

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
(0-£-Mail

Attorneys for Deluxe Corporation

C. Clayton Gill

THURSTON DECL. ISO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR LEAVE TO ADD PUNITIVE
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shall be
c~:t·ermi.n~.
'Except: wi.th
ol.JT' pr.-iol" wr'i·tt.E?m .t:.o.nsent\
you· s-l:!a!l.r ncrt submit: orders !and
·S"'f eg~o~anil· sn~;ll no:t ·at:;c~pt them) wh.ere th.e Sa.fe'gLta.r.d Syste.ms
c-.re or- appear I:Cl b~ 1·ntf?nd-.:.\=l to be r.-etso.l.ld b.y tt--ie c~stomer,

CA>

A~-1

pn:lc.t;¥-~'Se'd.'

or.a.erp

by l!'s tli suph' 'mar.mtlr' ils we

( !='>
·l'le
sholl·ll
b-ill
the C:\.lsi:o.met-s
di rP.c:tl y
for
orders
crJlldi t.etl i;o ~'.DL\ ancl 'the c;ustomer she>.ll pay u.s dt recti y.
You
sh.a·ll r-ecei VP. G:.e~mmi ssi on payments pt.lrsuant t:.o 'the t:ommi ssi on
r.-1:\t-e speci·fied
in the·-Adden,:l.t.tm .Olppl~c.:,ble :to the product
t·lh'it",h has been sold;
l:!owe'.i'er ,
co,n.mission rates
may
be
chariged
at pL!r sq.l,e dj. scr-eti on due to a !=hang!:! 'in
economic
.or cqn1pP.t,it~.VI? .c:ont!~.Uo(l.S$ bu:t :SLtcl;l ~:;harti;J.eS can· only be made
if.l
cot:lnection. ~·ith a hrroad pol.i~y cl~.ange af·fecti·ng all
Sa:~I'?(:}.Llat-d
BLIS~nes>s Sy,stems D1stributol-s who ar~:>
soLi c:i.ti ng
sal·es of Sa·fegu-ar·d S.y.stems, and provi Lied f:ur-th!;!t" that
such
change shal 1 ·only af·fect sal Els mede ;a·fter an ann'Ouro~efri·ent by
Sa.f.og.L\at·cl.
W~
wi 11 pa.y comini ssi cins on ur· .:<bout the 15th day of.
m.ol1th
f6r Safeg!.l<l\t-d Systems sales b:i 11 ed .dLu-i ng
the
pr-evious rr.onth and CJ"edi.t'ed to yot.t.
If we have ·nqt r-ecei v~d.
p.-i:>.yment
i·n ·Full ·For a.n')r of the Saf eguat-d S·tstems s'al es +or
whi.ch
you have been paid a commission wi 'thin ninety
(90)
days
of
th~ billing date,
you shall
repay us an
amount
equivalent to your commission on the unpaid portion,
unless
we clecjtJct the amot.rftt ·from payments which we owe you.
I-F ••e
are later paid by the customer,
we will then pay to you
an
amount:
eqLlal to the amount call ected 1 ess the out-of -poci:Eit
costs of colle~tion times yQur rate of commission.
You
shall
have
no responsibility for errors or
omissions
resulting
from any action of Bafegu~rd, its machines,
opere>.tor-s or programmers,
and we .':>.gre"l to save you ha.r-ml ess
·from <>.ny such error or- omission.

<C·}
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(0) Purs~ant to this Agreemant, w~ ~h~ll withho~d each month
frolt• peyments
due you 0!. sum equal t.o 10:1. of th·e nat
Onet.oiri ts sa<J,es and 30/. G·f gross c:otnmi ssi clns :for all s;H ~s· of
B~;feguo:o.rt') Systems othe?r than DAe-Wri te.s credited 't-o you
and
b:ill ed
!Jy us during the priat~ tnont.h to J::\-l:5tom!;1rs for whom
there
iS' 11€1 agre·ement tQ Ni t.l:lhol d commissions on behalf of
GafegL!c>;rd
attr~buted to the 1'Close" dis·trisutorstri·p
-rights
-arid
i ntert?st5! Ltntil
we have c:oll·ected on
behalf of the
trimsf'errbr' of
'llhe
"Close"
distr-ibutorship rig,ht!'i
<:.nd
in'terests the sum pf $ l.§B,21::S.0~1, w.hich is the pdce o·f the
t-ights ,g;·nd i nterG>'sts being C\SS-i gne!=l t.o ypu; ai so pun:u:.tatlt tQ
tllis fl:greei'll:tiAt, w,e .shfoill also withhold 121..'1!- of net .Qn~~Wr-it;€1
s~l·es
<.\'flGJ =$0Y. .gr·os.s ·.:ommi ss,i:cme -for ~ll s·ai es Cl·F
E(afegLt<:>:rl:l
Gy~t·ems · .£J·.t.-hl'!r- t;!'lan On.e-loJri t·es attt-j bLtt'e.d t.o ·t.he "A'~exah'c!er"·
died:t·,ib'LttPrship rigni!s
and .i.nte.l"'q~ts l;redi·t~J:l Eb
'i/UJU
a.n~::l'
b"i 1 I ad
by us dur·i f:lg t:.tte pr~ Ql' .matl:t'h to CLIS't:l!)mers ·ft!lr
~Jhom
:th'l'!re· i 5 ·n.o agr'esmen-t to wi, i;i\hd';l J:l c·omm·i·-ss;i-on. ·on bel<lc:~if
GJ·fi
Saf-egLI~t-d
t.(n1;~ l
~~~
·1'!-a-ve -<t,oll.el:ltecl· or< b.eha:l f
of
th~?
t.t-an!;:~'\=t'ro~·of t·rre ''AQ ex.:~•~di=r'·' d-i str-ibLtbo~'.srri·p
ri·gl'lt:s
a.nd
ifitet•-li!lili!<;; t·he sum of $. 13r;B'tf!.'.2~, ·Wh!t:h. -i~ t1Je P.r-iC'e ~;>f the
r'i9h·'l:.s
and
interests of ·the:' "Alex-and.e'r" di:s·l:l~itfutorshi.p
,be:i 1'/fl hel~eby assi gJ1ed t.n YQLi,
th~ ....moltrit sp ~li thhl"l d,
H'>'l. of ne\: s.ystemz ~al eR :shall
b·e p<:>.i·d to James A.
A·Ie!:ander an·d the balanc:e to Sa:~egLtard
f.Qr' mon:jes owed to Safeguard.
At such ttme -as 8afegL!ard h·as
t:reen
paid
$
18 1 05:2.78 we shall only wi·thhol.d 107.
of
net
Systems sales e~nd 30"1.. of gr·dss i:omm.issions fa•- all s.\>.aes of
Safegu.:u-d
Systems
other than Onc-Wri t:es tmti t
the
entire
amow1t has been pC~id.
'•X. Of

CE>
V.t;llt s.hall
compiy with adrnirlistra·tive a.nd co.r.mi.9sion
policies ·not in conflict ~ith this Aqreement which ~re now
ir.~ effect or whii:h 1~e m~y iso:>L~e H·am-time tCJ time- fo:· your
te•·r~tbr.'y,
or any cnatr.opolitan aFea. included
within
your·
·~err

i

r,.or:y.

as
part of this iqgreement,
gr·ants you •• none::cl usi ve 1 i cen~a,
t-.thi c.h nja;· be revoked at any time, to use
the
nam:e "Safegual"d" aAd -the Sa·fegu.ard logotype
sulel y
in
conn.ecti on with yoL!r" representation of Saf·gguat·d under this
(">gt·eement,
If :this Agreemeht is termi n;;~t.ed ·For a.ny n;co.son 1
all yoltl" rights to us.e the nCJ,me "Safegua.rd" and the 1 ogotype
a\.1tomatic:ally revert bacl~ to !.!!l o.nd yell ouay no
longer
use
SLICh
name or logotype.
In such event.,
1"e shmll have the
•·ight t·o re~t.test you to advisl? in wr-iting any person whom we
designat~
that you are ~o longer authori:ed to use the name
"Safeguar-d" and the Safegl..tan:l logotypt;!.
You agree promptly
t~ ~omply with such request.
Yau mu~t,
as a condjtion
of
this
Agraement,
adopt a fictitioua name under which
you
will do business.
This name must ba approved by us
b~fore
you commence doing bu'">i ness Ltnder that namE-.

Safegt.1ard 1

I~rl

ll/!/85
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(A)
This Agreement .shall rema·:in in effect for an ini.l:ial
term .of five (:'.)) years,
unles!;; :it is terminated earlier lor
t.h~ reasons described· herein.

Safe9uard ma}' terminate this Agreemen·t by (Jiving. you
\60) days written noti·ce i•f the commissions
<net of
unc.ollec.tible acc:oe~nts~ retw-ns and .:tllowilnees)
on the sale
of 5qfegl.!.ard Syst~rllS: credited to you do not eqt.!Al or excel1'!d
tlie
amot.rnts se.(: ·forth below .for th(;! ahnual
pe·riod~
indic;:ateclz
<B>

si;~ty

06/01/8:7 - 05./.31/B.S
o1;1 BB 0.5./3llB9
06/01/89 - O!li-/3.1 /9.0
l.).i;li;)~ /'!i'l.,)
()5/3:1/91

$

o-~;/

0-8/0~/91

05/31/9:2

·Y.o~tr· ..?.iint.t~l
f!S

cdmm~·s.si or.1 ~ll,iot.a s·be.ll i.nG:rJ;ase; an.nJ.!al i'y J:)y .sat;:li
S?lfi=:gu;;;..rcj· r-e<i_eior.iahi y cl:eterloi nl;!·s· b.i\sr.:cl. :upqn
an,y
p.t~l.i:.e i.rrcre~ses for s:;;o..feguai"cl ffi'(pt~ms: durin9 bhe net-iod.,
A;t
the emd of ten years yoLtr anr.uc.l commis-sion quo to; shall
no
·1 OJ!g~r 1 ncr-eao.s~ exc;.ep-t. to t:he e:Xtent such increase •-e'f 1 ec.ts
<my
s:ciles j:n-ic;:e ins:t·ea.s.es for SafegLI.?.rd Systems
instituted
by satsauar~.

-c.nioLif"l.t

In adc:{ition to th.e G~ba·ve annL1al .co.mmission guotas,
your net
c:ommi ssi ons for eech qw:1d:er from the;: be.ginning of the yea-r
to the end o.f each quartet- mL!st. <'.t least eqLial
yoL\r net
commissions far th• 5ame period during the prior year.
fC)
S·af.e.ouard may ter-minate thi :;. Agre!"ment b.y
l~rittem notice if the follo~1ing should occur:

g1 ving

ysu

(i >
YoLI sell or solicit sales for- any pr·odui: ts,
g.oods or- sec-vices Nhic:h Sa·feguard detet··mines in its
sole discretion to be competitive with 4n~ Safeguard
Systems.
(ii)
You sell
or- represent. a seller- 01F
noncompetitive products,
goods or s~rvi ces wi t·ilout our
wri tte.n t:onser;t.
We will not unr:- easone>.b 1·y wi thhO:l d
this consent.

(iii)
Yo•_o. matet-i<:~lly f<dl to per·form any of the terms
and conditions of thjs Agreement other than failure to
earn
the commissions set forth in paragraph 7
<B>
above.

Civ)
You
conduct yours~lf or you~ business in an
unethical
or disrRputable manner or engage in trade
practices
which
directly or indirectly
discredit
Safeguard,
Safeguard customers, Safeouard distributors
or Safeguard prQducty or services.

-4-
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CD> This Agreement will also termthat~ sixty
ei·ther o-f the following events 6c.cur;

C60> days after

( i)
Y.ou give us 1-1ri t ten notice -that you have
to tet-minate this Agl-eement.

Ci i)

C£·)

el acted

VoLII"' death o•- pet-m~nent d~sabi lity.

You may renew the t!;lrm of this- Agreemont for additional

.of five (5) )I.SC\r'S each by -giv:ihg ~~S .1\'1"\~i:.'!=en notice
at
l·eas·t
sixty !60) da'I'S pr·ior tQ t.he .end of.
t)ie cut;nmt
ter·ui, -a.nd settj ng ·fot-th the f\nh<..l?l net sa.fegu.ar-d 5yt;;tems
t:qm(lli 5.~i Pns. w.hi ch yqll pi"OI'IO'se t:o ea:r.-n if tli~ ~)€)rt=emel'lt;
is
·e.l:t.l(nd.e~,
H
yo1:.1r-'
pro'pos~(l
.::>,rwlt.lal
iqi:'re~ses·
r~-F ~.ec;:t
.st,tcc.ess:i ve :anmja,l
'i r.o.c'r£?ases of a't 1 e~'?'t ;1.07. o"Y.!i!r th.e .rwt
C:oin.nris·s·ion
r-eqt.ti,reme;nj:. of
tlie pt<'l'\ca<;l..in~ Yta:ar· of
t.J)~
A9r-eeme-n.t)
reflewal
sh:all -bEl· at\tontart:ic.
I:f y.o"'r ~rqpOsal
,dCJEi'S n·ot ·r·ef-l•e.cd: sucf-1· an incl:'"ease:,. t~·en the Agr;-eem.:::·nt shall
'lierm'iriF\te !-tnless ·S·afegLt"'rd a-ppr9ve!ij. !itl'!"l i"'~riet1<'-·~ tM wdi;il1g.
f:l.f.'f:e~- ·tti.e tentli year,· yot.lr .arii:i'Lia·l ·cl3l'nmi s:siori. qci:atf.>. -sh-al-1 r.io'\:
i ncr. ease fLwther except to the ·e}: t.enii e:spl.ai-ned in ·p.;;.r;agraph
peri_ods

7

o:i'>.

This Agt-e·~;Hne.nt may not bo <i\ssi'gn-e·d or tt-ans·fel"n=9· py you, or
by operati'on of la1·1, i,n pat-t.
You .must transfet- all of your
rights ei the•- to Safeguat·d or al'tothet- person.
Yo.tt shall
heve no right tCJ· a.ss.ign or tranS'I'et" yotlr r·ight.,
title and
interest i·t:J th~s Agreement '"if;.hin tlie :l.n~ti-ttl 'fiya <5>
yee~r·
term. If you wi~h to t~anGfer you~ right; title ~na int-rest
in
tbis Agreement,
subse~uent to tli' initial five (5) yeer
ter-m, the f.o] lc:n"ing must first occLtr:
off.et~

Y.our
r-ight-,
title 1:.nd
on
the t~t··ms ~est:ribed in
F'.::•r.:>.graph 9 CB) beloN.
This ·offe•- to Sa:fegtte>.rd lll!-tSt .b:e in
"witing and i t must ir.~c:lude a :J.is.'t of all of tiJ·e r.:~tst:amers
i r.o
respect n.f. ~~hom yo.u h;;..ve a 1"'-i ght to ,-;:;:ei v.e ·c:ommi ss.-i ons..
If "'e do ro<:•i: accept the ass·igroo1lP.nt .o·f yo~1r int:eo-ests in thi!:l
Agt-eement within
thirty (30) da>.ys e.ftet· we r-eceive your
off eo-, t.hen
CAl

VOLI

inter·est

.fj ,-·st

in

th'is

Sa.fegu<.i.rd

Agr·eemei".t

Vr.JU ml<)/ transfer your· right,

title ;;,nd

interest

to a third person who must be

approved

iro
by
Safeg•.l<.\rd, but Safeguard agn?es not: to Ll'nrC?<:>.son-ably withhold
its approval.
The following shall be C?xamples of reasonable
grounds tor withholding approval:
(£t)

this

Agreement

(i)

(ii)

the third person has inadequate sales e:q:;erience;

the third party is a distributor of

products or

competitive

supplie~;

I j.fT 1 J /1/S::i
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·<iii)
t·he third p.arty wip n'ot agree to cjevote
time to t·)1e b•.t!;;iness of the distributorship,
ac::tivtHy partie~ pate in its sales activities

efforts.;
<i v>
he>.s

t.he
pe~n

thi rcl party has poor credit e::peri emce
corivicted of a felony;

or

the third party.is a SafegLtard dist.r·ibutot·, was a
.d'i.stribtttor- .or assopiate ·di.stributor whose
l!:tllltt:'aC'l: was termiir~a·ted,
or ·a Safeguard employee whose
e(llp:ioynient Na.a t·erm.ir,at·ed;
(v)

Safeguard

(vi)
tlie t:hirQ p-etri;'¥ fai l;s to agree to accept ne~1 oet
t oinillJ,.~si tfn raqUi remeA-I;·s• f i >l'e.d by Saf·el;}.Ul!IFd and tl)e
t·er·.ms
and
CQ!;ldi t.iOflS.
o·f
Saf.eg.uar.cl '5
ex i si.!·i·ng
d·i st:r-i b•..l-t or agr·eement.

Se.feg'i.tt:<r~

~:~:lll

ter-mJna~ion
circums;tancss~

hlaK·~

of

t.c;> you or yoLir.
est.:\te aft'er
At;Jnas(ilel'lt
LlndE:r
tH·¢<
·-f.pl.lb;~'i.ng

payln~nts

t:hi.:s

You terminate the Agreement.;
(iil you
die or
dis.ab.led dw~irv;~ the initial
five-year
t.erm,;
or (iii 1 Safe.g~tard t·erminates this Agreement for c>.ny
of
th.e reasons set for'th in paragraphs 7 <B>
or
7
<C>,
Safeg~tarcl
wi 11
pay you (~,~ yot.tr· est.:.te> fm· two <2>
years
after·
the .e·ffecti ve date pf tG'rmination 50/. of the then
c:urrent c.omm.issi oh p;:>.yrroent sched•.1l e on ·all re.peat SC\l es of
Sa-fegttat·d
Sys·tems to ctlstqmers +rom \'thorn yotl were
entitled
to •rer;:ei'l'e
cqmmissimris whi:le l:his Ai;j'r·eement 1~a?
still in
effec·t.
Safeguard will not, ho~iever·, make any such payments
if
dur.i ng the h1o-year p·er· i od yo!..! sell or .at tempt to se·ll
s·ervi ces, pr·<Jdl\C:.ts,
ot· sup·p 1 i es l'lhi t:l"r are competitive td th
Sa·FeQ!-I<:~rci se•vtc~.s, pr·oducts or supplies, either f!ln yow~ own
I:H;;half or' oh belial·f of other-.!3, .or- if you fail to deliver· to.
us within ten llO! days of the date of termination sll of
the
S.;,fegt.tar·d
trade secr·ets aod confidential
information
l·isttj!d
in paragraph
10,
and r.:oopera.t:e with us
ir.~
the
~ransfer
of
the customer accounts to LIS or to
oLir
If

('A)

become

(i)

perm~nently

repn=·sentati'Ve.
lB>
If,
a·ft·er· this Agr·eemerrt l'rcr.s b'"en in effect ·for mor·e
than
five
!5)
yea~s
(il you die or become permanently
disabled;
or
lii)
you
trans4er your rights under the
Agreement to s~feg~ard,
Safeguard Will pay you
(or your
estate~
·for +our
(4) year·s a-fter the efiect.i ve date of
termination 50% of the then current commission schedule on
all r·epeat s.:.~l es of Sa·f f.HJI.I<:~rd Systems to CLtstomers ·Fr·om whc·m
yo~
were .entitled to receivQ commissions while
this
Agreement was still i.n ef·fect.
Safeguard will not, however,
make

any such

paym~nts

-b-

if dLirinu

th~

toLir year

lNT

lltl/8~

period

you
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sell or attempt to s9ll scwvices, products or' supplies 1~hich
are
;ompetitive with Safeguard servicqs,
products or
sllppl1es either ori your own behalf or em behalf of others,
or if yr;JLi i ai 1 to del i:ver to us wl. thin tel'! C1·0} days of
the
date ~f termination mll of the S~feguard trade secrets and
i:!onf i·denti.;tl
in.Por-mation
listed
in para.;waph 1.0,
and
tooperata with us in the transfer of these customer accoLtnts
to us or to our representative •
.(G)
Safe.guanl will make aclditioflal p-ayments tm yotl
<ol)•our esl:ed:e)
if Safeguard sells the r.·ights to receive
Cl!lmmi'Ss.i on.s t.o wh·i c:h you Wblll·d have been er.~ti tl ed except for
'tel"m~na:hiOI'l
and YOll" ot- your .es-tate -ane then ent-itled to
p·ay.ment!;; und!'lr (B) ab·o:ve.
Tnese addi bion:ail. p.ayments
wi 11
·.equt~·-1 :fl:!er di·f.'ferenc:e, i.f al'ly, be:t~/l;.en the am·ount received by.
Safe.gu·al:"d· on the sale ro-1' sttc:h .'~igh·~s an~ "!;he -amount
payc!ibl·~
.t:·o .~fott uhd~r. <B> ab!5ve.
·sa.P.eg-t:.t<:>.rcj h:.;~s anq ·<\\SS!;lhle"s nQ duty
to m·(a•ke· a sa"le o>f tl;le ri oht? .al'ld i.f the ri.gl\'1:-'s a~-e so"ld «11"\d
.f.:.f;l~n
P·F!ac·cfl!f.t~e.d ,by s,;.-t-etjLiar:d;
Sa.fegt.:t;we's only obl.igat.ior;l
l\li ll
be t.o make t"l:i.e P"'YmE?nts clLte t:mder tl're first
sale.
Safegu~wd·
may sell tbe ri ght!O!. on. Sl.\ch ten\Js ~nd
conCI±tions
c:>.s
{ t oe-li'=ves to qe in its QI'Jfl be.st int!;n?;st a.nd
SLtitaQle
foi~
;its · Ot•m pl..lt-polOeS t'lhether.· or not this l'/OLil.d aff.ec:t
the
retut~n to you or- yQt.u•· estate.
I f this Agt·eement is tet-mirvated for any reason
before
collect the fr_tll amo~mt remaining with r·espect
to
the
ct.tstomer ·account rights being a.ssignecl to y.ou,
y.ou
shall
)HI\..-e no further liability fo•- additiont~l p4Ymente, but yo•-1
J;hall
.;>.lso t-eceive nP payments "'nder t·nis
Paragraph 9 1
wntil
the remainder of such amount set 1orth in Paragraph
5!0} is paid in h1ll.
(0)

~1e

l(i.

In

con,;;ideration · of

S-::~feguan;l's

-appointing you
as
a
.Systems, ;and in recognition that a5
El
sales ar;,en-t you ha~>e an oblig."tion to your pt-incipal
tc;>
r·etw-n
al 1
of
Safeguat-d · s :trade
sea:ret~
or
r:>thm~
confidential information upon the termin~tion of the agericy,
you ag~ee
that upbn the termination of t~is Agreement
for
any r~ason
you 1~ill immediate} y return to Safe.guard
all
originals and copies of Safeguard's:
~ustomer
files
and
reccrds
(inclLtding past ordering history,
s<>.mples and
imprints),
custom&r
lists,
price books or price lists,
referTal
source lists,
pt·oduc:t m;,;nuals or other
pt-oduct
tr·ai.ning
materi.nls in your ptJssession, c•Jstody or cor.1trol;
and .;;11 sales .;dds,
s<;o.le:>. brochun~s,
design form
trays,
de·monstr.:~t ion
bo.:~rds,
and other SafegLiolt'd sales matel-i al s
whi r:h wer-e given to you by Safeg•Jc>.rd.
Yotl agree that these
are trade secretA and confidential information belonging to
Safeguard
and you will
not disclose any of such trade
secrets
or con·fidential informa·tion abollt SafeguC~.rt.l or· tt1e

distribLitor o·f

S.:~·fegu.rtrd

-?-
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ne1ture of its business to. c:.ny thtrd
y.se .an-y such i.nformation othet- than
,set-vice as a Sa.feguo?.rd distributor.

.parti~s

and you will not
in connection ~ii th your

tet-rr1ina.tion of this Agreement for any r'~;>ason you
also
awee. th.at you shall assign to Safe~u.ard or its designee the
.bLt2in.ess teie·phonE' number (s) and post offi~.e box
n~u{lber <s>
used ·in connection with yolll- Saf.e.guara distributor-shi!'i. Y.oL\
agrse that you wi 11 sign such doc·uments as may be requir.ed
by the· telephone comp·any or ppst o.ffi t:e to effectuat-e tMe
~ssign!l)l:mt
<i\nd that if yo!.t f.ail or refu!;il= to dm :;;o 13y tli.}s
~gr~eme~t Y9U aRpoint and consen~ to Saf.eguard's s~ryjng- a~
y~Dw.repr·esentati ve to exe·cute .any suci;J doc:u.men·ts on yo~•!

UpoA

b·~haJ-f.

for a P,er-.iod of two C:()' ¥.a•H-I!; a.ft,er tti.i·S Agrl\l.em~nt i~
l"i:th'in the terri·to.r:y, described in 'A:tt.C~Eilment A
Y,0\-l ·,a,gn~e t.hat f:l.~t-e.!=tly or- indit-.ect·iy, .a·n YFJ~!r o~m belialf or
bt.l bi~;>l'oa~ f }qf. any Lill:he,r j:ler~o11,
c;ompr;u~y or: ent:i ty,,_
yo'U ·Wi.'l;l.
hot so.l.i ~:it,
se'll
or' aHe!iii'J:t :t~:~ sell tci ?.ny Sa;f.i;i>gt.tetl"'t:l
cust·omers.,
.orp,el's.on·s
vrho wer.·e CGlnt.ar.:i!.ed ·b.y yo!-l fGr · the
p:Ltrp:ose f!Jf their. be.comi ng .a Safeguar-d ·c.ustGJmet',
sy~tems
orservices, supplies or products .comp-e'ti tave with sys.~·ems.,.
s.erv·l. c.es, St.lppl ies or products avail ab~e from Safegw:ird.
Also.,

term·in.;rt;·ed,

l'f you violat.e any Qf the above .agreements,
you aclmovrled'ge
t-IJat
the t"emedy at law f<:~t- viol.a·tion ·cannot IJe tompensatep
only b.y 'money cJam·ages.
Safegu.owcJ will
be en·titclep
to
temporary and permanent equitablE relief to prohibit you
ft'Oiri,
contiflLiing t.o violate 'f'our Agreement even if no
momey
damages tan

bl? p..-mven.

lr:o U.1e event
any of the provis·ions of
paragraph
10 at"!?
.deern.ed
to exceed the time pr geographic
limita·tions
per·rn.itted
by
appHcable .1a1>~s,
you and we ·agree
that
tllle
provisions ar·e essenti,.al ·for Saf·eguard 's prote;rction and tha:t
tiiey sliall
be re·fot-m~d to the m."'X i mu.m time or g~ogr.o:,ph~ c
limitation per~itte~ by ap~1icable laws.

This

Agreement

shall supersede

products

and

~nd

covering

the

Agre~ment,

previously signed by you.

replace

services

any

covered

agrE>err.ent
b'{
th.i 5

provision or part of this Agreem!=nt shall
be held
the r·.est of the Agr·een)ent sh.all s t i l l be binding
upon each of the parties,
such invalid provision or part
being deemed severable in nature.
In addition, if Safeg•.t.:\1-d
elects
not to enforce any of the te~ms of the Agreemerit at
any time,
its failure to do so shall not be deemed a waiver
of its right to ~nforce that or any other pDrt at some later
time.
I-f

an)'

invalid,

-·8·-
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Thi.s

Agreem~nt

shall
be binding not
also on each GJf the
successors a"d assigns of both parties.
Safeguar-d,

bLit

only on yo.u and
heirs, e:<e1=~1tors,

By si.gni ng. this Agreement you· ad:nowl-edge
tMat no ora-1
representations c-ontnAry to any of the. l'!ritt:en terms o-f this
Agreement
have been madj:i· ·to YCI.~ .by anybr:u~ employe~!" .by· olreprese.n.ti-ng Safe@uan:l.
You s·~et'iHceJl;ly· ~C:knowledge; th.at
~afeg1.1arCI
h<;~s
exP.l ai rred to ·Yo~-t· tha.i!: H
C:ari.not
prdvi d.e
asst.lt·.ances that i t "'!i 11. pr·ov.id.e. y.o~1 w.it.h unl i.mi ted or any
pr.eeletann.ined level of s•~1pport or train.in:g.,
t,h;;o.t. ;;o.ny of the
·CL\stomet-s identi-fied
i-n Att~.s:l:r.mer.rt I? w~ 1 J: .t:·ontinua
.,~~<ot•de"l.::the same prop~;.u::t or si)'n-i •r.ar· ~rilo~•ni;"s. f.r) tj:le f!-I:CL!r¢,
or tliat li\ny !$l~C::h C:"I"!D_t01Tlell'" sttl). I'"E/ma'i.·h-a :i.n :l:!:ct,si·')"'les:;s or roa'{
riot
appear
mdrF!
th~n arlee on
·t:l).e
:ti st:, p".c)s.si b l y unde-r
d}.f:Fer-ent
names~
YOL\ uncet;-·st.ar.~lil "that
S-afeguard>· ·on! y
l"epresents. to you that .tlie CLts:ti.omer~s whos?- name~;; are on
th.e
1 i st
have :in the past bi::~uglrl!. Safeguard products and
ser.vi c:es,
.-.nd thG?y W""lt~e attr i.bJ,Ited t·o a for~ mer di stl\ibutorwhos.e
Safegu<:<rd
account;.s ar-e .b-~ing <;~ssigned t0. you.
You
also -ackno~1.l e.dg.e that yo~.:~ heve recei y.ed an eJ:!')l anati~;~n of·
hl":>W
the pt~ice of the rights an.d inter-;ests be[n.g e.ssi§ned to
you
set fm-th in pare>.graph 5 <Di and the .?.r.rn.IU~l ·cemmission
quotas
set
forth in pe.ragr.:>.ph 7 <Bl have
b13en
calcL!lated.
Having
reviewed
the Agreement carefully
and having been
given
the opportunity to disc~~ss it ~lith ar;r .attor-ney Ot-

to

ad~isor of your choice,
you
to be bound by its terms.

acc~pt

thig Agreement and

SAF~GUARD -BUSINESS S\'STEMS,

'·

ag~ee

Hac_

Agt•eed and accepted:

By~~----/_

J~~

/::J/7

Di.'.te: _ --~f.!::--:!:U-f_Q_J. ______ ... __

11'·11~

J. j / .t /B!:)

:=.:t. ,. : nr:
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Attachment A

You sll<:U 1 havS the non-eMclusive right to call
users
of
Safeguard Systems in th5 gedgraphical

on
area

prospec:ti'i'e
dcscrib.c::d

b.el e>w.

"ALEX·ANDER" .BAS.E:

Co.un,ti..es in I-daho·:

Acfoa, Adams, BannocJ~, Beal"' Lake, Bi n£{h'am,
Boi..se,
Bmnmr=vi He·,
Butte, Camas 1 Ca:nypo, Cal"''i bcit,r,
t:.:rsS'ia.,
t;;-la.r·IC;
·GL~,ster,.
EHnort?,, .froiilJ'lklin,. Fr-~ma11t;
S~ro.,
l3t;>~d.~.ll:9n ;J~ffers.on.,.
Je;rome; 1 Tet;c;m, TW'!.I"' FaU.s.0 V~l'lli!Y.. and
Blain~,.

w~.·!?hi

ngt;.on .•

CGunti es in O'r·ec;J,Gn r 11al huer.

"J. C,L09E" BA$15::
C'o~otn.ties

in Idaho:·
Bannock,
Be.ar Le>.ke,
Bingham·,
Blaine
(e::ceptiAg th'e cities of Sun ·va.ll·ey, Hailey and l<etcham [see
At:l:,achtnel'lt C for eHact bound<:u-iesJ and- BellievLte & StaDle}'l·,
Etonnev.i ll e.~ B•-tt te 1 G.:u-i hou 1 Cassia, Clark 1 CLIS:\:er, Franlt.1i n,
Ft"emon1: 1
Goo..:;ling ('that part which lies on a horizontal line
J"OI.,Itt.>
of
t.l;e c·ii:.y of Gooding and Bliss,
lde>.ho e>:ceptedl,
J·efoj;et·son,
Jerome,
Lemhi ,
Li.ncol n,
r1adi son,
Mi n.i dol•:a,
bneid.?..1 F'QI~&r, Teton, and Twi.n Fa-,lls.

002936

Attach·ment B

You 5hBll have the !:?)~elusive right tc-1. the. r.:ljmmissions on s<;>.les of
S'afeguard Sys·tems to:

<i>
e<\ch customer
in your sal.es territory described in
At l;achment A whose f i n:1t order d·f Sa.·f eguar d Systems is
directly a r·es1.1lt of yo1.1r effot·b; and l::rgdited to you; ami
Cii >

the following Safegt.1ard qu;tomer-s:

l'lovtever,
yot.~
sha·ll not receive co·mm·issions from repeat orders
·fr·om customel"!:> Clrigin.J.ll y lo'c<Xted in ~"OL!r ter-ri-tot•y CRee they
hc>ve moved ft·om the ter·ritory.
In ·add.ition, your exclusive right
to commissions on sales of S.afeguard Systems to any customershall
expire
if that CL\stotner has n.ot purchased
any Safi'!gu.ard
System and paid in full for su~h pur~hase, within thirty-siK (36)
months aFt*r the invoice date of such customer's last prior
purchase o·f any S.:l·fegl:lat-d Sy~tl'?.r.o.

.\ f\l'f

1 1 / 1 I 8:!,

·,::;;. c:or;
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ADDENDUM NO. 1

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Dna-Write Accounting Systems-manu<a-1 5ystemE> ih which s.everal
fot-ms
for d.ifferent r-ecord'i.n!;J ·funct.ions are hehl
in.
,;tl :i.gnment on compact writing boar·ds so t-hat a single writing
on the top form produces the s.;1,me entry on the forms ..l:lenef'\i.h
thl""o~t\';Jh

use of cat-bon ot- ''no-c;,o.t"'bon t"'l'lguired"

l')ap.er.

~l~o

·included in th'i5 product line are the writing b·oard,.s, trays,
l;l·i nders and other non~pap.er i tfi2'ms Still d j. n. co~juncti en wi tti
t:h.e farm~.
COMt1'ISSlDN RATIF. AND TERNS OF PAYt1'ENT T.O YlilU.
3S'l.
of n€!t ~al.es,
su.bJec:t ~o ttie tsrms of to~ payment
~hargebacl?. pt-.t:ivi si ems d.escl"'\ bed i 1'1 Paraljjraph t;i(C).

Effect4ve Date:

.and

June 1, 1987
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEI1S,

INC.

Accepted:

By~~~~-----uni
stributor

Date:

' ) ~ b"""'__________.___ _
bf';g:>-/-9.)

INT

11/l/8~
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ADDENDUM NO. 2

NAME PIND D.ESCRlPTION OF PRODUCT DR 6E;RVLCE
a.
Financial Reporting F'rogrr:\m - a batch-mode computerized
General Ledget- system used tc:; prepar•e Financial Statements
for small and medium size pus~nesses.
The basic Financial

Ste.tements include a
th·e General Ledger.

Balan~e Sh.eet~

Eat~ning.s

Statement

anc:l

b.
Pro·fession?l
T·~:·m~ke·~piog .SY,-ste(ll i3 batch
pn;~c.~assil"rg.
ser-vi ceo .;:,vai 1 .able to .:~cc;.buntant·s.,
art:: hi te"Cts, eng·i ne!;!rs anti
·to ol:.het- prof.essiona1s tih~t pre){i.des tn·em with d~tail.ed.
i·n.form<:~tion
on the u-tilizt:~j:~OI'l o:f l;i.'.me :j:ar b.illing arrtl
management

purpGs~s

.•

15'l. of net sales ~or each pr-:bdJ..JCt,,
.of payment c.>.nd chargebacl~ p.rovisl:qn5
SCCl.

~ulrJect tl:l
de:;~cribec;l

the-

in

t~rms

f'arc:,graph

SET UF F'DLICY

Cc1mmi ssion of 15/'. orr all charges bi lll?d to the ct.\StometFinancial R'eporting Pt·ogram set: l.lf'.' charg·es.

for

With respect to the Professional Tima~~eping System, if a
Sa-feguar-d Ac:coLtnt Representative r.!.oes the set LIP, Saf egLie.~-d
will
keep the $200.00 base charge as well ~sell additional
fees.
Ho\•H?ver, if c?.n Account Representativ.e employ.ed by the
distr-ibLttor" and c .. rtified by Safeg1.1ar'd doG!s the set up,
di str- i b1.1torshall be enti tl e:d to t!ie bf.lse ch<:>.rge,
G.;,fe!iJuar-d shall

Effective

D~te:

·tl1e

and

be enti'tled to a.ll a·dditioni'\l fees.

June 1, 1987
SAFEGUARD EtUSINESS SYSTEMS,

INC.

?.lccepted:

nrr

11 1 1 /s~.

:;,;.1.• con
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ADDENDUM NO. 3

NAME ANti DES'CRIF'TION OF PRODUCT DR. SERVICE
Dental Practice System - a batch-mode computerized bus4ness
systam for de:nti st·s that generates wee}'l y and monthly
inft;Jrfha.tion
on
prod~tctioR,
collections,
receiv<ibles,
i nsur.--ah~;e, t·ece~P .and other dental busi n.ess i ndi caters.

GOMMlSSION RATe" AND TERNS 8F F'AYMENT TO YOU
15·~
O'f.
net
s;;~le;; 7
-subject to the terms o'f
G:hat·gebac:·k p·•·ovisions descl"ib'ed. in. F:01.ragr.a.ph 5.

payau:~11t
(C).

and

St;;'T' UF' 1?01:..1 GY
l-f
>.tf!l.,:

a

Saf.e9L!e1rd.
!!:he

S.odeg1..t-c.ni.

·set

up.

Account Repre.Ei!=nt-ati ve handles the set.
ana c:onver·si.on fee wi 11 be ret·a;i ned b:y

·

if. .;u'! ,Acc:c;.un.t ~e·p~·Els~nt.al:.ive employed by the distribu:l:or and
certified ·bY Saf~?g'wi1rd handle~ i:he set up,
the dis,tribLttor
?hi!<ll be e.nt.itle.i:l. to the set LIP and conve.-sion ·Fee.
i;·f'fectiv-e Oe~ten June 1,1997
SAFEGUARD BUS 1 NESS

S:YST61~S

,

INC.-

By:~a~J.! ~~J,-fJj______ _
p~~ld;~wo

-Ac:c:epted:

Date:

_bj~Y'§_j_ ____________ _

JNT

1111/BS

~~.ccn
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ADDENDUM NO.

4

NAME AND DESCRIF'TI'ON OF PRODUCT OR' SERVICE
t1e.uli cal F'ractice System - a b:atch""'modl? computeri.:ed accow'lts
r~ceiva,ble
system for the J?hysi·ci:an's office or medic.a.lrelat:ecl
firms.
It p1·ovide:s weekl:y and monthly tnfot·mation
on production, collections, rec·ei,vables, insLtrp.nce, billing
s~atemenbs, and other financi~l management reports.
C0~11'HSS10N RATE AND TERI'lS 'OF PAYMENT- TO YOU

15Z of
ri.at
sales,
subject to the- ter~m!3 o.f payment
chargebac:lt pr·ov'i sidn.s desori be.d in F'O\'r.;v~jraph Ei <D>.

SET l!P
I~

up,

a

and

POLl~Y:

Rspre.ser.·hd:·~ ve.
Safeguard Acc·oul'l t
hand·l es the set
the set up arid co.nV~;?rsion ·fee wi'll be retC~in~r.l by

.Sa.fe!)tiai'"tJ.
If an Account .Repres.eni:O\ti ve employed py l:he di sb-i bLttar and
by Safeguard handles the set Ltp,
the distributor

~ertifted

shall be entitled to the set

LIP

and COI'IV'ersion fee.

E;ffecti>le Date: iJttne 1, 1987
SAFEGUAI':D

BUS li~ESS S·YSTEMS, INC.

By:~~~~±_l
'F'I·e9·l -~-St-~~-----dent.

.

I

l'tccepted:

By~b~----- -(.Jistrtb•.!tor

Date:

.. J."" ("'5(~7
_{o/-0.:..?;_!::-:.,
__ ._ ___________ _

INT

11/1/8~

34.con
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ADDENDUM NO. 5

NAME AND DESGRIF'TION OF PRODUCT DR SERVICE
Short Run Continuous Forms - forms that fit the requi·rements
.of. personal
and business computers and I'Jh 1~;:h are
s.ol d
1.11
quantities of 500 to 10,000.
The forms consist of
Pre-s,.et
f·orms
wh.i t:h
are
stock
i terns designed. to fit.
nurnei-.oll~¥
hardware and sGJft·ware ~ombinatio"{l!H
Semi·-cJ-LStom fi!lrms .whicl:l
are sold I'Jhen there i !\! not enQugh vol Mine i o an i l;.~m to s~ptl(
it. a!;; a Pr.e-s~e; Custom Form!:! ~1.hich at-e desi·gned t~ q.Js:to/ller.
pr·efen:PJ.Ces;
envelop.es
rUn
in
COI'ItirW.OL\5
f.:e;s·J-ji(.).flj
lett~;!l-heacl; and c:he.cl:s run in continuocts fashion.
"CCJt'lt1J.SSfDN·
30"Y.

R~TE

o.-f

All!D Tf:'RMS OF PAY1·1I;:NT T.D 'f.Cltl
sales,
~ubject t.o th.e terms
fuf
p.ay.m!!mt
provi.sions descr-ibed in Paragr·;;>.ph 5(C).

ne-t

c:haFgebac.l~

<rnct

Eff"eE:ti ve D..ate: June 1, 1987
SAFEGUARD BUS I NESS SYSTE11S 1

B}•:

{2 ~ t~

-L~--"':...-

INC.

~ Os.)!.M'
f) .!.--.--·-·-· .

f)
l.Jb-.!.Y.'><
r..
Pt· sident

Accepted:

nate=

_G_/_;;r?/-7:~.?------···-----

lNT

il/1/85

~q.C~I
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ADDENDUM NO. 6

NAME ANE> DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT DR SERVl·GS:

Colot- Coded Filing Systems - A system utilizing p')Jen · shelf
filing with end tab ·H.le folders so·ld under the nama
Safeguard Color Sentt-y an'd clesi·gned arolmd a series of
i abel s.
Each 1 abel h·a~ an are;;\. !for its own col or code and
space for a· 1ette1- or ·mrmbeu:-.
l'h~.se 1-i\oels are theri c;~pplied
b~J
the end tabs of the f:ite fl!llders i.n S!=q\.ter.~ce detJ?rmined
by the lt.<:>er - .E?i bh.et.- A·l pl"rabet'i ~. Nktmeri c or Te;.rm;i nal Di.gi.t.
~011M ISS I QN :RlHE AMD TERI·1S OF

F'?'\Vt'IENT TO YOU

3:DY.i
of net sale-s of
1 a,b~l'·s,
'fo.lder.s, pr,qt.ectors,
sheif
g(,lidr=s,
envel!opl:! foll;t'ei-s a.m;:l s.b.Sl'vtntJ subje.ct to the
termg
of
payment al'ld chargeback prdv:.i·s·ions desct"'ibed in F'a(agr-apti

5 <C>.
Effective Daten

June 1, 198'7
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEI1S, INC.

i=lccepted~

Ery

~A29t2~-0.
____ _
U
Distributor

J.NT

11 i 1 /{';~:;

:5•!- con
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ADDENDUt·l NO. 7

NANE: AND ·DESCRlPTIDN OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Color

Filing

Ma-ster

drawers

System that

.C:OI>Jt1l SS·I ON ~.;I'E 'AND TERt•IS· OP

F'A'J'MENi'

A

with

25/. of ne·t sal:-es o-f: htb'els,

system

~~tiliz1ng

cus·tom
that are
s~tsrcrendP.d
by pla.sti c: hangers and color coded with top
ioadi'rjg tabs.
These ta.bs are Lttiliz:ed to color cod.e tha
.alph.abet)
client irifot-mati·or-J and a rt~CC\ll system according
to. a· G:l:ls·toinet- • s nee1fs •
cabinets

~ccommbdate

files

t;,abs, folders, env~).op.;:: po~tchl:fs·

and shel.vi ng subjec't to :thE! terms of p,;\Y.ol\ent an(:!
f'lrovision·S' described in f'at-a!!jraph 5

ch"'rgC~hlac:k

{0').

DEFiNITldNS AND OTHEF: C0t1MENTS;

In ord·en- to rec:ei VEl and be entitled to p,ayment
under
Par.otgrap:h.s 9CAl
or 9(8),
a CL!Stomer must
have
purchased
Colott1c.ster Filing Sys·tems ·from you prior to the dc>.te 'of
your t•rmination.

Effective Date: .June 1·, 1987

SAFEGUARD BUS I NESS SVSTE11S ,

INC.

Accepted:

By:e~~~~~-----uDistri b•.1tor

flate:

-ki-~V-~7_

___________. .
IN"I"

11/1/85

34.COI)
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EXHIBIT 2 .
002945

918/2014

www .sa feguard-s yslon •>. t:(>nliSo<irchCusiPhono ?. asp

r(§ Shf-£GUhRD.
Search Results -Matching Customer's Phone # ():

Name:
ROGER THURSTON
Address:
P.O. BOX 6500
City, State, Zip: BOISE, ID 83707
Phone:
(208)343-7731
Fax:
{208)345-3885
Email:
Qill

Name:
ROGERTHURSTON
Address;
P.O. BOX 6500
City, State, Zip: BOISE, 10 83707
Phone :
(208)343-7731
Fax:
(208)345-3885
Email:
0447

Name:
Address :

ROGER THURSTON
P.O. BOX 6500
City, State, Zip : BOISE, ID 83707
Phone :
(208)343-7731
Fax:
(208)345-3885
Email:
Q11Z

CMS Messaqas I Conl~:~cl Cantor 1Comornte Info I Deyplopmootl QI§ 1Ernl!fl Lis! I NowsiRosovrcQs 1!:fQm!! 1Mmi;eting 1
~I Networls

Expansion I Phone Lists I Products I~ I ~ I fulilll;h I Tcchoo!oqy ll!:alnlo.a I Webmaster ll.!w.Qff 1
Feodback

© 1999-2002 Safoguard Business Systoms. All rights rosqryed, Iprms of Uso.
Pago Lust Edltod 1/16/2014 2:03:51 PM

htlp :/iwww.safaguard-sysltUTts.corn/SoarchCustPhono:l.nsp

1/1
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EXHIBIT3
002947

INVOICE

INVOICE
029899980

afeg·. l..!ic!a
n fY'(''v .
-~

c~1>0.

REPRINT

.t'"'\

Safeguard Business Systems. Inc.

PO Box 86043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 %%per Month or Maximum Allowable Hate
Minimum of $.50 P1~r Monlh

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

B

s

I

H
I
p

L
L

T
0

I B F SAFEGUARD
130310050JNESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

T
0

PO 04G3 4140574

A&G IRRIGATION
8 BUTTE DR
JEROME 10

0.00

833385666

0.00

TOTAL PRODUCT

0.00

49.22
0.00
0.00
11.88

0.00

61.10

, Click here for RETURN STUB :
t.

.

• • .

.

· - . ~ ..... ·--··-· .. -·--·- ___ ..

1!1

002948

EXHIBIT 4
'

.

002949

the go-to people

July 8th, 2014

t)safeguard·

Veronica Escareno
Bledsoe Construction Inc.
12783 Orchard Ave
Nampa, ID 83651

Check Quote:
Veronica,
Below are the specifications and ·costs fort he presentation folders.
Check Specifications:

Printing Costs:
Quantity:
250 checks*
SOOchecks"'
750 chekcs"'
1000 checks*

$42.00
$69.00
$78.00
$84.00

Set up fee: $12.00
Pricing does not inlcude shipping and tax.

If you have any questions or need further information,· please call me at 208-342-3676, ext 1233. !look forward to
working with you.
Sincerely;

Eric Gomez
Client Services

910W.Amlly
Boise. ID 83705
toll-free 800.388.3650
phone 208.342.3676
fax 208.345.5740
GoiBF.com

J

002950

EXHIBITS
002951

002952
PLEASE R.ETUR.N THIS POR.TION WITH R.EMITIANCE

f~~ :f:~
9

INVOICE DATE

09122114

INVOICE NUMBER

342912

I

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE

99.05

R.EMITTO:

~ Se;~gunrd ~>mPAnl-'

IS F. a Safaguard compan!:j-233439
3439 M?mentum Place I Chlcago.IL 60689-5334

SOLD TO: Cascade School District
P.O. Box291
Cascade ID 83511

SHIP TO: cascade School District
209 N. School Street
Cascade ID 83611

TER.I -15: Due "?on receipt of invole<:. A FINANCE CHAR.OE of 1 '1.1. !'ER. MONTH (21'/. ANNUAL) will be charged ~n aU invoices not psic! in full wl!hin 30 days.

'td {.)Ji1~i~'t;,;~~s~~ICT 'f?iS' ;;·,,;: ji ~t/i

STERLING SAVINGS BANK

LEWISTON OFFICE
lEWISTON, 10 83501
28-7174-3251

NQ.~,J
. ·.

30024

~

CASCADE, IDAHO 83611

''/<~~~~··~
-~ .;·}: ~.: . ~.:
.

·....

10G2

:.-.

1oi1sl:io1 ~

PAY
TO THE

ORDER

OF

30024

CASCADE SCHOOL DISTRICT #422
945

Safeguard

1062

Vendor

Vendor Name

Voucher

PO Number Invoice

155288 342912

30024
Account Number .

Check Number

Amount Description

99.50 Checks for ASB

30024

sas.::c

002953

·. ,

EXHIBIT6
002954

STATUS CODES:
IN=INVOICED
BO=BACKORDEREO
S=SHIPPED
IPo.IN PRODUCTION

**

Internal Copy

**

Contact your Safeguard Distributor1or return policy and procedures.

002955

EXHIBIT 6A
002956

I~:JVO~·CE

@)Safeguard·

NUMBER

0526761

DATE

04/23/2015

CUSTOMER

02-WCI

P.O.#

N213B65

by OocUSource I Formit

DocuSource Print Management #233437
3437 Momentum Place
Chicago, IL 60669-5334
Phone: (503) 906-4046 Email: accountlng@docu-source.com

ORDERED BY BILL HARDY
SHIPPED TO

SOLD TO

BILL HARDY
Western Construction
10139 Federal Way
BOISE, ID 83716

Western Construction, Inc.
PO Box 15569
Boise, ID 83715

PLEASE PAY FROM THIS INVOICE. WE SINCERELY APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS.

OUR

ORO.~

SHIPPED VIA

DATE SHIPPED

BEST WAY

o2-83767 1 o411o12o1s

100

1

1

SALESPERSON

I·

Brian Wiedenmann

I

TERMS

I

!CATEGORY

I

Net30

DESCRIPTION /ITEM CODE

QTYORDERED QTYSHIPPED

100

I

SERVICE RECORD LABEL LOT/100
SERVRECLAB
Freight

UNIT PRICE

U/M

7.00

EACH

700.00

12.04

EACH

12.04

EXTENSION

'

.

pos-rE 0
RE C E \ V E
~ AY

b

- 4 20\5

WESTE 1N CONSTP.UCTIO

;lr

Mf.\'t - S ?.U\5

I!, INC.

'

{;J90
COMMENTS:
Invoices not paid within 30 days of Invoice
date will be charged a seiVice charge
of 1.5% per Month

Net Sale:
..
712.04

Customer Copy

Sales Tax:

42.00

Freight:

.00

Tot;:1l:

(

754.04')

Page 1 of 1

002957

EXHIBIT 7
002958

INVOICE

uarcr

INVOICE NUMBER:

INVOICE DATE

Sareguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

1 030024193

cbNSULTANT NO.

ORDER
NUMBER

04G3

C4VGK9

08/08/2014
··CUSTOMER NO.

cusr. P.o

3ENERALAC

4BG300
For Inquiries Call: 800-388·3650

REPRINT

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 Y2% pe Month or Maxim.um All owable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Month

s

8
I
L
L

I 8 F SAFEGUARD
130310050JNESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

T
0

H
I
p

T
0

GE~ESIS REAL ESTATE GROUP
STE 200
185~ S TOPAZ WAY
MErDIAN ID 836424401

I
QUANTITY

PRODUCT NAME

CK7S08111MTL 1P
SFSL1MTL1
BAMP07
1
BAMP07
~AFEGUARD MESSAGE:

250

DESCRIPTION

)MOUNT

GENERAL ACCOUNT

24.70

PO 04G3 3140042

0.00

DISCOUNT %

I

0.00

0

24.70

0.00

0

0.00

DISCOUNT

1
CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

-

r-·-·--r-----SALES T~

--·---------·--

I

l_oo-388-3650 _

I B F SAFEGUARD

0.00

--;~;:;~~~~; ·----·-a~oo

· - - JHIPPING/HANDLING

TO PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

AMOUNT
DUE

i

PLEASE PAY
AMOUNT'

TH~S

0.00

-t=;

~LI ____
I

5.39 .

30

·~

002959

L:,j :.;r:; :;:; ::
r.i~ "-

~

•

,..

'·5~~··.:::;:..:::.:.

~~I

~e~
<lc..u~'>¥"
~
><
_,.·a~·l
~ ~
~ ~· ....R
)Ji
1/'i
,..... "1/J,.......
0

002960

INVOICE
030047367

.::

REPRINT

"""""

\'f·.. ': ·::: .\. ;: ; ..·~ :·~:

08/19/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1 043

r;/~l~ci;~~?<G.,_,

=·.t ~=:.: . ;~ . ::

{;· f,. D ~~~::.1

·:.::.~- .. -::-- .-~.~,.._.-:

I

04G3

1

~~·~:i~~gp

.

~,;ur ~:::::F-~

Z43F1S
1

!

INVOICE TERMS: Payablt Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 Y:.% Pf!r Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Monl['l

For Inquiries Call: 800·388·3650

s

B
I
L
L

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

T
0
(~. :•• "··?-··

r ··:~ . .

44000

1"

::::. ·:-: ~~==: .:.: ; ;.; . ·: :·:;;';,
:FM7F0811XBWH1 P
SF11F1
BAMP07
BAMP07

~E AMALGAMATED SUGAR CO.,

iE 100
1 51 S. SATURN WAY
8 ISE ID 83709

...

1.-~··~:~::~:

~·:"

.

:.·;:: :·_··'>:·:.'-il·~·:.

1

',,:t;;·.. ~.; :: •." ':'

PERFORATED PAPER-BLANK

432.52

0.00

0

432.52

PO 04G3 5140981

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

!CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

jfTo . ... . .....

PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

'!Hnn.::~aa.3650

T
0

r:;.:· .:: ~.~ -:·: <·. ·::. :·~·~·::

jSAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

I

H
I
p

I B F SAfEGUARD

J

TOTAL PRODUCT

432.52

DISCOUNT{

0.00

l

PREPAYMENT

0.00

l

isH IPPING/HANDLING

148.81

SALES TAX!

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

581.33

I

.l

INVOICE
030054388

Safeguard~

REPRINT

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 Yz% per Month or Maximum Allowable
Rate Minimum of $.50 Per Month

s

8
I

L
L·

r·
0

.I B F SAFEC30ARD
·1303100501NESS FORMS
833.18 ..AlVlli'-Y.RD ·.: · :·.
.
·BOISE 'l[f ·83705

. H
I
p

:. ·r.

·SOFTWARE OUTFITTERS
STEA
· '1117-E. PLAZA DRIVE···
EAGLE · ID 836166560.

0

002961

IN
Safeguard~

REPRINT

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicagp, IL 60680-1043

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

-~·

INVOICE TERMS:
le Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1
Month or Maximum Allowable
Rate Minimum of $.50 er Month

- · · - - - - - · - - · - - - - - - - - · · · · . - . - · · - - - · - - - - -. .

SULTANT MESSAGE:

~····-·-· .. - · - . . . -

.... OM,- . . .

I

l!. ······-·----·--· ·---·--·-·---·----··-----·------·-·-------·----·---

r?

PA'!

~~~g~~4~~:fz~~~~~~if:~L;**~%03~~5~~~---··--·····----·-

... ---·~ •• ~.! .......·.- ••• ,. .......... _ .. ~.~ ......- -... - - - - •• ~ ......... · - · · - - - - · ...... - - ..... "'·· ......... .

002962

i-=-tJ;'·~"·:H:;i;:

~

~-~-

~ ~-

. . jP.a

"=" ..........

~~

~.:rat:'"~~
~a: w
.,.,,v~V" "~
~j
""''"

"";:c,ooC

030074271

!~--:=-.; ~·:'ii3-f:~:.:

~

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

(: i~: :·;:~ :J:....:"...::.f~.~y r.;c.

08/28/2014

04G3

.

B

s

I
L
L

H
I

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

p

T

BC ISE FAMILY MEDICINE CENTER .
10 98 W. OVERLAND
ID 83709

B11SE

0

··:: ~- ·.:< . . :.'''{ :·· t: ·.: --~~..

1

I

INVOICE TERMS: Payabl Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 Y2% p !lr Month or Maximum AI lowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Montp

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

3000

.::.~?;;nE;:t

:-: :._! ~f!s e::,:

Z43FDF

Ct;.c::-r. P. :)
BOBBIE

4BG300

T
0

REPRINT

.:=···· :·~-~ =.:....; . .: :':: ~ i..

:.::.;,;.s::·or~=~~F! r-·H~

002963

INVOICE

~~

..i

·~.":,.":, :· ·. f:.

FM2C0911XXWH2P
SGCC911F2
BAMP011
BAMP011

:.

·..

·:·. ·:;~:... ;..:

'

.::.)~~(:. :..~ r-~·;

:··.:.f::. . . ...<·?"·.

; '~ -~::;t;l,i~<·i·

CHARGE FORM

I 178.44

0.00

0

178.44

PO 04G3 5141003

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

:.-:~~-~

~:

o::·

=~·

:.,; ~:

'

jsAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

TOTAL PRODUCT,
'
....
DISCOUNT
PREPAYMENT

178.44 :
~

0.00

l

0.00 ;
i

CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

HIPPING/HANDLING
SALES TAX.

tro PAY BY cREDIT

I B F SAFEGUARD

o.oo 1
.J

CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR coNsULTANT

jB00-388-3650

29.13 :

i

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

207.57 :

IN
·. ufeguard~

REPRINT

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL so680-104~

For Inquiries Call: 800-388.-3650

f.: . .-~._._, ..._ _ _ _ _ •-'"'"""-"•w• ·-• · - - · - - • -

•-••••-"-"''''"' ••-

INVOICE. TERMS:
LATE CHARGE: 1
Rate Minimum of

o

o - • • •o o

o~o

••-••

Upon Receipt
per Month or Maximum Allowable
Per Month

••~·-·--M·--

iCONSULTANT MESSAGE:

6.57

I

0.00

[__________ __ ·····--·····--·----·--------·--···--··..···---++,,--,

[TO PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

C.~.~~=-:J¥00~l~~:~~-S~:... -.~-~ F_:>_AF_~9.UARD ·-·.. ----··--··----·-'···1-

002964

(

INVOI
.Safeguard~

REPRINT

Safe.guard B\.lsiness Systems, Inc.

PO Box88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

For Inquiries Call:· 800-388-3650

INVOICE TERMS:
LATE CHARGE: 1
Rate Minimum of

Upon Receipt
per Month or Maximum Allowable
Per Month

0.00 .
. 0.00

I

l_ -·-·· ··------··----····-·---····-·· ····-----····--···-·-----·-· . . ···-ifO PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

!" .......... --··ls-oo-388-:365-o~·-·,-s'FsP.FE"G-W:i:Ro·---- ·······--··· ...

L.,,,ao-•••••-

~····----·••-•••••- - - - - .. --•-••"''.-'''-••-,:_•••••-•'''""''''''''''" .. : -

,,.,.,.,,,,,,.,,, ____

00

'''''"

002965

INVOICE
030085068

~------~~--~--------~.~~~

Safeguard Business Systems,_ Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680.-1043

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

REPRINT

,

INVOICE TERMS: P.ayable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 X% per Month or Maximum Allowable
Rate Minimum of $.50 Per Month

;-........

------············-----···~······· ·---~~~~-~-DISCOUNTl

0.00

PREPAYMENT,

0.00

-·······--···-···· ···--······-· ·-r·········-foNsU"Li.i:\r\iirufEss".A:G·E·: ............-------------------·-·.

I

I

,.~~-~~~-;~~~~~~r-~~--~~i.~-~-~~SALES T

I

rro··F>'
Av s'rc·iieoiT..cARo; siiViPL'{cft.Ii.."vouR coNsul.T.i\"Nf ·r·-------T----- -·-··--····--------... ··----·---·-........... .;.; .....--·-----·!

1. .............1~.~~~-~~~-=~-~~--~-~- ~-AFE~UAR~~ ..................- ....·---·--'"~---'·'......_... _, ___ ...,..

002966

Safeguard~

REPRINT

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO a·ox 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650·

Upon Receipt .
r Month or Maximum Allowable
Month
........

<. :. ·. B::,-;):·::l~:l!~E;~'!>i~)i: ~:' ··· ·

:n:~': ,: , •:,r::::::~r~~~·AM
:(>t::::::~.::::::::·_~,O.i~~.
._q:::;:::;~'/;_:;_:-:-:_::,::::: ... ·.

..,.

.,,...",,..."'''"' REAL ESTATE. GROUP. :;
·.·.

AZW~v·>~;'

,_,,,,_,,,,,~

ID :·

·:·. ,.:.' ..

· .I.D . 83642.4401·
.

.

:. ·~-: ~: :.::~

...

-: .

PO 04G3 3140073

ONSULTANT.•M.ESS.AGE:-··--· ·····-·-····-. ··-··· --··· . .

rroP'Av"ey'cREDff'cA"Ro;siiiifp[y CALL'YOUR CONSULTANT ___ ............ _. ---j··-t'"""'-..--::-;~;;:-:-::::::.··;:::'":';:~r.:------1

~=~~-=-~~.]~~o:.~~~~~~~o~~J~~~~~~~i.~~Q_A._R_. o__.___-__-_..-..-_-__·-·_-··_-_....___,_i--..·--·-··---..:-..........:.~~--.3,_·.-:o_·.o_9...,...,

002967

002968

IC
030119881

REPRINT

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

Upon Receipt
per Month or Maximum Allowable
Per Month.

·· ···;·::~;:~;:{n::i·:;.: ·..

Esctio'o:~ri?.tsrRrGT:
....

ULTANT MESSAGE:

I

I

~ci.PAYBv-CRE6it-CI>.Ro,-sriViPI.v c.<\LL.Y6o-Ffcor-JsD[iAN·f·:···· .. ·--········---·-~--l-·--····

'••••••·•••••••••r.::;:::-••••••-•••·---··•-•-••••••••-••-••••w'""-•••••••• ••••• - · · - · · -

••

46.45

L........ _.... 180~~-~-~~~~~.?~------~--~--~ _s_~Y-5_GU~~-~-....... __............................t .......... ·-·- ·--···---~·--'--------J

002969

VOIC
uard(O

. 030122227

REPRINT

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

For Inquiries Call.: 800-388-3650

INVOICE TERMS: P
Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1
per Month or Maximum Allowable
Rate Minimum of $.5 Per Month

I
I

i

k-·--···---·--·
........ -·--·-··--- -----------··---.. ---------..--+--·
~CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

- - - · · - -~

1.l!~-~~-~~~~}1~~;:~~~~_P~i-~~~i~~~-~Gr~~NT
-·-'----·--------········-·---··--··--··-·. . . . . . -.. -..-

10.56
0.00

80.77

L. ._...----··--- --·---................. _.......----.. -~----~ -----·--~'--··-·f- ..·-·-·""···_,_·-··--·····---·-~.:.~-_~---l

002970

IN OIC
Safeguard~

030125740

REPRINT

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
8hicago, IL 60680"1043

For· Inquiries Call:. 800~.88-3650

INVOICE TERMS: ~-><>,,<~I"'IP Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1
per Month or Maximum.AIIowable
Per Month
Rate Minimum of

383.55

0.00
0.00
92.48

0.00

002971

INVOICE

~ ~
Ji''
~~)a.egtJartJl
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
~0 Box88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

For Inquiries Call: 800-388;3650.

B
I
L
L

T
0

QUANTITY

EINVOICE NUMBER:

030127154

REPRINT

L__
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___)

INVOICE DATE

CONSULTANT NO.

09/22/2014

04G3

CUSTOMER NO.
4BG300

CUST. P.O

ORDER
'NUMBER
C4J4KP

J

SHAWN

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 Y.% per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Month

s
H
I

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

NS SUPPORT LLC

p

6140 W CURTISIAN AVE STE 400
BOISE ID 837048907

T
0

PRODUCT NAME

DESCRIPTION

~OUNT -~DISCOUNT AMD~~NT

- - - - - - CKlS08111SMV1P -LASER ACCOUNTING FORMS
250
SFSL1GSMV1
' JOHANS
BAMPOi________

r%

~--~---~----

I

1
BAMP<?~-=~~-.k.-~__:~~~:.........._
SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

24.70
-------

_o.o~

I

0.00

,
0.00

0

0

TOTAL PRODUC

24.70

~
24.70

·----------··--t---·--·-·--·--·-·DISCOUN~

~

0.00

---;~EPAYMEN;r-·-----0.00-·

CO-N-SULTANT MESSAGE!---------·--------~- HIPP;NG/~:NDL~-~~-----S.3g--

f----·--- ---------------+----·-·--·----·

I

SALES

TAX!

0.00

~---------·-r-··-·--------

,

r,::-·----------------·-·--··

1'0 PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

f _

I

·--------1----------·--~----·-I
PLEASE PAY!

j80o~650·--~~~~-~~T.~~~~-~o--===---=-=

1 ____

:~~-~~~uNrj_______:_~.o~--

002972

IN OICE
feguard~

030127158

REPRINT

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt"
LATE CHARGE: 1 Yz% per Month or Maximum Allowable
Rate Minimum of $.50 Per Month

..

.......

. ·.::;p;F::··.:

·o.oo
40.40
0.00
0.00

6.05
0.00

.46:45

002973

INVOICE
._'N_v_o_rc_E_N_U_M_B_ER_:_ _

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

+-0--3-0_1_3~

INVOICE DATE

C NSULTANT NO.

ORDER
NUMBER

09/23/2014

04G3

C4J4MD

CUSTOMER NO. ·

CUST. P.O

JAN ELL

4BG300
For Inquiries Call: 800·388-3650

INVOICE TERMS: Payahle pan Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 %%per onth or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum o( $.50 Per Month

B

s

I
L

H
I
p

L

T

REPRINT

I B F SAFEGUARD
130310050INESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705.

T

BPA BUSINESS PSYCHOLOGY ASSOC.
STE 300
380 • PARKCENTER BLVD
BOt E ID 837063965

0

0

N_A_M_E-.r~------D-E_S_C_R_IP-T-IO_N_______r-A-rO--U_N_T_r-------.-

_Q_U_A-NT-IT-Yr-P_R_O_D_U_CT
__

10000

1

CK7S08112LGN1P
SFSL2G1
BAM PO?
BAM PO?

CLAIMS ACCOUNTING FORM

32.02

PO 04G3 5141128

L~o~~~~;L__

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

TOTAL PRODUCT

232.02

------··-·-·····--····----,-- ----···--·--·

______________________________] --- ;;~~~~:~~~r - -~~
CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

~

IPPING/HANDLINGI

35.39

·- --·-··--·-·-·-··--,-- ···-------··----

0.00

SALES TAX

,----------------r-·--·--------··1

1

!

I
I
·---··--r--.=:=::::.:::=.-...=.::=.:.==..:;::::.:._-=::::;::;:;.--:;;;;;:~;:-.,::·;-;:.;.::=:-.=_::==::_=j~~ ~:_::=;:_=~:=.~~·;.-1~~-. :.:=.=:.:=---------· -

002974

NVOICE
·--------------~----------~

030134258

INVOICE

Safeguard Business Systems, "Inc.
PO Box88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

~

DATE-~

[

For Inquiries Call; 800-388-3650

B
I
L
L

09/24/2014

04G3

N~ ~4BG300
I

FTY
I

2500

~--

I

I

PRODUcT NAME

CK?~~~ci1~~;N 1 P
~

~~~~g;

C4J7RZ

CUST. P.O ~
AP ACCT FQ__j

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Wpon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 W/o pe Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of. $.50 Per Month

s
H
I
p

I 8 F SAFEGUARD
130310050INESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

T
0

ORDER
NUMBER

ONSULTANT NO.

CUSTOMER
L

REPRINT

T
0

~-o-----o-E-sc·-R--J-PT-1-0-N

co NCRETE PLACING co.
64! 1 W. GOWEN ROAD
837095671

80 SE ID

_ _ _ _,_-1-M-o_u_N_T_ImscouNT

NP LASER ACCOUNTING FORM

1oa.os

~ AM0'!,~"1

~-o--~1

102.65

----·------·--- --!------:...----'
PO 04G3 "14140636

0.00

r

0.00

- EZSPREM
SE
2500
EZSPREM
EZSHIELD PREMIUM
RVICE
0.00
0.00
~A~F=EG~U~A~R~D~M~E~SS~A~G~E~:~~~========•=========~======-db~=-=TO=T=A=-~dP=R=O=DUCTI

lo~-00-

Iln
0

--.

0.00

-

1~~~

.=-~~~=~~~~~J-----5A"a-·

- ·- - - ·- - - - - -·-· - -·-·- - - - ·- -· - - .- - -· · - ·.-· - - - -· - ·- · - . . -· - -- - ' ··-··-----~~~~~~~E~~c---~~~::~~~~~~
I
CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

I

I~~~,~·~:.~-~-~
r--·-------··-··T·-

-~

~OPAYOYC.miC.iflo. s.M>CYCAU:'YOURCONSU;:w:rr·---· ---·- -~~-· -~;;;;~;,·-- --------'~-----_---_·-·_--_~Jaoo-38a-i@.__---·i-E!_.f~_?AmtiAJi"!?.~=-====~==---·_·--~~'-··- ~~~-UN_T 115.22__
_2_HI_S

002975

002976

INVOICE
iNVOICE
NUMBER:

~~rd·p
!6-t-1!!

I

030140534

REPRINT

:q

INVOICE D!-t TE

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

c

NSULT.B.NT NO.

09/25/2014

04G3

GliSYOMER NO.

CUST. P.O

4BG300

14140634

ORDER

I

NUI\IlBER

Z43H7H

I

~ (

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

r

lowable Rate

if

S/AUTOSORT

B

L
L
T

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

0

I
p
T

0

Ctd AUTOSORT
7286 W. AIRWAY COURT
BO(SE ID 83709
j

!
I

QUANTiTY PR00UCT NAME
EN4N2086GBWHXF
SGE20861P1
BAMP04
1
BAMP04
~AFEGUARD MESSAGE:

10000

AMOUNT
DUE

DESCRIPTION

r...i'\iiOUNT

#9 RETURN ENVELOPE

~03.50

0.00

0

203.50

i 0.00

0.00

0

0.00

i

DISCOUNT %

'I

PO 04G3 14140634

I

iI

TOTAL PRODUCl

203.50

DISCOUN~

0.00

PREPAYMEW

0.00

HIPPING/HANDLING

65.52

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PA'I
THISAMOUN"

269.02

I

I
I

[cONSULTANT MESSAGE:

TO PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

·laoo-388-3650

I 8 F SAFEGUARD

I
I

INVOICE
1030148636

INVOICE DATE

C< I>NSULTANT NO.

ORDER
NUMBER

09/29/2014

04G3

Z43HFJ

CUSTOMER NO.

CUST. P.O

TAX CODE

4BG300

RON

130830320

..
Ff'\1
~i ~~fb-llQ• u

tu-Alm ~a
~~

iNVOICE
NU!V.BER:

-cn~ ~~

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

For Inquiries Call:

s
I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

L
L
T
0

QUANTITY PRODUCT NAIVIE
EN4CCSTPPR
EN4CCSTPPR
BAMP04
1
BAMP04
!SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

15000

H

I
p
T
0

DESCRIPTION
ENV 10W CUSTTIN #1 0 WINDOW
WI
PO 04G3 4140912

FAI MERS NATIONAL BANK- TWIN
890 SHOSHONE STREET EAST
TWIN FALLS ID 83303

AjlnOUNT

jcONSULTANT MESSAGE:

002977

jao0-388-3650

I 8 F SAFEGUARD

AMOUNT
DUE

0.00

0

373.35

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

I

TOTAL PRODUCl

373.35

DISCOUNl

0.00

PREPAY[\JIEN1

0.00

SjHIPPING/HANDLING

106.52

I
TO PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SJMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

DISCOUNT %

73.35

I

-

1'\oll .. l

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Rec.eipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 Yz% pe Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Month

800~388-3650

B

I

' " .....

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

479.87

INVOICE
~~~~V(;~C2
-~~

-

:<.1

r:

~

..

030161328

:·.; :.: ~t!~3 ~ :;:.~

§·X·

rt"r'J.

olra~ i~~~
~~l,~~-~r.
~~
~~

;:·.. /r)·..... ~." :·:~'"~"'~:

10/03/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1 043

For Inquiries Call:

REPRINT
:,:.:~~~EP~

{. ::~·:~:.=:.t:t. r.Pt~·r:T r~o~
I

!.JtH!i;ScR.

Z43HRV

04G3

:::;_.; s~---.c: ~·t:: ~::~~ !'"! c~.

CL~ST.?.O

4BG300

JUD1#10W

INVOICE TERMS: Payabl Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 Yz% p~r Month or Maximum P lowable Rate
Minimum of$.50 Per Mon 11

800-388~3650

s

B
I
L
L

H
I
p

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

T

T

n;.n•c::
~
BAiRos

oR.v CLEANER~ AUTOSORT
n~::>v

1"1 I=AI\II=D

72~6 W.AIRWAY COURT
BrSE ID 83709

0

0
·.·. ·.·:·
·....

•'

....

15000
1
1

.

....

. ......

..

·~:

EN4S2097GBWHXP
SGE20971P1
BAMP04
BAMP04
ENRUSHZ
ENRUSH2

..-··:·_.: -: :· .

~...:.

~

ENV10W #10 WINDOW ENV
FAST FOR
PO# 04G3 14140633R
2~DAY

RUSH ENVELOPES

!SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

002978

CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

t·-~/·:: . ~:·.:·:·

;:= :S(:(."~.i!·.·T

<,·

:>

l.:iU!::

o.oo

0.00

0

0.00

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

1

TOTAL PRODUCT

0.00'

DISCOUNT

0.00:

PREPAYMENT

0.00

pHIPPING/HANDLING.

0.00

SALES TAX
\oro- ...... ,,"-'' _ _ ,__,wro

_,.. .... ,._

"'.'""'''-AI

1

''"""'-IIF"I "'"' .. IC"'Iol11 wr"A .. IT

;!;._;t~O!...=r-~:·

'
'

_!

0.00 _l

INVOICE
t;:af~~ll
~1· ·.~~~,!]~

. . .::»

f

rd
•

-~;;i;_~;Y:?~
~;-.;;_,;;·.::

;.; -1

030167525

.-•••••

1

REPRINT

......?.
:;:.J":.f~:: :.::.~~~.

;:;,.-.::., 1F.

10/07/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

~~~ :.£ ,~· ·~··::r :1!~ R. :;-~ :..1:.

4BG300

OF.:.D:E~!

i':: O!~~S~iL . . fAff~: r~\).

t

--

t-;~:~v:BEi~

Z43HVS

04G3

I

--·,!<"" ..... ~,..
'-,.tr....- •.••:~ ~ " '

• ..,_,p

YOLANDA

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 Yz% per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call; 800-388-3650

s

B

I

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

L
L

T
The

1

I
p

T

INTERIOR SYSTEMS, INC.
5446 WEST STATE" STREET
BOISE 10 83707

0

::~~:.~!~~::"'((": ~{

2200

H

.:.,r.:.l.~~jJJJ~;:· ;~.J.:::i.~;1E

FM7C0811XLWH1P
SFCUSTOMF
BAMP07
BAM PO?

VES'::i~~i:=;-1~(}~·.~

t~PJO~Jt•,}'T

rii~GUNT

%

A¥;,"iourrr
DUE

ACT DIRECT DEPOSIT

112.84

0.00

0

112.84

PO# 04G3 5141155

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

fSAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

TOTAL PRODUCT
-.
~

!CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

002979
tr~ PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

~00-388-3650

I B F SAFEGUARD

~

11.2.84
-.

DISCOUNT!

0.00'

PREPAYMENT

0.00!

SHIPPING/HANDLING

15.62

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT.

I

128.46
..

INVOICE
€h·)l .F';I.+ ~
~ame

I_ 030168818

..___;..\. :..::.'i.J=;;;..;~fi:_
.
;!;i'>i("<iF:::'

l.Jara

;t·;)

t10!t~S!,JlTw<\)\rf

nt.j\fOiCE f;!~~TE
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago,·IL 60680-1043

10/08/2014

04G3

.-:: i .~X{~~~:; ~!i1~i~ TJ ;j ~

r-·
~~ . .i. .... :'1,
~"'
.... t,:~..,
c* ,-;...;

4BG300

DEBBIE

:tH~~tJEF.·

rJ .~·r

i~U~\~8~~~

C4JWSC

pr

s

B
I
L
L

H
I
p
T

I 8 F SAFEGUARD
13031 OOSOINESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

T

~10M
RJd;H HAVENS

73~6WFAIRVIEW AVE

BqiSE ID

:). u.t..).rr: ;· ·:,.

.

'
.,.,...lj
f-'"0'
!"'T

:·::.~.--:.. ~) f~~ :._.;::;·~~ h~ftt:'·J# ~~

:) SS{:!~;?TiS:! ~·~

DP1N0046NMWH2P
DT1000462
BAMP01
BAMP01

DEPMERATCLUDEPOSIT
SLIPS IN 100046 MERIDIAN

O!SCQij~~T

0_{~

I ~7.1.1

0.00

0

37.11

o.oo

0.00

0

0.00

I

1

jsAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

II
I

-

CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

002980

r-o PAY BY CRED!! CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT
~00·388·3650

I B F SAFEGUARD

-

AMOU~T

..

~~,(:Jl

..

PO 04G3 2140256

837048511

'.

0

0

1

REPRINT

INVOICE TERMS: Payabll1 Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 %% r Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Mont

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

600

1

DliJf.

I

TOTAL PRODUCT
DISCOUNT

37,11

0.00.

PREPAYMENT

0.00

1
HIPPING/HANDLING

11.95

SALES TAX

.o.oo

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

49.06

I

I
I

I

:

INVOICE

feguard~
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

INVOICE
NUMBER:

030188928

INVOICE DATE

CONSULTANT NO.

ORDER
NUMBER

10/15/2014

04G3

Z43JHB

CUSTOMER NO.

GUST. P.O

TAX CODE

4BG300

JUDI.

13001003

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

REPRINT

INVOICE TERMS: Payabl ~ Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 %% ~ er Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Mon h

B
I
L
L

s
I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

T

0

H
I

p
T

81 IRD'S DRY CLEANERS
57 02 W. FAIRVIEW AVE
8( ISE ID 83706

0

QUANTITY PRODUCT NAME

DESCRIPTION

i\MOUNT

DISCOUNT %

AMOUNT
DUE

1650

FM9F0805XNWH2P
CS852

HOSPITALITY TICKETS

100.91

0.00

0

100.91

1

BAMP07
BAMP07

PO 04G3 14140686

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:
TOTAL PRODUCT

100.91

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

~HIPPING/HANDLING

11.26

:

i
I
I

!
CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

I

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

112.17

I
TO PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

J
---------------

800-388-3650

I B F SAFEGUARD

I

-----·--------·-··------------1.-----·---..---·----·-·- . - .

002981

INVOICE
:Safeguard·~

030211695

INVOICE NUMBER:

INVOICE DATE

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

REPRINT
ORDER
NUMBER

ONSULTANT NO.

10/24/2014

04G3

CUSTOMER NO.

CUST.P.O

TAX CODE

4BG300

RON

13083032

Z43HR5

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650
INVOICE TERMS: Payabl Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 Y:z% p r Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Mont

B

s

I
L
L

H
I
p

T

I 8 F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

FA RMERS NATIONAL BANK-TWIN

89 ' SHOSHONE STREET EAST
TV1 IN FALLS ID 83303

T

0

0

QUANTITY

8000
1

PRODUCT NAME

DESCRIPTION

EN4CCSTPPR
EN4CCSTPPR
BAMP04
BAMP04

E THAU TELLER ENVELOPE
E-STMTS

289.36

PO# 04G3 4140916

0.00

I

MOUNT

DISCOUNT %

F§=
0

AMOUNT
DUE

0

289.36

0

0.00

I

~AFEGUARD MESSAGE:

TOTAL PRODUCT

289.36

DISCOUNT
,----..PREPAYMENT

0.00

r,---·------·-- -·-----CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

TO PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

·-----

I

. ·-·---·

---

0.00

--

HIPPING/HANDLING

148.23

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASEP~

437 ·59
loi\A.!UUL!1=0....- ..u:u;_~JI.I:.b.C.l.lARD..__- - - - - - - -r-------THIS AMOUNT -----·..-·--'-

002982

INV
·feguard~

REPRINT

Safeguard'Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-36.50

INVOICE TERMS: 0 "'''"'h 1o Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1
per Month or Maximum Allowable
Per Month

24.70

0.00
0.00
5.39

0.00

002983

INVOICE
-

feguard~-

030219635

INVOICE NUMBER:

ORDER
NUMBER

~ONSULTANT NO.

INVOICE DATE

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

REPRINT

'1 0/28/2014

.04G3

Z43HR8

CUSTOMER NO.

CUST. P.O

4BG300

RON

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650
INVOICE TERMS: Payabl Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 W/o p r Month or Maximum All owable Rate.
Minimum of $.50 Per Moni

s

8
I
L

H
I
p

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

L
T

FA~MERS NATIONAL BA NK- TWIN

89 · SHOSHONE STREET EAST

rvJ.JN FALLS

T

0

DESCRIPTION

PRODUCT NAI\?E

1-·

EN4CCSTPPR
EN4CCSTPPR
BI\MP04
1
BAMP04
!sAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

8000

E GRO LIST TELLER EN ONLINE
ED

~-

·-1289.36

PO# 04G3-4140917

0.00

r
I

-·--

0.00

TOTAL

PRODUC~l

289.36

IoI

0.00

I 8 F SAFEGUARD

-

--

-

-- --

-·

-

l

PREPAYMENT

~LES ~l_
PLEASEPAf

____THIS

...

289.36

o1sco~~Foo-

__ '_ -

r---·---------TO PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

AMOUNT
DUE

0

----~HIPPING/~ANDLIN~ ...---·-

CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

_,j~38~~~~..

DISCOUNT~

rOUNT

~

----

83303

0

QUANTITY

I

ID

---

AM~-~~T

0.00
0.00

0.00

289 36
· __

002984

INVOICE

:Safe

uard~

INVOICE NUMBER:

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680·1 043

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

030219634

REPRINT

INVOICE DATE

boNSULTANT NO.

ORDER
NUMBER

10/28/2014

04G3

Z43HR7

CUSTOMER NO.
4BG300

CUST.P.O

RON

INVOICE TERMS: Payabl ~Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 Y.o/o p ~r Month or Maximum All owable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Mont

s

B
'I

H
I

I 8 F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 63705

L
L

T
0

QUANTITY

PRODUCT NAME

p

T
0

DESCRIPTION

F4RMERS NATIONAL BANK-TWIN

8~-P. SHOSHONE STREET EAST
TV IN FALLS ID 83303

MOUNT

DISCOUNT % AMOUNT
DUE

-0--r-~EN~4~C~C~S~T~P-P~R--~E-D·I~R~D-E~P~T~E~L~LE~R~EN~V~O~N~LI-N~E~~--_----~------·-0-~---_-~

800

EN4CCSTPPR
1
BAMP0 4
BAMP04
SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

BILL

289 36

PO# 04G3 4140914

0.00

1

2 8 9 36

.0.00
0.00

TOTAL PRODUCJ..

o
.

0.00
289.36

---'=~SCOUNT~·--·--o.o;PREPAYMENT
0.00
~c'o~~N~S~U~Lt~A~N~T~M~E~S~S~A~G~E~:---------------------------~.-H-IP-P-IN._G_/-HA_N_D_L_IN-G·r------0-.-0-0-l

002985

INVOICE
I!INVOICE NUMBER:

SafeguardrJ

10/28/2014

04G3

CUSTOMER NO.

CUST. P.O

4BG300

RON

For'lnquiries Call: 800-388-3650

8
I

L
T

REPRINT
ORDER
NUMBER

NO.

Z43HR6

Payabl ~ Upon Receipt
1 ~%p ~r Month or Maximum AI: owable Rate
er Mont

H
I

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

L

030219633

~ONSULTANT

INVOICE DATE

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

I

p
T

FIRMERS NATIONAL BANK- TWIN
89£. SHOSHONE STREET ~AST

TV

IN t-ALL;)

IU

l:!.:l.:lU.:l

0

0

I

!

I

DESCRIPTION

QUANTITY! PRODUCT NAME

J

EN4CCSTPPR
EN4CCSTPPR
!SAFEGUARD MESSAGEi.

6500

MOUNT

E THAU TELLER ENV MOBILE
BAN
KG
..

--··

--

235.10
j

I

I

CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

0.00

0

AMOUNT
DUE

235.10

TOTALPRODUC~
D~COUNT

~00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

· HIPPING/HANDLING

0.00

SALES TAX

0.00

I

002986

,___ --- ----

jTO_PJ\\'B'(_ CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT
,--1

DISCOUNT %

"II

PLEASE PAY1

I')")J:'

-i

.n

INVOICE

_Safeguard~

030219686

INVOICE NUMBER:

INVOICE DATE

Safeguard ·\3usiness Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL.60680-1 043

10/28/2014

REPRINT

I

ONSULTANT NO.

ORDER
NUMBER

Z43K4F

04G3

L--+--

CUSTOMER NO.

CUST. P.p

4BG300

MINOR REPA

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650
INVOICE TERMS: Payabl Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 ~% p r Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Mont

B

s

I
L
L

H
I
p

I B F SAFEGUARD
13031 00501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

T
0

T
0

AI PORT CHEVRON
28 8 AIRPORT WAY
B ·ISE JD 83705

I

;

QUANTITY

PRODUCT NAME

~MOUNT

DESCRIPTION

;

2000
1

FM 9 BSNAPMMV
SNPCUSTMV
BAM PO?
BAMP07

MINOR REPAIR SERVICE ORDER
PO 04G3 14140718

AFEGUARD MESSAGE:

----

I

108 52

.

~

- m-=

II

DISCOUNT %

0.00

0

108.52

0.00

0

0.00

TOTAL PRODUCTf

j~·-----

A~~~T

108.52
----·--

DISCOUNT

---------·
PREPAYMENT
CONSULTANT_M_E_S_S_A_GE:·-----.. ------------~~~~PING/HANDLING

~TO PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLYCALLYOUR CONSULTANT

.. .1800-388-3650

. --

....

I 8 F SAFEGUARD

---·-·-·--·---·------

SALES TAl<

··-PLEASEPA~--

0.00

0.00

-22~26

---~-00
---------13

THIS AMOUNT
0. 7B
------------'--

002987

INVOICE

~S_afeguard@ll-'"_vo_tc_E_Nu_M_se_R_=

_ _o_3o_22_e_o6_7_

INVOICE DATE

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

10/31/2014

REPRINT

_J

CONSULTANT NO.

ORDER
NUMBER

04G3

C4KNZC

L----'-'·

CUSTOMER NO.

r---

CUST. P.O

,___4_B_G_3_00_ _, ~

SHAWN

_ __J

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650
INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 %%per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Month

B

s

I

H
I
p

L
L
T
0

QUANTITY

I 8 F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

PRODUCT NAME

CK7S08111SMV1P
SFSL1GSMV1
BAMP07
1
BAMP07
SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

250

T
0

NS SUPPORT LLC
STE 400
6140 W CURTISIAN AVE
BOISE ID 837048907

DESCRIPTION

AMOUNT

LASER ACCOUNTING FORMS
JOHANS

0.00.

PO 04G3 5141122R
-

l

DISCOUNT %

0.00

I

0.00

0.00
·-

~~~-

TOTAL PRODUCT
___ ...___________, __,

---~~-·-··-

ol

0.00

ol

0.00

0.00

--····-----

DISCOUNT

0.00

I

PREPAYMENT

0.00

I

SALESTAX

F

--------·
CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

AMOUNT
DUE

------

-~--SHIPPINGfi:'AN~liN~~--~·00

.

~

----,------·----

----------·--·--------------·----- ... - I ·---·---··------PLEASE.. PAY

TO PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

-·

!soo-~-~~_-36~----- I B F SA~_:-~~ARD

--

----··--··-··--·-·--··-------------·-··----·

J..

THIS AMOUNT

·----- 0.00

-----------------------------

002988

INVOICE

Safeguard~E.__v_--

o_lc_EN_u_MB_E_R:_ _o_3_o2_35"--43_o_

.Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043'
Chicago, 'JL 60680-1043

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

INVOICE DATE

CONSULTANT NO•

ORDER
NUMBER

11/03/2014

04G3

Z43KRR

CUSTOMER NO.

CUST. P.O

4BG300

103014A

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 %%per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Month

s

B
I
L
L
T

REPRINT

__j

H

I B F SAFEGUARD
13031 00501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE 10 83705

I

p
T

MOYLE MINK FARMS
374 SOUTH 600 WEST
HEYBURN ID 83336

0

0

QUANTITY

5000

1

PRODUCT NAME I
EN4CCSTPPR
EN4CCSTPPR
BAMP04
BAMP04

SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

l

I

DESCRIPTION

AMOUNT

#10 STD WINDOW SELF SEAL

184.60

PO 04G3 4141062

0.00

. ··-· ---

I

CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

--------~-

0 PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

_____§aa-3650

I 8 F SAFEGUARD

AMOUNT
DUE

0.00

0

184.60

0.00

0

0.00

-

TOTAL PRODUCT

~----

-

IOISCOUNTF

...

184.60

--DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

SHIPPING/HANDLING

28.87

SALES TAX

0.00

c-·-

PLEASE PAY ~--------213.47
THIS AMOUNT

· - - - ----··---·
--·-·-----·---· ·-----------··--·----------------·---

...._,, __ -

·~

002989

INVOICE

Safeguard~
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

INVOICE
NUMBER:

030241999

INVOICE DATE

CONSULTANT NO.

ORDER
NUMBER

11/05/2014

04G3

Z43KNG.

CUSTOM!;R NO.

CUST. P.O

4BG300

DEANNA

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

REPRINT

TAX CODE

13001003

INVOICE TERMS: Payab I~ Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE:· 1 ~% 1er Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Man h

B
I
L
L

s
I 8 F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

T

0

QUANTITY PRODUCT NAME

H
I
p
T
0

T E ALLERGY GROUP
S E 303
1 00 N. CURTIS
BPISE ID 83706

DESCRIPTION

AMOUNT

DISCOUNT %

AMOUNT
DUE

1100

FM9F0811XNWH2P
CS8112

CHARGE FORMS

75.'67

0.00

0

75.67

1

BAMP07
BAMP07

PO 04G3 5141267

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:
TOTAL PRODUCT

75.67

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

! SHIPPING/HANDLING

13.88

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

89.55

I
CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

I
I

TO PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

I

800-388-3650

I B F SAFEGUARD

I
,I___

. -

-

002990

002991

INVOICE
--lliN~~~roffi!C~E~--------------~-

~ ~

~an SOt R~ ~~r

_ .. o3o2so7a7

NUMBER:

REPRINT

1

"l:li!_.,;,.,.;.s.!! ~~

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

L
L

T

CONSULTANT NO.

ORDER
NUMBER

11/10/2014

04G3

C4LR32

No.I-

cu~~~~~o

c~~!;- --~

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 }'20/o per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

B
I

!NVO!CE DATE

s
I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

0
QUANTITY PRODUCT NAME
CK7S08112MMV1P
SFSL2MMV1
BAMP07
1
BAMP07
!SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

2000

T
0

QUALITY ART
200 E 52ND ST
BOISE ID 837142110

DISCOUNT 0/c

AMOUNT.
DUE

DESCRIPTION

AMOUNT

NP ACTNG FORMS

65.31

0.00

0

65.31

PO 04G314140751

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

1'--0NSULTANT MESSAGE:

0 PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

lsoo-388-3650

H
I
p

I 8 F SAFEGUARD

TOTAL PRODUCT

65.31

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

SHIPPING/HANDLING

11.13

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

76.44

INVOICE
!:!~'

~~~~1

-~~.Jt~

I

!NVOICE
NUMBER:

1030253430 .

REPRINT

I

y

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

INVOICE DATE

C1NSULTANT NO.

ORDER
NUMBER

11/10/2014

04G3

Z43L10

CUSTOMER· NO.

4BG300

r-

CUST. P.O

...,

RON

1

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Lpon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 Yz% pef Month or Maximum Allowable Rate·
Minimum of S.SO Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

I

8
I

L
L
T
0

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100SOINESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

QUM.!T!TY PRODUCT NAME
EN4CCSTPPR
EN4CCSTPPR
BAMP04
1
BAMP04
!SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

2500

~
p

T
0

FA

IMERS NATIONAL BANK-l'WIN

890tHOSHONE STREET EAST
TWIN FALLS ID 83303

I

AMOUNT
DUE.

DESCRIPTiON

ArouNT

ENV 1OWBUHL #1 0 STD W-BUHL

k4.38

0.00

0

94.38

PO# 04G3 4141070

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

DISCOUNT %

TOTAL PRODUC1

94.38

I

DISCOUNl

0.00

I

PREPAYMENl

0.00

S~IPPING/HANDUNG

16.38

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PA'Y
THISAMOUN1

110.76

I

!CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

I

002992

frO PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

j8o0-388-36so

I B F SAFEGUARD

II

SafeglJarrJ~

!

:;~·,g~.;e;;::
,..:;L;i~-€~=:F;.:

r

L 030292714
I

'

·

REPRINT

). .···;. .. ,~!' :'1 "':."' ; ... ~.< ...t. ;.; .. . . .
·~~·~.JI•:..,.....~') ... ~~··,,"i I~ ...,.;.

!r·r:f~~··:.~;~:: }:=·~==- T::;

!

11/25/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

002993

I

INVOICE

I

(; t.: S T:'}t:};~f.~ ;-.: ·..}.

4BG300

D~Dr:;:~
!'-1Ut..:iS~f~

04G3

C4MCN6

~-::~ST. ~~i.:;

JULIE
i

INVOICE TERMS: Payabl~ Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 %% p~r Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of$.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

Ii
I

B

s

I

H

L
L

-1

T
0
~~.tr:t:,.i\·Tr;·.;'

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

PH.:.~1:':~ J-;':":T ;·~ ;3--~:::

I

I

G~ACE ASSISTED LIVING

I

iI

p

9995 W. STATE STREET
M~RIDIAN ID 83646

T
0

"~~~r:.f: -~ :! :;,. . ~\, 't

f"!ESC~~~~·(:r.~

.

~:~~ ;;c:~:·u:

f:.;·-r

:a

!..\ ~::E.J ~ r·~-~.
0!..:E

I

1000
1

CK7S08111 LGN1 P
SFSL 1G1
BAM PO?
BAM PO?

ACCOUNTING FORMS

l 49.22

0.00

0

49.22

I o.oo

0.00

0

0.00

i

PO 04G3 00140195

j

I

jsAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

I

.I

TOTAL PRODUCT:

I

DISCOUNT

0.00

I

PREPAYMENT

0.00

.~HIPPING/HANDLING
I

6.57

I
I

I

j
CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

49.22;

I

I
I
I

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

55.79

I

~0 PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL youR CONSULTANT

I

~00-388-3650

I B F SAFEGUARD

..

.

'!!

i~;vc;~:.;:;r::

030302778

f~t.~;~s.:::~·l:

afeguard~'

ft\.fVOlCE ~·fo.=r:=

C:ij\.!SULT.~"!f~T

(

11/29/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680·1 043

002994

INVOICE
REPRINT
-t;~~U)~::;

NO.

~-~U~;~:?;ER

04G3

Z43M5Z

. t=-... ::;

Gt' S"TC~t.:~~:.~ hi<"".: ..

~::usr

4BG300

LANCE
Payabl til Upon Receipt
1 W/o 1 er Month or Maximum AI towable Rate

For Inquiries Call: 800·388·3650

'er Mon :h

B

I
L
L

T

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE 10 83705

0
(: ~-~.ii.f"~TH'~{

3000

1

F~~O~JL~C~'

h! ..:1~t~:-;~

FM9F0811XNWH2P
CS8112
BAMP07
BAMP07

H

I

p
T
0

Al5SISTING HANDS HOME CARE·NAMP
P~EMIER BLDG STE 105
5j00 FRANKLIN ROAD
ID 83687

TMPA

':J :;sc i~.!P"r~:..; f-!:

, ... ,....., .., ·--t

PROGRESS NOTES

. 127.26

PO 04G3 5141369

jsAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

.'!.!.. ~';!1.._..-:'.; ..\,;

)

0.00

h;.,.t.:•;~:
.. ,.. . _ 1 ~ P..;~·
... "-1 .. . , . _ : . t f'l;;

/~Pi1C~:~T
t)~j~

0.00

0

127.26

0.00

0

0.00

TOTAL PRODUCT

127.26

l
j
!

DISCOUNT

0.00 l
I

1

CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

~0

0.00

i

[sHIPPING/HANDLING

35.51

t

SALES TAX

0.00

ji

PREPAYMENT!

l

j
PAY BY CRED!TCARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

00-388·3650

IB F SAFEGUARD

PLEASE PAY.
THIS AMOUNT

1

. 162.77 j
..._.-.J

:~;.<;;~

afeguard' I

r.::,l.::.!~CE t!.~

030309135

--;-:,:;

::;;J.s·r-:;:::=E;;~.

I

REPRINT

1

OR;)Ei~

t:{):~~s:;r.. ~r.~~NT t·~~c.

12/03/2014

Safeguard Business Systems,Jnc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago,IL 60680-1043

f:.~w~cB;:~

04G3

:··:C;.

4BG300

,,-

002995

INVOICE

C4MXKT

SH·~~~~~AT I

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 W/o per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of$.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800·388·3650

s

B
I
L
L

I 8 F SAFEGUARD
130310050INESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

T
0

. .::

:::~ti~~;.~·rn

250
1

H
I
p

T
0

NS SUPPORT LLC
6140 W CURTISIAN AVE STE 400
BOISE ID 837048907

-,::
C: ~:-?;.::::~::>~.~[·.!.: "'

;':..f;:1t,Jt~~rr

p;:-:::o.r;:;JC1 ~·.::~>..(~/:~;;

!:· ~Sf:'.R~~::;:a };.

.:.;_f~~~~:~.; ~·f!'

CK7S08111 STL 1P
SFSL1GSTL1
BAMP07

P/R ACCOUNTING FORMS D.L.
EVANS

24.70

0.00

0

24.70

PO 04G3 5141429

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

BAMP07

!SAFEGUARD· MESSAGE:

TOTAL PRODUCT

:~uf:

24.70

... -

!CONSULTANT MESSAGE;

tro PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT
~00-388-3650

I B F SAFEGUARD

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

~HIPPING/HANDLING

14.62

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

!

39.32:

002996

INVOICE

I

~··--···-,,:';<.:~~:;;~;~
......... _ ··•..

I

I

iI 030323060

REPRINT

I

~r.r~;"C~~~E ~i.:':·.~·E

I

12/09/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

..

r- '~-.--"'1'"~'15 ,.,. ,~;~,sG3oo~--~.

B

s

I

H
I

I 8 F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY Rei
BOISE ·10 83705

T

p

T
0

0
=~;HJ~!~~~~7=rr

500
1

!='t=I(!·t;Ur;T r"/.\i~!~
CK7S08111SMV1P
SFSL1GSMV1
BAMP07
BAMP07

I

04G3

r-

,~ANNA

r~ut~18SR

C4N3MJ

... I

"'I.~,- -"'

I
INVOICE TERMS: Payabl~ Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 %% p~r Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of$.50 Per Mon

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

L
L

ORD::K

;,. ... :..r;· "', ,...
'r~,.,.
l...r-.. . ;'~'~~ &::;t
--:. r:.•:...":"l :~·J"·:,
t p.;'\..,.•.

DC:SCRII:,T!C.H\1

A~TISAN CARPETS BOISE.LLC

37jo7 E. PINE AVE.
MERIDIAN

ID

836429000

I

!j:.:
:1.(!•"'•~ "?..~"'r
,~i~tt.:\...~ ~.; ;

ACCOUNTING FORMS

r:lSC(JU.i~~T O'
!:;

..AffiQU~~~ ~
CHJE

40.40

0.00

0

40.40

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

I

PO 04G3 5141434

jsAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

I

TOTAL PRODUCT

40.40

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

~HIPPING/HANDLING

6.05

:IJ

I

I
CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

·--

0.00

SALES TAX

-

tro PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT
koo.:uHl-~650

·I

B F SAFEGUARD

..

..

PLEASE PAY:
THIS AMOUNT

46.45

INVOICE
j;:.:·::/Ci~C~

.

f~~u
arf"'lj·"'
~ ~~"'l
\%,._..;
.....#

>.

• ..

030342800

l·1t.!;~BEf~~:.

REPRINT

.

.!-:.TE

;~\ ~/~O~C:E t:.~ .

~~Oh1S:J)LTANT ~~0.

ORDER
NUMBER

04G3

C4NLLK

12/16/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

NO.
4BG300

CliST, P·.-D

=~t;.s-rc:?.r1r:R

DEBBIE

INVOICE TERMS: Payabl ~Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 Y2% ~ er Month or Maximum A lowable Rate
Minimum of$.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

I

s

B
I
L
L

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMilY RD
BOISE ID 83705

T
0
~~; ~J. -~t }.~

1 n ·y

250

1

H
I
p
T
0

:-=-~~{GtJU(~'f N:~J';:~E

DEB;;;:::.t?7JOt·l

CK7S08112LGN1 P
SFSL2G1
BAMP07
BAMP07

MERIDIAN FITNESS ACCOUNT
FORM
PO 04G3 2140314

SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

A·..IOM
RCH HAVENS
7 16 W FAIRVIEW AVE
BJISE ID 837048511

~~~MOU\~T

DISCOUNT

<>l

'"'

!DUE

24.70

0.00

0

24.70

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

I

,.fqfu10Ut~-f

002997

TOTAL PRODUCT

24.70

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

SHIPPING/HANDLING

5.39

SALES TAX

0.00
--

:TO PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

lsoo-388-3650

I B F SAFEGUARD

PLEASE PAY
TH.JS AMOUNT.

30.09

INVOICE
th~i.=-::;~.:E

-~
~
~~. ~ategtJaro
s

"

;;

....

4"";

030351605

NU!~~~~:-::R:

..

~t~J\i'.(.i :--:::~~

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680·1043

:Wt.!-:. TE

12/18/2014

04G3

::;.:.;R: ::·;:~5-:~~~ ~10 .
4BG300

(;t;~:;T, P~C~

B

s

I
L
L

H
I
p

I B F SAFEGUARD
1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705

.:-: :.:· -:..~· ~ '".:·:·_:. :"

250

1

ORDEFi

::;·~:..~S~...?L'f~f~T NC,

~i m~~s r::r-.i

C4NLM4
tt. '1." ('.-. :""11!=
.tJ""'tlf"'o VVt,...c;.,.

"7'

I 130010030

DEBBIE

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 ~% pE r Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of $.50 Per Mont!

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

T
0

REPRINT

@'

T
0

AX OM
RIC H HAVENS
73 6 W 'FAIRVIEW AVE
80 ISE ID 837048511

_.{!..fifJOt.}N

~:."· :. :~-;~,' ~-:... ~: ·~" .• ' :'•i .i:·: •:. :::::

:: t.:i.-:: :.:~;~:.:·~·f:;)~~

. ·. ::r~ ~) ~J ~\!~..

CK7S08112LTN1 P
SFSL2T1
BAM PO?
BAM PO?

FITNESS HOLDING ACCOUN
FORM

24.70

0.00

0

24.70

PO 04G3 2140315

0.00

0.00

0

0.00

~AFEGUARD MESSAGE:

CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

r.lJS(~i..1tJ~--~~r <-J.:,

TOTAL PRODUCT

24.70

DISCOUNT

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

002998

HIPPING/HANDLING ..
'

l

DUE

SALES TAX

5.39'
0.00

..

'

0 PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

~00-388-3650

I B F SAFEGUARD

I

PLEASE PAY·
THIS AMOUNT

30.09

INVOICE
g-.

,..

~; .#'"~-r~n~ f!~

I ~~!~;;ii~~:

v-nN1'

I

I 030351598

Vto.....itd~~YY~li U

REPRINT

l

~

::·.~·:.:=-.:·:~!.:!~~ ~;;~~ r~:::

pl-.lfi.; ;..T.h.f~·;·· i\l C.
i

12/18/2014

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
PO Box88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1043

~-~

OR£..\ER
t·HJ~,,BE!~

04G3

C4NLJC

-·· · . · -· ·"-.. . . . I ,. :,. . . . . . - : , ,.,---1

t ... ·.,h:~

:· ~.••!'J!!::~t

~~ ..~.
..;..

\_.. ~~: .• ,';J

4BG300

DEBBIE
I
INVOICE TERMS: Payabl~ Upon Receipt
LATE CHARGE: 1 W/o plr Month or Maximum Allowable Rate

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650

Minimum of $.50 Per Montfl
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13031 00501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705
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RICH HAVENS
73i6 W FAIRVIEW AVE
B91SE ID 837048511
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D!SCOUNT %
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2-VE

ACCOUNTING FORMS EAGLE
FITNESS

124.70

0.00

0

24.70

PO 04G3 2140313

li 0.00

0.00

0

0.00
I

!SAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

TOTAL PRODUCT

24.70

--

CONSULTANT MESSAGE:

002999

lfro
l

DISCOUN11

0.00

PREPAYMENT

0.00

HIPPING/HANDLING

5.39

SALES TAX

0.00
-

PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT

Jaoo-388-3650

I 8 F SAFEGUARD

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

30.09.
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Safeguard Business Systems,lnc.
PO Box 88043
Chicago, IL 60680-1 043
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1303100501NESS FORMS
83318 AMITY RD
BOISE ID 83705
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INTERIOR SYSTEMS, INC
5446 W STATE ST
BOISE ID 837033336
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P/R ACCOUN liNG FORMS
INTERIOR SYSTEMS

65.31

0.00

0

65.31

PO 04G3 5141483
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jsAFEGUARD MESSAGE:

~ONSULTANT MESSAGE:
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~Boo-388-3650
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TOTAL PRODUCT

65.31

DISCOUNT

O·.OO

PREPAYMENT

0.00

~HIPPING/HANDLING

11.13

SALES TAX

0.00

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

76.44

.

;fl'O PAY BY CREDIT CARD, SIMPLY CALL YOUR CONSULTANT
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REPRINT

INVOICE TERMS: Payable Upon Receipt
•.
LATE CHARGE: 1 %%per Month or Maximum Allowable Rate
Minimum of$.50 Per Month

For Inquiries Call: 800-388-3650
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